
I love the part when MM was the one to make it rain in Dubbo, Australia, who had been going through a horrible drought. I cried actual tears.
I love the part when I did fall for the façade.
I did put choc chips in banana bread after reading it in FF. Choc chips are good.
I hope they include the part where she mentioned she wanted a private life yet constantly inflicting mass suffering on everyone with her endless made up tales of woe.
Lol, should I cancel my Netflix because of this?
How about the part where you bullied the Royal aides during the Wedding because Meghan wanted to pretend she's oppressed?
They certainly seem to have captured the imagination of the lower end of the IQ scale.
AMERICA does not give a flying frick about the stable boy spawn OR his game show box holder, hollywoke twit...Degrading the Monarchy for an illiterate,  mindless pack of lonely 
humans.... you slags need to put your mask on and go outside..... it's time for your 6th booster.
I loved the part where Meghan read the comments on her netflix trailer.
Why on Earth does Netflix waste their money on 💩like this? 

They’re both lying narcissists who are dumping on their own family for personal gain. Disgusting.
I love the part how everyone in the comments section knows everything about Meghan like they talk to her daily 😂 crack up
Christmas is gonna be awkward.
Judas and Lady Macbeth.
just an expensive load of crap
Huh? When the stakes are this high....while doing what? Is living in a mansion in Cali that tough or is taking a nation's lovely devotion to the crown and someone making it all about 
yourself?

Eh… I mean does anyone really care?? I got nothing against them but there’s zero interest in me to watch this… but kudos on “Wednesday” Netflix.. I rather enjoyed episode #1 so far.
I  loved the part where they named their daughter after the head of the racist royal family.   
Make as much as you can with those titles, H&M because their about to disappear.
I love the staggering tears on left eye remark 🥲
I love that at the time of writing there are 22k likes and in excess of 228k DISLIKES. More than 10x 🤣
Finally, a doco on Narcissistic Personality Disorder.
These two are cringe.. such drama queens.
How is possible that this nonsense is able to distract us from critical issues like the war on Ukrain, the conflict in Congo, severe food shortages in Ethiopia etc, etc. It is a shame, while they 
collect millions of dollars seling is this sh… t to mantain their luxurious life style, somewhere else some are staving, are homeless, are abuse etc etc etc. 😢
We’ve seen enough to know what she’s like
It’s annoying as hell that we cannot avoid the media going on about them. No one cares about them but they keep getting put into the lime light
Complicit Media
comments are gold, if Netflix want to make their money back they have lost with these two . a coffee book with all the comments would be a best seller.
Just awful
Looks like a good comedy, thank god I’ve cancelled Netflix.
Love the part where these brilliant and honest comments make sugars go crazy...



What’s is wrong with people? Reading all this comments about Harry and all the hate against his wife and mother to his kids.
I can really understand why they left England. The people in England isn’t very kind and are saying all this things to another human being. In Sweden we would never treat our royal family 
like that, or any other public figure. Grow up and be pride instead that Harry are doing exactly what his mother wanted him to do… protect the family.
What will they have after this dreary documentary series.  More salacious crap - maybe they can say Charles is a cross dresser or William goes dogging most nights.
So we suspected all along - the RF and the public realised they were miked up (UN, St Pauls) now we know we were right - they were trying to get content - they have such a woeful 
amount they had to have a photographer follow them around at home - then pretend to be John Lennon and Yoko Ono - they are showing us who they are, deluded, greedy, 
untrustworthy fakers, and they fill in the gaps with blatant lies, they are vile
Why did u remove all the dislikes. It’s so obvious that there are thousand of dislikes. Hiding the truth again & u weren’t expecting so much backlash. Harry & Megan are very evil, toxic, 
jealous & trouble makers. The hatred they spread is disgusting. They are blatant liars with revenge & they are bullies. They have mistreated family members, staff & friends. I hope after 
this they are banned from the palace & their titles removed. The king needs to fix these 2 losers as they will never stop.
Make me seek!!!!
Big shame!!!
Won’t watch it!!
This is trash, this is treason!!!!  This is crime against the monaracy, and a madness too!!! Lies, Lies, lies and more on more lies!!!!  That's what this is.  Horrible betaryal on both MM & PH 
part.  What how she treated her farther, help sister and half brother.   She trampled them under foot in her very evil campain of lies and deception.    :face-fuchsia-poop-shape::face-
fuchsia-poop-shape::face-fuchsia-poop-shape::face-fuchsia-poop-shape:
I love the part where children all over the UK, from majestic London to the lovely countryside, came home and asked “mum, what’s a Kardashian?”

So proud of Netflix for exporting 100 million dollars worth of prime Hollywood “CLASSY GIRL” garbage …

Tears in my left (and right) eye 😢.
7.2 million views and 22k likes. 😂
Hey Meghan, NO ONE GIVES A SHIT. You are a disloyal, spoiled brat.
That's Netflix cancelled
Love the part where Meghan said she wanted to be linked and not ranked and then makes everyone call her Duchess and tries to wriggle titles for her kids from the royal family...  What an 
inspiring woman...
Zero class

I love the part where, at the end of the day, Prince William and Princess Kate will be King and Queen, while Harry and his wife will never be more than the Spare and the Suitcase Girl.
The comments are savage and I am here for it 🍿🍿🍿🍿
I love these comments; that Netflux are letting them continue unabated, and that Megalomania will be reading every single one! 😆 Stay strong Duchess, love this for you!

Oh please Meghan is a massive narcissist who makes everything about her.
I love how this video continues to highlight the problems affiliated with histrionic anti social personality disorders.
why can't we see how many clicked the thumbs down icon, wtf youtube
I love the part where they can’t get their lies straight between the two of them.
I love the part where no one, truthfully, gives a shit and we all go back to living our under privileged lives.
Stay in the states you whiny little illegitimate ginger wanker because nobody wants back here 🖕



The fact they can't even see they are becoming the most h@ted couple in the world 😒   and they just keep bringing it on themselves. Lol 
They can't stop with the pity party. 

News flash. Hardly anybody feels bad for you!!!
I love the part where Netflix’s judgment got so poor that they could no longer tell good content from bad anymore, & managed to upset people all over the world with their tone deaf 
purchase of irreality programming from this vicious duo, resulting in Netfix’s loss of their remaining subscribers (this one included)
What a fast and absolute disgrace to humanity.
It will be truly a site to behold when Harry wakes up to what he is really married to. She has a way of leading men by the nose until they are no longer useful. And the utter disdain she has 
for the working class is truly Repulsive. Truly has a gift. Irrelevance.
Y’all probably don’t care, but I just failed my chemistry exam smh 
Here we go again. In a cross between Days of Our Lives and Disneyland (with real life princesses and deaths) these  network financed over privileged and the tax funded anachronisms will 
belt the hell out of each other for our amusement after the world cup. 
The British tax payer must be so proud - the popping of the royal clogs, this soap operatic spat and to come: Charlie's 'kinging' displaying outrageous wealth in the face of the nation's 
poverty. Ain't that a royal fart in the face?
Is it true that British pensioners have to choose between heat or eat?
The part where she says she doesn't support the monarchy but made damn sure that she put her dutchess title on her book.
They are so pathetic it really does bring tears to my eyes
If only Youtube didn’t remove the dislike button for everyone to see.
I love how she thoughtfully tries to ration her keenly sought after trips to countries around the globe .
We must not be greedy ,only an occasional visit to each before moving onto the others waiting to shower her with more love and adulation.
So goodbye Great Britain ,Australia, South Africa ,Canada , Fiji etc, please hold firm and support each other in your grief.
I love the part where they actually show how they lie by using photos that have nothing to do with them.  
GRIFTERS!
Oh c'mon, Meghan LOVED the attention ... until it turned negative thanks to her behavior.
Is everyone who starts their statement " I love the part where ..." somehow on the Royal payroll?  (There's just too much hate and propaganda against these two -- even when the facts 
align.) Maybe... just breathe a little, and  hope it's not that way, but to be this invested in their lives and hold such sordid opinion without any basis...  Geez. 

Did you all fall so hard for the Firm at first sight?
Why theres alot "i love the part bla bla" at comment section, it hilarious 😅😅
I love the part when Harry Potter becomes invisible.
currently 279k dislikes 😆 put 'return youtube dislikes' into chrome, and view from there
said whoever wrote a ten minutes comment about investment in someone's life
you're dumb or just extremely hypocritical
 @Karol Valladares  "ten minutes" comment? 

Life must be slow for you.
Finally someone who is sane!! Like what is going on in these comments??



I love the part where out of 7billion people on the planet, Whinge and Ginge are the only two people who are so utterly perfect and honest. As a result of their Godliness perfection, they 
are being bullied, racially abused and are suffering immensely with PTSD from the awful trauma of it all. Even the Ukrainians have conceded that they are not suffering as badly as them. 
One tear, left eye 😢😂
Omg how many more truths of theirs is the media going to push on my feeds???
USA.....you deserve them both
This comment section has brought tears to both mi eyes
I'll be the dislike button.
The part where the horde of paparazzi have huge lenses pointed at Emma Watson in 2011 and not Meghan. Plates breaking in Toronto! A single tear falling from my left eye.
It's not that we don't see what goes on behind closed doors it's more like we don't care what goes on behind your doors.....
This is ridiculous….she’s a MANIPULATOR
I love the part where they give up their titles as Duke and Duchess of Sussex and he removes himself and his children from the line of succession to finally cut ties from the Monarchy he 
swore a duty to uphold and serve in his service to the Crown, so noble and heartfelt.
I love the part where he said he had to do everything he could to protect his family? So he went to Netflix and moved to LA! Come on!
I loved the part where Netflix use 'fake' photos of paparazzi to give a false impression. Stunning and Brave.
She thinks she’s in a movie poor Harry he’s been played big time
So the totally made up bs continues… I love how Harry & his handler MM reject reality and insert their own narrative … do they think that the public is stupid??? That we have no memory 
of what actually happened? Or that we cannot research the actual origin of the images that they use that have NOTHING NOTHING ato do with them.. what rubbish!.. please take them off 
our screens Netflix if you have any interest at all in maintaining our subscriptions🙄
Cuts off her own father and pretends he did nothing for her,   she has no shame
Ah, just remembered such an awe-inspiring anecdote: the time that two kind elderly gentlemen were showing Meghan and Harry where to stand for an outside event. They first gestured 
to Meghan to stand on the right, which clearly meant that Harry was to stand on the left. And yes, you guessed it, because you know and understand her natural stance of admirable self-
importance! She in fact did go straight to the left, bewildering the gentlemen having no idea how to handle such an errant individual. Meghan, you get what you want, so strong and 
focused. Screw how your husband might feel about it because he's a wuss any way.
I love the part that we can finally see the real spoilt jealous Harry .
There’s a pecking order in the Royal family, no shit Sherlock. I also love the part that the whole world has finally woke up to these back stabbers. In the old days they would of had their 
heads chopped off for treason.
Really Netflix? Is that the best you can do?  I am all for airing someone's truth, free speech, and all. 
We live in tumultuous times; we need role models, giving a good example about how to navigate life's challenges. Privileged people have personal problems for sure, but to project and 
create further misery on others, that's not really the message you, Netflix, want to share. Well, good luck in your endeavour to entertain. A great shame, I have cancelled my subscription. 
Merry Xmas
Fruity mellow-drama; does Markle look at all down trodden, or hard done by? Not in the slightest, but she certainly has the look of a devious, smug manipulator.
That's me gone - leaving Netflix.
the comments here are absolutely disgusting...cyberbullying a person who didn't even said one bad thing about the strangers you worship.yikes
No! What did I do to you???
Please, we dont want them either
 @unlikeavirgin  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Just proves how much they lie and manipulate.
No, what they have done is disgusting.  We have a right to call them out.  It’s called the truth.  Stop drinking their Kool Aid and learn the facts.



 @unlikeavirgin And where did you get your facts from?
I watched this trailer again and there it was a tear out of my left eye.
I loved the bit when they signed a deal with Netflix with the aims to "utilize the power of storytelling to embrace our shared humanity and duty to truth through a compassionate lens". 
Their failure to do any of the above brings a tear to my left eye.
I only come here to ask the dislike vote thumb if it's feelings are okay 👎
I love how the palace press team not only worked very hard to prevent false stories about Meghan from going to print, but also worked very hard to prevent true (and damaging) stories 
about Meghan from going to print. The press team took great umbrage about her comments of being "unprotected."
Someone please tell me what the tear from the "left eye" means?  I'm sensing sarcasm....
I loved the part where Meghan went to see her heart attacked father immediately after her wedding and taking care of him for the past 4 years. This bought a tear on my left eye.
What! Comments open! Meghan🤢 Harry=screwed....
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan were riding through Dallas with the Kennedys when the royal family ruined everything!!
I loved the part where Harry and Megan were sitting on a beach in France in 1945 and the US army invaded just to ruin their day
I love how Meghan is just living rent free in all of your heads...You love to hate her. Like hating her is going to make your lives better. I'm feeling the bitterness through the screen. May all 
of you who feel vindicated or justified in your hate seek therapy, find a hobby or I don't know just live your life and stop coming after a woman and her husband because you don't like 
their choices. I'm pretty sure people in your life don't like some of the choices you make either but we're all human and what we decide to do with our life is our own choice and not for 
anyone else to judge..
I love the part where the internets are going to pick that documentary apart and fact check it one pixel at the time. It brings a salty tear to my left eye 🤗
All of us on this platform are making them richer.  They don't have values the only value they have been brought up with is money.

These two are despised. The only people who support Harry and Meghan are those who support them simply because Meghan is black. That’s the only reason. And it’s mainly African 
American women and black British women (not all obviously, a lot of the said categories have many people who don’t pick a side based on race and see what the rest of us see).
A fake trailer for fake lovebirds and a fake story.
Genius Netflix
The Amazon river runs for thousands of miles. At some points it runs through areas of the rainforest that are almost untouched and have been barely explored. Because of the porous lime 
stone in these areas, the river leaks through the stone and travels deep into the earth, and forms underground pools almost a mile below the surface. Over thousands of years small blind 
transparent fish have lived and evolved in these pools.  These fish have never seen the sun or surface and have never been seen by the human eye….. These fish care more about this than I 
do.
Witch!
Richest of the rich, and the trashiest of the trash
I love the part when Meghan explained how racist her in-laws are because in conversation, attributes of the future baby were brought up... It brought me straight back to the traumatic 
moment my mother in law and mother did the same thing for 9 months straight, on top of every other question u could ask about an incoming baby... 🥺 Crying atm, tysm Megan for 
bringing our struggles to light
Bravo to them for speaking about the wrong thing happening. 
His mom, our Lady Diana was tortured and had to suffer several things from and because of the Royal and the side effects of it.
And honestly... the Monarchy is just a show case. We have PM ,president and the govt and etc we don't need the Monarchy,do we?? All they do is take our tax and just rest in the high 
quality bedrooms tf
I think they also said they would deliver "groundbreaking" content.



Meghan once shared she can cry on cue, one tear left eye, in an interview.

You may notice in many of her photo opportunities when she’s “crying”, it is usually one tear from her left eye. She’s so fake 😂
She said, "Oh yes, I do that so well it's crazy! The director days, "Meghan, one tear, left eye, Go!"
After the funeral of Her Majesty the Queen as the royal family and H&M left the church and were waiting for their cars to roll up to the curb. The camera shows MEghan with a single tear 
coming from her left eye.
Cut the crap.  This narcissistic manipulator is  doing all she can to stay in our heads.  Stop drinking her Kool Aid.
Someone needs to do some research regarding British constitution! 
We don’t have a President!!

We’re you even alive when Princess Di was?!? Easy to believe she was a fairytale princess, but she wasn’t. She was a flawed, insecure woman with many infidelities of her own. She refused 
palace protection after her divorce… and played the Press Game like a pro. 
She was a compassionate human being, but certainly not an angel or Saint!!
I love that part where this atrocious professional liars are being photographed in so-called intimate scenes!  And Netflix pays for that with our money!
I have a tear in both eyes. Does that make me a Z-list actor?
I love them and I don’t care what them haters think. Media killed princess Diana, I ain’t gonna let that happen to princess Megan.
Leilani of Barbados talks about the old story called “The Tragic Mulatto” on her channel….similarities to Me-gain 😮
makes me want to cancel my netflix account
Why I can't see the "dislikes"????
I loved the part where I cancelled my Netflix subscription at the end of the trailer.
Absolutely disgusting pair of pathetic narcissistic lier
I love the part where she ghosted her own father and didn't even call him after he had a heartattack and stroke, she is an evil witch.
This is what happens when people think they are more interesting than they really are….
Haha! All fake positive comments! I love the part where…. Oh nvm, none of the parts.
Divorce that woman, regain your manhood Harry! She’s toxic and destroys everything in her path!
Time to cancel. What disgusting content.  Can’t stand these two
I mean..... I ran to these comments. They are better than I'm sure the whole series 😂
I love the part when they clean up the comments, which spreading true about M The Golddigger and her pet H
The fact that they thought the best time to do the Oprah interview was when people were losing loved ones, couldnt go to friends or familys funerals, who were becoming bankrupt- to 
bleat on and pity themselves that they only had several million pounds.... thats enough for me to know they are divorced from reality and are self pitying people. Others are not even on 
their radar.
Weren't the comments in this section over 65K yesterday?? Did Netflix delete thousands of comments??
This give me goosebumps. I love the part that Meghan is so convinced that she is right, she's done good, and she is the victim at the same time the heroine on this drama.
Shame on netflix to pay this scammers such amounts of money to play this soap drama lies. People should stand up against their way. They are bullying us with their empty media content 
to support their rich high life.
Well perhaps she should stop courting the media, especially if she is a stranger to the truth.....
A drunk driver and not wearing a seatbelt killed Diana.  Meghan also isn’t a princess.
Many of us can’t. Don’t worry though, several people who can, randomly pop on the figures. The last count was 274k dislikes 😂



So not watching this garbage
I LOVED the part where the famous multimillionaire royals who decided to quit the family and sense of duty for more fame and greed and money are really the victims and oppressed and 
everyone is racist including the royals that allowed her in.
22K likes and 277K dislikes kind of tells us how popular these two utterly horrible people are!
Megan plagiarized stock photos from previous events to put in her Netflix documentary.? …That says it all right there.
I love the part where a grown man - who was taught decorum, class , etiquette, sophistication and what it meant to have duty to The Crown - have his whole body of work dissolve 
overnight by an actress who ‘never knew anything about them’. I deeply admire her ability to give up her whole family, occupation and friends just so she could show her Husband how to 
abandon his as well. She blows the ‘lead by example’ saying out the window. Brb gotta get a tissue for my leaking left eye.
When Sparry Met Smegma
crap
I love the part where she has identical photos with her exes.
JUST NOTICED ...., comments were over 65k now they are down to around 45k.... tear from left eye
I love the part where Meghan named her son "Archie Harrison" which is a close scramble of her real name, Rachel to be "Rachel and Harry's son".
Couldn't run from the paparazzi fast enough to another Country but they have a camera up their arse 24/7 for a scripted storyline! Who cares about the royal rich ringin? Not many 
according to the dislikes 🤪
God this is execrable. The two most utterly disgusting people on the planet. The world is cringing en mass.
Wills and Catherine have Joan Collins and Beckham in Their Corner and The Harkles have Hillary Clinton.!!!!
Twitter is the only place they are popular.
Totally horrendous!!! Take their titles! And make them move to New Zealand!!!
I love the part where Meghan asks "doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" Let's settle down for another round of fairy-lying-tales told not from a hero and heroine's 
mature perspective, but from two forever-victims with spoilt-child personalities. There won't be a dry (left) eye in the house.
Due to inflation, the steaks truly have never been higher.
I think these 2 must count their blessings and stop making stories.  I always like Meghan until i saw her true colors  manipulating  Harry, and he is like a child listening to her.  You 2 have 
enough to stand on your feet and appreciate King Charles, go and apologize rather than creating more lies
I loved the fact that within the first 30 seconds of watching this, waves of cringe began overwhelming me the likes of which I have rarely felt before. And yes, I do believe I felt a small tear 
welling up in my left eye.
Wow, yall really hate this girl for nothing.
When the moon bump is so shady would it make more sense to hear the story from us?
Q. Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?

A. No, because you both have a history of not remembering things exactly as they happened.
Will there be gutteral noises? As Megan instructed the journalist to write, which also journalist did except journalist included the part about being instructed to do so. Then journalist was 
fired. My poor left eye.
I love the part when MM says, "doesn't it make more sense to hear our (lies) stories from us?" Thank you for the laugh, MM 😂
I liked the movie “Elizabeth “ starring Kate Blanchard



"When the stakes are this high"?: Like the people of the Ukraine suffering from rape, torture, starvation and homelessness during the invasion by Russia, like the poverty, inequities in 
healthcare, education and jobs  experienced by marginalized black people in the US, like the poverty experienced in the African village Meghan toured then complained to a reporter that 
no one has asked her how SHE is doing? I sure hope Meghan will convince us all about how she suffered as she wraps herself in her Hermes throw.Will her tears come from her left eye? 
She can do that on command you know.
I think you'll find more people on Isla nublar that care about Dodson, then you'll find people that care about this documentary 🤣🤣🤣
Utter disgrace to the U.K!!!!!
I love the part where all the Kens and Karens of the world are so mad😊
Nobody else cares about your story so why would they tell it??
I never cared about the Royal family, but these two entitled jerks makes me like the Royal family (the actual Royal family from Britain)
I loved the part where Harry said he was protecting his Grandmother from certain people.  While he and M  were the people she had to be protected from. He couldn't even go and see her 
when she asked him to.  Some protection Harry.
I loved the part where they all out the royal family for being racist pedos. Truth hurts bot commenters🤥
Wut
I will NOT be watching these two narcissistic, vindictive, liars. 
They must really think the UK and American people are stupid. We can see right thru their BS. They both make me want to vomit!
I can’t wait to hear their side!  I’ll be watching with bated breath. They deserve to be heard. There are two sides to every story.
awful
I’m really starting to loathe these two.  Sad part is I originally very happy when they got together.
Oh… no one talking about the historic photo of all the black children waving flags? You know? The one from like the 40s. What an absolute fraud.

It’s not for nothing. She is truly vile. She adored our Royal Family as our British public adored her. She started crying racism the moment she was told by our beloved late Queen that they 
couldn’t be half in - half out as they wanted. Queen Elizabeth offered them a key role in the commonwealth to help support them when they were thinking about leaving. MeGain slammed 
the gesture in her face and then proceeded to make false allegations. A few royal aides also filed formal complaints and left their roles after being bullied by MeGain. And we will never 
forget how MeGain bullied and fat shamed our beautiful little Princess Charlotte when she was just 3 years old. Those are just a couple examples of why MeGain is vile.
For nothing?
Can’t see the wood for the trees???
Misogynoir.
Ask the British media
Exactly.
Yes agree & unfortunately we'll only hear the traitors side of the story as the royal family will not lower themselves to publicly destroy the family.
Their so racist, they can't stay away from RF. Known for nothing but whining. And news flash, she's no Diana. There are no stakes. You wanted Privacy go away then.
Lol this will trigger some humans in the kingdom ...hope he keeps an eye on his car brakes,the firm ain't dead
We made this documentary because we need the money to support an over the top lifestyle and begging an elderly sickly grandma, she would not give us the millions we asked for. Also, 
we are jealous of The Prince and Princess of Wales. They are everything we are not. Billionaires, attractive, kind, useful, well-liked, good parents, happy relationship, popular with everyone 
including the a-listers and humanitarians. My wife is jealous that the Princess of Wales wears jewelery worth more than our house.



🚨H&M suffering with condition called - Chronic Verbal Diarrhoea Syndrome. Continuous Development of High Levels of SHIT Reaching The Brain. Causing Compulsive Liars, Danger To 
Society until treatment is found🚨

H’s Godfather is Andrew, so this means H is a pedophile. Keep mentioning Prince Williams godmother is racist, meaning William is too.
The part where Harry harrassed his dying grandmother for money in last 6 months of her life because Bank of Dad was closed....classy
I love the part where Harry is surprised of the reaction from his racist family when he married a coloured girl.
I love the part where Meghan takes pity on the public having to endure watching the trailer and carefully covers her club foot while laughing by her Hermes blanket. We thank you oh great 
one.
Hey Netflix…Get Woke Go Broke! Meghan and Harry are Woke victim Frauds! Let’s Go Brandon! 🤡😂😂
I love the part where Harry's wife told lies in a court of law and had  a lame excuse.  I love that she had to  address the issue.
I love the part where Meghan claims she was "silenced", but then successfully failed to shut her mouth since. I especially love how she thinks the public care about her and her handbags' 
daily whinge fests. Brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part that Harry was blissfully ignorant for 40 years,  until his brave wife opened his eyes to the fact that there is ahierarchy in the royal family.  Imagine being blind sided by your 
own family like that?
Netflix should call it 
Bull Shit by Harry and Megan 

We are only watching to see there bull shit 
Not because any normal gives af
I am SO tempted to CANCEL netflix to show my support for the RF. Who's with me? We ought to vote our wallet!
I hope in the full episode we see that the director asked Megan if she was OK. Not many people have asked.
I just love the part where Harry says no one sees what happens behind closed doors. Isn't that how closed doors work?
I love the bit where kind, loving Prince Harry constantly nags his father for more money, it's outrageous that a middle aged man has only been given endless millions to fund his lifestyle 
when he so clearly needs billions more.  That poor Harry was then forced to pester his Grandmother for money while she was dying a painful death of cancer, shortly after being widowed 
is awful, poor poor Harry. How can they do this to him?
Did you hear about Me-gan's new tell-all memoir...? One Tear, Left Eye, GO!! 😪
Correction: no-one CARES what happens behind closed doors. You guys are 40, grow up! There are people wondering how they’ll feed their family and pay their mortgage, if they have a 
home at all. You 2 middle aged, raised with privilege pratts are whining about who said what for money. Nothing heroic about telling your story when you’re getting paid millions for it. 
Jesus, find a hobby Harry. People have lost parents, kids are dying of cancer, what happened that’s so horrific that we get to watch you two baffoons crying into Hermes blankets while you 
collect your Netflix check!? Meghan writes her dad off for doing an interview for money, now they talk about people for money. The irony! Just go away
Aah it’s these two self styled victims…😂😂😂….again…..😂😂😂…..want…..privacy……😂😂😂…..ooh classic…..😂😂😂
I love the part when she says the “stakes are high”.  That’s right because after this reality show and the Spare Me book no one will have a anything to do with them.
They are doing a fantastic job of destroying their own credibility,  the BRF just need to stand back and watch the car crash of their own making
Do it! You won't be alone! : )

Or don't do it and think of how much money from your sub is going directly to this pair of charlatans...
I think the one that needed to be checked if he was OK was the director himself. Wonder what (or who) pushed him to quit 🤔 🙄
No thank, not interested. Cancelled Netflix when you hired them. NO MM we do not want to hear your story because how many lies, proven lies did you tell Oprah?



you chose to have a fabulous and expensive wedding, you chose to be senior royals, you chose to go public with this relationship, you already knew all of that. stop talking about the royal 
family, you look like an ex-girlfriend who can't get over the breakup.
Netflix why you using scenes of paparazzi from the Harry Potter premiere well before Harry and Meghan met?
my left eye fills with tears with the comments ... are the best😂😂😂😂😂🥲 I can fill a pond!!!
I loved the part when the trailer ended because it's trash.
I love how they immediately stopped using the royal titles.
I love the "private" photos taken by a 3rd party. I love the need to tell their story that they haven't stopped telling...in several variations. I can't believe the privileged deafness of their 
message. Thank God the late Queen Elizabeth is no longer here to deal with this. Excuse me while I wipe a tear...from left eye.
I loved the part where harry and Meghan travel into the Mario movie and get brutally murdered by bowser, left me crying 😭
I love the part when she talks about how the stakes are.  
Wtf another Cuban missile crisis 
Left eye tears GOOO
These two make me want to puke.  One thing you wanted to leave cause the lifestyle wasn’t for you.  But why would you do this to your own family Harry?   You are awful human being for 
doing this to them so you can line your pockets.   Get a real job you entitled spoiled brat
I love all the parts where photos from other events have been co-opted to form their fictional story and their "truth". 
....Sussex's promising to unveil “the full truth” about “dirty” media tactics!!!!! 
Pot calling the kettle black?
Tear forming in my left eye 😢
Schadenfreude will hopefully climb into this cockpit to vist these entitled, insufferable hypocrites...  It pains me that a massive part of our planet's human population are genuinely hungry, 
oppressed, can't decide whether to pay a gas bill or feed their children, has/is suffering through Pandemic, war, domestic abuse, violence,  crypto scams wiping out hard-earned 
investments, and yet we have these privileged con-men whining and in constant complaint over their lavish lifestyle.  GROW UP and get a better platform besides biting the hand that 
feeds you!!!  The UK Royals are being unjustly targeted, but, hey, it's your ONLY platform.  The Royals and UK citizens paid millions for your wedding and all the trappings.  We were 
exploited and gypped!  You both are REVOLTING, spoiled and wretched.  Merry Christmas?  Only 3 months since Her Majesty's passing?  SHAME!
I love the part where Meghan sits down her 3-year-old son and 17-month-old daughter to tell them both that Santa Claus is NOT real, then turns to the camera saying "I have NEVER lied to 
ANYONE".

Brought my left eye to the brink of weeping.
No one cares about your life.
I love the part when NETFLIX sees that they have 22K  and 308K 
Boring people with squeals for the camera !! Oh please!
They are greedy maggots !!
I love the part where she started ficking around with no balls Harry while Chef Cory was still living in her rented hoe house.
I'm just here for the comments. Thank you, everyone. It brings a perfect single tear to my left eye.
Harry used to do a lot of charity work in Africa and with veteran's organizations before he even met Meghan, but ever since Megxit he's done nothing of the sort and seems to have 
abandoned all of those causes, and now spends all his time in luxury in a multi-million dollar mansion feeding the narcissism of his other half.
There is always one in the family, maybe two.
😳 that’s pretty dark. I don’t like her either but I wouldn’t go there.
I don't love the part where Archie thinks the tree in their front yard is his Mom and Dad



Obv you do
 @chaiboi  obv you do
🤣🤣🤣😟😥
This is hilarious!!!!
Sorry Harry and Meghan, but you absolutely stink. We have children who go without food and don't have a bed and the elderly unable to pay their bills. You live a life of privilege and all 
you can do is whinge about how hard your life is.  Grow up.
I love the part where Meghan was so perfect, she got Harry all to herself and he cut out his Dad, brother, family and friends for true love that could only be shown by a Netflix 
documentary. How 2022 romantic and not at all narcissistic, so that I shed a tear with my left eye. I’m so happy Ukraine isn’t at war and the world isn’t facing real problems like hunger, 
poverty and diseases, so we can focus on the rich and their first world problems. Phew!

I love the part where Harry says he has to do everything he can to protect his family while attempting to destroy his own Royal family with his petty whinging and moaning by telling 
repeated lies. This “ kindness” has also been extended to Meagain’s family as they have all been air brushed out of their lives. Brings a tear to my left eye in only 30 seconds.
I love the part when I googled and taught myself how to memorize and recite the British National Anthem with no help from anybody!
He’s such a Ass_____, too
I love that part that Meghan truly into the role that she s the modern Lady Diana while Lady Diana was about caring and charity and Meghan was about money that she filmed this video 
with a 100-million dollar contract, really brought a tear to my left eye!
I love the part where Has Been says that nobody can see behind closed doors but forgets the Netflix photographers are always there filming 🤣
M is a poison B___
This is cringe worthy, but I’ll watch
Did they put the 2nd trailer out on YouTube or were they too cowardly to see the response to it. I couldn’t find it.
I am very emotional after watching this. I can hardly stop the tear swelling in my left eye...
I love the fact the Ginger Prince protects his family by allowing Netflix cameras behind his closed doors. The same company that has made its $ exploiting his Mother’s fragile mental health 
in The Crown. Such a good family man.  Makes me shed a left eye tear.
She will leave him, I guarantee it and he has destroyed everything with his family. I actually feel for him because he has no clue that he married a straight up narcissists. Sad
Yes.
"I love the part" where miserable hags have nothing better to do but sit on their fat arssss's eating bon bons, acting holier than thou and being hate mongers spewing garbage. Do they not
 realize how irrelevant their opinions are? Keep posting, no one cares but a few cat hoarders, with bad teeth, sipping tea ☕. Get a 9-5 oops we only do that over here 😱🤐🤫😁😂 
Harry respects, honors and defends his wife...YESSSSS, we love him over here👋
Netflix has left the comments open. Please  let us know how you feel about your catch. I've been watching the Harry and Meghan  trainwreck for comic relief for a year and these 
comments are the best icing I've ever had on a cake
This trash disgusts me as much as possible. Thanks netflix
I like the part when US MSM continues to gaslight us and the world that we really approve of them.
Haaaaaaaa!!!!! 😄
🤣🤣🤣
Good point
it's up on Youtube it's in color this time
Just shut up, Meghan.  Just shut up.
what a terrible trailer..most of the  shots of the media were taken of them waiting to snap other people ?? NOT megan and harry .at all. ( what a total stitch up from netflix )



I do not hope that the British public do not think that Americans like them.  They are not anywhere as popular as they would like to think they are.  It's a shame that Meghan can not admit 
she is racist as she calls her husbands family.  She is racist against the British People.   It's ashamed that they do what they do to Prince William and Princess Catherine.    Harry sold his soul.  
So sad.
God.  I love them.   Sincerely.
Leftist trash. Go back to England.
I love the fact that Netflix added another site to minimize the real comments on this joke of a program.  I wonder if Harry really is James Hewett’s biological child.  The anger is 
exceptionally odd against his beloved older brother.  Is he angry with the relationship between King Charles and Camilla and he blames his mother’s affair with his biological father.  The 
level anger is odd.
I have a feeling she wanted the title to be Meghan & Harry
LOL Harry Potter Premiere picture used to pretend a photo frenzy for Harry and Meghan.  Netflix, get your facts straight.
people should cancel their netflix just because of this disgusting nonsense, shame on you netflix, go to hell.
Just go away...no more 😱😱😱.
Why is the dislike count hidden? Is it just me that can’t see it?
How are wealth elitists like you two shit bags trying to act like your victims?
I wouldn’t watch this docushit if you paid ME! Frauds!!
I love the comments about Dutchass Me-gain and spineless Harry.  This movie will definitely take out all the awards at Awards Night - so many entertaining moments, even if they are for 
the wrong reasons 🤑🤣
Wow. The raw images of these two selfless individuals, I mean couple, just trying to live their lives! All in black and white. The hardships they endured, the mountains they had to climb! 
What about their side of the story!? We need to know what these two God-sends have been doing this entire time behind the scenes! Oh. MY. GAWRSHHHH!
I loved the part where she spoke of kindness, forgiveness and love…and then turned her back on her seriously ill father.
Every photo is staged. Just like her love of Harry and the partnership with Netflix.
So the thumbs down number has been removed, I wonder why? Perhaps that there were over 250K thumbs down because people see the lies of these two?
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮💩💩💩💩💩
Nobody believes Harry and Meghan! Meghan was welcomed by the media because she was biracial’ Get real! Harry is an “idiot.”
God save the U.S.A.!  Why didn't they just stay in Canada?
Noooo - she is American.  Keep her.
Youtube stopped showing the dislike count a while ago.
 @Gillian Redfearn  thank you for the info
274,000 and climbing..
 @SuSang666  how can you see it? 😝
 @Od. Eiryn Cormier  I read somewhere that you can download an app to see the dislikes
The downvote number was removed long before this video but if youy have google chrome and google it, you can get it back.
they suck!
I love the part where Megan claims she had no idea about who the RF was until Harry, yet had a poster of WILLIAM on her wall according to her roomy lol. Also, William lost his mother too 
Harry, not just you. He also carried the weight of being the future King all the while mourning his mom & looking out for you. Victim/race card is old, especially coming from 2 very 
privileged brats
And the pity party continues!! Yawnnnnnn! Won't be watching, why fund the sob story!! Enough already!!
Wallis Simpson Junior.



I love the part where Meghan says "Harry you're a wizard" after he casts Deletus Fetus on her. So stunning and brave!
Why? Why did she want to make this fake doco!? Cos she wants to pretend she's a victim, to show the world a fake version of reality, to try reprogrammed our already biased minds! Lol..I 
hope she fails forever
After learning the still black and white pictures of the paparazzi, (those supposedly showing the couple being hounded unmercifully) are actually stills taken in 2011 at the Harry Potter 
Premiere, they've proven themselves to be nothing more than self centered narcissist only interested in blood money and self promotion.
If there were ever a reason to dump Netflix, this is a big one. Nobody cares about a whiny, terrible actress and the Royals for that matter. If you need to see this, you have nothing 
worthwhile to contribute to society, so please stay home and, for God's sake, don't reproduce!!!
Meghan is the moment

Meghan you win.  This divorce will fatten your bank account when you throw Harry to the curb.  The least you should have done was remove the gold bracelet your ex Trevor gave you.
I feel a tear coming out of my left eye in 3.2.1…
TRASH
What gets me the most not that the used other footage from a Harry Potter event or the Katie Price court case but the fact that Harry is using his dead mother's memory as to what is 
happening to Meghan is absolutely sickening he has no morals at all this is getting out of control
I love how Meghan delivered that line at the end of this teaser as if people care. Made me tear up in my left eye.
Disgusting couple
Watch the unofficial teaser...Netflix Parody. Two thumbs up!!!
Its so weird how she never realized she was black until the royal family told her. You'd think having  black mom and her natural features before PS would have told her that. lol
The hate in the comments section makes me lose faith in Humanity.  So sad to see so much hate towards a woman🙃
The part where meghan markle ate king geoffrey, amd gave birth to a new harry. Named harry markle
who gives a shit?
No tear from your left eye?
 @Gillian Redfearn  I'm not quite the actress Megan is I'm afraid but I'm sure if I stub my toe it might happen 😂
Tear from your left eye?
The moment you realize your diarrhea came back?
I believe her mum was half black so that makes her a quarter.  So three quarters white?
Stop drinking her victimhood Kool Aid.  Gullible,much!?
Exactly they acting like she’s the worse person to exist
who are these boring people? they seem like total personality voids.
Look at the racist, obsessed, stalkerish Karens & derangers stinking up the comments. How stalkerish & disgusting can they get. The opposite of love is indifference, not stalking & 
obsession. Get a life.
Get the sick bucket. I'd rather watch Naomi Watts be a trainwreck in Gypsy for 10th time.
I love the part where they  show the mass of photographers - until I learned that photo was taken in 2010 and neither of them were being photographed! 3 words: eye, left, tear.   That 
reminds me of anther 3 words: pot, kettle, black.    3 more: lies, filthy, lies.
Shame on you Netflix!!!!! Feeding into MM evilness towards the Royals  , you guys had to release this on the day the future Queen and King are coming in to Boston.
What a pair of purtrid cnuts.!
Outrageously staged doco made to help the sussex continue in their millionaire lifestyle and help Netflix sagging ratings



What’ll Meghan complain about now? Her wallet can’t fit all her hundreds? 

So sick of her and her narcissism. She’s so out of touch. She’s one of THE most privileged ppl on EARTH and all she does is complain and say she’s a victim. Umm no. She has no idea how ppl 
are struggling right now..and how little everyone cares about her crocodile tears. Ppl might watch out of boredom, but will be disgusted by her choice to interpret everything in her life as 
negative. 

Oh boo hoo I was on deal or no deal.. which led to Suits.. which led to meeting a prince and having a royal wedding and the kids of my dreams. Boo hoo, I had to put up with the Royal 
family for a few months and the media were mean to me. 

Grow up and just stop it. You’re awful. Start realizing how blessed you are and zip it.
Oh, the “racist institution” and British nation that spent 50 MILLION on their WEDDING and excitedly embraced her. Is this her way of saying thank you? Ungrateful turds. Spewing poo. 
Poo spewers. Harry and Meghan are simply UNGRATEFUL TURDS WHO SPEW POO. End of.
The one who is most to blame for all that has happened and continues to happen is ultimately Harry. He is the only one who can stop MM but H is so full of jealousy, anger and hatred. He 
needs a lesson in integrity, family values, because Karma is a bitch and one day it will come for you Harry. You Harry, just confirmed the end of your marriage because MM only loves 
herself and uses people, even you and then you have nothing and no one to fall back on.
Just wondering how they can use a photo of paparazzi at a Harry Potter event and claim it as their own? It makes one wonder about the veracity of their entire story, doesn’t it?
Would mm ever admit to Harry this was all to bring down the monarchy?
272,690 dislikes. Faith in humanity restored.
Elites. Race baiters. The British public paid for their wedding and were supportive. She came in with a massive chip on her shoulder expecting to have it all her way, well clearly that’s not 
how it goes within the firm as they have been doing it a lot longer than a divorcee bit part actress. The very foundations on which they left were privacy YET they have not shut up since 
they left the tax payer the bill for their wedding. They are making a living out of hatred and bile. I hope this finishes them for good! You simply cannot be popular if nobody likes you other 
than the trolls you pay to spout nonsense. …
Megain! The stakes are NOT high for anyone but you both spreading the same rhetoric which are less. No one needs to hear from you at all. You wanted anonymity so Go Away!
My left eye is twitching.
One tear..on the left....crocidile tears, means totally insincere....the english language has evolved.....finally a genuine contribution from harry and meghan
I loved the part where they were selfless in helping others and gave up their riches. My left eye shed a tear.
The last last straw counselling Netflix tonight
Stop talking about these two and they will eventually go away. Jesus Christ boycott the documentary. Who in the hell cares cause I don’t 
What flavor is the Meghan Kool Aid you are drinking?
Are you really that gullible?
You sound full of hate yourself and if your life is supporting MeMe, that is very sad.
So you can't have a negative opinion about a person who happens to be black because it's racist?
Imagine being so insecure and fragile.
So why post on here then?
My left eye is leaking…..
I love the part where the royal family strips these ingrates of their titles and Meghan has to reprint her stationery as “Duchess of Suitcase.”
Because we need the money to pay an absurd mortgage and we need to stay relevant. Which we’re not.
Just here for the ratio :elbowcough:😂



I loved when the candle took centre stage!
Caused a tear to my left eye.
Bad taste Netflix. Nobody would watch. I just unsubscribed.
unsubscribing from Netflix
I love the part--hopefully coming soon--when this narcissist and spoiled brat finally shut up and enjoy the privacy they so wanted.  I would start crying out of my left eye, but eventually 
would be engulfed in double-eye tears of gratitude.
I find these trailers incredibly sinister.
I love the part where Dr Phil gives a diagnosis of Narcissism, Egomania, Histronic Personality Disorder and complete self absorption.
What stakes? That somehow, with gaslighting the world, you can become King and Queen?
I like the part where Harry is walking down a red carpet in Morocco for an official visit. Meghan is physically ushered away and forced to walk down the side of the carpet ….., not allowed 
ON it. So hilarious laughed til I cried (left eye one tear).
I love the part when the Harkles give us a behind-the-scenes look into how to Pay-To-Play, Hustle, Lie and Scam. When you ain’t got talent, just label yourself a ‘humanitarian.’
I love the part where these two people haven’t started Wars, murdered people, or causes genocide, but we waste time, pushing all our hate onto them instead of the people that deserve 
it.
PUKE! Netflix must hate them its that bad lol.
I feel like Netflix is going to kick themselves, cause I don’t think they are going to get the viewership, their hoping for…. Nobody is interested especially in her… Harry has to live with her, 
we can choose to ignore her. I choose the latter.
"When the stakes are this high"    She means Kate looks better at film premieres.
I love a good fiction story loosely based on events that never happened
I love how to many British monarchists try so hard to disparage Harry and Meghan, while the rest of the Commonwealth think it is time to drop the Royal Family.
LOL ! love it ! 🤣
Top sirloin. 😬
They lie.  A lot.  Generally, people aren’t down with that.  There are aplenty amazing people who have endured amazing things, and do amazing things for others and do not accept 
anything return out there who are worthy of $100M.  Attacking family isn’t a good look and the consensus is clear. It’s pitiful.
Stop drinking their Kool Aid and wake up.
 @unlikeavirgin  I don’t give a shit about any member of the royal family, except for Andrew, who needs to be taken down. If you can’t see that Meghan and Harry are a distraction, then 
that’s on you.
 @Amy Emerson  attacking the family that protects Prince Andrew? Megan is a way to distract the general public from Andrews crimes.
 @ZombieIca  This isn’t about PA.  This isn’t about whataboutisms.  This couple have not been consistent, specifically with objective truth. Markle is extremely parsimonious.  It’s all about 
money.  No need to tell a divisive story on NF for $100M.  Hash it out privately like most decent people do. Moreover, they are estranged from almost all family members and they cannot 
maintain their employees, staff etc.  This is all manufactured to hoodwink ppl like you with emotive messaging and a flimsy facade.
 @Amy Emerson  when did I say that I believed them or support them? I’m saying is stop giving them attention and focus on the problems. Also the hate toward Megan ramped up right 
when the allegations against Andrew came out and if they can’t get someone mental health, but they protect a pedophile the family needs to be taken down. Don’t say Megan lying about 
it because we know they didn’t help Diana either. Kate is so thin. I’ve been that thin and it’s not healthy. Diana’s also talked about how you got weighed in before dinner to make sure you 
weren’t gaining too much weight. The entire family is awful.



 @ZombieIca  Those are fair assertions.  However, when people make allegations without any supporting evidence, and behave in a way that is incongruent from what they 
preach…patterns of this…I will lean towards perfidy.  When no amount of money, attention or status is enough…there’s a problem.  Any empathic person would not dispense all this 
familial contention on a NF series.  It’s really reprehensible.  Her appearance at Uvalde was grotesque.  I could go on and on and on.  Remember, she was given the opportunity to continue 
acting but she chose to do this.  She didn’t like it.  Fine.  Walk away and carry on quietly conducting universal services…but don’t do this nonsense.
 @Amy Emerson  I get that but instead of fighting them and talking about them, I see H and M trending all the time, we could put this hate and energy towards a fight worthy a fighting, 
against the evil that was Jeffrey Epstein and his clients. I never see Andrew trending, but Megan is always trending. People can dislike her but he is evil and need to pay for what he’s done. 
Yet we don’t talk about him anymore we still argue over what Megan is going to say. Who cares what she has to say unless it’s about the horrible things that family does behind closed 
doors? They need to stop getting away with this stuff. There was evidence that prince Phillips father was part of a pedophilia ring, and nothing happened to him either until the Irish blew 
him up but that wasn’t even because of the pedophilia. We need to keep our priorities straight and protect the children.
Rest? Did you see how many came from their commonwealths and stood in line for the Queen.  Get your facts right.
like who ?  LOL  most of the commonwealth have signed treaties with the monarch & crown ! try again bud !  commonwealth isnt going anywhere !
 @unlikeavirgin  Queen is dead. No one want Charles.
GOD save the King
Lie after lie. When will Harry learn he's with a controlling narcissist. They're fighting to tell the truth apparently. What version of who's truth because Meganlomaniacs version has already 
been proved to be yet another ruddy lie. The pair are becoming a joke and they have lost any respect from the majority of people on both sides of the pond. Leave the royal family alone 
and get on with your lives. After all isn't that why you moved!
I hope it shows later on another streaming device.  I don't have NETFLIX !!!
Thank you Harry, and Meghan for your truth.
Here for the comment section. 😂😂
All the “truthfulness” that will be in this show just brings a tear to my left eye…
All the Karen's copy pasting "I love the part when....insert fake toxic gossip"
274k dislikes and counting
One tear...on the left
Can they buy a remote desert island and go be the King and Queen there?  She could put the Hermes blanket up as security to the bank.
They are disgusting.
Gotta love that ratio. I see it Netflix... I can see it.
I loved the part where Harry's wife learnt how to be a strong, independent, feminist with strong ethics and morals...from her mother. Find a man and use him for all his worth and then 
dump him. So inspiring and a wonderful role model. I'm moved to tears, (well one) from my left eye.
whats up with these weird ass copy and paste comments
The royal family are killers.
They killed Diana. Seems like you all forget that.
There must life suck behind closed doors. Such spiteful, self important, relentless, sad, selfish individuals.
Who cares about them?  They are no longer in the family so who cares.  I would have not known about this, but someone told me about it.  What is with this woman, she has always been 
about herself.
She’s a liar and a bully. He’s a manipulated idiot she’s using til he’s destroyed… WHAT a love story 😂 The ULTIMATUM love story.
Meghan the fake can't hold a candle to Katherine the Great. She couldn't take the humiliation  so she stole their son away using him to try to backstab and gaslight the monarchy and his 
own family.
These comments are vile.



The rich telling the poor that they're oppressed.  What evil this is.
Minus any supporting evidence for a piece labeled a documentary.
🤮toxic Kool Aid
thank you henry and megs for shinning a light on Wills & Catherine ... the light gets brighter as the toxic duo slip into oblivion , singing the same old drum hahah !🤡
By you then
''Their truth', toxic gossip' please. Everyone gets their own truth without providing any hard evidence, context or specifics. This comment section is a testament to the inspirational 
example set by the Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
Shut up, Karen, you fool 😂 Only morons can’t see through the mattress actress ha
Ms. Archetype would chide you for slinging labels at people!  It’s just not kind
Meghan is the biracial Karen and you’re too dumb to see it.  Stop drinking her Kool Aid and learn the truth. She is a sellout!
Yoiu don't get sarcasm do you?
Actually, the commenters responses display a higher level of intellect, wit and creativity.
🍎 and 🌳 Apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. Her poor father used twice…once by Doria and again by Meghan.
It’s like when the wave organically starts at a large sporting event.  It’s the best version of our comedic selves. 😉
Authentic.
People who hate liars who sellout their family for large sums of cash!
A drunk driver and not wearing her seatbelt killed Diana.
No they didn’t you complete moron
Diana got into the car with a drunk driver and she was not wearing a seatbelt. Get real.
finally someone with sense! its so weird how they all start the same way too
No they are facts imbecile
And deservingly so.
 @L r  They actually don't start the same way.  Duhhhhh
lol omg this funny lol
She cry about what try living pay check to pay check   This  woman is narcissist
Documentary? Mockumentary, more likely. Will not watch.
Plagiarize much?
Just as predicted the thumbdown figures removed,your a joke same as spotify' fixed figures ,laughable 🤣🤣🤣🤡
0:31 that image with all photographers is an image for the premiere of one of the Harry Potter films back in 2011, why would they put it in this trailer as if it was paparazzi aiming their 
cameras at Harry and Meghan? If they really have the paparazzi hunting them down there would be a genuine image of them doing so why use a photograph from 2011?
Pair of arseholes. Hopefully they disappear up each others. Absolute cu..s
It sounds like chains and prison sells . Haz can get his SS Officer Halloween costume uniform back out. Heil Meghan, mein Führer, he can chant!
If Prince Harry had and ounce of self preservation  He would have BOTH of the  children DNA tested!!!  He's not the only red headed man in England. After all once a cheater always a 
cheater! She did After all had to change the dates around of when those 2 started dating because there was an overlap with her previous boyfriend.
My goodness, the comments section is insane! I thought they have fans but there’s no one here at all to defend them. Are they conceding?



What is Harry singing to Meghan?
This 
We're going to make a lot of money talking shitey about my family....La, la,la,. We get to pose for the camera and sometimes cry from the left eye, and sometimes kiss to make it look like 
we are in bliss...la la la. We're going to make a lot of money..la,la, la ,la.
Finally a new comedy release! In time for Oscar Season.
I like the way they used a photo of 1930s children who couldn't give their consent for their image to be used. I like the way in 1930s UK black and white children stood side by side to 
happily cheer for Queen Mary.
How many tales do they feel they have to tell?
I hope Netflix reads these comments. Is it legal to use altered photographs or excerpts without the persons permission. How strange you can't e mail comments to them.
Ugh, why can’t this awful pair just get a grip of how incredibly fortunate they are (huge wealth, beautiful children, good health etc. etc.) and just stop complaining. Please. JUST FOR ONCE! 
JUST STOP!
DO NOT WATCH THIS DOCUMENTARY PLEASE
WHAT more lies - no thanks netflix

I love the part where Meghan says “ When the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make sense to hear the story from us?” and all we ever hear is their story, again and again and again. While all 
the people they are attacking keep their pride and dignity, keep silent and refuse to mentally abuse their own family. How can they claim to be role models or advocates for mental health?
Glad you all are here to comment and prove them right with how nasty you are
Sorry but Youtube removed the down vote figures a while ago, but you can get them back on Google Chrome.
We don't even know if they have red hair.  Photoshopping is amazing.
Why should they be defended they are disgusting
The “fans” were nothing but paid BOTS
People see through their BS and refuse to drink their victimhood Kool Aid!
dont worry, if the photos from the 1930s then im pretty sure the kids pictured arent children anymore, lol
“the only stakes that are high are the ones they are driving into the hearts of the royal family” ~ Piers Morgan
Netflix is the high stakes. Need to keep feeding blood to the beast or it will devour you (or in their case ditch them).
Can you elaborate more specifically, please?  Have you ever thought that we know the truth and you don’t.  They have contradicted themselves repeatedly.   Do your research
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
273K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
The pair of them are just sickening.  I hope they both live out the rest of their days in misery because of their actions...without their titles.
These comments had me laughing so hard one tear fell from my left eye on demand.
Wow everyone really hates her,huh?
Why did you want to make this documentary?    Er because you said you'd pay us a gazillion dollars!
Personally, I'm CANCELLING my Netflix subscription!
Will not watch such 💩!



It will be a total load of the same lies and crap they haven't stopped spewing since they and the invisible children decided to walk away I am so disappointed in Netflix for using a damaged 
family for profit they lost my business
Cancelled my subscription shame on you netflix
So brave of the Duke and Dutchess to carry on their unpaid duties greeting people during their African visit, where Archie was almost burned alive by an electrical zap in a room he wasn't 
even in, in the "housing unit" they were dumped in. My left eye is heavy with tear.
Harry, Meghan, and Netlix are delusional!!  Please shut up and go away.
I love All her leverage with “miscarriages”. That is cold-hearted! Should freeze that staged tear on her left cheek!
I love the part where the comments have become a meme.  One tear, left eye.😢
They are like, "We want to be left alone!" ... then "We need the entire GLOBAL world to hear all the bad things that have ever happened to us..." and the "STAKES?" What's that, Megan? 
The STAKES that you'll not be considered a Royal or ever be dearly loved as a Queen cause you're a jerk to everyone and are breaking the family apart one major self-centered, artificial 
story at a time?! Yeah. BOOOOO. This will only make us LOVE and RESPECT William and Kate and the other Royals who do their duty (in peace) MORE. They might as well just stop. We all 
will only dislike them more. Everyone goes through hardships, and we don't blast it across the world while there are children dying in wars and people globally who die of starvation. 
EFFING BRATS> they are.
I gave them the privacy they wanted, never searched for them, never clic an article about them but, somehow they wont let me ignore them. This trailer was on my recommended, I didnt 
want to see it and now I found the picture used at 0:30 is not from paparazzi following them but from a Harry Potter premiere in 2011. I learned all this against my will.
When Meghan spoke in Fiji, at the University of South Pacific about how she supposedly worked her way thru college with scholarships without mentioning that it was her father who paid 
for all of her years of private education. Such love and respect and human kindness. So moving

I'm looking forward to this. I renewed my Netflix subscription just so I could watch the series. I want to hear and see what life has been like for them behind closed doors. They are brave.
I don’t know why but after watching this trailer, my left eye started watering😢
The part where a premenopausal, hormonally imbalanced, sleep deprived pregnant woman and a manic depressive self medicating man refused to take a deep breath, do a little self 
reflecting, and admit, "Maybe we are overreacting and our unhappiness might be of our own making."
ew
How is publicly  backstabbing your biological family of which your own children are an extension of, protecting your family? Nice legacy for your children. Harry's a yellow bellied,  coward 
and nothing but his narcissist wife's feed bag. Love story me arse.

I think the PR lesson here is that stating a clear lie to people's faces, and then saying anyone who questions the lie is racist. May not be a good long-term strategy to ensure popularity.
YESSSSSSSSS
People hate people who lie and turn against both their families to fit a false narrative.
Amen!
I loved the part when the Queen was dying of bone cancer and Meghan was photographed being hugged by a planted supporter in Germany. I loved how her PR company paid that 
supporter to hug Meghan and how heart broken the Queen was that she didn't spend time with them in the August before she died of bone cancer.
Why does every comment start with “I love the part..”??
I love the part when Megsy sees a man who she thinks looks homeless, pulls her car over, takes a backpack from her trunk and tells her security detail to go give it to him.
🤮🤮🤮🤮... Haz and Rachel... we don't need to "see" anything from your "lens"! Please go away! I'm glad I canceled my Netflix account
Meghan the stakes are high when one abuses their golden plated platform for meaningless content. It’s negligent! More money and publicity have been wasted away and kept from 
reaching foundations or people that have the drive and passion for generating positive change. The kind of content that brings true tears to BOTH eyes. Please miss with your perfunctory 
platitudes.



Theyre both pathetic
I love the part where nobody cares about these two insufferable wingers. They make me sick
Are we forgetting the part where she falsely said a South African man compared her wedding to Nelson's Mandelas release from prison.
I love the part that Harry showed the world why he wore the swastika so proudly in his 20s and made it crystal clear that he too was going to perpetrate that "Big Lie" in a 'Big Way"---
"Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it."  Of course, Meghan claimed this to be her idea all along as she claims most ideas of other people are 
her ideas.  But this is bringing that one tear to my left eye, of course.
She is a lying woke wanker he is the simp gimp gaslighter
I love how Netflix has taken the two most inspirational people on the planet and let them tell their story with honesty and compassion. It really does bring a tear to my eye, left one of 
course.
Its really sad to see Harry as such a wimp!!!... and his wife??????... nothing but a money hungry  selfish witch. She ruined her husband, and turned him against family... this so called 
ACTRESS IS A JOKE...
Meghan Markle is so jealous of Princess Kate ! As when Meghan and Harry announced they were leaving on Kate's birthday... Then Meghan showed her jealousy toward the Princess on the 
Oprah show by spreading small talks Kate suffered about (suddenly no more woman empowerment). Now they show a trailer showing a picture of the Princess in the middle of the picture, 
as if the whole problem was coming from her... Can't wait to see how envious Meghan is of Kate Middleton in the documentary.
I love the part where Meghan says when the stakes????? are so high don’t we want to hear the story from them.  Well,   NOOOOOOOOOOO. We don’t.  That’s all we ever hear.  Which 
ever version you’re twisting or completely making up - probably from alas, another one of her diaries that Meghan found.
They are truly revolting🤮

I love the part where they want their privacy and Harry says "no  one sees what's behind closed doors"; meanwhile EVERYONE sees what's behind their doors because they conveniently 
have a photographer handy for her crying spells, their banter in the kitchen,  pretty much everything they do.  I weep for their lack of privacy-you know how many tears and from which eye
We see what’s happening behind closed doors because the Harkles are having photos taken in an off limits place.  So respectful of them.  
I love the part where the Harkles are always showing us their back.
the best thing people can do is not to watch this documentary, they want privacy, so let's not see them
Make it stop...these 2 are so disgusting... can't decide whose voice bugs me more.. both are so utterly phony....
This right here is just another example of why I cancelled my Netflix. These two insufferable self absorbed ingrates who pimp themselves out to the highest paying John are soulless 
individuals. These two emotionally stunted dysfunctional clowns need to be mocked and shamed into privacy that they cried and wrung their hands over. Hey Netflix, it’s time for you to Be 
Better and Do Better cause this mockumentary is not it!
Inside joke along with “brings a tear to my left eye “
Because it just cleverly started that way and just kept going
yes that was inspiring, inspired me to lie about others admiring me for my non existent courage
Meghan’s voice is worse than listening to shoes in the dryer or someone trying to squeeze too many beer cans into a styrofoam cooler.
Give me the Tea  Neflix.
Shame on you Harry
"I had to do everything I could to protect my family." Which family? One that you're born into or the one you've created?
Meghan “Left Eye” Markle 😂
They are so racists , Abolish Netflix



Is it possible to sue...the people versus H & M...they are constantly forcing their toxic race bait agenda into our everyday lifes. They need to realise that's it's not good for OUR mental 
health to hear their never ending groaning and unforgiving attitude...
especially at Christmas? The settlement could go to a worthy charity.
I mean yall hate them for speaking the truth if Diana would have been alive she would have supported him.
why is everyone here commenting about left eyes? what about the right eye or am i missing something
It's going really well isn't it.
These two are under some occult contract to permanently get their faces in the media
Dislike
I love the part when these two thinks they are great humanitarian when they in reality are Jerry Springer guests on steroids which makes us wonder if they are fit parents. 
They are such a fantastic example of greed, envy and stupidity. I’m thanking you with some Meghan-narcissistic seal clapping while shedding a single tear from my left eye 😪
I love that Netflix is destroying their business by releasing this drivel.  Even this trailer is full of fake news . You are gonna  be crying out of your left eye in a few days !
How many down votes are there now?
I love the part when in Africa she complains that no one asks her how she is! Don't worry about what those people have to deal with, crime, starvation etc. The ordasity!!
Theyr a fake plastic couple
The attempt at making an empathetic photograph of meghan crying on a couch with a hermes blanket on it is almost too ironic
I love the part where Meghan was bravely hiding her grief behind the candle at HMQ's funeral. So humble. Such a global inspiration.
We ALL KNOW why you wanted to make this load of BS… FOR THE MONEY… 
ALL THAT MONEY IS WHAT IS AT STAKE!!!
why do these 2 still have Royal titles???
For all that is good and for sake of TRUTH boycott this revolting 🤢 one sided portrayal…
It is certainly not a documentary
Love the part that millions of British citizens and Americans who were offended by MEghan Markle's unfounded racist accusations (without real proof) and disgusted by how Harry 
mercilessly hounded his dying grandmother and then his bereaving father for money, who finally tells Harry, "I'm NOT a BANK," plan on cancelling their subscriptions because of the air 
time given to these two. It brings tears to my left eye how staged, fake (the trailers' photos are from Harry Potter) and divisive it is to the goodwill of US and England.
No. Diana would finally spank his ass.  Meghan would also be jealous of Diana  and they would hate each other!
There is a footage of her boasting that she can shed a tear from her left eye for the camera in three seconds.
Like at the Queen's funeral.
Us commenting all day, I know it’s fun I love it, is good for them. Thing is the only thing is us NOT watching Netflix and unsubscribe!! That would make a difference 😊
People need to be worrying about the freedom and rights being taken from them from under their nose. Not focusing on this.
They are shallow and dishonourable.  I will not watch any of this out of comtempt for H amd M plus Nexflix.
I loved the part where Meghan pulled Excalibur from the stone and said I have the power! So stunning and brave.
Their truth. They must think we are all stupid.
This is a couple who complain about being in the media spotlight too much while picking up multi-million dollar checks to get themselves back into the media spotlight.
this is just tacky i mean come on
Seriously these two are unbelievably full of themselves give us a break. Their story has been heard to death no more. Go live your lives and keep out of everyone else’s.
Remember Megan was a paid professional actor.
The stakes are high for what? Maybe for you to finally fade into oblivion! Nobody cares!



I love the way that although H&M wanted to be financially independent, they graciously and reluctantly accepted millions of pounds from King Charles. 
Then when he stopped giving them money, they complained he was leaving them financially stranded. 
Oh wait - I don’t think that makes sense…
21K likes to 273K dislikes. Netflix are you getting this?
I like the part where Meghan was caught taking secret photos of Kate and Will’s private residence in KP (including snap of Charlotte sleeping) which she was going to sell for mega bucks 
but she got caught …………. And was escorted to the airport.
i’ll be respecting their privacy by not watching.
The big strategy to have him self-destruct by destroying all of his relationships-  then she will totally discard him! Then where will you go Harry?
What a laughfest!
this coment section is like a breath of fresh faith-in-humanity-restoring air
Trash Netflix
Loved the part with all the fake pics and tears. Stunning and brave Harkles!
I love the part when huge grant got court getting head of meg ...just divine!!!🤣🤣
People who dont give a sh*t 
 |
 |
 |
 |
V
Is that the exculibur from Harry's shorts ?
Actor?  Perhaps
Professional? No
😂😂😂
The British public would welcome Harry back if he came alone. Without the surrogate child and without MeGain MegaLiar
 @bree robertson  I’d welcome both back if they apologised and stopped all the trash talking …
 @Blowing smoke Meghan is incapable
Even with the economic Inflation, I got a $10,000 returns from my $3000 investment every 15 days  and I'm so happy right now 😊
It this is what Netflix use our subscriptions money on its time to go.  

These two are nothing more than liars and they will do everything to be victims, they will say and do EVERYTHING to be victims that earn money on victim hood and the RF. 

Toddlers
Congrats!! Like many other woke-erati, they figured out how to monetize vulnerable narcissism.  Eff em i hope they rot in hell
These people - and they ARE just people like you and me  - are the embodiment of everything that's wrong with our culture
This documentary will bring disastrous consequences for royals
These two are so disgusting, and they seem absolutely clueless about how people perceive them.  They had the adulation of millions, maybe even a billion people, but now are widely 
scorned.  Such destructive crybabies.
Those two are dreadful.



0:31 - I love how while he says, "I had to do everything I could to protect my family" he's shaking his head "no." I believe him 100%.
Over 7 million views and only 21k likes? Lol.  Even YouTube hiding the ratio can’t hide this one.
Two - Meghan left eye go
This is why I cancelled my Netflix Subscription.
I love how you’ve interspersed footage from other people and events to make it look like the paparazzi were hounding their every move. What a great work of fiction this will be.
I love the part where they fly everywhere on a private jet, just like politicians, yet lecture everyone to do thier part to fight climate change. Another great part is how her dad gave her 
everything she could need growing up, but now that is is older, treats him like garbage.
Megan is no Princess Diana!!
Super pass on this. Oh Netflix, you're signing your own demise with content like this... losing Cavill in the Witcher, shoving woke narratives in our faces...I wanted to keep on subscribing but 
alas....
Awesome,  a Markle truth dusted with magic lies..she gaslighted Harry into believing that the jungle  of Hollywood is much better than  jungle of Africa ..Harry is too desperate to recognize 
what  would really serve his mental health the best ...worst part is that they both want to keep insulting  the general public's intelligence by trying to convince all that they are 
victimized...I've never seen such vulgar display of entitlement. Will not watch as I do not enjoy vomiting in my mouth..it makes me tear up in my left eye..go..
Oh Netflix, you got ripped off
..oh well, lesson learned..
.
I hate it! They only play the victim card! They only spread lies and hate.... I'm not sure who is worse, him or her?! And that this tailer was released the day his brother announced such a 
important award.... This is what the world is like today! It's really sad!
Meghan markle and Harry getting paid 100 million to trash the Royal family
I love the part where a 38 year old married man with “two kids” had to escape to protect his family and orange wife but is constantly begging his granny and daddy for money instead of 
being a provider, husband and father like any other real man would do. Such an Alpha Male! Its enough to bring one tear to my left eye 😢
🤮
Wow! How's that possible please I'll appreciate your assistance on how to go about it.
That's awesome. I dealt with crypto last year on Robinhood, tried some index but didn't take it out so lost it by the end. Any consistent strategies?
 @Tom Johnnie  Consistently investing with proper guidance in quality dividend paying companies is a relatively easy strategy to create wealth. Well I copy trades from daily signals of Mr 
Jason Wolcott as recommended here previously
 @Bernaldo George  he is also my personal trader, crypto analyst and account manager. With an initial invested capital of $8000, it yielded returns of over $22000 within two weeks of 
trading. I was really impressed by the profit Actualized.
 @Bernaldo George  Hey, I invested largely on stock market last year, tried some index but my experience doesn't pay me. I have lost so much trading by myself Please is there any handle 
or link can get to him?
Amazing!!! found Mrs
Jason Wolcott 2 months ago here also!!! This is so validating hearing you also got his recommendations!!! Yes cheers to be part of his coaching program.
@Barrymarcus_trade
He is always active on telegram 👆👆
Scammers above 👆
Jason's concept is key in beating all odds to excel in this form of online commodity. His management team is quite impressive so far! With $4k I made a profit of over 28,863 dollar
I started trading with him recently, $300,000 profit in 4 months and still counting. he is the CRYPTO TRADE KING. I trust.



Crypto Trading remains a priority, I'm proudly a huge beneficiary of JASON WOLCOTT services. About a month ago sold most of my stocks at a lost and took what have and reinvested and 
those stocks were green today. I gained over $30k.
I sold my cow for some magic beans and boy was I surprised.   I’m so happy right now.
How so? They’ve only made Royals more popular.
Quite the contrary! We all feel sorry for King Charles 3 and kind of rooting for him to cut their heads ( I mean titles 😉) to these traitors !
Not in the slightest. The Royal family has faced far worse over the centuries - this will be forgotten very soon, and quite rightly too.
Royalty is timeless. 
Celebrity is fleeting. 

Tick tock, tick tock,  M&H
Yes!  Let’s spread the word.  Cancel Netflix!!!
Who the F cares about these idiots.
So many “I love the part”

Guess what im love it
I love how they’re finally showing how the royal family or those that marry into the family are the most victimized and marginalized groups in the Western Hemisphere 🥲
Who are these people? ex-Royals.  Netflix: Get out now. Save your money. I will be one of the millions of people not watching.
I love that Meghan don’t have the capability to understand the thousand year tradition of British Royalty, to honor and serve, the rules, the etiquette, the do’s and don’t!  Even Harry didn’t 
know that walking behind your Mother’s casket is an old English tradition!
It’s so amazing that they found stock photos to use for the sake of their Netflix trailer;- Kudos for that! When the
STAKES are SOOO high, we are bemused to see the creativity and great length they have gone to, so we can get it straight from their own mouth! 
It’s been an incredibly learning curve as to the none stopping daily obstacles that Meghan and Harry had to overcome in their need for privacy. The world is holding its breath to finally 
have some peace and quiet after this TV series and upcoming book about a middle aged couple with imaginary children has been forever forgotten! 
My left eye is yarning to cry a tear!
I pray that the King strips them of their titles. All they've done is slandered the monarchy. Prince Harry left because, he doesn't want to be royalty anymore…Wish granted !¡!¡!     
🌟Problem solved🌟
M&H... I am on your side... Not sure why.. .But there!
Using hired photographers to insinuate being hounded by the media, using shots from a Harry Potter premier & following Katie price & the shot with Harry stretching out his hand to 
"protect his family" its actually a cropped pic of him with his ex! Plus I thought Harry was angry with the media with the way they hounded Diana for personal gain......Harry, you're using 
your mothers death for the same thing!
Love the part how she dresses like her husband's late mother for interviews to channel her ghost and to control her man child husband who hasn't grown up unlike his more mature 
brother William who has moved on. Love how MEghan lied about not knowing who Harry was before she met him when she was obsessed with Diana. Love how MEghan lied about herself, 
her "A-list" status to the UK, and how she didn't know Harry's uncle Prince Andrew when she "met" him as a yacht girl. Brings tears to my left eye just thinking how sweet and innocent 
MEghan really is in all this.
I love the fact where Prince Harry lectures about the environment, but flies in a private, or the part where he lectures on racial tolerance, yet called an army colleague a racial slur.



Harry, the reason it started off well and then changed is because people gradually realised how unsuitable Meghan was for the role. If anyone pointed this out she called them racist. 
Meghan did just 72 days of royal engagements and didn't try very hard.
- She didn't like dress codes. So would she take a role in a film and refuse to wear what was expected for the part? Get a role as a sexy paralegal but wear dungarees? 
- With any company you work for, you wear your company uniform or dress code. Does she think MacDonald's staff all like the uniform? What if a nurse doesn't like blue, or a stockbroker 
doesn't like suits? 
- Would she take a part with three speaking lines but talk incessantly over all other actors and want to play every single part?
- Did she not understand that in Hollywood there is a hierarchy? You can't overrule your director or write your own script. You can't play a minor role and be no. 1 on the call sheet. 
- Doesn't she realise that there is a hierarchy in any company, from office staff, middle management to directors? You can't just choose the top position.
- Does she realise that if you work for a company, every time it puts out an advertising campaign or PR for new products, you can't drown it out with your own social media pushing rival 
products or slagging off whatever is being advertised? Every time any of the royals were in the news she created her own news to drown it out. A photo of something she went to weeks 
ago, an announcement of some future initiative, a staged photo op. She was really drowning out charities and other good causes, and who wants to upstage them?
- What if you work for a company and you don't like corporate policy? Do you publicly criticise the CEO, do you jump on stage at events and push them off? Do you get a job in a restaurant 
but criticise the menu to all the clients because you are vegan? Do get a job in a pub but rant about the evils of alcohol because you are teetotal? Does she realise most people don't have 
the luxury of getting a jobs that 100% align with their beliefs?
- If she worked for a company, would she get paid a salary, but then expect to get paid extra because her boss asks her to attend a meeting during working hours? Meghan seems to think 
she should get paid or for meeting the public, even though it is part of her role.
- Does she think she can go around bullying staff, because the rest of us usually face disciplinary hearings for that and probably end up getting sacked? 
- Would she think she can turn up to work and spout her political beliefs or woke ideas to all her colleagues, because most of us believe that we separate these things in our personal and 
working lives. People don't attend conferences or meetings for their companies but want to use it as a platform for their own political views or just talk about themselves. She could talk all 
she wanted at dinners parties with friends about feminism and politics. But it was not appropriate to mix it with royal business. I know she was also restricted from publishing views on 
social media, but most people live their lives without needing to air every opinion on a global scale. And those that do get a job that allows them to do it. She knew royals don't spout 
politics and should have not taken the role if this was important to her.
- If she worked for a company and attended its annual prize giving, would she just think that she could buy any prize that she wanted? Because most people work hard to win prizes, and 
they understand that any prize you can buy is not worth having. 
- If she worked for a company which gave an her an expenses allowance, would she submit claims many times greater than the expected amount and spend the company's money 
extravagantly? Would she fiddle their expenses in order to profit dishonestly?
You put yourselves out there in the media, you have to expect this.  She also knew what she was getting into by getting Harry.  They shove their noses everywhere they go too.  Reap what 
you sow
I'm looking forward to the part while you are getting drunk off wine while your babies are swimming in a pool and your not watching them.  What a great role model you are.  You said that 
on your Spotify. The Piazza float costs more with pepperoni. Gag me with a spoon.  No child wants an alcoholic parent
I love these comments...  currently 21k 271k   got to love browser extensions that show the truth.
All we ever heard was her side. Why are you wasting our time. For all of us who've been faithful subscribers for years, what a ridiculous side show to take up our viewing space. Can't be 
bothered to watch it. I'll be too busy doing laundry and taking out trash.
this is a joke, right?
lol what a joke.
I love the part where Meghan was shocked and upset to find out she married into a family governed for centuries by a hierarchy.



Love the part how she went to work as a suitcase girl on Deal and No Deal turned out not to be a high-level job requiring a PhD. MEghan didn't even pass the UK citizenship test of the very 
country she is "Duchess" of so she technically cannot become a UK citizen. It brings a tear to my left eye how "not smart" poor MEghan feels the world and Deal and No Deal producers 
make her when it is clearly the space between her head that is the reason. So brave.
She looks like a straight up villain.
Lol
Not sure why?  Could it be their Kool Aid you’re drinking?  Are you just simply  gullible ?
she is exempt from any rules for being black.

Just like the transgender do not have to obey dress cod at work.
It all changed when her true colours were shown for all to see. She was allegedly rude to Palace staff and bullied them.
You are the living embodiment of common sense and decency.
Someone finally told her “No” and she flipped her narcissistic lid.
She leaves DOND and then takes a role performing fellatio in a car on 90120
Who cares.
Will absolutely not watch anything put out by these two grifters and Netflix should be ashamed of having any type of working relationship with them.
Netflix. You're so screwed with this trash. It's pretty much 90 to 10 in favor of the dislike button.
God such liars. Real housewives of Montecito. Harry is a good a liar as Megs.
Enough of the pity party. These two are the villains, not the victims.
What a pile of utter dogsh1te....😴
WOW... I love the part that.. below..Look at all the public relation trolls commenting below on behalf of King Charlie. Nothing is going to save charlie from getting his.. he might as well 
resign now. He tried to get his mom removed from the throne in 91, he ran a harassment campaign against his wife, and now the kid is getting it.. charlie's gotta know he's the looser in this 
one. He might as well just resign now. ha ha. Its going to be a shite show for sure.
It brought a tear to my left eye when I saw all those photographers with the clicking flashing cameras.....trying to get pics of Harry  but not the ex royal ....it was Harry Potter a couple of 
years earlier....oops even untruths in the trailer so that's a good start 🙈🙈🙈
Sad I can only downvote this once ....🥰
Who put this video up, The Sussex squatter’s ? You people are as pathetic as Harry and his handbag.
Harry, as a member of the British Army, I am DISGUSTED by you. You have disgraced your regiment
They both are pathetic! That’s it! PATHETIC!
It is time to dump the junk of leftist Harry & Meghan.  The level of fraud and ugliness from the hag and the has-been is off the charts.  She strikes me as an unhappy, ugly, bitter, jaded, anti-
American racist.
The fake photos of paparazzi from scenes when they weren’t even there together hahahahahhahahah I may even cancel Netflix where’s the disclaimer for this documentary is a 
dramatisation of events? lol
Omg it’s like a broken record.
When the stakes are this high? LOL! What stakes? Does she even hear herself? She sounds idiotic! People are going to laugh till they cry watching these two self-important prats in their 
fake, staged scenes spouting their self-indulgent, self-pitying nonsense. All tears from the left eye only, of course 🤣🤣🤣🤣
mockumentary by Henry and Rachel
I love that of 40,354+ comments most all reveal how everyone can see the Marry and Heghan for despicable people they truly are and the public finally has a place to present the truth.  
The stakes are just too high not to speak up about the lies and distortions from Hazbeen and Candle.  I just hope my single left eye tear won't smear this message.



What's with all the bots ))) All the coments starts with ''I love the part'' )))) So funny how netflix are using bots to ''hide'' all the negative comments )))
Boring 😴
Ba ha ha ha you do realise there are 10x as many dislikes as likes?
Just another Karen watching the Crown thinking it's real. Would you like to see a manager?
Learning history from Netflix are we?
lol, right? :D like what stakes? Wtf is she talking about.
More royal garbage
My favorite part is the last line Meghan slaps out...with special acidity.  This person is a real pill..."behind the scenes".
I LOVE the part where H & M swear allegiance to Her Majesty, The Queen and then commit TREASON by passing off two surrogate children to the Line off Succession.  It brings a single tear 
to my left eye.  Truly it does.
💥💣💥
DIFFERENCE Harry truly loves meghan. Charles left the hospital when Harry was born because he looked like a spencer!
There is an assumption at the end that one wants to hear their story -- again. We've been hearing it for years now. I"m tired of it. Whining and victim-playing weren't even allowed in our 
house when I was a child! These two grownups continue to whine and blame everyone else -- and for what? Not sure. Don't care anymore
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
270K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Parásitos, sanguijuelas, hagan algo por ustedes mismos en lugar de tirar tanta mierda alrededor, ustedes on una vergüenza y fracaso como seres humanos
I admire Harry the most for the fact that, even when living on another continent, he visited his beloved grandmother - Queen Elizabeth - once a year to maintain a close, unique 
relationship with her and to check if she was surrounded by the right people. Harry's warm, caring heart made him report on television every such visit and any shortcomings he observed. 
The love of this grandson for his grandmother was simply poignant! I shed a hot tear with my left eye...
Megain: I want to make this documentary because I’m desperate for money plus I’m a very vindictive person filled with hatred and revenge in my heart
I don’t believe a word that comes out of her mouth!
The part where King Charles finally takes their titles away and relieves the entire world of having to listen to these ungrateful liars whine all day and night. Prince William and Princess 
Catherine all the way ❤
Princess Diana must be rolling over in her grave
I love the part where they reckon they had to leave the Royal Family because of racism, but they were letting Netflix tag along in the early days of their romance so maybe they lied to us 
again because they were already planning on monetising their "love" story, and QE2 said "no" and the Sussex Claw didn't like that...?
293K dislikes. The people have spoken: they don't like this talentless woman.
Anyone knows the name of the soundtrack?
TWATS
The queen of destruction
The part where Migraine almost devoured her own mom when she interrupted her at one of the engagements
Bruh why



Sorry Netflix, you should be ashamed. Promoting these two attention seeking,  lying narcs and trying to bring down our RF in the process, if we felt the RF needed bringing down, we 🇬🇧 
would do it, we don't need YOU to do it for us. And as we don't,  it won't, I see people from all races and lots of Countries supporting our RF, who have respectfully not got involved in a 
public spat. All we've heard is MememeMeg and Mrs Megs story 😠
Doria left Meghan to walk the streets.  Her Dad took care of her and paid her tuition.  Meghan dumps her father only to use her mother to help her false narrative.
Thanks. I was wondering how people knew how many  dislikes  there are
Thanks. Keep us update it is so hilarious😂
🇬🇧❤
And envy. She has always been so jealous of Princess Catherine.
We're sick of them here in America too!
0:09 🧐 the mystery chord 😂 and the arm is resting on the leg too 😂
Won’t dignify these parasites by watching Jada Pinkett Markle and her poison ginger.
Yeah, Wimbledon, where Markle was flirting with Serena's husband by giving him a crotch shot and Markle received good-sized knee burns from, well everyone knows what you get knee-
burns from doing (both of these pics are well-viewed on the Internet) which distracted Serena so much she lost her tennis match and refused to let Markle attend any more of her Tennis 
matches.
Mon couple princiers  préférés  merci beaucoup  sussex
Duplicitous!
I LOVED the stock pic in the NETFLIX trailer of thousands of paparazzi desperately trying to take photos of Gı̶n̶g̶e̶r̶v̶ı̶t̶ı̶s̶ ̶a̶n̶d ̶MEGr̶a̶ı̶n̶e̶.̶.̶.̶  but it turns out that its really a shot taken at the 
Harry Potter Deathly Hallows premiere by Chris Jobs of ALAMY on 7 July 2011. Tell me lies, tell me sweet little lies!
Aww. Sure can't wait for more lies! Maybe I can also squeeze a tear out of my left 👁.
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
269K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.

Oh yes we do, Harry. You made sure we were all aware of the abuse you and your Delilah have overcome. You're a privileged Prince. The wife married up. Now, you’d like to take down 
your family, the very institute that brought you notoriety, like the awful uniform at a party you were photographed with. But…your family defended you to the public. 

Now, both of you will be your own demise. Just like Samson and Delilah. They have a book about them as well. You two are terribly terrific together. We’re all hoping you two go away.
Looks great 😂 cannae wait  to watch “what happens behind closed doors”. Bring it 😂😂😂
So, is there anyone else who came to Netflix's YouTube page just to give a thumbs down to the Harry and Me-Gain reality show trailer?
Absolute liars! Despicable people!
I loved the part when I cancelled my subscription to Netflix I refuse to give them a single penny anymore.
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Oh and The Prince and Princess of Wales EARTHSHOT Awards in BOSTON was Incredible.  Viewing William and Catherine is beautiful.  They are such a loving and wonderful couple.  
Incredible human beings.  Will watch more of the EARTHSHOT footage as it is GOOD work. 🌲🌿🍃🌴🌎🌍🌏  
Oh boy, we get to hear their story from them. Will they top the amount of lies that they told on the interview with Oprah??  I am so sick of these two idiots.



I love the part where dear oppressed Meghan took a stand and told us as women “we have a voice” & so bravely fights for women empowerment all whilst sitting beside the greatest 
example of female empowerment this generation will ever know…HRM Queen Elizabeth II. The world stopped & listened when this petite lady spoke! Ty Netflix for giving me a voice. 🇺🇸🇺🇸
I love the part where that kid complained about his dad cutting off his allowance when he was a 37-year old, married father with $20+ Million in the bank.  Borderline child abuse and 
clearly traumatizing!  One tear, left eye.
My favourite part is when Meghan showed us all how to jump from bandwagon to bandwagon depending on what the cause du jour was. So inspiring, so brave. It brought a tear to my left 
eye 😢
I enjoyed when.Meg told Oprah in front of a worldwide audience "I don't know my sister, Samantha and I don't talk about people I don't know". Nice, right? Well, it was later exposed in a 
UK court that Meghan did talk about Samantha-Meghan provided emails for Omid Scobie, for his book Finding Freedom where she had no problem not only talking about Samantha, but 
telling nasty, defamatory half truths about Sam.  For example, Meg wrote "Sam is a high school drop out". True but clever that Meg left out the full truth that Sam dropped out of school at 
age 17, after a severe car accident left her blind in one eye and partially paralyzed on one side. Meghan conveniently left out that Samantha went on, despited health issues to graduate 
college and earn two masters degrees.   Meg also told Scobie (all of this is in court records) that "Sam has 3 children by different men"-- again true, but that is defamatory and the full truth 
is that Sam had 3 kids from her two marriages. 1) Meg lied to Oprah 2) Meg lied for 2 years, denying that she participated in Scobie's book and the court made her write an apology letter 
for "misleading testimony" 3) Meghan indeed did talk about Sam and not only did she talk about Sam, Meghan intentionally tried to sway public opinion of her sister by providing 
tremendously ugly, highly manipulated versions of the truth. Who does that?  To defame your own sister by leaving out all the details Is despicable and telling of Meghan Markle and her 
complete lack of character or kindness.
Currently:
21K Likes
269K Dislikes
I love the part where Harry has a temper tantrum because a child asked him if he could see  a picture of his baby--how brave is that!
I love the part where the British public paid £32m for their wedding, and then the lovely Meghan told us how that was all for the public's benefit and that the magnificent couple didn't 
really want it. And that they were already married anyway. So touching, my left eye has rarely been so filled with tears.
Why do you remove everyone’s “thumbs down” ??? Where is HONESTY here??
OK how have you managed to remove all the dislikes, just seen a YT video about this trailer and it had 18K Likes and 138K Dislikes,. Looks like someone has been massaging the figures to 
make this look good when it will flop. Oh and why is there a fake picture in that trailer there of all those photographers, its been found it was taken at the oscars of them photographing the 
celebrities on the red carpet. Busted.
Karen here Harry free and Megan make fredo corleone look like a loyal family member
King Harry and Queen Meghan forever 🤴 ❤
I LOVED the part where journalists were taking pictures during Harry Potter movie premiere. it was the last but my best movie from 11 years ago. tears in my left eye.
I hope this documentary is the end of their titles!!!!
Ye>MeGain
Such a shame your niot protecting the family you were born into. PATHETIC
This whole comments section is sus...
I love that Harry will did everything he could for his family despite all the hate, judgement coming from people who weren't there, staying with them, witnessing all this. I love that Harry 
did what was right by him and his heart.
The picosecond these two are inevitably cut off from their royal titles, they'll disappear into the irrelevance they richly deserve.
😂😂😂 I think many commenters are kinda crazy(haters)!How is everyone “I love the part” did you watch full documentary .
OMG every time I see these 2 idiots, I jump for joy because that dimwitt is indeed the "Spare,' and not the "Hier." Mad respect for William and Katherine



I love the part where Meghan is declared to be the new Kardashian princess of Netflix, it must have brought a tear to her left eye!
This is exactly why I cancelled my Netflix subscription.  If I'm going to watch fiction, then I would like a good plot and good acting.  This is one big failure on both accounts.  
So many of these images have been proven to be "fake" and to have nothing to do with the gruesome twosome.  Netflix, as big of a company as you ONCE WERE, you should have known 
that when you lie down with dogs you will get fleas.  And Sparey and his wife, the wh-re, are real bow-wows.
AT #37 PIC OF THE SCHOOL CHILDEREN WAS FROM 1938!!
Keeping my fingers crossed this shower of sh*t finishes these two forever
I love the part where Meghan says that the press, racists and royal family "tried to bury her, but she was a seed!" Certainly, she means she is the seed of a weed, you know, those pesky, 
annoying weeds that keep popping up and just when you think they will FINALLY go away they spring up again and again and keep coming back, just like Jason in those never ending Friday 
the 13th sequels.  Like that. She meant like that.
A lot of people will be watching this, but not for the reasons Harry and Meghan want. We're all just here for the train wreck!
Currently:
21K Likes
269K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Poor deluded Sugar....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their collective eyes and realize Megan used them for currency and never loved them because narcissists can't love 
anyone but themselves......
Why, because it doesn't fit your narrative? Well done for stepping out of your bubble. Mind blowing, isn't it.
I don't think it was his heart he was thinking with 😂.
 @Laura S  🤣
Yep. All 4 years of it.
 @Dan Dawson  😂
There's also a picture of Harry and his ex Girlfriend 😂
Seed of the devil
You just know Meghan is sat somewhere reading all of these comment with 1 tear coming firmly out of her left eye.
Hi Meg.
269k dislikes
Keeping an OPEN mind to hear it from them. Please don't judge others if you don't know them personally.
I no why i cancelled my Netflix sub 2 yrs ago,btw a tear just came out of my left eye
AT #30.....THAT SCENE IS FROM HARRY POTTER MOVIE PREMIER 10 YRS AGO!!
MEGHAN was so LUCID at 11 eleven years old...........I got confused at 10 by visitors at my parent's home in jamaica.........
I really LOVED the part where these two super privileged people moaned in the Opera trash interview how unfair life is and how hard it is to live off Mommy's millions while others lost 
literally everything during a global Pandemic. THIS! Is a really relatable and humble couple! Applauding for their courage to FINALLY speak out🤣🤣🤣😭
I'm gutted. Try as I might I just can't seem to force a tear drop from my left eye. I seem to be in the minority. How to rectify that? I'll just read more of these fantastic comments and it will 
come...Just like it always does when you know who needs a performance.

The part where my left eye teared up was when Meghan pleaded to walk a red carpet at her wedding (just like Catherine's). But the evil palace would only grant her a blue carpet. The 
selfless Meghan opted to forego the carpet altogether for the wedding spectacle.  That right there is the hallmark of a true humanitarian - if only her dad, sis, and bro could see her now.



The best part is Megain’s showcasing a different shade of spray tan for each day of the week. How ecological to be still so pale the neck down, love the diversity of orange hues too! 
Inspiration to us all
Why did you want to make this documentary... Money 💰
boooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooore off. WE ARE SICK OF YOUR SELFISH BLEATINGS.
Well, I will be cancelling my netflix subscription, this "love story" is,full of nothing but lies, lies and more lies. these 2 are nothing but pathetic, whiny, narssictic, woe is me people who are 
selfish brats, and have NO talent what so ever, her being a C list actress on a cable show, and he is a spoiled brat, led around by his ****, by his wife., Gee Harry, why don't you ask her to 
dig in her purse and give you back your ****.  Pathetic, cancelling it right now
I like the part where they get what they want and are still not happy.
Bring Yankee Wally back!
This makes me so emotional... It makes a tear drop from my left eye 👁 🗨 
Two toxic individuals who betrayed their families shouldn't have any sympathy from the audience...
The best part of this mockumentary is when they inadvertently reveal mutual despite by moving as far away from one another as possible when entering the car the day Megain wore 
Zorro’s outfit. Lovely to see they hate each other. Inspiring!
Good for them! He deserves to protect his family after the way his mother was treated.
I was so overcome by emotion during the part where Harry and Meghan had their real wedding with just the two of them and the Bishop of Canterbury in their backyard that a single tear 
fell from my left eye.
I love the part were Harry trash his own family. I squeezed one tear out of my left eye. 🥲
Not Harry, though...Harry isn't allowed to, Megsy doesn't give him permission.
Thanks for the update! 😊
Poor deluded Sugar....these comments were practically written by the Markle's thoughts, words, and actions.....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their collective eyes and 
realize Megan used them for currency and never loved them because narcissists can't love anyone but themselves......
Hear it from them again. Yep, definitely the real story this time promise!! 😂
If only Megan would have taken that advice when she married onto the royal family, instead of running away after three months.

My open mind closed on these two when I heard her lies and constant contradictions. Meg told Oprah in front of a worldwide audience "I don't know my sister, Samantha and I don't talk 
about people I don't know". Nice, right? Well, it was later exposed in a UK court that Meghan did talk about Samantha-Meghan provided emails for Omid Scobie, for his book Finding 
Freedom where she had no problem not only talking about Samantha, but telling nasty, defamatory half truths about Sam.  For example, Meg wrote "Sam was a high school drop out". 
True but clever that Meg left out the full truth that Sam dropped out of school at age 17, after a severe car accident left her blind in one eye and partially paralyzed on one side.  Meg also 
told Scobie (all of this is in court records) that "Sam has 3 Kids by different fathers"-- again true, but that is defamatory and the full truth is that Sam had 3 kids from her two marriages.   Do 
you see that, 1) Meg lied to Oprah 2) Meg lied for 2 years, denying that she participated in Scobie's book and the court made her write an apology letter for "misleading testimony" 3) 
Meghan indeed did tald about Sam and not only did she talk about Sam, Meghan intentionally tried to sway public opinion of her sister by providing very ugly versions of the truth. Who 
does that?  To defame your own sister by leaving out all the details Is despicable and telling of Meghan Markle and her complete lack of character or kindness.
I loved the birds that ShXX on the dress she wore during the interview pretending to be Wallace Simpson
...or even then
They want to be billionaires and hate the fact others are and they are not
Yankee Wally would have made a great Netflix special for much cheaper



 @Neets  Yankee is an
Amazing communicator! Her charm! 
Her crazy teeth! Love her!!! The leader of the you tubers re: the royals. 
Biggest story of our times 
Thank you wally
Its taken me 72 hours.
SEVENTY TWO HOURS to find a positive Harry and Meghan comment on this video.
GOODNIGHT!
Protection from what exactely? Media that she merely uses for trashing every thing nice she had, her family the royal family a country and everyone that welcomed her before she 
instigated this shitshow??? If you want to believe this nauseating fake victim Hood fairytale of hers good for you that is your choice. But it shows your lack of brain... People don't and will 
call out her lies.
 @Dan Dawson  what a gorgeous ginger cat
 @Lin Wei-Lee  he says thank you💙
And the Bishop of Canterbury was forced to make a statement saying they were not married before the church ceremony since it would have been illegal for him to perform a wedding 
outside of church.
and the chickens were their witnesses and they hung the chickens on the wall in their bedroom
I love that Netflix is doing this "explosive" series on the tone deaf entitled EX Royals who wanted to be left alone, out of the Royal spotlight yet now make cheesy podcasts, little nasty 
series and books defaming the RF to pay the bills .I would DIE to see the RF release a PACK of attorneys on Netflix and the Markel's. There is no entertainment in a bitter couple who are 
failing miserably and must use the race card to prostitute them selves to the highest bidder. That is not something I would watch and I really hope that most people are as sick of this 
couple as I am. Fingers crossed for an utter flop.
Funny how the thumbs down gets turned off when it passes 90,000 thumbs down. 

Can't hide from the truth Netflix .
Who cares about what happens between close doors, Royalty is to be celebrated. Like it or not, one way or the other, it has always been strong.
Hope no one watches it on Netflix and everyone keeps being creative on youtube until creating their own life with others real life here and in twitter, perhaps facebook too for that's 
private with your friends and family and in the near future for others to build stories with the 8th art in virtual reality. Mind your business while making a better world around you, and if 
you can't because everything has been stollen at least know you did your best.
it seems most of these undesirable comments are not from americans.
Zero down votes I see. That seems realistic.
The part where Meghan told the late queen that ‘service is universal’ and she didn’t own the word ‘Royal’ but went ahead to give the deepest curtsy in her funeral unlike the other 
members of the family who actually had always been respectful of her when she was alive, and being the only one with dramatic tears running down her left cheek and just let them hang 
in there until they got dry so cameras could capture it… It was so very genuine of her
can't wait❤will watch on day one!!!
When Meghan struck down the Balrog and single-handedly saved Middle Earth! I said WOW!
Im all for the royal family hopefully being exposed. If you dislike her, ask yourself why? If its the media articles that you've read or still pictures, take a step back and think
I love the part (00:37 to be exact) where they've used a photo of children waiting to see Queen Mary from 1938 and pretend its a photo of children cheers on H&M.
I love the part where Netflix sat her down and said “you have eyes. You don’t need to find your eyes. You need to use your eyes and read the comments section to understand what a 
freaking narcissistic sociopath you are and what a nightmare it has been working with you



I love the part where Netflix got Markled.  Justice for the crassness of “the crown”!
Very gross. Makes me want to cancel my subscription.

Totally admire how Meghan can put up with a group of neighborhood friends that organized a hate campaign against her resulting in 250,000 dislikes, I shed one tear from my left eye
They hate the Royal family yet wanted to be half in and half out. Mmmm that doesn't make sense.
Remember the part where from May 2018 to Jan 2020 Meghan had a wedding that cost more than William's, a 2 wk honeymoon, 20 wk maternity leave, a few personal vacays w/the 
Clooneys & Elton John, a giant NYC baby shower, a trip to US to watch the US open & a few small tours in 2 years and then said being Royal was just too hard, too stressful, too dangerous 
& too much work. Not to mention the mental toll it took on her.
These comments lol
Best decision ever to escape this toxic family and honor the memory of your mother. 💐 We will never forget what they did to her.
I love how they both care so much about carbon footprint that they only want 2 kids ( why not none at all?? Or 1??) But then take private jets like other ppl take a taxi. 
I also love how Meghan thinks her over privileged life is hard and how harry at age 36 got cut off financially and got angry about it. LOL
I love the part where Meghan went to Uvalde, Texas for a photo op. What a class act!
Its at 250,000 isn't it?
 @Dan Dawson  I heard that but not seen it Myself .
 @stephanie browning  Correction, I've just been informed its 270k 😂 fast moving situation.
 @Dan Dawson  😅You just know Harry's Wife will be reading all comments .

Hi Harry's Wife Your games over 🤥.
What brings you to the conclusion?
not everyone posts their nationality. I happen to be Canadian/Irish.
Don't be so naive. Most of us Americans see right through these two fools.
They're now up to over 270,000 downvotes.
Meghan is sickening
Meghan stop comparing yourself to Diana 😂
Poor deluded Sugar....the part where the deluded Sussex Sugars actually realize Markle is empty space and never loved them because narcissists only love themselves.....
I advise you employ your own advice. I don't watch the news or read newspapers, however I've seen enough of them two to make my own mind up about them.
And if you like her, why? If it's the media articles you've read or still pictures, take a step back and think.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  i don't dislike her. I dont obsess over her either as if know her, or him! I am aware the royal family is a corrupt institution and I know the royal family pay newspapers 
for good articles and I know the british press are in co-signment with the royal institution.
 @H  wow you must be privileged to have all inside info. There's negative press about all royal family members!
Yes!😂
I have cancelled mine 😃
I already did but these threads on Youtube are entertainment itself. And no money going to Netflix either ;)
When you put it like that it must be obvious to anyone how little she did and how lazy she was.  Succinctly expressed, thanks🤜🤛
And all without a passport or car keys too!
She worked 31 days a year. Catherine worked about 119 last year. Ann worked 200.



I loved the part where Meghan said we danced in the streets of South Africa when she married a royal like we did when Nelson Mandela was freed. It brought a tear to my left eye when all 
South Africans on twitter debunked that and started bullying her online. Don’t people understand that spending years in prison for speaking out against racism and ending apartheid is 
equally as admirable as a privileged, raised-white, half-black, looks white, black when it suits, unknown actress opening her legs to Prince Harry??? The injustice 😣 Poor Meghan.
I love the part where other people write “i love the part” 😂😂😂
The biggest mistake Harry made was meeting meghan.. he should of found himself a nice English woman, not a crazy American.
The part where Harry and Meghan flee the evil kingdom just in time.  A moment longer and she wouldn't have wanted to be alive.  But they escaped the evil family, especially the Queen, 
her name was Elizabeth, otherwise known as Lilibet.  What a close call Hazbeen, Megahorn and Archificial had.  Soon after their escape, their beautiful daughter was born, "we shall call her 
Lilibet" said Meghan the Dutchess of Sussex and her husband Harry the Duke of Sussex.
Stunning and brave. Now the world will see just how truly difficult it is to live surrounded by wealth, fame, and fortune. They have a heavy burden. The stakes ARE high Meghan, your 
reputation is at stake. Nothing is more important than that. Inspirational.
Who are they? And who cares?
Rather find yourself a waity Katy than rush into things with a beggin’ Meghan” 💰
I love Harry and Meghan. They have achieved so much together as a couple and overcame all the backlash from the royal family and the public. This documentary is a great compilation of 
their times spent together. I wish them a great future and a strong marriage. 😊❤
Meagan markle is trash…… she’s the textbook definition of using marriage as a way of elevating status & when she wasn’t praised & worshipped because she’s a scumbag she took to 
bashing her Ike man’s family & now makes terrible radio shows that are just as moronic as she is …. Garbage , she prob keeps harry ba//$ in her designer purse…. Oh she’s so oppressed 
hahah oh these people are dumb
Horrid Henry told us in his amazing docuseries that there's a hierarchy in the RF!!!!! What?  😲 None of us had any idea.  Harry has only just found out.  Poor little Prince 😢 he promised 
Megahorn could be Queen!  How absolutely dreadful your family is, Hazbeen, fancy having a hierarchy in the royal family!!!
Meagan markle is trash…… she’s the textbook definition of using marriage as a way of elevating status & when she wasn’t praised & worshipped because she’s a scumbag she took to 
bashing her Ike man’s family & now makes terrible radio shows that are just as moronic as she is …. Garbage , she prob keeps harry ba//$ in her designer purse…. Oh she’s so oppressed 
hahah oh these people are dumb
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
268K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I love the part where Netflix put another video today for us all to express out thoughts 😂😊
Boohoo. You both out. Why to come back to this miserable times? Oh I see make money on expense if someone else ;) just dont forget to send the helicopter for McDonalds
Megan who ?
I like William and Kate more now and these two🤦🤦
Can anyone tell me what the 👎👎👎👎 are up to?  I've just come online 😃
Absolutely nauseating.  Two nonentities posing as somebodies.



I love the part where Meghan says she was treated differently because of her skin colour, but the queen bended a lot of the most traditional rules in the establishment like; allowing her to 
get married into the royal family even though she’s a divorcee and when the queen invited her and her mother to the Sandringham Christmas Day service even though no in laws of the 
royal who marries into the family are allowed to attend and Kate, Fergi and Dianna’s mothers were not (and still not allowed to go(also these three women are white))
But, millions of people will tune in to watch this train wreck. And the Harkles will be laughing all the way to the bank! Shame on us!
It's now spreading across all media platform comment sections. I'm proud to be a part of an amazing movement. It brought a tear to the left eye.
You haven’t seen it yet. How do you know “it’s a great compilation” ?
Pardon but what exactely have they done? I don't see anything except for this terrible word salad they serve each time they open their lying mouth, and the fraud the scam they 
orchestrated with their arche Well platform (they keep 95%of any donation isn't that nice??) ... Oh I know, this couple are a bit of a crass don't you think? Relentess attention seekers who 
lie and Media users that exploit every occasion they can such as the Ulvade tragedy where meghan orchestrated a photo report of her going there just for the buzz. Media that she merely 
uses for trashing every thing nice she had, her family the royal family a country and everyone that welcomed her before she instigated this shitshow??? If you want to believe this 
nauseating fake racism and tabloiids victim Hood fairytale of hers and this false narrative good gor you that is your choice. But it shows your lack of brain... People don't and will call out her 
lies, their lies.
 @bree robertson  doesn't this teaser provide a spectrum at what is in the documentary or you just choose to play dumb.
 @Elise backwards  I really don't have the time to read your long speech. Have a nice day.
 @Asiphe Johnson  well, as I said in this "long speech", such words show your lack of brain. Byeee.
thank you. an early Christmas present!.
 @Dean Dean  
Currently:
21K Likes
269K Dislikes
YES!!!
268000 and climbing
21K Likes
268K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Unwatchable
Dam putting your only brother in this money making trash called "story" is just low he has no love empathy for him 💔
They snitched photos of Katie Price leaving court for one of their pics for their trailer?!🤣🤣🤣🤣How desperate can you be? It's so bad for you, you couldn't provide your own 
photographic evidence you had to pilfer others. Katie Price.........still giggling
I love the part when everytime she opens her mouth another lie flies out! And what a compassionate person she is for putting her family first and being there for her father who created 
the markle monster, I just can't stop the tears from flowing from my left eye (from laughter) when I think of about what a "inhumanitarian" she is and  how her wife henpecked harriet 
allow his dumb self to be duped, hoodwinked and bewitched by her "roast chicken"!!! Lol
Meghan Markle married into Prince Harry’s family knowing they have customs and traditions that are centuries old and completely foreign to her. The BRF welcomed her into their ranks 
with open arms, and she treated it like garbage. And that's what she is, the Queen of Refuse. So bow down to her if you want, bow to her. Bow to the Queen of Slime, the Queen of Filth, 
the Queen of Putrescence. Boo. Boo. Rubbish. Filth. Slime. Muck. Boo. Boo. Boo.
0:30 Harry Potter



Didn't they told their story like 100times
The best part will be when Omid Scooby shows DNA proof he is Poirot's illegimate child.
I love the part where the comments are just repeats of headlines from the Daily Hate Mail
These people should get real jobs.  Maybe Harry could be a cop in Montecito and Meghan a sales lady at Saks or somewhere similar, or, maybe cleaning Oprah's toilets.
🤮
🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 I’ll cancel my Netflix subscription TODAY !!!!!!
This has to be the single most legendary comments section on YouTube ever! We need to publish it in a book
Harry says ‘No-one knows the full truth. We know the full truth.’ Logically, one of those sentences is not true. The full truth is, anything those two say is very unlikely to be the truth. Not 
that anyone with the smallest amount of sense will waste their time watching this self-serving drivel.
Go back to your home country and take your family with you please.
Ah yes surely they’ll show the narcissistic side of this wench
I loved the part where harkle declared they wanted financial independence from the royal family, then complained that they should get tax-funded security and hounded Her Royal 
Majesty The Queen in her dying days for money, so humble, gracious and dignified.  Truly awe-inspiring….I have a single tear….coming out of my left eye of course.
I loved the part where Meghan capitalizes off of others real suffering like taking a camera crew to Uvalde and then cries about living in a mansion and having everything you could ever ask 
for. You know the tear is forming in my left eye.
Before you talk about how bad Harry and Meghan, do we know anything about them other than what we have seen until now? As Harry said, we have no idea what happens behind close 
doors. I for one think there's more to the family than we have seen. Let's watch this and see if it's believable or not.

ATTENTION: NETFLIX and  DUMB AND DUMBER: For the love of God please, really read how people REALLY  feel !!!! why? because WE are sick of this BS, liars making bank pretending to be 
victims !!!! This country was not built on lies and frauds. WE currently have an overflow of this in our government!!!! Do the right thing for once,  ALL OF YOU !!! DO NOT LET THIS AIR !!!!!!
I have
Have to “respect” their request for privacy and NOT watch it.  🤮🤮
Good luck to them. However to go to Netflix for money to sell or give their story is a poor way to go about it. Harry has known how the Royal family works for years, right and wrong. Why 
now to chose he has a big issue with it... Hmmm
I love the part how meghan told harry shes a diana reincarnated and her life is in danger and they need to run away from the racist royal family after many trips around the world,  endless 
expensive outfits and a white wedding all for free ...  even though she's a young naive spring chicken and a divorcee... crying out from my left eye 😢
I didn't know Netflix was rebooting Dumb and Dumber! How exciting!
Money money 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Should be retitled "Whining" Harry and Meghan ...
I wonder if they know what the truth is or what the word "truth" means.
Hard to trust actors though.
I really like the part Where  Meghan proclaimed she planned to give up her COUNTRY, her Career, and religion! Wait, or did she mispeak and mean Harry? 😍Royality to Reality stars Talk 
about bait and switch !
I feel sorry for the dogs



No-one is supposed to see or know what happens behind closed doors.
NO. THAT IS PRIVACY -  That you rejected your family and country for.  Duuughh.
When the stakes are so high (😇)  is it not better to hear it from us?
NO. THAT IS CALLED PRIVACY -  that you and Harry craved by deserting his heritage.
WE DO NOT CARE what hapoens to you and your plastic "family".
Please do us a favour and shut yourselves away and stay away. 🤮🤮🤮🤢🤢🤢
Don't let me start with the horrendous LIES... not untruths... Lies. 
It is such a disgrace that they get away with these terrible lies. They should be proven to be LIARS in a NETFLIX  Documentary.
It is like stealing from the world and getting rewarded for it.  Low class trailer trash!!
Why do you want to make this documentary? Honest answer: Because I want some Netflix money 💰
Oh dear, poor H & M, go cry yourselves a river, starting with ONE TEAR , LEFT EYE 😂😂😂
I love the part where the royal family made its wealth of slavery for 400 years, and expect everyone to be cool with that 
I love the part when the colonized and stole resources around the world 
I love the part where a family member was sleeping with underaged girls and they swept it under the rug like it never happened
Diana would´ve never approved of Harry´s attack on his brother and family.
They are betraying his family for money, how sad!  She does not know the importance of family obviously, freaking gold digger
Evil, disgusting entitled pieces of trash !
I don't know what the truth is between the royal family, or harry & meghan. The royal family will not confirm or deny the story from harry & meghan. When you have one side telling the 
story knowing the other side will not; they can say what they want. I'm sure from their point of view, the way they were treated is their truth & you can convince yourself that it is. You 
have the Oprah interview & now the documentary & the book by Prince Harry. I imagine the truth lies somewhere in between. My question is they wanted to step back as senior royals to 
live a private life. Couldn't they have done that in the UK where other members of the royal family have private lives. If they want to live in the US & have a quiet life, why keep bringing up 
" their story (side)"  over again because I thought we heard it already. 🤔
Are there ANY positive comments here?
HAHAHAHAHA
:washhands:
This trailer is manipulative garbage.
So narcissist. I will not be watching it. Netflix is counting on the hate-watching.
I really hope she shows RECEIPTS during her upcoming accusations...
Few people in this world are as universally hated as these two - and not unjustifiably.

Moaning Meghan strikes again for profit. And the fact the paparazzi pic was a lie and actually taken at Harry Potter premiere is very telling ..desperate irrelevance and jealousy.  So sad
7m views and only 21k likes 🤪😅  what a fails?! Cause it's all bollocks 🤥🤡💩🐍🤮🤪🤣
Are you KIDDING me right now, man?!
I love the part where King Charles takes away their titles and 'Frogmore and pack up their S**t and ships it to America, No eyes in the making of this
I can’t imagine ANYONE watching this, unless it’s to laugh at these idiots
I love how these two refer to this reality show as a documentary. No, you're right on par with the Kardashians and you're going to come out looking real bad
I love the part when you want a private life, but decided to have cameras following you, taking pictures of you “crying” to make you look like victims!
You can say what you want, but the best decision they made was to leave the racist institute and so called royal family.



One heart warming part attesting to the depth of Megain’s narcissism and callous psychopathy was when demented Duche$$ maliciously declared that unlike the sea of her discards that 
had signed NDAs the BRF had not, despite their evil  alleged racism, asked her to do so. Megain bravely using her humanitarian voice kindly slandering HMTQ herself voiceless and under 
palliative care,  just a week before she passed away was so generous of Megain the care bear (TM) That brings tears to everyone’s left eyes
As I sat in my cold home, unable to turn on the heating and fretting about how I would pay the mortgage this month I suddenly realised how blessed I was not to be suffering like these two 
obviously are.
I can't wait to watch!!!
Can’t wait to watch Wednesday Addams
The best part was either when Meghan cleared out the stands at Wimbledon for her drunk butt and two drunk friends or when her fake pregnancy belly fell between her knees. Or maybe 
when she threw a pot of hot tea at that woman’s head in Australia.
What stakes? get over yourself
I love the Part where they want to be private yet, are now the Kardashians
When what stakes are this high?
It gets worse 

Netflix versus reality: Latest Sussexes trailer describing 'war against Meghan' as a 'dirty game'...uses footage of press filming Trump's ex-lawyer Michael Cohen and Katie Price outside 
Crawley Magistrates' Court
and 266k dislikes so far. He He He...
thought the same haha
Why do they continue to use their royal titles from a racist institute my friend? Why continue to be introduced as the Duke and Duchess of Sussex when those titles have such horrible and 
racist origins? Why use stationary with royal cyphers when they represent such horrific racial injustice?
 @Midnight Q  spot on!!!
why name their daughter after our beloved Queen (who treated them so badly)
It’s good!
I like the bit where Meghan becomes the first person to walk on the moon but selflessly lets Neil Armstrong take all the credit.  So inspiring.

If the Royal family are so racist, why did she very happily agree to be walked down the aisle by the future King.  Or did she make that decision after all the money was spent on the 
wedding.  How are relatives going to be interviewed on the series they don't talk to any of them on either side.  Such hypocrites.   Hope very few people watch and netflix goes broke.
Pair of self entitled vile vindictive jealous grifters
I wont be watching this! A pathetic attempt to try and get higher profile. Its going to backlash on both you and them. I am probably canx my subscription.
❤❤❤❤❤
They are always in black and white photos for some unexplained reason.
One of the funniest trailers I've ever seen. Martyrdom, here we come
I love the fact that Meghan's truth is the only truth, and that you must be racist if you contradict her, how dare they say she contributed to 'finding freedom' oops she forgot because the 
palace staff was bullying her. My left eye sobs for what she has had to endure from the family she never had
Garbage woke 💩
The music seems taken from the show "This is us".
And reminds me of "Fix you" by Coldplay.
Harry will regret this so much when she leaves him for an NBA player 😅



I love the part when she accuses the Royal Family of being racist. She has only dated wealthy Caucasian/white men, and has always identified as a white/Caucasian woman🤣🤣🤣 
Wouldn’t that make HER a racist 😳
I love how there are over 7 million views but only 21,000 likes. There is hope for humanity!
Seeing as harry is the son of Diana's chauffer, He is as much a prince as I am. And as for the gold digging trollop he married, who cares.
Harry is the one 'repeating History' by doing damaging divisive interviews (like his parents did). He is the one playing 'dirty games'now,  as he puts it & sadly I suspect his bitterness & 
paranoia, like Diana, is being fuelled by other people with a financial agenda. Only this time its not Bashir, its Meghan.
I’ll be watching…. People are going to be mad as hell. They are RACIST!!!!!!!!!!
No one is interested in you pair of hypocrites!
A vanity project about a helpless sap and his egomaniac, self-absorbed wife.
Netflix are a disgrace, you've hit rock bottom now....let's hope ypu go bust...
The trashy racism comments from y’all, are the reason they made this documentary. So everyone can see what they’ve been going through
Soon to be Saint Megan
And there is photographic proof that Ginge is the racist.
why racism lol? enough with the racism narrative. Amber Heard is white and still got hated because of her personality.
 @cutie pie  who are you to say when something is enough. You don’t live it and don’t know anything they are experiencing. So again, racism at its finest.
Harry....swastika.....
 @cutie pie  Both are women - that's the point.
 @Diaper Don  and y’all stuck by him until Megan became his wife. Hmmm
Love Michelle Obama. Can’t stand Meghan.. there you go both black ladies ones loved ones not so loved … just the same as white people!! You do realise people judge you on character? 
Oh and the one I love actually kept her natural features.. the other one I thought she was white until she said!

 @wiedurcheinwunder85  or maybe because they have such questionable behaviour? Men got attacked for their personalities too, flash news. I am a woman of colour but I still not 
condone ppl for their questionable behaviours and when got criticize, blame it on racism and sexism. If anything, those are the two things that allow them to get away with their toxicity
 @Bears95  Nah, Harry was also racist af as well. He was and is still a spoilt manchild
 @Bears95  uhm I am a woman of colour here 😂. But yesterday many sugars attacked me and told me a British Karen in disguise. They use racism to attack me because "British Karen" is 
also a form of racism, of prejudiced stereotype. Meanwhile I am a woman of colour. However, it doesnt give me free pass for anything. If I failed to perform my job well or if I lie, I still got 
criticized or called out.
Her behaviour is what is being assessed. 
The "racism" nonsense undermines the actual fight against racism. It's disgusting, as it distracts from genuine incidents of racism. Please stop.
 @tripledoubleone  exactly, I am a Woman of Colour here and I hate how ppl use racism or sexism to get away with their toxicity. Its the victim mindset that hold them back in life. Always 
blame something and know VERY well sure that not many ppl can argue against them for fear of being cancelled. Many iconic women of colours that I look up to like Michelle O. or Malala 
actually use their voice to better the world, not these two toxic ppl.o
 @Bears95  I am not British and never had any interest in the RF until hearing Harry was marrying a black American.  Thinking how great that was, I started paying attention.  It was the 
behavior of Nutmeg, NOT her skin color (though she looks white), that turned my stomach.  You can call it racism all day long....doesn't make it so.
I knew from the start that when you both portrayed that you didn't want fame from the royal family that was all bs and a start to a full of crap sh1t show..... It's going to be funny watching 
you two fall!!!!!



Why has the dislike button been disabled?
Harry, Meghan, you are rich, protected, entitled, toxic, self-indulgent, narcissistic attention seekers. You do no good in the world.  You just hurt and criticise other people.
Look at what you HAVE!   You are so lucky.  Start appreciating it.
Ffs, these two are so gd TIRESOME.  We already know your story. It's the story of two privileged, arrogant, multimillionaires who are mad that they don't have MORE, so they're selling 
salacious bs to Netflix for $100 million. Utterly entitled, and completely out of touch with reality.  Fold up your fake-tear stained Hermes blanket and jog on.
Absolute cringing rubbish.  Netflix whatever are you doing ?  You have no idea how despised these two are in the UK.
I love the part with all the acting….in the documentary.
I love how these 2 rich spoiled brats want people to feel sorry for them . She could wipe her tears with a $1600 throw blanket
I love the part when they planned to live their so called peaceful life away from the royal family, but somehow they keep dropping tea after tea and called it "doesn't it make more sense to 
hear our story from us?" milk it babyyy~
I love ❤ the part that the UK 🇬🇧 doesn’t want them back and the US doesn’t care about them at All!
Too selfish 👎👎👎
I will be canceling my Netflix subscription when this "documentary series" actually airs.
And a few more words for Prince Harry.
Harry your wife is a narcissist and you have been infatuated.
No man of honor would destroy his family of origin in the way you allow your narcissist wife to do.
Turn back before it's too late Harry and go back to your home country the UK without your wife.
Very few people criticize or reject your wife because of her skin color, but because of her behavior as a narcissist.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣               

Netflix versus reality: Latest Sussexes trailer describing 'war against Meghan' as a 'dirty game'...uses footage of press filming Trump's ex-lawyer Michael Cohen and Katie Price outside 
Crawley Magistrates' Court

I love the aftermath, when Megan's brother and sister sue Megan and Harry for dragging their name through the mud and turning "Markle" into an ugly verb with negative connotations.
Not going to watch this mess. Why would anyone want to watch two middle-aged whiners doing suck-face and wallowing on each other?
Money Money Money nice song Boney M
100% "i love it"
I love the part these comments are hilarious. Who started this trend. :P
Love this, can’t wait!
So Netflix paid them $100 million to basically reenact the Oprah interview. No wonder Netflix keeps increasing their prices. They throw away $100M for garbage.
O the humanity! 😂
I love the part when they left the palace  claiming  they need and deserve privacy.. so the moved to LA,  they are making documentaries, interviews, photoshoots everywhere. I cried. It is 
so moving...
They are not exactly beloved in Canada either, Proper pair of jerks.
not just the UK, globally...
What about the part when she glued a student's eyes shut with superglue. What a great human being she is
They haven’t lived long enough or been married long enough to have a definitive story.  What another 20 plus years..
Too bad for the Harkles that the Sussex Squad are only paid to market them on Twitter. They are getting thrashed on YouTube 😂😂😂😂



I love the part where Yacht Girl Meghan is frolicking with Prince Andrew on a luxury vessel chartered by Epstein.
Terrible
What a load of crap
His father will never forgive him for this self indulgent tosh. Luckily for him though King Charles will.
I’d love to be a fly on the wall whilst the spare and his wife are reading these comments….you know they are reading, Hi guys yes you are hated.
I loved the part where all YouTube comments starts with "i love the part"
🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄
Once this documentary was aired, it will be the downfall of Netflix and the Harkle.
Are all of these comments bots? They all sound the same.. “I love the part….” Frankly I get why he panicked and didn’t want his wife to end up like his mom.. terrifying for him… it is a 
trauma that will last forever. don’t forget, he was younger than William when this happened… and that !rigish Royal” stiff upper lip” mentality..he was most likely told to not show his 
emotions especially in public.  To not be crying walking behind his moms casket? Cmon… don’t blame them for getting far away. He was also most likely treated differently than William.. 
he was not the heir to th throne
Such an inspirational story, I love how she casually met the prince without having ever known about his existence, just like in disney movies 🥰
I’m here for the comment section 😂😭😭
These 2 grifters are nuts.
It makes me sick as an English man.
He's thrown he's own family under the bus.
She will dump him when she's extracted every penny out of him.
Beyond cringe and fake..
I love how people like Harry, Meghan, And Amber can tell “their truth” and be an inspiration to others like Marlene Headley and Casey Anthony to do the same.
I keep saying the monarchy is outdated and must be abolished they finance themselves through decades of taxes 🤮 At the expense of the citizens
Netflix is trying their best to go bankrupt. Perhaps they are in competition with PayPal who will tank first.
Nauseating. Not one photo used in this trailer is actually real. All paparazzi photos are stolen. Netflix is one big joke for releasing a documentary on these 2 lying psychopaths.
Lol! Yes, it is a pretty funny trend! Makes the comments hilarious! I can’t stop reading 😂😂
 @SSTITT04  it also shows overwhelming support for royals ...if the comments are not fake
 @SSTITT04  Me neither.  I feel lost when I am not able to.
Lol.. you wish!
omg! It's called SARCASM!!!!!!!!!!! Did it fly over your head? People are mocking them with the "I love the part"!!!
 @Yasmina H  I love the part where she finds a cure for cancer and walks from Land's End to John O Grotes to raise money for poor ophans in India.  One tear, left eye.
Wearing the same perfume that Diana wore ?
I have been so tempted to say “where are you from?” To some of the sugars on here 😂
Yes believe all women and Harry too
Yes I think it costs about 50p a UK citizen.  How much does Putin and Biden cost?
Their children getting royal titles dream is over, done and dusted.....



I love the part where Prince Harry and Meghan decided to skip out on Queen Elizabeth's death even though they were privileged enough to be in another castle not far away from the 
Queen's residence when she was sick and known to be dying soon. 
Even Prince Andrew was there beside her death bed as she was dying. 
But Prince Harry decided to flip the Queen the bird and say "No! I will not be there with you Granny! You can die alone for all I care!"
My left eye is crying with not one, but TWO TEARS! Never seen so much disrespect from a Royal family member. Top Notch Disrespect to put in the History Books for Eternity
“Stake So high”.. what stake??? They left because they wanted privacy and they haven’t stopped being in the news and now a reality show!!🤣

I love the part where a picture of an event is used, in which the protagonists did not participate. This is called misinformation. What a wonderful demonstration of consistency and 
credibility. Fortunately I have these 2, to raise my low level of academic critical thinking. How these British people, in the grip of a major crisis and who paid millions for them, deserve a 
lesson. Thank you Netflix for helping to convey to us, the poor plebs, universal values of love, respect for the family and not pitting one against the other. My left eye is moved.
I love the part where after bravely telling Oprah 17 lies including about Archie’s titles and not having their story straight on who said the the thing about Archie’s skin or when it was said 
(before they were married vs. while Meghan was pregnant), their first director quit, so they hired Rory Kennedy’s partner in film-making Liz Garbus to make this pile of narcissistic 💩. 
Then somehow… no idea how… must be a coincidence… Rory Kennedy’s sister Kerry was so moved by what she heard on Oprah that she cried one tear from her left eye and decided to 
give Harry and Meghan (the grifters not the Netflix documentary) the Robert F. Kennedy Ripple of Hope Human Rights Award, for standing up to institutional racism in the royal family. This 
prestigious award is only given to the most divisive, race-baiters who are brave enough to chat with Oprah and send moles to the palace to embarrass old ladies. What made it even more 
special was Alec Baldwin presenting them with the award at a fancy, black tie circle jerk where the CEO of Bank of America was also honored and Alec Baldwin didn’t even shoot anyone. 
Powerful stuff that made us all cry out of our left eyes. One tear: GO!

The photo of the "paparazzi" is actually from a Harry Potter premiere not for Megan and Harry. My gosh, she is over 40 years old! Yet she acts like she is an innocent youngster. If they 
really wanted a normal private life than move away, keep a low profile, and SHUT UP!! The stupidity of these two is mind boggling. So very many debunked statements Proven to be lies.
PURE IDIOTS 🤨
I cancelled my Netflix subscription and I will not return while ever they are working with this pair of liars.
🤣😂🤣
Lol they’ve removed the ‘dislikes’
Harry. Meghan. We are TRYING to give you the PRIVACY you asked for. 🙄
7million views and only 20k likes?
Loved the part when Meghan thought she’d be appearing on popular shows and speaking on tour in front of millions but she could only book the Indianapolis Marriot and speak to Girl 
Scouts given free seats. I was super inspired to try to use the voice I’ve always had but never raised and get out there and be authentic and get my seat at the table.
No one sees what's happening behind closed doors, which is ideal when you want to publish fictional facts!
A right pair of nasty narcissists
And I love the part where the Harkles, having made millions from Netflix and other suckers to compensate for the psychic suffering caused by association with the Royal Family, told that RF 
that they could keep their royal titles and privileges as they didn't want them any more.
And the Turkey Award for 2022 goes to .....
Will she demand to live in Disneys Cinderella castle after this one?
Harry, you're not even, Royal, James Hewitt is your daddy!!!!!
I love the part where Meghan, having hung her own family out to dry, ensured in the interests of equality that Harry would do the same with his family.
Lol.. yep… but they will say it was because his family is “racist@ 🙄🙄



Yeah I love the part where they keep droning on about how bad misinformation is in the media, yet the trailers for their docu-drama use…wait for it….misinformation as they use photos 
from a 2011 Harry Potter premiere, the Trump lawyer and Katie Price attending court and not actual photos of Hazbeen and Megatron being papped 😂
The sad thing is that this is really happening. Tomorrow night in New York City.
A few people who can see them randomly update. The last update was 264k dislikes 😂
Youtube stopped showing dislikes in 2021.  Lucky for H&M
264k dislikes.
Do you remember about the The Ellen Show like the popular show? The Duchess of Sussex, Meghan Markle, could not have looked more ridiculous. 🤣🤣🤣🤣
...and also: The Razzie Award for Worst Picture of 2022
They are so annoying! I'm a mixed kid and I identify as black.. but Meghan is white as hell. She's an embarrassment to our people. I'm not even British and I know the history of apartheid 
south Africa and how her royal family treats and treated blacks.. and she's really surprised her "king" grandpa Charles didn't accept his black grandson with open arms? She really this 
naive?
I loved the part when they were chased by the paparazzi who were guest photographers at the Harry Potter movie premiere in 2011… And also  I loved the part when the truthful Harry is 
seen without Chelsy in the photo before he even met Meghan.
The tears are just flowing from my left eye!!!!
I like the part where those of us old enough to remember Diana before Harry knew her, think of all the times he was the jester and ACTUALLY IT WAS WILLIAM WHO DIDN'T LIKE THE 
PHOTOGRAPHERS.  Harry as a child (which he probably can't remember, but we and the internet can) used to play up for the camera so much that was often scolded by Diana as annoying 
and he offered to be King in William's place.  That kid was indulged and look what a whiner he has become.
After seeing this trailer I believe that this couple is the worst couple in this world. How could you do this to your family.
“There were three of us in this docuseries — me, Harry, and the photographer who took all these intimate photos — so it was a bit crowded.”
I love the part when she talks, "Me me me me me again". She's enslaved the Royals into her non-stop drama. Harry should change his name to Jon. He's truly just a client.
I hope garbage human lik her gets the worst karma
Look at the dislikes lmaoo
I love the part where the Markles have helped create a whole genre of YouTubers dedicated to holding the Monticito due up to the scorn and mockery they so richly deserve.  Thanks HG 
Tudor, Danial Boland, Taz, Body Language Guy, Sussex Grift, and many  others.  They will watch this drivel so we don't have to.v
netflix has posted another trailer, let's also comment there.
i love the part where harry believes he found his soulmate, when he was simply lovebombed by a manipulative narcissist.
Just a new way to make money n be on tv again.
I love the part where Meghan goes number 2 on Harry
RUBBISH
FOREVER WILLIAM AND KATE 🇬🇧❤
Thankful the late Queen doesn't have to deal with this childish rubbish. Not entirely sure what the end goal here is for Meghan and Harry? I like how they are picking fights and causing 
immense drama like this, knowing full-well that Charles and William can't really respond nor engage, being heads of state and all. I despise Meghan so much, classic self-indulgent American 
behaviour.
Why do you use a picture of photographers from 2011???? This has nothing to do with Princess Pinocchio and her yet husband!
I love the part where these Mont-Deceito Malcontents are finally getting the peace and quiet they so desperately seek. It just brings tears to my left eye.
They are repellent
I love the part where Netflix describes the docu-series as a “Global Event”. At last, the entire world can be inspired and empowered by these selfless warriors for justice. I stand obscured 
behind a candle so that I may have privacy to shed a thankful tear from my left eye.



Netflix why have you used the Paparazzi shot from the Harry Potter Premier?  Please put a disclaimer at the beginning of the series.  This is a fictional work.  So bad.
As she is 25% black, Archoie will be 12.5% black.  87.5% white.
I love the part where Chelsey said you use a picture of me I will sue your pants off
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Laughed out loud at this bit....
Hysterical
wait til you see the one of harry with his hand up in front of the camera lens... it was taken with his arm around Chelsy Davy at Heathrow in 2007 (he was very VERY late picking her up and 
the press got wind she was there)
I also wonder if "their truth" will include the truth regarding her family members and their conflict. Will they share with the world how her family have treated them? And tell us all just 
what did her family do to her and Harry to end their relationship?? I really don't think so!!! This reality show is just about their bitterness and revenge towards the Royal Family, an easy 
target as they know there can be no reply from the RF. Why haven't H & M realised yet that silence speaks volumes and with that comes dignity. They have been digging and digging a huge 
hole for soooo long now, I truly believe this will bury them....
I also wonder if the whole world would be having to endure listening to their truth if there was no Netflix contract or payment???
Why did you want to make this documentary? $$$$ heard their ‘truth’ quite a few times and as the late queen said recollection may vary
There needs to be an intervention - this is actually a tragedy
YAAS!  Tell it all!
Love the part, which takes place in the future, where people tune out the circus that is this annoying elitist couple.
I love the part where Netflix released this trailer whilst the real royals, the Prince and Princess of Wales were in Boston to promote the Earth Shot awards! Thank you for reminding us of 
who the really humble, virtuous and globally jet setting in private planes conservation  couple are. Thank you Netflix!
I’m confused- haven’t we already heard Your story from You?
What happened to Private, out of the spotlight, Normal lives?
As the economy of the country is toppling all around us - Meghan Markle you honestly believe We are This Stupid?
Princess Pinocchio - Queen Grifter extraordinaire 😂😂😂
Oh brother these two just get more ridiculous as they go!😮
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
264K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I love the part where Meghan told all her friends at school that she was 'Italian'. Some time later her mother showed up at that school, for some sort of event, and Meghan's friends were 
stunned. What a role model for all biracial kids. Truly remarkable.
After watching this trailer I suddenly want to watch a Harry Potter movie, weird.
I loved the part where Migraine took the engagement ring that Hairy "designed" and had made for her, only to have it completely made over to match millions of other women's 
engagement rings. 

So loving!



I loved how considerate the Sussex's were toward the Canadian taxpayers when after having stayed in Canada from November 2019 to March 2020 under the security protection of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (which protection was due to run out March 31st when the  Sussex's would no longer hold their HRH titles or be considered working royals)  and our dear 
Harry and Meghan ever mindful that the US/Canada border would soon close due to Covid finally dropped their rouse of ever really planning to settle in Canada and fled like thieves in the 
night to LA (via private jet of course). Alas without as much as a thank you to Canada but having generously saved Canadians taxpayers an additional few more weeks of footing their their 
security bill.  Such compassion deserves a single tear, left eye.
I am just happy to know that she is ok, because you know, no one had asked her.
21,000 likes; 264,000 dislikes. Netflix needs to read the room.
Cringe and ginge kardasian. Truly inspiring, million to sell lies. Right? ( in an american accent)
I love how Brits can accept Camilla a MISTRESS as a future "gueen" but can't accept Megan  ❌🧠
God rest the Queen now that she doesn't have to deal with Meghan's sanctimonious attention seeking lies.
WOW!!!  Harry good for you, you again throw your family under the bus?? The family that really loves you...
Not the wife who uses you as a stepping stone. 
One day when you see more clearly you will have to live with all your hateful and hurtful words to your family.
And, the fact of the misery and pain you caused to your grandmother, Her MAJESTY THE QUEEN...
Shame on YOU!!!
Unfortunately I don’t see this as a documentary !! I see this is reality program like Hollywood wives!!
All this makes everyone dislike these 2 more and more every day. I wish they would own their decision - let it go and truly walk away. Live their lives in private as they so desired. I hope all 
networks lose money on "their story".
Thanks...that ratio is inspiration...
 @Verna Leep  Currently:
21K Likes
268K Dislikes
Currently:
21K Likes
269K Dislikes
She seems to choose  her ethnicity and color as it serves her. In some photos she is quite light skinned, and when she wants to portray herself a “woman of color” at certain events or to 
gain some victim status, she applies bronzer quite liberally, However you can still see parts of her body are quite light. For some reason Megan thinks she is fooling people. She is conning 
only those who don’t wish to see the truth about her manipulation.
reMARKLEble🙂
God, that was embarrassing. Apologies from the UK.
Possibly because she' been married to the King for nearly 20 years, and as Charles and Diana divorced in 1996 - 26 years' ago - she's not been a 'mistress' as you say for a very long time.   
Americans obviously never forgive divorce.
actually i'm from germany, but still as everyone here i love there amazing love story. it's so inspirational! we all share our favourite parts of their story, which we head a dozen of times 
from them. join in, it'fub! what"s your favourite part!?
 @Suzanne Santacruz  Hey, I'm American and have no ill will towards the Queen Consort.  Nutmeg on the other hand.....ugh!  She's an embarrassment.
 @Lil G  I presume you are joking?  If not, I should see a doctor.
@Suzanne Santacruz  are you joking ? she's been the mistress since Charles was married to Diana. Even Diana said "we were 3 in this marriage,  was a bit crowded "
 @Lil G  i love their wedding ❤



Will definitely watch, some will still criticize, because they are so loyal to the Royal family, and they don't even know them, other  than through their social media.  So if you do not like H/M 
,  you will not like them at all now I'm sure, because of your love for the Royal family, and you think they can do no wrong. The royal family does keep secrets, from the world. It's nothing 
better than telling the truth because they lived it.... Better yet instead of making negative comments, just don't watch.
🤑🤑🤑
This is what they called PPRIVACY!!!

Selling your souls to Netflix for $100,000,000!!!

DISGUSTING!!!

YOU TWO GET AN HONORABLE JOBS!!!🙄
Netflix don't you think you've lost enough subscribers? To have these two Muppets that did 32 lies in Oprah's interview. Do you think we're really believe this. It would be a better one-on-
one with the royals. I think you need to ask for your money back,  these two will bankruptcy  you, just like their bankrupting themselves. Harry be a true man ask for your gonads back, 
sneak in her purse and pull them out.
So brave to have a camera taking pictures of you while having a breakdown. Left eye tear.
Delete this asap - embarrassing
this is what it means to be a mongrel in the royal palace...
There are so many bitter pple Gosh....🙉🙉🙉🙉

I love the way Meghan and Harry take to a media platform, to slander, accuse and spew their self importance, all the while knowing full well that the Royal Family can't respond, because 
they do not have the same freedom of speech that these two poor victimized multi millionaires are able to utilize and pay for....  what courage, what class, and to think they've been doing 
this for over 3 years and they still can't stop whining and complaining.... what stamina! I'm sure they think that if they lie and twist the truth long enough and loud enough, people will 
forget that at the begging of this endless whining lie fest, they were caught in over 20 lies about the Royal Family in their Oprah interview alone, and they haven't stopped since.
I especially love the parts in the trailer, before the main global event has even begun, where stills photos of children from 1938 are used, where massed ranks of cameras from a Harry 
Potter premiere are used to imply they were there for the Sussexes, and where a photo of Harry putting his hand up is actually with Chelsy Davy but cropped to exclude her. Well done 
Netflix, you're off to a great start! I am crying copious tears of laughter from my left eye.
Why not use your popularity to talk about really important things like climate change, poverty etc. To really change something in the world.
No you just talk about yourself and throw dirt on others. You should be ashamed.
Harry is such a W⚓
Time to go to the just release video which I'm told is really, really bad!!
I love the part where Meghan presents herself as a loving and kind person, and then everything she does and says is to cause maximum damage to people who have done nothing to her.  
But she can make money out of destroying them, so she doesn't see a problem. Her ego and her greed are beyond anything I have ever seen. It is truly sad that Harry has allowed her to do 
this to his family, and I have a feeling he will always carry tremendous guilt about what he did to his grandmother and grandfather in their last days.  Nothing can change that.  And guilt 
over what he has done and continues to do to his entire family.  They do not deserve it and if he was emotionally fragile before meeting Me-gain he is going to be a basket case when this is 
done.  I don't know if he will ever be able to recover from the damage that she will have done to his psyche, because she is destroying literally everyone around her.  And sadly, he thinks 
that is love.
Love the ending when Aussies,  South Africans, Brits, and Americans dance in the streets in a show of unity and  collective relief the Montacito S@#$ Show is  finally over ...
Just see the toxicity of the comment section...



I missed the bit when Django gets his wife back.
I loved the part where they gave up their Duke and Duchess titles because the Royal Family are so evil and racist, and they made Megaliar a victim of domestic abuse.  Brought a tear to my 
left eye.
I love the part where it has 7 MILLION views.
It is not very happy and easy to bring hate to ourselves...very sad to see how people in the modern era are so judgmental and biased. If someone wants to speak, do not shut them 
up......do you all live in their house to know their actual life to judge that easily!!!...think man!!!
What stakes? You wanted to leave (Well tbh, you wanted 1/2 in & 1/2 out, right?!) Hasn't this "story" been told, as the final word,, as 'your truth'(opinion, not fact), on ITV, in Finding 
Freedom. In Oprah and through the many trolls you use on SM to get your words out, amongst others? I think you have some skewed view of yourselves, some vision that is just not there. 
When it doesn't come across in articles and interviews, you take it out on others (fire journalists)...it's YOU you have wrong. You have it all wrong. This victim mentality is really all you have 
going, or you would have hit the ground and looked forward, not back, and actually had something of worth.
When Ginge and Cringe shut up, we'll shut up.  Free speech.  Remember that?
Still, it’s not very nice to hear a family’s dirty laundry aired in public. Every family has it but imagine someone going around town with a loudspeaker proclaiming it to the neighbours and 
finding out they got paid to do it!!😮
Nothing to do with love for the Royal Family, but more to do with their lies and greed and fakeness.  If you can't see that, then I understand why you 'like' a couple of complete wasters.   
You have my sympathy for being so thoroughly taken in by them.

actually i'm from germany and we don't have any monarchy, so i'm not a riyalist. everyone here loves their amazing love story. it's so inspirational! we all share our favourite parts of their 
story, which we heard already a dozen of times from them. join in, it'fun! what's your favourite part!? the one where they attack dying elderly or where she lies about their wedding date?
 @Diaper Don  - The point is, why do you comment at all if you don't like them or her?  Why follow them, just move on.  The sad thing is you don't even know Meghan, all you know are 
from UK tabloids media.  What if someone said the same thing about you?   So sad we live in a world where a person is judge based on what they hear,  and  you haven't walked in their 
shoes.  All based on your own personal opinion to bring other trolls whom  think like you, and for what?  Because you're ignorant, you have your own personal bias and prejudice  for not 
liking her, and she wasn't the only one whom have spoken out against the royals,  Fergie also told her experience doing the interview with Oprah, and look at what Diana went through, oh 
I get it,   they're white.   You're going to have a wide Awakening about the royals and that is what you're afraid of..
 @Suzanne Santacruz  - So you believe the royalty are this  perfect family?  If so,  you  are really delusional and in denial.  Do you know their history?  Apparently not. ...That is another story 
in itself.  Why don't you go live with the royals and come and tell your story, instead of being judgemental.  Fergie told her experience with Oprah and look at what Diana went through.  
The world is changing, and some of you are going to have a wide Awakening about the royalty.
 @Bobbie Montgomery  Calling me ignorant.  So kind and compassionate of you.  ✌

 @Bobbie Montgomery  Some of you are going to have a wide awakening about H&M as well.   The RF are way off being perfect - they are criticised, and rightly so, on a daily basis.  Diana 
was a teenager when she met Charles and was very naive.   I doubt if Meghan, who met harry at 36, ever had a naive bone in her body.   She's an actress and always will be.
We are bitter against anyone who put our beloved Queen in such a terrible position days before she died.  Forget the rest of it.
Like Harry and Meghan you mean - yes they seem like a lot, but that's only because they're constantly moaning about their privacy to the tv cameras.
They left a bit of Chelsy's blonde hair in the crop...😅

Crockery be flyin' fast & furious in the Montecito Olive Garden!🤣😂
I have a feeling this will come to a very tragic end - but not for her, of course. 
Nothing could push her over that edge.



 @Faux Imposter  I'm sure she'll manage to squeeze a tear out of that left eye if it comes to a funeral for Haz, but it'll probably only come to that when he's of no more use to her.  Probably 
if he does lose his titles and royal standing.....
 @Faux Imposter  I hate to say this, but Harry will take his own life. I believe that will happen eventually. I'm not trying to be mean, it's just a feeling.
That's what Narscissist do.  Destroy everyone around them
 @Sandra Davies  if something happened to Haz, I'd be very suspicious.  MM reminds me of the women featured in Snapped episodes.
I love the part where the rescued chickens in the chicken coop outshine the lying humans--no tears
it's full of loving admiration for their great love story! everyone here loves their amazing story. it's so inspirational! we all share our favourite parts of their story, which we heard already a 
dozen of times from them. join in, it'fun! what's your favourite part!? the one where they attack dying elderly or where she lies about their wedding date?

Well wedding dates is not I care about...and about the mentioned elderly, respected queen of England!...can you say how precisely they attacked her..I mean more than her own sons!!!.....
you mean "truth", not toxicity"
 @Yasmina H  I don't know how one could easily push the word liar on others....but truth is a very subjective word you see!!!....it's all about perception.
Yes - and 21K likes VS 264K dislikes. 

So heartwarming!
the trailer has million of views, the docuseries will be a disaster just like her podcast.
I love the part where it has 265,000 dislikes!
I keep coming back for the comments :)
Yes and only 21,000 likess....most don't watch the trailer, Sugar, but just come for the spot on, painfully true commemts.....
We don't need to lives in their house.  They make sure every move is photographed for us.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! what's your favourite part!? the one where they attack dying elderly or where she lies about their wedding date?
 @Gillian Redfearn  fortunately there are audience.....who entertain themselves and last stand up for criticize.......wake up people there is more in this world to pay attention to other than 
a family business!
 @Lil G  I expect who got something to worry about other than wedding date. And as I say, so much attack was made on that respected elderly woman you mentioned by her own 
children!!!. A young life became tragic and Two boys weren't able to have a fruitful and happy childhood because of some family business entertained by that head of the family.
And I'm quite surprised by all this belief about the infallibility of a monarch family and anything that goes against it is a lie or a destruction.
There has never been a couple more well-suited for each other. 

Enjoy your downfall you utterly vile, rancid, ugly pair of grifters.
Here for all these comments
It's really  overwhelming to do something with potentially knowing that it brings a lot of hatred. I appreciate Harry and Meghan's strength to put this, confronting the world.....and 
well...don't want to think about all these people who still believe in the infallibility of a monarchy!!!.....Right to express, defend and dissent is everyone's, just not to the ceremonial heads 
of state, only the one with democratic and republic ideas would understand
<3
Poor meghan...work on herself like hell to look white...to catch a prince. Who is the racist? Herself!  And kissed by the Prince and turned black..a tear on my left eye🤣😂🤣
A new trailer is out awaiting your votes and comments
Ilove the part where people acctually believe Lady Hussey is the only peroson in that room who asked that lady where is she from



Nothing to Love here ...She is an OPPORTUNISTIC  , UNETHICAL , SELFISH  PERSON ,  DRAMA , DRAMA , DRAMA , ME, ME, ME, ME , it's so SICK  🤮🤮🤮🤮   her husband don't have the
 🏀⚽🏐🥎⚾ to control and STOP  her for trashing his family  only for $$$$$$$$$ ...Nope He can't because He is the same kind of person.... Disgusting .
Love the part where I still can't understand what in the fck he's thinking.
I love the part where Harry exposes the late Queen as a lizard, debunks 9/11 and reveals the address for the Illuminati head office.
Megan you were in the royal for what 18 mths, you had a wedding that every girl only imagined and you have done nothing but cry and put the royals down. Harry the queen was on her 
death bed and you gave her such a difficult time, but it's poor me
Also Meghan says "with the stakes so high.......", what stakes?  They are grifters, chasing out after every $$$$ they can.  Any high stakes are totally in their minds.
What stakes my lady?
How much money do you have to lose, Netflix, before you finally get that the vast majority of us consumers, the ones who actually spend money, who aren't broke living in our mom's 
basements, want NOTHING to do with the woke sh*t OR it's sponsors. FCK these people.
What an absolute self entitled and bitter couple they are  who would do this to a family all for money. Hopefully titles will be stripped and the UK can finally get rid of them. I for one will 
not be watching.
I love the part where she is crying. Where there is only a Hermes throw to comfort her. I ask myself, "Why is she crying?"  Then I spot the trotters and immediately, my question is 
answered. The claw is nothing compared to the trotters. She must be devastated 🤣🤣🤣

I love the part where Netflix released a second trailer because they realised this one had gained over a quarter of a million dislikes….so not desperate that it brings a tear to my left eye.
I loved the bit where Harry and Meghan said simultaneously You know what?  We've behaved like utter a$$holes! Let's move away to a ranch somewhere hidden and private, get proper 
jobs and live out our lives for better or worse off our own backs - independent and proud grown-ups at long last. I might have been dreaming though ...
Megan really thinks she's a victim, harry fuked the roly family by marrying her.
Infallibility is the Pope not monarchy - I think you are a bit mixed up.  Americans are free to believe what they want. The comments on here are free speech. Free speech doesn't mean H 
and M can say whatever they like and nobody is allowed to comment.
Didn't Harry himself say the first amendment was bonkers. Besides which, as far as I can see these themselves are two Aristocrats who've hired multiple PR agencies to shut the press and 
plebs up from saying anything. Not saying the press or the plebs are right of course, but seriously the level of dissent and expression this couple think should be allowed is reserved 
exclusively for people that pay PR agencies. Champions of free speech for all they are not.
 @Jayne H  true..but not quite sure about the infallibility of pope either, i said about the monarchy because, in Britain the monarchy is the only institution with divine rights as mentioned in 
their constitution. And you're quite sure about the free speech though..so is why I made my comment!!!
The contempt they receive is based on their behaviour, which is contemptible. They lie, bully and betray.

It's very well documented.

 @tripledoubleone  i see may i know on what basis their behaviour is being judged...other than they are potentially harming the " institute", because in that case many have already done!
lol
 @Lil G  It is well-known that "lol" is a profound thinking from the very clever people.  Gars répond "lol" le niveau le plus bas de l'intellect humain. C'est mieux de se la fermer des fois. Un 
vrai idiot. It's time to go to school.
 @Lil G  Une argumentation en 3 lettres. Tu ne peux pas faire mieux ?
It's probably just a quote from a 90s movie.
😂
Where can you see the dislikes?



 @Waitress100  on other comments on this feed
 @Waitress100  an extension on Chrome's desktop browser can return visible dislikes to your YouTube
I loved that part!! Let's keep it going on the new trailer😅
New movie: Revenge of the Anti-Narcissist! We expose, We hold'm accountable, We are legion.... Beware narcissists everywhere.
Nearly 7 million views, and 21K "likes"...... LMAO. The ratio on this one must be epic!
I like the one where they travelled back in time to the ‘Harry Potter Deathly Hallows’ premiere so that they could me met by a barrage of photographers BEFORE they ever met. 
Wonderfully inspiring … I feel moistness in my left eye 😢
Why does anyone care about these people? Next time just pick a random couple from a phone book.
I loved the part where they  talked  about being hounded  by  the  press then  showed  them  dodging the paparazzi at the  2011 'Harry Potter'  opening. Oh, wait...
21k likes, 262k dislikes!
Another example of rich people telling poor people how complicated their lives are. Congratulations Netflix! Ahhh and what is he doing to protect his father, brother or nephews from all 
this mess?
I love the part where Netflix blackmailed them into doing a documentary when all they want is PRIVACY.
I loved the part where Meghan stops talking for even a second
Sick and thoroughly revolting. Will let Netflix know my level of outrage through my subscription cancellation.
As of now: 21K likes and 262K dislikes..😂😂😂😂
Netflix has always made interesting docu series. This one unfortunately is garbage. All the edited fotos of the shitloads couple are insanely there pure as our laughingstock. Very 
entertaining! 🙄
I wonder if there have actually been 6.9 million views, or if other people are like me and just come to the page, immediately pause the video, and go to town reading the comments for 10 
minutes straight.
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”
“ Because Netflix offered us $100 million... oh and I’m a victim.”
Since the Royal Family is a racist institution, the proper next step is to renounce your titles, money, and privilege. Let your children grow up on the wholesome funds from your tell-all 
Netflix pukefest... away from those evil royals.
I love the part where they both act like the victim always
They both need to wear bibs if they are going to puke all this victim vomit. Must be rough to be rich, privilege, and live off the tax $ of the peasants, of whom they relentlessly deem racist 
and bigots.
If this is Privacy .... Then I'm a banana !🍌
I loved the part where MM gifted Catherine a knife for Christmas and William a spoon engraved with ‘cereal killer’.  William and Catherine shed a single tear from their left eyes and then 
promptly upped their security detail.  MM is so thoughtful 😮
What happened to that “we want privacy, we don’t want to end like Princess Diana…” 🙄🙄🙄
And 263K downvotes lol
 @Faux Imposter  I don't see down vote totals ... just the symbol... odd
I do!! 🤣
Same. The comments are far more entertaining, insightful, and truthful than anything Whinge and Ginge spout.
I do 😂
I keep coming back because the comments are so entertaining!
I do



 @bree robertson  Meeee tooo!!!  I hate to give the little pricks any clicks at all- but the comments are better than my Zoloft for a little mid day boost!
Good point, well made.  I have put my life on hold to read these comments nand didn't watch the  video - but it did start a few times.
That's exactly what I do.  This is pure entertainment!
Careful, MeAgain might write an "inspirational" message on you.
 @Michael W  ...and hand her to a sex worker.
😂😂😂

I loved the part when Megain pulled many heart strings with the letter to her father before her wedding. Like who is writing letters these days when they can just visit and talk… so much 
time and efforts to leak it to the press as well. 
I also admire her so much for her bravery shown in every little thing she does. I wonder how she can wake up every day and simply live, while having all such terrible hardship everyday.
SHES  NASTY...HES MR NASTY......
SHES  GANGSTA..... SHES WEST COAST  .....
Meghan is the perfect example of how mentally deranged the average leftist wahmen is. Literally had her entire life handed to her on a silver platter, made good money as an actress 
despite having zero acting ability, married a prince, will never have to worry about money ever again, but yet she still somehow tries to convince the world that she is a victim because 
she's a wahmen and not 100% snow colored. Literally one of the most privileged people alive today. What an absolute POS.
Anyone else notice that she uses the same couple shoot themes for all her relationships.
Couldn’t ever be Catherine & William; pure class - and these two more disingenuous selfish pos grifting yet again.
I would love to add to the marvelous commentary I have enjoyed reading here – as written by you wonderfully snide, satirical and incredibly astute folks, but alas there is nothing I can add, 
since you have left no stone unturned when it comes to her many, many, many infractions. But I will say that in all my life, and with the many worldwide villains there are to choose from, 
whether they are historical figures, political figures, business moguls, famous athletes, entertainers, or all-around infamous characters I could have chosen to despise, alas there is not one. 
And that’s because I either adore you or ignore you – I don’t invest any energy into abhorring you. Until now. Until Meghan. She is absolutely despicable. I, too, was excited about this 
marriage, but the excitement didn’t last long. Three months later I felt her vibe come through the “lens of the media”, and it was visceral. As Jordan Peterson put it – she is “dripping with 
falsehood”. Oh, and my two best friends are of Chinese and African heritage. Oh, and I’m not hideous looking or lacking in a surplus of funds, just in case any of the sugars who may read 
this want to refer to me as either racist or jealous!
they are truly sick and riddled with jealously.  Get over it the pair of you and get on with your lives.
The Royal Family need to give them something to really cry over 🥳
I love the part where everyone in the comments thinks they know more about what happened than the people who actually lived through it.
Look at all the racist haters trolling
I LOVED the part where Meghan, one of the most privileged women in the entire world (who had just enjoyed a multimillion dollar wedding, courtesy of UK tax payers),  spent time in 
Africa with woman who had endured the most horrendous suffering and torture imaginable, only to look sadly into a camera afterwards and say that no one asked her if she was “okay”. I 
just loved how tone deaf, narcissistic and out of touch that was. Really was nice that she could still throw herself a pity party after seeing all that suffering. It says SO much about her 
character and selflessness.
Harry having a deep obsession with Mary Poppins and dressing up as her was such a brave, stunning and powerful moment. I still tear up.
I love how Harry and Meghan use that beloved hound Scooby Doo to act as their mouthpiece and pass their thoughts to the media ,shows how Meghan loves animals and they love her too 
! Brings a big sweet tear to my left eye x
Stop giving these two the attention they dont deserve. I hope this will come back to haunt Harry in his later years. Thats what having a manipulative partner does to you... your life is pretty 
much done.



This is the worse Netflix could possibly do, its gonna creates io much hatred between this couple and the royals. Netflix you let us down. You let the world down. You sponsoring hatred and 
racism.
For those who cant's see the dislikes - its at 260,000 vs 21,000 likes
Legitimately not sure who is more tone deaf-the Sussexes or their PR firm? 99%+ of the world has it worse off than them, so CLEARLY it was going to go over well with the public that they 
whine non-stop about how hard their lives are...
Unbelievable, how some Brits want to pay for their royals till date. I would be more worried about my electricity bills 😜
What chord is that Harry’s playing??more lies!😂
I loved the part where, like all gangstas, she, too, attended an expensive University paid for by her Emmy Award-winning father.  
And like all gangstas, she also joined a majority-White sorority. 

Stunning and brave!
 @Faux Imposter   NASTY.
 @michelle williams  YES, she truly is! But then again, so is he...
Off ....with there 👑
Yes.
Exact poses, too.  We oughta start calling them The Reruns since all she does is repeats of all her many old relationships.
I love the part where you took the time to articulate what we are all thinking and feeling...
It would give them and the media more ammunition.
 @Anne Michelle  yes, you’re right but I wish they could. I feel so sorry for the RF  
You forgot that we're all jealous too.  Don't forget that one, sugar.  🤣
Sugar bingo, two out three, you are slacking
Come on, you are also supposed to call us "royalist" "bitter" "jealous" "karens" and "haters". Do your job better! Isn't that what Meghan pays you for? I think she would be disappointed in 
you.
She is SUCH a humanitarian
Unbelievable!!!
Can't see through the tears!
Oh God my left eye didn’t stop dripping when I saw that interview in Africa 😢 poor Meghan
 @Nikki 1989  you people are real scum.

that was the beginning of the end for me. I have followed ALL of the RF for 65 years, read books, magazines. No, I am not British, I am not ashamed to say I am a Canadian. But when I 
watched that interview things started to sour with my opinion of Meghan and things that didn't add up before--like her claiming in her engagement interview (which I watched so I know 
what she said) that she, as an American, didn't know much about Prince Harry. Seriously, did she never read People magazine? Harry saying that the RF was "the family that [she] never 
had." Really? And then the treatment of her father around her wedding, the fact that Harry never, EVER met him in person.... I could go on because as I said, I have followed Royal news for 
a long time. I don't like when we vilify people from behind a wall--Meghan thinks the RF won't hit back at her because they never have before. Harry knows too. The "true story" about 
Diana isn't only about the RF, it's about marrying someone you don't know, about falling in love with with mirror image that the media hold up to you but realizing it isn't enough to 
compensate for a truly awful childhood--before Diana even married into the RF. And, ultimately, being betrayed by the MEDIA and the person (Dodi al-Fayed) that you thought would 
protect you. Too bad Harry doesn't know THAT story because he was only a child when she died and he, like us, is relying on secondhand stories to piece things together.
 @Gatech  hi Meghan 👋



Hey next time you have an emergency you should go to the ER for, don’t. There are people that have cancer so your issue doesn’t matter.
Still trying to figure out what Netflix paid $100 million for…..like what information costs that much? Just curious.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  I never understand when a Canadian or Australian says "I'm not British but..." 
She was OUR Queen, your Head of State as much as mine, you are entitled to that as much as any Brit. 🇨🇦🇬🇧
 @Nikki 1989  🤣🤣🤣
1000%! She is wearing designer clothes while standing next to her multimillionaire dotting husband complaining and being. a professional victim at a sexual assault survivor camp in Africa! 
It is always about HER!
 @Ashleigh  Sparkle  oh you’re triggered sugar? That’s awesome. Stay mad sugar. Stay mad.

She’s a narcissist. Totally spoiled and delusional and disgusting. She and Harry won’t last. Once he realizes none of this is about him.. once she’s sucked him dry, they will have an ugly
divorce and she’ll be on to the next thing.
 @D J  😂😂😂 yes, she’s mad because her queen is such an underprivileged victim.  Oh, now my left eye is tearing
Self centered and extremely greedy . 
Do not allow Megs to be important - she IS NOT !
 @Carolyn G  … she cares for Meg. Meg craves attention
 @Jessica Psalidas  
Don’t attend the movie … or buy the book! Don’t make them importsnt
 @Jeanie  I also think sugars see their own behavior being disparaged in comments and get triggered. Like attracts like.
 @Ashleigh  Sparkle deflection and lack of logic. Comparing one person going to ER with another trying to take public attention away from underprivileged ppl - because “someone”just 
can’t stand it when the focus isn’t on THEM is like comparing apples with oranges.
whoa whoa whoa...was she okay?
I know Africa can get a bit hot. Cant have the princess breaking a sweat.
Pretty sure Prince Charles paid for quite a bit of the $30 million or somfor the wedding.
 @Jessica Psalidas  

Netflix is sure to lose most of that money in this fiasco!
All the other royals pretend to do the exact same thing for the cameras. They are all the same type of hypocrites.
Vomit inducing bilge
I love the part when Ginge and Cringe wanted to actually be IN the Royal family but wanted to monetize it for themselves - they wanted all the juicy bits but none of the ‘unpaid’ 
handshaking work. Only when the queen told them NO, did they do a runner and cry racism bla bla bla. Remember that….they DID want to be in the Royal family, it’s well documented that 
they did. This therefore makes an absolute nonsense of their malicious and nasty tell-tales
Harry Meghan Puke-series based on intense jealousy he felt and suppressed feelings in full force against his brother who loved , protected him and covered all his rubbish to project him as 
a great guy all his life. This is him and his nasty thrashy wife unfiltered. Period🔴 the trailer has made me cry tears....From my Left eye
Without question the greatest hypocrites of all time!
I love the part where they claim to protect their family from media attention, and then they go ahead and a release a documentary about themselves.
I love it when Harry and Meghan finally put their helmets on, grew thicker skin and lived happily ever after. Away from the public eye
260K dislikes on this video.
21K likes 😂😂😂😂😂



NETFLIX! ! THIS IS THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE - ARE YOU GETTING THE MESSAGE NOW? 🤭
Nauseating.
I love the part on how Meghan forgives everyone despite their massive inhumane wrongdoing to her.  She forgives princess Charlotte who made her cry, forgives her father and even 
addressed him as daddy to tug at his heartstrings, forgives her sister Samantha and even helps promote her reputation and book by slut shamming her, and forgives the Queen (for not 
allowing half in half out arrangements) and even teared  in the left eye at Queen’s funeral.   She’s the Queen of love in our hearts 😢
It saddens me to have to announce that as of today I no longer have a left eye as it exploded.
Disgusting.
Love the part where the proven liar declares that we should want to hear her spin more lies 😂😂😂
Netflix, I will cancel my membership today over this. Enough is enough. These people are making money out of running down their family. They are known liars - which seems to be OK 
these days, but really, it's not. Lies cause hurt and damage. Stop this airing, please.
I wish the dislike button was reintroduced
Love you Harry and Meghan! Stay safe!
He is just as nasty as his mother can't stand the pair they are FAKE
I love the fact that a crowd of photographers and reporters for a Harry Potter premiere can trigger Harry Windsor. Such unconditional empathy.
Why did you want to make this documentary?

Money and exposure, btch
H&M did one thing flawlessly. They brought “unity” to YT! We collectively despise these 2 for their lies, elitism, grifting, and blatant disrespect for the privileges they’ve been afforded. 
Meghan is a disgrace to respectable women and Harry is led around by her extremely short leash. She apparently gave him a “Deal or No Deal” ultimatum and he fell for it…hook, line, and 
sinker. They are so stunning and brave that I had to call the carpet doctor to dry out my living room from the record amount of tears my left eye produced.
No chance. They've just dropped the official trailer apparently this is only a teaser.
To be fair, Harry Potter and Prince Harry shares “Harry”, so I guess they are 50% correct when using that picture… the truth is stretched beyond 50% w that couple
😂😂😂😂😂
Can someone please memorialise this thread and present it to these two?  Absolutely loving it !
I loved the part where waity kaitie doesn't get called out on eating avocados and how she made megan cry that one time and oh how she was able to rub her bump while being pregnant 
oh and how they could spend x mas time away from the queen but megan got called out for it oh and how waity katie trademarked name....   I just love that everything is double standard 
like gtfo yourself. 😂😂
I loved the part when she said they were only one plane crash away. 
RIP H & M.  A lonely tear is welling in.... my left eye
Somebody video-record the comment section before they cancel it!!

The best way to "protect" the family isn't making a self promoting series on Netflix. However the best way to make money and get attention is to make a self promoting series on Netflix.
I cannot seriously find one comment on their side. Oh wow to be so loved 😅
Love the way you have covered up the dislikes!
Another lost customer Netflix. These haters will not do you any favours.
So you removed the dislike button?
I love that Meghan who only lives a few hours from her elderly, ill father is saving the planet by not jumping on a private jet to introduce her children to their grandfather. Such love, such 
compassion. Of course it brings a single teardrop to the middle of my left eye.



U want to  protect your family by exposing them?
Boy bye go somewhere else and sit down somewhere what a joke
The Sussexs are the world biggest self whinging Self proclaimed victims. Surprised she hasn't demanded taking over from Joan of Arc for the lies against the British, and Harry can just style 
her hair and juggle, as she takes her step to her self provlaimed divinity.... After all he can't do anything else except whinge and whinge and whine and whinge. Better get practising that 
left eye tear Harry for when she finally takes all your masculinity.
What a joke always wanting wine and crying that left eye
I guess YouTube did not like me reminding people of the time in 2005 when Prince Harry dressed up as one of those WW2 Characters from Germany.
🤣🤣🤣🤣they are full of...
What stakes? Do you the mean the money the two of you are grifting? Y'all need to get over yourselves. I feel bad for the pain they both caused their families. Charity begins at home not 
your bank accounts.
This brings a single tear to my left eye. What a joke…
They still talking about the family for yrs& they still going at it sometimes you need to stfu . William & Kate don't cry about family issues. Meghan didn't got what she wanted so she's 
like hey Harry let's talk sh*t about your family so we can make money 💰out of it. Drama queen typically American trash. As an American i don't claim her lol. You can see right through 
her eyes. Lies. & Harry has to go along with her& does what she says because she a feminist & she thinks everything is racist to her when she doesn't get her way..the audacity to go to 
queen Elizabeth's funeral look at the entire family in the eye knowing they trash talk them. William Kate & Harry were unseprable they always had fun together till this trash came along & 
start nothing but drama. She should be queen queen of drama queen
Harry... 1) You have made your point. 2) You claim you want a quiet life free from the press and yet you go out of your way to invite press intrusion. 3) To keep on keeping on would 
suggest that one or both of you are especially needy - not a good look. 4) Pack it in Harry. Time to move on. The British public are so over your incessant whinging.
Priceless
I'm 100% certain that Meghan has already read all the comments, she's obsessed with herself and reads everything everyone says about her. She has all the signs of a grandiose narcissist 
so there's no way she would have been able to stop herself from reading the comments, even if she wanted to.
I'm not a fan of the royals, but this one's a stretch. Her relationship with her father is between her and him. Children aren't obligated to take care of their parents in old age.

If she related the true story why she cut off her Dad .. because he took cash for anodyne photos and sound bites.. on< Reddit AITA? >, they would definitely vote she is one A- Hole. 
The Royals couldn't fathom why she didn't contact him, if she had it would have all blown over by now and he and the family would just  be there in background .
Minutes

Flow

No one should have to tell  you to be a giver and not a taker,  real love in your heart will make you take care of your parents and help others and not see them as some burden in your life. 
The kids are already involved in their parents grudges, facades, and one sided victimhood image.  I wish someone would tell this couple that they lost so much time off of their lives holding 
grudges against people for 5 almost 6 years with books and Oprah interviews ect., and let god heal them from anger and one sided victimhood, which people cannot do but only god can.
 @FlowOceans2ja  I never said said anything about taking care of her father. My point clearly states that she lives close to her father and yet she has never allowed her father to meet his 
grandchildren. Spin it however you want, but it is a rotten thing to do.
  @FlowOceans2ja but He financially supported her unemployed ass un ll age 31 and paid for the caterer for her 1st wedding.
Her Father actually visited her Montecito house and got rejected by the guards. 
He begged outside her Montecito house multiple times.
Theres pictures of it. Look it up



What children?
 @shabrina z  I don’t find any pictures of him at Meghan’s house? There are pictures of him at Oprah’s house giving a letter to the guards for Oprah supposedly asking for a chance to be 
interviewed by Oprah so that he could tell his side of the story.
  @shabrina z  but didn't he sell fake stories to the press before her wedding to Harry? Why wouldn't MM cut es?
I heard they are naming a new photography style called Megan’s Netflix pose after her.
 @shabrina z  Again, that doesn't obligate her to take care of him. He was abusive to her. And I wouldn't let my parents in if they came uninvited, especially if used they used the press to 
harass and pressure me like he did to Markle. She's an adult and can set whatever boundaries she wants. It's none of your business nor does it say anything of her character how her 
relationship with her dad is. Even if he wasn't abusive in the first place, kids aren't responsible or obligated to take care if their parents in old age.
 @2 delicious  He was abusive and used the press to harrass her and her family because he was bitter. She's allowed to set whatever boundaries she wants with him and it's none of your 
business nor an indicator of her character.
 @FlowOceans2ja  go away … you sound just like her … you clearly don’t get it heartless
It doesn't work like that. She's in a public eye. You can't just at go and do. Wake up
 @shabrina z  her father is just as pathetic and fame seeking as her.
I loved the part where MeAgain asked to meet with King Charles one on one....... it's the ultimate show of female empowerment to not get your husband involved at all. I feel a tear welling 
up in my left eye....
A rich couple claiming how hard their lives are, it's unbelievable😅
I love the part where they no longer show the number of dislikes. I thought that they were looking for the truth...oooops, right, THEIR truth.
12 hours ago this site had recorded 300,000 dislikes.  It has now gone down to 256,000. Are YouTube or Netflix manipulating the ratings?
Really? Netflix have you not learned yet that their story has been told over and over? To what end? The damage done is incomprehensible. Let’s see what happens after they are stripped 
of their royal title. Daddy isn’t going to put up with this forever. And his Mom was Diana. Charitable Diana. What charity work is important to these 2? Themselves!!
I love the part where The Body Language Guy receives a Night-hood from Buckingham Palace for covering these comments on his channel. 👍
These 2 are so cringe.
The amount of left eye tears coming from the commentators continues to be a shining example of what a wonderful inspiration Mehgan continues to be.
I loved the part where he displays his inherent protectiveness when he says he had to protect his family, whilst trying to destroy all those who loved and protected him for the majority of 
his life. How inspiring.
I loved the part where they withdrew from public service to protect their privacy and sanity, and then shared 'their truth' with the world, kindly giving us the opportunity to empathise with 
the hard life they had to endure; all those terrible plush homes; expensive clothes; glittering jewellery and privileged treatment, all paid for by those terrible racist taxpayers. How very 
trying for them.
I loved the part where they endured the 'spectacle' that was their wedding - even though they were already married. How noble. 
I loved the part where they lectured the world on environmental issues from their umpteenth private jet flight of the year. How enlightening.
Whoops, there's a tear in my left eye.
IN 1969 THE ROYAL FAMILY WAS THE FIRST BRITISH ROYAL TO MAKE A REALITY  TV SHOW, AND FOR THOSE RACIST BRITISH TABLOIDS WHO COMPARING THE DOCUMENTARY TO A ROYAL 
FAMILY REALITY SHOW. DON'T FORGET THE WINDSOR ACTUALLY FIRST REALITY ON YOUTUBE STILL TODAY. HATERS THIS FOR YOU!!.
They put out a 2nd trailer an hour ago. Yippee! Another comments section where we can trash them! Hairy and MeAgain
I love the part where I cancelled my Netflix subscription because they gave these proven liars a platform from which to indulge in more lies and race-baiting.
Don't we all love that for Thanksgiving 2022 she inconspicuously went to a charity to help prepare food but made sure to bring a photographer from Archwell to document her wonderful 
endeavors and put it in the media. Such a humble beacon of light.



I love the part where Netflix showed proof that Meghan was hounded by paparazzi - but the pictures shown are not related to her at all. 
1. Picture of a bunch of photographers was from Harry Potter premier. 
2. Picture of Harry with his arms covering his face was  a cropped picture with his ex.
I guess you can't even find 1 picture/video where Meghan was hounded like Diana and Catherine was. Poor Netflix, lied to  by a Narcissist. One tear, left eye.
What stakes!?!? Or does that just mean personal wealth?
I like the part where the racist, hateful people and media puppets (who believe everything the “racist hate-for-profit” media writes) show their true colours on this platform and many 
other social media outlets. As one Katniss Everdine says “YOU WILL BURN IN HELL”!!!
I love the part where they tell the truth. Oh wait they lie x
I love the part where her staff retention rate continues to plumet as the head of Archwell just resigned and one of the biggest PR companies to the stars Sunshine Sacs no longer wants to 
work with her and dumped her.
Love the end of the final episode......as the credits roll, an inserted photo shows the strategically placed prop, that Hermes blanket shredded on the chair, a silent testimony to the futility of 
it all.....
That goes without saying! They're pushing a narrative and you have to comply I mean believe!.
I'm showing 259K dislikes.

I was confused when they was going against Spotify because of Joe Rogan and the vaccine, but signed a Netflix deal while the cuties drama was known, she is a inspiration indeed.
🤣🤣🤣 Love it! Whoops!  LOL
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I can't ever get over Harry saying he didn't realize he was trapped until Meghan told him. I have a middle eye no one can see and it cries every time I think of this poor couple.
👏👏👏
No hate sugar, just ridicule.
Hi Harkles 🙄
The royal racist is Harry.  Photographic proof is available.
They're ballzy, if nothing else!😂
Good! Beyond lies. Propaganda.
She s so ignorant to admit she lost castles tiaras credibility etc she doesn’t have anything to lose and can retaliate.
Wow aren't you lovely.

I love the part where King Charles, the Queen Consort, Princess Anne, the Wessexes and  the Waleses are having a get together and crying tears of laughter 😂from both eyes not just the 
left one 😢 at the comments in this thread which is bloody hilarious and far more entertaining than the dreary documentary-series about a pair of over-indulged serial whiners.
Is this what the meant when they said they wanted to stay out of the public eye ? 🤣
I love the part when the humble bench that launched a royal poetess into inflated best seller status was torn apart and burned by the cold and angry peasants. I shed a left tear.
I am dropping Netflix immediately. Meghan Markle belongs in jail.
How many more years must we listen to them cry? If they left the royal family, why are they still trying to make a living out of it? They are pathetic! Prince Charles must be disappointed 
with Harry.
I LOVE the part where they meant to make animated series for children  and wound up making this nonsense instead about stakes. Only stake I want is the one to eat
Meghan. You could have had the world. People loved you, you managed to ruin a full deck of the best cards. You did this to urself.
Queen of contradicting herself❤



The amount monarchy apologists in this comment section is concerning.
What stakes are high? Sounds more like she wanted the world to revolve around her and that just wasn’t going to happen.
Hate this looosers..
What I am going to love the most is all the people who say " what did she do wrong?" who come to this comment section and figure it out finally!
Looooooooosers..😂😂😂😂
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
258K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I love the part when Meghan Markle inserted herself in the middle when Harry and Nacho was  lifting a polo trophy after a win in California.
It's not racism Megsy, we just don't like you. (Harry's an idiot aswell.)
We all loved the part where she slated and ghosted her father for speaking to the media to clear his name, yet she went ahead and did the exact thing to the Royal family and expect them 
to get over it. What a great example of forgiveness in action.
Trash in pictures, thank you Netflix
When the stakes are this high? I think she meant the price of their mansion
Harry and Meghan, news flash: you’re part of the elite. You are not oppressed. 🤔
Yep, I love that part, too.
And Meghan haters?  I think the ratio is 10000000 to 1.  Does that tell you something?
 @Gillian Redfearn  we are decent people with amazing life exposing an international fraud like amber. Period.
Check out the parody interviews with them here on YouTube. Apparently, Harry’s hair is at stake 😂. So many videos and they’re really funny 😂
Bingo
Exactly.....Megan practically wrote this comment thread herself......
Thanks girl xxx
🇬🇧
Thanks for the update - hope it is soon half a million
Great,  I have Safari and don't really want to change as it might mess things up xx
Thanks for this!!
Thank you!!
My pleasure.

21K Likes
264K Dislikes
I love the part when a d list actress lectured us in the UK about climate change whilst using Elton johns private jet like an Uber 😂
I love the part when a D list actress who no one even knew in the UK shows up and calls everyone racist because we don’t like her. We don’t like her because of the content of her 
character not because of the colour of her skin.
0:25 Someone has burned the toast again 🔥 🚨



The second best bit is that this trailer has had 6.9 million views and only 21k likes.   How much less than 1% is that?
I love when she first said that she wasn't giving anything up,  that it was a new chapter in her life. But told Oprah that she gave everything up.
Relative: "Oh, I wonder what the baby will look like!" (said absolutely no relative of someone expecting a baby evah). Harry (pulling the swastika off his halloween costume: "RACIST!!!!!" 
Meghan: "Booyah!!! Let's see how long we can milk that comment in order to avoid having to do any work like the rest of your family!"
0:25😮
OMG I am crying for them. It is so sad. I am beside myself with grief for them. I am crying so hard I am hanging my head over my bath to prevent a flood. My eyes have turned into 
sprinklers.
0:23 awh poor Meghan...weeping with a $1,625 Hermes throw blanket. I feel so sorry for her.
Shame on these 2 privileged brats, whom now blame the royal family for many wrongdoings, but are making millions of dollars off the alleged wrongdoings!!! People should boycott this 
show, it is an utter disgrace!! They want a private life, my bottom!!  They should be banned from the UK due to the no doubt slanderous comments to the royal family throughout this 
forthcoming drama/sitcom!
I love the part where Harry thought it was unfair that he was cut off financially in his late 30s
I love the part when Meghan insists on being called the Duchess of Sussex. The people of Sussex must really appreciate Meghan's support and regular visits. When was the last time they 
visited...... again.
I'll never watch this trash.  These people are repulsive and pathetic
"Nooooo!  I do NOT want publicity, I do not! ... Oh, hai, Netflix!"
I thought this was the only trailer....my god there's another one! spare us!!!
The bit where she kills the shark with an exploding oxygen tank is my favourite.
I feel bad for Prince Harry because Meghan Markle is the definition of a Boss Babe he is under her control now there's not going back they have a family together he's straight up taking 
orders from her 🤔🤔🤔
I love the part where Meghan's moonbump changed size, shape. Up, down and at one time oval. A miracle mother who when heavily "pregnant" was able to squat down when wearing 
high heels. Brought a tear to my eye just writing this. In 3.2.1, one tear left eye.
I love the part where we had an amazing queen.
If I worked it out correctly, about 0.003%.
Yes and the vast majority were right at the beginning in a block. They went to 15k almost straight away i.e. the Sussex PR paid for those, and then they creeped up sloooowly to where they 
are now.
And it has 262K dislikes as of 10:02a.m. EST 

edit: 6 minutes later it's at 263K thumbs down. 😂
👍😀
"We've already lost so much" 🤢🤮
Nailed it 😂
That was so cruel of Charles! Harry, a mere child of 35 or so, was forced to survive on a mere $40M!!!
And the people of York? 

NVM.
 @Matthew Rotherham  yes AND the ppl of York. The entire family are rotten.
They'll release one every couple of days to try to counteract the negative reactions.



 @Anne Michelle  Yep. People viewing the trailer millions of times and commenting (negatively or otherwise, doesn't matter) is sure to send the message that 'no one cares' 

Thumbs up! :D
Apparently this is the official teaser. Now they've dropped the official trailer, don't watch it unless you have a sick bucket. 🤮🤢
Can we cut and paste our comments from this trailer onto the new trailer?
😂🤣
That's hilarious and cute.
Dont feel sorry for him. He helped her plot this entire fiasco
When I was pregnant I busted the shoelaces out of my shoes. I cried that day. How Does anyone walk around in heels being pregnant for any amount of time is beyond me.
I miss the queen so much.
 @Jane Nunn  So do I.  😢
We never appreciated her enough either😓. Notice the right eye.
Vintage moment but loved the part when Megsy spontaneously got out a sharpie to write inspirational messages to sex workers on bananas. Generosity of spirit as fine as the $2k Oscar De 
La Renta dress she wore. Imagine what those bananas meant to the sex workers. Cue tears. Left eye.
Who would trust this treacherous couple 🤔😫🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
It brings tears to both my eyes when I think how Hazbeen & Megaliar are slowly becoming irrelevant.  Death by a thousand papercuts.
God save King Charles III
A single tear wells up in my left eye and gently rolls down my cheek for the colossal fail this will be. (That's my favorite part- the FAIL.)
''I don't need to hear their story. I know all the ins and outs already. The daily Star has told me!!''

Holy shit these comments are cringeworthy. 

Let's defend the royal family, imperialists, racists and (let's not forget) nonces who pay the bills of Andrew.

Bunch of bootlickers.
I love the part when they're presenting Archie the newborn and Harry says:. "He's changed a lot in two weeks".  Such a perfect little doll he never moved once.  Extra special was the 
photoshop of the Queen and Prince Philip looking on that actually was them looking at a horse.  Brought a tear to my left eye!
😂😂😂😂😂 The way media manipulates people is baffling. So so much hate. But what if there is actually a story? Ya'll living in your own truman show? The only thought i had was; 
Who should i choose to be on the side of a family full of colonists nazis, murderers, racists or a girl who by the way is a person of color who that constitution looted and looked down upon 
and enslaved less than a decade back ? Sorry it would be Meghan for me. Even if she is isn't asaint  i don't think she could ever be as bad as evil as "that family" especially. History is a 
testimony and Diana was killed it was not an accident. Remember that!
Oh god. You two are 40 y/o millionaires. Grow the F UP.
Just saw in news report that the shot of all the people with cameras is one from Harry Potter premiere 5 years prior to them meeting
Everyone there’s a second trailer 😂 go comment there
I love Meghan's coherence.  She now understands the cause and declares herself black, but she has always chosen white men for relationships.
Are they gonna include the part where Megan couldn't read the room around Harry's friends and was the elephant in the porcelain cabinet going berserk on every individual at the table 
coz it was important that everybody knew she had the correct woke Hollywood opinions.... like good job Meghan.... so when is the next dinner with Harry's friends? Or are you such a party 
blooper that they simply don't invite you anymore.



I loved the part where every sunshine sachs sycophantic media outlets (mostly all American), including the ones that are supposed to be about JOURNALISTIC INTEGRITY like the NYT, CNN, 
ABC, NBC etc, ALL kept the narrative alive that the poor widdle Suss-Ex Royals were so hard done by, so overly scrutinized while propagating the lie that the UK is basically way more racist 
than America, without ever ONCE providing any facts, or forensically examining the truth as media outlets are supposed to do, such as the fact that the criticism they faced had to do with 
CONTENT OF CHARACTER - the thing MLK dreamed we would be solely judged by - rather than race.  All the more laughable since Megain looks whiter than many white people, myself 
included.   Never once did they do even the most basic deep dive into facts - of what the role of royal is, how the system works, WHY they faced criticism considering these matters, and 
constantly overlooked the bad behaviour that so many of these comments so hilariously serve to remind.  They didn't even question or report on the proven 17 vile lies spewed on Oprah, 
or the inconsistencies with the stories they told that literally EVERYONE could see with their own two eyes, like completely different stories about Archie's skin colour supposedly being 
brought up.    

That was such a powerful lesson on how corrupt the media is & how the fake af Hollywood pr game of snakes & ladders is played!!!! I'm so grateful for these sensational humanitarians for 
bringing this to the worlds attention.  Surely Harry did this to help humanity, because of his very important post as Chief Impact Officer of Fake News.  I'm sure they will be coming clean 
any day now, right?!! Wow, how truly selfless.  brave.  inspirational. 321 - OMG my left eye can't cry any more tears!!  I used them all up from to much 😂😂😂 from reading this 
comments section!!!  St. MeGain, can you please teach me a new trick?!!! Do you have any tips for the right eye in emergencies such as this?!
Head over to the daily mail. They've released more rubbish.
I love the pictures of paparazzi....that was the harry Potter premiere.
Rich moaners having an extended pity party. Saved you watching it and wasting hours of your life
I love the part where Meghan asked Craig Ferguson to pinch her extremely long arm to assure him that she’s real because she believed people thought she’s that perfect, that special & 
that gorgeous, when in reality she just looks slightly better looking than the regular people, but looks incredibly average among those Hollywood folks…also with less skill & talent of course 
than those 2 groups of people. I really feel embarrassed for her, i nearly cry from my left eye 😭
I love how the Harkles wanted this mockumentary released in 2023 to attempt to overshadow the Coronation and how they are telling people that Netflix "blinked first." Yet here we are 
with the show in 2022. Brave. Incredible.
I love the part where they cropped out Chelsy Davy in the pap shot.
Yet you are here, discussing their multimillion pound Netflix special. 

Google irrelevant. Then have a good think about 'how little you care' :)
 @Matthew Rotherham  we have turned into a massive family - not you obviously
Hello Meghan!
 @Lana Phillips  .... Slow Clap. 

But I am enjoying reading the keen insights of nobody's on youtube.
Their inside takes are all diamond ;)



@UCeSdBN9VzuBFY5b5ZB2jBRw No no... I support no one.

They are nobodies to me, and I them.

I am mocking all the people that think they know the inside lives of the royal family, or the rich and famous. 

Hope this helps. 

Glad to know that you think no one can bring up race without it being ''playing the race card' though. That is VERY telling as to where your stand point comes from ;)
 @Matthew Rotherham  tsk tsk tsk
 @Chimera Bachus  .... Care to expand? 😆
Stupid is as stupid does tsk tsk
Hello Harry!
Diana died due to a drunk driver and no seatbelt.
Why do all of these SS say, "Ya'all" or "Y'all"?  It is rather weird....
You do realise a decade is 10 years 😂😂😂. Britain abolished slavery in 1833, a whole 32 years before the US.
@Shreya sharma tsk tsk tsk
 @Keirao Watson  And we bought the freedom of every slave in The Commonwealth and only finished paying off the debt in 2015.  Meanwhile in Africa the rich black population were 
rounding up the poor ones to sell into slavery.
Go check out the alliterate one's H.S. graduation photo.  It says, right on the top of the tassel, '95.  That makes Princess Pinocchio 45 years old...
True and there are others
I can't, I would have to watch it and I just can't take anymore.....
Take your sick bucket 🤢🤮
 @Jojo  A comment on Sky News Australia gave me some much needed comic relief: "Meghan & Harry are children of the corn." 🤣😂
 @Miss Winnie  hilarious! I do love the Australian news 👍
And on her CV, (resume) it clearly reads, "Caucasian".
So much this! Yep, I'm an earth angel but I'll let you touch me to prove you're not dreaming. I'm real!!!!! Good lord woman, can't you see he's laughing at you? We don't need to touch you 
to believe the utterly mediocre, talent-free, lying cringe-fest that you are.
I like the part where Archewell main website literally played "Gold Digger" 🎵😂😂. So thoughtful of the webserver, it never stopped weeping from its left eye
I love that fact that she was so loving to her 3 year old niece Princess Charlotte by calling her fat and refusing her to wear tights to protect her little feet from the hard shoes at her 
wedding.  Very thoughtful and considerate
I love the part they were on the cover of Time, and Meghan said the diamond ring what she weared was a gift from the Royal Family.
they released a new trailer that is worse than this one. :/
where are they from?
Does it make more sense to hear their story from them? Absolutely not. We’ve been hearing it over … and over … and over … each time embellished even more. The only thing that makes 
sense is for them to just shut the F up.
Without Harry, she would have started an OnlyFans by now.



BOTTONS: LIKES 21.000 DISLIKES 256.000
5 Dec. 2022
I loved the part where two Judas who betrayed their families demand something else from their family members. Cosmic hypocrisy 😁👍
I can’t believe they think that this doc is actually going to garner support & help them!
What grotesque grifters
I love the part where Meghan is crying while sitting on her $3000 Hermes blanket. So tragic.
Hear the story or sell the story, you’ve said your piece on Oprah… now go live that private life you yearned for. Or was it never about privacy?  How much is enough to trash your own 
family… we’ve all had family troubles in life … all of us! Yet somehow we move on without going on and on and on and on about how living such a terrible privileged life is… spend some 
time with those really struggling and take a leaf!
Hey it was on 257k dislikes, now it says 255k!
The part where someone took a picture of her having a meltdwn. Doesn't look staged at all.
Well YOU can remove the dislikes but the comments are here… everyone is tired of these two
I loved the part where she had to google the British royal anthem all by herself, without any help from the Queen. Because when you marry a prince, apparently they expect you to learn 
the anthem. So independent and inspiring. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Meghan and amber must be friends
I love the part where meghan gets $80 m. from netflix for her acting skills
Classic
I’d forgotten about this 😂 happy memories
It really is 🤮🤢
She was hatched.
😂🤣
Sadly it is over on twitter. Apparently we are all racists commenting on here.
They just want cash.
The DuchAss has YT on speed-dial and she IS relentless.  How else did she get the Dimwit Prince?  She stalked him...
It was at 300K dislikes 12 hours ago.
 @Anne Michelle  :O sneaky gits
So so true. I also love the way Harry refused to sing the National Anthem while standing directly behind his father the new Monarch at the Queen's funeral.  So brave of him to let his true 
feelings be known like that and not engage in the hypocrisy of pretense, but still demanding their children be titled!
I'm laughing so hard that I accidentally squeezed one tear out of my eye, the left one 😂 (someone, please make a new emoji, we only need one tear on this laughing face)
Separated at birth.
 @Lana Phillips  indeed
Make them go away



they are actually removing information on what the dislike ratio is.

21'247                             267'037
🟩🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥🟥
They can't even keep the trailer honest, the paparazzi cameras pick is from the Harry Potter premier 5 years before they met and has nothing to do with them. How can we trust what they 
say if they are already lying on the trailer.
I love the part where Harry holding  guitar like a  singing artist 🤣He said he wants to protect his family but Meghan wants to share their private life story 🤣
Why did you want to make this documentary?  For money, money, MONEY
Love the photo of the paparazzi - especially as it's a photo from a Harry Potter film premiere, and nothing to do with H&M.   First lie of the series - that's the best bit.
Poor little Princess of Montecito. I love the part where she tries to be Diana all the time.
I love the comments that scream they are not racist and proceed to comment racist things.
TRASH TRASH TRASH AND LIES :D SHAME ON YOU I WONT SPEND A DOLLAR IN THIS TRASH
Another update for those that can't see the ratio (I'll keep doing it when I can):

21K Likes
257K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I loved the part where Meghan says that she doesn't remember her involvement with Omid scobie in writing the book 'finding freedom' and apologize to the court for lying. How 
wonderful is that
I love the part where snarkle was donating her time merching in the rain when a strong gust of wind blew the hairs of the 100 Turkish virgins (per Lady C 😂) off her head and the pouring 
rain washed off one of her many different colored skin tones 😮
Waterfalls started gushing off my left eye 😭
I'm NOT loving the part where people on twitter say all 40,000 of these comments are made by racist, white bots. Who knew bots were so funny? Netflix special on bot humour upcoming? 
Is anyone not a racist bot?
I love the part where they are really trying their very best to separate from the big bad racist royal family, which they clearly don’t badly need to stay relevant at all, but at the same time 
constantly churning out deals after deals with DUKE AND DUCHESS OF SUSSEX plastered in all caps everywhere. It must really be so hard for them and there truly cannot be greater 
suffering or more greater self delusion in this world 😢😢
Honestly cannot wait to see it!
Must see
Go harry and meghan. Overthrow the monarchy!!
I love the part when there’s a second trailer for humanity to continue to tell the truth for these liars!
YouTube stopped publishing dislikes in 2021



 @Gillian Redfearn  i'm talking about comments showing it, like mine.
i hid it in the "read more" so they didn't instantly see and delete my comment.
She always wanted to be on a reality show.
Where is the racism?
'Fool'.  Nelson Mandela    Look it up.
Thank you!!
 @Maureen Ingleston  Hmmm. It's now showing 255K dislikes. Strange...
Jesus, I can't stop laughing 😂
 @Melon Cauli  I love the part when you found hilarity from how beautifully tragic (truly an oxymoron) snarkle’s life is 😂
How organic....
I'm not a bot. I'll prove it by holding today's newspaper and three fingers.
Sycophants have no sense of humour.
Not a bot, from the UK and quite annoyed though! Loving the comments everyone. Keep it up please :D
I'm East African. The racist thing is so boring. Log out. Bye.
To be fair....I'm a redhead....the largest minority on the planet.   My whiteness comes second.
yes who knew that bots were so intelligent & blessed with golden comedic skills?!  AI is getting really good these days! LOL
Asian here
 @Stephen R  me too!
Hey Harry 🖐
 @Lana Phillips  I'm not harry I am an eastern European girl, Bulgarian actually, and I really got into the royal family during the pandemic, because I was bored.
Hello Meghan 🖐
 @Lana Phillips  but it looking interesting would really like to know
Hey Meghan 🖐
Yes because we are all behind you, as the like/dislike ratio clearly shows.  Tear, left eye, now.
I love the part when they show how evil the world is for not letting Megan have the tiara she deserved for tjeir wedding.
All those nasty stares caught on camera that she gave Princess Catherine it was so frightening to watch and I cried ..a tear from my left eye
I love the part where she (an over 35 year old divorcee )exchanges vows in the back yard with a Bishop and her soon to be husband but has no clue  for legal marriage you need a witness. 
such a whip smart . left eye one tear.
I love the part where the comments section under this JOKE of a series is COMEDY GOLD!!!!!!
Meghan's so upset,yet she remembers to hide her "defective foot" under her expensive blanket🙄
It's all so fake.
The part where she showed the solid oak designer jewelry box where she keeps Harry's man-jiggles.
I love the part when Netflix saves itself, cancels H&M, returns dir G Bradley, adds comments, and releases "I Love the Part: the Truth behind H&M," who are splitting, rumours say. Sequel, 
anyone?

I loved the part where she lovingly cradled her bump and pulled her coat open to display the bump everytime a camera was about, even though she hates paparazzi, until the public was in 
a frenzy to see the baby and then...nope, the public got drip fed pieces of his body, a foot here, a blurred back view there, the public was confused,  but then the lightbulb moment,  
Megamind was saving his "grand reveal" for Desmond Tutu, she knew that would get the most attention, the most clicks, look away now Harry- the camera clicks are coming 📷 .



Horrible, horrific human beings!!!!!  Shame Netflix. Only money matters for both…. unsurprising…..World is coming to the end…and Netflix will be part of it!!!!!
Ridicules et pathétiques !
If Netflix keeps getting ratioed on YouTube like this.  They too will be deleting the dislike button. 🤣
the human beings want false bourgeois is hypocritical they are always reflected in a fantasized reality.... . Harry and Megan have left everything to give a more private life to their children 
and they do well. And they are smart before someone talks about them. They do it first.. And that in that family there are racist relatives and they have exploited blacks in Africa it has been 
known since the time of the colony
Netflix removed the disliked numbers 👎 that's how disliked this shit is😂 no sorry meagain called and told them to remove it 😂
I loved the part where The View started to question and criticise them both.
I'm going to do my utmost to watch paint dry than watch this waste!
I love the part where after the african tour where she walked out on the people in the market who had waited for hours and complained that the victims of abuse had not asked her how 
she was, and the australian tour where she threw hot tea that she returned to the UK tearfully telling us how Kate and Wills were jealous of her amazing popularity on her tours and how 
much she was like Diana.  A tear is falling from my left eye any minute.
This comment section is the best part of the documentary.
I love Daneil Bolan's take on this trailer much more than this eye-roll of a trailer...
I just noticed that Netflix has now hidden the number of dislikes this trailer has received. I think it was over 140,000 at one point... Perhaps this "lens" into how people viewed the whole 
project was a bit too real for the particular story they wanted to tell. Bravo Netflix...great way to stand behind your product!
Oh my God these 2 are the biggest whinners, the same story over and over I love the comments, can they not talk about anything else, Megan was only in uk for a couple of yrs, my God it 
sounds like she was there a lifetime with all the complaining she's done
RAC....ist, bad Queen!  It is soooo obvious, poor lamb...
one tear from the left eye for poor megain
Laughed out loud at this gem.
240k dislikes,, almost 40k comments with 99.9999999 % speaking truth to power (in some of the funniest ways possible) & 21k likes.. LOL
Actually they removed it a while ago but you can get it back on Chrome.
I love the part where she said she should be paid for said tours
He is brilliant!
Thank you for letting me know about him.  Brilliant!
Yes!  sardonic and ironic gold!
It's 256,000 dislikes now.
 @Stephen R  how do you see that please ?

 @JC Sixties  You have put the yt address into a dislike app from the Google play store. Good news is that people are updating the number in the comments section every few hours.
Show us the dislikes!
Where she got her claws into the idiot and destroyed his bond with his family as has she. I bet its mostly Americans who watch this crap. 🤔
Whine whine whine. Poor them their lives must be so tough.
Complete joke, you should be ashamed - she cries on cue!  Hear their story….they never stop telling us, please stop 🛑 you wanted privacy please take it!!!!!
I’ll be skipping this piece of self indulgent crap.
I love the fact that everyone knows the truth except Harry, Meghan & Omid Scobie.



The part where Markle's BFF Jessica Mulroney (whose entire family accepted UK taxpayers funded hospitality,) abused Sasha Exeter a black lifestyle blogger, only for Markle's to dump 
Jessica.  Markle's an example of solidarity. The other part which might be covered in Season 2 or 3, hopefully Netflix can confirm - when most of us in lockdown, Harry and his wife using UK 
taxpayers funded security were given safe passage to Canada. Just before 'finding freedom' they took all the jewels gifted to them by the oppressive UK Monarchy, how resourceful.  They 
insisted on keeping Frogmore cottage which Netflix has graciously given us UK plebs an inside preview. How wonderful to see our millions being used for such a great cause, renovating a 
cottage that they never intended to live in.  The other part when Harry is so desperate to protect his family, yet they voluntarily disclose their exact living locations to the world, these two 
are heroic.
I love the part where Meghan spends 25 minutes talking about her dish soap ad campaign when she was a kid and only 4 minutes talking about her entire experience as a working member 
of the royal family. Also, I believe Harry made a brief 2 minute appearance in that episode or maybe that was Ed Sheeran? Either way, riveting episode…
Hey America she’s yours!
Don’t put that b,,ch on England 🏴            
I dont think I've laughed so much in a long time .These comments are so amusing 👏👏👏👏👏Thank you all
They just got found out that the paparazzi in the trailer that they claimed "Hounded them" were actually from the Harry Potter event 😳  embrassing look it up 🤣🤣
I really hope Harry and Megan get to read all these comments...I would tear up from both my eyes...lol !!!
7 million views 256k dislikes   hahahhaa
I love the part where people's lies come back to bite them, right on their lying little backsides. It makes my left eye all teary.
It is very clear that you have two very spoiled emotionally unstable people... Meghan Markle was the worst thing that could have ever happened to Harry... she used racism and all of his 
weaknesses to convince him how unhappy his life was and is without her and he bought into it from his emotional instability... in the Oprah interview Oprah asked him when did he know 
that he was so unhappy and he said when I met Megan... he threw away his lineage that he could have made so many changes to the things going on in the world today but because he 
was so weak he's gone Megan's way to choose to make money anyway they can.
I love the part where their ever-present personal photographer captured the moment both of their children were born, their births brought a single tear to my left eye, ahh bless!
256k dislikes!!!! 😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part when MM and PH's stars crossed and MM rescued PH from all the "genetic pain" of growing up with privilege and servants at his beck and call. Thank goodness for MM's 
courage  by helping PH to escape the evil Palace where all those racists lived. Before they escaped to Canada and eventually the USA,  their managed to take with them all the titles that 
The Queen gave them and they lived happily and privately ever after. My goodness. Such bravery. Big tear from left eye.
So ironic that they don't want media attention, but yet they create a documentary
Over 256,000.
Not many in America are Harkle lovers.
Don't believe the PR they're paying for. Their behavior has them globally ridiculed & reviled, esp in US. La & Montecito don't want them. Can we move them to Mars?
Would that be the dish soap ad campaign where all her school class had to write the letter to P&G or somebody?  And to make his little princess feel good about herself (as if he needed to) 
her dad told her that she had single-handedly changed the nature of the ad campaign?  Is she still harping on about that?
She should have set her sights on Ed Sheeran. He has way more money than PH.  She totally cocked up there!
We are gifting them back to you for Christmas!
We think she's a phony baloney.
And they continue that genetic pain in their own children.  Genuine tear.
The best bit is where Megs gets her friend to go the a Buckingham Palace reception dressed like a Christmas tree to find an old lady to race bait. The ingenuity and empathy brought a tear 
to my eye. The left one 😢



I was so moved I shed a million tears from my left eye when it showed the part when we seen the 3D ultrasound scan of Meghan penning a letter in her finest calligraphy to P&G 
campaigning for gender neutral bubbles in the dish washing soap.
How brave that she risked getting her fountain pen tangled with her umbilical cord.
A truly inspiring thing to witness.
Come on Netflix - show us the number of dislikes!!!
Shouldn't she be out on a ledge somewhere?
I loved the part where Netflix paid $100 million dollars to the couple thinking they'd make billions and billions of dollars out of them turning on the British Royal family, only to find they lost 
most of their subscribers in protest. Then their share price tanked by 75% (wasn't expecting that little twist). Inspiring stuff. Don't tell me what happens in the final episode....does Netflix 
decide to double down on the couple and buys all future rights to the Archietypes (Asswipes) podcast from Spotify after making them an offer they couldn't refuse. Another $100 million!!!  
BOOM... (mic drop)
Back for my tea break. 🍵 loads of views just because some of us are loving the comments section. This is comedy gold thank you all keep it coming
They really do not realise how disliked they are, do they?
The stakes are this high???!!!??? What on earth is she talking about? Give us a break!!!! We are fed up with this constant  immature  childish behaviour. Netflix,  drop them....PLEASE!!!!! 
The WHOLE WORLD is sick to DEATH with them!!!!!!!
I love the interviews she does for her podcast. 3 minutes of guest speaking,  56 minutes all about MEhgan.
Love the end of episode six, where Netflix's epilogue reads " As of this airing, King Charles III has stripped the Markles of all titles and they are currently going by Mr. and Ms Markle-
Windsor with plans for turning Montecito into an upscale Bed and Breakfast.
Love the part at the end where it states only on Netflix, thank goodness for that !  Cancelled my sub ages ago, will now def not be renewing.
Love the part where Meghan told Oprah that she is like The Little Mermaid who gave up everything for the love of a prince.  
What a tremendous sacrifice!  Left eye, one tear!
Love how the thumbs down counter is disabled, Netflix perhaps the biggest mistake you will have ever done getting into bed with these two disgusting individuals.
Does she finally tell the truth about the moon bumps? That is the truth I would be here for.
I also loved the part where they showed all the paparazzi supposedly hounding them , only to find out it was a planned photo shoot for a premiere of Harry Potter 😂
Very sincere ☺, just wow 😯
I love the part where she still hasn’t sued humanity over her fake moon bumps theories.
looking forward to loving this so so so much.   Cannot wait for the sequels - perhaps H&M do the Coronation Street, H&M's traumatic divorce, Meg goes it solo, Harry in rehab....
I love the part where they’re tryna show them both being swarmed by the paparazzi (@0:31), while that picture was actually taken at a Harry Potter premiere in London long before the 
couple even met each other.

source- The Sun
I love the part where Hawwy delays the plane that went to Balmoral Palace just before the Queen died, because King Charles lll refused access for Meghan. Because of this, Prince William, 
Prince Andrew and Prince Edward missed the chance to say goodbye to their mother/grandmother, the Queen. What a lovely and carrying family! <3
🤣🤣
Yes!  A set up.....Lady S was Markled.....
Exactly!  Great description 😅
Over 350,000



I make it:

21K Likes
257K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
😁😁😁😁
🤭🤭🤭🤣🤣🤣
Someone needs to make an audio book on the comments. Absolute Gold 😂
😄😄 I just got up, have my coffee in hand to read a bit more new comments before I start my day!!🤣🤣
 @B Perez  my life is so challenging and trying so hard to support my kid alone, honestly this makes my day, i guess harry and megan have done some good in this world hahahhaaa. I also 
am checking in once a day I am so ashamed hahahaha
Narcissists dont have any self awareness. Bullies who view themselves as the victims.
that’s what’s so fascinating and fabulously hilarious 😂
Lol what was the point of even having guests 😂 she talked about herself the whole time. As usual.
21K Likes
256K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
It's youtube that disable it, you can download a google extension to show the thumbs down, at the moment the count is 256k.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Thank you.
I will never get over the absolute neck on them thinking she would be welcomed at Balmoral after all they've done. Just a week or two before she was dropping veiled threats into an 
interview and her podcast about not signing an NDA and about keeping a journal during her time in the UK. Absolute horror of a woman
I love the part where they need to use stock photos for the paparazzi and fans to try to make them look more popular than they really are. The blatent fakeness of this "documentary" 
brings a single tear to my left eye.
You can’t take your eyes off a trainwreck.  Same goes for Harry & Meghan.
Harry & Meghan: The Delusion of Self-Importance. Fixed the title, you're welcome.
Another update for those that can't see the ratio:

21K Likes
255K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
21kup:255kdown
I love the part when King Charles have had it and brought back the traitors act and reopened Tower of London. In the end, Meggy still played her most famous role - a victim and she even 
muttered the same last words as Anne Boleyn. Savior till the end with her messiah complex. I cried buckets of tears not only on my left eye, but right eye also. 😢
What a load of narcissistic, self indulgent nonsense. Vomit inducing. No thank you !
The only thing that we can do to honor the late beloved Queen Elizabeth II is TO NOT WATCH THIS GARBAGE 🙏



The part when they call the royal family racist without solid proof but never address Harry's documented history of racism towards jewish and brown people. The honesty, integrity and 
transparency shown is so brave and courageous. Standing ovation! Brings a tear to my left eye.

I loved the part where we cancelled our Netflix subscription when we heard these two grifters had some ridiculous deal to film and spread their lies. We weren't going to contribute to that.
How could Harry do this brother. He should be ashamed of himself. Everything the two brothers went through. They are blood. You have one family you can always get another wife. Dump 
that woman Harry
Breaking News!!
The government have just issued a public health warning advising people to keep themselves hydrated....
due to the amount of tears being shed from left eyes.
You both disgust me.
The part where Harry whines "I've never spoken ill of the British public" out loud and then mutters under his breath "Just the British Monarcy"  when caught out saying the Brits need to be 
taught a lesson......what a traitor you are Harry.
I love the part when Meghan explains that she bullied a then 3-year old Charlotte because she wanted to toughen her up for life within those restrictive palace walls.  What a woman, such 
compassion in action.  My admiration knows no bounds.  In fact, I can feel my left eye twitching and that single tear about to fall....
I mean, the whole UK royal family and current situation is a shit fest, been a shit fest since Dianas death lol
Fun fact: the pic of the paparazzi storming harry and magen is fake and was actually taken from harry potter and the deathly hallows premiere in 2011.
I look forward to loving the part where, in a bid to win people back, Netflix drops Whinge and Ginge and creates a new documentary dedicated to this comment thread. It shall be called “I 
love the part…” MeMe will shed a single tear from her left eye
Me gets and supersimp. Nuff said
👍👍👍💕
They could become a tourist attraction and pay back all the money spent on their wedding, and her $1million wardrobe, and Frogmore Cottage…etc.
 @M H but this time, Netflix won’t make a documentary about them like they are with Henry and Anne. They have learned their big mistake with this cringe fest
Because they love their self to much
Ohhh yes. And how he only apologized via staff, not in person right? That was awesome.
They are racists!
True. Harry and Las Vegas should open some eyes
Since before her death...
 @Lana Phillips  true tbf
Brilliant.
Netflix is really good at losing money and destroying their brand. When you cater to 1% of the population your company will fail you will lose money. I have Netflix for now but I'm pretty 
sure I'm going to stop paying and cancel it I don't even turn it on anymore because 99% of your content is garbage.
Love the ending where Harry wakes up, rolls over and looks at his beloved wife Chelsy and says,  "I had the worst nightmare."  So raw.  So haunting.
'when the stakes are this high' - wha? Most Brits don't give a #@*" about Harry and Megan.  It's just hype to provide them an income - which most Brits do understand, but consequently 
consider this couple, no more than Celebrities famous only for being famous. In other words, unimportant.
The part where Meghan couldn’t possibly attend Prince Phillips’s funeral but thoughtfully procured a wreath from a florist and then promoted the wreath, the sending, the “sea holly” and 
the florist heavily in a press release she sent out on the day of the funeral. So informative, the world needed her vital sea holly stats at precisely that moment. With gratitude to the 
duchess… I tear up, left eye.



I loved the part where Netflix played the out-takes at the end of each episode. 

The authentic, genuine, organic compassionate love and selfless understanding demonstrated in these unguarded moments was truly moving, and brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where Harry uses the P word, also the part where Harry mocks middle-easterners by using the term rag-head, also the part where Harry 'reassured' his friends his South-
African girlfriend wasn't black! So many highlights to look forward to, can't wait!
Does this documentary cover the part of how Meghan cured Harry’s nasty flatulence in bed?
She is our national treasure!
Meghan Markle is laughing not crying at the photo of her with the Hermes blanket behind her. Her laugh lines is showing. Look closer at her mouth people.
I swear the comment section 😂😂😂
A women can make or break a family….. Don’t be the breakers womens of the world
The royals are bullies, lying about innocent people, haters putting out misleading information, evil people, racist, corrupt and sponging off taxpayers money.  British media + tabloids are an 
plague on humanity. The media are disgusting people making up fake stories, spreading hatred about Harry and Meghan. It’s about time the truth about racist royals sponging off taxpayers 
money comes out. Good on Harry and Meghan for saying the truth about what happened.
I love the part where she picked the most stereotypical things that comes to Americans minds when they think of Africa south Africa the country being the whole continent +Lion King  + 
Mandela and used this beautiful American knowledge into making up a story of how a lion king actor told her people in South Africa celebrated her marriage with the white royal like they 
celebrated Mandela's freedom only for the actor and Mandela's grandson to both say none of this ever happened is just so beautiful and inspiring it made me shed a tear from my left eye 
😢
I love the part when she talks about the stakes being high, then a camera pans along the river Thames and settles on two stakes outside the Tower of London, where the heads of these 
two are on display.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry time travelled to 1920s London and handed out one slice each of smashed avocado on toast to street urchins dressed in rags. So determined and 
philanthropic
I love the part where Meghan has delivered so many inspirational quotes, famous people were willing to travel back in time to repeat them!
Wow, what utter narcissists
Not only is Meghan unable to tell the difference between "archetypes" and "stereotypes"
we now learn  there seems to be some confusion between "Harry Markle" and "Harry Potter" ??? 😲

Loved the ending where a King asked two treasure hunters to the tower to select some jewels to wear to a Coronation and whilst distracted by the mirrors, were locked away for treason.
Silence 
No tear
National holiday- 
Dancing on the streets!
What stakes are high?! Shes a low tier failed actress and he's an idiot born into wealth! Both are attention seekers with massive egos.
And another aide "leaves"...
😂😂😂😂😂
That made me laugh 🤣🤣
Hilarious!!
Hilarious!😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂



Sooooo funny
Brilliant lol
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯 Bravo!
That would be the BEST ending, but mayve not for Chelsy.
😆🤣😂  I would definitely watch this car wreck of a documentary if that happens.
😂😂😂😂😂
Brilliant🤣🤣🤣🤣
You win 😂
LMAO
 @Tina Ruiz  on you tube. Don’t give ratings to Netflix 😂
This is one of the best comment I read so far 🤣🤣🤣
I LITERALLY laughed out loud!!!  Thank you. Thank you. Thank you!
yes, she’s actually the only woman I know that I’d call a tosser.
I love the part where she wanted her wreath on his coffin, to show us all  how sorry she felt for rumours  that some nasty person , unknown to us all, put out  about his illness being  fake, 
just to stop her doing the O interview. Her empathy for us  was awe inspiring, and I am tirelessly working for her Beatification, then Sainthood.  As I write, cue, wait for it, a tear drops from 
my left eye.
I love the part when her Uncle that helped get her internship died, she  didn't even contact his family but Harry had to rush home from England because she was so distraught and the 
media knew just how distraught she was--one tear left eye
Duper's Delight
Let me guess,  you think the Earth is flat too.   Bore off
Not wrong about the royals in uk. The uk scumbags racist royals murdered Diana, treated Diana and Meghan so cruel. Meghan and Harry are loved all around the world.
Hello Meghan 👋
 @OK  hello Hawwy 👋
Upset a few Sugars! Hello open your eyes
Uk royals living off taxpayer welfare are paying people to put hate comments and misleading information.
The truth is, the Royals should, and have every right to, sue for slander.  Meghan and Harry should have taken the high road and found "their freedom" with dignity and honour.  But they 
didn't and their behaviour is awful.  They could have been advocates for good!  They sold their souls for Netflix and told endless lies.  Please find better role models.
 @OK  Harry and meghan are loved? You must be joking rite!? 🤣
And the two people associated with the production said this conversation never happened....
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣 Love it!
This!!! This is a good one! 😂🤣
Yes!  Someone should compile a list of all the quotes she's stolen and passed off as her own. There's not a single original thought in her head. Even her latest one about being a 'seed' is 
from a Greek poet. She's shameless.
Bwahahahaha 😂
😂😂😂I cant breathe from laughing!!!!!
brilliant!
🤣



Brill
Laughed out loud at this gem...,
Holy shit, how many hypocrites and image/tabloid obsessed people in the comments. They literally cannot take a breath or shake someones hand for you all not make drama about it. You 
all need sitance, empathy, and learn how to mind your own business.
love the part that Harry has to hold Meghan's hand everywhere they go to prevent Meghan from trainwrecks, carcrashes and her other ignored protocol, 
many tears, 
left eye, 
hand squeeeeze!
Here's a thought. America doesn't GAF what goes on behind your doors, you two useless grifters.

I was so deeply moved as she presented her first child Archie in a video as a tribut to his first birthday … As a doting mother she made every effort and gave his clothing an extra eye … I 
could not forget that plain white onesie and a full wet diaper on display, she always is so dutyfully in the details! What a caring mother, I am in a sheer awe of her supermom qualifications!
And to witness what a special bond, in such an organically and naturally way  they have 
… when Archie not even once squirmed in her lap to get away from her, then  gazes deeply in his mothers eyes, touching her face and I could not count how many times he said „Mummy, 
Mummy…“
And he loved her guttural voice as she was reading from a book in an animated manner, such an appropriate choice for his tender age, he could immediately relate to the duckrabbit 
theme, he couldn`t get enough of this book.
She put us normal mothers in the dust with that stunt! At the ending of the vidoe archie said clearly „Dad“ and as every inch a good mother in action and always on the watch she 
corrected him swiflty in his pronunciation with loud shouting „duckrabbit“. So sweat! I almost cried a tear from my left eye.

Imagine having her as a mom must be an extraordinäre experience and my heart really goes out to that child (she once called him a hobby at the ellen show, such a special nod to him) … 
bless his little soul !

It will be interesting when he is grown up … I hope Meghan and Harry will receive the same treatment they are currently dishing out onto their relatives! They really deserved that for sure!
Oh give me a Fkn break!!!  They are just two spoiled, entitled, jealous brats !!!  I thought they wanted privacy.  She was so stressed she was thinking of killing herself.   Now they jump at 
the chance to get attention as much as they can and she always seems to push herself front and center.  No one would know who she was if she wasn't taking advantage of the family he 
just happened to be born into.  She's a narcissistic climber.  Harry needs to grow some balls and run !!!
This teaser trailer helps with my constipation in the mornings. Thank you Netflix!
I love the part where MeAgain says "With so much at stake..." when in fact there is literally nothing at stake. If I was able to cry I probably would, from at least one eye. The left one, I 
expect.
“If it was me this couple was spreading rumors about, they'd have something up their own ass! And it wouldn't be no cock either!” - Paulie Walnuts, talking about Harry & Meghan
I love the part where Archie’s room was blazing on fire and Meghan wasn’t allowed to comfort the child or recover and the royals still wanted her to appear st the engagement where 
everyone was waiting for her. But that rivals the part where she explains how we are all equal and money doesn’t matter she’s just Meghan after spending a million dollars of the royal 
money on her clothing.
Harry is such a loser. And his wife.... a snake
Charlatans
I love the way she discovered. penicillin, ended the war between Russia and The Ukraine, founded the UN, painted the Mona Lisa and removed all the plastic in our oceans.



I love the part where the likes are 21k and Dislikes are 247.9k before Netflix turn off the thumbs-down button. I guess shareholders and subscribers appreciate Netflix paying for a disliked 
documentary. Where is the transparency towards your subscribers?
Best part is they declaring that don’t want media exposure and making a Netflix documentary 😂😂😂😂🤡🤡🤡
Just who do you think you are Meghan ?
No titles to money will ever make you a decent human being .
You're not even an accomplished actress , you have no passion or drive for acting ; something you will never be because you’re born a Meryl  Streep and you’re not ; if you know what l 
mean .
If you had a little respect for yourself you would be respecting others at least the elderly you had in your life ; HRH The Queen who gave you a title you don’t carry well and of course your 
father …
You portray yourself as a liberated woman yet  you marry a wealthy man play him take him away from his family ( it’s not all your fault mind you …) and make sure you make babies to 
secure your life exactly like the woman slaves use to do in the Ottoman empire of the 13th century .
I love the part when Meghan sings Part of your world
I like the bit where they think that the laws of genetics don't apply to them and that they think we haven't noticed!   Red hair and black hair are co-dominant!   Yet both the children Harry 
and Meghan present as their own and of-the-body have red hair.     Perhaps Meghan isn't carrying the Nigerian genes she now claims to have (after previously being Maltese) afterall!   
Perhaps she'll start dying their hair as they grow up!                                                   Likewise, Brunette (Charles) is dominant over blonde (Diana).  The Queen and Prince Philip were brunette, 
all four of their children are brunette.  Making the odds of either the Queen or Philip carrying a red gene unlikely.  So where did Harry get his red hair from?  The answer is not as simple as 
"Spencer's have red hair", because his brunette father (and his parentage) would alter that outcome drastically - almost totally in terms of odds.   Although if his father was a Red head... 
well science doesn't lie!
Thank god we don't see what goes on behind closed door mate.
I loved the part where she's expected to meet the people of Australia without being paid for it, and she's making these guttural sounds, and I can’t quite articulate what it is she’s feeling in 
that moment because she has no word for it; she’s just moaning.
Oh, sh@t! Here we go again 
Poor black 🍑
Oh my, one of MeMe's alters has logged on to YouTube.

Listen sugar, if they're releasing a documentary about themselves, the last thing they want us to do is mind our own business 🤣. At least try to engage whatever neurons you have.
Here's empathy - left eye, one tear.
Yeah tbf the 'mind your own business' argument rather falls apart at the self-published six episodes of reality tv.
"sitance" is not a word so I could not possibly consider if I need it or not....🤔
Hey Meghan 🖐
Sorry to say, but you need to wake up and smell the coffee and find the truth in this comment section.
Love the hand squeeeeeze moment, brought one tear....you know the rest....
Oh, and the tender way she cradled him at the polo match. It wasn’t like she had never met the child or held a human baby before at all. It definitely didn’t look like she was about to drop 
the child but instead she lovingly held close to him to her chest and sweetly gazed upon the newborn.
Miracle!

Yes please can someone tell us exactly what the “stakes” are???  They got away from the RF like they wanted so why are they pretending there’s some pretend battle still to be won?
Starting December 13th 2021, YouTube removed the ability to see dislikes from their API.



 @Gillian Redfearn  They are visible to content creators ...they have a plug in that allows them to see them. The downvotes were 10:1
Now at 256k!!
 @ടવકકഞ  Even better tbh. Lots of people are viewing the comments section.
 @ടવકકഞ  hurry on over to the new trailer and tell us what you see there! Please!
I'm a redhead....yes, Harry's definitely can be from the Spencer's.  You do realize that many redheads have parents who do not have red hair.
I love the part where she grifted a free trip to Malta to "explore her Maltese roots" and showcase the culture and cuisine of her "ancestral roots". But then it turned out her only 
connection to Malta was a great great grandmother on her father's side who was STATIONED in Malta despite her claims she was born there. She got her free trip but never bothered to 
fulfill her end of the bargain. Mary the great great grandmother was married to Thomas Bird. They were only briefly posted to Malta and they later immigrated to Canada where he died. 
She has lied so often and about so much they cannot keep their stories straight
 @Lana Phillips  Yes but the parents and grandparents must carry a red gene and hold dominant genes to not appear red head themselves.  Because brown and black and red are co-
dominant, it would show up in the parents and grandparents.
 @CrowdPleaser  it can go further back than parents and grandparents.   Just have to have the gene carried on both sides.  I'm proof.
Unless your photographer is there of course.
no its not better to hear it from you as you are a compulsive LIAR
It’s always entertaining to see ultra rich privileged people complaining about their tough lives and how everyday is a struggle. 🤮 These two and Netflix should be ashamed
I'm going to respect their privacy and not watch this, so sad. All they want is to be out the limelight...I'm shedding a left tear here.
254K dislikes. if comments are kept open who knows what this could reach over the course of the episodes!
Oh this is such crap won’t be watching anything this toxic pair have to say, time to cancel Netflix
Spew
I love the part where Meghan accused Harry’s 99-year-old grandfather of faking his illness on his deathbed to make her look bad. So stunning, so brave! Really brought a single tear to my 
left eye!
privileged pair of procks that ought to hang their heads in shame she is a divider can't even talk to her own father wicked
I thought the part in the Epilogue where the Netflix crew, once their PTSD calmed down and after finishing psychotherapy, were given honorary memberships to the Sussex Survivors Club 
was particularly touching.  So nice Harry and Meghan could inspire these cross cultural, inclusive, international sentiments.
Another beautiful message of kindness from the people that denigrate and bully others because the millions they already had were not enough to live on. Inspiring stuff.
Please go away, we're sick of hearing about you.
She is a joke
These two are trash
I loved the Heisenbones cameo. Vravo Bince!
Loved the part when the private couple invited a news crew to film them placing a wreath on Remembrance day after The Queen told Harry he could Foxtrot Oscar if he thought they were 
putting down a wreath on behalf of a backstabbing grifter like him



I love the scene where a little boy named Archie brought an avocado to school wrapped in a yellow bow as a gift to Prince William for his pregnant & ill wife Princess Catherine. You see, 
Catherine suffers from extreme morning sickness Hyperemesis gravidarum (HG) which requires her to be hospitalized & little Archie's pregnant mom wanted Catherine to try eating 
avocados to feel better.  We have watched the sweet exchange here on YouTube as Prince William thanks the little Archie and the teacher explains the purpose of the unusual gift, and it 
was covered in the newspapers. At no point did the press praise Catherine for eating avocados, in fact no one followed up to learn whether or not she could tolerate an avocado.
Meghan was known to boast on social media about her love for avocado toast. Her friends posted photos of her avocado toast. Meghan also brags about being an eco-warrior. So when a 
UK restaurant stopped serving avocado toast bc avocados are NOT environmentally friendly, only (1) one reporter asked if "eco-warrior" Meghan would give up her avocados. Meghan, the 
sister in law from hell, lied to Oprah. She said the press praised Catherine for eating avocados but criticized her for eating avocados. Only Meghan could take little Archie's gift and 1 
reporter's eco-warrior article and twist it into a rivalry with Princess Catherine. Be a Better Human Meghan.
My favorite part of this video was when Michael Corleone killed all the heads of the other Mafia families... oh, wait, I'm thinking of the Godfather, one of the greatest movies of all time. 
This thing? I'm not entirely sure wtf I just watched. Was it a joke? Let's have a challenge, boys and girls. Let's give this trailer 500k dislikes by Christmas.
I loved the part where they talked so passionately about climate change and right after the event took their private plane and left. My left eye is tearing up.
I love the black and white shot of the huge bank of photographers used to illustrate how poor H&M were relentlessly followed and harrassed. Except that stock photo has been outed by 
the Mail Online today as actually being taken at a film preview before H&M met and their world's collided. I am wiping away the one lonely tear I squeezed out, on command, from my left 
eye, at the sheer injustice of denying the Harkles their truth, instead of confirming the opposite!
I love the part where Princess Meghan wore the Crown Jewels as earrings. Prince Harry is still waiting for her to give them back.
Forgot about that.
Exactly
When was that? I don't recall. How could I have missed it?
Jeez I missed that one.  WHere was it?
Did I miss that one???
Grrrrr 🤬
It was around March 2021 before MM and Harry's interview with Oprah W  was airred after they was told by the queen that they could not be half in, half out royal with the queen 
declared her royal life was to devote to her people (servant to her people). Prince Phillip was in a hospital in london a week before the interview was airred. Prince Phillip passed away few 
days after the interview was broadcast globally. MM said Prince Phillip was faking his illness so that MM's interview with OW would be delayed. The Royal family did ask MM to delay the 
broadcast but she did not. So, Prince Phillip died after that.
 @Ratiya Tangmanee  Wow, so she really does believe the world revolves around herself. Didn't her parents ever tell her the world does not revolve around her? Ugh!
 @Rachael B.  Apparently, Thomas Markle Sr never said "no" to her demands. So, he partially created a moster like her himself and he is now suffering badly due to her disloyality and 
betrayal as a daughter.
And where did you take that,  huh  you  read it in mug or your  mind
 @Grazyna Kawka  because  this was never happened  this  person  had make this up. Embarrassing
Oh shut up

Yes.  That old man's transparent and feeble attempt to silence her voice wasn't going to work on Meghan.  What a champion she is for truth, justice and fair play.  One tear, left eye, go.
 @Sandra Reurowicz  be gone troll
 @Shaz Kh  oh su class  dutchess  Shaz 😂😂
 @Janjan  you speak about  yourself you  troll, true  hurt  huh
 @Anne Christine Self  that the real  one



 @Ratiya Tangmanee  what a make up story
 @Rachael B.  I`m sure they did many times and she ignored it .that advice is only for other people .
 @Sandra Reurowicz  Not one of your stupid messages makes sense. By the way Markle wouldn't give you the time of day. Why people stick up for a woman who wouldn't stick up for 
them is extraordinarily pathetic.
 @Wanderer4life  yeah based on your comments  you are not intelligent to pick up on anything, hidding  behind fake account, slamming women you never  met. Go read Daily mail will tell 
you everything.
 @Sandra Reurowicz  I'm "hidding" am I?
Learn to write, spell and form sentences before commenting dumbass.
 @Wanderer4life  I'm polish and definitely  more educate, classy than you are , just  looked at your language.  So embarrassing  and you are adult.
 @Sandra Reurowicz  Just bugger off.
 @Sandra Reurowicz  You definitely aren't. You're actually just a thick immigrant.
 @SuSang666   oh what  a language so intelligent and classy.  I just  realized that only people  representing no value, intelligence or class are making degrading commenting about women 
they never met and their only source of information ( in which they think is true🙈Z) is Daily mail or Mirror .  
I think you just  must be  very  sad lonely people, who are taking  pleasure in trolling others.
 @Wanderer4life  Rude,  not  intelligent and Racist!!! Now this  explain everything.  I feel  really sorry for you, you must be really lonely and unhappy in life and you have  nothing  better to 
do  in life than trolling others.  Hidding  lonely  behind  phone/ computer.  Very sad
Yes she said on the OW interview that Prince Philip's illness was an attempt by the Royal Family to 'muzzle her' but it wouldn't stop her. He died shortly afterwards. Not only elder abuse of 
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 @Sandra Reurowicz  Oh, I'm wounded..................one tear, left eye.
  @Sandra Reurowicz no, it actually happened. It was widely reported. It's the truth rather than your truth.
 @Sandra Reurowicz  Hi Meghan, how nice of you to drop by. I am so happy that you wanted to talk to me. 

I feel that you should tell others how good of the person you are so that we can be enlightened by your appearance and knowledge.

You are far superior than me that my mind is blowing right now. As a superior creature like you to low yourself to talk to me, I feel like I am such a privilege person. By the way, what do 
you like to read? I will see whether I can find in my university library to look whether they have it in Cambridge. I need to redo my old library card since I have not been inside the 
Cambridge University Library for years since my graduation. Please do enlighten me so I can be at your level of understanding. 😉😉😉
I know!  And it got even better when he died just a few weeks later!  Such a moving, inspiring compassionate woman!
Omg, did she really do this. I missed that one. She is an evil, narcissistic person!
ah, this film really captures the essence of true love.
 @Ratiya Tangmanee  your behaviour showing  lack of intelligence and very  miserable life,  I'm feeling so sorry for you.
That's was happened,
 @Ratiya Tangmanee  nice made up story it could work with the trolls  slamming women they never met
 @Grazyna Kawka  her publicity people said she was not going to be "muzzled"
Can I see a link to this? or is it another made up story to make the royal family look like victims 😂
🤣🤣🤣
Laughed out loud at this one....
Cried laughing at that one.  Left eye only, of course.
So that would be lie #18 in the Oprah interview…
I love the part where she is crying as they sit together on the sofa and Harry throws his head back in despair as if to say 'bloody hell not the one tear left eye trick again'
The best part for me was when Harry insulted and upset all Americans by calling their first amendment Bonkers! What a true honest faithful all inspiring leaders he and Meghan are! My 
left eye is welling up sniff😢

I love the part where y’all show how racist and obsessed you are with everything Megan’s done to push her to have a breaking point because according to you people who apparently know 
her her every waking moment she’s never done an unselfish thing in her life…and I’m so fortunate to know that you guys are there in her life every waking moment and can tell me all 
about it because she’s such a horrible person you have to hold on such negative emotions and hatred because clearly it’s not just a part of your normal shitty judge mental personalities
Tbh, I don't care...
Ohhhh I'm a celebrity I'm so important
I love the part where someone is constantly on hand to photograph the left eye crying of Me-me-Meghan. Got to admire how much Ginger & Winger cope with so much pain/racism etc 
etc etc etc etc 😢🤥😂



Another update for those that can't see the ratio:

21K Likes
253K Dislikes
I love the part where Harry completely loses  his identity and starts dressing as fictional characters - aka Spiderman
If I could get a message to Meghan and Prince Harry about this series and their wanting to tell their story, it would be this; Why do you think a world full of struggling people (who aren't 
even sure about their next pay cheque or meal), would be interested in your woes of hardships in a royal role? Your wealth and fortune surpass anyone's and you couldn't be more tone 
deaf putting this shit out again and again, looking for sympathy in a world that's collapsing.
My life is so so terrible, I need to cuddle with my Hermes blancet.....Tragic people.
I love the part that the Netflix intern despises them so much they create the worst trailer ever. Applaud that royal rogue of an employee.
I love how so much ppl are bashing harry and Meghan when we all know the Royals assassinated princess Diana and are one of the most notorious elitist groups in the world. I believe 
Harry and Meghan 100%. They have no motive to lie.
They are no different to Kim Kardashian now
I'm struggling with the bills and they want people to feel sorry for them.... nope.

I love the part where Meghan shows true dedication to always being the victim regardless of the facts. Her family, the RF, her staff, former friends and people she stepped along the way 
are to blame, not her, she’s perfect. Her determination to destroy reputations in order to make herself look good knows no bounds. Inspiring. Brought several tears to my left eye
I enjoyed the part where they gave back their titles, bought a modest house in Cali, Harry became a fireman and EMT to use his military skills to give back to his new community in the USA, 
and how his wife auditioned for parts in Hollywood movies and TV series so that they could earn an honest and normal living away from the horrible royal family prison....  oh, wait....  
Wrong program....
where is the number of dislikes? lmao
I like the part where a film costs $100M and the audience has to make their own Show. 🍅
Or the part where she made a different version of a fairytale by turning a prince into a frog. Love it!
Did he even know what it was?
 @Gillian Redfearn  I doubt it he’s a bit thick
Is that you Bouzy?
She’s a manipulative liar, she wasn’t pushed to anything, she’s the one who does the pushing
Hi Ginge! Let Whinge know I’m crying in solidarity for her as I acknowledge her “trauma”, one glistening tear down my left cheek
Hello Meghan 🖐
Never done one selfish thing in her life 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
How about the people that she has bullied and given a hard time to? Any concerns for their breaking point?
It's not hatred, it's mockery and this comment section elevates it to pure art.
Oh hey Meghan. nope, we don't like the way you treat people.
Thank you. Appreciated.
How do you manage to see the dislikes? I'm so hoping some news station picks up on it. Preferably Sky News Australia!
😭
What was the going rate on Meghan charging the sick kids per hour?



I love how the entire world sees through the couple like glass and can spot a malignant narcissist from a mile away. Oh I mean anyone with a brain, that is. The sugars, otoh, have no brains. 
Diana was killed by a drunk driver and would have survived has she worn her seat  belt. But sugars never let the truth get in the way of their victim narrative
Is that you Whinge and Ginge?

'We' as in the voices in your head?  No of course they don't so why have they been caught out lying again and again?  And you realise that 50% of your perfect couple are part of the most 
notorious elitist group in the world don't you?  You are a perfect example of the type of person who supports them.  If you really believe them I have a bridge you might want to buy.
Do we know that?
A drunk driver and not wearing a seatbelt killed Diana.
 @Keirao Watson   Thanks for showing how nasty and childish the lot of you are. Instead of making a remotely intelligent response you resort to regurgitating the same insults and name 
calling that the herd is spitting out. Lol How juvenile! Do you ppl ever grow up? Talk about promoting discrimination and bigotry. Something I'm sure the English take pride in! You ppl 
sound like the typical bullies that high school shooters go after. Ppl should insult you for the rest of your life based off of your appearance, I'm sure you'd relish in the insults right? ;) I'm 
guessing that's the kind of love language you ppl have towards ppl you wish you could be
 @Trin Electro  you have hurt my feelings. I now have PTSD and severe trauma and shall have to share my truth in 100 different ways to media all over the world. Whilst I do so, please 
notice the tear slowly trickling from my left eye 😢😂
 @Keirao Watson  how wonderful of you to confirm my suspicions. Such sarcastic rhetoric and narcissistic indifference towards any resemblance of civility. All for shits and giggles right? 
The future sure looks bright with ppl such as yourself in it. You are a prime example of what is wrong with today's society. Insensitivity and disdain only breeds hate, it is antithetical 
towards any thriving community. 

So we should promote a society where everyone insults everyone else because freedom for freedom sake should be the ultimate goal and since anything can be taken as an insult, we 
should just go around intentionally insulting everyone because there's no escaping it right. that's the kind of fairytale utopia you prefer to live in... well you can champion your right to 
insult all you want, it only comes off as ignorance and stupidity. If you don't care about who you insult, why should anyone else care about insulting you? Or maybe you secretly love being 
insulted yourself. You probably wear those tears as a badge of honor.. is there any real difference btwn a sociopath and yourself?
 @Trin Electro  the only person insulting anyone is you and your despicable remarks about Britons, the RF and everyone who sees through MeMes narcissism and lies. There’s a reason why
 the majority are opposed to them. Meanwhile, I shall continue being my happy, sarcastic self and not care what you think of me ☺😪😂

Bye 👋 Felicia
 @Trin Electro  oh yes, we're only allowed 'their truth'.

 @Keirao Watson  if you didn't care you wouldn't have responded lol also, if you don't think calling them ginge and whinge is an insult then you are even more ignorant than I thought.
Kardashians have a connected family unit.  They are estranged from 
Every 
Single 
One
Exactly. They live in a mansion, but yet, their life is so incredibly hard...they have it worse than anybody...
They're disgusting...
Why???
21K Likes
253K Dislikes



Someone randomly updates those of us who can’t see. The most recent (last 5mins I think) is 253k  😂
They are visible only to those with a plug in. Last report they were over 250K and climbing. Her sugars have tried to drive up the upvotes but there simply aren't enough with multiple 
accounts to defeat the entire world
What’s happened to all the dislikes?
Pair of idiots.
Doctors' surgeries the world over have been innundated by patients suffering a mysterious phenomenon only once previouly seen  - tears falling from their left eye only.  It has been 
named Markle Eye, after the ex cable show actress who was famously pictured at a state funeral displaying this tragic affliction.
I also love how this eco friendly couple recycle and use the paparazzi shots from the Harry Potter premier in London to highlight how they are hounded by press. It’s this constant 
regurgitation of old stories and narrative and borrowing of fact that keeps us great unwashed, completely star struck
I love the part where the people of South Africa rejoiced on the streets just like they did when Mandela was freed from prison. That footage of all the South African people dancing in the 
streets is amazing.
Why has Nutflux used a picture from 1938, Queen Mary at Lambeth Town Hall Brixton London UK. A crowd of children in school uniform with Union Flags  I knew there is a discrepancy in 
Megan age.
Love the use of “The Frog Princess” for the song!   

“I met a girl, she was a complete mess
I should've left her well alone, but oh no, not me”
I love the fact that there are Netflix executives who can only be reading these comments with abject horror! And realising how much money they have publicly wasted and realise that 
Netflix’s share price will hit rock bottom!
I loved the part where she sat on  Oprah and said she did not know who Prince Harry was from England. Also how she had no idea how to google this information before her date. Imagine 
her surprise when she met him in person and realised that he was a kind Prince.
Dramatic music for a pair of drama queens! 🤣
I couldn’t watch this trailer. I only came for the comments. 🎉But I managed to squeeze a tear from my left eye😢🤮. They are not only traitors but fraudsters. Many of the photos were 
not even from Netflix. One example is a cropped pic of Harry holding his hand up to block the press... Chelsea Davey was cropped off the pic.
yea - Your story not the story of an avg actress and rather dim prince
I love how the people who don’t like ran here 😂😂
The part where her great majesty The Queen, refused to hand over the sacred, 1000-year-old Windsor Castle, oldest inhabited castle in the whole world to the cable tv actress Meghan and 
her husband Harry. My emotion kicked in, a lone tear had fallen from my left eye.
This is the moment when Meghan became Heisenberg.
Loved the part where Meghan announced she found her calligraphy journal at Frogmore,, just in the nick of time! Phew! ... even though months prior the BRF and aides stated that they 
had packed all remaining items. They must have missed the big ol’ tome just lying around. What are the odds???
Make sure to visit when they stream it and thumbs down. Also don't watch till the end as that drives it down the Netflix ratings.
I love how Megs took the Queen’s wise advice to “continue acting” and so has continued acting ever since. Bless!
Cringe
21K Likes
253K Dislikes
they don't show on YouTube on any video. anymore



We must prepare for the imminent lockdown for this horrific Markle Eye pandemic. The only vaccine is to watch their show and accept their truth, otherwise we are forever doomed 😢
And the ex cable actress who bragged at Soho House Toronto about how she only needed 5 seconds to produce 1 tear in her left eye.
She kindly showed us all in a video how we can all master this ‘affliction ‘
Brilliant!
I just keep hoping that is a secret sign that Netflix is actually going to discredit them in the series. Maybe wishful thinking but I keep hoping
That’s one of my favourites. Still in shock she compared herself to him 😂
😂
😁😁😁👍
I keep picturing a roomful of Netflix executives with their heads in their hands. And tears streaming from both eyes....
hope they read this lol what a crazy couple....started off with lots of promise all due to the love of harry.....but i guess weak men are always ruled by bitches
Yep, they've been Markled....
imagine after years of crushing on william suddenly finding out he had a single brother lol
There is a video from years ago when she was asked quick fire questions. She was asked ‘William or Harry’. She got embarrassed and refused to answer at first and in the end I think she 
said William. She knew who they were.
 @Julie R  it’s so icky - left eye tear is dropping
 @Geri Grant  hahaha finally finding out there was another brother. Poor Megain made me believe she lived under a rock never knowing the real world.
Keyword is KIND 😂😂😂
 @Carolyn G  KIND could be added to dictionary as a synonym for WEALTHY
 @Lee’s Express Topic’s  She was too busy watching Jeopardy because she is the smart one
I forgot about that!
HM...what a wise and far sighted sense of humour she had. Total legend.
I may not like them much but you gotta give Meghan some credit for how good that sentence was 00:43
What a cuck.
Why are the dislikes turned off !!!
I love the part where she says she is trusting others to portray her in this doc. but then the doc starts with “Why did you wanna make this doc” It makes her look so not involved , yes. My 
left eye is about to shed a tear
Why are the photographers at a Harry Potter opening years before they met are we in for a load of fairy tales again. Despicable pair of human beings.
They sold their souls for 💰!
I love how Netflix production team decided to cancel some great shows and instead pay 100 million to this immature manchild and sociopath narcissist to tell their story for 100th time. 
Well done Netflix! What a brave move! You sent a great message to all young producers and actors that no matter how talented you are or how much you work, entitled brats like these 
two can always outshine you by trashing their families.
Loved the part where they got fired and still use their ‘business cards’ and job titles from their previous job 😉 oh and rightfully expected their previous employer to pay them. What a 
travesty!
I love the part where Netflix had to use a photograph of British school children from 1938 to demonstrate how beloved Prince Harry was with the general public.  Also - a picture of press 
photographers clicking away at Rupert Grint during a Harry Potter premiere to show how poor Meghan and Harry were just hounded by the tabloids.  So brave.  So stunning. 

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



Makes me cringe when celebrities have creative control over their own documentary, it’s just so phony
My left eye says hi
I love the part where Meghan said “ When the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make sense to hear the story from us?” 
Then before airing tried to entirely disassociate & distance them from it by saying “Well, it may not be the way we would have told it!”
Made me cry from my left eye 😢
Why have you  taken the dislike button down ...we're there too many dislikes for comfort
Truth be told I felt so sorry for Meghan when she farted as she was riding in the  carriage with Harry after their wedding and filled it with noxious fumes smelling like rotten eggs.  Harry did 
the noble thing and blamed one of the horses.  So gallant.
I love the part that everyone in the comment section says ‘I love the part’
I love the part when President Obama didn't invite the DuchAss and her handbag to his 60th birthday party.  President Obama said he respected the Queen too much.
Love the part where she is cradling her moon bump, the only part of her dress that is opaque. Such a beautifully staged photo. It made a tear fall from my left eye!
I loved the part at the engagement interview Harry said she'd be part of a team, Megsy lowered her head with a strange clenched jaw, but oh so humble and accepting. She'd hit the 
ground running, certainly did that, all the way to Canada. Her stamina is admirable, made me cry, just one tear, left eye
I’m here for the comments😂As a black Woman from Nigeria, I find the behaviour of these two appalling and disgusting 🤮
I love the part where Harry says he will do anything to protect his family while stabbing the “real royals” his very own family not just in the back but stabbing them all at the front . It is so 
inspiring it almost made me cry on my left eye ( on cue) 😢
Exactly!!
There are no dislikes on any YouTube video now.
153,000
253000 a while ago, was over 280,000 earlier....not sure what happened to the rest!
Great comment and so true, it’s heartbreaking.
Very well said
All they were en”titled” to was the stapler.
😉
its insane… yes. you cant make this up
Even the 1min trailer contains lies… how much BS must there be in the rest of it?
EXACTLY THIS.   King Charles's warning of "no more dramas" must have been delivered by then, hence the rapid attempt at backtracking.
MARKLE already distancing herself and throwing others under the bus. So it's okay to slander the British Royal Family and not take responsibility? Not be accountable? She''s Markling 
Netflix already. Who and what next?
They had their chance to get it straight when they went on Oprah, and their stunt totally backfired. Here is another bogus show for a narcissist to spread more misinformation. How many 
times must the public be subjected to the Harkle’s slanderous lies.
 @UK  TUMBLEWEED  Brilliant new word 'Markling' I am certain it will be added to Webster's dictionary after all this is said and done.
 @UK  TUMBLEWEED  IKR but the sad thing is her narcissism makes her believe her own lies and re writing of the truth of incidents
What stakes?
 @Kim Carter  Meghan must be referring to the possibility of thermal nuclear warfare that wipes out most of the population on Earth.  I'm sure that's it.
What stakes? How high?
 @Bella Tierra  Calling it Markling is not fair to all her Markle relatives  who literally haven't had any part in this.
And solely because of her privilege of being connected to the Royal family, she escaped the legal consequences of perjury.



I love how she went to Texas to be photographed crying over the names of murdered children. How dare she use the deaths of those children to bring attention to herself. My brother was 
murdered in a school shooting. How dare you Meghan. You had no business being on that sacred ground. Those babies died there- it’s sacred to the families. Shame on you.
Rare, medium or done?
Oh yes I saw that one. She never wanted to be part of the team and had her plan from the beginning.
As an black American, I'm embarrassed that we exported this liar.
I hope Netflix would have done a docuseries about the things the wife did wrong while still a working royal -- to make it into "teachable moments"... You know, like: Don't complain about 
how difficult your royal life is when visiting poor places in Africa or a shelter there for victims of abuse and violence, viewers really frown on that. And, don't talk bad about your family 
members when one is at death's door, you know, the Oprah interview while Prince Philip was dying, etc. Or, don't "announce your pregnancy" when attending someone else's wedding. 
Like, let the bride have her day. So many teachable moments. People can actually learn from them. And the lying is a big no-no that even the late Queen Elizabeth, known for her "never 
complain, never explain" mantra had to give out a statement that says "recollections may vary" (normal people would already be horribly embarrassed for being called out a liar in front of 
the world).

The number one teachable moment there should be "gratitude".  "Thank God (or whoever she prays to) for the many blessings you have given me. I have a lot of money, a (good?) 
husband and cute kids, I have a platform where I can do great things, I have an amazing mansion with 16 bathrooms..."  If the wife could just show an ounce of gratitude for all her 
blessings, the people may stop criticizing her left, right and center.
Harry your mum would be so disappointed in you… you have brought shame and disgrace to her legacy and your family. Grow up and start taking responsibility for your life!
The comments are way more entertaining than this cr@p!!🤣🤣🤣🤣
Seriously? Hear their story from them ? Thats all we've been hearing since they left the uk cause they wanted privacy!! what a joke !!! Reevaluating my suscription to netflix.
Anyone else reads the comments with trailer on pause because you cant stand her fake voice? its phenomena how my body literally resist her! Im not being mean i’m just saying
I came here solely for the comments.
The world needs a documentary about Narcissistic Personality Disorder abuse: she’s textbook
I love the part where she went into the RF a white person and came out a mother and sister of mixed colour? I can't squeeze out a tear. I tried.
I love how Meghan married into a monarchy that because of Her Majesty the Queen had values of humility, service, and selflessness, and immediately became the most arrogant and vile 
royalty since Marie Antoinette
I can't, love the trailer though.
Why did they take pictures of her while she was crying?

I love how Meghan and Harry thought that they were really popular, and that everyone would be bullied by accusations of racism into liking them, and would be scared of them, but then 
their trailer spontaneously got ripped to pieces, they were openly mocked, derided and laughed at, and got ratioed so humiliatingly that even dogs and cats in the street cringed
Oh dear...they must really hate their family...so sad...there will be repercussions sadly..but they did this all for money..which is even sadder...
Oh Netflix. Your credibility just reached ZERO thanks to this tripe. I shed a tear for you. Just the one obviously. From my left eye.
I especially loved the interview in poverty area of Africa, moaning about her lack of attention!! 😳
My left eye cant stop shedding tears
The pictures I saw of them on Daily Mail suprised me. They are intimate pictures and they must be private. Are they movie stars  exposing themselves like that?  We already watched love 
story movie we don't need another one. It's disgusting to open one's life to photographers. That's my thought of course



I was moved to tears (actually one tear in my left eye) at how this deeply private couple had their intimate moments of undying love, royal despair and Hermès heartache captured by 
intrusive, professional photographers!  How cruel and insensitive of them!  Did the blasted paparazzi catch her African weed killer moments too?   Megsy should use her Controlling Claw to 
sue them!  That’s the least we expect from an award winning  bananatarian feminist.
I loved the part where she was a massive hypocrite ! And how she kept it up all the way through brought just one tear from my eye 😢

I hope the money was worth all the lies and betrayals. If I had lied and betrayed my family for 30 pieces of silver Im not sure I could live with myself. For their children's sake I hope they can.
Give me three seconds - here it comes - tear drop left eye 👁 and gooooooooo !
Brilliant
 @Miss Winnie   I think I would watch something like that 😄
It’s so sugar coated…nauseating
Yep 😬
👍👍👍👍
Oh yes
She's not even "special" in that regard: HarrysWife is a mid-range, degenerate narc. Go check out on YT the brilliant HG Tudor. I've learned a lot about narcs from his information.
Omg , one of the funniest yet 🥲

Marie Antoinette was mostly naive and oversheltered and very young and unprepared for the disintegrating situation she was thrust into.  Don't insult Marie by comparing her to Meghan.
Gotta have dramatic affect to get the effect they are after.
It’s easier to photograph a train wreck, that offer a tissue or condolence to a fake.
Yes...this one....
I love the part where the press has been pratingly on for months how this documentary was going to ruin the British Monarchy and everyone in the Palace is quaking with fear only to find 
out that the sun will once again shine
😂
I love the part when Meghan decides to name her hidden invisible kid to the racist family, especially the White grandma of my now husband, without consulting if it is OK to use her private 
nickname! This made me cry so much, one tear, left eye .... 💦

And then release a photoshop picture of LilyBUCKS while the jubilee weekend was heading ahead of 70 years on the throne. I had to pay my tribute by taking away all the limelight for her 
Majesty 70 years of reign. How respectfull of me me me again.

And dont forget i also said, Her Majesty cuddle and hug with my hidden invisible kids. They do met each other many, many times.  Even i have no picture. Photo op, the Queen refused my 
private photographer, but still i told my truth in her death statement as a loving wifey to my now husband.
the best part  is where Harry yelled out loud "Leroooy Jeeeeenkinsss" and together with MEgan they braved the sea of paparazzi sharks on their 1200foot long ultra luxurious yacht 
captained by Tom Hanks who can speak fluent dolphin.. yeah that was a good moment
im definitely not going to watch because i literally can’t listen her fake voice. I’m not being mean, I LITERALLY cant stand her fakery, my body resist watching her. So for me its impossible to 
watch. And i’m also not interested, they are low class people
It's great to see how the feminist Megan wants to see strong women, just not stronger than herself.
I loved the part where all Meghan’s haters spammed the comment section to bring more views to her Netflix documentary. I probably wouldn’t have even known it existed if it weren’t for 
how many views and interaction this video has😊thanks guys



I love the part where Netflix used OLD PHOTOS, including one from a Harry Potter Premiere and one from when Harry was meeting his girlfriend CHELSY DAVY at Heathrow in 2007.  🤣  
Can we trust ANYTHING they show us or say?  NO
I loved the part when Princess Ariel found her voice again after volunteering to marry into a politically neutral institution.  King Triton would be so proud!
Why is every comment below has nothing good to say about Markel? Must be bad actress that everyone saw through her ploys & schemes. As such won’t be watching the docu series, a 
waste of my Netflix time.
There are so many parts I love but I also love the part at 0:31 when Harry says "Why spiders?" and "I forgot we would be hunting down Voldemort in a mobile library". It made me so 
emotional I cried from my left eye.
Everyone here must above all resist the temptation to actually watch it, even if it is so called "hate-watching", otherwise they'll just release more and more s**t like this. Don't worry, I'm 
sure there'll be plenty of youtube reviews, highlighting all the unintentionally hilarious bits. Support independent youtubers not Netflix, Harry and Meg.
I especially loved the part where she bullied Charlotte in front of her mom. Community discipline in action.
I love the part where her stans caused a British pensioner from Wales to lose both the social connection and modest income she derived and needed for luxuries like dental treatment by a 
targeted campaign of bullying and harassment. The harassment was so bad the lady was hospitalized. She wasn't  the only one targeted thusly either....I especially love how the couple's 
supporters enlisted media like Elle Hall @buzzfeed and Newsweek and Rolling Stone and Twitter to play along and lend the imprimatur of credibility to Bouzy, a scam artist and fraudster, 
who is being sued by multiple parties for everything from defamation to eviction. It brings a tear to my left eye when I reflect on her desire to "be kind" demonstrate "compassion in 
action" and "empower women"! What a gal!
I love how thoughtful and sisterly it was of Meghan to give the Duchess of Cambridge (Catherine) a knife for Christmas. Questions:  Meghan, was the knife before or after you bullied her 
daughter, Princess Charlotte in essence stabbing Kate in the heart? Or was it after you threw Kate's flowers in the bin and slammed the door in Kate's face? Seems you left out a few details 
during your little chat with oprah, eh?
251k dislikes....ouch..
I loved the part where Harry mistakenly picked up a guitar thinking it was a violin to play with Meghans speciality left eye only crying.
I loved the part where at the plotting of Marcus Anderson and her best friend Jessica she bedhopped from her boyfriend Corey who she lived with to Harry while she was still with him. 
What a wise man Harry is to choose such a loyal and moral woman for a wife.
He needed a mom and she needed a financier. He's not smartand she thinks she's intelligent. These 2 needy people are too thick skinned to care about others. Stop supporting them. The 
world needs people who cares about others. We have too many issues like poverty, war and all these 2 idiots care about is attention, money and title.
I love the part at 0:30 where they use a picture of journalists that was actually from a Harry Potter premiere, years before they met
I love the part where Meghan told Oprah (and an audience of millions) that she was silenced by the Royal family and then said she never had to sign anything with them which prevented 
her from speaking out.
No Meghan it does NOT make more sense to hear your story from you -  with your fake photos and fake words. Your story has been laid bare right here in the comments!
Me too I read these comments with the trailer paused 😊
 @Linda Kirk me to! My body resist from listening or watching her! its insane!
Check it out her rating will go up if we watch .But have heard enough of her BS already. So letting the world know what a fraud she is All nationalities are coming together on here. But 
thanks for your concern ☺
Your welcome sugar
That's my fave part since you really know that the H&M aka the grifters are well despised for their ungratefull behavior.
You are very welcome :) Are you going to thank us for the 251,000 dislikes too?
🥱
Hehe I love the part that there are only 21k of sugars 😂
All part of our service, which is 'universal'. She's basically Amber Heard and Jason Smollent rolled into one.



And where Ariel accused Eric's sister in law on global television of being mean to her over a dress was also delightful. whilst saying she also knew the sister-in-law, couldn't contradict the 
accusation openly. Classic Disney Princess move.
Yep!
Supposedly, MegaEgo pinched Princess Charlotte at the funeral of her majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, while waiting for her ride afterwards.... Prince George had to take the blame for that 
one. How organic and authentic, HarrysWife is!
I love how she met Harry in Istanbul, Turkey at the Soho House Grand Opening  in April of 2015.
I also love how she stole a pasta recipe from Corey the chef and pretended it was her own recipe
This 🙌🙌🙌
Whip smart I tell ya.
😭😂😂
Touche!
🎯😂
This. This is the best observation.
Great point
So brave and inspirational, brought a tear, again, to my left eye
Talking out her ass as usual.
They must have had a huge team working 24/7 to find that unflattering picture of Catherine.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
She wet herself after they cancelled her show. She just wants attention.

Thank you Netflix for this wonderful Christmas present! This Holiday Season, the whole world  is able to unite  and share in the joint experience of despising these two nincompoops!
I loved the part where Harry is being so transparent in his obvious depression and downward spiral. No longer smiles and always looks uncomfortable, what a mental health champion! 
That he made the right choice to push all his friends and family away from him and his children to live a life of freedom. And I especially love that as soon as Meghan came back to America 
all projects were about her and she always put herself in the forefront. What a shining example of a true Princess who supports her Prince.
I have only come here to say NO.... not because I hate H&M and not because I hate the Royal Family but more to say I DON'T CARE!!  I am quite sure there are faults on both sides but I am 
equally sure that the media outlets (inc. Netflix) are blowing every little thing into a bigger deal for clicks and ad sales...and people are eating the 'war' up.  Whereas the vast majority of 
people to not care and are sick and tired of hearing about it over the expense of real news!!   I will not be watching because to repeat I DON'T CARE but I am quite sure people will watch 
not because of 'the love story' but to find more ammunition that is likely overly dramatised to protrack the story.  Media companies suck.
I hate The fact that you cant see how many downwote this trailer has :(
It brings a tear to my left eye when I see Megan stand up for racism and inclusion even though not one coloured member of her mams family was invited to her wedding.
I loved the part when pregnant Meghan squatted down in high heels and 8 months pregnant, and when she stood up the moonbump reinflated!! She looked so glowing in that bump, you 
know the one that changed sizes everytime she went somewhere, one day huge, the next small..how does Saint Meghan do that? It must be a miracle 🙏 one tear drop from my left eye!! 
😢 😂
That part when Harry tells Mehgan "Obi-won never told you what happened to your father...i am your father" THEN when Mehgan said "I know kung-fu".......holy crap i got major 
goosebumps!!!
I love the part were Netflix removed the thumbs down 👎 counter,  you understand now Netflix just how unpopular the  gringe and the winge are!! Bahahahaha



I believe the stakes are high. Calling the Royal Family racist and using Lady Hussey to examplify what racism is raises the stakes because careers are being destroyed. People like Queen 
Elizabeth who spent their whole life trying to up lift the status of black nations within the Commonwealth are now called racist. Lady Hussey whose job was to find people of interest so 
their causes could be highlighted by the Queen Consort. I believe Lady Hussey wanted to shine a light on a charity that caters to black woman from the Carribean who have faced DV. Lady 
Hussey is used as an example of the racism that Meghan Markle had to face within the walls of the palace. Lady Hussey gave her life to service and asked the wrong person where her 
people were from. The woman whose parents emigrated from the Carribean who now helps women of DV from the Carribean. I understand Harry was born a prince and didn’t like that life 
so he left. He found the monarchies Achelles heel and they are going after it. Racism within the palace Harry & Meghan are banking on it. The stakes are high. Whose career are you going 
to destroy Williams or Harry’s? I say Netflix for putting out this crap!
I am so deeply moved that my bowels emptied. No better feeling!
There are so many (I love the part) comment here but Idk who we supporting Megan or the royals I am lost it does look like we are hating on Megan I think idk
meghan i know you will read this because you are a psycho narcissist. you suck -everyone on earth
I loved the scene when Meghan plays the victim! Good actress
I love the part where Harry says "nobody sees what goes on behind closed doors" (the camera crew, sound crew, and directors are there in their "private moments") after saying in 2016 in 
an interview MY WORKING LIFE AND PRIVATE LIFE ARE TWO DIFFERENT THINGS, THERE IS **NO NEED** TO SEE BEHIND THE SCENES, IT'S PRIVATE.   Lol, that changed fast!  I can't trust 
anything he or she says.
A horrible nasty institution!! Shameless crown.
Cadê o número de dislike, Netflix? Escondeu por quê?
I love the part where Harry is so keen to protect his family and would not allow Netflix cameras in his own home, however he’s happy to put the rest of his “racist” family at risk by showing 
photos within Buckenham Palace including an entrance
It's really not unflattering, it's just that everyone in the front row had a solemn look on their faces for that 1 moment. Tells you everything about Meghan's heart of stone.
She is NOT a princess and soon won't be a Duchess
It is time to dump the junk of leftist Harry & Meghan.  The level of fraud and ugliness from the hag and the has-been is off the charts.  She strikes me as an unhappy, ugly, bitter, jaded, anti-
American racist.
So brave.
Ugh wow they’re so powerful and influential
and the Little Mermaid has her voice--what a nice story
251000
Someone commented hours ago it was over 286 000 but it started dropping, appears the dislikes are being altered
At least a quarter of 1 million dislikes. Good thing Meghan doesn't read social media😉
Or a little black girl for a bride's maid how sad .
Yeah I remeber watching their wedding thinking the same thing it was just her and her mom
 @msharunamoon  and Oprah. 🙄
Why should she invite them if they do not keep in contact,  or they sell everything to press
 @msharunamoon  maybe it's  just 2 of them I do have big  family and I'm not on speaking terms with them,  they only  remember about me  when they want money
..."coloured" 😳😳😳
 @Sandra Reurowicz  she dumped them years before she met Harry .. she’s far more superior don’t you know !
Sonia - maybe edit ‘ coloured ‘ - ‘people of colour’ is more respectful
 @Sarah Sue  oh of course  you know better,  you know  her, her private life  you  are even in her head  . Oh so superior



 @Sandra Reurowicz  she’s splashed her life all over the media etc .. easy to see the type of person she is lol .. she treats people like crap & is as fake as they come - wait until the bullying 
files are released , hopefully the Palace will stop protecting them now
 @Sarah Sue  oh you know  that because  daily news  who loses in court with  paying  millions  told you.  How educated
 @Sandra Reurowicz  if that’s the only way you think it’s possible to get information & research , it’s you that’s uneducated .. the Mail lost purely on the % of content of the letter NOT the 
fact parts were published & didn’t Meghan have to tell the court she lied about Finding Freedom involvement? Isn’t her sister suing her for lying to the authors ? Didn’t she lie repeatedly 
on Oprah ? Didn’t she lie about the soap advert ? Didn’t she visit a rape centre & bleat afterwards that no one asks if she’s ok ? … just read this comment section to see how transparent 
Meghan Marckle’s fake persona & fake narrative of being the queen of compassion - they’re both a laughing stock - but her in particular 😂
 @Sarah Sue  yes  its uneducated, because it's  based on gossip,  made up articles to boost up sales and stir more  drama.  End of story.  I think  now it's a new trend,, if you want your 5 
minute of FAME  spotlight talk badly about Megan markle " disgusting and embarrassing
 @Sarah Sue  yeah  daily mail  told you she is lying,  I didn't  see  any  proof she wasn't telling the  truth  beside  , the so called royal expert  who they know  everything , I think they are 
sleeping in their bed,  telling  in their
 @msharunamoon  well, she was moving up in the world so she needed to dump all the little people in her life who had been holding her back.
Coloured ma’am? Yikes - your post is so telling.
it's sarcasm. People don't like Meghan or Harry. It's all mockery.
People are definitely against the two liars in the U.S.
Out of a zoo and into the circus🤡
Apparently some people can see it by downloading an extension to Chrome … but someone just shared that 👎 have just passed 251,000
These comments are absolutely hilarious 🤣🤣🤣 
If I was them reading these comments 🙈 definitely twitchy bum time and only themselves to blame. Brilliant!
So many bitter and jealous liars in this comments section. I'm sure all you bitter ones will watch and contribute towards making this Netflix special an amazing success. Meghan and Harry 
win again. You lose again haters  :-)😊
I LOVED the sweat stains under Markle’s pits when they visited the Canadian High Commission in London. She was about to sneak Harry away to Canada and was a tad nervous.
Grace Kelly is Americas one and only true Princess.
So, some of the photographs used in the trailer have nothing to do with their "story" and were taken BEFORE they even met. Huh, go figure. Loko Ono strikes again.
I love the part where Netflix left the comment section open after realising they'd been markled.
Does anyone think this show will actually go to air? Imo Netflix will take the hit and shelve it. The Markles will still get a portion of their fee but all those pesky legal issues that the content 
of this show is sure to generate for Netflix will be avoided.
I ❤ the part where Meghan thoughtfully put the one photo of Katherine not maniacally laughing through every second of a church service, in the trailer. Thoughtful sisterly affection that. 
One tear, left eye.
I thought Netflix would never top the “Tiger King” for documentary of train wreck people who don’t realize it, but it looks like they may have done it. 

I have a tear in my left eye I’m laughing so hard. 😂
I love the part where she’s welcomed into the  racist royal family, the family she never had, made me cry one tear out of my left eye 😂😂
I don’t understand how Markle ever got voiceover work with such vocal fry! Her voice is ugly!
Going to start a Gofundme for Meghan cause she can't keep living like this. Hopefully with the funds she can buy another hermes blanket.



I Iove the part where I don't watch the trailer, but find this on Netflix just to give it a thumb down.
Merriam-Webster
Self-absorption
noun
ˌself-əb-ˈsȯrp-shən  
1: preoccupation with oneself
2: MeGain
3: Prince Pouty Puss
Barf
I want to see the day when Harry realises that his wife is a money grabbing media ho...and he wonders where his balls went.
Meghan is a nothing without her title - and Harry is a nothing WITH his title!
They are totally insane.... Netflix should be ashamed of encouraging these dangerous individuals.
I love how photography belonging to other people is being used as if it is Harry and Meghan's property. I guess copyright doesn't matter to Netflix as long as they can make money. I won't 
be watching.
I loved the part where Harry and his wife tromped all over American war dead so they could reenact their own little Remembrance day because mean ole granny wouldn't lay a wreath for 
him. It brought a tear to my left eye when our war dead are used to stoke the couple's massive egos 👁💧
the comments 🤣
Dream on, Meghan.
They haven’t won anything since they lived in London. It’s been a downward spiral for 3 years now.
 @Lady Beadle  This is how it works Lady Beadle. You watch, Harry and Meghan win, even if you're watching out of jealousy, hatred,  bitterness and spite. It's why Harry and Meghan are 
the most famous couple in the world right now because millions love them, many hate them, and both groups are fascinated by them, obviously for two totally different reasons. Got it? 
Good 👍 😘
 @Pamela Jones  so you think the commenters are actually going to watch it 😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂 Got it? Good.
 @Pamela Jones  I'm not watching & you're delusional.
 @M H  Yes I do and the phenomenal ratings will prove it. In fact meet me back here once the show runs and the ratings are out. Deal? 😊
No one here cares what lies these two self pitying, privileged multimillionaires have to spew.
No-one wins when they are disliked as much as these two, they are morally bankrupt, and not far off being financially bankrupt either!  Money, however, is not a sign of success.  They are 
ruining the future of their children....that is called losing.
Hi meghan
 @Anna M.  The problem is delusional folks like you think the comments section of a You Tube video represents the real world when in reality it's simply a place where haters can come to 
lie and vent. As I previously said, the ratings which represent the REAL world will tell the truth about how supported and loved Harry and Meghan are better than anything else....because 
haters wouldn't spend hours watching two people they hate right? Well, maybe some would 🙂
Grace in name, Grace in life.
Yes, the show (lie fest) must go on.
True feminist. Can't see through the tears.
💯 😂 IKR! Oh dear there’s that darned tear bursting out my left eye again 😂
Meghan should be thankful Kate and Will were as civil as they were to her. In that same photo, Meghan just looks smug at the funeral, which is worse. I'd have slapped Every remaing tear 
out of her left eye.



 @Bonnie DeLozier  🤣😂🤣😂Give her something to really cry about.
Didn't you see Harry ditch the military engagement so his wife could meet Beyonce & secure a job from Bob Iger?
He knows, it's a contract marriage. Take a look at his photos with Nacho. He's also a narcissist.
It was also so graceful that they brought a known fashion photographer with them to take pictures when they are posing on the graves. Sooooo moving I’m about to release a tear, left eye 
of course 😪
I dont see any points why they are telling their stories everyday. 
If someone right and be confident about their truths, dont need public support. 
They still use Kate and williams name to get attention. 
I thought they will move to US and live their lives quietly.
I love the scene at The Royal Albert Hall where they were booed by the audience and then caught on camera fighting bc Harry rejected Meghan's hand. How kind of Meghan & Harry to go 
on Oprah and lie to the world about the reason their feelings were really hurt on that night. Good thing Meghan never reads social media and never ever tells lies.
Home and family wrecker!! And she's a bitch!!!!!!!! And the 21k people are fake ass as well. No one likes you bitch!!
I loved the part where megamean has alienated them from UK, Australia, Canada and South Africa by insulting the Nations … good luck USA and your bonkers first amendment … tear left 
eye
I love that Netflix have actually still kept the comments field open! I bet MM is reading all of this because she is obsessed with herself…. Now you really have something to sob about in 
you’re Hermes blankie! Left eye go! 😘
Netflix - can you see , not a single positive comment !!!!!!!!!
I love the part where Meghan says When the stakes are this high. Like she was acting in a cable show and speaking the lines in an over dramatic and pretentious way in her horrible sickly 
voice,  without knowing what they meant.
At 0:30
The image of photographers / paparazzi is of premiere of Harry Potter movie . Not for Begsy Megsy
Patetic........
Why have they footage from 1938 of children waving flags ????
I love the part where Meghan tells us how she used to visit a Korean Spa with her mom and eat noodles afterwards only for it to be revealed later that she lifted the whole story from a 
kid's cartoon 🤣. Seriously, how f***ed in the head do you need to be to do that?
I was immensely moved by the part where MeMe has a professional photographer at the ready to catch the exact moment she’s pushing out a tear out of her left eye just like a 
haemorrhoid being pushed out of your bottom. All whilst weeping uncontrollably into her lap. This certainly brought a tear out of my left eye 😢
I loved the part where she shed a single tear at Her Majesty's Funeral..so poignant!
And left it there, glistening..so the paps captured it ...made my left eye tear up.
I love the part where. Rachel is born in a stable and her parents are visited by a shepherd who told them she would lead her people to the promised land in Montecito,  liberate the world 
from the nasty UK monarchy and put Princess Catherine in her place by William falling in love with her, divorcing Kate, putting his children into an orphanage and making her the Quen of 
the Universe.  A tear - one tear - welled out of my left eye.
I loved the part where Meghan helped Helen Keller not only find her voice but USE her voice and she posted her very first word on the gram and it went so viral. Not one left eye dry in this 
house.
Everyone cancel your Netflix and get HBO if haven’t already.   White Lotus is the best show! 
IMO
Apparently everybody's a royal commentator in the comment section.
I loved the part where Harry dressed as superman and saved the world from Megan Markle. 😜🦸



I love the part where MANY people are going to dump NETFLIX on the day it drops, just to send a message “SHAME ON YOU NETFLIX” ❗❗🤮
We all thought that. They lied…again 😪
We are sending them back to the UK for Christmas! ....to stay!
Dont forget Morocco, Fiji, Ireland and Nigeria.
Except she lies about not reading social media.
Maybe we will see her perform a right eye tear in the nearest future. Our goddess has so many skills 😅🥰
Now now - .01% positive!
She will have some poor souls head on a plate for using that pic… Megamean Megsy takes no prisoners
😳😂
Hilarious!  😂. She's as annoying as a hemorrhoid.
🤣
Brilliant!
Mega brilliant!!!!🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🏆
LMAO so hard that tears are streaming down from my left eye!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🥲
🤣
Was it “crocodile”?
Was it archetype.....
 @Elaine Leep  😆
And your point is?  Do you want to cancel us all?
Yes, everyone but you.  You do not get to be in the club 🤣
l'm not a Royal commentator, l'm just enjoying everyone rip the pi$$ out of this odious pair of self obsessed wrecking balls.

I love the part where  Megger's wakes up every morning scouring every inch of the comment section to find positive feedback and fails "Hang on, give me a second, One tear left eye, GO!
Thank you ex Prince and Princesses! Everyone should be inspired by you, let’s all dismiss all out families fought for and start our own battles. You taught me not to care about money and 
titles and focus on dollars and fame. Brave people that chose to not expose their life for the hungry paparazzi and instead live the simple dignified life that we all should care for and expose 
it on Netflix. Im so moved!
I loved the part where she explained how Kate made her cry when Kate wouldn't let her marry Wills or be the Princess of Wales.  It made a tear fall from my left eye
I 💟 the part where Meghan bangs on about "First Amendment Rights" and "Free Speech" then SUDDENLY realises 🙄🙄 OMG !!! I can't believe I am NOT getting PAID for this. The 
sudden SHOCK causes a permanent, uncontrollable TWITCH in her left  eye. Poor Meghan 😟 😟 we all feel for you
Can you catch AIDS from watching this ?
Why are we giving these idiots oxigen? This is what they want. Any publicity (good or bad) is welcomed and they will continue to trample anyone hindering their quest for more financial 
gains! Just ignore them. Treat them like the Nothing that they are. A waste of space!
I love how kind Meghan was to announce a pregnancy at the wedding of a royal princess before jetting off to a Zika Zone. The other child bearing royals avoided Zika Zones to protect their 
unborn children from harm. Harry & Meghan threw caution to the wind bc nothing says PROTECT your family like exposing an unborn baby to the Zika virus.
Not watching this crap, waste of time
QUARTER OF A MILLION DISLIKES!!!!



I loved the part where harkle declared they wanted financial independence from the royal family, then complained that they should get tax-funded security and hounded Her Royal 
Majesty The Queen in her dying days for money, so humble, gracious and dignified.  Truly awe-inspiring….I have a single tear….coming out of my left eye of course.
2 of the worst people alive today.   So glad they pissed off to America.
Ok who the F@CK at Netflix was like "A Harry and Meghan docuseries?! WE NEED THIS!"
Dreadful couple of attention seekers . I will not be watching . Shame on them both . I heard they wanted a private life ……. Joke .
About as royal as my last dump...
Every Megan wearing an outfit im in love
Harry is a cuck married to a turd.

Oh sorry forgot- The part where Harry made the last year of his Grandmothers life miserable by trashing her life's work while her husband lay dying and as she was dying of bone cancer
What stakes are high?? Their own royal claims?? What makes them think we’d care??
I genuinely can’t think of more unrelatable content than that!

I loved the part when she kicks her father and her family in the bottom just to make seats to the celebrities that she didn’t know for a wedding (spectacle) paid by the “racists” brits.
I love the ratio here - 21K up 249K down.
I am truly inspired I am on my way to marry a rich businessman that I don't care for while researching the single royals out there I ll make a 5 years plan ahead of how to meet the prince 
and study his family and their trauma to use it into manipulating him.
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
I believe you 😁😆😁
No, but I would bet that JustHarry got a permanent case of VD from his DuchAss...
I think so 😳
😂
Almost like she wasn’t really pregnant
I think the rubber moon bump and her surrogate made it safe for her.
Not to forget they complained that King (Then Prince) Charles wasn't giving them any more money. (Which turned out to be a lie). I mean who doesn't expect their parents to give us 
money in our late 30s so we don't have to work? He must be a really mean father to expect his son to earn his own money.
And I love how you want financial independence but continually seek to makes your money off trashing the royals. what a lovely example of how to cut the umbilical cord to all the young 
and upcoming. How to be professional parasite.
It’s so inspiring, left eye can’t stop tearing
Someone who no longer has a job methinks.



IKR, it's totally beyond me that Netflix think any of us care about anything these two narcissistic perpetual victims of everyone and every event in their life have to say about anything.  
They have no basic understanding of how much producing something like this makes them look bad, really bad.  

It makes the Royals look good, really good.  In fact since MM and H. I now have great respect for the monarchy and am a fan of William and Kate.  What a contrast!!!  William and Kate, a 
couple who are wealthy, but are NOT afraid to dirty their fingers by mingling with the public and doing service, unlike these two from the Montecito mansion producing their shit shows 
that incites libel and slander against the very family and country that made them relevant in any way.  They find a way to build a bridge and find common ground with others much less 
privileged  then they by showing them courtesy and respect.

I have so much more respect for the monarchy, who never explain, never complain in that they truly were there protecting H. and MM from themselves, by not allowing them to do what 
they have done since they are now "so free" from the tyranny of the palace.  sigh, if only they could get them to shut up now so we didn't have to keep listening to their victim drivel.  

 I hope Harry's green card is refused to be renewed, cause we don't need an ego damaged prince who thinks he needs to come to a country that is willing to allow him  to live her, and 
criticize the 1st amendment rights of our citizen, which is the very law that allows him to slander and libel his loving family on the Oprah interview.  

Not saying the Royals were perfect, or that H. didn't have any trauma, but for ______ sake you are over 40 now, and you've never really had an honest job to work at your entire life.  Even 
the service in the military it's said he spent most of his time playing video games in his tent.
Duke and Duchess of not muchness!
Always wrinkled and never tailored.
I think she means that she's hoping that if she drags Charles, Will, Kate and their children through the mud relentlessly enough, she'll end up being the Queen
What, don't you have a Hermes Throw-Blanket?
Maybe the rising cost of steaks 🥩 in Montecito. She’s very economical … with the truth.
 @M H  also delusional
 @Rohan Machado  yes she is … very.
This is incredibly ridiculous
Why did Netflix use an image of massed photographers taken in 2011 at the Harry Potter launch in this trailer & claim it as proof of H & his wife being hounded?. Can we expect more such 
lies & deception throughout? One of many reasons I no longer subscribe to Netflix as they aid this pair in their attempt to discredit the Royal Family.
Ginger man messed up big time, first Covid and then the Environmental crisis.
The hounding by the press footage is taken from a Harry Potter film premiere in 2011 and nothing to do with this pair whatsoever!!
Are there no lengths these two will go to to smear the British press. public and Royal family?!
Harry should be especially ashamed as they are both shamelessly denigrating his heritage , his mother's memory and his very own family.
Both being estranged from both their families speaks volumes to me and should set the alarm bells ringing to everyone else.
They have no-one else to blame but themselves for all the negative fallout; they have brought it all on themselves.
What a complete and utter waste, as they could have done so much good staying within the Royal fold
I love Netflix editors choosing to use photos which are unrelated to Harry and Meghan - the Harry Potter premiere, the children welcoming Queen Mary in 1938...it doesn't bode well for a 
TRUE account, does it?
Demented Duche$$, queen of bimbos and bitches. So courageous and brave
I love the part that the comment section are far more entertaining than its content 🤣🤣 it bring me tear to my left eye!



Meghan is a complete narcissist who has Harry’s balls in a box somewhere! They aren’t fooling anybody!
I loved the part right at the end when her patchy spray tan photo was seen by all online where all around her ankles were white. And the world knew that she was playing every one. To 
cause divisions. And not as black as she claimed to be. Cause she was 75% white and a fraud. And the world came back together where Black White and brown all wrote on Netflix site and 
danced in the streets like they did when Mandela was released. How moving tears were streaming from my left eye THE END😊
Won't even watch the trailer, but the comments amuse.
I love how the photo of paparazzi with long lenses in 0:30 is actually a stock photo from Alamy  that was taken in 2011 at a Harry Potter premiere in London long before the couple had 
even met. It's so brave to pass it off as if they were photographing Just Harry and his wife that it pulled at my heartstrings 🙃

I love the part where Meghan drops the F-bomb during their post SPECTACLE ceremony carriage ride. Looking forward to shedding a tear from my left eye when Netflix replays that scene.
I also love the part where Meghan wears blood earring from a Saudi Prince, knowing full well he had a key journalist murdered and then instructed her staff to act like they didn't know 
what happened even though they were telling her it did. 

Then Harry was equally stupified that staff knew where the earrings came from. Then that part where they were even more shocked to know that that journalist happened to be Princess 
Diana's lover, Dodi Fayed's first cousin! 

Then went on to have the earrings refurbished into a pinky ring that accompanied little miss Difficult to the grounds of 9/11 on her pinky ring! 
 What's worse? The middle finger to all of us as she pointed to some moisture on her left eye? Or a pinky ring at ground zero where Americans and heroes lost their lives?!
I loved when Meghan visited Australia and helped staff learn how to cook banana bread the right way! She didn’t coddle them when they baked ALL night until it was perfect. She 
presented the bread as hers. So brave. She was so brave after she threw hot tea on a staff member who obviously had much to learn. Ya know, Meghan isn’t a gold digging narc.. I truly can 
see she’s all archetypes rolled into one! The BRF were so lucky she is a trained international relations specialist and diplomat... you know she spent 1 month as an intern at an embassy.  
She was a big deal. Meghan showed everyone she is the best at building relationships... when the Governor General of Australia protected the staff from bullying and talked to Meghan 
about the hot tea and screaming...Meghan rightly replied ‘don’t you know who the fcuk I am!’. Compassion in action. So glad Meghan thrived. How come she wasn’t paid for that trip?? 
Everyone in Australia knew her from suits and millions turned up. OMG . Lucky she was wearing Diana’s perfume . It was comforting for all. It felt like Princess Diana was there! Just ask 
Harry. Left eye... tear.... blah blah BS
Well said 👏
They have lost ALL credibility.
What a waste of time and space these two are …
I love the part where Nottingham Cottage was good enough for Wills, Kate & baby George who are the actual HEIRS to the throne but unbearable for Meghan and her constitutionally 
irrelevant husband.
Oh dear, just after you ticked past 250,000 dislikes someone made you pull the plug and hide the number :D :D :D
I love the fact that they both had messed up childhoods due to their parents, and they are so happy about it, they are doing the same to their kids too! Seriously though, hiding your 
children from all other children and their entire families on both sides should be considered emotional abuse.  Makes me sick.
They also used a photo of Harry with his girlfriend Chelsey Davey who the cropped out of the photo.
And a photo of kids waving to royals from the 1930s. Barrel. Scrape.
remember when Harry promised to fight disinformation? he can start with their trailer
That is brilliant! Demented Duchess! hahahaha
She let's him juggle his balls, to remind the plebs, SHE'S A DUCHASS!
Yep, I loved that part too.



You’re in good company here.
Love that 😂😂😂
brilliant!
Indeed brilliant !!!
On point summary!
😂 💯 epitome of humbleness! Oh dear that last year out my left eye just made my eye explode! 💥😂😂😂😂
None of their so-called friends have seen their children...even the polo buddy, Nacho, (or whatever his name is) said he has never seen the children....
Since Netflix has been outted in this teaser of using a pap photo from a Harry Potter premier, a cheering crowd pic from 1938, and a cropped pic of Harry with Chelsie Davey instead of 
Meghan, what other documentaries are intentional misrepresentations of the truth?
She doesn’t have a good heart. She doesn’t care about other people. Harry is too dumb or too angry to notice
In the Philippines, 1.8 million kids live on the street and if they’re VERY lucky they get two meals a day and avoid western predators, prowling the streets. So STFU MEGHAN!!!
I loved the part where they did a faux Royal tour of NYC
Got heckled at a school, chased out of the UN, wore coats in a hot summer to be sponsored and expected large crowds to worship them … no one showed 
How inspiring and organic 
Tear left eye
This woman who claimed racism and yet did not invite any of her black relatives  to her wedding. 
 Instead she invited Hollywood‘acquaintances’. She definitely has inferiority complex and yet a narcissist. Mind boggling.
I love the part where she has to speak up about the racism she was subjected to and how they absolutely had to get away and forge their own brand away from the racist RF. I also love the 
part where whilst they are bravely destroying a racist institution, they have developed PTSD from the trauma of them and Archie and Lilibet being subjected to the horrifying child abuse 
that is them not having HRH titles. So so brave. 😢
Underwhelming...
She looks so fake.
I love the way she described the official residence in Cape Town (a rather large mansion) as a, and I quote ‘housing unit’ 😂
Hate-watching=When the pleasure you get watching something on TV comes from your hatred of it. 

The only reason I would watch this is the above and that is not the person I want to be so will do a Markle to the Markles. Peace on earth and goodwill to man, woman and beast and all 
those who believe they were born to be a man, woman or beast. Thank you Meghan for showing us we all can have our own thruths!
The people doesn’t understand that they prevent to share their privacy because they want to SELL their privacy , their privacy is their source of income , their children(images , whatever 
)are their source of income , this is ridiculous (a machiavellical plan) what is horrifying is that this plan was made years before , what is more terrifying is that this plan could be made even 
this woman met Harry . Psycho !  People with morbo is at the end feeding them 😢. I will not watch their stupid documentary , I never went to her stupid podcast , I will not feed them. 
WHO CARES ABOUT THIS BRATS
I love the part WHERE YOU ALL ARE HATER. So lovely of you👌 💯
I’m glad Netflix are getting back to making pure fictional content again.
The  comment section 😂😂🔥
Have you all heard the latest?  - that one of the photos, included in the trailer to show the nasty old paparazzi surrounding and threatening the saintly duo was actually the press at the 
opening of the final Harry Potter film …. Five years before our heroes had even met!
"Trailer thrash" heroine getting the "trailer trashed".  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



PLEASE spare us all with the crap of the two !!!!!
PLEASE  !!!!!
I loved the part where a SS cult member decided to start a ‘go fund me’ to try and pay off the duplicit duo’s large mortgage
No one contributed and it closed quickly 
Poor Hazno and megaliar 
Only the RF paid for you and you but the hand that fed you 
Tear forming in my left eye
i am so over these attention seeking leeches, it was never about privacy it was about control. When they Inevitably divorce i hope that the Royal Family doesn't take Harry back, he is a 
traitor and Meghan is just a narcissist thats desperate for attention. She's not a good person.
Meghan Markle is a remarkable woman. No woman should have to suffer from what she's suffered, that being the extreme insecurity of knowing you have a debilitating lack of talent, 
inversely relative to her expectations of recognition and fame. To overcome it as she has, by sleazing her way into the royal family and then trashing that very family for not making her 
queen or whatever, is nothing short of miraculous.
We will soon find out.  The social media never sleeps.
Sorry, 'horrifying child abuse' because their tiny little children don't have titles??  Did I read that correctly?  The kids are less than 5 years old!  I honestly doubt that they care or know 
about what's going on.  Sheeesh!!
Her voice is absolutely cringe
So does he bc it is a contract marriage.
I especially love how she bravely soldiered on (because the Palace forced her to) while her little bundle of joy suffered a near death experience and almost died in a fire. Oh wait...Archie 
wasn't in the room in the "housing unit" that was actually a mansion and the "fire" wasn't actually a "fire" at all but a malfunctioning space heater that many report was actually because it 
has yet to burn off the oil it was packed with bc is was brand new and smoked a bit. So brave!  It brought a tear to my left eye!
I love how she accidentally posts photos of herself and "family" through friends and then takes them down. Whip smart I tell ya.
Agree. I've read that she was planning before they met.
Hello Meghan!
Telling the truth is not hating. People are calling her on her behaviour.
No hate, just ridicule.
and there is no one on earth except murderous dictators and serial killers that deserve it more. 250K people feel strongly enough about what we've seen to let Netflix know we aren't 
buying what the couple is selling and their dishonest narrative aided by Liz Garbus will do them no credit. Speaking truth to power. Isn't that what you frauds always preach?
Don't forget the photo supposedly of JustHarry and his Harpie being confronted with the mean cameras was actually JustHarry and his old GF!!!! NO ONE gives a crap about his DUCH ASS.  
The Wife is a complete fraud.
Maybe Harry is the real Half Blood Prince?
And a cropped photo of H with girlfriend Chelsey Davey. His former friend circle must be disgusted.
And the one of the school children was taken in the 1930's.
@K Dol you win! 👏👏👏
🏆
😭 A beautiful tribute to Meghan 😭👏
Well said I hope she disappears we don’t this lying Z lister actress in the Uk the worst thing Harry ever did was marry her what a disgrace 😡
👏👏👏👏
Oh god. 😭😭😭😭😂



For a minute there I was like, I found a positive one 🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant!  🤣🤣🤣🤣
Her unwavering support for the Untalented community is an inspiration to us all.
 @Karley Squire  Not a chance
She is indeed a walking miracle there's Jesus, there's Ghandi, there's Mandela and now ladies and gents there's Meghan Markle.
 @Theresa Warren  Jesus could only turn water into wine - Markle turns everything into whine.
And the Winner goes to . . . .

I was moved when Meghan bravely took time out to endure a 4 hr flight on a private jet alone and distressed to privately visit the memorial for the children killed in Uvalde Texas. Only two 
photographers, a Netflix film crew, some bodyguards and compassionate inspirational Meghan. I thought it was touching that she chatted with a photographer there to make sure the 
photos were respectful and didn't offend the parents who were facing this horror. She even brought snacks. I was so moved, my left eye welled with tears and exploded.
I had to come back today to read some more comments. This is the most enjoyable video, that I have ever not watched. These comments are hilarious,  but it's also heartening to see that 
those that spread hatred and division, such as harry and his wife are exposed for exactly what they are.
I'm so impressed with the fact that Megan, a mix race woman from a humble background, mother in prison for a short period of time, from a broken family,   still can be so manipulative, 
vindictive, ego centric and money hungry!
I am black and If I were a royal in Africa I wouldn't like white blood in the royal family either
I love the part where Meghan said in the Cut interview that Harry had lost his father, but we also came to know that he was harassing him and the Queen and begging for money just 
before she died, and which means that his father was very much needed to them, if only as a personal bank. Such courage and bravery.
I loved the part Meghan lied under oath in a British court that she hadn’t worked with Omid Scobie on his book about them, then when evidence was produced that she in fact had 
provided information to Omid, she turned and said oh sorry, yes I had, I just forgot….seems you forget a lot of things Megalomaniac
Dear YouTube, I think these comments have earned a new emoji .. “left eye, one tear”. Any chance of getting it?
They lied so much in the Oprah interview.  What on earth make them think that they will convince us that what they say in this series is the truth?
is there a rule that you start with ... I love the part...
I loved the part when the ‘Racist ‘ RF seemed surprised when Megapain accused the Royal Chefs of putting egg in the cake she was demanding for the wedding breakfast 
Caused quite an upset as they were incorrectly accused of using egg by her 
Also poor QE2 had to tell her that no you can not put air fresheners in St George’s Chapel, it’s old like the British Monarchy 
So culturally aware and soft in nature is meganut 
Tear coming in my left eye after 3
Very excited to see
I love the way that South Africans were so moved by Meghan Markle's visit that they coined the phrase "VOETSEK RACHEL RAGLAND" in her honor. It is enough to bring a tear to the left 
eye.
I loved the part when Harry said his mean daddy had just cut him off financially, apparently with no warning 😮 after he had issued a statement saying they wanted to work towards 
financial independence, so poor Megs and him only had the paltry few million to live on off Diana’s inheritance.  This was after they spent $20m on a new house? Maybe they need to go 
get some budget advice?
I’ll never watch the show, but this comment thread, this is golden 😂
Say that you disrespect real victims without saying that you disrespect real victims. 
Real victims dont get their own series.
I love the way Meghan creates unity wherever she goes. Such a good, kind woman whose popularity is indicative of her beautiful nature.



I am a little slow put it down to old age but what stakes are so high ??????
I’m dying reading the comments here 😂😂😂. My favourite part of this trailer is the sound effect accompanying the one & only bad photo of Catherine in existence. What is that? A 
smashed glass & a sword being drawn from a metal scabbard? Knives being sharpened?!  Meghan’s sure not one for subtlety is she!? 😂Followed by the photo of her all Darth Vader-like, 
the menacing heavy breathing, it’s all Star Wars & “The Imperial March” dun dun da dah … 😂😂. Meanwhile Catherine’s like “Meghan who? Oh her, she’s gone overseas.” Comedy gold! 
As entertaining as this trailer was, watching more of this atrocity is a hard pass from me.
I loved the part where Meghan spent the last few years saying what a victim she is of the evil royal family, of which the Queen was the head of that family, then rocks up to the funeral and 
cries her single tear….was that before or after she found out that Catherine got the tiara Megs wanted?
I love how M invited Hollywood celebrities to her wedding that she doesn't know.
She’s vile and looking for any photo op to fool people about her kindness
Look up altruistic narcissism. That’s what that was IMO
Exploded! 😆😆 RIP your left eye.
Bwahahahaaaaaaa 😂😂LE explosion 💥 😂😂😂lol
So, why did you want to make this 100 million dollar documentary?
And while her father suffered a stroke and was in the hospital once more during that same time. A true show of kindness.
It was just so inspiring when she angled her position just so the cameraman can take the perfect publicity photo. I mean… this method should be taught in photography school. I’m feel so 
empowered. My left eye.
It’s truly disgusting how the MSM and Hollywood are trying to tell us to love her…. She and Amber attend the same rituals with these powerful elites no doubt.
Yes, they are blatantly race-baiting.
Ben detto!   🏻
wit and sarcasm in the comments are amazing. intelligent people who won't be taken for fools!
Me too
She was welcomed into the Royal family, go look at the crowds that turned out to cheer them on their wedding day. It's not about race, it's about character - hers isn't good. BTW you 
seem kinda racist.
There was black blood in the royal family from way back.  She wasn't the first.  This is a misconception that most people have.  Do some research.
Well, not to worry!  Since Doria is 1/2 African origin, and Thomas Markle 100% white, our Princess IS actually predominately.....white.
Race has never been the concern…did you see the way she was welcomed?! The Olympic grade narcissism is the real matter. At least she can say she’s excelled at something …
That's you but thankfully not all people are like you.
But maybe they should have been like you then they wouldn't  found themselves in this constant mess caused by her and her now husband as she calls him.
I wonder if he received the money he was begging for.
Forgot about that it’s all coming back to haunt them now this comment section reads like a book I was so angry when she done that video with Melissa McCarty Megs holding a dainty 
teacup while Melissa wore a hat in the shape of a cabbage an obvious dig at the late Queen apparently the late Prince Phillip used cabbage as a nickname for his wife and she had the 
audacity to shed a tear at the queen’s funeral.
 @Maryann Lush  Apparently King Charles (at that time, the Prince of Wales) told Hairy "I'm not a bank!" 😂

 @Maryann Lush  Seriously, it came out recently that Harry was asking the late Queen for money and she said he should speak to his father ." He won`t take my calls" was the answer .
When Her Majesty asked Charles ,his reply was "I`m not a bank ", and whilst not accepting calls Harry was told to communicate by e-mail ,thus ensuring a written note of everything .
Nice one ,King Charles.



Textbook perjury. The judge happened to be a woke wimp
😢😂
Genius ! 😪
 @B M  where did you get the left eye emoji? Update, just found it … it’s a cracker 😪
Too late, in that ghastly trailer trash,  a bunch of lies are already in our faces.  But, we are the dumb plebs (Do YOU own a Hermes blanket? NO? ), and we are to just take the word of our 
betters,  the smart as a whip, HARRYSwife.
I love the part where everyone is saying they love the part. I actually might die laughing 😂
Yes, go and start over 🤣
You also have to fake till you tear from the left eye.
You know how memes work right?
Hello Harry!
agree
Good one😂
Sarcasm at it's best  😂
Everyone is trying to figure that out.
It’s her usual veiled and vague threat. She can make it mean whatever suits her future purpose.
The stakes of raking in more $$$ bills
nobody knows
I think it might be a reference to the global economic destabilisation of individual economies in the post-Covid era and the fact that the price of steak is now unusually high. That's the only 
reason I can think of that would trigger such a destructive rampage in someone 
 @victoria smitthers  😂
Her bank account
Maybe the cost of 🥩🥩
She is literally delusional
🤣🤣🤣
Same. My sides and face actually hurt 😂😂😂. Think this is going to be my new favourite pastime 😂.
Endless entertainment right here 😂😂
🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢
I feel so bad for Meghan after she lost her court case against Johnny Depp, and awful things said from the Harry Potter cast.
I love the part when Megalodon married her Ray,cist  Prince and forgot that.
I thought you had to renounce your US citizenship and bitched about the US constantly and yet you ran back here with your princling .   get off tv.  get out.  go somewhere you are 
wanted.... try somalia . i thought canada wanted you but i guess not.  us americans were sick of hearing about the royals already and now we have two of them here no one wanted and 
they are still whining about how unfair everything is
I love the part where it shows that time Harry dressed up as the bad guy from WW2.
I love the fact that this middle aged couple act like teenagers 🤮



Sad to see people believing everything from MSM.. demonizing those who speak up and who are not afraid of the elites.. Those who are brave enough to be their own and are not the 
puppets of the elites. Harry is a REAL MAN,  looking out for his family, saying it how it is. Harry is my hero,  not following the sheeple.   I could NEVER understand how people could LOVE 
the "royals"  you are poor and paying your taxes so the "royals" can live in luxury... Are they "royals"   ...  hmmm... history shows they are Germans... hmmm... English royals?  Charles 
wanting to decrease the population? Hmmm ... Princess Dianna said 3 was in the marriage? Hmmm

We are merely amoeba in comparison to the real life  deities, Harry & Meghan.  They had the power to travel back in time to 2011 to the Harry Potter premier dressed in cloaking devices 
and whip up the paparazzi into a frenzy just with their invisible presence and energy alone.  Of course everyone thought it was JK Rowling and the cast on the red carpet.  Thank goodness 
this is recognised as their work so that this clip can be in the Netflix documentary.  If you look zoom into the original reel with JK Rowling, you will see the glint of a tear, left eye.  

All hail Harry the Heirless &  Meg the Merciless!!
I love the part where Meghan trains in the Dagoba system with Rachel Dolezal on how to fake being black, and moves to America to become president of the NAACP😝
I love the part where I learned that Harry plays a guitar…and Megsy is enthralled by his musical genius…so romantic 💘
I danced in the streets of South Africa when I watched this trailer - to celebrate with a tear in my left eye.
Lol....
I love the part where Harry & Meghan show they care so much about their families privacy and mental health by abusing them through the very media they claim to vilify. So inspiring it 
made me weep from my left eye.
What candle stakes were high? What candle in the cathedral goes on behind closed door ? Tears from my left eye
1, 2, 3, 😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢 The lake of f’ing left eye tears.

I loved the part where Meghan changes her skin tone to darker whenever she talks about racism and compares herself to Mandela. Truely inspiring for young ladies. A tear on one eye

Using  photos of paparazzi from a Harry Potter premier it's all over the daily mail. Looks like Harry and meghan have been lying to you too Netflix . Glad I cancelled my membership.

I love the part where Meghan spent the Afternoon in a rape centre where young children were damaged for life physically & emotionally & she was so moved she nearly wept because the 
Palace hadn’t asked she was ok … and the Africans made her stay in a housing unit & stand on a log - the insult ! Such empathy & humbleness for such an icon of our times -
Has the thumbs down button been removed!?? YouTube????
I love that no one needs to actually watch the 💩 just wait for the commentators on air to give the low down if they’re interested. 🇦🇺
🤣😂🤣😂
Is that you HARRY!
 @Lana Phillips  hmmmm yes 😂😂😂
What does their German background have anything to do with this documentary? It was the norm for European Royal families to inter marry over the centuries to build alliances and 
maintain power. Google this and you will find Royal family trees reflecting this. The British isles were also invaded by various countries, the Normans, the Romans, the Danes, Germanic 
tribes, etc, who also had influences on the country. 

In response to your other comment about Harry being a real man and hero, all I have to is  "hmmm".
🤣🤣🤣
🤣
I love how someone made a video playing the chord that Ginge is serenading with 😂. It was so beautiful, it hurt my ears 😂



OMG I need to go find this video 😂
I love the part where the hoards of media shown in trailer is actually for a Harry Potter premiere.
 @Drat  whaaat?!?
OMG this is so true.
 @Minky Wilhelm  yes, I saw it on another channel. It’s a stock photo. Nothing to do with them.
I love that you’re sycophants have nothing to say for Prince Andrew and his molestation of young girls, and being charged with a crime of pedophilia
Another farcical piece of junk by the two hasbeens clutching at straws .   The way that awful woman has defamed the Royal Family yet still hangs on to titles gifted to her by a so called 
racist institution is ridiculous. She doesn’t love him, never has he has been used by her and when she gets tired of him he will be alone. Why she wants to ruin a family who have given her 
so much is beyond me and I would love to know what her end game is. Her jealousy of The Princess of Wales Is all consuming because Mm Knows she can never be Queen, picked the 
wrong prince love.
To be fair, if Netflix offered me $100 million to make up lies and trash my family, I would be tempted..  My Auntie Maud is probably racist anyway..  And for an extra 10k I’m sure I could 
extract a tear from my left eye on command.  Make me an offer Netflix!
All the Windsor bots are out 😂
I love that the trailer for this whinefest is full of proven lies before anyone sees the actual documentary.
It's really great that no one sees what happens behind close doors l. It is private!
I LOVE the part where they got creative & used an image of Harry (cutting out his ex-girlfriend) where he was upset with paparazzi, because they had no images of Harry & Meghan being 
bothered by the paps!
Has anyone asked Meghan if she’s ok since the trailer dropped?
Dear Netflix first you took the Harry Potter premiere paparazy pics then harry when he was chasen by paparazy while he was with chels ( of course he's cropped) then the pic of the kiddos 
from queen Mary visit 1938 to Brixton. It makes me teary in my left eye on one...two ...three 
😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢
I love this part where thousands of ordinary people finally get together to express how much they despise this revolting pair.
I just really loved the candle ❤
Nobody asked for this and Im here just to see the trainwreck.
I love the part where they used an image from a Harry Potter movie premiere to show the hordes of paparazzi taking photos, because they couldn’t find any of the paps who they claim 
ruin their lives.
MM is manipulative and playing victim, without married royal nobody knows her🙄, ungrateful..
We should all buy Samantha Markle’s book when they release Harry’s. 
She warned us and was right.
Oh yeah, the way you cut out the "best father you could ever ask for" along with the rest of your family. And then turned your sidekick away from his father, brother, grand parents, aunt's, 
uncle's, cousins, nephew's, nieces.
Everyone in his world who had cared and protected him. Told him he was trapped. And that you would handle everything, and the two of you would rule the world.  Look at the two of you 
now. WOW I'm so impressed at all you have done.  Coming from a place where everything is done for you, and people  loved you so. To where you find yourself today. Saying and doing the 
same old thing because you have no vision. Victim, that you are. But rich, right. Amazing!!!!
Left eye 1 tear. The things you have taught the world.
I love the part where the ginger and the winger actually believe they are victims- imagine the delusion this takes particularly in a world where millions are going without basics everyday. 
Out of touch doesn’t come close. 
I love the fact that they're so outspoken about saving the planet and keep talking private jets everywhere they go! Not hypocritical at all! 👎



I love the part where no one gives a shit.
I can’t stand this couple. I canceled my Netflix due this rag show and the crown. They refuse to put at the beginning that it is fictional knowing full well that many people think everything in 
it is true. It is a rag program from beginning to end!!!
I am just so tired of her BS. And About H, I know he will never read this, but if he ever did, know one thing: Your mother would not be the least bit proud of you and your attitudes. You 
humiliated your family, rejected your grandmother even when she was in the last days of her life asking to see you, and you refused. This says a lot about your character. 

Diana was very critical of the royal family, but she never disrespected them, much less the Queen, nor broke with the royal family and its obligations. 

So, for those who talk so much about their mother, they follow her example very little.

Check out on yt the brilliant channel of HG TUDOR:  The Ultra.  You will learn so much to be able to understantd the crazy mind of this mid-range Narc, the Duch Ass of Monte Shit Show.
Bots use emoljis....sort of like yours...
Don't you wish.  Let me squeeze you out a  left eyed tear.
Here they come 😂
Yes because lots of people spontaneously settling on a common meme is unheard of on social media right?😆😆😆 Read the room sugar 🤣
mockumentary
Just wait for the release of a sex tape during the coronation...gotta upstage it somehow 🤣
Can you say, "Grilled Chicken"?
See Harry's 2016 BBC interview where he expresses his opinion that closed doors are important to maintain privacy.....................except when paid millions by Netflix clearly.
🎉🎉🎉
We already had a voice and now we are using it. Thanks for the advice Meghan.
I love the part where Meghan says she doesn't want attention but has a podcast and a documentary made about her "suffering"
Ginge and Whinge are at it again. 
🥱😴
Oh wow oh woe upon me, oh travesty … I must fall upon my most expensive chair with my Hermes blanket and cry a tear ….. oh my left eye she does drop a single tear …now to save the 
world from common sense and disillusionment. 
WHY IS THIS ON NETFLIX!? I'M STILL WAITING FOR NETFLIX
 TO  ORDER: "HAWAII FIVE'O/ CRIMINAL MINDS/L&O:SVU / CHICAGO PD"
BUT NO.. THEY RATHER CHOOSE HARRY&MEGAN?PASS,NOT WATCHING THIS CRAPP!!
Honestly haven’t they used enough forums to spout their nonsensical make believe? From stolen footage of events not about them (ie the Harry Potter media scrum) its easy to see they 
are still set on telling lies. Wish they would just BE QUIET AND PRIVATE!!!
I think most of the views on here are from people who just want to read the comments
I loved the part when they preached about climate change…but have only ever traveled in private jets!!
Or women’s empowerment and finding their voice after bullying female staff …etc etc etc…OMG if this wasn’t so serious, it would be comical 😢
I can honestly say, after watching this it has convinced me that I absolutely will not watch this documentary. 
I wish no one would watch it so it would fall to the bottom of the ratings.
Almost feels like they’re driving a nail into their own coffin. 
Bye-bye titles.



Vile. This despicable duo should be ashamed about themselves. Attacking the queen when her husband died. Still see her sitting there. All alone. Shame on them !
Dislike! Shame on you Netflix!
I love the part where she used the kids of other loving mothers as props for photo ops, so she can protect her  own invisible children from the vile paparazzi. So caring and kind, in seconds 
a tear dropped from my legt eye.
They are so dam dramatic. Grow up and move on FGS!
Are the "I love the part" comments an orchestrated attempt to rescue this show from criticism by the public who are sick of hearing about these narcissistic woke elitists who have been 
appallingly disrespectful and self-obsessed, constantly playing the victim-card?

What a joke!!! Markle definitely thinks she’s so important haha!!! Everyone knows she’s insanely jealous of Catherine Princess of Wales!! She has everything that markle wants but will 
never ever have!!! Beauty, style, future Queen, handsome husband, kids, fame, adoring fans the list goes on!!!  They are both vile and nasty and need knocking off their perch!!! Let’s hope 
The King pulls his finger out and strips the pair of the titles and the privilege that goes along with them!!! Let them be the private citizens then insisted they wanted to be!!
I love the part where, even though they wouldn’t even give her the time of the day before she enterrad the Royal Family, Hollywood celebrities are now defending her as if she was their 
Messiah...yet had NEVER invited her to talk shows, host podcasts, given her space for documentaries, given her awards, book deals, post about how great she is, etc. Tyler Perry had never 
mentioned her before, neither had Oprah, Christie T, Trevor Noah, Sunny Hustin, etc etc had NE-VER praised her prior to Harry and the BRF. Funny how she’s everywhere now and always 
under “The Duchess of Sussex”....... of course she despises the Institution, just not her title. Because she’s coherent like that our Megsy
Looks like a brilliant comedy 😂😂😂😂😂😂

Loved the part where Megsy was ‘pregnant’ and went to areas with the Zika virus whilst on Royal Tour. Had a big bump, small bump, no bump , huge bump in a matter of days … miracle !
Also how she ran out of the market part of the tour when she saw a Charity there she had snubbed . Made her assistant cry
Just incredible … tear left eye where are you
Girl haven’t we BEEN hearing y’all’s side of the story 🙄 give it up already!
Meghan leave Harry  he's a lesser  a man.And get a real job. And lesser people  make u do lesser things
🤮 Harry sold his soul
Most definitely
It is sarcasm.
 @babalu1997   You're right. Now that I read some of them a little more closely I realize they are sarcastic.
Also Amazing how she managed to squat really low & narrow, with huge 'bump' and massive heels.... Incredible, such admiration...my left, single tear
30 🪙🪙, no less

I love that she uses scenes from Julia Roberts movies to promote herself assuming we are all idiots...Pretty Woman, Notting Hill & Steel Magnolias for starters...it brings 1 tear to my left eye
This will be full of lies, the same as the Oprah interview. We have already in taster a pic taken 2011 for Harry Potter premier!
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan called royal life the Truman show and then went and did a kardassian reality show instead to protect their “privacy”.
I loved the part where Meghan insisted on throwing paying people out of their Wimbledon seats around her so she could be seen - & her security stopping an elderly man taking a photo of 
the players .. she’s so humble .. why shouldn’t she be allowed to have all that space & break dress rules - she’s Meghan, The Duchess !
I loved the part where Netflix realised how people were only clicking on the trailer so they could read the comments section and decided they would leave all the comments because after 
having to deal with the Harkles for two years they needed to vent vicariously through all of us
I loved the part when I realised how stupid, narcissistic, dishonest, disloyal, self promoting disgusting people they really are !!!
The Spare is trying to become the Hair



Why would you take a photo of your wife crying? Wrong on so many levels.
Great team ❤
00:31 that picture of the press to make the trailer more dramatic was actually taken before Megan and Harry its from a Harry Potter movie premiere
"I did everything I could to protect my family".... that statement shows that he no longer consider every other royal as family. Well, I contributed my thumbs down to this video and I can 
see that they are too scared to show how many dislikes it got. Definitely not going to watch it. Netflix should realize that it is much more efficient to burn your money in a pit of fire than to 
make this crap.
I would like to read the Memoirs of Archy and Lil-Di.
I love the part where, after listening to all 12 episodes of The Great Duchess's thought crime correction programme, the racist, misogynistic Brits realise what fools they've been and take 
to the streets demanding that the evil Kate and William be taken to the Tower, King Charles abdicates and The Great Duchess given her true title of Queen of Hearts. Welling up 
here...camera ready? delicate left eye tear of joy and gratitude on its way😢
Mattress Meg and ungrateful whinging Haz what a waste of space these  two are.
Where are the invisible children you have tried to pass off as your own no respect for the public keeping telling lies and spreading misinformation.
Bless our dear Queen and Prince Philip who were treat so shabby by the calculating deceitful duo.
I loved the part where she bought a house with 16 bathrooms when she only needs to go behind a bush

Horrible video on a trashy couple. Netflies like liars, hypocrites. What a shame a great streaming giant uses old photo of media invited for Harry potter premier in this harkles show to try to 
convince the public the media is there to harass the harkles. Netflies is as deceitful and dishonest as the harkles. Totally non professional and lack of moral compass. Boycott netflix.
I love the part where Meghan insists on going on public stages to claim credit for overturning a multi million dollar advert campaign at just 11 years old -
When it was already being removed after NATIONAL outcry .. bless her taking credit for it & lying repeatedly about it - she’s destined to be the President of the United States too she has 
said , is as popular as Princess Diana & a super model .. her view of herself is so humble & realistic , what a heroine
I love the bit where Meghan sues Marie-Antoinette for copying her
I love the part where Meghan and Harry were both in Istanbul Turkey the same week in April of 2015.
Absolutely! Thank you Netflix.
Laughed out loud at this one.....
😂😂😂
They needed to show what a victim she is.  Get with the program 🤣
😂😂 exactly
The Daily Mail have finally picked up on that.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Brilliant
🤣
😅😅
really?
 @Mary Mary  They keep deleting my reply
Wow, that’s very interesting indeed.
Again they are deleting my reply to you detailing Meghan & Harry at the Soho House Grand Opening Istanbul Turkey April 2015. 
Hello Meghan! Are you confirming that the 2 of you met in April 2015 when you wrote that your life changed after 48 hours in Istanbul?
I wrote a new reply. Meghan must be reading the comments. I must have hit a nerve.



I will definitely be sending my screen shots to all the bloggers. Thanks for confirming that this is when they actually met.
 @Miss Winnie  thank you! News to me!
I love the part where their private, intimate moments alone are caught on camera by a third party.  How very progressive of this couple! I can feel my left eye welling up with a single 
heartfelt tear.
I love the part where teenager Meghan is videotaped just before entering Buckingham Palace for the official tour and she also watched Harry's mothers funeral with friends and she 
aspired to be Diana 2.0, but as an adult Meghan tells the world that it is only NOW that she understands there is a global interest in the BRF.
When the algorithms show you can make millions from hate-watching. I’m editing this because I don’t think it’s hate-watching I don’t hate them I just hate the hypocrisy they exemplify. 
Can anyone come up with a new word? Markle was added to the Urban dictionary can we add a new word for 2022 to describe this?

I love the part where she recalls the South African people dancing in the street after she married dumbo and how Mandela’s grandson refuted this claim. Such an honest human being.
I loved the part when after the spectacle of a wedding, that was not their real wedding, but still cost the total of the British taxpayers having their electricity bill paid for this winter, how 
she stuck her tongue out at Prince Charles birthday and she wanted to leave after she had had her photo opportunity .
I love the part when she was caught going through Harry’s boot, when he was playing polo and caught taking photos inside Royal residences …I especially love the part when she is 
holding her “baby “…like it’s a doll🤔 after she escaped that racist, cruel royal family…but just so happens to be a photographer there 😢
Don't worry good people, the harkles are circling the drain
I loved the part where she explained how she was silenced by the Palace whilst simultaneously silencing all her staff or anyone she works with through non disclosure agreements. So brave 
and non hypocritical. Brought a single tear to my left eye!
I'm so looking forward to watching Meghan and Harry. Hope we get to see their precious little ones but that's doubtful because they don't use their children for positive PR like the other 
couple does.
I loved the part where Meghan modestly dropped into conversation that South Africans 'rejoiced in the streets' the same way they did 'when Mandela was freed from prison' when she 
married Harry and also how hospitable they were to accommodate them both in a 'housing unit' when she visited.
Oh well.  Another bundle of lies from Harry and wife.
Omg!! Why do they think their story needs to be heard over and over and over again? Then it turns out to be a bunch of lies! They are pathetic cry babies!! So much suffering going on and 
all she cares about is money and fame! The way they treated the Queen and the way she treats her family she is an abusive narc! Poor Harry. Poor William. She’s broken up his family 
just,like hers and her kids will never have a normal life!
Harry shout grow up and not be a baby, live your life and let the royals in britain live them life.. im sick of his and megan complain about everything… (let it be)
I love the part where the reporter interviewing Harry & Meghan congratulates them on pregnancy and Harry replied, "Is it mine?"
traitor
I was here just to read the amazing comments, very inspiring, that tear rolling down, left eye... didn't bother to watch the trailer though
Have a tissue for the tear that will sadly fall from your left eye as you exit!!! Leaving sanctimonious Megan.  If only I could control the tear...falling from my left eye! Sniff sniff.. Just saying. 
NYS Trisha~ (Finger talk)
I especially love the part where they’re boot kicked outa cali, and have to live on a remote island in Canada again. Oh wait .. just Harry and the kids. Megs is in line at the soup kitchen 
😂😂
I love the part where Netflix obviously paid Google to keep this ass dribble in my algorithm.



So already some photos are being called into question. The bank of photographer's is a stock photo from a Harry Potter premier in 2011 (neither H or M attended); was this meant to be 
current, pointingly aimed at H&M because I can tell you there never was that number of photographer's. It was always controlled and the second one is a pic of H with his hand extended 
to ward off the photographs lights, H was with a former girlfriend years ago so was that meant to be with M? The last one is the pic of them in the private residence of the Queen. Did they 
get permission?  Very poor of them if they did not, the Queen doesn't have many rules for her family but one of them is no photo's without permission. This allows everyone to relax. It's all 
about them it seems...and the half-truths have just begun.
Oh please.... Megan is the worst.
Brings a new meaning to the word threesome.
You have to wonder why, if, she has a personal photographer with her at every intimate moment that there are no images of the birth of either of 'their' 2 children.
I never understood why South African people would rejoice at this.  Why not just say all Africans and make it at least semi-plausible.  She has no connections to South Africa but claims to 
be 43% Nigerian.  Which is a nationality, not a race.
And the thumbs down / dislike count on this video.... WE are silenced, by her.
And then admitting to having not signed an NDA.! What inspiring contradiction . one tear left eye
😂😂😂😂
Nutmeg: Rules for thee not for me!
7K Likes
26K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  it’s over 200k dislikes now
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  😳
She deems all criticism as racism. She’s unwell
🎯🎯🎯 Yes!  That's how you teach women to use their voices, make them all sign NDAs.  Meghan is so inspirational.
Good one
 @Cyber Shamans  Now:
21K Likes
270K Dislikes
Oh, my goodness, how clever you are!!!!  You are another alliterate one, like your abused saint.
Harry, you can use your own account!
lol. you are a sweet and naive bot. they will not show their "precisous ones", because people with narcissim can't stand sharing the center of attention.
Didn't she deliberately allow a picture of archie on zoom to flood the Internet on the very day that the Prince and Princess of Wales flew into Boston?  Or the picture of lilli the second they 
touched us soil after the jubilee?
MM is that you?
They are the same 'ol lies, in a Netflix package. Yawn. Nobody gives a (fill in the blank).
That WAS a good one....
🤣🤣🤣
The "half-truths" or blatant lies NEVER stopped.



I loved the part, where she wrote a hearttouching letter to her father, when she was going to be married to Harry, that seemed to be written just for the press, with the intention to be 
leaked to the press and to make her look so sweetly innocent and full of virtue and the victim par excellence. And then I loved the part, where Harry and Meghan were showing their luxury 
chicken coop, they had had made for their son in their Montecito luxury home, sitting among the chicken on the ground in their luxury clothes and sweetly whispering, that all they wanted 
and needed, was a simple down to earth genuine and organic life.

I loved the part where she stuck out her tongue with a cheeky grin during official engagements. How girly, how cute, almost angelic!  🤮 moved me to tears, one drop from left eye 😢
This thread is a bloody legend! Someone should make a book out of it.
Anyway, I liked the bit where she batted her eyes at William coming out of church on Christmas day and he was so dazzled by her beauty that he had to use his scarf to shade his eyes from 
the brilliance of her divine countenance.
NARCISSISM!
I love the part when Meghan talked about the climate yet didn’t travel internationally by dinghy (or pedal bike for shorter journeys).  she didn’t name her child tenishqua and yet expects 
us to believe she’s anti racist. The worst thing is did you see that Hermes on the chair. Clearly she’s a racist too
I love the part where Meghan's fellow 'Deal or no Deal' beauty effectively said 'recollections may vary' when hearing of Meghans 'objectification' on the show.
The comment section is delivering.
I loved the part where Netflix cancelled the ghastly Pearl, saving the world from a preachy narcissistic borefest and causing Smeg to break every plate in Montecito.
I love the part when they have their truth as apposed to the real truth.
Harry, the soldiers son, will he eventually tell that truth? Wonder how much he threw his mum under the bus? Netflix who made a documentary about her portraying her as a loose morals 
person?
I don’t understand why people hate her that much… was what I used to say. Now I understand why. She is a walking contradiction. Says she just wants a peaceful life… proceeds to do 
everything possible to still be relevant.

I love the part of when these poor attacked grifters came to my country of Australia, to my state of Queensland & arrived at Fraser Island when the Indigenous owners of the land prepared 
a “welcome to country” ceremony which the children had prepared for months, when poor “pregnant” Megs decided she was “A big tired” and didn’t show. Hell it was only the unveiling of 
HMTQ Commonwealth Canopy, sure pop your feet up love.

After seeing the young indigenous child heartbroken they couldn’t give megsy their gifts, Hazza spent all of ten minutes with them (no live cameras) and popped on a waiting yacht to find 
back at the jetty his beloved mummy/wife in a black SUV making her grand entrance for the cameras & who made a magical speedy recovery to parade in a see through expensive dress, 
cradling that non existent bump for the live cameras. Why would a black women who works so hard want to visit other black women who had gifts for her? 
Hopefully she’ll educate us all again with her plagiarism in this documentary that I won’t be watching but will certainly pop back here to read the funniest comment section YouTube has 
ever had! 👏👏 P.s Dear Netflix, I have since canceled my account due to this trashy lie feast, you can make it look as dramatic as you want but all the lies were already given to Oprah. 
😢😂
I love the part she told the world she and haznoballs told the world they were married before the big ceremony ! Lies lies lies 😂
This video has 279,000 dislikes vs 22,000 likes as of today. This crapfest was a great idea. 🍿
I can't wait for it to air. It will make me cry. From my left eye. But..thank God I have a 2000 dollar trow to wipe my ass..o no my eye..the left eye.
Netflix thinking this will be the next Tiger King... NOPE! This borefest will turn off people. I'm not watching anything on Netflix!
Well citizens of  England, compared to Meghan the Monster, Wallis Simpson is looking pretty good, huh? Netflix, I will NEVER, EVER renew my subscription to your service. You're on par 
with the likes of Jerry Springer. Sad...
I lo



They should have called it "Monte Sh!t  Show's Flying Circus" 😂😂😂
BTW, the next day, after the Oprah interview, the previous owner came out publically stating HE built the chicken coop, but was not allowed to have chickens due to the zoning laws in that 
exclusive area....So, the number of lies told to Oprah is now at 18....
 @Emcee Eß  I really do not get it, why they are telling so many of these stupid things, that are so easy to be revealed as not true.
YES!  Scarfed!
I was thinking the same a few of my favourite are 1 when Harry was told he was a wizard,o sorry  wrong movie 😂2 when Meghan said to Pharaoh ‘let my people go’  I went whatttt 
😂😂😂
Agree!.  I hope someone captures all of it and publishes it in a book.
Lol, scarfed by the future King, but it went right over her head!!
Thanks for sharing that almost unbelievably selfish behaviour..... I wish that story had got coverage in the UK press at the time, but I am assuming the RF were protecting her and putting it 
down to her 'inexperience'
Yep, I cancelled mine
Thanks for sharing she's a grifter a liar and a conwoman, all about Meme!!
And don't forget when she was here in Australia she complained about not getting paid for "appearances".
We've cancelled Netflix as well.  So gratified to see so many people standing on principle!👍
I hope when King Charles, or when William and Catherine visit Australia, they will visit Fraser Island to make up for this shameful episode. Please accept my apologies as a Brit for this insult 
from that disgraceful pair.
Tessa that was very painful to read.
I cancelled Netflix also. Amazon Prime is so much better. There is nothing to watch on Netflixs except for crap like this
I cancelled too! Well said 
They've already been paid 100million and it has 7 million views, as we've seen with the Little Mermaid...online outrage means nothing.
I think I must be responsible for a hundred views as I can't resist clicking on to catch up with the comments 😅
 @CountessofMonteCristo  , Netflix might be dumb, but really, they are not that dumb.  I am sure JustHarry and his wife did not get that much money.  Whatever they got, go check out 
the video on YT from THE ROYL GRIFT from Dec. 6th, titled "10 Mil donated to Archwell?".   Wow, there is proof of the toxic duo's shady dealings within their so-called charity (NOT a 
foundation).  I hope they are investigated....
 @Emcee Eß  I would never waste my time watching that gossip channel like you weirdos who claim to hate Meghan and Harry but watch/read every form of media that is biased against 
them. It's so freakin strange...I've read this on a credited site like a normal person.
 @CountessofMonteCristo  They have not been paid fully yet and that number is overinflated. If you think they are more popular in real life, think again.
🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where Meghan said the royal family took her passport from her and then she went on a lavish baby shower in New York
yawn
What Maghan says is absolute truth right, I mean like right?  And man can walk on water! Let the lies begin. Remember Megsy you're not a great actor. Cue single tear left eye.
I loved the part where Meghan wrote personal messages of love and empowerment on bananas for street sex workers. It brought a tear to my left eye.
netflix paid $100 million for this
I love the part where Meghan suddenly became black after meeting a European prince and now she is the queen of all black people worldwide, a symbol of natural African beauty
Anyone know the name of the actor playing Harry?  I'm sure I saw him working in my local McDonalds so think it's great he finally got his big break into the world of fiction.
I loved the part when Megan says she objectified, when the only acting she's done was giving a bj on baywatch.
I loved the part where Meghan was pictured as a yatch girl frolicking with Prince Andrew on an Epstein boat.



When Megain said she never looked up her NOW husband online and doesn’t care about Royal titles whilst pouting and crying that her children wouldn’t be given the good titles, it was 
after-all only privacy she was concerned about
I love the part where she’s holding moonbump on skinny legs with a see through dress a la Princess Di. Eat your heart out Markle. One tear, left eye,  3 seconds…GO…
I love the part were both starred in Harry Potter.
Who made the trailer? It’s misleading and in parts bears no relevance to the content of the reality show it’s promoting. There’s really no need to prepare us for a plethora of falsehoods 
and deception. They’ve been showing us who they really are for a few years. We are prepared!

I love the part where Meghan realizes she will always walk behind Kate, be shorter than her, have less status, importance, attention, wealth & popularity than her & never be Queen, and 
she decides to call that monarchical hierachy “structural racism”. I enjoyed watching her throw periodic tantrums & acting out for power & attention like refusing to release info about 
Archies birth. I thought it was inspiring how after meghan’s demands for princess parity sputtered, her attempts to seduce William or even get him to look at her failed, her bullying of staff 
caused her & Harry to be exiled from Kensington Palace, she bravely ran away to america to found a billion-dollar-brand & become POTUS & show Will & Kate who really outranks who. 
Dont worry Meghan, we know you will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters & righteousness like a mighty stream & your epically large narcissist injury is avenged.
We are reaching newfound levels of ridiculousness and shame.
Oh, what people can do for a share in the spotlight, for some attention and some cash..
These two people have supposedly rejected the whole royalty thing, yet they still prey on that same subject over and over.
Their dignity has dropped below zero at this point.
🔴 I HAVE JUST ONE QUESTION: SINCE WHEN WE BELIEVE PROVEN LIARS?
This whole comment section is full of bots. Every comment starts with, “I love the part” it’s so obvious and ridiculous.
Just threw up in my mouth with the cringe overload. I love the part where she didn't know he was a Prince and the evil royal family/British forced her to marry him two days before the 
wedding. The part where the British keep stalking her when she managed to escape the clutches of the nasty monarchy. Stay strong meghan with everything you have had to endure. Harry 
is a true rock, and you are his saviour. Hopefully you can save the racist monarchy, evil British and focus on bringing peace to all nations. We bow to queen migraine muckspreader and her 
devoted prince dunce. As the famous quote from queen meghan goes 'Unity Moonbeams and sugar clouds for all human beings'.
C’est chaud 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
Love the part when megan goes back in time to fight racism with Joan of Arc
The tear scene, was that done for your Netflix thingy?
IKR?  Everything she does is so spot-on appropriate and compassionate.  She's amaaaaaaazing!  I totally understand how all the Sugars adore and worship her.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣
Dear GOD!!!! With that money they will pay sunshine sachs again.

Self tanning does wonders.
Poor deluded Sugars.....
 @Lana Phillips  And orange bronzer! 

I love how her hands stay absolutely White. So brave!
 @Lana Phillips  Sadly, I heard that the Harkles had had to hire extra staff to clean their 16 bathrooms, bc when Meghan bathes, the self-tanner runs off and stains the tubs quite badly. 
Being a Woman of Color via spray tanner is a messy affair.
I'm fascinated by black people who call her "our black queen". Doesn't her lifetime of intentional passing bother them?



Lol after identifying for her whole life as cuacasian as written in her passport, job application, ID's etc.
 @Pat  Shut Up!!!!
 @J S  really?????? Do you have proof?
 @Azizah Cornelius  her passport, job applications, marriages, nose jobs, hgair straighteners......
What she's Black???????????????????
 @Azizah Cornelius  Widely reported in the press - which is as good as her truth any day
Have you noticed how she's always darker, in cold dismal Britain, and she's always very pale when in much, much hotter California (as at the polo in the summer).   Funny that.
 @Pat  As a nondelusional woman of color I'm appalled and
disgusted by nutmeg makeral in general!
 @Ursherette Paul  As are the black women I know, but online I encounter so many. I guess one example of white privilege, is not feeling I have to feel defensive about people in my race 
just because they're in my race.
 @Azizah Cornelius  And a perfect example immediately shows up. A black woman who gives her love and loyalty to a stranger even though that stranger has spent the majority of her life 
doing everything possible to make sure she doesn't look like a black woman. I don't live far from where she grew up, I've known teachers at her High School, she did not in any way grow up 
black but you're desperately clinging to her as symbol of what exactly? 

Have you seen the actual black British women criticizing her and denying Royal racism? What do you think of them? It was a rhetorical question, given your reply to me, I can only imagine 
your discussion and it's not going to occur at any level of careful reasoning. 

Just another weepy sugar.
Hahahaha
😆She really has a thing for those 'bananas' doesn't she
That is not true.
I have a clip on my channel where you can hear her moonbump making a popping noise. 😂😂😂
😂
I love the part where people don't get the joke.  It makes a tear travel down my left cheek.
We are reel and decent people.
No  dear! You are witnessing people's real opinion about the susexxes.
I love the part where gullible idiots like   oOMadHouseOo just don’t get the wit & sarcasm of thousands of people as he/she/they is a brainwashed imbecile.
Haha no the bots, bots would be "we love you H&M", MM is the most kindest, most beautiful Duchess ever, dont listen to haters". You know, the most generic thing 😂.
Since you are not very well-informed, the trend "the part where" has been started a long time for trailers. The recent "Little Mermaid" adaptation is an example. Ppl would put the wildest 
part in just for good fun. The thing is, for Meghan, she has been so delusional and lied so many times so ppl would use her own grandiose lies for this joke. 😂
HI Meghan you OK🖐
Hi Meghan  we see you girllll. Enjoying the profound and deafening   viewers disgust for your work, shown in these comments?
I love the part that I'm a bot from the Netherlands🤣
 @Lana Phillips  hilarious 😂 how
 @Lana Phillips  😆😆😆
We are the BOT.
Resistance is futile.



are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! not bots but real people from around the world don't like narcissitic, bullying liars.
🤣🤣🤣
This comment section is so inspiring… brings a tear to my left eye 😢
She is a true inspiration 😥

🤣🤣🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣😂HAHAAHAHAHAH
THERE ONCE WAS A PRINCE
WHO WAS KISSED BY A WITCH
SHE TURNED HIM INTO A FROG
THEN THEY BOTH HOPPED IT 
TO ------------------ NETFLIX !!!
My God I've just thrown up, this couple are so childish it's unbelievable.
I hope more people cancel their Netflix subscriptions to protest Harry & Meghan. Also the Crown, which claims to be fictional yet depicts real people & false narratives.
I loved the part where selfless megxit let slip the impending "pregnancy" at Princess Eugenie's wedding, not for a moment allowing the news ruin anyone's special day. Good one ME-Gain. 
Tear, left eye, go!

Don't watch to finance these two. There are enough you tube channels who are selflessly going to endure this rubbish on our behalf. To make sure we don't have to be inflicted by it
I felt so proud of MM when Hawwy made her realise she was not caucasian when they started dating that a tear from my left eye rolled down my cheek and lingered. The new knowledge 
was such a revealation and empowered her to dizzying heights of victimhood.. "Well Done!"
Why are you using stock images of cameras taking at a Harry Potter premiere in 2011 in this trailer? To make them look like they are more important than they really are? Plus it is obvious 
the crying was fake, why would you have a photographer with you at that point plus when someone really cries it shows on the forehead, her forehead is completely smooth. Pathetic 
misinformation, distortions, malicious propaganda from a pair of sad individuals. Shameful.
Real honest to god nicknames of Meghan Markle given to her by Buckingham Palace staff:
1. Di Lite
2. Di 2.0
3.The Duchess of Difficult
Anyone else hope H & MM are reading all these lovely reviews?  They need to know how much the public loves them.

This video is now at: 
👍21,004 👎245,905  Wonder how long it took Meghan to push the "Like" button 21,004 times?
I loved the part where he said the US constitution was bonkers or the part where he warned twitter boss of the storming of Parliament House because he saw the tweets 🙊oops but he’s 
not on social media
The part where Meghan steps back in time and leads Moses to deliver his sermon on the mount. Such devotion, such loyalty in action. I shed a solitary tear from my eye, left.
I loved the part Meghan is crying in front of Hermes blanket that cost a bizillion.
That guy is a tool.
I love the way she did such a deep curtsey at HMQ funeral obviously had time to practice. The next one will be to the POW😂😂😂



I love the part where Meghan, the humanitarian, talks about compassion and forgiveness, but doesn't talk to her own father and siblings and didn't invite them to her wedding.
I loved the part when Meghan said 'Linked not Ranked' on that interview with Gloria, and then introduce herself and reminding everyone she is The Duchess of Sussex, on zoom name, 
letters and then her dior bag with the DDOS engraved. Meanwhile the real royals introduced and signed letters with their first name. So inspirational!
Some random unrelated words; sociopathic, duplicitous, narcissistic and hypicritical.
Netflix you are trash. Stop lying
Let me dry your tear with Meghan's glove. 😂
😂
People should cancel their subscriptions and not buy their book to provide them with the privacy they crave.
The UnRoyal Family: The Biggest Welfare Recipients In History

Should be the proper title.
Done
Watch or Don't Watch. The numbers will still be great. All the bitichin will definitely inspire non-haters to watch.
 @Matilda Mudd  well watching or not watching the people have spoken 😁
Amber Heard 1.5
Goes to show there really aren’t many sugars.  Only 21k…they would of got a memo to like it 😅
It's gone to 248+k since you posted the count.
That’s not many considering the amount of views
Many are watching it…… pausing it … many times just to read the comments. I am and it’s brilliant!
She was merching the brand label on the soles of her shoes....thus the deep curtsey. Revolting.
They weren't fancy enough to represent her......that is why she invited celebrities she mostly didn't even know.  She didn't even invite her real friends.
 @Lana Phillips  She has real friends?
 @Gillian Redfearn  🤣🤣🤣
😂
She didn’t invite her mothers family either. That’s when I knew she was sus.
Nah, I am not a fan of anyone in the royal family, but this one is definitely a stretch.
The monarchy mishandled the wedding from the first day they got engaged and her father with the family had to keep quiet and wait, although I understand the part that they began to 
have a problem that they did not know how to handle the press and left them alone in that aspect. Everyone has their reasons and there are also faults. And his brothers or stepbrother are 
perverse, they allowed themselves to be used by royalty and they are still falling. They just want to divert attention with some circus while those who remain inside do and undo, 
everything was an evil plan in my opinion and it got out of hand.
  @D J its actually a big middle finger to the people of color fans that were watching all over the world.
Amazing. Any other person would be ecstatic to have married into royalty and become a real life princess. Instead we get "Princess" Karen
the comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👏
The picture of the bank of photographers had nothing to do with Harry and Meghan....it was from a Harry Potter premier.  Indicative of the "honesty " in the documentary?
- Mirror mirror on the wall who is the fairest of them all?

- Catherine.
This is just so wrong...



Has Netflix changed this, can see how many likes, but can’t see the number of DISLIKES 🤣
I just love how her nose changes in every scene. So inspirational to plastic surgeons all over the planet.
I love the part where Harry bombarded her sick and bed-ridden granny to ask for money because his  papa refused to take his call 😂😂😂 and has been tirelessly trying to overshadow 
his brother, the next King, who holds the key and password of Windsor bank 😂😂😂
Can't wait for the crown version of this era 😂
What a bunch of cock and bull.
Can’t stand her
Harry so proud and happy to sell out his family for money…what an absolute disgrace. This is trash, they should be ashamed and don’t show William & Catherine, they did not choose to be 
involved in this lie fest.
Bwahaha how pathetic can u get 🙄 good Lord. I canceled Netflix immediately Smh pathetic
I loved the part with Meghan sitting on a Bench in the garden  reading the trailer comments and wishing they had created a comedy doco instead of their love story! So relatable! Of course 
she is crying her one eyed special gift!
Sitting close to a quarter million dislikes shows what H and M really are about.  It is not about race.  It is about all the people they have hurt, abused, and the lies.
How do I make it stop?  My left eye keeps shedding a tear every 3 seconds since watching this trailer .  

I loved the part where Meghan sashayed into a London secondary school and flirtatiously hugged  a teenage boy in front of an assembly - so informal, so unstuffy - a breath of fresh air!
The part where she’s caught staring at her brother in law repeatedly any chance she gets like he’s a piece of meat such respect towards her husband and sister in law.
🎉🎉🎉❤😂
An example of what HG Tudor would call a half-truth. Those reporters were after Harry, alright. 😜
Ops! 😅
Yes!  😀
Lat report was 250.000
It happened a while ago.  Nothing to do with the Harkles
HOw can it be about race?  I dislike them both equally and they CLAIM to be different colours.
It probably didn't help that Netflix attempted to deceive people by using photos in the trailer that has nothing to do with Harry and Meghan...a photo of children greeting Queen Mary in 
the 1930's, a cropped photo of Harry being photographed with then girlfriend Chelsy Davy and a stock photo from 2011 of photographers.
😂
It’s so weird!!! Surely Harry must notice?
 @Sunshine45  I know I really don’t see how he couldn’t have but he does lack a lot of self awareness so perhaps the only explanation other than the fact he’s a dimwit.
I loved the part when they told how Harry proposed while they were cooking a roasted chicken, for Meghan the vegan..
"Netflix" you have very poor judgement. GO Prime Video
This “documentary is going to be so humbling for the few people who will actually watch this.they  are the biggest victims history .

I love the part when Meghan thinks that she's a victim and that she's oppressed while being one of the most wealthy people in the world. So awe-inspiring. What strength of character.
These two are just Grifters. Ignore them. They are irrelevant. He betrayed his Country.
This is comedy, right?? 😳🙄🤨
The amount of dislikes has restored my faith in humanity. Shame on Netflix for giving these entitled brats millions of dollars to make this self-indulgent documentary.
The comments were better than the trailer. Those lies are starting to add up!



I so enjoyed the parts where Prince Hokey, (as in Cokey), practiced tirelessly to perfct his dance steps. He put his left leg in, then his left leg out, (of our country), in out, in out... It was 
mesmerising, a sheer delight to see. As he and Megsy completed the final move of the sequence - the turnaround, with no regards to the photographers nearby, their gay abandon inspired 
the people's of South Africa to dance in the streets! When awarded the bronze medal 🥉 for careful choreography, they jumped for joy! Alas, their frenzied dancing has worn away Prince 
Wokey's dancing shoes, his poor  little pinkies are so often bare. This brings a sympathetic tear - to my left eye...

PS. Is it politically correct to refer to, 'pinkies' nowadays?
I love the thought that Treverty Trev Trev must be rolling with laughter! 🤣
My favorite part was where a two or three times previously married, (alleged yacht-girl) D-list actress married a dim bulb prince in a 40 million pound wedding that was broadcast to the 
entire world but that it meant nothing because they were married three days earlier in the garden at Frogmore cottage by the Archbishop of Canterbury who has tragically been struck by a 
bout of amnesia. Truly sad, it brings a tear to my left eye.
Sickening! Those two are the poster children for narcissistic liars!!!
I am her for comments, no need to see MeeMee with HeeHee
Smegma & H, I hope you’re enjoying reading every single comment about the both of you. You’re NEVER EVER going to advance past your 2nd row status. After this netflop failure always 
remember that every action has a consequence, you reap what you sow, etc. etc. etc. May you both continue to live in the hell you both created for yourselves. Lights, camera, action ~ left 
eye tear. 😢
I really loved the part where he used a racial slur towards another solider! Oh we shouldn't forget him paying tribute to the nazis. Opps everyone else is racist tho. 🤷
I hope you are reading this MM!
Does anyone else want to see the part where MeMe sits down with the staff she bullied out of employment and have a public heart to heart? oh wait-- she only talks smack about those 
that can't fight back. Which kinda sorta makes Netflix complicit in that silencing act.
Bye bye Netflix
Netflix couldn't find any chasing paparazzi, so the used a lineup from a Harry Potter premiere. They also used Harry cut away from old gf Chelsea. Pic of the somber Wales had H & M 1 pew 
behind looking somber in the same direction. Also noted the 'intimate' pics including the left eye crying, all staged by a professional photographer
Meghan gives “One Trick Pony” a whole new meaning.  If her motives and methods were any more transparent then she’d be an open window. It’s all so sickening.
Apparently if you check the term 'roast chicken' in the Urban Dictionary, it is a sex position.
Yes, it's so impressive that she's able to hold onto her fabricated self-identity like that.  And never allows an inkling of reality to slip past the barrier of "her truth."  What an prime example 
of female empowerment!
THANK YOU. I FEEL THE SAME WAY
Plus he lost his job for breaking the law and is now in solitary in HMP Dartmoor ion suicide watch..
I bet she's doing it. Hi MeAgain!! 🤪
How do they live with themselves!
So many nwo trolls here.. 🙄



I love the part when they show us behind closed doors while leaving the Royal Family for privacy. 
I love the part where they are abusing Harry’s Grandfather and Grandfather by dragging their name and their life’s work through the mud  (Oprah) whilst they were both in their last stages 
of life! 
I love the part when Harry says he visited Grandma to make sure she had the right people around her.  Only to go straight to a tv interview to tell the world how much you make her laugh. 
Do you think she was laughing at the end Harry!!!!?? I 
Guess you weren’t one of the right people when she invited you and your “family” for Christmas! Classy. 
I’m confused why Meghan dropped her own family before the Wedding?  I’m sure we will be reminded. I love the way the story gets changed from Megain printed interviews to other 
printed interviews.
246k dislikes. C'mon let's push on to a quarter of a million. 😆
I love the part where Markle will try her best to bring on a lawsuit and Markle every single commentator here 😁😁😄😄😂

I love the whole Harry and Meghan show.  Watching them constantly shooting themselves in the foot and revealing how shallow, foolish, and self-serving they are.  The most 
schadenfreude I've ever had ...and it never stops.  But I won't be watching the show.  There will be nothing new.  Just more whining and lies and frankly I can't stand the sight of Markle.
NETFLIX USED THE SONG "THE FOG PRINCESS" as the background song for this trailer. THANK YOU SO MUCHHH NETFLIX for mocking this couple for us!
I loved the part where Harry & Meghan had a whole nation pay for their wedding and then called them all racists and bigots .  Inspiring!
I'm just here to see William and Kate. I realise I'm in the wrong place. I shall leave now.
How many thumbs down?I feel sick.
I just love the part in the series when this couple teaches us all how they who are one of the most privileged people on the planet are in fact one of the most suppressed!! Their genetic 
pain is the worst pain that ever was. 😪
I loved the part where poor Meghan was cruelly made to shed a tear (from her left eye) when that bully Duchess Catherine was so  nasty to her at the bridesmaids dress fitting, just 
because she wanted her toddler daughter to be comfortable in her costume. I mean, the nerve! And to think the rumour got out that poor Meghan made bully Catherine cry!  Shocking! 
That tear - it is almost welling in my left eye!

I wonder if Netflix are actually showing a mockumentry and the duplicitous duo will be taken by surprise,  lol, especially with the song  used in the trailer. One can only hope. It might be 
the only way Netflix can redeem themselves. I definitely won't watch, I will wait for the reviews and commentary. Entertaining and intelligent unlike the subjects of the programme.
Long live the king, long live Queen Camilla, Long live the Prince and Princess of Wales… Harry and Meghan, fuxk you both for trying to destroy the Monarchy and your own family… you will 
never, ever be forgiven.
Yuck, and nauseating!!!! :text-green-game-over:
Can we all cancel our Netflix subscription????
I really appreciate the scenes when harry allowed Meghan to wash  him aside to able  herself to talk with gests instead .. how selfless and femininst empower he is
When will they STOP telling us their story? JUST SHUT UP.
Dear Netflix, Consumer feedback: I unsubscribed my $10 per month because the content isn't worth it.
What a pair of calculating manipulative unscrupulous nasty Narassists nothing is sacred to these people except themselves and their bank accounts. Wouldn't give them the time if day 
even if YOU PAID ME NETFLIX SHAME ON YOU!!
No no no, bad acting, not real, superficial, dishonest, where were the real tears, no real tears for Prince Philip or The Queen.
I love the part when ppl forgot who he is and called him prince Edward in UN speech 🤣🤣🤣🤣... It was laughable moment
You’re the only troll.
Nope, just genuine people...for some peoplw it's hard to hear the truth ...



 @ajrin 7400  especially when the true is different from "their truth"
Just crawling out from underneath my bridge to say helllooooooo sugar lump!
Do I hear the scrapping of the barrel in search of a conspiracy theory?
Sorry, we're all out of tin foil hats...and fucks to give about me-agains "truth"
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun!
Where are you see dislike #? I cant see it and thought YT had turned that off for the snowflakes.
 @Daniel Templeman  theres an extension on Google Chrome
 @cutie pie  I go to the extensions and what do i need to do next? (laptop)
 @G.A. Buist  depends on the operating system.  Videos on YouTube
 @Gillian Redfearn  ok
Best car crash in history!
EDIT: "The Frog Princess"- Divine Comedy
Fits nicely with his comment "Brits need to be taught a lesson".
As a taxpayer, that waste of time brought an entire river of tears to both eyes. On the other hand, it got rid of them.
Let's not forget meghan the great refered to the wedding as 'The Spetacle '.
True no gratitude people Meghan and Harry especially.
If i remember correctly they said sections of the media not the whole of the British public
Oh right , the spectacle.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂🇬🇧
Lol as if Brits had option of not paying from their taxes. Royals are totally public parasites.
 @Olan Richards  that comment waS really, the cats pajamas wasn't it?  The audacity and condescension  mind-blowing.
And they probably ARE!!!! Racist as shit.
Taxpayers paid for security, just as they did for Will & Kate. The rest was paid for by them and the Royal Family. But, feel free to skip that since it doesn't fit your narrative.
 @kateg99  Kates got 1 solitary tear dribbling out of her left eye..
 @kateg99  I think we're beyond "narratives" now love 😂 you seen the likes ratio? And the comments?? Yeah, we just paid security for the wedding - thats it then, Meghans career is back 
on😂😂
 @kateg99  The taxpayers chipped in £MILLION 32. But okay, make it seem as if they contributed a derisory sum.🙄 You're as dishonest as the grotesques.
230k
Something in the range of 246K now...
247k and counting, lol
I hope it is littered with mockery.  It would be a brilliant checkmate for Netflix.  Just like The Cut interview…unclear to a narcissist but exposed them to their core.  Imagine the ratings…hell 
I would have it on repeat
I'll be watching, but in an... alternative platform, just for the lol's
 @Felipe Villanueva  me too, perhaps Hilary Rose will do some commentary
When this trailer came out, I cancelled my Netflix.
I don't have one!
 @Gillian Redfearn  pitty



Poor Meghan.. reading these comments on her phone on her bed covered in Hermes blankets, sheets, and pillowcases. Her head is probably buried in her hand again, saddened that based 
on the 230k dislikes , theres must be 230k racists out there. 
Cue Harry or photographer, take another picture of this sad sad moment poor Meghan has to endure.
Megan is so much more deserving of the princess of wales title than catherine, megan was also a victim of the royal family just like diana, she also wore the same perfume diana wore on 
her first dates with Harry. That nasty Catherine also goes shopping on her own. Megan is a true example of sisterhood, an example and inspiration to us all. One tear falls from my left eye 
in gratitude.
I just LOVE how connections work.  Just LOVE that their "Ripple of Hope" award is being presented two days before their Netflix series debuts.  Oh yes, and presented by Kerry Kennedy, 
daughter of the late Robert F. Kennedy and sister of Rory Kennedy, who is the partner of Liz Garbus in the Moxie Firecracker firms company.  Oh and Liz Garbus just happens to be the 
director of their Netflix series!  What a coincidence, right?  a little too much of one in my books.
Watching the trailer  : ❌❌❌
Reading the comments : ✅✅✅✅✅
My favorite part is when Meg said the only thing she wanted to know about Harry was whether he was “nice” because if he wasn’t “kind” it “wouldn’t make sense”.  In reality she did the 
deep dive on the internet about Harry so in fact she knew all about him.  Wore his mother’s perfume to their first meeting.  Poor Meg, she must have forgotten about all of that research, 
like she forgot about telling Omid Scabies what to put in Finding Freedom.
I loved the part Where Saint Meghan said Prince Phillip was taking Attention away from her Oprah Interview by being in hospital and Dying.
Oh and I see the Moonbump has made an appearance. Hope she had it strapped on right.
"When the stakes are this high" ...I MUST cancel my NETFLIX ..because all the glorious TRUTHS Megliar & HARWY has already Shared..My left eye is about to drip...PASS the tissues.... no 
wait I need a bucket..feeling really really SICK! NYS Trisha~
What a nasty vile narcissistic bullying self righteousness couple. I hope they never set foot in england again. Shame on you for giving this nasty couple airtime. Never mind the finding the 
lies have already started.

I don't know if anyone feels this way but when a person tries to act in a certain way ...and you know in your gut feeling that he/ she is acting... that's the same vibe i get from Meghan 🤔
Well Megs it looks like you've been outed. Even the Americans are fly to you now and have pretty much have had enough from what I can see. I wouldn't be you for all the tea in China, or 
all the money in the Royal Family. Is there any country you haven't made completely pissed off? Let's see, Canada, U.K., Australia, South Africa.......(Please feel free to add your country 
below 👇if your country has had the Meghan experience and have now had it up to your back teeth with this pair) 20k likes 246000 dislikes and counting. It seems to me the people have 
spoken. I really, really hope this tanks. Netflix, you have been right Royally Markled.
The photographers all lining up was for the Harry potter premier deathly hallows part two years before they met!! X
Enough already: give the Markles the Nobel Peace Prize.
6.2 million views in 3 days, a lot of people commenting and dissing Meghan and Harry but the couple will have the last laugh because by viewing their video you have actually paid them. 
Views equals money.
Two of the most vile narcissists on the planet. Disgustingly selfish and utterly treacherous. He’s a goblin and she’s a harlot.
I loved the part where after showing such a humanist gesture arriving w camera crews to mourn the death of Texan children of Hispanic descent, she didn’t even stop to see her dying dad 
in hospital! I think she also helped a lot w Iranian women’s movement by wearing a T-shirt w Persian writings and basically ruined a beautiful ancient Persian slogan she couldn’t possibly 
comprehend, all for PR of course!
They need to be stripped of their tittle the Sussex's
Just popping in to remind everyone that Hazbin Hotel is a cartoon about gays in Hell.



The only thing this pair have been persecuted for is their profound lack of gratitude.

Hell, we even forgave the idiot boy for being so stupid and disrespectful as to wear an SS uniform at a fancy dress party.

What a pair of ingrates, won't be watching
Meghan is always extremely unattractive in these volatile pieces she’s created. She looks mean, evil, angry, jealous etc. Stakes? What stakes? Ruining the entire monarchy system 
worldwide? She needs to check in to a mental hospital with Harry! Oh my!
😂😂😂👏👏👏
Meghan made herself a victim of the RF. I did not see racists lining the streets of Windsor waving flags and cheering on her wedding day.  P Charles walked her half way down the aisle and 
took care of the sly mother Doria. Kate reverently, patiently and gracefully has stood by Williams side for 11-12 years and has earned her title of POWales. The RF and the British people 
respect her. Meghan lasted 2 yrs in the RF, couldn't hack it anymore and left quick smart and spent the last 2 yrs attacking them at every opportunity.  She deserves nothing, except the 
booby prize for first class failure!
Sarcasm, right?
Sarcasm, yes
Wow!!!
Thanks for sharing..
And a sugar called Marlene Headley who appropriated an African name and now calls herself Ngozi Fulani and went to the Palace dressed in African attire, unlike any other black woman 
there, and got offended when a veteran of these events tried to engage her in conversation  about something she clearly wanted to be noticed. And also how she is linked to Meghan 
Markle.
And don't forget the set up "row" directed by Montecito and the Sussex Squad to support the Markle's claim of structural racism and ruin William and Catherine's Boston visit.  Truly vile 
couple,
YES.
All that misremembering,  perhaps she suffers from the onset of early dementia
You mean insincerity?
Yes
It’s like when someone insists on telling you who they and what they are about instead of just BEING who they are and letting ppl get to know you that way.  She keeps trying to tell us 
she’s one kind of person when she’s something else entirely.  Her stories and reality do not match and sadly it’s super obvious to everyone but her.  Shes going to make us all suffer as she 
plays out her sad little neurosis
Can we vote her off the island 🤣
 @Lana Phillips  Yes, Yes we can! The tribe has spoken!🤣
they time-travelled what are you talking about?!
Oh stop being so pedantic 😆
YES! THIS! For reuniting us from different countries to come here for the golden comment section!!! NOBEL COMMITTEE, PLEASE HEAR OUR PRAYERRR
Lol as if people will actually watch it. People will just watch reaction channels to get the insights on what was featured in the docuseries.
Sure. But money means nothing to decent folks like those who diss these infamous car crash types.
actually most of us have no attention of watching. we leave that to reviewers and headlines. I've actually just deleted my netflix app from my phone. screw dem guys trying to orchestrate a 
buck by outshining earth day a cause that matters. had enough of netflix.
The actual series views will be dismal. Just like Archetypes had less than 1000 subscribers, I don't know how much less could be as little as 2. Shamefully embarrassing



 @Sam Shaw  the problem is you lie to yourself because of your hate you think your own lies are real. If you checked how many subscribers Archetypes actually has you would not have 
written that hater comment.
 @Giti Oracle  oooo so hate is better?
 @Tacitus Kilgore  why even bother watching reaction channels about people you don't really care about?
 @Pat Mberi   I didn't need to go look for it, it's on news
 @Pat Mberi   Because I want to watch other people's reactions lol
these views here pays nothing, not one cent. by the way, are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell 
them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, it's fun!
 @Lil G  I have my own YouTube channel and get paid for views so I don't know why they would not get paid for views.
They will wait until the comic book is released. Then the titles are gone. Finally
Piracy is legal if your stealing trash right? That’s how that works?

The comments just made my day! It proves one more time that Meghan and Harry can be delulu as long as they want but it will not change the fact that so many people see their true face!
I loved the part when Meghan spoke about racism in the royal fam yet they welcomed her with open arms. 
I new from day 1 she wss a gold digger and I was correct 😁
How do I CANCEL this nonsense. You killed it NETFLIX I want out. And the trailer has created a tear from my left EYE. Shame on you!
I loved the part where Meghan says she doesn't care about royal titles, but does everything to not lose the title. How sincere.
I love the imaginary part where they leave us all alone!!!
I love the part where they have relax and realistic private intimate moments with a dude on the wall taking pictures.
So brave. So strong. So natural.
I could never.
If I was kissing my husband, and I saw a strange man with camera in my kitchen, I would freak out.
And my husband would chase him with a baseball bat.
I love the part where Meghan overcame the horrors of the housing unit she was incarcerated in while in South Africa. Her comments about thriving rather than surviving was a light to us 
all about how to rise above petty vindictiveness and jealousy. Her husband showed wonderful support by following these comments with law suit after law suit in a show of compassion 
and forgiveness that will become a beacon of truth-telling for all humanity.
Will NOT watch this! And am considering cancelling Netflix
This is sickening…. Harry the traitor.
Can’t wait to watch for my psych patient analysis report! Meghan Markle is one perfect case of so many personality disorders that all one needs to finish a whole bunch of degrees is 
watching her in action!!
So can’t wait not to watch this drivel.
Just here for the comments. Anyone else?
Thank you for inspiring me to cancel my Netflix subscription. These two scumbags are absolutely disgusting. Nothing but money whores.
Will there be a whole series on what the supporting cast from Suits is doing now?

I love the bit where H&M are in the kitchen talking about how much they love roast chicken and reminiscing about how romantic it was  that H proposed during a roast chicken dinner.



It’s sad what they are doing and feeding their selfs, with lies,
Henry dishonor The Royal Family with lies, and a very jealous Prince.
Everything in this life brings consequences is all about power, and popularity,
And money, there is not  respect…
The whole "made-believe debacle" is puke worthy.🤢🤢 What I don't understand is.... what is Netflix's purpose? Are they intentionally sinking the two clowns or what...? If that's the case, 
I'm considering keeping my subscription👍👌
I married into a globally known institution and then refused to do any of its duties but we wanted some privacy so we started a podcast, went on Oprah Winfrey's TV show and did a Netflix 
series.
Doucumentary with fiction, fantasy & comedy genre 😂😂
good for you! i just deleted my app.
Good cause when this and the book come out she won't have 1 and the kids won't get anything either.
She doesn't care but she is a very malicious woman.
Corrects people if they don't address her in print as Duchess
When asked if he would attend the Golden Globe awards ceremony if nominated, Brendan Fraser told GQ interviewers, “No, I will not participate.”  “My mother didn’t raise a hypocrite. 
You can call me a lot of things, but not that,”  His comments come after a 2018 interview with GQ, where Fraser revealed an alleged assault in 2003. The actor said that during a luncheon 
at the Beverly Hills Hotel, he was groped by Philip Berk, former president and member of the Hollywood Foreign Press Association. The Golden Globes are hosted by the Hollywood Foreign 
Press Association.

 “I have more history with the Hollywood Foreign Press Association than I have respect for the Hollywood Foreign Press Association,” Fraser told GQ.

I don't know if his allegatio0ns are accurate or not, but I do wish Meghan Markle had this integrity and stayed away from the family she clearly feels "victimised" by.
She is ruining the children’s future.
Right? Are we not loving these comments? Haha! Sorry for editing, but I didn't want to offend with cussy words.

Like trying to strong arm the RF into making her spawn into Prince and Princess by implying it would be racist if he didn’t, and then saying it isn’t because she is obsessed about the 
“grandeur of titles” but because they need to be protected. 😂

Spoiler alert there are a number of Princes and Princesses in the RF that only get publicly funded security if they are carrying out duties on behalf of the crown.  The majority of them don’t 
have it!

I seriously would not care about the pair if they weren’t such vicious bullies, pretending to be victims by spewing lies that insult anyone with a brain cell.  True 🐺es in 🐑’s clothing.
And was angry that Archie wouldn't have a title
 @Deirdra Wilson-Anderson  did she really? I did not know that. That’s awfully vain.
I have a titles for them, Spare and Mare,  Ginge and Cringe, Halfwit and F-ckwit, they really are the couple from Hell.
Right, and goes on about wanting her kids to have titles
 @Hannah*  That’s already been done by both their parents. Not just her IMO



 @Shameem Valimohamed  -  do you know Meghan personally to make such a judgmental call?  No, you do not, everything you hear is from the UK tabloid social media. And besides, she 
has a husband, who made the decision to leave the uk, but somehow she's blamed for  everything, just like a woman to respond.  Better yet, why are you commenting?  Just don't watch 
the documentary, they are telling their stories for viewers like you, who love the Royal family, and have no clue whom they are and nor what they do,  they don't know you, and you don't 
know them, but somehow you feel you  can make judgmental comments on  Meghan, just go away, and don't watch.
Ana,  - Know  you enjoy hearing your own voice, and joining in with the trolls, best advice, no one asking you to watch them, just don't watch it.   Never understand why some do not like 
Meghan, but yet like to voice their opinion about her.  Some people do not like the truth if it's stirring them in their face.

 @Linda Kirk  - everyone doesn't care about money, apparently you do. Did you walk in her shoes?  And why is her name mentioned often, then Harry?  Because that's what women do, 
they like to bring down other women, why don't you go and live in the Royal family, and then perhaps you can speak.  Apparently you did not see Fergie  interview with Oprah,  she talked 
about the royals, sadly,   individuals like you like to criticize whom you  do not like all based on bias and  prejudice, should keep your mouth shut unless you have walked in her shoes.

 @Bobbie Montgomery   You are trying to be funny right?  I mean, how can anybody not or never understand why some people do not like Rachel?  Really?!?! 🤣🤣🤣 The truth IS in 
your face, though certainly not stirring it, LOL but staring in your face but you won't take the step leading to enlightenment.   So sad.  My left eye is powerless to create a teardrop. LOL
 @Bobbie Montgomery  You sound a bit like she does - wouldn't know the truth if it bit you on the butt
 @Deirdra Wilson-Anderson  she's the HIRED HELP.  A nobody without Harry  - a washed up poor "actress"
And mad as heck her children didn't get more titles
You all useless haters   Get a life
 @Bobbie Montgomery  Seems like you are on her payroll cause you know her personally. It's people like you that jump on the race bandwagon.  Empty vessels make the most noise.  
FAMILY IS FAMILY.
its kinda funny they are trying to call it a documentary...this is reality tv show nonsense
You're that left leaning fantasist from NZ who makes inane comments on Quora.
 @Nathan D  Correction: I used to make highly intelligent comments on Quora.
and then got caught perjuring themselves in said case. And still won which will never cease to amaze me. Those damn institutionally racist Brits allowed their lamebrain judge to actually 
reward the "victims" with a win, which is only further "proof" of the institutional racism. It brings a tear to my left eye alright!
And how she and the kid survived the fire that was apparently just a new space heater being turned on, and not a fire - but she bravely went right to back to work cutting ribbons, shaking 
hands, and visiting charities. And she did all this with no complaints too! So selfless
 @D J  😀
 @D J  I love the part about her selflessness, you are so right.
Nike
do it! so many better streaming services! just deleted my app!
Exactly, yes. He's a traitor to his family, Britain and the Commonwealth.
they brighten my day!
do it! just deleted my app! go woke go broke
isnt she supposed to be vegan lol
 @Julia Catlin    According to the urban dictionary, no.  Look it up - you will never think of roast chicken in the same way.
 @GeeBee  lol oh boy i have mixed feelings about this!
to make money, and to join the woke brigade taking down anything traditional including the monarchy
Don't forget the part with the elephants and the 3 million dollars. I just loved that   bit the most.



I love how on her first royal tour of Australia, she requested staff to bake her banana bread recipe so she could have a gift to give their host the next day.  Except it didn't turn out to her 
standards and she forced the staff to stay up late into the night to redo the bread.  Then of course, she presented the bread to her host the next day saying (allegedly) she had stayed up all 
night making the bread for them.  Such a domestic goddess.  How inspiring.
"I did everything I could to protect my family by exposing very intimate details at every inopportune moment for my family by going on Oprah and other interviews, but that was very good 
for my own PR so that's okay, I'm sure they understand. Oh, I also slandered them, bullied them and refused to visit my dying grandmother who I loved very much. Very unfortunate that. 
Anyway, let's talk about my narcissistic wife."
No one in the US cares about these rich idiots. Ask any American what Harry's last name is as a poll and you will have your answer. Boo fkn hoo. They don't have to worry about struggling 
to make their children happy at Christmas so don't expect sympathy from struggling people.
With Christmas arriving soon, I think we can all guess who Charles Dickens imagined when he wrote about how Charles …sorry, Scrooge, in ‘ A Christmas Carol’, eventually lessened his grip 
on his money and distributed it all to Tiny Harry…sorry…Tiny Tim and a huge turkey was paid for. Actually, Netflix paid for the turkey ie the series. 🍗
When Netflix starts airing lies as a docuseries of the OVER PRIVILEGED
I hope this "documentary" includes the footage of her grilling burgers.
What a feminist icon she is! 😂

I love how they ride off tragic times for the Royal family. They're doing this a couple months after the Queen's death, which is already so disrespectful. And they did the Oprah interview 
when Philip was sick, where meghan was basically like "we got a call yesterday hearing about Philip and we were so sad... Yeah... SO ANYWAY, let's talk about me again." lmao
She is one of the most toxic people on the planet. Run Harry, RUN!
After reading most of the comments here, I'm wondering if they will decline the Roberts F Kennedy Human Rights Award? Would they show their faces in public ever again? Most people 
see right through them! They will need to be such thick face to get up on stage and receive the Human Rights Award.....so cringe, so so wrong 😬🤢
I would say go home but they don’t want you there either this is disgusting
I'm here for the comments and LOLs...the tear from my left eye is from laughter.
This woman reminds me of Debbie Jellinsky from Addam's Family
She keeps complaining about her in-laws, but she knew she was marrying into a family of inbreds. Oh, poor victim!
Why Harry had a heart to say something bad about his own family?
I love the part where Harry claims the RF weren't interested in Meghan's supposed mental health struggles and told her she couldn't seek help because it "wouldn't look good" and 
yeeeet..............it was William who originally found Harry a psychologist when he needed it when he was younger, both the brothers have often spoken about their mental health problems 
in the past without worrying about it looking bad aaaaaand they both set up a mental health charity with Kate called Headspace to highlight the issue. Hmmmmm something doesn't quite 
add up there 🤨
I loved the part when they used so many doctored photos - one of them is from 1938! Netflix, this is the end of you. You’ve been Markled 🤣🤣🤣
Won’t be watching this pile of rubbish, I want positive things in my life not a pair of privileged wingers.
I am so happy, that i am not jealous of Meghan, like so many of the petty liars making comments, miserable people. Love you, HARRY  AND MEGHAN.
0:25 just wow
She needed to save her energy for the Tea Toss, so gracious!
And don't forget she wants her cuppa tea hot - not to drink but throw over her Australian staff.  She did say she hates Australians.
 @Aussie Dude  😂😂😂 😂
😂😂😂
Did a tear fall from your left eye when you read that story?



And the irony is that banana bread is probably the easiest (as well as one of the most economical) of all baked sweet loaves to make.
I mean really why would she think "her" banana bread would would have been seen as such a big deal unless she made it with her own tears.
And let's talk about the architecture of the palace, revealing details to the public that even people who've worked there for decades didn't know for security's sake and let's take pictures 
without permission that reveal details of or close to the Queen's quarters that might put people in danger because Meghan and I are the only people that really matter.
Hahahaha
And vegan...one tear, left eye
She prefers roast chicken, tho.
Harry has become her equal.
Harry is a wimp. Mortgaged his .🍒to her.
there are no unwilling victims in this match im afraid. if harry wasnt spiteful angry and a little dense by nature he wouldnt of encouraged all this
The so called "award" was arranged to promote their Netflix series through Liz Garbus, the director on the series.  Apparently she has a lot of clout and a lot of contacts.  Her partner in the 
Moxie Firecracker films company is Rory Kennedy, daughter of the late Robert F. Kennedy - by AMAZING coincidence, Rory's sister, Kerry Kennedy is presenting them with this "Ripple of 
Hope" award - TWO DAYS before their Netflix documentary is premiered.  Where I come from, two plus two usually equals four.
Surely you must be joking?! Markle will be there with her ugly red dress on. She wouldn't miss that for the world.
 @JodieJo58  this almost soundd like a set-up to help them fall faster....oh ...so cringe combining the comments here and then the image of them receiving the award 😬
 @sheena burton  ya I forgot, she's "special", she can do what normal people couldn't do. It's like the king with no.clothes, after being called out that he's in fact have no clothes on, went 
on stage to receive a fashion award naked. 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮
That woman would show up for any award being presented.   She just wants to be relevant.
I think people like that Kennedy lady need to realize a sinking ship when they see one. they make her look ridiculous...sucks for them meme had so much help it felt like it was the 
impossible reality yet despite the medias best efforts here we are
They don’t have any shame. Sure they’ll be there
Well the GQ award didn't materialise. But if this Ripple of Hypocrisy award is still up for grabs I can guarantee that Markle will be there to receive it; narcissists don't do shame.
dude i had the same thought when i watched that too!
 @Julia Catlin  hahahaha
So he let her lose on the world and the whole world has now seen her personality disorders need locking up till the meds take effect
Not even her obstetrician was alert to Meg's health issues during her pregnancy, if her narrative is to be believed. So glad she recovered enough to attend the NYC baby shower 4 weeks 
later without her passport. Of course it was necessary to attend so she could finalise the deal with CBS/Gayle so they had exclusive rights regarding Archie's arrival and first media pic. Such 
resilience!
Us women aren’t envious of Meghan, but of Catherine! And we aren’t envious in a bad way as she is a good woman who deserves all the praise she can get! It’s absolutely nothing to be 
envious of Meghan about. Meghan is a disaster.
Sit down, meghan
Jealous of m? Are you ok? I wish that you'll have a boss just like m, a workmate just like m, a staff just like m, a spouse, a child etc just like m for you to love
Why would I be jealous of a person who only became well known because she married a prince, who by the way is still asking money from his father while pushing his 40s?
Most of us here don't like liars and traitors to one's country.
Would it make more sense to be jealous of William and Kate since they are above these two in terms of class, social position, wealth, fame and legacy, not to mention image? We are NOT 
jealous of these two talentless, UNEMPLOYED, whiny and ungrateful adults.
Tell yourself that.
Discarded family like rotten tomatoes. Karma will be back



Another sugar scrapping the barrel of delusion.
Calm down dear
Jealous of Saint Megain’s personality disorders? Or her lack  of empathy? Sea of narcissistic discards of people? How about  all her broken relationships? Or maybe her constant grievance 
collecting?
This is one of the greatest comments section in YouTube history.
Sure next what 9/11 master mind Osama was victim too 🤣

# like and dislike no. atm are
20k likes to 204k  dislike

Honestly looks like a load of cr*p and lies. If Meghan and Harry weren't attention-seeking narcissists who are only after money and truly were humanitarians they wouldn't have released 
this trash on the week that William and Catherine were in Boston. They have taken away headlines from The Earthshot Prize but also the charities that have been visited in the Boston area 
that the press coverage from would have done a lot of good for. All you have to look at is how they have both treated their respective families to see what kind of people they are.

I love that reading these comments is more entertaining than this Doculies series will ever be.  I canceled my Netflix subscription because of these two grifters.   I know , we are all racist .  
No one one earth has ever suffered as much as these two.  Maybe I should start a go fund me for them.  After all having you late Mother and great grandmother leaving you millions of 
dollars is not enough.  People are struggling to feed their families but they know hard its been these for these two.  I am sure having their children go hungry is well worth sacrifice.  Maybe 
we can all get two or 3 jobs to support these two cry babies so they will be quiet and we won't have to hear from them again.  Netflix shame on you!!!!
This is guaranteed to be the BIGGEST pile of doggie doo 💩💩 that Netflix has ever put it's name to.
Why did you want to write these negative comments in the comments section on this documentary trailer? 
When the stakes were this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?
I love how Netflix used a photo from 2011 for the premiere of Harry Potter and tried to pass it off like they're harrassing harry. 
How did they find that image? Did the moronic staff search the wrong Harry? 😂
I love the part where they forget to mention all the lies these two have been proven to tell. Oh and also, where they trash their families. I love that part! 🙄 Definitely won't be watching 
this. If you watch this, you will be supporting them. A hate watch is still a watch and money in their pockets.
The one where they used photos from a Harry Potter event to illustrate how they are 'hounded'  by the press (taken 5 years before they met!) 😂
I also love the way “Meghan Magdalene”, threw herself at Lord Harry! Was he kind? Brings a very dry tear to my left eye…😂
I love the part when Netflix started hiding the number of dislikes yesterday, when it was about 180K.
This is how they earn money by making documentaries on the royals that destroyed them just when the public was forgetting their shameful doings they come up with a documentary I 
mean look at their consistency
Finally i especially at the end of the documentary loved the part when harry decided to call Shonda Rhimes and asked to hire Olivia pope as a crisis manager but she told him she’s actually 
a fictional character just like meghan markle.
I love the part where Harry says he has to protect his family, but then invites a film crew to publish photos and videos of their yard and the interior of their rooms, so that any crazy maniac 
can identify their house. It’s it’s so so brave. I feel something starting to happen in my left eye



I love the part where they show a photo to demonstrate the paparazzi hounding them but that photo was of invited media at a Harry Potter premiere in 2011.  Their “truth” brings a small 
tear to my left eye.
Season 2:

        "Meghan Vs. Harry"

Why did you want to make this documentary? 
Ran out of firts 100 million
Is the part where Meghan bullied her own three year old little niece at her Wedding going to be in the documentary, the spectacle Wedding not the garden Wedding
I love the part where everyone claims to hate Harry and Meghan but watch their Netflix special.
This malicious,vacuous woman takes us all as fools or brain dead with her snake oil sales pitch of Woe is Me lies is insulting and infuriating to any decent human being with integrity. Aided 
by greedy corporations like Netflix and Random House ,this treacherous duo Greedy and Needy are trying to cause social division with race baiting and selling their family out for money 
and fame. They are more disgusting than Judas or Fredo Corleone.
Harry Markle is a cuck.
Netflix choose the release date. Dont like meme and the whinger then cancel the people directly responsible for their promotion
deleted it from my phone too!
And the 1 in a brown jacket taken with his ex cut out 😂😂😂😂 Can just see a little of her blond hair. frauds ha ha ha
244,000 now.
 @Stephen R  actually 245000
I'm sure it's even a lot higher, I've seen the number go up and down here and there.
??? Everyone loves a car crash. Don’t you live on earth?? 🙄
actually alot of us arent watching it, and some have even cancelled netflix. can watch the car crash safely from the headlines and a few reviewers. kinda like her spotify drivel itll probably 
be too painful to sit through.
 @Giti Oracle  Yep, I do. 🤓
wimp. Corrected it for you. Mortgaged his 🍒for this tramp.
No one wants to hear your story M&H. Go live your private lives you wished for. This is the time to boycott Netflix. 
The Prince and Princess of Wales, King Charles and family we are right behind you,  no matter what these horrible twosome say. 💖New Zealand
How’s your dad’s health doing Me-Gain?  Oh. That’s right. I forgot that you despise him.
Meghan the modern day Diana...
I won’t waist my time to watch this comedy. I am from Belgium, we, my family, friends, colleagues, support W&K and admire them for what they are doing for this planet. For those two 
brats, just ignore them
"The delusional, one-sided ravings of a couple drunk on their own drama". So true!
I loved the fact that Meghan looks like an animated royal villainess and the way she behaves and dresses confirms it.
When will these two vile, despicable people get the message?!  We’ve heard and seen it all.  You’re the racist!
I love the part where she calls this pathetic reality show “documentary”....... a total archestereotypewell! Meghan taught me this word btw.......she’s so smart!
I also shed a tear from my left eye when the Obamas, the Clooneys and even Oprah turned away from them. There is a lot of tragedy to be revealed in the documentary. Maybe there is 
enough material for a second season.
Rich entitled people complaing about how hard their lived are...Just shows how out of touch they are



6.7Mharry megan aww

I love the part Harry and MeGain thought it would be greener on the other side… by moving to Hollywood.  Do you think they are now regretting their decision by leaving royal life?   😳
Ugh... Who wants to watch this trash of slow
Я вроде видела что сейчас уже 230К отрицательных лайков на видео и всего лишь 20к положительных 😅😂
So many amazing serials on Netflix. Will not waste my time watching this series. Normally love watching the Crown, however just don’t like the new caste.
I loved the part where Archie nearly arrived early…he dived right down to her ankles.  Good catch Meg😂
What a load of shit
The large group of photographers shown in the spoiler clip is obviously meant to make people believe they are being hounded .Wishful thinking on the Markles part.
It was 2011 at the Harry Potter premiere in London. Absolutely nothing to do with them. More lies!!!
Really, not that many photographers are that interested in them. Such desperate tactics. Enough to make her cry out of her left eye again and again.
What a load of crap.
why do i get the feeling that diana is rolling in her grave right now
her funeral outfit for sure
😂😂😂
I think she is a narc. she thinks short term and it doesnt occur to her even now that she may fail. she wont stop until a landmine blows the royal family up. and her man child husband--
whooo second son syndrome much
🤣🤣🤣 Perfection!
Haha brilliant
Meg's and Harry really are the gift that keeps on giving. So much material to work with.
The part where this woman bullied Princess Charlotte and made her cry. So inspiring! 🤣
The part when Harry reveals his hand written 1000 page notebook of words he is not allowed to use anymore... And then tries to publish it
A floozy tart cable tv actress and her dimwit sidekick with mental, behavioral problems think their story is so ground breaking that they need to repeat it again, again and again with more 
embellished lies. Somehow telling 50 more lies or taking cheap pot shots will make them more likeable or give them a free pass.  Forget people dying in wars, children starving, millions of 
children losing both parents and becoming complete orphans with NO money, NO protection and NO family to care for them, people one paycheck away from becoming homeless and 
struggling to keep their families together and safe....But these two vile, idiotic, lying, self-obsessed psychopaths feel aggrieved because the WHOLE world sees through their bull crap and 
calls them out on it.   The endless lies, perpetual victimhood, their utter stupidity and delusional self-importance or trying to rewrite facts (when they are constantly tripping over their own 
lies and words).... is beyond nauseating.  My left eye is tearing up as I feel sorry for their families that they produced such useless , lying ingrates. These two idiotic individuals should get 
titles and crowns alright - that of "drama queen and drama king".
I loved the part where Archie & Lili grew up & struck a mega deal with Netflix to whinge about how their parents raised them with so much genetic pain & didn’t let them grow up with 
their family in the USA or their ROYAL family in the UK…..pity Oprah isn’t there to do the interviews!!! I wonder if H&M are as gracious about it as the RF has been!! 😮😂🥲
I loved the part where Netflix got suckered by these grifters into spending millions on this disaster 🤡🤡
The stakes are high alright. KC111 needs to show them the door as soon as possible. And why do they need a picture of Chelsea in the doc? Are they saying they are a family of 3 with her in 
it? Why not their kiddies instead?
I love the part when Meghan went ballistic because Queen Mary's tiara wasn't good enough for her to wear to her royal $45,000,000 wedding. That's a woman who bravely stands up for 
herself (single left-eye tear).
"When the stakes are this high".......... hmmm so how high are we talking here? My guess is somewhere in the neighbourhood of say, 28 Billion?
Ol’ Megsy is a legend in her own mind and the laughing stock around the world.



Isn’t it odd how the woman who talks about her experience being raised as an oppressed black woman and is soooo in solidarity with “her people” - only has black friends dating back five 
years AND they’re all rich celebrities?
I think Netflix is going to be crying out of both eyes!
I feel happy that the two rotten apples i.e. Harry & Meghan are fallout and separated from the Palace.  So we could see where the dark forces are.  
Just imagine if they still stayed in the Palace, the long term damage could be even more severe and hard to discern it because Meghan could play her black magic to stir up and overturn 
the Palace with her wicked people mind politics!
I love the part where a 35+yr old Harry cries that his father rejected all calls and they were cut off financially. Evil Charles should be beheaded for claiming he is not a bank. Fortunately 
Harry still has his mother's and great grandmother's millions to fall back on to maintain their humble impoverished lifestyle. 
Really brings a tear to my left eye
 😭😭😭
I love the part where Marriott Meghan is so genuinely authentic and multi layered with compassionate nuance that she donated millions of Harry's inheritance to Sunshine Sachs to let us 
all know what a wonderful humanitarian she is.
Why did you use a 2011 photo from the Harry Potter Premiere?
She was embarrassed by her family members and dumped them all to marry a prince … 
Now both the Harkles families are embarrassed by what a pair of self absorbed, ungrateful, spoilt brats these pair are. 
KARMA 🎉 🎈🥳
She is one of the most privileged ppl on the planet, but we are in an era where being the victim gets you farther.
What the heck is this shit? Why would anyone give money to the biggest simp of all time and his narcissistic, controlling and overly emotional harpy? It's a total joke to hear and see these 
extremely privileged brats talk about oppression and being offended as if they have any idea what that entails. These two truly embody the narcissism of our time with "their truth" being 
front and center. And if anyone questions anything, it must be because they're "racists", "bigots" or any combination of -ists and -phobes from the woke playbook. Netflix, you clowns 🤡 
Stop giving away money to emotional swindlers like these two.
250,000 dislikes and counting bring a tear to my left eye, JK.
Well said. Words can't describe the utter contempt I have for these two.
I called out her BS in 2018.....saw right through the fakeness
Hahahaha
Or, as Netflix likes to say, a "GLOBAL" legend.....
She’s blk since 2016 😜
her mom wasnt even there for like half her childhood. sometimes I wonder how much of this she instigated.
Dear whomever makes emoticons, we demand a left eye tear emoji, now!!!😿😿🤣🤣🤣🤣
Lol!!!
now even Sunshine Sachs ditched her lol
I'm not sure that she did!  Rumor is they got dumped for not paying their PR bill.
🤣🤣 We can only hope to be so giving of our resources and time to public service. 'Service IS universal' ...you know?

Yep
Where are you finding the dislikes???
 @Ainzleeriddell  it's an "add on" if you use firefox. I think safari or chrome has one too. I added, so I can see the dislikes.
Would the real "Prince Harry" please find a pair of balls ? This is total disrespect to his legacy.



This is the weirdest comment section ever. Lol.. the first comment I read I thought " oh... really?🤔" and then lol came the tsunami of sarcasms
These comments are sooooon funny! Will be my lunch break reading material😆
I liked the part when she said "There is 3 of us in this marriage Me H and Scooby. How dare she get her mouthpiece to broadcast she was going to be at our Queens deathbed. Do you 
really think she would want you there to watch her die so you could go back to USA and get Gail King to tell every detail to the world. No tear fell from me I was just so angry
I love that Harry and Megsy are faultless. Their behaviour stems from everyone else’s racism, incompetence, and ingratitude. My left eye winces in recognition of these two middle aged 12 
year old narcissists.
I love the part where Meghan risks her life and roles down the window of her bullet proof car so we can all see her wave.  She was so brave to put her security into peril for a photo op.  
(Single tear falling from the middle of my left eye.)
I love the part where the duo chose, above all, a Russian Oligarch's mega mansion to plant themselves with a baby doll in Vancouver. I mean, how gracious...
At least we won’t have to give Netflix any ratings…by watching their over exaggerated love story. 
Any juicy bits will be all over the internet. 😂😂😂
I most love how Meghan was open-minded and gracious when she learned that Netflix kept the comments section on their trailer open. She truly encourages and accepts all points of view, 
even if they differ from her perfect ones.
I just love when people who never had any priviledge and worked hard to achieve great things finally get a chance to tell us, the unwashed masses, how brave and stunning they were 
standing up to injustice and hardship. It is so inspiring to see these young people facing the odds and despite the cruelty of the world around them, coming up on top. I cried when Marry 
and Heghan had to live in that hovel in the UK and how they dealt with all issues they had with unattentive servants....so sad but epic.
Very low class behavior by Harry and Meghan
Everyone on the planet just wants you to disappear Meghan. And stop reminding about yourself. You privelleged, spoiled brat
Thumbs up if you wish they just went away👍😂
I love how MEagain has the ability to insert her name on every topic you can think of, like she’s a woman that experienced it all.
The Royals …. The Family she never had. 😂😂😂
Stakes are this high??? Are you serious?? What stakes are you talking about, woman? Nobody cares about you and nobody likes you. That`s it!
I would watch a documentary about her scheming her way into the royal court and into the prince's arms. Hell I'll even pay extra for it.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love how Harry and the “Lefty Eye Wife” are too stupid to realize how repulsive they are to the entire world.😂
I'm intrigued and in awe that Meghan managed in her new role with no support ... and sad for her that she didn't get the memo about the large, experienced team provided by the Queen. 
Then again, Meghan is a  fountain of wisdom; nobody knows more than she does. Way to succeed, Meghan! Happy tear for you out of my left eye!
They are paragon! ☺
I always thought it was David Fosters place???? They were friends once upon a time.
I would love to be in the room when they are reading them. Or the meeting with Netflix execs when they see all the downvotes compared to the upvotes. Its a disaster.
Omg. I hope she is reading these "racist" comments. Her left eye must be weeping oceans.
Everyone wave to Meghan 👋🤣🖕
I detect sarcasm!   🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Jen F  🤣🤣🤣🤣
I hope they've been able to purchase extra plates (for throwing, not dining - of course) with some of that Netflix money!
 @Our boy Eli  lol 😂
😂😂😂 Marry and Heghan!🤣🤣🤣



Perfect 😂
Truth!  Marry and Heghan!  😂
👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍
👍👍👍👍👍
me too
And an accurate account of just how she treated people. I wish her victims would come forward.
word
Such SHAME. I just hope Harry wakes up someday.
They didn't show the best part yet, where Megz made Queen Elizabeth II, curtsy to her. Spoiler alert! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I feel Meghan is so emblematic of strength that comes from embracing her humanity, even in the face of all these family and home and public pressures, keeping that sense of self while 
holding up the mantle of what comes with being a parent and a spouse that with this full plate she will come to realize this Netflix ordeal was a really bad idea (watch daniel boland video 
it's hilarious)
I was just here for the comments and was not disappointed 😆
This is truly a sad trailer and I will be canceling my subscription with Netflix this is truly a sad situation filmed about two sad people.
Please just watching this pile of crap, makes me feel like I have mental issues!
Harry and Meghan could have done so much good in the world if only she could have kept from bullying staff members, lying, taking unauthorized pictures, cutting off her family, alienating 
Harry from his family, accusing his family of racism, throwing tantrums over tiaras… 
Never mind… she’s a train wreck and he’s weak as water.
I love the part where Harry being the “visitor” to America scolded American’s about climate change. What a grateful man he was, when those very much American’s welcomed him in their 
country with open arms. I can’t help but shed a tear from my left eye on how grateful he was, that’s very noble of him.
Narrator: “Why did you want to make this documentary?”

Meghan: “When the pay-day is this high, you bet your sweet bippy I’m gonna create a whirlwind shitstorm. How else would I seem anywhere close to remotely interesting?”
A documentary about whining😂
Plz don't remove this content, a Netflix docu on these comments is going to be more popular n interesting to watch then two middleaged, entitled, self-victim losers crying.
If only Netflix hadn't ran off Henry Cavill as Geralt of Rivia, they could have had a crossover where he hunts down this succubus to save the Prince.
Tears flooding from my left eye thinking about how much she loved the country that took her in with so much excitement and paid for “her spectacle” wedding, travels and expenses. She 
is THAT much of a patriot the chose tea, not coffee, to throw at one of her aides. 
Too bad she wasn’t able to learn the very easy national anthem by herself. Anyway my heart bleeds for this brave and humble goddess of a woman!
Can't wait💃💃💃💃💃💃💃💃...love you two ❤
I love the part when Meghan visited the animal shelter and her fake belly made a loud pop sound!!!!!!
I love the part where megan made her mark on history under the botswana bush.  and how Harry happily told the world about it.🎉🎉🎉
I love how she still tries to act like a victim after many failed attempts.
wow. With over a 250,000 dislikes this looks like it will be a hit. 😆
Netflix enabling fake victimhood! It’s all about the money 💰
what BOT copied and pasted the same exact comments?  The real figures show this SUCKS and people do not like it.
it is already to late
he is just as much to blame as she is. he enjoyed every spiteful moment and didnt even visit his dying granny



 @Lil G  😞
Daniel Boland is hilarious! Requoting her mindless word salad.🤣
Love Daniel Boland's vids!   👍
We all need to cancel the day it drops.
 @unlikeavirgin  already deleted my app
wow now we are hating everything without actually thinking, so talking about climat change can be done only by someone who lives there? why? your butt is hurt af.
LOL
🤣🤣
I found it particularly touching that The Little Prince described USA's 1st Amendment Right as "BONKERS!!" as he exercised his...1st Amendment Right.

So brave!😢
 @Faux Imposter  well to be fair he & Megain demand Kim Jong Un level sycophancy, & like to silence those who dissent against them or question their truth, so it's not a surprise that he 
hates the idea of free speech.  If these people could be dictators they would be..
That’s  exactly how the British felt about the treacherous grifters ! after welcome nutmeg and paying for that disgraceful wedding  to see the ungrateful witch in African complain in-front 
of those girls   😫🇬🇧🇬🇧
 @Hannah Reece  Agreed!
... and Harry told the Americans that their Bill of Rights was "bonkers"!!! lol
Loved the part when all the attention that these two can possibly generates is used-up, and no one will touch them with a barge pole. When they get divorced, and no one in America likes 
them, except for BLM, and no one in the UK does either. Such bravery in the face of upcoming misery.
To say nothing about how grateful we re to the Americans for having them :D :D :D  Yay!  Result!
I love the part where he flies back and forth on private jets to play polo in Aspen. SO brave.
💯
lol
Sit down, meghan.
you must be the only one left!
👍 Very true!  🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where Scoby declared it was a sweet pea 🥜
(lifted her leg, most likely)
💯
I love it how after receiving a paycheck from Netflix Meghan was able to afford an inflatable pizza slice but this time with extra cheese, mushrooms and even olives
Unforgivable to not see The Queen before she passed.  You owed her that.  She was a legend.
I want my cake and eat it too- I thought M&H wanted privacy - so why tell everything in a paid Netflix documentaries.
I love the part where Meghan marries into the most “racist” family and yet takes money and clout from them whilst also acting like a victim. 💕😍👑 our clout queen
Just go away already. We are sick of Hearing about what poor victims you both are, while living in a mansion, being multi millionaires, having the best if everything.
How many times are you going to tell "Your Story"? We've heard it over and over. Enough already. The world hates you both!
Well…it’s way too many comments to go through and read them all, but do every single 37,226+ hold H & M in so glowing terms? I must admit, this is probably the first Netflix trailer that I 
did not watch. Saw a bit of it pop up on a different YouTube, and I wasn’t very impressed. Maybe since this is a global event, there will be some viewers that actually want to watch this, but 
my guess is …the people that watch it will be reviewing or critiquing …so that people won’t need to waste their time.



The truth and honestly leaving the UK for privacy and living outside the public eye and press, while having a cameracrew filming the whole process 24/7 for 3 years and going to every 
public event , ceremony and congress that will have you is truelly breathtaking.
Ugh! So gross Netflix is giving these 2 “fake victims” airtime to trash the royal family. Filled with lies and mis truths….as they still desperately call themselves ROYALS.
I love the part where Meghan tells Oprah in the chicken pen how she loves rescuing things and that's why she rescued H from his lifetime of entrapment within palaces. No wonder Harry 
looks so happy now.
Let's see what's happening behind Harry's closed doors. Where are the children? Where are their surrogate mothers?
Love the part when she went from listing herself as Caucasian on official documents like passports and drivers license and suddenly identified as Black.
The American prozzy always manages to look cheap and tacky even in designer gowns.
Nope i will not watch it. Really why. WE HAVE HEARD, THIS SO MANY TIMES .
Wow this newest netflix comedy looks amazing. Seems legit, all of it and no one can convince me otherwise hahahaha
Megan is awful. Please DO NOT watch Harry and Megan's docuseries with Netflix.  They are desperate for views and are leeches and narcissists
More lies, we know what happens  behind closed doors,  the Harkles scheming to cause more trouble. What a repulsive pair.
I loved the part where she gracefully declined Obama's birthday party invite to go feed the homeless in a shelter instead
I love the part where I got over 200 people and counting to cancel their Netflix subscription, including myself.
The part where she puts a plastic water bottle in the recycling bin before cameras after getting out of her private jet and getting into the Land Rover convoy  returning from a 60 mile flight 
from a resort in a nature park, built ona  untouched ancient native American burial site was moving.
My fav part was when Meghan exposed so many liars - the archbishop who married her 3 days before, her absentee siblings, Kate who made her cry, the racist RF who bullied her and 
silenced her, withholding her passport etc.  We need more Meghans to have a better more compassionate world . Thank you Meghan 😢 one tear left eye go!
😂😂😂
Laughed out loud at this one,,,,
...and calls her child after the most important person of that racist institution!
 @Lil G  ...and leaves her own mother's name out of her child's. So racist!
Spot on
part of woke agenda to take down anything traditional. i hope netflix doesnt come for christmas next
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣
🚀🚀🚀🤣
And what happened to the chickens???
She discovered spay tan "Hey look at me I'm black now" for get about the 75% that's white
🤣🤣🤣
better yet just delete Netflix. they kinda got it coming
I'll admit it gave me great satisfaction when Obama didn't invite them to his party.
😂😂😂
Mog managed to go on 6 international holidays with a passport they took from her.
Not the pope! 😂
Brought my left eye to tear 😪💧
Archbishop of Canterbury - the Church of England isn't Catholic lol - but still, the AoC is as high up in the CoE as one gets (not counting the Monarch)
 @Deirdra Wilson-Anderson  I thought I read somewhere it was 13!



 @Julie Sinar  oops .  Thanks - I had it corrected.
 @Rick Johnson  yeah One Tear, Left Eye, GO!
 @ACTA  Maybe read actual news instead of watching orchestrated BS for Oprah and you'll find out what the Not Pope is called.
 @J Schaper  thanks ! I got it rectified
William and Catherine's story is the love story I'd want to watch,  not this fake piece of trash!!
I'd like to hear their side of the story. Without any edits or manipulation of the press. I think Netflix called it on this one. A neutral source. Then I'd like them to do one of Will and Kate too. 
Quite a neutral zone.
I love the part where she didn't even forget the elephants .🐘🐘
 They have been so grateful, that most were seen weeping in their left eyes.

"I had to do EVERYTHING in order to protect my family?"   Is your brother and beautifully graceful sister-in-law, Grandmother (God rest her soul), father and others NOT your family?  You 
were loyal to them and they loved you, up until which point again?  Oh, that's right--up until the point that a selfish, narcissistic, money and fame-grubbing woman got her claws into you?  
A woman who, rather than embrace your loved ones, drew a wedge between you and  them purposefully?   Netflix, you're making a terrible business move and are going to lose many 
subscribers over this trash.  It's a bomb before it's even released.  I'd rather watch public television with nothing commercials for a diarrhea medicine than watch this crap!   When will you 
begin to see that no one cares about these two selfish whiners, liars, and complainers?  Two soulless individuals who think the world revolves around them?   Good luck with that.
I love the part where her father bankrupted himself paying for her tuition while her mother took her to naked spas.
I love the part where I still get the world to talk about my so-called “children.” 😅😂 And oh, and I looooove to do photoshop. It is soooooo practical and convincing.  Oh, oh… and this 
leave a tear running from my left eye 😪😪😂
I love the part where she said she felt objectified on Deal or No Deal and then took a part on 90210 performing fellatio in a car.
Harry and Meghan. A Netflix Global Effluent.
I love the part when Meghan calls US Congresswomen to lobby for votes and introduces herself as "Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex" thinking a British Royal title holds stature enough to 
influence a U.S. election (more than 200 years after we went to war with the British due to the Monarchy).
I enjoyed the part where King Charles spent £1 million on clothes for her in her first year... her many trips (no passport?)...Although my favourite bit was her attitude to her ailing father 
who paid for her education (Although she told a crowded room on one of her tours that she had to scrape the money together!)..
The comment section is LIT! Shut up Netflix and Megaliar! How deep in the gutter do you want to sink? Shut up!
I love the part where she doesn’t want the duty but keeps using her title as “Duchess of Sussex” every chance she gets.
I get it, Netflix is laughing all the way to the bank either way. They absolutely know that they’re coming out of this thing as miserable privileged liars but that’s ok because they’re going to 
get their audience
You would think they could come up with a better title.  Maybe…
1.  I’mavictim games
2. Victimpalooza
3. Plots & petulance
Downloaded the Google Chrome extension. 273,168K Dislikes to 22,006K Likes as of 12/5/22 at 520PM Pacific USA. I don't know what's more frightening - knowing the Duchess has 
received that many likes or that North Korea has nukes.
I’m quite impressed by the commanding way that Harry wanted to protect his family …particularly his rather frail, 96 year old Grandmother ..especially responding so quickly to her 
repeated invitations.  Oh, yeah….that didn’t happen
HARRY YOURE A B! You are NOT A VICTIM! Your a pos!



The most touching thing is that Harry assured the late Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II that he and Meghan have no intention to embarrass the Royal family, but that's only thing they're 
consistent in doing. Very heart touching if you ask me, brings tears to my eyes!
Netflix, you have a gold mine but not in the absurd way you are presenting the “victimized” elitist couple. You could easily make a spin off Married with Children, The Californians (SNL), 
and your comedy show The Windsors.  These entitled couple in their 40s behaves as children throwing tantrums when they don’t get their way. They specialize in mortifying their senior 
relatives and are incapable of kindness.
Don’t release this trash unless you want to get savaged.  The vote is in.  People dont want to see these cretins.
it's not the press that manipulates their story, it's them.
that would require rational free thinking- you heard meme the stakes are high so we should just listen to her!
The millions of dollars donated to helping elephants, from her Disney film voiceover ?  Ah yes. 🤔 🐘🐘
 @Genny  🎯
 @Butter Chimpo   🐘🐘🐘 
💩💯🤮
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Meg is classy like that.
She swallowed
That's hilarious.
And when she called an animal rescue, introduced herself as Meghan and the guy thought he was talking to Megan Fox!!
they won't get the audience. just like the podcast
not if we all unsubscribe..at least until they take this trash off air
Surprised it’s not Meghan and Harry. You know she always barges her way in first 😮
🎉😁
It's such a pity it doesn't break down the dislikes to which countries they are from. Brits were worried the US may have been duped by them. It took Brits a few months after the wedding 
to fully realise
 @Sam Shaw  I would like to reassure our long-lost brethren from across the pond Megain and Harry are as popular here as their podcast. The only actress more popular than Meghan is 
Amber Heard which I believe may change here once the docuseries drops much to Amber's relief.
You mean, it brought a tear to your LEFT eye!
 @Yvonne C  Oh yeah, only my left eye, and one tear
Dude that doesn’t sound far off from crap they are already making!
Honestly; I don’t know ANYONE who has a camera, never mind a photographer on stand-by for every fake crying episode. Two out of touch, entitled, whiners. This has got to be Netflix’s 
biggest blunder yet. Why Netflix, why 😫😫😫😫???!!!
I love the part where they both allow their family members - her father, both his grandparents - to struggle with serious and life threatening and life ending (as it turned out for Prince 
Philip and Her late Majesty the Queen) health issues yet can't be bothered to actually take the time to visit them while they are still alive.  Such compassion, such grace, such empathy and 
empowerment!  Seriously brings this now orphaned woman who would give every dollar she has to spend another day with my parents to have that single tear in my left eye.  Well done 
Netflix.  Well done.  I can't wait to not watch.  Not fond of tossing my cookies.
Is this a remake of Pretty Woman?
come on now, they are the same people who got upset because their children didnt got titles of prince and princess from the royal family 🤣🤣
Boo hoo crying again. Netflix shame on you for wasting good money on these whinie brats. You make me ashamed I have a subscription with you! I’ll reconsider this Jan 2023.
Barf...



I love the part when Harry and Meghan are getting roasted so badly when their trailer drops that YouTube has to hide the Dislike numbers
My fav was when she likened herself to Ariel from The Little Mermaid. 😂😂😂
Apparently you can see the number of down votes by installing an app on Chrome. Brittany from YouTube Channel “ROYAL NEWS NETWORK” has done this and the ratio of Dislikes to Likes 
is HUGE!  glad to see that there are so many intelligent, decent people who are expressing their opinion to Netflix. NF execs are paying attention to public sentiment as they left comments 
section open.
tell me this is a joke
Burn the coal, pay the toll lol
I love the part when Harry and Meghan watch the credits at the end and realize no one will have a need to be friendly with them (except Amber Heard) because their access to and 
knowledge of the Royal Family will finished
Love the part where Netflix honchos turn to the camera at the end of episode six and say, "D@#, we've been Markled."
Why do people keep paying these two and broadcasting their rubbish! Why?
🤧🤧🤧👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Googles “how to dislike a trailer more than anything I’ve ever seen”
I believe everyone has their own struggle. When it comes to the Royal Family, i think their are more complicated. Well, in my opinion, harry and meghan are lucky enough to hv chances to 
tell about their life in a proper way to public.
Whatever the experiences they tell, let's be open minded and less to judge. And hope the best for everyone's life, specially to those w/ big responbility but trying to stay normal.
I love the part where harry and wife quit the royal duties, trample upon our 🇺🇸 fallen soldiers and call our first amendment BONKERS, because plebeians should n😅b😅allowed freedom 
of speech. No matter their intelligence.
I love the part that Meghan bully her niece and made her cry. Such a loving way to treat a child. I cried one tear, left eye!
I love how Meghan demanded the Grenville Emerald and diamond tiara for her wedding, even though Princess Eugenie had reserved the same tiara first for her wedding. The Grenville 
Emerald and diamond tiara is one of the most expensive in the whole royal collection. 
Meghan demanded the tiara, because it was hers by right of her being the first biracial woman to marry into the royal family. 
Harry went and saw the Queen and said “What Meghan wants, Meghan gets”.
 The Queen replied, “No, Meghan wears the tiara I give her”. Princess Eugene’s wedding had to be pushed back three months, because royal protocol dictated that Harry was higher in the 
line of succession and therefore eligible to marry first. At Princess Eugiene’s wedding, Meghan ruined it by wearing an oversized coat and running from table to table, telling everyone she 
was pregnant. 
Due to her behaviour, Meghan was banned from wearing any jewels from the royal collection for two years. 
I feel a tear welling up in my left eye!! Has anyone asked her if she is OK?

Megan truly is a Saint for attending those mega events. Squeezing them into her family duties when theres not even amy time to visit their dying Granny. Tissues please my left eye.
Orphan here too...its hard to watch this and have any sympathy for either of them. what I would give for just a moment with my parents, I would never humiliate my family like this...no 
matter what they did or did not do...are our parents not human too...
They ha to call it Ugly Woman.
 @babalu1997  😂😂🤣
Cold hearted woman.
Roast chicken anyone? 😮
All my peeps roasting them.  I came by after watching Ryan on Patriot Outpost.  He said 20k up to 126k down.  Ratio’d into Neverland!
Yep, 20k likes now and 244k dislikes



 @Laniba12  Yes I just heard YT - HGTudor  give stats. As you indicated it’s roughly 10:1 ratio of downvotes to upvotes. Hope NF execs are noticing.
🤣💯💩🤮
part of woke agenda, they fit the bill and they paid upfront..oh dear companies without values reap what they sow
Yes, I think everyone has heard enough from these 2 cry babies & have been sharing their open mindness already. And what does Nutmeg mean when she says “when the stakes are this 
high?”  What stakes is she speaking of?  Is this some sort of contest?  We don’t like you  Nutmeg or Ms. Harry. Our mind has already been made up.
they talk about their story and truth for years now. they are bullying liars.
there is a saying- dont keep your mind so open it becomes drafty
I love the part where Her Late Majesty, The Queen, gifted Meghan with tiny little pearl earrings - exactly like the ones she gifted Her Royal Highness Catherine, the Princess of Wales, 
except that the Princess of Wales' earrings are huge while Meghan's are extremely tiny and therefore, wouldn't get much at the Pawn Shop.

Isn't it touching that Her Majesty shopped at K-Mart on occasion? So sweet!💖
PLAYING THE "VICTIMS" SHOULD BE THE TITLE
I love the part at her wedding spectacle where she walked into the Chapel like she was walking onto a yacht....
All alone, so brave. 
A Carly Simon song pops into my head everytime I think about it and a tear pops out from nowhere.

I love the part where Harry and Meghan realize they don't want Netflix to choose how to represent what they filmed because they are afraid the truth will come out instead of "their" truth
I like the part when it's over and I'm left contemplating their old age ... bet these two will end up similar to Zsa Zsa and that phony prince dude husband of hers.  A true love story, bringing 
a tear to my left eye and a gaseous expulsion from my undercarriage.  So moving.
Harry that p_say can’t be that good.
I don't think anything meghan do is bring closure or peace for harry, I read all of the comments here, for person like harry for looking home, warmness like his mother, this is a bad 
movement her wife and him ever do. Not good for someone heart and mind. Everybody gonna keep mocking him more and more, and it will make him down even more. Except that now 
he's become his wife doesn't care and be narcissistic as ever, ooh this mocking and boo are they power
she is so dominant in their relationship.
What stakes are you talking about lady?
❤❤❤❤❤❤
I admire the part where Meghan flew at 7 months pregnant to Ibiza (or was it her stunningly expensive NYC bridal shower?), however on her second pregnancy had the maternal sense to 
say they couldn't accept the Queen's invite to nearby Balmoral because she was 7 months pregnant. Wistful left eye tear.
Well, I have to say, I’m feeling a little overwhelmed by all you left eye criers-I’m only able to summon the tiniest of tears from my right eye! I’m such a failure. 😢
I Give Them Five More Years!
"When the stakes are this high"...what stakes ?
Why remove the Dislikes????? Who are you scared of Netflix??  Is it up to a million?
The part where there was a remembrance ceremony for one of William and Harry’s childhood friends (Henry van Straubenzee) who Meghan never met but she got up and read a poem 
inspired me to attend services for people I’ve never met and offer to do the reading.
such a shame. certainly a New Mrs Simpson and Mr. Simpson(pun intended) in the making. Parasitism just got a new definition.



I can't wait for the relatable frugal financial tips and advice the nearly destitute couple are going to dole out.  Like how Meghan actually got that Hermes blanket on Black Friday for only 
$1000 (nearly half off!)  Plus more tips on how to live off the meager $25 million inheritance from his mother and millions from his father.  I hear one of their wise and valuable strategies is 
to only flush their 16 toilets when absolutely necessary.   As Meghan is always reminding "her husband,"  "if it's brown, flush it down.  If it's yellow, let it mellow."  He's starting to get it!
Thank god the Queen isn’t alive to see her favourite grandson crap all over his own family. he’s a son of a King now and still acting like he’s so hard done by. They could have had the world 
if they just performed some light royal duties BUT NO she wanted to live in America despite marrying a British Prince. She obviously does not compromise. Then again she is acquiring vast 
amounts of wealth and privilege doing practically nothing. so I guess her plan is working.
Waste of money on this lot
Even when they try to make Kate look evil, she ends up looking fabulous as always.  
Jealous
Much, Megs?
That song could have been written for her. She even likes to wear a hat strategically dipped below one eye ! 😂
 @Genny  😆😆
 @VERA🐌SLOW  I’m so glad you thought of that song ! 😂😂
 @Genny  been in my head since the spectacle day.  Sums her up in one song....don't forget the Leer Jet to Nova Scotia. 😄
 @Genny  lol that straw panama hat...lmfao, I'll never look at them straw hats the same way now Clown Megzy has worn them...more like circus hats!!
 @Theresa Warren  😂 Yes !
harry is just as filled with spite as she is or this would of ever happened
Keeping the grift going? The entire family losing all titles due to their nonsense? Time will tell, I suppose.
Exactly
More like five months.
Meghan is stuck with him b/c she cant get anything better & neither will swallow their pride & call it quits b/c of the catastrophic loss of face.
she is already planning the divorce.
Above 120k
 @Joe and The Ho Gotta Go  how do you see it? I can't 🦧
 @Cheryl Young  There is a chrome add on to see dislikes - not sure what it is called as I've had it a bit - Currently it is 20k like 244k dislike.
I can see why a narcissist would choose the Marianne Williamson piece. Excellent spot Sasha. 👏👏
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂
they are even worse
😅 I doubt this farce will b that useful. About as useful as the flop cast! 🤢💩
She died knowing what he was up to though. and had to put up with it while watching her husband die. I view Harry as borderline elder abuser.
 @Julia Catlin  absolutely! I wish the King would just kick them out completely. They do nothing for the UK or commonwealth except try to destroy it.
One tear, left eye, go.

I love the part where they come to the USA,  meddle in USA politics, trample upon our veterans graves for a photo shoot, tell people how to vote and call our First Amendment * Bonkers!
* Plebeians, mere Americans are not allowed Freedom of Speech. It made me cry one tear from my left eye 😅
I love the part where Harry goes full teenage boy and gives up a fortune, his brother, his grandmother, his entire family, self respect and a legacy for tail.  Totally worth it.



Can anyone see the "dislikes" any longer? Appears as though the likes have shot up to 20K and dislikes are not being reported
What a b!+(# and Harry is a p×$$¥
PASS 😑, the best way to deal with narcissistic couple is just ignore anything they do😑😑

One of the most endearing things about this couple is the financial contribution they make to the glue industry. It's incredibly difficult to hold hands as often and as long as they do so a 
stick of Uhu is never very far away. They're not just helping the economy, but also providing us with a wonderful tip should we ever feel the need to act the part of love struck teenagers.
Next.... seen and heard it all before
meghan is an exploiter, she exploits blacks, whites, netflix, hair relaxer, the list is endless!
My reasonably long serving subscription to Netflix is about to be dropped, just waiting to cancel before the monthly bill is due. I’m increasingly less than thrilled with the content they have 
to offer and disappointed with their interest in dealing with the Sussux’s, who have continued to disrespect and haven’t a scrap of decency or moral integrity. For those reasons, Netflix has 
no value.

Everyone should really take a few minutes out of their day to think, preferably while you're on line at the food pantry, and better yet understand that some people have it worse.  H&M lost 
their titles guys! So what's food compared to lost titles? Am I right guys?  Let's suck it up for them bc I'm sure things have been so hard for THEM ..... I'd like to fart on their dinner
This two are trouble makers, all has to be about them!
Those moments when our darling demented Duche$$ is torn between the Markle claw and barging ahead. Such resilient feminism brings one tear to my left eye
I bet Princess Diana would have hated Meghan.
I love the part where this is getting WAY more dislikes than likes. 😂
my favorite part of the movie is going to be using cropped pictures where the old ex girlfriend is cropped out and the other picture of the paparazzi from 2011 at the harry potter premier 
and they werent even taking pictures of harry and the crone!
I can't wait. I've got my reminder set.
I love the part where they choose to get out of the spotlight to live a life without the press and media and sign a contract with Netflix for millions of dollars ❤❤😂😂
Is this an early April’s Fool joke????
As a representative of the black delegation ... We hear by state MEGAN MARKEL WAS NEVER ONE OF US
Best comment I’ve read so far!
Just curious. Did he give up a fortune? I thought that’s why they left the UK because he didn’t have much money and she wanted mega millions as a celebrity.
👏👏👏👏
 @Liz Horton  He'll no he still has it & I am sure his grandmother left him some as well,that racists 😆😆
 @Liz Horton   Pretty sure walking away from a multi-million dollar a year "allowance" simply for being born is giving up a fortune :)

He didn't give up a fortune, he got millions of dollars from his family and father and took it with him. Then complained that his father cut him off, in his late 30s. He's a spoiled manchild.
Diana left him a pile from her estate. Unless he's run through it already - but mega millions? They say Charles is still being asked for cash but has said "I'm not a bank".
Above 120k
240k



So true. As I sit here pondering our family budget and how we will feed and clothe and house ourselves, I wonder about these poor, widdle victims. They have it so tough with having to call 
rent a paps to take pictures of them. They must live frugally in their olive garden mansion in the wealthiest area of CA. It's so challenging to protect the family so they have to take private 
jets and have their body guards carry bags and purses for them and get their coffee. Mornings must be so challenging getting merchie and lilbucks downstairs for breakfast. Buying pizza 
floats without the pepperoni must be burdensome. Being a nerdy mom must be so exhausting as she goes gets involved in politics and takes a private plane with cameras to Uvalde for 
photo ops. My left eye has a tear welling up right in the middle. 😪
for sure
6 to 1 so far
🤣
Reminding you to aim higher?
lol
We white folk don’t want her either!  Maybe she can grift some Island people somewhere far away.
🤣
 @Joe and The Ho Gotta Go   No, us island ppl dont want her either. You cant pawn her off on us- dispose of your own toxic waste.
 @Joe and The Ho Gotta Go  the black delegation stands with the white delegation 🤣🤣
 @Get Ya Money  the way it should be!
 @May M  you’re supposed to pass her on to another race and keep it going!
Don’t plan to watch the doculies. Just came here for the hysterical comments. LOL. What a joke.
Netflix could do a doco series on all these comments! By the way, one of my favourite things about our Duchess is her hooker voice on her poo-casts!
I really love how Meghan told Harry's old friends off when all the couples were together for what was supposed to be a fun weekend.  Me- again kept reprimanding them.  They realised 
she had no sense of humour and thought Harry was nuts for wanting to marry her.  Brings a tear to my left eye.
Fake fucks
What an organic, authentic, and real, piece of shite!
No but thanks I guess, I've had too much already of this.
I’m here for the comments 😂😂😂🤣
The most tragic part of this love story is when Mr. Windsor abused two polo ponies in the span of a few month, severely beating one and killing a second. Tragic enough for both eyes to 
tear up.
your own father is in faltering health in Mexico, if it wasn’t for his whiteness you would be, well…… nothing
I love how inspiring she is to champion COMPASSION while showing her family and Hazs family none, brought a tear to my left eye
Interesting that the dislikes are turned off.   Gotta love Netflix…
I am going to be sick 🤮
I’ve seen this guy lose it. Out field because of the heat
I loved the part where the benevolent and most compassionate couple closed a cemetery and trampled over the graves of American veteran's- with Netflix cameras there to capture it all!  
Multiple poses of them sacrificially laying a wreath on one of the graves.   I am so touched that they care so, so much that they just had to show the whole world.   Meghan cares so much 
that exploiting  deceased soldiers wasn't enough, so Meghan moved on to profit off of poor deceased children in Texas!
242,141 downvotes!
What did I just watch? Is it meant to be a joke? Yikes…🤢
I love the part where the smarty pants duchess is clearly left bereft by the death of Alex Trebeck but can’t even get her left eye to shed a lone tear for her own father.
Is it possible there is anybody more irrelevant than these two in the world?



I really loved the part where Megsy claims to be a strong feminist black woman but refuses to go out in public with her natural hair and straightens it instead, gets a nose job and named 
her daughter after two racist white women (not Doria) and requested for a white man from the big, bad racist institution to walk her down the aisle (also not Doria). She's truly an 
inspiration to us all!
Poor Simp Harry.  First his balls and dignity, then every thing else he has later on when she decides to dumb him.
And that’s how she broke up The Beatles. Oh…no, sorry. I mean the Royal Family.    I got mixed up. Same sort of hairstyle. Bed piece ! Oops. Bed peace ! 
They aren’t disappointing!  What say you, Meghan?  Harry, my man…what happened?
They are not turned off, youtube just hide them. But you can see it with a chrome extension. Right now there are 242K dislikes !
 @L. Marie  thanks for that.  I’m elderly and not up to date on all the ways a computer works.
Please expand on this
Best comment here.
Well said
Excellent comment. 💯
 @M.H.  Well said but did you shed a tear from your left eye?
Yes - and they completely overlooked the fact that the Royals lay wreaths on Remembrance Sunday on behalf of others, not themselves (they lay them on behalf of the various military 
units they represent to honour the fallen from those units).  That is why, with Harry having left the Royal Family, he was not required to lay a wreath - he was no longer a serving member 
of the Royal Family so was not required to lay a wreath on behalf of anyone.  As has been pointed out elsewhere, they used the laying of a wreath as a photo opportunity.  Yet another 
example of their misperception of things, especially all things Royal and/or British.
Well said!!!! Megsy baby must be white with rage reading these comments. Thank goodness the bronzers in 20 different shades are at hand
Bravo!
The BAMC suck. ;-( I call them the Devious Duo (DD), but I like your name for them.
How she wasn't "cancelled" after that utterly disgusting Uvalde display and exploitation of murdered children, I'll never know...
 @Christala Rosina  wonder what american viewers will think,  harry and wife obviously werent in any way apologetic to american families he upset when he trampled over their loved ones 
graves the first time, that he released it on film for them to see all over again.
 @Anne Buttery  LOL Of course, but I was so overcome I couldn't write about it anymore!

Who do they think they are? Who asked them to do that? So completely out of touch it’s embarrassing and insulting and Meghan showing up in Uvalde enraged me. She is so geoss
 @Angela Sims  American vet here; I was disgusted
 @Dogmom4444  so was i, ashamed on their behalf stupid and childish and grossly insensitive.
 @Angela Sims  I think it’s safe to say that American Veterans and their families will neither forget nor forgive the PR stunt at the Los Angeles National Cemetery. The Cemetery received 
thousands of complaints from both Veterans and their families.
Thanks for the update
This!!!!
💯
Keep em comments coming 😂😂 this is gold!
Indeed, would it have been so difficult to give her daughter her mother`s name as a second or third name? Which granny would not be touched by that and glad about it? But that does not 
seem to be the kind of emotion and love motivated act, she would even think of.
 @Karin  it’s ALL about status , fame & money with Meghan - she doesn’t give a toss about people of colour , animals , she’s jealous & bullies other women - so feminism isn’t her strong 
point either - unless it’s when she copying other powerful women’s speeches



Meghan has never called herself a black woman, she is biracial and has the right to embrace both her races. This comment comes across as if POC women can not experience racism just 
because of their appearance.
 @CountessofMonteCristo  no it doesn’t. It says exactly what it says: she named her daughter after the racist royal women and not her own beloved mother. She has removed and reduced 
all her features that she received from her mother. SHE is the racist one.
 @Freedom Fyre  What...you people are insane.😂😂😂
 @CountessofMonteCristo  Her multi-layered darkest shade of bronzer when she's in the UK beg to disagree with you lol. She wants people to see her as black when she's around royal 
folks and white when she's back in Cali.

So ridiculous how she's usually pasty white when she's in the US like her bronzers forgot to follow her back home 😂 And then she suddenly proclaims she's a few fractions of Nigerian 
after 4 decades and a few years on this planet like whuttt even college kids a decade ago were able to come up with a few coins for the trendy DNA tests
 @Maria Maba  She's never said any of this and her skin tone looks the same. I'm starting to think a lot of you are mentally ill, if you dislike her so much why consume so much media about 
her. You need to get hobbies and stop obsessing over celebrities.
 @CountessofMonteCristo  I was wondering, how it would have been, if Harry had married a black woman of the kind like a Michelle Obama or just any other really smart and strong black 
woman, doted with real emotional qualitites and truly altruistic interests and ambitions. There are enough of them out there. What a gain that would have been to the Royal family and a 
nice statement to the world. Unfortunately Harry`s choice fell on the worst person possible. Besides such a woman, as described, would probably never have married such an obviously 
weak character, like Harry. Probably Meghan gets,. what she wants and he gets, what he deserves.
 @Maria Maba  EXACTLY,  what "black" woman...  43% Nigerian don't you know  (she's confusing race with nationality by the way)  WEARS FAKE TAN?
 @CrowdPleaser  True, true. If we wanted to get slightly darker for whatever reason, we just lather on coconut oil, walk outside and sun ourselves for a few minutes 😂 Works for the 
“lightest” (NC55) to the darkest ones in our family. This Meghan girl ain’t fooling anyone except her “sugars” and hussies, I’m telling ya.
 @CountessofMonteCristo  You actually need to get yourself a hobby instead of defending a fake as can be “black” woman who don’t give a shit about you. 😩🤣 The ratio on this video 
tells you clearly who the “mentally ill” ones are and they ain’t the ones seeing Megsy baby for what she really is. Also, there are many solid “paper trail” to refute your statement. Refute all 
her lies as well. 🔥
 @Maria Maba  👍  😀🤣🤣
 @Karin  Well said!  😀
Y’all are crazy. The woman is black and you think she would even have been accepted by you people if she even actually did wear her natural curls ? No y’all would just be like look her 
trying to pretend she’s black by wearing her natural hair type. She’s American , the majority of black woman wear their hair straight in fact that they don’t even wear their own hair some 
times. She’s also WHITE. If her hair can look good with a straightener her then let her straighten her hair. Also she’s an actress , you literally get shunned from certain roles if you don’t 
conform to a certain look from society and from the acting realm. There’s just so much y’all are missing. Like a life. Let her live her own. Your queens dead and your kings nothing but a two 
timing son of a bitch who forced possibly one of the nicest woman in the world to be killed by people like you who have so much to say about one single woman as I’d your all saints and 
angels and Shit .
aren't you taking things a little too far? having hair straightenened doesn't make you "not" a feminist, or racist or anything. You're obsessed with this woman you have nothing in common. 
Why you mind someone else business so much?
 @Christopher Burgos  she bullies people (even 3 year old children), she’s a compulsive liar, she bleats on and on about racism, feminism, and the environment and does the exact 
opposite. How many people do you know (and accept) who are like that?
She went to an all.white Catholic girls school, all her friends were white, joined a white sorority in college,  never dated a Black man and didn't say a word about Racism till she started 
dating Haz.



 @Anna  the point they are trying to make is that she is supposedly proud of her heritage but tries to erase all vestiges of it.  Such as her natural hair and nose.  She also only dates white 
men and named her beloved child after the head of the institution that she claims is institutionally racist and drove her to have suicidal thoughts. She only embraces it if she can use it to 
exert control over others.

I am a proud Jewish women.  I have no plans to change anything about me to hide my heritage, nor do I plan to birth a son and name him Adolf.  

I hope that helps....

 @Christopher Burgos  Boo hoo cry me a river. That woman spent her entire life before Haznoballz trying desperately to be white. She climbed that white ladder like her momma aint part 
black. She joined a white sorority and the list goes on and on and on. She didn’t even invite her black side of her family or even the white side come to think of it to her wedding. She only 
remembers she’s a fraction black when she’s inside one of those BRF palaces 😂😂😂😂😂 You know she done the black community worse than worse when a lot of us are defending 
white people being racebaited by a 2-bit actress so bring your essays somewhere where her “sugars” congregrate because y’all ain’t fooling no one here 🤣
 @Freedom Fyre   shes actually beginning to look more and more like her mom.
 @LoniLone Lony  bravo!
 @Anna  why do you defend someone you obviously don’t know much about? Goes both ways, sweetie.
 @LoniLone Lony  they get the point. They’re purposely being obtuse and trying to make it about racism and not logic. Like all these down voters and comments laughing at them are 
because of racism and insanity. Don’t let her bat sht crazy fans gaslight you.
 @Freedom Fyre  Well said! I love how her fans/supporters will ignore the facts presented in front of them but proceed to call us racists, insane, or say we're obsessed with her (lolll). They 
won't acknowledge the truth even when it's sitting right in front of them.
Meghan Markle has always been the real racist. She's such a hypocrite. Can't stand her.
I loved the part when she’s like “ negative ghostrider, the pattern is full” and harry just does a fly by on the tower at 400 knots like a snot nosed jockey.
Tyler Madea needs to make a movie “Madea goes to Montecito” and tells Meghan “look little girl don’t play me, hellur and good mornting”

I particularly enjoyed the time when Archie was 3 months old and the Queen asked Harry and Meghan to join her at Balmoral (August in 2019). Markle, ever the caring mother declined as 
she thought Archie was too little to travel from London to Scotland. Markle then boarded a private plane, with Archie in tow, to Ibiza, which we all know is such a family friend destination.
Absolutely garbage 💩people and lazy because they just want more money to support their greedy lifestyle…….not gonna subscribe to Netflix because of this rubbish 
I love the part where even the world’s greatest voice coaches can’t help this woman from sounding like two cats are strangling each other with her vocal cords.
No one cares either
Plz go away and have your private life in PRIVATE
One of the best parts is when Meghan  called the High Commissioner's mansion in South Africa where she and H were staying a 'housing unit'. I also loved that in her podcast she slammed  
the way she was treated in South Africa while she was a working royal, saying that she was obliged to continue with official engagements after her son, Archie, was safe with his nanny in 
another room, while his bedroom heater smoked. Because she was obviously deeply offended by being billeted at the housing unit, she later made it clear she was at least 45% 
Nigerian(which is a country with many ethnicities), not South African!!  She's absolutely inspiring, she and her left eye.
I love the part where MeGain marries into the royal family thinking she would actually be Queen one day.. 🤣🤣🤣
no one is interested in meghan’s non-existant sex life, or her life in general, we are interested in hating her because it’s fun! weeeeeeeeeeeee!



There are so many narcissistic red flags with this couple, it is shocking. Firstly, narcissists are entitled, so they never show gratitude for what you did do, they just have grievances for what 
they expected you to do but you didn’t. Secondly, they blame-shift, so when caught out or when the mask slips, they play the victim and tell anyone who will listen that they are the victim, 
whilst blaming everyone else. When narcissists set out to smer you to take accountability away from themselves, they lie to isolate you and turn people against you. These two want to do 
that to the royal family.
What a couple of complete wankers
I love the part where a woman is able to convince a prince of a thousand year old royal dynasty that the zenith of life is to don a Spider Man costume.
A trash documentary about a trash fake activist by a trash streaming service. This should go well.
No one sees what goes on behind closed doors at montecito either.
FK Netflix ...... I bet Meghan gets doggie style just like any other HOE .
Amber Turd 2.0!!!!! Greed and jealousy so you're going to scream victim!!!!! Shame on you!!! Harry you are the poster child for a BETA MALE double shame on you!!!!! LIARS
The Royal kardashians!  So entitled, so tiresome and so, so BORING!
I love the part where this fashion icon and supermodel homes in on bird shit patterns on dresses.
Meghan Markle gets married in a world wide venue.  Who would be okay to be walked down the aisle without her beloved father.  A complete narcissist who doesn’t give a sh……t about 
anyone or anything.  She knew what she was doing!  Wow, wow, wow!!!  I would have been mortified if my biological loving dad rejected me to walk me down the aisle for my “first” 
wedding albeit worldwide.  Her poor father.  Karma is a bitch in a bad way for her and her mother!

I love the part where she pushes past H to meet the King of Morocco.  A tear forms in my left eye as I see her stoically ignoring the mean press reporter when he states, "She's repugnant".
good for you! we should all delete netflix!
So glad someone else noticed that "Nigerian" is not a race but a nationality!!!  She's such a fraud.   And does anyone remember the claim she was Maltese... and the other one that she was 
related to Harry?
 @CrowdPleaser  yes, she did an assignment for vogue and took an assistant PR person who she ghosted after she met Hazbeen and who later said she really only went to have a food and 
wine holiday on Vogues money🙄
welcome to the celebrated heroes of modern social media..a world of MeMes
Why so much hate toward them?  They don't even know you exist. Living THEIR lives as many of you should do. But you don't. You all are like the hamster/gerbil on the the spinning wheel. 
Pathetic you all hate them based on what's in the tabloids/media. Shit on bottom of a shoe and rub it all over your faces
I loved the part where Meghan made sure to put a conspicuous note and flowers on the Duke of Edinburgh’s casket because she couldn’t attend, being pregnant. How thoughtful and 
selfless.
I loved the part where Harry's wife accused someone in the royal family of  asking a racist question about Archie's skin tone, but wouldn't name the person because she is so thoughtful and 
gracious.  How considerate to throw suspicion on the whole family instead!
I loved the part when Harry refused to see his own grandmother as she was dying of cancer.  Meghan has such a positive influence on their marriage and their family. It was so inspiring. 
10/10 IGN score.
The part where Meghan controls Harry like a puppet with 'the claw'. We have the 'hand on back' move, we have the 'patting his arm move', we have the classic 'UN I was holding your 
hand, you took it away, now I'll to hand you' move. Also on the way to UN example of under her breath 'Smile' move to Harry. The 'don't you dare walk in front of me, they all want to 
speak to me' move. I cannot believe how humble, inspiring, heroic Meghan is. I'm welling up again...one tear, left eye.
She really think is something special nobody knew who she was b4 harry that all she is harrys wife , both are whinning brats thirsty for attention
I love the part where she clearly avoids pillar candles lest they hide her face from the cameras.
I love the bit where she asks, "Does it make more sense to hear the "story" from us"? Hopefully it now matches perfectly with the book.



I love the part when Meghan thought it was all fun and games and she had the upper hand over everyone.  Then the script flipped and what she was falsely claiming was happening to 
them really was. She’s right people don’t treat them with respect
I love how Meghan and Harry have a sustainable travel venture, but they travel in private jets because their family is more important than mere mortals.
i love the part when people comments here and tell what part of m&h BS they loved 🤣🤣🤣🤣
so stunning and brave.
All for money
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”  
FOR THE MONEEEEE! Duh!!!

I love the way Meghan showed her love for Harry at the US open, when she did a little Sharon Stone flash at  her close friend Serina's husband, while Serina was  bashing balls on the court.
Look how natural and authentic they are. They're so precious they never steal anyone thunder and always think about others. They're like saints. I know I'll see the day that they are 
granted knighthood for protecting the realm after she becomes president first of course.
 Her ego knows no limits just thought I'd write what she says to herself about what she thinks we think of her when she's in the mirror. You is kind you is smart you is a narcissist
I love the part where Meghan harassed the poor Australian staff at Kirribilli House while she was touring Australia with her weak prince husband back in 2018. Shows how much of a real 
duchess she is.
Came for the comments..😭🤣..not disappointed..surprised it isn't turned off yet..ratioed the fkboutta these kooks..
I love the part when she told the media she just had no idea who Harry was, and didn't know much about the Royal Family, and yet everyone who knew her her whole life has said how she 
was always obsessed with the Royals, and she very specifically made sure she'd be set up with Harry.
I love the part where Harry protects his family from the 2011 Red Carpet Premier for Harry Potter.
Do they know you? Or did they pay you?
They are disliked because of their behaviour and their lack of values- plain and simple. Also, I'm a bit weary of being told that what I know about the Sussexes is what the tabloids or media 
have told me. I've got eyes and ears, and they've put out videos, interviews, podcasts, articles, books,  TV programs and other appearances - such as at Uvalde. What I know is what I have 
heard coming from their own mouths or witnessed via their own actions. No one needs the media to tell me that Harry flew into the UK, was invited to stay with his grandmother and 
rejected the invitation - knowing, as he did, that she was terminally ill.
Go to bed, meghan
 @Penny Lando  Exactly!
where are trolls? are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing 
love story! join in, it's fun! by the way, they are pathetic bullying liars ;-)
Or how they posted on Instagram’ thank-you for your service’ when the late Duke died, yet when someone who isn’t  family dies they put up a whole chapter must think the public are 
stupid pair of hypocrites
Or when her Uncle that got her the internship dies...crickets
Right! And she showed her strength, courage, & grace by NOT getting the facts, & not talking to the “racist” person & teaching them all of her knowledge about racism & how to be kind & 
inclusive - Wow! Meghan is just an inspiration, whining instead of tackling the “problem”.
I liked it even more than she herself never even heard this comment … it was apparently made to Harry, once, but by the time our heroine came to report it to the world, it had been made 
in front of her, not once, but many times!
And the fact she Never heard it..He did in passing..but still, gracious for M to talk so eloquently to Oprah about it, y'know just as if she Was there, how kind..
I live that the BRF enquired what the surrogate baby looked like 😊
 @Häxchien 230  This was in said in the Oprah interview by Meghan herself.



All before they even knew they could have children. It's incredible, amazing. A sentence said in passing but brought up because it's so so incredibly brilliant as it never happens in any other 
family. Never.
 @Anne Rose  then you should watch it again... she clearly says she CAN`T tell the name. it is not about wanting or not. What do you guys think will happen if she would tell the name? do 
you still live in a fairytale and belive that this person would say "oh yes thats true, i am sorry"? isn`t it more that this person would just say "no she lie" and people like you would belive this 
mystery person more because you just wanna hate meghan no matter with or without facts?.
 @Häxchien 230  she can’t “tell the name” because she was not there!  Don’t you get it?  The remark was not made to her, was not made in her hearing!  And Harry made it quite obvious, 
in the hen house that he did not want it even mentioned!
 @Häxchien 230  well she also said that she didn't sign an NDA in Thr Cut interview.  So she could say who it was if she was willing to deal with the consequences.
I still want to know what "THE STAKES" are that are "so high"!!   In my opinion the stakes as she puts it are, this is their only shot at truly destroying the monarchy for her Democrat puppet 
masters who want to destroy the commonwealth trading agreements and install a corrupt President.
And the Oprah Interview and the podcasts 🙊 THEIR truth number 7895
Admirality House and dont forget about the hot tea! Oh and how staff were absolutely undone by the way she and Harry cursed and spoke to one another.
 @Miss Winnie  Exactly. Thank you for clarifying.
 @PikyoGK RBLX  Of course!  Haven't we all been horrified watching this train wreck play out for what 5- 6 years, we support one another!
 @Miss Winnie  We sure have ❤
I think its Netflix's only hope that the haters watch this shit...otherwise not many views.
IS HE KIND?
Yes, that photo of her outside Buckingham Palace as a teen.  Of course she had zero idea. Being such an empowered feminist at such a young age would NEVER research princes.
I loved the part where she did not know how to use google to look up a  prince she was going on a date with!
🤣😂 so brave of him!
OMG, hilarious!
😂😂
THIS COMMENT!!!!
so brave 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Love the part where Megan bought herself a humanitarian award for inadvertently helping the cause of fighting skin cancer by her enthusiastic endorsement of self tanners to promote 
oneself as a POC.
i remember the harry pics from vegas when he was running around naked, no way meghan satisfied with his package, divorce within four years tops
I love the part where the only proven racist in the royal family is given an award for fighting against racism in the royal family.
Im watching it
My favorite part is how Meghan uses her double major from Northwestern to craft such original messages that she writes herself, but seem to magically appear to be attributed other 
sources. Her unique wordsmithing brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where she invited her African American family to her wedding instead of white celebrities she never met.  
Taking the lead in fighting racism AND classism!
I loved the part where Megan introduced Harry’s book “Spare Us”
So much hate in the comment section..leave these two alone let them tell their story ..
I loved when Megan when on Ellen and acted like a chipmunk, Did an open legged squat and said Archie was a “hobby”. So relatable



I love the part where Meghan explained to us what Mariah Carey really meant when she called her a diva.. I could not sleep at night till she told us. 😢
I love the part where Harry's reincarnated mother (AKA his current wife) uses and discards men left and right to social climb and make money. That's the true definition of feminism, right? 
Thanks for teaching young women they don't need to spend years attending graduate school, medical school, or law school. They can be like Megan Markle and use hidden talents on 
yachts or casting couches to get rich quick. Or, just hunt down a weak prince from a wealthy family. Wow, that's a great lesson.  One tear left eye go!!!!
I love the spontaneity of the cuddles and the authenticity of the tears- who would have thought there was a  photographer there- they are so lovable and believable- it Brought a tear to 
my left eye.
What. Is. This. Monstrosity?
Viscountess Julie Montague is a good example of a royal American. Meghan Markle take notes because you’re really annoying
if her mother had named her Shakwanda her life outcomes would have been Burger King
I love the part where the privacy-seeking opressed millionaires share their fake images from their fake life. Please someone help them out with freebies and racecards??
Love the way she deserted one of her dogs in Canada and made up some lame excuse. Dogs are for life Markle, genuinely made me tear up.
Did you see her backside compared to Catherine's? The bj princess looks like she needs a bum lift and more!! 🤮 And she thought she could steal William from Catherine and started that 
cheating rumor when he spurned her? Totally delusional!!
This couple makes me puke. This is the 2nd worst thing on Netflix after Cuties.
Such hypocrisy... Grandiose wedding, private jet, multi million mansion.. Oh yes, they are truly the oppressed and the victims.
i feel for you
🤣🤣🤣 Love it!
They have told it  many times already. That tell all interview with Oprah was supposed to be enough. What more can they say? We get that the royal family treated them badly but if you're 
going to tell the same old story and monetize it, it will no longer be genuine.
Not sure if it's hate, more calling them out for their proven lies. Or, if they really loved and respected the queen why bash her and the BRF? Actions are louder than words.
It’s definitely fiction
where are trolls? are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing 
love story! join in, it's fun!
Publish and be damned, by their own words. They never learn.
Of course she did an open legged squat, only 8 months pregnant women can squat with their legs closed!
😃
Plural - monstrositys  - Harry + hw the  cheif narcassist .
Well said. Thank you.
Dogs are Family! ❤ 🩹
Yepm dogs are family aand we all know how Markle feels about family.
 @A. L.  Migraine doesn't know or care that dogs are sentient beings. They're disposable to her.

She treats dogs just like she treats human beings, tho, so at least she doesn't discriminate.
💯
She wanted to be a new Diana, but ended up as Wallis. Beware of your dreams.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
The Queen never did  anything but be gracious to that gutter snipe. I am sick of Hazbeen (Harry) talking about how bad he had it growing up.   As for NeverWas (Megan)  she has trampled 
on to many people. Don't you know that her First husband is breathing a sigh of relief that he got an annulment. Talk about dodging a bullet.



I wonder if all of England have downvoted this yet...?
I loved the part when they thrashed their Royal family and accused them of racism. Grandpa Prince Phillip is at the end of his life and cannot defend himself from such accusation. Such a 
loving gesture from this Couple.
Everybody here Say 'I love the part" isnt'n more words???
I loved the part where Meghan crashed Harry's friends wedding and her claw hand came out. I also loved the part when Meghan looted Prince Williams car at the polo match looking for 
his cell phone. What I really loved the most was when Meghan explained why she always put down on her job applications she was a white girl then turned into a black girl when she 
married Harry. It just brings a little tear in my left eye.
i love the fact that she always speaks before or during his lines!  without bothering to break monarchy rules!  I also love that she wears fake jewelry so as not to take away little Chralotte's 
shine!❤
Just here for the comments 😂🍿
Money money moneeeyy…thought they wanted privacy from the media?

Media attention more like, not long before she’s an Oprah actress again
I loved the part when they don't want to be a part of the Royal but demands for their kids to have Royal title!
I know this is my third time here,  I have ONE burning question.  Why Harry and Migraine did nit j6st come out with dll this bulkshit when they released their poxy book titled FINDING 
FREEDOM.
They could have had this all done and dusted way back then. Maybe it's about  the $$$$$$$$$$$$
I love the part when all they did were to tell lies until it becomes their truth.

I liked the part where Harry & Harry's wife said loudly to the world they didn't want titles and only wanted privacy but then insist on keeping & using their titles and made a reality show.
One of my favourite scenes is when Meghan went to Wimbledon and had the seats around her cleared of British peasants. Her dedication to acting is such that she is constantly rehearsing - 
 in this case for her role as  Marie Antoinette. Such an inspiration to young actors, actresses and aspiring authoritarian aristocrats everywhere.
Is this about a wealthy couple who suddenly found themselves isolated and broke and with only one remaining  asset - a royal title? Now they have to survive their newfound poverty 
together with their privileged son and daughter.  So this is Netflix's replacement for losing Schitt's Creek on their turf. I hope this is truly funny and entertaining coz Schitt's Creek is 
hilarious. Hope they'll bag a lot of Emmys too.
"Nobody see what goes on behind closed doors." Yes, well, that is what doors are for dear.😑
Money, Attention and Herself.  The only things she loves.
I love the part when she is crying and the camera just keeps on rolling. The beat actress award goes to..,,
I love the Part where Weinstein and Burkle hired HER/ THEM for this part in Canada in 2013....
It is my solemn hope that the entirety of The United Kingdom and The Commonwealth down vote this bilge.
Think many on this channel are from America and other countries.
Hope the Brits join in
New Zealand here
Asian commonwealth country here...we loathe the trashy duo
From Canada here (Commonwealth country for those that don't know. Seen an American broadcaster say they forgot Canada was part of the Commonwealth soo.....umm yeah)
Australia and we don’t want em here
We will feed em to the dingos
Don't you get it, Sugar?  Do you need it explained....in literature it's called parallelism.....it's sardonic, ironic mockery as if their thoughts and words are being reviewed ...



They aren't even blood related. WTF?!
Sorry, in a hurry to feed my Donkeys, bad spelling
Covid probably foiled their plan.  The OW interview was a gigantic misfire.  And money is probably dwindling.
 @Amy Emerson  
Yes possibly, but it must have been excruciating gir MIGRAINE to wait this long  Should I feel sorry for what's his name
Rightiho  I'm off to feed my Donkeys
 @Lesley Longman  I lost that loving feeling for him.  
 @Amy Emerson  Yeah. That's what I keep hearing but think it's her PR spin for sympathy. She recycles the same B.S. like she recycles men. She's an animal in a spinning circles rehashing 
everything thinking the outcome will be different. Problem is, she doesn't conceive in her delusional little mind that SHE'S the problem!! Totally question any PR that comes out now. 
👹👺
 @Amy Emerson  Agree.  I think Covid changed the whole trajectory of their motives and actions these past three years
Just like the Twitter remaining employees trying to sabotage headquarters!
And we all know what happened to Marie Antoinette!
😂😂😂
Laughed out loud at this one
🤣🤣🤣
The most obnoxious and the most entitled couple on Earth!
I love the part where the victimized yet brave and gracious strong woman that says to always be yourself always has straightened hair.   How dare the royal family straighten her naturally  
curly hair!   Stay strong Meghan!!

I guess after Netflix's stupid series - The Crown - which some people believe are the truth, and other  series / programmes trashing the British monarchy - this is bringing trashiest to a new 
low.   NF hope you guys are grateful to the grifters and will remember that this program is one of the main reasons why many people cancelled their NF subscription.   Bleggggh
The comment section is super fun!  😂 I’m skipping the documentary…AKA pathetic Reality Show and sticking to the comment section for entertainment!
My left eye has been crying since I watched this. My heart goes out to her and her Hemes blanket.
Goebbels would be proud of Harry and Harry’s wife
I really like the part where Harry entertained Megan by playing the guitar,  that chord will make the heart sing.
The best part was when Megain was refused permission to stage a scene filming “Archificial’s birth” wearing the coronation crown. So oppressive and cruel was the evil BRF left eye tears 
all around
Came here just to Dislike
Is anybody able to see what the Dislike count is?
I loved the part where she showed Gratitude towards her father for all he did for her. 😢
Nobody likes you. Please go away....😑
Loved the part when no one told her what to do or taught her anything and then bullied the staff meant to help her out of their jobs. Loved the part where she talks about mental health 
but does not give a shite about others mental health. Loved the part where no one asked her if she was ok and goes out of her way to make sure others get upset. Love the part where she 
talks about bullying but turns a blind eye to members of her squad fan base (who she's been known to interact with)  who bully and troll others online. A flood of tears streaming down my 
left eye.
My god, how many episodes is this crap going to be? The trailer is vomit inducing enough in the first 15 seconds, 🤢🤮🤢🤮 and they're going to put this in hours!! Preserve 
humanity....NOOOOOOOO!! 



I like the bit when Megan claims she didn’t do any research on Harry or the Royal family to see what she was getting herself into before they started dating despite the challenges faced by 
Diana arguably being one of the most well documented historical events of all time.
Love how Meghan grabs Harry's hand even as he is trying to play guitar. 00:10 How romantic
This is disgusting. Shame on you Netflix. You give me new reasons to confirm why I cancelled my membership about a year ago. Keep going like this and I will never be back.
Doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us? Uh..no, it makes more sense for you to can it like you promised when you escaped prison
I loved the part when I cancelled netflix and got amazon prime instead.
It's Sunday and Meghan Is playing the victim again.  It's good to see things getting back to normal.
241000
Someone posted 25,000 something to 248,000 something...
Yes, that was so very touching.
that is a particular favourite of mine along with the quotes regarding Humankind and Human Kind so prolific she really is an asset to the RF and will be sadly missed.
I loved the part where she bullied three year old Princess Charlotte at her dress fitting and scared her with her death stare at the wedding.
6 episodes but there are plenty of great YouTubers who will watch and pick it apart one lie at a time so we don't have to watch
I loved the part where the palace took away her keys and passport and, yet,  she bravely, somehow, against all odds still made it to Elton John’s Nice house and to see Serena Williams play 
in Nee York.
I love the part when her father paid for her education and supported her while trying to become a z list actress. She returns the favor by turning her back on him while he is on his 3rd 
heart attack and probably does not have much time left.  I wonder where Harry learned this from. 🤔 is this the act of Kindness they preach about..
I am only clicking for the comments, ok… to be super clear.
Hey, all of you have given out bits and pieces of the docuseries. I guess that I don't have to watch it anymore.
I love the part where they showed the cold and sinister faces of paparazzi hounding the harry potter premiere was used as an example of how harry’s privacy was also invaded in this 
documentary about their private life. Oh this is another harry?
The documentary has a clip of harry and meghan being hounded by the press. Too bad the rows of photographers clamoring were for the 2011 harry potter premiere. 
What else in the film is fake? How hard are they really trying to be the victims? 
She didn't know that she couldn't be Queen? I'm Amercian and I know that would never happen
I'm surprised they let the comments section stay up 😆 🤣
I love the part of the funeral candle🕯
What a stinker 😅
I love it when Harry says nobody sees what's behind closed doors.....well I thought that was the privacy they wanted  when they left the Royals. But I guess privacy for them is cameras 
following them 24/7 so they can show the entire world.  Imagine what their 7yr itch will be like. Documentary after 3yrs....they barely know each other.  Eeeeek!!!!

I really love how Harry, desperate to 'protect' his family, refuses to do the one thing that would actually help 'protect' them from unwanted attention - stay out of the public eye, get a real 
job, and stop using royal titles. Instead, brave Harry and Megs continue to push their titles (and their mugs) at the general public at every given opportunity. Wow, amazing, so inspirational.

I love the part where they showed the paparazzi shot in the trailer to show that they were being hounded but it turns out to be a shot from the Harry Potter Premiere from 7 July 2011.
So many comments that are so MEAN!  Why?  Would you question the sun, and ask why it rises every morning?  So it is with Meegain!  Do not question her comments, just bask in her 
compassion and love for all of you!  All  hail Meegain!  Enjoy the warm wisdom that she pours like warm sunlight from her golden mansion high on the hill!  Absorb, enjoy, and savor every 
word that flows from her lovely mouth!   All hail Meegain!
Love the part where Netflix bought Handbag Harry a brain and malicious Megain a heart



I love Meghan for her own definition of “privacy” by making this Netflix documentary. Such humbleness
I love the part where she was escorted out of the Palace straight to the airport for secretly recording and taking pictures inside the grounds and private rooms of Charlotte and other family 
members. What a brave woman!! Truly courageous. Totally inspired
OH PLEASE!!!   C'MON FOLKS....Are They Not Just.......PATHETIC!!!!!! ?
Love the Comments, with typical tongue in cheek Sarcasm, British Humour at it's best! and what's really funny is these 'two' won't understand half of it 😂😂😂

I love the part where she wrote the book on "how to seduce a stupid price and turn him into a frog". Chapter 1: keep a poster of the royals on your bedroom wall as a teenager, read every 
royal biography, then claim to not know anything about them. Chapter 2: orchestrate your life to become a yacht girl to hang out with the questionable uncle 3. After loitering in the 
"racist" country that you despise whilst openly searching for a rich Brittish man to take care of you (I know super femminist right), whilst married to the first man you used to socially climb, 
finally land a blind date with the prince 4.  But first replace your Wikipedia search "yacht girl" to humaninitairian and immediately fly to africa to do an exact replica photoshoot of your 
dates dead mothers africa photoshoot in the exact same outfits - poverty porn always works. Chapter 4: wear his dead mother's perfume to seduce him....

That last chapter made me tear up from my left eye.
The likes to dislikes ratio of this video is astonishing 😂😂
🙌🙌🙌
They're such compulsive liars they can't even remember their lies. Thus, Netflix is complicit in this crime against humanity!!
Getting their revenge because they know she trolls them! 🤬👿
I guess they didn't read the cards, get or read the memo, or know their history that everything they touch turns to 💩.
Can you imagine the emails and texts she is sending to Netflix executives and YouTube people to get it stopped? 🤪🤪🤪🤪
 @Internet Security  OMG...yes!!! You know it!!
SNIFF Yeah that candle really deserves a knighthood
Best picture yet!
💯
Was going to dislike until I realized the sarcasm....
Yes, and these comments merely hold up their own thoughts, words, and actions to the Markles as a mirror for Netflix and the Markes to see their own patheticness
Lots of American humor too.  The two countries united in their contempt of the Markles.
This just says it all, well said
Very well said…so creepy and contrived.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
So true... keep a poster of the ‘targets’ brother on your dream board!
Excellent reply, am in awe of your spiel, just brilliant
👍👍👍
Is this... is this all true???? I've learned so many disturbing things about this woman in the last 5 mins. I just wanted to laugh at the funny comments but I'm just kinda irritated and 
uncomfortable
 @Maxwell Holmes  Yes. All true. There are very disturbing photos & screenshots to prove it.
This is so feminist so ambitious and inspiring I am taking notes 🖊📖 but seriously prince Harry sounds "special" if he fell for these old tricks.
Chalk the likes up to comments



Wondering if Netflix is worried about this show doing good. They advertised their show on CBS after football today. I've never seen Netflix advertise on commercial TV before. I haven't 
cancelled Netflix yet. Usually you can watch the shows you want on other streaming services so I think it's time.
I loved the part when they got to disappear out of the limelight
I love the part where her suckulant smooches turn a real life prince to a hopping horny toad
I loved the part where Megain and Hawwy forgot they where e-mailing with the finding freedom book writers, and said that they didn’t remember in court.
And the part where they ruined Princess Catherine bday sneaking out the night before like thieves,leaving the palace so they could have privacy and a quiet life away from cameras and 
reporters
I loved the part when Netflix pay them millions for their cable TV drama...so touching!
I particularly love the part (so much I had to come back to tell you with a second comment) where Harry is hellbent on "protecting" his family, yet left the UK for Canada WITHOUT a plan. 
Love, Love, Love that two educated adults, self-labeled feminists, self-labeled smart people never thought about security for their son, or where they would live, or where they would find a 
job to earn money. They just boarded a flight and assumed granny and daddy and the UK taxpayers would foot their everlasting expensive bill for the rest of their lives, without confirming 
it. They had no plan, let that sink in. They plotted for years, evidenced by this pile of convenient photos but never thought about security for their child. How inspiring, how mature, how 
much endangering to Archie it was. Thank God for Tyler Perry and Di's 30 million. One tear, every 24hrs, left eye.
Really love that weasels are here to watch, thereby causing H&M to smile all the way to the bank, buy a larger mansion, and continue living an exquisite life.. 6.5 million views for just the 
teaser. Thank you Lord. Can't wait for Dec 8th.
All the haters mad trying to come up with desperate arguments to protect their racist royal family. All of you sheeps are in denial and deep down know Meghan and Harry are on the right 
side of history.  Charles, William and Kate are not. Eventually life will find a way to expose the truth out in the open and this couple will be proven right. In the meantime stay mad but we 
all know you haters will tune in anyway.
I love the part that the picture of the Paparazzi in the trailer is actually from a Harry Potter Premier years ago and a pic of Harry holding his hand out to shield away from the cameras was 
actually him with his ex girlfriend Chelsea 😂😂 you can’t even make this stuff up.
I love the part where M said she will 'hit the ground running'  No one realised she meant to Montecito
I love the part with the picture of paparazzi was identified, it was Harry Potter and the deathly hallows premiere.
Who ever edited this trailer couldn't find any situation in which harry at meghan has so many photographer around,stalking them,so they look for anything resembles harrasment.
Amazing how much is at stake for these two!  Yes, just imagine what would happen to them if they didn't go on television, didn't write books to hurt their parents, didn't dump on the 
American freedom of speech,  complain about how mean everyone is to them,  and wonder on television why no one is asking whether they are ok while visiting a place which is suffering 
in a most difficult situation (yes, we are talking about South Africa!).  So much at stake for them!  I mean what would Harry do if he couldn't complain about his mother dying? I mean really 
so many people are suffering and he is making a career out of his mother's death? He's nuts. He's always been nuts -- I mean the guy showed up NAKED at his father's birthday party and 
ran around the guests. What a jerk he is!
@netflix, your trailer completely changed my mind about watching this show. This is going to be your sleeper comedy of the year, what with using footage from a Harry Potter Premiere, 
and a stock 1938 photo at 0:37.
This is going to be the "Ishtar" of our generation, and I'm here for it!
I love the part where they show how the spineless duo pushed the chairs in front of them (3 rows of chairs!!!) and wiggled themselves to make sure they were right behind William & 
Catherine during the exit march at the 2020 Commonwealth Service.  The Green Hornet (she was majestic in that green cape dress — she was wired) and her partner, Hawwy the Fly, 
protected the Royal family as what would happen to all of them if Edward and Sophie took that spot (that was rightfully theirs as Senior Royals).  All of Westminster Abbey wept in 
gratitude, just as I did in my left eye and the heavens showed their pleasure with a rainbow outside the Abbey.  Just like when they tried to join the line at the Palace to view the artifacts 
from Charles' investiture, when it was clear that only the heirs to the throne were to be in that room.  Thank goodness William reminded them (shouting) "You're not allowed".   I felt 
Meagain's crushing pain, as she was told  before that "What Meghan wants, Meghan gets".  The spineless duo put that all behind them and are now role models of Royalty and Humanity.  
😂 🤡 😈



Does anyone care about these wanna-be celebs?
🤢🤢🤮
Do not come for Kate
Мерзкие лжецы и лицемеры!
When she tells her “love story” is MEGAIN going tell the part when she wore his dead mother’s favorite perfume to trap him and he took the bait like a fool.  You have to be a psycho to do 
that.
these comments 🤣🤣🤣
The part where people go to the trailer repeatedly, just to read the new comments posted. 

That's an easy 6mil views for you Netflix. Three seconds, left eye, go!😢
Because Sunday NFL football is totally their target audience lol
Harry is educated??
It was hard for him, all he had was the 15m his mum left him!
 @Li'l Al  Only the best education that money and cheating can buy and he's still not very bright.
 @Li'l Al  🤣🤣🤣
 @Li'l Al  🤣🤣🤣
Goes to show, having an education doesn't necessarily make you smart.
my favorite part is the 250k+ dislikes
Brilliant comment! You hit on key facts. I hope the U.K. sues them to get their money back! LOL
 @cacatua97  Hi, I was wondering how you see the dislike numbers? They are hidden for me. My friend said it was so that streamers won't get Butt-hurt. lol
 @Rachael B.  there is a chrome plug in you can add that allows you to view the numbers.
  @Rachael B. *bu hurt
Ooh and the part where they assumed they were invited to the reception with world leaders on the night before the queens funeral, and then had Omid Goebbels announce that it was 
bonkers that they weren’t invited 😂

It is crazy their “Global Press Secretary” would make such an embarrassing mistake.  Off with their heads!
 @Rachael B.  Theres a trick to do it but you have access youtube from the Internet page instead of using the Youtube app. I personally dont know how to do it but I was watching a 
livestream from a guy that was using this trick and I saw that 250k+ people or so disliked the video.
I think it was planned for a long time.  I believe all the PDA and breaking protocol photos, trying to make their love seem stronger than anyone was all for this.  H telling Disney that M does 
voiceovers.  These 2 were plotting.  M could not be second next to Catherine.
Oh sugar, you poor thing. Don't you realize she wouldn't pee on you if you were on fire.🤔🤭😆🤣
Netflix will get the revenue from this. You are making the very big assumption that every-one will tuneinto the reality show.
If the trailer is the example, I couldn't stomach 1 full episode, let alone 6!
Am pretty sure the Netflix contract will end very soon
I would wager most people are here to simply comment and let Netflix know this is a poor programming choice and have no intention to watch it.
Poor deluded Sugar....we won't be watching their drivel.....plenty of great YouTubers who will watch and pick it apart one lie at a time....
Izat you, Megz?
You can use your real handle,  Meghan....



She’s a certified liar
Poor deluded Sugar .. the part where the Sussex Squad realize their idol is not a POC and is just using them to build her brand
No need to watch the Sussex drivel...plenty of YouTubers to pick it apart lie by lie.   And really, using the R word. . Such a lazy argument.  Can you really name one thing the Markles have 
done for POC....sugars, you've been Markled
🤣🤣🤣
THAT epic fail in manners still amuses me to this day.  What low life cretins they are.
🙌
I've been here loads. I turn the video off tho. Once is enough.
Yep. Best thing these two ever did was create this comedy.
What a rock show
I love the part where she studied cross-cultural communication and used empathy/respect to seek to understand British Culture and dutifully adhere to the cultural protocols of the 
modern Monarchy.
Pasaba por aquí, para dejar mi dislike😇
What stakes is she talking about?!?! I’d never give it a view, terrified they’d get a second season, everything will be on tv and Social media anyway. You truly must have EVIL souls to 
essentially bully your own family in front of millions for money, how shameful, and imagine their kids will see all this.
I love the part where MeAgain wrote her Inspirational Words of Wisdom (TM) on bananas to be gifted to sex workers. My left eye spontaneously-on-cue sheds a tear whenever I see 
tropical fruit and think of her……
I was touched by Harry stating he had to do everything to protect his family who ensured a multimillion dollar wedding, walked her down the aisle, gifted and renovated a home for them 
and welcomed his bridezilla.
Yet people don't remember that Harry went thru the same scrutiny and isolation as his mother did when she left The Firm. 🤔
I love the photo montage  of these two middle aged adults holding hands, kissing and snuggling with each other constantly, and proudly displaying it for the world to see. Their ability to 
transcend their age and act like love struck teens is truly admirable. It brings a tear to my left eye just thinking about how in love they are.
I love how Meghan always pushes Harry away so she can shake hands first, like a true feminist she is. I love how she releases this trailer just in time when her brother-in-law and the sister 
in law whom  she adores, are visiting America, to show them how is done. So compassionate and caring. I am tearing in my left eye.
That woman is a cancerous narrcicist of the highest degree , and she is also 75% white.
The whole thing is narcissistic revenge. They want to destroy the reputation of the royal family (and more) because they were exposed. This is not uncommon with narcissists, they just 
don’t normally get to do it on such a large scale. I have seen narcissists play the victim, they act as though they truly believe it and they draw you in to their narrative because if feels so 
sincere, the problem is, none of it is true, that doesn’t matter to them though.
I love the part where Meghan gives Harry the Evenstar necklace. Gave me shivers.
Who are the stakes high for? MeGain and Hazbeen? Do these 2 narcissistic morons really believe someone cares. There are so many serious issues to deal with in our world today. This is 
NOT one of them.
Wow. Netflix could not find any pictures of the press hounding Megain so they lied and took press pictures from the 2011 Harry Potter premiere.  That’s because Megain is a liar and they 
could not find any pictures of the press harassing her.  Pathetic and sad!
I couldn’t think of a more loathsome duo. Two of the most privileged people in the world playing the victim in this manner is disgusting.
I think we should respect their wishes and give them their privacy.  Looking at the trailer was already an invasion of their privacy, which they so much desire.  We owe it to them mot to 
look at the doculies.   Oops sorry, docuseries.
The scene when Archewell President and COO resigned because the ship is sinking reminds me of Titanic love story. The suspense and thrill of what is going on brings tear from my left eye 
😢



Grifters.
I loved the part with the Harry Potter paparazzi and the cropped picture of Harry and his former girlfriend. This show will be so real!
Protect your own family in good way not by ruin your own family where you grew up and spoil you party  boy..what a pathetic..i don't  interested in and enjoy your money that you make 
frm selling your story 💃💃💃💃
Yes but it was too hard to learn the national anthem even though she was an actress paid to learn lines. Can she be any more ridiculous?
Spot on- you nailed it. 👍
But she's "black", therefore to learn anything about white (esp British) society is an "insult" to a possible and very distant slave ancestor... whose name she doesn't even know.
 @Liz Horton  "God Save The Queen" is a very simple song to google and learn on a plane ride over to the UK. 5 year olds can learn and sing it @ 3-5 words/line to music.  The external loci 
of control  and blame shifting is a marvel.
 @CrowdPleaser  her strong family relational values and cultural identity politics are possibly more important than balanced (exponential holistic humanitarian ancestry) representation of 
family. I wonder if the  children will be more inclusive of their complete ancestry -  Inclusivity matters right?
 @Maria Simmonds  I saw themes of self-responsibility and self-leadership of cross-cultural negotiation as a teachable moment.
🤣🤣🤣
Can't make this stuff up ...holding the Markles own words and actions up to the light should make any self reflecting person pause, but narcissists can't self reflect....
👍👍👍
He will forever live under her shadow, and skirt.
Maybe Harry can wear the revenge dress next...
😆 He lost his mother. His father's Mistress is now the "QUEEN CONSORT" What shadow is he living under??? 1🤭
Diana never left the Firm though. She was a royalist to the very end and proud of herself giving birth to the future king and also the spare. It was her that brought that term up and called 
Harry that on several occasions on record.
Doesn't seem isolated at all....
 @Eve A. Garcia  you people and Harry really need to let it go ...you are not doing the emotionally fragile Harry any favors by always bring up his dead mother.  People divorce and remarry 
daily....
Too bad they didn’t extend some of that love to their families and the Palace staff and people of UK. Their “love” looks staged and superficial. Real love is kind and forgiving and doesn’t 
disown her loving father who did everything for her. Shameful and Sad.
She has pushed Harry away at times &been visibly angry at him so we really don't know if it's just for the camera.
wait for the Coronation Day!
Yes, if she’s reading all these comments she’ll know just how much we love her and Harry for doing that …
Whats with all these left eye comments? Can you give me some context
 @Samruddhi Saoji  there is a video of Meghan where she said she can fake cry in her left eye in only few seconds.
I just want to make a statement that I don’t hate Harry and Meghan, I just don’t like the narcissistic behaviour in general. I hope they get the help they need since they do not lack the 
resources and money to do so.  I wish them all the best.
 @Samruddhi Saoji  There is a video of MM in an interview where she brags, she can cry on command and say's 'Okay Meghan, single tear, left eye', people are taking the mick out of her 
since she did just that at HM Queen Elizabeths funeral.
 @Larraine Howell  ok thank you!
And made sure to physically alter her appearance so the world would know it
Precisely.
Harry is continuing to drop weight so that he can fit into the revenge dress for his next photo opportunity.



👍👍👍
I love the fact that bringing a constant heavy cloak of darkness and lies compells everyone else to find the light. Such strength, such courage.
I love the part where Meghan storms out of a women's market in Fiji after seeing vendors wearing UN WOMEN t-shirts when she'd been explicitly promised UN WOMEN would not be 
allowed in b/c they'd refused to make her a UN Ambassador in her pre-royal days.  Meghan took a brave stand, deciding she'd put up with narcisisstic injuries NO MORE-- turned heel & 
marched out, and it was incredibly inspiring when she screamed at her female aide for having allowed such a lapse, reducing her to tears & humiliating her in front of the press corps.  I was 
also moved when Meghan's female bodyguard quit as soon as they got back to the UK.  So inspirational.
My favourite part is the one when she wants everybody to know how much she suffered to be a savior and rescue a prince from his prison. She had to become known around the world, 
have a princess wedding and be part of the British royal family. I can't even imagine how hard it is to go through something so terrible.
Over 240K dislikes. Omg Markle is SO POPULAR. SUCH A LEADER. SO STUNNING AND BRAVE
BARF. I mean just 🤮Barf.
Money
Thank you Netflix for all you have done but moving forward with this is enabling a couple of spoilt teenagers a chance to whinge, claim falsehoods and enhance their toxicity on the world 
and the RF.
Sorry to say that the only one that benefits here is Princess Pinnochio who gets to be paid $millions for spreading more lies and utter trash. What a joke, the Wicked Woke and the Boring 
Bloke.
The part where Netflix honchos read these comments, snap their figurative fingers, say " Game Changer" and turn these comments into an answering documentary to counter the Markle 
drivel
I adore the part when she uses the photo with the hundreds of  photographers from Harry Potter premier 2011 . It’s moving and shaking me
I loved the part when it ended!
I love the part where Netflix Googled "Harry being stalked by the media" and Google was like "Did you mean Harry Potter media stock photos?"
Thank you Netflix for releasing this docujoke series, for giving a platform for the privileged, narcissistic, money grabbing, victimhood portraying duo. I’m so excited to see you tubers make a 
video out it , so excited that I could cry in my left eye.

I think MM is using the racism card as an excuse for her leaving the RF.   I don't think MM wanted to be part of Harry's family.  She saw where his place was in the family and she was not 
having any of it.   She is drilling this racism into everyone's head and she isn't going to let it go until she has left a mark.  I think it's a mistake on her and Harry's part but it's their life.
Deal or no deal Netflix, I'm going with no deal....
Love the part where Harry replays his Jan 2020 JP Morgan speech where he says he’s been in therapy the last few years yet Meghan insists on blaming the Royal family for not getting her 
help when noone told them she needed it. Tearing up (left eye).
The part where Harry lets go of the guilt that he brought all of this onto her by marrying her. No Harry it's not the tabloids but your wife's words and actions. You and your wife are your 
own tabloids. We see through her and one day hopefully you will too
I love the part where following the Queen's funeral, the gruesome twosome are ushered into Wallace Simpson's car and there's three feet of ice between them. Brrrr!!
Y'all make these negative comments,  but fact is, the brat has not spoken to her father since the marriage.  So put that in your pipe and smoke it,  haters.
away by the gratitude on display in that scene. What a trooper!
The part where Megan plagerizes  three year old Louis and tells Vanity Fair, "The queen is with her husband now."  Also the way Megan uses the word "husband" 568 times in the six 
episode mock documentary  to strip Harry if his identity and totally emasculate him
Wow, this is profound, thank you it explains how many of us are reacting.

Let’s not forget also that Megain also hissed like a reptile at the aide at the Fiji market therefore removing all doubt of her psychopathic tendencies steeped in deep narcissism. So brave



Yes that was so awful. Those women in the market had been waiting hours in very hot conditions to meet her. She's a revolting woman, she just wanted to get to the Fijian spa early, which 
the taxpayer's paid for.
Wow. I hadn't heard about this one.
 @Smörgåsbord  Oh yeah she was brutal! It was after her enlightening trip to Australia where she threw hot tea over a staff member and told our Governor General’s wife to F off! So 
inspiring!!🇦🇺
 @Kirri  I do my best to keep up with this lady's shenanigans because she's a prime example of narcissism in action but I missed this AND the hot tea incident. Geeze. She's a piece of work 
the world doesn't deserve. Thank you for the info. I'll do a little digging to learn more.
 @Smörgåsbord  Oh there’s so much out there that she’s done. Have you read Tom Bower’s book Revenge?
 @Kirri  The way Meghan treats people is shocking.  I was totally disturbed by the way she treated publicist Gina Nelthorpe-Cowne and also the Reitman's ad staff.
I love the bit where her moon bump grew on the plane flying from Australia to Fiji despite her moon bump being at risk of being harmed by zika.
 @May M  Oh yeah and there’s so many more people she’s bullied and disrespected. I just wish some of them would come forward!!
 @Kirri  Yes but you forgot the bit about when she shed one tear left eye!
H's wife is such a nasty piece of work, given the ways she has treated people around her....or shall I use the word "shit"...so entitled,  privileged, arrogant and supercilious!
...that time she was a merch victim...
 @Smörgåsbord  Oh you missed the best part, when she shouted at the Governor-General of Australia's wife to "F___ off , Don't you know who I am? " Such bravery on the first day of a 
10day Aussie tour.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 she is a JOKE
 @D M  Yeah we don’t like her here!🇦🇺
 @Anne Buttery  Dammit I did forget! I think it’s almost a given on all our comments now!😪😪
 @Barb  Yes, it was so brave of her to accept kick backs from designers and the Meghan’s Mirror site!!
I think I might have seen a really short footage of this, maybe? What I saw was a woman talking to MeMe while MeMe was stone-faced and looking uncomfortable and nearly rolled her 
eyes as she turned away. ?
Tom Bower's book, REVENGE provides us  with real facts, that the Fraud's motivation for anything she does, IS REVENGE!
The Aussie tour - the tea, the reference by her and Mulroney to something to the effect of “tour de crap”… and they laughed and laughed… and she HAD to have JM flown over as a stylist 
so they could denigrate the tour together in person
They've censored the dislike count now.  Obviously have something to hide.
👍👍👍
CHILLS!! 

What about the literal quotes of Harry saying his brother is the one who helped him start therapy years ago? Or their patronages to entire organizations whose mandate is mental health 
awareness? I really enjoyed the part where both Harry and Meghan fell victim to amnesia and forgot completely how to get help for themselves when they truly needed it. When the firm 
said ‘no, we prefer you go mad!’. I was livid. Have they NO compassion for a grown adult couple who seemingly lost all knowledge of cell phones or the internet or Royal doctors or friends 
or family or omg! Her ‘social worker’ mom? The things they’ve managed to overcome is just mindblowingly earth shattering.
He was useless to her.  She had already spent all of his money.  Couldn't have an overweight, broke, white man walking her down the isle.
I loved the part where Netflix tacks on a content warning before each episode; over- dramatised fiction based on fanciful events * Recollections may vary.
I love the part when she stalked Cressida (Harry's ex) at Wimbledon before she met Harry. So beautiful, so empowering, and the gorgeous photo are still online. Very brave. Tear of joy left 
eye.



Meghan's true humanitarianism shines during the scene where, after supergluing her sorority sister's eyes shut, she provides her with a bottle of 100% acetone to dissolve the glue.  I cried 
a tear from both of my eyes in solidarity for the girl who couldn't cry at all.
She dropped the F bomb sitting in a gilded carriage during her wedding parade that was televised globally but it gives her hives to say the B word on her podcast...miss me with the 
hypocrisy and fake demure attitude
I love the part where they rescind their titles because they were bequeathed to them from such a racist outfit, refusing to ever have anything to do with them ever again let alone be 
associated with or connected to them.  Well done, Mr & Mrs WIndsor.
I love the part where Meghan went all expenses paid trip to Australia and got welcomed by thousands and did it all unpaid.....because she thought she should be paid ....it was so generous 
and humbling that she never complained to staff about it ... Just like the time she went to South Africa and they put her in a housing unit and she removed her jewelry just in case it 
tempted the locals to steal it....she is so not entitled or leaning towards racist ....its inspiring.....I feel a tear coming on...
I admit that I rooted for Harry and Meghan when they first began their journey as Meghan slowly became part of the RF. How exciting! How terrible that HRM wasn't more welcoming, 
can't believe Catherine made Meghan cry, shame that the RF were lowkey racist, but over time, I see it for what I really is. Meghan manipulating Harry and wanting to be hailed as Princess 
Whistleblower at her own Royal Pity Party. Sad thing is that I think that she could have kind of had it all if she knew when to stop.

They moved to the US and they could've had a pretty cush life writing children's books and stories and speaking engagements with [insert charity of the week] with RoYal associations. 
Americans would've eaten it up (I'm American btw). Not saying that there aren't problems with the RF and I'm sure that there were true difficulties that H and M faced, but these are 
things you work out with family and staff and not broadcast hypocrisy to the media. Oh well. At least all this crap they're doing is giving people jobs.
What is wrong with all of you?
I love the part where the Meghan decides she wants to be a woman of color when she grows up and instead of adopting a natural hairstyle she follows her instincts and doesn’t let the free 
tanning coupons that she begrudgingly obtained from Deal or No Deal go to waste. I’m so overjoyed with this milestone in mankind’s history, her husband must also be cutting an onion 
next to my left eye. I must get out of bed and dance in the parking lot.
Always love a good mystery… The mystery of what they’ve accomplished with their lives.
My favorite part is when Netflix releases all the behind the scenes footage and breaks the internet and makes bank exposing Markle and the Ginger. Hey Netflix, if you do this, I promise to 
renew my subscription, the one I proudly cancelled on 9/2020. Remember that time you lost 10% in stock in a day after you announced partnership with H & M? Get your money worth, 
release the good stuff!!
What a shame. This is disrespectful to HM and the country.
These two are so depressing.  Get over it. Move on. Pathetic,  miserable soulmates destined to find each other lol. His mother would be heartbroken. Their tombstones will have a picture 
of them crying with a depressing note on the stone! While his brother tries to change the world to be a better place, this miserable soul attacks his good work that his mother started. Get 
some counselling!
Hahaha okay, why the left eye? Why is that everyone's comment? Is it because of the emoji? I appear to be missing a critical part of pop culture.
Netflix is determined to cram bs like this down everyone’s throat. I can’t imagine why they are bleeding subscribers
Where can I see the negative elections? I find it highly questionable in the context of truth, reliability, and authenticity that Netflix hides these numbers. Worthwhile from a statistical and 
political perspective alone in terms of global freedom of expression in such a one-dimensional communicated case (especially in continents like Europe where self-declared "celebrities" of 
any kind are considered a joke and a disgrace to the intellect). Best regards from Switzerland.
John Lennon and Yoko wannabes 😂

I just loved the part where Megan cured her suicidal thoughts, by going to a dinner party.  Must have been an amazing dinner party.. because she has never had them since.  BRAVO!!!
Meghan is as famous as George Floyd and for the same reasons, criminals
Recollections may vary from 2016-present.



This is golden
She is evil!
👍👍👍👍
👍👍👍👍
*Saxe Coburg Gotha
Oh deary me! I am handing you a tissue on your left hand side because I suspect it's your left eye that feels teary?
Yes please dont ever come to Australia ever again, you narcissistic people
 @Jacqui Dilley  no we don't want her here or NZ either
Yes, I understand why you have a tear. Sometimes it seems Marriott Meghan consistently acts with White privilege 🤔
👏👏👏👏👏
I’m dead 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Jacqui Dilley  thats a yes from me too.  i dont want her in Victoria or anywhere in Australia for that matter
Pity the rest of the story of the Aus trip is conveniently forgotten...just as well I guess.
A left tear...
Left eye and, go
You know what they say, if you think everyone around you is crazy then ...
There is a mote in our left eye.
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂
pah ha ha.... laughing out loud at "wanting to be a woman of colour when she grows up".    and realising she hasn't achieved either.
Absolutely brilliant comment😂😂😂😂
😂
👍👍👍
Fortunately I’d already canceled my subscription due to Netflix’s outright hatred & hostility toward the British Royal Family with their utterly disgusting “The Crown.” Even the British 
Government has tried to get Netflix to stop such a blatantly false narrative.
During the funeral the wife let out a single tear from the left eye.
Claire Meagan said in a interview a few years back,  she could make herself cry from her left eye on cue, remember the left eye at HMTQs funeral with Meagan touching her left eye and 
one single tear.
She talked about being able to making herself cry on cue in 3 secs in an old interview before she met Harry.
She pointed out one of her talents as an actress was the ability to cry on cue and used that ability at the queen's funeral when one lone tear fell from her left eye, in front of the cameras of 
course
The left eye tear that she dabbed away with her middle finger.
The down votes are close to 250,000 at this point. It is obvious that they are not popular ... they claim they are loved and the negativity is from bots and unhinged people. The problem is 
that this woman wants to get into politics. Can you imagine the lies and grifting on the American public?
 @Internet Security  - thank you for this prompt reply and the poignant as well as insightful comment about the American public. We here in Europe can only begin to imagine the negative 
spiral.
Search 'how to see dislikes on Youtube'. Yes, they are hidden.



I've noticed that they don't seem to have an original idea between the two of them, and every idea that copy from someone else seems to turn out badly. It always ends up exposing them.
 @happyeilsel  I know they fail 24/7 😂
👍👍👍👍👍👍
everything is racist and wakanda is a real empire
Despicable human beings. No jobs, no talent, smearing both families for profit, murdering reputations to make themselves look good... pure jealousy.
Well, Netflix, it looks by these comments that you will have plenty of people who would watch a "real" documentary about MM and Harry.
I've never seen a 75% white, oppressed billionaire until Netflix came out with a special
She wound up the toy soldier so that when he breaks she can blame it on everyone  else when it all goes wrong. Harry has been a spoiled brat most of his life and she has worked really 
hard at massaging his ego. Most families have an unwanted relief or two. Time to cut them loose and leave them to it.
imagine how sticky the sheets are with hair straigtener chemicals and make up, yuck
I love the part where Harry made a condescending and unnecessary attempt of a speech at the UN with only about 20 percent capacity.  
Single tear falling from my left eye.
A lot of left eye crying going on here.😂😂
Harry is Charles even your dad? seriously, take a DNA test
I love the part where after King Phillip watched the documentary he changed Harry and Meghan's titles to the Duke and Dutchess of Tonedeafingham.
Meghan Markel takes Narcissism to a whole new level. Once again try to capitalize of the royal family she allegedly hates so much while throwing around her title whenever possible. 
Meghan should be crowned queen of the narcissists 🤴
The part where Megan is caught on a hot mic reminding Harry that, "our truth" and " control our narrative" are code for "Lie our heads off we got a mortgage to pay, Harry," and Harry 
asks, *What's a mortgage?"

Netflix, you need more shows like Marcella and Bordertown. Now that was quality. You really went to shit with these two. It’s about as good a decision as Disney going woke.  🤢🤮
I didn't care about them actually at one point I thinking they are not so bad now it's so different harry was born into the royal family to treat them like this is so so wrong what happens for 
him when she leaves him because I can see it coming it might take a few years yet
Remember Harry and Megan: “Recollections may vary” and your recollections are why I won’t be watching.

Meghan is a racist, eschewing friendships with darker blacks, she probably even insisted Oprah wear big glasses that pinched and eclipsed her wide nose, Meghan you are the real racist!!
Losers
When the stakes are so high?  Who does she think she is.  What the hell difference does it make to the world whether she and Harry live a Royal life or an ordinary life?  There are no stakes 
for anyone else.  To the rest of us they are professional whiners.  And besides, they lie. That has been proven. Why would we believe them?
I love the part where no matter how expensive her clothes are she manages to make them look like that they were packed in an overstuffed suitcase for thirty years.

Only came here for the comment section to see if it was true, and it is! People have finally made it clear we all see through the Harkles. It’s enough to bring a tear to my left eye 🥲
Sarcasm?
Ngosi Fulori and H Pilori people came from there.
They are not looking good for most of us.
😂😂😂👏
surely a chemical soup & a lot of excessive bronzer all over their crisp white 1000+ thread count Egyptian cotton sheets



yes all about fighting poverty, on Mandela day.  Then they called the paps & went to a very expensive restaurant for a pap walk victory lap, showing how much they care about those living 
in abject poverty by allowed them to fine-dine vicariously through St. H&M.
Where were all the paid Sussex sugars? Surely they could come support their King Harry and Queen Meghan?  Yeah it did look embarrassing for a supposed “global leader”🤣
 @Hannah Reece  They probably wrote off the restaurant bill as a work expense.
 @Smörgåsbord  yes, thanked they have the bank of Archwell for such charitable expenditures! No doubt it pays for all the private jets, clothing for engagements (& purchased but never 
used for engagements), glam squad, all home furnishings (home office of course), security, etc
🥲 the emoji agrees
👍👍👍👍👍👍
I always said she looks like she fell in a charity shop window.
Spread the word ...
I’m sure since they are so honest 🤮🤮 no one is checking the contents to make sure it’s true!!  Such a joke. Was hoping my Netflix fee was going to make REAL shows. Enough reality TV 
on other channels.
Netflix should give an hour documentary to Megan’s dad and half siblings
The Crackpot and Jackpot show should allow us all to hear the voice of our saviour. She loves the sound of her own voice. She uses her voice lots. She'll use her breathy voice, her angry 
voice, her empowered voice, her sickly sweet voice, her acting voice, her sexy voice, (Sorry a bit of sick just came up in my throat. Can't finish joke.)
That bit of sick made a tear come out my left eye.
The rapper Eve left the US moved to Britain after marrying her British husband Maximillion Cooper, has had a baby and is very happy living in the UK. So I don’t believe Meghan.
20k likes , 36K hilarious  Comments 👇 
Apparently around 230k dislikes 🤣
Comment section is more entertaining than this dollar grab.
I wonder will dear old Meghan regale us all with the tale of how she gave birth in a manger, underneath a bright star, surrounded by three worldly wise men with the best and most 
thoughtful gifts ever? * My tear left eye*
Nutmeg's sob story - clutching an onion to her left eye.  Deserves an Oscar! ;-)
The part where the poor deluded Sugars have  an emotional meltdown when Megan says in episode 5, ,"Sussex Squad, never heard of them, " and throws them under the bus as the 
masterminds behind the Montecito S@#$show
They need to pull up the lawn. Plant drought tolerant landscape. Install solar, ditch the gas guzzling Range Rivers. Start at home with your huge carbon footprint. Meghan had fly private for 
a pat on the back. Will and Catherine flew commercial.
I love the part where a woman who spent most of her life trying to pass as white is now trying to weaponize the black communities of the world to participate in her vendetta against the 
British Royal Family.
‘White ones and red ones
And some you can't disguise
Twisted truth and half the news
Can't hide it in your eyes
Lies, lies, lies, yeah’ 
—Thompson Twins 

Theme song series, Netflix?
*at least I cite the source



How many times do we need to hear their story????????? I don't know what Harry was "protecting" his family from nor do I understand "when the stakes are this high" .... This is simply a 
money ploy & two people who refuse to move on because they can make money by pimping themselves out. Disgusting!!!!
I think princess Diana would be so ashamed of this if she was still alive,There are problems in every family but to air them like this is wrong,They are not going to teach there children 
anything besides if you can't have your own way make things up or just Blame everyone else,Now that Harry & Megan have done there movie maybe now try concentrating on examining 
your hearts and soul reaching out to God for a relationship and truly being Set Free
I love the part where Meghan “Left Eye” Markle emotes like a Z-list actress who has fumbled one of the biggest marriage bags in history.
How can you be of Sussex? What connection to Sussex? I am the duchess of New York. If people can be a whatever gender, I can identify as a duchess.
Is this a story about a manipulative, empty, jealous social climber who traps an emotionally stunted, bitter, resentful man child ?

I love that throughout the six episodes Hag and Meg literally lie so much that by episode six they have literally thrown each other under the bus ...
Old news
👍👍👍
Higher, 250K dislikes
👍👍👍

No, the tale she will regale us with is the one where pregnant Doria and Thomas camped in a cow shed and, lo and behold, she was born whilst a supernova appeared in the heavens above.
 @Hawkwoman H  Good GOD! Could it be?!?! How could I have possibly gotten it so terribly wrong??????
Two tears left eye
Then lo ! Verily, after years of attempts, she found her very own in this case unwise man, who arrived bearing gifts of a 32 million pound wedding, a royal title and some new veneers so 
bright that they could light the couples’ way along a new path to peace everlasting and a house with 16 bathrooms.
 @Genny  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

 @sheena burton   I just imagined Harry dressed as Santa arriving down our chimneys and it’s put me right off getting any presents. I bet that he and Meghan do, dress up as Mrs and Mr 
Christmas and they turn up somewhere to severely annoy the homeless by giving them signed pictures of her and a tangerine each. Pics will probably appear on the cover of Vogue etc. 🙄
That would be a start.
This 

🙌
Well said.
🤣😂🤣😂
I predict this comment will age like a fine wine…😉
Wkwkwkwk the trailer looks so fake, like someone who really want a privacy 😂
Why are you hiding the dislikes Netflix? YouTubers were saying that there was over 90,000 dislikes a few days ago. At least freaking be honest. 
And FYI…. Shame on you for dropping this piece of garbage trailer during William and Katherine’s visit.
I still have Netflix but I absolutely refuse to watch this clown show.
NEW Netfix promotion every new subscriber gets one free sick bucket , 6 episodes of a familys life who desperatly wants privicy . Correct me if im wrong,  this is not how you go about it. 
Disgraceful
242 000 dislikes🤣



I love the part where Meghan parted the Red Sea and the fact that little Archie was almost burned to death in the slums of Soweto.  Making roast chicken and using lemon juice has caused 
my left eye to water.  OMG she is so inspiring and authentic
Hear their story, the truth or the lies.  I cannot believe a word from either of them.  I used to think I could  at least trust Harry until he started backing Meghan's blatant lies!  He didn't even 
flinch when she lied on Oprah that they were married three days before their big public wedding.  I believed what they said on Oprah until it torn apart by the truth.  Now they just say 
whatever they can to get their name in the news.  No, I will not be watching .....
We only heard the story from them, tears in my left eye
Oh whoa is me.  Such victims.  Meghan is poison for America and a major embarrassment.  Now all American women look like gold diggers to the Royal family.
The Picture of all the paparazzi is from the Harry Potter opening.  LIES LIES LIES....LOL.
If the toxic Belladonna is taking over your property, glyphosate handles it nicely.  Unfortunately, only a strong herbicide will work.  Oops, I beg your pardon - I thought I was on Better 
Homes & Better World magazine.
I love how the production team were given the memo ' Harry, ginger, paps' and ended up with a Harry Potter photo for the trailor
Don't cry, Meghan,  here's a banana with something stupid written on it.  That should make everything ok.
I love how white women get all in their feelings over Harry marrying a biracial woman, yet have no problem with white women chasing black ballers. P.S. most of you send your daughter(s) 
to college, not to get an education, but to find a husband. Waity Katie did nothing, but wait on Prince William to marry her. She's lazy as WW.
I remember the way the British people loved Meghan and the cheering crowds yelled jubilantly as Harry and Meghan rode through the streets as husband and wife.  The 32 million dollar 
wedding was not enough for them.  They wanted the crown.
I love how the trailer has her saying how the story is being told by them but a few weeks ago in an interview she said their story was being told by someone else!!🤔
Pair of total muppets😂
Harry tú no aprendes...
I love the part where Meghan courtesy to the dead Queen just pretending she loves her but really Meghan was looking for a good picture to add to this documentary

I LOVED the part when Meghan convinces Harry to ditch the royal family after she finally realizes her and her offsprings chances of ascending the throne are slim to none. JUST AMAZING.
That part where every morning Megs shows Haz his balls and says, "You're not wearing these today. Run along now, my love".
It's not nerflix doing that it is utube. Utube hid the dislike numbers a while back. Creators can see both like and dislike and for myself I use firefox and they have an add button that unlocks 
the 'unlike' button, so i can see those numbers as well. Hope that helps.
The dislikes are now up at 250K and likes at 30K
Apparently it was more but YT removes them.. and that was 12 hours ago 😅
I thought she was vegan? Roasting chicken?
Oh he absolutely did flinch. But yea: he is no better than her…
That’s because they couldn’t find any of Harry being papped 😂 Nobody’s interested.
🤣🤣
that seriously made me laugh so hard!
The whitest biracial woman he could find...that listed herself as Caucasian until she started dating him.  So inspiring, Harry.
Aaaaand cue race card 🙄 due to lack of intelligence and factual argument 🤫



Most people in other countries don't care about the 'biracial' part. The race thing is ridiculous - based on the silly notion that you could group people into races by the way they look.  I'm 
an indigenous person and for years idiot anthropologists tried to group us in with Europeans because we 'looked' a bit like people from the Mediterranean coast in Europe - except they 
were completely wrong and we have nothing to do with Europe. As far as much of the world is concerned, Meghan is a pampered, spoilt American woman with a bad attitude who has no 
clue what hardship really is. No one cares who Harry married, he's irrelevant - he might be in the line of succession but he's not in the direct line of inheritance, which is all that matters 
when it comes to the UK monarchy.

No one cares if she has a few ancestors in Africa hundreds of years ago - why would they? She's never lived there and quite clearly knows nothing about the history, songs, stories or 
languages from that continent. She probably can't even speak three words in any African language - yet, apparently, is 'proud' of her roots. It would be like me travelling to some foreign 
country and having someone come running up and tell me they're the same 'race' as me (or half) because they're descended from someone who lived in my tribal area hundreds of years 
ago, what a joke. Speak my language, sing my songs, tell my stories and spend time living in my land - or don't claim to be anything to do with my 'race'. Simple as that. DNA tests can tell 
people who their ancestors are so no excuse. My daughters go to university to get an education (like me), the world has moved on, seriously, what century are you living in? 'biracial', 
'black', 'white', assuming girls get sent to Uni to get a husband. Has someone told you it's not 1950 (or 1850) anymore and the world has moved on?
 @wendy DAVIES  whites invented the race card back in slavery time, dear, so try to educate yourself!  Your white fragility is on display in your comments and your only defense is to state 
that I'm playing the "race card?" I'm going to bed.....
They don't need to tell us their story, we've watched it live, the past 2 years. Most hated couple in the world. At least they are number one at that.
And product placement for the label on the bottom of her shoe

And when she realizes Harry is going to get FROGmore cottage instead of the 21 room apartment in Kensington Palace with 2 kitchens that William and Catherine get. When Meghan 
realizes Harry is NOT rich and WIlliam will inherit the Billion dollar Duchy of Cornwall and Harry is the spare. Time to ditch the RF and exploit them for megabucks in America!
I think these guys arw doing this so monarchy can be thrown away...as they are not the royals anymore...Meghan gives such bad vibes
Can someone please let me know how many down votes
I also loved the part in which King Charles finally found his pen, and strength, and with a grand royal gesture crossed some letters out and they went from Sussex to Ex. So dramatic, so 
Shakespearean, so Macbeth, such toil and trouble, I was so moved... I simply forgot with which eye to cry ...
Netflix is going to suffer huge reputational damage because of this calamity
tonight several members of the Netflix advisory board on climate have criticised Netflix publicly for releasing the trailer deliberately to distract from William's Earthshot Prize in Boston. 
Markle taints and destroys everything she comes in contact with.
No we dont want to hear any more of your story from ANYONE! Just show us REAL footage of the children that are sorely lacking in your life.....
241K dislikes. Will shoot to quarter of a million dislikes soon. Lets see how far it can go. If they keep the comments open as they release the episodes I expect will get to a million. I really 
hope Markle and Harry are made aware of this spontaneous uprising against them from people around the world & I hope Netflix are watching too
Run Harry run!
Meg’s was so thoughtful to place H’s comfort blanket on the chair as she quietly wept. So kind to have his initials on it not once but twice just to make sure he knows it’s only for him and 
not the dogs. How very fortunate someone was able to capture the special moment for prosperity. It brought a tear to my left eye.
0:30 HARRY POTTER LONDON PREMIERE in 2011 Picture: Chris Jobs/Alamy
I love the part in the near future whe she divorces him 😀😀😀
Is this a Harry Potter trailer?
I loved the part where the Queen says it's Morbin time and takes out Harry the cuck and Megan the succubus.
Cant wait



so much to love! i fear that if i start listing likable attributes the list could go on... and on. so to choose just one; my favourite part is where harry's gracious and supportive friends that he 
trashtalked welcome him back home. and megs' 'bimbo' former coworkers that she trashtalked welcome her back to deal or no deal. oh not in this trailer? must be the sequel i'm thinking 
of then, my bad!
Two millionaires, two royals, two BRATS.  Princess Diana would be SO DISAPPOINTED.  She would really dislike Meghan and what she has done to Prince Harry.  Those two are about to lose 
every title that Prince Charles can take away from them….and rightfully so.  If they hate the Royal family so much then losing their titles won’t mean a thing.  Harry, that woman is toxic and 
you should get your children and RUN back to the UK. I will NOt be watching this trash.  Thank you, Netflix, for making me love William and Kate even more.  This is no better than the 
Kardashian trash and I’ve never watched ONE episode of that 💩.
yo what with  Harry Puttar in this video 😂
I love the part where Harry hates the invasive paps just to find out it was Meghan calling them on him and her since they met
I love the part where she threw tea at a staff member on her Australian tour and wanted the Governor Generals residence all to herself So kind so caring so empathetic   Compassion 
inaction one cup of tea at a time
They need public support for that feat to be accomplished.  That ship has sailed.  They are no longer credible regardless of what they write or say.
241,000 DISLIKES
 @Internet Security  ty
Of course, the left eye.
The dolls are being up graded or the real mothers didn't rent them out. Either one, take your pick.
That picture could just as well be her laughing behind her hand, which The Body Language Guy also mentioned.
That’s clever! Never thought of the ‘H” that way😅
Yes, a Backgrid photographer just happened to be in the room for the intimate moment. So sweet.
Hahaha!!!!!
Dogs blanket 😂 Yes loved that part too, Harry we will never know the sacrifices you make inside Meg's Palace doors. What true hardships you dutifully perform. Sharing your Basket 
blanket, my left eye is tearing up.
Actually that was an Hermes blanket that costs a  huge amount of money. She is truly a narcissist and can't help showing her wealth amidst her distraught moment and having someone 
takes her photos. Wow..Harry is truly dumb and easily manipulated. They both deserve each other.
Please, Megadoom is not stingy ... it was a whole pot of tea.
 @fluff dumpling  English breakfast tea   Ginger tea. Choices choices. Only the best quality to be used of course
Ofcourse it was Royal Cup 🍵
INACTION... i see what you did there!
I love the part when she went to a school in Harlem and told those kids that she is a real life “princess”. One of the angry parent posted a video on YouTube as well for the same.
The part where she openly accuses the RF of being the entity that she wanted nothing to do with ….except keeping her title and getting titles for her kids  which is how she plans to make 
even more money telling lies from her 16 months of being a royal
The part where moaning Markle squeezes a tear out of the left eye, gazes into the camera, and says" I just wanted to bring the world joy."
Netflix wasted money on this?!?!?!?!?
Is this the sequel to “The Staircase?”
These comments have not disappointed! 😂



Remember the most important statement ever made about Meghan.... that
RECOLLECTIONS MAY VARY!

So how could such a genuinely honest, kind, good, gentle, caring, empathetic, selfless, shy, humble, generous, self-depreciating, unaquisitive, philanthropic activist and humanitarian be 
found to be a proven LIAR by an Archbishop, a judge in an High Court law case & most of all by Her Majesty The Queen?

I'm devastated for her
......single tear
......left eye
......go!
 "I'm such a fraud!!!"
What a couple of gratuitous clowns!  ...out to fleece all and sundry!
I love the part where Netflix got bamboozled by this talentless fame-hungry liar about making a netflix show about her talentless fame-hungry lie of a useless life.
Ugh why won't they go away? I'm so tierd of the constant whining.  Oh no I'm so rich off the backs of others and I didn't get what I demanded from granny so I'll trash her, my family 
including my father and brother for money.  Go get a job and stop being a little B.
Enters the comments.....👀....  # Can youuuuu feeeeel the loooovveeeee tonighttttttt #
I love the part where she cries no one would teach her the lyrics to God Save The Queen like her grown a$$ is in kindergarten.  You were not Rapunzel without a computer, Megs. 
Single tear falling from my left eye.
I loved the part where people from all over came here to the comments section to drag the hell out of these two spoiled, narcissistic little grifters. You all rock.
Daily Mail just posted an article showing the photo of Harry and Meghan being hounded by paparazzi which is on Netflix’s promotion of the “documentary”.  Seems the photo Netflix used 
was paparazzi at the 2011 Harry Potter premiere in London.  I guess Meghan feels they can use it since Harry’s name is mentioned even though it is for Harry Potter.  My belief Netflix will 
get out of this hellish agreement since Meghan and, the former most loved royal, now the most toxic, and Harry’s upcoming novel will be blasted as non stop lies and the unending greedy 
need to be relevant. 

The media needs to ask Meghan, who deems the royal family to be racist, why she did not invite her beloved mother’s relatives to her only real wedding.  She is yuck!  Unfortunately, she 
doesn’t have a genuine look.
"I saw GPs. I saw doctors. I saw therapists. I saw alternative therapists. I saw all sorts of people, but it was meeting and being with Meghan. I knew that if I didn't do the therapy and fix 
myself that I was going to lose this woman who I could see spending the rest of my life with." Wait a minute...
Everyone of y'all are going to watch this!  Love Harry and Meghan!!
VOMIT
I like the part where Netflix use photos from the Harry Potter premier that the gruesome twosome weren't at, as proof of how popular they are. So noble.

I loved the part where supposedly the RF WERE worried bout Archie’s skin color and yet on Meghan’s official paper work she’s listed as caucasian. It almost brings a tear to my left eye
Love Will and Kate, hate Harry and Meghan.  I can’t wait until they disappear.  I will never watch this trash they are putting out.
❤

Poor Sugar ...the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their collective eyes and realize Markle never loved  and just used as currency to build her brand.  It's what narcissists do.
I would need a sick bucket and tranquillisers to get me through that. Thanks but No thanks.



What, two boring, wealthy, pampered, spoilt egotists who grew up getting everything handed to them on a plate and now can't cope with reality? Nope.
THIS!!!!🤣
If ever two people deserved one another it sure seems as though it’s these two. At least two others are  safe
Thumbs up if you DISLIKED this trailer. Since YT won’t let us see, we ought to know somehow?
Megan is a talentless hack. Harry is a disgraceful pu$$ywhipped child, that embarrasses all of the United Kingdom. 

Eff these people. lol

Nobody wants this.
They are such proven liars and  out to make trouble between the races for their own advantage.    The video report button should be used for 'misinformation'.
I love the part when Meghan said she was an only child when she had two other siblings. Honestly, my left eye let out one heartbreaking tear for Meghan.
I love the part where Meghan is sat in the corner of the room flicking the table lamp on and off like a devil possessed whilst Harry's pet bunny is boiling on the Kitchen stove.
My favourite was when Meg’s was so brave standing up to her dad when he was seriously I’ll in hospital. She took the time to write a really long letter with lots and lots of really strong 
detrimental comments. She probably didn’t even flinch when she posted it. So heroic it brought a tear to my left eye
YOU PA.THETIC narcissistic sociopath, Meagain Markle. Your game will be up, eventually, and there will be no one to blame but yourself! She saw Harry’s vulnerabilities… sociopaths can 
spot prey a mile away. She has him believing he really is “protecting his family.” He’s the one who needs protecting…. FROM HER!! I know that YT no longer show dislike numbers but I will 
bet you that it far outweighs their likes!
I love the part where the King of Morocco said "God, she's repugnant!" about Meghan and refused to let her walk on the red carpet "because it is is only for royals and she is not royal" and 
Meghan graciously proceeded to power walk down the side of the red carpet and only sneak ONE foot on the red carpet in defiance whenever she could manage it. She is so dignified it 
makes me shed a tear from my left eye when the camera is pointed at me.
I love the part where Meghan fled the UK but holds tightly onto her duchess title.
Love how the comments on this video proves everything Harry and Meghan did right.
Time for everyone to cancel Netflix they have lost the plot dishing up this rubbish from these proven liars
what a vile pair they make me feel dirty just  hearing the lies and rubbish ..........Netflix will loose everything on this  what stakes are high she was and remains a nobody....... cant sing can 
dance cant act .......... what does she d exactly?
Pathetic pair of grifters
MM is Amber Heard’s long-lost sister 😅.
I loved the part where Meghan presents herself as a victim when the royals accepted her into the family and funded a spectacular wedding.
Should cancel our Netflix subscription for giving us this crap. This couple is despicable, I’m not watching.
I really love the part where Saint Megain baptisés the wayward servant by blessing her by throwing hot tea in her direction. Left eyes tears all around
And the best part is when Meghan and Harry finally reveal what country they are running to after realizing they are also getting bad press in the US 🇺🇸
I loved the scene where they again and again and again and again talking about mental help. How she didn’t get mental help and and that people never asked her if “she was ok”.
It’s the most terrible sin that the whole English nation and the Royal Family didn’t take better care of these two saints. Because it’s not their own responsibility to take care of their own 
mental health even though they are grownups. The world evolves around them ONLY! It was OUR responsibility!! We are cruel sexist racist people that didn’t take better care of these 
grownups. Also as Harry stated: I don’t like England that much anymore. 
It’s all our fault!! Never mind all their privilege and all the tax money they spent🤔 We simply aren’t worthy anything but to be in total control and worship them like gods. I’m so sad we 
haven’t given them more of everything I had to just force a left eye tear of support 😪
238K dislikes



you can get an add on to see dislikes. google Restore YouTube Dislikes. Its currently running at 238K
 @Jay Paul  as I age in my late 30’s maybe plus a year or two lol, I’m now behind the curve and can’t figure shhh out without help. The add on is called what? And I’m assuming it only works 
on YouTube through Google and not the app? Oh I am so glad that they have that! I use the YouTube app which doesn’t show.
 @Name  thank you! I wish the YouTube app would show!
Omg 😂
Adrain Lyne is such a great director, though.
Really pulled at the heartstrings!
Yes, I loved that part....
238K dislikes at the moment!
haha its been recorded on Youtube
The King of Morocco must also be racist!!!! 😂
Hey Yoshi what occasion and which year was this ? Gotta check it out man .. love watching how M inspires with courage
It was a reporter, not the King. A King would not say that in public. He may have said something though later, in private, that could have been much worse, than that.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yep, they left, thank goodness, no one needs those two toxic entities hanging around. Now they just need to find the privacy they so desired.
Shot off in to space is the only solution they have offended so many countries and have run out of blood money buying awards
Indeed. A couple old enough to be grandparents crying that they didn't get help and no one fixed their problems for them.

How about she was a geriatric pregnancy and her health professionals would have asked every 3-4 weeks if she was ok. Also, isnt her mom a social worker? She could have flown home.
Responsibility is not a word they associate themselves with.  Always other peoples fault.  Much like it was "Britain's fault" that those illegal immigrant sadly drowned crossing the English 
Channel... we didn't know they were coming!!!   If I decide to swim to France and don't tell them I'm coming, is it THEIR fault if I drown?  That will probably be "Britain's fault" too, and 
definitely if I am brown.
I love the part where HM the Queen tells Meagain that she should continue acting, but she decides not to because the BRF was oppressing her.
Oh boo hoo hoo... 😂
The people in these comments need to seek therapy. The same folks saying Meghan needs to stop forcing herself on the public, follows everything about her to comment obsessively. 
Touch grass ffs
238K dislikes!
Netflix I bow before thee with gratitude for keeping this comment section open.
rubbish ! Fake photo now proven taken in 2015 at Opening night of JK Rowling film . They had not even met then! Priceless 🤮🤮🤮🤮
Meghan@split personality disorder. Harry go get help or you will become one! Go harry go..
As a proud British/ Australian National, I can not be part of Netflix’s continual destruction of the British Monarchy and People for entertainment purposes therefore, I have cancelled my 
subscription to this service.
My left eye is red from crying.
I like the part where Meghan visited a school in a poor area and made the kids buy copies of her book The Bench. She also gifted a box of wilted fruit n vedge. So generous



Dear Netflix 
We the people need you to know that those who have taken a heartfelt interest in the Harry and Meghan Story went there for all the best reasons. We cared about them and they had us 
with them . All we did was wait and see how they handled our expectations .we only wished the best for them .we don't want them to fail or be disfunctional, like we wouldn't for our own 
children. We have them in our hearts and a blessing to be part of our history. We didn't expect to be lied to and treated like idiots.
All the comments you've got are the brilliantly good humoured feedback of a lot of sad disappointed people.
We just feel better when it's authentic in the original meaning of the word
I'm glad to have laughed at the clever and genuine truth that has been laid out in these comments 
It's nice to see it as a laugh for a change , because mostly we are sad and tired because they are relentlessly unrepentant or grateful 
That's what normal people do to get by .we don't get bedazzled by money and fame ,we like genuinely honest good people actually 
Put our money into that ,make beautiful things, show us heros and saints and warriors, great stories and interesting inspiring people that are genuinely making a difference in the world 
All of us that have followed the Harry and Meghan story have nothing but love for them . We re hurt because they don't see that we can see who they are . Let's stop playing this game
I SO LOVE the part where she MADE sure to be photographed with wearing a GIANT tote bag that writes about ENVIRONMENTALIST causes when she was in the UK during the dating 
period with Harry, to make sure that the world and Harry know that  she is an environmentalist and a humanitarian, only to be photographed with multiple plastic bags a couple of days 
later when she went back in Canada 😂 Talk about hipocrisy and show-off. And also the part where she uses private jets everywhere, even domestic flights
Wow this is completely full of bot comments. Unreal.
We are all dancing in the street for the release of this docuseries!!!
I love the part where Meghan generously gave the homeless man a backpack with a granola bar in it rather than a home.
I really love the part where Netflix looked up the wrong Harry and went with Harry Potter instead of Harry Windsor. Crying laughing through my left eye.
They are nothing but two despicable people! Glad I stopped my Netflix subscription!!! Absolute narcissists is not even enough to describe these two.😮
Honestly Meghan makes me sick with her constant whining.  Is she a paraplegic in a wheelchair  -  no?  Has she been gang raped on a daily basis and dragged through jungles for several 
years by rebel armies in Africa  -  no.  If so, then yes, she would have something to complain about, but she has had it easy, really.
It's so riveting to see someone create their own chaos and drama, then do a reality TV show, oh excuse me DOCUMENTARY, pretending like everything they're experiencing isn't due to the 
consequences of their own actions.

Slow clap Manipulation & Hypocrite. Hope to see plenty of footage of the births of Archificial and Invisibet!
Poor deluded Sugar ....the Sussex Squad can't understand iront.  The part where the Sugars open their eyes and realize this empty space never loved them ... narcissists only love 
themselves
 @Verna Leep  you're so dumb you dont even realize you're using the words incorrectly, but go off. Bless your heart
Your comment is an example of why people laugh at Meghan's supporters and say they're all stupid. You're not doing Meghan any favours by writing barely comprehensible posts. Do 
better.
The original photo, taken at the 2011 premiere of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 in London. Picture: Chris Jobs/Alamy
How apt! 💕
Lots of word salad there Sugar....learn the recipe from Moaning Markle?
 @Verna Leep  no Verna just tired
 @Amy Emerson  in my experience the mexiteer community are sound and kind , just really fed up with all the lies and drama
Yes bots indeed. Keep telling yourself that and keep worshipping at the altar of your cheap, floozy cable tv actress and her spare sidekick.



🙄 Speak for yourself.
Domo arigato misuta Robotto
If bots is an acronym for 
Based
On
Truth
Then yeah.
 @Amy Emerson  😂😂
We are not bots. 
There was also water and peanut butter crackers in the backpack too.  Yummy.  So filling!
I love how she told one of her minions to handover the backpack to the homeless man. Meghan mustn't get her hands dirty under any circumstances! The generosity of this lady makes me 
cry from my left eye.
How stunning and brave though that Harry protected Meghan from all those cameramen and excited Potter fans,Voldemort etc, years before he’d even met her.
Good one! 😃
I won't be watching or supporting them in any way.  I have cancelled Netflix and Spotify.  I will not buy his book, her book, or anything associated with them ever.  The evil lies they've 
spewed about their families and their invisible children and the deceit they continue to display are despicable.  God Save the King and our glorious Prince William and Princess Catherine 
and their lovely children.
I love the part where the unhinged mega-narcissist squeezes the halfwit simp dry, turns on him and then proceeds to the inevitable divorce, using her children and eternal victimhood in a 
desperate bid to retain attention. So stunning and brave, overcoming such suffering and victimhood. Oh wait, what? That's Season 2?
Thought we already heard the story with Oprah.. Might be time to give the story a rest aye
I'm here just for the ratioooooooooooooo
This won't please British values of defending Monarchy as pride!! 💩 Institution Built on lives of soo many...
My favorite scene is where they show the pictures of Megan growing up with a completely different face than she has now. That she looks unrecognizable from her original face God gave 
her. It’s a reminder of how fake everything about her and what comes out of her mouth is

I I loved the part where Meghan talks about  possibility of sui@&! and she didn't have anyone's support... it's amazing how well she was at an event she attended on the same day!
My favourite part was when Meghan stole $3 million from the Disney elephant charity. Because she watches Jeopardy and plays timed Scrabble, she is smart enough to know that 
elephants don't carry wallets and would have had no way to store the money. The elephants all shed a single tear from their left eye and danced in the streets in gratitude.



I love, love, love that the music in this trailer is a slowed down version of "The Frog Princess" by The Divine Comedy. AND, I really love that someone in production was creative enough to 
do it. 
LYRICS: I met a girl, she was a frog princess
I guess I ought to make it clear
That I saw nothing through her see-through dress
Until she whispered in my ear
You don't really love me and I don't really mind
'cause I don't love anybody, that stuff is just a waste of time
Your place or mine?
I met a girl, she was a complete mess
I should've left her well alone, but oh no, not me
I had to see if underneath that dress
Her heart was really made of stone
You don't really love me and I don't really mind
'cause I don't love anybody, that stuff is just a waste of time
Your place or mine?
I met a girl, she was a frog princess
And yes I do regret it now
But how was I to know that just one kiss
Could turn my frog into a cow?
And now I'm rid of her I must confess
To thinking 'bout what might have been
And I can visualize my frog princess
Beneath a shining guillotine
You don't really love me and baby that is alright
'cause I don't love anybody,
What a shame, so many lies!
I love the part where Meghan decides to give a lot of Hollywood people the utter thrill of attending her wedding! No wonder her family agreed to not come in order to free up more seats 
for the Hollywood needy people.
I love when Migraine quickly got herself into a white dress, like a virgin, straight from the yacht that she was doing business.
That’s a feminist... it brought a tear to my left eye!!!
" The stakes are high" No they're really not..
Money and elite american validation are why they did this.
Why do they love one another, because Harry is to England what She is to Ameria, irrelevant. 
It's so plain as day to see her acting and calculating behavior, she's literally the archetype for a class climbing sociopath.
Like the Coronavirus this horrid couple just won’t go away.
When Meghan started sweating and almost ugly cried from her left eye because Mariah called her a diva. Those are insults no one should endure. Thankfully Mariah meant it as a 
compliment because we would have an Oprah interview 2.0 trying to take down Mariah



I like the part where they used the extremely crowded Harry Potter press pool and said they were all there for them. Telling their version of the truth, so imaginative and brave
This crazy idea was Meghan's. Doesn't she tire?
Harry doesn't seem very bright.
We are stronger together.   Can we (UK & US) find a solution?  Is there an option to vote them off in a Rose Ceremony? Can we pay another country to adopt them? Does NASA need 
volunteers for that Mars voyage?? 

United we stand.
NO, Meghan, it does NOT make more sense to hear your jacked up, false story from your own lying mouth! Shut up already!
Ye Gods........ pass the sick bag. This pair of chancers are absolutely vomit inducing.
I cant see it on my browser, its only showing the likes.  whats the ratio standing at?
 @Gee Stone  237K
 @Jay Paul   Wild!  how embarrassing lol
Poor Sugar....the part where the Sussex Squad realized Markle has identified as Caucasian all of her life and only claimed being a POC to use as currency to build her brand
If you're going to write in English, then write properly, your post barely makes sense.
Poor deluded Sugar ....the part where the Sugars realized Markle never loved them and never will because narcissists can only love themself.
Yep.....the Markles are the masters at lying....it's what sociopathic narcissists do best
I love quando al suo matrimonio non ha invitato famiglia e parenti, eccetto la sua complice madre, e nessuno si è chiesto come mai. Era una cosa alquanto strana, inquietante. Mi ha fatto 
piangere, ma solo dall'occhio sinistro.
Mariah must be a racist. 🙄
The only possible explanation for not agreeing with Meghan.
and they turn around and said the media attacked them. They thought that they are that relevant 😂. They wish. It so pathetic at this point

Will be a bunch of drivel, nonsense, staged photos, bad acting and lies. I think NF exec heads are gonna roll when this docu-garbage bombs and they read the comment section and see the 
ratio of Downvotes to Upvotes. There’s an app on Chrome that shows downvotes and Brittany from Royal News Network YT has the app and told us the numbers. Not looking good.
 @cutie pie  oh the irony!! They claim the media attacked them and prevented them from living a normal life, but had to rely on a stock photo of random paparazzi for their documentary!!  
Hilarious!!
My left eye shed a tear for Harry's camera anxiety after they paid $1M quid for aTime Magazine cover. Truly are the hunted victims of the Paparazzi mob.
It must be very hard with that level of media attention that you have to hire someone to take pap shots of you because all the photographers at looking at Harry Potter 😂😂
Harry - Dook of Misinformation - wasn't even at that Premiere!!! Certainly Meghan (Meghan who?) wasn't.  In fact he wasn't even a Duke then!
I follow Elon on Twitter..ill put a word in right away!! Perhaps they can start a non- racist planet!

 @Namastella  Or one where half black women who whiten their facial features and exclusively bed connected white men can control the narrative. You know, with so much at stake.
Laughed out loud
I loved the part where Meghan said “Oh H, how romantic & authentic that roast chicken dinner was. It got me the ring I wanted (that you took months designing) that I then changed 
because it wasn’t glam enough for me….not enough sparkle for Markle. The optics or the worlds lens need to see how in love we are, how authentic….how optically lensy authenticyyyyy 
we are…..Oh H, Romeo & Juliet had nothing on us, they weren’t authentic optically & I bet their roast chicken wasn’t as authentic as mine, through my lens”
There's a journalist I came across who suggested naming the series "Spare me."
Loved the part where they got photographed by an army of photographers at the Harry Potter premiere 7 years before they met!



I love the part when Meghan supports the Sussex Squad and Christoper Boozy to school people on how they are to treat "princess Meghan".  It must all be seen through her "lens". Just 
makes my bile well up.
BTW..so every royal channel that I watch here at YouTube and its plenty are ALL going to watch this Netflix special so I dont have too, and ALL our going to read Harry's book so I dont have 
too..that raises they're watch and read status, and its all $$ in they're pocket! They know we hate them, they just want to get paid.
Why don't we ALL BOYCOTT IT! Dont talk about it..or at the very least these channels need to get together and watch it on zoom so it cuts down the views???
I love my royal gossip but we need to stand up for something here!
The comments are much more interesting than those two.  Lol

I loved the part when Meghan said Catherine made her cry over bridesmaid dresses. Because you know, Catherine is (not) very much loved and respected by the U.K. and people around 
the world. Oh, the horror. But then how cruel of The princess of Wales to own up to her sin and pays Meghan a visit to apologize. So to bury the hatchet and to further strengthen their 
relationship, Meghan goes on a smear campaign against Catherine, The future Queen consort. Oh, how loyal and kind she is. So inspiring. Definitely a left-eye tear jerker 😢
Poor, poor, pitiful me.
My favorite scene is when Megham encourages people to rape people who are not "anti-racist", anti-christian, or selfish suspiciously wealthy furries.
All it took was to say "it's family-ing time", and then she familied all over tha place.
 truly one of the scenes ever

Jokes aside, WHAT IS THIS BLASPHEMOUS HYPOCRISY!?
"No one sees what's behind closed doors", THEN A PHOTO OF DOZENS OF PAPARAZZIS APPEARS.
ARROGANCE AT ITS FINEST
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
MeAgain
CUT magazine cover. She looked demented. 
Variety magazine cover. She looked demonic.
I loved the part when Trump wished Harry luck. Then let out a tear from the left eye.
I love the part where they had a glass of wine one night (only one because ‘Just Harry’ isn’t allowed to drink anymore or enjoy any aspect of life) and she totally convinced him that they 
needed to set up the biggest assault on his family that the world has seen. She explained so well and completely justified her passion to destroy the Markle family’s integrity whilst 
reminding Harry that any single person he’s ever known - friend or family- is completely vile and dangerous. He is only allowed to make good, passionate ‘family’ choices so long as it 
involves her being in the unit. She also promised to feed him and send Hermes bottled water every day in his Montecito prison cell. God her heart is so big and caring. Imagine being this 
kind to POWs. Mind blowing.
Meghan is gold digger tried to make her self fame but in the wrong way..if you want  to be fane do something  better not telling people who bad behind your husband family  and tried to 
bring racism with oprah interview so people feel sorry for you 🤮🤮  I don't  interested in..i am born with skin color who care I am proud. Pls honest  you and your husband  just need 
money bcs royal not supporting  you financially ..there is something behind your pretty  face jealously..



I was in floods of tears when they revealed that princess Diana was also 43% Nigerian. So guttural. So gripping.
We should give them a chance to tell their story, stop bullying them.
It's been reported that the paparazzi picture used by Netflix in the part where Harry talks about "having to do everything he could to  protect his family" was actually a picture of the 
massive rows of photographers for the Harry Potter Deathly Hollows Part 2 Premier back in 2011, 5 years before Harry & Meghan even met and NO royals were even there.  This 
docuseries is clearly a total fake.  Not watching.
I loved the part where Diana worked in the BRF for YEEEAAAARSSSS before being manipulated into a tell-all interview. Then we have the amazing Meghan who spent less than two years 
doing mostly fluff events and is painting herself as the crucified Christ. 
So stunning and brave. One tear. Left eye. Go.
Too bad they didn't get footage of Meghan two-timing Cory while hooking up with Harry in the beginning while still living with Cory.
I loved when she went on a zoom call with Archie and hide his face, only to reveal it, months later during the Earthshot prize.
I was actually just watching a show that was out about a year or so befor they met abd it all hinged on a guy thinking a ROAST CHICKEN fed 5o him by his lady embodied the taste of L.A...lol 
Me thinks Meg watches a crap ton of T.V.
Your lens sees a really UGLY ring designed by Markle and Romeo abd Juliet cheating death..I dont like it!
 @Namastella  I wonder how many times Meghan says “authentic” “optics” and “lens” in the series? I won’t be watching it but can someone do a count lol
 @Tracey G904  Sounds like a drinking game in the making.  But, alas, I shall not be watching and so cannot play.
 @Pam Tryph   🤣👏 I’m going to make a guess, because I won’t be watching it either, that Meghan will use those 3 words in every segment she’s in 🤣 word bingo lol
 @Tracey G904  We should do a live with our favorite channel and do a drinking game lol!!
 @Pam Tryph  ahhh..I had the same idea!! What channel can we get to do it?? Perhaps I'll do it myself!
Or DRINKING BINGO!! With MM's favorite words lol..racism,  lens, empowered, women, lens,archetypes lol
 @Namastella  omg that would be hilarious 🤣 we’d all be falling down drunk within 10 minutes with the amount of times she says them 🤣
 @Namastella  🤣🤣 Markle Word Bingo Drinking Game needs to happen. I hope someone does this 🤣
 @Tracey G904  Sure would..who's in??
 @Tracey G904  who do you think would be game?? I've never done it but I would go live..its gonna be rustic though..im horrible at technology!
 @Namastella  lol well I can’t drink due to meds but I’d happily watch someone else 🤣
Laughed out loud
😂😂😂
and then Scoobie Doo riped off his face to reveal it was Megan all along
Agree. I definitely won't be watching
100% not watching. Can get all the juicy recaps from internet. Such a waste of time to watch. Same with Harry's book. Can't wait to read a bunch of commentary and recaps. Screw netflix. 
No way that I am reinstating my subscription after they did this deal with h+ m. My husband wants to reinstate our subscription so badly but we went with hulu instead. Our only power as 
consumers to boycott h+m is to boycott netflix.
 @NANCY WILLIAMS  i dont want ANY views for them and were gonna have the whole YT community watching so they can report back to us..but that's gonna raise thier views!!
Exactly¡. No need to watch this drivel, the YouTubers will do it for us and pick it apart one lie at a time
 @Verna Leep  nope..ill justvwait for my favorite channel to pick it apart like a vulture w/ a carcus in the Mojave dessert..whos your favorite channel??
Yea who is your favorite channel?
"Because he is going to need it" DJT



they have been given all the chanes to tell the same old fkin story. A tell all Oprah Winfrey, a tell all "Finding Freedom" book, 2 tell all major front page interview with Variety and Cuts 
Magazines, a "me that you cant see" podcast with Spotify, an upcoming tell-all autobiography (just this year alone). If anyone who wants to tell their side of the story, it should be the Royal 
Family since they havent spoken or defended for themselves.
You've got it all wrong! THEY are the bullies and we've already heard they're side of the story MANY times. They are deceitful!
Oh you poor deluded Sugar ...that's all they have been doing for years .. we all know their "story" and it's a bore.
Yey, cause poor millionaires who live in a 15 million dollar house and support their lifestyle through hustling, grifting, and lying should never be bullied
A few people on here have stated that
We've got a pool on how long it will take for netflix to remove your comment, not as long as it took them to reset the dislikes on the vid - c'mon netflix don't be such a p#&*y, y'all knew 
the score when you signed them.
 @Lisa Toronto My comments were deleted yesterday 😢
if we count her pregnancy leave, maybe only 72 days of working duties 😂
…technically they were brokering this stuff right before their wedding…and being told it’s not allowed. That’s when Meghan started orchestrating her ‘revenge’. Not different from the 
reaction you get when you tell a toddler it’s bedtime.
She worked something like 70 days and that includes tours!
💯% Sick woman 😖
More fake stories.  More fake photos.  Do you wish you were as popular with the paparazzi as the Harry Potter stars?

I love the part where she poses under the umbrella in the rain with her lips drawn back and teeth pushed forward in a tiger snarl like the powerful woman she is looking like a laughing skull
I' LL buy Netflix for this. They are lovely 😍
I loved the part when Meghan accused the Brits of racism after they welcomed her to their country… spent £32 MILLION on her wedding… paid for her honeymoon and private jets… 
bought her £1 million worth of designer clothes… and paid for the £2.5 million renovation of her Frogmore home. It makes me want to shed an organic, multi-dimensional, nuanced tear 
from my left eye. 😢
I love the part where she allowed her racist father-in-law to walk her down the aisle to be married again by the Archbishop of Canterbury so all the South Africans could dance in the 
streets like they did for Nelson Mandela. I feel a tear forming in my left eye just thinking about that day & all the joy it would bring to the Royal Family.
I love the part when Me-me-Meghan had all the seats  around her cleared during Wimbledon because she is very important person.
She's so selfless, so talented, making everyone look better than she thinks she is.
OMG, she is a human miracle.
It’s been 3 days since I looked at the comment section.  I’ll never watch this mockuseries but I gotta say…. The recent comments have me laughing so hard I’m crying.  This section is gold, 
it’s brilliant and absolutely authentic!  I’m glad we get to tel our side of the story.  Meghan’s overuse and incorrect use of euphemisms is just stunnng.  H & M’s “story”. Is beyond any 
parody, it’s like herpes the gift that keeps giving.  Thank you all❤
They so care about the environmental while traveling by private jet everywhere.
After Finding Freedom, Oprah, Vogue, The Cut, etc., how many times must we be subjected to their false stories?
I love the part where nothing is ever Megan or Harry’s fault.
I love the part where she says she can relate to Asian people because she went to a naked Korean spa and used to eat noodles at an Asian restaurant with her mum. I often contemplate 
the plight of Asians while tucking into Dim Sum.
Pathetic, behaving like teenagers.  I wonder if the photographer even goes to bed with them?  He/she is certainly there during their private intimate moments, haha.  This couple are 
ridiculous.  I won't be watching this as I haven't watched the Crown.  I'm going to cancel my Netflix membership when they air this trashy programme.



I love the fact  there are 36K hilarious comments that Netflix have so generously allowed us to read.  Not long before someone publishes "My Little Bookie Wookie of Netflix Comedy Gold 
Quotes"
I love the part where Meghan empowers her female staff by bullying, screaming at & humiliating them in front of each other like a real boss instead of "coddling" them - especially 
Samantha "The Panther" Cohen who'd worked for the Queen 17 years- thank God Meghan put that incompetent loser in her place.  It's absolutely moving to watch Meghan lose 10 staff in 
less than 2 years, because it's those tears, the PTSD & the mental breakdowns that help a person develop strength & resilience.  Such an inspiring leader w/ incredible judgement and 
temperment-  I mean it's the royal palace, what does it take to get some decent help?
I cancelled my netflix account after watching these two obnoxious people. And No I wouldn't want to hear it from them.
🤮🤮🤮

I love the part where she was the first royal girlfriend who got security, never mind Catherine and William took their time dating and getting to know each other over ten years but never 
got security until she marry, or the part where Meghan was the first royal girlfriend who got invited to Sandringham, or got walked down the isle by father in law to be in her £30 million 
plus wedding and she expressed deepest gratitude for the British public who showed up to see their procession and were really dancing in the streets and she gave everyone the middle 
finger after she got what she wanted… brought a tear to my left eye oh wait someone needs to say one tear left eye… bare with me trying to fake cry from my left eye.
Go get a real job

"Do not judge, or you too will be judged. For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you."  Jesus, Mathew 7: 1-3.
and they have the nerve to tell how media attacks them. tThey wish. The media dont care about them that much 😂
And then proceeds to literally drag him around by his jacket the whole night long
 @Verna Leep  she already dragged him away from the gent in the wheel chair who was waiting patiently in the rain.  what a powerful feminist she is. she has to walk on those stilettos and 
that man gets to roll !
GAME CHANGER!
Don't you mean ' spectacle?'...you know she only put up with that facade for US!
Don’t forget the 1 million pounds for maternity clothes to cover her prosthetic moon bump, how she suffered, what racists, one tear just fell from my left eye
She doesn’t care and is milking that race card for all its worth. I don’t think the race issue at the Palace recently with Lady Susan Hussey was a coincidence. It has “set up” written all over it. 
Wonder if MM shed a tear that it overshadowed W&C Earthshot tour?
😂😂😂👋👋🇦🇺
Charles even helped out cash wise the first year in CA, including with the monteshitsho Palace - called so as birds roost in the trees , poo all over the white paint work .
More spent on her wardrobe in one year than the entire EUROPEAN female royals - she’s so humble & grounded
 @David Arundel  not the palm trees!
don't forget she banned photos of her at Wimbledon claiming she's their on a private capacity at a public venue no less!
She is a perfect human miracle 😂
 @Hearts Fanatic101  People this great, should be praised to heaven.
Less than that is not possible.
Exactly how I feel!!! I’m so tired of them blabbering on. I’m so tired of the commentary after every desperate publicity stunt. THIS….this is real. 

And, it’s f-ing hilarious!! I have laughed out loud soooo many times. This stunt is the best thing Meghan Markle has ever done. It’s really bringing people together. 🤣🤣🤣
I have put my life on hold toi read the comments.
What gets me is that any media company thinks the sucks-arses are worth working with.  The camera crew are probably traumatized!



We all finally get to tell our truths lol
Brings a whole new meaning to the Herpes - sorry Hermes - scarf...
When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make sense to get the story from us? Gag
Authentic?? Lol. Is that why every single comment starts with “I love the part where” from thousands of sockpuppet accts? Because they’re such “authentic” comments? You Brits always 
buy the Royalist propaganda. Wake the hell up and overthrow the Monarchy already. My God. WTF?! And STOP SPAMMING OUR PLATFORMS. If you wanna spam your propaganda, go 
build a social media video platform yourself. You take advantage of every American invention and company. Stop colonizing our ish!!!!!
 @mld429  I barfed so hard that I farted simultaneously. I think they give awards for that explosive achievement. Maybe Netflix will give me a show now, too.
This is my second time reading the comment. Read them till 6.30am now I’m back. Haven’t had so much fun since before Covid. I’m getting really tired need some sleep. Shedding a tear 
from my left eye.
Thank you. This is our truth. It’s very organic and authentic.
I sit down after my late shift and read with my nightcap for a hearty chuckle 😃
DOMESTIC flights even
She already told us: she will not be silenced like the little mermaid. Translation: Meghan will never shut up.
Laughed out loud!!!!!
I wouldn’t doubt if Meghan had some illicit film work in her past.
Yes, she was only strengthening their characters. They need to up their game,
The 'coddling' bit is rather ironic, given that she's spent the past 2yrs doing little else but complaining about the lack of coddling from the RF. They weren't there to coddle you, Meghan - 
they're there to do their job as Head of State and supporting team.
The sad part is that her deluded sugars actually think that she was right by doing this. 😱😳
She is a true icon for female empowerment in our hopeless world...
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Do you have any proof at all of her doing that? Doubt it.
Dear Netflix, 
     Proposal for rebooting this there was that wonderful show of my youth, Mystery Science Theatre 3000 ( I believe, corrections welcomed) with the robot and human running 
commentary of old b movie sci fi that ran on big screen in front.   Look at these comments raw material right here- 2 who would sacrifice for greater good each episode to supply running 
commentary.  If this goes into production, send royalties (ha! Pun) to this list here in sharpie inscribed banana gram.
 @YJ  Is that because she has perfected the sashay walk? I must try harder...
And a further 8 in the US since founding Archewell
 @S N  Great point, she's still running through staff like there's no tomorrow.
For some reason either Netflix or You Tube are deleting any comment I make that uses the phrase "narcissistic sociopath" which is what palace staff bullied by Meghan called her in 
journalist Valentine Low's book "Courtiers'.  Low interviewed the professional women who worked for Meghan and they told all about how she treated them-  like garbage

 @witch, please  For some reason either Netflix or You Tube are deleting any comment I make that uses the phrase "narcissistic sociopath" which is what palace staff bullied by Meghan 
called her in journalist Valentine Low's book "Courtiers'.  Low interviewed the professional women who worked for Meghan and they told all about how she treated them-  like garbage
So glad domrkne bought that up,I hope one day that, and the one in Australia that is never mentioned - can be spoken about one day..Peopls deserve to.know about this woman.
obviously H's wife is not a team player,  is she? No one can outshine her, not the late Queen, not H...see how she pushes herself in front of her prince...so classy and gentle as a FEMINIST 
married into the oldest British aristocracy, she's so inspiring to every woman on earth and I'm so touched by her my left eye tears
She’s a narcissist



Focus, and squeeze that tear from your left eye! We must do this to honor Our Glorious Duchess! Now, 3-2-1-GO!!! One tear, left eye!!!
Narkle doesn’t seem to care about those pesky facts and neither do her “fans” apparently. All they need is HER TRUTH.
her father in law happens to be the future KING of England. It was such a monumental event for her that she should cherish, not downright said that it was just a spectacle for the world to 
see smh
One tear! Left eye! Let’s go!! C’mon don’t be shy!!!

 @Kirri your comment brought to mind a great theme song for this the iconic Fleetwood Mac and recently lost rip Christine McVie on vocals
🎼”Tell me Lies, tell me sweet Lies(Stevie Nicks background 🎤”tell me lies..”)All Along Now You Can’t Disguise🎹”.. 🎤 someone please overlay this soundtrack to  a Meghan Montage?!
 @Gina B  I agree but I love Christine and don’t want to tarnish her memory so I’ll stick to “You’re So Vain” or “She’s a Maniac”. 😂😂🇦🇺
I love how there is the truth and then  " recollections may vary"
Hahaha..
Correct.  Which is why I would never behave like them.
Give me £32million and I will show dignity, gratitude, humility and discretion towards all.  These two clowns can't even spell the word integrity.
Mark 6:24 NIV: “No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and 
money.” The Markles insisted on both. The late Queen knew this and said no for this reason.
 @Amy Emerson  Peter said the same thing. Never say never.
Isn't your comment just a sneaky way of judging others yourself - by implying that 'other people' are being judgmental? If you think that others are being judgmental, then you yourself 
would have had to be judgmental in order to reach that conclusion.
 @Hawkwoman H  Good point but context is key. There's a difference between judgement and discernment. There are different types of judgement that Christ would be referring to 
because in other passages He would say,  ..."judge for yourselves what is right and wrong" (discernment). The types of judgement in context are, superficial, hypocritical, harsh, unforgiving, 
self-righteous, or untrue, just to name a few.
This is so touching, especially at the end when Henry's head drops back against the seat like he has developed neurological issues. I feel a tear welling up in my left eye.
I did not expect so much action, when Harry was in the Garden - ate the Apple &  bird flew in and ate his Vienna Sausage - WOW - That was Crazy. I don't envy Meghan.... no BW
I absolutely loved the part where she set up her father ( by having her favorite paparazzi manipulate him into taking photos prior to the wedding) so that she would have an excuse to have 
him not walk her down the isle.  So proactive. 

My left eyeball fell the hell out.
I loved the part when the UK and America truly united...and didn't want either of them.

True unification.
I so won't be watching they are both so boring we keep hearing their story from this ridiculous trailer it's clearly them again moaning about the royal family
The part where KC finally tells them to f* off and bans them from his coronation.  Standing ovation!
The people in these comments are terrible. People literally hate watched this documentary just so they could spew hate towards Meghan. Harry too. I will never understand the hate white 
people have for Meghan, British or not. HOW DO PEOPLE HATE MEGHAN AND HARRY MORE THAN PRINCE ANDREW, WHO WAS A P3DOPH!LE?? The hate isnt warranted. These are the 
same people who were upset when the world (especially the Irish, Jamaicans, Indians & indigenous Australians) mocked Queen Elizabeth's death. Meghan is treated by the public, how 
Princess Diana was treated by the royal family. The British monarchy and its supporters are toxic at times. And this is coming from an American because the U.S. definitely has a troubling 
history. People don't care about being on the wrong side of history.



My favourite part is when Harry realises after demonising his family & dining out on  the proceeds the only way he’s going to get any attention from now on is when Megsy throws him a 
crumb & allows him to juggle balls outside the window 
The part that was the most confusing was when Harry said "If only I had been born white like Meghan, my life would be so much easier" ....  wait - what - Harry?1?
I loved how her moon bump kept dropping to her knees and ankles but she bravely carried on pretending to be pregnant.
My favourite things is that there is not a couple of entitled, narcissistic, grifting, odious, unaware, lying a***holes playing the leading roles in this fantasy.
It's very simple:  William and Kate are towing the Royal Line.  Harry and Meghan are not.  Everyone has chosen to forget that Diana, may she rest in peace, had a ton of problems herself, 
yet still seems to remembered quite fondly.  No one seem to question why Kate is so thin, or why she and William aren't seen to be affectionate towards each other in public.  I'm sure that 
Meghan has her issues, but, most likely, so does (or did) everyone else in the Royal Family.  Meghan, an American, came in and shook up the status quo.  Someone should have warned her 
away from marrying into That Family.
That scene when the Queen's aides found Meghan's Tinder profile and were so angry over her lies because apparently she isn't fun to be around! 😬
I just find myself wondering if Harry would be as attracted to a woman who isn't committed to perpetual victimhood. Some men need distressed damsels and only find their identity in 
being a "saviour."
‘Let them eat steak!’ 🤑
😂😂meghan how is your family?😊😊😊
Meg is pure trash 🤢
I love the part where they couldn’t be bothered to visit Hawwy’s dying grandmother even though they were in the UK on a visit to promote themselves! So inspirational to only think of 
themselves. So… oh, sob… my left eye is welling up!
true story of how one superpower sends a female agent to destroy another…

My favourite scene is when Uncle Sam tells England “Sometimes good guys gotta do bad things to make bad guys pay.”

And England’s all like “huh?”
Mr Hewitt's little boy Ginger and his worse half Whinger need to go quietly into the sunset and never be heard from again.
He looks like he’s just as tired of Meghan as we are.
🤣😂🤣😂🤣
🤣😂
You need to get some eyeball glue, and FAST.
 @Sarah Winston  yes, I need it so it can go blind when they release their sex tape during the coronation!
😂😂
 @Lana Phillips  :face-orange-raised-eyebrow:
..fell the hell out. OMG LOL!
😂😂😂😂😂😂
That really made me laugh 🤣🤣
Is there an option to vote them off the island? Is there the option of paying another country to take them? What are our options?
I hear Australia is also in the club... South Africa too!
  @Kaylin King  Namibia too. Our Save the rhinos trust can do without them. People got  fedup when Harry gave his unasked for advice on the Kavango development
China agrees
 @Kaylin King  Absolutely!🇦🇺



 @ShannaDee  Space? The Great Unknown? Wouldn’t that be kinda fitting?!!!
Canada wasn't good enough for them.  Not welcome back either
😂😂😂
Sadly, Meghan always gravitates to wherever cameras are operating.
 @Hercules Balls  Yes but maybe if we sent her to space she could have a satellite orbit her? Maybe then she’d be happy?
For you you are just savage😂😂😂😂😂
Please, NOT in Italy 😖
I think you can add Australia and New Zealand into that slso
You betcha! 🇦🇺
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
she'd still turn up demanding entrance
What makes you think we’re white?? These comments have nothing to do with racism but everything to do with the fact that they are toxic lying grifters. Wake up.
I don’t like Prince Andrew. Andrew isn’t selling his family out to the highest bidder. Releasing this trailer when his brother Prince of Wales is promoting Earthshot here in the US. As a 
Mexican American that is very family oriented has me sick🤢🤮. Please don’t use Princess Diana in the same sentence with Meagian🤮 
Diana wasn’t a bully going thought staff left and right.
Okay, so some indigenous peoples mocked the Queen's passing. In the days of social media, anyone with an opinion that will generate clicks gets amplified. This may come as a shock to 
you, but the internet is not the real world. The indigenous Australians, for example, did not 'mock' the Queen, some did. If you're going to comment about indigenous peoples, then you'd 
better get yourself some knowledge. Here, let me help you a bit. Many indigenous cultures do not mock the dead and do not act badly towards the elderly, my people included. That's part 
of the problem my people have with H & M. We are also well aware that one elderly lady, is not 'the monarchy' or 'the British Empire', she's an elder who served her people and was well 
loved by them, therefore she gets my respect. The British Empire, now defunct, does not. H & M do not get my respect. They came to my region and behaved as appallingly as people have 
said - ignorant, entitled, greedy, selfish, spoilt, arrogant pampered people who think they are better than everyone else - and deeply classist at that. I have met Prince Charles and my 
father met the Queen and Prince Phillip; they conducted themselves far better than H & M. No one in my tribe ever want to see them again - going on TV and bashing your elderly 
grandfather whilst he's dying, not bothering to visit and paying paps to take pics of you running around on the beach on the day his death is announced, refusing to visit your elderly 
grandmother whilst she is dying? Lying again and again. If either of those two behaved like that in my tribe, in the old days they would have got themselves a beating, or worse. Then we 
have to see them pushing themselves in front our our faces telling us, constantly, how wonderful they both are, as if somehow a pampered, spoilt brit and his equally pampered, spoilt 
American wife who has never done a hard day's work in her life, can somehow help us poor brown people because, apparently, we can't do it by ourselves and we need their support - 
patronising, paternalistic, exploitive a-holes. Get the picture?
In terms of you nice try at whataboutery - not sticking up for Andrew at all, I think he's a creep, but there is no reliable evidence of paedophilia, he has never been charged with a crime. He 
had a civil action against him by a woman who said they had sex when she was 17 - that is far too old to meet the criteria for paedophilia. Yuck, enough about him, but it's not a 
competition to see who's a bigger creep. Pretty sure nobody likes him, but, again, the internet is not the real world - he doesn't keep telling us how great he is and is out of the public eye, 
so attracts far less comment, which is not evidence that people like him any more, or any less, you're mistaking the volume and comments as a measure of how unpopular someone is, 
which is an error of logic.
She was given a choice.  She could have proceeded with her acting career or she could join as a senior Royal.  She chose the latter.  With that decision accompanies the respect and 
adherence to the protocols of the institution. She wanted the role and title devoid of the responsibility.  She wasn’t forced to participate. Diana, Princess of Wales, understood her role 
despite the problems she did have.
 @Amy Emerson  Diana was also British, which means something totally different.  It seems like people are just determined to hate Meghan Markle, on both sides of the Atlantic.  Who's 
next?  Maybe they'll take some of the heat off of Meghan.



 @Beth Miller  well, she doesn’t really help her cause.  The lying is a problem.  The bullying allegations are rather disturbing.  Her estrangement from her entire family is rather atypical.  
The lack of empathy demonstrated for dying family members is not a good look.  Plagiarism is not often received kindly.  Telling different versions of stories dependent upon amount of 
profit earned is suspect.  There are aplenty of red flags in a short period of time to support a general public dislike.  This many people commenting cannot all be mistaken. There are power 
in numbers.  The majority are not impressed. Speaks volumes, no?
Someone should have warned Harry about marrying her.  Oh hang on, they did.  As for being affectionate in public, name one royal or political couple who are.
 @Amy Emerson  Depends on whom you choose to listen to and believe.  "The Truth" can be a very slippery thing.
I can see that people are determined to shut me down, so I'm signing off.
 @Beth Miller  a closed mind is a tragic, buh bye😚😚
Where the heck do you see professional people being 'affectionate' to each other in public as part of their job...  Name one politician who goes around as part of a couple, showing 
affection in public?  Seriously, if you think showing affection in public is professional, you have weird issues ...
Well he is such a wimp he has to find a victim to protect.
I love the part where Megain spoke against her getting classified a bimbo, yet was featured giving head on a movie.

Guys after reading all these comments I am 100% sure you are all racists and bigots…. You keep talking about a tear on your left eye. What about the tear on my right eye?! I feel totally 
neglected and undervalued just because my tear is on the “wrong side”. What a terrible world we live in, where tears have to pick a side. This a blatant insult, you TEARPHOBICS….🥲
Does Meghan really not get that the whole world sees her as Amber Heard 2.0?? Does she not see it??
Is Netflix starting a channel called 'Loser vision'? Between this & the rings debacle, it seems like Netflix is imploding....which is really sad. Get away from woke crap
I thought it was interesting when Harry was discussing attracting a partner and said you need to project what you desire so after sucking all that d*ck the best he could attract was 
Meghan?
The part where Meghan and Harry said they were raising thier children gender neutral and then got really upset that their children weren't granted Prince and Princess titles, I weep for 
them with 1 tear, left eye..GO!

I love the humility; they are just SO thoughtful. It’s amazing. If Megan and Harry were going for inspiring- NAILED IT.. the true meaning of grace and family during the holiday season. 
“If tomorrow is Prince William's Super Bowl, here's your Halftime Show” 
well said .. bravooo 👏👏 the desperation- tear left eye !
Wow, they're up to 20k LIKES! Wish I could see how many DISLIKES they currently have.
I loved the part where they label the Royal Family as racists without providing a shred of evidence.
Tears 😢…. I need to be able to flip the emoji in her honor.
My favorite part was when Harry turned around and punched Megan in the face and said "WELCOME TO EARTH". It sent chills down my spin. 
When Harry then said "What's That Smell" had us laughing hysterically. It's a great science Fiction movie where everything is made up for affects.
Favourite scene for me is where she explains why she feels the need to over exaggerate and (shock horror) tell porky pies all the time.  Not sure who wants to listen to more of the same!  
Not for me Netflix, I couldn’t give a flying fig what sob stories this pair come up with next.  There’s real suffering going on in the world Netflix, shame on you for encouraging this load of 
codswallop!
20K up votes 238K down votes good investment netflix hopefully learn not to blow 100 million on a lying narcissist next time....

God save the king 😏



Too funny. Those of us who dislike these two constantly whining and being hypocrites don't get a count above to how many Dislikes. Only those who like the trailer get a count. Here's a 
secret, Netflix knows the dislikes are higher than the likes. It's going to be an utter failure. Archetypes bit the dust thank goodness. One can only listen to this woman regurgitate so much 
crap. They are disrespectful to the memory of Queen Elizbeth II, both families except for Meghan's mother. If you want privacy so bad, quit making documentaries, writing books and 
constantly seeking attention. Just pipe down and be quiet.
So so sad that two brothers who came through so much have to endure this! 💔 I just pray they can get over this. God bless them both 🙏 Praying for them.
Anyone else noticing the trend in the comment section? I love the part... My favorite part/bit... The part..., etc. BOT NATION!
My favourite part is Meghan only dated white men.  So racist!
William should never let those two phonies near them or the rest of their family again.

I love when Harry assumes his Spiderman identity to protect his family from the paparazzi at the Harry Potter premiere, catching all of them in a giant web! 
I found the arsenal of weapons in one of the 13 bathrooms in their Olive Garden Restaurant home a bit disturbing, but the man must protect his family from all the photographers that 
Meghan pays to take photos of his family.  
I can't believe how Meghan became a top advertising executive at the age of 12, getting Proctor and Gamble to go the feminist route and change "women" to "people" battling dirty 
dishes, that story NEVER GETS OLD!
I can't believe Harry actually admitted that they were "roasting a chicken" when he proposed. After reading what that means in the Urban dictionary, no wonder why he married her!
In this day and age it's hard to fool an audience and this comment section alone proves that.

Netflix, you got Markled. 

 I bet whoever greenlighted the deal with the 2 most privileged "victims" in the 21st century is now looking for another job at the moment.

I'm Happy to see people can spot deception and manipulation from a narcissist. I think the JD and AH trial really opened people's eyes to women like AH and also the former cable tv 
actress MM.  Much like AH, MM days of victimizing people for her own personal gain while always pretending to be the victim are coming to an end because the public sees through these 
kind of women now.
People who tear from the right eye are lesser humans.
I guess you missed the video where MM talks about how she cries from her left eye on cue. "Meghan one tear, left eye, GO!" She talks proudly about her ability to do this soooo....
 @Mila P  I know… That’s why my right eyed tears are feeling so left behind! That’s total injustice and racism…
 @babalu1997  I feel insulted by the left eye tear community! I want my prerogative as a right eye tear person to be acknowledged! What a tyrant society we are living!
Why does she want titles from an allegedly racist institution who denied her mental health help?
I honestly feel sorry for him 😒. I mean what a job he scored...
“Tell me why you wanted to do this documentary” ohh I don’t know could it be …. the 100 MILLION dollars. 
Just Amazing how selfless they are … I feel so I sorry for them 🤢 
Trying to upstage the actual charity work his brother is doing … just disgusting human beings. 
Take your money and sit down already !!
About 260k.
 @Maris Moon  AWESOME!!!!!!!!!    Thank you! 😁
I’m sure we’ll be seeing one soon if apple has any sense.
We seriously need a Markle emoji.



 @Maureen Ingleston  yes yes we do… ❤❤❤
😪there is one already
 @Gillian Redfearn  oh shoot you are right … 🤣🤣🤣
 @Gillian Redfearn  Your right!!   sleepy face emoji.
But it’s not.  It’s the rhythm nation.
It’s sarcasm from people reacting to this BS.
You're in denial and you know it!😂
You don't know how trends work on the internet and it shows.
lol, clearly you don't know how bots work
 @Amy Emerson 😂😂😂😂
 @Indy  5-4-3-2-1 
Bass Bass Bass Bass
Left eye, One tear Go!
If you think bots are as witty as the comments on here, you have a strange belief in technology.  Try getting out on the street where you'll hear things like this from real people.  Or at least 
come to the UK where you will hear it in person...
When the interviewer asked Meghan why everyone hates her and her iphone activated the front camera! 🤣
Let me tell you something, if I ever had the privilege and honor of marrying into the British Royal Family, I'd do everything in my power to keep everyone happy and I'd do my commitments 
and engagements, so I could continue living in a badass palace or castle 🤣🇬🇧 God save the King 👑
I also love that Meghan apologized in COURT  for not being involved in a book about her. I will always respect her bravery and courage it took to say the words 'sorry' aloud
I loved the part where they fly around in thier private jets and live in a multi-million dollar house, even though they say people need to do thier bit to fight climate change.
I love the part where, in Dax Shepherd's podcast interview with Harry, Harry stated he started serious therapy six years ago after row with Meagain, before their marriage and before their 
Megxit, while in the INSTITUTION, also stating he needed to deal with his past if he was to give the relationship a red hot go. Not just that, but that Meagain URGED him to seek 
professional help.
Then for this whole bs netflix doco to be about Meagain having to ask for permission to seek professional help, herself, to be told "no" by THE "INSTITUTION" LOL and then for Harry to be 
scared about raising their child on his own, despite the risk of the baby dying with Meagain if she was actually, genuinely threatening suicide. My left eye is flooding with tears from all the 
bs.
I love how there's a bunch of twats with their mouths wide open!
I’m so sick of these entitled, spoiled children.  William and Kate FOREVER!!
Y’all are vicious. My favourite part is when you all sit down, and shut up. Jesus.
Soo hard to choose my favorite part! Maybe when the wife of Britain’s No. 6 spent more on clothes than all the queens of Europe and never rewore any of it. Such courage in the face of 
racist oppression.
I love how inspiring meghan markle is to us young women and girls that all we need to do to get where we want to be is to marry a wealthy man. Now that is a true femisist. She worked so 
hard to marry a prince so she could get the fame and fortune. Truly an inspirational woman. A tear down my left eye.
I have to keep returning for the comments while having the video on pause.  😂😂😂
We don't want to hear the story from Meghan and Harry because all they do is lie. Read Revenge by Tom Bower for the truth.
I really love how Harry played a stupid game and won his stupid prize. He's about to fool around and find out. God Save the King.
I love the part where Harry needs permission from Megan to be in the same room.



I love the part where all the people from Netflix who worked on this project are glued to this comments section and finally feeling heard and validated.
Also, spare a thought to all the left eyes, which are definitely going through some things.
My favorite part was when Meg wrote the Children's book, The Bench and Archewell swiftly purchased 500,000 copies, which elevated the Children's book onto best sellers lists. Being so 
incredibly generous, and not at all shady, Archewell then donated those 500,000 books to schools and shelters, and then wrote off the cost of said books as a tax write off. How unselfish, 
kind and charitable! I might just shed a tear....left eye....go!
SO DO we all Delete Netflix this day so she cannot attack the real Princesses anymore!!!!🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉
No thanks 🤣🤣 GetWokeGoBroke

Lights camera RIDICULOUS!! These two selfish narcissistic cry babies need to just go the heck away stop the self pity drama every other week!! Their like an STD that nobody asked for!!
My favorite part is when they keep their titles after so much dismay.
Meeting the peasants and feigning interest in their measly lives, the trauma H&M faced!
A house with 9 bedrooms and 19 bathrooms. Total and complete hypocrites.
“It was a conversation I had with my now wife." 

“She saw it straight away; she could tell that I was hurting and that some of the stuff that was out of my control was making me really angry - it would make my blood boil.”

“Talking about and processing it has helped me heal.”

He also said he had been working on himself “for the last five years”, which started in therapy (this was back in 2021).

“Once I started doing therapy it was like the bubble burst."

“I don’t need therapy anymore - but I want it.”
"I saw GPs. I saw doctors. I saw therapists. I saw alternative therapists. I saw all sorts of people, but it was meeting and being with Meghan. I knew that if I didn't do the therapy and fix 
myself that I was going to lose this woman who I could see spending the rest of my life with."
Just calling out 3 years of constant lies from that grifter. Proven bully, proven liar, she never ceased to throw yuck and muck and smirk at all she had even with her own family. 
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Rendered backlash of the shitstorm she's started. Everything she touches gets tarnished, markled. And people right here make fun of it cause she's a farce.
please tell that to Meghan & Harry
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun!
 @Lil G  Ummm, yeah dude. “I understand the assignment.” 😂 Hence the mimicking of the sentence structure in my comment. 

How are you holding up over there? Based on your terrible execution of sarcasm I’m feeling pretty sure you don’t understand much of…anything. You said “join in, it’s fun!” You must be 
having a blast then because they do say ignorance is bliss.
 @crgyk May I ask you a question…do you live in Britain?
 @Brittany M  we don’t say y’all in Britain.
Let that to Harry and his wife! They're the ones in need of some shutting up! They haven't shut up ever since they got here and we're sick of it!



Vicious?? Just calling out 3 years of constant lies from that grifter. Proven bully, proven liar, she never ceased to throw yuck and muck and smirk at all she had even with her own family. 
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Rendered backlash of the shitstorm she's started. Everything she touches gets tarnished, markled. And people right here make fun of it cause she's a farce.
 @Maris Moon  Brilliant…good for you. I can send you the corresponding links to what it means if you seem unsure of the translation of any of my dialect. It’d be devastating for me if you 
were not able to follow along, because I’ll admit…based on your personality you seem absolutely riveting. Man would I HATE it if you couldn’t comment further on my post due to 
confusion about such complicated words like “y’all”
You misspelled ‘hilarious’. 😂
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  ahhhh. You must be British based on your UK version of the use of quotation marks. I forgot how touchy you guys get about this whole Harry and Meghan 
thing. My sincerest apologies 🙃
Well, she really couldn't wear those clothes again after she merched the items immediately upon removing them from her body.

It isn’t even that she married a wealthy prince. Its that she used that prince, his titles and his family to make millions by trashing them and all they represent and using the race and victim 
card against them. Shameful and I wonder why any intelligent decent person would support these two seemingly malevolent people? Where are people’s morals and values?
Yes, such an inspiration. just keep your right eye peeled for those rich men.
Multiple wealthy men you should keep climbing don't settle for rich business man get divorced once you meet a prince.
Good one!!
Me too!!
It’s entertaining to read all of comments, isn’t it? Popcorn 🍿 ready!
And she paid for them all using her husband’s inheritance.
Never could understand $20 children book
 @Larry Steinkuhl  Sainsburys, here in UK tried selling it for £5, but it didn’t go, so they took them off the shelves, never to be seen again.
Did it yesterday. 🎉
Yes please
I like the part where they tell Kerry Kennedy to come up with another reason for the ‘award’ because the institutional racism is not working.
Hard pass on these two liars
In an interview in 2016, Prince Harry said he believed anything that happens behind closed doors should not be used by the press. 
Yet he is doing even worse by promoting behind his closed doors.
I love the part from this trailer where they show a line of photographers being made to appear like Harry and Meghan are being hounded by paparazzi when that picture was actually from 
the 2011 Harry Potter premiere at the Trafalgar Square in London, years before Harry and Meghan even met. And I'm telling you this really made my left eye tear 😥.
My favourite part was when Meghan and Harry turned down the kind gift from Australia to have its new fire fighting plane named in Archie’s honour because he wasn’t old enough yet to 
be a chargeable commodity.
Two horrible people and you gave them a show? 
No class.
You will be Markled. 
Losing my Netflix .
I don't watch trash! 
My life is valuable.



Those comments here supporting merciful and forgiving Meghan are phenomenal! She is a true saint with self-sacrificing spirit who spent millions of tax payers money on her ill-fitting 
outfits and jewelries. ONE tear from my LEFT EYE.
I just love how everything Harry and Megain does serves as a laxative for my severe constipation.
There so many much better documentaries Netflix could have made about Ukraine and the struggles in Iran and Afghanistan, the cost of living which is going to cost lives and all Netflix can 
make is a documentary on these two professional Whingers , liars and “ victims”. Come on Netflix make something that counts not a couple trashing the RF for money because a 36 yr olds 
daddy cut him off financially. You really have scraped the bottom of the barrel with this one. Already the book is tanking on pre orders even after making it half price. Dishing the dirt on a 
grieving family and trashing them is cheap. Obviously the Sussexes aren’t grieving apart for money
I love the part where the dislike numbers have been hidden as there are more dislikes than likes.
A lot of you are giving obsessed and sick. Megan's relationship with Harry affects your life how?  Go touch some grass.
So, the race baiting grifters and traitors are at it again. As a Brit I am disgusted with netflix and will never have anything to do with them again. Appalling behaviour.
The best bit for me was when she invited George Clooney and his wife to the  "royal" wedding and he didn't know who the hell she was... he still attended the wedding though!
I have never heard of protecting your family by starring in a Netflix reality series.
I loved the part where Meghan stayed in a South African “housing unit” that belonged to the High Commissioner and it was a mansion that wasn’t up to her standards.
All they can do is bash their families trying to make money back stabbing MM & Harry are despicable!!!!!!!
NO ONE CARES!!!!!!!
This whole trailer was so moving the truth the sincerity the overall wholesomness made me tear up in my left eye.
Our favourite part is how Megain managed to offend, grandstand on the back of or otherwise insult so many countries and continents that the only solution for our bananatarian 
humanitarian is to shoot her in to space. So brave
I loved the part where she is in training...........to throw a teacup full of tea.
🤮
What about the shot of school children waving the Union Jack. That was from 1938!!!  So authentic.
 @Maris Moon  Admit it, made your left eye tear as well, didn't it? 😬😬😬😬
 @Di Jed  Sure did.
How inspirational and authentic the trailer is!
In 3 seconds, I bet...lol
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun!
Sherita - maybe you haven't yet grasped that Netflix have made a documentary about them.  You know what that means, yes... ?  People get money for people filming their lives and 
wanting people to watch it ...
By being on my Netflix!! 😂 I don’t want to see their faces which is why I cancelled my account after fifteen years and I’m just here “using my voice”, which is exactly what Meghan 
professes women should do.

 @Lil G  The mob mentality of piling on a stranger I have never met or will ever meet could never be my idea of fun. Not in high school and definitely not now as an adult. It's actually sad
 @SusieUK  I suspect there's a point you're attempting to make here somewhere. Please wait while I get my magnifying glass to search for it
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  have you ever heard the term "cutting off your nose to spite your face"? because that's exactly what you're so proud of telling me you did. I guarantee you 
neither megan nor nextflix are losing sleep about your unsubscription. On the bright side you can now use the money being saved to have a professional assist you with not letting 
corporations/former actresses turned member of a soon to be extinct monarchy have so much power to affect your actions and emotions



 @Sherita Mullings  🤣 Netflix has been losing subscribers for a year, so they are losing sleep and I, am not missing a thing because Prime Video, Hulu and YouTube tv have me covered. 
You so kind to care. 
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  I love when people cant make stand alone points so they resort to generalizations. Its YOUR particular  subscription we are discussing here and the whole floors 
at headquarters now dedicated to getting back your $13 that will now bankrupt them. Netflix experienced  inflated growth due to the pandemic/people staying home. Just like a lot of 
other companies, it wasn't sustainable and inevitably there would be a fall off in numbers. Simple enough economics, even for you. What I do know abt the wealthy is they have a stake in 
almost everything so the same major shareholders are still getting your money elsewhere. Looks like the joke is on you and while you rejoice in their "downfall" just remember for a lot of 
employees that pay cheque how they provide for their families... not that you seem the type to care anyway
 @Sherita Mullings  you finished? 🤣
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  Are you?
 @Sherita Mullings  Not. Even. Close.
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  which brings me back to the initial recommendation of getting some therapy. It's never that deep
 @Sherita Mullings  you’re still here though 🪞 🤣
they both worked with sunshine sachs i think
The Harkles are pioneers!! Trailblazers! Left eye 3 2 1 go

So the Queen has died, her family are spending their first Xmas without her and Meghan & Harry decide to destroy that? Says everything about how utterly vindictive and nasty they are
These two are the biggest narcissists
I have ever seen and they just won’t stop crying about not being pitied enough or liked enough!! Take ur over privileged clout seeking selves and go live the “out of the limelight” life you 
keep preaching you want!!
I love Meghan's committment to fitness. Like when she said we should expand the US southern border wall by 12 miles not so much to stop illegal immigration but rather make everyone 
walk an extra 12 miles so they get their steps in!
"Harry!"
"Yes Meghan dear?"
"Cry me a river. I don't want to ruin my makeup."
"Yes dear..........BOO HOO.....SOB SOB......BOO HOO."
"Good boy Harry. Good boy. You can go now."
"Yes Meghan dear."
I loved the part where a house 10 miles down the road from Meghan and Harry catches on fire and Meghan has to take a whole month off of work because they had just driven past it the 
day before…with Archie in the backseat.
I love the part when she told People Magazine and Daily Mail in her court case that she had 5 friends who witnessed about “the letter” to her poor dad. But in the series, it turns out the 5 
imaginary friends are all her and part of her many many personalities. She tried copying Tyler Durden from Fight Club but failed and knocked out miserably coz you know she’s Princess 
Failure.
Hahahhahahahhahhahahahaha can’t laugh enough at their stupidity hahhahahhahahaha
I love how she cries in the comfort of an Hermes blanket inside a Royal Palace. I am afraid to say that I still prefer my IKEA blanket. Seems much more comfy. Can I have her photographer's 
number? I would like to have photos of when I am crying as well. I am so sorry for her that she could sit and do nothing while we Tax Payers were getting up in the middle of the night to 
pay for her bills. The question is: How much did this woman cost the UK Tax Payer so far? Can we have our money back, now that she is making money out of badmouthing the UK and the 
Royal Family. We need compensation!
I loved the part where only one member of Meghan’s family attended the wedding. She saved the Royal Family so much money, bless her heart!



He wants to protect his family. hmmm ok, is royal not your family too harry?
I loved the part where she reached for the $3,000 Herme throw blanket to mop the tear from her left eye for being imprisoned in a castle except for 13 foreign trips, one where they were 
dumped  in a housing unit and Archie was almost burned alive.
The part where Meghan thought curtsying to a Queen was an "outside thing" done only for show. It truly left me with so much compassion for what she had to endure. Left eye tearing up 
as I write
I loved the part where Meghan, on a visit to Australia, channelled her third-rate acting skills and claimed her baby Archie was at risk of burning like a Roman Candle when the faulty heating 
unit was in a completely different part of the building, and was merely "smoking". Fact is she was bored out of her sleb mind doing her royal duty and wanted a fast exit strategy. "I can't go 
on after this disaster, she sobbed".
What a pair of money grabbing low lifes... The most despicably greedy and self centred couple in history who lack a moral compass and are disgraceful role models for parents, we won't be 
watching these manufactured lies and defamation. Netflix shame on you for becoming gutter media.
The part where the people danced in the streets of South Africa on her wedding day the same way they did when Nelson Mandela was free… how can you make this up. I’m crying. Just one 
tear. Left eye. 😢
Grifters
Who cares about these two professional victims and grifters.  They should have just left quietly and moved on, no need to trash your family in the process.   She’s a fake and he has no 
spine.
What stake is she talking about ?
I liked the part where she admitted that she lied to the Court when she sued the Daily Mail. The bullied staff weren't too happy when strings were pulled and she got away with forgetting 
that she'd helped with Funding Freebies. But I'm sure that when she saw the massive amount that she was awarded  by the Court- £1- she said '1 tear, left eye, go'.
Yes Saint Markle is so noble. Filling the wedding seats with celebrities she will exploit later for fame and fortune, instead of family who she can’t risk being there,  lest they expose the 
TRUTH to the world and Royal family about who she REALLY is.
World class psychopath on the loose. She's building a case to leave him as we speak. It will all fall out 2yrs from now. She's a pariah and she knows it, but she's staying for that $100M book. 
Once that's gone, she's out, but she's building her case to do it right now.
Ooh it’s roasty toasty in here! 😂
Two of the most ridiculous people 🙄
I love the part when Megnuts cleared hundreds of seats at Wimbledon coz she thinks she’s so important. She even got her security to tell off a poor man from taking a photo of her, but it 
turns out he was taking a selfie of himself and the court behind him.
I love the way Meghan places her hand on her current husband’s back to guide him along. She is so wise and he is so lucky to have this wisdom guiding him. I also love the way she holds his 
hand with two of hers , showing she has double the love!
I lurve the part where M cuts her father's heart out in front of the world, because he used HER pap to take flattering pics of him after HER pap made him look like a drunken slob. IMO, he 
was set up because she needed a solid excuse to get rid of him.  Daddy knows too much. Poor M ... one tear, left eye, Go
I loved the part where they came to America seeking privacy from the British press, and then proceeded to jump in front every camera they could find to vent their moronic, arrogant 
opinions. 

Mission accomplished?
My favorite part where they gonna be more fu……
I watched the trailer and for self-preservation - my brain shutdown. Thank-you brain you saved me.
The part where Netflix pays millions of dollars to 2 entitled, privileged, wealthy narcissists, to make a docuseries about how hard their life is, while children starve to death every 10 
seconds globally,  and consider it money well spent.



I love the part where the British people and media completely fall in love with the pair and are excited to have a non-white princess only to have her call us racists.
Also great was the day at Wimbledon where she got her minder to tell people to not look at her.
I loved the part where harry flogged his dead mother's memory for the millionth time for a paycheck.
Will not watch. No need. It’s been seen and heard over and over again.  He sold out his family. Doesn’t matter who you are, you don’t do that.
I loved the part where every single comment is loving meghan so much.
All of the comments are almost the same. It's as if they're still trying to silence Megan and Harry.
These two make ghetto crack hoes look like upper class gentlewomen.
I sm reading that the Harry Potter premiere, which occurred well before the two met, was used. Is this because there is no actual footage of them being hounded by the Press? If do, this is 
a falsehood and should not be included.
I was so impressed at how she never even looked up Harry on the internet but apparently looked up Kate and delighted mentioning to Oprah how the UK press dubbed kate "waity Katey"  
unlike Harry who was ensnared after one whiff of his deceased mother's perfume on Meghan.
Oh puleeze..
I love the part where I cancel my subscription because you used my money, in part, to fund this nasty narcissistic drivel.
yes, she is already planning the divorse while her husband still thinks everything is fine.
She's probably googling Elon Musk's address and phone number.
He deserves it actually, after doing all this to his family
Yes, she's such a blessing to her current husband. . .😄
lol. we love there amazong love story. their family values are truly inspiring ;-)))

are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! by the way, the only once who stay silent is the royal family, the harkles talk for the last couple of years on every occasion they get (oprah, journals, podcast, netflix, book)
If only we could.
Silencing that attention suck*r pest? Lol. Just calling out 3 years of constant lies from that grifter. Proven bully, proven liar, she never ceased to throw yuck and muck and smirk at all she 
had even with her own family. 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Rendered backlash of the shitstorm she's started. Everything she touches gets tarnished, markled. And people right here make fun of it 
cause she's a farce.
exactly, the stories are fabricated as always with meghan
I love how they’ve actually got such a close and trusted friend to take photos of their most intimate moments. Truly awe inspiring. Crying for joy for them. But only out of my left eye. 
😅😅😅
Love the part where we learn Megoo perjured herself in a UK court about FF, and the letter she wrote in a manipulative setup to screw her own father who gave her everything. Also love 
the part about her sister  suing her for defamation, and the days and nights she spent “yachting” after being objectified on D/No D.
They are pathetic. I just can't.
I love the part where that little bitch, Prince Harry, tried to “protect his family” from a life of luxury and fun with close and loving relatives.
Whats up with "I loved the part where..."?
Loathed by many, loved by few. One family member at her wedding. Disowned her own father. Red flags were waving from the get go with this one. They are a match made in hell. I hope 
Karma sticks it to the toxic two.
I loved the part where they were booed at the jubilee 😂😂😂



Who’s taking all the “behind the scenes” photos?  They want us to believe they are candid stills but ummm we aren’t all that naïve.   It actually doesn’t make sense to hear your story form 
you because you’ve lied so much Meghan.  It’s ever changing depending on who you are shilling to.  Please take time away and get yourselves together away from the public eye.  Make a 
comeback in a few years after you’ve both done some real good in the world.   I really want to see this couple succeed and do good things.  It just seems they are drowning in the mess they 
created and Hollywood is happy to make a buck.
Can you imagine the downvotes when you have 6.2million views and only 20k positive responses.......oh dear, how sad, never mind 😂
I love the part where Meghan said South Africa theatre actor said South Africa rejoiced when she married a white prince born into the family that colonised the country, like they did with 
Mandela the most significant figure that ended racist apartheid with black South Africans and gave them the first opportunity to vote and travel without a pass card. So transformational so 
brave. So sad the actor is so far gone he said he wasn’t even at the premier but in another country, our hearts go out to him.
I love the part where Harry say's what Meghan wants Meghan gets then handed over his balls to her, so stunning so brave.
OMG can they get any more cringeworthy, we started with the first revelations which appeared to be all rebuked, we now have to watch more drivel of loves lost, and hardships in there 
$14M home, and lack of privacy now they are constantly seeking attention,  do us all a favour and disappear not to be seen again, your just boring people now!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan entered the Invictus Games like Peeta and Katniss from the Hunger Games. Looking like a coat hanger holding up a white oversized suit, Meghan 
glared at all the tributes in the audience , and on the field  with "ORGANIC COMPASSION."Literally made me want to enter my car through the trunk and pretend the driver side door is 
broken.
Pump pump. Pumpity pump. Sitting on The Bench, sitting on my rump. 
Thinking of things to get me the dollars, when I see Kate I get mad and I hollars,
I can't take her down, you know how hard I try,
Even with the falling tears from my left eye!
I act like I'm busy but A-listers, they ain't calling,
I'm almost broke, and that's really why I'm bawling!
NEXT!
Hollywood vs Monarchy
I loved it when Meghan "hero landed" in London, dropped to 1 knee and said Harry will you marry me! Gave me chills!
20k likes vs 236k dislikes 
we  the people have spoken
I like the part where they are actually spreading misinformation and that someone is so butt hurt they only are allowing us to see the likes and not the dislikes anymore
They paid Backgrid 😂
You don’t really mean bitch. The correct term is difficult!!
Somehow someone started it and it just sticked. It’s pure sarcasm and satire 😂
We’re all predicting how the series of Netflix may go with all her fantasy lies.😄😄
With her no one ones what she’ll come up with next.😂
as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, it's fun!
you can get an add on to show dislikes. currently on 236K!
👏👏👏
Balls and spine!
This is my favorite comment today!  Hilarious and so true
LOL
It's not exactly Hollywood, though is it 😂



YouTube haven't been showing the numbers of dislikes on videos to the public for some time now. Only the creators can see them.
 @Merineyit  
you can if you add an extension - now 242k dislikes
@Merineyit
They have to disable it themselves.
They did allow you to see it at the beginning. 
There are a lot of channels I follow that I can see both 🙂
I love the part when her fake moon bump slipped off and Netflix got the footage. She begged and cried buckets of tears in her left eye to remove the lie that could ruin her besides this 
cringe trailer and series to be. But Netflix said, not a chance beyatch.
I'm wondering if Netflix has purposely set them up to fail, the money is per project is it?  They could save a lot by releasing the hard to work with flopping Markles after this
There is nothing more brave and selfless than creating a "non-profit" in a state that is known to all corrupt elites as the best place to open a NP to plunder and thieve legally. It's beyond 
breathtaking to see them regift less than 10% of the donations from Archwell, while setting it up to look like it's out of their own personal fortune. It has to be torture to only be able to use 
90% for personal gain. Selflessness at its purest. I truly hope people know what greatness we are being blessed with by Netflix creating this honest and raw documentary. Ghandi couldnt 
hold a candle to these 2. 🙄

I love the part where they actually tell the truth for a change (yeah that will actually happeb). I also love the part that she admits to being a fraud, useless and about as smart as a pudding 
cup, and he admits to be jealous of his brother, cheated oto pass exams and had to leave thr military because he couldn't pass the exams and also has the mental capcity of some of the 
banana bread she had staff make and pass as her own (again not going to happen). I also REALLY love the part where he uses his dead mother's memory to try and garner sympathy, guess 
what my mother took her last breath in my arms do you feel sorry for me or is it Left eye. Tear. Go! Netflix you really scraped the bottom of the barrel with these two jokes!
I love the part where Meghan had to hide for 2 years in an attic with only her journal to document her suffering during  the German occupation of the Netherlands in...wait a minute, oh 
my goodness that's Ann Frank! Forgive me, it's so hard to distinguish between the two. It's so eerie how both of their lives mirrored each other.
I love the part where Meghan reminded the world on Oprah how Princess Catherine was once called Waity Katy because Prince William actually took the time to make sure she was the 
right fit for the job instead of jumping into a marriage out of desperation. What a classy, humble human being she is
I am not watching this manufactured garbage...
🤮🤮🤮🤮
I loved the part she shouted at staff and hussled out of an official tour in Oz because a charity was there that previously declined her offer to be a spokesperson beside the real A Listers, 
was it UN sisters or something?
They both none sense👎👎👎
Meghan markle always playing the victim role 🙄
I love the part where The Sun newspaper shows that the photo of paparazzi used the Nexflix trailer was actually taken at premier of a Harry Potter movie three years before Harry and 
Meghan even met -  who was Prince Harry trying to "protect" his family from exactly?  Voldemort? Crying phoenix tears from my left eye.
This is totally inauthentic, sad attention-seeking schlock. It looks as truly embarrassing as Stereotypes .....oops...... maybe it was Archetypes is. 
So much for protecting the family and having a quieter life.
I love the part where she said being on Deal or No Deal made her feel objectified. So she leaves Deal or No Deal to go give a blowjob on 90210 where she was clearly using her brains. And 
does a soft porn ad on a hamburger grill while she was solving complex math problems in her head. And a role on Suits where she was half naked straddling a man (she must have come up 
with the cure for cancer in that scene alone). She's so brainy and intellectual that she flunks her foreign service exam, finds the GB citizenship exam hard (which every immigrant even 
those who don't speak any English must take in any country). She is so brainy and intellectual that she had to whine on Oprah that no one taught her the national anthem.  Oh what 
travesty.  Left eye tearing up.



The "Compassionate" duo have had it put back a week to the 15th December - which, purely by coincidence (of couse!) is the date that Catherine Princess of Wales hosts her Carol service 
at Westminster Abbey.
Money-grubbing, gold-digging, privileged, entitled little brats. By no means am I a Royalist, but DAYUM, they be dodging bullets Matrix style with this delightful couple.
The ending kills me! They want us to hear their story. Which will be all made up and scripted. I for one will not be watching their pitiful play acting.
I love how she goes by the Duchess of Sussex given to her by the monarchy that arr racist and drove her to suicide. She is such a hypocrite
One of my favourite memories was when she was at Wimbledon, in a sea of empty seats, and got her security to insist that a man stop taking photo’s of her even though the only photo’s 
he had were selfies? Poor, humble M.
I love the part where it should have been a spoiler for the world that ONLY her mother turned up to her wedding. That was trully a revelation of how high her relationship stakes were. 
Looking back at that missed out clue, I can no longer hold my teary left eye.
I would imagine their financial incentives are based upon how well each episode does?
By all accounts, Archewell, based in Delaware of course for tax advantage, spends more money on vexatious lawsuits than it does on the supposed beneficiaries of its phoney charity - aka 
Methane's PR outfit.
I really love the part where Harry was paid $1m to exploit the death of his mother by giving a 'heart-rending' speech of his grief when first arriving in America.
How very noble and loving of him.
It was worth it just to be involved in all this wonderful commentary. Thank you Netflix for leaving to comments open. I’m sure there’s a minion in a back room somewhere tasked with 
reading them all. Let us know the outcome.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I wouldn't be surprised if Meghan claims to be related to Ann Frank
🤣
She thinks she’s smart and nasty but she actually made her self look so stupid with that comment 😂
 @Indy  she sure did. It was so uncalled for
And let's remember she didn't know anyyyything about the royal family
and MM even snarkily said "I would know how that would feel like". What a low level of pettiness. Poor Kate
And then preceded to act like it wasn’t all that bad…such self awareness. Such empathy. Like when she wore over 100k in clothes and jewelry to Harlem. Such a compassionate woman. 
One tear, left eye. GO
Especially when she added but it wasn't the same and it was worse for her
 @Suzanne Kirkwood  of course it was. I remember the days when Kate had it rough and it wasn't even close
 @037emka  Kate had it worse.  There were no laws protecting people from the paparazzi then like there is now.
 @SJW 57  yes that's what I meant. Kate had it much worse
Priceless,love it.
 @037emka  Especially because it went on and on. They were relentless with it, criticized her work ethic and more. It's taken many years but she's proven herself worthy of her position 
and learned how to shine. M had that potential, as well, but she lacked foresight, the desire to assimilate and the motivation to work. It's really a shame what the BRF, America and the 
world have had to endure.
 @037emka  I remember too! She was hounded just like Diana. Nothing like that has ever happened to Rachel
 @Lunazul  all those reconicence trips in coach over the pond , to snare a Prince - not the one she wanted so the spare did for her purposes .
 @cutie pie  not for a frequently used mattress.
This 
Prince and Princess of Wales really have EARNED their love from the public. Not just demanded it and got it



Oh yes, that was Fiji, where she hissed at the sign of the UN. Australia was where she threw hot tea on someone. So moving, I nearly cried
MM walked out after only minutes visiting the Fiji marketplace women because she'd spotted a UN woman employee she disliked. These disappointed women had prepared for months for 
her visit. Her female staff member travelling with her was spotted by media shortly afterwards in the back of a vehicle weeping....left eye tears?
You’re kidding! They are insufferable.
Yaaasss this one, not many have mentioned. Worthy of immense adulation for our Lady of Perpetual Victimhood! 😂
Seats which were only empty because she had got her staff to turf people out who had paid for them. Ruined their day at the tennis.
She should be given an honour and medal for kindness, compassion and understanding of the needs and rights of others.
I really look up to Meghan, growing up in such hard conditions in California and having forced into such strict traditions like wearing nail polish, expensive clothes to attend royal events 
everyday must have been very traumatizing. Also the house those racists gave her in Frogmore Cottage was a mere 10 bedrooms...How is anyone expected to live like that in dignity?  Not 
to mention the cheap 42.3 million dolar wedding the racists threw for her... Plus the queen refused to give her the tiara she wanted for the wedding. No wonder she got depressed! Stay 
Strong Meghan.
I love the part where Meghan is a world class philanthropist and has changed the very fabric of all our lives. It’s just that no one can name one thing she has done to actually change or help 
the world. Except for turn up at a site in Texas,  where many children were slaughtered with a few packets of chips and sandwiches. And pose for photos at the newly deceased children’s 
memorials No donations or anything meaningful. So stunning and brave! It caused me to cry a tear out of my left eye.
Stage managed BS. Hideous humans.  Cancelled Netflix, too much crap!!!
Why doesn't it show the dislikes?
My favorite part is the constant complaining of the lack of privacy while being a working royal. So let’s do interviews, write books and broker tv documentaries to talk about the lack of 
privacy. sigh left eye tear
I love the part where both South African cast members of The Lion King publicly called out Meghan’s lie that one of them compared her marriage to be of the same importance to South 
Africans, as Mandela's release from prison. Perhaps she’s trying out a new storyline for her next failed children’s fairytale book.
The idiot prince and the gold digging smeg. It's totally magical.
What total frauds.  They are sickening.
Not watching it, seeing this trailer makes me angry, especially that the Queen just pass and King Charles still mourning and finding his feet. Despicable duo, ungrateful and disrespectful to 
their family.
These two have to be the lowest scum on earth.  Netflix cancelled in my household.  I refuse to support these two grifters or any company associated with them.  
I could be offered Netflix for free and would not change my mind.
There's even a clip of Harry with Chelsy Davy. Poor Chelsy getting dragged into the Harkle's lies during their quest to make some cash. Who cares if it destroys his family along the way, 
right?
Could someone please tell me how to denounce this as misinformation?
You get the Spare or nothing..... deal or no deal..."I feel demeaned as a woman Howie..... does it come with a title for me and lots of cash and tiaras?
I loved the part where the tear-stained moon bump did not fall below her knees.
And I especially love the part where Megain shows up uninvited at the scene of massacred schoolchildren for a photo op.
I love the part where Meghan mentioned herself more than 50 times in a matter of minutes in a topic that had nothing to do with her...What a humble gracious lady.
If they are not hated now, wait till this breaks out..
I love the part where Meghan started with everyone loving both of them so they decided they should lie to get out of actual service work and move to LA to cash in on anything she can put 
her name on, easily lie about service work and keep 90% of donated funds!
Love the part when I'm just about to cancel Netflix,Tear from my left eye
I love that scene when Meghan, that says that is a animal protector, leave all her dogs behind to go to UK to try to be a future queen.



Hhahahahhahahaha well said
And she's such a bitch that her dress was comically baggy because she probably had conflicts with the fitters/tailors. No wonder she calls that wedding a "spectacle" -- the hundreds of 
photographs remind her how silly she looked in that baggy £150 thousand plus wedding dress 😂😂  with her hair falling out everywhere. So declasse! My heart breaks for her -- left 
eye, one tear💧
I loved the part where she demanded to be let into the hospital wing with her camera crew to film footage of the children who survived the massacre. She knew they wouldn't care about 
almost dying in a massacre and seeing their friends murdered if it meant they got to meet "a real-life princess-which-is-how-everyone-thinks-of-her ". She's so thoughtful!
Uvalde was one of my favorite Meghan Markle moments! Compassion in action! You can tell being objectified on Deal or No Deal really impacted her. She would NEVER objectify dead 
children or her own by using them for PR. It’s so amazing that we got a new picture of Archie just as the Earthshot Prize was kicking off!
The victims and their families would not have been able to go on without her. 
I mean, she is the human embodiment of compassion and altruism. 
How she has not yet been canonized is beyond me.
It was SO classy how she showed up after a tragedy in a private plane. With armed guards. Then went straight to where all the cameras were in front of the crosses. It HAD to be done. 
After all, ALL of the other celebrities had NOT had their pics taken in front of the crosses. Someone had to do it. Someone had to get their pic taken and show us what trauma pimping 
REALLY is. Thank you, Harry’s wife.
 @Before and After  Love the sarcasm. Uvalde residents flooded the net disapproving of the photo op.
 @Before and After  yes although Archie looked like he'd rather be elsewhere than on the snakes knee
With her million dollar wardrobe,  she couldn't even get out of her jeans for the photo opt......I  mean memorial.
That’s the same on every channel now. There’s some sort of ap on a computer that shows it. Apparently dislikes are now week over 122k.
you can get an add on called Restore Youtube dislikes. Currently on 236K
Gladly! In your upper right there's a "⚙" press that, press "report". I reported it as "hateful and abusive content" because of the abuse they put her Majesty and both of their respective 
families through, and all the hateful lies they spread!
 @t  thank you so much! Doing it now!
This post deserves 1m likes
😂
54 times in under 7 minutes.   That's gotta be some kind of record.  She's amazing!
Yes, it caused a small tear from my left eye hearing all about her.
 @linda ross  - Amazing? No….Meghan has transcended past the need for words. 
Mortals do not possess a word capable of describing her. 

On a side note - these comments are 🔥
Every last one has me 😂💀
 @You’re not Mary Welcome  I know right?!! Hope they’re reading them!!
 @linda ross  that's about 7 times a minuet .
 Memememememe spoke at length about memememememe , and maybe the husband if he's lucky .

So kind of Harry's wife to allow the energy from her halo to provide all the light and heat needed during this cost of living crisis. So selfless, so generous, so Harry's wife. A true humanitarian
This documentary is a landmark in history. For the first time we get to hear the truth of the racism that Meghan faced when Queen Elizabeth II refused to abdicate and place the Crown on 
her head after she married Harry



It is DISGUSTING

The best part is that theirs is the greatest love story ever told.  Greater than Romeo and Juliette, Cleopatra and Marc Antony, and of course Samson and Delilah.  So great that it is forever 
embedded in nature by the mama and papa tree outside their California castle in Montecito. So romantic, so sweeping so dramatic, plays and poetry will forever be written about it.
These two grifters finally getting the public humiliation they so richly deserve. May they finally fade into obscurity. Queen Elizabeth's legacy will last forever. Harry and his soon to be ex-
wife? Not so much. I love the part where they shriek racism but cling to the titles given to them by the racist institution. So empowering.
Living off other peoples taxes and crying poor mouth and calling everyone a racist? GO HOME and GET A JOB ! YA LAZY BUMS!
20K upvotes & 235K downvotes, that says it all.

I like the part when she said she left Deal or No Deal show because she was so much more than a suite case girl.  Then, she took GRE, MCAT, LSAT and went to graduate school, medical 
school and law school.  Very inspiring. I also like the part she said she's a nerdy mom who compared herself to Nelson Mandela. I also like the part when Lion King actor said South Africans 
rejoiced her marriage to the White Prince. So powerful that I could not even find words. I like it when she made up many lies on Oprah show with her little tiny brain.
What are "the stakes" in this context? For the average person, not on the UK dole and without a multi-million dollar streaming deal; for someone who doesn't live next to Oprah, what 
would actually be lost if the entire Royal family and this particular parasite were to suddenly just get real jobs and get over themselves? How would the singe parent struggling to pay the 
heating bill and keep their children fed be any worse off if they didn't hear another word uttered about these elite monsters? Genuine question.
I love the part where Meghan is promoting herself on her birthday and Harry is banished to the backyard to practice his juggling skills.
I can only imagine Netflix just like and want any press and interest no matter what is being said.
I want a life documentary about Meghan because that could pull in the big bucks in viewers, third rate actress takes on the British monarchy how did she get there let’s talk to her previous 
acquaintances probably can’t use the word friends and family oh no they have court orders issued to gag them.
How on earth has one woman managed to stitch up so many people?
I love the one where Meghan found Elvis alive and well and living in a UN women’s market in Australia.
Genetic pain Harry  is really a dum dum if he thinks he is not hurting his own children with his jealousy.
Reading the comments on here  is more entertaining than watching this documentary of H & M.

I love the part where she reconciled with her sick dad who took care of her alone most her life, went to every school play and made it possible for her to study and live the way she did.
These two are the absolute worst. Complete liars. Didn’t want to be royals but use the monarchy to line their pockets. Disgusting.
Gotta be honest, she does look very much like a narcissist.
I love the part Meghan received gifts from Saudi royals and flew in private jets while talking about the environment and women empowerment. So inspired!

I love the part when after KC funded their move but then after a year said it’s time to live off your own 20+ millions , Meghan realised she needed to retrain H in hairdressing….just in case
Wonder if Daniel Day-Lewis, who won an Oscar for best actor in the film "My Left Foot" could be persuaded to come out of retirement to play the lead role in "My Left Eye"???
Who photo’s someone who is crying?🤔
And most of the upvotes are bots! She will never accept that they will never get the approval and adoration that the Prince and Princess of Wales receive just for being themselves without 
pretense. And she's a narcissist, therefore incapable of comprehending why!
Maybe the upvotes are for all the brilliant comments?
yes, after departing Deal or no Deal, Markle sought out more serious roles, including her next role: "Female teen in car giving Blow j*b"
 @Dean Dean  Her most true to life acting!
She actually said steaks. She’s just showing how concerned they are for the average person to survive in the current economic climate!!  So inspiring so authentic !!



how does a narcissist look like??
Amber and Casey vibes.
 @Lil G  many faces, many masks, smug, blame shifting, manipulative, calculating. BODY LANGUAGE.

Understand?
Gal Horrorditz, It might be a good idea for you to do a bit of homework into the history of the Crown Jewels as well as the Queens private collection. There's plenty of those trinkets that 
came from questionable countries, that are still being borrowed and worn today, by other members of the RF. :face-green-smiling:
Don’t forget when she “forgot” where the diamonds came from and “accidentally” said that she “borrowed” them from the queen. Crying left eye tears
 @O O  Lol after being told by her secretary regarding the origins of the jewelry, she still insisted on wearing them then backtracked when she was called out on it 
I love the part where they left the racist Royal Family and are living their best lives in America.
 @Tacitus Kilgore , clearly you were present and privy to that conversation, I wasn't because I do not know them personally. Every female member of the RF borrows jewellery from the 
royal collection, including, the soon to be Queen Consort,Camilla, and Catherine, the Princess of Wales.
So selfless, so brave. Brought a tear to my left eye😢
 @O O  Are you referring to the Kohinoor diamond? It wasn't stolen.

  @O O  If they were truly borrowed from the royal family, surely the Queen, Camilla and Kate would have worn those earrings before Meghan :body-blue-raised-arms:but they did not so....
 @O O  you may actually want to read more of the history..instead of relying on current news hype..which is full of glaring errors.
 @O O  what’s that to do with Meghan 💩
 @O O   She shouldn't have lied and told her office to deceive and say they were borrowed.  She lies too easily and too often. Disturbed individual.
The diamond earring were a gift TO MEGHAN from a the Crown Prince who had a journalist gruesomely murdered some time after the wedding.. It was suggested she not wear them she 
insisted and lied, releasing info saying they were borrowed. Meghan supporters like to blur the truth.
 @C W  And you were present in the office and heard that conversation, right?
 @bopbopanna  I love the part they call the royal family racist yet named their daughter after matriarch of the same racist family.
 @bopbopanna  If this is their best life then why are they are always going back for televised family appearances?
 @bopbopanna  And speaking as someone from US, it sure would be nice if nutmeg found a better life elsewhere.
 @Tacitus Kilgore  All wedding gifts from heads of state remain the official property of the British Crown.
 @Carolyn G  All wedding gifts from any Head of State  remain the official property of the British Crown.
 @O O  Actually the family removes jewels from questionable origins from the rotation. The saudi prince in question has publicly stated he gave the earrings. Then she was seen wearing 
them. Multiple times. The earrings are beautiful. But it was not right to wear them. Also, all gifts given for any wedding of ANY MEMBER of the family become property of the crown and 
thus the people of the uk. They are not personal possessions. She should not have worn have worn them after it was decided they should be not be in rotation. They are not truly hers. 
They now belong to the crown and by association, the people of the uk.
They were borrowed. Wedding gifts from heads of state remain the official property of the British Crown.
 @O O  And that’s another reason why she should not have worn them after being told it wasn’t right. All of the jewelry she’s been given by h, will have to be given back upon divorce or 
when she passes. With the exceptions being any pieces his mother bought personally. Like the aquamarine ring.
 @O O  That must really chap her. After all, she wore those a LOT in a short period of time. Now, no access to them for multiple reasons…
 @O O  Yet the Queen, Camilla and Kate were not seen wearing the earrings long before Meghan married Harry. If it was truly from the royal family like you said then why haven't they 
worn those earrings? Also, it was still gifted to Meghan, that's the point. the royal family took it for safe keeping. The staff would most likely inform her first if the jewelry had dubious 
origins so that she could not wear them. Hence, why there were reports that Meghan was warned by the palace staff not to wear them and, yet, she still wore them.



 @D J  Every member of the RF wears jewellery with a questionable history. That doesn't make it right, but It's not fair that MM is targeted specifically.
 @D J  I'm actually English !!!  I think I have an exceedingly good grasp of our RF history,  and what is and is not state owned.    As for the late Queen's private collection, very little is known 
about it and how it was acquired.
 @C W , Jewels belonging to the crown state are borrowed. The earrings belong to the crown state, gifted or not.
 @O O  No. every member does NOT wear questionable pieces. The pieces are in the vault. Take for instance the Russian tiara. Questionable stones. Rumor had it nutmeg wanted to 
borrow it. But it hasn’t been seen in years since the provenance became known. Whether she wanted to wear it or not is unknown. But it is known that questionable pieces are NOT worn 
by EVERY member. She should not wear saudi jewels and neither should anyone else.
😂
 @O O  If it’s privately bought and owned it’s not our business. What she does with personal possessions isn’t the public’s business. For example: what nutmeg does with the aquamarine 
ring is no one’s business but that of the duplicitous duo.
 @O O xcellent divert and distract with irrelevant noise. Aka the old “ I am rubber you are glue, bounce off me and stick to you “ principle often seen in the greatest debates in elementary 
schoolyard lore. Which explains either a food poisoned SpongeBob or Oscar the Grouch emoji.🤔
Yes the same Saudi prince who sanctioned the assignation of Ali Fyed's nephew for being a journalist.
 @bopbopanna If that's their best life then maybe they should shut the f up and enjoy it instead of the constant whining about it.
  @Tacitus Kilgore  They were a gi  to the Queen a couple of months prior to H & M wedding. So whether they were an indirect wedding gi  to H&M  ....Who knows? They s ll belong to 
the Crown not MM or any other member of the RF. I'm sure we will be given a lot more insight into life as a member of the RF during their documentary. They are the only two people 
other than current members of the RF who are qualified to give any details on life inside the firm. Anything else is just rag gossip.
 @O O  Lol they aren't wedding gifts from the queen. They were wedding gifts from the saudi royal family. The royal family took it for safe keeping because of its questionable origin. Hence 
why there were reports that the palace staff warned Meghan not to wear it and, yet, she still wore them.
 @O O  Yes but there are still some jewels they have that they don’t wear because of their dubious origins. Like the tiara Rachel wanted but was refused. She then goes against advice and 
wears earrings from a sketchy Saudi prince! Again, after being advised not to
 @Tacitus Kilgore Jeeze  I can't believe you would question why the diamonds were never seen on any Senior Royal 🤦 You don't seriously think any one other mm would wear them blood 
diamonds do you ?
 @O O  The earrings were gifted to Meghan personally, not part of the Royal collection
 @O O  The point is the aides came forward and said she was told NOT to “borrow” them or wear them and she did anyways. The emails were released. It’s in the courtiers book.
 @O O  They were not an indirect gift. The saudi prince has spoken that they were a wedding present.
 @Kirri  You don't know any of what you mentioned to be facts. It's gossip rag fodder. Perhaps some of these things will be addressed in their documentary? We will have to wait and see. 
We all know or should know by now, that much of what is  reported is pure speculation. No one has any idea what they will discuss, say or talk about. Even then, the haters will pull them 
apart and choose not to believe anything they say. Ce La Vie!!!
 @O O  Untrue. What aides say is not gossip. They were there. They have spoken. If it was untrue why have they not been taken to court. The statute of limitations is ticking away. This is a 
woman who sued over bits of a letter being released but not this? Very sus.
 @O O  Sure Jan lol. I'd rather believe the palace staff over Markle anytime of day. Also, if she was an advocate and a philanthropist, why would she wear the questionable royal family's 
jewelry in the first place?
 @Kirri  They were gifted to her personally AS a wedding gift. But all wedding gifts become automatic property of the crown and thus the uk ppl indirectly. That’s why it was an even bigger 
deal she wore them after aides told her they shouldn’t be worn.
 @Tacitus Kilgore  Exactly. Notice how there’s been no lawsuit filed over these findings. Very suspect. It’s not slander if it’s true.



 @Nina-3  I'm talking about those particular earrings lol. Saying that they came from the royal family doesn't excuse wearing Meghan those earrings. She still wore them at the end of the 
day. It's very much a possibility that the tiara she wore on her wedding day had blood diamonds on them. It's very hypocritical for a person to be an advocate for human rights while 
wearing these kinds of jewelry. It's the same thing as advocating for the environment while demanding to take private jets while on a vacation lol.

 @O O  No actually it was in a book, written by a former lawyer who interviewed over 80 different sources for the book who signed affidavits. You do your research!! Why do you think they 
never sued him? Because his research is meticulous and he’s never been successfully sued, and he’s also written books on King Charles and Richard Branson!! That’s not tabloid fodder
 @D J  There you go, even worse then that she went ahead and wore them!! She’s not so great on taking advice is she?!!!
 @Tacitus Kilgore  I do apologise I miss understood  sorry. I thought you meant mm did the right thing wearing them. I think I need more coffee this morning 👍
 @D J  Yes exactly! Also, why would her lawyer come out and say that she had no knowledge of the news of the murdered journalist. Wouldn't she just have sued them directly if it was not 
true instead of her lawyer coming out with a statement? The lights are on but no one's home.
 @D J  Meghan and Harry have won a number of lawsuits against rags. A lawsuit was recently filed against the Daily Mail, by Harry, Elton John,  Elizabeth Hurley, Sadie Frost, among others, 
as well as Doreen Lawrence, the mother of Black teenager Stephen Lawrence who was murdered in a racist attack in 1993. We all know the shocking history of previous phone tapping 
accusations by the same rag, while under the watch of Piers Morgan. Now there's a name synonymous with  inciting hatred towards Harry and Meghan.
 @Tacitus Kilgore , How the hell would I know? Write a letter to MM and ask her directly. You are just being silly, man.
 @Nina-3  Lol it's okay😁
 @O O  Sure Jan whatever you say
 @Tacitus Kilgore  And how can nutmeg claim to be informed and intelligent but not know THAT news? It was everywhere.
 @Tacitus Kilgore  “Dancer” does a lot of gaslighting, projection, and deflection. Then when caught out, gets triggers, calls names, and storms off. So many of the fans seem to share the 
same alleged pathology as nutmeg.
 @Sebastian Melmoth , The history of the Koh-i-Noor ( Mountain of Light) Diamond and its original owner has been debatable for thousands of years. We know how it came into the hands 
of the British via the Lahore treaty, but it dates further back than that, with somewhat of a murky history. I suggest you read 'The History of the World's Most Infamous Diamond' by 
historians'  Anand and William Dalrymple. It reads like an epic Hollywood script at the very least.
 @Kirri , LOL! OK!!! It's all tabloid fodder.
 @D J  Yes, they were a wedding gift to Rachel, they weren’t given to the Queen
 @D J  Not sure if you have ever worked in a large corporation, I have. I also owned a company and employed more than 25 people. The Firm is a corporate run business, with hundreds of 
employees. In any business with more than two employees, there are people who do not get along or like one another. Do you think it's any different in any of the royal households? 
Clashes of personalities and personal beliefs or non-beliefs always comes into play. ALWAYS! I You haven't got a shot in hell at trying to convince me that you actually believe that gossip 
doesn't exist behind the walls of the royal households. C'mon, even you don't believe this.
 @O O  No it’s not tabloid fodder, it’s proven facts that have been researched and verified. Otherwise they’d be suing for sure!
 @D J  Which aids? What aids? Show me the affidavits? Lawyer makes money writing books without having met any member of the RF. Ok!!! Has no one taught you that "Money makes the 
world go around.' Money is not the root of all evil, the lack of it is. Everyone is making money off of Harry and Meghan's existence, truths or not. They're money makers for everyone. :) 
Sans you and I and every other fool wasting pour time writing about the lives of people, we do not know.🤣🤣Suckers!! All of us.
 @Kirri  The RF are not allowed to keep gifts from Heads of State. They belong to the Crown.
 @O O  Sure Jan, keep believing that and Megan will visit your doorstep.
 @O O  I know but my point was, they were a wedding gift for Meghan not the Queen
All gifts received  by the RF from any Head of State, globally, belong to the Crown Estate.
 @O O  Sure Jan keep telling yourself that so Meghan's secret wedding will become true.



 @Kirri  That would be the Grand Duchess Vladimir Tiara, said to have been the  Queens' favourite, was smuggled out of Russia during the revolution of 1917 by two Brits posing as servants 
- Another diadem with a fascinating history behind it.
 @O O  I know
 @Kirri  RF members are not allowed to personally own gifts from a Head of State. All gifts wedding or otherwise, belong to the Crown Estate.
 @Kirri  I have no idea whether Meghan took advice or not, I wasn't present, nor was I a fly on the wall. You?
 @Tacitus Kilgore  ???? You are just so silly!!
 @O O  Lol you're probably the silly one or just a few fries too short of a happy meal.
 @CoolTaxiDriver  I'm a history major with ZERO interest in supermarket rags. I'm thrilled about the upcoming H&M documentary, as is any shareholder in NFLX H&M are sure fire money 
makers. I'm certain that, Reed Hastings is still pinching himself 😀
 @O O  Well clearly she didn’t take advice because she wore the earrings, more than once!! You don’t have to beca fly on the wall to see that
 @C W  They were borrowed, from the Crown Estate.
 @Tacitus Kilgore , Are you saying that other members of the RF are exempt from a public thrashing for wearing questionable pieces of jewellery?
:oops::oops::oops:🦶🦶🦶💃💃💃
 @O O  Lol you silly man where did I say that?
 @bopbopanna  and who's paying for them living their best lives ? And why were they so, publicly, pissed abt losing their royal titles ?
 @O O  Yeah, already knew all that. Thanks. But to assert or imply that the Queen Victoria received the jewel invidiously is false. As far as India's government is concerned it is not a stolen 
object and as you stated was given in a treaty as compensation for Britain's involvement in the Sikh wars. Considering that the British didn't invidiously receive the jewel and that the 
original owners is highly disputed, who exactly is the British suppose to hand the jewel over to?
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍
Hahaha!!!!! Excellent
Meghan is to Harry as Jada is to will!
I loved the part where they call themselves environmentalists and travel in private jets
I love the part when Meghan cared so much about the queen that she made the whole family late for the queen's death, due to negotiating Meghans private flight.
I love the part where Netflix decides to air this on Tuesdays so that at the end of each episode the viewers can say to Meghan, in unison, "See You Next Tuesday"!!! A tear is forming in my 
left eye just imagining it!
They 2 idiots deserve each other
Never ever going to watch this train wreck
Can't believe the comment section was left open for this.
I love the part when Meghan assume she is not just a human being but a human being...
I love the part where Meghan asks the mirror on the wall:  "Whos' the fairest of them all?"
And the mirror answers:  "Princess Catherine."
Booooo, I hope King Charles strips of your titles, horrible individuals you are
Shameless…disgrace
Where is the I HATE THIS DISGUSTING GARBAGE button?
Oh these comments are delicious
Mhegan’s eyes staring at the camera reminds of Elizabeth Holme’s eyes.



My favorite part is how Harry grew up in Palaces, waited on hand and foot,  deferred to by everyone from staff to world leaders.  He was coddled and covered up for whenever he did 
stupid things.  He had a Special Forces Team protecting him during the "Tours of Duty in Afghanistan" he constantly brags about.   He never knew all that luxury and privilege meant he was 
"trapped"  until Meghan told him.  So they moved to one of the most elite towns in America, surrounded by billionaires, and live in a gigantic mansion with water-sucking green acreage, a 
large staff, and cameras following their every move.  And now at last he is living the free and simple life like ordinary people!  What an inspiring story!
I love the part William and Kate are now finding it humorous.  The most loved part is her inability to find a psychologist on her own and how awful it was the RF didn’t have one setup for 
her.
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!
I love the villainous role they are  playing (assigned to play?) in order to manipulate the masses. They are getting everyone to defend a monarchy, which most don't even actually 
support/agree with. The rf knows folks are fed up with paying all of their bills. It was time to drum up some support. Good job.
A lot of hate in these comments 
I will be watching though
I loved the part where Megan and Harry came to Canada and found life incredibly private and safe but soon after arriving decided to cross the border to the good ole USA. I like that part 
the best ! Bye Bye Harkles 🤣 🇨🇦
Jada can act....just saying. And she hasn't cut ties with her family..🤣😂🤣
Good one.
THIS👆👆👆
😂 good one!
👍🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant. 😂😂

🤣😂🤣😂
Too funny! 🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant! 
😂😂😂😂😂
Hilarious
And then she turns Earth Shot Green with envy.
 @unlikeavirgin with the Kelly green felt dress
😂😂
LMAOOOOOOOOOO
😂
🤣🤣👏👏👏
🤣😂🤣
Princess Catherine 💕
🤣🤣💚💚
Say what? The mirror hasn't packed up its hook and fled the scene yet?
this has me floored 😆 oh dear!
The mirror was clearly racist. Then again, perhaps the question could have been phrased a little better.
Does anyone have a poisoned apple to sell to her...?



She is a witch already. She's not that young and innocent anymore.
Ooh look out Catherine! She’s after your heart!!
😂 classy!
rather sooner than later
The Sociopath Stare
🎯🎯🎯🤣🤣🤣
I’m sure your left eye is tearing up!!😅😅😅
Well said!   👏
How do they endure their suffering 😪
 @RACE BANNON  It's a privileged road that someone has to walk...
One tear left eye?
Aw, sigh....I can feel the tears welling up in my eyes, this is so inspiring and touching!
And how no one taught her the lyrics to God Save The Queen.  Duh, YouTube?
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! no hate, only reality.
You didn't read the room correctly, it's a celebration of Ginger & Whinger.
Netflix, if i were you, i will make a docu series about this two specially Megaliar, crime of the century or maybe how a criminal is made, this will be more interesting than this, how they 
deceived people around them and make themselves look like a victim, i wonder how many seasons you can make out of Megaliars life😂
I love the part where harry is clutching the guitar. He must be reading the Idiots Guide to Fingering. I could have wept. One eye, one tear ....😫
I am disappointed at Meghan's lack of self-reference. Clearly she is being oppressed. I was hoping she would talk about herself, racism, herself, feminism, herself.... Would someone PLEASE 
give her a platform!!?? I know NOTHING about this woman! Is she married?? Does she have any kids?? I need to know!!!!! One tear, left eye..... :(

I love the part when the Royal Family decided they'd had enough of these two narcissistic lying grifters cashing in on the royal connections they claim to despise - and cut them loose. No 
more titles, no more money from the Bank of Daddy, and no more attempts at a reconciliation with a couple who have made it very clear their mission is to destroy the monarchy.
Breaking News: Harry & Meghan's "impact-driven non-profit" outfit Archewell's chief spin-doctor, Mandana Nayani has quit. “Her 'transition' (aka firing) was mutually planned, with intent 
for the Duke and Duchess to now take "full lead" of their company. “There will be no replacement for this position, and Ms Dayani is fully supportive of the Duke and Duchess in their new 
leadership roles, and they remain FRIENDS.”

Wonder why their spin doctors felt it necessary to add "...and they remain friends”. I mean, just look at the slimy corporate-speak they use - a language created to conceal and deceive. 
Let's imagine a future example of this BS bingo: "Going forward, Archewell will reach out to like-minded, passionate creators and innovators who share the same commitment, core values 
and synergies as we grow our World Class Global company and actualize its potentialities through new work-streams, focussed vision, clear-eyed inspiration and our re-imagining of the 
meaning of kindness. Thank you for listening and being part of our shared vision in pursuit of OUR truth through personal sacrifice and example, OUR lived experience, and OUR passionate 
belief in ourselves and our leadership, going forward".  

As the official Archewell site states: "One act of compassion at a time." Yeah, that's right kids...
Guys please stop!! My thumb is hurting from liking all your comments!! It hurts so much that my left eye is tearing!
I won't be watching this because I don't trust that it is a documentary. It will be full of mistruths and lies and rehashing of the same old narrative that they are making money from. Get 
over yourselves, we are sick of you.  Netflix you got duped.



Who or what was Harry protecting his family from❓❓They sure are showing in an odd way how they hate being watched by media & the public & just want to have a private life🤔 Am 
I missing something❓

They make me appreciate the Prince and Princess of Wales. OMG! "No one sees what goes on behind closed doors." Yes they do! Because you all bring all the photographers in to watch!
I love the part where Hazbeen and Megaliar time travelled to the Harry Potter Premiere and pretended to be hounded by paparazzis. Amazing! Made me tear up in 3 seconds. One tear, 
left eye.
If you don't like these two then don't watch this movie. Meghan is a narcissist, she loves attention so don't give her any. Don't even hate watch it
Can’t wait for the part where M goes on a wild shopping spree, before her brief time as a Royal ends, outspending all the other Royal ladies combined. Surely NF will include this! Most 
entertaining!
I can see how much these two are making a change to our world! Over 35,000 comments on how amazing they are and 20k who like the trailer and 235k who dislike it already....Just a 
woman using her voice!
I love how Eco-Warrior and climate activist Megzy bravely took a private jet to and from Indianapolis to speak at the Marriott Hotel. To think she gave up the opportunity to have a world 
wide platform with one of the most influential and humanitarian families in the world, to become a low ranking podcaster and speak at hotels. What sacrifice, how noble.... tear hangs 
dramatically from my left eye. 🥲
Don't these people understand that this comment section proves what Megan and Harry are saying. 
You don't know the woman. Not even the slightest bit, yet you hate her.
is madea going to be in it? i mean she did offer her house up to them righttt?
My favourite scene was where they show Harry with his hand out stopping the paparazzi from taking their pictures and then we find out it was when he was with Chelsea and the photo 
was cropped. Oh no it was the massive paparazzi pictures and it was taken in 2011 at a Harry Potter premiere. No I think it was when Meghan Markle said she never googled Prince Harry 
even though she was an experienced podcaster during the engagement interview. Oh maybe it was that she let King Charles plan a multi-million dollar wedding for them while she was 
using Netflix photographers to photograph everything. So we know that she was planning on going right at the beginning. I'm so devastated by all of this and everything she's had to go 
through. A tears creeping down my face from my left eye.
To all media outlets/companies, for the love of all that is holy, please stop giving these two a platform and more money.

Meghan has already had multiple opportunities to give her side of the story and show her true character.
Why are y’all so mean. It’s not a good look when you talk about how much you hate that Meghan is a bully and then bully her…
From Texas USA the royal family is the greatest! Prince Harry and Megan are nothing.! She's just a C rated
Former actress. He's a pitiful excuse for a person to create his grandmother the way he did with such disrespect is just unforgivable. I was raised if you don't have nothing nice to say don't 
say anything at all he should take that advice!
🤣🤣🤣
I would not be surprised to see your paragraph cut and pasted right onto their website.  For you are a Michelin starred chef of word salad and Meghan, as we know from her speeches, is 
not adverse to a little bit of plagiarism.  Now please excuse me, I must attend to the tear trickling from my left eye.  😂
Mine tooo😂
😥
How can anyone with half a brain actually support these two? Don’t they see the hypocrisy, shallow, staged and totally ridiculous crap filled with nonsense, lies and photos from other time 
periods? What kind of joke is this series? Did they just run out of content and string a bunch of stuff together?
🤣🤣🤣
That is the best part of the trailer, my left didn't have any more tears to shed. Damn.



You know her from her podcasts, conflicting statements and lie-filled interviews, her Netflix self propaganda and narcissistic behaviour as exhibited from all these media outlets.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! no hate, only reality.
We don't have to shake hands with her to judge someone's character... ever met former President Trump? I am going to guess not, but yet I am sure you have some opinion of him 
favorable or not. Meghan has taken their exit from the Royal Family as an opportunity to discredit them. She felt wronged, held back, betrayed in some way (squashed her ambition). And 
instead of building up a charitable foundation and focusing their enormous privilege on people and causes that are less fortunate, Meghan AND Harry have chosen to keep grabbing the 
spotlight for themselves. We have heard their narrative of things in the "Finding Freedom" book, Meghan's podcast, the Oprah interview with many more unaired hours hanging in the 
balance, Harry's memoir due out soon... this docu-series. So, there was all of this in a little under two years, and very little about their "humanitarianism." Also they claim they build their 
lives as compassionate and forgiving people but look at their extended family on both sides! We are all just calling it like it is. This couple is capitalizing off their famous family connection to 
continue the drama, the tears, and the unsubstantiated claims about racist treatment to draw attention away from more corroborated accounts of Meghan's bullying. People don't want to 
view this Netflix series because its harmful, it smears people and tarnishes their life's work. We have every reason to be angry that Netflix bought into this and gave them a megaphone to 
rehash it all again.
 @Hearts Fanatic101  No I don't know her at all. And I'm definitely not that arrogant or ignorant to believe I know somebody just through rumors and tabloids. But I know that there were 
identical incidents about her and Kate, and people were always bashing her. 
"Kate eats avocados, because they're healthy" but "Meghan eats avocados and destroys the environment". These mentioned articles can be read, are facts of unjust treatment, for you to 
judge. 
More than that nobody knows.
I don't have the energy or time to love or hate someone I don't know. The only reason I write here is because I can't understand this amount of hate for someone you don't know and 
therefore actually don't even have  the right to hate so.

The woman has been pumping out reams of PR on a daily basis for years. They've spent a fortune being in our faces, no one asked Sunshine Sachs to do it - they did. We've been blasted 
with their real news, their fake news, with Bouzy cancelling people. We've had nowhere to hide from the incessant PR that's made people sick and tired of her. She's invaded our privacy.
 @Amo Y.  If you can't understand, you need to educate yourself.

 @Amo Y.  You are citing tabloid headlines, which only tried to capitalize off Meghan's sinking popularity at the end of 2019. The reason for her sinking popularity was her and Harry's lack 
of cooperation and the blatant issues that were growing more evident in the royal way of life. The bottom line is this isn't "anti-Meghan" sentiment for the fun of it, we are angry that 
Netflix is giving them a platform to rehash these unsubstantiated claims they made on Oprah. All of these things are family matters that don't need to be recorded for our entertainment!
It’s what you call karma, you reap what you sow.
People loathe her behavior.  They don’t hate her.  Generally, people are not too keen with people who: 
1.  Lie Often 
2.  Treat Dying Family Members Disrespectfully 
3.  Actions and Words are Incongruent 

People aren’t typically down with this especially when they are so omnipresent in the press.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! no hate, only reality. by the way, they are the bullies, ask their staff and the netflix film crew ;-)
Let he who is without sin cast the first stone 



 @Hannah C  While I appreciate the Bible study, it’s daft not to cast the proverbial stone with wielding sound judgement.  Some people are dangerous.  Of course, you are going to judge 
who you will allow into your intimate circle or with who you will spend your money.  We all do it.  Everyday.  Unwittingly or wittingly.  Religious or not.
 @Amy Emerson  Of course, I am a huge proponent of being careful with the people you allow in your life, and with holding people who are wrong accountable. But there's a huge 
difference between wisely judging character and being judgemental even though we've all done messed up things and also don't personally know any of these people. I really wasn't 
looking to argue, wish you the best :)
My favourite is how a ruthless failed actress we only know exists bc of  her husband tells us of her brave feminism which involves haute couture and jewels paid for by men
I loved the part where they say they'd left royal life to have more privacy and now they show their intimacy in a Netflix show. I'm really touched.
Dropping this Netflix teaser on the days William and Kate are in the States is just so classless and evil.. and well done on Purpose.. only a bitter evil person does that! Megan is exploiting 
Harry's vulnerabilities left and right.. she is a horrible horrible person.. attack after attack...accusation after accusation.. of course she doesn't want any reconciliation between Harry and 
his family.. it would be the end of her if that happened. .. worst best to encourage all of his trauma and anger towards his family and continue isolating him... works better for her purposes.  
 A total narc!
So disappointed with you Harry!!!  I don’t feel sorry for you, and you are pulling down your mum’s good name.  You brat!
I love the part where M ignored dear Doria, & stole the Queen’s pet name for her daughter, right after trashing the Royal family on a global scale.
I would love the part where we can see how many thumbs down there are.
I love the part when Meghan travels private jet to New York for her £232,000 baby shower event...clutching her moon bump.

Soooo many good parts it's hard to choose. I think perhaps the overview of structural racism was one of my favourites: the £32m wedding; the cheering crowds; going into the chapel as 
Ms Markle and coming out as a Duchess!;  the ignominy of being given Frogmore cottage on the Queen's private estate, the £1m clothing bill paid by Charles, (the racist!) the tours to 
Australia and Africa, representing the Queen - imagine having to work a bit! ...honestly, who would believe this type of structural racism still exists in 21st century Britain? 
A quick shout out for the throwback scene in which Meghan tells Oprah that they were married 3 days earlier, and that the wedding was just a "spectacle" for the world. I'm blown away by 
the gratitude on display in that scene. What a trooper!
More trash..courtesy of Netflix.
I love how Harry constantly digs his dead mother up to remind us that he is the only child in the world who ever lost a parent. Your wife is her placement Harry, so please leave Diana to 
rest in peace.
Where is the down vote total?  Netflix such a chicken!   I vote against the Harkles - Traitors!
Wow these comments are ridiculous lol. We stan Megan and Harry over here
Is it on now?
I loved the part in the early days of Megain and Handbags reltionshit when she paid PR to dox people who saw through her fakery
Did YT or Netflix get the down votes hidden? I love the part where a middle-aged cable TV actress, previously known for opening suitcases on a gameshow and blowing a dude in a car on 
90210, throws herself at several wealthy Brits before improbably snatching the prince who was the only one not bright enough to see through her lies and ruthless social climbing. Here's 
hoping King Charles relieves them of their royal titles ASAP.
The part where Meghan walks into the building and the dial on the race director points to off white.
😂worthless!
I love the scene where Meghan tries to greet the British people in the streets after the Queen's death and is embarrassed because she is solemnly ignored by the people
I love that the brave House of Whingers shows us what great ecologists they are. Everything they do is neon green - with envy. They always recycle - the same sad tale of woeful 
victimization over and over and over, in any media you choose. Their only problem is sustainability. This vlog down their rabbit hole can only be as fresh as recycled oatmeal... and equally 
appetizing. 😢



Important announcement: 
Please do not allow your left eye tear to leave your cheek before a photo is snapped ! I repeat , your left eye tear must be photographed before being allowed to depart! 📸🤳
It's at 300K.
Did you notice when Meghan claimed they were married three days earlier, Harry turned his head and winced? Then he had to get back into character. Poor boy. I do think he truly feels 
stuck between a rock and a hard place at t his point.
 @Sheena  I did notice it, but he is so used to covering for her now. Look at what lengths he would go through to distract from some of the bigger issues, such as Meghan bullying staff 
(female staff at that!) while a duchess. There are far more corroborated accounts that tell of their demands and games as working members of the Royal Family. All I see is a couple 
absolutely desperate to rewrite their past and hook public sympathy for another try at global celebrity.
 @Sheena  👍 Agreed and good catch!  😀
I mean what in God's name is there nothing to be grateful for after so much KINDNESS? Now William (who she REALLY wanted) and Kate are targets of her rageful ENVY. Such is a 
sociopath eh?
You forgot the part where the Clooney's were invited to the wedding, where George told another guest they did not know Harry and Meghan. They accepted the invitation, because it was 
a royal wedding.
Brilliant comment 💜 one tear fell from my left eye

She did so great when all those racists showered her with couture clothing and priceless gems. It was gut wrenching to see her have to walk up the aisle with a future king instead of her 
dear papa who was uninvited. Surely her brother or uncle or mother never would have behaved like that. Structural racism is awful at its most… structural! Almost glittering I’d say.
 @Tossle  opppssss
The cheap trollop complained she wasn’t being paid to rub shoulders with the great unwashed in Australia.
I hope they show the part where the grifter of the century demanded air fresheners to be used in the 800 year old gothic church ( and basically ruin the place w modern chemicals!)
Meghan lies while Harry feeds chickens
 @Kelli Hernandez  narcassist , actually a mid-range type is her , the lapdog is a lower midranger , they aren't sociopathic nor psychopathic . 
 They are both filled with envy, hated , deceite , lies , and other subterfuge .
Great comment..you have covered it all...but there's more to come!!
Everyone should ban Netflix on this release date, just don’t watch anything on Netflix.  Maybe they will think twice before paying for trash.
some are able to do that through an app? Last comment I'd read a few hours ago it was over 250K lol
Apparently it's at 300k
20k likes, 234k dislikes :face-blue-wide-eyes:
Man- the photographer in my kitchen who captures my completely unstaged moments of affection with my husband really needs to step up his game!! We need to take at least 200 shots 
to get the perfect photo! 
That also goes for the one in my nursery!! Forget it- they’re both FIRED after I have seen these authentic photos 🙄
🤢🤮so bad, it brought a
😢tear from my left twinkley eye.
This trailer looks like a giant monument to narcissism.
I used to feel bad for Princess "Harkle".  Now I don't anymore.
Love the last episode, where they’re convicted of treason for one or two reasons!
Interesting…paparazzi pic is from 2011.  More lies????



We all love the part where Malicious Megain states the stakes are high thus her deluded story must be told by the $u$$exs themselves  yet also throws Netflix under the bus by saying she 
trusted Netflix to tell the story for them. Left eye tears all around for her unwavering commitment to hypocrisy,  betrayal then Markling everyone

Funny Harry starts wanting to reveal the private life of his family as soon as Megahn shows up in his life. Why not talk about the private life of Megahn as well.. because it doesn't sells? 
Megahn is using Harry left and right and sooner then later is going to all crash on his face... Megahn is a horrible horrible person stuck in racism and bitternes.. a total narc.

But is family CUT HIM OFF! With only the $21 million his mother left him! And the $8 million his father gave him! As a babe of only 38 (with a child of his own!) OH THE HUMANITY!
Another Netflix leftist agenda trash.  Nutmeg and ginger balls need to shut t F@@@ up.  Lying hypocrites
Lies
I love the part when Netflix receives a cease and desist letter and the Harkles receive a cancelled check for breach of contract. 😂🤣🤪
Yes Mugs, you’re right,
The stakes are quite high
It’s Queendom or die
So please learn to cry
From your right eye
Or you may have to settle for being President
I love the part where they called a member of their staff over and over and over again when she was off duty and trying to have dinner out with friends. It was so touching, the way they 
yelled at her and told her how incompetent she was over and over. I can’t imagine more compassion and appreciative bosses. I’m sure that staff member was crying profusely out of their 
left eye.
The comment section 👁 👄 👁 🍿
I love the part where Spare hugs Chelsy Davy.
I love the part where Meghan straps on a rubber baby with no neck support to go out for a impromptu walk with her dogs (who mysteriously disappear from her life thereafter) and smiles 
directly at the camera.   So moving...like the tear welling in my left eye.
I think I might stop watching Netflix for indulging in this hateful trailer 😂.  What is Netflix doing?
She sounds so vengeful and full of hatred
Right?? 😆
🔥🔥🤣🤣🤣
i never felt bad
Lies? That'll be a first 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yep. She has already distanced herself from it, saying it went through the Netflix producer's lens and wasn't how they would tell their story. Going to be interesting to see where she pops 
up on the interview circuit to cry about her betrayal by the big bad media Empire now.
He might want to start brown bagging his lunches. And shop on triple coupon Wednesdays.
she is neither left nor right, she is a plain narcissistic bullying liar!
Yes.  Isn't Meghan always setting such a good example about how to uplift and support women?
Was that before or after Meghan threw hot tea at her? 😂
You nailed it!
True that. How dare a low-life commoner leave her duty station after hours instead of jumping at a true Prince's and Princess' whims and calls. The ordacity of the pleb😡
 @Simone F  exactly



And then sues those paparazzi afterwards and bankrupts them even though she was happily smiling and her two bodyguards didn't stop them. I think she just erupted afterwards when 
everyone said she was a bad mother or carrying a doll.
I like the part where they magically take children from the 1930s (see promo pics) and time travel them all to present day to herald the arrival of their savior. 
Wait, is that child trafficking or exploitation?
I love the part when these 'eco-warriors' lecture us plebs about our carbon footprint while they take private jets everywhere. Stunning and Brave.
I love the part where they express their deep desire to live a life in privacy...
WTF is going on in comment section. Anyone care to explain in brief???
And the show isn't even out yet. Yikes.
The comments here below are much better than any mockumentary coming up lol.
Netflix shame on you for the production of this comedy farce.
 It will bring more than a single tear to the left 👁 of the executives who produced this series of lies as they come to light (lawyer up 😢).
BRITISH ROYAL FAMILY,  WE HAVE YOUR BACK! 🇬🇧 🇬🇧 🇬🇧 🇬🇧 🇬🇧
Groan. Isn’t everyone just so over these two. Your 15 minutes of fame is over. No one cares what you think about anything. You produce nothing of value and only whine about how 
entitled you are. There are actual people creating inventions that will change people’s lives for the better. People who are curing diseases. Why don’t they have a Netflix documentary? 
Instead of these posers.
Actually no… it makes no sense to hear their story from them. It’s been ages of whining and lies. I for one wouldn’t believe a word. It’s well past time for the British Monarchy to pull the 
titles, which they so clearly do not respect or care about other than monetarily.
I loved the part where they name their child after Harry’s grandmother and then spend the rest of their lives bashing everything that was so dear to her.

Their poor daughter. Can you imagine when she grows up and is able to see this documentary, interviews, books, pod cast and whatever else Harry and Meghan decide to do? I wonder 
what will be said if she ever asks mom and dad why they named her after a "racist?" Will it be, oh honey none of that is true we just said that to make money? Or will it be, racism to us 
does not mean near what we made it out to be so that is why we felt comfortable naming you after a "racist?" Imagine the cruel things kids will say to her as she grows up mainly from her 
name and what her parents have publicly claimed and said to be fact about the very person they named that child after.... My Lord, how can this end well for this child on so many levels 
strictly by the name they gave her and the mud slinging they have given to the very person they named her after. I feel so sorry for this child. IMHO, it brings doing anything to stay 
relevant and make money to a whole new level even if it means possibly putting your child in the path of criticism, judgement, bullying etc because you chose to name her after someone 
that, from what you have said about them, you clearly do not approve of nor like. If they KNEW all of these things about the Queen and KNEW they were going to be 'outing' her even 
when the child was still in the womb during the Oprah interview etc, why in the world would they name her after the Queen especially if she was as horrific as they claim? If all they have 
said is true, who would do that to a child? I THOUGHT the reason Harry was doing all of this was to protect his family?? Did the Queen even get to meet the girl?
Some one have money please make truth documentary about M&H, audience need to have truth witness, name, place, time…not only them telling the world how perfect they are. It a 
JOKE- can’t believe Netflix have to pay that much for a JOKE.

Netflix.. do you know/realize what you’ve done?  To publicize ungrateful, money hungry, entitled  spoiled brats while the rest of us are trying to find ways to pay for health insurance, aging 
parents medical bills and still try to help out our children and you think this is entertaining programming?  It’s drivel and I will be canceling my subscription.  Shame on you!
I love the part when MM criticizes Donald Trump, while being exactly as incapable of respecting another country's cultural institutions as he is. Brings a Yuge left eye tear.
We all love the part where thankfully William was born first
The part where Meghan said she knew nothing about the RF but has photos of her in London in front of BP, or the part where she bought the domain  name "Markle 2022-2040" RIGHT 
AFTER the wedding way befor Megxit. Or how about the part where she lied 17 + times during the Oprah interview or the part where Harry doesn't pay any taxes in the US because he's 
not a citizen, now that 1 really brought a tear to my left eye, and thats just my short list! Thanks Netflix for giving us more material to pick apart.



How old are they again???
Can us Brits have the money back for your spectacle of a multi million pound sham of a wedding paid by us!!! oh I forgot, the Archbishop of Canterbury married you days before, did you go 
in a confession box first? because you bloody need to.
LOVE THE FACT THAT NETFLIX PAID MILLIONS TO THESE TWO ENTITLED HYPOCRITES ADN LOSE IN THE END
Pissin and moaning of the pampered and privileged.  Worthless
I love the part where they want to keep their children private, but then name their foundation after their first born and for their second child use the private nickname of arguably the most 
famous woman in the world - just so no one could forget their names...
truth
If you know you know.
we see through their bs, that's it.
Truth with a dash if hilarity 😆😆
as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, it's fun!
It's quite clear that the non stop PR didn't work. Megsy thinks women should use our voice. I am a woman and doing wot Meg said.
I think netflix is quite enjoying this....or they would close or delete comments...So much love for memegain.
I'm hoping W and C have read a few of them!!!! Hehehehe, that'd bring a tear to the left eye for sure 😢
I imagine that Zara and Mike, Will and Catherine, Bea and Eug are all scrolling through the comments too. I'd love to know what Princess Anne thinks 🤣👍❤

Well, Harry and Meghan are still angling HARD to get Prince and Princess titles bestowed on the children. So that should be interesting... how can they explain wanting to get away from 
"the Firm" and toxic media attention because the stakes were "so high" and continually life and death dangerous, HOWEVER, we want our kids to be recognized and adored as Prince and 
Princess of the United Kingdom and live Hollywood lives. Makes a lot of sense! (?) To briefly answer you, I don't know why they choose the name Lilibet for their daughter. They could have 
named her Elizabeth and still used the nickname Lili or Lilly (I personally have a family member who did this) but I think they wanted to make a point about names and pushing boundaries 
(in my opinion). It was well known that after Prince Philip died, the Queen wanted her family nickname to go to rest with him. Mere months later Harry and Meghan release the name 
without telling anyone or getting a blessing (this is important for the top ten in line of succession). I can't help but think it was just to be radical and prove a point about names. Meghan 
was livid that they couldn't name their entertainment brand/ "foundation" "SussexRoyal" when they quit royal duties. She infamously said that the Queen doesn't own the word royal. 

Anyway, it was reported during the Jubilee that the Queen met Lilibet and Archie again during the Jubilee, but that is of course privileged info. We don't know about personal meetings the 
Queen agrees to in her calendar. However, it is also reported that the Queen invited the entire family to visit her in Balmoral this summer (her last summer on earth) when she knew she 
was getting more ill and immobile. As far as anyone knows in the public, Harry and Meghan did not go to Scotland and see her. Lastly, Harry has been quite open about his belief that the 
media are attacking Meghan like they did his mother, but saying that it is more dangerous because of racial undertones... This is his claim. They left the UK because they believed the Royal 
Family weren't protecting them by releasing more statements or doing things behind the scenes. The couple put the Royal Family in an impossible situation where in Britain there is 
freedom of the press and you can't tamper with it or force outcomes from journalists. It is a sticky mess because there is some proof that Meghan had bad coverage and there were some 
tasteless headlines, however, she also launched war on them by withholding stories, leaking false info, and costing them millions in cover news. She wasn't the "media's darling" by any 
stretch of the imagination and without them as a friend, as well as the natural exasperation of relationships during the last year of their life in Britain, lots of negative things about her got 
out. Meghan hated that she couldn't control her image and wasn't more powerful than the journalists, she felt and still feels that she was epically betrayed. What we are seeing now is her 
efforts to rewrite what happened, still win the titles, and set up a rival court in America. They are basically doing what they originally set out to do and selling private information and 
drama for money and attention.



 @LadyCymbeline  For people that claimed to want to be left alone by the press they certainly seem to be in front of cameras more now than when they were working royals. Everyday it 
seems, I see her/him making interviews, on pod cast etc... Sadly, now that all the 'dirty laundry' is being spilled whether truth or not, if something were to happen to Harry and Meaghan as 
a couple or they decide to go back to the Royal family, I do not think he could ever be fully trusted again by his brother and father. I know I certainly would not.
 @Lil Bit of joy  I agree. In Harry's exit speech at Sentebale he said something like, "believe me, there was no other way." Shows me he felt there was a burnt bridge there. There is no trust 
on either side. I think Harry and Meghan are making a HUGE mistake. Had they taken a few years off, did some low key charity work, get Archewell to have a name and identity for 
something, raise their young family, etc. maybe then they could have had a sort of comeback - like this is why we left and it would seem so much more credible and they would have had a 
strong American audience. Right now all it looks like is they are desperate for money and competing for prestige with the Prince and Princess of Wales, doing anything necessary to 
discredit them.
huge tear from left eye, within 3 seconds 😢
😂😂😂😂😂

The best comment so far!
:elbowcough::washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands:AWESOME!
OMG!!!  I'm completely exhausted. I live in Scotland and ever since this trailer has been released we have all been dancing in the streets.
🧀
My favorite one was during the section where Meghan cold-calls two Republican senators right before the midterms and introduces herself as "Meghan the Duchess of Sussex." She loves 
to throw that DoSS title around while sobbing (on a designer chair with a thoughtfully placed Hermes blanket) that the Royal Family done her wrong. Got me so verklempt that my left eye 
cried all by itself.
The part where they snub our dying Queen’s invite to visit her in Balmoral so they can sneak a photographer into her Buckingham Palace home whilst she’s out of the way. Stunning and 
brave. Brought half a tear … to my left eye.
I love the part where they quote "compassion one act of kindness at a time," while abusing their families
Utter load of shite  !   God save the King
The comment section is going to break on this one LOL
Wtf Lol the 2 narcissistic
I love the part when Harry is naked hovering over a unclothed girl in a vegas hotel room.
Netflix, you can see what the public thinks.....ratio of about 1 thumbs up to 12 thumbs down.  So why are you going ahead with this nauseating 6 part homage to this dreadful pair? It's 
madness. Suicidal.

I love the part that after the 100 million dollar Netflix self propaganda/promotion, the abominable duo is scheduled to appear on Comedy Central for the annual ‘celebrity roast’ featuring 
the super duper truthful, ever reliable and perfect Meghan…as a single tear refused to form on my left eye. 😂 PS the roasters have instant material just reading all these posts.
Shame on Netflix for signing this pair up. Hope you go bust. Disgraceful
I loved the part when they moved to California, at precisely the moment that everyone with brains is moving OUT OF California as fast as they can.
Shame on Netflix for this incredibly distasteful attempt to glorify two of the most privileged, yet the most ungrateful individuals who have been proven to embellish their stories with 
enough twists and outright lies to make the truth completely unrecognizable, all the while leaving trails of people they have caused incredible hurt to. Now that's what brings a tear to my 
left eye.  To me this is a crime and Netflix is an accomplice. I have canceled my Netflix subscription.
I love the part where Harry went in front of the world & described Meghan mental health problems as something he felt ashamed of & how hard it was to get help but then became a paid 
mental health advocate days later, telling the world that mental health isn’t something to be ashamed of and help is out there if you need it



Came here for the comments. Wasn't disappointed 🍿
The best way for Hapless to protect his family is to divorce Meghan
Gosh, I didn't think I was much of a sentimentalist but just seeing this snippet of their awesome love story moved me to nausea!  The anticipation of SIX full-length episodes actually made 
me throw up out of the left side of my mouth.  What a gut-wrenching romance!
I know this goes without saying but these are the last people in the world who should be praised.
Sweep the legs King Charles, 
Sweep the legs. 
It’s time.
but are you all dancing in the streets as much as the South Africans did after their spectacle, like they did for Mandela? That'd bring a tear to my left eye for sure 😢
So admirable.
Brings one tear to my left eye in 3 seconds!
Yes, with fists clenched. Allegedly.
Wait... Maybe that's why people are leaving? 🤔😂
We did too.
Lol
And he was receiving and possibly still is receiving mental health assistance.  He will need serious help soon, because he’s recently done a talk with BetterUp people, and told them that 
when a woman says “NO” she actually means “YES”, this makes him an absolute disgrace and a pathetic excuse for a human being
So authentic!
Her mental health issues..when she was part of the mental health campaign in the UK with William, Kate and Harry called "Every Mind Matters" and launched a mental health text line. But 
apparently were incapable of knowing how to obtain help for themselves...incredible.
The hypocracy is plentiful.  I’d say she’s a full-blown narcissist and he’s a lower lesser narcissist.  I ❤ the comment section.  It’s the confirmation NF needs to pull the plug on those two 
petulant brats
Ikr! 😂
Might be why some call him Hypocrite Harry.
I love how Harry, Prince William, and Princess Catherine worked on a Mental Health Initiative in 2016..and yet, poor Harry didn’t know who to turn to because mental health wasn’t 
allowed to be discussed among the Royal Family. Isn’t that something that could be referred to as an oxymoron?
Yes Harry is so authentic and organic it brought one tear to my left eye.
I was so impressed with the case of whiplash I developed from this exact scenario that Hawwy described.  He couldn't help his wife because he didn't know but ignore that he was involved 
in HeadsTogether with his family for mental health awareness.  
Also, I cannot forget the delightful thoughtfulness of Rachel when she imparted those words of wisdom and uplifting encouragement on bananas to former sex workers. She must have had 
a particular inspiring banana in her prior life as a nobody.
 @Geraldine Kearney  Oh wow!  I'd not heard about that!
Chief Impact Officer is his title,couldn’t make it up 😂😂
Lol
No one is laughing with  Meagan anymore.  They are laughing at her.
I love the part where Meghan shared how she had to survive on $4.99 salads at Sizzler and take multiple jobs as a kid, including working at a yogurt shop as an underaged employee (shame 
on the yogurt shop for claiming she never did!). The best part was how she saved all her earnings so she could buy a vanity plate to put on the car her dad later gave her. The car plate 
read: KLASSY. Now that‘s true ambition in action!



Poor victims 😭😭😭🤣🤣🤣🤣
Twice in this one minute clip I saw her crying from her left eye 😂😂😂 she is sick. King Charles take their titles and set them free. The brits have learned their lesson and decided it’s time 
for these 2 demons to do one
Nothing to see here folks.  Move along.  Please do not give Rachel any fuel by wasting your time watching all the lies and rewriting of history that she wasn't even part of.  Harry, you need 
to run and get far away from this deranged woman while you can still heal things with your family.  Shame on you Netflix for promoting lies.  Time to cancel my membership and go to 
Crave.

One tear, left eye, go!
A big thankyou to Netflix....the trailer was hilarious....damn just wish I'd made some popcorn.
So much love…the love story that is a global event…oh, so much love in the Californian air…so much so that… 
Both of them and their children are completely estranged from all family members.  Both sides.  Not normal.  My left eye, drops one tear for this egregious lie.
Currently at 235K thumbs down and 20K thumbs up 😂
6.1 millions 🥳🥳
Cry cry cry…… or is it lie lie lie.
I love the photos in the trailer pretending the black children were there to support them when it was from a 1938 photo of Queen Mary, and the photo of Ginge with Chelsea Davey and 
her cut out so you could pretend it was Meghan and the hundreds of cameras which is a direct steal from the harry potter 2011 premier of the stars of that movie! so clever!  like the JFK  
and Maya and Eleanor Roosevelt quotes also stolen.  such amazing slyness! so ingenious! so much to admire!
My favourite part is when Harry got out his guitar to play God Save The Queen and it turned into the world’s smallest violin. So proud 😢
I love the part where they picked the image of Kate looking stone cold, a rare look for the beautiful Kate!!
How can they think they are victims. When they live in a 16 million dollar home. Daddy gives Harry 30 million to help him transition to his new future away from public life. Oprah lets them 
tell over 20 confirmed lies, having not checked into their background, she disgusted me and I hope she never works again.
If NETFLIX goes ahead with the doc you series, I will cancel my subscription immediately
What a disaster, look at the 35k comments LOL
I'm totally disgusted with this show, because that's what it is, a show about D list loosers. I won't be watching and we have cancelled our subscription.
I love the part in the trailer where the music is of a knife sharpening as you focus on the only bad photo of Kate that has ever existed in the world.  i love how Meghan spent weeks trawling 
though thousands of pictures of the gorgeous Kate to find one.  such persistence!  I love how Meghan showed such honesty that the same picture showed her sitting behind Kate ready to 
stab her in the back!  Amazing!
Completely staged. Vomit inducing BS. Wish someone could snap their fingers making THE GRUESOME TWOSOME disappear
It’s so dramatic for two people who left the Royal Life to seek privacy. I am sure airing their dirty laundry on Netflix will do just that for them.  🙄 Whiny wanna be’s.  Didn’t take long for 
Americans to say enough already!
I love the part when H&M lose the Sussex titles and anything royal! 💥🇬🇧
Her dad paid for her school and her boyfriend paid for her car AND vanity plate. But I’m still crying from my left eye for her struggle 😢
You are right, it’s time to ignore them and sever their financial hose that allows their lazy, plagiarizing, inane versions of themselves exist.  Hopefully, it’s the last hoorah whereby there’s a 
present platform offered to allow ppl to vent.  I really do think people will go out of their way to avoid them moving forward.
and nobody will actually watch the docu ;-)))
 @Lil G  Obviously everyone canceled Netflix, just as no one is watching the trailer, ohh wait... 😎😂😂😂
Don't forget the part where M actually gifted C a knife for Christmas. That's disturbing.



When you see the definition of Jealous Envious Pathetic Desperate Wannabe you will see a picture of MM. Even in that photo Catherine still looks good, just serious as this might have 
been a somber occasion or maybe she was upset with what MM was doing to the family. I’d have given her a colder shoulder or the side eye like William did.
Cancel Netflix!!!! I did when they hired Obama and Big Mike
I just threw up in my mouth. Anyone have a mint?
I love the part where they show the future with Harry laying in a hospital bed with eyes glazed, shirtless in boxer shorts  wondering where his bank balance went and why his wife ghosted 
him.
Omg. That creature is getting eaten alive by the green monster.  She has no idea who she’s dealing with. No one wins against The Firm.  Ask Princess Diana.  Better tread lightly darlin. 
Harry is going to get cancer living with all that hate hurled against him by the public.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Loveeeeeeeee❤❤❤❤❤❤

I love the part that as as a true blue Woke advocate, Meghan wants to raise her children gender free and yet wants to have her son take the title of prince ( male term) and her daughter, 
the title of Princess ( female term) how incredibly reliable and brave of her for making a consistent stand for what she believes in…as a tear just evaporated from my left eye 😂
Please don't waste your time watching this fabricated garbage. Those are minutes you'll never get back...
Thanks for the comments! , they brought two tears to my right eye 🥲
I really liked the part Where she pledged a lifetime of service of duty to country under GOD and then quit after 72 days  of work total.Such perseverance should be applauded.
Tis a giant pile 'o shite
I loved the part where Meghan had no idea who Harry was and was just concerned whether he was kind 😂
Story? What story? 😪
I really loved the part where Netflix changes the banner of the show from "A Netflix Global Event" to "What Meghan Wants Meghan Gets."  So fitting... so truthful.
I can’t STAND these two. I’m a LIBERAL. LEFT-leaning. I vote Democrat. And I absolutely cannot STAND MM and her race-baiting BS. I can’t stand two RICH people COMPLAINING about 
their ‘difficult’ lives. Oh GTFOH. Neither of these two know a thing about hard work, hardship, or sacrifice. The level of entitlement and narcissism is mind-boggling. I absolutely WILL NOT 
be watching. I wish they’d just go away and be the private citizens they claimed they wanted to be.
Truly disgusting. Netflix has fallen so low.... I will subscribe if this trashy docuseries is shown. Thank god I have a huge load of people (friends and family members) who'll do the same as 
me. Bye bye, Netflix!
I hope Netflix sees all these comments
I love the part where all the comments on this trailer is just microaggression. I look forward to seeing how a Royal family who is known to look the other way in regards of racism and even 
so, in the past especially, be the ones to be racist. It’s not shocking at all that this woman of color, black woman, suffered from the media and as we NOW know also from some people in 
her husband’s side of the family. And I will not ignore her own shortcomings even though she may have had her own privileges coming up. It doesn’t make what she’s been through any 
less difficult. Black woman are villainized. I have compassion for her! I look forward to hearing their side.
The part when Omid Scobie makes a cameo appearance and melts like the witch in the Wizard of Oz.  5 stars!

I don't understand why everyone is defending the royal family just because they dislike Meghan? Everyone seems to hate her for being rich and having a complicated relationship with her 
family. The royals are also a rich, complicated family. I'm sure most of you guys love Diana! Can't you see the parallels between them? Why was her pain valid but Meghan, who unlike 
Diana wasn't born into privilege and worked her way up, is somehow a spoiled little girl throwing a temper tantrum? It's just strange to me that many of you dogmatically protect the 
royals, including Jeffrey Epstein bff Andrew, like this to feel justified in hating this one woman of color. Everything she does is interpreted in bad faith. Just food for thought.
As a British person taught to respect royalty I thank Meghan for teaching us to put royals in their place by tapping them hard to indicate we are pushing in front of them. ' Peasants first!' 
my new motto.



You forgot to mention the hospital was a psychiatrics lock up institution.
Karma central.
But they refuse the noble Dumbarton title.  I am offended.
 @Princess Dumbarton  love the sense of humour of the genuine royals gifting the abominable duo such titles as Dumb-arton and Sus- sex…talking about subliminal messaging 
😂😂😂😂
I hope they say something so outrageous, which they tend to do, that the titles are GONE
Kind a stupid?
Yes, that convinced me of her sincerity. (left eye tear roll)
That is absolutely my FAVORITE PART, didn’t you know she lived under a rock until she magically fell into H’s arms ? She never heard about him, never even heard of the BRF( she was blind 
and deaf when she posed in front of Buckingham palace as a teenager in case you missed that part). Then, Magically she gained her eyesight and hearing when she fell into Harry’s arms! 
But wait she was still a voiceless mute ! She could only solve that problem after magically escaping from  her invisible shackles from the palace’s donjon !
such good things happen to such good people because of their beautiful aura :)))what a beautiful ending !!! She is finally restored to completion, now she can finally see, hear, and 
talk😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
Harry must really be an idiot to believe that. William always knew that women might want him for his money and Prince status (it was in a documentary) and that’s why he took his time 
and was so selective in finding a life partner. He tried to get Harry to realize that but Harry obviously didn’t get it. Too bad as his decision has had a monumental impact and not in a good 
way.
That was a whopper. 🤣
Yea…. I love that part too!
🎯🎯🎯🤣🤣🤣
They may be changing the title again to “We gave these grifters millions? What were we thinking???”
 @Liz Horton  🤣😂🤣😂
they do - and they see the 220K dislikes on the video too!
Oh they see them and are laughing and agreeing. Remember Netflix worked with them and know who they really are.
How much did megs pay you?
Wow, a sensible comment for once.
doesn't look too black to me
 @Sarah Jane  Apparently black enough for there to be discussions within the royal family about how dark their son's skin might turn out to be.
which woman of color are you talking about? the one that always considered herself as caucasion, cut off all her family, hides her biracial features (hair and nose), never dated a black man, 
despises africa, married the one royal known for his racist comment... you mean her? the one who learned how to use spray tan and play the race card? ah okay.
As a woman of colour I agree that racism should be exposed. But MM is a race baiting, lying narcissist and she completely disrespected Queen Elizabeth more than once!!! She always sees 
herself is a victim.......always! Ask yourself this, why didn't she include other members of her family to her wedding? She has other black and white relatives. She only invited her mother 
that was MIA for 10 yrs while her dad took care of her?? She ghosted Jessica Mulroney whose children was in her wedding party. Events at Wimbledon and in South Africa are very telling. 
Do the research and look at the facts...not the fiction that MM is putting out there.



 @lurategh  You'll find that 'I wonder what the kid will look like?' to be different from 'how dark will his skin be?'. Neither questions are racist. They are merely questions about looks, and 
everyone on the planet wonders what a kid will look like. You want to think people are racist then you'll find it in any damned thing. This is old ground as neither of HazMeg could agree on 
who, when and why. She was trying to imply that white skin =titles which wasn't so. 
As for Lady Hussey, who was only doing her job, claiming that she was racist is nonsense.
'What will it look like?', 'how dark?' and 'where are you from?' are regular, everyday questions that people of all shades, ethnicities, countries and religions ask.
Lady Hussey was merely finding out more about Marlene Headley/Ngozi Fulani so that she could introduce her to Camilla. That was her job. Fulani's charity is for African and Caribbean 
people only, she's turned away a biracial woman because Headley said she had 'privelage' and that's racism - against white, and biracial women. If you want to find racism in innocent 
people, that's your prerogative  but that detracts from actual, real racism. Race baiters need to stop because it's detracting from real issues.
She's not black
 @Canadian Polish Princess   But she is 43% Nigerian, and a caucasian super model.
I'm not defending anyone. I just don't like the woe is me rubbish from them both. It's embarrassing! And I was never a fan of diana, I never saw the appeal.
 @Anne Michelle  I don't know about you specifically but a lot of the  comments portrait her as this backstabbing bitch and the royal family as victims of her horrendous ungreatfulness. 
And the public response to her leaving the monarchy is clearly not as understanding as it was when Diana left. Of course a main reason for creating this documentary is the check that 
comes with it. But I feel like celebrities do that all the time without getting this level of hate. It just feels off to me.
Exactly. I bet most of these people absolutely idolize Princess Diana, who was also the black sheep of the royal family. So many people to this day go on and on about how horribly she was 
treated by the family and the media. Meghan went and is still going through the same thing and it's different how?
 @zami the myth  Meghan is a lying back stabber. Diana left the royal family because her and Charles divorced. It's not racism to dislike someone for telling lies and pleading victimhood for 
money that's what people are calling out. But cos she's played the race card poor saps believe any and all criticism is racist.
You don't wash your dirty laundry in public, especially whilst your grandfather lies dying. All families have issues but discretion, integrity and loyalty should apply. They have tried to soil the 
Monarchy's reputation out of spite and jealousy. The only people who can't see what Harry's wife is like are like her. She is fake, a liar and a first class grifter!
 @Anne Michelle  And Diana didn't speak out publicly about her experience of mistreatment in the royal family? She literally worked with a journalist on a whole book about it that was 
published. And Harry left too, supporting everything his wife claimed. Anyway, looks like neither of us will change their mind.
Diana was of royal blood and was born into privilege. She was Lady Diana Spencer.  She was the daughter of Lord Edward John Spencer and she was born in Sandringham. Diana could also 
trace her lineage back to the likes of King James II and the famous Mary, Queen of Scots. There is absolutely nothing, that is parallell between the two women. Nothing.
 @zami the myth  she absolutely did, however, she would have never have done so with a family member dying. Never.  That small difference exemplifies a disturbing difference between 
the comparison.
 @Amy Emerson  But the documentary was clearly made long before the queen died. Sure, they could have held back the release under the circumstance, but maybe not, who knows the 
in and outs of their contract? Even if they could have delayed it, why is Meghan getting the brunt of it? The queen was Harry's grandma after all.
 @zami the myth  Hey, I understand why people like her.  I do.  But,I also married, divorced and had a child with someone who exhibited the same behaviors.  Everything with her is 
manufactured.  A facade.  She’s very skilled at manipulation and invoking an emotion in others.  It’s short-lived.  What she says and what she does is inconsistent.  She loves money.  It’s her 
God. If you research her background a bit more, you will find a life that was borrowed, plagiarized and designed to be where she is now.  This is why there are no meaning friends or family 
members:  used, abused and disposed.  It’s just who she is.  People who have experienced her behavior prolly feel the familiarities and know how this will end.  Nobody wants to finance a 
person who most likely lacks empathy, remorse and talent.  People will make concessions for people with talent, not with her.
DON'T YOU DARE COMPARE HER TO LADY DI. stfu
 @zami the myth  oh and they aired the OW interview when Prince Phillip was dying.  Knowingly.



 @Amy Emerson  For context, I am from an abusive household, I understand what it means to be mistreated. But I also know that I don't know Meghan the private person or her 
relationship with Harry. Many people online seem quick to diagnose actual strangers as narcissists and abusers. In an essentialist way at that, people don't have flaws, they are 
fundamentally evil. Sure, with someone like Weinstein, where we have no reason to doubt his horrible behavior, I understand thinking badly of a stranger. And I also get a bad gut feeling 
about certain people sometimes, cause they remind me of the people who've done harm to me. However, me being triggered doesn't necessarily mean I know something deep about 
someone else's core being. There is always the possibility I might be projecting. Idk it just feels like a mob of haters and even if she is this secretly evil person, it doesn't rectify the amount 
of hatred imo and bootlicking in favor of the royal family, at least not in my mind.
 @Amy Emerson  I agree, that is very hurtful! I wouldn't want to be in that situation. However, I still think it's more on Harry, Phillip was his grandfather.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! by the way, people don't like self-obsessed, manipulating, greedy, bullying liars! but you are absolutely right, they make me appreciate the royal family much more than ever 
before ;-)

 @zami the myth  Well sure, that’s completely fair…probably because you are in Empath that you feel this way…which is applaudable.  💜While, it’s true, and I agree with you, people do 
sling the narcissist barb too freely nowadays…I did think favorably of her in the beginning.  Even when they left the RF, I was a bit indifferent.  The OW interview is what really caught my 
attention.  The discrepancies, lack of judgement, blah blah blah…then came the plagiarism, which is an irritant of mine, and just an obsession with self.   Not to mention, how easy she can 
discard people from her life.  When I started to pay close attention, it dawned on me that her machinations were extremely consistent with narcissism.  The pandering to money almost like 
an obsession.  I could go on and on and on.  The lying.  You never know what version of a story you will receive and the extractions that are consistent upon the money to be grabbed.  I 
know many public figures are narcissists but are not so flagrant and have some talent.  Again, my antennae didn’t start to perk until that interview in 2021.  Otherwise, I can see why she is 
quite charming.  And yes, narcissistic abuse in an intimate or familial relationship is absolutely, unequivocally horrific.  I am happy to see there is more awareness bc when I was trying to 
leave with my son there was very little information or resources regarding the dynamic.  I watch HG Tudor on YT regularly.  Helps me out a lot with the residual effects that my choices have 
caused.   I guess, we shall see how this goes.  Maybe you can enlighten me on the series bc I will not be watching! Lol 😂
 @Lil G  Even Andrew, I'm sure. If you hate them so much, why even watch this? Wouldn't ignorance be a better solution? If the public wasn't interested, you wouldn't hear about their 
story anymore. But I guess that's not point, you just enjoy the spectacle of public shaming.
 @Amy Emerson  I'm not an empath, that was the whole point of what I was trying to say, no one is, they don't exist. Claiming to be one is just  overestimating one's on objectivity. Sure, 
empathy exists but the magical being "the empath" does not, at least not to me and I don't trust the concept as a whole.

Look, I'm sorry for what happened to you and as I said, maybe you are right and one day there will be an expose about her and if that day ever comes I will remember this conversation. All 
I wanted to say was that I think it's dangerous to assume things about strangers, which she is to all of us, and to pile onto the public shame and vitriol they receive. If someone isn't into it, 
they can just ignore her. Because reading so many horrendous comments about yourself can't be healthy. I really wasn't trying to invalidate what you went through, merely expressing my 
own opinion.
I'd like to leave it at that, if that's ok with you.

I think this is a very complex situation. Royal life is not what it seems. It can be quite dull. Lot's of ribbon cutting, visiting cake stalls. Germaine Greer (an Australian Writer and Feminist) 
predicted before their wedding that "she would bolt" and "maybe take Harry with her" but she gave it 5 years. I think the life Meghan thought it would be was reflected in her wedding 
guest list. Oprah and the Clooney's being invited to the Reception, when lots of childhood friends and relatives were not. All Meghan's family members estranged, except for her Mother. I 
don't think anyone was too surprised that Harry and Meghan wanted out. They suggested living in a Commonwealth Country and biding their time between the UK and Canada. Then they 
cite security issues in Canada due to their whereabouts being known (when everyone knows where they live in Montecito) for their decision to move to Hollywood. The big surprise to 
everyone though is them trying to destroy what they left behind them. Very, very sad. Harry has one parent and only one sibling and now he too is estranged.



 @Sally Thorpe  I absolutely agree.  It is complicated.  I’m sure the Royal life is difficult, it seems to be.  I think the OW interview was a colossal mistake…the timing was horrendous.  I think 
had they waited to publicly speak out until the NF series, their story would have been more readily accepted.  I don’t know who advises them, either they do not listen or they have poor 
direction.  She has been her worst enemy in terms of self-destruction.  The estrangement between the brothers is tragic—a level of Shakespearean.  A mother’s nightmare.  It’s all very sad.  
 I think if they just do their charitable works without a camera or PR piece all the time, they would find more acceptance and taken more seriously.  They both have tarnished their own 
likeness.  They are also accountability in their fall.
The royals don't air their private shit on TV, podcasts, books, interviews, or baiting. HUGE HUGE difference

 @zami the myth  Not a Diana fan in particular. You do know about Diana, Martin Bashir, Panorama and the BBC? Be careful of having a blind and blinkered view about Saint Diana who was 
an arch manipulator of the press. The Diana thing isn't all sparkly love fest worship.
Most of the UK support the monarchy- that's the problem. The media here in the UK have just woken up and realised that HazMeg are trying to damage it, and folks aren't happy about it.
Diana was 25 years ago, this is now.
 @Amy Emerson  I am sure they were talking to Oprah well before leaving. They were probably conned into believing that they were global superstars in their own right. They were assured 
possibly, that they could make squillions from these streaming services and become American Royalty. I felt dread when I heard they were going on Oprah. I thought it would backfire. The 
Monarchy has a huge following around the world. There are 2.6bn people that are part of the Commonwealth. These people do not like to see threats to the Monarchy as there has been a 
groundswell of Republican movements, including here in Australia. If they’d only put their head down, said nothing, worked on their Charities, they could have let their side come out 
slowly. Instead, they threw in a grenade and have divided people into rabid supporters or devout detractors. At the end of the day, they are both human and I would hate all these 
comments directed at me. But they have sold their soul to the US Entertainment Giants.
Thanks Meghan for showing us how much you love your husband by plastering yourself all over the trailer.
I love the part where Meghan bullied a 3 year old child. So stunning and brave. What a humanitarian. My left eye is welling up with one tear.
The professional victim oh poor me living in a state of luxury while other scrape by. She is so racist, manipulative and vindictive.
Consider this: even here in Canada, we didn't want them staying beyond the generally allowed six-month visa-free limit...
Netflix  has lost it, what are they thinking.
OMG the comments on the trailer are hands down the best I've ever seen 🥲
Why did you stop showing dislikes netflix???? Because it showed the idiots you use in a bad light..imagine that??
These people are the ultimate spoiled children who think the entire universe rotates around them. NOT going to watch this - and shame on you Netflix for catering to this ridiculous excuse 
for "entrainment".

My favorite part is how Archie is being taught to pass the pepper with the salt, even if people only ask for salt. I love how pepper always claws salt aside so it can go first and if someone 
says they don't want pepper it's because pepper is black and not because it leaves a bad taste in their mouth. True compassion in action. Brings a tear to my eye. The left one.
Woke central
That trailer sucked, so childish....why do they think ANYONE in their right mind would believe them now!
Buckle up! She’s gonna mention that dishsoap ad letter atleast 1000 times 💀
Meghan and Harry getting ALL the 'love' in these comments...........
I love the part of how this documentary, will ask them both no tough questions. Like, 'By attacking the Royal Family in front of millions. Do you ever feel responsible, for the nightmare 
situation you've placed your Husband?`. `Do the actions of your loving father, permit you to never allow him to see his Grandchildren grow up?`. `Tell us what your views on surrogacy 
are?`. 'The bullying claims, coming from 13 former staff members, how does that sit with you Meghan?`. The lack of any purposeful meaning to this vacuous documentary. Will bring me to 
shed a tear.



I absolutely love Narcle’s incredible ability as a wordsmith. The way she is able to reference herself so constantly that it’s almost impossible to keep count during her inspiring speeches. 
Such a talent for self promotion in combination with almost a whole notebooks worth of imagined and plagiarised anecdotes is so fascinating you are transported another realm. Perhaps 
one in which she is Queen. My left eye weeps at the thought
Royal vs Non-royal, Light vs Dark, Service vs Self-service, Love vs Hate.  Hands-down, the Royal Family continues to to serve with honor while the non-royals continue to serve themselves 
only.
Behind closed doors, people defecate, urinate, fornicate and altercate. 
That’s why doors are closed - we don’t want to see any of it. Ever.

I liked the part when she showed so much love to her father and visit him right away at the hospital , when he got a heart attack instead of PR photo on the shooting school, wait forgetting 
the way  she encourage her husband to reconcile with his only family and never support the idea of a person to trash his own  family for money gain, such a wonderful woman
Meghan and her supporters will say all of these dislikes and comments are because of racism, but it's actually because she's a textbook narcissist. I used to like her until the Uvalde stunt 
and The Cut interview when she said a bunch of dumb, easily proven lies. Then I took a 2nd look at everything else and realized just how fake and calculating she is. 
Hoping for a Tiger King style doc and that she gets exposed.
🍿I love the ending of Episode 6 when we find out that OW knows that Markle knows her dirty, little secrets, intel retrieved from the many rungs of the yacht ladder climbed from the 
days of her hustling past.  

It is revealed that, indeed, OW panders to this wretch despite public opinion…but we have to wait until Season 2 to discover the depth of the kompromat.
And taught her Sussex Squad to do the same.  Such an inspiration for so very many truly good and decent people in the world.
Boy, if that were my kid Meghan bullied, I would have knocked her block off. She took advantage that Catherine is such a nice person.
 @2 Pekes  thats probably why Catherine cried….she couldnt do anything else. some of y’all for sure know that feeling, especially if you’re a cap queen like kate
 @Trina V  You're  right about that. Plus Princess Catherine had just given birth a few weeks prior to that, so she may have been feeling tired. I remember when I gave birth to my 
daughters, I was exhausted those first weeks. Does make me mad that Meghan bullied a 3 year old. She's got to be a real jerk if she does that to a child.
She was so preoccupied she forgot to invite her own family to the wedding.
wait till you hear what prince Andrew and probably Charles too have done to kids
They say at the dress fitting she made fun of Charlotte’s weight. A 3 year old!

Making children wear stiff shoes without socks or tights is nasty. Also if they trip or fall it will show their underwear. She might not care as she’s been seen in her underwear a lot on TV.
That kid deserved it. I mean, seriously. 
Being an innocent child is no excuse. 
This is MEGHAN were talking about. 

M E G H A N….the reason we all exist. 
Personally, I think that kid should be fed to wild animals as punishment for his crimes.
 @Liz Horton  kate has too tho... she literally walked a runway in her underwear for "charity" and has been nude on yatchs before... nothing wrong with their personal choices. let's stop 
slut shaming women
No, this was done by Youtube.. you won't see deslikes anywhere anymore
you can get an add on to restore comments on your browser. currently on 235K
This analogy is amazing🧐



Well done 👏👏👏
So funny 😂
@Gladys Kuzmich can I please post a screen shot of this on Twitter, with credit to you? It’s fantastic!
You've opened my eyes to the hidden racism in salt and pepper! I wonder if other herbs, spices, and condiments also hold latent racism? I may have to throw the entire lot out! My left eye 
is positively flooding right now.
Brilliant!
👏👏👏👏
 @M North  Absolutely, Yes! Go right ahead! I look forward to seeing it! ☺❤
This is GOLD!! 
This. Bravo!!!😂
Oh Gladys, you are a hoot! 🤣😂
Sooo funny! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
This is really amazing and well said. I too will cry a solitary tear out of my left eye with you.
Absolutely amazing way to put it 🤣
🤣😅😄😃🤣😂
😂😂😂
And BAM💥!
and remember how organic their relationship was
The Duchess of word salad
😂😂😂
the race card game has become boring!
Loved the Part when she said Thanks,NO ONE has asked about ME while on a third world AfricanTour .
I love how the only way to protect your family is by getting a multimillion Netflix deal because your wife has spends thousands of dollars on clothes and jewelry that she needs to wear for 
her charity functions where she gives away Starbucks gift cards flowers and snacks while she complaints nobody ask her how she feels to then trash the royal family claiming she does care 
about titles as she introduces herself duchess megan.
Why have you used the pap shot photo from a Harry Potter premier.  And why have you used a cropped photo of Harry with his ex Chelsea?  Could it be that since he got with Meghan, 
they've not actually been hounded by the press/paps?
Love the way she supposedly glued a girls eyes shut, so brave so the girl couldn’t drop a tear from her left eye!
I love it when H throws his head back as if to say, is she crying from her left eye AGAIN?!
The best and funniest part of all is where Netflix believes the world is going to take this production seriously...
Why are you hiding the number of dislikes, Netflix?
I love the part where Harry says no one sees what's happening behind closed doors, brainwashing,  ball busting and plotting how to attack his own family.
That time Meghan asks the Magic Mirror “who’s the fairest of them all” and the mirror responds🪞: Catherine

Guttural screaming can be heard, and plates being thrown in Montecito that night.  Stunning and brave!



My very favorite part of all is how Harry tells us for the 10,799th time how he is the son of Diana, Princess of Wales, and when she died that he was chained to her coffin and forced to walk  
- all alone - behind it before a crowd of total strangers who didn't even know her! And no right to grieve her death!  Mummy loved Harry most of all more than anybody else!  And Harry 
has been traumatized for his entire life because of it!  Even though the last time she called him on the phone he blew her off because he was playing video games.  And how this makes 
Harry "just like the rest of us."  He's suffered like nobody else on the planet ever has before or since.  That's my favorite part.  Brings a menthol tear to my left eye.... every frickin time I 
hear it.
The part where she is called a liar by a Queen, an archbishop and a high court judge truly warms my heart. What an example to us all!
I also loved it when she went scorched earth with Harry in their inevitable divorce, and Harry returned back to his homeland with “those Brits” with his tail firmly between his legs.  Single 
tear, left eye.
Bless her little heart when she refers to their $100 million fee as “the stakes” 😢
Narcissist money grabbers
My favorite part is how tight they cling on to the Royal titles that allow them their extravagant lifestyle while calling the people responsible for giving them these titles,  racist.
Some pictures are reminiscent of John Lennon and Yoko Ono.

I love the part where Harry plays the guitar to Meghan. He is clear a world class musician, having taught people like Segovia, David Gilmour and Slash. I’m sure his singing is as good as his 
guitar playing, so expect the soundtrack of the documentary (to be titled Two Malicious Snowflakes) to go to number one in every country on Earth for several years to come.
I loved the part where Harry’s wife saw through the layers of racism and sexism oppressing women and girls, then churned her guttural words of resounding knowledge into gold through 
the lens of alchemy and calligraphy, which enabled her to speak her truth by uniting as a community in order to find her voice, to sit in her authority, to re-imagine oppression into 
collective empowerment, and to escape the archetypes and labels that boxed her in, thereby allowing her to be her true authentic self and to achieve her greatest dreams, by using the 
story of her lived experience to open a new chapter of empathy for the global community. 

I am now overcome with emotion, and will go dance in the streets, as a tear rolls out of my left eye 😢
I loved the part where thoughtful Harry was having a fit insisting on Meghan being at our late Queen’s deathbed when her other blood grandchildren weren’t even going to be there. The 
entitlement makes my left eye sting.
I really love the camera brand of the photographer who took the staged photos. My left eye is swollen from crying 😅.
that would be a sight to see.  They need to unveil their own home.
Brilliant!
All for 💰💰💰💰💰
😂😂😂😂
Menthol tear...Spot on!! 😂
They always imply Diana loved him more.  He was the queen's favorite; they had a special bond.  I can tell you as a grandmother, you love all of them the same.
Not only does he implies that about Diana, but his grandmother too! I don’t believe this at all. And also how weird and thoughtless to say he is the one closest to the Queen when she had 
many grandchildren. I don’t believe a word he is saying anymore as it’s been far to many lies.
Harry seems to conveniently forget that William was Diana’s son too and probably knew even more about Diana’s issues because he was older and apparently Diana confided things in 
WIlliam that she probably shouldn’t have as they were adult problems.
They were obviously all racists!!! One tear shed, left eye.  🤣🤣🤣
👏👏👏👏
Her ex bestfriend, her half sister and her first ex husband also called her a liar
 @Zoey Deu  As well as her brother. His channel is hilarious. He does parodies of her.



Recollections may vary 😂
 @MB D  Never thought about it that way! It sounds like the start of a joke,  a Queen, an Archbishop and a judge walk into a bar...
 @S N  👍🤣✔
"Two Malicious Snowflakes" you're wrong, quite wrong, Sir! Harry identifies as a raindrop.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Perfection!
Don’t be jealous because Harry has been able to figure out how to play the tuning keys.
Just like John Lennon and Yoko Ono. Very inspiring.
 @Miow W  or a left eye teardrop.
 @Salila Bryant  I imagine his singing is like Yoko’s…
Awesome word salad! I think a tear trickled from Harry's wife's left eye as she read this. She will most certainly plagiarize it in the future!!
That’s too funny
Damn!  She could hire you to write for her!  Hilarious!!
 @Rose Landberg  I was about to write the same
I in particular loved the part where Kai just “shined a light” on both alchemy and DIY calligraphy. 🍷
Wasn't this the exact script from her speech in Indianapolis? 😉
Must have read the Markle word salad recipe....
Michelin-star word salad there
 @Gladys Kuzmich  This is one of those "I wish I'd written that" experiences.  Bravo/Brava/Bravex, my human.
Couldn't have said it better!
Make sure you dance in the right streets, down in South Africa. I hear they're still dancing in the streets down there for Meghan and her Royal Muffin 🍑🧁
I love the part where Oprah suddenly decides to stop challenging the people she interviews because explanations don't matter anymore.
The comments section is better than the trailer by the way @netflix
I love the part where Catherine tells Megan " you don't treat my staff like something on the bottom of your shoe" and ever since Megan has had it in for Catherine...telling the world she 
made her cry , and that her name was waity Katy because William took so long to ask her to marry him. Meow....and now that unflattering photo of Catherine in this teaser....poor little 
Megan...I'm crying one tear out of my left eye.
I’ll just vomit now and skip this crap
I love the part where she pretends the media is constantly hounding her and someone post a video comparing her with Diana and Kate. Them two are running from the media, trying to 
hide thier face and the little bit of attention MM got from the media, which doesn’t even come close to the other two, she is running toward them smiling, signing autographs and 
welcoming them with open arms. Harry and his wife are delusional. They want the attention and are begging for it. She dreams of the day there are tons of bright lights from the camera 
chasing her down, hounding her. I know it brings a tear to her left eye just thinking about it.

The photo of the hounding press at the Harry Potter premier brought a single tear to my left eye 😢😢😢 and the photo of Harry with Chelsey Davey that was cropped made me laugh so 
hard! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 you guys are hilarious. Is this reality show a comedy one or a sad one? This reality show hasn't even started and it's already full of lies! Shame on you Netflix!
Harry's commitment to making sure HMTQ was surrounded by the right people, while simultaneously keeping Beggin' Meggin thousands of miles away from the Queen  has had me in 
tears. So strange though. It's my left eye and only one tear at a time. I wipe one away, another takes its place. Weird.
I loved the part where they realise they signed all the Staff NDAs using invisible ink from a joke shop. Null and void.
Boycott and cancel Netflix!! Nobody wants to hear Megan’s garbage!! Poor harry your ruined and her fame and fortune seeking has bit them in the arse! Nobody cares about her story!! 
Fools!! Seriously Netflix and you wonder why millions are canceling you!!



By the way when the tension is that high no one’s wants to hear your complaining that are always proved wrong, and you Netflix that’s the reason I unsubscribed I won’t give you my 
Money  for you to make them more rich that they are , I don’t want to see Megan left lie I mean tear that she herself said it was when she was acting 🎭
I love the part when Thanos finally comes and snaps his fingers. Poof!! They are finally gone!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Post credit scene.........................one tear from Scooby's left eye.
Typisch Amerika sie hinter fragen die lügner nicht solange die Story cool romantisch oder erfolgreich ist.  Das arme Mädchen was keine 5 dollar für das Mittagessen hatte war auf einer 
schule die 20k pro monat kostete und Mittagessen inklusive.  Meine Güte macht eure augen auf und googelt zur not
Wow. I've never seen so much trolls like I have in this comment's section.
I love all the comments , people with sense of humour also with high EQ and IQ , 2022/12/04/pm6:05  east time 35258 comments ,
235K dislikes! it will smash through a quarter of a million. If they keep the comments open I reckon it'll easily get a million dislikes as they release episodes. God Save the King!
I loved the part where they decimated and destroyed Harry's Grandmother while her beloved husband lay dying in the hospital. So much compassion.  Another favorite when Meghan 
corrects Harry's Grandmother that she doesn't OWN the word Royal.  So loving.  Also love the part where Meghan explains the burning-in-flames "housing unit" (mansion) in South Africa 
where the metal furnace overheated & smoked.  My FAVORITE part is when Meghan is in distress & said all Harry could do was "hold her" rather than call a mental health professional, OB-
GYN, Counselor, Any-Flipping-Doctor-Whatsoever ... anyone!  Really made me cry, left eye, one tear.
The wall of cameras now proven to be from a Harry Potter Premier they didn’t attend pmsl
I love the ending scene in episode 1, when in a rare candid moment, Meghan revealed, “I never planned to fall in love with H…until I saw Will.“  What a cliffhanger! Can‘t wait for ep 2,!! 
🍿😜
Please remember Orca, killer whale, never asks about anyone's family either.
OMG I KNOW!!!! I've laughed so many times reading these that its brought tears ...yes...to my left eye 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😅
 @Elana Wilkins  🤗🤣🤣🤣be careful it is not a left tear like Megan’s jejeje
She still looks regal :)
Where is the chelsy pic it's going too fast for me.
 @Anne Michelle  it's the one of young Harry pushing his hand in the photographer's face. Next to him in the original is Chelsy but they cropped her out for this trailer.
 @Anne Michelle  I think it's at the very fast pic editing at 0:40 mark...
 @Paul K  thanks, I slowed it down got it!.

 @Anne Michelle  yeap, that one, the original uncropped photo is of harry and Chelsey Davey 🤣🤣🤣 the paparrazi was never ever in MeGain's face. Even they are not interested in her!
I think there is a new pandemic. Started in Montecito. First symptom one tear left eye. .
 @Jean Greenwood  🤣😆😁😜🤪☺😛😉
You mean comedians. Start from the beginning and hold onto your pants.
where are trolls? are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing 
love story! join in, it's fun!
❤
 @Amy Emerson  ❤😄
Yes. And what made it much more compassionate is that he knew his Frankie had CANCER FOR MONTHS..
Same treatment that his Grandpa got! So stunning so brave!
Not only that, he said he was "too ashamed" to get help for her. Really. The mental health warrior. Ashamed?
😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣



Why does Hollywood continue to give them a platform to trash the Royals? I wonder what Oprah thinks about her story now?
Don’t pay Netflix. Just watch YouTube channels for reviews and comments about the series and his cringey book for free.
Good enough for me.

I love the part where Meghan makes everything she wears look  like trash but her sister in law could wear a trash bag and look STUNNING  and it makes our dear, unselfish Meg GREEN!!!
My goodness, what a pair of truly horrendous creatures this pair of skanks are. Vile, vile & nasty to the core. A grand liar fest, who would want to hear their lies & their bile. A MUST To 
Avoid.
I will watch it if it's placed in the comedy section.
That part where Meghan is in the photo booth giving her aren't-I-adorable-and-how-he-adores-me look to Haz...and Cory...and Trevor...and the guy from the yacht...and the guy from 
Suits...and the soccer player.

I love the part where Netflix is   pushing a quasi-documentary series about two selfish sociopaths in the hopes that the nega ve publicity will bring them as much profit as the posi ve one.
I love the part where she uses her claw hand to keep Harry in line and makes sure every event or occasion makes sure to get a photo of her, not the honorees or attendees-such 
unselfishness brings a tear to my left...nope, all out

“When the stakes are this high”….
By that you mean, I guess, the millions that you are making off of raking your husband’s family over the coals OVER AND OVER — in interviews, books and documentaries?  Because aside 
from that, WE DON’T CARE, and THERE ARE NO “STAKES” here!  If being a part of royalty in the UK was so miserable for you, MOVE ON and don’t let the gates hit you on the way out!
If these two clowns can make $100M from this drivel, how much do you think Netflix is going to make? I can’t watch it, but I suspect many people will.
The part where she was dumped in a  "housing unit"  in her African visit and Archie was nearly roasted to death by a fire (racism against a ginger baby?) And they were shaken and in tear ( 
left eye) and she still had to go out to greet people.....UNPAID...... after her 6 course lunch.
I love reading these comments. I'm sorry Netflix but I was thinking I was going crazy during lockdown Your programming was totally odd. You seemed to go completely stupid. What 
were/are you aiming to achieve. I know it takes all kinds to make the world but you seemed to go out of your way to 'mix and match'. Then I discovered something disturbing... You were 
woke. I think that's how I would categorise you. It wasn't me losing my grip on reality. Your programming was. That's why I stopped my subscription to Netflix. I'm sorry for you if you think 
this is a good trailer....
If I hadn't dumped Netflix before hand due to dribble  , this putrid mess would have been the end .
Go away suxxeses.
Getting Popcorn for comment section 😁 🍿
I love the part when Meghan saves the Prince from a lifetime of suffering with her naive "I knew nothing about the Royals when I met 'my' husband".
We DON’T CARE ABOUT YOUR STORY. DOWN WITH THE CONTROLLING AND THIEVING ELITE. 
🤗❤🇺🇸
Came for the comments.  They do not disappoint! 😂 🤣
The part where Meghan and Harry see the two entwined palm trees in the backyard and he says "It's us my love" Truly breathtaking, authentic and nauseating.  I got incredibly teary..one 
tear in my eye...on the left.
Who sees a desperate broken woman weeping unconsolably with her face in her hands, AND PULLS OUT A CAMERA TO TAKE A PICTURE OF HER!!!! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂  Was that you 
Harry??
Or a rented green dress 😉
Samantha is not only pretty she is VERY SMART and insightful



 @Kelli Hernandez  I think she was talking about sister-in-law Katherine, not half-sister Samantha. who is suing Meghan :face-purple-crying:
 @Sarah Winston  Hope Samantha wins. She deserves to be vindicated after all she has endured from her nasty half sister and her “fans”.
 @Sarah Winston  yes I was talking about Kate
And the golfer, Rory MacIlroy
Bingo!!!
Oh the Humanity. I can't bear it
🤣🤣🤣 Very true, and it sent shudders down my spine as well as a tear that slowly dripped from the middle of my left eye to create a pendant drop on my cheek when Henry bravely 
revealed that he didn't know that he was trapped until Rachel told him.
I love this part the most. Truly inspiring, absolutely truthful, greatest humanitarian of the world.
IS HE KIND?
But is he kind…? 😂

 @cutie pie  ...'  'cause if he isn't, it just wouldn't make sense'....Thank God she found him to be ' kind', otherwise Harry might have missed out on the best thing that ever happened to him!
 @linda ross  the most beautiful woman he has ever seen
 @cutie pie whattttt 😂😂my Oprah moment
And Archie goes out to see them every day and says hi mom hi dad
 @Lori Rock  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Lori Rock  The parental palm trees 😂😂
 @Nicola  Those trees are probably more loving and selfless than Harry and NutMeg.
Wonder if the palm trees know salt and pepper 😂😂
Was she crying or laughing?!🤔
 @Yvonne C  I assume crying, since her life is nothing but misery  hahaha
I loved the fact she decided to stop using her royal title because of all the racist history it carries. So brave of her! I almost cried. Now I understand why the people of South Africa were 
celebrating in the streets when she got married to Harry. So beautiful
What a stich up Netflix your about to be Markled and you deserve it too... Getting involved with these two morons 👎👎👎
They are fake! Netflix the images of Pap is from Harry Potter! The little children is from 1933! You are all total liars, propagandists and trust me, ppl are going to disect EVERY LIE IN THIS 
FRAUD. Just wow!
The best part was when she quit her job as a briefcase girl because it made her feel "not smart" only to land a better role as the BJ girl on 90210. This experience must have inspired her 
eloquent notes on the bananas to "work hard". I teared up after getting some juice in my eye.
I love the part where hawwry is kissing nutmeg while she laughs and turns her head away 😂lol
I'm here enjoying reading all the comments. Netflix doesn't care if people hate them, all that matters is the number of viewers even if it means more haters. . Meghan needs to know the 
statistics too.

I would like to apologize on behalf of all the ignorant Plebs of the western world. 😢 We had no idea how difficult and traumatic it is to be so rich, so royal, and so privileged. Gagging on 
those "silver spoons" and crapping on those "golden toilets" must be so painful. You are both, so stunning, and so brave, please forgive us, your majesties. 🙄 Another Netflix cringe feast!
Do you think they will apologize for all the lies they said on the Ophra interview??  I know no one who thinks positively about them and it looks like this show isn't going to help them.  Do 
they ever think of what their children are going to think of them?  Kids should come first not revenge.
I love the part where she causes her husband, brother in law and uncles in law to not make it to the Queens deathbed because she was throwing a2 year old tantrum



Why Doria went to jail? 😢 my left eye is asking
Rachel are you OK?
Love this couple. Constantly selling their family and their own privacy for money and attention. Good Job Meghan and Harry 💩
Truly barf worthy.  A pair of shallow, fake,   boring, non-achieving parasites.
Stop being so rude,  self-centered and disrespectful Megan & Harry. Stop playing victims. You got what you want you've moved out of Britain.  Go earn a living like grown ups and Stop 
criticizing the royals.
I love the part of the whole trailer as it was so emotional and the horrible royals were angry at them. It just made all the left eyes in the world shed a tear 😢
That last comment makes Meghan look power hungry and dickish. Sad.
LOL. Protecting his family? I am sure as hell that he sold his loving family to be with a black widow 🕷. Why is netflix supporting smth like this without checking the truth?  Just like the 
Oprah interview. New drinking game I guess? Drink one shot for every lie they tell 😆
I love the part where megain calls the paps to photograph her hiking with a doll strapped to her chest, grinning into the camera like a psychopath. And the plot twist when she sues the 
same paps! Omg so very brave. Crying. 😢
Hey Netflix! Soooo excited to see this new fictional drama! You guys are the best at making dramatic insanity! 💕💖
So true.  And Harry and Meghan's public announcement that they have voluntarily surrendered their titles because they no longer wish to be associated with a family of systemic racism!  
😏
🤣🤣🤣🤣
This is obviously a joke because if you're not joking you need some serious mental help of you believe anything this lying race hustler says.
Yes! She’s so full of self awareness. So great at reading the room and she just knows we are so impressed by this title that will all come here to press that like button and buy her book, 
and…..oh wait…Nevermind.
Yes it is, I am tearing in my left eye!
One tear, left eye, go!
👍👍👍
The only people celebrating in the streets when ol swastika Harry married this harridan from hell are his ex girlfriends
 @PinkStrawberries11  Go for it Joycey! I'm sitting in  the stands at the "Tear" races, and I've laid down my bets.... (starter gun) "AND THEY'RE OFF!"📢🔊📯🏁 :face-pink-tears:
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
As a South African I call bs! We're still celebrating her in the streets at this very moment actually I'm heading out now to our scheduled dance tribute for this brave incredible woman! 
AMANDLA
 @Violeta B  I'm sorry Violeta B, but that's glitter in your left eye.  It's not even a tear.  It must've fallen off the Christmas tree decorations.
😂😂😂
The genetic pain you mean . The hypocrites are also fools .
She was found guilty of bringing Meghan into the world.
From the things I've read it was tax fraud.. she owned a dry cleaning shop (bought for her when Thomas markle won the lottery) it went bankrupt and she went to jail..
No offence to black widows🕷😥
Or the episode of the Crown it will feature in. The screen play has been written already. No disclaimer needed that it is fiction.
Look at what I've write! Close to your comment. What a coincidence. I totally agree with you.
I love the part where Meghan let a racist walk her down the aisle then named her daughter after another racist.  Oh I forgot she passed as white all her life until she married into the UK 
Royal Family.
I love the part where Meghan distributed Hermès blankets and Matcha lattes to the homeless in LA. She truly is Diana 2.0.



I love the part where Meghan and Harry ran to the US in search for privacy and safety (because someone told her 'no' for the first time), only to sell their family's privacy and their family's 
safety to the highest bidder, in full revenge mode. Very moving. My left eye is welling up.
I love the part where we saw the horrible  conditions in wich harry grew up so now all relate.   And  i 
love the part where Megan shows her regret  about all the lies she said in the Oprah interview. It is an example  of  character  and humbleness
I loved the part where Mr Tumnus, (aka the Archbishop of Canterbury) got frozen into an ice statue by Jadis
and Edmund for breaking the law of Narnia. Some say the Archbishop is innocent of any crime, but those people are traitors who follow Aslan. Jadis and Edmund's narrative is 100% 
accurate of course, they have my full support.
My new favourite part is where YouTube have to hide how many people have given the thumbs down in this video 😂 last time I saw was 300k
If you have known a Markle in your lifetime, will you 
Please stand up 
Please stand up 
Please stand up
I loved the part where a Prince in his late thirties decided to live a financially independent life and was shocked when daddy actually 'cut him off' (after paying for him to set up a new, more 
private life ......in papparazzi free California).
Only for money...👎
I love the part where they don't want titles for their kids but they do want titles for their kids and they don't care about titles but they keep using their titles and she didn't contribute to 
the book but she dod contribute to the book...for God's sake keep a notebook or something to track your pathetic stories...
In Africa we have a saying "Home affairs are not talked about on a public square" this 39yrs old boy needs to grow some balls.
And Harry thought he was gonna teach us Brits? You've been schooled hazza and no doubt dumped in the next year. Ya spiteful spoilt shit.
STFU winging!!!! LOL why marry a Royal if if you're so unhappy!! Harry is a joke now
My favourite scene was when Meghan had to eat sizzler salads to survive and then had to climb through the trunk of her car at auditions, it brings a tear to my left eye 
I am going to love the part when King Charles removes their titles and banishes them from the United Kingdom.
The part where she lets Hostage Harry out of the basement to make those awe-inspiring zoom calls/videos during COVID.
the most emotional scene is when Meghan hears the news of 19 children murdered in Texas and flies there with a camera crew by private jet for publicity. Only a saint would do that, and 
if you disagree, you're a racist
My favorite part is having to go back 20 years in our culture to find content for your worthless podcast.
I think this harry and meghan show is a brilliant idea. I've been wanting to lose weight for ages. I'll just play it every mealtime and it's guaranteed to put me off my food.
What a load of crap! Get over yourselves already! Protect your family Harry? You'd need a set of balls to do that and your wife has them in her pocket.
They have been surgically removed by the Markle claw, there's a slim to no chance that balls will regrow.
😂😂😂
🎯
I loved the part where we first see Meagain step out of the rolls-Royce on her £38 million British tax paid wedding day, face slightly obscured by a long veil adorned with all the flowers of 
the Commonwealth that she vowed to serve. As she stepped out of the car, that pesky footman dared to offer Megan a hand getting out of the car, and we see a stunning and brave 
Meghan slap his hand away.  
Physical assault always makes my left eye a bit misty 😢

I loved the ending when those two finally disappeared into their much wanted privacy. Absolutely fantastic to never be exposed to their lies again. It brought a single tear to my left eye.



I especially loved the part when Meghan and Harry chose to lie on Oprah and accuse the family of racism whilst Prince Phillip was dying on his death bed and The Queen was herself 
battling bone cancer, its really made me evaluate my life choices, Maybe one day I can be as stunning and brave as Harry and Meghan and il be able to teach my own country a lesson.
Don’t need to watch it buy the book. Just watch reviews on YT for free.
This way we don’t help Netflix.
My favourite scene is where harry lets that grifter destroy both he’s grandparents while they are on there death beds, destroy the relationship he had with he’s father, brother and sister in 
law and turn harry into a sniffling little whinging t**t. They fail to see the common denominator in all there problems and that is Meghan
I find it very odd & deceiving the  picture the paparazzi shot that was shown in the trailer was actually the shot from the Harry Potter movie. Your trailer is already starting out with a lie just 
by that picture alone.
I loved the bit where Meghan brings all of her closest family to her wedding and they all crammed into one seat.
Im confused. Nobody knows what happens behind closed doors? Well, yes . Thats how it should be. Especially for thos two who suposedly  wanted privacy. And what "protecting his 
family" is he talking about? I dont think theyre hounded by paparazzi . Theyre not anywhere near Dianas level. And if it werent for Meghan telling photographers where they would be, 
therell be no pictures at all. Both have delusions of brandeur and self importance.
The only thing them two have done is give great youtubers great content.
I just can’t with these comments…it’s too much…I need to go to bed but tears are streaming down my face🤣🤣🤣🤣
I do hope Catherine and William are sitting down with a bottle of fine wine and reading and enjoying the comments!
I love the part where the sainted Meghan points out to all of her subjects that she is only one plane crash away from the throne.
I really liked the part where they shared how they set up their foundation to launder money and how Harry admitted he maintains a residence in England so that he doesn't pay taxes in 
the USA.  I do wish they would address his shady immigration status though.  And, I especially like the trailer where they use a stock photo from a Harry Potter premiere to show how they 
are hounded by the press and another cropped out photo of Harry and his ex-girlfriend Chelsey.... Stop with the Gaslighting!
The perfect exemple of what it is to be Californian. I.d.e.o.l.o.g.y
Are you ok Meghan? 🥲
i love the part where all her ex-husbands and partner are happy to have been ghosted by her.
What a crock of dooky poopoo.  Does this couple not realize how ludicrous, absurd, useless, and vomit-inducing they are?  My parents would have disowned me for bringing the sort of 
shame on my family that this couple revel in on a daily basis.  Shame on them!
No one will ever trust them again once it's all blown over.
The plaintive cries of two professional $hit stirrers who left town seeking privacy.  Humpf!!  Part deux, "Spare," will be published in February.  Here's hoping it enjoys the same anemic sales 
as the other Meghan... McCain
So many jealous, hateful and unhappy people in these comments.  You can tell when the vicious & ignorant have nothing else going on in miserable lives; so you come here to vent abuse 
about a couple that has a love and commitment that you will never have; because when you're filled with hate; you will never be gifted with true love.  God continues to bless and protect 
the Sussexes.  I'm thrilled they will be able to tell their own love story.  To the vile uk media, the awful proven racist Windsor family and the feces eating propaganda spewing haters in the 
comments; watch God work.
Oh wishful thinking, after the  smashing documentary, they will drown us with more action somehow 😂
The poor youtubers who will watch it for us.
And that claim it’s a documentary…one more lie upon launch
and another one is of Haz and Chelsy Davy with her cropped out...
 @Carol Bowman  ain’t no good starting the series with lies. But hey…everything about them is fictitious
And they all cried one tear from the left eye.



Both of these comments.....😂😂
Now that’s really funny, I’m still laughing!
😆 🤣 😆 I should stop drinking tea while reading the comments
😂
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
 @Kasia  Me too! LOL
tears on the left eye, right?
I’ve just stumbled on them 😂😂😂😂😂 I can’t sleep the entertainment is unreal 😂😂😂😂
Let me guess...left eye?
I’m going blind reading them. I need new specs if this huge thread runs much longer!
You're right......hilarious!
 @Lil G  yes!🤣🤣👏👏👏👏
 @Steve A  yes…just the one tear mine you😄🤣🤣🤣
yes, i hope so too
Bravo Kate and William and Charles and Camilla as well. Carry on ....
did you read any of the comments? as we have heard their story many times, we are kindly telling here what part of their amazing love story we liked the most! join in, it's fun!
I love the part when I see how lovely and well wishing  to others Meghans fans are , they must be taking the inspiration from her so heartwarming,  left eye one tear go
I thought MM would be wonderful for the RF as Prince Harry was my favourite royal and was celebrating until I started to see things that were red flags. I am a woman of colour. I am not 
racist having experienced racism myself but I do not like liars and narcissists. Do some research...Piers Morgan was 100%  right about this woman!!
What size glass do you want for your next drink of Meghan and Harry koolaid?
love the scene where Harry uses the Invictus for personal PR and as a weapon against the Crown and Queen and King that the British veterans pledged their lives to
Stop feeding these parasites!
loved the scene where Harry missed the military commemoration he was supposed to be at so he could attend the Lion King premiere with his grifting lying wife and humiliated himself by 
grifting the head of Disney for a job for his wife like a snivelling pathetic little simp
I love the part where MeAgain accepts blood diamonds from a dodgy Saudi Prince 🩸 💎
Stakes? What stakes? There’s zero stakes and what the “royals” do have zero impact to the rest of the world.
lol 6million view , for sure hater will hate more😂
I love the parts where Meghan has to be the first to greet important people that are only interested in her husband. The way she touches his shoulder in a loving way that says, 'Not 
another step or there will be Hell to pay later!' and graciously rushes past his spineless body, is awe-inspiring! It brings tears to my left eye. 😪  I wish I had her $1.600 Hermes blanket to 
wipe them on.
Fake love stories. Before his speech at the UN, it was rumored that they’re arguing so badly. Fake. I unsubscribe to Netflix, because of this dastardly gruesome duo! Harry is the prince tha 
turns into a puppeteer 😅
Meghan is a grifter. She has taken photos like that with various men!
I love the scene where Meghan kisses Harry in the kitchen and a photographer just happened to be there! What were the chances?
Am I missing something?....can someone please tell me about this left eye tear,  malarkey?...🤔...or...😢.....🤣

& I loved reading;...."I love"...on the start of nearly everyone's comments....the sheer sarcasm.....priceless....



OMG, how gorgeous does the Princess of Wales look at the Earthshot Prize event.
Crap, crap,and more crap. Cancel your Netflix account. 233 K dislikes so far. Good luck
i will respect their privacy by not watching the documentary ...spoiled ungrateful narcissistic Meghan Markle got her way disgusting!!
A complete waste of money and a disgrace to pay that couple for what ???
I love the part where MM and Harry scream that the royal family was so racist that they did nothing for MM to help her when she joined the family and the proof of that horrific treatment 
is that they only spent 1 million pounds+ on her brand new designer filled wardrobe of dresses, shoes, bags, hats and jewelry. That hit different. I cried real hard into my Hermes blanket at 
that.
These people know nothing about what a life full of struggles actually looks like. Completely tone deaf narcissists.
please oh please....No No NO....more of these 2...am cancelling Netflix! ugh Netflix 🔴 stop
I love the part where this h e f f a just won’t stop trying. Just like Amturd.
I love the part where we meet all of Meghans black friends at the wedding!
as we have alwady heaed zheir story many times, we kindly tell them which part of their amazing love story was iur favourite. i see no hate!
Most of the views comes from when we have to refresh the comment section. I bet 90% of the views are just 2-3 seconds long.
Most views are from the haters cos look at the comments. I haven't laughed this hard in my life
His spineless body killed me 😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
😅😅😅🤣🤣🤣
Touche
I'd wipe something else on it.
 @ferociousgumby  Yeah, when Meghan wraps herself up in her Hermes blanket, she just turns into one big TURD TACO.
Pushes past and through as if he’s a ghost
It never ceases to amaze me how Harry stands up without a spine.  He's a miracle of science.
 @Rachel Reilly  a ginger ghost at that! :cat-orange-whistling:
She wasn't called "Princess Pushy" by her family for nothing! :body-green-covering-eyes:
 @ferociousgumby  Oooh even better! :face-fuchsia-poop-shape::hand-orange-covering-eyes:
🤣🤣🤣🤣nearly spat my drink out...oh God stop, too funny!!
Lol..almost fell off the sofa reading that!!!
There is a footage of her on YouTube talking about how she can fake cry easily from her left eye on cue
and during the funeral of the queen she was looking straight into the lense of a photographer with a tear coming out of her left eye. she did not care about the queen but was the only one 
crying on her funeral.
I love to listen to the kind comments about our gracious, kind , generous, empathetic, benevolent,  humanitarian Princess - because I cancelled Netflix as I didn’t want anything to do with a 
company that condoned and rewarded lies and abuse , and wouldn’t watch this farcical fantasy even if I could…… I even cried, 3,2,1…….
I love the part where I'm only here for the comments. I'm laughing so hard I cried a single tear down my left eye. rotflmao

I love the part where MEghan Markle's pose with Harry at a photo booth looks just like the one she has with her ex's. MEghan and Harry's love is so epic. It's just like a scripted fairy tale.

I love the part where Meghan gets schooled in quiet revenge by the Queen with the racist candle and Wallis Simpson’s car (for the wedding and funeral!).  Queen was epic. Genius. That 
one did make me cry for real. What those 3 (including monster Oprah) put her through her last year is unthinkable. And Prince Philip in the hospital. These are Godless people.



I love the part where she wanted to feed all the poor people. She courageously stated, "Let them eat cake!". So bold. So compassionate.
They have kept their children away from their cousins. They damaged the reputations of good people. They have lied to people that felt sorry for them. They have abused each of their 
privileges and the people that gave it to them. 
At Diana's funeral the Earl of Spencer swore to bring down the Monarchy for killing his sister, I just didn't know he was going to use his Nephew to do it.
The best bit for me was at the end of the final episode when I realised I wouldn’t have to endure any more of this drivel.

So emotional. In fact I’m still crying now, but not from my right eye for some reason.
🐄💩
Never marry a Woman older than you.
I love the part where meghan fought for the equality of victimhood, where, not only can the victims who were treated poorly be recognized and cared for, but also the victims who are rich, 
spoiled brats like herself
Looks like I'm cancelling Netflix
I hope this fails miserably! Shame on you Netflix
My favourite scene is where Netflix use a stock photo of paps from a Harry Potter premier in 2011, as an example of Meghan and Harry being hounded
Brought a single tear to my left eye
I love the part where the photo from 1938 in their trailer was personally taken by MM....when she was just 40.
I love the part where I can finally downvote it when it shows up on my Netflix screen...
This is ‘human leaches’ the series, this is everything wrong with Netflix exemplified.
for what? 😐
No thanks. 

😂😂😂😂 these comments are gold.
queen is great, even on her own funeral!
And Frogmore cottage, a former servants quarters! And she was hoping for Frogmore house or even Windsor. She will end up in a trailer park yet..
Vegan lemon olive oil cake, of course..
Vegan cake obviously...
Her talents are unreal.
Harry and Meghan are tittle tattle with a short shelf life.  Once the gossip runs dry the public will push them aside and move on. People are only here for the train wreck.  H&M make a big 
deal about ‘service being universal’ but what people really want is glamour.  Give it 5 more years and Williams kids will be bringing the glamour and they can back it up with the palaces and 
priceless jewels.  H&M will win a couple battles but will loose the war badly.  In the end their kids will loose the most.  They have been very short sighted.  Acting with emotion and nothing 
else
When Meghan gave a speech at the women’s UN plagiarizing every word from a speech by Margaret Roosevelt… I mean… not just one tear, tearszszszsz!!!
After watching this masterpiece my family and I danced in the street like we did the day Mandela was released! Yes we were freezing and couldn't put the heater on to warm ourselves up 
when we got back inside, but what does a cost of living crisis matter when we see what poor H&M have been through! So thank you Netflix for reminding us of just how very privileged the 
rest of us are. We will never know the true horrors of H's Genetic Pain or M's sense of discrimination at her measly 3 million pound (racist) tax payer funded baby shower in New York, to 
name but a few of the traumas these two stunning and brave heroes have struggled through. So incredibly humbling 🙏



BOO!!! I would boycott Netflix and maybe end my subscription with Netflix! What a waste of money!! She really does play the 'victim' SO well that she literally rakes in all the money for 
her role! Ohhhh.... give me money, can't you see how oppressed I am just because of my looks?! 🤣🤣 Didn't seem to bother you when you were cashing those big checks right Meghan? 
What a BIG phony you are!! SHAME ON YOU NETFLIX!!!
The comment section 🤣 never seen more hated couple.
I love the part where Meghan straps on her fake moonbump belly and pretends to be Princess Diana, so nurturing and authentic.
Why? 
Hawwy ...
How come almost every comment starts with "I love or I loved"........this is highly suspect!!! Something not right about this.   The fact Meghan had few family members or friends at her 
own wedding tells you everything you need to know. about her!!!!
Strip their fake  title's !!! Get out of America you are embarrassment!!!
They are ridiculous
I loved the part where Meghan cradled her stomach in her open coat at Eugenie's wedding, making it clear to everyone watching that she was pregnant. Such a noble way to shine a light 
on Eugenie on her special day! Everyone at the wedding loved her for sharing her special news then. We can all take lessons on timing from her. Thank you, Meghan, for letting other 
women shine. It brings a weighty tear to my left eye.

I love the photo of Meghan giggling with disbelief as she checks her bank balance - such a candid shot and it was just by chance her ( self confessed  ) ugly foot was covered by a blanket
Love the part where meganut morphs into Wallis Simpson
Dresses like her, hair like her, lived by her grave at Frogmore 
Freaky … organic … almost another left eye tear
How shameful are they? Wonder how many lies are in this one.....
I most especially loved the part when the Queen, on her deathbed, invited Harry and Meghan to tea whilst they were in the UK, and they turned it down in order to grift and merch for 
themselves.  Always, ALWAYS they are such inspiring, leaders, movers and shakers!  Sigh...... I have a tear falling from my left eye.
they just cant help themselves trying to steal the limelight.
 Meghan blubbering thanks for asking if I'm OK to the reporter in Africa when William and Catherine on important visit to pakistan.
 Oprah interview.
 then releasing a picture of lilbett on jubilee weekend.
And now netfix trailer release as the Earthshot Boston trip. Anything to get attention really sad pair need to go away
God this is so embarrassing 🤦
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan gallantly fought the 'racist' royal family by naming their daughter after the head of said family.
There are 250,000 dislikes for those that cant see it.
I am soooooo going to watch this
wow, that must have been amazing moment for you 😁
 @Lil G  Life Changing 😉🤭
So humbled that your left eye shed a single tear?
🤣🤣🤣🤣 Yup, humility on parade. LOL
❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ very well said
Laughed out loud



I hate H&M for their entitlement, but they're not the ones that are leeching off UK taxpayer money anymore, it's the currently royal family that are... This is Netflix making a choice to give 
them money, and people choosing to pay Netlfix money by subscribing to Netflix.
I'm OK but people are really struggling here and we are meant to feel sorry for H and M
I love you very much
👍👍👍
@shakigee541  Well perhaps you didn't notice, but Harry and NutMeg have to suffer in a $$$15 million dollar mansion - do you not realize how much that must cost to heat in Californias 
blistering cold winters? Show some pity for these two, won't you? One is ballless and feeble minded and the other is such a bad actress she can't even find work. They're practically 
helpless, like a baby seal without flippers.
OMG, I danced in the streets too when this trailer was released! Harry’s wife is such a beautiful human being.
It was humbling to see Megan break down bc a 3 year old child wanted to wear leggings… I realized my life is so much more by seeing the hardship of going on royal tours n wearing a 
million dollar’s wardrobe w maids n helpers n private jets without getting paid… must have been hard to swollen… oh the injustice
I'm so humbled reading your comment that I shed a single tear from my left eye. 😂
 @Kai  really  ? ? ? 🤔😂😂
Excellent
just read the comments and you will understand. as we all have heard their story and truth many tomes already, we kindly tell them which part of their amazing love story we liked the 
most. that's it.
If you read each of the comments you'll find out why, they're taking the p!ss.
At 1st I thought the same but it's stating facts & not overly hateful by starting with I love...& ending in tear in 1 eye...It's cleverly done
yes, that was so considerate of her!
So true!  And let's not forget her appearance on stage in a black dress when royals only wear black to funerals or Remembrance Day and sleeveless another fau paux and then stuck out her 
strap-on baby bump and rubbed it good, long and hard for the audience, grinning the whole while.  Wasn't THAT an endearing moment?  😏
😂😂😂
Don’t forget! It was so considerate of her to announce said pregnancy on Baby Loss Awareness Week. Such a comfort to all of those families still grieving for their losses, during a week it is 
at the forefront of their mind.
Won’t Eugenie be impressed when all comes out
She had her hands all over that bump in public. What FOR? I bagged a Prince and now am having his child? Yeah SO. ZERO CLASS
 @Kelli Hernandez  H must have some weird genetics to have sired a silicone moonbump.
Well bless her heart.
 @Kelli Hernandez  I read a while back that H is sterile due to some injury. I only heard that the one time-don’t know if it’s true or not. 
Anybody?
 @Jannywanny  no, not true
Yes.  And then willingly surrendered their titles so as to make a very public declaration that they wished to have no further part in a family of systemic racists!
Named the invisible child
If the child even exists. Maybe someone else daughter. Either one, take your pick.
I'm a little lazy to google right now. What's the daughter's name? And do they have a son named Archie?
Lilibet after queen elizabeth



 @brah  Queen Elizabeth had a pet name that very few people knew about, it was "Lilibet".  Her grandfather called her that when she was just starting to speak, because that's what it 
sounded like when she tried to say "Elizabeth".  It became a nickname among family and very close friends.  At the end of her life almost everyone who'd called her "Lilibet" had passed 
away.  After her husband died she let it be known among friends and family that she wished that no one call her "Lilibet" again, because she wanted the sound of her husband's voice 
calling her that to be the last time she heard it.  Her request was also reported in the press.  It was upsetting when the Harkles announced that they had named their so-called daughter 
(that no one has seen) "Lilibet".  Harry claimed he had gotten her permission to use her own private pet name, but she was actually very saddened when she learned of it.  Though he had 
asked her if he could name their daughter after her, in light of everything she assumed that he meant her given name, not her private pet name.
 @thoughtsof wisdom12  Loads of videos onYouTube showing stomach swaying from side to side, so was that fake too??
And taking her special nickname used only by a few people who were intimate and close. It was not meant to be for others to use. They didn’t care, they wanted the publicity and royal 
connection to use for fame and profit. Shame on both of them. Harry knew it was a beloved name and NO ONE else called HMQE Lilibet except those few people.
 @Silva  bunch of rubbish what you just said
 @Racharina B.  well no. That’s exactly what happened. Google is your friend. The Harkles are as toxic as they come.
 @Summer  pregnant bellies don't do that, 100%fake.
 @Racharina B.  it’s all true what Silva said! She took the Queens private pet name and used it for their daughter! I believe the children exist, they haven’t been shown because no one has 
offered to pay them millions to have a full spread in people magazine! No one cares to see them anymore now! They miss their window of capitalizing on them! It’s more important for 
them to use them as pawns for photos to try an upstage the royal family!
It’s like Meghan reached into the queen’s chest, pulled out her heart and bestowed it on her daughter, “Lillibet”
 @Carol Gary in my opinion when Megs saw the flowers on top of the late Prince Phillips coffin and the card signed Lilibet I think Megs thought Hmm there’s an idea
To steal someone’s VERY personal pet name. To also set up a domain site using that very name to “Merch”🤮
 @Racharina B.  It is not rubbish it's true!
 @Racharina B.  Actually, it's not.
How can you see that? I would like to see it as well. I can only see how many likes.
@UCLnLsdMscJh6WSXfG94Sigw 20 559 likes.
How do you see the dislikes please
 @Chris T google - google chrome YT dislike extension
 @Chris T  There is also an addon for Firefox and Waterfox.
not
 @Lil G  😂😂
I am wondering when Youtube is going to manufacture the likes and comments for them just like Spotify?
So a disgraced British and common wealth royal. And his shit stering wife. This is what you think I want to see?
233K dislikes!
I can imagine there being no dishes in the monti shit show mansion's kitchen next week!
Antichrist dajjal Harry
So inspired by using bereaved children as props! Harry and Meghan both do it!!!!
I wonder what more they have to say after their "bombshell " interview with Oprah containing 19 lies, what more can they say? They can't keep quiet about their boring private life so we 
already know ALL about them... we know they're fake and attention seekers, we know they're self centered, we know Me-Gain is narcissist and a hustler.  But I appreciate the 
entertainment they provide on a daily basis



I love the part when Harry's Wife spent tens of thousands of dollars to fly on a private jet down to Uvalde, Texas for a staged photoshoot at the memorial of recently deceased 
schoolchildren. She's SUCH an inspiration.
Loved the cut magazine interview where megaliar threatened to come back on SM
Maybe this was her dipping that delightful toe of hers, in to see 
No doubt all the negative comments are from hating racists and the whole world idolises her in her mind 
Did the journalist lose her job over that guttural interview with silences ?
So empowering … tear left eye
I loved the part where the Duke & Duchess of more shit on the shoe, started showing their true colours and we started to love the Markle's for the good people they are and not what she 
portrayed them as !!!!! . Thomas senior, Thomas junior & Samantha we love you guys !!!
Dear Netflix, when you run the actual doco you should run the “best of” comments along the bottom of the screen 😹😹😹🙃😹🙃😹
In the light of not being allowed our rightful 👎
Fill up these comments with 👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
And here to our viewers. We, Netflix, present the tasteless, the classless, the petty, the vindictive, the filled with envy and hate Duck and Duckess of Monteshitshow. (drum roll) Hawwy 
and nutmeg. Let's hear a round of applause.
Hi everyone I put my 2cents worth up yesterday.
I am just checking in to see if the comments are still rolling in.
I'm so rapt to know there are still some humans who have a moral compass and most importantly a sense of humor,  this all has kinda restored my faith in mankind, oops human kind, I 
cancelled my Netflix last year as soon as heard about yhis reality shit show of the Harkles.God bless you all
Is Harry sucking on Meghan's face so wonderful to inflict on all of us, whatever else he enjoys sucking people don't care!. Meghan and Harry bullies both of them attacking their family 
when they know Royal Family cannot defend themselves against their vicious jealous lies,  Harry you are only no 6 did you promise Meghan would be the next Diana, no way, you should 
remember how wonerful your Mother was and not compare her to this viper. Although you are worse than Meghan you may have fought in a war, credo, but you have become such a 
weak pitable man without morals . Anything to keep Meggie in furs designer clothes 5,000 for one blouse you sold your conscience.
This comment section is just * chef's kiss *

I love the part where she had to stay in a SA ‘housing complex’ which was so unsafe she had to save her son from a burning building (even though he was nowhere near and with the 
nanny) and then the mean, nasty RF made her carry on with (unpaid) work. And we didn’t hear any of this until her podcast. They must be racist. My left eye, one tear bleeds for her
I loved it sooooo much when Harry and Meghan leaped into the air with joy..... because they were having their picture taken.  Again.  So inspiring, so carefree, so spontaneous.  
🤣🤣🤣🤣
These two are despicable. I thought they wanted their privacy.
I love how they show a picture of Catherine at Prince Phillips memorial service in order to make out that she is the villain and she looks so stunningly poised and beautiful in serious 
contemplation , in contrast to the ugly souled vileness wicked witch face that is Markle sitting behind her
Washing dishes is sexist. Meghan single handedly managed to get all commercials of women washing dishes removed. Her fine art calligraphic letter to the multi million company made it 
all happen, even though absolutely no one remembers it and it’s no proof. It’s very left-eye-tear-touching 😪 We do not deserve this goddess.
I appreciate all the content they give to great youtubers.
That piece of showboating brought a tear to my left eye.
Pushing grieving mourners out of the way as she did so.
 @Merineyit  Very true!
Yes. so inspiring. Not staged at all. Think she brought any bananas with messages written on them for the families?So stunning so brave.



And how she bravely had to step in and make sure her photographer took the best photo of her ever… oh, and the part where she & Netflix made the decision to exploit the deaths of 
those children for this lie-umentary. Soooo glad Netflix thought that was the right thing to do & financed the trip.
more shit show 🤣🤣🤣
Yes, please. Netflix! Why block 👎 (230k and rapidly rising) but not 👍@ a paltry 19k. If Netflix insists on airing Meghan "We're just one plane crash away from the throne" Markle & 
hapless Haz's spectacle of deceit, please run comments. Assaulted by  their delusions for 6 hours cannot be good for anyone's mentally health.
You can still dislike up there and if you install a browser extension you can see the other 232k dislikes too 😆
the dislike button works perfectly fine
That “housing complex” was the official residence. The Queen will have stayed there I would think.
Unpaid work????? Why, *gasp*, isn't that slavery?? More proof the RF are racist. (Sarcasm)
But it doesn’t show hazbeen having a nervous breakdown afterwards because of the clicking of the camera and old left-eye comforting him
 @Lynn D  🤣🤣🤣
Love the part where Harry and Meghan visit a Kindergarten in LA to have their photo taken with children whose parents aren't allowed in due to covid. Such compassion! Left eye, go ... I 
said go ... (dammit)
I love the part when Meghan astounds us all by telling us that we have a voice, that we must use it, but we have to teach people to listen.  What incredible thought processes that 
wonderful woman has.  We've taken note, we hang on her every word.  I now know I have a voice, but I can't use it because she won't bloody well stop talking!  As I patiently wait for her 
to draw breath, I very silently shed one tear, left eye......go!
Pic of paps they use is from the Harry Potter premiere and one is a cropped pic of him and his ex Chelsey.  My sides hurt from laughing at these two grifters.
Dear UK, as an American, I profusely apologize for Meghan Markle. She is an embarrassment. I must say however, you must take responsibility for the weak-will, moronic and  whipped 
tantrum throwing man-child that is Harry.   I have kept my Netflix subscription to watch the Crown, but after season 5’s first episode and the ridiculous  “mocumentary “ of Harry and 
Meghan’s, I shall be posting this and then canceling Netflix.
This comment section is more entertaining than their series could ever be.
I don’t like M.
Dear Netflix, please notify me when the trailer for their bitter divorce doc is available. I won't watch it because these whiners couldn't be less relatable but I'll give it a "thumbs up" 👍 on 
the premise alone. Maybe then they actually WILL sulk off into privacy they claim to want!
taking away the negative votes huh? No one wants to see this nonsense.
I was especially moved by the part where she explains with true conviction, that she is actually Diana, reincarnated and will become the true Queen of England.
Poor H&M trying to make their boring existence- exciting and relevant through lies and vivid imagination for mucho $$$. So sad, it brings a tear to my left eye.
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
This is just bullying. They know that the royals can't talk so they have a boulevard to say whatever they want without anyone talking back. That's just bullying. And the Best part, they're 
making money out of it.
Loved the part where she gave illegal drugs to guests at her wedding to Trev Trev
Then posted his rings back
The organic empathy and class is real 
Also how she had the same wedding pic of her back with at least 2 grooms black and white silhouettes 
So picture perfect
Many people, including me can't see the dislikes numbers, maybe we all should give a thumb down here in the commentsline?👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
My favourite part was when Netflix paid 100m and yet could not even film in their home and had to rape the Internet for photos of other events to add content.  I shed a tear for netflix.  
Left eye...



What Meghan means to say is… when the PAY is so high, doesn’t it make more sense to tell our side again and again and again and again?
Likes in this video:20k
Dislikes in this video: 231K
Does anyone even plan on watching this?!
Netflix, why did you hide the “dislike” count?
Get Meghan to teach you the fine art of crying on demand. Lord knows she is an expert in it by now.👎
👏👏👏
🤣🤣Brilliant!🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
No worries, but if you guys could help us take her down that'd be great. As for Harry, fair enough, but he wasn't like that before her.
divorse and abuse-allegations is season 2.
Yep once she's squeezed every last drop out of these tedious allegations and she realizes that divoircing Harry will be worth more than staying with him, he's toast. If I were him, I'd record 
every conversation he has with her.
 @Lil G  100%
The comments are 99% negative!!! 😹😹😹
they dislikes are still there, you need a plugin for your browser to see them
And let's not forget how only the photographer Meghan hired was allowed to take pictures and videos and then she confiscated everything he produced before the wedding was over, only 
to burn most of it later and lock the rest of it away somewhere nice and safe.
I love the part where she kept his Cartier bracelet as a memorial. Such grace. My God.. My left eye weeps
Sounds like a plan. 
👎
Someone in the know has been posting. Ten times as many dislikes as likes!
 @Ainzleeriddell  ...and half of the likes are probably mistakes.
Fabulous idea!!!!!
Presently is 234k - there's a google extn for viewing dislikes
Exactly 235,622 as of 23h55 GMT
Thanks
Absolutely Fabulous.  I can see H & M now in their little cottage on their laptops.  Their fingers are bleeding, she screams " Harry!!! Ffs quicker quicker"
No and I am canceling Netflix soon.
No … I can’t take the BP spikes
nope
No, cancelling netflix
youtube hides it. with a plugin for your browser you can see it
Actually, to be fair...netflix didnt hide the "dislike" count. Youtube did and that has been this way for months. You can see the dislikes with the crhome plugin.
I loved the part where she continued to do royal walkabouts even when she realised she wasn't getting paid for them. Such a selfless martyr.
How many dislikes are we up to??
I love the part that after the divorce Harry is allowed back into the palace as a butler 😂
Will  Meghan and Harry ever Shut Up !



So brave of the snakes to share 'their truth', SUCH a difficult life. I particularly enjoyed the reveal of their secret donations and selfless acts of charity. Such quiet private lives and they really 
do make the world a better place just by being in it. 🥴🐍🐍🐍🐍🐍
That's going to be a fun watch... It's likely going to bury them alive. Literally.
I love how Meghan was too modest to have her name as part of the northwestern uni alumni for her double major graduation in bullshittery. Such modesty and generousness of spirit. 
Brings a tear to my left eye…

I love the part where the only pictures of pap intrusion are from a Harry Potter premier and Harry with an ex girlfriend. I guess the brief was 'Harry and paps' and it didnt specify which 
Harry. I recall with fondness the only paps interested in the couple were hired by them or at an event H&M happened to attend. And who can forget pacing outside Buck House, walking up 
and down a street carrying a child, walking down a track in Canada, just waiting for the paps, so grateful to have these spontaneous pics. Fauxtos, fauxtours, fauxtears.
Netflix aren't doing too well. First the crown now them two clowns. How many subscriptions have they lost now?
Yuck
Меня одну тошнит от деланности этого ролика и якобы "любви"? Чрезвычайная пошлость, рассчитанная на глупых и закомплексованных людей. Netflix fuuuu....
This couple is a complete joke. They portray themselves as perpetual victims. I wouldn’t watch this if it was the last thing on any programming service. Wake up Netflix you have made a big 
mistake.
I love the part when H&M (no offence to the clothing chain intended) talk truthfully and candidly about their lives... Wait a sec... where is that part?

My favorite part was when Meghan, the environmentalist, revealed that, in order to save trees, she cuts her tissues in half since she only cries out of her left eye and doesn't want to waste 
a full tissue.  She has all her private jets stocked with these half tissues, as well as her 278 bathrooms.  Her commitment to the the health of our planet is truly astounding!
How much did Netflicks pay for this drivel?

I especially love the part where Saint Meghan rescues black Americans from their voiceless powerlessness and they are finally learning how to speak up for themselves for the very first 
time, and how Saint Meghan uplifts black communities with her very many millions of dollars in donations and her thousands of hours of self-sacrificing service to urban communities.  Of 
course black Americans worship the ground she walks on, she's their Savior!  So compassionate, benevolent, generous and self-effacing.  I always love the parts about Saint Meghan.  🤡
OMG please SPARE us the spare and nutmeg. This is a comedy I will not watch. Ooooooooo. Oh my left eye just got a tear😪
Next
The Royal Family is NOT racist. Enough of this woke crap.
I wonder if Doria is proud or ashamed of her daughter.
231K
235k just before midnight in the UK.
Butler? He will be lucky to be even allowed in to clean the toilets. It won't be long before we find out!😉
Nope! Read the comments and you'll see there's thousands who feel the same way.
She's waiting to be given another award for the sacrifice of using only half a tissue!
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Brilliant!
😂😂😂
😂😂😂 thank god for Meghan markle!
ROFL!!! The most hilarious comment yet!



🤣🤣🤣🤣
My fave comment thus far
Does she do the same with toilet paper?
So inspirational 😂
Far too much and if they're reading the comments they're gonna be sat with their heads in their hands.
It's supposedly a multi-year deal worth around USD 100 million...
 @Paul K  Wonder how long it will take them to pull it?
Methinks Netflix is prob thinking creatively about breaking the deal asap...🤣
Worthy of the greatest humanitarian award!
maybe she is as narcissistic as her daughter,who knows
I love the part where the U.S. media coddled this narcissistic bully and called any one who pointed out her hypocrisy rasict.  The NY Times in particular has taught me a valuable lesson that 
facts and common sense are a weapon of the white patriarchy.
Love meghan! Can't wait for this documentary!
My favorite part was when they opened Archewells books and explained where the $10mil came from.  Such a stunning act of transparency!
Where has all the down votes went? Netflix have you gotten the feeling you put your money on the wrong horse?

I love the part where she walks down the first part of the aisle on her wedding day like Maria Von Trapp in the Sound of Music.  All together now, “ How do you solve a problem like ………”
I love the part where Meghan and the Queen are entering the car and Meghan shoves her way in front of the Queen! She set that pecking order straight!
I'm still trying to find the part where she doesn't lie.
The part where Meghan chose to hide behind a pillar candle at the Queen’s funeral so as not to be the centre of attention …so selfless…made me tear up…in my left eye.
I love the part where they used cropped photo of Harry’s former girlfriend Chelsy Davy and Harry!! Very thoughtful and touching move by Meghan.
Somethings are behind closed doors for a reason. Protection from what? Yourselves?
Clearly these two didn't learn after the trashy Oprah interview. After all this time they're still trying to make money by playing victims. Cringe. They must be so miserable. I have a tear from 
my left eye.

Love the part where Harry and Meghan explain why in spite of having to flee from this "racist" institution they continue to use their titles which associate them to that institution ????????
Be careful who you marry. Too late for Harry but let this be a cautionary tale for others.
Good time to cancel netflix
Grifters ... plain ol' grifters
The blurb on Netflix website is even worse than the trailer.
I love the part "how South Africans were jumping in the streets with joy when they married, the same they did when Mandela was freed from prison." It just brought tears to my eyes, to 
the left one..
Season 2 - The Divorce is going to be EPIC!!
The comments are way better than the trailer 🤣🤣. Netflix has just realized this deal with H & M was a waste of money
I adore the part where Harry and his former-cable-actress wife, posed for a photo op at a polo match and pretended that the team had won the trophy. I love that they remained stoic and 
silent when another team won instead. Such strength, such inspiration. A tear is forming (on cue) in my left eye
😂
lol



You need to instal something to view down votes. Youtube removed them months and months ago.
You'll be there a while.
indeed. that's the lesson to be learnt here!

This is so true. I believe his mother would be horrified by the way MM has influenced her son to make bad choices. Diana did her duty despite her divorce. She never attacked the Queen.
It could air sooner than Season 1 if the rumours are true.
and her truth about being abused by her ex-husband harry, the second season will be absolutely smashing
👍🤣🤣🤣
HAHAHAHA
It was especially moving & inspiring as a tribute to Will & Kate who created the EXACT SAME photo in the EXACT SAME place 10 years previously-- only in Will's case he actually won the 
match raising $1 million for charity from the hordes of onlookers who paid $4000 each to watch a future King play.  Now Harry & Meghan are about to stage another moving tribute to 
their in-laws by hanging with a Kennedy at an awards ceremony--  just like Will & Kate!
I think the comments give a little insight into how real people see these 2 remarkable individuals 👏
Omg give us a break....
Dear Lord, please make these 2 massively insecure Grifters go away. I didn’t even watch the trailer. I’ll never waste my time with these 2. Just letting Netflix know how much they wasted 
their $$$ on promoting insecure, lying narcissists that no one with a conscience will ever support.
I love the part where Harry says: "I'M HAVING A FAIRYTALE MARRIAGE...AT HOME THE WITCH IS SLEEPING IN MY BED!"
I loved the part where Harry used an official royal engagement (Lion King Premiere) to scout VoiceOver work for Meghan....who obviously was mortified as she never meant to monetise 
her Royal title for personal gain.
I love the part where the Queen asks Charles why he no longer answers the phone to Harry, and he says "because I"m not a bank!"  Life in a 16 bathroom mansion when your dad refuses 
to be fleeced - almost unsurvivable.
I love the part where the curtain closes

Does anyone find her voice irritating…know wonder she never got further than a D grade actress! And this surely goes down the ladder as a Z worst actress Oscar performance award!
I love the part when after two failed marriages, having been a yacht girl, her self confessed Deal or No Deal bimbo days, her elicit sex scenes on her cable channel series, she still insisted on 
wearing a virginal, pure, white wedding gown..how incredibly sweet, angelic, and wholesome of her…one tear just dropped off my left eye 😂
My favourite scene is when Harry moves to a foreign country and immediately insults it by criticising the first amendment of its constitution, combining arrogance and idiocy in a way that 
contradicts everything his grandmother the Queen, a graceful, respectful and classy monarch personified

I can’t believe they included photos they took sneaking around the castle without permission for which they were caught and monitored for. I hope that becomes a legal issue for them.
WHAT ARE THE STAKES !!!!!?????  Millions of dollars from Netflix ????
They just said pure 💩💩💩💩
The way she tracked down racism in the BRF, by marrying Harry. The racist.
What a gal. Left eye 1 tear
The crown
The comments 🤣 “I love the part” and “tear from the left eye” i had no idea what this was. There should be a SNL skit about this
Why have you taken the dislike button down Netflx?  Enjoy your 20 pieces of silver Harry.



Rachel - "When the stakes are this high, don't you want to hear it from us?"
Also Rachel - "We gave the story to a director, so it's not exactly the way we would have told it, it will be our story through someone else's lens...."  Which f'ing one is it Rachel?!?

Edit: The trailer is enough, I can't bear to watch 6 episodes of this garbage, I'll party in the comments section instead!
I love the part where meghan markle called the mansion archie was sleeping in a housing unit when thousands of people in africa dont have any houses to sleep in
I love the part where Meghan and Harry visit Africa and witness all the poverty, orphans and children who have had their limbs blown off by landmines but after all that they realise that it's 
actually themselves who are the biggest victims. Really touching display of vulnerability, my left tear duct is still recovering.
I love the part where I always hear that quote in Charles' voice, but adding the word 'Mummy' at the end.
I'm sure it's the racism making him say that.  How brave of the living couple too move to the us
It's awful and the second hand embarrassment grates the reason I don't listen to her.
she always sounds as if she haswirk for an erotic hotline in the past.
Yes.  It was bonkers!  We Americans are bonkers for free speech!  And then he immediately proceeds to form a committee in order to control what content can and cannot be posted via 
the internet when it concerns a royal.  Both Harry and Meghan are always looking out for the good of the people, it makes me left eye drop a tear. (sniff)
Yeah that was wild. I mean I have my opinions on the USA but he’s just another celebrity. Why did he expect that Americans would be like oh my yes we must change our laws for you. He’s 
tone deaf and comes from such privilege it’s just embarrassing he’s milking all this for money
 @K Rob  wow I hadn't heard about this until just now reading these comments. I can't believe the sense of entitlement these fools have. It's hard to comprehend how it would be to live 
that way and think that way. Having everything handed to you and taught you're above everyone else. Sheesh.
That was so awful and embarrassing for us Brits. We cringed at that but all we can say is sorry
 @Ruth Davey  We apologize for Megan. Brits apologize for Harry. We are even now. 🤣

Oh and I just LOVED he way he wants to be introduced as prince here. He’s so humble. And the way he thinks we are all impressed by it just shows us how great he is at reading the room.
 @Bunny  I wish they’d just crawl back to their mansion and just shut up for once. Entitled parasites
 @Ruth Davey  We made Markle, a young girl working her way to hijak a prince and destroy a family like her own.  We sincerely apologize...Americans.
It was the first step in Harry's secret plan to reclaim the U.S. as part of the British empire. That will show his father who's the coolest son!
 @yelloworangered  I am deceased.
That was completely bonkers.
Charles needs to strip them of their titles.
 @Ruth Davey  I'll accept your apology for Harry if you'll accept two heapings of apologies from us. They're both awful, but MeAgain is a demon, truly evil and narcissistic. Harry is just a 
spoiled, privileged idiot. OOPS! Did I just use my First Amendment RIGHT to FREE SPEECH to criticize a very important Head of State? No? Just a has-been, unemployed British royal? Oh, 
good, so we won't have to start another American Revolution then.
👍👍👍
 @Sarah Winston  you’re on lol. Already had an American this morning on Facebook making out they’re saintly. I saw red lol
 @Nonya Business   you are not responsible for her being the narcissist she is. Harry is as much to blame for being without any balls to stand up to her lies. He knows she’s lying but worst 
of all she’s targeting the one royal who is lovely, Kate. Kate rarely puts a foot wrong but because she pulled M up for screaming and bullying the Kensington Palace staff she’s now targeting 
and Brits won’t forgive her if she does that. It’s all in Tom Bowers book. She’s going to upset a lot of people if she keeps attacking Kate. The laugh is the gruesome twosome have set aside 
next year as a year of reconciliation but we don’t want that now. If she thinks she can waltz back into Britain to reconcile Brits won’t be happy. She’s blown it here so you’ll have to keep 
her. Harry too has blown it saying “ Brits need a lesson” who the hell does he think he is
 @Bunny  🤣❤❤



 @Bunny  now it’s got worse, they’ve used fake photos, cropped photos to get their way in the documentary
Yeah, definitely, that would be a mega hit. No pun intended.
YouTube took it down ages ago for all videos bit you can download an app to see the dislike count. It's 235k at the moment
 @Miow W  Thanks. Comments on here are so funny.The fight back is starting I think. The Palace made a mistake over Lady SH. We can't live in a country being dictated to by people that 
want to cause trouble and racial division. I thought the Earthshot prize was well staged and William and Kate did a good job. A nice initiative to help the environment. The Palace need to 
stand up to Bonnie and Clyde and come clean with what has been happening.
They really are awful people. Professional victims, living in a mansion with their thousand dollar blankets
And her telling in a interview, while in Africa, "No one asked me if I'm okay".
 @Sandra W.  Exactly, she didn't even have to leave the continent to realise that she was the real victim there
Their arrogance is horrendous! They make me sick 😱🤢🤮🤮🤮
Damn!  
Only person I've ever watched go there with a TV crew and realise that they don't have enough material possessions and money after a £35 million wedding. "I'm just surviving".
LOL!
they should really really use this newfound power and influence to do good, dismantle capitalism, and actually address the shit UK government has put people through worldwide.. the 
suffering they've caused through the sales of arms and weapons for example...
LMAO!!
Anyone else thinking Netflix haven't closed the comments for a reason?
Miserable
I loved the part when Meghan didn't understand why she contracted tons of STDs when she asked her DR why.. Poor girl was crying on the phone in front of her Hermes scarf because she 
told her mom how much medicine she has to take to get rid of her STDs
My favourite part was Harry and Meghan accusing the RF of racism but still holding onto their Royal titles 'til their fingers bleed and naming their daughter after the head of the racist 
RF...Stunning and Brave...
The part showing them playing truth or dare was so raw. So brave of PH to admit he used to wear Swastikas to fancy dress parties and call some of his army buddies Pakis...and Me-Again 
admitting she glued a classmate's eyes shut with crazy glue at Northwestern and she is  actually 45  years old was so honest. They keep everything so real. The tears from my left eye can't 
take it anymore
Ok. Time for PIERS MORGAN to do a Netflix documentary READING THE COMMENTS! They are just up his alley and a better 6 - parter than this awful duo. PIERS - Step up to the plate and 
read these comments on air - volunteer to counterpoint H&M - we've given you all the best writing and humor we can. GO FOR IT PIERS!!!!!
I love the part where Meghan accidentally walks in front of all the paparazzi waiting outside the Harry Potter premiere then cries on her Hermes blanket that they were stalking her but 
then cries harder after checking her phone and finding she is still not trending. Almost unsurvivable!
The part where Harry said ‘what M wants, M gets!’  And she got ‘the family she never had’; ‘the fame she never had’; ‘the brother she never fancied’ .  Oh that truly brought a tear to her 
left eye. Poor sod.
I FINALLY FIGURED IT OUT Megan reminds me of Margaery Tyrell from Game of Thrones … she enters Kings Landing and turns a son against his mother, wants to be loved by the 
commoners and has aspirations that include dismantling a family by turning them against each other.
She sure hit the ground running...like a train right off a cliff.
This will flop worse than Amber dateline show 🤣
How many dislikes already?
I HOPE to God Kate and William are relishing in this comment section! It's pure 24k gold!
Hipocrisia deste casal



Your story is a joke

Here we go again, giving attention to people who literally have done nothing to benefit society and have no benefit to society. When will people learn to stop consuming this poison?
Love the part where we are to see what happens 'behind closed doors' because they just happen to have a photographer in the room during these most intimate moments of heartache 
and sadness.  How we are to believe that all they wanted was support and acceptance when they show their anger, and jealousy by releasing worthless trash when the REAL Royals are in 
town?  All I can say is...what does that say about you Meghan and Harry the hopefully NOT 'Duchess of Sussex' for very much longer.  Pathetic.
I loved the part when Prince Philip dying in hospital was an attempt to stifle Meghan’s truth on Oprah .. so racist & spiteful of him to choose to be hospitalised near her big moment & then 
die so son afterwards .. poor woman , amazing strength & tenacity.. iconic 😢
230K dislikes!
🥱 this would be my sleep aid in case I have trouble sleeping...
Evidence for court if they want out of the contract to prove she has limited commercial appeal
Indifference would be worse for Netflix. All about the PR.
 @M North  Clever!
 @Emma  agree, indifference would be a killer. This is what they want - people talking about it and they’ll be hoping it translates into high viewing figures. I, for one, won’t be watching, 
cancelled because of H and M. Enjoying the comments though and keep coming back whenever I need a laugh!
Maybe the real mother likes the name lol.
And my favorite part was that the Stolen name was relayed to Harry's Grandmother AFTER the fact - not with advance permission & blessing.  Makes me cry to think of it.
👍
 @Susan L.  Very true!
their also steal the prince george nickname archie
 @Susan L.  Let me guess - at your left eye?
except they haven't tho, why are y'all hating them for dumb shit like this when there's more than enough legitimate reasons to hate them on...
And then gets an award for standing up to Racism. Oh the irony.
Genius
Over 200k now. Netflix will be hoping for hate watchers. It’s the only way they’ll make money out of this turkey. I for one will not be obliging.
 @K K  there were no hate listebers with her podcast, there won't be hate watchers with this docuseries ;-)
 @Lil G  You can't fool us Meghan Mandela. We all know you are delusional 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Well, Prince William and Princess Catherine are classy, wonderful, loving people, and I believe they still love Harry, so I think if they do read them they probably feel sorry for Harry. But 
that's my opinion.
 @Steve A  for sure. not meant to be vindictive .. just a confirmation for them that the people are on their side!
They tried to muzzle her! If only someone could that’s something I’d watch.
Where can you see the number of dislikes now?   Seems like they removed that..... I for one clicked "dislike".  I'm sure the number continues to climb.
 @Cindy Nelson  you need to install a plugin to your browser
Can you keep checking if the dislike numbers are going down? Some are talking about that!
 @Lil G  thanks for the info
 @Cindy Nelson  there is an add on for the browser that lets you restore youtube dislikes. its currently on 233K
 @G.A. Buist  its currently saying 233K!
Why are these two even of any significance I am sure they're doing it for 🤑



Wow. They turned off the dislikes. Too many to count. Meghan is an absolute farce. True narcissist who will end up with nothing.
I loved the part where Harry’s wife flew to Rwanda for a PR photo-shoot with starving children. What a selfless soul! She even had to endure the smell of poor people for a few minutes. Oh 
God, I’m starting to tear up too now (from my left eye) 😢
These are just "Two Royal Pains" in the rear...
Not a chance in this world I'll watch this garbage...
They need the spot light like day needs night. 😩 lots of blah blah blah
I love the sixth episode the most, when Meghan showed the true extent of her compassion and authentic self. 🥺 She volunteered for Elon‘s space project by being the first woman to live 
on Mars, all in the name of finding a viable home for future generations. Can you imagine giving up your career and your family to save humankind? Such humility and sacrifice! My chin 
quivered…and a tear fell from my left eye. 😢
Only heard to read the comments section the best in youtube history
Netflix providing Barf bags to subscribers is one promo idea.
Another favourite part is when even Netflix complained to Netflix about the timing of this trailer release to coincide with the Earthshot ceremony. My left eye is truly streaming.
I’m Busy to read comments😅 scroll down …..scroll down ….down….to be continued.
Disgusting human beings….
Total treason sold their soles for an extra coin with lies! Disgusting cancelling my Netflix account!
😂 I’m sorry but I just cannot help but cringe l!!!!!  They’re the biggest jokes EVERRR!!  When will they just GOOOOO AWAAAAAAYYYYYY???  Darn you Brits, America doesn’t want them 
either!  😂
I love the fact that I sat through the engagement interview believing every word, sat for hours watching their wedding cheering them on then after that pathetic interview in Africa & the 
nastiness that followed woke up to reality & now see them for what they are...that brought 1 tear to my left eye.
Meghan pls GET OVER YOURSELF
They should be extremely ashamed at there hateful spiteful ways! Remove there titles and sue them! Enough is enough the world is sick of this toxic duo!
The part where Meghan and Harry had to  walk away from the racist royal family for privacy and have been doing podcasts, interviews, writing books and have a docu series is truly 
inspirational my left eye is tearing up 😢
Will this be listed in the fiction section or comedy?
I loved the bit where Hazbeen says he 'dies inside' every time he hears a camera click - it's like a gun going off.   My heart breaks for him as he must hear the clicking sound every few 
minutes from the photographer who obviously lives with them.  So stoic,  so brave - I can feel a tear erupting in my left eye

I came just for the comments! I couldn't watch the preview of their fake reality  show, NO! need to watch them pointless and waste of time 🙄. And yes I gave them thumbs down 👎.
I love the part where Meghan completely erases her past working on yachts & publically slates her job as a suitcase girl as she felt objectified .. poor woman being forced to take the job - 
she’s been through so much turmoil as a woman at the hands of horrible men while she’s climbed the social ladder using them & dumping them , even had to post her wedding rings too  - 
such an iconic feminist & bestie of Glo Steinham .. 😢
its currently on 230K dislikes. you can get an add on to restory youtube dislikes. the ratio is massive
Holy wow. Last I saw it was 138k… Netflix are making some really bad show decisions… surely people will get the plank for this drivel…
Using children living in poverty as a photo op. She’s shameless
not only that, her PR team had dropped her to some charity institutions with no any invitation she just " pop in" do herself own promotion and took photos with staffs also gave words 
salad  !
And she's such a good money-manager, too, what with somebody else paying the bills for her hairstylist, makeup artist, photographers, and private jet.
😂



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 quivered! LOL
I think that calls for two tears.  She’s like the messiah.  The cross she carries is so great.  Such an 👼.   I beg Elon to send her today.
Genius, pure genius! 🤣🤣
Outstanding comment!
harry sold his soul, his wife did not have one to begin with
Believing every word of that engagement interview was your first mistake 😉
Wow. You lasted far longer than me. She lost me at the first pregnancy and the ever changing sized, dropping, and popping moonbump. The rest was easy....
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I can''t see the dislikes number, only the 20K likes (after almost 6.000.000 vieuws) 🤣 I'm using a laptop, can anybody help me?
I love the part where the teaser has more comments then likes
I love the part  where they brought a photographer in to Buckingham palace to record their departure, without getting the Queens permission. I'm hoping the Palace sue for that.
Just what I expected ...what a load of shit you psychopathic liars and ginger whingers. And btw we are SICK of hearing your pathetic story.... Almost the entire british nation hope you get 
TRASHED 👍🤨
We should listen to their stories and we all have freedom of speech, irrelevant what happened to his father … this is Prince Harry’s story… remember Princess Diana , all she wanted was 
love from her husband Charles…did Charles really cared about Diana’s feelings of not throwing his marriage under the bus ?
I feel sorry for Harry. Born into one prison, accidentally trapped into the next. Marriage witch a lunatic.
Damn people, you're acting like they killed your family 😂fvckin hilarious
And as the saying goes, you can't buy class.  This is equivalent to the national equirer, Jerry Springer show.  2 classless, self absorbed  people who absolutely deserve eachother, airing their 
highly questionable one sided dirty laundry story.  They are pathetic and laughable.
I love the part where people all over the world can give them a little payback for the way they treated HM Queen Elizabeth in her last years of  life. We will never forget and we have a 
lifetime to avenge Her Majesty. One can't disrespect the most loved woman in the world and get away with it.
I love the part where Meagain travels backwards to 1938 where Queen Mary is greeted by children and includes that photo in this trailer as if the children were greeting Saint Meghan. 
One tear left eye.
I loved the part where race warrior Harry wore a Swistika to a party....having forgot that the Nazi's had dropped bombs on granny's house (and murdered millions of course).
I would have more respect for Netflix if they released a statement apologising for investing in 2 talentless turds, and announced the docuseries was cancelled.
I love the part where Meghan left her wedding ring at home on their tour of Southern Africa and also flew their own vehicles over. What are show of faith in the people of Africa, we can 
only aspire to be like them.
NETFLIX STOP MANIPULATING THE FIGURES !!
Loved the part where Meganut sets her SS rats after anyone who doesn’t worship her 
Scobie / Bouzy too, no wonder she needs this money to pay for her hit squad
So organic 💩
The dislikes are miraculously going down. They were already at over 230 000, now suddenly at 227 925.  🤔😒 Who is manipulating the numbers here???!!!
A pair of spoilt brats playing victim.
Man Netflix is so desperate. What a trash piece of crap this is. No morals. I just can't believe the depths that all media has fallen to in such a short time. Garbage, pure garbage. PS promptly 
cancelled NetFlix. Wish they'd show the down-vote ratio which is MASSIVE! like 1:6 or more.
I love the part where Harry (probably instructed by Megan) said in an intervieuw yesterday that the English people still need to learn a lot!  (...While they have paid 32 million for their 
wedding)



I love the part where Netflix realises they have a a lot of footage of narcissistic and psychopathic behaviour and decides to commission a series on destructive personalities using Meghan 
and Harry as the example. I also love the bit where Meghan still thinks anyone will believe them or cares about their “story”
230K Dislikes
its currently on 230K dislikes. you can get an add on to restore youtube dislikes
 @LilyJo Miller Thanks!  Somebody wrote that it has been almost 300.000 but that the dislikes-number went down...it's a miracle :)
There are browser extensions which show the dislikes, 229k currently.
He and Meghan has told their story many times already.
People have marriages where bad things happen. Diana had affairs with married men, she was no saint.
No body cares about spoilt rich brats complaining about how terrible their lives are when there is real suffering and hardship in this world.
we already have heard their story told by them, many times. that's why we all share here our favourite parts of their amazing love story. if you haven't heard their story yet, you can easily 
catch up by reading tom bowers book. it's fact-checked and approved by harry and his wife!
they talk about family values and trash their families, that's the hilarious part. so inspirational as role models!
♥♥♥yes God Save the Queen
Spot on.
We will never forgive, we will never forget...
So heartless and cruel how they treated our Queen and Prince Philip. They deserve all the karma coming their way.
Seriously - how can H even look himself in the mirror after the way he treated his grandparents. Utterly shameful. And for what - some obscure cable TV actress?
Yes. Let's not forget the way Woke Netflix helps Harry and Meghan create the greatest love story on Earth while suffering more than any other human beings at the hands of racists 
documentary.  You could never guess that Woke Netflix is anti-monarchy from their series 'The Crown."
Great catch!  Kudos!  😀😀😀😀
😂😂😂😂
I think that 1938 photo and source was on one of The Body Language Guy's recent videos,   along with the crowd of photographers just before H says he had to protect his family -- except 
the cameramen pic was from 2011 at a Harry Potter premier, and had nothing to do with the dastardly duo.
they could also air the behond the scene footage to show the real meghan.
Please screenshot and document it 😊 We are tired of manipulation 😁
Well, no matter what  and who are manipulating the dislike numbers, the comments are still here.if the comments get deleted then we all know why and by whom.
It would be interesting to know how often this has already happened. Who knows how much higher the number of dislikes would actually be.
We were lucky with the run we had. This was going to be addressed and most could feel it. Netflix can do as they wish, it is their channel. But they sure let us all have a party. To any who 
participated and read this thanks. I have had a blast. Hope we make it, but it does set a bar for future voicing.
The likes in this thread are also going down, someone probably doesn't want more people to see it.
They should have to pay back the British taxpayers.
I love the part where Harry is charged with treason.
A tear is being squeezed out of my left eye...of laughter
that would be worth watching and a great success!
🤣🤣🤣🤣👍
This would be brilliant for that. It's surely a comedy, otherwise. 😂
the royal family doesn't know you exist! (you have an unhealthy attachment to people that would throw you under a train if it meant they wouldnt lose their precious inheritances for 
another five minutes)



Wow.  They are great examples of many DSM disorders for the psychiatry profession to talk about and laugh about
From your mouth to Netflix’s ears! I hope they make this show and expose Meghan for the personality disordered monster she is. 😂
I love the part where Meghan leaves a trail of broken hearts as she climbs her way to her breakout role in Suits, though, let’s be honest Harvey Specter was the real star. After a few 
seasons of being objectified and realizing she isn’t getting the recognition or attention she craves and wants, she sets her sights on a broken and vulnerable Prince whom she can 
manipulate and control. Truly inspiring fairy tale. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Sorry but wasn't "their" story on Oprah? How many times must we hear it?
From your mouth to God's ears! So hoping this actually happens!!!
Ah quand on aime l'argent, on peut faire n'importe quoi.. Harry s'est laissé manoeuvrer .. tous deux prétendaient ne pas vouloir être sous les flash des journalistes, et quitter pour cela la 
famille royale et depuis ils ne font que vouloir être en vue,  et pas de façon loyale. L'argent n'a pas d odeur pour certains👎
I love the part where they ask Meghan why she wanted to do a reality show like the Kardashians and she said that they have so many similarities that it was only natural to do a show too. 
Like the fact that Kim was only married for 72 days and Meghan only worked 72 days while a royal. The way Meghan compassionately described how it bonded them like sisters made a 
tear form in my left eye 🥲
Thank you Meghan for making me like my mother in law I didn’t get on with more. No woman wants to appear to be a Meghan Markle, and so you’ve opened the eyes of daughter in laws 
everywhere to change our ways and how not to treat a family. Thank you
I love that this will totally not change my opinion from thinking she is a vile self centred person to loving everything about the family she trashes.  More moaning with tears.
🤢🤮
I really love the part where Harry decides he needs to protect his family so he takes them from one of the safest countries in the world to the one with the largest gun crime and then 
expects the British tax payer to pay for their security whilst he is in effect unemployed with the equivalent of a huge lottery win in the bank.  Really read the room on that one didn't you, 
just call me Harry.
And the Oscar goes to... H$M.
A lot of families can not afford to have roof on their head, food on the table, pay check to pay check to survive, the inflation, high gas prices and this 2 privileged person are complaining 
about how hard their life within the royal family😳 and Megan is smart to use the racism to get some of the black community on  her side without listening to the fact😳 this 2 are 
disgusting. Hope King Charles strip the Duke and Duchess title because they are not representing the royal family anymore!!!
Love the part where she shows her calligraphy. Chicken scratch. Did you write it with your legs, Meghan? Such a talent. It's awe inspiring.
Can’t wait for the chaos this is gonna unleash. Perfect ending to 2022  The Prince of Pegging will be raaaaaging
I bet she gives Harry no ass 🤣 😂 🤧 But he get to watch, if he's good 😏 😉 🤪

The best part is when she told Queen Elizabeth that she and Harry would be moving in to Windsor Castle, because they were the most important royal family members and the public 
loved them best, so they would become king and queen. She is a living example of dreams coming true, all you have to do is BELIEVE in yourself and manifest the things you want!
Man. Netflix! You must be desperate but after this lie fest… you are going to look back and wish you would have just lost a million dollars!!
I wonder if Megan knows how cruel she is.
Very badly miss the dislike count button.
The part when Haz wants to protect his family from the paparazzi unless they take nice photos of Megs perma-smile.
i loved the part where nutmeg declared that Prince Philip acting like he was dying was just to continue to silence her and gleefully went ahead with the Oprah lie fest bashing all he stood 
for. i mean, the compassion in her is breathtaking and off-the-charts. makes me want to cry. one tear, left eye, go.
Netflix has been Markled.
I like the part with a Harry Potter premiere stock pic...who cares... Harry Potter, or Harry Windsor...same thing...let's put it in the trailer...At least there's something about Harry...
Also, Harry showing his musical skills while serenading MM with a non-existent guitar chord, with the same hand in her clasp to boot



I love the part in the Oprah interview check out "Meghan Bird Poop", This i what happened before the editing
And BAM💥!
At least the Kardashians are more interesting, whereas Harry and Meghan keep recycling the same old story and keep on milking it. Duh!
YES! Finally the wicked, narcissistic witch has done some good!!
As a mother-in-law who never gets a chance to break into the enter circle of my daughter-in-law’s life, I can humbly say she doesn’t even know me. Nikki, you give me hope. 🌿
Truly she has made me analyse every important relationship I hve and see how I treat each one because I dont want to ever be anything like her.
 @Katia Manfredi  Me too.
In the name of all mothers in law…. Thank You!!!!
Love the one where he moves to a country with high gun crime then interferes by complaining about the 2nd amendment.
And in the UK, the press are not allowed to photo kids without parental consent and have other strict rules that don’t apply in the U.S.
 @Pat Clark  don't worry the kids don't exist
Nicnoc B, "the one with the largest gun crime"  <-   Largest  reported and agenda-hyped  gun crime -- 
while knives, metal pipes, thick wood poles, group attacks, etc., are just as deadly.
Confiscating guns of good people (as does every tyrannical regime) does not prevent any of the illegal guns easily acquired and used by evil law breakers.
😂
She's very talented with those legs.
Oh those bananas 🍌

She's a narcissist so even after reading these comments ( which I'm sure she will, because they're about her) she still won't have a clue how nasty, vile and yes cruel and ugly she really is.
She knows but, she thinks is ok because is her right.
She does appear to have 0 self awareness, so probably not, no.
she has no self-awareness. she does not know what empathy is, she mimiks the behaviour of others when she thinks it's appropriate. the sole aim of her life is to be in the center of 
attention. not important if with good or bad news.
so is Harry aware of how cruel she is or is he just like Megan?
On PC, you can add "Return YouTube Dislikes" extension
Think somebody said not long ago it was at 289,000
I actually didn't believe it was a stock pic,  so googled and there it was.  Just another lie..these 2 must think the public are stupid. Netflix are going to suffer I think
Lmao. This “H and MM”.  The most narcissistic spoiled and jealous humans on Planet Earth. Quite laughable indeed. To be even more on point … how very pathetic they both are. I am a 
proud American and MM does NOT represent the good character and hard working women of all races and creeds in the great USA. 🇺🇸 
William and Catherine are the future of The Monarch. ❤🇬🇧 
Eat it up MM and H. Fact. 🤣🤣
I especially loved the snapshot of Meghan sitting behind Catherine and other Royals at the funeral -framing Catherine as so very solemn and serious when Meghan can still look 'pretty' and 
smile - even at Her Majesty's funeral. Brought a tear... to my left eye.
Why can't we see how many dislikes Netflix??? 😂
Die hard royal fams in this comment lol
I love the fact the comments and dislikes are still open! GOLD! For a company that has actively supported Climate Change through educational docos to release this on the very day that 
Earthshot was on doing more to unite the word than ever, it kinda says a lot (not that we need much more to say) about Rachel and The Spare and sadly, Netflix too.
Spare me.



I loved the Doprah part where H&M lie, complain & trash the Royal Family when they had previously been so very supportive of but because they hadn't managed to con The Queen into 
letting them be half in but mostly out, they turned malicious,  nasty, divisive, causing untold pain, embarrassment & upset. Then Prince Philip & the Queen died, Harry being so obnoxious 
because the Queen wouldn't lend him any money, so he ignored her & let her die a painful death without even a care. Then he had a big fight with Markle who scratched his face to Shreds 
because she couldn't get what she wanted - money & publicity. Now they're separated but conning everyone on Netflux Reality Show for Financial reasons.
When she said she was going to hit the ground running.....all the way to Netflix. The Puke & Dutchshit. Left eye 1 tear
I loved the part where all 250,000 of us who disliked the video also reported it as 'misinformation.'
Tears streaming out of my third eye.
I love the part where Meghan had surgeries and straightened her hair because she didn't want to look black.
did anyone even know she was black? I hadn't a clue.
Netflix, M&H... You should all be ashamed of yourselves... Jealous, evil, liars, fake, frauds, sick, pathetic, sad and beyond embarrasing.
Won't be watching this Netflix! Terrible decision to feature these two over privileged playing the victims.
disgusting
SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME
I love the part where several media companies gave multi-million dollar production deals to a couple with no history of producing content. It brought a single lonely (yet Vogue-worthy 
glamorous) tear to my left eye.
SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME
These comments are hilarious, but PLEASE will somebody explain to an old English bloke what this ‘single tear, left eye’ thing is. I’m completely missing the fun!
Do NOT watch this docuseries. They are desperate for viewers. They are narcissists
Oh and she is so sharing. I loved the part when she shared her unhappiness while visiting poor African women, so that we all know that women are all in this together, and nobody even 
asked if she was ok, because she wasn't!
Her smug smile in the funeral… that’s something special I do not think anyone has seen in a funeral before. Thank you Meghan for giving us moments we never thought we would 
experience. You moved us in so many layers with authenticity (as you bravely taught us in your podcast) that our left eye automatically just pushed out a tear! Omg magic!
Yes. Tears pouring out of my left eye still!
Some have downloaded a tweak and getting hear 250 k
you can download an add on to restore dislikes. currently on 230K
Nah don't have to even be a royal fan to spot a narcissist, race baiter and a liar lol
we only tell them our favourite part of their amazing love story, join in! ;-))
🤣🤣🤣
good one
EXCELLENT!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Wow 250. 000 brilliant 😃
Ahahahhaha...
Loving that too!!!  How do you see the DISlikes?
Yes, done!
I especially love the part where youtube refuses to allow us to Thumbs Down anymore.  So brave and honest of them, for the good of mankind, I'm sure.
 @Jennie  It takes some special software or some special website to do the analytics.  Most of us don't have those skill sets or equipment.
 @Lisa Stalnaker  maybe there's never been a precedent for such a huge amount of dislikes?



*250,001 ❤
 @Jennie  there is an option to download an add on on Chrome
 @Lisa Stalnaker  it’s on Chrome - idk what it’s called but you can download it there and it shows you
 @Melissa Allison  Oh.  I'm never going to use chrome.  I just know some people can see it, but most of us can't.
Love it!
Yes! I reported the whole trailer trash as misinformation. The whole thing is a lie, bless her heart.
Yes!!!
92% are dislikes so far ... monumental!🌟
 @Don I.  That's incredible!!!!
I added the extension and it's showing 238K dislikes.... I wonder if some of them have been removed if there was supposed to be 250K? Sorry I forgot to add the thousand to the number. 
12/5/22 it now shows  267K dislikes.
😂 😂😂
Please keep us informed of the DISLIKE count. I am loving this! Thanks for the info.
Definitely misinformation and spam lol
because we had no clue she restored her relationship with her mother, so we could see it at the wedding. if zer mother didn't serve that purpose she would be cut off like the rest of the 
family
But how do you really feel about us? Don't hold back!
Words that describe exactly what Meghan and Harry have done. 😅
I literally could only bear to listen to the first 2 episodes of the podcast out of morbid curiosity, it was absolutely dire. I'm not surprised Disney only gave her one voice over job on a very 
minor documentary because her delivery is absolutely awful. No charisma and zero self awareness, she takes herself far too seriously. Some of the word vomit she spills are David Brent-
esque in their level of cringe. I really think this Netflix documentary is going to finish them off.
She's definitely got a David Brent vibe going, needs editing though.
Yes.  I do love the way Netflix threw themselves on the sword like that.... for the good of all mankind, of course.  So Harry and Meghan's love story could be told the way it should be told, 
as the greatest love story ever in the whole history of mankind.  
🤡🤡🤡
I don't think many more media companies will be lining up to work with ( for) them.
 @Madeline Evans  Agreed.
You know, Pamela, that was very heart-warming, the way that the media companies made Haz and Hazwife welcome with those big fat deals. I am surprised that architecture firms didn't 
give them $ to design buildings, geologists didn't give them $ to write books about the structure of the earth, and the space industry didn't hire them to design the next space rocket. 
Those pigs!
Now I bet all of those companies are shedding tears in their eyes seeing the comment section here lol 😂 Netflix, you backed the wrong horse. When you go woke you go broke, I honestly 
hope Netflix drops the woke garbage and gets their act together.
Meghan bragged at one point that she could cry on demand, and then she demonstrated by making her left eye tear up.
During her acting days, this a short clip of her during an interview where she boasts how she can cry easily.  She claims she can cry on cue.  She says, ‘One tear, left eye, Meghan…1-2-
3…Go’. This is why nobody believed her one tear at the funeral was sincere.  She wiped one tear from her left eye.
There is a video clip somewhere of Meghan bragging that she could produce real tears on command, and to demonstrate she said, "Watch this! One tear, left eye, go!"
When she was a working actress she gave an interview where she bragged about being able to cry on demand. “Single tear. left eye. Go.” She showcased the single tear rolling down her 
left cheek at QEII’s funeral, obviously forgetting that she’d exposed herself previously. 😢



Meghan apparently has the ability to cry tears out of her left eye on command. Something she uses for dramatic effect like at the Queen's funeral.
Ahhhh! Many thanks everyone, I’m clearly not up to speed. How remiss of me to neglect the life lessons from such a sincere, caring woman.
 @Andy McGuinness  but you're wonderful at sarcasm.
during the queen's funeral she cried one tear withher left eye, looking straight in the lense of a photographer.
okay for people that want to have private lives apparently they have photographers following them around to make this documentary? what a load of crap. or it was all re-enacted and 
properly planned out to portray themselves as victims.
I wish I was a fly on the wall when Megan read the comments below the trailer and finally realized that people are finally recognizing bad acting🤥
AS AN AMERICAN 🇺🇸 I ACTUALLY BELIEVED MEGAN AT FIRST, NOW 😡😡😡😡😡MEGHAN YOU ARE A DISGRACE 🤮🤮🤮🤮 NOW WE  Americans KNOW WHAT TYPE OF PERSON 
YOU ARE 👎🤮 YOU ARE A NARCISSISTIC PSYCHOPATH LIAR ✅ brought a tear to my left eye 👁 🤣
I loved the fact she rolled down the window of a bullet proof car for a photo op...brought 1 tear to my left eye
Amen
The fiction story of Harry and Meghan….
No Meghan, no one wants to hear your story, your story of lies!!!!!
I loved the part where only one member of Meghans family attended her wedding.  The crowds of thousands should have waved red flags rather than British ones.
“You’re tacky and nobody likes you!” - School of Rock
GARBAGE.
My favourite part was when she went to a primary school in Harlem wearing thousand dollar outfits and jewellery. That was so inspiring to the kids, because they could believe that they, 
too, could one day be princes and princesses or maybe even king or queen. And She read to them from her own book, and she so very kindly donated a book to each kid, which they had to 
pay ONLY five dollars for! What a sweet gesture.
Oh gage me, does anyone really care about these two anymore????
Do you think either one will read these? It should be required.
Gage me . . . .
Who’s here for comments only?? 🤚
This is the first YouTube video that I have ever seen with tens of thousands of comments. Netflix, are you taking note?
I loved the part when they delete themselves from the world stage. It was like watching the trash take itself out! Definitely brought a tear to my left eye.
Soooo Fake!!!!  Such bad  acting, embarrassing really.   how she got ANYWHERE as an Actress is anyone's  guess.( Harry is Megan's PUPPET!!!)
MAGGOT MALARKEY 😂 YOU GOT FOUND OUT 😂 YOU AND YOUR HUSBAND ARE RACIST BULLIES AND RACIST PEOPLE DISGUSTING 🤮 LITERALLY CHILDISH 😂NO ONE FEELS SORRY 
FOR A HOMEWRECKER 😂
I love the part where they think we actually care about their privileged lives when the rest of us are struggling to put food on the table.
She has planned this from beginning, I think 
Well one paparazzo must have got real close in that guitar picture! Yet they never noticed!
 @Pat Clark  well its common to thank military veterans here in the USA. Thank you for your service. I guess in Megan's case it should be "thank you for your cervix"
she has no self-awareness and will not understand the comments.
 @Lil G  you are right👏👌
Photos first, safety second 😮
Yeah, and no car seats too,  oh wait. No kids either.
and the one member attended only, because meghan wanted to show the whole world that she is black. nobody knew before and nobody cared before, but her race card play would not 
have worked if he had not invited her mother.



Excellent!
Brilliant!  😃
Red for "no mercy"
🚩
Brilliant!
Of course
Exactly
🚩
Don't forget she read them her book too! Poor kids.
Was that the trip where Harry pushed a child away from him? anyone see that?
 @Judith Sachs  Oh, and don't forget that box of rotten vegetables!
 @Kelli Hernandez  Apparently, there was a wire hanging out of H's pocket, and a kid reached out to grab it. He pushed the kid away in utter panic.
Know what is ironic? When the Harkles were on a royal tour to South Africa, it was noted Markle refused to wear her engagement ring or any expensive jewelry on that tour in fear it 
would be stolen. The idiot gas 0% class, and her crass level is unmeasurable.
She read them her damn book about fathers…  probably a lot of those kids came from broken families she’s so dumb
NO!
I'm sure she will, and do you know why? it's about her.
.Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
 Please..
 @honey owen  When is it airing? That is the best date to cancel.
Funny thing is, next week, the trash is right back in your face begging to be taken out again.
That's the very best part of all.
Yes.  And their ability to self-reflect, learn from their mistakes and change course.  Lovely to see them learning and growing.  Makes it possible to forgive their tens of thousands of fau paux 
and monstrous acts of cruelty to others over the past 5 years.
Wish they bleeding well would 🤐 - but then again if they did , we’d be deprived of this car-crash entertainment.
Yes.  Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.  Please..
she is already planning the divorce
No one gives a shit
I love the part where MM see's the ghost of the Queen holding a baseball bat.
Meghan we Americans now know you are a narcissistic psychopath liar 😂 I now don’t believe you or your traitor husband 😂 you are a disgrace maggot malarkey 😂 it brought a tear to 
my left eye 👁 😂
I love the part where she tells the P & G story. I could listen to it over and over again. Tears, both eyes, nine seconds.
I love the part where Harry told her off on the Palace balcony at trooping the colour for talking during the national anthem that he never bothered to teach her and she removed his 
bollocks when they retuned to Frog Cott for daring to speak to her like that.

I love the parts where Meghan fixated on  evil, racist William like a  star strucked, love bombing teenager. Brings a tear to my left eye witnessing a clear example of Stockholm Syndrome.
This comment section passed the vibe check 😂



Meghan was married 3 times before Harry, and slept her way in , 😷 she was 44 years old who was married into the most famous BRF for 18 months, now wants to leach on the family for 
life , get over it Megan , your a failed unwanted Z list mattress actress wannabe 😂 why you mad at the royal family? Oh wait , your extremely and psychotically jealous of the beautiful, 
beautiful real life princess, Megan your a yhatt girl hun , people have seen you rent yourself out for a weekend starting at 30,000 😂 girl bye Felicia, Meghan truly shows us Americans 
what she’s really really about 😂 girl got found out , it brought a tear in my left eye 👁 😂
I love the part where Harry says F-the security and risks his life by taking 15 minutes out of his very busy schedule to visit his dying grandmother to make sure she has the right people 
around her. So brave! So incredibly caring and selfless! I also REALLY love the part where they fight against misinformation by making sure people like Yankee Wally get shut down. I hope 
Meghan runs for political office and fixes that First Amendment- it really is bonkers!
“Publicity ruined our lives”   Stockholm syndrome?
Ugh these too both suck so much? What freaking Ego maniacs.....1 is a spoiled brat who played army for a little bit, the other a terrible actress only getting jobs for her body, which is no 
longer interesting as her age continues to get older and older and decrepit. Like why would I want to watch what 6 part so 6 hours of these idiots with their idiotic charity work, fighting the 
earth while flying private, instead of buying a normal size home buy a huge palace in hot California that probably uses 4 houses worth of electricity just to keep the A.C on.....like why do I 
care about these idiots?? Netflix you are dumb if you paid them more than $500k no one cares and no one's going to watch.......lol
We will hear stories but not in any way authentic!
I love the part where her sister and brother who tried to warn the UK were 100% correct 
She destroys families 
So authentic … tear left eye
The bit where Harry says you don't know what happens behind closed doors...that why it is behind closed doors cos we don't care as you don't care what happens behind our closed 
doors.....grow up Harry!
20,000 likes agaisnt 230,000 dislikes, lol.
But are we going to get more lies upon lies? and is Netflix going to continue to perpetuate those lies for the sake of ratings and money? It seems to me that we have heard it all. Our world 
is suffering and at war, that's what we need to focus on not these two privileged, ungrateful wretches!

We are delighted to see Meghan is tightening her belt in these tough times and not exhibiting her superiority and wealth with the ostentatious and crass display of her Hermes blanket.
Can’t wait for this! ❤ Harry & Meghan =true love 💕
"When the stakes are this high..." What stakes?  She really seems like such a Marie Antoinette-esque narcissist.  I really liked her at first, but man she's kind of outed herself as completely 
toxic.
We do listen to it over and over 🤣😂😉
I loved the part where he dad admitted he actually wrote the P&G response letter and the letter from Hillary to give to her. To make her feel better and more accomplished and happy. But 
my FAVORITE part is how, after he admitted this, she doesn’t tell those two stories anymore.
I love the part where it wasn’t just MeAgain but actually a class exercise that ALL students in her grade participated in, but that she claims she did all by herself & that her dad wrote for her 
and mailed it, did all the follow-up calls on, etc. I think my left eye leaked a bit over her honesty on that one.
I nearly peed my pants reading this one🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👏👏
Yeah she made his life hell after that! He told her off in front of the world hahahaha she paid him back big time 🤣 I bet MM hates him for it.
....And was STILL able to miss the oncology team she was surrounded by.
Spot on
Great sarcasm. It’s such a risk riding in a armored car. And so risky being there when daddy Charles offered up security by inviting them to share his home / security. If nutmeg runs for 
office, the debate will be epic. Comedy gold. Wonder how many times she’s going to use the words “organic” and “voice” and “service”? But as much as she likes those words, they still 
probably won’t top the amount of times she says “I” and “me” and “my”.



I love the part where he could not even be bothered to go and see his dying grandmother, despite being in England at the time.
Yes and to persuade Her Majesty to remove him from Her Will..just on the off chance he is in it of course..he had loads of dosh and soon the Brit tax payers will be paying up for his and her 
security again because I mean we are actual VIP's..of course if they refuse, they'll be sued..yes Gran I know it's Your government I'm suing, but right is right , we have appearances to live up 
to....
This one!
I miss Yankee Wally terribly. Is there any word on how she's doing? Is she on another platform where we can see her?
 @Dancing Firefly she’s on quora
 @D J dude seriously get a life.
 @Tilly Whim  Thank you!
they even said that children should not be left alone with meghan. i really jope their children don't exist
👏👏👏
$1,600 is not much more than that $14.50 most people can afford.
😂😂😂🙈🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
🤣🤣😂
lol
i love those sweet bots
At this point, we are really begging them to keep their privacy to themselves....
I love the part where she was forbidden from wandering around the residences alone after being busted taking photos of private rooms to sell.
I also loved the part where she spoke at the opening ceremony of the One Young World summit. She was SO excited that she gushed throughout her 7 minutes (I think?), and made it 
entirely about…herself. I was moved to tears. In my left eye… tissue, someone?
People should cancel subscription to Netflix gor the garbage they put out
Hear your story again...... and again....... and again yawn 😂😂😂😂 go away you two lying grifters 🤢
These comments are gold, and I would rather see these than their stupid show. A lot more truth in them than anything that comes out of that lying stickbug narcissist of a woman.
As Warren Beatty said about another greedy narcissist, “She doesn’t want to live off camera.”
I loved the part when they showed the trailer for Season 2.
Netflix,  soon to be as popular as blockbuster 😎
I loved the part when she started dating prince Harry while still sleeping with the Canadian chef vittiello.  Vittiello put out a twitt saying "having lunch with my girl" (meaning Markle) on the 
same day RF announced Harry was flying to Canada..... Such a Classy lady.
Love the part where the dastardly duo told their neighbours in Royal Windsor to not talk to them, look at them or say hello to the dogs
So thoughtful 
Tear left eye
Harry used to be a fairly well respected member of the royal family... now he's just Megan Markle's wife.  Dude deserves every piece of this contempt.
I love the part when she says she’d never heard of him before meeting him 😂
Close the dumpster doors now, please ... who wants to be polluted by this kind of trash?
🤢🤢
how sickly, so false, such victims give it a rest H and M pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeee  people are freezing and starving
Viewing this would be a great drinking game. Take a shot every time one of them wells up with crocodile tears. On second thought, that might result in alcohol poisoning.



The comments are so great! 😂
Thank you Royal for the candle... let's shed tear from our left eye

l love the part where the trailer has almost 6 million views and only 20k likes but nearly 35k comments which are all mostly negative or sarcastic.  Although I had to work for it, I was able to 
allow a tear to drop from my left eye, now I have something in common with Rachel, thinking I should consider taking an acting class now ... maybe an Oscar is in my future!
I love the part where she went to South Africa on an official visit and instead of being offered a duchess palace she was a guest in a housing unit. Her courage is an inspiration to us all. My 
left eye is welling up. So brave
Yes. And I loved it when her eyes sparkled with joy as she gushed about herself.
half tissue
So sorry, I used up all my tissues 😪
And her biggest greatest closing statement at that event?  "You don't need to find your voice, you just need to use the voice you have."  And women paid up to $5000 at Indianapolis last 
week to hear Meghan say exactly the same thing. When they could have heard it for free on youtube.   I love the part where the Harry and Meghan supporters look like the total morons 
they really are.  🤡🤡🤡
was it the season when harry's ex-wife accused him of psychological and physical abuse?
Blind date!
 @Pat Clark  except the chef had a twitt saying "having lunch with my girl" on the same day RF announced Harry was flying to Canada..... So suck on that.
Yes I know! I was being sarky about the engagement interview. About which there is stuff breaking on Twitter debunking the date they allegedly started dating! But thanks for your kind 
remark.
 @Pat Clark  lol lol lol totally missed the humor. Sorry. Some sugars will go to great lengths to deny what's public knowledge about this "duchess" lol
The biggest joke in history that lie
 @bree6719  The bigger joke is that Hazbeen believed her.
Crocodile…Archie’s first word!
229.819 dislikes at this moment
I especially loved the part where she threw a cup of tea at a servant and told the PM's wife to f off!  Yes, now that's the example of "using your voice" that I aspire to.  😏
Never mind that the "housing unit" turned out to be a mansion with luxurious surroundings.
I love her pregnancy she had the most of incredible bump , and the pair of amazing legs they never got swollen when she walked just look like a bird so light so elegant ,  we adore her so 
much  !
Strip them of their titles - they don’t deserve them.  I wont be watching this garbage
I wish I could dislike their deluded tosh more than once …
I love the part where she shows she's just an average Mum and can't afford pepperoni for her montecito mansion pool pizza floaties, so humble. So real and down to earth. My left eye is 
nearly reaching overflow point as I think of  her sacrificed life.
Loved the part when the beautiful Princess arrived in the US and wore the Emerald choker worn by previous Princess of 🏴            . Similar price to monte 💩show faux mansion around her 
elegant neck 
Tear left eye
Anyone know their OnlyFans account name? Since they’re having all their intimate moments filmed…..
SPARE ME!!!
Nasty woman



I love the part that Meghan rejected doing any of her royal duties ( remember her giving bananas to London female sex workers) for a more private life, and now she has Netflix self 
promotion, podcast, and her woe-is-me whining and crying are being featured daily in tabloids, what a truthful, selfless woman worthy of commendation, as I teared up on my left eye.
Don't forget we love the part where she has Omid Jack and Ellie the best award winning un biased RR journalists you could want.
I hope Netflix made sure all inside photos, like the one here of Buckingham Palace, were  taken legally. If not they should break the  contract with H &M and get their money back. I would 
imagine the Palace has their own lawyers and very deep pockets.
I love the part where Harry’s wife said titles don’t matter.  Then, she constantly tells us she’s the D of S.   Personally, I think the devil is working through her- AND HARRY.  Shame. Shame 
for hurting the British taxpayers and the British Monarchy who welcomed you so beautifully- remember?  “The family you never had?”. odd.
Megan is the biggest racist in my humble opinion! She has Harry tell the Queen that if they couldn’t marry then they would cry racist royals! So it started way back then from what I have 
read! And it was put out on the gate of Buckingham palace that Archie was born of a surrogate! So we know he isn’t full royal- not born of Meghan’s body!
🤮
This is not going to end well….
Trying to read these 33k comments, as they’re great!
Netflix should lose a lot of business, what a crock of crap.
I love how Megan bravely detailed to Omid that her disabled sister has 3 children from 3 different men. The compassion, support, love and strength Megan exemplifies to her nieces is 
definitely pulling at ppl’s heartstring. My left eye is tearing, one drop.
I have Netflix and I won't be watching. I have been on to Meghan Markle since I saw the engagement video and thought "poor Harry has been ensnared by a mid range narcissist who's 
borrowing character trades from his dead mother". No one believed me at the time that she was marrying him for the elevation the marriage would bring her. No one believed me when I 
said she'd never thrive as a royal but would bring drama and would eventually quit, taking Harry and the kids with her. 

Mark my words, when she's bled him dry and there's nothing left to take, she will dump him and claim all sorts of abuse by him, alcoholism, physical, emotional or even sexual abuse, she 
will seek full custody and will most likely get it and she will ride into the sunset.... Kids, millions and montecito house in toe and off to get next husband. Trust me women like that never 
stay single for long. She may even try to blackmail the family into keeping her a duchess after the divorce.

And for Harry? He will end up a rent a royal in California completely unmoored because RF will never take him back in any capacity after these stunts. Charles isn't Elizabeth but William 
isn't Charles and William is the heir. Thats always been the problem. Meghan wasn't gonna play second fiddle to Catherine and Harry hated being second to William. I will not be watching 
this nonsense, it's all staged, it's all fake and it's most likely all lies.

How long can these two keep on with their one trick pony of "our  truth our story of eternal victimhood?". NO ONE BELIEVES YOU MEGHAN. if I were you I'd start scouting for your next 
meal ticket.... Except don't look at Nacho Figueras because his wife will claw your eyes out. Call Misha nonoo, she hooked you up with this easy mark, I'm sure she and Mickey Hess  will 
find you another. Except they, like many people have wised up to you like your Canadian friends you used and dumped while sleeping your way to the top.
All I want to know is: “Is she nice?”
I love how she bravely tottered on her stilettos ....thats going above and beyond...tragic
 @Lin Rich  also done the amazing squats with closed legs , oh, men with big belly like her they never able to  squat like her done, what a superwoman she is !
Yeah, it's tragic how those moon bumps were all over the place too.
 @angelblueblue  so inspirational

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.



It was a fruitful event. 😂

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
I loved that part so much it brought a tear to my left eye even though it's another lie.
I love how on her podcast saint Meghan talks about how wrong it is to slut shame women, but its okay if it’s your sister
But then claims on her podcast that doing that to women is wrong. And fails to apologize to Samantha…
Meghan is SUCH a feminist leader- between slut-shaming her sister, name-checking Kate & ONLY Kate on Oprah, and bullying her female staff to the point of mass resignations & PTSD, I 
know for sure Meghan stands up for woman power, especially her own.
We all know the answer to that one. Sarcasm at it's finest.
It's the part where she wore a man down so much to the point he looks a pale, unhappy, angry, shadow of himself and because he now doesn't fit the role of the most eligible husband that 
ever was bagged, destroying the false image of "love" she wants to portray, she and her PR team hire a load of paid people "sugars" to tweet "lustful" photos of Harry taken from before he 
met her or on engagements where he's been let out the house on his own (essentially looking happy).  These people carry out unintelligent, baseless, puerile attacks on people.  Feminism, 
compassion, humanitarianism, oh and truth.  It's utterly astounding!  One tear…
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan disowned her father for selling her out to the media and then proceeded to sell-out Harry's family to Oprah.  Such integrity. Just beautiful.
I like the part where Harry and Meghan got in one of Elon Musk’s SpaceX rockets and got blasted into outer space. 

[I should disclaim that I can time travel and i’ve seen their future. It’s very dark and inhospitable].
I like the part when PH states he wants to ‘teach the British a lesson.’  He may want to include Americans in that lesson, too.  Consensus is obvious. 🇺🇸 🇬🇧
i came for the trailer (not in a sexual way) i stayed for the comments
I love the part where the paparazzi picture is taken from a harry potter premier
I love the way Megan used the press photo of filming Harry Potter in this trailer. Did she type Harry Potter instead of Harry Plotter?  One tear, left eye in 3 seconds.
I love the bit where it’s clear Lilibet is 100% Markle!!!!!!! 😹😹😹😹😹
I'd rather watch paint dry......
Netflix, if this farce - which I will not watch - maligns the Royal Family or the British people in any way I am cancelling my subscription immediately. And I'm not British. 

Two upstarts that you have made wealthy.
Does anyone know about Meghan's father?  I bet he is very happy.  he did his best to show his daughter's skills but no one ever believed in her potential.  thrilled that she was able to 
create and develop this character.  acting in real life.  I'm thrilled.
I loved the bit when the wife of Prince Andrew's Godson threw the chairs aside at the Abbey to avoid being left out of the million $ camera shot.  Such drive, such strength and such a sense 
of selflessness.
I loved the part where Meghan arranges her own car crash in a Parisian tunnel in order to be more like her idol, Diana.
I would rather watch a reality show about Meghan’s bunion than listen to her lie or whine any more.  I can’t stand her voice.

I loved the way she squished Archie in her womb up against her spine with her thighs when she hunched down to greet innocence in a child. I was left in awe at the perfect balance of her 
truly yoga’d body as she did this in her thin high heals. It was truly an inspiring feat that many a mother could only dream to make happen if only self doubt did not stop them…
I love the interview Harry does to promote his book and is surprised when the interviewer Oprah is replaced by Piers Morgan at the last minute. Harry's  acting as he burst into gibberish 
was superb and how he managed to produce real tears from both eyes was an Oscar worthy performance. Definitely good viewing Netflix.
I loved part where Megan had her head in her hands with a great shot of the Hermes blanket draped over the chair.



I love the part where Meghan had to selflessly cut all ties with her ailing father. After she bled him dry of all his money.
I love the part where she is Disney’s princess Snow White living with several “men” before being rescued by her Prince. Had a Cinderella glass slipper wedding,  only to be locked in a tower 
like Rapunzel. Like Ariel she loses her voice, while all day planning her escape from the wicked royal family. Finally like Jasmine, she takes a carbon neutral carpet ride to the other side of 
the world to escape her racial tormentors., fleeing with the baby Rumplestiltskin wants back….it’s just drama all the day. Relatable…left eye tear drama.
I loved the part where Megsy uses her barbecuing skills, (making love to a grill) to show us how it's done whilst taking her clothes off, biting her lip, rubbing her torso, and sticking her arse 
out, then deciding she should leave "Deal" due to feeling sexualized and not being appreciated for her intelligence.  Bravo.
He already told Americans off by telling them that the 1st Amendment is bonkers
 @Victoria  Yes, that’s true…I remember now…too many lies and gaffes to keep track 😂
 @Amy Emerson   I know... It's hard to keep track of how many nations these 2 have offended
 @Victoria   HA!!! That too!!!🤪😂🤪😂
🤣🤣🤣
And the other one from a date with his girlfriend 😂
And another paparazzi photo from w date with his girlfriend, you would not make this  sh.t up🤣🤣
Excellent!
Thank you from England 🇬🇧
Thomas is being looked after by many people. PDina on YouTube is just one.
Yeah, that moon bump really got squashed, and it was moving all over the place too.
Amazed the grilling vid is still on YouTube. She must be sizzling mad.
And she thought holding a suitcase made her a bimbo🙄
I love the part where she took 13 foreign holidays even though those nasty Royals took her passport away. So brave.
What's with that 'I loved that part....' thing?...
Such natural, uncontrived and Unmanipulative photos 😂 and narrative 😂 Ed Sheeran said Harry doesn’t even play guitar 🎸 so I’m guessing another staged photo moment 😉 how very 
handy to happen to have a photog there photographing you “crying”
All you wonderful ‘comment comedians’ have restored my faith in humanity.  I so hope that megaliars narcism forces her to read them. 😂
🛑🛑I KNOW LOTS OF PPL.  WHO ARE CANCELLING NETFLIX UNTIL THIS RIDICULOUS FARCE IS OVER INCLUDING ME, I WON'T RENEW.🛑🛑
Petty people. Two of them are embarrassing themselves and their family. If you don’t like it - just leave. Don’t expose dirty laundry of the family you came from and still get money from to 
gain fame an popularity (Megan). Despicable, I’m ashamed for them
I really love the part where Meghan confuses the words, 'when the stakes are this high.....' with 'when the fees are this high, doesn't it make sense to hear the story from us'!
I am so thrilled and happy for Meghan.  finally she landed the role of her life.  It's every actor's dream.  finally she gave the best show ever in real life since no one ever gave her that role in 
theaters.  she created this story.  By the way, how beautiful, to see Harry fulfill his dream of being more famous than his brother.  a tear fell from my left eye.
I love the fact that barely anyone likes them!
The ending where they both fade into obscurity and realise how insignificant they both are - the end
I love the fact that Harry is such a good provider and protector. He must protect his Family to the villains that can't even utter a word about them. It's time for us all to contribute and help 
Harry provide for his cut off'd family.
I love the part where Meghan darkens her skin with bronzer when attending race related events .. so thoughtful & authentic.. she’s always been so close & proud of her black relatives .. 
inspiring woman of colour !
Six millions in three days 🥳



I want to see the episode where she tries to copyright a word from the English language to prevent the 1.35 billion English-speakers on the planet from using it!! Archetypal megalomania.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry finally shut up.
All we’ve heard is their story from them on a constant loop! Nutmeg sounds like Charlie Brown’s teacher. “wah whoa wah, whoa wah wah".
How funny they took the dislike count
I understand that this program is sponsored by, "Armitage Shanks", and, "Toilet Duck"

Which makes total sense when you consider the amount of crap the dullard duo produce.
My favourite part was where she portrayed herself crying next to a hermes $2,000 blanket but she’s actually laughing . Because surley has been wouldn’t have took a picture of her so 
destraught! I cried with laughter …. from my left eye.

Edit : I’m also going to love the fact that MegaMinge will be reading these comments and then will go on to tell another sucker in an interview how we are all “racist”. Can’t wait for that 
part 😂
Here for Harry and Megan. The gaslighting is on fire 🔥
Exactly
i love the part where the Royal Family has manipulated the media and the public
😂😂😂
👍  🤣🤣🤣
She was forced to travel by private broomstick!
😂😂😂
Is that a year in your left eye?
And her claim to have done it all without a cellphone, although we clearly saw her with it in clips.
lol!!! This is really funny
 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer  You mean you loved the part where the pr machine of sparey and scarey did that, and then we all woke up and said “NOPE!”
And all on private jets! Because she’s so concerned for the environment! A true humanitarian comedienne!!
 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer you'd be surprise by how powerful Meghan's previous PR firm was.
 @cutie pie  you were never around to see how the Royal Family media machine treated Diana or Fergie. Megan and Harry are its latest victims.

i may have been born yesterday but no last night. The Royal family is a sinister, ugly institution
 @D J  no, i was previously against them but did my research on how the Royal family treated Princes Diana or the Queens disabled cousins... and that's how my eyes opened. Harry and M 
are victims
 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer  No, ppl hate him and  her because of their documented (photographed and filmed) evidences of lies and incongruity. Ppl nowadays are not dumb to be 
manipulated. Her own actions and behaviours (lies, pettiness) are what make ppl hate her. I, as many other believe, dont believe in Royal Insiders, as these are not verified evidences. We 
dont trust her because she has been caught lied so many times. Even her costars stated that as well. You can search "the Nelson Mandela" case
 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer  if anything Harry was never the victim. He has been photographed with racist evidences many times, and with shady behaviours that he would be cancelled 
today. But the British Media loved him so much to cover up his ass. Thats why he became the loveable prince. They had to create this narrative that he was young, immature, lost his 
mother,etc to excuse for his behaviour. If anything, the RF has spoiled him and her (at the beginning) so much. Dont forget Meghan Markle's brother letter to warn Harry before the 
wedding was published on American press. The British RF chose to ignore it and now had to pay the price



 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer  somehow I don’t believe u 
 @tray goodie I don't care that you don't. Their netflix show will get views because I and considerable population of the world don't believe the royal family bexause we know how they 
treated Diana, Fergie and the Queen's disabled cousins.
 @PC. Corey Thomas Palmer  Ahhh, a watcher of The Crown.  That was the Bowes-Lyon family. Not the Royal Family.  As for Diana, she was no saint.
read the comments and you understand. as we all heard "their truth" already many times we tell them which part of their love story we liked the most. enjoy, it's great fun, more than the 
actual trailer!
It's sarcasm at it's finest.
Well the guitar is missing the first two strings...😂
 @TobalinaC  😂😂
Brilliant ! 😂
And forgets the part about how two totally discredited pathological liars should continue to repeat the same story, with contradictory versions, over and over again, and then lay it down 
on film so it can continue to be played over and over again world without end. I can hardly wait for the first release date of Episode 1.  Be still my heart.....
😂😂😂
Excellent! 😂 Money makes Meghan’s world go round - after all, it’s the reason why she married Harry.
Maybe she was referring to the days she had to eat at the sizzler salad bar.  Steaks are more expensive now so they need money or it's  back to the salad bar for them🤣🤣
People see their true colors. It's a relief they do because it shows their influence has its limits.
Isn’t that called ‘Blacface’ and totally taboo?
 @Andy McGuinness  well she’s more orange - but yes she does it - badly
Yes, so proud of her black relatives, that she only had one, her mother at the wedding.
Oh, yes!  Agree.  And all the very many things she's done for black Americans and black communities across the U.S.  So humanitarian, so selfless, so generous, so self-sacrificing.  No 
wonder so many black Americans worship the ground she walks on.  Saint Meghan is their Savior!  I do love that part.
And straightens her hair in sympathy for all those hard working straight haired women out there with no curling irons?
And gets her followers to tie themselves in knots claiming its not fake tan but sun tan, poor chameleon appears to change daily
Papers say she had her mother's nose but got a nose job.
Its  to look like Julia Roberts nose.
 @Andy McGuinness  Yes.
But forgets about the white parting in her hair, she's wonderful, natural and so authentic.
 @Jacqui   you clearly don't know how being black works and the variations on color of our skin across our body. Some parts darker, some lighter - this is true for all black people and those 
of mixed race. Go outside and touch grass and then try reading a book, idiot.
 @Ro  Is that you Meghan? LOL!!
Think they tried that with the word 'Royal'
Yeah…that’s the real fantasy. Meghan will never shut up. Never has (not matter what she tells Oprah or how much she believes herself to be Ariel 🤣🤮) and never will.
YES!
🤣
230K. You have to install a browser extension to see it.
She looks like she’s laughs to me too
Love the part where it's revealed this comment section is more popular than the docuseries.👏👏👏
Jimmy Kimmel should invite Megsy on so she can read these out loud.  Golden



Ginge and Whinge again. Grifters. The world should stop taking note of divisive, BeKind CryBullies like these. Thank you to our American friends here who can see through the nonsense - 
we are hearing here in the UK that, even though we in the UK are not fooled by the race baiting and grifting, that Americans are - it's good to read the comments on here that disprove that.
Will not watch. Lies. They lie and lie and lie.
I hope these 2 take a NASA trip to the moon and get lost returning.
 - American Girl
They left the UK because they wanted privacy and live a normal life to move to LA and be literally everywhere in the public life. 
I appreciate how positively and warmly the local Boston network affiliates covered the Prince and Princess of Wales. I wish they could have stayed in the States longer.
I REALLY want to see the dislike count!!
The comment section has me crying…out of both eyes. 🤣
I love the part where she tells us that she really didn't want any of Harry's white racist family at the wedding but if she hadn't allowed them to come the celebrities would not have been 
able to come and she really wanted a chance to meet them.
230k dislikes and counting
BOYCOTT THIS TRASH
This is iconic, Netflix. It is archetype, guttural, and B word. This is so huge we shall be holding on to our left eye.

It is ever so wonderful that it costs a left eye and a leg to contract, and another costs an arm and a left eye to produce.

We are ever so grateful that the Saint Duchess whose left eye has more talent than the entire humanity is letting us see her private life, her intimate story.

We will keep our left eye crossed as we wait for its release date. 

May the left eye be with you.
I loved the part where Meghan told Oprah and the world about how her and Harry were actually married in a private ceremony in their backyard, with just the archbishop in attendance, 3 
days prior to their 38 million pound 'spectacle of a wedding'. Then later, when the archbishop publicly denied it all because that would've actually been illegal and because it wasn't 
true...so damn inspiring. I couldn't contain my left eye tear.
Brits need to be taught a lesson you ginger minge if you come back to the UK you and her should be pelted with eggs
I L❤VE they're are Sharing Their Story, like People's Prince says,  "Because No One Sees What's Happening Behind Closed Doors."  He Knows!, Because he was Born into that Life. Plus, 
after what happened to Princess Diana, His M❤M.!  Most of you jealous bums, Still going to blame Meghan.? Who Prince Harry Fell In Love With! Which don't happen in most people's life 
times. None of you weren't there?! So, Stop the BS & Hate. It makes you wrinkle Really Fast. Let Them Be Happy & Prince Harry Found Freedom.
Cancelled my Netflix subscription over a year ago.
I like the part when the ghost of Christmas present visits Markle and explains how Catherine can’t help being younger, taller, slimmer, prettier, kinder and higher ranked.
I love the part where she successfully patented the word “Archetype” and then proceeded to change the definition of that word. All so she could use it in her Award winning podcast series, 
which identifies the downtrodden. I am moved…to tears.  Well, one tear, in my left eye. Tissue please, someone?
My favourite part was the comments section! 🤓 🍿 👏 😂
Isn’t that the truth keep coming back for more gems
This is far more entertaining than that fake garbage could ever be.
And so much more entertaining too.  I haven't laughed this much in weeks.  😊😊😊



Amen …. And priceless
me too 😂😂
Almost 250k I read
229000
😂😂😂😂 god bless you
"Under HER left eye", everyone whispers in awe.
 @Carolyn G  thank you! My left eye’s off to you 🥴
Why illegal sorry?
 @Lunazul  It is illegal to get married in the UK if the premises have not been duly licensed as approved premises. The back yard at Nottingham Cottage does not fit the "duly licensed" 
criteria. She lied.
Why wasn't that lie shown on many magazine covers, but does Meg ever become embarrased or ashamed.

 @Alexandra Roman  There were a number of lies during the interview not just the one about the marriage in the backyard. They have all been covered in various articles at one time or 
another. This one was so remarkable because it implied that the head honcho of the Church of England, the Archbishop of Canterbury had officiated at an illegal wedding ceremony.
 @Anna Lucinda  Yes, I know there were at least 17 lies in Oprah interview
 @Alexandra Roman  I've come to the conclusion that she doesn't feel embarrassed. Lying is just what she does and it doesn't seem to matter enough for her to change. She's a true 
narcissist and will always say whatever she needs to say from one minute to the next.
What a waste of eggs. Use feces instead!
 @Everything’sComingUpMilhouse  Sh*ts too good for them.
lol. are you for real?
Hi, Meghan. No one us buying what you're selling.
😂😂😂 Another sugar
Take an English grammar course before commenting.  My left eye is tearing up trying to decipher your drivel.
 @Lil G  Hell Yeah! Had to kiss one frog & one prince, to Fall In L❤VE & Married My Bestfriend. Let them Live and Don't Worry Be Happy :)
 @Everything’sComingUpMilhouse  Bye, Karen.  ST🛑P  being so Peanut Butter & Jealous :/
 @Diaper Don  Learn how to stroll pass Ken. In life, you have options🤡.
Lol! This badly programmed bot is very funny. Don't be so peanut butter is going to be my insult of choice now.
 @SaRita.  Assuming you mean scroll past.  Refer to my first comment.
 @Ruby Mouse  Get your own sh!t L😆serrr.
 @Diaper Don  Take your own advice.."past"?! Trying to correct somebody. You know what the hell I meant doo-doo diaper.
And Princess of Wales
😁
And gets to wear all those tiaras and jewels worth millions.
 @Princess Dumbarton  huh?
And Catherine inherited jewelry worth millions and she got nothing of value because she is slandering and trying to destroy the British monarchy.
You don't need a tissue: Leave the tear there until you get outside to the full view of the global media and the tear is seen from all angles, lift your head in a solemn, but silently grief-
stricken manner, then slowly and gently - but gracefully and obviously - wipe the single tear away with a delicate touch of your gloved finger.

🤮🤮🤮



Beautiful .... Oh, I mean the brief pic of CATHERINE .... even a bad pic of her is a great pic.  Classy, gorgeously poised.  Only thing in this vid worth seeing.
Sorry netflix, i think watching my washing go round in the washing machine would be more entertaining that listening to this poor hard done by woman and her Stockholm syndrome 
victim who we hope will wake up in the shower Bobby Ewing and find out it s all a dream , but in the meantime has trashed his family and the country where he was born, all for the sake of 
a woman who was a suitcase girl on a TV show .
I love the spontaneous Photo Booth snaps where Meghan is determined to recreate with Harry all her poses with her previous lovers. Especially the one in which she squeezes him so hard 
probably to stop herself from throwing up. Such convincing, truly authentic, deeply organic fairytale, archetypal love. In three seconds my left eye will produce a tear.
Netflix: Today’s audience value authenticity - irrespective of genre of show - above all else. That is why serial killer Dahmer show was a hit. This documentary is opposite of that - it reeks of 
disingenuousness. You propose to show love, family, sacrifice but what comes across is megalomania, evil and lies. Had you peddled this as another monster show, you might have had 
better luck.
The part where Harry is hounded by paps ( dressed in light brown) in the trailer, but it's Chelsy on his arm (cropped out).
I loved the part where the Second Born and his wife reframed 'challenging the hierarchy of the Monarchy' as progressive and woke, as opposed to the usual usurpation bid attempted by 
every ambitious Second Prince since the Viking invasion.

The part that inspired me most is when she said on her overrated podcast while having Serena on as her guest, that the bravest thing she has ever done was when she visited South Africa 
& a fire broke out in a nursery where Archie had never even been in & then praising herself because she had to pull herself together to move to a nicer home that was up to her standards 
& all to do a 15 minute walk about in Cape Town with apartheid people so she could get a photo op ….. so incredibly brave 👏👏👏 I just about squeezed out that left eye tear 😢
this will be  wate of time
I hope Netflix are going to pay a huge sum to the actual working RF members and their children for their additional security
Stakes???  What stakes?  The stake through Harry's heart, as you separate him from his family?  The stakes through William and Kate's hearts, as you repeatedly TRY to upstage them?  The 
stakes through your Grandmother's heart.  And the stakes through millions of Brits' hearts.  You make it sound like a horse race.  Or a game of poker.
I love the part when Harry tell us not to leave the water running while we brush our teeth to save the plants but then he and Megan send their private security on a private jet to go get 
Megan coffee in Columba because the local coffee shop is racist and he HAS to protect her.
This is the end for them. They have burned every familial and professional bridge they had and continue to spit in the face of the UK and US public with their fraudulent "pregnancies". 
Enough of this utter INSANITY!
Pair of money grabbing rats. Horrible scum
The most privileged and biggest victims in the world that really just want privacy and family protection but are happy to practice their bad acting to give the world a look inside their private 
lives 🤣🤣.  I think the world has moved on from Ginger and Whinger. They will never come remotely close to the grace, elegance, beauty, selfless dedication, and class of Princess 
Catherine and Prince William.
I’d like to learn more about the gross cruelty of Meghan having to look up the National Anthem online. Cos you’ve never looked up anything royal on the internet, have you?
I unsubscribed Netflix
What an utter pile of fabrication and untruths… didn’t you learn anything from Oprah’s lack of fact- checking.
My left eye feels an angry tear coming on.
I loved the part where Megan says she's the only woman in the world who can turn a prince into a frog.
I'm not on social media but I heard to watch out for a "leak" of MM porn. The gloves are off guys and the lawyers have been called on Netflix!!
Oh yes!!! Beautiful Princess Catherine, The Princess of Wales.
Ha! I thought i recognized those poses from Suits, which is also where she learned to cry on cue.
😂😂😂👍



Yes!  And how the Body Language Guy Jesus explains to us how deeply attracted Meghan is to Harry and how much to she loves and respects him by comparing photos of her with previous 
boyfriends and husbands to those with Harry.  Everything is so clear now.  😏
Archetypal love 😂😂😂
This was the funniest one yet.  so good
Well can you blame her? If I had to hug a sockpuppet I wouldn’t be really enthused either.
‘to stop herself from throwing up’ 😂
oh what a great comment!
Perfection, really.  The deceptive cherry on their faux cake of constant mendacity.
This!!!! 👏👏👏👏
Wonderful! 😂
Only because he can't raise an army
I don't think she is wanted back in SA allegedly

It was especially inspiring coming right after living legend Serena told an amazing never-before-heard story about her daughter breaking a bone & staying up all night at the hospital w/ her, 
then playing an international tennis tournament the next day & still winning-- Meghan's baby trauma one-upmanship was so empowering I totally forgot about Serena's story.
Of course because she talked right over her because it was only all about Me-again so why would she have time for someone else’s heartfelt story. Such a wonderful supportive loving 
friend  that one 🙄
Facts 🙌
And she does it so well
What about protecting your English family Harry😡

Why would Netflix pay these two no talent, buffoons one nickel. I cancelled my subscription to Netflix because of this fiasco as well as other bad choices. If I were a stockholder, I’d sue.

I love the part when Harry said camera flashing triggers him. The poor sod can't even have a private intimate moment in his own home without a professional photographer there 😪
Come on Netflix why are you not being transparent, your showing how many like this trailer why not the dislikes, isn't that being motivationally racist
Best part when we are told how high stakes are for two of the richest people financially dependent on the family they loathe and insult every chance they get. Really love the smug tone 
whilst sitting in a mansion and wearing a sweater that probably could buy a used car.
I loved the bit where Meghan’s complete lack of self-awareness led her to wear that green goblin cape dress that showed her giant behind. Compare that to Princess Catherine’s 
magnificent green dress and emerald choker at the Earthshot awards that Meghan tried to hijack attention from this pathetic trailer drop. 

And then the bit where she breached the Queen’s security by slipping an unauthorized photographer into private quarters, that was classic Meghan.
I loved the part when Megan mentioned steaks 🥩 made me feel really hungry 😋
I love the part that Netflix opened the comment section on this trailer.
I love the part where she pats his back to signal that she should go first.
Lust, Gluttony, Greed, Sloth, Wrath, Envy and Pride 

Pretty much sums up this couple.



Are we bothered No! “Do your worst”  Meegain and Hazbeen have been proved to be consummate liars so much so that no one believes a word they say anymore, WE ARE ALL SO BORED , 
Harry ask Megan back for your balls and do the right thing, because there is no going back if you don’t.
The most honest part of all, after the last episode puts the few viewers who haven't  cancelled Nexflix asleep, and Hag and Mag are sitting alone in their 15 million dollar monstrosity, they 
turn to each other and think,"Maybe we shouldn't have launched that coordinated sabatoge of the Wales and the family while they were in Boston, maybe the set up "row" staged by a 
Sugar and Stooge photographer Merriman, the staged interview with former police chief telling of phoney threats, the Invictus trailer, the zoom of Archie with the author who is writing a 
book about supposed racism in the family, and the drop of the Netflix trailer, maybe, just maybe, it was all too much and gave the game away.
Trash in every sense
Who’s watching the dislike count?
Can someone please tell me the app to download?
Thanks
Rachel are you ok....are you ok...are you ok Rachel?
If you hope Meghan and Harry read these comments hit like. 👍
Maybe these two don't understand the meaning of the word privacy.  Or honor or discretion?  Yuck!!  Who would watch this?????
Wow, the bots are out to attack Megan again.
If I was the target of this level of structured, planned attacks, I'd go fkg nuclear. Her restraint and Harry's is much to be admired.

I propose that they be offered the roles of Constitutional Monarchs of a free Scotland (post referendum). He'd be King long, long before his boring brother.
Love a good comedy from these 2 clowns. I just know it will being tears….to my left eye.
I did, too. And it hurt because I love Peaky Blinders and other shows but I may resubscribe to watch this comedy, imaging these comments as subtitles. These remarks are great PR for 
YouTube and Netflix, imo.
Hahaha! So funny. Hope the cameras didn’t catch them in the toilet!
At a time where many people have to live in cars, and call themselves lucky that at least it's not on the actual street!
They knew what they were doing and probably know Meghan and Harry read these comments 🤣🤣🤣
To YouTube
Hazza was hit by a smooth criminal
You really think there is 30K bots out there? 😂 
People can see through the self pity, lies and manipulations, no one cares what these two whinging privileged multimillionaires have to say.
Hello Meghan
You poor thing!😂
I'm a bot from the Netherlands🤣
Your comment has brought a solitary tear to my left eye.
1 Bot from perth WA 👍😊
 @OFH  Putin?
😂😂😂
I loved the part of the piano in the background like this is going to be historically significant. It all brought one tear, left eye… 👁💧
I hope they have managed reduce the carbon emission of the world with their devoted and frequent private jet trips. Way to go hypocrites 🤣
I loved the part, where she first visited poor African kids and later complained in the garden to the reporter how difficult her privileged life as a duchess has recently been. This was just the 
right setup to reveal to the world all the tragedy she went through.



It's over Meghan. Get a grip. The world has witnessed on  a stage just what a nasty hypocritical self serving machiavellian narcissistic sociopath you are. It's only a matter of time before we 
all.find out about your surrogaaciees  previous marriages.and yatch duties. Harry married sloppy seconds to Skippy..you were only  meant for as hoe for hire. You are shallow with 
mediocre acting at best. No one with an ounce of common sense and decency can take you seriously. Go away thr pandemic is over we are done with this macabre freak show
The bit where Netflix have to use a shot of the paparazzi from 2011 Harry Potter premiere because there’s never been a time when the paps have been interested in the Harkles. The 
fakery to tell an untrue story should be commended.
I guess Harry had to protect and save his family from a warzone?!
Making it public to protect your family privacy 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the parts where MeGain campaigns against the objectifying of women.  Will her oral sex scene from 90210 be included?
That part when the pesky Tom Bradby in South Africa kept asking Meghan if she was okay, but she was like, ‘oh, I’m very privileged! I’m just here to uplift those that truly suffer and shine a 
light on voices that don’t have a platform to get heard.’
That’s right there was when I knew she was princess material.
Hi Meghan. Are you ok?

I loved the part where Meghan finally admitted she lied about being pregnant and how she enjoyed parading around with varying sized moon bumps throughout the day depending on the 
outfit or occasion. The fact she finally admitted the real reason for all of this was because she knew if a child was not born of her body , it and she would not be entitled to money or titles 
thus scarpering her scheme to make as much cash off this family and ensuring a lifetime of child support ….for me,  it was a touching moment. It brought on single tear to my left eye.
I loved the comment section. You are all champions Hillarious it brought tears to my eyes 🤣
I love how a highly successful actress, who marries into "THE ROYAL FAMILY" ... is going to chastise all of us, about her "OpPrEsSiOn"  !
     (such an aspiring, hypocritical "knee taker"!!)
Harry.  You are not even a Royal.  You are the Ginger your mom had you with
I really loved the part where, when Harry saw the beautiful Catherine on TV at the Bond premier, in that stunning gold dress that showed off her gorgeous figure, he blurted out, "WOW!!" 
Our Glorious Duchess of Montecito was so moved that she went outside and screamed at the starry night sky, alarming her neighbors. Just remembering this, I feel a single, glistening tear 
well up in my left eye. I'm getting pretty good at this single tear on command thing!
The part where Meme insisted she was driven out of the RF, but invited Hollywood folks she never met to the wedding so she had contacts in the biz for when she bailed. How brave to 
plan it all out in advance. Her scheming, I mean future planning, is awe inspiring 🙌
I can’t wait for them to show us which actors they hired to play their fake children.
I don't like her end i don't trust her
Looking forward to the episode about walking off the commercial set with a pit of shoes that weren’t hers.
I also loved that clip at the same time saying she can't believe she wasn't getting paid for it.  Such compassion and empathy.
After leaving her wedding ring at home and making sure they had their cars flown over cause South Africa isn’t safe enough for them.
And the part where she looks utterly disgusted surrounded by children, then looks into the camera. One of the most chilling things I've seen on here
And where they used a pic of Harry being hounded by paps ( wearing light brown) but cropped off Chelsy, The body language guy found the original pic. Can't make this up eh lol

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
Or her burger flipping video maybe?? 😆
That will in part 2 🤣
Exactly



LOL😅😅😅😅
🎯🎯🎯
Several people who knew her confirmed that she could not have children. Some say how could the RF not know and they would surely not be part of a cover up. Well, she conned them in 
the same way that she has conned everyone. Only H knows the truth for sure.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 Brilliant!
Yes!!!!
Her wedding paid with tax money from the public which she made into a PR move for herself to make money on only 2 years later. Such a touching wedding with REAL love. They’re 
amazing love story. We all know they love each other in a way no one has ever done before on this planet 🌎 It shows in the way she force grab his hand when he doesn’t want to and also 
how they have to hold hands like toddlers when it’s not nice to do so. Bringing left eye tears to us all.
Brings a tear to my left eye.
Just so you know, Netflix, if you care and if you read my comment, I will NOT watch this series. What for? So that later on, like with the Oprah interview, I realize I listened to mostly lies and 
I just wasted my time?

Instead I will watch youtube channels with all the findings of the lies H&M told you, Netflix.  By the way, did you know that the picture used in this teaser, with all those cameras, was for an 
event of Harry Potter and had nothing to do with them?

Let the hunger lies begin... err, sorry, they have already begun in this teaser.
The part where they gave a forensic accounting of how they blew through Harry's inheritance so quickly.  So touching.  And relatable.  Left eye - go!
I can picture Meghan home angry because no one likes her.    We don’t.  Stop paying her to speak lies.
lol you could play a game with this documentary: How many times you see her left eye drop a tear?, How many times does Harry mention his late mother? How many times do they use 
the word I? etc...
I love the part where Netflix pays millions of dollars for this whinefest and no one shows up to watch it. My left eye spills a tear.
Markles fortunes and luxurious lifestyle depends on trashing the Royal family. Megan is a hypocrite who cries racism against the British Royal family and still uses her British Royal Duchess 
title. Also complains that her children need to have British Royal titles too.
More lies on way care of netflix.
I loved the part where South Africans were definitely dancing in the street when Meghan married Harry, in the exact same way they did when Nelson Mandela was freed.  I equally loved 
the part where Harry and Meghan's unbelievable privilege exploded in Meghan's eye turning everything into black and white just as a picture was taken. Just so inspiring.
Loved it when they received an award for tackling 'structural racism' within a family where the only actual proven and documented racism came from Harry himself when he dressed as a 
N*zi and then called one of his colleagues a p*ki. Unbelievable!
I was so in awe of how she captured a prince by having a dump in the outdoors. My turds overwhelm my husband in quite another way. Meghan must truly be a 1queen amongst mere 
women, her shit clearly doesnt stink. 💩
How about the part where haznoballs says the Brits "deserve a lesson"? That's everyone's favourite.
Pinky and the Brain, constantly failing in their plan to take over the world.
Wow 🤩 after watching this it made me realise quite how much I truly like the royal couple. WILLIAM & CATHERINE THAT IS. 
The grifters in this low quality reality Tv show are shocking 😬 They don’t have a likeable bone in their body. To sell out their families for their craved pieces of gold will never ultimately be 
worth it.
“Why did you want to make this documentary? “ 💰💸💵🤑



I love the way that all Megan's childhood Caucasian friends and family never informed her she was really black, it took the royal family to bring out her ethnicity and acknowledge her race 
which she cannot seem to stop talking about (since marrying Harry) and how Harry also acknowledges that meg is the lady (family) he's never had bc royals were so mean and hateful 
towards the spare, left eye tear
The bit where Harry suffered genetic pain and missed his Mum so badly that he found Megs that's 'exactly like his late Mum' and married her and got his Mum feeling back. Not many man 
find and marry mum's replacement, so heroic.
The reason YT removed the dislike view
Can’t wait to see the episode where Harry plays a love song on the toy guitar 😂
I loved the part where Meghan sent a $50 Edible Arrangement bouquet to her father while he was in the hospital. Brought a tear to my left eye
I love how Netflix sue them for their money back
I loved the bit where they explained what happened behind closed doors...................to make 13 senior staff members leave them in under 4 years.
Price Harry = Judas Iscariot.  Sold King and country for 30 pieces of Netflix silver.
The steak I had for diner was sooo tender...
Netflix could have saved a few hundred million dollars and just made this documentary using sock puppets.
🤢🤮
The part where YouTube is deleting dislikes now, went from 221k down to 220k a few minutes ago
I also love the snippet of how she told everyone she was best friends with Serena Williams but Serena said that she never even met her before up until she received a invite to Megs Royal 
wedding. That was so wonderful to invite her imaginary best girl friend to make sure she was there on Me-Again’s special day 
A tear almost left my left eye 😢
It is interesting how someone can talk about something with such an air of authority, suaveness, and apparent acceptability, and yet actually say nothing of importance or relevance.  It 
leaves one with the impression that there is empty headedness, and a sense of bewilderment that someone actually thinks the general populace will fall for such rot.
I love that netflix kept the comment section open… had enough av we @netflix? Have you finally seen what everybody else who worked with TW has been saying… well for this you have 
gone slightly back up in my opinion of you… only slightly 🤣🤣
Did uou forget to add your dealer Meg? 🤔
I love the part where millions of Americans apologize to the UK for Meghan.
How come Meghan s childhood photos don’t have the gap between her teeth anymore?
The burpees how many takes did that involve? Her Panama hat  'The Tw3t In her Hat' Hi HERMES, IT IS MEAGAIN MARKLE. THE TART WITH NO HEART. SEND TO BUCK HOUSE 6 BLANKEES 
TO COVER MY KIDS AND MY FACE POST RHINOPLASTY!!!
I will not whatch that show 🤮🤮🤮🤮
What a disaster 
 They should get a real job with the rest of us and then complain
So many best parts it's hard to choose. Maybe the  one where she committed prolonged elder abuse on her husbands grandfather, and grandmother especially when she was a grieving 
widow during her last months - so brave of the Duchess and so humanitarian, there must be another award for her ?  Or maybe the one where Harry  declined to attend the Deal Memorial 
for dead marines when he was their Captain General and went to the Lion King Premiere instead to pressurize Bob Iger to give a job to Meghan- so heroic!
Comments are hilarious😂 glad to see people awake to the BS of these 2. Hope Netflix sees the sarcasm and irony in these comments and learns.
I love the part where Meghan says she was objectified on Deal or No Deal, then shoots a scene on 90210 giving head in a car. True clarification on objectifying
These two are pure dullness and  lack credibility.  Now I'm really interested in a documentary of Harry's wife YATCH DAYS.  Can Netflix make a real documentary with the REAL Prince and 
Princess of Wales. That  would definitely level you up again.
On a plus note, at least they aren’t going to try & come back to the royals and try to be part of the monarchy again. They really are done.



Staff that were in highly coveted positions- positions that they usually keep for life.
Staff who were far better educated, far more intelligent, and far better human beings than Harry or Meghan.
I thought about 2-3 staff left - it’s actually 13?
 @ACTA  oh yes 😄
 @B M  OMG . Quite an achievement that is hard to beat
What is the app called?? I’ve no idea how to search for it
doesn't matter we all know the dislikes are higher then what's showing
Please screenshot and document it!!
@Mrs Mitch  google return youtube dislikes. Its a chrome extension but it's a bit flaky
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
Please..
It’s legal in Toronto and Santa Bananas. Why you think they moved there! X
 @Pat Clark  cocaine isn't abd hawwy likes ecstacy to keep erected
We really do - she wasn't our fault, but she is our responsibility and our enduring shame.🥺😢😞
We demand compensation and reparations for inflicting Meghan upon us :D
She’s an anomaly. We’re good! 🙏 🇬🇧🇺🇸
To be fair we, (i.e. all the racists in the UK), have to take some responsibility for, "GT", aka Ginger Tosser.

We don't however want him back.
Sincerely and deeply.
Out of all the azong women we had, it had to be here because she is a manipulative NARCISSIST and Harry is too dim to tell shyte from oatmeal
to be fair we gave them James Corden, we had it coming.
We’re even, they’re apologizing for giving us James Cordin. Thank goodness he is going back. Sorry England.
Yes, fair enough, so sorry USA for the gutless creep.  Please don't send him back 😊
Americans don't need to apologise, the UK knows Americans are wonderful people, as seen in Boston this week!
We do deeply apologize for ever cheering this woman on & into the Royal family. By far the best acting she's ever done - in or out of lingerie! It's embarrassing that we actually thought she 
could stand next to The Princess of Wales, in any sense of that phrase!!
AS AN AMERICAN, I APOLOGIZE FOR THIS HORRIBLE WOMAN. SHE IS SO EMBARRASSING!
As an American I humbly apologize to the RF and citizens of the UK for having to endure the dregs of American women.
I love my American friends but absolutely loathe being lumbered with the worst of them. Markle makes my skin crawl with her fake tears. It honestly makes me feel better that Americans 
apologise for her simply to realise we aren’t on our own in what we think of her.  So thank you
He needs to grow a pair but the latest from that loathsome toad is “ those Brits need a lesson” I literally saw red after that.
We're sorry. Like you as sorry as you guys are for Piers Morgan.
👏
 @Ruth Davey  imagine his sense of entitlement. As if those brits are some idiots owned by the Spineless spaniel. As if he himself is not a Brit. Yet the spaniel needs handouts from those 
brits as well as those "racist" titles which differentiates them from Kim Kardashian in name.
Yep. Sorry. We had no idea. I'd only first heard of her when she hooked up with Harry.
Why should we apologize? They sent us Harry.



And in return we apologise for Harry
Our sincere apologies to the UK. We promise you that she does not represent the rest of us Americans.
 @seamus seamus  ...BOOM!!!
 @ProfoundConfusion  🤣
I know we have to keep nutmeg because she’s from here. But please take back sockpuppet. He’s all yours. Please!!
UK should apologize to USA. For letting those 2 nut bags move over here.
 @Brenda Kaye  Quit pretending to be American, you Imperialist Brit.
 @seamus seamus  Lol again with the astroturfing! Which crisis PR firm do you work for? Actual Americans don’t even think about whatever you’re going on and on about. We have 
completely different priorities and literally know nothing, and care nothing, about your archaic royals and Monarchy. Go take your cognitive dissonance about pretending you’re in a 
democracy when your military is the ROYAL Military, commanded by your new inbred King. Get a life!
 @Jorrie Wimmer  “Dregs.” What planet do you live on, bruh? Your misogyny’s stuck in the dark ages of British-isms foreign to actual American English. Again, all of you hateful bots 
astroturfing as “apologetic Americans” need to STFU. Wake the hell up and overthrow your archaic Monarchy. Do something productive for ONCE.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.
Americans have difficulty with irony, so the sugars at Netflix probably think they have 34k hyper positive comments on their hands. Maybe that's why they haven't shut down the 
comments section yet 😆
And that feminist burger-grilling vid looking like a strumpet.
And then does a video undressing, biting her lip, sucking her thumb and sticking her bum out for Men’s Health. This woman is insane.
And no doubt forced to wear too tight, revealing blouses on Suits, where she was also forced to have hot sex in the copy room. And cry on cue, in case no one noticed. She has practiced 
crying on camera several times before..
And the endless se scenes on Suites.
Oh, and then there was the time she was forced to do a half-clothed spread for Men's Health Magazine.
Lol is this for real? Idk about the 90210 scene, I knew about the BS deal or no deal!
She low key tried to shame white women throughout that podcast. Like if they wanted to look a certain way they were being exploited. She forgets women have agency and can look how 
they want. Not how she approves. She’s a control freak.
 @Pat Clark  badly acted as well...
also very independent of her to choose and chase someone from the british royalty knowing how empowered and anti royalist she is...
Omg too funny
Or cleaning in a skimpy maid outfit. Or barbecuing and seductively licking her fingers. This woman would do ANYTHING for cash. And Attention.
Howie Mandel did like her a little too much we know what she did to get on the show.  It’s not who you know it’s who you blow
I love the part where she realises that she can safely be objectified because she is just so eerily beautiful: she has an earthly beauty. And it's not forget how great she makes all her clothes 
look, I hope she's scenes of THAT red dress. Unforgettably gorgeous.
 @Mamma Bear  With lovely Ted the veterinarian, from Schitt's Creek. In the front car in a crowded car park. Class act.
 @Mamma Bear  Yes. Real. Look it up. There’s clips of the scene available on this platform.
the biggest priviledged whinner in the world!
Are you sure this isn't the trailer for dumb and dumber?
Oh yes, when South Africans danced on the street for her wedding spectacle, like they did when Nelson Mandela was released from prison, was a real tear jerker, from my left eye, in 3 
seconds 😢



Ok.  By doing this series, you keep the gossip going.  Why tell your side?  What steaks?  Poor Megan and Harry.  

Harry get a job.  Making a living like this just shows how privileged entitled you are.  Go back to school and find something useful to do.
Imagine when it’s from the funeral in the “documentary” on Netflix. The left eye tear will be there 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 Goodness this does not look good for them 😅
It sure is hard for ordinary people to sympathize with Meghan and Harry’s millions and millions of dollars thanks to Netflix generous offer to film them complaining and explaining their 
victimization theory. Meghan’s one tear left eye act 😢exasperated times 100 million dollars.
Will not watch .. Hazbeen & Meegain need a cease and desist order
I particularly liked the bit where she lied to the court about cooperating with the lackeys who wrote Funding Freebies.
I respect their desire for privacy, so I won’t be watching.
The  parts that she claimed she worked  to pay for her education despite her father coughed up a hefty amount for her private education. The part that she publicly stated that she owed 
everything to her father only to ghost him after she found fame and married the prince. The part that her father was is serious condition in hospital and she took a private jet and a bunch 
of photographers to capture her compassion to the victims of the shooting. The part that they lectured about compassion yet have viciously attacked both of their own families, the part 
that she sat in her multi millions dollars mansion complaining how hard life was in the middle of the pandemic. The part that everything was everyone else ‘s fault. The part that she felt so 
“abused” because life as a  wife of a prince did not turn out to be like a princess in Disney movies, the discovery that she was not allowed her to take the throne and makes commands to 
others, the same way she did at her friend’s  Birthday party. The part that she felt she lost her voice but never stopped talking. The part that she was so depressed no one was asking how 
she was just after speaking to real raped victims in Africa, who did not get a mention. The parts that she was left traumatised after the radiator smoked in the nursery of the “housing unit” 
even Archie wasn’t even there … how brave to go through all the that, how brave she had to go through motherhood and newly weds in the palace full of people at her beck and call … I 
can go on and on… poor Princess, I shed a single tear , left eye !
I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the 
part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part I loved the part
No one really see whats happening behind close door. Not just royals, artist. Even regular people has skeleton in there closet. Stop with books, documentary and pod cast and maybe 
you’re kids can have a little bit of a normal life.
What next about a sex tape ?
Is it a documentary or one of those electronic photo frames you got for christmas 10 yrs ago?
I love the part when they flagrantly spend all their money to the point of destitution—forced to downsize, secure real jobs with a real work schedule, and learn real professional skill-sets 
with a real income…just like the rest of US!  They possess no talent, they are lazy and entitled.
Two gruesome twosome. Eaten up with jealousy & spite . It will end in tears 😭 self destructive bores .
😂😂I’m only here for the comments 😂😂
(Refuse to play the trailer)
I love the part where the RF allowed a leak about the Queen having cancer so Harry couldn't use it in his book and monetise her I'll health
I loved the part where she said she gave birth and breast fed her 2 children. Who is she kidding? She got her moneys worth out of her moon bump at least. The surrogate mother will 
reveal herself in time. It brought a tear to my left eye.
Lovely word analysis in the podcast (crazy ambitious diva). It wasn’t boring at all! Please can you do these words next?  Self-serving, dishonest, gold-digger. Thanks!
👍🤣🤣🤣 Compassion in action. LOL
Well, to be fair, the photographer did.
 @Jojo  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 that brought a tear to my left eye 👁
Same 😂
Me three...👍



Me four 👍
Completely agree. I can wait!
I like the part when they find the old moonbumps discarded in a skip at the back of Frogmore Cottage and they know they are hers because they have bronzer finger prints al over them, 
and finally the press feels free to report.
Boke
The part at the walkabout after the queen had died, where meg thinks the flowers from the crowd are for her, and refuses to give them to the staffer. So inspiring!

We really need to thread all these comments together for her & get it bound as a lovely book and send it to her telling her thank you for all your sacrifices Rachel … you’re a true saint … 
you know, as a nice parting gift to the both of them from all of us
Reading all these comments made me laugh out loud. These two have become so self important and quire honestly a joke.
Be who you want to be but dont destroy both your families in the process. Trash the Royal family, tell lies make out your somthing special.
They have both become twisted and vengeful.What a sad way to conduct your  life.
Meanwile we are worrying about inflation, cost of living etc in the real world.
I wish Harry and Smeghan would go back to a country that wants them. Oh wait they'd be royalty without a state then, poor Harkles.
Hi Netflix..I have CANCELLED YOU!
So glad i never payed for Netflix.
Netflx, pleeze make a "behind the scenes" edition of this crapola with the extra footage. 🤑 show the real stuff.
I love the part when Harry says he has to keep his family safe, but pays his trolls and PR minions to stir up race-baiting anger that could truly endanger the working royals who actively 
engage in public events where they are much more vulnerable and exposed.  You claim to hate the media, yet get them deliberately whipped up in a false us vs them narrative- i cant wait 
for the part where someone is subjected to violence over your petty games. Truly inspiring.
What stakes??? they´re nobodies, absolutly irrelevantes but love to use their priviledges given by the RF as the same time they trash the RF. What a disgusting pair.
I love the part that after a multi million pound wedding, lavish honeymoon and a new home Frogmore gifted and  paid for by the evil, racist British public, they needed a 6 week holiday to 
Canada - where they  plotted their original 'half in and half out' approach and secretly worked on their SussexRoyal website and instagram. The best part  was launching  SussexRoyal and 
announcing Megxit  on Catherine's birthday. I also love how they STILL refuse to take down their SussexRoyal branding.
"Oh hey, Megs! We all know that you and Haz are just sitting transfixed reading all of our snarky comments. So Hey! and Merry Christmas!"
@Netflix , out of all the tacky things you have done this is the tackiestestest! Whatever little respect I had for you was lost with this circus. Def unsubscribing! Let the broke Sussex Squad 
break their piggy banks and pay for this clownery 🤡 🤡 🤡
What ad crock. I am sorry that you think everyone will believe all of this. You two need to grow up, you are way past the age of adult hood. You did not get the recognition you thought you 
would get and thought you could flit around the world as prince and princess and have a life of luxury without having to work. And now that that did not occur you are trying to shame and 
taint every thing the Queen of England has stood for in her many, many years of reign. Shame on you, Harry, how can you do that to your grandmother when she so favored you? What an 
ungrateful grandson you are. You or your current wife are not even close to being royal members. There are always factors in every family that are not perfect but that does not mean they 
are to be shouted out to the world. I have not heard anything from you or Meghan about running thru a hotel suite naked (and that means everything flapping about) in front of so many 
people that are unknown to you and what else happened after that behind close doors (that you talk about). (of course there might have not been much to flap around naked). Do be 
careful about the things you talk about and especially present to the public. Meghan also need to research her past to make sure there is nothing that can be misconstrued ad 
inappropriate. The public always had many, many outlets that you do not know about!!!!!!
When this Netflix trailer first dropped, it was very moving to see that the people in South Africa celebrated with their traditional "dance in the street like Mandela has just got his freedom" 
celebratory jig.
money, money, money



My left eye can't take anymore comments..
'Stakes are this high'???? Against who?
Yet another PR company bites the dust. Their brand is fast becoming toxic. Avoid at all costs.
Not gonna watch this awful sh1t.
She wanted the money shot, laying flowers down, cue tear, left eye, now
....... and  she was just about to give the staff member a mouthful of vitriol but noticed the camera so simpered instead - such empathy 😂😂
A lip-reader translated it. So, she issued an order to staff that SHE would take them. “I TOLD THEM I’D…” She had decided that she was overriding this safety protocol and had issued her 
own instructions and hence would not hand the flowers over. What a crazy diva!
anything go to her hands she will keep it for "good" use ,of course the final goal is  "money and fame" , what an  inspiring !
I thought she was drunk
a little girl in the crowd said Princess of Wales said 'Hello, whats your name?' then Meghan came over and said Hi I'm Meghan, the little girl who was 11 said that Princess of Wales wanted 
to know about her, whereas Meghan treated her like she was stupid by introducing herself (as if she didn't know who they were 🙄), Meghan did not take the time to ask the girl her 
name. Little children know when people don't like them...
👍Very true!  So inspiring.  🤣🤣
Agreed but I bet she's reading them. And formulating a different plan for next time
What can we call it? The stench? The wrench?
Oh she loves the Title Me-Again … it’s her favorite … so that would be quite fitting
Duchess Me-again of Dumbarton is her favourite title , Duchess Dumb to her friends 😆
I think we should call the book of these comments "One tear, left eye, Go!"
100% this
No surprise there. No matter how much they infuriate me and they do, a lot, one thing fills me with joy. Nobody had a better comeback than the Queen herself, “recollections may vary” a 
true classic 😂
Yes, that was such a moving moment, bought a tear to my left eye, in 3 days, like the wedding happening 3 days before 😢
 @Sarah Jane  Indeed - the wedding that was conducted by the CRIMINAL Archbishop of Canterbury - who is well known for just going rogue and marrying people without any regard to the 
law.
I came here just to read everyone's comments.  Netflix, you've been markled!
ITS TO DARN BAD MEGAIN AND THE SPARE CANT SEE ALL THESE COMMENTS ABOUT THEM ..I WOULD BE SO ASHAMED TO BE SOMEONE LIKE HER  ...AND HIM AS WELL....WHAT EXAMPLE 
ARE THEY TEACHING THERE INVISIBLE CHILDREN...
A couple of right royal twats!
Thank you to all of you beautiful commentors. You have restored my faith  that most people see the truth that Harry's Wife is a no good, self-serving, talentless, boring, liar, thief, not loyal, 
not royal, hollow, self-loathing, soulless, heartless, traitorous narcissist.
I love the part where Meghan decided to pick the role of Diana but ended up being Wallis and on top of that got a shot at the spare. Guess, she can't even be a proper copycat.
I love the part where Rachel wore her best wig for the trailer!  Sooo beautiful, genuine, organic and authentic!
Tear, eye, nuff said! 😏🥲
I want to thank harry for giving his wife, “the family she never had” so she could enjoy destroying them as she did with her own. How generous was that? He should get an award for the 
best husband ever. Wait for it… 😢
I get the cute family pictures of them both together, But who in their right mind when their partner is crying and upset runs and grabs the camera to take pictures haha, just not the sort of 
pictures you would take of someone haha.



I love the part where meghan explains 
- Why her dad had to raise her 
- Why her mother was in jail
- Why as an independent feminist allowed her racist father Inlaw to walk her down the Isle when her own father is alive
- Why she invited celebrities that didn't know her to her wedding, when she has family, not just caucasian but actual black family members.

Very inspired buy a woman who achieved nothing of substance ever to date. Who asked for help to find a British man, (specifications, jealous white male, needy  has absolutely no 
standards or backbone). Together they can hopefully slither far far away. 

1 tear, left eye... Go!
The bit where Netflix goes broke for race baiting with lies and biased reporting.
Loved the part where Meghan saves Harry from slavery inside the big castle by chaining him to her purse and whipping him every 5 minutes to stay in line.  So stunning, so brave!  

Also, "Why did you want to make this documentary?"  "We want money bitches!"
Someone please compile these comments into a book before the witch has them turned off.  They are Gold & should be preserved
It brings a single tear to my left eye😥and to my cat tooooo😿
Classless women
I loved the part when the idiotic frog prince courageously  declared he must gracefully punish us the public for us seeing his ruthless narcissistic first wife for what she is. The $u$$exs bring 
tears to my left eye with their valiant grievance collecting

I loved when within a few mths of meeting Haz she got him to release a statement asking everyone to leave her alone making sure it contained the words “undertones of racism”ensuring 
that thereafter all criticism could be called racism. Before that statement about 10 ppl in the U.K. knew she existed. What a marvellous way to keep attention off herself.
You cannot hide under a blanket of lies and deceit, the truth will always find away to come  out
Meghan wants so badly to be a victim! She’s a disgusting self serving waste of air, Harry wake up!!
Trash
Correction: Unroyal twats.
👏👏👏👏
Why don’t you just say what you think?
Well said!
OMGosh!  Best comment yet.
Thank you for reminding us that we all have Harry to thank for all of this.
💥 Boom!  😀😀😀😀😀
Doria was in jail? 😳
 @Gayane Khachatryan  for several years
  @Gayane Khachatryan  Reportedly something to do with tax evasion on a business. Meghan lived with her father full- me during her pre-teens and teenage years.

 @Gayane Khachatryan  no that’s a load of shit



 @Gayane Khachatryan  

Yes 🤪 

When the stakes are that high hopefully they will tell us the real story. We are all ears  waiting to hear these answers from both of them.
 @Gayane Khachatryan  No you all are just dumb
  @djm  sugar
 @Mary Mary  Someone as dumb as you would believe this lie
 @LadyCymbeline  Pathetic liar. 100% not true.

 @djm  I said reportedly. There are other people who have done the research and found the IRS strike against Doria's travel agency business in the late 80s - early 90s I only confirmed that 
I heard it. In Meghan's own words she lived with her father full time during those years - she says it was because her mother was a flight attendant, although again this turns up dry when 
people look into what airline, when, etc. The truth is Doria was not around for a few years (about 5 or so) for SOME reason never confirmed, so people naturally dug into it. She shares 
grandchildren with the King of England. It isn't out of question to want to know about her life and career. In case you weren't aware, this is open commentary on a public platform. Easy to 
just call someone a liar without further pointing out their error - I am open to being corrected should you have an explanation we don't know about.
 @LadyCymbeline  No wonder she is a psycho. Both sides of her family are quite familiar with breaking the law.
👋👋👋👋👋Well said!!!
 @Gayane Khachatryan  She was in federal prison for nine years for tax fraud, tax evasion, and perjury
 @Mini Haha  Would you share your sources? I can't seem to find anything that indicates she's gone to jail. Either way, I don't think Doria should be targeted as a result of MeAgain's 
horrible behavior.
🤣🤣🤣👍
😂😂
Netflix should know the difference between a reality show and a documentary
Is that the purse she carries his balls in?
 @Julie R  🤣🤣🤣
Slavery 😂😂😂
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing
Isn't it obvious, Hermes blankets to cry on don't come cheap slags!
Hahahahhahahhahaha....
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
OMG  Brilliant!  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I think I read some people are screenshotting them.
This would be amazing. Could release them as book same day as Spare us
Best idea yet! Way for the rf to fight back without actually having to fight back. Needs to be done.
I have called for Piers Morgan (and his staff) to cull these wonderful comments and read them on air. He has a research team that can conserve them, reddit them and preserve them for 
eternity. Join the call for Piers to step up for his country. He will be a ratings hit.
 @CAM J  what a great idea!!! I'll do the same. These comments need to be archived due to the treasure they are!!!
Imagine she is that magnificent she can make cats cry with tears too 😪



Oh no, not your cat too!!!!! 😢😭😭😭
I also love that she told Haz she was being surrounded and stalked by paparazzi in Canada and he was gullible enough to believe her even though no pictures of her ended up in the press 
😂
Ten ppl knew she existed, and every one of them thought she was Caucasian
I don’t think a lot of people caught what she did in getting Harry to release that statement, well before they were suppose to announce their relationship. 

This also forced the royal families hand, if they didn’t embrace her then they would be guilty of racism too. The sad part is they gave them everything and Harry and Meghan still accused 
them of racism.
 @Tom Hollingsworth 😂😂😂
 @Tom Hollingsworth  She is.  Her “ancestry” is 7/8 Caucasian and 1/8 “of color”.  She is predominantly a WHITE woman.
 @Keekles  Not when she's got 7 layers of "Mahogany" spray tan on, she isn't!
 @Keekles  Well...depending on which "day," it is...
 @Terry Hogan  😆😆
 @Penny Lando  😆😆
Even if that blanket is Hermes?
Exactly 😂😂
 @Jojo  LOL you took the comment out of my mouth. GOLD! Lol
The Hermes too? That brings a single tear to my left eye 😢
The part where Meghan shame dumps her own family patriarch, uses Harry’s to walk her down the aisle then gets her Stockholm syndrome husband to backstab his own father because his 
captor realized she’ll never be Diana or Kate
I love the part when they left us alone forever!

Meghan is a demon with all evil towards her family, black and white! She is HEARTLESS! Not to mention the entire British Family that she poisoned Harry against. Yes he has issues but she 
fed his immaturity, mental instability and insecurities about being a spare child. This woman is so GREEDY that she is most likely Satans true wife. Netflix, we don’t want them and their 
whiny poor me attitudes! They are some of the most privileged and spoiled people on earth and you expect sympathy from a hurting people eating 1 meal a day if that??? Go Blow!!!
I love the part where she says she has no expectations of grandeur yet makes docuseries about escaping the palace and everything related to the two years of her life she spent as an RF 
member because otherwise, she is useless and can't capitalize on her skills,  any part of her life or personality.
The only genuine award being won here is for this comments section, a 'ripple of hope' for Netflops as the best comedy it's ever done, so smart to have left it open.
Dislikes approaching 229k.
So…Netflix…are you going to release this detritus?
I love the part where we get a longer trailer on YouTube to sum up the hours of footage.  hopefully we will get the jist of the footage in less than 5 minutes, so we can play it on 2x speed, 
and not have to waste time and money watching the entire docuseries, sorry Netflix.
She kissed a Prince and he turned into Frogmore.



Walk a mile in their shoes - don't be so judgement, a sugar has just said. 

No thanks. His are always scruffy, he even wore one to a wedding with an obvious hole in, although his polo boots are rather fetching but way too pricey for me. As for Meghan's shoes, I 
cannot walk in 4 or 5 inch stilettos. She even wore stilettos to a wedding reception in a field and a graveyard. Plus some of her shoes are stolen from Reitmans. Some of them have 
prominent labels on the bottom for merching opportunities, and she is so talented she even mastered the art of curtseying in such as way as to show off the labels, but I don't think I have 
that skill. They are mostly too big to squeeze in her bunions but we wouldn't know too much about that because she usually photoshops her feet to airbrush out the bunions so that she 
can sit or stand in her authenticity (unless she can cover the bunion foot with a Hermes blanket whilst she cries). She had a nice pair of wellies that I quite liked, which she wore the day she 
went out in Kensington shortly after she was revealed as Harry's girl friend. I think it was the day of the remembrance service and she was asked to keep a low profile and stay home, so she 
donned uber-posh wellies and a barbour (because all Brits in Kensington dress like that, don't you know!) and walked back and forth in front of the Daily Mail offices carrying strategically 
positioned bags with prominent logos until she was papped. Nice wellies though. She also had a nice pair of walking boots I would wear - she wore them the day went she out on a hike in 
Canada and had lots of photos taken by paparazzi. I don't know if it was prearranged but she looked straight at the camera and smiled and cooperated happily as she was filmed walking 
along, followed by two security guards who could easily have stopped it. And then afterwards she sued their asses to the point of bankruptcy - probably because she was carrying Archie in 
such a weird way, critics said she either looked like a bad mother or she was carrying a doll. Nice boots though. She frequently wore espadrilles and wedge shoes to events, even though 
the queen reportedly dislikes them. Maybe bend the rules occasionally for the right look when the outfit seems appropriate, but nothing like trying to fit in and learn the ropes as a newbie. 
Not my taste anyway, so at least the Queen and I have one thing in common. But the real reason I would not want to walk in Meghan's shoes is that I do not have massive mansion to 
house her collection and I would rather give the hundreds of thousands of pounds they are worth to good humanitarian causes.
I loved the part where Harry's lawyer settles the divorce out of court, leaving him with his juggling balls (but not his manly ones) and he has to go and sleep under a bridge and sell pencils 
out of a cup.  Oh wait, that's the second series...
I particularly love the part where she builds an ark, rescues all of mankind, save’s the earth from global warming, declares herself the messiah, regenerates the ozone layer & then finds life 
on mars
This is a mockery. Move on Harry and Meghan.
I love the part where Harry had to run away to save his family, only for his wife to roll down the window so everyone could see her. Such safety and privacy 
This comment section is so based
I love the part where Meghan always makes sure to look directly at the camera.
And I really love to read all the comments here! Netflix, take a note!👍😆🙃
Let it come out. Geez. Everyone slating it already. Barely anything shown. Proves them right tbh.
If you can't follow royal family protocols than you gave the word racist. I don't  think royal family or British  they are racist  . Racists  is in ur mind .  Putting down   the family  and saying the 
story over the world that's not good . Prince Harry should think about  the nations. Your nations happiness is ur happiness.
I will never get to understand how much trolls spend their energy on people they despise - like if don't like something why bother yourself with it - why waste your precious time on it - 
does not make sense to me at all sounds like a terrible life to live really.  One would think if you don't like something you would be clinking not interested very fast but people are here  
writing thesis on top of people they don't like - what depressing lives indeed like they have nothing better to do - very sad indeed. Sending prayers of comfort and finding soul fulfilling 
things to do so you have no time to waste on things that don't matter to you 💝💝💝
Yes, and and some more additions, they collaborated on the "Finding Freedom" book, endorsed a Lifetime film "Escape the Palace," had a tell-all interview on Oprah with reportedly 
several more unaired hours, Meghan had a podcast (another platform) which she used for a dual purpose to get her story out about "feeling Black" with her "now husband's family" and 
Harry's tell-all memoir to be released in January 2023, all this PLUS this multi-part Netflix series "in their own words" - in just about two years, and not even two years of doing royal duties 
either (most of it spent wedding planning or Meghan on maternity leave). It's mind blowing.
How can you see when we can’t?



 @Mrs Mitch  get the app
 @Elizabeth Tippen  whats the app called?
 @Elizabeth Tippen  I don’t know what it’s called? Give me a clue? Thanks
 @Mrs Mitch  Return YouTube Dislikes
Wish I could dislike it again.
That's brilliant!! I've a tear in my left eye now 😢
She also parted the Red Sea...
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Love it!
Yes, that was a GOOD ONE! ;-))
Based on common sense.
 @hr7692 Based on facts. She had to apologize to a court for “forgetting” to tell the truth. When she said she did contribute to the book funding freedom then it was proved she did. And 
admit they weren’t REALLY married three days before. And don’t forget her emails released in court where she said she purposely hoped that letter to her father hoping it would be leaked 
- so she threw in verbiage she though would “pull at the public’s heartstrings”. And the fact that she said she paid for her schooling. But her dad brought receipts to court that proved he 
paid for it ALL. I could go on. She is well known for her varied recollections. It’s comedy gold at this point.
They have "their " truth VS the comment section which is the truth
🎯
💥Boom!  Spot on!
At times thinking adults all wish to be naive like you. Life must be easier being so simple and free of discernment or critical thinking
It proves people don’t tolerate pathetic, self absorbed, complaining, privileged multimillionaires, who lie constantly and trash people when they don’t get their way, while they happily help 
destroy the planet one private jet flight at a time.
 @M North  well said
Why are you wasting your precious time lecturing us?
we only write what we love most about their amazing love story, about which we have already heard 5 times. read and enjoy the comments! ;-)

Tell that to the ever whiney, crying, cringey, 4ever victim, Meghan and her frog prince always insisting on airing their dirty laundry, their imagined grievances on TV, magazines and Netflix.
The reputation of my King and country does matter to me. I’ll say what I like thank you very much.
Because people see through their BS. We are not stupid or fools that Harry and Meghan think we are. We have all the right to speak our minds and stick up for the British Royal family who 
has been gracious to Meghan Markle right from the start. The jealousy Meghan has for Princess Catherine is extremely obvious it's sickening. Prince Harry was nothing like he is now. She 
put a lot of her hate and jealousy in him. You have to be living on another planet not to see it.
The hypocrisy of yr statement brings tears of joy to our left eyes
I will never understand how people can waste their time defending wealthy, privileged liars, who wouldn’t even bother to condescend to speak with you unless they could use you in some 
way.
 @Mela B  🤣
I will never understand why we're "trolls" just b/c you don't like the opinions being shared? You're a troll. Get lost.



You have completely
 missed the point .
People have had to watch and listen to Meghan and Harry lie about the Royal Family over and over again for afew years now.
Lies that can be fact checked and proven, which is a dispicable way to behave in order to try and gain attention and popularity.
The Royal Family are victims of H&M"s  narcissism and self righteous, self serving agenda.
This is an opportunity for the public to have one voice to express their disdain for a couple who are clearly out to make as much money as they can, by any means that they can, even if that 
means trashing and bashing Harry's own family and an institution that is respected and loved around the world.
I have had enough even if you haven't !
I am not spending the energy on them. I am spending the energy protecting the reputations of the people in both families that they are harming and who I respect and who are not at 
liberty to call out their lies in this way. And I have actually met, shaken hands with and spoken to Princess Anne at an event, met Prince Charles when he visited my work place and was at a 
charity event at Buckingham Palace headed by Prince Andrew. And in the early days I would have clamoured to go to an event attended by Meghan and Harry if I had half a chance and I 
spent the whole day watching their wedding. Plus having once been forced out of a job by a bullying narcissist, I would like to help protect the right of anyone to go to work without being 
bullied by helping people see how narcissists behave. And most of all I am defending the reputation of my whole country which has been labelled as racist. I can only play a miniscule part, 
but together we help set the record straight I wouldn't care less about them if they just trolled each other.
Trolls ! 
We are the everyday public who are disgusted with this pair and can see through their BS !
 @Alasdair  Exactly ! 👍
What projection. Since you came here to troll. Lol.

we, the public, have every right to share OUR TRUTH. Stop lecturing us, go donate to Archewell, Mummy needs a few new Hermes blankets, for all those single tears from the left eye 😢
Megain is that you?
 @Kathy Cooper  that was my immediate thought too!!! Some of those loved buzzwords of her. She must be livid being unable to delete our comments, like she did on Sussex Royal 
Instagram!!! I hope William and Catherine are laughing at the comment section too!!!
My fave scene is when Harry & Meghan appeared at the Platinum Jubilee then managed to slip away and escape to freedom leading their children over the Swiss Alps
Two of the most privileged, wealthy cry babies to ever walk the earth!  Despicable couple!!!
I also love the part when Me-Again threw a temper tantrum in an upscale NYC restaurant filled with patrons because she wanted them all to leave so her & Hairball could have a private 
dinner in the middle of the restaurant & the manager told them NO! 😂🤣😂 so she showed selflessness saying that they would agree to sit with the peasants but ask them to please not 
talk to or bother her so instead she intruded on someone’s else’s birthday celebration at another table telling them they could take a selfie with her even though they didn’t ask for one… 
that part is so good & so very kind & thoughtful of her … 
the left tear barely made it out of my left eye 😢
Hi Will & Kate. 

Please enjoy the comment section over a cup of tea. 

You’ve earned it!
Why .. ...crock of shit you narcissist couple of prince hazbeens.sorry spare haz & merchy meglair.enjoy your oppulance whilst decent folkare keeping our heads just above water.perhaps 
you could rent out all your bathrooms out to homeless folk...oh that would be an invasion of your privacy.hope you read this so you know you disgust me.



Anyone who is still defending this couple and particularly MM is simultaneously shitting all over all the men and WOMEN that meghan bullied from a position of power. She is the world's 
biggest hypocrite.
I cannot even watch this complete & utter SH!T from this outrageously self absorbed spoiled crotch.
I can’t stand these narcissistic losers who have no idea about how people really struggle.
I love the fact that Elinor Roosevelt was so inspired by Meghan that she plagiarized Meghan’s quote…💧💧
Someone should seriously archive these comments for posterity, it's almost the modern day equivalent of the glorious revolution 😆
Both are idiots and liars sad I liked Harry, Now he is a joke.. hopefully he will wake up soon.. Meghan never heard of her till she married Harry. And I’m born and raised in California. 
Stopped looking at Hollywood long ago..Loved Princess Diana very much lot of us Americans did..
50 shades of narcissism.
I am glad so many people can see her hypocrisy and not being authentic. It’s visible even if you are blind. Except to Harry.
Release the date Netflix, please!!!
I love the part when Me-Again & Harry say they want to just move on and keep their life private yet here they are forcing more of their phony narrative on us all just when we thought they 
were finally going to go away & live their “private” life  🙄
I need to watch 🎉
There is nothing to like about this trailer or so called documentary. Definitely won’t waste my time watching. Oh by the way a Netflix l am off to cancelled my subscription as l am not being 
part of supporting these two whiners!
Loved the part where Harry and Meghan flew on private jets while preaching to mostly the British public about the affect flying had upon the environment. Just how lucky are we to have 
two people like this to guide and inspire us.
I love the part of her being the only woman ever to kiss a prince and turn him into a frog 🐸 wow that’s some talent. Brought a tear to my left eye in 3 seconds.
I loved the part where Prince Harry nobly expressed his desire to teach his nation a lesson.  How devoted and generous of him to put his extraordinary achievements in the fields of 
geography and art (his insolent teacher claimed she was forced to do his work for him and was awarded damages by the courts, but a man as royally special as Harry ought never to have 
been expected to put pen to paper himself.  Her impertinence disgusts me!) at his nation's disposal.  His tireless efforts on behalf of the British people fills my heart with such emotion that 
I can no longer contain it, and I find I am forced to weep - one lonely tear from my left eye.
🤣😂🤣😂
Best comment yet! You win 🏆🥇👏👏👏
Yeah, and they escaped with the boxes that the kids were bought in.
I love how no-one knew exactly when they few back after the jubilee and no-one knew where they were or when they flew back after the funeral. When Harry ended up in Africa recently 
no-one knew he was gong, how he got there and when he went back. They can seemingly move around incognito and yet there is allegedly a massive risk to their security. Madman - "Hey 
let's go attack Harry". Madman's mate - "Er, sorry guvnor, we have no idea where he is". I would hate to see Harry attacked and am obviously not advocating anything of the sort, but am 
intrigued about their security demands.
🤣😂🤣😂🤣👏🤣👏👏
Superb! Third winner today.
And then when Harry had second thoughts and ran back to join his fellow Nazis singing "I am 16 going on 17."
Cheers
Really hope they know of it. Maybe we should let me know on their twitter page. They'd laugh so much!
I admit to coming here after reading the news. Never fails to put the smile back on my face. Humans can be such wonderfully witty beings, eh? lol
 @S K  You mean you read about the trailer or the comments in the news? 🤣
Saving Narcissist Megan



Narcissist Blues
The Narcissist Diaries
 @Peter Nehemiah  There's no saving Meghan she's a lost cause.

They never wanted privacy. They wanted control of the narrative. No questioning, no research, no investigations, no noticing the hypocrisy, nothing. All must adore without question.
But you are so pressed to watch this trailer and come to stay mad 😭💀
 @Brittany  grow up. Open your eyes.
Oh don't go, stay and watch with the rest of us, it's going to be beyond parody
👍🤣🤣
Best comment I’ve ever read on Youtube.
I thought they would live happily ever after in froggy cottage and have cute little tadpoles to merch childrens fashion
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @natzki spionen DITTO!!! 🙌
I love the memory I have of when the only proven racist in the Royal Family lectured the British people on the evils of unconscious racism. Evidently that racist had totally forgotten about 
the guy who wore a swastika to a fancy dress party, the guy who called a fellow officer by a racist pejorative for a Pakistani person, the guy who called Afghani enemy forces 'ragheads', and 
that same guy, when telling people about his new girlfriend from Zimbabwe, hastened to 'reassure them' "Oh, she's not black, or anything."
Yes, that guy was you, Harry.
How I love your hypocrisy.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Brilliant!
A million per  day😯
Interesting how in the most "private" moments camera just happens to be there to capture the dispair, while a tear from the left eye is slowly rolling down... Nobody sees what's 
happening behind the closed door, except the camera crew 😂😂😂
I can not wait for the day  these two idiots turn against each other..Harry and Meghan will divorce eventually and I can't wait to watch the shit show where Meghan will accuse Harry for 
everything
Meghan Markle is a soulless viper, who lies literally every time she opens her mouth. There is just something innately evil about her. Then there is her pathetic, ball less husband, who has 
absolutely no problem throwing his family under the bus. I will NEVER watch this propagandized steaming pile of crap and lies!
This comment section 💀
I love the part where Meghan threw herself down the palace stairs out of desperation while pregnant, but the moonbump cushioned her fall. Later, she was photographed sitting alone in 
front of the Taj Mahal. My left eye is overcome by a single tear.
Meghan Markle is a proven liar..She is a scammer..Harry is an idiot who can not see through this gold digger
This comment section is the best I've ever seen!😆 Y'all so mean! I like it...
That part where Harry travels through time back to 2011 to protect Meghan at the Harry Potter Premier, Wow.
Harry Hewitt may be exposing who his real father is in his next book titled UNHINGED
duke and duchess of sunshine sachs
Meghan is unlikeable  because she is  not a genuine person and it is so obvious .    I can’t listen to her speak.   So fake.
The thousands of comments on here, literally dripping in irony and sarcasm, makes me shed one tear and one tear only, from my left eye. I now realise that the great British sense of 
humour is not dead and neither is the tradition of bringing our hypocritical elites down to earth by the application of a savage and merciless p**s take 🤣🤣
Duke & Duchess of SucksSex



Man this is crap, and we as people are crap. The fact that people like this shit, I will never feel sorry for a prince and princess never never never. We the 99% real suck, I’m seeing more and 
more where the media has full control over our opinion. I’m so thankful that I don’t have kids so that they won’t have to grow up in a self absorb society. All you people who pander to 
Megan and Henry disgust me.
In the old mideval days Meghan would have been retired to a convent.....not a bad idea....Sister Mary Meghan Magdalen
This is right up there with Hillary Clintons self-produced documentary about how gutsy she is, called 'Gutsy'. sO oPpReSsEd ThEy BoTh ArE
I love the part where Meghan revealed to the world how racist and cruel the royal family was for telling her that they have a hierarchy and she can't be the queen of UK. Really changed my 
life... I didn't know you could do that to your enemies... I'm so inspired...

Enough of the lies..remove their titles! We don't want to hear "their truth" when it's lies to benefit them. They are profiting off trashing the RF and it seems like they will stop at nothing 
until they've destroyed them. Their lies have been debunked.. so many lies..yet they cling to their titles and even want their children HRH. Unbelievable!

Harry's wife only wanted the status and $$$ that came with marrying a prince. She is controlling and wants all the attention on her..leaving Prince Harry to the side. She only wants money 
and fame. She abandoned her family and now has done the same to Harry's family. She isolated Harry to control him further..so he has no support or family to influence him.

When there is nothing left for her to gain she will leave him. He will have nothing. It's so shocking that Prince Harry would sell out his family like this. Very sad indeed.
This woman is so embarrassing and just hoping to have a great life at the side of a prince.  Of course she cries on command, even low-rate actresses can do that. Duties were too tiresome 
for her right from the start, spending money was more her goal in life, but only that of others, since she herself has nothing.  In order for the prince to stand by her dutifully, she had 
another child, who was named Nickname after his grandmother Nickname in the hope that money would come from the then Queen. Both of them had miscalculated and the king clearly 
says he is not a bank, then and now.  Work should help against money shortages, as billions of people do, but you'd rather make pathetic films in the hope that money will come from 
somewhere.
she is already planning it
The past few months of their PR have been pretty shocking. For instance, take a look at the Variety and Cut interviews - not a SINGLE picture of Meghan as a mother, wife, business 
partner, boss, daughter, or anything. The whole article and every picture is me, me, me and Meghan posing and giggling in glamorous expensive dresses. Its seems she is already poising 
herself to take over acting/ fashion influencing as their foundation work is virtually non-existent and they've ruined their reputations with the blatant, obvious revenge-seeking on the 
British Royal Family. Harry recently took a trip to Hawaii alone and was pictured on Remembrance day without her. It seems strange.
The divorce will be epic! They should do a document series on that instead. No one wants to watch a live story that’s fake
🤣🤣 I'm going to hell for laughing until tears came raining down from my left eye.
 @S K  You’ll need a $1,600 Hermès blanket to mop up the deluge of left-eye tears!
Oh I think he knows and is in on it. Like attracts like
We're not that mean, we paid for her sodding Disney wedding! At least, those of us who are British taxpayers did.
 @elin star  We Canadians had to pay for the grifter's security while they were here. They are mean/true comments and I love every one of them. 😀
 @elin star  So why don't you just get rid  of those people? 🤗 Nobody needs "Royals" .
Apparently the US is on the hook for their security as well
I see what you did there 😂
😂😂😂 literally made me lol!
😂👏
Oh that’s almost as good as protecting her from racist British press headlines in the CBS/Oprah interview that were NOT actually from the  British press but from other countries (but 
Oprah’s choice so that must make it true)



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Excellent!  Netflix is doing such a great job of telling their story for them, it's bringing another tear to my left eye.
Awesome
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Perfection!  Good catch on that supposed paparazzi pic of the many photographers which was cropped to remove Rupert Grint and pal from the bottom. LOL
Same here. I rush to hit fast forward whenever I hear her nauseating voice🤢
The fake amusement in her voice drives me nuts. And the fake sweetness, that bugs me too. Then there's the fake concern... no, I can't listen either.
Yes, the fake sweetness , fake sadness  all fake.
Is it the uptalking? Or the vocal fry? Both? You’d think rather than spending on designer clothes nutmeg would spend on speech lessons
It’s wonderful isn’t it? I just keep coming back to read more. 😂😂😂😂😂

These comments are from people all over the world. I'm Canadian. There are Americans, French, etc. They have brought the world together to snark at them. It's a beautiful thing. ha ha
 @S K  Yes I know and I appreciate the global solidarity. Though judging by the spelling and way of writing I think the vast majority are still Brits. As we're the ones being smeared across the 
board as racists in need of a lesson, we feel more concerned perhaps 😆
So you've seen the vids!
 @Greatgrandmama  😊
Did you actually read the comments? 99% of them are  sarcastic reflections of the hypocrisy and shallowness of this entitled pair of professional whiners. Most certainly not pandering 
here. It's delightfully hilarious.
Why punish the nuns? My guess an exorcism would be needed.
I love the part where her thrashing the royal family has made those anti monarchy , monarchists , how does she do it?
 @fairies r us  Ppl even in 21st century hate getting played especially by a barely known conniving actress whose claim to fame was a part role in a multistarrer. Race had nothing to do with 
it. Yet because race was in the news she hijacked it for her motives. And played colored ppl for a fool.
Umm that country let alone the Royal family are definitely racist The fact that people are this invested is weird meanwhile they gonna continue to live per usual.
 @fairies r us  brilliant.

 @DidUKnow  I'm Irish and lived in London, thanks to British people I finally got supports to learn skills, something I never received in Ireland. I found British people to be warm and kind, 
even though Irish terrorists had bombed london, nobody treated me badly over that. What I do find as kinda 'racist' is when people from other countries attack another countries system, 
this goes against UN policies of self determination by people who live there. In Ireland we embraced peace with our neighbours in UK, it works, the majority feel no ill will to UK and 
actually like the Royals. I don't think a woman from Hollywood should criticise any other cultures/ countries traditions or ways, it's rude coming from a country that is to this day the most 
racist - especially cancelling root cultures, denigrating people of faith world wide, and telling every other country on earth how to live, from the standpoint of an aggressive violent, sexist 
and racist culture, that is badly failing all citizens in US and the West, not to mention, Libya, African nations, Middle Eastern, and Asian nations.
 @Prriya Singh  I don't know what a multistarrer is , I also believe there is only one race - the human race, that slavery was abhorrent and still is, it exists especially the so called sex 
industry. Problem I have is wealthy educated US citizens lecturing the world how to live, while they export pornography worldwide (the abuse of trafficked, or vulnerable drugged humans 
for entertainment) that is slavery, shame it still exists, shame that people cannot see that. I believe people who have vast wealth and privedledge should lead a better example, US has 
severe racist problems, UK has racism, but I think they as a society are and have been for some time calling that out, it's sad when someone undoes that good work and disenfranchises 
actual real victims of racism just because they have a platform , because of their privedledged birth or marriage to famous people.
 @fairies r us  Disenfranchisement of actual victim is the issue. Another thing is they offered no proof of their claims. Their word was powerful enough to subject the entire family to racist 
abuse. Another issue is how do you accept anything from someone you deemed as racist.
 @Prriya Singh  yes I agree with everything you say, being a dishonest player does nothing for the rights of black people or the truly oppressed in our society. Being untrustworthy, who will 
trust them in larger society when this is how they treat family who gave so much, also how ungrateful, do they actually ever say thank you, how lucky they are?



Nutmeg & Ginger one word “PATHETIC”
I love the part where bunker Harry who spent a total of 6 months of duty in the army that too with bodyguards and iron-clad protection got that role thanks to the RF (the very family he's 
been throwing under the bus). As a dimwit high grad who passed with a disgraceful D grade, a cheating scandal and no prospects for higher education, ALSO managed to flunk his pilot 
exam 4 times, managed to racially slur his army mates with a Paki slogan which in UK is the equivalent of using the "N" word.  A useless spare who has been caught making proclamations 
(on the record, in his own voice, on video) how he does not like England or London triggers him.  Or his licking men's nipples or stumbling on the streets of London drunk and stoned. And 
continues to flog his family because daddy did not give him more than $6 million or the media and public call him out as they see through his bull crap and that cheap, floozy he married.  
These two pariahs need to disappear.
why is kate face in this trailer  omg !!
Not only will I NOT view this tissue of lies that Netflix has forced onto the public, I refuse to even watch this trailer! How low can they go!!! Never Netflix, will I ever sign to a streaming 
service who would dare to show so many endless lies. Many of the photos have already been called out as being taken well before the treacherous lazy two liars signed up with you. 
Apparently there is no recent content either. The only ones that delusionally view this as a 'love story' is Megnut and her mother who are busy counting the millions you studiply spent on 
these well known liars. You have no-one but yourselves to blame for such a massive waste of money. Have you ever thought of donating or making a documentary about something that 
really does matter to humanity? As you sure missed the mark with this disaster. The only views you're going to get is from train wreck television disasters. Those like yourselves and Spotify 
disgust me for setting out to cause trouble within a family, when it's none of your business. You should be ashamed of yourselves and should find the nearest rock to spend your lives 
under. Simply pathetic!!!
Crying from my left eyes
To all you amazing commenters…

                
You are all bringing tears of joy & laughter to my left eye…..
😅😆😅😆
I like the picture of the Prince of Pegging sat with his wife who he doesnt love and prefers Rose Hanbury
Meghan is anything but a princess, light years away from class.
What stakes are high? He was a spare ..there was no high expectations from him.
No I'd rather hear the story from the real royals!
What a crock of sh it.
This comments are good 😂 especially the 😢left eye tear at the end
No. Just no.
I love how Harry cruelly exploits, abuses and lies about his family for a $100M paycheck - just as he accuses the media of doing to Diana. Brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part that she makes a black woman lost her job without getting paid because of her interview on The Cut. What a beautiful example of women empowerment. I also like the part 
she staged photoshoots in Rwanda. And in a poor area of SA she says that 'no one asks if she was okay'. what a great humanitarian woman who cares about others.
Seeing some jealous, monarch lovers in here. 
Well im glad and wish all the best to this couple. Im sure Diana would definitely accept this. 
He wanted out,she did too.
Disrespectful pair of nobodies.
I love the part where Meghan throws Netflix under the bus saying it is "not the way we would have told it".  I love the part where Netflix then decides to leave these comments open so the 
whole world can tell Meghan which part of her "story" we love the best.
Watching the comments and dislikes is probably far more entertaining than that show will be.
Hazbeen wants to protect his family at all cost but continually antagonizes the situation by banging on to the world about the same old stuff so they can stay in the spotlight.



Because Meghan is insanely jealous of her and has her firmly fixed in her sights. I truly hope William finds his balls and defends his wife if this programme does Kate dirty.
Meghan is jealous of Princess Catherine, it's sickening!
Well that's just sad. But you do you, by all means.
😆😆 Read the room sugar ffs 🤣🤣
Oh, I missed that pic of Harry sitting with Rose.  How far in to the trailer is it?
Delusional sugar or are you actually the  jealous Meghan?
That is the story Migraine has put out there. She's so jealous that PW wouldn't touch her with a 10 foot pole so she couldn't upgrade from the spare to the future King. ha ha

The rumor in certain London circles in the know is that it’s the spare who likes the backdoor. And that in addition to the nutmeg nickname, there’s another one - peggin meggin. Cheers.
 @Lynn Mckenzie  I missed where any of what trolls on here are saying happens.and what?
Exactly. She's insinuating the British media were after her from the start and she is turning some of the bad press she received into a life and death situation. She's capitalizing on the 
tragedy that befell Princess Diana and trying to make a direct correlation that she was "next" if they didn't get out... nothing new here. Harry has said (parroted) this reason for exiting 
many times already.
Harry's such a hypocrite. Pitiful.
I really feel So sorry for the RF 😢
all her black and white photos are so inspiring, let us know using the high tech to fix photoshoot to any scene that we want to let people believe "what we want people to believe ". what 
an inspiration !
 @angelblueblue  the cameras aren't black n white, only racists see the black n white, true kind non racists see the whole rainbow, netflix has special cameras that can detect racist through 
the tears of our left eyes
What are you talking about? Who lost their job? Elaborate
 @Sam Benson  Allison P. Davis I believe was sent on a holiday should we say after her interview with MM
When The Cut article came out it wasn’t as gushing about her than she thought it should be. Soon after the writer of the article ( a young black woman btw) was ‘let go’ without pay. So 
supportive of MM
 @Mary Balding  waaaaaa!!!! Omg really?
That writer deserves a Pulitzer prize.
But don't worry guys black ppl will still support her even though she just uses them for her end goals. They keep her  racial lies alive.
 @Prriya Singh  you are disgustingly racist.
 @Prriya Singh  you sound so bitter.
 @Sam Benson  and you prove the point about supporting her when the woman is pale she reflects the sun.
 @Sam Benson  I hardly have anything to feel bitter. Am a woman of color and see Meghan for what she is.
you either live under a rock or have been in coma the last couple of years, if you don't know anything about this couple. greetings from germany (by the way we don't have a monarchy 
here)
Where have you been? They want in! Until they get what they want, they won’t stop! They wanted in but with 50% of their time selling the Monarchy for their own private financial gain! 
They were told no so left with their tails between their legs. They are running out of currency by not being in. Why do you think this bitterness never ends?
Open your eyes. Yes I am a monarch lover, I am a loyal subject of his majesty the king. I value and respect our royal family. Proud to say so, hence why I hate to see them continually 
berated and lied about by this pair of has beens. Continue to live in your bubble, I’m in the real world. Jealous? Maybe a little, of all the opportunities they were given when married, the 
patronages, the causes to represent, the millions who welcomed her and were happy for them. Only for them to throw all that away. They could have been truly world class but, well, look 
👀



Greetings from France , we don’t have monarchy. Surely if you see no issue with these hypocrites you should review your own judgement. The problem is you not us.
Diana was a fierce royalist never leaving the RF! Diana was a lady by title before she married into the RF coming from a very affluent aristocratic background and known family.
Wanted “out” and have a private life? Look like they are blatantly lying again, since there is a disconnect between their words and their obvious actions of self promotion, publicity, and 
constant presence in the tabloids.
Cry me a river (out of your left eye 😪 )
 @Cassie  Thank you, Constitution loving American, for putting this so succinctly. Their behaviour, and the people who condone it, has me lost for words.
He didn't actually 'want out' though did he? They wanted to do the glitzy, glamorous stuff and more importantly, retain their access to the taxpayer purse, whilst not having to go and 
shake hands with librarians in Burnley on a rainy Tuesday morning. The Queen said 'nah, doesn't work like that Hazza - you're either in or you're out son!', she stopped all their pocket 
money and their toys went out the pram. Happy to correct things for you 😉
Quit bringing up a person that passed decades ago. Let it and her rest. So cringe.

 @Just_Me  100% agree. People often forget that Harry and Meghan were angling to commercialize their dukedom into "Sussex Royal" and were firmly told NO by the Queen and other 
senior royals. You either do the work of royal service to the UK and Commonwealth or not. They wanted to retain the positions, honors, connections, wealth, properties, but also do private 
ventures and brand deals and make millions for themselves. It would have QUICKLY gone sour if the Queen had given her blessing for this and Harry and Meghan were building quite 
literally their own empire, competing and trying to overtake the other royals. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see that Harry and Meghan turned this into a competition and only left 
their role of service to the Crown because they were put in check. Harry and Meghan are diabolically incensed they were denied this opportunity for global dominance so they are going 
out guns blazing, everything we see now, on Oprah, Penguin, Netflix, is them taking revenge as well as trying to hook public sympathy for their entertainment business aka. "foundation."
 @D J  people talk trash and act like they know everything about other peoples lives. Those people would call out Diana the same way as Meghan, if she was still alive. At least im respecting 
both mother and son and Meghan
  @Nad  crawl back under your rock
yet they could have edited the docuseries differently, displaying the real meghan. they have the footage. that would have been brave and successful!
Love this!  🤣🤣🤣🔥🔥
I wish they could do a follow-up documentary - Harry and Meghan: The Shade
 @Lil G  I noticed the pictures and scenes go back a few years... but why not to the years of Meghan on the mattress? Tear, left eye.
The part about Netflix leaving all the comments up is my current favorite part too. Seems like an early gift. Thanks Netflix.
😂😂👍👍
After dealing with those two, you know Netflix is loving the heck out of the comments.
 @elin star  the bloopers, I would watch that
 @Rochelle Marshalla  the old good yachtgirl days...so inspiring,  so feminista
The comments here should make a 20 part docuseries!!!
best one of the bunch!
Why didn't she include her previous job as yacht girl with Epstein
Awesome comment! :face-green-smiling::face-green-smiling::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes:
 @fairies r us  They should call it "Mask Slips" for the times her mask slipped and showed her true face, and where Harry's face shows true fear. 😄😄😄😄
That this the only thing Netflix did good this comment section is best than the trailer
😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Lil G  who knows, maybe they have left her real side in lol
 @OFH yup cus the stake is gunna be her head on one of them 🎉😂🎉



Excellent comment!!!
Blame shifting. She approved it all.
 @Jane Stringer  They really should. The title of the documentary should be: The condemning humanity!
With all the comments, the documentary can show how many judgmental and shallow  assholes there are in this world. It could show mankind how arrogant people are that they believe 
they have a right to judge the lives of strangers and how many adults just enjoy insulting, slandering and tearing other people down.
that's for sure.
Rachel steals money from brainless sugars....stupid entertainment executives and 🐘s!
Go lead your private lives you so badly wanted and leave us out of it. Pair of wallies
netflix giving these people money makes me want to cancel my netflix sub. my sub keeps rising and this is where the money goes?
I don't want to even watch the trailer even I am here to say something & I am off
He needed a mother's figure in his life and unfortunately he got her. She found a lost child & abused it.
We used love watching the trio his elder brother Prince  Wiliam & his  wife princes Catherine & this kidish kid. 
She took him away from them & want all the attention I think she married him ONLY for that. 
Harry need to grow up & see what actually she has done to his family life (destroyed it)!
I loved the part where Meghan visited Hogwarts and teamed up with Galadriel. Together they morbed King Charles away and made Peppa Pig the new monarch
It is UNBELIEVABLE to me that there are people falling for this crap.
All those paparazzi… from the Harry’s premiere…. Harry Potter premiere 2011, that is
How come Meghan don’t sell stories about her family mistreating her? No money there huh? No clout? Auh! Got it. Meghan does nothing for the world all she did was show you how to 
find a “simp” and turn a prince into a frog. Lol GOLDDIGGER at its finest!
I love the part where she and her minion Oprah always invokes “her” truth, her own biased, subjective, fictional, twisted version of reality and not care about THE truth.
Will they also show how they lied, and manipulated people or is just a one sided story?  Of course they will only look like the victims.
I love the part where someone tells Meghan that she and Harry make the Kardashians look classy by comparison. 😂
I love the part where she became the Little Mermaid and lost her voice close to  her handsome Prince. That was so so unfair! She didn't deserve that! What a tragedy she's gone through! I 
feel so sorry... Just to think about it makes me want to cry  "one tear left eye" Please don't cry Princesse! You're the most beautiful of all of them all.
I love the part where Meghan demanded 50 seats be cleared around her and no photographs be taken of her when she went to Wimbledon to watch Serena Williams play.

I loved to learn in her podcast that: Sitting and standing are interchangeable concepts. Also, sitting is not necessarily about chairs. For example, you can, and should, stand in your knowing 
and stand in your authority. However, you can also sit in your knowing, sit in your authority and sit in your truth.

Her wisdom is so deep and it has that many layers, as she said about 50 times in her podcast which were mostly a monologue where she spoke more than every person she interviewed, 
she was the SMART one in her School. Shows when you think about her amazing career mostly about sex scenes and very small parts in movies where she for instance performs a bj. 
She is a fantastic role model with the wisdom and intelligence none of us really deserve. I managed to perform one tear left eye though and I hope the duchess is a little proud of me 😪
I miss the days when Henry was a private person
Rachel....what about that donation you were supposed to make to the 🐘s? You kept the money and Disney had to make a donation on your behalf. You ignored Disney when they 
repeatedly asked if you made the donation. What a crook you are Rachel! You'll never work for Disney again Rachel!
I love the part where she reminds us of her heritage by using top knot h spray tans recommended by Donald Trump.



I love the part where Meghan let racist buy her two wedding dresses and walk her down the aisle. Then chose nit to invite any of her black relatives except her mother.. the one who 
walked out when she was young… fabulous
I like the part where they wanted private lives so much, they tell the world about their private lives
The only evidence of a racist royal.....hhhmmmm.  Ginger cringe with a swastika armband??  Am I mis-remembering?
Judging by the comments and number of dislikes...............not many
This is so 🎯. Why not about her family? Seems like all of them are bad…
I think after her father passes she will try to say he did something awful to her. In an attempt to save face.
I think Meghan is being sued by her half sister for telling nasty lies about her. Correct me if I'm wrong.
 @D J  it wouldn’t surprise me. I actually expect it if he passes away before him.
If only she was a princess.
I forgot about that 🤣🤣🤣
Because she was too entitled to bother to wear the proper dress code to have a seat in the royal box. All the other guests have to be not meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee. I am special
Who knows whether all those people she had chucked out of their very expensive seats even got their ticket money refunded?
Sure enough, their much looked forward to day at the tennis would have been  ruined.
 @Merineyit  This was a seminal moment for me.  I was pretty disinterested and indifferent until she did this.  The delusion of grandeur was breathtaking with its selfishness.  Badly done 
indeed.
Lol I don’t even know what this is but I loved it! 😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂 Maybe it’s all the chemicals in the spray tan that makes them so weird? 🤔
She only let Charles walk her half way down the aisle.
 @Joan Christenson  👁👄👁
 @Joan Christenson  Is this verified ? Did she really get jailed? And what for?
Oh well, if its ONLY half way down the isle then it totally doesn't count..🥱
 @Tony in Melbourne  It's a total lie.
You are all full of 💩 . Well you are tabloids educated so not much surprises 🙄
 @Tony in Melbourne  She got jailed for tax fraud and tried to incriminate Thomas, M's father.
 @Joan Christenson  whatever 🙄. She got Harry and her beautiful little family  . And you don't 🤣🤣🤣🤣 jealous AF 😂😂
Why wouldn't she have her mom walk her down the aisle?   I walked my oldest and about to walk my middle daughter.
 @cindyasters  That's because she wanted to be half in and half out.
 @Nonya Business   ahhhh you think will come and marry one of your 👆 daughters 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 nah its not happening 😜
 @sweetie knock  are sugar you are so deluded maybe she will shed a tear out her left eye for you for being a brave ickle sugar.
 @Lisa Rowe  No it is not a lie Doria Ragland allegedly did go to jail for fraud
 @sweetie knock  No.  My daughters are not into balding man, who is delusional and highly influenced.  But what does this have to do about why she didn't have her mom walk her down 
the aisle?
 @sweetie knock  "She got Harry and her beautiful little family".  Nobody wants Megadragon's real doll collection ... and as for Haznoballs  LMFAO 🤣😂🤪
Time for me to cancel Netflix, how dare they give time with my money to these narcissists. “When the stakes are this high” absurd beyond belief
Truly unimportant.
Oh the drama! The music!  Quick, get  the barf bag!        "The stakes are this high."  WHAT stakes?     How  many times are they going to whine about poor, poor them?
🤮🤮🤮🤮



Another flop brought to you by Mr. and Mrs. Meghan Markle. And how kind of them to drop the trailer in the middle of the American visit of Wills and Kate to try to upstage the Prince and 
Princess of Wales. All this coming from a couple of narcisssists who left the Royal Family so they could have ..... privacy.
This is utterly nonsense and evil😥
Nobody has asked me if I'm okay
crying in front of a hermes blanket... the best part so far
Here we go again ,  dumb and dumber making money by slagging off the Royal Family.  So sad Harry has gone from a somebody to a Nobody in 3 years just because of his infatuation with a 
z list actress. And yes Harry us Brits need to learn the lesson of never trusting you and Megain ever again
I love the part where Archie thinks 2 palm trees are his parents. So heartwarming, so inspiring to isolate your children to such a great extent from the world and yourselves and both sides 
of your families! My left eye isn't crying, yours is!
I loved the part where she managed 72 whole engagements as a working Royal in 18 months and spent £2.6m on clothes.
What a bunch of nothing…:Netflix this was a mistake
I like the part where Meagain invited 1 member of her family to her wedding so that celebrities can attend..so loving, so humanitarian she deserves sainthood Holy Meagain pray for us 
peasants .. left eye.. one teardrop now!😢
Because nothing says “My family needs their privacy” like a “behind closed doors” bio on Netflix.
I loved the part where Meghan Mandela, the Duchess of Netflix raised money for charity with a sponsored lifetime silence.
Netflix will never get a dime from me, until I die. Scum.
NO Netflix just NO! 🤢
I love the part where all these comments begin with 
“I love the part”
And end with
“My left eye”
😂😂😂
Thanks for explaining the left eye. 
Brings a tear…
Here for the comments. Not disappointed.
Are the stakes high?
Are you ok Eva? Let’s shed a tear together, but only from our left eye, in homage to the awe inspiring and entirely selfless philanthropist, MM
Yes, you know it’s not enough to be living - in a castle, with a multi million wardrobe, and servants, all bills paid. You have to THRIVE. in order to thrive one must gossip about family, 
pretend to be what one isn’t, manipulate, and do lots and lots of photo ops. Preferably at sites of tragedies.
she is actually laughing but hides it behind two hands
The perfectly, professionally placed blanket with nary a wrinkle or improper fold to be seen.  Brava!
Yes the affluence signaling. So she can feel like she’s “made it”
You forgot 1 more Palm tree... his real mother. That poor kid is going to be so confused.
In a sea of hilarious comments this one actually made me laugh out loud 😂😂😂😂

Oh I so agree!  I also love the part where they are so protective of their children and privacy that they photoshop all pictures of their kids so none of us know what they really look like, or.... 
if they actually exist at all.  But for a cool one million they'll let someone publish photos!  That sort of parental exploitation of one's own offspring brings a tear to my eye.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



Don't forget how she bravely asked for a salary for this too ....400k....
King Charles paid for her clothes,so very kind of Megan to show her appreciation to him. Megan is so humble,and so down to earth it brings a tear to my eye.
Gosh she could have spent $10m on clothes given her status and beauty but she didn’t . After all Harry said she’s the most beautiful woman he ever saw - in the Finding Freedom book, 
contents contributed by Meghan. 

She sure knows how to save $$ for the royals. Another virtue
1, 2, 3... left eye... go!!!
It's her only talent 😢 that and Hustling - check out "The Working Actress" blog, it's Meghan's old online diary 🤫
 @Lil G  
Left eye ready , aaaand…ACTION!
Yeah, sarcasm at it's finest
  @R. Omar  don't forget yacht girl and Epstein
Or what about the amazing podcasts she gifted us with, highlighting all the burning issues for women back in the 70s, 80s and 90s? We'd still be doing all the washing up and being treated 
as bimbos if not for her... almost brings a tear... 2mle
‘“Hear our story” says it all!!  It is a story, as is Gone with the Wind, Alice in Wonderland and The Three Little Pigs!!    Pure fantasy and I’m thoroughly ashamed of Prince Harry a once loved 
Prince even though he was one of the most entitled people in the world.   I want them stripped of the Sussex title and hope King Charles has the backbone to do so.
I loved the part where Meg only had 5 people at her wedding to Harry, that she knew before the age of 33. Maybe spending $200,000 on her ill fitted wedding gown prohibited her from 
affording air fare and lodging for her mom's relatives and her Uncle Michael Thomas, who helped her get the Buenos Aires embassy internship.
i love her most loving and respectful pushing around of her husband, showing him constantly where and when to go. he surely is absolutely lost without her. that's real love!
I’ve never seen any public figure so observably disingenuous. Surpassed only by a jaw-dropping deficit of self awareness. I’d actually like her a lot more if she just embraced her 
ruthlessness and stopped identifying as a victim. While simultaneously clutching this weird British royalty “title”, wielding it as some badge of authority in US social and political spheres. It’s 
been years now, being inundated with her relentless, manic and scattered obsession with elitism, popularity and media influence. I get the sense that her “my husband” isn’t all that into it 
and just wants to live a normal life. It’s all very painful and cringe to watch.
This doc series gives me a big reason not to get a Netflix subscription. Sorry Netflix. I'm not tempted at all. Waste of time and money.
Walk a mile in their shoes. Don't be so judgmental!
I love how William is trying to rid the oceans of plastic, while Meghan is stuffing more into her face.
so what exactly are the high stakes??
The title should be "Spare Me"
Watching this trailer has inspired me to crawl into bed and set my organic alarm clock for a quarter past Harry and Meghan. 🙄
Reading these comments have now hurt my "left eye". Thanks, Meghan-Harry!
After the Oprah interview this Meghan Markle has proven herself to be a liar. They were not married the day before their wedding so how is anybody expected to believe anything she says 
on this documentary. I would sooner poke my eyes out with a red hot fork that watch this crap 😴😴😴
Did H’s wife write the script to this soap opera ?  Why did they use a clip of photographers pointing their cameras at stars at the Harry Potter premiere in 2011 and infer it was the reason H 
had to keep his family safe ?  Is Harry Potter too scary for his wife ? Is everything else in their series  just random photos that they found or took and stuck them together to try and make 
their script believable ? Why is everything about them false ?
Another pant load!



The moment it came out, I cancelled my Netflix subscription. The reason I gave them was, I will not support a company that promotes the lies of that Narcissist and her hand puppet.
Note: The paparazzi photo, is the opening night of 'HARRY POTTER', in 2011.
The irony of it all was that no-one knew she was black
Sing!  We are the world
They are the sugars
We are the ones who see through Hazza and his hooker
There's a choice we're making
We're saving our own eyes
It's true, we won't pay to watch
Not you and me!
My favourite part was the blue body paint and the speech "they can take our lives, but they can never take our freedom" inspirational. One tear left eye 😢
I love the part where Harry & Meghan sit in their $16 million mansion while sipping/choking on their English tea reading these comments after claiming they; ‘dont do social media or read 
things written about themselves’. To be a fly on the wall would soon dry my left eye tear.
And forgetting the Queen did 70 years of feminism.
 @Pat Clark  yes! She trained as a truck mechanic back in the 1940s. And her daughter Anne is a total boss
I agree, and us British  tax payers would rather money was spent on this.
And who nutmeg refused to contact as he lay dying. According to his widow
Which exam she failed …please cry for her
Rumor of an affair with a married diplomat in Argentina
Yet absolutely riveting at the same time.
Oh how very sweet of you!
I would love to walk a mile in their shoes! I might be able to create something like Earthshot and save the planet.
lol
they never walk, they take private jets
I would but I'm not the sort who'd feel comfortable wearing stolen Aquazzura shoes from the set of Reitmans.
We wouldn't be so judgemental if they could live privately and not insist on having our attention 24/7. Or if they could just stop slagging us off for a minute. They are relentless!
Do you know them personally? You don’t know the comment section of opinions isn’t correct or not unless you ARE either of them. But the thing is, the people bringing up certain untruths 
that were spoken by nutmeg are correct. She has to even apologize to a court for “forgetting” the truth.
A squadie member
Losing her title!
The uk tithes and the uk money. Take both away. Problem solved.
I keep thinking the same .
I hope your walks are painted with vegan paint 😆
So clever! Cheers!

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
that's why she brought back her mother. otherwise she would have cut her out of her life, just like her father



Genius!  ✌
😂😂😂 I'm crying, left eye one tear!
😂😂😂😂
Good one! 😄
Dumb and Dumber.
Cancelling my Netflix subscription because of this appalling pack of lies being marketed and spread by Netflix.
These comments are killing me!!
But what’s the deal with the “left eye”?
I also envy Meegan popping out babies whenever she wants and always be present at their birth.
0:30
This is a photo of the Harry Potter event.
Rupert Grint is ahead of the cameraman.

why do you want to make this documentary: because we can not mmilk the money from the british people and live the bestest live. we are broke ass biiotches and try to sell turds in bags
I like the part when they gave birth to 2 gingers and blue eyes .. oh God they  creat their own genetic math
I have been reading the comments since yesterday I can't get enough of them 
😀😀😃😃😃😄😄😄😁😁😆😆😆😅😅😅😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Update for those that can't see the ratio:

20K Likes
227K Dislikes
Think the part meghan shouts, "I am spartan !" Truely breathtaking, stunning and brave
Just watched Earthshot.  Feeling like idiots yet Netflix?
I love the part where she says she’s uncomfortable walking into a room full of people but nevertheless insisted on walking half way down the aisle alone knowing millions of people were 
watching. My left eye went bloodshot trying to form a tear.
After releasing "The Crown" it makes sense that Netflix would release "The Clowns"
LOL!! Over 220K dislikes. The only stakes are whether Harry and Meghan will have to sell their house cause they are broke.
I love the part when harry told us that his son first word was crocodile.. this show what kind of creatures they deal with.. very clever indeed

I love the part where no British person ever even noticed she was part black until SHE started banging on about it...A LOT, and that no-one even cared anyway. My left eye teared up a bit.
The biggest mistake Harry did was to take this gold digger into to his family.
That photo of all of the paps and their cameras at the Harry Potter premiere in 2011, the photo of the little children behind the barrier from 1938, please, tell me again how that relates to 
these two grifters?!  What a sorry joke.  This is one 'show' that I will NOT be watching.  When will they just go away?  Quietly? Forever? We simply do NOT CARE ABOUT THESE TWO. JUST 
STOP!
I feel so sorry for Harry he had to grow up with lots of money and endless holidays to exotic and interesting places. If only he could've lived in a council flat. So sad he now has a wife who 
also has to suffer from having too much money. I'm crying from my spare eye.
Haha - no thanks - hilarious and so much tripe!
I think because there is a video in which she demonstrates her acting skills in being able to cry but that it is easier with the left eye.



she bragged about crying on cue with the tears only falling on left eye. She was an actress. In the late Queen Elizabeth's funeral, her tear shed on the left eye. That meant she was acting 
and didnt genuinely feel the grief but acting theatrical af. Thats why ppl mocking it atm 😂
And then proceeds to 'cry' from the left eye at the Queen's funeral just in time for the money shot.
'One tear left eye, go!' she's on record for saying it.
Cool thanks.
Haha! Yup!
Hahahahaha😅
they wish they have that kind of attention. oops wrong ginger and wrong Harry 😂
wow that's true.
I thought you are joking....
I just came back for the second time , it is satisfying to know the world see through them. There is hope in humanity. At least they have highlighted that we aren’t fools.
Same
20k likes is really a lot for these two!
 @Lil G  Be their Bots and last few people remaining on their pay role!
Wow, thanks!
 @Greatgrandmama  You're welcome. I'll update when I can. Currently no change to the likes however, the dislikes have increased to 228K.
Poor Harry’s thumbs must be killing him pressing that like button 20k times , while Meghan is busy  in Ukraine helping the Ukrainian soldiers defend Donbas
 @Lil G Mostly paid for bots. Allegedly.
 @Fenella Innis  🤣🤣👏👏👏
This how how they look like idiots, the only way.  Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call 
everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  Please..

Many of us will be queueing up a the optometrist's office on Monday to seek treatment for our overworked left eyes. I'm at the point where I may need to resort to artificial tears! 😭 💧
 @Dancing Firefly  😢
Oh, I so agree!  And she's so shy she shoves Harry out of the way or pulls him back so she can always be the first to enter a room or greet a dignitary.  I'm sure she's simply compensating 
for her own inadequacies poor thing, and it brings yet another tear to my left eye.
LOL
It's rumored that it's a rental, they didn't keep up with the payments and they've moved into a more modest abode.
Archie looked deeply into Meghan's eyes, and uttered, his very first word, "crocodile".  True story.
I thought she looked like J Lo. Honestly. Sorry J Lo.
My left eye teared up too as I thought she was Italian
 @Lin Rich  Me too
Gold digger the Archetype she missed.
yeah it was the RF's fault as well for spoiling Harry too much and panders to his every demand
they are such FRAUDs
Well, if they hadn't shown such a lack of love and respect to their elders, their families, and the British people, you'd have to give them credit; they are very entertaining in a cringey way. 
The Office/Harry & Meghan, both mockumentaries of tone-deaf, wannabe desperation.



Just watched Prince William give the closing speech in the EarthShot awards on the BBC and I thought could you imagine in a million years Rachel Ragland allowing Harry to go up on stage 
by himself without her at such a global prestigious event!!! Indeed she wouldn’t even allow him to speak!
Meghan, I can see if you looked like Leslie Jones it might be racism, but you are a racial enigma slash polyglot with a nose job, big difference
Harried & MeAgain - a pair of grasping, halfwitted, apex leeches. While the Prince & Princess of Wales show style, class and refinement in shining the light on globally important issues, the 
Sussexes display only vile spite, vitriol, hypocrisy, lies  and narcissism with the sole aim of shining the light on themselves.  As a former UK serviceman, my contempt for these two is beyond 
words.
This is tragic, what a pair of weasels.

I love the part where a dimwit, vindictive, jealous, mentally and behaviorally challenged black sheep of the family falls for a 3rd rate,  cheap, sleazy  tv cable actress. I also love how she 
manages to look unkempt in expensive designer clothes and can scratch her you know what in public for the cameras to catch...not once...but again and again. Or how she can be in bimbo 
roles of her own volition with her head buried in a man's lap or fornicate with a hamburger grill. If anyone can give lessons on how to be a common, cheap hustler Megsy can.
Two disgraceful human beings, which makes Netflix despicable. I wish I was still a subscriber so I could cancel it right away.
These two whiners love cameras more than they love victimhood.
I loved the part where she claimed she was silenced and then deviously pointed out that she didn't sign an NDA
I love the part where Meghan looked high on amphetamines and helped the polo team by trying to wrestle prizes  away from the players  and wiping her slobbered kiss from all over 
Harry's face just one week before the actual final match which they lost. I laughed so hard  one tear rolled out of my left eye.
Here's an idea: Why don't Netflix buy out the NDAs of all the staff this precious pair left with PTSD (allegedly) and make a documentary on THEIR experience? I bet it would be a better ROI 
of $100mil! I'd even subscribe to see it. Some REAL truth.
I envy meegan changing her skin colour whenever she wants and always looking fantastic.
My favorite part is where Meghan prides herself in being a strong Advocate for Women and girls' rights,  yet had no problem accepting and wearing diamond earring gifted to her (for her 
wedding gift) by Mohammed bin Salman, crown prince of Saudi Arabia. MBS is arguably one of the worst oppressor of girls and women in the entire world. Also fascinating was that Markle 
happily wore said diamond earrings weeks after international news outlets were flooded with the news that  Mohammed Bin Salman had journalist Jamil Kashoogi literally chopped into 
pieces. Maybe, just maybe Meghan is only interested in the rights of girls and women in the West, or possibly only girls and women's rights in relation with domestic chores, such as 
dishwashing. ?   It's all a fairytale and I feel a tear emerging, left eye.....

I like the way she smiles whilst she always lies… all the pictures are nothing todo with them..I don’t know why Netflix have given them the time.. I have cancelled my Netflix subscription ..
Glad I haven't subscribed to Netflix.
I don't need to hear shit from these two at all.
Ridiculously pathetic. Who the hell wants to watch a narcissist millionaire and her cash cow victim puppy boy crying over their difficult lives' hardships? 
Go. 
The duck. 
Away.
I love watching the earthshot prize, where a genuine Prince is trying to help others, not a fake one trying to destroy others
I don’t know what’s wrong with these leeches. Even after they get so much backlash, they just can’t get over themselves
I really appreciate the part when king Charles walked Meghan to the aisle in her wedding day wellingly and proudly . And then she called the family after that raciest. Oh how grateful and 
lovely she was
She's a toxic piece of work. Well done, Meghan. You have taken one of the most beloved members of the Royal family and turned him into a mockery.



😂😂 right!!
Love Catherine Princess of Wales.
Not only that, in one fell swoop the Earthshot prize has done more for women and girls than Markle has ever done.
Well said! I swelled with pride when I saw William and Catherine taking a scheduled British airways flight, talking to fellow passengers and being their lovely selves. Harry and megs, private 
jets all the way. Tut.
Apex leeches...Nice one!
I felt the shorts, stilletto heels, and huge joke sombrero type hat added  a certain je ne sais quoi to the whole event , especially when she tried to duck under the prize cup. Especially 
moving when we later saw it was in a field with a handful of people and a tractor. It reminded me of a school races day in a village, where the farmer let you use his field, cheerily telling us 
to avoid the dung. Happy days, all remembered thanks to her, a tear drops from my left eye  😿
Oh yes; 'Harry & Meghan: The Shade'. I'd pay to see that. Come on Netflix
Absolutely.  Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, 
today, right now.  Please..
Charles was supposed to walk her all down the aisle but she requested he meet her halfway so she could get her grand entrance solo shot.
I loved the part when she said, the BRF was the family she never had. So sad but so brave to walk halfway alone
 @Sam Shaw  Good one - also for the achives later. "See how lonely and isolated she was from the beginning, no one to support her".
Yes.  Soooo brave of Harry and Meghan to first flee to the United States rather than confronting the RF directly in the flesh with their accusations of racism.
👍
My favorite part is when  thousands upon thousands of people do what a loving father can't-tell their spoiled son and daughter in law to STOP abusing the Royal family.  JUST STOP!  Get 
some help, the world sees you need some!
We just don't believe you, so simple!
I loved the part where they so mistakenly muddled up the British Empire and the Commonwealth, it couldn’t have been to stoke up racial divide surely. Simple mistake … so organic
HM QE2 and her life work must have felt so gutteral and ethical  
Tear left eye
Of course I will see the documentary for entertainment porpuses,
I want to see Bunker Harry at the end trashing himself for been one of the biggest traitors there is...
I love the part when PH threatens the British people with putting soap in their mouths. Juvenility at its finest…one tear, left eye…1-2-3 GO!
I love the part where all the haters will be watching because they are consumed with hatred, jealousy and obsession!
I love the part where she admitted she did not want to be seen as a black woman by the royal family, which is exactly what happened. They tried to support her background!
Just rich people acting out and throwing Thier toys out of their pram because they can't sponge off of others
Q. Why did you want to make this documentary?? A. MONEY 💰 🤑 and manipulation
I love the part where people in South Africa danced in the street on their wedding day the way they celebrated Mandela's release from prison. The people were so joyous that they all had 
tears in their eyes, single tear from the left eye, of course
Won't be watching this parp. 
I will say though, I hope they are as strong as a couple as they like to portray because if the marriage fails they'll both be left with no one.
Part 1 "How to Word Salad your way through life" 
Part 2 "How to Love Bomb a Prince into a Frog"
Part 3 " How to Race Bait whilst playing the Victim"
Part 4....



Shame!
I loved the part where all of his and hers   titles  were removed. Leaving Mr and Mrs Markel shocked
I love the part when the “Green Eyed Monster” knew when to release the trailer. Truly Inspiring. It brought a tear to my left eye.
Does Netflix have permission to use other people's photographs?  Also the clip with the children from King's college, what does that have to do with this pair?
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry shun their sick, elderly relatives in favour of a meaningless celebrity lifestyle. So stunning and brave, made me cry from my left eye.
🤢
BOO!
When you live in a glass outhouse (their Montecito home stinks of bird poop)  you don't throw FROZEN TURDS.

 How long before Meghan demands they get rid of the bird refuge?   Liberal activists only promote things when it 
BOTHERS SOMEONE ELSE.   Activists aren't supposed to have to put up with the problems THEY CAUSE.

If they invite the homeless to live on their land,  they could feed them birds and eggs taken from the refuge.
That should be good for at least TWO humanitarian awards.
It's a no for me.  They are such dreary people.

I won't watch it on Netflix so that it won't bump their numbers, but will definitely be watching parts of it when other Y-tubers analyze snippets of it.. which I am sure is going to happen.
Does it make more sense to be jealous of William and Kate since they have everything? (fame, wealth, position, class, image) Why do people have to be jealous of these two talentless, 
unemployed, immature adults?
Envy would be the word most grammatically correct word to use, not jealousy.  Look it up.
just like everyone tuned in for her "successful" wordsalad of podcast. not. by the way, harry's wife is the definition of hate, lies and bullying.
 @Lil G  less than 1000 subscribers, how many less I don't know, maybe it's just 2?
 @Lil G FLASH NEWS: it flopped af haha
Oh yes, consumed by hatred, that's us. No, since they are relentlessly promoting themselves with this fake yet enertaining froth, it would be rude not to watch.
Ohhh ...a squadie....I'm laughing so hard my left is tearing up....
That was madness 
she will always find new men as victims, he will be left all alone and without a penny.
True. Very sad for the poor children too.
 @Miow W  The real mothers will be there for them, they always have.
haha and the pic of the photographers was taken in July 2011 for the Harry Potter film premiere. Basically Prince Harry is complaining about the NON-EXISTENT attention that they 
desperate wish to have but no one gives them really 😂
Agree.  Bailed out at the exact moment that the Queen and the Duke needed them the most.
 @Lisa Stalnaker  And shrugged when Thomas Markle had a heart attack.
Well they are, but while I agree their content is tedious, some of the commentary on it is absolutely joyous.
Dear Netflix,
 While I have NO intention to watch this reality show, I have been enjoying the hilarious comments since the trailer dropped.  All your millions spent on this project have not been a 
complete waste after all.
A Z-List nobody who has been cocked more than John Waynes's rifle.



YEAH!!! The docuseries has been "delayed", the lawyers have been called for "breach of protocol" for filming inside the palace. Surely the lawyers of the RF will have to see the docuseries 
first!! Well done, don't stop the comments. They're the only joy in this whole fiasco!!!
I cancelled Netlfix after ten years! Did so months ago when I heard they were working with them two!
How can anyone be taken in by this woman
I love that they are raising the children to be so close to their grandparents and aunts/uncles/cousins. So sweet.
The USA finally gets to destroy the British monarchy by unleashing the secret weapon...a slag D-list "actress."
I love the part when she removed all the plastic from the ocean but the royal family made her put it back. So unfair.
My favorite part is the subtle Shade thrown by Netflix, as The Premier of Guillermo del Torro's PINOCCHIO is scheduled for the day after The Premier of Meg's truth-adverse docu-series. 
Pinocchio is listed just below Harry and Meghan on the Netflix "coming soon" tab.  OUCH
I’m here for the comments 😂😂😂😂😂  because I sure will not be watching this oh woe is me nonsense.
What a pair of plonkers
I love the part where Meghan has Harry on a medieval torture rack and castrates his genitals while she’s eating sausage. 
She breaks him mentally and turns him into a complete brainwashed tool. 
Oh wait, that was Game of Thrones
No one wants to see what's happening behind closed doors!!
0:23   when Meghan is rejected by the SA for a free Hermès Birkin bag... My heart breaks.  1 tear rolls down my left eye.
Why did they do this? Because they wanted money, duh!
They are both finished . This documentary will be the final nail in their coffin .  and they've not got the brains or intellect to understand that
That Hermes blanket beautifully draped over the chair on which our dear MM is weeping over how much she's suffered as a trust fund duchess. Truly heartbreaking
They, both Me,Me, Me, MeGain: Megan and Harry The Sussex’s are both very shallow individuals.  I think most family rich or poor know or are related to people like them. They are very 
pathetic people. Not worth my time.
So cringe 😬 😫 😩
Harry: "No-one sees what's happening behind closed doors...". Except that this pair of narcs appear to have installed several cameras behind every closed door in their houses. They've got 
cams up trees, in the pool, birdfeeders, plant pots, inflatable Kates, loo-roll holders, fake tan bottles, blah. Why? To capture their "private" moments.
🤣😂🤣😂🤣
Where did you get this news?? 🫖🫖
and their right to the photo of Catherine is in question too...
 @B Perez  Speculation and not saying. Don't know if he's going to use it. Depends on a lot of factors. But there have been a lot of speculated rumors that not only does William have the 
tape but they helped the original Lilibet surrogate get her daughter back from the gruesome twosome. KC is holding onto some cards of his own. He'll come out swinging when the type is 
right. I guess je's playing the long game but wish he would take the US abuse into consideration as well.
 @Mellow Yellow  We’ll have to wait and see!!🍿🍿 
I can’t see them ever getting out of this one. I’m even a bit surprised, I don’t think anyone could of predicted this back lash.
She's talented at what she does and also knows how to manipulate a certain type of man. Harry isn't the brightest light. He never needed to be but this is, in many respects, a worst case 
scenario for him.
Yeah, and I heard they kept the boxes  they came in.
 @Steve A  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Lonnie1068  rented dress though...she couldnt be certain it would look ill-fitting and bulky. Much better to petition designers for free clothes because so famous and high class now, but 
like for charity.



 @Lonnie1068  🤣🤣🤣  🥲
I love the part where she removed all the plastic in the ocean and put it in her face, allegedly.
I do hope so.
I think she's reading the comments on here! 🤣🤣🤣
I think she is laughing.
 @Lonnie1068  Correct.
These two are pathetic entitled whiners.  I wish they would disappear.  King Charles should remove their titles and ban them from ever being part of the family.  We all should not watch 
this at all.  We’ll get the highlights from those with the stomach to watch it.  🤮
Megan is an attention seeking child and her wife is an enabling little weirdo.

Manage your household harry.
"No one sees what’s behind closed doors" The very definition of privacy...
I get inspired..When harry had turned his back on the Royal Marines memorial and prefer to go to lion king premier movie to promote his wife to work with Disney... How loyal and honor 
he is
These two  jokes  are the most privileged and  self-absorbed  people on earth,  yet they chose to become professional victims and  whiners and complain for attention. Screw these two and 
screw Netflix for even hosting the BS production.
A quick synopsis of the content in case you're not lucky enough to watch it"
Harry:  My dead mummy..blah..blah..blah.
Meghan:  My letter to P&G..blah..blah..blah
Harry and Meghan:..We were forced to flee from The Palace and take refuge in a 16 bathroom mansion..blah..blah..blah.
Harry: We've been forced to struggle to survive on only the millions my mother and great grandmother left me, after my daddy cut me off (at the age of 36)...blah ...blah...blah
The End.
Subscription cxld yesterday, but staying in this platform for the real entertainment.  These comments 😂😂❤
You actually think and want me to watch this dribble from these two privileged whiners. I Think Not!  They live their lives trying to destroy the lives of both their families.   Maybe a 
documentary on how H&M are trying to destroy the British Monarchy with lies and deceit and all the connections they’re using would be a better fit because it’s true.  Not some made up 
crap  megamouth and her sidekick is spewing.  Your insulting my intelligence thinking I believe what you’re portraying in this docu- drama.
What a shit show…bring on the tear…left eye
The most successful Podcaster in the world now has her own Netflix documentary too? This really proves why paying for Netflix every month is so important. Imagine if I missed this gem! 
Seriously though, if having 0 self awareness was an Olympic sport this chick would be the all time champion
Netflix really scraping the bottom of the barrel  with these two and expecting us to pay  for this disgraceful  rubbish. 
So much  for keeping your private life private and loving your family. 
He  is a disgraceful Prince  who should be working for the good of the people. 
Where did he find this grifter.
i love their family values. they both are inspiring role models for all of us!
Anyone else enjoying scrolling through the comments saying ‘I love the part where’ 😂 they’re so funny because they’re so true
THESE ugly pair dissed queen and country while PRINCE PHILIP WAS DYING IN HOSPITAL!!!!!   and then even when the queen was dying, TRAITORS!!!!!!!!!!



I love the part where Meghan, a poor child who’s only meals were Sizzler $7 salads and only car had no working doors so she could only enter it from the trunk, was saved by Prince Harry 
from a life a cruelty. And then when she showed her gratitude to his family who took her in welcomingly by slandering them, accusing them of racism, and exploiting them for every 
financial gain possible. She’s such an inspiring story to all of us women who want to be successful. Find a man, marry him, then make it all about yourself. Even if it means telling lies, even if 
it means using titles to have your way, we women can someday be just like Meghan. Let’s share a tear together from our left eye. 😢
I loved the part where Harry comforted his weeping wife by taking a perfectly composed photo of her pain.   As we learned from Archetypes,  optically speaking, the focus ends up being on 
how it looks, instead of how it feels.  Well done, Harry!  Tear of pride slowly drips from left eye.
Meghan seems like someone from Ohio.
How nice and theatrical. Sooo shallow?? or... maybe they're just a couple of kids in love, browbeaten by the royal establishment, not getting enough financing, stuck with a 16 bathroom 
mansion, palatial grounds,  staff, etc.. just makes you want to cry your left eye away ....Gack!!! Then again, could be a couple of middle aged over the hill sappy  jerks...where's the running 
through the field of blooming daisies part? I always love that bit.
although this is massive group bullying on M & H, I don’t feel sorry for them at all, they brought this on them by themselves.  I only feel sorry for their kids, if this isn’t deleted, their kids are 
going to see every single comment under this trailer.
OI    MEGALIAR   and puppet  Don't BOTHER COMING TO UK   you will be BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOED !!!!!!!!!!!!!
"Close the door, Meghan!  Close.the.doooooooooor!!!!!!"
Hazbeen, pimping out his wife....And it was gotten on camera, ouch!!
 @Emcee Eß  he has no dignity
👊
Ah, you forgot to mention the racist abuse we subjected them to on all sides. The heckling at their wedding, the way Meghan was expected to show up in public sometimes and not spend 
quite so much on designer clothes, it was unbelievable.
Actually, it does not fit in the definition of what a documentary is.  It is a reality show....Harry and his wife's reality, which most of the world would agree has little to do with facts, truth or 
sanity, for that matter.  Most people are not cray-cray like this childish, envy-filled, shallow and  mentally-ill, toxic duo.
Hazbeen found her in Soho House's secret, elite private rooms.  He rented her....
Yeah. Wonder when he will wake up. It's a train smash
I think she found him
Sarcasm at it's finest
Yes, me!   And I'm upticking them all in case anyone (such as Meagain or Hairless) doesn't get the message
And I am. There are so many I can't keep up 🤣
Laughing out loud.
My stomach is aching so much from laughing. I do hope the RF see this. They must be so fed up with this pair.
Exactly. The queen in her last days wanted to see them at Balmoral, invite cruelly thrown back in her face. Pair of greedy vile aholes
 @Alasdair  great comment
and even more shockingly, they then had the nerve to show up at the funeral and wondered why noone wanted to talk to them. they really don't have any self-awareness!
 @Lil G  I know,  so what will make them think they are coming to the Coronation ?  I do believe they know there is no invite now which is why they are being VERY revengeful, so THEY 
could not care less,  byeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee   BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Thanks to Sizzler’s she has mastered the art of talking  word salad.
Lol NONE of the doors worked only the trunk XD makes total sense
I’m sharing a tear with you right now 😪 Left eye tear. One big heavy tear. So thanful Queen Angel Meghan was saved. Hope she is all curled up in her Hermes blankets and her staff have 
her spray tan appointment ready for her next gig.



Yes, one, two, three...💧 Let us not forget that she bashed the final nails in the coffins of BOTH Prince Philip and HMTQ whilst sending them to an early grave. Now, with the disgusting 
assistance of Netflix, she is trying her hardest to knock off King Charles as well. She even stated that to finish off the then Cambridge's, it would just be a single plane crash away. There are 
no lengths that this woman will go to to get what she wants. A great example of a leader for young women to follow.  Just ignore everything that women have fought for for endless 
decades, to show that all you have to do is to sleep your way to the top. It still boggles me when I hear reports of what a lousy yacht girl she was and wonder what it is that she does offer 
all these endless lines of men?

 @Carolyn G  Too bad Megsy Baby wasn't smart enough to realize those car doors could be repaired. I have an old car and have repaired two of my doors, getting ready to repair a third. 
But--wait! Isn't that how she and Harry met? Wasn't she trapped in her car, unable to escape, when the ginger Prince pulled up on his white polo pony and manfully wrenched a door 
open? I recall he  gently pulled her into his arms and wiped a single glistening tear from her left eye, and in that instant they fell in love! 🥰👑🥰💕💞 Oh, what a love story!
Yes, that part really drew a tear from my left eye too 😢
 @Dancing Firefly  no one told her about WD40 and essential car maintenance. Do you think she ever mastered putting fuel in and topping up the screen wash?
U all are such racist freaks, literally go get a life. What welcome? They literally hated her, have you not seen British magazines and newspapers. Don’t act like she is the bad guy here, u are 
all so brainwashed
It was the $4.99 sizzler salad bar. Tom couldn’t afford $7
Left Buttcheek, go!
My left eye is weeping 😢
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.
 @Dancing Firefly  in his Spiderman costume? 😂😂😂
 @Dancing Firefly  She stole that whole story about the car from a made-for-TV movie
 @Ira Fitzgerald   yet he took her to Musso and Frank all the time. She always gets her lies mixed up
I thought they were $5 salads at Sizzler?
What's odd is that she had to crawl through the back of her car because the driver's door wasn't working.  What about the other three doors?  They were not working too?  Or does the 
story sound better when entering through the rear?
 @Hazel Windsor  Meghan to her tanning salon:  "Can you please make me look half black?"
 @Christina G  Do you mean 46% or 50%?
 @lillayye  nothing to do with her being a white 43% Nigerian. We just see her for what she is. Go donate more of your pocket money to Archewell, Mummy needs a few new Hermes 
blankets to cry in, with her left eye, in 3 seconds 😢
 @Christina G  🤣🤣🤣
🤣
Stop it…my left eye is seriously welling up right now…😢🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏
 @Sarah Jane  Have you stopped laughing yet?  I haven't!!
😂😂😂
  @lillayye  and you're a paid squadie
 @Joy Coram  oh no, they're hilarious!!!!! Just when I think that's it, I read the new ones!!! I hope someone knows how to download them all!!!! It's the gift that keeps on giving! Just know 
the vile pair are reading every single comment too! I sent a reply tweet to W and C, letting them know how hilarious these comments are!
 @Christina G  I'm pretty sure H enters through the rear. That part of their Botswana fk fest really drew a tear from my left eye. 😢
 @Christina G  It was taken from a commercial airing at the time. She just needed something, anything, to make herself sound sympathetic to Ellen's audience.



MIC DROP 🎤

Fantastic comment.
 @Sarah Jane  Yes, you know M&H are soaking up all this hate and are prepping to retaliate somehow. They can't help but pay attention to all these racist, misogynistic, misandrists that 
are leaving such vile commentary. I betcha it's crossed their paranoid minds that someone is funding this hatred because it's too challenging for either of them to believe the voluminous 
disdain is real. I also bet they're kicking themselves for not paying bots to spam the comments with positive thoughts and over-the-top praise. Man, I'd love to be a fly on the wall right now 
with a camera that broadcasts their volatility so their sugars could witness how awful these two are when they believe no one is watching.
 @Sarah Jane  M&H and their followers are the only ones that believe the criticism is coming from misanthropes. It's a gift to us but a shame for them to have forgotten to pepper yt with 
propaganda. They could have avoided the deep ego wounding that's no doubt occurred from reading the clever, sly, wonderfully cutting remarks thousands have left. I'm not sure why 
you're questioning what I've said. We're on the same page.
 @Mini Haha  Ah, I should've known! She's incapable of original thoughts and ideas. Everything she does and says is plagiarized from someone else.
 @Smörgåsbord  sorry, I'm glad we're on the same page! Sorry, must've read too quickly ❤
 @Yvonne Wiggins  I'm certain she wouldn't soil the Markle claw with auto fluids. Nowadays if her car doors jam or her washer fluid gets low, she can simply buy a new car!
 @Christina G  Ours is not to wonder and question, ours is to blindly accept every breathy word that flows from her perfect lips! We must be more like the Sussex Squad and sugars; Blind 
Obedience Without Logic!
Sorry, everyone is right, it was $4.99. I just can’t keep with her lies! 😢
😂
So it's bullying when people snark at Meghan but stunning and brave when she says far worse things about her own and Harry's family on Oprah, while his Grandad is dying, and pretty 
much every person in the world gets to hear about it? Imagine being Thomas Markle walking to the shop!
The reason I am posting is because of all the times I have had sugars bully me, calling me a racist because I call out Meghan's lies. Things like: Meghan - I was in a motorcade in Argentina 
with the US Treasury Secretary on my birthday. Me - he was not in Argentina on her birthday. Sugars - you are racist. It makes my head explode. My hope is by the end all the lies will be 
collected here together in one place. It is only by amalgamating the smaller lies that the larger lies can be discredited.
Don't worry dolls can't read or their real mothers will make sure they know it's not their parents.
 @Ruby Mouse  did you miss the part that I said I don’t feel sorry for them at all?🤣🤣🤣
It will be many years before their children are able to read and comprehend this. In the mean time, if they continue this same path, the impact on their children is so much worse.  Their 
children no longer have any relationship to any of their extended families on either their mother's or father's side. This includes Doria's side of the family, if Meghan doesn't want any 
relationship with the Markle side.  Meghan has basically isolated Harry and her children. She has made it  impossible for them to have a relationship with anyone so that they are totally 
dependent on her way of thinking. That is the way of a true narcissist.. So very sad.
How sorry I feel for poor Megan. She was depressed while being a princess in a magical Palace. No one listened to her. The rest of the world just gets up and on with it. Happy to have 
made it through another month of soaring food and heating prices. I just can't imagine her worries and woes. Don't think I'll be watching the series. Just to sad.
I love the part where Oprah Winfrey did an in depth, probing interview that was not biased AT ALL. Stellar journalism there!
I love and admire the stance of Prince William and Prince Catherine.  They are so collected, they understand their Royal duty and they respect the people.  Whereas these two cry babies 
still wonder why most people don’t look up to them, simple, who can trust these two, they went on Oprah to talk about their dirty laundry and they expect us to think they didn’t do it for 
the fame or money.  🤭
What  A LOAD OF RUBBISH<!!!!   revenge for not being half in half out NO WAY WILL I WATCH ANYTHING THOSE EVIL lying slandering greedy selfish hypocrites  Shame on Netflix paying 
them millions for CRAP<
I love the part where Harry is found drunk on the floor in a Texas outback bar shouting "what was I thinking!!"
Meghan is clearly a colorist, rarely if ever seen with dark blacks unless they are on the other side of security, she is the true racist



Loved the part where the Dictionary added the term ‘being markled ‘ so organic
I like the part where they answered the "why did you want to make this Documentary" question with "because we need to make some money since all my relentless pestering of my Dad 
and Granny in her final year of grieving and illness, I couldn't extort any cash."  Just raw honesty.
I love the part where he complains that the freedom of speech is ‘bonkers’ yet he will execute that freedom to condemn his family, the Monarchy and the British people in a faux 
documentary.  That pesky little Bill of Rights thingy is only good when it makes them 
$$$
Nobody cares what this narcissist and her lapdog of a husband have to say…at least I don’t! They are loyal to money and being the woke jokes that they are! I WILL NOT BE WATCHING! 
Seriously Netflix? I love the part where they could’ve gone to say goodbye to Harry’s grandmother, the Queen but instead thought it better to just go to the funeral, they had more 
important places to be, So brave, so emotional although strangely no tear in my left eye
Hang on. That photo of the crowd of photographers was nothing to do with them. Are they just picking random photos for the docu?
Who cares about this idiot !!? Megan Markle. Every week she’s a victim of something. Who at Netflix thought this was a good idea ? This Harry dude needs to cut this moron loose. Tried to 
play the victim to Oprah Winfrey, how she was subject to racism but then the brother, William, comes out and says on the night of the wedding, she was already berating the staff and 
yelling at people the first night she even moved in to the Palace. An awful B list actress constantly playing the victim.
True your story harry and Meghan we believe you and we are ready to listen
WHAT A BUNCH OF BS.
I love the part when Meghan Markle wrote her dearest daddy letter because she was so concerned it would “tug on peoples heartstrings “ and absolutely, definitely did NOT want it to do 
that.
Michelle Obama may have failed the bar exam, written her Princeton thesis about being black, but for all of that she is way more qualified to marry Harry than Meghan
I'll alway be inspired by Meg's generosity in even dating Harry, The Fredo Corleone of the Royal Family.  Thank god he was kind, otherwise, Meg would have passed, in search of some other 
samaritan.  Of course, I was always taught that you could determine a lot about a person by observing how they treated family. I can only imagine the joy that lili and Archie have each 
holiday season! --no cousins, aunts, uncles,  extended family-....maybe Oprah and Ellen come over with their kids to play. Left eye, tear, go!
The privileged Count and Countess of Montecito. No thanks.
So lovely to try & overshadow those paltry efforts to merely save the planet for future generations... Let's all hire a private jet Today.
I am here for the comments. Everyone is talking about them....
“what… whaaaaat… whaaaaaattttt???” That’s some hard hitting journalism

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
Literally lol 😂
Brilliant!  I really can imagine JustHarry there!
Yes, people are waking up to the fact, that HarrysWife is a racist.
And the urban dictionary added, in their honour, the definition of "grilled chicken".
So authentic 👍
S insensitive of QEII to refuse a photo shoot with her namesake, Lilibet.  That money shot could have funded Meg’s clothing budget for years to come.
 @Ira Fitzgerald   I'm sure the Queen  didn't want pictures with a doll or the real mothers didn't rent her out that day.
I wish there were photos of the uk public throwing eggs and hard stares in their direction but, that wouldn’t fit with their narrative would it! I wish they would STFU.
it was for the 2011 Harry Potter Premiere and the photographers were taking photos of Ruper Grint (Ron), not them lol
Sort of like all the so-called photos of their Non-Existent children, using other people's children.  Did any of you notice that the so-called "Archie" in the latest photo, besides looking 
desperately unhappy, also did not have red hair?



Looks like it! Way to go, Netflix
You're a delusional sugar
She failed the first time, passed the second time and was a working lawyer. Many people fail the first time
 @Joy Joy  After Princeton, Michelle Obama graduated from Harvard Law School.
Only if the dolls have feelings. Or the real mothers allowed to rent them out to Harry and Megan on the holidays.
woe ~~~  woe ~~~~~ and woe ~~~~~~~~~~~~  And yet they are planning their return for Glastonbury for Elton Johns final concert and no doubt a quickie gravitas at the Coronation   
WELCOME  BACK Mr and Mrs Spare - enjoy BOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
I only came for the comments.
Pass the sick bag. I’m just glad the late queen isn’t around to see this pair of arseholes. Me me me me me - that’s all we hear. Boo boo. Hopefully, they’ll soon see the fruits of their labours, 
when they’re scrabbling around for money when they have to work for a living.
Hope they are "being paid for this"
I love the part where H strung himself up and overdosed at the same time, because he had no escape from the fiend.    (I don't actually love this btw)
Were the stakes high when King Charles walked her down the aisle?
Lies, followed by lies, the Duplicitous Duo strike again! Netflix, whilst you peddle this garbage and keep this repugnant pair of grifters on your payroll I for one, will never return to your 
horrible site! There are millions like me. I’m a proud British person who is sick of their nasty attacks on the Royal Family, my country and my people. Harry should be taught a lesson and as 
for the floosie he married (imo) she needs to sink her head below the parapets before a torrent of metaphorical rotten eggs and vegetables are thrown her way!
Love the part where Prince Andrew got a cameo and it said at the end "NONCE ANDREW WILL RETURN IN CUTIES 2."

Maybe now we will get the full story? Still unclear what this is really about. Remember two things, this is only one side of the story and 2) the royal family needs to tell their side of it. From 
everything I’ve seen, the royal family has been very good to Meghan as this seems to be Meghan’s drama. Of course, I’m willing to keep an open mind to any truths coming out.
I watched this while eating buffalo chicken wings with my hands.  
I rubbed my left eye.  A tear came out of my left eye.
Then there is that part where Meghan talks about the full cost versus benefits to explain what was at stake and how they benefited.
IM SO READY I LOVE💕💕
And why the he*l is it rated TV-MA. They're not going to show that level of intimacy are they? Eeww!
I loved the part where meagen defeated Thanos single handedly and saved the universe
After reading hundreds of these comments, my stomach hurts. Comedy at its finest. Maybe Netflix should consider scrapping this mockumentary, lick their wounds and go home.
Netflix, reading the comments and ROFLing, aren't we????
Will not watch and preparing to cancel Netflix if they allow these two to continue abusing the RF. Notice Meghan doesn’t hound her own family and just avoids them? Why can’t she do the 
same with Harry’s family? Disgusting.
Megan you are disgusting, you definitely are a narcissist and a pathological liar. Harry leave her your family can help you get your children  save them from being brought up with this 
nutcase . I'm sure if you reach out to them thru would help you, we all know she came in and bewitched you  she must me a witch put a spell on you took advantage of your depression and 
your anxiety of loosing you mum.
I love the part when Narcissist Meghan uses Oprah to make unsubstantiated claims of racism to bring down the British Monarchy and she is aided and abetted by the King’s own son.  
Instead of being confronted for her evil lies she is given an award and Netflix makes a documentary! People is suffering around the world but Netflix makes a documentary 
Based on two entitled individuals with no other merit than the titles they were gifted by a kind grandma.
I think no one here wrote anything nice about this terrible couple. This is so beautiful! How many dislikes they already have. There is still a huge mass of people who will not be taken for 
fools. What Netflix will do now? Funny!



I pray to God that King Charles has the common sense, and sees through their BS and doesn't invite Harry and Meghan. No offense King Charles, but it's about time to cut them off. No 
more titles for them. They have done nothing good for the people of Sussex. We all can see through their BS.

 @Steve A  It's not a question of removing titles,  the bottom line to protect the RF is REMOVAL from the Line of Succession.  The RF have to look beyond Mr and Mrs Spare, but the impact 
of ''royals'' who born\ live \educated in America could have long term reach on William and George.  It's not an easy task, but Henry Vlll managed it frequently.  They can call themselves 
whatever they like, they live in American why are American 'bowing' to them?  But once removed their titles are meaningless and to continue to use the ridiculous.
 @Andrea Royd  I understand what you're saying, I hope Harry and Meghan get what is coming to them. Truth always finds a way out. Believe me when I say Americans don't bow down to 
them. Like I said the truth will come out sooner or later.
I worry for him. Despite everything he has done I want him to get past this, with his family's help if needs be. I was married to a Narc too. Its hard before you realise what they are.
The Royal family would never sink to her level. And have it out all over the media. That is why they felt safe broadcasting so many lies .But I have heard that William will challenge any 
things that are untrue in this series and his book. But think it will be done the legal route

I am convinced the pregnancy rumours are a key part of it. I will think so until either the Harkles or the RF publish things that clears up the mess one way or the other. If H&M used 
surrogates they will have screwed with the RF's reputation and created a nightmare scenario, but they may be blackmailing the RF about other things to prevent them disclosing it. If there 
is no basis to the rumours there is no logical reason for either the RF or the Harkles not being more open, and it is damaging to both sides not to be. Meghan may create mischief and want 
secrecy just because she is a Narc and likes drama and control of the narrative, but the secrecy is no longer serving any useful purpose unless she is hiding things.
She needs to thrive,not exist, I'm welling up, cue one tear, left eye!
The comments are sarcasm at it's finest.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
Please.

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now..
Her family don't bring in the mega bucks. She has a lifestyle to maintain.
The kids need protecting from her. She's isolated them from everyone.
 @Anne Michelle  that's if they are her kids. Let's pray they are with their real mothers.
Oh wow is me, We’re rich please feel sorry for us…..Smfh!
I think we're fed up hearing the STORY us, which ever that one is, was or will be.
If they were worried about their safety when people in the UK loved them, can you imagine the worry over their safety now that everyone (everywhere) dislikes them?   They have brought 
a fury of hatred upon themselves but I'm sure they will not see this.   Everything is everybody elses fault, in their eyes.   So sad to see them digress into a pathetic joke when, once, they had 
it all.   Karma strikes heavily.
Two flop grifters



00:45 when stakes are how high NUTmeg? Maybe so high that your actions might cost your children’s future titles (your money bag)? 
We’ve heard many lies from NUTmeg and Haz been. Now Netflix is supporting LIES by way of editing and putting in stock pictures out of their context!!!!! (See pics at 00:30 - paparazzi at a 
different event 5 years before these two clowns met and 00:37 children celebrating in 1938 Queen Ann’s opening of Lambeth town hall) [credit to The Royal Grift YouTube channel]

Incredible. 
But at least the keen eyed public learns from the lies people in the media like to tell.

00:24 And btw, I love the part where she’s “crying” while lounging on a plush chaise with a Hermes throw in the background…: AAAWWW such a hard EX royal life ….. beautifully staged pic 
though 😅
I love how all the hate they get makes them more relevant. When are people going to realize some people love press be it good or bad. If you stop feeding it it will go away. At this point 
haters seem more invested than supporters of them and that my friend is WILD!
I love the part where she steals the limelight from the bride at Harry's friend's (Charlie Van Straubenzee's) wedding in August 2018. There are several photos of her with the top button of 
her dress underdone showing her lacy bra and staring away from the other guests and straight at the paparazzi.  So uncanny how she spots them.(Am I racist if I say the bra is black?) 
Moments before there is another photo of her with her hand on her dress where the button is, presumably to deliberately undo it, because shortly before that there are photos with the 
dress fastened. 

Maybe because she has trouble with showing her bras, at her first solo engagement to the Royal Academy of Arts she did not appear to be wearing one as her nipples were sticking out. 
Very classy. Maybe that is why Kerry Kennedy is giving her the Nipple of Hope award.
The best reason to cancel NETFLIX for supporting such garbage!
I love the part where MM sees the ghost of the Queen holding a baseball bat.
Netflix subscription cancelled... I'd really like to see something less sensational and negative.  The world needs a more positive light in general and all we seem to get fed is this kind of 
content.
Poor little multi-millionaires.. how ever do they survive? 😢

I love the part where Archewell was trademarked as soon as they were married ( as well as the presidency runs) then they take 95% of donations as expenses. Truly organic and ethical 
Tear left eye 😢 so community minded
Here for the comments, they move me. One tear, left eye. 😪
Oh Meghan…..meAgain….me me me Again, me me me Again again again …. Left eye tear, go! 😂😂😂😂 so sad.
First ugliest duo in film.
How she made a young brides maid cry before  the wedding
Who has more at stake? The British taxpayers for they spent on Harry and his wife. Or Netflix?  Victimhood is not a sustainable brand esp in todays world landscape. Netflix should do 
documentary on Harry and his wife’s motive and woks agenda connection. But that may be too uncomfortable for Netflix.
I think this is the stuff Nobel Peace prizes are MADE for.  Her dedication to family, friends, her children, her in-laws is just a SHINING BEACON of what we should all aspire to in life.  I am 
now a HUGE FAN, and my last five years of unadulterated disgust at her trashy behavior is now behind me.  Really.  I truly mean it.  And this BRAVE trailer, using staged photos and pilfered 
stock images was enough to change my mind.  😢 Seriously.  Really - I am as SINCERE as she is.  I need an award, too.                              Edit; And I have nothing to say about her Judas 
husband - nothing.  Can’t mentally or verbally spar with an unarmed man. 🗑



I love the part when Meghan Markle showed such empathy and understanding to her little flower girls at the wedding that they weren’t allowed to wear tights so they had stiff, leather 
shoes rubbing against their little feet and making it easier for people to see their undergarments if they did what little kids do and run around and play. Such a wonderful woman who 
always looks after others.
To Netflix: as I said before with "The Crown", please put a disclaimer on each episode of this "show" as well. A disclaimer stating that all of this is purely fiction, just very losely - if at all - 
based on real events. This show is fiction and nothing else. It just happens to be about two real existing people but that's all.

Maybe they could move to France. After all Meghan studied French for 8 years, Or wait, was it 4 years? Need to pick which interview you believe. She was trying sooo hard to impress Craig 
Fergusson and flirt with him until he felt compelled to tell her he was married. Never known an interviewer feel the need to tell a guest he is married mid-interview before (or since)
Yeah. The dolls can get titles.🙄
Maybe they do love it as she is a Narc, but we have had 6 years of their nonsense and this is our day  to share with others what we think of them. It is not all about them and people can do 
what they want without caring about what THEY think,
she has histrionic personality disorder, she does not care which attention she gets, as long as she is in the centre of attention. i still hope netflix will release the behind the scene footage, 
showing how harry's wife really is treating other people. they have it all on camera. just need to show it. not that we don't already now that she is abbully, but for the last sugars and 
supporters...
🤣🤣🤣
Omg! I can see this! The imagery. And so so funny.
Batter UP!
😂😂😂
😂😅
I'm sure the real mother gets her share too.
She didn't want the bridesmaids to wear tights. Catherine said bridesmaids must wear tights so MM had Meghan tantrum
 Made Kate cry.
😂😂😂
"Can't mentally or verbally spar with an unarmed man" - best comment ever!
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing
‘I need an award too’ and ‘Can’t mentally or verbally spur with an unarmed mam’ 

😂😂😂☠☠☠
you should get an award for sure, but not first prize because the sincerest of the sincerest Meghan gets top prize and all expenses paid plus a jet and a wardrobe, i know it is a humble 
gesture and not deserving of her most sincere kindness to the whole world
This is genius! Brought a tear to my left eye!!
I loved how MM glared at Charlotte during the wedding walk. Such grace and compassion.
She’s very unwell.
 @rt66vintage  Ooh, yes, I liked that scene too. The change in expression when she looked down at 3yr old (just) Charlotte was incredible!
Please cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, 
right now.
What's this happening to my left eye?



I love the part where Meghan stands true to her “I'm just a Cali girl by heart” by going out either with unkept clothes, dirty big shoes, & unbrushed hair. California gals are truly grateful for 
insulting them.
Fun fact: when someone you idolise, such as the royal family, are publicised in a bad light of course you’re not going to believe the people that are calling them out. Well at least Meghan 
and Harry are getting their pov out now since the world is against them
I love the part that Meghan the vegan who rescues chickens also brags about how well she roasts them & does burger adverts  .. such a commitment to animal causes .. stunning & so 
authentic

When will they realize that they are more privileged that 99.9% of humans on earth and finally keep their petty upsets to themselves. Show some gratitude and humility for a change.
I would like to put it on record that I could NEVER... become bored enough to watch this.
And how is it that their house in Canada and the one in Monte-sh*t-show are both owned by Russian oligarchs!? That's weird. Maybe they were her previous "clients".
It's not listed in Dec anymore.  Please tell me its cancelled and I will resubscribe for Xmas!
How is that a trailer? It previewed no content other than a collection of clearly staged photographs
I’m really looking forward to the part where she tells the tale, with a tear in her left eye, of how her wicked father dared to pose for her favourite pap outlet Coleman/Rayner looking at 
British castles. I mean how dare he be sooo crass to cooperate with her favourite paps? It must be unbearable to bear such betrayal as she uses photos taken without permission in the 
Royal palaces to promote and pad her reality series. She is just the most compassionate and brave woman that it brings a tear to my left eye…
Only had the trailer & already one big inaccuracy.. the bank of photographers wasn’t there for them - it’s from 2011 a Harry Potter show .. 
This is going to be a car crash of epic proportions Netflix 😂
The best part was when the guys from Monty Python produced skits based on these comments alone.  Now THAT would be worth watching.
I loved it so much when MM and her Haz didn't go to see Prince Philip and preferred to go and lie on Oprah for two hours calling it "my truth". I especially loved it when they didn't take 5 
minutes to go and see the Queen, who was suffering, who was so old that she could die at any moment, and preferred to strut around in Germany. When I saw MM dripping with self-
tanner, and Haz running around saying hello to the crowd while making sure to let his Meghan pass in front of him, I thought it was so them! So incredibly poetic and romantic and so grand 
and filled with such beautiful moral values and class. Oh, yes, and also the part where MM cried so much when she realized that she was filthy rich, adored, and that there were battered 
women in South Africa right next to her, that we could care about. She was so sick of the fact that no one asked HER how SHE was doing. 
It made me shed 4 big tears from my left eye. 
Thank you Netflix for showing us a couple of mental morons, too rich, too dumb, too full of themselves, too narcissistic, too stupid...They have opened our eyes to everything we shouldn't 
do, everything we shouldn't be...What a great lesson, thank you Harkles, you can now disappear. 
The best part was when I saw "The End"...and I said to my family "That's iiit, they're gone!", and my kids asked me "for good?" 
and I said "Yeeeeeees, I hope so". So much hope was  filling my heart and that was the best part!
Archwell sounds like a generic brand trying to sound classy on the shelf at Walmart
I love the part when Meghan Markle says she’s an only child. Her sister and brother who lived with her for a period of time love it, too.
I like the part where Meghan's loving father walks her down the isle. The part where the camera shows Meghan's family and friends in attendance at the wedding. Meghan so loving so 
brave. Brings a tear to my left eye.😢
Now I where the royal family was coming from… makes sense now.
The part were Netflix is Markled with Megsy calling the press to say it’s all the Streaming Giants fault. “I didn’t mean that!! They manipulated everything!”😢
I love the part where MM finds out the RF have the best lawyers 😂
Boring….absolutely boring
You prob poked it with a sharp stick rather than watch the great love story saga.
Oh my word, this cracked me up pmsl



🤣
Catch up. They got their POV out two years ago. Trashing the Royal Family are they only thing they have. Let’s see a documentary are her estranged family and how she them all against her 
a well. She poisons every relationship she has.
 @Tom Ripley  well they can get more of their truth out since people and media are still hating on her.
 @Shell  "more truth"? love it! 

And - as Tom says - what about her actual black Ragland family that she never speaks to? Or the uncle that got her the UN gig who died without seeing her? Or the disabled (non) sister she 
called a slut? Or the father who is still paying off her expensive (white) soriety fees despite extreme ill health? I guess all of them, all of the Royal family and every British person and all the 
250k people who have disliked this are all, every single one, just haters??
That's a good one 👌
😂😂😂
It’s the caliber of stunning and authentic that it’s causing a “ripple effect.”
Well the roasting a chicken part....you'll find the meaning in the urban dictionary. Ops
 @N  yes I’ve heard that 🤭
😂😂😂😂😂😂 so funny!!!
Good one !!👏👏
Never, that's when.
Look again.. I see that The Netflix premier of Guillermo del Toro’s PINOCCHIO is set for Dec 9. Dead serious.
 @Ira Fitzgerald   hahhhaaaa 😀😃🙂
Perfect reply 😍😍😍they gave us a Masterclass in pure pathetic behaviour, let’s hope they fizzle out like a piece of space junk
Amen! From your lips to God's ears! This is finally THE END..I think it's almost safe to say. 🤞💜
 @Sue T  Oh yes, i want to see them fizzle out...! My deepest wish!
I would LOVE to see the ending be, MeAgain behind bars. Locked up for domestic abuse, media abuse, stealing from charities, tax evasion, and FRAUD!
Hallelujah 🙏
I loved the part when the German people loved them so much as they scream boooooo. I bet it's a welcoming loving word in german. So heart-warming
 @N  I love the way they've united the world in one big booooooooooo. Erupting now - one tear left eye. 😿👁
Yup. Inevitable.
Think they know it's coming too, another reason to leave the comments section open.
Whats up with the comments? Everyone has their side of the story.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan, two very average human beings, have the ingenuity to make a fortune built on unsubstantiated grievances. And their inventiveness to be able to 
get a special and a podcast showcasing how absolutely average and thin skinned and money focused they are. I so moved and encouraged by their  tenacity
When you're so up yourself that you assume the world asked to hear about your story ... 🙄
❤
Terrible people. Hope the RF takes away their titles, so they can go on living their "private life". Edit: In order to spare the public from their fantasy problems.
Yo, these comments are a roast fest 😂

She honestly tried to play a game of chess but ended up playing tic-tac-toe. Hands down the worst strategist ever.



not even the slighest interest in what is behind their “closed doors,” the banality and slobbering toddlers, the Los Angeles city councilwoman Martinez needs to take those toddlers around 
the corner
This is already going to be a cringe-fest. Also, they lie a lot so yeah, it doesn't make sense to take whatever they say at face value. 🙄
That's the reason I don't subscribe to Netflix.
Pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeese NF SPARE US FROM THIS!!  Won't be watching!
they are doing few more milions ...😀 I m not going to spend my time watching this rubbish. What ocupation this guys have?Working , something...?
I felt truly authentically and organically astounded when I saw the part that revealed Meghan's letter to P&G was the catalyst for creating world peace and also a cure for cancer. 
Her selfless act will hopefully inspire more children to campaign for less bubbles in the dish washing industry.
I love the fact that Netflix had to use a stock photo from the Harry Potter premiere in 2011 as they couldn’t find any photos of Harry and Meghan getting a lot of attention from 
photographers 😂 Netflix we don’t trust anything in this so called documentary. You’re not getting my money!
I loved it when Apple introduced the left eye tear emoji and called it “The Fake Tear”

Was so scary that bit where the elephants realised they hadn’t been given the £3million Disney voiceover donation, stampeded and crushed the Montecito mansion into matchsticks.
“with the stakes this high” as if we were talking nuclear disarmament or finding cure for HIV, the “stakes” for Meghan is always the sweepstakes of celebrity paychecks and adoration, 
starving behind closed doors so she can look all skinny when she goes out to be seen
This comment section should be made into a book as a therapy tool for us poor victims 😁
Mn Egan en Harry 💪💪💪💪💪💪
I've cancelled my netflix subscription
It's really clear that the royal family are going to pay for what they did to Harry and his wife.
They are not going to go away, instead persisting with the truth
The trouble is h&m have done nothing but talk about themselves ..the comments reflect on how a lot of people are feeling and that is outrage at how low Harry has acted towards his 
family. 

RF are attacked a lot but by a person they love it must be very difficult, not wanting to rise to it because of a future reconciliation which now probably won't happen..Also a lot of people 
can see Meghan's true nature and find it hard to understand why people still like her..when this documentary come out all it will be is poor me and attacking the RF with most probably 
lies, also they took secret photos/filmed inside Buckingham palace which wasn't allowed when they saw the queen, who was ill at the time..they are bound to twist everything but who 
knows...
Nothing wrong with the comments 
First time people are able to say how they feel 
Thank you Netflix
We see through their BS. We are not stupid, or fools like Harry and Meghan think we are.
Yes, and we've had their side up to our earholes. I mean, they have not let up since they left these shores. If they had just gone away, got on with their private lives, pursued their good 
causes, or even just had fun, we wouldn't be having this conversation. They have actually worked for and earned most of the sarcasm and derision they're getting now, and I am definitely 
here for it.
Many of us gave them them the benefit of the doubt to begin with, more fool us.
Don't worry the kids are probably with their real mothers, only rent them out when Meghan wants them for a photo.
See you have mastered Megan's word salad....,
 @Elaine Leep  We're all learning.  But Meghan is THE master chef of word salad and can easily lay out an entire banquet.



Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
and there's another stock photo with Chelsy Davy cropped out!
Clever!
same here
How many versions of the truth, though?
 @Amy Emerson  His/her truth.  Not THE truth.  They are both liars.
They're persistent alright. And the Royal Family have already paid for enabling this pair.
I love how there is a browser extension that allows me to see the number of dislikes for this trailer. I suspect the high number of views can be attributed to the brilliant comments, to which 
I keep coming back. Laughed so hard it forced a tear out of my left eye.
My favorite part was where Meghan announced that 2023 will be their whirlwind global Reconciliation Tour, just before the Netflix reality TV show and Harry's work of creative nonfiction 
are released. Just so we plebs know how much we will need to attone for not giving her all the money and power she thinks she deserves.

It brings a single  tear to my left eye.

RIP Spotify and Netflix. She Markled you but good

Edit: So looking forward to seeing Harry waiting in the wings to juggle his balls on demand when beckoned like a good performing monkey.
I loved the part where the moon bump fell to the ground. One tear, left eye.
I love the part where she wore Diana's perfume on her first date with Harry, so she could remind him exactly of his dead mummy. She's just so full of wonderful creative ideas. I was so 
touched it brought a tear to my left eye.
First, we don’t want to know what happens behind closed doors. That’s suppose to be be your personal and private life. Secondly, what stakes??? Who classifies their life in those terms. It 
just life. Go live it and stop playing the victims and continuing to drag your family through the dirt.
Study in marriage to a narcissist. I was also love bombed and manipulated.  I hope Harry wakes up.

I love the part in the deleted scenes when Archie is told by his parents, ‘Manners make the man’ and then the axed NF Director reminds Markle that ‘Grace makes the girl’ wink wink
It’s 4.30 am. Haven’t been to bed yet. Still reading these wonderful, inspiring comments. Thank you everyone for tis hilarious entertainment.
I think Pres Zelensky needs to have a voice. It was his Invictus game (who dumped the pair) wounded warrior female paramedic who took that film equipment "in her tampon" to film a 
battle to pretend Horrid was on the frontlines for "content" footage after President Z said "No". Poor woman got caught by the Russians, got beaten 1/2 to death, & held prisoner. Mr. Z 
had to trade a Chechnya mass murderer & pay the Russians just to get her back!! The ginger idiot & his hollywood narcissist are so admirable, so creative...They really are mental health 
advocates!!
I love the part where Charles and William are finally free from the overarching authority of The Queen and are going to serve these two their asses on a plate if they continue to disrespect 
their wives......
this documentary “film” was not necessary, the story is told in Disney’s 2009 “The Princess and the Frog”
‘When the stakes are this high- does it make more sense to hear story from us?’ Are we gambling or are you in the casino that everything needs to be ca$h-ing! 🎰 😆 

I thought you are done sharing your stories with Oprah??? You want more money??? 🎰😂



We love the part where deluded Duche$$ of bump Clutches finally realizes she will never ever outrank Catherine. The courage in quitting the BRF & total lack of empathy or scruples in 
cashing in through malicious allegations against the defenceless  ill and elderly  BRF members brings tears to my left eye
The part I liked most is about the Archewell Producer leaving her job, just days before this trailer came out, (jumped ship or walked the plank?  )as this ridiculous money grabbing, Title 
waving pair wanted their job back after happily taking 18 months parental leave. Netflix has awesome paid benefits it seems. Its called 'subscriptions'!  I for one will not be watching this 
bollocks.
These comments are the best wish Netflix would make a documentary about the comments it would be more successful than this trash series is going to be and why in the trailer are they 
using the pictures of the photographers from the Harry Potter premiere to make out they were their to photograph Megan and Harry that's the type of attention Megan can only dream of. 
Let's face it who's going to watch it we all know the ending Megs kissed a Prince and turned him into a frog and they whined and whined and whined for the rest if their lives brings a tear 
to my left eye
I love the part where MM caused more racial divide in the UK than I personally have ever seen. Where a spoilt Spare threw his dummy out the pram because what MM wants MM gets and 
for the support they have inadvertently given the RF because of their constant compassion towards them.  When and if they collect that award next week I hope the cameras are there to 
record this moment in history. Their kids can look back and be so proud of never knowing their family because their parents wanted to keep them safe and not let them take away the 
limelight. At least until season 2.
The most pathetic couple I have ever seen, but even worse, why do they choose to prove it over and over again.
Wait? Thats it?? Not much of a trailer…… so this doc is gong to be about…..???
I can’t believe that Netflix would waste millions of dollars on these 2, makes me rethink my subscription to Netflix!  Total trash!!
Narcissim at its finest.    Thanks for trashing all of us in England.. The ones who paid for your wedding and cheered for you.    Sort your own family out first, . Disgusting behaviour.
the extension is flaky on a mac. what are we up to now?
I've come back multiple times to see recent comments.  Sure won't be watching the shi* show.  What are the new dislike numbers?
20K Likes
227K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Thanks!!  Love it!
 @Ruby Mouse  @Diaper Don 20K vs 242 K as of 11:54 my time (GMT+7)
 @Diaper Don  I wonder if they are reading the comments. I sure hope so XD. Ratio is 20K vs 242 K as of 11:54 my time (GMT+7)
 @RR  Thanks for the update.  ✌
Super creepy.
Manners make the man and not the woman, apparently, as Meghan was told off by the Queen for shouting at her chef who was making the wedding cake for M&H wedding.

'In this family we don't treat people like that!' she said. Buurn, Meghan.
I did that the other night. Then I tried to paint my downstairs loo but kept going back to my iPad. Painfully funny.
Best laugh I've had in a while - kept me up till 3:30 am!
🔥🔥🔥🤣  This!!
More like "The Narcissist and the Frog" she will never be a princess of anything.

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
I totally agree she hasn't done the UK any favours because of her racial comments . Can remember her saying once how racist the UK was cause they never even had dolls that were black. I 
had 1 in the 50s and have always been out there another made up story 🙄



Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.
 @Linda Kirk  - My sister and I had black dolls in the '50's, too. My mother had one in the late '20's.
Have wrapped 1 for my grand daughter for xmas. She has had an agenda right from the beginning .and well done everyone who has put these 2 in their place.👏👏👏👏 Some jumped 
up wanna be
Not just in England- the whole uk are mortified by this pair
Many in the US are sick of these whiners too.  🤑
 @Diaper Don  I’m glad, there’s a lot being said in the uk of them having a lot of support in the states, I’m pretty sure you guys have more sense! 🙂
Yes the whole UK and I'm glad to hear America isn't blinded by their nonsense
The part where the YT comments are golden 😆😆. I'm proud of each and every one of u 💗💪
I love the part when the delusional narcissist said the steaks 🤪 are high.  Did she forgot how she charmed her frog prince with her juicy, tasty, delicious roast chicken.  Well then just go to 
urban dictionary for the recipe,Megs. 😂
I love the part where Netflix stops showing the dislike 👎 but leave the comments section open to have enough prooof to fire these 🤡🤡s and not work with them again.
Is this going to be fictional drama or fictional comedy?
I can't wait for this "highly anticipated" Netflix series to drop, hit the sidewalk, bounce off the curb, roll out into the middle of the street and get run over by one of those lovely double-
deckered English buses.
Netflix  needs to put a disclaimer  at the beginning  of each episode. 
"RECOLLECTIONS MAY VARY"!!
I love the part where they left to live a quiet life and we never heard of them again
I thought the final word was the Oprah Winfrey show. I just wish Netflix would get out of the deal. They have with these two phony royals. As a customer, I will be stopping my subscription 
and I will not be watching this garbage.
You know  at least 3/4 of the views are people here for the comments 🤣🤣🤣
You all are so vicious in the comments section. I love it! Give it to Hairy & MeAgain. They deserve your vitriol! 
Documentary my a.s! Sheer propaganda more like it. We are not fools!
What would be more interesting is a doco on the staff being interviewed.  Im sure they have some cracker stories to tell. Doesn't it make sense to hear their story from them.
I am looking forward to the part where they inevitably divorce and Meghan launches a PR campaign of vicious passive-aggressive vitriol (Netflix season 5) against Harry for coercing her 
with his colonial monarchical patriarchy absolving her of any agency or responsibility... and then marries a richer, dopier white man (Netflix season 6).
What happened to the $3 million Disney gave you for charity, Meghan? You pocketed it, didn’t you?
PLEASE CAN THE BRITISH PEOPLE have our MONEY BACK! As we DID HELP PAY for YOUR WEDDING! WE ALL HAVE BILLS😡😡😡😡😡😡🇬🇧🇬🇧☕☕ GOD SAVE THE KING!
I love the classic twist where she was having mental health issues but got amnesia … and forgot all the work she and the royal family were doing on mental health awareness and forgot all 
the events where the ‘fab four’ sat on stage encouraging people to get help for mental health issues’, also forgot she was a 40 year old woman from LA and forgot she had a loving husband 
and forgot that she had a phone and the internet and forgot that the HR department is for staff.  She totally forgot how to get help.  I was screaming at the TV for her to remember.  C’mon 
Meg remember!!!!

I love the part where they apparently  forgot that they did not marry the night  before the wedding before the bishop of Canterbury  and the good bishop had to inform them about the 
laws of marriage in the UK amd they in fact were married in St. George's  chapel. They were so star crossed they didnt even remember  the legal facts of their own wedding. How sweet!



I'm confused that she asks "doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us," yet in the recent Variety interview she states that it is not the way they would have told it; that it is 
through someone else's lens. LOL 

I'm also confused that, back when there was wedding drama with her dad, she said she would never do anything that would cause pain to her children, yet their children are going to be 
subject to a lifetime of pain as they read about all the drama, lies, nastiness suffering their parents have caused the families. Terrible role models!
I love how mm managed to get the mental health charity mind to buy her snake oil and support her after the Oprah interview whilst they never publicly supported the staff members left 
traumatised by the treatment from this awful pair.
“When the stakes are so high doesn’t it make more sense to hear the story from us?”  What stakes? Does that mean she will no longer be able to walk on water and heal the sick? She’s a 
nobody grifter.
🤮 I can't stand to listen to that witch's voice, I have it on "mute" and I unsubscribed from Netflix.  Harry she turned you into a frog 🤮
When in Urban dictionary check out waffle maker. Isn't that what she asked the Queen for Archiereal's Christmas pressies? Sick.
Hopefully they will edit these preening peacocks out of the Invictus Games and make a real Documentary focusing on the challenges the truly brave heroes live.with every day.
A satirical tragedy maybe?
Horror section.
😆😆👌
I'd watch that!
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
Please.
Guilty 😆😆👌
Yes. I've made several comments but pause the video as soon as her voice hits 🤮
Right?? I'm so proud of them 😆💪
Unfortunately all Palace staff have to sign a confidentiality agreement. However, I expect some of those agreements may get wavered in the near future 😉
Come on Netflix, buy the staff out of those NDAs and let the REAL truth see the light of day
😆 great word salad
A sham wedding according to them they got married the night before! Recollections  may vary!
And the forgot the 3 pages of written notes she sent to Omid for a book she didn't collaborate with calling her disabled non-sister a slag. So feminist.
Markle was there giving Catherine the stink eye. Of course, she was only waiting for her turn to talk her word salad.
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
Yes, and all the many times she uplifted women around her by reducing her staff to tears and fear, and got the journalist for The Cut interview fired, and denigrated the director of her 
Netflix documentary and the Sussex Squad hounded her so bad she had to shut down her online social media.  Meghan is always so so supportive of women, so so genuine and authentic.  
It takes my breath away, and leaves a tear falling from my left eye.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.
Is this true? If so MIND need bringing to book!
 @Anne Michelle  I clearly remember them backing mm after Oprah.. however I haven't checked but I doubt they have backed the bullied staff as I would imagine it would be all over the 
media if they did. Maybe they've changed their tune privately and that original tweet was reactionary! Just shows though doesn't it?!
Ditto. And I scroll up so even on silent, I don't need to look at these narcissists.



I loved the part of the photographers at 0.30 as it is from a Harry potters premiere
I loved it when football legend Gazza turned up crying at Montecito with some lagers and a bucket of KFC.
Likes 20k vs. Dislikes 224k!😆
Pvt. Hudson: "This show is on an express elevator to hell. Going down. Wooooohoooooo!"
Do your part citizen and click that dislike button! 😄😂
They should both become patients of Better Up …NPD …..🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
season 5 of the Crown was terribly cast and lazily written, but still better than this trailer
awesome awesome well done Meghan, the professional victim of the world with her brainwashed husband is going to tell us more how badly they were bullied , missed treated life time 
stories. Please tell me why no one can shut they up and save those two invisible kids. Thank you Netflix. i am going to chancel my Netflix account.
So much hateful people in the comment section, my God!! May God judge you the same way you judge others.
Nobody is going to mention how cruel of king Charles to expect a 39year old man to earn his own money. How can they expect a damn near 40 year old man and his 41 year old woman to 
work? Why couldn't they  keep getting money from the royal family despite of the fact that they didn't want to perform royal duties?please explain
Much rather hear the stories of people who have worked for you and suffered under your rages.  That’s the documentary I want to see.  So weary of your FAKE victimhood.
I also really love the part where Megsy Baby says the royal family is racist and titles don't matter, but her latest press release mentions "Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex" 6 times in it's 7 
paragraphs. Humility like that really brings a single tear to my left eye - in 3 seconds.
Comments being censored. They can't handle all the honest, justified, negativity.
I loved the part where she was horrified she had to curtsey to the queen behind closed doors! The hardship! Makes you wanna cry 😪
I am glad queen isnt here to watch this documentary.
Comments section priceless. Not one positive comment for Hairy & MeAgain propaganda film.
Sod off ginger whinger
Disgusting, should be ashamed, cash grab at his familys expense, 🤮
That part where she claims to be a feminist while digging her heels into the piles of men she’s used and abused on her climb to the top. Or maybe that part where she bullies women while 
constantly preaching to us about women’s empowerment! Such a kind and compassionate soul! One tear, left eye.
I think i saw this chick in a series with lawyers. She had some nice hot scene. Does she have Onlyfans account?
Cracking up with laughter at these hilarious comments. My left eye is so full of tears I can now feel the need for the right eye to join in the fun!
We love the 50 shades of spray tan Megain
🤣🤣🤣 in his dressing gown
That's sweet!
Tell your employers to give you a new script. This one is tired and old.
Not hateful..just genuine
Please get a dictionary and learn the definition of the words "hateful" and "honest". People are sick of her Iies and manipulations.
While you're at it, check out the definition of "archetypes" and see how her podcast should have been named "stereotypes".
Oh you've decided we're all hateful, have you? I'm sure God would appreciate that.
Ikr! I mean, Harry was down to his last $25M, and his father just cuts him off? I'm glad to see all the non racially motivated and high IQ fans of the Sussexes stand up for them because this 
is unacceptable!
Unforgiveable, really.
Megsy Baby  ....   I love Lady C too
"Linked Not Ranked," right?😂



 @TheSussexBunion  "Grifted not gifted".
 @Tab Ford  😂
 @Gee Stone  Me too! Lady C is fantastic!
 @TheSussexBunion  ooh I forgot that one!
 @Jojo  😂
"Correct that headline! I'm Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex, and don't you forget it!"😂
The above post is considered bullying. It is an  attempt to stop people of color from calling out racism when it happens to them.  This could also be a violation  of Terms of Service and hate 
speech.
😂😂
 @Tab Ford  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 thanks for that ❤ from Scotland.
 @TheSussexBunion  😂
How is right eye keeping up with all that?🥲
Meg and Har love their titles but if they don't like the Monarchy or institution why are they begging for titles for their children.
 @Alexandra Roman  seems they want all the benefits of being the royal family without doing the duties.
Yes she is happy to use her title when she wants to other times they hate the royal family
 @Edward Richtofen  And they have to show up in UK a few times a year for big events to keep their brand polished. Morons.
What racist bcs of someone comment  how your kid will look like..it's a common  I am married white skin man my mom asking me the same if you have baby what it's gonna look like..it's 
not racist  stop it..people a bringing skin color to makne money is not right.  A lot other issue then racist
 @TheSussexBunion  Isn't it more like, "Don't you know who I AM?"  And then get scalding hot tea thrown on you.
 @Alexandra Roman  Money, money, money, Always sunny, In the rich man's world ....
 @Linda Overn  😂
I know right.  Good point. Actually she should have changed her name to Tenishqua. That’s the only way I believe her. Nothing short of that 👏
 @Alexandra Roman  which children are we talking about? The surrogates or the rent a kids?😂
 @TheSussexBunion  Your user name!!😂😂

🔥🔥💀🔥🔥
I love Harry & Meghan. Good for them!!!
 @Nichole is Scoliosis Strong  bot :)
They're nobodys
Tears only count if they're filmed and released on Netflix.

 @Faux Imposter  😂😂 yes, as soon as those feet made their first Royal appearance, they're all I could see. It was like a nightmare from which members of the public could not escape.
I suppose she should open one of those next. That’s all that’s left.
Coming soon 😆. Never give up hope!
I dont get the left eye thing, I am feeling the sarcasm tho which is hilarious.  Has it to do with Katy Perry and her left eye acting weird in a music video?
 @Carol w In an interview before the wedding she told the interviewer that she could cry at will out of her left eye - one tear. (You can search and find the footage in this platform.) Then, 
at the funeral of QE2, she let loose one tear - from her LEFT eye.



I love that they rebuffed his 96 year old grandmother's invitation to visit her when they were in the UK, presumably because she wouldn't allow them to bring the Netflix crew  to invade 
her privacy and see her cancer-ridden fragility  Such
 dedication to earning the Netflix 30 pieces of silver filming their documentary, at the expense of visiting an old lady. Such a work ethic! Are their awards in the mail?
I've had my Netflix account, for over 10 years. I cancelled it yesterday. Eat crap Netflix.
The part where her husband's polo team acceptd an award,, and she plants herself right in the middle of the photo, having to duck to get into frame,. Priceless
My favorite part -- The Queen's genuis:  "Recollections may vary".
We already deal with Meghan's narcissistic crying over everything, all day long. Now there's a whole documentary of it? Get over yourselves. You aren't opressed, you're mind numingly 
tedious and off-putting. We don't want to see what's happening behind or in front of your closed doors. You are 100% irrelevant.
Why are you so racist Meghan? Why do you hide the black members of your family from the public?  Why don't you acknowledge them?   I have seen photos of your black relatives , Aunts, 
Uncles Cousins, and they look like a large loving and beautiful. close-knit family  Why didn't you invite them to your wedding.  You only invited your mother and black celebrities like Oprah 
who you claimed you didn't know, but in your evil mind, Megan, you had already pre-planned the exit from the Royal Family before the wedding.  You have turned Harry, my once 
favourite member of the Royal Family,  into a brainwashed, hateful frog .  I unsubscribed from Netflix a year ago!  I will not watch this trash.
I shed a tear out of my left eye at the part where a heater with an electrical issue that zapped a bit apparently burnt down a room Archie wasn’t even in and Meghan STILL was expected to 
carry out her duty, unpaid, to greet people after her 5 star lunch despite Archies near death experience.
Its must be hard to be royal rich idiots, cause Henry and Maghan don't know how to live like a  Decent human being!!
I love the part where MEagain bullied little Charlotte while acting like she loves children.
Harry is such a cuck. It's insane that he has ZERO testicles.  He just sits there and let's his half wit wife speak for him.
I laughed so hard at the comments the tears ran down my legs, after running from my left eye...
Will Scoobie have a starring role?
I can't wait for the sequel....Mr & Mrs Spare go to Hollywood.
When it was 18K likes, the DISLIKES were 179K     LOLOL!!!!!!
wow the comment section LOOOOL this is gonna get spicy
The part of that first christmas,.. hary says; Meghan have now the family she never had. Brought a tear from my left eye. 
The part that she was invited at Sandrigham with christmas and not even married. Brought a tear from my left eye.
Harry’s ONLY shows pictures of Megan’s friends kids.. we never have seen a picture of his kids… do they exist? Are they black ?
love stuff like this..another nail in the coffin of an out dates syterm of entiltement ...
When is it airing on Netflix?
Harry, you have no idea how betrayed the vast majority of the UK feel! You were loved, praised and defended by your people!
We were overjoyed when you found love! She was beautiful and seemed to make you happy... Just like the rest of the UK her skin colour was absolutely irrelevant!! No matter what lies 
both of you have told, we are not a racist nation!! 
The two of you have been judged on your behaviour, loyalty (or lack of) and hypocrisy!
Originally I was devastated when you turned your back on us, however that's  since past! 
Wanted a private life? 
Wow.....
It's time to stop telling lies about Ur family and country, move on! We have! You no longer have a special place in our hearts! You no longer deserve it!!
You made your bed, go lie in it... 
Enjoy the millions at our expense.... I truly hope it has been worth it, regret is a terrible emotion to live with the rest of Ur Life!
💔



They would have been wearing hidden cameras and hidden mics. I expect the Queen told them to bugger off because all trust was gone.
Since QEII refused a photoshoot with baby Lilibucks, Harry and Markle were no longer interested in seeing the Queen.  Meg doesn't do pro bono visits.
I did the same. I cancelled it after trailer came out. Eat dirt Netflix!
I did same with my spotify lol
I urge anyone who has not seen this to search for it on Youtube. It is pure comedy gold. In particular HG Tudor has a great video on his channel analysing this
 @Julie R  Seal clapping and trying to take that wooden box 😂😂😂😂 it’s so funny I almost died. I luckily did manage to push out a left eye tear though 😅
Also I don’t believe the tournament was over. They did not win the trophy, it was all a set for this dumbuseries.
That was hilarious
It was hilarious. When HG mimics her voice, then does Harry's, so funny. One voice-over he did where Harry's Wife is pushing in front of Harry to shake someone's hand first, and HG has 
her saying: "Me,me,me,me,me..."
Died laughing.
OMG, pick me up off the floor!
Her one and only reply. Still stands the test of time that statement, eh?
I wish that was a possible outcome. Too bad that true textbook narcissists(like her) are incapable of admitting their wrongdoings. She will read all these comments and either blame Harry, 
the BRF, racists, or all three. She's got no self-awareness whatsoever.
Then she leaves the invisible ones for nearly 4 weeks to bask in the after glow of Her Majesty's death and subsequent photo ops.  Earth mother for sure.
Wish there was time for six Christmas volumes of them. I can’t put my iPad down!
I do not think scoobie would pass the screen test. The lights would melt his face.
 @D J  🤣🤣🤣
Now its over 200k. 92% dislike rating! Yikes!
I've seen 236k 😆
Yes and surely not ALL of them can be racist troll bots?
🙏
Very well said. I too was with joyful for their union. But over time, their behaviours towards the RF really soured my regard for Hairy & MeAgain. More and more so.
Agree!  Where is Harry, I havent seen him live or recent with Meghan in some time.  Sure we have these old pics that Meghan has sent out.  She was seen at a mass shooting memorial in 
Texas by herself and recently getting on a private jet with no Harry.  Where is he???
Well said 💗
As I sit here and read through the wonderful comments it makes me think of one thing.  Where is that wonderful candle and there should be a version where we can read the comments 
and look at the lovely yellow candle instead of the 🤢🤮 trailer (or in my case the trailer picture since I put it on pause).

Best part was Harry returning his love to his grandmother by refusing to visit knowing she was dying from painful bone cancer, but he would call and harass her trying to bum money.
Will the reality doc show the time the Captain General of the Royal Marines and Meghan ditched the memorial service at deal to mark the deaths of marines by a terrorist bomb to attend 
the Lion King premiere. It was so brave and compassionate of them to attend the ceremony and to ask Bob Iger for a job. Or how about the brave and compassionate in action response to 
Pharrell’s statement that ‘their beautiful love between h and m was so inspiring’ and Meghan bravely replied with one tear in her left eye “They don’t make it easy”. Such a magnanimous 
response to a fan’s adoration of the the love that is Harry and Meghan. It brought two tears to my left eye….
I am in tears…..so stunning and brave.
Most of us don’t want to hear their lies. It should have been Megan that passed, not our beloved Queen Elizabeth.
And the haters will still watch...



Gad, this couple is boring AF
Did He forget the RF is His family still?
If they haven't already, Netflix is going to curse the day they ever signed a contract with them.  Hundreds of thousands of dislikes and over 30,000 negative comments and it hasn't even 
aired yet lol!
meghan is so vain, censoring every picture lest any of her blackness shows, of which she has been black since 2017
Absurd.
"We need private lives!" = go on Oprah and make a Netflix series. The drama, the heartbreak, and such high stakes that they might only have 1 multi-million dollar mansion. My left eye is 
weeping uncontrollably just thinking of it. So tragic.
By the way NOT FOR ONE MOMENT do I believe 20K gave this trailer the thumbs up. So far 52K thumbs DOWN
I didn't watch this trailer (don't have a strong enough stomach). I am only here for the comments... and they don't disappoint! 🤣🤣🤣
Poor Harry...
Im so glad that the 2 of them were able to find the freedom that they were so desperately seeking, away from the spotlight and the came... Hey, wait a minute...
Lots of people "loving that part"
Oh boohoo poor meghan. Must be terrible to choose to be married to a millionaire  prince and the most famous royal family in the world.
Love the part when they had the proper wedding three days before the spectacle of a wedding they did not want yet allowed tax payers to fork out all that money for. I Love the PART 
WHEN SHE SAID THE QUEEN DOES NOT OWN THE WORD ROYALTY. How vile are they.

I wonder if Netflix have left the comment section open so people can read them as retaliation for the comment from Megan that this documentary did not turn out as she wanted it to be.
Same. I just scroll up, so the comment section goes full size of my screen. And on mute!😆. I am ONLY here for the comments. I'm glad I made that trip into those comments. Gold, pure 
GOLD😆

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
I wouldn’t go that far, to wish death on someone.
I mean i can’t stand Meghan at all. I’m totally team Catherine Princess of Wales but, still there is a line that shouldn’t be crossed. We would be no better then her.
 @B Perez  true
Nah, we watched 10 seconds of it, couldn't watch the rest, and giving Netflix a piece of our mind. Nobody is "watching". Get your "critical thinking" hat on! And how's your friend Ngozi 
Fulani aka Marlene Headley doing? Is she in jail yet?
How can we watch when we already unsubscribed? 😂 plus the trailer is a vomit fest, I cannot imagine 6 full episodes of cringe, lies, and victimhood 🤮
Don’t think so, Netflix are unsubscribed.
I doubt that very much she rammed every aspect of her life at us for years thinking she was important fedup with seeing her and hearing that annoying fake voice
Nope. I clicked pause while the Ad was still playing. So they don’t get the view or the ad revenue. Cheers sugar.
Nope. You'll have to sit through this drivel several times to get the view count  up, because we sure won't 😉
This is his way of getting the crown for his succubus.
The Netflix trailer: views 5.6 million with 20,000 thumbs up and 224,000 thumbs down with 32,810 comments in 3 days or .09% positive. I guess they’re getting the same on other sites. 
Keeps going lower on % by the hour. Heard a rumor they want to delay it again until 12/24…same date as KC xmas speech and Catherine's piano recital. Heard the bj princess has a har*-on 
to destroy her nemesis!
224k thumbs down according to the browser plug-in I'm using here... : )
 @D W  So Netflix are lying again, a bit like Spotify on  her first podcast.  I hear they are paying Youtube to take down as many people as possible who don't like them.



The Netflix trailer: views 5.6 million with 20,000 thumbs up and 224,000 thumbs down with 32,810 comments in 3 days or .09% positive. I guess they’re getting the same on other sites. 
Keeps going lower on % by the hour. The thumbs up are the sugars, Netflix employees, Random House employees, BLM and Ngozi Fulani aka Marlene Headley, Kerry Kennedy, Orca, and 
Gayle King.
Didnt think she would have 20000 sugars must be getting their little school friends to click on it
I know right. Comments are 100% negative towards Hairy & MeAgain. I have not read even one that is positive. 
Gift that keeps on giving. Awesome!
She has totally split him from his family and there is no way back. Diana would hate MM and be totally furious with the damage she has caused to her sons relationship. 
Sorry to tell you this Megs but Diana would HATE you for your crimes against her sons.

 @c.l. m.  Well, that's what happens when you're too blinded by someone and can't see their characters for what they really are. Too late to fix things when you're too deep in the shit. A 
lot of people(psychologists!!!) have been warning of her toxic/NPD behaviour for a very very long time now. You shouldn't really make a mess out of your life like this. Again... Poor Harry...
"Protect his family"? what a joke! Social Services has already pulled Archie at 3 for inability to bond with Medusa and he's too busy getting stoned, drunk, or high on drugs. Archie has 
development issues as well as high anxiety issues. Anyone who buys into this drivel is an idiot. I had to throw up from just the preview knowing the reality. Sickening!
Nope! He is worse than she could ever dream to be.
read and enjoy! people post what about their amazing love story they like the most  ;-)
 @Lil G  --- are you drunk?
It gives M&H more leverage to complain about the "hate" they're receiving without the need to quote any specific instance. Bet they'll do it, too... ~
I hope so. She watches The Body Language Guy to get her poses correct. His other channel read a dozen of these type of comments. It was hilarious!
Ugh they are just so disappointing! Every single time they get my attention they squander it on pitiful selfishness and shamelessly shallow ideas.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan's kids had time to become friends with Elton John but couldn't make time to meet their own great grandma... THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND. I'm sure 
those kids will thank them one day.
I'll love the part where Megain and Harry will loose all the titles and be only called M. Windsor and wife... They will tell us that is proof of racism no doubt. I think a tear is pointing out of 
my left eye.
All Meghan’s idea and he’s stupid enough to go along with it. There will be regret later on.
Loved it when 007 Daniel Craig reveals to Her Majesty in the helicopter that Markle is a spy sent in to bring down the Monarchy. And the Queen is so cross she gets Paddington Bear to 
throw a marmalade sandwich at her.
I've been in and out for the last two days reading the comments, and they do not disappoint! Well done, funny people! This is the most fun I've had all year.😪
Love the part where feminist Meghan whined there was no support to help her transition into the royal family, while simultaneously manipulating and siphoning off their emotional and 
financial support.  The flashbacks were also gripping, showing how she similarly manipulated and bravely exploited other husbands, extended family, friends, teams of professional staff, 
dignitaries, officials and supporters around the globe.  My left eye, organically and authentically, has produced a single tear.
I love the part when they fled the Royal Family when their list of ridiculous demands were thrown out the window at the Sandringham Summit  by the late Queen and they escaped on a 
private Jet during a Pandemic to LA with their feelings hurt and called Oprah to set up their revenge interview while Harry’s grandfather was dying. Such brave and compassionate people 
that they are. Single Tear left eye….
I guess people can only be assholes like this when you have mindless followers supporting you and drooling over your every move. These people are so out of touch and might be the  least 
self-aware creatures in the world
No asked for this, no one wants this. She wasn’t even a good actress or activist.
We can’t really be sure on what actually happened. So if they are happy together i am happy for them.
What are the stakes then



Airing dirty laundry in public comes to mind?
I am one of the rare people that didn't unsubscribe because of the pair.  I do not want this forced on me every time I log in to watch a movie, so don't play the trailer over and over or even 
once on the home page.  I will give in to hubby and stop the unnecessary expenditure.  And there will not be one tear out of my left eye.  😠
Looks awful.... What a load of Rubbish 
Ugh
Meghan has always been arrogant about her blasphemy staying unchallenged. Because the RF have a historic  mantra "never complain never explain" but now the RF are finally making the 
decision to change their protocol and start to fight back.
It will be entertaining to watch Meghan cry when she realises the RF have the best lawyers.
news is reporting that the King and consort are meeting with that medusa headed black lady who was the victim of racism because she was asked where she was really from, for all “the 
hurt it caused”
kardashians all the way!!! 🤡
And all those Scooby do fake stories and PR. 🤮🤮🤮🤮
Their kids (and Diana) will never forgive them for splitting the family.
 @c.l. m.  I think they'll be in psychotherapy and trying to get their sanity back first.
Cute! ❤
Same here. The global outpouring of praise and admiration for these 2 has me coming back for more laughs
I have never had such an entertaining evening on YouTube, reading all these amazingly funny comments!
I sincerely hope someone gathers them together and publishes them in a book!
She manipulated Harry most successfully. Harry is emotionally immature. Inside his head he is still 15 years old and very emotionally vulnerable. 
MM picked up on Harry's vulnerability when she met him and has been manipulating him ever since their first date.
Meghan who had access to any celebrity support via Oprah and co. was unable to find any support at all... Strange, that. ~
They wanted a half in half out job where they could live in America but still be Royals and still get paid. But the Queen said "No! You are in or out! No 50/50!" So Harry had a tantrum 
because he still needed Daddie's money in America.
I love the part where Oprah didn't know better than to fall for it.
I love the part  where Oprah couldn’t see past her prejudice and agenda to confront the bravery of Meghan and Harry’s lies……
You mean paid bots as followers? 😂
Good; let them be happy in the privacy they wanted and NOT cause grief to anyone else in their families. Is that too much to ask?
 @D W  the grief is poor people having to pay for the lavish lives of the royal family.
 @Sugar Doll  Poor people don't pay much in the way of taxes and the BRF isn't funded that way, anyhow. 
Middle earners have to pay for the lavish lives of CEOs, etc., however. 
Signing up for the revolution, yet? : )
 @D W  oh! Doest the royal family cost a mediocre sum of 102.4 M£ a year to the brits? A 17% increase from last year while the people and the economy are hardly recovering? Paying for 
the royal family lavish lives and tea parties? Instead on hating on a bunch of billionaires lives, that apparently you didn’t pay for, go and live your own life.



  @Sugar Doll  The Crown Estate generated a profit of £345m which was taxed at an effective rate of over 70%. Every penny of the Sovereign Grant is accounted for, and only a tiny fraction 
of that benefits the Royal Family as opposed to the fabric of the nation.
There is NO cost in taxes or otherwise to "the brits".
Even if you were to "nationalise" the assets (something that would never happen in the US, France, etc., either), I doubt £1.50 per person per year - the price of a few cigarettes - would 
make any difference to the lives of the British public. If anyone feels otherwise, they're welcome to "offset" that by donating £1.50 to someone who needs it more than them.
 @D W  im glad you went to do your research after my comment but the government doesn’t give billionaires billions as a gift for simply existing just because they paid taxes ( something 
that they are not even obliged to do shockingly enough ). Also for your second point, people do not look at the 1.50£ per person or the 1.70 ish per Canadian, a person with an actual brain 
looks at the total of it and what it would have done to the country instead. If you are born with a slave mentality,some people aren’t. Monarchies when ruled by the selfish and the ones 
who are not familiar with the word empathy is toxic to the people. Just fyi, im not poor, I was born lucky.. but some were not. And i recommend you take sabbatical year to rethink about 
life.
 @Sugar Doll  Thank you for your arrogant and baseless presumptions. 
Keep well, ya! : )
The ones they'll be needing when they run out of money , and have to live in a tent
The stakes are to bring down the British Royal Family and head of state, it seems... : /
awesome do it before the first episode until next month at least?
Lady C has nailed it all, she should go along, legend
yes the black woman who was wearing ethnic clothes and supports women who have been abused.  But their abuse is nothing like hers.
I love the part when Daddy Charlie finally strip the narcs their titles that they continually abuse and make $$$$ off.
When the stakes are high ? More like the your finances are drying up .
Meghan go away!!  You are an embarrassment. Childish and a liar.
I love the part where Harry gets dumped, wakes up and realises he's all alone.
Remove their titles!!!
I love the part where Megain opens her mouth and I count the lies that seep from it,  while the Spare says nothing.  Cried...hard...left eye
Even his mother called him a dimwit. All he has is what his family gave him. Sad that the reality show had to be scripted ! Story from us? You mean the lies. All they do is play the Victim. 
We are sick of them. It is time for the King to streamline the monarchy and eliminate these two vile individuals. All they do is complain. They set up their charity in Delaware so they can 
steal 95% of the profits and only give 5 % to charity. Which is a joke, because the 5 % goes to their charity. People open your eyes and investigate the laws in Delaware, do not give them 
any money or support.
I loved the final cliffhanger episode when they found Nutflix had gone bankrupt and they were cast alone into the wilderness with only 5 cents to their name, my left eye welled up but the 
tear refused to fall.
I hope they loose all the money they got as it came  and it poofs disappeared as it came!!!!! Karma is real!!!!
I love the part where these comments are so funny, I teared up.  In my left eye of course.
The part where she had to dig deep down inside herself to find the strength to overcome suicidal thoughts while running around looking for someone, anyone to help her while she was 
being held captive in the castle.
i love the part in the trailer when DoorDash arrived and I got up to open the door for my lunch
Another great part was when, at a polo match, she rummaged through the trunk of William's car when she thought no-one was looking. Security asked her to stop but she said she was just 
playing hide n seek with Hawwy. Why did security spoil such harmless fun?
I cancelled my Netflix when I saw this trailer... with one tear rolling down my left eye.  My money is not going to two narcs!



I loved the part where Harry and Meghan showed us if family doesn't pay your bills, you can thrash them on tv and get paid. Money before blood. Truely inspiring. Bought a tear on left eye
I know she's reading these comments.....lol. she's deluded enough
This comment section has restored my faith in human nature.
I thought they wanted to be out of the public eye. Dumbfounding
This is why I don't have Netflix

I love the part where H and M realise they have no more “tales” to tout regarding his family and it dawns on them that they may have trouble paying a cleaner for all those bathrooms.
He'll blame us, it's never him
 @Mer Mcd  the man needs to grow up and take responsibility for his actions. I feel sorry for the kids.
And his bank account empty and all his clothes burned.
 @Mellow Yellow  I can see her sat with the scissors going through his wardrobe!
Yeah! She had so much practice "opening her mouth" it's in a locked position.
'Spot the lies' could be a drinking game, except everyone would die from alcohol poisoning.
While phoning Oprah at the same time but not saying a single word about her thoughts, or asking for the name of anyone to talk with. Does. Not. Compute.
Oh, missed that one. Maybe she was looking for a keepsake to smell on a continuous basis to perpetuate her delusional fantasy of being Queen. Her mind is quite chaotic. She wants to 
take down the thrown but yet, still be supreme Queen.
🔥🔥🔥  Love this!
And wear saudi blood diamonds while doing so. So truly inspiring. Such humanitarians! And the expensive designer dresses she wore in the middle of the pandemic. She’s truly full of self 
awareness and empathy isn’t she?
all H&M earning (tens millions ) just went to their own pocket then not enough they still demanded father has to pay their bills ,what a pair of "sly dogs"  , the truly "model " for young 
generation ! we will have to cry  loud😭😭😭( two eyes).
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing
👏👏 Love this comment!
Nobody could read these comments and get out of bed in the morning. Well and truly roasted.
She isn't bright enough to recognise thev sarcasm though💩
Nah, negative fuel is more powerful to her narcissism than normal fuel. She actually laughs when people are hurt by her cruelty.
We love you, Tom.
 @Gillian Redfearn  ❤❤
I love the way she was told to face forward by Harry on the balcony for Trooping the Colour after being caught trying to seduce HRH William with her svelte eye contact. Such admiration. 
Green is the new black!
i felt so bad for them that they had to get paid millions to go on oprah and netflix and write a book to trash the family that give harry everything he's had and i'm sure she would have loved 
him if he was'nt rich and prince
I love the part when Harry said William  and his father are trapped, with their elegant wives supporting their partners, carrying out duties with dignity and grace beloved by all.
I'm here just reading comments, I really want to know how can I find out the current amount of dislike  this teaser, I have already just clicked dislike and hopefully it will hit 7 figures dislike 
before 8 Dec.
EVERYONE and I mean EVERYONE can see meghan for the woman she truly is. She didn't want to give up showbiz but also wanted the royal title so now she's kind of got a bit of both... Its 
quite cringy to see her cry because I get the vibes its all a bit over exaggerated and she just wants to be in the limelight again.



Prince Harry messed up by marrying a selfish self-centered woman like Megan. She ruined your life and you’re still with her?!?
I love the part that the delusional narcissist is not only content on trashing her very own family, but once she got married to her frog prince, obsessively decided to trash and destroy her 
husband’s family as well…what an awesome role model, I am so shook with a tear on my left eye.🤪
Haven’t watched the trailer but loved reading all the comments. I think I used my time well. Sorry I didn’t shed a tear from my left eye but laughed heartily instead.
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan emotionally abused his frail grandmother whilst her husband was dying. Absolutely heroic ♡
The part when the queen says to Meghan that she's heading to extinction and she answers "maybe so, sir, but not today" gave me goosebumps!
I love the part where they don’t want anything to do with the Royals but having tantrums over titles and being cut financially. I mean how can the royals cut them financially? Poor Prince 
Harry and MEghan😢 How can they maintain their Montecito residence with 16 bathrooms?
I love the parts when she unapologetically plagiarizes others’ intellectual property in her speeches while charging attendees exorbitant amounts of money to listen to larceny. 😂
I love the part when the entire world are showing the Harkles their issues but they keep deflecting it back and continue blaming others. They cannot and will not see this as a gift but 
continue playing victims.
I am trying to understand what exactly the "stakes" are.  I mean why do I care enough to hear "the story" from them?  I have tried my damnedest to not listen to their story from 
*anyone*, so why am I so concerned now, Meghan Honey, that I am going to listen to your story from you?  Tell you what - after you drop by my house to listen to my story, I might give 
yours a shot.  That's when I might care about your stakes.
I love the part who don't need titles but don't want to be separated from them, who want privacy but make documentaries, who bully a little girl "Charlotte" and the servants, who chase 
money like Scrooge, who lie in public, and then can't stand it hate and it's the fault of the British people and the idiots, who paid millions in taxes for their whims, and constantly complain 
about their problems in villas of millions, which new "Yoko Ono" described that her marriage was like Mandela's release LOL.who said that throne is a plane crash away Honestly, Albert 
Einstein was right after all, I don't know what is bigger, human stupidity or the universe? with this couple we finally understood. human stupidity..
Update: 20k likes 222k DISLIKES (91%!!!)🤪
My favorite part was when the middle-aged man-child harangued his dying and grieving grandmother for money on behest of his harpy wife.  Way to be independent Harry!
So many Chandler In the comment section... 🤣🤣🤣
This is a great comedy I'm sure.
I love that they are not at all self-absorbed. Just two ordinary people talking about themselves (and important issues that end in 'ism'), all the time. I'm sure millions of people will sign up to 
Netflix to be inspired by their "struggles."
223k currently. There are borwser extensions that let you see the dislikes.
 @B M  Thank you, very kind of you.
He stuck now she got 2 kids out of him 🤣
If she was only self-centered rather than the full dark triad personality type it wouldn't be so bad. ~
 @Punjabi DollX  Allegedly.
Like attracts like
They literally get away with murder. Literally not figuratively. Prince Philip died 1 month later. And the last year of the Queen’s life… 😢
disgusting
The only "stakes" they seem to care about is to deliberately bring down the British Royal Family and head of state while making money... : /

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
 @honey owen  I'm lucky - I like nature documentaries and science documentaries and can usually satisfy my viewing needs on yt or other video platforms - I haven't had Netflix for a 
couple of years now :)



Netflix are being ratioed 🤣🤣🤣  hope they're crying from the left eye.
Struggleism
This should be under The Comedy section!!!!! What a load of shite!!!!!!!!!🤑🤑🤑🤑
They are disgusting.
Nothing clever to say, just adding to the down vote count.  Awful.  Shame on you Netflix.  These two are bottom feeders but you chose to give them a platform to profit off hurting their 
families.  Spotlighting, enabling and cashing-in on personality disordered ,infantile rage makes you the problem, Netflix!
Yes 6 you never protected your family.  You've done nothing but slag of your family ever since.
This comments in here should be rewritten in history.. its addictive and entertaining .. 
is this what megsy harrys wife is saying that oneday the world will unite and she willbreak the internet? 

SHE IS THE FEMALE NOSTRADAMUS. She indeed predicted her future . All humanoids will shed a single
Left eye tear … ample dot of a tear on a left eye for MM😅😂🤣🥲🥲🥲🥲😅😅😅🤣
Selfish twits…
Amazing impactful part where Meghan said she didnt know about the royal family yet had a picture take infront. And told the head of a family she loathes, she doesnt own the word royal 
after denying her 50% in 50% out of royal life
YouTube should give Netflix some kind of prize , for the comment section on this particular video... much entertaining 😂😂😂😂😂 witty, informative 😂😂😂😂 what can I say ... I 
am here for the comments y’all 
 Carry on  🍿 ❤
I love the part when the millionaire spare and his mare whined to the billionaire about how they are denied security and have to shock horror pay for their own if they aren’t working 
royals. The gall of the tax payer. Cries in left eye in 3, 2, 1
MM is a toxic narcissist. Her downfall is coming as with all narcissists.
I love the part where they keep saying they wanted privacy but keep having interviews, magazine covers, a book and now a netflix docu series. Yup they want some privacy. I salute them 
for that.
Love the way the whole world is working from home today so they can read the 32k comments without the boss seeing.
I particularly love the part where Meghan's dad, Thomas Markle, completely spoiled her growing up, taking her to dance lessons and fancy restaurants, sending her on European vacations, 
paying for expensive private schools and colleges, bought her car, got her roles on tv, and as soon as she met Harry, she dropped him like a ton of bricks over a cliff. She refused even to call 
him after he's experienced several major medical emergencies. She's such a strong role model for young women. Use men until you don't need them anymore and then "Markle" them. So 
companionate, so understanding, so forgiving. She's true ride-or-die. It brings the heaviest single tear my left eye has ever spilled.
I hate her for destroying Harry’s relationship with Kate and William
Meghan, you're a horrible cow! It's time you were brought to book and taught how to cry from both eyes. You truly are a malicious sanctimonious bitch, just grow up!
I loved the part where Harry protected Meghan from the paparazzi at the Harry Potter premiere!  One tear, left eye...
If they would broadcast live chat during the premier I would actually watch this turd.
Cannot watch this  they are so pathetic. Megan is a total narcissist and harry, a spoilt prince! Cant stand how they preach to us about the environment then fly on private jets!! Hypocrites. 
The royal family are pure class these two are not. Long live king Charles and all the royal family. Everyone is totally fed up about hearing anything about them.

I really love the part when Meghan's high school classmates let it slip that she had photos of Prince William inside her locker, and that William was the prince she really wanted.  Harry (the 
spare) Windsor was just the spare.  I also loved how she gave William the eye assuming he would sweep her off her feet and she wouldn't have to throw up every time Harry touched her.
Meghan is determined to keep telling everyone "her truth" until they believe her, l've got to tell you folks....l'm thinking about surrendering.



agree!
Best comment ever.
He had heart attack before her wedding and she was angry with him due to the inconvenience it caused her. How selfish of him to have a heart attack
 @florrie  Nope How selfish of him to sell the information to the media. He wanted to raise money on his daughter.
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  Well, he was tricked into it. Get a grip on reality!
@Anastasia Naydyenova  I guess the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.  Like father like daughter.
I'm impressed by the way she kept her family away from Harry and his family so they couldn't see where she came from rather than the one she wanted to come from.
If only she would silently ignore the RF like she does her own.
Oh, you mean like how Meghan and Harry are selling information on the royal family for profit? I thought she’d respect the grift.
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  be gone troll
I also love how she turned on him after he had pictures taken when it’s rumoured she was the one who paid the photographer to approach him. Evil genius
I love th epart where he did pap set ups fake dheart attcks and sold his Daughters personal letters to the media and threatened her and Harry on Tv ,all for cash.
I love the part that we all know everything about everyone. Particularly love the part that you most definitely think you know everything
Leave the RF, go and do whatever makes you happy…. But why make money by slagging off your family to the world ? Money can’t buy class. And I’m tired of her “truths”. Bore off and 
hand back your titles if the RF are that awful !! You are no duchess. You brought zero to the RF apart from headaches and grief, in some of the most saddest of times. Unforgivable. I hope 
King Charles removes their titles and leaves them out of any public occasions. Traitors.
And wholst her mother was absent - in jail???
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  You mean like what Meghan n Harry are doing now....selling info about the RF!!! Karma
 @M.RileyJunior  Yes Harry n Meghan doing exactly the same here. Selling photo inside BP to Netflix, threatening the RF.
She’s doing the same thing to Harry.
she even doesn't bother to ask her own father "are you ok?"
 @Doris Schneider-Coutandin  he is old enough to know what mass media is. And what's more, he works in this sphere, or worked. So I don't believe he didn't understand...
 @NimbleFingers  oh, you are saying it like you know them in real life. If you don't so your words on this topic don't cost a penny. Sorry. But you don't know the real situation to talk about 
it like this...
 @Janjan  the trolls are those who spend their time on writing bad words under the video about the people they don't like. So you probably missed the meanings
 @M North  probably only you have seen those photos. I have no idea, where you have found this information
At least she should be grateful that he gave her life!

 @florrie  totally selfish of her Dad to have a heart attack and try and derail her plans to shun her racist dad and racist sister in front of her new racist family who didn't adore her , they only 
spent 36 million on her and brought 600 actual racists to her third wedding, third weddings are supposed to be the luckiest. Bringsthe saddest tear to my left eye, also in 3 seconds
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  how selfish of him to be tricked by the press into doing a little sweet gesture, the us medias attempt to introduce her dear and beloved American dad to the 
world, all racistly trying to be part of the 'love story of the millenia' imagine the sheer cruelty of him being photographed going to hairdressers and being excited to walk his daughter down 
the aisle
 @Nad  i love the part where you lack humour
Facts  @fairies r us  no need of humour, just simple and obvious facts
 @Hanson C  Do you have any facts to back that up?
 @Catherine Phoenix Hallam  Supply evidnece her Mother has ever been in jail.
 @***Batmummy ***  Do you know what goes on in ROyal Family? What happened to make HArry want to leave? NO YOU DONT. So button it you troll.



 @M.RileyJunior  bot :)
lets see when she cannot milk him anymore...
 @Nad  when are you going to give simple and obvious facts so?
 @M.RileyJunior  do you know what goes on in the royal family or anything about harry buttons?
 @C F  lol angry bot :) doesn't understand the sincerity that meghan teaches us
She never once even addressed why her father isn’t in her life ! He was trying to communicate with her threw paparazzi because he couldn’t speak to her unless it was a joint call discussing 
privacy and not talking to the paps
 @fairies r us  im afraid i can not help you, if you can't see
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  That's not really true, and he's tried to explain what happened - that he was totally taken advantage of by a slick reporter (as was Princess Diana many times, 
and she was a pro with the media). This poor dude just didn't see it coming, had zero help to deal with the overwhelming onslaught of media attention and made a mistake that was spun 
as him trying to make money off his daughter. Seriously.... have a heart.... she's absolutely trashed him in every way possible.... what daughter does that?
 @M North  No way..... really??? Because that would be the ultimate betrayal. I mean, that is truly hideous if it's true!!!!
 @M.RileyJunior  "Thomas Markle produced piles of medical bills that ‘prove conclusively’ he had not one, but two heart attacks before the wedding of Meghan and Harry."  And since 
MeAgain herself intentionally leaked a letter she wrote to her father, admitting that she used "Dear Daddy" to pull at the heart strings of the readership and push her defamatory agenda 
against her father, MeAgain is the Master of pap set ups, fake news, and outright lies.... I'd say you're picking on the wrong person.
 @M.RileyJunior Have you asked Meghan to back up her 17 allegations she made publicly n globally on Oprah interview yet?
 @Janjan  👍
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova    <--------  Sugar alarm!!!!!  Hi there Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrachel!
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova   A little bit of research on your part would provide you with the truth and thus the information that you lack. 😀
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova   so what, they tricked the old guy, do you have any idea how vile those reporters are ? Heard of diana? He just wanted to look good to the media and was 
misled. Not enough to kick your  old dad out of your life for this one thing...
 @M.RileyJunior   LOL  But of course, you know all of it, right?!
😂😂😂😂
But they are a source of fuel to her, sadly.
 @Anastasiya Naydyenova  why are you defending her? I honestly want to know your reasons. No hate, just genuinely curious.
 @Suzanne Long  it looks and talks like a duck, or maybe it really is a long lost princess who needs a new hair dye
 @fairies r us  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Hanson C  She didnt make 17 allegations stop beleiving Piers Morgan youll go further
 @M.RileyJunior  Monetising their grievances, how low can you go.
 @M.RileyJunior Oh just like H&M taking 100 million cash from Netflix to thrash the Royal Family?? Hypocrite
 @Hanson C  PLease show a statement from netflix with this figure. Also explain how you know what is in the Netflix documentary considering its not released yet
 @M.RileyJunior  Have you missed the 2 trailers from the reality show??
why insult cows?
11 years ago. Time travelling! It’s no limits to these two GODS 😪
 @Hazel Windsor  , wrong Harry, wrong ginger!
Oh, now you made her sad remembering how close she got to Prince William. 😪
lol ... that squeezed a tear from my left eye ...
Never, never give in! We'll defeat them on the beaches.



love seeing meghan cry in front of her 3k cashmere hermes blanket in the backdrop!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Netflix, I will not watch this trashy fairy tale that cries of fake racism only to greatly enriched Frog Harry and Obameghan.  What I will watch though is a UPC match between Princess Kate 
and Obameghan because I would love to see Princess Kate kick Obameghan's ass.
The part when meghan said "my life is tough and no one ever asks if i'm ok" before she departs back to her castle to cry in the italian marble bath and eat seven course meal. No wonder 
shes an icon of global women empowerment!
Do you know that they had people paying 500K$ for sitting at their table?
I loved the part where Meghan appeared surrounded in white light, revealing the stigmata on her hands with 1 teardrop of blood coming from her left eye.
 I fell to my knees and cried !!  "Hail the chosen one she is here to show us all the way" 🙏🙏🙏
I love the part where she pretends to love Harry and cares not for the title, money or prestige and wants a quiet life

I love the part of the trailer where the just happen to have a photographer right there to capture these authentic everyday moments between them.What luck and so totally spontaneous!
All they want is money and publicity. DO NOT watch this. It's their game.
I love the part where we get to see professional victims cry about how hard life is as royalty, and that all the homeless, starving, and jobless ppl don’t understand their pain
I love when Harry said William and Charles  were trapped yet hangs onto his titles and wants the Royal family and THE BRITISH PUBLIC  to pay for them and invite them to events.  THIS 
RACIST FAMILY MUST INVITE THEM, GIVE TITLES, SUPPORT THEM and then they  say  home is America now . I mean get a load of this VILE couple.
Cancelling my netfix account.....the best they can come up with is to give air time to the duke and duchess of moan.  Netflix - find something inspiring

Omg THIS IS THE BEST COMMENT SECTION OF ALL
TIME.. i nearly died laughing, i can not even finish the 32,000 comments as of now.. evryone is on fire singing praises and allelluhiah to the Humanitarian queen of kindness meghan,
How can all this thousands of wonderful amazed star strucked people in here by the vivacious smart intelligent ulta raw and organic authentic  megsy baby

Wow .. can the world unite as one on this comment section. And cry a river of tears on everyones LEFT EYE and dance on the street and worship the ulmighty kind  and generous ,  meghan 
..her intelligence sends shockwaves of ripple effect on everybody elses LEFT 
EYE💦💦💦😢😿😿💦😂💦😂💦😂💦😂💦💦💦💦💦💦💦😂😂😂😢😹💦🥲😿💦💦💦💦😹😹😢😢
I love the part where they generously decide to register their Archewell Foundation and 10 other companies in Delaware, the State where only 5% of donated $$$ must go to charity. So 
thoughtful of them to give so much and keep so little (95%) for themselves.
Are you serious??? Shame on Netflix for giving them a platform to tell lies. SHAMEFUL.  We shouldn't know what's going on behind closed doors...keep it that way and get some help. Two 
worthless people.  Oh Rachel, dry that left eye
Oprah interview....take 2....mmmm let's try netflix....oops also gonna go bust....please Harry...Megan was NEVER and WILL Never be as popular as your mother EVER was....get that into you 
small brain of yours....go live your lives IN private....PLEASE...for WORLD PEACE

I love the part where Meghan explains why the white skin on her scalp never matches the spray-tanned-to-buggery skin on her face when she's pretending to be a struggling black woman.  
Meghan wants us Brits (struggling through the cost of living crisis so we can put money aside for Meghan's and Harry's IPP status worldwide security) to know that she economises where 
she can too and that she stands with us. My left eye is overwhelmed by her thoughtfulness and I'm sure I shall wipe away a tear or two once the papz have all the shots they need.
Time to cancel my subscription more woke shit

The part where the publicity shy couple had a photographer around to capture all of their most private, intimate moments (kissing, crying) is truly inspiring. I wept buckets from my left eye.



I am unsubscribing from Netflix I only stayed for the Crown which was utterly rubbish despite the hype this series and now this shite show I'm not paying my hard earned good money for 
them to produce this type of rubbish
does anybody pay?
Are we sure it wasn't the other way around? They paid people $500k to sit at their table? That sounds more believable.
Thank you Maureen!
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
This comment should win an award!! HILARIOUS 🤣🤣🤣🤣
I can hear the heavenly choir singing in joy over Saint Meghan even as I read your post.  🤣🤣🤣
like William and Catherine who are doing the real work, inspiring and beautiful people.
I would click the like button twice if I could for your comment!
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves your country to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, 
right now.
 @honey owen  I did - as soon as they were signed up to get millions of dollars from Netflix. 🎉
I Cancelled Netflix after they aired that Cuties show :)
 @Gilly Howe  👀 I read about that show. 👀
The best part of this Official Teaser is the "N" for Netflix.  TA DAM!
So sad to see 2 people that push so hard to be accepted by the public. Live your life and stop putting your laundry out there for everyone to see. Its really sad!
Boring ...Yawn...We've heard & seen it all before & its always found to be lies & also proven to be lies too... what a load of nonsense... Please can this be the end of it now...we are all sick n 
tired of hearing their truth & their story please give it a rest now & lets move on... they are only shaming themselves ....time to move on...😐😐
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 laughing so hard a tear is rolling from my left eye
They are vile
I loved the part where Meghan farted, and Harry said - the world is so grateful for the stink you create - role models
The part where she said bahahahahaaaa I'm such a fraud. And told the truth for once. Stunning and brave.
Damn, they must of been a nightmare to deal with, if Netflix is willing to leave the comment section open 😂
These comments are hilarious! Thank you so much for making my awful day. I've been giggling at the, left eye tear comments 😂😂😂.
I love the part where every 10 min act of charity the Markle Windsors selflessly endure has a seemingly random bystander snapping a photo… but is stamped copyright Archewell.  Inspiring 
women everywhere not to do charity for free.  Left eye go.
I DON'T TRUST MEGHAN!!!!!!!
What are the “stakes”?
My favourite part was the 5.6 million views vs the 20k likes vs the 100k+ dislikes and the 32k comments - most of which are dripping in sarcasm.  After his Brits need to be taught a lesson 
they deserve every single down vote and every single derogatory comment...
what a cringe
Prince Harry and MM, you really didn't need to bother shoveling your faces and voices one more time down our throats. We're quite, frankly, sick and tired of you both and your lies. 
Please leave us alone. Netflix, I haven't cancelled my subscription yet, but will if you're a platform for more liars  who absolutely have no integrity, dignity and self respect like these people. 
The Oprah interview quite did it, and the world doesn't want to see or hear about this vile couple anymore.
Time to cancel Netflix, I don’t have time to waste watching millionaires crying about their poor life when I can hardly afford my rent .



Its astonishing that they wanted to be half in...just doesn't add up does it!
So The stupid prince has announced to a friend he was going to teach the Brits a lesson (today on msm). Oh my, I'm so scared for my mental health because, you see, Harry, I don't like 
bullies and race baiters are very bad bullies. So, I won't be watching Netflix any time soon and nor will millions of others. Your ex friend Ted Sarandos made a foolish decision when he hired 
you to tell your porky pies to a global audience.
Wow, I nearly vomited over this trailer, it should have had special warnings at the beginning that it contains words and actions from narcissists who are also racists, that their behaviour 
shows cruelty beyond imagination to innocent people. If you have a subscription with netflix, please cancel it.
I loved how they insisted on protection/being low key and MeAgain rolls down her window to wave at the public during the Platinum Jubilee. Truly awe inspiring her massive thirst for 
public adoration.
Aha! That must be it! 🤣🤣🤣
She has visions of stakes and titles dancing through her head.
It’s over 200k dislikes now
 @Hazel Windsor  LOVE IT when the REAL PEOPLE SPEAK!!!!
 @Jacqueline  I guess others than Meghan also have “their truth” even though these two have told their story several times already 😆
Why?  What have the British done but support them…in the beginning?
Literal nobodys that are only somebody's because they were born into it. Can't respect it at all.
ok yall listen up, your homework assignment will be to watch all episodes and the come back so we can disect and evaluate the series, noting every stock image, photoshopped picture, 
anything that we can come back and make fun of
LOL 222K DOWNVOTES HAHAHA
worst couples in the history of mankind, total helmets and trash heads!!!!!!!
Interviewer asks:
"So why did you want to make this documentary"?

Harry and Meghan's response:
👁👅👁 💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲💲
Two grifters. Both had loving families who they trashed.
Why are most of the comments bots saying "I love the part..." Is this Netflix bots or Meghan's bots?
I love the part where she realizes she’s sucked what she can out of Harry and sends her ring back… Fedex this time, needs tracking.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
If you're reading this Meghan- go away and take your ugly kids who didn't get titles with you. Everyone is sick of you.
Please don’t even hate watch it - let’s not give them the attention and have it top the Netflix rankings
Harry is truly unhappy, it shows…Meghan is just waiting for the right time for divorce…he got nothing from this “marriage” she got everything
My favorite part was when whatever was left of her dignity seeped slowly, repeatedly, out her left eye.
Diana would be so proud of them 
Love how the haters live every waking day to see videos, pics or any written or oral words from Meghan and Harry this couple will get more powerful because of them
Two of the most appalling people on this planet.
I love the part when they had to use a 2011 stock photo of the pool of paparazzi to justify Harry’s delusions that they are chased by the paps in UK when they in fact moved to california to 
meet more paparazzi



Why are only the likes on this video visible? What happened to the 100k plus thumbs down 🤔
Try to hide how much these two are despised all you want. We see what you’re doing 😂
My favourite part was Harry saying Brits need to be taught a lesson - even though Brit tax-payers paid for his wedding, spent their hard-earned cash travelling to Windsor to celebrate with 
the newlyweds & have helped fund his lifestyle for the first 40 years of his life.  What a top-class gentleman...
I love the fact that the rest of the World are understanding British sarcasm ❤😂
Nope. I have an appointment to watch paint dry.
 @stinkerbell  Me, too.
Nope. Not watching.
Sorry I'll be washing my armpit hair. Can't make it.
Well said! 🤣🤣🤣
No bots.
I love the part when commenters just don't get it.
It's sarcasm at it's finest.
It’s mockery. You can see the same kind of comments on the trailers for The Little Mermaid and Rings of Power, it’s a way to express negativity since YouTube took away dislikes
It’s a joke. It gets around the censoring of negative comments when people use sarcasm.
LMAO! 🤣🤣🤣

Nah... This time she will just sell it to whomever will give the largest amount. She has higher values now. Admirable in her climb on the ladder of self absorption and complete greed.
IMO There’s great humour and truth posted here and your comment about children is is ugly....
The "kids", oh yes, the dolls. Or they could be "real", just with their real mothers.
Yes, put your dolls back in the closet and go away. No one in the right mind believes you had any children, Mrs. Moonbump.
Please leave the innocent children out of it.
 @Miow W  They won't be innocent long with a mother like her
Right 😢
Man isn’t that the truth 💔
I agree with you. He looks really depressed. She's destroyed his life and he'll be left with nothing when she dumps him. Poor Harry.
Turning in her grave , bless her.
Gawd, I hope this is sarcasm.
Sarcasm at it's finest (I hope)
Absolutely no sarcasm. If that woman that legend  would still be alive oh boy I can’t not imagine what would have happened to the royal family .
 @GULGUN ARAT Lol. She and Charles had made their peace and  we’re friends at the end. Look up what her divorce settlement was. It was hefty! Also, Charles was the one who went to 
Paris to identify her and bring the body back. She had HIM listed as next of kin.
That woman that legend oh yes I am sure Will Carling's wife will agree with you. Also Mrs Hoare. Also Mrs Khan. That we know of.
 @GULGUN ARAT  Diana respected the monarchy and the Queen. She would be absolutely hating all this.
Naah
Not haters of them. Just their false narrative and behaviours .
People are not stupid, like Harry and Meghan think. We can see through their BS.
It's free entertainment



Harry Potter premiere?
Oh Harry, you already taught us a lesson we won't forget in a hurry.
I suppose we’ll be funding the divorce as well 😕
American too
Ahem... There are Americans here who understand the art as well. A vast amount. And are participating. Thank you.
Traitor
Inspiring bit when we see how Harry became top exec of a globally important firm called Better-Off.
Garbage
The part where Harry goes on the Jimmy Fallon Show to discuss the docuseries, and Jimmy hands him the  acoustic guitar from the trailer and asks him to ACTUALLY  play something for the 
audience......
what stakes?  is she afraid of losing all that money and privilege she married in to?
I loved that this trailer had more comments than likes.
Vine por los comentarios. Internet nunca decepciona :)
I love the part when Markle still subscribes to the outdated mantra that ‘there’s no such thing as bad publicity.’  Look no further than Amber Heard. 😂

This was so impactful to me! I felt a shudder of terror as Visitor Harry described his need to do anything, ANYTHING, to protect his family! The real heartbreak came when I saw poor, poor 
Citizen Meghan clutching her phone for comfort as she cries, clearly about that beautiful, $3000 blanket folded so perfectly on the chair behind her. Did she find a snag in it? Did one of the 
dogs poop on it? Did Visitor Harry not fold it correctly? I can barely wait to learn the subjective truth about that photo! I was so overwhelmed with emotion that 1 tear came to my left eye!
Trash.  They said it all on Oprah.  I will be boycotting Netflix .  This makes me admire Princess Catherine and Prince William so much more.
I’m so touched to see that trashing family has gone mainstream. Harry and his wife are really showing us how to talk shit about ones family! What a great learning opportunity.
Did the florist that supplied the Sussexes wreath with the habd-written note for Prince Philip's funeral get much work from the shameless promotion?
Funny how there's always a camera man around just St tye right time.
Oh the poor rich, spoiled, oppressed couple... 🙄
Hi Netflix, can I get a multimillion-dollar check too for bad acting, playing the victim, telling lies, and more of that crap these two are producing?
I was so moved when Harry shouted at Palace assistant that what 'Megan wants, Megan gets' ! Pure love from a powerful and strong alpha male, so romantic, my left eye was full with a 
tear! 😥
150 million is why
they coached Dora Ragland her mom on how to speak “white” so people do not question her qualifications or masters degree in the hard science of social work, she brings people together 
just not her own people
Make a documentary on Prince Andrew and how he doesn’t sweat

I love the part that Meghan the narcissistic girl who claim she didnt know harry(w/c is not true obviously) and leaving the institute because they dont want to have paparazzis lurking on 
them/having a life away from the monarch but having the guts to sign a docu series and spotify and releasing a book with their titles as HRH and having Kate and William in their netflix 
series trailer to gain attention is sick as hell.I thought they dont want the spotlight but here they are destroying the longest monarchy/institution that has been built.
Hahahahahaha!
Love this comment 😂

We could truly only wish🤣🤣



YASSSSSSS ! lololololololololl
Indeed!
One wonders how much Hermes paid for product placement.
they are out of reality
Yes, there was a snag in it, from the boxes the kids came in.
yeah, she seems like a real winner- says nothing when her daughter doesn't invite ANYONE from her family to the wedding, and smirks the whole time-
now it harkles turn!
Only sweats from his left armpit apparently
I think Meghan took Game of Thrones a little too seriously.
For such a privacy driven couple,there's a hell of a lot of photographers nearby to capture all these staged, ooops, i mean intimate, moments......
Just another super expensive narcissistic plot to harm her chosen target!
I love the part where she projects herself as a global humanitarian, everything she does is about compassion to make the world a better place then proceeds to put her words into action 
by bullying a little three year old and trashing her sister in law on Oprah. Oh hail! What a true example of a feminist, advocating for women…what a woman!
How much longer do we have to suffer their suffering! Pathetic, despicable couple.
I love the part where Meghan claims to be a feminist, but does the most to try to tear other women down. Inspiring. 🥺 I also love the part where Harry claims they never had any support
 even though we saw the love they were given. Tell your truth!! 🙌🙌 So glad we get to see them living their private lives away from the spotlight. ❣

My heart is broken with sympathy for these poor people. All they want is vast wealth so that they can live the lives of a king and queen and imperial titles to leave their children a dynasty. 
Why can't the world just let them be! The pain, the misery, this brave duo has endured must be documented for future generations to know. Moreover, while we common people cannot 
fathom such a struggle, such a harrowing journey, we must be sure to provide them with whatever comfort we can - preferably with millions and millions of dollars via online streaming 
services. But don't forget, we can give them book and magazine deals, TV spot lights and so much more! Their inspiring story brings a flood of tears to my left eye.
I love absolutely f all about either of the vile couple
Some bright spark needed to publish all of these I love the part comments. Anyone?
like literally i would rather watch Lizzo bounce around for six episodes, that’s how truly disgusting Megan is
Hard pass on these two very insincere, out of touch individuals. Care more about making peace with your family and loved ones than caring so much about what the public thinks of you 
guys
I loved how Netflix chose to make a documentary about this controversial couple to give them more fame and attention they don't deserve, how stunning and brave!
I liked the end of Episode 6 when we see the former CEO of Hermes begging on the streets and Meghan bends down and gives him a signed photo.
Dear King Charles, Cowboy Up and end this!!!
I love the part where Meghan  manipulates, and is power hungry for the Iron Throne.
No one asked to hear this story. Literally no one cares.
I love the bit where Hawwy tells his friends 'those Brits need teaching a lesson' just before he trashed his family and the UK  with at least 17 proven lies on Oprah.  Glad his Royal Lowness is 
here to keep us plebs in our place.  Kind, caring and compassionate. Cue tear....left eye!
Me gain thinks she’s Cinderella, but she’s actually the evil stepmom and sisters.  She hates Catherine because Big Willy put the glass slipper on her foot.
They are repugnant. No matter what they say they have been through, it is no excuse to put your family through 3 years of mental abuse
I love the parts where Harry is asked who his (2 day old) baby resembles and says he doesn’t know because ‘babies change so much in 2 weeks’, when he bursts out giggling during a 
speech talking about his wife being ‘pregnant’ and had to pretend he was crying, and also when he tells Oprah that he was afraid that his (pregnant) wife was suicidal, because then he’d be 
left to raise the child alone (Huh?) He’s so clever and such an underrated genius.



Seems like forever!
OOF. Yes, that sounds truly awful, but might be easier to endure! 🤣🤣🤣
Indeed, stunning! 🤣🤣🤣
Yes, wouldn't it be great if they were Markled?! Hope Netflix gets Markled BIG TIME.
Yes, please.
🤣🤣🤣
I loved her 11-month pregnancy and when her womb fell down to her knees. So authentic.
If only he had finished high school. Just think what he might have accomplished.
Harry isn’t the brightest - nor is she with the moonbump debacle - 6 month pregnant bump at 2 1/2 months 😂
 @Bonnie Wendorff  Meghan finished high school, though…and part of college
The saddest part was when Megan lost her child.  To see her moonbump fall down to her knees in front of the cameras was painful
they will pick up the phone if Oprah or Ellen call, but not Dad, that is so fuc%& up
When Meghan and Harry met I just knew Wakanda and England would finally have a peace treaty and unite under a common Banner.  Go hulk.

This lead to a single tear drop rolling down my cheek.
The best part of this trailer is the lack of children. It is so brave of Meghan and Harry to shield their dolls from the eyes of the world. Such outstanding parenting brings three tears to my 
left eye…
I loved the part where the  video ended
The resemblance between their photoshoot in this trailer and the Yoko Ono / Lennon one is uncanny. The props, the poses, the composition....very similar. 

I wonder if there will actually be any candid shots or it is all posed or pap pictures
I like it when Meghan the proud 43% Nigerian feminist gets her hairstylist round every morning to straighten her hair and to apply extensions made from the locks of poor Asian girls. 
Allegedly.
Just think,  because of Meagain, men around the world started washing dishes!  If you don’t believe me, just ask her. She’s a true hero.
That last part where she went to the expense of a private jet just to spend three hours with the little people of Indianapolis!  And her generosity in giving each person there a framed photo 
of herself.  My left eye is leaking just thinking about it.
I just love the photo of Meghan with a pillow stuffed up her dress, standing so naturally in the sunlight with the Panama hat of the independent woman on her coiffed hair to bravely show 
the world that her gloriousness is, uh, you know, ‘pregnant’. Her bravery brings two tears to my left eye…
The level of sarcasm in the comments gives me hope for the human race after all.
just here for the dislikes. dont mind me
Shameful of Rachel and Harry. What an embarrassment to try and profit from their Royal titles.  Without them, they are nothing. I hope Netflix feels the backlash of their stupidity. This is 
not a documentary. It's lies based on a fraudster.
I would never watch this couple on Netflix… this couple is deranged and ungrateful… the RF should strip their titles ASAP
I love the part where Prince Harry and Meghan play the victim while being 2 of the most privileged people in the world.
I felt sad when they showed how the wench stole the prince from his family.
I love the part where Harry, the brilliant Life Coach, advises the peasants of the world ...If You Don't Like Your Job, Quit!  Ginger Boy doesn't seem to be in touch with the reality of the rest 
of the world. Poor downtrodden, henpecked, wealthy boy. One tear Left eye.



The plot: a talentless and boring couple — whose only asset is him coming from a famous and wealthy family — leaves said family and start to make a living out of trashing it with false 
accusations.
Her so. Was given a title Earl of Dumbarton a historical place in Scotland but she persuaded Harry to refuse it because there is a word Dumb to it! But she don’t mind SUSSEX even if there’s 
the word Sex on it!
No one cares. The stakes aren’t high weirdos.
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
I believe it is due to their need for privacy.
🤣
The dolls are being up graded or the kids are with their real mothers. Either one, take your pick.
 @Steve A  🤣🤣🤣
@issafitz @Steve A 🤣
Cabbage patch dolls?
Bravo!
We all did!
Maybe there will be a snap of them having a naked protest in their bed too!?  🤑🤢🤮
🤣🤣🤣 "1,000 Turkish virgins", as Lady C would say!
Bookworm 2 did a deep dive on her family tree using old census records. Turns out she’s only 24-28% African at most
Yeah, I'm sure her 2 ex husbands would agree 👍
Thank God for Migraine! Where would be without her guiding hand and unquestionable sense of morality? She is a gift to mankind.
Oh yes, it was the hairdresser photo. So authentic.
and the nod to Diana (more cosplay) with the sheer skirt! What KLASS!
@Jacqueline I knew I was missing something in that calculated cosplaying manipulative image 😎
I second that!! I pray King Charles does that very soon!
Meghan has so much charity and humanitarian love for people, that she invites those she has never met to share important events in her life. The Clooney's invitation to her wedding was 
one such moment. Her humanity shines so brightly it can be seen from outer space 😭😭
love the part when she arrives in Numenor and rallies the troops to fight!!
I loved that one three-second segment that wasn't about her.
Stand alone Markle is just low grade scum sucking pond life. With her wife haz been, they are a weapons grade pair of anal seepages!! The level of hypocracy from this duo of grifters is 
staggering. Why would anyone wish to imbibe their lie-fest?
Couldn’t pay me enough to watch it
I wish they would just fcuk off. Harry’s blew ever being welcomed back here.
The best part of this story is how Meghan has been so compassionate in action to the elderly such as her father, King Charles, the late Queen, the late Prince Philip and now Lady Susan 
Hussey. Her bravery and selflessness brings a tear to my left eye…
Dear Harry & Meghan. 
On behalf of planet earth, we hate you.



I love the way that YouTube has hidden the Downvotes so it looks like people like this crap. Someone on Tumblr keeps posting the Downvotes which stood at 220k. Laughing at the silliness 
of hiding this as the comments here, there and everywhere show that no one is fooled by these odious cretins, no one is fooled by YouTube hiding our dislike and we're all sharing 
examples of the Sussexes fakery, hypocrisy and nastiness. 220k folks. So sad, 1 tear, left eye, just like Markle.

I loved the part when her horrible father in law walked her down the aisle on her wedding day because she was too ashamed of her own father. My left eye couldn't handle all the tears 😪
The Harkles: 🤡🤡! 💩💩
They will be cancelled next.
I love meghan and harry
I loved the part where Oprah hosted an hour long aftershow coinciding with the release of this documentary series to deflect from the show about her buddy Harvey that hit the screens at 
the same time. That is some savvy media manipulation.
I wonder when she realised she was sitting on a fortune as that appears to be her only true talent (and hasn't she used it well). Her compassion and love for other is so present it's almost 
tangible-I feel so humbled by the Dalai Llama of Montecito I could cry buckets and my right eye wants to join my left single tear
Finally, someone discovers a woman even more toxic than the Duchess of Windsor.
I just wish for these 2 to just shut up! No one wants to hear your "truth" anymore. You are liars and no form of sabotage these two have been working so hard on since the REAL ROYALS 
set foot in the USA will be believed and you've failed miserably to try overshadow Kate and William. You've overplaid your hands and EVERYONE sees you for who you are. Hypocrites 101! 
Take your Docu Series and your "Spare" and go lie in the dirt where you belong! Shame on Netflix, Shame on Penguin Random House and Shame to Oprah Winfrey for providing a platform 
for these despicable 2 to tell their "truths"!!!
I love the part where she declined being a Princess to instead pursue curing cancer. Such a humanitarian. Single tear, left eye.

I love the part where Meghan and Harry lfinally ost their titles and were no longer members of the Royal Family which they so clearly hate, and disappeared into their own obscurity..
The only thing relatable about Markle is that people all over the world have had some sort of an experience of being Markled by a Markle. Recognized and rejected.
I love the part where the Clooneys actually attended the wedding when they didn't know her. Kudos all around.
Love this comment!
 @Jacqueline  ~ that was me being very kind to them. I could say much, much more truth about these two horrendous creatures!
I know we have to keep nutmeg, because well - nutmeg is from here. But please take sockpuppet back. He’s yours. Please!!
 @D J  😂😂😂
and the staffs ,servants, classmates, coworkers,.........they also brought tears !
I’ve got the hunch she has something to do with the bullying of Lady Hussey. It has Meghan’s fingerprints all over! Same methods, same race baiting, same photographer taking pics of 
Meghan and Fulani, same BLM connection…
I hear ya!  Saint Meghan is just too good to be true.
One can only hope!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Delusional sugar
Wow, I didn't think Oprah could stoop lower, but apparently she can. Glad I stopped watching her.
Oprah? Or nutmeg? It’s a tie IMO



I loved the part where they and their partner Netflix waited until the Prince and Princess of Wales were state side to promote youth and environmental sciences/earthshot award to 
release their first teaser for another tell all. Don’t believe what either of them say, the timing couldn’t be more perfect for a true exemplar of how they stand with environmental 
preservation like making sure there’s little to no news coverage of such a big event that doesn’t mention them personally, nor their difficult, ardent, life/love story in which they’ve had a 
professional photographer at the ready to capture every intimate moment. Really makes you wonder how often they confide in each other wrapped in their  $1,200+ Hermes blankets 
about how to save the earth. Truly a left eye tear jerking moment.

Edit: I have been informed the blanket is $1650, which means at the least it should be able to absorb all the tears from her left eye.
I loved the part where she dropped the F-bomb in the carriage after marrying Harry.  Truly classy.  It made me cry, but only from my left eye.
Wally Simpsons  e David
I love the part where Netflix insulted the intelligence of millions, with this dross, and goes bankrupt.
I love how they do it in black and white to disguise their true color- green with envy
Loved when they’re in the kitchen like The Postman Always Rings Twice…about to shag on the sink and table. And they say: “Let’s move to places where pot is legal but pretend it’s because 
of race issues!”
Why would Netflix even taint their reputation and risk losing by airing these demon schmucks?
Sickening.  With that woman it's all "me, me, me".
I loved the part where she talks about how high the stakes are. I will be setting up a Go Fund Me to support her fight. I can’t afford lettuce but I’ll be making the first donation.
I love the part when we must  all believe her becouse  NOW she is telling the truth.
The best part is where Harry fully realises that he has been had, he has lost everything including his balls for a conniving gold digger. Then I woke up...
I like the bit. When everyone wakes up to the fact that she's a cruel lump of shit..
I love the part where they're saving the planet, one private jet at a time! 
Such eco warriors, I'm moved to one tear, left eye! 🥲
I Believe she didn't google Harry. She had ZERO, ZILCH, NO INTEREST in him Whatsoever! She only settled bc it was her Only option available to slither in that family. She already tried thru 
Andrew. And couldn't even get in thru that schmuck. But Harry is the weakest link. So she Used him.
Meghan is what an uneducated American who is trying to sound educated sounds like, its revealed in the timbre and tone, just FYI
In this oh so beautiful trailer celebrating the profound and eternal love between Harry and Meghan, she bravely and compassionately wears her ex husband’s gift of a gold love bracelet in 
so many photos. It brings a tear to my left eye…
These comments OMG. I am dying laughing!! I love you guys.  Comments are always putting a smile on my face.
Netflix: Why did you want to make this documentary?
meghan: *silent*... (100 million) (cough)
Harry: No one sees what's happening behind closed doors
People: it's called privacy  (cough)
Harry: I had to do everything I could to protect my family.
people: but you let the whole world watching your family on netflix series  (cough)
Meghan (in her low voice): When the stakes are this high (yess, it's 100 million)
It’s like being forced to look at their wedding slides over and over and over, even though we were at the wedding. What a waste of time and money for Netflix. Now I guess our Netflix 
rates will go up even higher because of the contract with them for this drivel filled with “their” truth which is never the real truth. I’d drop Netflix but my older kids have begged me to 
keep it. First chance I get, Netflix is gone because in a round about way, I’m paying for this Bowl Shot.
Here to downvote this pretentious garbage 🕺💃



$1,650 Hermes blanket.
😲🤑💵 Wow! The price of that has brought tears 💧 to MY eyes!
Should be able to absorb all the tears from her left eye🤣🤣🤣
She is so KLASSY.
Yes, please!
Addendum:  
I love the part that shows their brilliance at "authenticity" by using a shot of the photographers at the Harry Potter premiere in 2011. 
I love the part that showcases Harry's acting talent, playing an instrument and his finger placement is where there is a missing string.
Good one!! So true!!
Because as the Sussex gruesome twosome, Netflix is also a money grabber.
As if Netflix still has a reputation left to taint lol
 @A Cardboard Box   agree!
😂😂😂😂
Thank God. I was terribly worried about her. I will be the first to donate.
yeah
Yes I wonder what they thought of Philip and Liz funerals when there were programmes about them as young glam stars and having a lifelong love story?
@Pat Clark Funny how your only defense of the truly awful narcissist Meghan is to slander Two dead people with zero proof. And none of these comments regarding this smarmy 
manipulate trailer about Lying Meghan are slander as the facts are covered in media. Continue in your delusions about this freak.
😂😂😂
We weren’t only at their wedding, we paid for their wedding and are continuing to pay for them! Cast them out your majesty, it’s the only way.
Plenty of other streaming services 🤗
These are the biggest grifters on the planet! Take away their titles and have softie charlie stop giving them money!
I love the part where Megan and Harry Explain how they’re oppressed on Netflix so brave
Why doesn’t YouTube (mobile app anyway) show the number of thumbs down?!?
I loved the part where they named their daughter after the Matriarch of this horrid and bias institution, then waited till she was almost dead to introduce them…too bad Grannie said no to 
the photo-op, wasted trip!
Princess Catherine, The Princess of Wales is an amazing, beautiful, giving, selfless, wonderful woman!! Imo she reminds me of Princess Diana. Princess Catherine will make a beautiful 
Queen consort when Prince William becomes King.
Why are these proven liars given a platform??? 🍅🥚
I love the part where they interviewed Archie and Lilibet to ask them how it feels growing up without cousins, uncles and aunts, grandparents or relatives, but w celebrities and the 
cameraman
Almost 6 millions 🥳
All I have to say to Harry is the p*$Xy must be good to put up with her shenanigans.
The Harkles are a whiny, greedy nasty couple! That tear… only a actress can act like that 🙄
she left her family out of her wedding except her black mother, and had an entire black choir flown in from NY to sing Lean on Me, Meghan is the true racist
They have now become 'The Clowns' of 'Royal Kingdom'  A kingdom far, far, far Away from people's liking. lol.
Why does every comment begin, “I loved the part”?



What a load of BS they keep spouting. Didn't care about titles yet won't give them up and wants them for their kids. Dreadful role model for any young girl or women. Will never watch 
Netflix again.
It's now Sunday morning, December 6th. Does anyone know how many dislikes the trailer now has?
Why are so many haters …
I love the part when Harry and Meghan lecture the rest of the world about climate change, while  showing total hypocrisy to it. Then try and over shadow William & Catherine while they 
promote their climate change charity Earthshot.... Harry & Meghan, so magnanimous and selfless...... So many tears from my left eye.
Rachel Dolezal wants to know if Meghan can be black why can’t she
And who was talking those intimate pictures not for intimate when your posing with a camera crew
Americans have grandparents, fathers, siblings we live and remain loyal towards. I couldn’t care less about this vile, abusive traitorous couple. Netflix….cringe. Saves me a monthly 
streaming bill.
I think even if Charles is hesitant, William has had enough and this may be the last straw.
 @Alasdair  We can only hope.
It's visual manipulation to make the thing seem more likeable. Someone elsewhere with the Netflix app, says that the Downvotes were at 220k.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
I heard they weren't going to photo op with dolls or the real mothers wanted to be in the photo op too.
Oh the dolls can talk?! Or the real mothers rented them out that day.
that wedding was...interesting
Because Meghan lies so much people are beginning to create lies for her “Oh I mean her truth” form her fantasy stories.😂😂
You know to help her out on her next tell all gig.
it's just a little game that started and everyone joined in.
Your turn now, join in, lol.
I loved the part where I ask why everyone says, “I loved the part”.
Do you want to know about 'single tear left eye'? Just in case, there was a video of her bragging about being able to make herself cry, but she could only make her left eye water. The silly 
cow forgot that most had seen the video when she pulled the stunt at Queen Elizabeth II's funeral.
 @AmeliaranneStiggins  I think Rock is doing a bit of a leg pull!
Sarcasm at it's finest.
Gets it past the censors. The algorithm can’t pick up sarcasm as easily
230k ++
 @Indy  More than 230K DISLIKES???? For real!??? 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Indy  glorious! 🤣🤣🤣
Perhaps if you do a bit of research you, too, will understand that people do not appreciate lying con artists.
One private jet at the time they are gracefully teaching us all about the environment. Harry and Meghan are so thoughtful 😢
Good question!
Best comment! Neither of them are sisters - just pretenders.
I love the part where they use a picture of paparazzi at the Harry Potter premier from 2011 and lead us to think they are there for Meghan and Harry
Meghan:  "When the "Stakes" are this "High" Meghan thinks that She is Someone important, ha, ha, ha.    And She is Not even at Kate's Level, ha, ha, ha, she made a fool of herself and her 
toad Prince by acting like a fool.
Complete sheeiite!



Story look up the definition in the dictionary
I love the part where this video has over 220k dislikes and 20k likes. Sends chills down my spine.
episode Three will take us into an exclusive look at the Markles bedroom, where they had sex two times, and change the sheets weekly due to the build-up of hair relaxer
The part where nobody cares about Harry or Meghan and they’re legends in their own mind so NETFLIX had to use a PAPARAZZI STOCK photo in the trailer.

I love the way that everything Meghan says and does seems completely faked for the camera. Such an aspiring role model for young female actors. Always be honing your craft, at all times.
Shitflix
I used to be a fan of Harry, not anymore. I will not be watching this drivel. I will wish them a peaceful life in obscurity.... which is what they wanted, right? Damn you Netflix for keeping 
them in the spotlight.
I'm only here for the comments!!
I love the part where Harry finally took his nuts back and became a real man again instead of simping over his 3x's married, self-centered, fame hungry, social climbing, no talent D-list 
actress of a wife. It brought a tear to my left eye.
Why are Netflix using the picture of photographer's from the final premiere of the Harry Potter series. Checks out from the stock photo.
I love the part where MM photoshops her father, Thomas Markle, out of her childhood pictures and photoshops, Doria, her birth mother, who left Meghan for 10 years, in. Thomas, who 
raised Meghan as a single parent, sending her to exclusive private schools from pre-school through college. The father that loved her, spoiled her, gave her everything, including her start in 
Hollywood, pixilated out of her life, like he never existed.
I love the part where Meghan refused to sit at the back and the entire bus clapped.
I love the part where Meghan's bunion steals the show and actually ends up doing charity, respecting tradition, following protocol, honouring and serving the British people while showing 
no desire for financial gain or titles.
single tear, left eye
These two are truly disgusting. Sorry Nefflix. I won't watch this. It's a waste of my valuable time
I love the part where Rachel Ragland TELLS Catherine that 3yr old Charlotte will not be wearing her little tights to the wedding, making them both cry, whilst little Charlotte's little feet are 
accruing little blisters with every little step she takes. I found this so endearing of Rachel, so strong and powerful. I am so in awe of this compassionate, humanitarian woman i can shed one 
tear, left eye.
Boycott netflix
😂😂😂😂😂
How are you seeing the dislikes? I can only see likes
 @Hugh Jass  i think it is a chrome extension...
 @Hugh Jass  you can add an extension to your browser called Return YouTube Dislikes to see how many dislikes a video has
I loved that part too! 😂
 @Maria Lopez  and @never.... Thanks. I'll look for it
So many dislikes that Netflix stopped showing them.
Yeah, sex 2 times and 2 deliveries of dolls delivered in the mail.
Because it goes with all the other BS and lies that Harry and Meghan tell.
I love how she's had everything re-arranged on her body but cherishes her bunions.

 @rt66vintage  And she's so proud of being 42 or 43% Nigerian but she keeps straightening her hair and had a nose job because her nose looked too much like her mother's. The disturbing 
thing is that her nose looks like Harry's! Too bad she never did a podcast about black women wanting to look white until it's convenient to look black again (or orange in her case).



😂 😂 😆 🤣
 @rt66vintage  Maybe she can’t afford to repurchase all new shoes after. Or perhaps if they were fixed, there wouldn’t be an excuse not to actually get a real job.
I can't believe she didn't get paid for all of that 😉
Her devilish knees too!
 @Learn It Town  When the steaks are this high, we must protect the bunion at all cost. Long live the bunion.
 @Learn It Town  which comment and what is the racial heritage of the commentator?
❤❤❤❤
 @Learn It Town  people are being kind to the privedledged olympic qween of the world who is desperately impoverished, she teaches us how to act with sincerity and genuine real tears 
from our left eye on cue
 @Learn It Town  done. reported your comment. It’s burning my eyes.
 @Learn It Town  🤡
Well said!
At my wedding, I had to go through 5 flower girl dresses to get the parent’s approval bc it was important to me that the girls are dressed appropriately in their parents eyes. I wanted ppl in 
my wedding to feel respected.
So I'm thinking the president of Archewell saw the 100s of thousands of dislikes and 1000s of comments on here and thought...........yeah I'm outta here. Hi Harry, hi Meghan, how's 
things?👋
Netflix just lowering its standards ..😢RIP
There are no stakes, only lies. Shame on you Netflix for promoting treasonous content against our monarchy and country
They should both just zip it! Enough already.
Why would anyone waste their hard earned money listening to the lies by 2 immature spoilt brats. Her only claim to fame is marrying a dumb Prince who is nearly 40. He complains that 
daddy cut him off financially while she is a 46 year old who is on her 3rd marriage and has used every man she has ever met to get up the ladder and when the z listers work had dried up 
went out looking for another mug to fund her. Lights, camera, action, left eye tear while still smirking and he scowls.
The stakes aren’t high love. Go away. Please. Have some dignity.
I watched Diana's funeral procession and wondered which of the two sons would come back years later. It was unbelievable to make those two boys walk in their mother's funeral 
possession that day. How would any of us feel?
We are unsubscribing from our Netflix account.. I can't help pay for these idiots
Tales From The Riverbank by Meghan and Harry -The Vampires of Montecito-starts on Netflix December
I love the part where Netflix got their revenge on the Hakles being so difficult to work with, that they kept all these messages up for Meghan to browse through over her morning coffee 
and organic muffin.  I hope you enjoy them as much as I did Meghan.  1 tear left eye go!
Meghan is the one that made it about race, as if it’s an accomplishment to be biracial
I loved the way HMTQ arranged for handsome Major Johnny (Angel 🎶) Thompson to sit behind the Harkles at the Jubilee. We were mesmerized by him, and now he's got "a seat at the 
table" and his own (virtual) fan club.
We hope HAZZA N MEGZY DESTROYS THE EVIL RACIST PEDOPHILES IN THE PALACE....  'ORF WITH THEIR HEADS I SAY OLE CHAP'..🤣
I love the part where everything the untalented duo attempt to do...flops.
I'm excited to see this documentary. The royal family is fascinating. I'm from the US so I'm not that invested but I do love to indulge when I am able ❤
the irony, Netflix is exploiting them so we can all indulge in the schandenfreud of hating them and their plight while we multi-task and snack on our couches



These 2 are so out of touch.  Shame on Netflix for this flaming pile of trash.   I’m considering cancelling my subscription to Netflix.   How about a documentary with a rebuttal to half the 
crap these 2 threw out?   Neither one of these 2 has much to complain about other than they want to jump on this new WOKE ( eyes wide shut) agenda.  Our media system is going to start 
feeling the pain of pushing this on us all.   Take a look at Disney.  We will just leave your programming.
This comment section makes me laugh so hard I'm getting tears in my eyes 🤣
Specifically my left one 🥲
When the stakes are this high?? 

What stakes? The stakes aren’t high for any of us. Maybe for you. So… no, it doesn’t make sense to hear the story from you when they’re YOUR stakes. You’re the only ones who care 
dipshits
I felt proud of them both for doing that.
 @Ghislaine  I'm sure.
A+
Ted Sarandos has been Markled too!  The dastardly duo have probably treated him and the staff appallingly during the course if this relationship.
It's over now and neither Netflix nor Spotify will touch them with a 40ft pole ever again!  😏
Spot on!
Yes but only if she has enough fake tan on 🤣
 @Linda Kirk  Brilliant! hahaha!
when bots go crazy ;-)))
After this and his book if they lie as they often do because they are habitual liars. They will probably never set foot in a Palace again.
Crazy, delusional sugar
mmh. if you are fascinated by the royal family, why are you excited about a californian based couple who constantly attacks it?
Nothing true about the BRF in this show.
Do you also watch paint dry?
The only thing I agree with you on is the royal family is fascinating. Negative 2 that is.
A cringe fest ! 6 episodes 😬
Incredibly embarrassing 🙄
Man white people are weird 😂🤣. Y'all did the same thing in The Little Mermaid comments. Grow up. The world doesn't revolve around satisfying white people. You share the planet 
with other people.
🤮
I love the part where Meghan tries to steal away the trophy at the polo match and awkwardly inserts herself into the polo players’ photo. Brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where Harry declares undying love for his grandmother then tries to destroy everything she worked her whole life to build
I loved the part where she released everyone she has been in contact with from their NDA's.  Especially the Australian servant who had hot tea thrown at her.  Such a powerful and 
authentic moment.
Spare me 🙄
Meghan is so vain she prolly puts red and blonde hair dye in her kids’ hair and pinches their noses
I loved the part where Meghan asked the producers to make her skin tone darker so she could be a victim of racism, Truly inspiring.



I thought you guys had learned the lesson of "Get Woke, Go Broke". It appeared you'd course corrected and set an example for the rest of the industry. Apparently not. Keep moving 
forward with projects like this and my household will be more than happy to drop Netflix. We have many other options and voting with your wallet has shown to have an impact. Your 
move Netflix.
Meghan and Harry: We don’t care about titles 

Also Meghan and Harry: (** yells at elderly grandmother **) Give our children titles!😡
Netflix is the Amazon of the People’s hearts, and this “limited series” is just in time to boost fourth quarter earnings
I love the part that this has prompted me to cancel my Netflix subscription that I've had for 20 years! Not going to support this waste of space!
The part where she apologizes to her entire family, Harry's family (in  particular Princess Catherine and Princess Charlotte), her college roommate whose eyelids she glued shut, all the staff 
she has verbally abused and to everyone else she has hurt, manipulated or lied about.  That part was shocking and astounding.  My left eye is a waterfall.
Megan and Harry most narcissistic, hypocritical, deluded, disgusting people on planet.
I see the number of likes for the trailer, but where  did the number of dislikes go?
I love that now that I finished the crown netflix gives me and other fictional drama to stay tuned with the evil, racist monarchy. Tear... on my left eye
I love the part where they lectured everyone to do their part to stop climate change and made a pledge to achieve net-zero emissions by 2030 before hopping on a private jet for a 3-hour 
trip to a $5000-a-table dinner where she stayed less than half an hour while European families freeze this winter thanks to impractical green energy policies pushed by out-of-touch elites 
like MM and H who don't practice what they preach and push the burden to common people instead.
ask not what they can do for you but what you can do for them; one small step (backwards) for Harry one giant leap for Meghan….crass materialism, staged elegance, all show, no 
substance
i love the race card game invented by a self-proclaimed caucasian wannabe princess. it's fun!
Plenty of black people also comment  plus other nationalities not all people agree with their behaviour and lies. The world is not full of deluded Markle fans who cant see the wood for the 
trees in fact shes 75% white and puts on fake tan to fool a few more black people.Strange woman
People from all over the world commenting here! Meghan is whiter than me!!
I'm East African. Log out. Bye.
What makes you think that only white people are commenting here? Are you so racist until you are incapable of seeing that there are hundreds of comments here by people of other 
ethnicity and nationality whom YOU share the planet with? Racist much? Hypocrite.
I thought she was white, she put on her C.V and drivers license that she is?
Plenty of black people and other nationalities commented and agreed that Harry and Meghan's behavior and lies are despicable. We all can see through their BS, no matter what color we 
are.
She’s no sister
Shame they didn't drop it on her head! 😏
Id rather she awkwardly inserted the trophy into her left eye...
Left eye spirting..
😂😂😂😂😂
gutsy, indeed
She’s a chameleon! White or black when it benefits her storyline
I am inspired by her spray tan. It tells me even I could have been born a poor black child.
😂😂👏👏👏
 @Lisa  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



Lol

The Comment above is an example of a racist comment and bullying. This is not someone one should do on social media.  It is against most Terms of Services and should be reported.
 @Learn It Town  Please tell me which part of my comment was racist?
 @Learn It Town  how dare you deny Meghan's Caucasian herritage. That is so racist.
 @Learn It Town  
Wind your neck in buttercup 😅
I’m not sure if you’re joking but it really does sound like something she would say.
 @Learn It Town  Poor sugar....can you deny she uses spray tan ...
 @Learn It Town  It's neither racist or bullying. The statement is simply TRUE.
 @Learn It Town  It's neither racist or bullying. The statement is simply TRUE.
I’m liberal and I don’t like these two. This is way beyond woke! This is another level. It’s people left and right seeing what these two really are. And Netflix, you got Markled too.
I’m liberal and I don’t like these two. This is way beyond woke! This is another level. It’s people left and right seeing what these two really are. And Netflix, you got Markled too.
I'm sure the dolls already came with titles or they have to ask the real mothers first what they think.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.
Couldn't fit them all on think it was 120, 000 someone but that was a while back
Just so you know, so far, 20k likes and 220k dislikes.
I’m just here for the comments 🍿
Like many people following were cancelling our membership.  How can we trust anything Netflix produces when you see the manipulation in the crown and the above.  Why fund this 
rubbish!
I love the part when Kate made Meghan cry, ....  "Left eye, one tear..... "Go!"
wheeen
Dear Netflix: 
This is not a documentary.  I repeat, this is not a documentary.  Please do not mislead your viewers into thinking that it is. 
I may revisit you once again when you have scruples. 
Thank you, 
Former Funder of the Harkles
As sad as it is that the Queen and Prince Philip are no longer here, I’m thankful they’re not around to see this.
with affirmative action she could have gone to the Ivy League and today been an HR and Diversity executive, or maybe own her own online business selling bakery items or candles, but 
instead she is Meghan Markle
She was born to spread hate when her current husband’s entire family were living for others.
The Oprah interview, the podcast, the Netflix show and the book …..what next ??  There won’t be anything left. Meghan is downright pathetic. She knew what exactly she was getting into , 
a cable tv actress who thought she will be riding high has actually messed up everything ….. and Harry a grown ass man should know better rather than getting sucked into all this BS …. 
What a MESS.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors," said Johnny Depp.



The Oprah interview, the podcast, the Netflix show and the book …..what next ??  There won’t be anything left. Meghan is downright pathetic. She knew what exactly she was getting into , 
a cable tv actress who thought she will be riding high has actually messed up everything ….. and Harry a grown ass man should know better rather than getting sucked into all this BS …. 
What a MESS.
I loved the part where Mariah called Meghan a Diva
is it Documentray, or True Crime
I love how Meghan was able to get Oprah to repeatedly exclaim, “Whaaaaaat?” in the most Ernest, shocked and outraged manner.  That has become my gold standard for any form of 
acting or shocked expressions.  Anything less is not compatible with the truth. Ok one tear, left eye 😢
Another whinge fest. Let’s see how many of their truths this time. We have already discovered that the paps pic is not about them.
Love the part where Meghan did her fake Royal Tour in Harlem and bored a bunch of fatherless kids to tears with her crappy book 'The Stench'. Truly thoughtful.
Scumbags the both of them, they need to leave the royals alone.
They have both portrayed themselves as trailer park trash they are Disgusting
Harry I would say you got your ass in one hell of a wringer! How could you be so stupid to get trapped by that disgusting spider 🕷 Harry? Should have ran Harry like the people that loved 
you told you to do. William...Catherine...your family.  .your friends...your country...how could you betray them all for your destructive mean lying narcissistic wife Harry?
The kids, more and more you will see them.
Don't forget finding freedom
She is downright fake , it’s won’t be long before she realises the mess she created . I see a very insecure ,petty, immature girl . she got a good catch and that’s it , now she wants all the 
fame and glory and all the titles and still keep talking BS. she destroyed a beautiful bond of the brothers and a loving relationship Harry had with Kate. All the celebs who attended the 
wedding did so coz it was a royal wedding , she knew no one personally. No one wants to associate with her in Hollywood. Good luck to her……
reality tv, housewives of montecito
Yeah “who is having THAT conversation “! Fake as hell. Trio of money grabbing lying a-holes.
 @Alasdair  oh yes .. How could anyone forget such real life unrehearsed inspiring conversations.
Stellar journalism, right?
Positively rigorous. What happened to fact-checkers? Oprah went for clickbait instead.
The "what... whaaaaat... whaaaaaaaaaat" was hard hitting journalism for sure.
😂😂😂
I am looking forward to Monique’s comedy special, Monique is a REAL black woman Meghan, with true talent, take notes heifer
Can't wait for this pity party
I love the part where we finally can see all 3-days-before-wedding of Prince Spiderman and Mermaid Tail. So authentic, so natural and inspirational. Left eye - One tear.
I canceled my membership the day they announced this deal with H&M…it’s NEVER coming back! It brings a tear to my left eye that they killed Netflix, oh wait, Netflix deserves what they 
got and will continue to get all for these two. Bravo Netflix!
No one cares!
she turned her back on her own flesh and blood, and so did Harry on his, they are villains, not victims….Meghan you were not invited to Uvalde, or were you Hispanic that day?
I love the part where Meghan tracks down  Harry and kind of stalks him. A bit like Sleepless in Seattle, but sinister with no happy ending.
This is the reason Netflix losing subscribers producing garbage
Netflix would be better off making a comedy special where someone reads the best comments from here 😂



"When the stakes are this high..."
What stakes are these?  They've initiated all media coverage so far.  Perhaps the stakes are whether Netflix will bother to sub any more of these pseudo-psychological ramblings once the 
highly-suspect 'revelations' about the royal family run out.
After the entirely reasonable question, "Why did you want to make this documentary?", there's a pause of almost 20 seconds.  I can almost hear someone behind the camera, whispering, 
"It's not a trick question, guys".
"No-one knows sees what's happening behind closed doors", intones Harry.  Handy that.  It means they can make up anything they think plays well to their fanbase and the media, safe in 
the knowledge the RF won't stoop to dignify it by replying publicly.
So far so shabby....
I love the part where she says the RF is racist and mean...then proceeds to give us years of proof she is the guilty part. Give back your titles, call your dad  stop whinging, release your 
hostage H and stop paying for your awards. Just like to cv....all smoke and mirrors.
These comments are the best 😂
hypocritical  Meghan left eye one tear for the camera
Ataque de trolls odiantes, nadie está obligado a ver nada, sigan de largo chiques!
At :30 that’s not even paparazzi for them that’s for the Harry Potter premiere!! Confirmed by The Body Language Guy 😂
I love the part where she hates having titles but makes everyone refer to her as the duchess
One can only hope that Netflix has seen that they have been backing the wrong pair of horses and that they have spent some quality time editing this series behind the back of you know 
who and adding in the other side of the story, and the public view including a reading of some of these comments here which are hilarious.  I take my hat off to every one of you with your 
comments.  NETFLIX --- read the writing on the wall

Why William and Kate Charles haven’t tell bmedia to leave h and m alone since they left. Why haven’t will and Kate Charles do anything about threats on h and m live? They silenced speak 
volumes. What are they waiting to speak out  on that. Keeping being mad racist keep hating. Tell your story h and m . Love it stay mad bmedia and wk no good Charles
How many dislikes already?
she should be married to Kanye West, Harry…but the her spawn wouldn’t be photogenic enough
AWESOME  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to CANCEL UNTIL THE SHOW is over  and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
Yes, we all see through their BS.
But she want us all to have a voice so we have just told her a few home truths not troll just getting it off our chest .Shes been trolling us all for years and the majority of people are sick of 
the pair of them.
 @Linda Kirk  ah si? Bueno, mucha gente, al igual que yo, estamos hartos de la monarquía, de sus privilegios y de que todavía después de siglos de su colonialismo nos sigan diciendo lo 
buenitos qué son!
And demands them for the dolls in their boxes in the closet.
Dont forget that little girls see her as a REAL PRINCESS! even though she isnt one? 🤔
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.
you don't know anything about anything, right? you comment does not make any sense. if you want to catch up what it's actually all about i recommend the tom bower book. it's not only 
fact-checked but also approved by harry and his wife.
Why would I read his book he part of the problem that racist man. Let h and m tell they story they lived it not you or him. Racist mad because they speaking where the hate for press and 
wk and Charles that allowed the press to threat they lived. Keep same energy for that. The press be writing 6 years on it was silent don’t get made when they tell they side . Stay mad 
haters loved ut



Thanks for your hormonal input Debbie Downer.
221K
 @Victoria   thanks a lot!
I love the part where Meghan says the person she looked up to most was Yoko Ono
Simp & The Tramp
Anyone needing to vomit needs to watch this trailer. 
Two vile freeloaders…and what stakes are you talking about, RMM? You’re a nobody.
Wouldn't watch it if you paid me.
Netflix, 221 thousand dislike, the people has spoken, get the pot head harry and the has been professional victim off your network. She is like the UK version of amberturd, except the man 
in this one has no balls and utter disappointment for the family.
This whole 'Documentary' goes in the face of all documentaries...This isn't based on facts, it's a one sided story that made them $100 million dollars, and they have to bring the drama to 
earn the money. This should be labeled fiction.
Comments need to be saved
My best bit is when (ever on the 'qui vive') her quivering nostrils detect a musty, fusty smell in St George's Chapel: reeking of the 16th century  and how she thoughtfully sneaks out night 
before the nuptials and sprays the aisle with industrial grade air-freshener,  not wanting to give offence to the RF by mentioning it.
Lies, lies and more lies.
i hate that woman
Finally, a documentary about the Oedipus Complex.
So ‘whipped’. If your mates don’t like her, and your brother doesn’t like her, it’s HER. You disrespected your grandparents, embarrassed the British people, did 2 tours in Afghanistan 
protected by the SAS placing real soldiers in danger, just jump H. Not our Prince.
I love where Harry defiantly yells to King Charles that he can’t handle the truth!
you know full well she is reading these comments, well because she is that vain and yes this song is about you Meghan, Netflix gave you 100 million on our behalf, we each paid about 18 
bucks for your public pilloring, so worth it, I paid $800 to see Adele in Vegas, that was worth it too, but she has talent
Is there an episode where someone explains to her that's "archetypes" is not the same as "stereotypes"?
Netflix, you have been schooled!
Good god, what a pair of overdramatic, whiney, privileged fools these two are. Complete grifters that can't even keep their pathetic, boring "story" straight. I bet she's not talking about 
her family or non existent relationship she has with them. Pair of raggedy has-beens 😂😂
I pray none of my boys have meets a woman like this she basically ruined that whole family.
I love the part where Meghan revealed that she didn't know that she had to curtsy to Harry's grandmother (because it's not like she was the sovereign or anything) and that she didn't 
know the words to the British national anthem. She really had it tough, to the point where I think it was totally appropriate for her to reveal that not many people had asked if she was okay 
while surrounded by the underprivileged in southern Africa, where they rejoiced in the streets when she married Hazza the same way they did when Mandela was released from prison 
(pity that the one South African cast member had no recollection of meeting her and strange the footage of her meeting composer Lebo M mysteriously lacked that part of the 
conversation). The Harkles are a truly inspiring duo.
I love the part when Meghan released a very windy toot and Harry got on his hands and knees, and inhaled deeply while saying, "Please Meghan, may I have some more?"
The humour between this couple is so inspiring!
She’ll just steal the creative content of others and write a book to monetize her victimhood. Hustlers gonna hustle.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who loves Britain to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right 
now.



amazing XDD
just here to give my thumbs down to one of the most insufferable women ever.
Privileged
Meghan and Harry are trash! 👎🖕

We needed this made,  why?  NgaF.  The oppresed privileged class 🙄  This makes me respect and appreciate the late Queen Mother as well as William and Kate, a whole lot more.
Your father could have hobbled in the cathedral, on a cane, or in a wheelchair, but that would not look elegant, you are a profane woman Meghan, the truest Hussey
My favourite bit is where King Charles takes Meghan aside to ask her what's going on with her lies and she says "You want answers? He says "I think I'm entitled". She says "You want 
answers?" He says "I want the truth". And she says "You can't handle my truth".
Shut up Harry and Meghan! The world is sick of your lies and whining. Go away!
I love the part when I see displaced Markle on a Los Angeles street corner and I have my bodyguard hand her a backpack.  Service is universal…one act of compassion at a time. One tear, 
left eye for what a proud humanitarian I am!
Can someone please compile all of these hysterical comments in a book to be read aloud by Sarah Millican PLEASE!
Meghan, unless your father sexually molested you, there is no humane reason to ignore him as he dies in Mexico, if you are in fact the humanist you claim to be
I love the part when Netflops lose their very last penny and sink into economic and cultural oblivion because this $u$$ex $hite-fest is the last straw for the brave and tolerant people of the 
internet world to bear.    
Joy to the world this Yuletide!
In the near future, when children learn the story of the Frog Prince, and then ask what caused the prince to be turned into a frog, folks will be able to relay the story of Harry, and simply 
answer by saying that "The Prince Became a Frog After He Married A Feminist"!
I love the part where the YouTube comments are more entertaining than the mockumentary ever will be.
I can't believe that 19000 people thus far have given this the thumbs up. Paid for fake supporters, or simply folk incapable of thinking for themselves...? I can't decide!
I love all the parts where Harry and Meghan contridict themselves and then turn around contradict one another. Keeping up with the truth must be tough.
I can see her falling out with Netflix too. They've forgotten the dish soap commercial.
She wanted to be a Disney princess. Not one with duties.
I like the part where the president of Archwell resigns her position just days before the documentary is released. That's the 13th high ranking aide to quit working for H & M in just 4 years. 
No but they're delightful to work for..........no honestly.
Netflix, stop this, we are tired of them (Montecito pair)....
Sarah would be perfect to read it!
 @LegendaryMom  I can’t help but read them with her voice and giggle in my head.
That will be her next claim after death. But so many lies who would believe her you know the story the boy who cried wolf
They are probably part of the Sussex cult squad..who hate the monarchy and believe everything h&m say, even tho most of it are lies..it's a crazy world we live in...
Yes but 119000 👎that was a while back probably much more now
I can't see the thumbs down figure so thanks for that. But whatever it is doesn't alter the fact that a whopping 19000 are so easily duped. I get more and more depressed by the knowledge 
that so many people in this world believe all the garbage they're spoonfed.
"THEIR" truth.
Their "truth" is only a shimmering mirage...
Pathetic.
Love the Catherine and Wills Boston Tour, so much to learn from them!



Be very clear - This is NOT a documentary. This is PR spin tightly controlled by the duo. In my opinion they are using the Nobel causes of fighting anti-racism/sexism etc to essentially make 
large sums of money and mobilise the woke army. This then enables them to continue their selfish journey of self - promotion and attack the Royal Family who cannot answer back. I only 
wish many Americans understood the protocol of the Royal family means they cannot respond.
Does she even realize that the photo of her under the umbrella makes her look like an evil clown in a Stephen King novel? …shivers…
Cringe. Just...cringe. These two 🙄
I love the part where there are all these problems in the world, still--Harry and Meghan always manage to put the spotlight on themselves. A truly oppressed couple, they are victims who 
endure. I am inspired, even brought a tear on my left eye.
their “fame” reposes on us, the masses, agreeing that they are famous, but really they are INfamous, two anxiety-ridden utter mediocrities, perfect exemplar of their generation
I love the part where they are both without biological families because they have publicity tore them to shreds. What devasted me more was they don't have biological children either, I 
don't think I can carry on now.. Left and right eyes 😢 boo hoo
I love the part where they continually demonstrate their stunning bravery.
I love the part where us common folk are uniting to call out an incredibly hypocritical, bitter and entitled couple. They act like toddlers having tantrums, constantly attention seeking and 
whine about their immense privilege...seemingly having a cry in front of a $2000+ Hermes blanket. Enough of the nonsense. I don't want to hear anymore of your story. What I see is two 
privileged bullies attacking and hating on one of the most respectable women on the planet, QEII, and then moaning that they didn't get their own way. Wokeness looks very ugly here. I'm 
so worked up from disgust that I might just shed a single tear from my left eye.🤯
Don't even air this 'documentary'. Oh well you could as a comedy. It's laughable & utterly ridiculous.
Netflix actually paid for this gutter trash. We haven’t paid subscriptions, they obviously don’t need the money if they can waste it on this pair of half wits.
I love the part where Meghan thinks it makes sense to hear their story from them when they can't even get their own stories straight on Oprah.
Hawwy: no one knows what's happening behind closed doors.
Cameraman: ah duke of Sussex to your left please, and cue,  tear from the left eye please duchess! 🤣🤣🤣
I love that part when 2 rich people complain about their lives.
I love the part where scrolling down through these comments restores my faith in humanity.
she isn’t a heart surgeon, didn’t invent the iPad, basically she is famous because she is half black and married Harry, sad
I loved the part where MM said "my husband's" speech at the United Nations is the reason why we have world peace today.
MM is truly a leader to us all. It brought a tear to my left eye.
I love... this ENTIRE comment section.
I love the part where she says: "When the stakes are this high..."

I bet they never had to live paycheck to paycheck, eviction notice hanging over them like a sword, getting their food on a dole.

Disgusting, self-entitled, virtue-signalling elites.

I totally agree with you and it pains me to see it, they are using everything they can to get at the RF so disgusting to see and not understand why everybody is not outraged by this pair and 
still believe they are decent human beings, because they are not, Harry is as twisted as Meghan now...Hope the RF will see that by staying quiet is not working and they won't go away...
No coz to her it tells a story of them being so so in love and that they can get through any rainy days 😂 

Ps. This photo was totally photoshopped. Nothing is ever real with them
The one where like less than ten people were in audience ? I loved how he talked in monotone the whole time. Such an inspiring speech giver !



Wow, the lowest of the low ... You got it again Netflix my dear! Another untrustworthy, untruthful, biased, garbage documentary from the most untrustworthy, untruthful, biased, money 
grabbing couple of monteSHITshow!
Wouldn't waste my time watching this series. A couple of the biggest victims that I have ever seen, two of the most annoying people to exist.
All the while Harry is talking about the need to protect his family his head is shaking sideways and saying "No". Typical tell sign seen in many criminal interrogations.
I love the part when Harry, hiding his angst behind a huge grin asks his pregnant wife 'is it mine'? Holding onion to left eye to force a tear for his pain.
It's going to be explosive and damaging as Harry seems to agree with Macron, in that we Brits "have to be taught a lesson" apparently. I'm sure there will be all kinds of rememberings from 
her diary, that she'd forgotten about and that she only recently found at Frogmore cottage, by ahem........lucky happenstance.
I’m still crying from my left eye after episode three. It shook me to my core when Meagain revealed the biggest bombshell of all. That she was scorched on her thumb by an iron as a 
teenager. Her vow to never reveal which parent failed to protect her and abused her by not providing a maid to do her ironing made me proud to be a fan! She is so strong to keep that 
secret for so long.  I hope to God it didn’t leave a scar. Her absolute unfailing dedication to wrinkled apparel proves her commitment to her cause! I can’t wait for episode 4. I pray nightly 
she will share her trauma to explain the ill fitting undergarments. Oh Lord, I will need to stock up on tissues. I am so heartbroken for her.  And her thumb.
Hope the Royal Families Lawyers, watch this, and can sue the hell out of them. If they use photos of the RF without consent, and if they use their titles in this, wouldn’t that be breaking the 
you’re not allowed to use your titles to make money? Sue them, and give the monies made to the charities in Sussex that they haven’t done shit for.
I love the part where they repeatedly state how awful and racist the royal family is, yet try and monetize off that connection at every turn
When Harry said to black comedian you don't sound like black man brought tears to my eyes. So direct so honest.
Exactly … “no one knows what goes on behind closed doors”. There is a reason for that - That’s what Privacy is and what you said you wanted!
It hurts me to know that their marriage is a bit crowded. It’s got three people. H and M and their photographer. It’s heartbreaking to see how stoic they are in the relationship. It bought a 
tiny tear to my left eye. Tried the right one but guess I need more practice!!
Even the trailer is a joke!!!!!!  Give it up guys.
I love the part where I barfed and the barf pressed the dislike button.
Trash, TRASH they are NOTHING but TRASH!💩💩💩 We've cancelled our Netflix subscription!
I love how someone keeps deleting comments in this section But it doesn't stop them from coming back.
I loved the part where they used a stock photo from a Harry Potter film release in this trailer, and pretended it was the paparazzi hounding them instead. Cringe!
This couple knows how to exploit the RF to earn millions. Why don't they work like ordinary citizens if they don't like the life of being Royal? Harry should work.
Trash.  Absolute trash........Megan, not the trailer.   But the trailer too.
I love the part... no joking! The energy is takes to troll and spam a YouTube video is ALOT. Yawn and rolls eyes. If Meg & Harry are not your thing, keep it pushing.
I really worry about their security and I think British taxpayers should pay for worldwide round the clock security, because they're really worth it and the British love them so much. I think 
William should be replaced with Harry because he would make a brilliant king, with Meghan at his side. She is a real Hollywood star, and that would truly modernise the monarchy. We 
don't need boring Kate.
OMG, I can't breathe, so damned funny. 😂
Lolll “Meagain”
I’ve seen tissues are starting to sell out in stores all over the world! People are just so moved 😢 Better stock up asap!
There's a picture of a little girl holding the creature's royal hand, and the creature is kissing her own thumb!
Also we've learned that the creature watched her favorite TV show, Jeopardy, sitting alone I presume, eating her $4.99 salad on a TV tray. Such a lonely smart  nerd, it's making me tear up 
(from the left eye).
LOL LOL!!
 @rt66vintage  Funny you should say that, I've always thought Meghan was a NERD! She struck me that way from her childhood photos and her Palmolive video... Oh no! I'm feeling sorry 
for her... Left eye, tear!! 😪



😆😆😆💓
Catherine should sue Netflix coz the intent was deliberate - paint Catherine as the villain. Harry and Meghan must be laughing now like mad. Bad  traitors.
And name their daughter after the raccist matriarch, yeah....

0/10 for credibility, H&M. : /
What about when he called soldiers serving with him pakis? And wore the German uniform? He always seems to know how to be SO caring.
 @D J  Now that you mention that I remember crying from both of my eyes not just left one. It was so touching.
We know exactly what's happening behind closed doors... yet more M&H plotting and scheming, unfortunately. : /
😄👍👍👍
lol. lmao even.
So contrived for the narcissist duo. Confirm Harry lost his balls to a manipulating self absorbed bitch which makes him just as annoying and unlikable. Netflix, no matter how scripted, 
staged, manipulated and contrived you CAN'T make 2 unlikable people likable.
Harry: "No one sees what's happening behind closed doors." Well, damn, that's what you wanted right? Privacy. Now, you two are complaining about that as well... Harry and Meghan are 
masters are finding things to whimper and complain about...
When Meghan told me my family was racist I was jolly well flabbergasted, but then she dropped her trousers, and I believed her. I just had to save my family, so I did. I took her back to 
Hollywood, where true down to earth open minded people live. And my new friends in the press all came to a lavish welcome home party that the misses told me I said it was OK to have 
and they all took out their cell phones to take her picture and she smiled that amazing captivating smile that she tells me I fell in love with. At that moment, right after, she told me I made 
the right decision as the King of our family. I knew we were home and her time as a slave was over.
So deep so inspiring  that a tear has fallen from my left eye…
I love the part where they think they're...... Oh wait, I thought we were discussing K dramas
When the comments section is more entertaining than the video itself... Thanks Netflix and even more thanks for not turning off the comments! 🥰

I love how she called her own self out (before meeting Harry) on a talk show saying "I'm such a fraud". Just sad that it has caused so much damage before people started recognizing.
It’s about time these 2 crawl back to the gutter they come from …. Harry’s pissed off as 90% of UK are not interested in both of them and their continuous whining for 2 years … About time 
you grow up Harry … Stop going about losing your Mother you are not the only person in the world to have that all it is is self self self … makes my blood boil
I love the part when Netflix declares insolvency after three of these six marklementaries air.
I loved the sweet nod she gave to her father, when she wrote him a letter in her best calligraphy addressed to Dear Daddy. That really brought a single tear to my left eye.
Meghan is so despicable. Life has given her so much, still she is complaining and finding herself a victim all the time. It was repulsive to watch the interview that she and her wimpy 
husband gave to her fellow oppressed billionaire Oprah.
Harry is ugly af I can’t wait for the divorce when he’s left with nobody .  Spineless cretin
I love how for all their private intimate personal moments at home there always seems to be a personal photographer right on hand.  I don’t know how they afford it, being cut off from the 
monarchy and all.  Brings a wee tear to my left eye.
This is just so sad. Narcissism

I loved the part where she spent over $68k for outfits for the 3 days at Invictus and treated the event like her own personal catwalk instead of honoring the athletes that the event was 
actually about. They even changed the name to The Harry's Wife Games now. Now that is inspirational. Another really good part was when she transformed into Julia Robert's at the Polo 
match and the guys almost dropped the trophy on her head while she was clapping like a seal because she was being ignored and you can tell all the guys did not like her or want her there.
I loved it all.  It was so deeply moving.  I just couldn't stop crying...from my left eye.



The king and queen of WOKE. Stay over there, we don’t want you back again😡
NETFLIX should be ashamed of themselves fuelling this money making hate campaign from a pair of self indulgent perpetual victims trashing their families in public based on lies.
Did not hit play on this trailer because I couldn't care less about the M(#*@ F#**&! royal family, ESPECIALLY those two id10ts.
Thank you. Well said!
This reveals more about you than anything else 😂
@eolay4411  Yes, it speaks of my deep, deep understanding of the minds of other people and my strong senseof empathy for others. People have told me in the past that they are 
astounded at my abilty to put myself in the shoes of others and relate to their feelings and emotional well being. So thank you so much for the compliment and the recognition. You also 
have a great observant mind.
Marklementary 😂😂😂
Not only a tear to the left eye, it also pulled on my heart strings.
You mean fauxligraphy.
and she was so polite even signed the full name to father ,she was afraid of her own father didn't know which  Meghan is ! How considerate she was !
The Harry’s Wife Games? This would be an insult to her, you are risking having your head chopped off for suggesting such thing.
May be Harry’s Better Half Games? Or better still, who needs Harry. Just called it The Duchess Meghan Games.
Truly ridiculous. It was like, is this even real?!! And sadly it was...
I was willing them to drop it on her head - a tear of disappointment fell from my left eye! 😏
They should have dropped that trophy on her head it might have knocked some common sense in to her 🤭
Hands down, best comment yet!  🔥🔥🔥
Clapping like a seal…😂😂mmd!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
And still managed to look like 💩💩💩
We don’t want scarey and sparey in US either
I loved their wedding. All those A list stars! Clooney, Aniston, Witherspoon, Orprah, Beckham etc. I know some did not go as they did not know her and were a bit shy and overwhelmed 
that they'd been invited, and I feel sorry for them. It was lovely to know that this was a real Hollywood wedding. Meghan is a true saint.
They act like they escaped the Russian Gulag not Buckingham Palace .
🥲😢😥Oh no! All emojis are one tear, right eye! We need them flipping over so we can express our true sadness at the victimhood of such underprivileged, family centred, 
philanthropists struggling to save humanity.
NUTflix
🙄SOOOOO FAKE….I REALLY CANT STAND THEM…MORE LIE’s
I’m cancelling Netflix
I actually didn’t love the part when she was pregnant and was contemplating suicide. That part was really scary, especially to the unborn child. But I did enjoy the part when they named 
their daughter Lilibet. It all made sense from there.
Oh my read the 31K comments 👇🤣
I need to buy some sick bags before they are all out of stock.
Netflix keep digging your own grave.
I think it is time to cancel my Netflix. Let’s all cancel it amd save us £7 a month and hit Netflix where it hurts for airing all these lies
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Me-again cured me of c@nc3r. True story



Disgusting shame on Netflicks protect his family? Thought they wanted privacy. So outclassed by William and Kate they must be seething.
I love the part when Megain decides that every stitch of her clothing is going to be merched on  Meghan's Closet an hour after she wears it.  This includes the funeral outfit - dress, hat & 
shoes.  Or did anyone miss the deep curtsy flashing the shoe brand. I'd say that's unbelievable,  but the brainwashed me says wow!  Wish I had that kind of money!
Don’t mind me, I’m just here for the comments. 😂
What stakes? They've already left.
Is it just me or anyone would pay to see this stupid donut of a lady get roasted by Gordon Ramsay!!
Another 5 years and Archie will be able to read this comment section and know the truth about his mommy, how sad
Love the part where Megains clothes go on Meghans mirror as soon as she steps out
Can’t let the milk go for free, need a cut to keep those toilets flowing 
Tear left eye
Funny.
Witherspoon refused the invite and said she didn’t go because she didn’t know them
Wait! What? They DIDN'T escape a Russian Gulag?! They sure fooled me! 🤪
Defectors from North Korea don't complain this much.
Me too. Comedy gold!
This is so vile. Released exactly the same time as W&K were in the US. Disgusting of Netflix to do this. Looking forward to the number of subscribers ditching them already. If this is the best 
you can do after following them around then it's tanked before it's started. Hermès must be disgusted at being associated with her, cause she's sitting there pretend crying with that overly 
expensive blanket behind her. Hypocrites!
This is a farce.  No one buys the empress’s lies.
Meghan and Harry...the world does not and will not ever revolve around you two...you're just little tiny dots in the grand picture of life...
Why are you using a photo of photographers taken in 2011 at a Harry Potter premiere in a trailer about these people? All fake…
Can’t wait to watch this and laugh at just ho me ridiculous her claims against the royal family are. These two are so out of touch it’s staggering, and the more they talk the less and less 
people like them. I hope the royal family push back against the false accusations these two make
Cuckold and an aspiring actress
1) It would be lovely if someone could do updates on the dislikes.
2) We need a special MM emoji with 1 tear in the left eye for fake sympathy responses
3) Do you think this sheila has any skills that involve keeping her feet in the floor?
Loved the part where Meghan showed how humble she was by demanding not to have the dirty peasant sit around her at wimbledon (a public funded event) and made sure her seat was 
centered stage around the match and onlookers, to demand her body guards to seize people’s phones for taking photos of “her” when the very public who weren’t allowed to take pictures 
of her funded her ticket! So humble and inspiring, brings a tear to my left eye!
I love how H&M and Netflix used this trailer to try and overshadow something so positive for the world as Earthshot.  So inspiriing, such a commitment to humanity.  I feel a tear leaking 
from my left eye, its saltiness will save the oceans.
The comments are worthy of their own Netflix show they are laugh out loud What a joy
goodbye netflix :)
I love these two people. I will be watching. It's sad to see people hate on them so much.  She was always a humanitarian, and he found his partner.
Millennials. Nuff said.
I love the part on the Oprah interview where she insinuates that she considered suicide. It’s a slap in the face of people who are truly struggling.
Staged crap



Thank you very much, Netflix, for giving me more than enough reason to save money by stopping my subscription. The timing couldn't have been more perfect -- what with the global 
economy going to shit.

So many people already prioritizing where their money goes and that is not Netflix anymore. Not after this hot mess of a trailer. 

No one in their right mind wants to hear or see Harry and Megsy's annoying voice and face, didn't you know? 😂
I once was next door neighbours with Michael Douglas and Catherine Zeta-Jones over Christmas and New years in Bermuda.  I also saw saw Arnold Schwartzenager filming Jingle All the 
Way at the Mall of America in Minneapolis.
Apparently Netflix is interested in commercialising fleeting proximity to relevant people.
Netflix - contact me if you are interested in my story - my fee starts at US$ 100,000 for the first interview.
Netflix wasted their money that is for sure. Harry is a privileged oink and Meghan is a manipulative gold digger. Both are so uninteresting, bland and a huge yawn. They just want an easy 
life, milking the system for as long as they can. For any media outlet to think these two are worthy of any air time is beyond me. I would rather watch the test pattern forever than subject 
my eyes and ears to their nonsense.
Je m'abonne à cause d'eux. I love her ( Meghan and Harry ) beautiful,have property
Why can't this narcissist just accept that she's genuinely unlikable? If not repulsive
19k likes    vs   220k dislikes
😢 it’s here already
 @Hazel Windsor  Sadly that's one tear, right eye
 @Ruby Mouse  We need it on the left. It’s a cruel world indeed it’s no emoji that truly empathises with Meghans heartfelt emotions 😢
220k dislikes 🤣😂🤣😂 That is too funny
Surely a woman of her towering international stature should be allowed the privacy to pick her nose in public without the hoi polloi taking pictures.:yougotthis:  It's such a small thing to 
ask for; her fortitude in the face of so much burdensome attention brings a single, glistening tear to my left eye.
Oh, that reminds me of when the creature gave the royal beaver to Serena Williams' husband at Wimbledon. And then Serena's mom totally gave her the cold shoulder. I wanted to cry for 
mm, talking to herself and wringing her hands like a crazy woman, but my left eye refused to cooperate.
She was absolutely hammered that day 🍷 🍷🍷🍷
No one was allowed to sit in any seats near her as she said it her privacy. How selfless and kind of her
And that poor man taking a selfie of himself with the court behind him, who is was accosted by her security. No self awareness at all!!
But don’t you understand the stakes are so high…for them!!!

Define "humanitarian". She read out a 1000 word school essay on women's rights to an audience of 20 a couple of times but couldn't hit the big time because no one had heard of her.
lol. you must live under a rock to not yet know anything about ther manipulative, bullying behaviour and their proveb lies ;-)))
It was manufactured for you to see it that way, thus emote that way.  You may learn.  She will not.  She has years of experience hoodwinking people.  The comments are not hateful, they 
are a product of observable patterns of behaviors that are familiar to people. People see it for what it is and are not being shy.
Is it true you commenters all get paid five bucks an hour to comment for the duplicitous duo? On multiple platforms using multiple accounts? Do they pay you directly or do they use a 
middle man? Why can’t you find better employment? Do you have a record and that’s why?
While she was pregnant no less.. I’d be very worried for the children. Not a lot of pregnant women are suicidal. You’d think she be over the moon the be pregnant at her age. She is 
unstable at best ..



Oh, she was just trying to copy Diana. Diana was supposed to be so unhappy during one of her pregnancies that she felled downstairs. Maybe Harry suffered brain damage while in uterus, 
poor boy.

 @Virginia Wai  she threw herself downstairs while she was pregnant with William. But you are absolutely right, this is what gave her the idea, and she absolutely was never suicidal.
 @JoeMama  do you mean "over the moon bump"?
Can you cry from one eye? 😢
How are your golddigging, social climbing, and manipulation skills?
 @Kirsty S  it was so invalidating. It was as if Arnold didn’t even acknowledge my existence.
Well you answered your own question. Because she is a narcissist.
No one finds Meghan Markle as utterly fascinating and delightful as Meghan Markle.
What a plot twist when we get to hear that Meghan wrote the script for Big Mouth based on her own childhood experiences in the Korean spa. That was jaw dropping.
Hahahahha! I’m soooo soooo sad ….. family suck sometimes. That’s life.
I love it when normal, calm, polite people decide they have had enough BS from the belligerent self described victims of this world and start talking about it. A revolution of sorts. It matters 
that we are ignored by others but at least we are talking to each other. Well done!
How utterly insufferable
I loved the part where the rescue chicken demanded that her contract be honoured.
You are damn right the stakes are high!  We are all inadvertently funding your plastic surgery, multi-million-dollar mortgage and private jets to chat with ‘Glo’ about stereotypes that 
haven’t percolated since the early 90s. 
I weep…but only from the left eye
I love the part where Meghan tries Catherine’s shoe and it doesn’t fit.
Fake photos, Megan isn't crying when holding the phone she is laughing, enlarge the photo, you can see her smile and her dimples, and the photo of photographer"s with long lenses was 
taken at a Harry Potter premiere, nobody is that interested in Harry & Megan, and no permission was given to use photos of the Royal family or inside Buckingham palace ( round room) 
these photos are as fake as they are, all taken by a professional no spontaneous moments within them
I love the part when these "environment activists" fly private jets and drive huge suvs
Lets have a photographer during our most intimate moments so we can sell them to the highest bidders so we can live in the most exclusive area in the states
Despicable goodbye Netflix!!!!!
I will love it when netflix forward all profits made from the crown and this so inspiring fictional tale to the Royal family to distribute to good causes.
I love the part where Rachel Zane still hasn't sued Tom Bower.
Meghan’s commitment to dentists, face-lifters, Botoxers, spray-tanners and hair extension makers is exemplary.
Hypocrites
I don't see the number of dislikes anymore. Is there a setting to see it or did they hide it?
I love the trailer. So organic. So authentic. Trailblazers. Bought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where Rachel Zane thinks she's humanitarian.
When can we super-dislike videos Youtube?
Never thought I would enjoy reading comments, but here I am , hooked.
Agreed.
100%%$
I don't think we're actually being ignored. Who really reads these comments I wonder?



 @Carla Wagner  I do!
I agree with you 100% 👏👏👏
Meghan will read a proportion of these, I’m quite sure. Hope she gets the message.
🤣
Very clever

Haha
😂😂😂
A+ . 
She wanted to be in a Disney movie after all!
It’s those damn bunions.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂
yeah, i also love how the truth always wins in the end.
She's hanging on to her bunions by gawd.
Sadly, her commitment to Tailors seems to be lacking........Pity for such a pricey couture wardrobe.
PAt clark supply evidence of facefillers and botox. Dont see what problem with having nice teeth and hair is ,can you tell me?
Lori hill did content on all the - “enhancements” - she thinks she’s had done. The nose is allegedly the result of a rhinoplasty.
I’ve never witnessed an individual who had been more obsessed with suppressing their AA heritage than Meghan.
 @D J  I love how she is sporting a ski jump nose for the Invictus games, so compassioned make me cry in my left eye
Yes she needs an award for this 😂
 @Ira Fitzgerald   Supply evidence.
its currently at 219k dislikes lol
Definitely not at the moment 🤣
Me too. I spent hours today reading them 😂 But it makes me happy seeing so many understand the manipulation she has done! Makes me feel hope for humanity 😊
I cannot wait to watch this! The injustice they suffered and continue today is too much. Harry and Meghan only tried to defend their family.
wah wah get over yourselves
I love the part where Netflix  labels this:  "A Netflix Global Event" .  A documenTally of a Prince who was happily turned into a Frog by a OneTear LeftEye Wonder. The stakes are indeed 
Hermes high.  So timely for Christmas!🍌
I love the comment section of this plastic documentary 🤠
Nauseating
I love the part where they profit at the expense of their families by airing their manufactured grievances before a worldwide audience for vindictive reasons.
I keep accidentally starting the video when writing comments so a fair few of the 5.4M views will be mine. I wonder if others are doing the same.
I am living for the comments
Thank you for using my Netflix subscription to create this vital documentary so I can finally understand that the true cost of living is a life with extreme privilege and multimillions. 
Hopefully, witnessing their suffering will enlighten all of us poor, ungrateful plebs to count our own bare essential blessings more 🙏
I love this comment section HAHAHAHA 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
We know your laughing in that picture of Megan on that chair,if zoom in on her face you can Tell she's either laughing or smiling.



King and Queen PooPoo. Stakes? What stakes....who's paying you to trash the Royal family? MM is a professional victim. Any serious people will laugh at these documentaries. Rats, that's 
what this couple is.
Meghan is a true example of a disgrace daughter in law, which is a very bad example for all the young women around the world,  simply not a good role model
What a bunch of rot! The liars couldn't even use their own photos of paparazzi! Utter nonsense!
I’d rather shit in my hands and clap than watch this garbage.
The dialogue in this scene is simply gut wrenching or should I say gutteral....

Meg: HARRY, we must teach those Brits a lesson.
Harry: A lesson in what, my darling: British history, juggling balls, the beauty of simple King's English, how to make a mean word salad?
Meg: NOOOOOO,  a lesson in what it means to be MARKLED!!!
I love the part when Markle believes that heartstrings never tatter.
I love the part when they shared the video to the world of Harry's fixing surgery aka HARRY'S BALLS BEING SNIPPED!
LOL
You’re in the wrong comment section.
The way to protect and defends one’s family is not to have a docu reality show. It’s by living a life completely out of the public eye. No shows. No podcasts. No photo ops. No interviews. 
Nada.
😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣
Yes. I wonder if YouTube have a device where they can tell you exited the vid as soon as humanly possible..and have passed this info to Netflix!
Netflix is such an informative company and spending their customers money so well. Just what the world needs right now. This isn’t out of touch at all. I’m so moved I have to go and wipe 
a tear from my left cheek 😢
And disgrace daughter
And a disgrace sister and friend.
I take heart that this might be the one clue that Netflix is partially trolling them. I live in hope
😂😂
No-one mentions her one line summation at the end of the Oprah journalistic masterpiece ... "we're doing just fine without them." Hardly Missy. You're milking your association with them 
for your own relevance.
I love the fact that the invisible hand that lights the SoHo candles in their Montecito mansion was unable to ignite and burn away Saint Candle the Great in Westminster Abbey at the 
funeral.
You would think that the Oprah interview  will be the last of it but no they released a book, podcast and this Netflix shenanigan. And how long was she part of the royal family? I get it free 
speech and all but maan they are milking this story. Why just not focus on privacy, family? Or actual Charitable efforts?
Just  a fabulous reason not to renew a Netflix subscription.

The day after the last docuseries Markle will say that Netflix was not true to her truth and she wants an apology, a billion dollars, and a remake. Because the stakes are high ya know.
Who is taking one for the team and watching this pile of excrement so they can report back? No way on earth I would watch this as I cannot bear her whiny voice! And I have now cancelled 
my Netflix subscription!
YOU ARE SO SAD CATHERINE MAKES YOU LOOK JUST WHAT YOU ARE  SAD YOU WANTED OUT KEEP OUT SHUT UP WHATS YOUR NEXT TRICK DIVORCE  DONT THINK THATS FAR AWAY 
WHEN YOU PLAY WITH MATCHES YOU WILL GET BURNT
Time to cancel our Netflix subscriptions



Oh yeah and that part when they left the Queen’s Plantinum Jubilee early. Such an excellent display of role modeling. How do they find it in their hearts to be so selfless? Tear of joy from 
left eye.
Have they altered this so you can't dislike it?
I wish them well and I've nothing against them - but I just don't see how they are interesting. In any way fashion or form.
I love the part where Pope Francis rescinds Mother Teresa’s sainthood and bestows it on Meghan for all of her selfless, humanitarian work as she makes a guttural moan and reluctantly 
lifts her face to the camera showing her heart-rending left eye tear.
I loved the part where they buy their own awards (as long as the cheque doesn’t bounce). In contrast, the RF bestow awards, they don’t buy them.
Harry and Meghan must be devestated about this Netflix show. H & M wish to live a quiet life, out of the spotlight (so they claimed when they left the Royal Family). Now Netflix is making 
a documentary series about their private life?? Wow, that goes against everything Harry and Meghan stand for. They don't want attention or fame!! They just want to raise their kids like 
regular people next door to Oprah. Leave them alone! A tear silently streams out of my left eye.
I love the part where Harry dresses up as Spiderman for Christmas 🤔 if he was my husband that would definitely bring a tear to my left eye 👀
I love the part where she highlights how much of a feminist she is, climbing the ladder supported and enabled by one man after another, heartwarming
the shortest trailer i ve ever seen on Netflix 😅
🤢🤢🤢
How disgusting
Just LOVED that candle!
The Karma candle
Part of the Royal Family for about 20minutes....
Don’t you know? Everything surrounding them has to relate to his family. Because how else will they buy private jets, badly decorated homes, and ill fitted clothing? Got to make those 
pennies, doesn’t matter HOW.
 @D J  they must need the funds so bad
 @Kay Cee  The thing is, they don’t. They had enough from his mother’s will and the queen mothers will, not to mention allegedly prince Philips will, to live forever happily. But - seems 
those 20+ million weren’t enough. So…they started the nefarious antics. Having no real skillset - it’s all they could do to satisfy the need for more. IMO.
I did cancel mine, I was on a cashflow reducing drive, and couldn't decide if I should cancel Netflix or not? These two tipped my decision in the end.
Will she say they are racist?
Guess what..she already did. She always leaves  a room for herself to back pedal
You can dislike. It just doesn’t show the numbers like the like button does. Apparently there’s some ap that shows the dislikes but that’s to complicated for me!!
Don't think so, it is gradually going up..... at 13:15 yesterday 113k, today 9:03 - 208k, today 13:11 - 216k, now it's 119k

Right ?!  And again so kind and humble to have his performance spread all across the web BEFORE the kids saw it. So who are these things for ? Not for kids or wounded vets...it's publicity!
😂😂😂 This a a fact!
With Meghan there is a new meaning to the phrase 'climbing the greasy pole'
Lady $u$$ex, $ucked her way to the top of her very own greasy pole.
 @Julie R  ... with a mattress strapped to her back! 🥲
White nen only need apply.
I wish it had been shorter
Poor oppressed billionaires! So sad!



That part where a minor Californian actress unintentionally educated the entire U.K., Commonwealth and Monarchy on how to CONSTITUTIONALLY AND EMOTIONALLY PROTECT 
themselves from ‘all the layers’ of people with Narcissistic Personality Disorder. And done with such, oooo what ARE the words...softness, playfulness. Yes, NetworthFlix, a truly global 
event. Thank you 🙏
Harry wake up dude .. Your Family needs protection from Her! Blood is thicker than water!
Hmmm....Yeah,.....no.  @Netflix I don't think I will be watching this.  I don't view this as a documentary, this would be a waste of my time.  Writing this review of
I love the part with Harry playing the guitar while singing Smelly Cat. Megs glees in excitement thinking it's a throwback to Friends and the time she refferred to herself by her real name 
Rachel so she can be like Jen Aniston, but he's really singing it in reference to her hoohah. Brought a single tear to my left eye 🥲
shut up meg
I loved the part where they trampled across the graves of war veterans killed in action. Especially as she wore stiletto heels especially to aerate the grass. Also when she dashed to Uvalde 
to film herself at the memorial to 19 murdered children and 2 of their children. One tear, left eye. Go!
I love the part that’s emblematic of working quietly behind the scene.
What Meghan wants Meghan gets...except respect from the general public
Karma is very unpleasant I wouldn’t want to be them after this airs
These 2 are so boring. All they do is cry. Harry is a simp and Meghan is a spoilt liar
I love the part where Harry talks us through all the suppressed stories about him that the press can't release
What 'stakes' are 'so high'?
I love the part where Meghan does the deepest curtsey of anyone at the funeral. To a woman who headed the r-cist institution that drove her to thoughts of s*icide.  insert left eye tear 
here
I love the part that this comments section are much much much much more entertaining than the trailer itself
The part where they sold their souls and family to the devil for millions.... Shame. Likability: Donald trump then Harry and Meghan
Do you think retelling the same Woe is me story will make it true? Just lead a private life like you claimed to want.
Love the part where Megain says me / I at least 70 times in everything within a few sentences 
What an inspiration… little tear left eye
The part where they set up the lighting and cameras for an hour to prepare for Meghan's spontaneous crying episode.
brilliant!
I want a documentary from Netflix about  high-profile and ordinary people with NPD and how much they cost us all financially, emotionally and health-wise
I loved her picture/video of her lying on her belly kicking her legs, just like a real baby doll. So cute and playful, that's our Baby Markle.
 @rt66vintage  such a warrior for feminism!
But what about when the water has pizza shaped floats in it?
agree
I love this! I laughed out loud!! 
😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Dancing Firefly  It really was an amazing scene 😂
And in Texas she wore her best We Are Thugs outfit.
The Uvalde stunt is beyond the pale. How she could have gone there with a camera crew is despicable
You reap what you sow
Boom!
👏👏👏



She doesn't deserve respect. She's a horrible human.
And William. She can't even get him to look at her.. She never got the prize.. She got, as Harry calls himself, The Spare. .
For sure she isn’t talking about inflation, war and money problems the rest of the world are dealing with. She needs her birking bags and Hermes blankets. She doesn’t care for anything 
else than herself only. Juck
The ones in the butcher shop.
Can we get Netflix to just play all the comments instead.  It's a winner
Why in God's name would she want to display those ugly pin's?????
Return the dislike button.
For all the haters of Meghan and Harry. William and Kate gave out earthshot awards but the winners and nominees could not attend. They had to receive the award by zoom. William and 
Kate spent 3 days promoting earthshot, entertained with stars, greeting dignitaries, but the winners were NOT invited. Were they not good enough, rich enough, and are YOU good enough 
to give him support. Open your eyes. Lmao!
I love the part where they use pictures of a hoard of photographers  from the Harry Potter opening as if those cameras had been following them around.
I love the part where Meghan flourishes transcripts of all the receipts she has told us she has from notes, photocopies and recordings she has secretly made to prove how badly she has 
been treated.
What stakes are so high?  Feeding your family? Providing healthcare? Keeping your family warm?  You need to both get over yourselves.  Your timing for Netflix release was childish and 
wrong on so many levels, trying to steal the thunder from an important event that could benefit Global Warming?  I am from US and you both sicken me.
It's amazing how this many can loathe one woman so much... and for what? Because she's biracial & married a royal?  It's just sad
I love the part where MM thought marrying into the royal family would be an easy way to celebrity status and threw away the opportunity to do real good, just to show the world she’s a 
spoilt, entitled deluded narcissist, that even other celebrities aren’t interested in bc she doesn’t know the meaning of the words loyalty, hard work, gratitude and discretion. So inspiring 
how she she had no friends and family at her wedding but sellouts George clooney and Oprah, ppl who didn’t even know her came out to support her. 

Love how she just keeps her mum around bc she’s black when it was her dad who was around and supported her her whole life. And I strongly admire her courage to preach and complain 
to the rest of us when she’s making millions off lies, her children and fake charity. My left eye tears up for her pain and suffering.
I have started to believe Meghan is the royal family’s karma for the way they treated beautiful princess Diana 😂😂😂😂 can you imagine if Harry and his family treated Meghan like 
they treated Diana, the hell storm she would have unleashed on them.. 😂😂😂 . Dianna is laughing her ass off ..
You removed Friends for this comedy?
They are ALL self righteous sods, don’t give a monkey about the common person. Free loaders !
I loved the part about the birth announcement at BP where there were no signatures from doctors or witnesses. So modern and inspiring. Giving birth alone because her doctor was out of 
town a the time. My left eye teared up.
Here comes the leftist with "I love the part BS" but doesn't change the fact of 217K Dislikes
What a load of BULL-TWANG.
Pathetic.
Utterly nauseating. What a vicious, vindictive, self-indulgent pair!
M&H suffered so greatly at the hands of the royal family, who gave them only a US$45m wedding, who paid for only a US$1m designer wardrobe, whose head bestowed on her privileges 
that William’s fiancée Catherine Middleton had not been granted, whose heir to the throne walked her (halfway) down the aisle at her wedding …. She was clearly a victim of structural 
racism. My left eye 👁 weeps for her plight.



I love the part where they turned up to St Paul's Cathedral for The Queen's Jubilee service, then hung around in the back of the church, so they could walk down the aisle on their own, 
then expected Princesses Beatrice and Eugenie (and husbands) to move up so they could be in prime position, on the end of the row. But I loved it more, when they refused to move, and 
the Harkles had to shuffle past. Then I loved it even more when they were booed when they left the church.
harry, the call is coming from inside the house !!:face-fuchsia-poop-shape:
I love the part when they allowed Netflix for a  'behind the scenes' exclusive to Meggy dressing up like Diana (psychological role play session) so she can help Harry's genetic/generational 
pain/traumas. She's like a shamanic WOKE healer who was brought to his life for a reason to help him and save him. Such an inspiration to all mankind.

Meggy said when asked: “How did you make a difference in Haz’s life?” She quickly replied “The second we met” “He was living in a prison behind castle walls and I just simply whispered in 
his ears that he’s not Truman aka Jim Carrey and that he is really a free man and all he got to do is ask his Dad and Granny millions before we quit our super privileged roles as senior royals 
to make our UK escape” the British are racists people who never woke up from colonialism.
Yes! If we can see the likes we should be allowed to see the dislikes 👎 so disappointed I could cry,  tear, left eye
What does that have to do with Harry and Diva?
It is saving the planet by reducing the carbon footprint, think about it... you don’t need to fly  private jet , just to accept the prize, 😂😂😂😂😂 . Good job prince William❤
Well maybe they didn’t want to pollute but the Earth more and not taking a plane? Like Harry and Meghan does? Meghan and Harry saving the world with private jets.
What planet are you on. If you do have a second brain cell rub it against the first and a spark of intelligence might appear.
To keep the winners a secret it would mean that the contestant/teams stayed home. They couldn't bring all of them to Boston
It was for prizes awarded for SAVING THE PLANET. Plane travel is not good for the planet. Why would people who are working and dedicating their lives to saving the planet travel by her 
for a non emergency? That would be hypocritical if they did.
 @D J  are you kidding me. They flew the celebrities to Boston, wine and dined them with a concert, flew in david Beckham from Qatar and not the prize winners. This was a sorry idea. 
Keep supporting them it's your choice. No argument here.
 @Katherine Thomas  “They” didn’t fly the celebrities to Boston. They flew themselves. The celebrities are there for the fundraiser. William and his wife few commercial. Nutmeg flew 
private jet to Indianapolis and EVERYWHERE else. Talk about carbon footprint. Plus, Catharine recycles clothing and wore a rented dress. Nutmeg buys new and further enlarged her carbon 
footprint.
 @Jan Crown  That’s true too.
Yes, it tells us how stupid they really think we all are
Yeah, sadly that's never going to happen.
She means all the billions of the BRF, if only that stupid Kate wasn't on her way to those.. that stakes. She would do anything to destroy Will and Kate's family to get her hands at that 
wealth and luxury. No stakes are too high for her
You don't get it.

Neither of those reasons you state.  Millions of UK well-wishers watched the wedding and lined the streets on their wedding day.  Many over here didn't even know Markle was bi-racial 
until she pulled the race card.  Seriously, she is disliked for the way she spoke to Palace staff, for the blatant lies she told on the Oprah debacle.  About 30 of her malicious statements have 
since been proven as fabrications.  She insulted the British people by calling her 32 million pound wedding paid for by us and King Charles a 'debacle'.  Why did she behave like this?  Who 
really knows but it was clear she did not respect the ancient institution she married into, did not want to be part of a team and when they left the UK they were angry that the Monarchy 
would not allow them to be 'half in. half out'.  Their decision to leave was supported by the Royal Family & they were then given a year to decide if they wished to stay out of the Monarchy 
which they chose.  Since then, they have continuously insulted this country and the RF with spiteful & questionable truths in their public commentary.
An what does biracial have to do with any of this?



Nothing to do with her colour or who she married. All this negativity is due to the bullying and lying she has done. Read the comments, pretty much all the accusations are true. This is 
karma ie what you sow you will reap.
In case you haven't noticed, Harry isn't liked either. You know the pasty white one...they aren't nice people. They're greedy whining grifters. That's why they're loathed. It's sad that you 
don't seem able to comprehend that it has nothing to do with race
When you have over 30,000 comments saying what people don't like about her, and not one of them is to do with her race, but you interpret that we are all racist? I am at a loss to 
understand how anything is going to be able to make you understand. This is the biggest collection of reasons in one place that you will find. Read, digest, engage brain and enjoy.

A white passing bi-racial woman who lived her whole life as a privileged white woman marries the definition of white privilege and wants to yell about racism when she and her husband 
are really narcissistic sociopaths who won't leave the world alone(esp as she uses us black people) because the royal family didn't given them what they wanted. Log-out. Bye.
She could be rainbow coloured and farting glitter and I would still be appalled at her bullying,  pathetic,  dishonest victimhood 😁
No one cares that nutmeg is with sockpuppet. Sparey is no prize.
Can't see through the tears
And her "friend " Gayle King, whom, iirc,   she'd  never met prior to  the baby shower. P.s. Didnt  the RF hide  Meghan's passport? How on earth did she get to NY   fro UK for the baby 
shower and later, to watch her supposed BFF Serena Williams play tennis?
She has a huge black family who she ignores. Mind you, they look black because unlike Meghan they didn't have a Daddy to buy them nose jobs and hair straightener
Diana is probably insanely proud of William and Catherine ❤ Diana was a royalist to the core.
Oh you are so ignorant and naive.

Charles and Diana were a poor match. Both behaved badly, Diana definitely had a lot a flaws. But in the Diana supported the monarchy and she and Charles were on good terms.
The woman has been dead 25 years, let her rest, also things were very different back then and lessons have been learnt.
Diana respected the Monarchy and her country. After they were allowed to divorce they became very good friends. The problem was they tried to stay together but the Queen insisted 
they divorce because both were very unhappy. It was 6 of 1 and 1/2 a dozen of the other
So brave, a true inspiration to us all.
No way would she have missed being on the hospital steps with her own child, flashlights going,her rictus grin at the cameras, that’s why I know she did not carry any child in her body, 
even her 2nd husband Trevor has said she is unable to have kids, 🤡🤡🤡🇬🇧🔥🐀⛴🤫
It's amazingly brave that MM gave birth to a Reborn doll named Darren. Harry had his thumb dug into its groin breathing, button but he forgot the battery. So amazing.
That moonbump deserves an OBE for services to the crown
 @Brenda Dickson  unable and unwilling 😂
One of the journalists kept calling it her moon bump because it was quite flexible as she squatted when she 6months+ 😂
Poor MeAgain giving birth alone... 😪 Oh No! Who stitched her up? Did she need stitched??? So many questions!
Giving birth all by herself to a re- born baby doll is an accomplishment that not many of us can ever dream of. Makes me cry ...one tear left eye, go.
My g the ones leaving the “I love the part” comments are the ones pressing the dislike button.
 @Midnight Q  What??
 @John Renzi  sarcasm. 99% of this comment section is jokes.
Oh don't forget the £m that king Charles gave them for their new life. How cruel of him.
I loved the part where you could see the hidden microphone wires under her extra large collar when she incessantly fiddled with it.
I loved the part where Johnny and the former head of MI5 were seated behind them with eagle eyes. My keft eye spilled a tear. 😂
This is gold



HA! 😂😂😂
Excellent 🤣🤣
Harry is my type of guy, free to be him, I marry whom I want , they tried to stop him to marry a mixed race woman, a divorcee on top of that. How could you Harry? They confronted him, 
he is like I don't care. Now that's freedom. And boy did he stick it to them. Boy the ROYAL EMPIRE was furious.
The part where an entire country throws them a 30 Million dollar wedding and then they got angry at the press is always the most challenging part for me. No tears. Thumbs down.

Life is never perfect; we take the ups with the downs. There is no excuse turning into vipers. M&H are making millions from bashing and cashing in on the royal family; even their romance 
looks like one big sell-out. Love in the limelight as the millions roll in, but as they become infamous instead of famous.  When on the wrong side of the grand spectrum and millions roll in, it 
always comes at a terrible price in the end. Millions look down as they enjoy the scandal but isn't it better to be looked up at? M&H's life is nothing but one big soap opera.
Harry and Megan are selling their souls to the Devil and that never ends well
Disgusting, Netflix!  These two have been double trouble from the beginning. 

I do however love William and his beautiful  princess Catherine.   They represent  royalty with grace and elegance.
The tower, both of them......
it's so sad that she has to dry out her tears in a $ 1.625.00 dollars Hermes blanket.
No one wants to see what's happening with these obnoxious duo behind closed doors or through open doors.
I loved the part where relocations varied.
Life is too short to waste time watching H and/or M spin tales of woe based on lies.  I won't even 'hate-watch' this baloney.  Both of them were raised with family support, love, advantage, 
and experiences most people could only dream of.  H and M are horrible.

😡 First of all, this "documentary" should be titled "Meghan & Meghan", cause Harry was lost, in the distance, with no more balls, a long time ago… Megan Markle  is a BAD person.👎

I love the fact that she complained to Oprah that no one taught her to sing 'God Save the Queen' when she joined the family but she could learn her lines on Suits without assistance
I loved the part where she is hell bent on destroying the person who walked her down the aisle and who held her mother’s arm proudly on her second wedding day.. how? By painting him 
and his family racist.. why? Because what M wants M gets.. else she will destroy anyone. No love empathy compassion. What an angelic character! Straight from hell.
I was thinking of switching my streaming service from netflix to other service like prime video but I was hesitant. I guess I'm switching today. Goodbye netflix.
Harry claims he despises the paparazzi.  Netflix is the paparazzi on steroids.

The Amazon river runs for thousands of miles. At some points it runs through areas of the rain forest that are almost untouched and have been barely explored. Because of the porous 
limestone in these areas, the river water leaks through the stone and travels deep into the earth, and forms underground pools almost a mile below the surface.
Over thousands of years, small blind transparent fish have lived and evolved in these pools. These fish have never seen the sun or surface and have never been seen by the human eye.
These fish care more about these 2 than I do
This might be the reason I finally cancel the person's Netflix account I'm using.
I love the way Harry is always a gentleman allowing Meghan to go first even if he sometimes forgets and has to be manhandled out of the way.  He is always gracious.
I have shed so many crocodile tears for these two and their plight
They have played the role of victim from the very beginning and it's unraveling...finally.



No they didn't, stop falling for the lies and promoting a false narrative.  What do you mean Empire there isn't one you idiot. 

The only thing they were bothered about was the speed of the engagement and marriage. 

Meghan was given so much privileges that no other bride has ever been afforded. 

Meghan and Harry wanted to keep all the perks and only work part time. That wasn't an option. Only when they couldn't get what they wanted did they start with all these lies btw which 
have been proven. In the Oprah interview there are over 17 lies.
recollections?
 @B M  Both
And she has a husband who knows all the words, but he needed a servant to teach them to his wife apparently.
And even after she finally learnt them she couldn't  bring herself to sing them at HMTQs funeral.
 @V  I know, isn't it though? I mean it's not as though it's one of the easiest anthems to learn or anything. She clearly sees herself as a strong, confident and above all intelligent woman, 
yet we shouldn't have arrogantly assumed that she had the cognitive faculties to accomplish such a complicated and challenging task. Especially as she apparently doesn't even know what 
googling is. V inconsiderate of us. We must be taught a lesson.
 @Julie R  Maybe she was confused cos the words had slightly changed......
... spoken in the voice of David Attenborough, please! (lol)
She can’t keep her claws off him
Maybe that's how Archie learnt Crocodile as his first word. He kept hearing the nannies talk about their crocodile tears for her ( and her crocodile tears for everyone she pretends to care 
about). Makes sense now
I love the part when NF thoroughly researches her background (documentary) detailing why the likes of OW and HC et al continue to support a fervent liar.
I loved the part where Meghan Markle died on the cross for all of us. Praise be to Meghan. All hail...
Enough content in these comments to make a Netflix Documentary
It must be awful to want to be in the media that much that you need to tell everyone about your inconsequential lives and keep spouting the same old story, what a pathetic pity party, 
grow up the pair of you
I loved the part where MEghan and Harry said on Global Television that an RF member had the audacity to ask what color skin the baby would have due to the parents having different skin 
colors. I love that they called out the systemic racism in the RF but had the decency not to say the person who said it because they were too uncomfortable to give THAT information on 
Global Television. They are saints. Statues should be erected in their honor. Schools and parks renamed.
I never watched but came for comments only!
Who would win:

former Queen of the British Empire

or

drama Queen.
I love the part where they are in the USA and not England



Listen Netflix: No one CARES!!! We want documentaries that shed light on stuff that actually matters. A thrown together, fake piece of garbage starring a narcissist and a cry baby exprince 
is NOT what matters. This is stupid.
Shameful. And all this because the Queen said no half in and half out. Just despicable
I loved the  part where she is 42 but she is whining about less than 2 years of her life in RF non stop instead of being grateful of the privileges, fame & fortune those 2 years gave her. What 
a thankful person she is.
Comments on 🔥 🔥 🔥 I’m enjoying reading the comments more than the trailer itself!
I don’t know what to say other that this is horrible, she’s horrible, and Harry has no guts.
I love how they were distressed by paparazzi in 2011 Harry Potter movie premier. 
Sorry for them and tear in my left eye.
Cringeworthy
I am wondering just how much more they can sqeeze out of this, it's almost embarrasing..
I love the part where she changed religion to marry Harry and learned the 10 commandments, paticularly the one about honouring parents.

.

^^^^  Ring-a-ding-ding^^^^    Hello, Nutflix,,,,, This is Meghan, you know the Douche of Sussex.   Harry is going to have a mental breakdown and I am going to cry in an hour and a half.
Send the Nutflix crew asap!    fu*k you,,,,, I mean thank you.
The part where Meghan is being lowered into the carbonite chamber and Harry yells out: "I love you" and Meghan responds with: "I know" was meant for the world to see.
Vengeful, spiteful, petty bullying behaviour of British Royals who are unable to speak out or defend themselves by a couple who lie, scheme and fabricate grievances, now if that doesn't 
scream humanitarians wishing to empower women, stop misinformation and promote kindness and inclusion then I don't know what does!
The emotion of it all has me making guttural noises as a single tear escapes from my left eye.
😂😂😂😂
Markle, which bathroom out of your 16 bathrooms are you sat at writing this from your throne - the shit pot....
Hahaha!
What stakes Megaliar?!  Do you even know what you’re saying?  I don’t believe you do…just more word salad nonsense.  Do us all a favor, stop whining and go lock yourself in your 15 
million dollar Monteshitshow ‘housing unit’ and enjoy that privacy you so desperately wanted.  The rest of us have to go to work in the morning so we can afford gas and food and 
Christmas gifts for our families.
Wow, she certainly has brought him down to her level, although I think he might have always been the way
I loved the part where Harry still thinks he is the spare 😂
Go away lying, whining ME GAIN
Why would anyone want to watch these 2 lie and whine more?  That is all they do!  Their attacks against the Royal Family have been disgraceful!  Meghan is estranged from her whole 
family as well!  Their Oprah interview was filled with Lies and their claims of Racism are outrageous!  They are both evil & delusional and Netflix has made a seriously bad choice associating 
with them!
Awful narcissists. Please never come back to the UK.
Fuckin boo👎
What do the people of Sussex think about having an absent duke & duchess, what is the connection & where is the point?.
Just came to give dislike



The part where Harry sings "You Lost that Loving feeling" to Meghan at the bar, or when they are on the ship and Harry says: "If you jump, I jump" were very important moments for the 
world to see.

As  millions of other people around the globe, I too, have cancelled my Netflix subscription only because you are dealing with and supporting Harry and Meghan who are known liars, 
hypocrites and pathetic nasty excuses of a human beings. I have no interest of watching anything they are involved with, nor I will support anyone that is in cahoots with these sewer rats.
Asking the Brits; was this prince Harry fellow always like this, or did he just start acting this way after meeting Meghan Markle?
The picture of the Photographers (30 seconds in) which is followed by Harry whining about “I had to look for the safety of my family” is an Almay stock photo!! It was taken on July 7th 
2011 by Photographer Chris Jobs and is titled Paparazzi,,,,,, ironically it was taken at the Harry Potter premier! Wrong picture about Harry Harry!
What an embarrassment...two total losers acting like they have been oppressed by wealth and fame. What trash.
I loved the part where she forces us to believe she was always the intelligent one and not the pretty one!
I loved the part where the evil, racist family spent £32 million on the wedding they tried everything to stop and the wicked father walked the poor Princess down the aisle because her own 
father was too mean to attend. Then the whole country rejoiced, but not as much as in South Africa where they actually danced in the streets! A true love story to rival Romeo and Juliet 
🙄🥱
I love the part when the world awakens to the detrimental effects of narcissism and NF mistakenly believes the public rejection will generate a larger audience.  😂
It was so kind of them to welcome this kamikaze documentary which will push them further down the drain .
I love the part when Meggy kept reminding us for the THREE THOUSAND TRAZILLION times that she brought down an evil dish washing company when she was only a fetus. This makes her 
super important and we mere mortals should never ever forget it
I lovethe part where they decided to actually live a silent life in America like they said they would
They went for an afternoon once 
They have sullied the name of a beautiful county ever since
They have petitioned for the titles to be removed.
Only after! We used to love him, cheeky, cheerful and so happy with all his family. 😢
He was always very easily led by other people. And to be completely fair to her, his resentment that his brother was the firstborn and the future King was there prior to her arrival.
Think the Palace / RF covered up his jealous petulant behaviour. His ex g/f scarpered due to his paranoia but he was loved and one of the most popular members of the RF. he is now 
exposed totally
 @L L  So she brought out/magnified his worst qualities rather than his best, but they were his failings to begin with. Is this correct?
LOL spot on
And all the big bad British rcists lined the streets, waving flags, and cheering them on,  some even had picnics! Standing all night to glimpse the spectacle of their wedding that happened 3 
days before. Silly Billys.
Hilarious.  😂😂😂
They did dance in teh streets in SA. Noone said it was more than UK.
 @M.RileyJunior  🤣🤣 Ok, sure they did
 @M.RileyJunior  Apparently not.
 @M.RileyJunior  Actually, most didn’t. It barely made the news.
Oh yes, when South Africans danced on the street for her wedding spectacle, like they did when Nelson Mandela was released from prison, was a real tear jerker, from my left eye, in 3 
seconds 😢
This would make a wonderful new children's book about the Harkles' love story! They could sell it as a companion book to The Bench, and call it, "The Wench." 🤗
 @Dancing Firefly  🤣🤣🤣 Love it!



When it was a class effort. Not Meghan’s idea/effort!
Really, we are not worthy of her magnificence.
I'm taking bets that the "dish soap story" is mentioned in the Netflix show.
 @Defenestrate  OMG, good thing I'm not going to waste my time watching it. I hate both of their voices.
Your comment made me laugh out loud. She makes such a big thing of it, telling the world..yuk!
Her dad debunked this. He admitted he wrote the response letter himself. To try and make her feel better about herself. He also said he wrote the letter she had said Hillary sent her. She 
hasn’t told those stories since. Lol.
I wonder why they're not mentioning the boiling pot of tea she threw at a staff member at Government House on the Australian tour?
I love the part where Harry puts money before mother, loot before loyalty, and dollar before decency!!
And the Oscar for the biggest douche bags of the year goes to….
I love the part where she had stripper listed on her Résumé and masseuse. She learnt how to be a masseuse on the Yachts. 
Service is universal!
Boycott!!!
Wow, look at all the paid trolls!  Or is it just one troll using multiple accounts?  I love the part when a bunch of one-dimensional, triggered little racists who have no life spend their time 
typing out ten thousand comments that all look the same!  Sad!

Meghan & Harry , WE DON'T WANT TO HEAR YOUR STORIES! YOU HAVE BOTH SAID ENOUGH! YOU MADE YOUR CHOICES TO NOT TO BE APART OF THE FAMILY. SO, NOW, BOTH OF YOU 
HAVE TO LIVE WITH THE CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR ACTIONS. YOU ONLY HAVE YOURSELVES TO BLAME! STOP THIS MEDIA BS AND JUST LIVE YOUR OWN LIVES . HARRY, YOU SAID YOU ARE 
PROTECTING YOUR FAMILY, BUT YET YOU AND MEGHAN KEEP YOURSELVES IN THE MEDIA SPOTLIGHT.....HMMM, THAT'S A CONTRADICTION. MEGHAN, YOU HAVE TOLD LIE AFTER LIE AND 
THEY WERE PROVEN TO BE LIES. BUT, YOU JUST KEEP SAYING MORE LIES. YOU ACT LIKE YOU ARE THE VICTIM, YOU, MEGHAN, MY DEAR, ARE NOT A VICTIM! ACTUALLY, YOUR TWO 
CHILDREN ARE FOR HAVING A MOTHER LIKE YOU. YOU ARE NARCISSISTIC AND HAVE SOME KIND OF PERSONALITY DISORDER. YOUR NARCISSISM WAS ALSO PROVEN WHEN IN MAY,  THE 
UVALDE SCHOOL MASSCRE TOOK PLACE WHEN 19 CHILDREN  AND 2 ADULTS WERE SLAUGHTERED, YOU JUST HAD TO HAVE THAT PHOTO OP AT THE MAKESHIFT MEMORIAL TO LAY 
FLOWERS  DOWN. WHY THE PRIVATE PHOTOGRAPHER? YOU MADE IT ABOUT YOU AND NOT THE VICTIMS! IT WAS UTTERLY DISGUSTING AND PATHETIC!  IF YOU AREN'T IN SOME KIND OF 
THERAPY, YOU REALLY SERIOULY NEED SOME HELP. AND HARRY DOES TOO, IF HE ISN'T ALREADY.  YOUR CHILDREN DESERVE BETTER. THERE IS ALOT ELSE IN THIS WORLD WE ARE LIVING 
IN TO WORRY ABOUT INSTEAD OF LIES AND WHINING ABOUT THIS AND THAT ABOUT THE ROYAL FAMILY. MEGHAN AND HARRY, JUST BE QUIET, DISAPPEAR IN SOCIETY, LIVE YOUR LIVES 
AND KEEP THE MEDIA AND US OUT OF IT! WE DO NOT WANT TO HEAR ANYMORE!
"Our world is not divided by race, color, gender or religion.  Our world is divided into wise people and fools.  And fools divide themselves by race, color, gender or religion." Nelson 
Mandela.  You paying attention Netflix and Meghan and Harry?
Recollections may vary… 🤔😂🤣
I love the part when Meegain discovers she is not an only child and we follow along on her road to discovering her long lost siblings and father. So brave, so inspiring, such an emotional re-
union as her close up frames one perfect tear glistening in her left eye.
@Netflix show the total dislike the same way you show the likes total, to be fair to your viewers but the comment section shows the real reaction
I see, once again, the invisible children are no where to be seen. Guess the rent-a-kid agency ran out of kids.
They are just Gross Embarrassment!!!!
Netfux!
Oh those poor poor ultra rich Royals! Can we get a Go Fund Me going before the divorce?
creepy 😵😱
Boo Netflix. Why are you pandering to these 2 whining, perpetual victims. How about putting the money towards some decent content instead.



Love the part where Megsy talked utter word salad about telling her father that if he wasn’t honest, the RF would never help the children they didn’t have at the time 
Is she just mad ?
Fool.
You need to wake up.  This has nothing to do with racism - if you read the comments properly you'll see it's the behaviour and hypocrisy of both of them that's being called out.  

And I think a lot of it really stems from Harry's behaviour, and the disappointment people feel in him when he was once very popular with the British people.  He's the one paying a heavy 
price for his hypocrisy.

 @SusieUK  Thanks for proving my point.  Enjoy being an embarrassment.  (By the way, who pays for your comments?)  I'm not in the UK, I have no interest in your dopey royal family 
fetish, I have no particular interest in this documentary: all I know is comments like yours PROVES their point.  I'm better than you, and you know what? So are they.  Grow up, you dummy.
 @hr7692  No matter how much of a fool I am, I will ALWAYS be above you.  Never forget it, wimp.
 @Tic Toc Melody  I think comments like that show what your agenda is... Especially the bit about being above people.

Maybe you have faced racism in everyday life.  But you have to see that reactions to these two entitled people are based on their behaviour.  

Remember those words of Martin Luther King - he had a dream that one day all people would be judged on the content of their character...

Well, Harry and Meghan have made their own bed on that front.

Nobody is above anybody else on this planet.  We are all accountable for our behaviour though.

And no, I'm not a paid Troll, I live on the south coast of England, I remember how all kids like me were given a commemorative spoon for the Queen's silver jubilee back in the 70s.  It may 
be a surprise for you to know that many, many people in the UK respected and loved the Queen.  And they are disappointed in Harry's cheap and trashy behaviour when he said he wanted 
privacy.   It's a pity Harry didn't learn more from HMTQ.
 @SusieUK  I have no "agenda", slug. YOU DO.  That's why you're here, babbling!  This is YOUR life, not mine!  I'm happy to rub your nose in the dogshit that you lap up.  You're steeped in 
mediocrity, and I'm not!  And you will live the rest of your pea-brained life as LESS than the rest of us!  So feel triggered, you thumbsucker!  WHO CARES?  The world is going to DANCE ON 
YOUR GRAVE!   You're a lesser human, that's all there is to it!  Don't cop an attitude with ME because your parents did a lousy job.  Toodleoo, dummy!
 @Tic Toc Melody  Have you not seen your psychological projection?  For every one comment you say people are "babbling" - yet here you are too!  

Ironic, isn't it.  

Maybe stop projecting your own psychological trauma onto others who are just making rational judgements based on behaviour.  Or has that touched a nerve?
 @SusieUK  I have no "psychological trauma" you nosepicker, I'm simply laughing at you embarrassments to your own country! I'm a New Yorker you jackass, I will ALWAYS be more worldly 
than you.  I never cared two bits about either of these two kids......until I came to this page!  Good job,diapergirl!  I randomly clicked on a Netflix preview and instead discovered a world of 
British slugs who get THIS worked up over......what, again?  The "Royal" Family?  THIS is what you send your ships to war on?  Goodnight, shit-for-brain!
calm down bro it's not that serious
Love this quote…❤
I love this! Yes..yes..yes that’s it in a nutshell! Thank you ❤



Lol
I think Netflix wasted time and money to create this about people no one gives a crap about. Will not waste my time.
I love the part when Meggy said she had zero clue who Prince Harry was before they met because she is a troll who lived under a giant rock. And that her mission in life is to bring down a 
monarchy who she's super obssesed with but doesn't have the star power and likeability to shine as a real princess. This make poor Meggy cry so hard with tears coming down like a river 
under her left eye.
The part where she trapped Harry by using Princess Diana’s favorite perfume on their first date. Our reincarnated English Rose. Oh how I adore thee 😂😂😂
There are 31k comments and are all negative..I can easily imagine the number of dislikes!! Netflix shame on you for censoring the truth!! I am so happy I cancelled my subscription more 
than a year ago when it was announced Netflix would produce this trash reality shit show 🤮
So wonderfully feminist how Harry went from snogging in the kitchen to washing all the pots and pans with a Proctor and Gamble dishwasher product. I wish I knew the background to how 
men got to do the dishes.
I love the part where Meghan, after marriaging a wealthy royal prince, says "we do not care about titles - but our (?) kids desperatly need some" and especially the part where Meghan 
makes one woman after another quit their job (while working for Meghan) - wow, what a way to encourage women to return to the workforce. So inspirational! Meghan is truly an 
advocate for women empowerment!!
I love it when Meghan said that she grew up poor when she went to private schools, went on nice vacations, had tap and ballet lessons growing up. Oh ya, and all paid for by her father. 
And don't we all love that after all her father has done for her, she has not visited him at all? Honestly, this is just so lovely of her.

I love the part where Meghan tells the world how much she suffered in a palace with butlers and servants.... During a global pandemic where people are dropping dead. 1 tear left eye
I love the part when her baby bump changed size and jiggled when she walked.
I love how Netflix have put so much into the trailer that there really is no need to watch the 6 part series of how long each episode. Did they also release a much needed documentary by 
Harry about exploiting veterans through the Invictus Games at the same time. Not sure that will get many views either.
They (H&M) who socialize with sheep only, easily think themselves  shepherds.... 🤔
I love the way Harry and Megan fly by private jet to a  polo game, instead of just driving. I'm sure this will help in reducing climate change, a cause they both champion. I have a tear in my 
left eye
I love the part where Meghan gave an interview saying she had a great relationship with the Queen yet upon discovering she had cancer her and Ginge absolutely couldn't be arsed to go 
up to Balmoral to visit her even though she invited them up twice. Such wonderful caring people.
🤮🤮🤮
you guys are totally right, these two are the worst there is of that family, not Andrews who is a pedo, not charlie who was best friends with the most prolific pedo in Britain J Saville, dont 
worry about how the same family treated Diana, no no theyre totally the victims these poor pedos, she SHE is the worst  haha youre a bunch of idi ots
Why are the number of dislikes not showing. Something smells fishy
What the heck is more important... this crazy Netflix documentary marketed at the same time as the Earth Shot event to try and outshine the attempts to save the world from climate 
change or Harry and Megan's boring show about themselves and the families they hate .... as she said it's such a huge issue and when the stakes are this high ... them or the world .... 
mmmm ... difficult choice, now let me think for a moment ... thanks but no thanks ... think I'll stick with Prince William and the Duchess of Wales ... bye bye .... x
I love the part when Netflix was told by a hysterical Meghan (with tears streaming over her left eye)  to turn off the unlike button because it had more DISKLIKES than likes. Her infantile 
EGO couldn't handle that no one likes her....ever coz she's a LIAR, NARCISSISTIC FRAUD. 

Ps. As of yesterday, before they turned it off, it was at 200k +++ dislikes



This is a vile couple , instead of living in Private which they claimed was the reason to leave they play the dirty game of spilling Family secrets. Who does that , no matter what your Family is 
everything . William went thru the same TRAUMA as Harry .. Who does that whole blaming game these Markles play benefit , NOBODY and it harms the children . these people are 
incredible wealthy and live a life not worrying where the next payment comes from . ITS BEYOND Pathetic . It will backfire and MEAgain will leave her Toyboy behind , just watch
I loved the part where the wife made veiled threats towards the 96 year old Queen the week before she died. So brave!
And wasn’t it just amazing that she just happened to wear Princess Diana’s favorite perfume on her first date with Haznoballs?
Right! She said something about we Americans don't know much about the royal family!!!   Uh-huh!    In  another interview, she said she didnt know (becseu she's American!) what 
"tabloids" are. Has  she never browsed them   while on a supermarket  check-out line?
217k dislikes. But "only" 98-99% of the comments are negative (deservedly so)... ; )
"The royal family is institutionally racist but I'll name my kid Lillibet....". Yeah, nice two-facedness, Meghan. ;p
Yes, the Royal dolls deserve "a seat at the table."
And continue to use my Duchess of Sussex stationery.
 @Child of the Mist  its ‘The Duchess of Sussex’. THE Duchess..! 😂😂😂
 @Dee Fz  .... It's actually the Duchess of SuckSex. "All aboard!!!!"
Lots of staff quit working for Trump too 😂
 @Violet L. That confirms that narcisists are well represented on both sides of the political sprectrum...
  @D W and don't forget thay Archie was a nickname given to one of the Prince and Princess of Wales' children before Archie was born
@markeetawade635  archie is George's code name. Nicked by harry and meghan.
 @easternangle  I couldn't remember which one it was. 😊 Thanks so much!
The greatest advocate for Bullying the world has ever seen! She made sure to traumatise her victims to the point where they are still suffering to this day. I can't wait for Netflix to show 
the list of those she bullied out of a job, and this started before she even smuggled that ring onto her finger!
Yes, let’s go to all the publicized and televised family events too hawwy. But we don’t go “just because”. There’s gotta be something in it for us.
Even after he had a stroke and was close to death, how brave and compassionate of her.
My left eye is weeping tears of sadness over this part in the docuseries.
That is what really gets me, he talked to the press big deal, they lefy him out to dry. She never took 
The prince to meet him. Its her father he had a stroke shiw some kindness and compassion. Also she has siblings there are pictures of her smiling with them
Give me a break, I hope this flops and they can live the quiet life they so want lol
So true! Not an ounce of pity for her father who financed her every whim and who worshipped her! And she thinks nothing of dragging him through the mud and throwing him to the 
wolves even after he had a stroke...incredible cold and heartless! But she can turn on the tears when she wants to manipulate Harry and the world to get him to go along with her 
conniving projects.
My guess is, after he passes, she will say he did something awful to her. In an attempt to save face

If I was so famous, I wouldn’t mind my mom speaking to the press or my siblings speaks to the press. If they said something crazy, I’ll call them to yell at them but I won’t do what she did.
 @D J  When he - like the Royal Family - can't defend himself.
 @Ruby Mouse  Exactly.
 @Nic D  because you’re normal…



And after graduating from her private school, she was forced to get a Daddy paid-for post-secondary education at Northwestern. Then her cruel Uncle arranged an internship at the 
Argentinian embassy and she was forced to go :( She was so insulted by his help, that she didn't invite him to the wedding or write her aunt a note when he passed away :( Meghan has 
been through so much!
F
Megan knew she couldn’t fool the Queen with her fake personality.  That’s why she stayed away.
100% !!
Not them, just him. Markle was absolutely not wanted or needed.
I doubt they would have told them about the cancer. They'd have leaked that news at the speed of light.
Once the Queen refused photo ops with Harry, Meg and Lili bucks, Meg's interest in the Queen ended.
Selina stop beliveing lies in tabliod articles. No evidence she had cancer either.
MeGain Duchess of varied recollections.
Hi Harry 👋
 @Sidney Sidney  hi pedo sympathiser
Come with your real account, Meghan
lol. so now the race card doesn't work anymore, let's see which other card we have.
 @Lil G  haha you pedo lovers are literally that thick that you would align yourselves with these billionaire pedos and proclaim then victims while pointing at other millionaires and saying 
that theyre the problem. and you come here thinking youre clever while still defending billionaire pedos haha i mean love it, now kids all i can say i hope youve taken the vaccine make sure 
you are up to date with your 8th booster
 @Fahim Faisal Mahir  haha you pedo lovers are literally that thick that you would align yourselves with these billionaire pedos and proclaim then victims while pointing at other 
millionaires and saying that theyre the problem. and you come here thinking youre clever while still defending billionaire pedos haha i mean love it, now kids all i can say i hope youve 
taken the vaccine make sure you are up to date with your 8th booster
Diane was friends with Saville and brought him into the RF flock.
 @Lynn Mckenzie  who tf is Diane
 @Lynn Mckenzie  when you say Diane do you mean prince phillip's uncle Diane, you anal swab. the Mountbattens were into their pedophilia long before Diane came along, and it was 
actually Phil's uncle that introduced them to Saville not that facts matter to imbeciles
or do you mean the Diane that Charles pursued when she was 16 and he 30
217k and counting. You can get a browser plug-in to unhide those... ; )
217k and counting now. Thank you, browser plug-in... ; )
wow how can we save all the 35k comments before  they turn it off? 😂
So true, and your comment made my BP go up. She’s horrible.
Honey that 96 y.o queen had put hundred of people to death with her signature. Go read some history, instead of the daily mail
Love the lies from youtube trolls
 @It’s Jen Again  SO are you.
 @M.RileyJunior  you mad??????
I love the part where he asked her to marry him while she was roasting a chicken.
Garbage and lies.  Will not watch.
This is why Netflix is losing money, content no one ask for. SMH
It’s all about the money honey , to court publicity like they do is shameful



I love the part Meghan say's " I can't believe I'm not being paid for this!". You couldn't pay me enough to watch this shite 🤮🤮🤮🤮
Love the part where she tells us she makes sandwiches for Harry and her children’s lunch box because she is so normal and not pretentious.

Prince William & Kate were in Boston to encourage, celebrate and give awards for a cause that will benefit the whole of humankind.  William´s message was positive and upbeat about the 
future of the earth when all countries work together in unity.  They give all and expect nothing in return.  What Harry & Megan  did to try to destroy their visit was nothing short of wicked.  
This pair work on hatred, spitefulness, division and lies.  An this trailer is one long pity-me fest.  With over-dramatic, flowery language and produces nothing but vomit-inducing emotions in 
the majority.     In trying to destroy hard working and well balanced couple William & Harry, I think they may have just shot themselves in their pampered feet.
I love the part when a prince of blood was duped by a Z list cable TV actress to betray his family and country, give up his royal destiny and move to LA to become a reality TV pawn. That is 
indeed real love from Migraine 🤮
I love the part where the Archbishop of Canterbury had the nerve to contradict Meghan to say that he in fact hadn't married them in the garden a few days before the St George's Chapel 
wedding. So brave and inspiring!
ok whats wrong with the comment section?
🤮🐍🐍
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan brought a profesional photography team to Arlington National Cemetery on Memorial Day.
There’s a lot of triggered people in the comments. 😂 I’m excited to see the documentary, honestly.
I love the part where Meghan agreed to marry the Prince she knew nothing about until she did a Google search, in spite of previously fixating on his mother’s life.
Can’t wait
yes, folks, we have disgusting lizard cretaures living among us in disguise. like these two absolute abhorrent specimens. I WANT TO KNOW WHO THE F$#@K HIT THE "LIKE" BUTTON FOR 
THIS GARBAGE???
I love the part where she said she didn’t know who Harry was,and knew nothing about the royal family and then a photo turns up with her standing at the gates of Buckingham palace 
when she was around 13 years of age
This trailer is odd. It's like one of the many crime thriller trailers that Netflix makes. The dramatic music, the speakers are hinting at some awful tragedy. It builds up to a change in music 
and the sound of glass breaking... It's odd considering it was supposed to be a love story! I wouldn't be surprised it the documentary was announcing their divorce. Then goes into detail 
about how the royal family tore her apart because they hated her skin color. They only spent 30 million pounds on their wedding. They made her wear a white tiara instead of a green one  
etc.
I love the part where Meghan helped roll the rock away from Jesus’ tomb so he could arise and together, they could save every soul! SO inspirational that even Jesus was overwhelmed and 
wept tears…
…from his left eye.
I love the part where Meghan takes off her hair pieces. ..false eyelashes polishes her dentures and removed fake tan and says "Oh Harrrry ..if only people could see who I really am. What 
the hell are you staring at?.  Turn off the lights Dumbo."
and she vegan)
nothing
Just a visceral reaction to Meghan and Harry's so-called "truthbomb" when they've both been found to be lying previously and assisted by the media in their lies...
Yes and walked all over the War Graves
soy
i hope you also listened to her "successful" and "inspiring" podcast. i recommend the tom bower book in between podcast and docuseries. it's actually fact-checked and approved by 
meghan and harry.
there are many narcissistic bullies out there, and they like other narcissistic bullies i guess ;-))



15. With her former best friend.
🤣 👌
Ok you win the prize for best comment in these over 32,000 negative ones I’ve read about the Saint Meghan, the perpetual victim of planet earth.
This is GREAT! Hallelujah!
😂😂😂
:goodvibes::goodvibes::goodvibes:
Megan advocates we would best listen to their side of the story. Not me, not after the lies she told and keeps peddling, the behaviour she showboats while flaunting wealth and fame she 
acquired only through marriage; the crude hypocrisy and shortfall of humility, is spectacular. Just need to give them both a wide birth and ignore them.
I love the part where Meghan is a true humanitarian and threw tea over a staff member when visiting Australia, it brings a tear to my left eye.👁
I'm pretty sure she has no emotions whatsoever, and just learned how to mimic them to blend in, just like... you  know... psychopaths.
anyway, worst apology video ev... wait, what ?
That head down crying on the couch with Hermes blanket is fantastic.😂
5M views and only 19K likes with all the dislikes hidden. Tells us something lol.
Horrid people they need to just go away nasty liars unhinged please go away thought you wanted privacy
When she said dating PH was the first time she was ever described as a black women.  I believe she was devastated by this description having spent her adult life presenting herself as not.  
She is the racist.
How come almost every comment starts with I love the part... A bit suspicious.
Me-gain is the only  1/2 black poor little girl that turned a   prince into a 🐸frog.
True story.
The End
This is an abhorrent attempt to discredit the RF out of pure jealousy because they are irrelevant. It disgusts me that Netflix are enabling them and I won’t be watching any of it. Just 
because Kate pulled M up about awful bullying of the staff there’s a campaign against her. Kate has everything that M wants. 
Netflix your company is a disgrace for doing this
i love the part that meghan always considered herself as caucasian, cut off her whole family, got rid of all her biracial features (nose, hair), never dated a black man, married the one person 
in the royal family known for his racist comments, despises africa. BUT learns how to use spray tan and how to play the race card. truly amazing plot!
Love the part where if I have a negative opinion of fake tan Rachael or the ginger whinger, it’s due to my racism
I love the part where they start a band 🎸, after their epic fail in their plans to rule and conquer the world.
The worst trailer in the HISTORY of the internet! 😂
I loved the part where Haz didn't sing the national anthem because he had to go along with her claim that "they changed the lyrics, and nobody told us")
What a plot twist when Harry marries a career actor, who makes a living by faking her emotions and has an intense craving for attention, suddenly has his life turned into a never ending 
drama laid bare for all the world to see - I never saw this coming!
Oh, please.  Make it stop.  Whiney babies.   Boo hoo.
She makes me puke....LIAR 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Loving this.
I love the part where Meghan time travelled to 20th July 1969,  landed on the moon and gave a speech about a sexist dish soap commercial.
She showed true patriotism 😢 She could have thrown coffee. This woman is astonishing in every way I’m just so moved I have to go out and buy more tissues after all the left eye tears I 
have been able squeezing out lately 😢
😃



😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
She thought the staff member was hot and thirsty and needed some refreshment. Such selfless behaviour giving her drink to someone beneath her.
Let's not forget that she told the Governor General and his wife to f*** off and get out" from Admiralty House in which they lived all because Megnut was denied the entire residence to be 
used for her and the puppet alone during their stay. Only a great humanitarian would throw scolding tea over a staff member belonging to the Queen's representative in Australia on its 
first ever royal visit. Not that anyone in Australia ever wanted them here in the first place but the media silenced our protests.🇦🇺
And told the Minister's wife to F Off!  Now that's what I call using your voice.  Soooooo inspirational.
 @Lisa Stalnaker  She definately had a voice during the Aussie tour! She told just about everyone she could to F Off, including her staff and dignitaries that were well above her in social 
ranking!💖
she is actually laughing but hides it ;-))
Tells us there are 217k dislikes and counting. Thank you, browser plug-in... ; )
It's a trend.
Not suspicious at all just reviews for the trailer .By the way mine started Hope you like your Karma.
It’s called a funny trend. You don’t get the humor
it's to mock their manipulative narrative. we just tell them what about their story we love most. it's called irony and humour, but narcissists lack of irony and humour. they won't get it and 
continue to call the whole world racisst ;-))
It's a meme from Rings of Power which was equally believable...
OK, I get it.
AND embraces only the black mom who abandoned her.
as a young  black woman myself, i love the part where this pass-for-white biracial  woman who surgically and chemically erased her black features made a whole wedding that focused 
entirely on her black blood with her black mother as an accent piece, but still didnt invite her grandparents, uncles, aunts or cousins from  her mother's  side of the family and has not even 
spoken with them for years. But they are the prpblem and her dad's  side of the family  are the problem too
 Everyone  is the problem except apparently the mother who didnt even raise her :-)

I'll  schedule  my nose job and chemical straightener  asap then maybe id bag myself a prince too . Such an inspiration!
 @Sango4522  wow I did not know her mom didn't raise her. Thanks for posting.
 @Theresa Lundquist  It was poor old ignored Thomas, with the help of Samantha.
I’m waiting for the Master Class and/or TED Talk about this. Truly an inspirational “Upper middle class to Infinity” story. “As long as you put down all of the people who helped you get 
where you are, you too can become sort of like me. At a lower, much lower level. But similar. But not as wonderful and awe inspiring.”
 @Sango4522  - Thanks for the  Markle Backstory, Sis. Sounds like Meghan's Bl@ck Mother's got more good sense than her Whyt father. LOL
 @Theresa Lundquist  Her mom spent a bit of time in prison. Meghan’s dad raised her, paid for her private school education (privileged much?), got her a job for a foreign ambassador, 
introduced her to movers & shakers in Hollywood, and put up with her demands. I don’t know if he paid for her university education.
But she was raised an only child (in her father’s house with siblings). 😢 Tear, left eye.
 @Theresa Lundquist mother did a 10 year bid in jail.
 @Sango4522  принц должен быть обязательно бледным и несвежим)
@Lil G if you supply confoirmed evidenve of a nose job and HArry despising Africa Ill donate £100 to your chosen charity. Can you man up?
 @M.RileyJunior  I don’t read it as Harry hating Africa. Meghan is the one who seems to despise the continent, unless the people can be useful. Her scandalous behavior during and after 
the South Africa visit is well documented.
 @Lisa  Supply this evidence of scandalous behaviour



 @M.RileyJunior  Google is your friend. I don't spoon feed YouTubers. I found the evidence very easily so I'm rooting for you!
 @Lisa  Burden of Proof ;lies with person making the claim/Thats you. IF youcant provide it I can only assuem youre lying
 @M.RileyJunior  I don’t care what you assume. Have a wonderful life.
 @Lisa  My point made succintly
but the best comment section in history!
 @Lil G  H&M should've auditioned for parts in the Rings of Power to combine the might of their dislikes. ;p~
The more over-the-top they go, the less likely they are to be believed and more likely they are to be caught out lying.

Good...
My left eye is spilling deep profound emotion.  But my bloody right eye just won't comply.
I feel sorry for King Charles, I hope he grows a pair and put it's youngest son in his place , before they destroy the reputation of the UK and the RF
Meghan Markle went on a date with Jimmy Norton.  She was the best Harry, the son of an adulterous soccer player and an unfaithful wife, could do.
I love the part where meghan had to learn the UK national anthem without anyone helping her not even her husband. Such an inspirational strong independent feminist
I love the part where they paid tribute to JK Rowlings Harry (Potter) by using paparazzi picture from the movie Premier in 2011
I love the part when she kissed a prince only to realise that he is a toad. I'm weeping from my left eye only.
I loved the part where Meghan wore the blood diamond earrings she received from Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman as a wedding gift - twice! Even after he had journalist Jamal 
Khashoggi murdered and dismembered. I wonder where the earrings are today? She is such a shining example of morality and humanity!
These people are trash humans
What happened too the 👎 I'm guessing it would be north of 350k about now.
5.5 million views 19k likes.  How many dislikes hidden to protect the "small"  people ?
The Palace should insist all unauthorised photos are removed before this shite is dumped on the world.
I loved the part where she inspired another gem ("recollections may vary") from the late queen
I love the part where Harry said he is suing the UK Metro Police for taking away his security and there's Meghan rolling down her windows and waving at crowds during the Jubilee 
celebrations.
Why are there pics from 1938? Hope stupid! Hoping H & M leave the States after this embarrassment. We don't want you here! Not watching Netflix! thanks for saving me some money 
there!
That part where they moved to America because the publicity was too much for them since when they have never been out of the headlines for a second.  Of course, we all know her 
problem when she was a working royal was not the publicity but the fact that she was not controlling it.  No doubt this documentary will peddle 'her truth' just like the Oprah interview she 
lied her way through.
Harry & Meghan are those type of people that won't go away
i loved the part where William found adjusting his scarf at church 10,000 more interesting and fulfilling than talking to Meghan.
I find it very inspiring how two people, with no discernible skills, can make truckloads of money without lifting a finger and just wagging their tongues.
So humble. So brave.
wtf did i just watch?
I love the part that it was only after they were told that 'you can't be half in half out' did the blackmailing start.
Your right eye must be racist
Do not be so hard on her. British English is not her native language. 😜
 @Karin  When you only speak in Word Saladese, any English is hard... ;p



That’s so true why didn’t Harry teach her ?
 @S T   harry outlived His usefulness once he put a ring on her finger or so it seems 😅
The anthem was in British english. Y all just give her a break will ya🤣🤣🤣
Don't forget no-one taught her how to cross her legs!
Mind you, they had been wide open for 20+ years to anyone with money, influence or power, so difficult to retrain a Guttersnipe like her! 😏
Lol remember Meghan saying she wasn’t “here to coddle anyone” when speaking about her staff… but she complains no one coddled her!
To be fair I don't know all the words to the US national anthem. Couldn't care less about it. I could learn it myself though I'm not as thick as meghan
Wow, I wonder how she was learning ‘Suits’ lines 😅
 @J P  they created her part in Suits so she could be herself. I believe one job on her resume lists attorney. She also acted as herself in the car bj scene of  Beverly Hills 90210.
LOL LOL!!!
 @S T  Good question and it seems that as she stated, ' Meghan Markle Says Prince Harry Was Stumped by U.K. Citizenship Test.'
 @Suzanne Long  the lad isn't any good at passing tests - drug tests, DNA tests, lie detector tests.
Don't forget how intelligent she keeps reminding us she is. It must be so hard to look up something like this on Google. My heart bleeds....(Not!)
last time someone checked it was 214k
At least!
Only 217k, sorry. You can get a browser plug-in to unhide those... ; )

(It will be 350k soon enough, though, I'm sure!)
214k
She lost the memo telling her that when the British wave with 2 fingers, it does not mean hello.
 @Al  😂
 @Al great comment!
The gravy train is coming to a shuddering halt!  Spotify are not renewing her dreadful podcast and it's obvious that by leaving this comment section open, Netflix has had a belly full of the 
clowns!
Who's going to give them money now to sustain their very lavish lifestyle? 💰💰
Believing it’s their personalities and not the crown that keeps people interested..
You watched the video that launched 217k dislikes (and counting). 

And H&M being delusional...
I love the comment’s section, every one of them is absolutely hilarious 😆. Hope Montecito dumb & dumber read’s them.
🔥I love the part when I sense the influence of HG Tudor’s YT channel among the commenters. 🔥
I am so glad I cancelled my Netfjix subscription.
My favorite part was the grand finale showing how loving Harry was towards his granny  and that he was there until the end for her,,,,, by bombarding her with phone calls begging for 
money,,,,,, all the while refusing to visit his elderly, frail, cancer stricken granny.  Little wonder he was her favorite grandson.
Oh wow. YouTube/Netflix are eliminating my comments. No surprise. The bullying of Princess Charlotte and palace staff has been removed.
I love the part where the crying woman was shouting out the cat (who was playing a guitar).
I love the part where someone with so much privilege shows all of us it's still possible to be the biggest victim in a blizzard of snowflakes.



I love the part when Meghan said Kate made her cry after she bullied Princess Charlotte, called her chubby, and kept comparing her to Jessica Mulroney's daughter. Makes me feel like 
sobbing while cameras capture my reaction.
The part when Meghan publicly humiliated Andy Cohen on her podcast for not remembering meeting her before. No one can teach how to be vengeful for petty reasons like Meghan! 
Thank you for showing how layered a human being she really is.
No matter what happens, Prince Hardly will always be totally spare, and Me-Gain Fark-All will always be a complete Count.
Can anybody remember the spooning bananas ? That was a hint for me she is very low class. Love ? What love ? She hooked and reeled him in and no privacy from the start
That's not how you hold a guitar Mr Harry. You are an imposter.
Could Netflix now do a follow up series of the Earl and Countess of Devon atPowderham. The countess was a former successful actress, A. J. Langer, who met and married the Earl. She 
spends her life ensuring that she serves her community around the castle. The difference between AJ and Meghan is as wide as the Atlantic. One is self obsessed,  the other is a joyous, 
down to earth, delight.
Guys, remember! In the end it's not about a good or negative comments - it's about the views! If you don't like these two, DON'T WATCH this pseudo reality show to not increase the 
numbers! Just wait for the leaks from journalists!
This shit is dumb. They left the UK for “privacy”. They are full of it. Creating false drama. Being victims in their head only. Dude has no balls to get his life in order. Just being played. I can’t 
wait until their false accusations and so on implodes on themselves.
This is getting rekt. They got ratioed.
Also love the part where H&M show their clever way of using suspense: Are they coming? Are they not? Are they attending? Are they not? Even used before funerals and memorial 
services. Captivating.......
I just hope people will keep their promises and cancel Netflix subscription. I did
I love the whole part of it, it's so inspiring to hear from two people who have given up everything to make the world a better place, never complaining,lying, or never wondering about 
payment. Living as eco warriors and humanitarians by faultless example, it's selflessness in its truest form. Thank you Harry and Meghan for reminding us the true meaning of duty and 
service.......
I love the part where Harry and Meghan continue to ride on the coattails of the monarchy. I’m deeply touched by their struggle to be interesting without their endless stories and 
grievances.
Even if it was only one or two negative feedbacks they'd complain from scratch about all their hurty feelings... : /

Might as well go the whole hog.
i hope by now people see through the harkles even without help ;-))
 @Lil G one would hope. 😬
Me too!!!
He may have been polite because he remembered too well and didn’t want her to be embarrassed about him remembering.
She also told him how horrible his housewife series is.
I agree, I live close to Powderham Castle 🏰😊
the views here on youtube do not give netflix anything. not even a cent. yes, important to not watch the actual docuseries. but i guess it wiol be just like with the podcast. nonody tunes in, 
except for journalists.
Won’t watch it … didn’t watch Oprah either 
Won’t give them clicks … couldn’t escape the fallout of that load of 💩
Absolutely right, nothing would induce me to watch even the taster, let alone the series.  Boycott it totally!!
Is it a real baby? Is it a doll?



I did too
YES!!!
...... and mostly - loyalty.
And having to use private planes to travel because they need so much security. Poor things … tear, left eye again
 @Mary Balding yup even for a domestic flight 😢
you misspelled Willam and Cathrine…
White people need to leave Meghan alone. If you are racist you are racist
This is why I left Netflix!
I love the part when they call the whole nation racist when people called out their bull**t. Then name their daughter after the Matriarch of the institute they despite so much
These poor super poor multimillionaires made a hundred million from Netflix go feck yourselves.
Boycott Netflix! They paid $88 Million to trash their families when the Harkles will do it for free & even constantly in their sleep!
I loved the part where Harry claimed he'd been 'forced' to announce his departure early prior to speaking to the Queen because it had been leaked to the press by the evil Cambridge. Yet 
Harry and Meghan's fully functioning website, statement, demands and negotiation position were all conveniently ready to go despite this 'surprise' to Harry. Almost like the Harry and 
Meghan PR team knew the leak was coming at that specific time and date.....how fortunate they managed to overcome this 'surprise'
I have to live in this huge castle wahhh. And when she says steaks does she mean there’s a pile steaks stacked high on a dinner plate. Because that would make sense
5.500,000 Views 19,132 Likes Vs 215,978 Dislikes har har har says it all
Say, isn't Haz going to have a clip showing him riding a bike, with Archie behind him? 🤔
I love the fact that Maygain and Hairy inspired so many people on here to write about their inspirational moments! This community is the best!
I love the part where she booted her own family from her wedding save one, and instead invited people she had never met. That is charity at it's best! They all looked happy to get a free 
meal. Inspirational.
Lol!  Netflix needs to make an investigative Documentary on just these comments!
I loved the  chapter where she showed them damn Moroccans who was boss, she barrelled down that greeting line like a hellbent hippo. Royal Gentlemen being introduced first is so five 
minutes ago!! No, she gracelessly took one for the ladies and barged in and shook hands with that crusty old Moroccan King or Prince like a Girl boss!!  Who cares if the nasty paparazzi said 
she was repugnant? She's not repugnant not Meme, shes a groundbreaker that keeps Harrys balls in her chipmonk cheeks,what guts what fortitude, my left eye aches with the heaviness 
of tears unshed.
The late scene in episode 6 where Harry whips out his guitar, grabs Megan's hand and breaks into Adele's Rolling in the Deep......."We could of had it all.....but you played it to the beat" 
hangs his head in shame as he realizes there is no going back and this is indeed his life, hustling, lying, grifting.....
I love the part where she insisted on going to Balmoral despite the king's orders, for, after all, "that's what we do"
Will we finally see the reunion of the compassionate in action Saint Meghan with her disabled sister Samantha or her very ill elderly father? It will be so brave and compassionate of Saint 
Meghan to forgive them all their sins against you, the eternal and perpetual victim of the entire world.
I love how Meghan and Harry are getting mocked and laughed at into oblivion 
Their documentary can be found in the comedy category on Netflix
BARF!

I  love all of these comments! I'm glad people are seeing all the lies Meghan and Harry have told and that the consequences for that are catching up with them. Seriously Meghan and Harry 
how many times do we have to hear "Your so called story?" Harry is such a spoiled manchild and Meghan is a full blown Narcissist that both treat their families like crap and bully people.
Hello Mrs Sophia is legit and her method works like magic I keep on earning every single week with her new strategy



Eh? It’s nothing about race, for me, I dislike Meghan for her behaviour. I dislike Harry as he supports said behaviour. The uk is not racist. Just because we dislike Meghan doesn’t 
automatically make that dislike equal racism.
meghan always considered herself as caucasian. she cut off her whole family. she got rid of all her black features (nose, hair). she never dated a black man. she married the one person in 
the royal faily who is know for hos racist comments. she named her child after the most important figure of a racist institution. she despises africa. BUT she learned how to use spray tan 
and how to play the race card. astonishing for real black peoole to believe her bs!
But black people don't have to leave her alone?
Black people need to leave white people alone.
 @Lil G  well said 
You sound triggered, poor dear. Must be hard to identify with a grifting narcissist and then try to defend her.
My comment isnt racist it's for the 75% Part of her that's white it about her lies and disgusting behaviour no matter what skin tone she has or how much spray tan shes applied
Oh, I don't dislike Meghan intensely because, although she clearly rejected the part of her physical self that's black, she's partially black, oh no I am not and never have been racist.  The 
reason I won't 'leave Meghan alone' is because she is attacking my country, my beloved Royal Family, she's lying constantly about them, paying other people to lie for her, she made sure 
that our amazing Queen, who has served her country with hard work and love from her early 20s, had the most dreadful time of her entire reign in her last two years, as did her beloved 
husband.  No, you are mistaken, not racism at all, I dislike this woman and her simpering puppet because they pour pure hatred on everything they touch.  They are vile, disgusting and 
horrendous humans.
 @Jane Stringer  yep. She made her majesty’s last years and those of prince  philip full of trouble and worry. They are disgusting.
Good move, I am doing this today!!!
So well said 😊
The mythical leak that would have served William no purpose whatsoever but would have made Harry and Meghan look like the wronged party? We are expected to expect that William 
Wales BA Hons would make a leak that doesn't help him but helps Harry '2 GCSE' No-Brains? I must 'No-Brains' too because I can't work out Harry's logic there.
No steaks for you Harry. You must come with me to Sushi restaurants while I eat 17 courses, even though you hate Sushi. Or how about bringing a steak from Lucy's Restaurant (or 
whatever it was) down the road? I am sure the Sushi restaurant won't mind if you eat there without buying their food. After all, I am sooooo important. How could they not want meeeeee 
in their restaurant? If they don't agree to it I'll just publish  a review saying they are all RACIST!
🤣🤣

and by pure coincidence they were all contracted with sunshine sachs. it was a business deal right from the beginning. oprah, i invite you to the wedding, and you invite me to an interview.
And remember, she booted her mother out of the car a block away so she'd have all eyes on her at the church. I hope her mom was able to catch a ride with some pleb.
It is not Meghan’s fault that they stayed in Meghan’s most  unfavorite tax code range, they can’t move up on their own ... she can’t carry them on her back while climbing a ladder , Shish!  
There were so many people standing around with the right tax code to replace those poor people, Poor Aunt out -> Oprah jumps in immediately, father out -> Clooney jumps in with his 
fancy wife .. see , not her fault.
She used her own wedding paid by tax money for a PR campaign. She is such a gracious and most of all, kind, woman. 😪(look! It’s a left eye tear emoji out there)
Well let’s cut nutmeg a break. Ol Doria’s fam couldn’t make her any money and she was maybe hoping some of those celebs she’d never met would.
And amazingly, Orca was in the best seats, then BAM, an interview!
👍
And she didn’t mind the racist Monarchy paying for her wedding! How brave of her!

they only need to read the tom bower book and look at the facts. they could have edited their docuseries differently and shown us the real harkles. instead they continue with their PR bs
Golden. 😂😂😂



Disgusting that she thought she she should be at the Queen's bedside when Queen passed away.
 @traveller  also that the queen invited them during her last days and they turned her down. Vile.
 @Alasdair  So true.
Fictional/comedy. 😂
Could not happen to a more deserving duplicitous duo IMO
Lol😂😂😂
I love how Netflix have been conned out of a fortune by these two grifters.
😄
Lol …. I am dying from laughter reading this.
actually, it can be found in the coming soon tab of Netflix, literally right next to Guillermo del Torro's Pinocchio, which premiers the next day.  You can't make this stuff up.  Nice shade, 
Netflix.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
Please.
Amen sister. Bullies under the guise of victimhood
Wow I' m just shock someone mentioned expert Mrs Sophia I thought I'm the only one trading with her
She helped me recover what I lost trying to trade my self
I think I'm blessed because if not I wouldn't have met someone who is as spectacular as expert Mrs Sophia
I think that she is the best broker I ever seen
Yes I'm also a living testimony of expert  Sophia
Her success story is everywhere.
Who's this professional everyone is talking about I always see her post on top comment on every YouTube video I watched
l think lam interested how can l get in touch with Mrs Sophia
She is active on WhatsApp👇
Tell her one of her clients directed you to her👆
Thanks for the recommendation I just contacted her and she attends to me nicely
Wow I just make my second withdraw again today trading with expert Mrs Sophia
I remember friends calling me crazy when I started but now I shut up them with my four figure weekly returned
I'm happy today because of Mrs Sophia
I'm from Germany I used to take loan from the bank for surviver but after trading with expert Mrs Sophia she changed my financial status for real
I'm now a creditor not a debtor anymore
She really made name for herself😍.
l'm not here to converse for her but to testify just for what l'm sure of she's  trust worthy and best option ever seen
She has made success easier than we thought
Sometimes I wonder if she's used magic power trade

I've never heard or seen any of her clients complain of Lost....I think she's just too perfect
She's not like other brokers that will star telling you stories and excuses why they trade didn't go well after collecting your money
A friend that l referred to her just received $7,050 profit after 10 days of investing....l became jealous.. lol



My first experience with her gave me the assurance that has made me to invest without fear of loosing
She's awesome we love you.
Hello, anyone there??
Reach her
 WhatsApp👇👇
Trade with her and remember to share testimonies with others ☝..🇺🇸🇺🇸
Her method surprises me.

When I saw testimonies all over the place I thought it was made up stories till I was convinced and gave it a try and honestly I don't regret the move I made because I invested in a big way..
Trash couple with a trash story.
i love that we can finally  hear the story from them.  And this for the first time.😂
The first woman to turn a prince into a frog 🐸
Should have been called how to turn a prince into a cuckold.
I loved the part where Sir Candle, Light of the Realm, did his job quietly and with great honor at Her Majesty's funeral.  Brought a tear to my left eye.
I loved the part where she revealed that she had been kept prisoner, except for the times she wasn’t, and Harry did nothing about it until the night he was going to a celebrity event when 
she was pregnant and she told him she didn’t want to live anymore if she was left at home so he took her with him and she pretended to be so happy in a beautiful dress among celebrities 
being filmed and photographed. It was so sad that was the only way she could be happy, and nobody asked how she was feeling.
I love the part where she showed us that true “compassion in action” only comes in the form of her masterclass display of mid range narcissism…. and from crying exclusively from the left 
eye, on cue, one slow trickling tear at a time. Just awe inspiring
Am I missing something . how come pretty much all the comments start with I love the part?
The part where Meghan said: “Doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?” and we’re like, nah, mate, last time you told your story, it had more pork pies than Melton 
Mowbray. We’re good.
any one want to watch this docu? this not docu this Kadarshian version  of Harry
i love the part where meghan single handedly took on the Holy Roman Empire. so stunning & brave
What I love is the way she try’s to make Catherine look bad however makes her more popular instead 😂😂
I love the part where Meghan truly believes that Diana, Princess of Wales, would have let her get within 1000ft of Hazza if she'd still been alive. Its inspirational how much Haz thinks his 
vacuous, narcissistic, demanding, clawing, classless wife is "just like his mother"......How he truly believes that they would have "got on like a house on fire". Dear, dear deluded Harry. Your 
lack of comprehension and commonsense is to be admired. I envision you as being like the music on the Titanic....Still playing your part, even as the ship goes down. So stunning, so brave. 
Oh lord, I've made myself weep copiously from my left eye 😪
So as a testament to their everlasting love, will we see the when and where you first met? I mean we can’t quite get the story straight. Was it when Meghan was still living with Cory in 
2016? Or was Meghan H’s arranged date by Marcus Anderson at the opening of Soho House in Istanbul in 2015 (still with Cory but hey a girl’s got to make a living)?
The part where they move to a quiet part of America and live out their lives simply, honestly and humbly - away from the harsh glare of publicity - Oh wait. Never mind!
I just want to hear Harry play that guitar!! There’s a Netflix Special right there! Harry’s Two Note Blues Explosion 💥 playing his classic hits like “Caramel Millionaire Shortbread Blues”, “Me 
and my Swastika Armband Blues” and his biggest hit of all “Down and Out in Kensington Palace”.😂
What stakes are so high Meghan? You mean your unbelievable vindictive crusade to destroy the family you feed off like a leach?. Both Meghan and Harry have lost the people's respect 
due to their mind-blowing entitlement. I mean jeeeze. Making a movie of your love story? Can your get anymore full of yourself.
I hope that people unsubscribe from Netflix absolute Bollox!!! So staged , intimate moments with camera man making it interesting 3 some. Laughing stock this is, can’t wait for their Titles 
to be removed …



This comment section is the absolute best read of 2022 😂 🥇
I loved the part where she begged Disney for a voice over for the elephant documentary if they would only give £3m to the elephant charity, but no-one can find evidence of where the 
money went after she insisted it was paid into her bank account. I guess we will find out in their docuseries when the elephants will be dancing with joy in the streets.
LOL...  They've been singing this song ever since they were told no.
This comment has brought tears of laughter to my left eye 😂😂😂😂
Quietly behind the scenes
King Charles should bestow the Dukedom of Sussex on the the Candle.  It would do a much more honorable job then the current D&D
is that the same candle from Beauty and the Beast? Damn candle tried to silence Meghan!
But she protected the precious silicone bump the whole time.
Kind of like "yo momma"
just read and enjoy! ;-)
All they’ve done is tell their story, their truth, in other words, lie. Id like to hear what William would like to say. Bet he’s seething and rightly so.
🤣🤣🤣 love it!
Pure Gold!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Are you not entertained!!!!! 😂
She is a Maltese after all. Never mind her Nigerian heritage and her father is from UK decent. Magically she was Italian a while ago on the Tig having a trip sponsored while it’s unclear if 
she was really there or not, it’s so touching I’m on my way wiping of a tear on my left cheek 😪
Agree lol
🤣😂🤣
🤣🤣🤣
right?! and who made them that high??
Totally agree!!!
What sad sack of balls is this BS!!!?!
A cautionary fairy tale about how narcissistic abuse crossed paths with race-baiting and the world trembled... 

To those in the comments section who know and see through all this BS - thank you! 
Healing from anti-social faux compassion with smile and laughter - one tear left eye, GO! ❤ 🩹

H&M what a gift to the world, who would have known? 🤔
David Starkey once predicted that Princess Diana would end up as a clapped-out celebrity swanning about in California. 

She died prematurely, but it looks like Harry and Megs are going to fulfill the dream 🤮
The biggest irony is that the richest and the most powerful people have now successfully evicted the poor and downtrodden from the only space they ever had - the Victim space.
I wish YT still had a dislike counter. I think the ratio would be eye-watering.
🤢🤢🤢
The example of relatives no family wants to have.
I won't be watching this docuseries. Not interested in their life and since they both wanted privacy they should protect it instead selling out for money. Unsufferable duo, disrespectful and 
selfish.



214K dislikes 19K likes
I love the part how this d list actress that worked in Toronto thought she could fool the world with her cheap manipulation.  We see right through them both.

I love the part when after having a big party to watch and celebrate the wedding of the couple, I was then accused of being racist and sexist when I began to see some very bad behaviour. I 
love that I was patronised into thinking I was so dumb that the evil British media brain washed me into my updated opinion since my own eyes, ears and mind don't work and I'm oblivious 
to bias and PR from both sides and unable to make a fair judgment. I love when celebrities come out and accuse me of again, being racist and cruel for having a problem with a pair so 
devoid of kindness and compassion that broken hearts lie in tatters everywhere they go, having been on the receiving end of narcissist abuse, betrayal and slander.
I loved the bit where she was so upset that no one told her anything or helped her, not even her own husband.

The part on Oprah when Harry said he was cut off financially but said they wanted financial independence! Despite all their suffering, how inspirational & brave they were to offer to keep a 
🦶in to retain their privileges & Royal funding, while living in US. & terrible daddy gave him £3mill, & Frogmore Cottage! How did u manage Harry? Only £3 mill, a £30 mill trust from 
mummy & Frogmore. Frogmore, so small, Meghan couldn’t stand up in it! I’m so overwhelmed with emotions & heartbroken by all your suffering, single tear to my left eye!
By curiosity I’ve watched the trailer but I won’t watch that look at me me me me pos!! They kept crying privacy but they do that??? What a f joke they are
Superbowl's coming up, can we use these comments as the halftime show?
A lying narcissist and her tool get to snow more people.  Congratulations. Not.
I love the part where the feminist/black activist could not even have a civil relationship with her own sister, her sister in law, her step mother in law, or her Grandmother in law and only 
ever dated and married white men, the last of which she isolated from his only sibling and family.
I love the part where the RF apparently took her passport, yet she still managed to travel to New York for a $500k baby shower. So brave and humble. My left eye is leaking in honour of 
her.

I loved the part where he betrayed his family and his oath to the Queen and had to give up his honorary ranks but was so upset about not being able to wear the uniforms anyway because 
he really loves fancy dress and they let him wear one! Although not the one he wanted because he really wanted to honour the grandmother whose family are so mean and racist.
Just like they did with The Crown is Netflix going to add a disclaimer that this is fiction? or a DOCUMENTARY/SERIES based on actual events??? or should we consider this as Their Truths? , 
coz so far the ex royals have never been able to prove their lies by omission, insinuation, exaggeration, manipulating the words/situation edited/ twisting it out of context and squeezing in 
THEIR LIVED EXPERIENCE or THEIR VERSION of the TRUTHS which can not be proven as FACT... how can she tell the viewers TO TAKE HER WORD FOR IT coz the stakes are so high? (does 
she mean for them?).. she can ONLY vindicate herself by showing actual documented, proof, evidence IF SHE DOES she can turn the tide... all I know is these two will go down in history as 
the most notorious infamous royals... who if they had lived in Medieval London would have had their heads spiked on London Bridge...
it's still there. you need a plugin for your browser to see it. currently 214k dislikes
We are all mean racists now! I am with you.
Exactly my sentiments.
Exactly.
Well said! 👏👏👏
Yes some of the the media and Meme have tried to gaslight a large number of us who saw things pretty clearly with our own eyes!!
She's such a plucky heroine!  It brings a single tear to my left eye.
I can’t wait to watch the brave and compassionate Meghan show us photos and footage of her with her many varying sized moonbumps. She’s so brave to fake her pregnancies on the 
world stage. Will we see the children in happy family cosplay moments, I can’t wait to see Invisibet, and photos of when she met the Queen.
At this point ,they have  spent longer time dragging the family rather than actually living with the family...



0:25 the only good thing in this s**tshow, the awesome picture of a classy, intelligent beautiful woman on her way to become an adored queen.
Oh look way back theres the h*g meegain  too with her ginger grinch
I love the part where they took on someone that could actually answer back and got their just desserts!
Oh can’t wait for the reality show/manipulative rubbish to show us how in love this couple is. No other couple has ever been soooo in love as the douche and Douchess of Sussex. Oh but 
wouldn’t it be a disaster if the truth was revealed that this couple isn’t even living together at the moment??? That marriage is a sham. But hey whatever right Netflix?
Boooooooc
I am living with the fact that I may be getting divorced again at 43. But sure, let me care about to spoiled rich kids and how hard their life is.
Megan is trash ♻
just leave..if you use the story for just a dollar for you life that just mean your a scam common move on
I love the part where Meghan reads this comments section and stoically walks away with single left tear
I'm kinda pissed that Harry & Meghan are finally living their peaceful private lives but this damn Netflix doesn't let them live in privacy!!! 
With tears in my left eye, I scream "Let them have a normal private life!!!".
Are there any great acting moments from TV shows with sordid blow job scenes or where she is scantily clad in her see through knickers? It could then have an R rating so that the kiddies 
can’t be exposed to it.
So Harry defends Meegain and his late Mother for all the paparazzi intrusions over the years and invading privacy but it’s ok for them to do it to the Queen and take pictures inside her 
private residence??? Make it make sense. They need to be shut down
Diana was also called and attention sicker. She was also ignored because she was a privileged woman. She was also hated by all those who loved the monarchy to be quiet and 
conservative. As then, time will put things in the place they belong. Diana was right. So is her son. But the power of the Royal Family and all the influent and wealthy people around them 
are running a media campaign.
Harry the Hero will be so exciting to watch. You know the dude who’s still lying about being the pilot of an Apache helicopter when he was the weapons systems operator or gunner??? But 
you know who the actual helicopter pilot is, both military and civilian helicopters? His brother William. Or how about the time he was cosplaying Diana in full anti land mine gear through 
an area long cleared of mines??? I can’t wait for Harry the brave.
Let me get my popcorn! 🍿
I love the bit where Ngosi Fulani switches sides and accepts an invitation to Buckingham Palace to meet the King and Queen!!!! Ba ha ha ha suck on that, Markle!
I hope harry and meghan are reading these comments and realising how they could have achieved so much but their jealous, vindictive, entitled behaviour has ensured that they are 
mocked, and reviled. Long live The Prince and Princess of Wales, our true royal family, and world leaders.
I think Meghan may be getting divorced by the time she is 43 too. Maybe she could be your bestie and give you lots of sympathy. Sorry, I forgot she has no shred of empathy for anyone. 
Anyway, I have recently gone through it so I am sorry for you and wish you all the best.
I love the part where Megsie read all the comments on here and thinks we all love her because she cannot grasp the concepts of irony or sarcasm.  My left eye..
I love the part where Harry also stoically reads all the comments but cannot walk away as she has locked him in one of the 16 bathrooms
 @Julie R   Then can't remember which one it was
I wonder if Netflix will read these comments. I hope so.

 @rt66vintage   Netflops whole future balances on our opinions - £100 million for sweet fphukk all except ridicule and derision.   I should bloody well hope they're reading and reading good.
you seem confused. harry's wife has nothing in common with diana. and gor the rest of their lies read the tom bower book. it's fact-checked.
Diana was loved till the day she died. yes made mistakes but was respectful to her country and Monarchy. This thing is neither and nothing like Diana
 @Lil G  You seem confused. I’m not talking about her, I’m talking about Harry.
 @Linda Kirk  Nope. Many people hated her. Many. It was her death that made everyone love her.



Read Lady Colin Campbell's book 'The Real Diana'. You might be surprised to learn she is not quite as innocent and virtuous as people think
There’s a reason she doesn’t read her press.
I’m betting she reads all of it and has several accounts everywhere.
I loved the part when Hagland wrote, "jobs on yatchs" on bananas for sex workers.
The only thing at stake is whether your soul has become tired yet..
I liked the part where MM said that the Archbishop commited a crime when he married them in private in their backyard.  The Archbishop then said it was a lie because he is not a crook.  
(They used more polite words, but the spirit of the message is the same). 🤣
Since I’m NOT getting paid to watch this rubbish, I’m NOT watching it!
its all about the money money....attention attention...................
Rachel....are you ok?
I love how all 31,000 comments here so far are unanimous in praising H and M. Not a single deviation it seems.  The world is filled with their love and compassion.  😢
Her mother married her father because he had good income and she could just be a stoner. Together they created a Narcissist. Taught her daughter how to be a true Californian Hustler 
and now her flower landed a mental disordered addict with a label Prince and she became haughty and more spiteful than ever. Moved back to California Cocaine home delivery as it was 
problematic in the Palace and continues to try and blackmail a country and its Royal Institution as if she is born entitled. KARMA
I really hate the way they exposed their own family just to get money.

The part where she married into a family in the public eye and new what she was getting into.  And then decides to be the victim when it’s literally her fault she’s there in the first place 😂
I can’t wait to see Haz as the protector of his family against the abusive treatment of Meghan by the British media, royal family, the British people and the whole of the Commonwealth. 
You know the guy who used racist slurs against his follow soldiers on THREE occasions? Or will we see the zoom footage of when he called Grandma constantly in the last year of her life ( 
having lost her husband and suffering intense pain from bone cancer) to BEG for money?? you know the protector and provider for his family had to rely on his family that were such racist 
abuses???
I love the part where Harry and his wife were in England and were invited to see her Majesty in the last days of her life, but didn't go,and instead went to her funeral. True  COMPASSION 
IN ACTION. Brings a tear to my left eye !
My left eye, it keeps tearing up, oh my left eyeeee
Garbage and disgusting 😒
My fav part is watching Markle hawk cheap costume jewelry and poly blend separates on QVC at 3am…. Oh wait, that doesn’t happen until 2025.
I love the part when I went to bed to ‘I love the part’ and I awoke to ‘I love the part.’
I love the way that they “abused their elderly parents and grandparents” they’re professional elder abusers!! Way to go Harkles 👏
Utter nonsense.
She has no soul. Harry does but she has sucked it out of him.
 @Mystical.  Maybe that's why the 2011 paparazzi shot of the Harry Potter premiere. It is a subliminal message to make us all think of Dementors - the creatures that suck the joy and 
warmth out of everybody anytime you get near them
😂
🤣🤣🤣
So many left-eyed tears have been shed, it's truly a global humanitarian act of compassion in action! 🥲
 @Des Res22  lol
That just about sums it up.
Harry is the only royal who has been a proven racist several times. A homophobic too. The only one!



For real!
A that deep Cruella curtsy she did in front of her casket. It was so THEATRIC.
 @Venus Star her theatrics and the outfit makes her look like a witch
We’re taking shifts. I’m about to go to sleep. See you at handover! 😂😂😂❤
Yes!!! I truly believed when I woke up that the comments would be switched off!
OK!Back on duty! 😹😹😹
@Netflix the people have spoken, you effed up! everyone hates Meghan the megalomaniac 230k dislikes 😂😂😂

The comments are hilarious bravo!!!
I am overcome with emotion at the dedication that Harry and Meghan have in working to cancel out unemployment.  Installing a revolving door for staff was nothing more than a master 
stroke for which they either deserve, or could buy, some kind of award.
Loved the part when she wrote inspiring messages on bananas and gave them to sex workers. So novel. So wise.
I love the bit where she brokers peace between Israel and Palestine, Ukraine and Russia, and creates a new Starfleet Federation of Planets!  Brings a tear to my left eye.
The spammers are doing there boring job as usual🤣 Nobody likes race baiter meghan and her stupid husband harry
These two disgust me.  Horrible human beings.
My left eye is welling up as I think of all the money they’ve made from schilling these lies. Shame on Netflix.
Jesus !!! No no no....  and I must say , I love the sarcasm in some of the comments.. epic just epic
I love the 's part that Meghan forgot she collaborated with Omid's sycophantic biography or rather her autobiography and then had to admit to it in court. I ALSO Love the part that British 
taxpayer pay 36million pounds ( 36 million!!!!) for her wedding, went out in the streets to cheer for them and them got accused of racism and not welcoming her.

I really well up when I think how dreadfully the Royal Family have treated Harry since he was born.  He was thrown in the Tower of London and given scraps to barely keep him alive.  His 
brother went on all the amazing holidays but Harry was left alone.  What a dreadful, heartless and cruel family he had.  Thank goodness Meghan found this poor mistreated little Prince, 
she saved him from his evil, heartless family, and managed to flee from the brutal kingdom with their love child, the beautiful Archie.  Harry was so in love with Meghan, he worshipped her 
and was so relieved to be free for the first time in his life.  They had escaped the evil regime forever.  The regime headed by the wicked, cold hearted Elizabeth, otherwise known as Lilibet.  
Soon after their escape, a second beautiful child was born, a girl.  They smiled upon her beauteous face, "she will be known as Lilibet"
Thank god I ve not got Netflix
I loved the part where MeGain finally realised she is a toxic narcissist and sort professional help, apologised to Catherine, Oprah , her family, her ex bestie Jessica, and the whole of 
Australia, Africa and world at large … oh damn, looks like I have been writing comments in my sleep again.. my bad, I have such a vivid imagination ..
This Looks like it’s gonna be a great Romcom..
I love most the part when Megain spoke her truth on tv - “..can you imagine me giving up my career ..” to marry into the RF.  She is an epitome eg of how empowered women had 
sacrificed for true love.  If only the monarchy will let her transform - she could have done wonders out of love.  ❤❤❤ Time for my left eye to shed tears
Will the woman of compassion and bravery show the wedding rehearsal where she bullied a three year Princess Charlotte?? You know the time she got her flying monkey ( oh I mean 
matron of honour) Jessica Mulroney and daughter Ivy to also bully the THREE year old??? As the epitome of compassion in action, will we see any video of abusive meltdowns towards 
palace staff (all young women)??? You know the tenet of empowering other women is to bully and make their lives miserable especially early in their careers???? That would be so brave 
and compassionate to share your inspiring moments with young staff and your future three year old niece.
"protect my family" proceeds to bully and harass entire family....
The bit where King Charles strips every single title from Harry and the wife and how the entire commonwealth plus all of America came out and cried tears of joy from their left eyes and 
danced in the streets just like in South Africa when Mandela was released.



I think Netflix are laughing at them too, judging by this trailer!
Protect your family from what I ask and what stakes are so high that you have to make such a stupid commercial   . You guys wanted to live a private life. Well, you haven't done that! 
Meghan, your family was right about you! Harry, you should not have married her!
The scene I would LOVE to see .... Harry telling his Aunt, HRH The Princess Royal, that she is a 'Spare" 🤣🤣
😂😂
I am so amazed at her proactive approach in Finding Freebies for revealing the location of the secret elevator to the late Queens tiaras for when the time comes for a good old smash and 
grab for the masses.
So useful 😂
😂😂
MM knows what she would've appreciated back in the day.
So brave, so inspiring 😢
😂
Well said!!!
🎊 🎉🥳🎈🍾🕺💃🕺💃🕺💃
🤣🤣🤣
Netflix is premiering their new Pinocchio series the day after this H & M debacle premiers.  Coincidence? I think not. It’s probably payback after having to tolerate that insufferable bully for 
2 years.
They must definetly be laughing at all these comments!  I came in for a nose and still here an hour later.  Love it!  Keep it up guys!
Omg yes 🤣
Poisonous narcissists. Time to strip you of all your titles & privileges and consign you to a well earned obscurity.
This looks worse than Indianna Jones 5. Needs some Shia LeBoof
I liked the part where Meghan runs on set and shouts "IT'S BAITING TIME!!!!!", truly inspirational.
Why can you not see the thumbs down amount is it to many to fit in the box looks to be about 25.18million
Sigh.... just love how these two narsistic brave souls are always hard done by everyone else. Shame, so heartbreaking. It is never their fault. Actually, for two people who want to make a 
global impact and change on how people treat each orher, they sure know how to create their own truth and hurt those nearest to them. Remind us again Ms Markle, how many family 
members have you written off? And Harry?
I love how they wouldn’t allow the original Netflix director to film them at home as they want to protect their own privacy, yet include a photo in the trailer from inside Buckingham Palace, 
breaching the late Queens privacy!
I loved the part where she discovered the concept of neuroplasticity in 2022 and started talking down on us from the top of her "stack of books on the bedside table". She wants us to 
know that she is smart. We aren't. She reads. We don't. I'm still trying to figure out how this "academician" ended up briefcase number 24 though 🤔. 
She reminds me of Elena Ceausescu of communist Romania, who was a 4 grades illiterate, but literally imprisoned anyone who dared question the fact that she was an academician, doctor 
and engineer. 
I also love the part where she only ever presented herself as a white female, only ever dated and married white men, but is now crying racism at the top of her lungs.
I do NOT however love the part where she will be making hundreds of millions selling her left eye tears to Netflix. All facilitated by us, the viewers. She couldn't care less about what we 
think of her.
Overall, I just love it
Dreadful couple (Harry and Megan) and dreadful timing.   This is a new low!  If you hate it so much, stop using your British title!
How do you know how many downvotes there are if we can’t see them?



🤮🤮🤮
So lying from the get go then. The shot of all the paps putting his family in danger is actually from 2011 at a Harry Potter film premier. Can't they ever tell the truth?
You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you can not fool all of the people all of the time.. Abraham Lincoln
I can’t imagine a single person being interested in something like this
I love the part where Meghan becomes the patron of that Multiple Sclerosis organization to bring attention to this terrible life-altering disease that has put her sister in a wheelchair, and 
then paid to make sure that both her disabled sister and sick elderly father had everything they needed to live the best quality of life possible because not only are they family but they're 
the ones who raised her when deadbeat D0ria abandoned her for a decade growing up. This is why Meghan and Harry both are such humanitarians -- one compassionate act at a time. 
Their humanity brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan turned a Prince into a frog.
If that isn’t a superpower, I don’t know what is

I love the photo in the trailer of all those paparazzi! This photo has NOTHING to do with Harry and Meghan!! It’s been stolen from a completely unrelated event to create hype 😂😂😂
Thank you Netflix I really needed to hear this story again and get things off my chest. The trailer and the comments have been enough to make my Christmas just perfect. I needed to know 
that by pointing out some truths I am a mean racist who should stop wearing shoes and get more real friends.

Disgusting both of them are a waste of oxygen... They are a tumor that needs to be removed everyone with one braincell should hate them to the core! 👎🐸🐵Pox🐍👌🔺🤡🌎
Netflix-you should turn this comment section into a series  🤣🤣🤣
you need a plugin to see it. currwntly 210k dislikes.
And who claimed to be Caucasian in her Bios.
I don’t think we’ll be watching…no way. Seriously.
 @M H  I know I won't, but human nature is ridden by this attraction for grotesque. 
You might be right though, and 6 episodes of tears coming from the left eye of this fraudulent woman might be more that human nature can endure.
You can download an add in that shows them
currently 210k dislikes
Seemingly not. It’s astounding really….and they get paid millions for it. What an insult from Netflix to the world.
😂😂😂
Didn’t you see the epilogue? Apparently he kissed her off camera and now she is a Frog Princess too. They had to replace the closing score to something a little more apt. “Frog Princess by 
The Divine Comedy” 😂
😂🙌
😂😂😂😂 so true!!! Harry had some appeal before Meghan… so sad
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
She did better than that. She turned him into a toad.
Yep, Harry Potter event 2011. At least it’s got something to do with Harry … they just didn’t say which one 🥲
And a Hermes blanket to wipe your left eye 🎄
It would be a blockbuster if they "lion-Kinged" the Harkles!  👍👍
Or let Penguin Random House have it and make a best seller. Would leave Spare as a non starter.
Not watching this trailer, I just popped by to add to the ratio.
Love the part where she said “is he nice?” 🤢



As she continually speaks about how caring she is to others, everyone will be looking forward to seeing her with her father in an episode.
They post a photo of Princess Catherine looking stern after they bullied her child -- and the Princess wipes the floor with them by looking radiant and resplendent in a GBP74 rented gown 
and emerald choker that costs more than their house 💚💚💚💚💚💚🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the last clip where people all over Britain and the World are dancing and cheering in the streets because they had escaped their persecution, were no longer a Duke and Duchess and 
were not forced to go to the Coronation of Harry’s wicked father and step-mother and he let his brother have the life he should have had but chose to live quietly with chickens, children 
and Doria, in California without shoes.
This is why I left Netflix. I hope they go bankrupt.
Dethrone Harry...
I hope these two money mad, condescending fraudsters lose their HRH titles after this.
Best laugh in ages! Comments are brilliant! Thank you! Hopefully those two grifters will be reading these and crying from their left eye into their Hermes blankie!
I just love the part when she said she was at university and she glued one of her sorority member's eyelids together in an act of narcissistic rage. So amazingly inspirational and just brought 
a tear to my left eye (using a mentol tear stick for the other eye of course)
This video is currently at 19,755 Up votes & 212,468  down lol..
this going to hit a quarter of a million dislikes
I believe Harry purposely chose to marry a black woman to stick it to the Royal Empire. I believe he truly didn't want that life.
Netflix has a tear….left eye naturally

I love the part where they lecture ordinary people about climate and tell them to stop travelling to 'save the planet', then immediately hop onto their private jet. Such an example to us all.
What is next with this grifters brand for Netflix?, THE CLOWNS?
The part where MM tells "her story" to the table mirror.  For the millionth time. Just left tear.
More trash to not watch on netflix ! 🤡🌍
As it turns out he’s not.
No, dear Meghan, he certainly is not nice.  What you meant to say is, "is he stupid, because my plan of world domination can't work unless he's stupid"
If that man has any sense, he'll stay well away from her, she's poison!

The trailer blurb says "friends and family" will speak out on their behalf.  It'll be interesting to see who exactly this refers to. 🤔
 @Des Res22  What family.  She has turned her back on her family and now Harry has turned his back on his.
Me too
I want to read more about this !
Go on...
 @Nunca  scrubbed from the internet.   If the book and series have the effect I think it will.  The article is going to suddenly reappear.   To summarize the article I read:   Two sorority 
pledges had their eyes super glued shut during a hazing incident.   The girls nearly went blind and surgical intervention was needed.  Were petrified of interacting with her afterwards. She 
was suspended for a year so she wouldn't be in there graduating class.  
Her father went broke buying her way out of it.  Paying substantial settlements and having the record expunged.
Say what now!?! How come I never heard about this? This .... please elaborate,
Yes, I also read about this, but that and her eyewateringly explicit close up BJ's have been removed from the internet.  I wonder why 🤔
 @Grasshopper14  Whaaaaaat? Unreal. Horrifying.



 @MrAbelabel  grasshopper above your comment has explained 😊 honestly what she has done in the past was deplorable. There's more dirty with official sources on Twitter. Disgusting 
of MM
19.755 who like manipulative, bullying liars!
which black woman? you mean the one that always declared herself as caucasian, never dated a black man, changed all her black features (hair, nose) and only recently discovered spray 
tan and the race card? if harry wanted to marry a black woman he surely didn't need to marry her.
by the way, if he did not want the royal lufe in the limelight, why does he so desperately cling to the royal titles and constantly seeks the limelight??
Then he could have just given up his titles and withdrawn from royal life and lived like Zara Phillips. No problem. No, what he really wanted was to create his own kingdom and make boat 
loads of money from it. He wanted the adulation of being a royal without the responsabilty. And he wanted to take revenge on his father and brother for the fact that he will never be king, 
which is what he wants above all. All their BS is in fact just a feeble attempt to give their intentions a venir of nobility, when all they are really are a couple of money grabbing grifters 
hungry for power.
you mean, a white-passing bi-racial who lived her life as a white woman and uses the black card to get sympathy from us black people...bye
If that is true (LOL) he could have picked someone who was actually black.
I think he did truly love her. Its just that with a Narc they are skilled at turning on the charm and you never end up with the person you think you did. They are shapeshifters
😂😂😂
NETFLIX should be crying a river 😭😭😭
If a few rich people take private jets here and there, it has a minimal impact on the environment. The problem is when the large unwashed masses of people want to do the same. It musn't 
be allowed.
They have to use jets to spread the word! So brave to go against everything they preach about.😪 (notice the left eye?)
 @Gillian Redfearn  I found the left eye tear emoji too! Didn’t know I had it. 😪
Not to mention a home with 16 bathrooms, pool, large lawn that needs a LOT of watering, and MULTIPLE cooling systems for the home. So eco friendly.
Cant Stand her, and he use to be a good person. now completely ruined by this succubus
I love the part where Meghan bullied little 3 year old Princess Charlotte at the wedding fitting and called her fat then, then bravely goes on Oprah to say that actually it was Kate that made 
meghan cry, so human, so kind.  One tear left eye...go
When your family warns you about someone, believe them... Harry is an insecure little boy with a mommy complex and Megan uses that to control and manipulate him... You "protected" 
your family so now why do you have to write books and do docs and interviews and whine about it... Hypocrisy
So false and plastic ..
 What a disaster LOL
Disgusting. If you hate the royal family and the British people so much, give up the titles and get out and don’t come back. God save the king.
They both sold their souls.
i love the part where nelson mandela himself came back to life and told meghan how grateful he is to her for marrying harry.
I started working and earning money at 18. I'm a woman of Turkish descent; I worked and finished university  at the same time. I can't understand how a 37 year old man asks money from 
his father. It'a a shame really. İn Türkiye it's dishonorable  to ask money  from elders; young people  should  help elders  in  any  way  they  can. And telling  to the  world  that his  father  is 
not  giving  him  money;  is vulgar; unbelieveable
I love how Netflix raises subscription to pay 2 unattractive, talentless, boring and Pathetic whiners 100 million for this garbage. Cancel Netflix.
The two seem to be a very reasonable couple, even have offspring and love each other. Meghan is beautiful and intelligent. What more do people actually want? Is there all sorts of envy 
going on?
DISLIKES-how many on this channel so far? Why can't we see that figure?



Why did you want to make this documentary? To make as much money and trash the RF. When the stakes are this high doesn't it make sense to hear from us? NO. NO it doesn't make 
more sense to hear for you two. It has been proven that you both tell lie  upon lie.  H & Me-again are the most disgusting, money hungry grabbing low lives. You both should be ashamed of 
yourselves!
I love the part where these two are completely ignored by everyone and we won't have to listen to their whining anymore
I love the part where they show us how a backstabber looks like.
James Hewitt must be ashamed of how Harry turned out
I love the part where they wanted a normal life away from the royals, then spent every moment of their waking lives talking about them.
I wish these assholes had Dragons, they'd make Game of Thrones look like a lovely tea party. 😂🐉🤡
Con artists.
The stakes are this high....cringe meter broken
I adore the fact that Meghan labeled herself as Caucasian on her IMBD page. So brave and unwavering.
I think the nastiness was always there, the Palace just did a really good job of hiding it.
 @Sidney Sidney  i get your point, but i meet him back in the 90s where we both was youngins. and he was a nice person back then, kind and funny as well. So my bet is still on her 
corrupting him big time.
I think he’s not very bright and easily influenced, and his life could have gone either way.  
If he’d married a truly kind woman, he could have done great things.  
But he married an awful woman and he’s not strong or smart enough to see through her, so he’s become nasty.
I love the part when Rachel said Catherine had given her flowers as a way of an apology in relation to the spectacle of a wedding and Rachel declared that if she had hurt anyone she would 
buy them flowers as a way to apologise too.  Well Rachel had better get started as I imagine that there would be a huge number of bouquets for her to buy for the honest authentic way 
she has treated people on the way to the top.  I mean we all saw how lovely she was when she spoke to the palace aid on the walk around after the Queen had passed.  After all Rachel 
wasn't there to coddle anyone.  She really didn't want to lose holding those beautiful flowers......brings a tear to the eye.  One tear left eye.......go
❤
 @Jane Stringer  those two really wind me up! They claimed they wanted privacy but they’re forever putting themselves in the public eye. 🙄
she never had one
🤣🤣🤣
Same in the West … most are earning their own money by 17 and 37 would be unheard of.
Yep, I'm definitely cancelling.  A step too far Netflix
I would - but I never subscribed. in the first place.
Already cancelled.
where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked.
Hi Meghan 👋
Asking if you are ok?
One tear for you … left eye 😪
Some people have a moral compass and do not like lies and others who destroy their family for their own importance .Let's get real here all she is a bad actress who conned and started to 
control a person for her gain. What was it going to be next demands for money to shut up her made up stories. Everything written in these comments is their Karma both as bad as each 
other



more than 200k I guess
212k dislikes
 @Yasmina H  OOh lets keep this live :))
For things like this is The reason youtube  stopped the down vote... protect the agenda
Netflix can't possibly show us what a massive FAIL this is.  They don't play fair, they show us the meagre likes, but have hidden the dislikes 🤣
Well I like that she has finally heard from US and finally knows how despised she is world wide
That would have us dancing in the streets 🎉
I love the fact that she's invited herself to the King's Coronation and has announced it on IMDb!

They were treated with respect by the British people on the sad occasion of Her Majesty's funeral, if they turn up for the Coronation, it'll be a whole different ball game! 😏
Did it say, well 57% of me might be
If the Sugars had the ability to think critically, it should devestate them....
I do nothing but I have lots I mean lots of $$$$$$$$.
It’s oppression.
Took a day off work to watch their wedding back then, Definitely having a watch party to hear them this time 💖🐝
Sob sister Meghan Markle vomiting up self-serving destructive gossip to make $$$$. That's all this garbage is!...
How pathetic Netflix are paying these two egotistical idiots
I love the part where Meghan pretends she fell in love with Harry and the part where she convinced her beloved to backstab his own father, who walked her down the aisle, and gaslight 
his whole family as racists when she realized the world saw through her. I hope the $3,000 Hermes throw blanket behind her was sufficient to mop up the crocodile tear.
I’m already gagging on the narcissism

I loved the part where she named her first child Archie and then told us her favourite books were Archie comics.  Don’t presume that makes her simple minded because she also told us she 
studied international relations and that must be what makes her such a great ambassador.  Another part I loved was the naming convention she adopted by calling her charity Archwell and 
her podcast Archetypes.  Having said all that, the part I love the most is that her podcast addresses stereotypes but she insisted on calling it archetypes so it all fit together like a set of 
matching luggage.  We’ve had Serena Williams, Mariah Carey, Paris Hilton and a few academics that nobody has ever heard of discuss the words “bimbo”, “bitch”, “crazy”, “diva” and 
“dragon”.  Our beloved Duchess even opened up the dictionary for “activist” and “ambitious” to prove that she won’t shy away from a few extra syllables.  She didn’t get past “A” but that’s 
no problem, she has paid staff to take care of the other letters.  Of course, if her show is cancelled before we get to “misanthrope” and “narcissist”, the only people to blame will be those 
“racist” (another one!) subscribers who pay the fee but just don’t listen.  Indeed, if she is prepared to use the wrong word in the title of her podcast, why not go ahead and mispronounce 
it, too?  It must be all of that stifling tradition that has prevented her from saying Ar-CH-etypes, which is how we should refer to it from now on.  If there is one thing we’ve learned from all 
of this it is that Meghan Markle has just as much love for the English language as she does for the English people!  Half a teardrop, shed every other leap year, from someone else’s left eye.
Cringe.
Cant wait to see it’s score on rotten tomatoes. 95% critics 15% audience is my bet . What a Netflix disaster 😀
Hey Netflix, let's see how many DISLIKES there are. Obviously many more than likes, that's why you're hiding them. LOL
Please Lord, tell me there won’t be a 2nd season of this show!  I don’t think I could take the “love” between these two
Who cares ? I liked Donna better than her



I love the part where Rachel divorces Hawwy for a billionaire and he goes running back to his family with his Royal tail between his legs and his balls in one of his wife's old handbags! 

Brought a tear of joy to my left eye! 🥲

Episode One - Our truth, the half truth and nothing like the truth
Episode Two - Meghan explains her 49% genetic awareness of how it feels to have to sit at the back of the bus (cameo by Doria playing the part of Rosa Parks)
Episode three - Trouble in paradise as Harry’s wardrobe shrine to Catherine Princess of Wales is discovered.
Episode four - Love to cook! Meghan gives fans a guided tour of a rented kitchen she’s never set foot in before and shares her favourite dishes including a vegan recipe for roast chicken. 
(Cameo by Corey Vitiello who swings by to compare diaries with Harry)
Episode Five - Protecting my children. Harry is moved to petulance by the brutal demands of providing security on a budget of only millions of dollars per year. (Cameo by the moon-bump).
Episode Six - Diana’s emeralds should have been mine! One tear, left eye. Go!

I love the part when she once wrote inspirational words like "breathe" on bananas for sex workers. Was it an advice from some experience shoving stuff in her throat? So brave and strong!
I love the part when Nutmeg donned that hideous red designer gown to attend a veterans gala & looked like a burst tomato 🍅 cried one tear from my left eye with laughter
I love the part where the despicable duo realised that not even their 16 bathrooms could wash away The Stench of Hypocrisy!

That day, a single tear, left eye slid down the Spawn of Satan's face! 🥲
Before their first date, all she wanted to be sure of was his personal quality, "Is he nice?". How disingenuine. She was never going to marry a "nice" bin man now was she. She already knew 
the important bits ahead of pursuing him 💰💷👑
I'm dropping likes to all who cried with their left eye.. I feel so inspired to be around people who touched my heart and my left eye 🥲
I still get teary when I think of the sacrifice she made as a D list actress to be with a multimillionaire Prince, So utterly inspiring. Oops the tears are here.
Hilarious.  WELL DONE
😆👏👏👏
Brilliant!
Love it 😂
I prefer “arsewipes”.
 @Heidi Marie or farcetypes
You do realize that ARCHIE is the closest thing she could come up with as an anagram for RACHEL, yes? She's crafty that way.
Archie was also “security” nickname for Prince George. Both Archie and Lilibet are errr… a sweet nod to the Royal Family members private nicknames. So sweet.
Brilliant comment. 🤣
Might be a little bit better in ratings because most smart people won’t even bother watching it. I think the current set of comments on the trailer give a good reading of the public’s views 
though.
there are now 212k dislikes!
I'm starting a new venture on eBay selling Sick Buckets - this time next year I'll be a millionaire! 😂😂🥲



Second season is where Meghan secures a nomination for President of the USA and Harry runs her campaign. They wondered about Congressional or even Senate experience first but 
decided she didn’t need it because she was always interested in politics and an actress and a Duchess with legal experience she could, unlike previous actors who had got the job, do it 
without any previous experience and she would have a really professional team around her who loved and respected her. Also the next President has to be a woman irrespective of their 
ability to do the job.
I like that one too.  But in my version the drawbridge is up when he arrives and the peasants pelt him with polo spurs.  Yes, they hurt don't they, Harry
🤣😂🤣😂😂🤣😂
Excellent 😂
Brilliant!!
Brilliant! 👏👏😂😂😂
Episode three is spot on.  I am convinced that is why Megain hates Kate so much.
😂
That dress looked like it came off the discount prom rack at JcPenny.
Or the burgundy monstrosity she wore to read "the beach" to those poor children 🙉
Don't forget all the white lines round the edge of it on her chest where her bronzer hadn't reached.
We need to arrange a get together.  Maybe the Hannover Exhibition Centre? Might just fit us all in.
I love the part where Meghan claims to have not known anything about the British Royal Family. I also love the part where she actually thinks we believe that square belly of hers was a 
baby. Single tear from left eye 1..2.3..
All we ever heard is from you, your side only😂😂😂😂
I like the part where Harry explains what black sounds like... so educational 😂😂😂
I love the part where no one sees what's happening behind closed doors. I feel a tear coming in my left eye. Makeup wig professional photographer click click in my private Mansion 
courtesy of UK taxpayers.
Love Harry and Meghan ❤
"The world is not divided by race, colour, gender or religion. The world is divided into wise people and fools. And fools divide themselves by race, colour, gender and religion"'  Nelson 
Mandela. Netflix you have made a mistake by associating with this horrible couple.
Did Netflix removed the thumbs down....all 140 000!??
Also love the part where Harry’s privilege and status allows him to immediately live in the US with it’s bonkers First Amendment while refusing to apply for applying for a spousal green 
card, having no real job, and seemingly no legit visa grounds, while millions wait years for their paperwork.
Without the RF, who are they?
I also love the part where their haters join their supporters and ensure there are over 5million views on their trailer after only 2 days of being live! It’s a good look Netflix!  Watching the 
haters melt over them is the absolute joy of my weekend! Keep crying haters! 😂😂😂😂😂
Lady Hussey is from very advanced English family, they are aristocrats and of democratic views. she married an officer who lost his leg in war, and gave him kids. she is a good person, no 
racist agenda in her heart but i'm sure she saw trough this clown, in African gown, stating she is native Brit, and was hawing zero tolerance for her.
Absolutely screaming at these comments…is this normal? I don’t think this is normal!!! How can two people read a room so so wrong
Imagine being genuinely excited to see this because you find these people so interesting and/or relatable
I love the part where Harry stated about Oprah interview “Brits need lesson”. So loving towards people that  payed your whole life of luxury. Bravo

I love the part where people who claim to have zero interest in Harry and Meghan spend days on their Netflix YouTube trailer talking about them giving them more attention and shine and 
making them more relevant when it’s the exact opposite they want. I love the part where Harry and Meghan live rent free in haters heads! 😂😂😂 can’t wait to watch this!!!



🤢
OMG I loved the part when they had a woman in a tribal outfit with dreadlocks,
entrap an 83 year old woman into asking her out of conversation the question
where are you from?
     And get this! OMG amazing. The woman Lady Hussey resigned. Now that was
brilliant on Meg and Harry's part because it was when Princess Catherine and Prince
Harry came to Boston. They are something these two. Such fantastic schemers.
( schemer :a person who is involved in making secret or underhanded plans.)
I love how they have a photographer everywhere they go to capture all these private moments of loved up bliss. I mean who was taking photos of them in their kitchen? Although who 
takes photos of someone crying rather than console them with the £3000 Hermes blanket that's on the back of the chair? And doesn't Hawwy get triggered by cameras?  Or were they 
laughing that Hermes is now rebranded as Evri and they need to get new merch 😃 to show off in the next video.  Or is this actually a new sitcom and we've been duped into thinking that 
this pair are a Duke and Duchess ?
I love the part where the British people paid £32million for strangers to attend their Wedding but she didn't invite her family. How she promised a life of service, yet she only worked 72 
days before she had enough. I also love how entitled and ignorant they are, they resigned from a job but still expected to paid for it. How being given millions of pounds from his father is 
equal to being "cut off". How they wanted a private life but will do anything to stay in the spotlight. How they spat out their dummies from their multimillion dollar mansion when 
hundreds of thousands of people were dying.
I particularly love how she must think we are stupid. How we would believe her after all of the proven lies she has told. How we would forget that she destroyed another family and how 
devastatingly she effected the Queen in her final years... all because her D-list ego was hurt. 
There is just too much to say about how disgusting these people are.  Strip them of their titles and force them to have the private life they did all of this for.
Love Them Both!!! God Protect Them❤
Indeed, Kevin Amos I believe?
He was truly shocked as was the Press when they asked about Harry's then girlfriend Chelsey Davey, he replied
"She's from Zimbabwe .... but she's not black or anything!"

Who's the REAL raycist in the Royal Family? 🤔
 @Des Res22   he said to a black comedian ... “ you don’t sound like a black chap..”  he is going to educate us , about that ... going to be very illuminating 😂😂
lol.
good for you 
😂
Do the nurses know that you have escaped?
 @Gillian Redfearn  she's still wondering why her jacket arm's are tied together at the back.
Never mind, just retreat to a darkened chicken coop, wrap yourself in a Hermes blanket and read The Bench.  It won't cure you, but it'll make us laugh 😂
 @Jane Stringer  it makes me happy 😍
 @Gillian Redfearn  have a coke and a smile 😊
Well said by Mandela and you … thanks for sharing.
it is 211K dislikes
it's still there. you need a plugin to see it
212k now



where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked. by the way, these comments here are witty, fun and a good read - much better than any trailer could ever be! ;-)
Hi Meghan 👋
You forgot to call everyone jealous and racist!  Come on, you gotta get better at this!
 @hsmd  😂😂😂😂😂
5.6 million views!!! Keep it going losers!!! Keep them as relevant as they are! Y’all are SOOoOooO MAD and I LOVE it! 😂❤😂❤😂❤😂
 @Lil G  thank you for your tears! Keep
Em coming! They’re delicious! 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Sidney Sidney  thank you for your tears! They’re delicious! Keep ‘em coming!!😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @hsmd  thank you for your tears! Cry harder! We love it! 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Stephanie DuBose  You’re welcome! Just trying to help you with the talk track.  Remember the 3 key elements: haters, racist, jealous. 😀
 @hsmd  you forgot a word…YOU! (Since they all apply to you! 😂). Cry on baby! 🤣😂🤣
 @Stephanie DuBose  ahhh, ya got me.  Ok, I’ll keep crying.
😂😂😂😂
Poor deluded Sussex Squad Sugars
the attention will not help them. the docuseries will fail just like the podcast. hopefully no further projects will be planned with these two manipulative, bullying liars.
I love the part when Hagland and her puppet brainwash people into thinking elder abuser and telling lies about an Archbishop is acceptable.
Hi Meghan 👋
You forgot to call everyone jealous and racist!  Come on, you gotta get better at this!
5.6 MIlLION views!!!! Keep the hate coming! Keeps them paid, famed and keeps you MAD! ❤😂❤😂
and this tribal person even admits to hate the monarchy and love the harkles. they are pure evil
 @Lil G  OH yes...absolutely Lil. These are dangerous people that we
are dealing with.
Isn’t it wonderful that Netflix promotes these lovely people too.
 @M H  Netflix has deliberately left the comments section open as they realised they've been Markled!

Now they just have to do a Tiger King on the Harkles! 👏👏👏
it was when Lady Catherine and Prince
Harry came to Boston. They are something these two.  Think you have confused the names.  It is Prince William and  Princess Catherine.  But I agree absolutely.
Earlier in the year I went to get a scan at the hospital and told the technician that I was amazed I wasn't late as the bus was slow.  He asked me where I had come from and I told him the 
other side of the city.  I then asked him where   he had come from - he replied Nigeria.. I chatted to him about why he had moved to the UK and we had a lovely chat.  Had I only known I 
was a racist by asking!!!
 @M H   It really is wonderful...great role models. 🤨
 @Gillian Redfearn   Thank you Gillian...I corrected. :yougotthis:
 @Gillian Redfearn  I ask that question often Gillian. Honestly. I have a
southern accent, but am from the Midwest. I never once thought anything when people ask me where I'm from. Getting ridiculous! 🤪
But no one knows what goes on behind closed doors!



👏👏👏👏
Bravo 🎉
You could have a least shed even just one tear- left eye
Josie she also spent the most money compared to all other working royals including the Queen  for doing those 72 outings
Excellent 👍
10000000% you sir spoke the truth which is rare these days. Thank you
So right!!!
Meghan is the perfect example of the ungrateful child that abandons her elderly father after she has milked him out of every dollar he ever had.  She is helping Harry do the same.
Well … to be fair (😂) lasted longer than our last PM ….  Way to go girls; Nice work if you can get it.  Last PM get’s paid a staggering stipend …for life.  This new lot … no words …
I love the part where my hard earned money of over 49 years of hard work went towards paying for this grifters £32 million wedding.
god protect all the bots of the world! they are brainless and don't know it better ;-)))
Might be difficult when they divorce. Are you going to pick sides?
 @Julie R  who asked u for a comment?
 @Lil G  who asked you to reply on my on my comment?
 @stanbilo vaneijk  nobody needs to be asked whether they can comment on your comment. You have some strange logic going on there.
 @stanbilo vaneijk  Do you think we need to ask permission to comment on your comment?  You don't understand how comments sections work do you?
 @M H  strange for me to dig deep on other peoples comment...
Meghan the liar and Harry the fool but the result is despicable. These two are traitors to Britain and in that respect Harry is the more culpable. She is just ignorant.
the comments do not pass the vibe check
Oh look - the thumbs down tally has been made invisible Ha. Wonder why.
These two are nothing but a couple of bad mouthing scroungers, lowest of low scum...
The release of this trailer is causing SO MUCH uproar from people in the UK. Hate planted into their own heads by propaganda that the Royal Family has been spreading for years.
Personally, I cannot wait to see this documentary. Hear THEIR side of the story and I’m gonna support them no matter what. Diana would be so damn proud of Harry.
I love the part where she finally admits she is blindsided to the real problems of this world and therefore only able to cry with her left eye. How eye-opening. Made me blink with my right 
eye ... like not even once.
20K likes and 10x more dislikes. Well done...
Netflix got played by these two!
The best part was during their engagement interview when Harry said he wanted to give Nutmeg the family she never had WTF!!! One tear. Left eye. Go!!!
3 years after stepping back for a more private life, and this is the very exaggerated $100ml deal-and to tape in hotel rooms, 😂😂😂 more of ‘we are victims’ and ‘my mommy died’ 
Netflix got played
judging by the comments this isnt going well , well done Netflix for failing to read the room , this couple are the epitomy of privilege and hypocritical wokeness, the sooner they find the 
privacy they so desperately pleaded for the better for everyone , its a shame when families dont speak but sometimes its the only solution , maybe one day he will wake up and realise 
what an ass he has been and beg them for forgiveness. I hope that all the people commenting here absolutely do not watch this mountain of lies and fake victimhood , Netflix needs a clear 
message that we do not want to watch anything about this dreary duo
There are 3 people in this marriage - Meghan, Harry & a photographer 🤣🤣
This is ridiculous Netflix’s you couldn’t pay me to watch this crap. I’m cancelling my membership asap
I love the fact You-tube has disabled the thumbs down count for this clip.



I love the part where they finally reveal Merchie and LittleBucks in the reality show.  Who, only mega clever, nerd, Economist-reading Meghan, would have thought of using their very 
young children to make money and garner attention!
It's so clever, it brings a metch-felt tear to my left eye!
💰💰💰💰💰💰🥲

Dear YouTube, please bring back the thumbs down count so we can show Netflix how absurd this docuseries is. It belongs on A&E with the Ghost Hunters and Finding Sasquatch crap.
Harry the Royal Simp
I love the part where I discovered Netflix is getting 6 episodes out of this dross.
I loved the part where Meghan showed us the first draft of Martin Luther King Jr's 'I have a dream speech' that she wrote for him.
OTT music to try and beef up the vanity project 🙄
currently 210k dislikes
Sadly this has been like this for months on YouTube.
This is a safe space and somewhat of a forum to make fun of the two clowns - please let us enjoy.

But now that you are here you can decide if you are a 1) Race baiter/ woke propagandist 2) Stupid 3) Mentally deranged 4) Paid by MM, 5) Immoral human being 6) Naïve/gullible

We are trying to be polite and get to know Harkle supporters a bit better so do give the above a thought and get back to us

Peace and love....
i'm actually from germany. and you?
where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked.
Hi Harry 👋
I thought people who liked Megsy and Harry were all “woke” but apparently they’ve been nodding off for the best part of the last decade. Total noodle necks 😴💤🛌
 @MECCA  I think Kim is 2 & 3 and probably wears the same uniform the spare has for parties..
Not just the UK.
I definitely won’t be watching…unsubscribed from Netflix as a result of their association with the dastardly duo.
hahaha
i love the fact that we can see it anyways. 210k dislikes
 @Lil G  I can't see the number of dislikes. How do you see it?
 @Mystical.  you need a plugin for your browser
 @Lil G  okay thanks
Actually Youtube disabled the dislikes months ago😪(left eye)
 @Gillian Redfearn  
Yeah ... When they didn't want the world to see how unpopular the "most popular" president in American history really is.
it's still there, but you need a plugin to see it. currently 210k dislikes
  @Lil G  I just downloaded it. 211k dislikes, 1k within 30 seconds of your comment.



I just died laughing
This is disgusting. I am just going to watch it as I want to see the new lies they have to say.
I love the part where Netflix gives the public what it truly wants by going Tiger King on the undynamic duo.
Barf
Thank you Netflix for leaving this comment section op after 2 days and 99.999999% one left eye tear reviews. This comment section is my daily humor. I truly appreciate it.
I love the part that they have to keep telling their story over and over and over again because each time they tell "their truth" they forgot the lies they told in the last retelling so they tell 
more lies to cover up the old lies and they have been stuck in an endless cycle of this since 2021 and it makes me laugh so hard it brings a tear to my left eye.
Utter tripe from two middle aged workshy grifters. Every word they utter is hypocritical and at odds with their claims.
Tear - just one - left eye 😢
I love the part when all white America just hate on megan because she's black do yall not remember how they prince Charles and the queen treated lady Diana....and if she did this or that 
so what she ant doing anything no different then a lot of people getting paid why not .....them folks in London ant god!!!!!!!!!
By far the most accurate, entertaining and hilarious comments on any social media post EVER! I love the way H&M forgot to read the room before ....
My favorite part is when Meghan and Harry lied on Oprah like 30 times and Netflix
considers them credible. 
    I also love the fact that she cries racism, but didn't invite any of her relatives to
her wedding.(except mom) Oh and don't forget her forging the way for her husband
by butting in during his conversations. So smart of her to always be looking for the
cameras. 
    I could go on and on, but I will let Meghan tell you how absolutely brilliant and
selfless she truly is. (Like we can stop her)

i love the part that mainstream media still reports uncritically and willingly the harkles pr, while the rest of the world sees them as what they are: manipulative, bullying, creedy liars.
I hope Netflix does a doco on how Markle got offsides with people during the making and how shes tried to take over.
Can someone please post the dislike count? That would make my day. Thank you.
Should be called 'the ginger and the winger '
2hrs on Oprah, Finding fcuking Freedom, Ellen, Dax Shepherd, interviews in The Cut & Variety, 12 sh!t podcast episodes & Hazbeens book but NONE of that was enough time for their 
“truth” so now 6 fcuking Netflix episodes.

NETFLIX - why are you using a photo of paparazzi from a Harry Potter premiere in 2011 and pretending that Harry was protecting his family from them 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Shame on them.
Abhorrent why are you not showing the number of dislikes ?
Two people who don’t even deserve to be in the position they are in, moaning about the position they are in. If it wasn’t through pure luck they would be nothing.
his kids will never forgive this
This comment section is the best content Netflix generated in years 🤣🤣🤣
I love the part when all the sugars finally wake up to what’s real, and realise that Megsy is a compulsive liar and bully and that she hides behind the race card. Hallelujah. In the meantime, 
they can have her, but we don’t have to.
 @M H  Do you reckon when they find put they will shed a tear? Just one - Left eye
 @Interstellar💥  yes 😢



she is black when she puts on a spray tan. she despises africa, she always considered herself a caucasian. she straightens her hair, has a new nose, no trace of her heritage whatsoever. she 
never dated a black man. she cut off her black family. BUT she learned that whenever her behaviour is unacceptable und cruel she only needs to play the race card and nobody can do 
anything. i find it astonishing that real black people fall for her bs.
Now that's the part I hate
Yes please.
209 K
 @Victoria   oooff that's rough. Thanks mate:) hope it keeps climbing
so fk funny 😂 haha 🤧
Gotta watch that Voldemort, he gets everywhere 😂
 @Marigold Poppy  in this case it’s Megamort
The lies are starting before its even screened
its 210k at this moment. You can add "Return Youtube Dislike" extension to your browser to see them.
 @Ravis M Cromarty   👍 Thank you 😃
they make there children grow up without any family of origin. they have cut both sides, and i assume they lack real friends as well. very sad for the children!
I don't normally care enough to dislike a video unless it's by some bigoted idiot but these 2 smug, pretentious, self righteous jackasses are asking for it.
She actually thought that she was gonna become part of the Royal family that's a FN laugh
Fuc it, they should pull up in a golden ferrari encrusted in diamons n shut everyone up, u know they just gonna cry louder

"When the stakes are so high, doesn't it make more sense to hear this story from us?" I know a manilpulator when I hear one and she is frankly off the scale when it comes to manipulation.
Meghan and Harry - please, please please just go away.  Far far away, please.
Thank you, Netflix, for leaving the comment section open
Can you please tell us why you've used a paparazzi shot from the 2011 Harry Potter premiere in this trailer?
Are you eager and willing to give them another lucrative contract when this one ends?
U gurls gotta stop playin like u dont wish u was her tryna figure out how she done it
Disgusting….outrageous calculated lies from start to finish. I will be cancelling my Netflix subscription. Giving these idiots an avenue to peddle their lies is reprehensible. Everyone involved 
in this rubbish should hang their heads in shame and embarrassment.. especially the two appalling protagonists who have an incredibly warped view of their places in the world. Just go 
away and leave us all alone and never be seen again
Incredible how this woman will never be forgiven for simply marrying th world's then most eligible bachelor. I mean everything else is a sideshow. Surprisingly, the trolls are pretending not 
to know they are the reason this couple is making this documentary!
This comment thread is epic!! This is what the real people see right here, the media still thinking they can force feed us narrative.. clearly not when it comes to MeGain Narcle and Hawwy!! 
😂 I tune in at 5.4 million views and only 19k likes hahaha there's no dislike counter showing but I'm sure its higher than 19k ... oh netflix what have you done 🤨
My personal favourite part was when Harry picked up a guitar that was just sitting there perfectly in tune and spontaneously started playing and singing Bohemian rhapsody with Meghan 
joining in
I find it so hilarious that the paparazzi photo they used at 0:31 is a stock photo from the 2011 Harry Potter Premiere!
Megan and Harry shame on you. Harry I can't believe you fell for this a overrated actress who can't find work and you guys did this, you where such a better person when you and Chesley 
where together.
What a crock of shit !



I love the fact that when the stakes are so high this brave woman and honourable husband choose Netflix as the platform to tell the story from they’re side. 
We need to sympathise with these poor poor people that have such a hard life! We must be grateful for them allowing a fleet of Netflix photographers into they’re lives for our benefit so 
we can admire these amazing human beings.  MeAgain has inspired and shown the way to a generation of girls how to sleep your way through minor celebrities and into a royal household. 
What an inspiration your are to the world. Indeed, we do not deserve such superlative human beings to guide us to eternal happiness!
We kiss the ground your blessed feet walk on!
Garbage
I could care less what these clowns have to say period!
How many downvotes does this trailer have now?? It was 190,000k 4 hrs ago
haha she thought she would be the new princess Diana
 @cutie pie  She thought the RF needed her more then she them 😅😅
It's as if she watched GOT and decided she wanted to be "The Queen".
Nah. We want know how she done it. Lies and manipulation
done what? from royalty to reality tv? sad.
Done what? Being evil. I know markle can do this, she is hollywood and did graduate with marketing degree. It is the values attached to the marketing moves that she doesn't have. She 
knows hollywood tricks, like call paps when needed, looking sad, crying etc... From the start it was harkles doing. Everything is blamed on others except themselves. They were never 
forced out, they wanted out coz they wanted more money and privileges while working less for it. When they didn't get it, they went berserk and plotted revenge.  It is clear as day, waht 
theya re about. And people are starting to see it. They sold their soul to netflix , that's the sad reality. Now they have to sell out harry's brother and sister-in-law who loved him like a 
brother. IN the end liars remains liars, traitors remains to be traitors. It can be changed.
You gotta stop liking your own comments
where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked.
The world’s most eligible bachelor 🤮🤮🤮
oh that's exactly why all the aristocratic girls were clamouring to marry him but ended up with Little Miss Pinnochio...please
Oh you are wrong. She was loved by the public when she married harry. What can't be forgiven are the lies on Oprah, especially when it is known that money and privileges are the prime 
motivators. They wanted to step back and be part time royal, and earn big bucks from commercial deal. Queen said no and they attack her, her family , her institution, her government - 
everything.  It is the act of a traitor to family and country. Coz he attacked his commander-in-chief.  That is what is unforgivable.
Hi Harry 👋
 @Anne Harton  None of 'the public' I know knew who she was to love her.
Their PR team thinks to sell us with crap. But had they apologize for Oprah lies? Nope. Did they apologize for pulling hte victim card so that they can win american hearts? Nope. You know 
megain cried on one eye on Queen funeral? Why ? She doesn't have special bonds with her, coz she had attack and attack her. Well it seems that shot will be seen on Netflix. Such a fake 
person.
I have put my life on hold to read these amazing comments.
then she cried on left eye. Such talent.
I love the part when she sings all the hormonies, perfectly blended and pitch perfecct all by herself.   My left eye....
Indeed, she who didn't know how to cross her legs! 🙄🥲
🤣🤣🤣I love the fact that everytime they feel an emotion, the camera is there to capture it. So true, so inspiring. Crying with my left eye.



 @Anne Harton  yes. How genuine they are!

Indeed, we do not deserve these humanitarian saintly beings - so please go away. My lips are sore from kissing the ground and my left eye hurts from all the tears, well one anyway
 @Mary Balding  🤭
 @Des Res22  Actively left open!  
200k at least
211k
211k presently
These comments are cracking me up it’s amazing how we can judge someone so harshly and we don’t even know them. I love them and can’t wait to watch u guys don’t like them but I’m 
sure ull watch as well. 😊
Just love the part where her skin changes colours like a chamelion….white in the morning, dipped in tandoori paste in the afternoon, darker at night…..while her neck and legs still stay 
white….amazing talent….the only human chamelion alive…….brought one solitary tear to my left eye…..
For goodness' sake Netflix!! They "want their privacy" so stop paying them millions to go against their own wishes 🙄🤣 At least with the Kardashians reality series, they're flaunting their 
wealth without playing the victims and pretending to be humanitarians...
Loved the bit where Meghan described the official residence in South Africa as a shack!!!!
I had a dream last night. A yachtgirl went along in her bikini straight to the Palace to seduce the 'two-brain-cells-prince and suddenly turned im to a frog via first kiss. Then took him in her 
left pocket and his balls in her right pocket.went with him back home and said to her mama ' now mom, let the cashflow begin. Then i woke up with a headache...
I loved the part where Meghan is bringing families together and not tearing them apart. I love the part that she has utmost respect for the institution that warmly accepted her from the 
beginning. She is a very good example of fostering the culture of love, humility, graciousness and grace.
I love the part in Oprah where Rachel whines, one tear, left eye, head tilted like Diana, that no-one taught her how to cross her legs!

Considering they've been wide open to anyone with money or influence for 20+ years, it would have been an exercise in sheer futility! 🙄
I’m so disappointed in Netflix, what were they thinking getting involved with those two lying, disrespectful, idiots. ?????!!!!!!🤬
How can you have so much and be this damn miserable. I thought these guys wanted privacy?
Meghan mahahahahahahaha u r trash,harry dude u were a sik  now u under thumb of a POS ony out for herself always has been,Greetings from Stralia
I love the part where Meghan insists on going to Balmoral with Harry to see our Queen on her deathbed (probably with a Netflix camera crew in tow) and the RF finally say “no, you’re not 
welcome” and all around the world people cheer in the streets just like when Mandela was released from jail. Still brings a tear to my left eye.

A documentary on the most boring and useless couple in the world. And you're paying them... they have never earned any of the funds media companies keep giving them. You killed 
Witcher and now you're giving a show to these two. Here's how it'll go. Megan, "I'm so oppressed with my money that wasn't earned by talent and having to force my weak man servant 
who was once upon a time royalty but I couldn't allow that. So now we hold onto my poor acting and misunderstanding of life." I beat that'll be a riveting Docuseries....
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I believe some people will spend time watching this nonsense. There are 8 billion people on this planet. Lets say 1% of them are stupid. That will be 80 mil people who will be wasting their 
time watching this two clowns.
Has anyone asked if Meghan is ok? She's been through so much.😪



Releasing this just at the same time William and Kate are visiting the US🙄 Aren’t you tired of riding the coattails of the Royal Family ? You chose to leave it all behind and yet you can’t 
stay away… Make a life for yourself as you wanted to, and stop thrashing your family for the big bucks. We are all starting to think that you are good for nothing else and that is quite 
pathetic ! Get a grip and move on. You have so much to be thankful for, love for each other, beautiful children, a magnificent home, money and freedom to do as you wish, Archewell, … 
Seek your own way forward and stop dwelling on the past. Just be happy. You got away, your wish was granted !
There's the bit where she was so mistreated by the Governer General of Australia because she was only given a wing of Admiralty House to stay in and not the whole property. How terribly 
offensive that was.
Garbage documentary about horrible woke whining parasites. Hard pass.
where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked.
we will not watch, as we did not listen to the podcast.

Well they did go on Oprah and lied. She lied to high court on working on Finding Nemo book, she made sure the window were down so a photo of her can be taken during PP's service 
despite security claim. They were given tint cars for security and yet they did that. As junior royal (hopefully non royal soon) they are supposed to stay in the background and yet stayed by 
the window so a pciture can be taken. Cried on Queen's funeral , so that Netflix can show it on their docu series.  Oh wait, they also drop their sob story when Will and Kate are in Pakistan, 
they also drop preg story during Eugenie's wedding and now this video during Earthshot. Talk about deliberate sabotage.  And the list goes on and on and on....🤮
Lol nope haven’t been hiding.  Tom Bower u say nope I’ll pass😊
Would you tell lies about an Archbishop, because Hagland did?
Netflix will get their pound of flesh.  Unfortunately, they are allowing Kate for be drawn as villain. Megain is surely smiling. This is her modus.
 @Anne Harton  So true!  I've always had so much respect and admiration for the new Princess of Wales... Meghan is vile IMO but I'm also shocked at Harry allowing all this when he was so
 close with his sister in law  Choose your life partners wisely people!!
Yes, like they stayed in a hut vs a mansion.
🤣🤣🤣
Nightmare :hand-orange-covering-eyes:
Yes, one act of compassion at a time. So moving, such kindness that I'm actually shedding one tear from my left eye.
YES - Compassion in Action - one tear, left eye, go.
It was so heartwarming to know that her Christmas gift to Catherine was a knife.
 @Bernadette  ...in the back??
 @Terry Hogan  She sure knew how to send a Christmas 2020 message. The article was by Catherine Armecin 03/10/20 Info came out in an interview with Victoria Mather.
😂😂😂😂
Actually longer than 20 years.  Go look at her H.S. graduation photo.  It reads, "'95" on the top of the tassel. Hmm!
 @Emcee Eß  I've added a +, as we're not sure how old she really is, good point! 👍😀
Money and the evil they can do to the institution. So stop subscribing to Netflix. Choose Disney+ or free streaming sites.
The privacy is just code word for money money money. So if the bidding is right, they sell the info. If this guy continues to be part of UK's line of succession, people should be scared. 
Imagine the hurt he can inflict with his jealousy.
Brilliant! 😂
😂
It's my last thought at night and my first in the morning. She does have it tough.



A rollercoaster ride of race baiting and gold digging that will have you at the edge of your seat!
@Netflix keep producing this crap and watch more subscribers leave.
A modern day traitor and his Narcissistic controller. Shame on you Harry. Wheres your cajonas?
I can’t stomach this woman😖
Don't cancel netflix - these terribly treated philanthropists need our cash to continue world saving: one humanitarian kindness after another. Maybe the pope could sainthood her?
Bruh who are these people lol
Netflix for gods sake, stop this absolute rubbish from airing or they will take you down with them.
Here we go again with these two narcissistic   professional victims
I think they need to do a movie with Harry wearing his spider costume and they could call it The Odd Father. Meghan can do a remake of The Crying Game but it will be her crying for 
literally 90 minutes, but only out of her left eye.
THANKYOU NETFLIX .... these comments are priceless hahahahahahah !!!!!
Wow. The premier of why we should look up to two annoying rich narcissists.
Genuine question, why do people seem to hate Meghan? I never really cared about the royal family because they simply have nothing to do with me. But whenever Meghan was 
mentioned, people lose their shit so I'm trying to understand why.
I love how they both wanted a private life away from Royal duties, then proceeded to do tv & book deals based on slandering the very hand that feeds them, weaving stories based upon 
MM’s lies. So entitled, so narcissistic, so inspiring not
I love the part where Bob Iger returns as CEO to Disney and Hawwy is straight on the phone

"Did you know my darling wife does voiceovers?"

Bob hangs up and a small tear hurtles down his left cheek! 🥲
Watch Netflix subscriptions drop 😂  Whinging, entitled, self absorbed spoilt brats spouting cr@p is not worth the subscription fee.  Real people have real struggles.  That narcissist used 
his mothers death to manipulate and emasculated him.  Pray karma visits her soon.  Beyond vile ..... Diana would have hated her, she had a brain between her ears
The best part is when Harry shouts ‘what Meghan wants, Meghan gets’ and the Queen says, ‘No she doesn’t!’ and everyone listens to the Queen so they quit.
My favorite part is watching Harry juggle his balls while his wife gleefully laughs at him.
Won’t be watching such drivel. Wake up Harry!
Thank you to all of you brave people who've taken the time to honour and praise Harry and Meghan in this inclusive space. You've made a dying persons final moments indescribably 
beautiful, cathartic and authentic (I'm dying of laughter).
Cuck & Golddigger.
In his wife's handbag.....
Sorry, already cancelled Netflix 💃
I’m sure she will. She can fly to Vatican in private jet. Wear designer to greet him and those saudi blood diamonds…After all, that’s what she did to go to Harlem. After showing up at uvalde 
for a photo op, why wouldn’t the Vatican be next on her list? Do you think she’ll wear Valentino or Dior? Maybe she will write some quotes again on bananas for the poor when she gets 
there. Because you know the poor need bananas more than a share of all their money.

shes a narc like Amber Heard. But when ppl voice their dislike towards her, her fans would accuse that is racist. Like Hello, Amber is white and she is still hated for her personality?!
She is a lying talentless whining trouble maker who will throw you under the bus as soon as look at you. Think Amber Heard’s equally narcissistic older sister with a big racial chip on her 
shoulder and a “fake sweet” persona.



they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's fact checked.
Because she treats people horribly.
Try reading the comments.  The clues arew in there.
He's just woke
You're dying, I'm dead! Best comment section EVER! 
😂😂😂😂😂😂🥲
 @Des Res22  RIP my friend 🤣🥰
Meghan can skip over the moat of her tears and bring you back with a snap of her fingers: game changer!
God bless you 🙏
These comments are comedy gold 🥇🥇🥇 keep them coming while we're still allowed 😂😢
Why hasnt the question been put to them - why do you continue to use the titles bestowed upon you, yet try to dismantle the monarchy at every given chance? If they disliked what they 
claim the monarchy is shouldn't they want to distance themselves from it? These two are so shrouded by negativity, I'm very surprised anyone would want to work with them. Why didn't 
they step away and carve out a role being (hypocritical) environmentalists - instead they've become drama based American royal family wannabes.
Cry cry cry and walk away home with a pocket full of dollars .. Shameful .. Harry the Traitor 
i love the part when they have to create the same victim content again and again, because they lack an interesting life and own talents. so inspiring!
I love the part where the camera pans to Ted Sarandos, Netflix Head of Content, with his head in his hands wondering what the hell he was thinking when he signed these two no marks 
up!  

Is that one tear, left eye I see Ted???  🥲🥲
My favorite part is when they find privacy by letting the whole world see behind their "closed doors" through the lens of the camera. Smart move!
What a load of rubbish.  Self-absorbed narcissists.
The best part for me, was the scene where she's sweeping the floor, and singing. Suddenly, an array of woodland creatures and birds pitch up and help her to clean the house before Prince 
Henry returns home on his white horse after a long hard day at the mine.
I love the part where she was yelling at the chef preparing the feast for her "spectacle" and causing such a scene that HM Queen Elizabeth had to step in and tell her "in this family we don't 
speak to people like that". Not only a world class foodie, but also a strong, independent woman crushing the patriarchy and standing up to matriarchy, bullying her way into universal 
adoration with no talent, no merit, no substance, no accomplishment. I'm awestruck and humbled!
I can only feel so much sympathy for assholes who can live off the hard work of other people far poorer than them, and act like their life of privilege is harder. Boo frikin Hoo! They seem to 
invite a lot of cameras into their lives for people who want to be left alone?
I loved the part where they called their daughter Lilibet after Her Majesty’s personal and private nickname, but decided it was better for Lilibet to only meet the Queen once and never 
have a photo with her, and especially decline to visit her in Balmoral in her dying days. ❤
I love the part where Netflix deliberately left the comments to the Harkles' trailer open in an act of REVENGE for the way the head honchos and their staff have been treated by the 
dastardly, entitled, talentless, abusive, vulgar, crass duo.

They bought a pig in a poke and paid a hefty advance to secure what they thought was "the next big thing".

They've realised you can put 💄on a 🐷, but it's still a 🐷!

Karma at its finest always makes me weep from my left eye! 🥲



They don‘t even realise how embarrassing and desperate they have become. 
The best Comedy no one will watch this year!
Being paid millions by trashing his own family and asking for Privacy and will do everything to protect his own family. 
Thank you for being whinny because your Father not giving you anymore money and your adult and not a minor anymore to be supported monetary and Thank you for making millions by 
thrashing the Royal Family non stop and maybe it’s your full time job to rackets more millions. 
Thank you to both how you want to raise your own family with love and affection But hating both your own family. 
How inspiring…. 👏👏
I love the part when after watching this trailer about Harry and Megan it forced me to unsubscribe from my Netflix account. enough is enough!!
I loved the part where they both relentlessly bullied a 96 year old, recently widowed, lady who was dying from bone cancer. Also, the part where they turned down an invitation to visit 
her, knowing she was close to death.
I love the part where they said they wanted to financially independent, and then went on tv to whinge about King Charles cutting their money off
I love that meghan is a fake and commercializes anything and everything about the Royal Family. Such bravery to stand against an institution with lies and yet commercialize on a title that 
she does not deserve. I commend her having a thick skin and the I-don’t-care-what other-thinks attitude. Not everyone can do that.
I love the part were this is the funny comments section I've ever seen. Wipes away a million tears from left eye from laughing
I am delighted to see a "documentary" in which:
Director: Meghan Merkel
Screenwriter: Meghan Merkel
Main role: Meghan Merkel
Cinematography: Meghan Merkel
Casting: Meghan Merkel..........
Very inspirational.
I think he's had to enter therapy to get his head straight.
And the lens of their love 🤢🤮
bahahahahaha
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣👏👏
Brilliantly said 👏
True words
That happened? At which mark?
 @Elle  It was at a pre-wedding menu tasting at Windsor. Meghan specified that she didn't want egg one of the dishes (which was supposed to be macrobiotic to accommodate the dietary 
requirements of her trendy Hollywood guests), but when she tried it, she claimed that she could taste egg in it and completely blew up at the staff, causing the Queen to personally 
intervene.
 @Stacey A  thanks for sharing, but when or where was this? I need a valuable source.
 @Elle   Royal biographer Katie Nicholl broke the story back on the 3rd of May 2019. We don't have an exact date for the incident in question, just that it occurred in May 2018 sometime 
before the wedding on the 19th.
 @Stacey A  how legitimate is her story though? We keep hearing sources. It's like saying Prince William and an affair with Rose according to 'sources'. Need solid proof. This is not coming 
from a place of hate btw
You just brought a tear to my left eye.



 @Elle  That's a fair point, given that the Palace generally don't respond to stories in the press, either positively or negatively. Harry and Meghan, however, have previously responded to 
stories that they're unhappy with, both through their media outlets and in court where necessary. The fact that this report has gone unchallenged from their camp is certainly suggestive 
that there's enough truth to the story that they don't want to draw any further attention to it. Furthermore, Katie Nicholl is a respected author and Royal correspondent who writes for 
reputable publications.  She's not some trashy gossip columnist or social media commentator - she's a credible journalist.  I can't see her putting a story out there without having her 
sources in place.
Where was she yelling at the chef? Where's the source please?
 @Stacey A  well that is them as a couple handling things their own way vs a Royal family who has a circle of strong connections who can advice them on handle stories in the press and 
what they can feed to the public. After watching Diana and the length those three had to go through to get her stories released to the media and the Martin Bashir interview or the media 
coverage of Hillsborough makes you wonder what is the truth. Again, I'm being genuine and just want to know the real truth.
 @Punjabi DollX  that's what I want to know.
 @Punjabi DollX  Katie Nicholls is the source
 She is a reputable royal correspondent..I heard this story too amongst others which are clearly true far worse than this
This won’t end well
I'm excited about what I can learn to become a better person from watching this Netflix special. So grateful and humbled that they have taken time to teach us 🙏
 @Way of the Road Project Anyone looking to two people like them in order to become a better person must be on par with Bundy
 @Punjabi DollX  The book "The New Royals: Queen Elizabeth's Legacy and the Future of the Crown" Katie Nicholl
 @D J  I love this website.
 @Way of the Road Project  Check out sueme and the body language guy. Both great channels.
 @D J  people here are nice. Thanks.
 @Way of the Road Project  The truth is out there. Hope you check out those channels. It will set you free from what the mainstream would have you believe.
 @Way of the Road Project  Also look at crowdsource the truth
Aren’t they delightful relatives?
It was HMTQ who said absolutely not to the photo (with their own personal photographer).
Glad Netflix is so far standing firm
 @M North  Megsy Baby and her sock puppet are blowing up Netflix's phone lines screaming at them to close the comment section!

The Mail Online have kept theirs closed - cowards! 🙄🥲
"Compassion in action".
Which one of us would have turned down an invitation to meet our wonderful Queen?
It was so incredibly sweet when she insisted on accompanying Harry to hmtq’s deathbed once she realised cameras would be present & she could get something juicy for the Netflix 
special. Even when told it was inappropriate for her to be there & knowing she had spent the last years of her life smearing her & her family as racist, probably hastening her decline . Such 
a compassionate humanitarian.
This.
So kind and caring they called her all the time asking for money.
What no tear left eye ?
Hello Harry and Meghan, I hope you read these comments here....
I love the part where two inspiring humanitarians set up their foundation so that they can give 5% of donations to charity and only keep 95% for themselves and then conned Netflix into 
paying them millions for a Hallmark movie. Brings one tear to my left eye



Considering the recent scandal at that palace, Diana's past difficulty w/ that family, and the racist tabloids attacking Markle to the point that their parliament stood up and called them out, 
I totally believe them.
🤡
I love all the parts where they demonstrate that despite being in the top 0.01% of the most privileged people on the planet, with access to everyone and everything they could ever want 
or need in this life, they have turned professional victimhood into an art form, and manage to be offended by almost everyone on a daily basis. What an inspiration to us all. It’s so relatable 
and humble of them, that my left eye is tearing up..
When will netflix finally go bankrupt. God everything they make is this woke propoganda

I love the part where Meghan relentlessly targets Catherine and bullied Charlotte, while pretending she herself is the victim. Groundbreaking dedication to lying and fake PR. Outstanding
Also love that part when poor Harry accuses his own family of racism but forgets to tell his wife he’s the only 1 in his family who’s been accused in the past with those 2 unfortunate 
incidents.Bless him, he apologised, no malice intended, so honourable, brought a tear to my eye.
Ugh. I’m paying Netflix monthly for these types of content!?
I love the part where the dastardly duo go to pick up their humanitarian award from the drunkard Kerry Kennedy and the good people of New York turn out in their thousands to jeer and 
pelt them with eggs! 🥚🥚
Such touching support would bring a huge tear to my exhausted left eye! 🥲
This comment section is a thing of beauty
I love that they had a camera crew from the very beginning even before everyone was a  rice- ace - is- tttt
I love the part when H needs to protect M. He’s so brave in making sure no drunk drivers and she always wears her seatbelt. M  was wonderful when she explained that they tried very 
hard to find paparazzi taking photos of her, but they had to use a fake photo . H is a saint for protecting her 😢😇
I loved the part where she took ground breaking action and wrote inspirational words on many bananas 🍌.  This action was done in full view of cameras and it showed she has great ideas 
that just come upon her!  She guessed we’d all be thoroughly impressed as opposed to wide-eyed shock with a dose of second hand embarrassment.  It didn’t make my left eye tear up 
though.
B.S
Please pass the sick bag
Too much faki’ism 😂
“Saving the world”, one private jet journey at a time.
Hahahaha , Absolutely classic…what a cringe ….😢 It’s sad that adults can act this way.



I love the part where Rachel exempts Hawwy from any accusations of raycism, being that he's THE ONLY MEMBER OF THE ROYAL FAMILY to ever have been seen or heard to utter raycist 
slurs or wear raycist garb!

His N costume at a birthday party.

He called his fellow Sandhurst graduate a Pki and a rag head on video - still available to view online.

When telling the Press about his girlfriend Chelsey Davey, he said "She's from Zimbabwe.... But she's not black or anything!"

When meeting the black comedian Kevin Amos, he said "You don't sound black!"

So understanding and compassionate of Meghan the activist to forgive these raycist transgressions!  Brings a sweet tear to my left eye! 🥲
AWWW, now you can decide if you are 1) Race baiter/ woke propagandist 2) Stupid 3) Mentally deranged 4) Paid by MM, 5) Immoral human being 6) Naïve/gullible....

Take time out which one are you
 @MECCA  😂😂😂
under which rock do you live? by the way, the latest "scandal" was caused deliberately by a harkles supporter,. do your research. it was timed well and created by an anti-monarchist who 
loves harry's wife. hillarious who believes these manipulated events ;-)))
 @MECCA  7) meghan herself
They were given the opportunity to do so much good as well.
 @Ruby Mouse  , now that truth is what is so sad.  The purposelful throwing away this potential to really do good works. I remember how the public embraced them, and the toxic duo 
could have really done great things with their platform, that came as a result of being a part of the British ROYAL family. But as the Wife has said, "I am not getting paid for this?"  That is 
when Prince Harry turned into JustHarry, and they purposely threw away all that positive good-will. This actually does bring tears to my eyes. And the positive in the negative of all this crap 
is, we are all getting a crash-course in toxic, mid-range narcissism.
 @Ruby Mouse  we now know they should not have been given any of those privileges. The palace went too overboard
 @Catherine  The palace was afraid of the race card and still is.

 @Maegi  which is why such absurdity has become so out of control. Race is nothing more than a passive aggressive nuclear grade weapon. Time to stop negotiating with bloody terrorists.
Wish I could afford to visit my family from afar for Christmas. To be honest, I wish they would invite me too. How lovely to be invited to Christmas. Many people don’t get invited and can’t 
afford to travel overseas to see their family.
It's only fair... They offend me on an almost daily basis.
Yes, the compassion is simply unbelievable. How she bullied a little 3yo Princess Charlotte and fat shamed her. So inspiring how Harry's wife's best friend Jessica Mulroney also joined in 
and encouraged her daughter to chide little Princess Charlotte. Stirlingly commendable stuff.
I love how Meghan says she empowers women and she only bullies women, so inspiring🙄
Charlotte is a brat! Glad she was bullied….TRIGGER WARNING! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Stephanie DuBose an adult bullying a three year old is ok? Don’t be an idiot
Don’t forget when she said they were one plane crash away from the throne. What a disgusting thing to say or even think.
BOOM 💥💥



Yeah he does have a documented past of racism himself. Don't know if it was misguided or not...  He must really hate his family to attack them with this.
The left one?
 @mackem robbo  lucky guess
And remember when he dressed aa Hi!tler on year
Oooh, and we got to see his glorious bony bare ass too, on the front page! So desirable.
Let me guess... left eye?
I remember his fancy dress costume well, a lot of thought must have gone into that.I also remember how he racially slurred 1 of his army comrades not knowing it was an insult when he 
was educated at 1 of the top ranking expensive schools in the UK that no1 else can afford.Stunning, can’t see for another tear, left eye.
He only thinks with his Japs eye 😮
Which eye did it bring a tear to?
Prince Harree the Nazee. Hey, it even rhymes.😄
It is no coincidence that the director of their upcoming Netflix docuseries, Liz Garbus, is partner in a film company with Rory Kennedy, the youngest of Robert F. Kennedy’s children.  How 
brave of them to use people to get ahead 🤣
Such beauty!
Oh yeah. The fake photo from the above Netflix trailer 🙄
Yes, so desperate and pathetic that they had to use a paparazzi stock photo.
 @lily of-the-valley Yes! Do they really think we don't have the internet or something?
That act was so patronising to the recipients. Just gross and cringe worthy.
Brilliant!!!!
I had no idea! 😅
  🤢🤮
I love how they timed this so that it's released when William and Kate are in the US.
I love the parts where Maygain and Hairy solve world hunger, global warming,  the Ukraine and Crimea conflicts, Flint water and baby formula. 
Their tiresome, oops tireless efforts to get people to see where the real problems lie with families and in laws, healthcare and elderly care. 
They are a true inspiration to all, tv series costars in particular. They have truly discovered the formula for future generations to adapt to the obstacles in life.
Isn't this the 3rd or maybe 4th time, I lost count, that Harry and Meghan have told "their" story?  Enough already we don't want to hear your story any more.
I lone the part when she taken a camera crew to uvqlde and exploits the ultimate tragedy of others. So inspirational!
Love the part where all the people she plagiarised are on and she finally gives them credit. Really touching. Left eye’s tearing up.
I love the part where Megaliar is awarded the Champion Award for being the most honest person on earth when she tells her life story and Hazbeen gets awarded another Champion 
Award on being the world's greatest dimwit easily powered by cheap BJs so many others on yachts have experienced too.
She is honestly so objectionable,  I love the part where her undeniable narcissistic tendencies overshadows everything she comes into contact with.
The part where she openly blackmailed the royal family and said she "found an old diary in frogmore!" and hadn't signed an NDA!
Her left eye leaked one crocodile tear!
Oh the Hermes ! They could afford everything expensive and yet they complain always? Even if you give them the world, they will still complain. It's their DNA.
Yo if Netflix seriously wanted to make a return on their investment, they'd Tiger King tf outta these two assholes.
This is such hypocrisy.  People who demanded something for nothing.  She was there for a hot minute.  Honestly i'm catcalling my sub



I love the part where they show a picture of Meghan crying then pan to a stern photo of Catherine more than insinuating that she's been victimised AGAIN. And it was so thoughtless of 
Catherine to follow this up in Boston by looking so absolutely fabulous, classy & superbly royal in that neon green dress & Diana's jewels. It must have hurt Meghan so much! So bullying lol. 
I can see the worldwide award now - Award for Best Fiction! You couldn't make this stuff up!
I love the part where they pretend they got married 3 days before their wedding and then the Archbishop of Canterbury turns up to deny it.  That part is classic!
I love how Meghan reminds BIOPIC women all the time how they are all victims no matter their circumstances or standing in society. Victimhood is so brave.
Oxygen thieves.
I loved the part when Princess Charlotte bullied Megain into crying and yet Megain never breathed a word about it . She’s full of nothing but love . Sure to invoke tear ducts into anyone’s 
left eye reading this. 😅
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
She should have never broken up with Mike!
What stakes are high? 😂 finding out the truth about why a bunch of rich people fight ?!
🤣🤣🤣🤣 I wish  But doing all that there would be no time to shop for hermes blankets
Each time they tell their story they change it up and add more lies to the mountain of lies they already told. 

They have to keep retelling their story because they keep forgetting the stories they have told.  They can't keep their lies straight.
Re Lady Hussy racism claims . Think it was staged but I also think Lady Hussy needs to retire . More please
I loved that green dress worn by Catherine, it reminded me of Queen Elizabeth II. I think it was an homage to her.
What I loved the most about that choker was the fact that they were the stones Meagain wanted for her engagement ring! As if the Queen would allow a piece of history to be broken up 
and worn by a Z-lister.
I mean isn't Katherine the worst? The absolute bain of Megain's existence? Being so effortlessly regal, stunningly beautiful, not to mention kind, empathetic and endearing. Worse she was 
like that bf she even knew MM existed - master level cruelty.
Stakes are high = they think they can take out the British Royal Family / head of state with their BS.
I just love that they named their daughter Lilibet! Such an honour for the queen! And the photo of Lilibet meets Lilibet -- it brought tears to my left eye! Such an iconic photo, which will go 
down in history. Maybe Lilibet Junior will be Kween one day?
I loved the part where people in Africa danced in the streets just like they did for Mandela, with tears running from their left eyes, when they heard about the wedding.  I of course also 
have a tear in my left eye!
I want to know how many dislikes this video has
All Disney villains will bow down to Meghan.
OMG guys these comments are epic! Crying 😂😂
harry may never be king of england but at least he can be king of the simps.
Michelle loved the Live stream with Paula M . H&M are beyond logic . Planet Zog but dangerous . Parliament & RF NEED To investigate institutional racism claims long overdue . Re Lady 
Hussy racism claims . Think it was staged but I also think Lady Hussy needs to retire . More please ❤❤
I love the part where meghan said that she had never googled prince Harry and had no idea of the British Royal family
Such a hard life 🤣🤣😭😭 damn Netflix i just paid more for screen sharing was hoping that now you can make good entertaining movies not dramas specially not a woke one.
The part where she ‘directs her venom' at the literary agent because she was unhappy with his decision to include a chapter about sexual attraction in her Tig book that he never published 
after saying she was one of the most unpleasant people he had ever worked with.
I love how Netflix have removed how many  there actually are on this trailer,  but with 30k comments there are only 19k 👍



The part where she ‘directs her venom' at the literary agent because she was unhappy with his decision to include a chapter about sexual attraction in her Tig book that he never published 
after saying she was one of the most unpleasant people he had ever worked with.
I love the part where they fly around the world in private jets lecturing everybody on how to stop polluting the planet.
I loved the part when they felt “popular” because so many people watched this… hmmm not THAT popular!
Story of an emotionally manipulative narcistic woman trying to ruin the royal heritage and family connections, wrapped in a disguise of "truth" via a "documentary". Shame on you Netflix, 
you'd do anything just to increase your viewers?!?!
I’m crying with my left eye now! 😂

Shame on you Netflix for encouraging bad behavior and lies with this docuseries and “the Crown”.
I was sad when you announced that you lost subscriptions, but now I can say it’s well deserved.
You lost my subscription as well.

Love the part where the hapless Prince is juggling outside the window while she takes tea while on a zoom call with her laptop perched on an artfully arranged stack of her book (can we 
call it literary reading?) Obviously showing their new careers, Harry as a circus clown and Meghan as an architect.  They can be financially independent with those skills …. Out of my left eye
What a fun night watching the wonderful prince and princes of Wales and reading the comments here.
We’ve already heard your story… and the multitude of edits and rewrites that followed Yoko Moana!
What “stakes”?   I wish they would just go away.  Will not watch this.
Yeah, they despise the BRF so much for their racusm that they named their daughter after Harry's grandmother... Logic fail.
 @D W haha dont expose them like that 😂 they have to do that to be relevant ya know
Misan is photoshopping it right now.
210k and counting....
210k and counting... You can get a browser add-on to unhide the number of dislikes. : )
19k likes vs 210k down xD
Meghan actually said "We're one plane crash away from the throne". Nice lady.... : /
 @D W  keep her away from any plane william is on.
i wouldn't be surprised if she actively worked to make that happen.
and even more i love the part how harry believed her ;-)))
but posting about Kate and Wills wedding on her tig blog and makes pics with mag with Kate photo on it
There are at least 200k 👎 and growing…people who have the software to view the hidden down thumb update us with the figure in the comments from time to time.
210k and counting... Yes, you can get a browser add-on to unhide the number of dislikes. ; )
Thanks for the update guys
if they really wanted to increas their viewers they would have edited the docuseries differently and would show the real markle.
 @Lil G  this trailer only had 5.6M views so far
I know right
Stakes are high = they honestly think they can take out the British Royal Family / head of state with their BS.
They want and are demanding Internationally Protected Person status through the U.K. legal system. Meaning every country they go to, even if just to holiday there, would have to pay for 
all their security and protection…Its so humble and relatable of them, that my left eye is tearing up
I love where Major Johnny smiles behind the scenes all the 6 series (holding a Candle)



Nobody cares. Literally nobody. I hate this sack of potatoes called Meghan
I love the part where she pretends like anyone with a functioning brain gives a damn about her and her simp husband.
I loved the beginning when American valley girl D list actress Meghan actually thought she could take on Her Majesty the Queen and win. So stunning & brave! Sadly, the rest was a 
predictable let-down - boring narcissistic rage that seemed to drag on forever. Harry was there but not actually seen, standard for movie props I imagine. Overall I give it 1 star ⭐, 20 
hurled rotten 🍅.
I love the part that Netflix ready to throw millions money for the rich people complaints
Defending yourself against H&Ms accusations of racism is like defending yourself in medieval witch trials. If you were accused of being a witch they threw you in a river. If you drowned you 
were innocent and if you didn't drown you were a witch so they burnt you at the stake. If you dare call out H&Ms accusations of racism, you yourself are called out as being a racist for 
daring to challenge them or disbelieve them. If you share any evidence of their lies, again you are a racist or a hater. You cannot win. Maybe that is what she means when she says that 
stakes are high - lots of tall stakes to burn lots of people who dare challenge TW.
MEEEEE MEEEEE MEEEEE ALLLLLL MEEEEEE
I loved the bit when Meghan came to meet us all in Australia, part of the Commonwealth, and bless her heart commented that she couldn’t believe she wasn’t being paid for it.
Such a lovely gesture to one of the United Kingdom’s greatest friends. Family, really. And Meghan always puts family first. ❤
Loved the pair's Royal visit to Fiji. When Meghan saw her adversary the  United Nations Women's Group at the venue -  "Meghan turned and "hissed" at a member of her entourage, 
clearly incandescent with rage and demanded to leave immediately. The staff member was humiliated and was left in tears. No Kindness and Compassion in Action -  the Archwell Mission 
Statement only applies when it is in Meghan's self-interest.   Shed a tear from my left eye.
They are both a waste of oxygen
I love the part where MeAgain identified as Caucasian all her life prior until she married up to a prince but could not rule over his family after terrorizing and bullying the staff, to then 
identify herself as black to exploits the black race by crying racism. What she is doing is true racism.
There were 3 people in their marriage. Harry, Meg and her photographer.  So romantic. Brings one tear to my left eye.
I love the part where these comments turn into
Left Eye, One Tear Gold
👏👏👏👏🥲🥲🥲🥲
I loved the part where Rachel says “doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story form us” while doing an Oprah interview, releasing countless podcasts and writing tell all books.  What an 
inspirational person….single tear, left eye.
I wish they would just go away
Two thumbs up for the comments.  Not excited to watch a show about two whiney millionaires who essentially have no family and fake hollywood friends.
Absolutely loving the comments. So funny and inspiring. Single tear from my left eye rolling down my cheek.
I think we just stick together and stick to the real truth …rather than “her truth”. May sanity reign.
Yes that really won our hearts didn’t it 😂
And chucked hot tea
You know you are loved by the UK and the UK's royal family xx
Well said. Love from the UK. 🇦🇺🇬🇧
I mean, can you blame her, Natalie, dear? How would you feel if you were only given one whole wing of a beautiful home to stay in while visiting and then to have the Governor General 
himself refuse to uproot and move out so you didn't have to share air with that pleb? 

It's the absolute disrespect of it all, Natalie. I couldn't believe the lack of manners when I read about it myself. Don't your governors know how special Meghan and Harry are and how 
much of an honour it is for them to demand that they make themselves and their family temporarily homeless for their convenience?



I would have been ecstatically happy for a free unpaid trip to meet the Aussies. Lovely people, direct and honest, wicked senses of humour.

She’s an ungrateful arrogant bint. 

What’s the Aussie term for that?  I want to say bludger but I think that’s Aussie slang for lazy git  🤣.
Ouch. Feeling that burn 🔥🔥🔥
Yeah... I don't remember ever being paid for doing family stuff...
But maybe that just me? 😉 😄
Oh, Australia, remember how MM and Maroney called their visit "tour crap" ? Such lovely gracious women.
And recently she told everyone that she's an "UN Ambassador."
😂😂😂
exactly
I think there’s 4!…you forgot to include the memory of Diana, who he rams down our throats at every opportunity and who she tries emulate, but spectacularly fails at as though it’s an art 
form…who can forget she wore Diana’s favourite perfume to her dates with Harry, but she’d done no research on him or Diana at all! 

I wish she was
"The MeMe We Can't See"
🥲🥲🥲🥲🥲
She is trying to set a new world record in how many times a person can tell “their story” in media outlets. Let’s all have a moment for this woman’s bravery!
 @Hazel Windsor  🤣🤣🤣🤣
and nobody wants to visit her podcast only a few narcissistic "friends"
I swear she said when she did the oprah interview "this is the last time we will discuss it, we will put it behind us" good job....
😂😂😂😂
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" 

No.
What are the stakes? You want more of what? I doubt they will ever be satisfied or fulfilled.
I loved the part when Meghan honoured women and her sister by calling her a school dropout who had fathered 3 kids with 3 different men - her sister had in fact interrupted school 
education due to an accident that left her paralysed - but persisted with education.  Megain has used her voice to empower women time and again. 😢
What a pair of self serving sociopaths I hope they go bankrupt and Charles tells them to sod off like they deserve.
Toxic couple!
I loved the part when Meghan slandered the Archbishop of Canterbury in front of millions of viewers by accusing him of illegally marrying her and Harry in a garden three days before their 
$45, 000, 000 "fake" wedding and then signing off on false marriage documents! It was so INSPIRING to hear "her truth"!
I loved the part when MeGain recounted the story (over & over & over & over again) of how she wrote Hillary Clinton when she was 9 & singlehandedly saved women in America from 
dishwashing duties forevermore.  And the best part is that then the teacher came out & said it was a class project, & ALL the kids wrote letters.
All the comments start with the same phrase. Royal family bots?
When Meghan said "You're a wizard Harry" My jaw hit the flaw. Truly inspirational, flawless and empowering. 10/10



I love how Meghan turned up unanounced and uninvited at the 2020 British Fashion Show Awards where Rosamund Pike was invited to present the award. Minutes before Pike was to 
present the award she got a tap on the shoulder. 'The Ducjess was here to prsent it' she was told. Meghan bullied and bulldozed her way in and Rosamund graciously stood aside.
Harry is the spitting image of his parents and Meghan's perceived beauty is not at all skin deep.
I love the part when the price saves the replecant hunter from falling and says.....
" I've seen things you people wouldn't believe....muh.......Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of Orian, I've saw C-beams glisten in the dark near Tanhauser Gate.  All of those 
moments......will be lost....in time.......like tears.......in .....rain.......time to die."
So moving and brave

I love the part where Netflix does a Tiger King on the Prince and his plastic Princess exposing them for the rotten, vile, hateful, spite-filled, jealous, backstabbing, lying cretins they are!
I'd resub Netflix to see that, it would be a blockbuster! 🥲
This couple is a never ending PARODY
I’ll definitely be tuning in. I’ll love to hear them tell their story.. love me some Meghan.. 💜💜
Apparently we'll have the honor of hearing how some people in the family were against the marriage. No s**t ! I can't imagine why that would be?🙄😂
No way would I watch this. I’m not giving that narcissist any attention. She wants that narcissistic fuel.
She couldn't just take the money and be quiet, she wants more (destroying the royal family who leave them alone). And for Harry, I would slap him in the face for being so spoiled and 
spineless. Coward.
I love the part where Haz is pretending to play the guitar and Meghan looks at her meal ticket like she actually loves him,  it’s so beautiful.
The problem Harry and Megan have is it's only their privileged fruends that feel for them the rest of the world can see them for what they are Trash . Look at the comments if you don't 
believe me

Some of these comments are savage. I love how people commenting act like they know her personally and think they know everything that went on behind the scenes like they were 
present. I love how everyone is speaking about Megan’s family as if she came from a loving supporting family that would never throw her under a bus to sell a storyline for money. I love 
how you think the Prince is a gullible idiot to marry someone as controlling and conniving as Megan. I love how everyone thinks that picking someone apart is being supportive in a non 
bullying way. I love how everyone commenting and throwing shade Megan’s way must have the perfect life, the perfect relationships and probably do not have skeletons in their closet. I 
am sure none of you ever made rash decisions and never got angry and most definitely never did anything you regretted doing. I love how everyone commenting is so perfect. 🙄🤫
stakes in her mind.
Stakes are high = they honestly think they can take out the British Royal Family / head of state with their BS.

Samantha was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS) in 2008 and as been in a wheelchair since. Despite her disability she earned her Bachelor's degree in criminology and psychology from 
University of New Mexico and earned her Master of Arts degree in mental health from Southern New Hampshire University. She has also attended New Mexico Highlands University where 
she received her Master's degree in playwriting and screenwriting. Attacking her disable half-sister shows us, plebs, what compassion in action really means.
Meg’s generosity of spirit knows no bounds, as she SLUT SHAMED the sister she claims not to know  in the content provided to Finding Freedom)m, meanwhile Megs tells Oprah “I don’t 
know my sister and I don’t talk about people I don’t know”—- except authors of international best sellers.
 @Beauty from Nature  bravo to Samantha Markle. Hope she gets her day in court and her voice is finally heard. She deserves to win. She has been completely vindicated and those that 
ridiculed her and insulted her owe her an apology.
 @Beauty from Nature  now that is inspiring. Well done to Samantha.
I knew Meghan was wicked, but that just takes it to a new level.



Quote from Justin Welby at the Queen's funeral: "People of loving service are rare in any walk of life. Leaders of loving service are still rarer. But in all cases those who serve will be loved 
and remembered when those who cling to power and privileges are long forgotten."
 @Buster Guff  TRUTH!
Why don’t you install a YouTube dislike return 😂
Vous n'y êtes pas du tout ... C'est juste un debut de phrase lancé au début des commentaires et repris par un grand nombre ... Humour !
Yes because large numbers of people spontaneously settling on a meme is clearly unheard of in social media, right?
no, they've taken their pity fest too far and people are unleashing on them now
no, real people with real thoughts, making fun of a sociopathic wannabe queen.
bots are usually not witty or funny. greetings from germany ;-)))
😂
And she stood there with her black dress and both white arms cradling her archificial bump, top and bottom, to make sure everyone knew she was expecting a baby from somewhere! 
🙄🥲
This 
Oh, I didn’t know about this selfless act. Thank you 4 sharing. So many beautiful stories here. They have certainly made their mark on a global scale.
A woman like her becomes uglier every time she lies and bullies.
 @M H  yes, she is so ugly inside it really shines through.
Great sarcasm.  Love it.  BTW, you know, of course, that HarrysWife is a vampire? JustHarry has been just about sucked dry..he is a mere husk, and those hair implants are not taking root, 
because the WIFE keeps "love" him some....
 @Emcee Eß  Dude why the hell are you under my comment with this trash? This whole comment section is full of hate, go somewhere else with this foolishness. I LOVE HER. Eat your heart 
out!
Well, don’t say we didn’t warn you …
 @M H  warn me about what exactly? Again, WHY are you here? Can’t you so spread your hate on the tons of other hate comments here?
people who love watching manipulating, bullying liars are either living under a rock or are similar kind of people. luckily the majority of people is different!
 @Lil G   I have time for all of you roaches today. For people who claim you don’t want to be told what to do/believe, y’all are really working hard to tell me what to believe. Go to the other 
‘majority’ and have your weird little hate cult then! Idiots.
Party pooper
 @Sam Shaw  You mean the hate party y’all got going on yea? 🙄🙄
 @Asian Nkutt  If Megsy and H are going to keep throwing provable BS lies into the public arena they going to be called out, just like MPs, President's, anyone else. This is a public forum 
and nobody wants to hear their lying vindictive crap anymore. People are so past it now they aren't even angry or hateful,.........................they're just laughable insignificants now. Just how 
it should be.
 @Asian Nkutt  I genuinely feel sorry for people who can’t recognise a narcissist, so they can steer clear and protect themselves. Do yourself a big favour and read up about them. I promise 
it has nothing to do with skin colour, race, gender or how much someone earns.
 @Sam Shaw   laughable insignificant but look how much y’all looovee talking about how much you hate them. Insignificant indeed! I LOVE THEM. Eat your heart out!

 @M H  and I genuinely feel sorry for people who can’t recognize someone who dealt with a difficult situation. You say I shd read up on them? I saw the headlines how she was treated and 
how same headlines were favorable when Kate did the same things (and this is NOT on Kate who for all I know is wonderful) so that there was ALL I needed to know. You say it had nothing 
to do with skin but just recently a member of the palace had to resign for guess what? Racism. So tell yourself that to make the hate she’s getting easy for you to digest.
 @Asian Nkutt  Yawn! I'm over it move on



 @Sam Shaw  I’ll move on when you move your ass up and out of a comment I made. Comprendé?
 @Asian Nkutt  I’m sorry but I think we’ll just have to agree to disagree on this one.
 @M H  yea you didn’t see the headlines right? Cradling baby bump, the avocado one and how she’s wolfing it down.. 🤔🤔 Yea let’s disagree 🙄🙄
 @Asian Nkutt  have you seen the interview with Oprah where she lied 17 times to make the Royal Family look bad, or read Tom Bowers’ book “Revenge” which spells out the sort of 
person she is (which she can’t deny), or statements from witnesses about her bullying 3 year old Princess Charlotte, or the many reports of her bullying her staff to the point of tears and 
resignation, of the lies she told in court about having nothing to do with writing the book “Finding Freedom” because she “forgot”, or how she won’t allow Harry to meet alone with his 
Father or Brother, or how she said that Prince Philip was faking the severity of his illness (he died about a week later). I could go on, but seriously I think that’s enough for you to get the 
picture. And don’t get me started about Ngozi Fulani (Marlene Headly) … another Meghan supporter trying to damage the RF. I’m off to bed 💤
 @M H  I would debate you on the above but you cited Ngozi merely stating a conversation she had as trying to destroy the Royal Family. A conversation that they themselves have 
apologized for because it is problematic and a micro aggression. Lied 17 times indeed.. SMH. How she won’t ‘allow’ a grown man see his brother.. what a joke.
They were smart … it took a few of us a tad longer. I’ll never forgive Harry for introducing this noxious weed into our lives.
she is just like amber heard. both destroy themselves while destroyibg others. they can't help it, it's part of their personality disorder.
Hahahahahhahhhhahhaaha sooooooo good
“You’re so vain, you probably think this song is about you” 😂😂
He probably doesn’t even know how to play the guitar. It’s just a prop so we think he is just a regular bloke with just a laid back women
And hé didn’t éven say it’s him who teach E Clapton how to play guitar… such a great humility !
 @D'Alteroche fabienne  👏👏👏‼🤣🤣🤣  priceless
 @Lee’s Express Topic’s  regular bloke? No, he's on earth to teach us how to live with inclusivity and sustainability. Lol!
 @D'Alteroche fabienne  

🔥🔥💀🔥🔥
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Proper acting, that.
Guitar isn’t even the correct adult size
It’s not a guitar but a big violin….
LOL.  pretty sure everyone's commenting because they are NOT sociopath narcissist, but rather people who can call such people out & narcissistic abuse out when they see it.  ACTIONS 
SPEAK TRUTH.  Content of Character always comes through. Literally almost every comment is rooted in actual truth & facts & spot on.  There's not being perfect, & then there's being a 
total monster & covert narcissistic sociopath.  One is normal, the other is evil.
where have you been the last couple of years? if in coma and you have awaken only recently, than i'm happy for your recovery and i understand that you have a different knowledge about 
them than the rest of the world. they have told "their truth" already uncountable times and uncountable lies were already proven. if you want to catch up, read the tom bower book. it's 
fact checked.
Strange...Megsy dumped her father because he sold a story to the press about how excited he was about the wedding. Totally alienated him, can never see his grandkids, yet she spews her 
hate for money on others everywhere for what seems to be all the friggin time. She is so emotionally and intellectually immature, a great match for Harry.

I love the part where it's Sunday morning and I'm reading some of the 30k plus comments from normal people who can see through the M&H crap. Obviously, my left eye is welling up.



For those that can't see the ratio:

19K Likes
209K Dislikes
It's at the point now where the word 'Treason' isn't wholly inappropriate.
I love that they used a picture of the paparazzi from 2011. I love that they have a photographer ready for all their Intimate moments. Wish I thought of that.  I love that she does the same 
thing with all the boys. So sweet brought a tear to my left eye.
Strip that fool for his title and let him be used by that drama queen.
I loved the part where she trashed South Africa and the people responded warmly, with one 🥲 running down their left cheeks with
"VOETSEK MEGHAN!"
🇿🇦
I really do hope that these two horrible  narcissists are reading all the posted comments! I haven’t found one single comment supporting their terrible,  childish behavior. They are nasty, 
dangerous  bullies who I wish would just shut the f**k up & go crawl under a rock until she divorces him & he goes running back to daddy with his tails between his legs, cos THAT‘s WHAT 
IS GOING TO HAPPEN HARRY!! YOU WILL BE MARKLED & it will serve you right 😮😅
I love the fact they are harming their own family, it’s legacy and a whole country’s culture while playing the victims. Super classy. Also love the fact they hate the monarchy but still keep 
their titles and milk it for all its worth.
The part where Trevor meet Harry, both with wedding rings in envelops. Left eye tear.
I can’t understand why the Queen approved the marriage in the first place if the Palace had Meghan’s background thoroughly researched. Precedents had already been set. She did not 
approve her sister Princess Margaret’s request to marry Peter Townsend and also refused her cousin Prince William of Gloucesters request to marry Hungarian model, Zsuzsi Starkloff.  
Even though Meghan may have been considered unsuitable because of a divorce and a questionable life style, perhaps the Queen could have been concerned that if she refused to allow 
the marriage, Harry would have played the race card?
Again this two? AGAIN there story? 😩😩😩😩😩
The whining duo
🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣 Who cares? 🤡
I had to do everything I could to protect my family? What like shoplift to feed them turn the heating off in 9 of the rooms in your mansion buy a bike to get them to school go to charity 
shops to cloth them eat bluestripe food park the Lear jet up and fly commercial holiday in a tent wear pass me down shoes He and his privileged tart insult the people struggling around the 
world to keep their heads above water. great timing you stupid  pair of plebs my heart morns for you. Behind closed doors? what a insult
I love the parts when 1)despite of seeking to become financially independent, Harry was desperately asking his father and grandmother for money, 2)despite of stating that they will 
continue to honor the late Queen, they were attacking her family and her legacy, 3)despite of stating that flattery and criticism go down the same drain, her PR pieces were a reply to all 
the noise out there on SM, mind you, that she-is-not-on, and, 4)despite of disliking the toxic royal family, she is so attached to those royal titles while loving to be linked to the royals and 
ranked as a duchess in America. Meghan's contradictions and controversies are out of this world. What a woman!
Man, wtf is this shit 😂
Don’t think I can listen to anymore of their bullshite.  Hope William just does his own interview and tells it how it really is, that’s is Harry fell for a narcissist social climber who is jealous of 
Kate and this is narcissistic wrath.
I love how Netflix is giving the world this docuseries that no one asked for or ever wanted.
USA please prevent these two ever coming back to the United Kingdom....or anywhere else for that matter....😂
Appalled at the gruesome twosome and their tissue of lies.
happiness



good news
Thank you - who likes that crap????😮
That’s gotta sting
Now, if Netflix had only done a public survey before they signed up the "compassion in action" toxic duo, they would not have thrown away time, money and resources.  Netflix now has a 
big mess, thanks to hooking up with these societal parasites and professional victims.
Thank you!
Update. As of 15:10 4th Dec (UK time):
20K Likes
221K Dislikes
If you haven't already, watch the body language guy's video about that paparazzi shot. It's excellent.
 @cath evans  I’ll have to check it out thank you.
no they don't read, they live in the fantasies
Harry threatened her with the race card. If Meghan had 2 Caucasian parents, the marriage would never have been aporoved.
the royal family was trapped from the beginning, but who would have thought how far hatry's wife would go. i mean, she basically got everything and demanded always more. the main 
culpred for me is harry. he betrayed his own family - and for ehat. for a fake love that will end in disaster.
Harry told the Queen the world would see it as racist to not let him marry her.
The hypocrisy is astounding!
👏👏👏👏
William is too classy.
Leaving the comment section on this open is the best thing Netflix has ever done.  😂
I had to run to my ONE toilet after watching this 🤮🤮💩💩
The royal family probably has to pay for netflix subscription to see their grandchildren, nephew/niece faces
My favourite parts are when  Harry said he needed to protect his family whilst constantly attacking both his and hers oh and when they said they wanted privacy whilst invading everyone 
else's 👍 authentic humble compassion in action 💸🤑👌
Sense? If it’s anything like the dribbling podcast it’s gonna be nauseating.
😂😂 the comments section is far more entertaining than this series will ever be
No, we don’t want to hear from you Meghan.
I love the part when meghan took the courage from saving all
Moms women of all ages   from washing the dishes that nasty grin in her face that day 😂inspired me too much.. who would have thought that after she hussled and hassled left and right 
.. in soho house.. chasing after every rich members finally she landed a half wit prince.. now she had plenty of female maids washing the dishes for her.. that way she never had ti wash the 
dishes again in her life time.. her life is so inspiring.. brought a JERKY tears in my left eye😂
I loved the part where Hermes sue Meghan for cheapening their brand…..
209k dislikes and counting 🤣 No but they're just bots you understand 😆😆😆. Seriously though, in this world of toxic narcissism where victimhood is the ultimate power it warms my 
heart to know that people aren't credulous enough to believe these two grifters.

I love the part where H&M expose the fact that the press, in the pretence of photographing the Harry Potter premiere in 2011,  were in fact hounding them 5 years before they met!
I love the fact that the Queen was dying with Cancer and they decided to leave the country to get paid millions for their story instead of being there for her
Money obsessed manipulative victim playing couple



Meghan - ONE TEAR - LEFT EYE - GO!
The part where her skin was white before meeting Harry but then started using bronzers and self tanning lotions and turned orange, the part when she had only white boyfriends and 
husbands and was in white sorority in uni. Also the part where none of her black relatives were invited to the wedding.
Omit… first The Crown fractured fairytales then this garbage. Cancelling my subscription
Hilarious, pictures of them  enjoying utter luxury whilst people were dying of the pandemic and us living in a cost of living crisis!!    How utterly selfish these two are and how utterly out of 
touch with reality!   They should be stripped of their titles!
Apparently, us Brits need a lesson. But Harry, it’s you and your wife who are about to learn the lessons. When you do, I will wipe the tear from my left eye.
I love how they've based their reality show on a cheesy Hallmark movie!
Ginge and Cringe at their finest! 🥲
DO WE GET TO SEE THE KIDS AT ALL?????
What a sad couple.
Like she singlehandedly destroyed the reputation of Sunshine Sachs 🤣🤣🤣
 @Beauty from Nature  she really did. But it could've happened to a worse agency.

🤣
Good
Indeed!  How very dare he!  I hope he gets bucket loads of Karma! Entitled brat! 😏
Oh my God! These two people are so pathetic! I have personally never seen or heard anyone so insincere, shallow and overly entitled complain so much about being 'victims' like these two 
jackwagons. They hated being royals to the point of walking away but that doesn't stop them from trying to squeeze every dime out of it that they can no matter who they have to hurt 
along the way. Maybe the King will finally give them what they wanted. Their complete and unfettered freedom... Without any titles or connection to the Palace.
And this is why I cancelled my Netflix subscription months ago. Funding this was not why I had a subscription.
Strip their titles. Everyone agree? Won’t watch this when it airs to give any more attention to this train wreck.
So many haters no trolls. Yikes. No one is forcing you to participate in their lives.
Hell naurrrr
Sorry I just find these two very boring!  Spoilt brats who need to get over themselves
The first Q
A: 😄 cuz we need money
Oh god victimsssssssssssssssssssssss. These okes live in a bubble of their own.
i love the part when megsy calls herself a girl .. as if she is not nearly 50 ish.. what an amzing woman.. she keeps forgetting her real age when she is so smart according to her😅
My favourite part is Netflix getting markled and paying them a fortune for the privilege



I love the part where a reality TV show is a documentary, a stereotype is an archetype, guttural means visceral, codifying means decoding. So many examples of a brilliant mind with a 
stellar education in action. Such a wordsmith, a nerd, a scholar, the master of word salads. She should be awarded the Nobel Prize for "modernizing" the English language like she wanted 
to "modernize" the Monarchy. Her people (if there are any left after Mandana Dayani departure) should look into buying one for her. She could use the occasion to tell the story of the 
soap commercial. She is soooooo smart!!!

Edit: Her speech would be something like: "I'm Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex (pause...let that sink in, peasants) I ...... me...... my..... I .........soap commercial........seat at the table ..... 
I.......I.... activism .....me....my.... female empowerment......find my  voice ....me....me....me.....force for change.....my now husband.....our love story.... .I....I.... .me....mine.....shine a light.....  
me.... me.... me..... my husband's grandmother....struggle ....through the lens.... .. I...... myself...... me..... me .....authentic self ..... ...I.... I....me..I...using my voice..I...I...I...purpose 
driven......my truth......Me.....me....me... leadership .....collective...... uplifting ...me.... mine...... write my own narrative.......my....I....I.....I ...powerful force......I.......I.....strength in 
diversity......I.... I'm a mom ..... equality ..... feminism.....me...me...me..... humbled......I.....I.... real princess.....me... me... me.... mental health......my story ....... manifested .......service is 
universal..... mememeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!! Thank you!"
🤣🤣🤣🤣

Edit 2: Thank you all for inspiration and help to write the most epic word salad the world has ever seen!!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
19500 likes, wtf.
I love the part where meme was so thoughtful that she organised her first wedding on the sand at the beach.  Her sister would have attended but wheelchairs can’t go on sand.  Such a 
kind, thoughtful and compassionate humanitarian.  All her suits co stars could go though.  
I also love the part where after she’d used her first husbands contacts to climb the celebrity ladder, when he was no longer useful she personally posted her wedding rings by mail. She is 
such an inspiration and wants us to listen to her and be our role model in Narsussex
So tired of these hateful wasters. Every time they open their mouths shit falls out.
BOTH A PAIR OF SHITHOUSE RATS
I love the part in the beginning when I pause the video and just read these comments. These comments are the best and only good thing that’s come out of this. ☕
❤❤❤❤❤
I love the part when Meghan places her engagement and wedding ring in an envelope and sends it to Harry to let him know the marriage was over.... Oh sorry that was her first husband 
Trevity Trev Trev 
Oopsie!!! That was her other love story 🤣
Marrying Me-again is, was and will be the biggest mistake and regret of Harry’s life.
Well said!
Good
agree
My favourite part is Netflix burning the witch at the stake by deliberately leaving the comments section open!
Go Netflix! 👏👏👏🥲
Scrabble and Jeopardy expert fighting against "salacious" newspaper headlines!
Reader of The Economist and general saviour of the world!
Voetsek Meghan! 🥲
Best comment 🏆
Hahaha 😂😂🤣
I know big words…haven’t we heard that before…from another orange tan man.



Another over used phrase to make her sound smart... "Through their lens"
 @bree6719  your thinking of Kamila Harris
I love your very clever comment, you should have a multi million dollar Spottybum deal, I'd listen to that.
 @Neards  And, 'shine a light on ', just like she's shone a light on how nasty old Hasbeans is.
Thanks to Sizzler’s word salad.
They royal family is literally a reality tv show, needs abolishing
And  "write my own narrative" means lie whenever it suits our purpose.
Don't forget 'strength in diversity' and 'struggle'
  @Ollie grigg  The Royal Family are saying nothing, just ge ng on with their charity work. The Markles le  the Royal family they are not Royalty even though she is desperate to be like 
Catherine.
👏👏👏👏👏
You forgot "manifested" and "my husband's grandmother" and "the universe wants me".
😆👏👏👏
 @Ollie grigg  it's technically not the royal family being  a reality TV show - it's the ex Royal Family being a reality Tv Show.
Hilarious…😂😂😂 If you do another please add in “my truth” and “organic”
I think you forgot ‘ripple affect’ 💀
you forgot the words KIND, COMPASSION, SECURITY,  DIANA, I AM LIKE DIANA, I AM OBSSESED WITH DIANA, DIANA AND I HAVE SOMETHING IN COMMON, PEOPLE ARE RACISTS IF THEY 
DON'T GIVE ME WHAT I WANT, WOMEN, POWER TO WOMEN, I AM A WOMEN SAVIOR, BUT THEY DON'T KNOW I SECRETLY HATE WOMEN BECAUSE THEY MAKE ME FEEL SUPER INSECURE 
ESPECIALLY A BEAUTIFUL AND MAGNETIC WOMAN LIKE KATE, ........HARRY DOESN'T HAVE BALLS AFTER I SNIPPED THEM OFF.....
And “when I married MY now husband, the people of S. Africa were  celebrating ME in the streets as when Mandela was getting free”. 🤡
you give her far too much credit in her speech!  That's about 5 different speeches with a lot more me, myself, and I!
 @bree6719  yes, those two are remarkably similar, both con men.....grifting knows no political party.....
Don’t forget “it’s so layered” and “through the lens”
Hahaha this is brilliant!!
Yes, "My truth". Just a way of saying "my opinion".
 @Ollie grigg  I guess you don't know the definition of literally or maybe you're using MeGain English when you say that.
Love this!
This! Let's not forget Harry's garbled use of 'genetic pain' instead of 'generational pain' in a speech that was very obviously written by Meghan.  I'd be willing to overlook her mistakes if she 
hadn't made such a big show about how 'whip-smart' she was during her early days in the monarchy, embellishing her (somewhat middling) academic achievements to claim (incorrectly) 
that she was the most highly educated member of the Royal Family.  The truth is that she's not a particularly clever woman. She's had an expensive education, sure, but that's not 
necessarily the same thing.
😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😂😆😆😆😆😆😆😆😆😆😆😆😅😅😅😅😅😅😅
This comment is beautifully perfect!
 @Sandy No  don’t forget “high tides float all ships”. I’m waiting for her to say “for whom the bell tolls”
To be honest I think you skimped on the I's, me's and my's,  but over-all a perfect word salad.
 @bree6719  Tell me where the Orange Man hurt you!
 @Dorothy Ramser  She is Royalty though, 'A Royal Pain in the Butt' that is.
 @Stephen R  or the Britified version 'Me Thinks'



 @darren marsh  Kamilla another fake! 🤮
 @M H  yes, "organic"!  :face-green-smiling:
“in my lived experience” (just to add one of my top fave word salad phrases)
 @TomaytoTamaato  🤣 good one !
Zeitgeist is missing 😂
And her Dad is still paying off that expensive vacation.  Her gratitude to him moves me to a single tear.  In my left eye
Global, you forgot global ... need a Kleenex for my left eye.
This comment made my day, thank you so much! 😭
 @Stacey A  i know he's a genetically modified (unlike any of his relations) pain in the bottom.
 @Lynn D  or finest hour?
Authentic. Sustainable. At one.
Your comment had me crying one tear out of my left eye!  😂😂😂😂😂👌👌👌👌👌
 @kika sm  in our lived experience they are our definition of nightmare couple
Too funny. your comment left me tearing up on my left eye but only one tear!!!! Thank you ☺
"When the stakes are this high?" Delusional M, thinks she has something to offer the Royal family. 🙄🙄🙄
You're spot on.
Can we discuss plagiarism and whether thus word is in Markle's lexicon?
 @Ollie grigg  Just the Montecito Duo.
This is absolutely brilliant!
 @S A  do you think she meant steak? I have no idea what this crass woman is talking about at the best of times.
 @Lynn D   😂😂
209k dislike
I completely forgot about that part 
She flew without her passport. I don't how she managed this as only the Queen or King can, but she did. Amazing Megain !
Nunca,she flew on her broom stick.
Also on record is that husband saying he was going to give her the family she'd never had. Much to the surprise of her parents who were there and had paid for the wedding.
 @Ruby Mouse  Which husband was that? Because I remember Haz saying those very words... Which was followed by Rachel gushing how wonderful RF were, how accepting and 
welcoming
Trevor was her second husband.  Let's not forget that she was first married to Joseph Guliano. That marriage was annulled so “technically” in the eyes of the Roman Catholic Church, this 
means that the marriage “did not happen.” The marriage DID occur however.
What does that mean?
"Personally posted her rings by mail"?
Are you saying she mailed them to herself? 
Bc if so, then... how would anyone else know? 
I'm so confused. I'm sure she did whatever you're saying  - nothing negative about MeAgain would surprise me - I just don't know what you're talking about.
 @praktyknlp  she married Trevor first and his words were almost identical to Harry's - showing she fed both men a sad story about her past.
MM gave both husbands that lying sob story.  All the childhood videos show her with her own family doing lots of things.  Such a manipulator.
Hi.  She sent the rings by post back to Trevor and that’s how she broke it off with her husband.



The part where all her scheming emails come to light .. loved the epilogue showing all those behind scenes oh her bad behaviour and him crying .. so sad
They really are a nasty piece of work!!
I saw the thumbnail, tapped on it and went straight to the comment section. Didn’t disappoint 😅
This looks interesting...
These struggles, these difficulties, these life dramas of the rich and privileged.
I can't wait to watch this shit show... no.
Harry is James Hewitts son , EVERYONE KNOWS THAT . He’s not even Royal . This king should get a DNA test and make Harry show the world the results . King Charles only has one son and 
that’s the amazing Prince of Wales and his BEAUTIFUL BEAUTIFUL wife our future Queen ❤.
It’s been 3 yeas. Move on with your life. Go and do something useful. Start thinking about others. Actually make a difference in the world. You have a platform, money and opportunity. 
Stop the hatred, this is exhausting. I feel so sorry for the royal family. This feels like bullying. It’s relentless. They are still grieving. Show some compassion and kindness that you keep 
preaching about!
So they have used footage from events they weren’t at and broken other peoples privacy. Probably broken copyright. Hope Netflix is prepared for possible legal action.
Hear the story from these guys?? Like when they spewed so much proven lies on the Oprah interview and MM's crappy podcast? No thank you.
I just burst into tears when I found out that a privileged manipulator woman, unknown to anyone before marrying the prince, would tell for more than an hour how she suffered and 
explain to ordinary plebeians how to live and BE BETTER
Why did you want to make this documentary?
 
Because of you Netflix, you were so dumb enough to provide us with the $$$
I like the part when Meghan visited  memorial site in Uvalde, with Netflix crew to show the world her over humanitarian works .. inspired
I don't understand what these two drifters are wining about. I don't get it. They chose this path a d then complain about it? Why?? As a mature adult we have to live with the choices we 
make in life.
I love the part where they went to the Baby to Baby charity day to hand out school supplies to the needy and took their own photographer, stayed 10 minutes and sent the pictures to 
worldwide news agencies to demonstrate how charitable they reaalllly are!
Shame on Baby to Baby for not inviting the Harkles to their Gala event this year!
I cried all night, my left eye is sore, watching Kim Kardashian take all the credit while Megsy Baby sat home bawling into her Hermes blanket! 🥲🥲

None of us want to see this crap, they had it all and they blow it, Harry by birth and Meghan by marriage and all they do is hate and complain how everyone else is so mean to them, people 
have so much more important things going on than to watch this self-afflicted tragedy of a story. Please just go away the two of you (H and M) and do something with substance instead.
Mm is deep cheap lazy never working money wasting not educated no manners no skills no class no dignity no education or talent lying about everything family destroying selfish 
selfadoring narcissistic preaching water drinking champagne horrible daughter horrible daughter in law and granddaughter in law vulgair stealing words and ideas dumb blablaing nonsense 
no ECOWARRIOR flying private jets selfadoring selfish selfloving nouveau riche.

It’s surely clear as crystal now that this pair of desperados are circling the drain.  No qualifications, no talent, nothing to offer other than selling out family.  To most reasonable people they 
are a complete laughing stock and more so when this reality show gets released. In time they will be just another cautionary tale of narcissism, delusion and ultimate ruin.
Who really wants to hear their story?   They've fabricated so much already.  

Should be titled "The prodigal son and Wednesday's child".



The scenes of the people of Sussex dancing in the streets, much like when Mandela was released from prison, to honour their wonderful Duke and Duchess were truly heartwarming. They 
were crying tears of joy from their left eyes.
- "When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"
- No.
The title of this show should have been It Sucks To Be A Sussex.
I bet the crew who had to film this, after they finished filming this vomit-inducing crap, had to receive mental health help, to be able function again.
You think a DNA test hasn't been done? The fact that the result hasn't been made public tells you all you need to know.
Right on!
🤣🤣🤣
Bwahahahahaha
This reminds me of when the creature was in South Africa, lording her importance over the SA mothers, by reaching into a brown paper bag to pull out a tiny faded onesie that wouldn't fit 
a chihuahua.
Ditto
Perfect.
The Daughter-in-law from hell as one scientist labeled her in his article.
Circling the drain 😂 that is the perfect way to describe it! Thank you for the laugh.
Excellent comment
What's happening?
😉😭🤭
🤣🤣🤣
You gotta write "I love the part..."
😂😂
😪😪😪😪:eyes-purple-crying::eyes-purple-crying::eyes-purple-crying::eyes-purple-crying:
brillant😂
The Sussex natives probably will dance in the streets once those titles get stripped.
From proven liars, eh, NO!
🥲
I thought the producers of Jackass stopped making movies.
I love that they went all the way to California to get away from publicity and now all they want more and mor publicity. Is it normal?

The part where she said “I can’t believe I’m not being paid for this” whilst doing a royal tour, really got to me…because really…do any of us? Her giving and humble nature really shines!
manure. pure manure
I love the part where she roasts chicken and makes waffles. Such culinary skills.
People just ignore her, she doesn't deserve all this attention at all I'm not remotely interested to listen to her side of the story. I don't think anyone is interested. Prince Harry needs to 
grow up. If he think he is a spare then go out do your own thing instead of whining all day.
🃏 these pair have no shame! X
I love the part where she told us the plight of not being able to accept free gifts from designers, due to that family saying they don’t profit from celebrity. It must’ve been so heartbreaking 
to turn down such gifts in her time of need. All the feels  😢



I loved the part where I clicked to read the comments......and they DID NOT disappoint....one tear in left eye.
Their downfall is coming. I look forward to it. Despicable people
👎
we the public and consumers don’t believe them! Since they left the royal family, they have done all sorts of PR playing the victims… this two live in another planet. Netflix this wasn’t a 
very good move! 😅 the whole trailer is pathetic.
"When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" Mmmh, let me see 🤔, the answer is NOOOO because half planet already know that you are a LIAR. 
So, what really makes sense is NOT to hear the "story" from either of you.
I liked the part where these two said they want to be left alone by the media but seemingly do everything in their power to stay in the media or have a spotlight on them. Truly, breath-
taking and brave. Brings a tear to my left ass cheek.
I love the part when she pull out the book "Finding Negro" from her bookshelves.
I'd like to know how many dislikes there are. I bet the number overshadows the likes.
How low can Netflix go? Gingervitis and The Claw are like a bad boil on the ass of the planet, they just won't go away. Netflix, you stinking hypocrites for supporting their lies, I just canceled 
my sibscription.
Los protagonistas que hacen eco de su propia miseria, alarde de su corazón egoísta y exponen su co-dependencia tóxica. Eso quiere vendernos Netflix. No, gracias.
Top 10 bravest moments in anime history
Basically
 @Miss Winnie  indeed
😂😂
Harry told his friends that she's well versed in the urban dictionary positions! 🤢
Yes I also love the part where, the then Prince Charles and now King Charles was forced to buy the freebies; since Harry's wife refused to return them.
Don't forget, it was probably racist and sexist too 🤣
Why she thought any of is would feel bad about this is beyond me....
Don't feel too bad for her. Smirkle's team (aka Rachel with the hotmail) heroically sent a memo to a bunch of designers recently, notifying them that the DoS was now able to accept  
freebies...you know, just in case they thought that they couldn't due to her association with the royal family. She wasn't begging, of course - just looking to clarify the situation in case 
anyone desperately wanted to send her stuff, but felt like they couldn't.

😂
Same
🤣🤣 Warning, this trailer may cause leaky ass cheeks.
They want to be left alone by negative media who expose her lies. But, just wants their woke leftie sycophant media to promote them and their money making ventures.
🤭🤭🤭🤭
209 000 rn
Over 200,000
That part where Megan lied and said South Africans danced in the streets when she married Harry just like when Mandela got released...

Chills ran up my spine and one solitary tear went down my left cheek!



I love the part where, although Her Majesty was grieving the loss of her life partner Philip, on the very day of his funeral her thoughts turned to the Trollop saying
"Thank Goodness Meghan's Not Coming!"
This is the devastating impact the kind and compassionate Meghan had on her now husband's very elderly, frail Grandmother!
Genuine tear, left eye! 🥲🥲
I love the part where Harry claims he never had therapy until he met Meghan and acts like he’s the only person who lost his mum. Oh and how his mum ‘helps him now instead of William’ 
showing how pathologically jealous of William he always was and how those jokes at William’s expense were not just brotherly banter just a way to embarrass his brother in public at every 
opportunity.  If only we’d seen his (not Williams’s) pain and suffering before!  One tear left eye go!
Shame on them, especially Meghan narcisstic, selfish, ungrateful making plans to get as much money as possible no matter how vile .Harry is deeply in love but should be careful, after 
finishing spitting against her in-laws his turn may come ...
Loved the way that Meghan considers herself to be a real Princess! Truth is that she’s not even a real Duchess. A complete fraud more like.
My contribution: press thumbs down 👎 to this joke...
Netflix Shud makes the side of the story from the "MM survivor" LOL
The amount of hate they receive for merely trying to tell their side of the story amidst a million narratives is just appalling.
Was sooooo cute when they showed H unpacking the doll and they couldn't front  the media for a few days  cause H was busy  popping the bubble wrap
Loved the part where she picked the worst photo of her sister-in-law and put it in the trailer. That’s the way to build trust with family
I love how they showed just how much Harry loves her for looking past the fact that he married someone that has been divorced before after she cheated on her last husband and took 
him for everything he owned. Surely Harry knows that won't happen again.
I love the part where..... Actually not so much
"When the stakes are this high doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?". No. I'd love to hear it from King Charles and Queen Camilla. That I'd love. But they have decency and 
respect where those two are just common. 

We have only heard their story from them... one hundred times over. Nobody else talks about them and they don't shut up! No one cares.
A Meghan is what a Karen turns into if you feed her after midnight
I love the part where  they talk so much about kindness and compassion - demonstrated so thoughtfully by calling our dying Queen a racist - and insulting Britain and the British people 
because, natch, we’re racists too because, you know colonialism.  And the media NEVER tell the truth they just pick on Meghan cos she is blick not cos she is a raving narcissist diva 
wannabe with delusions of grandeur who thought she, Meghan, could singlehandedly ‘modernise’ the 1000 yo British monarchy.   One tear left eye go!
I love how they want to save the world but a big F U to their own families. I love how she gave out a banana with an  inspiring message lol

Netflix you will be losing more customers if you keep giving the unauthentic power hungry people a platform to spread their toxic propaganda. The world is dealing with real problems 
much bigger than two immature whiners  in their late thirties complaining about being cut off financially. They need to grow up and feel what real people are struggling with
The part when private jet flying humanitarians show us we should feel sorry for privileged whinging multimillionaires, because they suffer hardship greater than anyone. The brave 
dedication to self pity is so inspiring 🙌
I love the part where she read her incredibly moving book of prose "The Bench" on YouTube and the downvotes were so huge that YT stopped the count and hid the 👎👎👎's to spare 
Rachel's feelings!  Sooo compassionate to hide the truth from Saint Rachel! 
Very small tear, left eye! 🥲
Grown man demanded parents to give $. C List actress manipulator. Disgusting. Won't watch this BS.
I was stunned when Meghan and Harry invented Voltron and flew off to force trans-national corporations to change their sexist advertising campaigns.  Incredible selfless service, truly 
worthy of emulation and adulation.



It is very comforting that I am alone feeling this way.
Harry's not in love with her. Search his photos with Nacho. These two liars have a contract marriage.
Exactly!!! Now that is something I would watch!!
Hi Meghan 👋
Unfortunately it’s richly deserved
They were not exactly quiet about their story until now. It’s been 3 years. And there’s a book coming as well. They have nothing else to talk about. They hate the royal family and institution 
yet they cling to their titles for dear life. They preach compassion and kindness but the way they treat people and families is the opposite. People are just getting exhausted by the lies and 
drama they spread.
 @Samaiam  Sorry, she's not a criminal or anything illegal. And no one else in this world deserves such hatred.
It's not hatred, it's mockery. They are the laughing stock of the entire world as a result of their actions.
Let's hear the other side! Always 2 sides to every story. They are two middle-aged people who are gossiping about their family for money for 3 years. You get what you put out into the 
world. Hate begets hate!
They've been telling their side for years and a lot of it has proven to be BS, people are fed up and speaking out, using their voice
 @Bonbon Talks   people who don’t respect their elders deserve it.
Because their sides of the story are always full of lies. Most of the comments here are directly calling out the lies they have said in the past and people have abundant evidence for it. The 
only 'lie' being called out here that is not fully proven  yet is the surrogate pregnancies, but that is their own fault as there are enough anomalies to seriously question it, but only ridiculous 
and deliberate levels of secrecy from them. You cannot claim to have children that are heirs to the throne within the line of succession with such deliberate subterfuge and not expect 
people to doubt you. 

H&M and those who stick up for then are so hypocritical. They want to be able to create a narrative around other people that will massively damage and possibly destroy their reputations 
and the institutions they serve but with no evidence to support what they are saying. For example two completely different accounts between H&M of what and when the supposed racist 
person in the RF said something to Harry. There is clearly something wrong because they cannot even agree amongst themselves. Meghan created a whole back story around the reasons 
this racist person said something to Harry multiple times when she was pregnant but Harry said it was said once before marriage. He should know because he was allegedly the one who 
received the comments. The RF cannot defend itself because no evidence is given as to what was said, but whom, and in what context. And yet Meghan's clearly deceitful accusations are 
believed by many. 

Yes, there are many other narratives out there on Netflix but you cannot create a fictional story and call it your truth and damage the reputations of others around you if it is not true. Just 
imagine if someone told your boss you are racist and uncaring and cruel based on made up stories. They gave no evidence for what they were saying and gave you no right to defend 
yourself but you lost your job anyway, would you think that fair? Is that the kind of world you want? And what about if that person had a few years' track record of telling hundreds of lies, 
ranging from pointless trivia to accusing the Archbishop of Canterbury of performing an illegal act or accusing South African authorities of nearly killing your child.. Would that person still 
have the right to tell stories about you? Meghan and Harry are attacking a 1000 year old monarchy, they attacked our Queen and now our King. The British people deserve truth, not lies. I 
would never turn a blind eye to things the RF has genuinely got wrong, but H&Ms approach is to stick skewers in everyone's eyes to force them open to stare upon their heap of steaming 
garbage.
 @Bonbon Talks  Boris Johnson? trump? Elon musk? Anyone? You never comment on anything? And pointing out their lies their countless contradictories is not hate.
Meghan markel said Kate didn’t cry. Tell me how does she know weather Kate cried or not behind close doors? You people are joking.
Who knows or cares about Meghan before the interview podcast, book and now this? She keeps talking to us about it and now you don’t want our comment?
Such an example for young girls and women all over the world.  My left eye is tearing up just thinking about it.
Cheated on Trevor and then cheated on Corey with Harry.



Married 3 times, Joe Giuliano, Trevor Engelson and Hapless Harry!  Poor girl, brings a tear to my left eye, no-one ever showed her how to close, sorry cross, her legs! 🙄🥲
Meghan's in her 40s
I’m here for the comment section! 😂😂😂 icym I: no one gives a shite about these two clowns! 😂
I loved the part where Harry designed her a beautiful engagement ring, which she waited at least a few months to completely redesign. Such a loving gesture.

Αυτά τα παιδιά έχασαν τ μαμά τους μεγάλωσαν σε αυστηρό περιβάλλον και αυτή η γυναίκα θέλειε το ζόρι να μας πει ότι έχε περάσει τα ίδια στο παλάτι τα 2χρονια που έμεινε έλεος
I can't wait i am so excited ❤❤❤❤🇿🇦😘😘❤❤🇿🇦❤❤❤❤ Meghan and Harry.
The first few years I was rather neutral about them. But when they announced their leaving the royal family and at the same time launched their website sussexroyal, I went from neutral 
to negative. And when the Opera interview launched I startet to really disklike them. They are grifting, lying, narcissistic opportunists. I'm just waiting for their fast descent into oblivion and 
probably poverty (they live far too much above their means). She will divorce him, keep the children to exort money and look for a new victim. He will crawl back to his family and will live 
out his meaningless days on some property in the countryside.
I love the part when Meghan, at sevens months pregnant hurdles the security barriers, (like the end of Love Actually), evading passport control, to reach the private jet waiting to take her 
to her New York baby shower. All because the nasty racist royal family had taken away her keys and passport and had kept her locked up in a tower. Such jeopardy, such athletic prowess 
(all that yoga made it possible), now we know why the episode is called The Great Escape. Steve McQueen eat your heart out!
I love the part where they talk about how victimised and bullied they were by the evil white supremacist institution called the monarchy - but insist on keeping the titles and get upset that 
their kids don’t have one.  Wow. My left eye is watering.
What a piece of work. She goes into the royal family and tries to ruin them. Gots to be more careful when falling in love with harlots
“Why did you want to make this documentary” maybe for the £88 million deal….
I love the part where all their staff quit and leave the two Heroes to forge ahead on their own!
Truly inspirational and awesome leadership skills!
🥲
I also loved the part where they were so concerned about their lack of security at the jubilee that they almost  didn't go (and oh ya didn't Harry sue over the issue)...? Yet they made sure to 
roll down their window so people could see who was in the car. 
And when they couldn't appear on the balcony, there were still those delightful shots of them from just inside keeping the children ever so quiet.

Or when Meghan mentioned that as an American she didn't really pay attention to the RF. Yet there are photos of her outside of the palace and she somehow managed to blog about the 
pomp and circumstance of Will and Kate's wedding.
The part where Meghan says she is oppresed , and dry her tears with monnay from her divorce it's stunning and breathtaking
The part where Netflix is so confident they’re on to a winner that they’re no longer disclosing the volume of 👎
No pictures of Harry riding his bike with his father
Netflix = woke torture.
I love the part where I'm thinking 
"is he reaalllly that stupid?"
Poor Hawwy, my left eye bleeds for you! 🥲
I have cancelled my Netflix.  I cannot watch as Megham goes to see Yoda to be schooled in Jedi Master Tricks.   Tooooo much for my mind.  Just saying the Universe will be saved one 
kindness at a time.
Netflix presents "The Markles"



i love the part where she pretends like she's never heard of him before. ummm, meghan, you know being in the royal family is damn hard work, so you marry Harry, mistreat the staff, and 
then complain. boohoo, here's a tissue..
She wanted an emerald to be taken out of the choker Catherine was wearing in Boston and for it to be fashioned into a huge engagement ring to rival Catherine's sapphire!  The Queen 
said No and thus began the tale of the one tear, left eye debacle! 🥲🥲
She looks at the ring with such disappointment during the engagement interview
 @Miss Winnie  I thought the same thing. The way she looks down at it with disgust, you can almost hear her thinking “well this is getting a re-boot” 😂
Sentiment is her middle name….enhancing his tiny little ring is just her way of saying size matters Harry….if it ain’t big downstairs, then it better be huge on my finger. Always 
overcompensating.😅 such admiration
I also love the way she reminds her "now" husband daily about her love or her first or second husband,  (I've lost count) by wearing his love bracelet consistently.
 @bree6719  She didn't enhance it  -  she ruined it. It was perfectly lovely the way it was.
Seven months looks like 11 months.
Actually not just photos, video of her going into Buckingham Palace for the official tour.
Yes because the children's voices would have drowned out the cheers from the thousands outside.  And so touching that both her and Hazbeen have taken the same position.  My poor left 
eye ...
That's YouTube doing that.  If you look on a tablet, laptop or PC, you can restore the 👎.

Netflix have realised they've been Markled and have deliberately left the comments section open!
👏👏👏👏
Stunning and brave
In over a thousand years of British royal history these two are nothing, not even a footnote. We won't be watching this self obsessed pair of lying grifters. Self indulgent one trick ponies 
whose very existence relies on her splitting up families, first her own then Harry's. They are despicable, anymore from Netflix and we'll be cancelling.
I love how dedicated Meghan, her film crew and maybe director were to get moving images of Meghan flying in from California to walk among the crosses of slaughter children and their 
teacher and show up at the hospital to get footage. The Ghoul of Uvalde and her goblin film crew worked hard for their Netflix money that day.
The part where Meg convinced a gullible roast chicken loving Prince she loved him, that bit, pure gold. Five stars ⭐
So how many times are they going to sell their story? First the Oprah interview, then the Harry and Oprah Apple TV+ show, then Harry's memoir, AND then this series/movie whatever this 
is.
The paparazzi photo was stolen from 2011 - FAKERS NETFLIX WE know they were never that popular!
Wooow!!! I love the comment section. It's more entertaining than the trailer.
My favorite part is when meghan tells the world that she’s a nerd but bullies all her staff. Tells the world she’s smart but couldn’t even pass the British citizenship test… one tear, left eye 
😢
This whole comments section is the only reason I came to this YouTube page. Watched the new Netflix thing too!!! Seriously cringed so hard a left tear came out …… Damn these two have 
had it so hard!
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan ate carbon-neutral cockroaches and saved the planet from climate change …
I loved the part when we got to see the ‘real’ Nutmeg, the one hidden from all the racists. Such humility, warmth and compassion, but best of all though, to be able to hide all that 
suffering! What a martyr for keeping that hidden oh holy Meg on high, my left eye is welling up.
One day poor Harry will wake up and realise what we already know. But love is blind, I’ve been there, done that, so I know there’s no convincing him now.
He’ll eventually get there by himself.
I never realised what was missing from my life: all the tenderness and compassion from Memegain!



Everything they do is wrong. The more we see of them the more we see how rank they are, yet they don't stop. Something seriously wrong with them
Netflix should have let all of us write the script. Now that would be truly entertaining, and much closer to the truth.
I've never seen such two untalented, spoilt arrogant half wits, given EVERYTHING and still manage to destroy their lives so much. It's hard to comprehend how disturbed they are
The Media scrum shown in this trailer was from a 2011 Harry Potter Premier, nothing to do with H&M.  Infact MM has never had that much media attention unless she's called & invited 
the press (so much for a life of privacy 🤣🤣)  - even then only 1 or 2 showed up.  Do better Netflix, its already being "debunked" before it's started!  & really what stakes are so high?? 
The RF will survive, it has already for over 1000 years with many a scorned "Spare", now way down the line 😉
I just love how all of these comments got me ROTFLMFAO! 🤣
I loved the part where H and M took a private photographer along to a cemetery in California to try to upstage the RF Remembrance weekend. Such class and so moving seeing her 
traipsing around a graveyard in high heels and full make up for a private moment.

I love the part where Meghan says "doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" then throws Liz Garbus under the bus for not telling it right. Tear jerking stuff (left eye only).
Well said
It's the only way they can make money...lying about their family
Brilliant 👏
Makes perfect sense. Nutmeg is a narcissist and Ginger is just plain dumb
Absolutely
😂 They are SO false!!
Oh and marching the clothes.
There isn't supposed to be any simpin in your pimpin Harry. Your mom was a G, you're not. You're just losing your hair.
I love the part where they had to use a stock photo of paparazzi from a Harry Potter event in 2011 because they didn't have one of their own - so sad...brings a tear to my left eye
Funding Freedom....and The Bench...no more pleeeeeeaaaasssseeee!!!
I will respect their need for their privacy and not watch
This is trash.
I loved the part where they show MeAgain pregnant with a moonbump. What a joke 🤣🤣🤣🤣 This is a documentary about two talentless grifters who consistently bash and lie about 
an institution that gave them the fame they so desired, especially that narcissistic, vile woman. I love that these professional victims put this out. It won’t end well for them. 
😂😂😂😂😂😂 P.S. MeGain (aka SpongeBob) will NEVER outshine the Princess of Wales, no matter how many PR stunts she tries to pull. Talk about a world laughingstock. I’m so 
happy this video got a tremendous amount of dislikes. 5.3 million views at the time of my comment and only 19000 likes. Netflix is obviously desperate to have brought on these two. 
😂😂😂
I love the part where the British audience tries to hide their racism by finding a million other reasons to hate a woman for being 25% black 🤣.
“The stakes are this high”.   MM, WHAT stakes???   What TF u talking about???  Bc I’m guessing the only thing high around here is you!!   
Girlfriend, U were in the RF for all of 6 seconds & u already milked those seconds for all that it’s worth!!  Ain’t nobody buying what u selling.   Go away already
I love the part where she literally elbowed a man out of her way while visiting the Victoria Theatre in London. It was...wait for it...her left elbow!!
The more you read these comments the weirder it gets… why are they all so detailed and different but they all mention crying from the left eye… im really creeped out idk if anyone else 
noticed. no clue what that means and honestly im good on finding out.
Sorry NETFLIX, this is high fructose over-load and even worse----  BORING!
I love the part where I don't watch the actual documentary as the tear ducts in my left eye might become overwhelmed!
wake up Harry. better late then never.
More fool you Netflix, for splashing so much money on these nonentities. I wouldn't watch this if you paid me.



Not H and M's emotional tampon... that's what mental health professionals are for.
This is the most disgusting display of desperation I've seen in a very long time, if ever. Netflix, are you REALLY this hard up for content? I get that you have dropped a load of cash on it, but 
you should have paid attention to the people beyond the Sussexes. They aren't going to destroy the BRF, they are NOT that important. They are narcissists and you company really isn't 
much better. Thankfully, when you signed them, I was part of the exit & you no longer get a dollar of my money, and never will again.
I don’t know why Netflix showed this video on my feed  but I honestly don’t understand how someone can exploit their “own” family for money. Didn’t they tell their story to Oprah 
already? These people are so out of touch with reality. Families are far from perfect and in this life, we all have to deal with shit.  I used to like them but now that they want to be like the 
Kardashians.. oh come on. Just get a real job and stop whining! If you really want to do good in this world, then go and do it quietly. Stop taking cameras to profit from it. People that 
actually make REAL contributions to this world are low-profile and don’t crave the media attention like these two.
What a load of rubbish. You want to protect your family from exposure by then exposing them to this kind of scrutiny. Shame on you by profiteering off the people you claim to despise 
because it’s the only way two mooches can make money. Show your true worth and donate the fee to charity....all of it
I love the part the part where Meme proclaims they will hit the ground running working for the Royals and then
plot twist they just kept running, all the way to Montecito, so unexpected.
i love the part where they are always salt and pepper and only move together then Harry flies to Africa by himself...
Same
I love the fact that some people can’t see a malignant narcissist when they see one.
 @Joanna Feltham  I like when people like to themselves that it's not about race. Yet an actual convicted royal criminal is getting less hate than her.
 @P C  it takes one narcissistic person to recognise another. You must be friends with her
 @TNaijaBoxing  it sure does take a narcissistic person to recognize another malignant narcissist.  Narcissists know how evil another narcissist can be.  Ever watched HG Tudor?  Sam 
Valkin? Both are malignant narcissists and admitted to being one and you’re right it takes one to know one but sometimes you can just watch their videos or read their books to know.  Try 
watching their videos and seriously if you don’t think Meghan is a malignant narcissist then at least you tried and learned something about narcissists.  Btw, r u black?  If you are, I’m 
curious why you guys are so sensitive about race.  You always make it about race.  You don’t see other race who are as sensitive. Like if you ask an Asian or Latino on how their future kid 
would look like or their skin color it wouldn’t affect us but with most black people it’s being racist.  Why are u sensitive?  If you’re not black then my apologies in advance. I’m just honestly 
really curious why black people react differently and are so defensive to the point of accusing people of being racists even when they’re not.  Imagine we can’t even ask where you’re from 
without being accused of racism but we can be asked where we r from and that wouldn’t be a big deal for us
 @P C  you're curious about why black people are sensitive about race? How old are you? 5??? Go study the history of the white race and come back to this chat. Bye!!!
 @Joanna Feltham  that's the point...you guys don't talk about race...you just find a million other reasons to hate a black person. Why don't you give the same energy to the criminal in the 
royal family? Use your brain...
 @Joanna Feltham  run racist run
 @TNaijaBoxing  I'm sorry you're so bitter. You know there is a law about slandering without evidence! Well I have yours right here on a screen shot. So be careful, people are growing tired 
of this race-baiting.
Exactly, what did she mean by stakes? How much money they could lose?
Yep. Hamilton premier. She also slapped the hand of the elderly gentleman whose job was to help her exit the vehicle on the day of their "spectacle."
Google is your friend.
You're being extreme
It means 99% of the people commenting can't stand these two
It's really very simple and in no way nefarious.  There is a video clip of Meghan explaining how as an actress one of her accomplishments was to cry on demand.  Her claim was that she was 
so capable that she could even produce one tear from her left eye on request.  At the funeral there was an image of her with one lone tear falling from her left eye that garnered a great 
deal of comment.  In short it is an in-joke indicating that her emotional displays are not necessarily sincere from people who are aware of the story.



it's called sarcasm and wit....
She brags about crying on demand. She says the director can demand 1 tear out of her left eye then she replies "give me 5 seconds."
😂
🔥🔥💀🔥🔥
I love the part where she does  a thousand coat flicks so the cameras can get a shot of her archificially  distended belly! Sooo considerate and selfless! My left eye hurts! 🥲
"When the stakes are this high" what stakes? Other than having two fewer sponging wastrel on the civil list there are literally no stakes for anyone other than Prince ginger nut and the 
failed actress currently keeping his testicles in her purse.
I laughed, I cried,.... it became a part of me. 🤣😭....🤮
BTW.... what "stakes" are so high, Meghan? This sounds like a veiled threat to the BRF. Will someone get Scotland Yard on the line.....
So funny they left the comments on
I loved the part where JustHarry & Meghan, The Duchess of Overseas, gallantly chose to not be on the Buckingham Palace Balcony for Trooping The Colours during HMTQ's absolutely 
historic Platinum Jubilee. So stunning!

I was inspired by the part where they insisted on being sat on the Left Side/Second Row during the National Service of Thanksgiving at St Paul's Cathedral -  the only Platinum Jubilee event 
they publicly attended. Their stoicism during both the loud, obviously racist BOOs and their family's refusal to make eye contact with them is legendary. So brave!

I feel emboldened and able to use my voice ever since they hopped on yet another private jet and flounced off to continue their pursuit of their New Life Overseas immediately after their 
appearance at St. Paul's, knowing that they are much loved members of the Royal Family.  (Which was proven by the presence of Major Johnny sitting directly behind them - he was 
protecting them.)  So authentic!

So much to love in this Made For TV unReality Show, starring the ex-Royals - they're so hardworking!  She really knows how to 'work it.'  So gauche!
My favorite part is how we have already heard their "story" repeatedly over the past 2 years. Been there - done that - hard pass.
Please no
My favourite part was when Meghan told the Queen of England that she didn't own the word 'royal'. That was good. Almost brought my left eye to tears.
Did MeGain operate Harry's brain? He gazes with empty gleefulness like a sheep!

I love the part where they left the Royal Family for privacy but ended up having Netflix, Spotify, and book deals about themselves. Then asking your father for more money like he's a bank.
I loved the part where they used a stock photo from 2011 to show us:
1. How popular they are?
2. How intrusive the press is ?

They want the first one without the second one.
Yes
I love the part where due to H&Ms appalling behaviour i am now a big supporter of the Royal family when before I didn’t care about the RF at all.
These two are ungrateful brats who are always complaining and airing their dirty laundry in public. She is a D-list actress no one cares about. These two make a ton of money and act 
oppressed. There are people in this country sleeping in the street or unable to keep their electricity on, but poor Meghan and Harry 🙄
Nooooo



I love the part where a bunch of bitter people have nothing to do but comment on people they claim that they don't like. And yet continue to watch videos featuring said people giving 
them all their energy and views. That’s funny! 😆
Disgusting animals.
I will watch Harry and Meghan documentary. History in their own words. NOT TABLOIDS OF ROYAL SOURCES 

We live in a ‘post truth world,’ and until the public get angry enough to start boycotting the media who sheepishly    accept bald faced lies without any push back, it will continue. Too many 
of us have become lazy ‘sheeple,’ waiting for others to fix things for us. Boycotts really work if enough people ‘believe.’  We have it in our power to say enough of the lies.
I love the part where MEghan had this all planned from before she even married Harry.
Major Johnny Gorgeous made looking at the Harkles tolerable.
 @rt66vintage  Good Lord, what a man...in every regard. Not only gorgeous, but honorable and upright, happily married, loyal, intelligent, dedicated to his Queen, King, country, family & 
career.
He's greatly admired for many reasons. 
And I could stare at him for hours😍😅
Who would win:

B-list Hollywood actress or former Queen of the British Empire.
And "service is universal."
Same here! Now Im in awe of Catherine and William, and the others. I honestly didn’t care much of royals at all. Now I love them 😅 Meghan is a repulsive narcissist it’s lovely to see 
others see it too! I’m sicking tired of manipulative narcissists after being abused by one for years. Brings me joy to see how the royals handle M and H, but mostly I’m glad that so many 
aren’t falling for the manipulation.
Hi Meghan 👋
 @Sidney Sidney  Haaaaaa!!!!
 @Sidney Sidney  I’m not Meghan, but you are obviously a fan. 👋
The comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Can  I throw up now?
I love the part where she thought nobody was listening, saying she's one plane crash away from the throne. Oh, that won't make it in the tell all? Ok
MM has achieved her goal. She wanted fame, money & spotlight & here she is. A lady in the salon I was in last week said it well : she capitalised on Harry’s Trauma. So disappointed why 
have things come to this. I know we all have issues within our families & need to distance or do whatever it is one has to do, but this saga has given media a cash cow making machine. 
Shame!
I love the part where their son thinks his parents are trees in the front yard and he talks to them. That's A+ parenting.
Meghan Markle must have learned a few good tricks on those yachts!
One tear.. Left eye.. End scene! 🎬
Don't we keep hearing endlessly from her how badly she's been treated.......really! What does Harry need to protect his family from? Love the fake pregnancy photo too. Perhaps if they 
really wanted a private life Meghan should stop telling the press where she will be. I'm glad I cancelled my Netflix account as only rubbish is being aired.
I love the part where Harry told a friend
"Those Brits need to be taught a lesson!"
How Alpha male, I unjustly had him down as a Ginger sock puppet!  How wrong I was!  My left eye is bursting with tears of pride! 🥲
Ugh.



I loved the part when Meghan uses her podcast as to rewrite her story full of lies. It's so emotional it brings a tear...to my left eye 🥲
Wow, can we get any more narcist? You could have chosen to empower folks but all u do is "look at me, cry for me, my life bad"
I love the part where she said in the Oprah that she wish she had siblings to grow up with and then destroying the brotherhood between two princes . So thoughtful and inspiring . Really is 
!!
Support for Harry,  keep flying like an EAGLE.  Just keep moving forward. May you have Peace in your life you deserve it!!!!!
Netflix should be embarressed to put out such poor content.
Someone on twitter discovered that the picture of the photographers where Harry talks about protecting his family at 0:31 is actually a stock photo from 2011. That shows you how fake 
and manipulative they are.
I love the part where she makes it into the most desired place then immediately bombs it. Stuff of fairy tales. One tear… which eye? 😢😢😂😂😂😂
Harry in trailer: I had to protect my family
Harry in real life: "I have to do what she says or she won't let me see the kids and she'll continue doing her brainwashing thing to me, and, yes, she has a gun aimed at me right now, help, 
Daddy, help, Will, heelllpppppp"
Netflix doesn't even seem to be promoting this on their own website/app?
She is a hypocrite just like all woke, she didn't want to obey the patriarchy but also she doesn't want to obey the matriarchy of the queen. bigot!
I feel so sorry for the little boy. If he was over here in the UK he'd be so loved by everyone...the public, his family, he'd have so many little cousins to play with. That goes for Lili too. Geez 
Harry, what have you done!
It really moves me!  So much so that I shed a tear, from my left eye.
"Hi Momma Hi Papa" 
😂😂😂forgot about that
The part with the most pathos.....
🌴🌴
😂😂😂😂😂🌴🌴🌴
Hilarious
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love how she uses her podcast to constantly school about “archetypes” while perpetuating the very racism, name calling and stereotypes she claims to stand against. 

It was so genuine of her to remind Paris Hilton (one of the RARE white guests she’s had out of her almost COMPLETELY ETHNIC RICH ENTITLED WOMEN LINEUP OF BLM SUPPORTING 
GUESTS) that she’s a blonde bimbo is a real lovely gesture to empower a business woman who despite being an heiress, made much of her own million with tireless work and NOT from 
marrying up.
Also love how she turned a TV cartoon series storyline about a 13 year old girl mixed race geek with low confidence and body insecurity being taken to a Korean spa with her mum into her 
own personal story of how she triumphed over her bad body image as a child by being taken to a spa and seeing all the naked ladies🤣.  Yeah, we didn’t see that one at all, Meghan.  Might 
have used something NOT from the same company you have a contract with, would have been less obvious 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @JadeLeaf1980  I also love how she felt "objectified" on Deal or No Deal, and then she quits to be in her underwear on Suits...so touching my left eye is tearing down.
Did you hear what Jordan peterson said about her about her podcast...🤣🤣🤣 He did a good job. Its a shorts on youtube. She can't put herself up their with the real G's...
 @EstherO  love Jordan Peterson. He nailed her so brilliantly lol.
 @EstherO  YES!! Jordan was absolutely brilliant with that one!!
And I thought she had 'siblings'!!!  silly me.
And then deprives both her children the company of all their cousins. Brings tears to my eye...



Perfect comment!!! 🏆
 @Green Cloud   Left one, I hope.
Her exact words was “ As everybody knows I grow up as an only child”….. She is really full of it …
Well she has siblings, but they weren't classy or rich enough for her liking. Such a family oriented person 😍
 @January Ponce   Samantha is a real class act.🥰
From a Harry Potter event - they mixed up their Harrys 🤣🤣🤣
 @everywhere nowhere  what really? 😅
 @everywhere nowhere   There was a red headed Weasley in the photo - easy mistake to make!
Maybe Youtube & Netflix have a deal now to monetize the comments? These comments are comedy gold!
How many different ways are there to tell 'your story'
I loved the part where Harry said he had to do everything he could to protect the wife he hadn't yet met and the children he didn't yet have from the 2011 Harry Potter premier.
I love the part where the Palace responds to the release of this rubbish by saying 
"it's just Oprah with more crying!"
One tear, left eye, go! 🥲
I love the part where Harry reminds us who his mother was. Actually I just forgot… no worries, he will remind me again tomorrow as he stays away from the media he hates so much. 
Heartwarming. You can’t make this stuff up. 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Pitty that I don't have Netflix so that I can unsubscribe
0:25 Manipulation tactic to make Kate look bad?
Plagiarising stock pictures, telling lies in interviews, damaging elderly parents and grandparents all the rubbish this dreadful pair of talentless cruel individuals have inflicted are they 
completely so unselfish aware they think anyone of note will want to engage with them in the future. They’re done.
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan intentionally showed up late to Clarence House so they did not have to ride the bus with the other minor royals to the Jubilee service.  This 
ensured they could arrive in a private car and walk down the aisle with all eyes rightfully on them only to be forced to plead with an usher they should not have to sit in the cheap seats.  
When Prince Harry demanded who was responsible for this unimaginable insult, he was told by the usher "your grandmother".  After such a grueling experience, they had no choice but to 
skip the reception with the conspiring royal family afterwards.  You see, she couldn't control her emotions once they were safely back in the chauffeured vehicle and a left eye solitary tear 
rolled down her face leaving a streak on her bronzer.
These are two of the worst people on the planet. They are the meaning of being privileged while somehow claiming victimhood.
I really enjoyed the stock photo of paparazzi used to give the impression that these two are even or were ever remotely as hounded as Diana or Catherine. Such artifice and bull 💩 brings 
one tear..to my left eye. Go!
Literally the only one asking for this "documentary" about the fool and the grifter was MeAgain's ego, Gigantous
I loved the part where Meghan hates the royal family and named her “baby” Lilibet which the Queen asked no one to call her that nickname anymore after Prince Phillip died was truly 
heart warming. One tear left eye… 😢
I love the part where Harry, wanting to do anything to protect his family, move from the racist cesspool that is the UK and moves his family to the most racially at peace nation in the world 
- The USA.
I loved the part when at the queen's  funeral behind closed doors in the palace a photographer managed to get a sole shot of them both walking down the stairs when no photographers 
were allowed
The part where Meghan says she knew nothing about Harry when her friend set them up (never even googled him!) and only asked “is he nice?” then wore his mom’s perfume to their first 
date was a tearful moment. Can you feel the love tonight…
I love the fact that harry has serious mommy issues and would always drag princess Diana’s name when the going gets tough just to get sympathy from the people



Love to see them thrive and survive .so much love 💕
I love the part
**INSERT YOUR PART HERE**
Blimey, the dislike count is up to 205K!
I love the part where she's the first divorced woman and the first woman of colour (previously self defined caucasian) in the RF and breaking the racism although they have both true 
women of colour, and not biracial and previously married ones in the family. 
We should all skip this one so they don't make much from it. Prove them we don't care about them
Quit stalking Harry then.
 @C  given the relentless media coverage and youtube suggestions, I would suggest that they are syalking me
It brings a single tear, to my left eye. Harry is such a protective man!
Ah yes, the king and queen of misinformation, using a stock photo of a bank of photographers from 2011 (long before they even met) Harry Potter movie to pretend they were 
photographing THEM. Erm, no, that was for another Harry.
That was a traumatic day for them. 
I'm pretty sure someone from Netflix just Googled, "Harry Photos" this one came up and they said, looks legit, let's go with it. Lol.
"Gimme 3 seconds!"
The RF is messed up. Repeated abuse,  and no moral values or compassion for their own family.  They were dysfunctional long before Harry and Meghan.  Clean up your act RF.
 @C  hi meghan!
😂😂😂😂
If they missed the bus, they should have been left out of the service. Charles & William should be alert to their games by now.
I found it really odd that Beatrice and others had to stand up to let the Harkles in. It just is not the way it happens at occasions like these. Seats are filled up as planned before. Now it all 
makes sense, them missing the bus. And then having to ask to be let in, like idiots late for a concert or movie😂😂😂
Is a tear from the left eye some sort of idiom I haven’t heard of?
And the master stroke from Her Majesty The Queen, was to sit Johnny right behind them, keeping an eye open. our Queen was so clever.
I know. That was so disrespectful.
What photo are you talking about? I didn't find it. I just found blurred photo via window. Is it this photo? Sorry for my english :(
 @Лилия А  it was a long view shot through the brick entrance archway . Straight through the window showing M and H stepping down the stairs at the private function. The RF requested 
no photography intrusion just during their own private gathering and all the paps respected this apart from the one working with the Harkles.
It was proven photoshopped. The Harkles are incredibly talented.
 @rt66vintage  photoshopped ? Really ? That's even more scummy and low life. However I have to disagree that the Harkles are talented. Perhaps the person who edited it was, after being 
paid a tremendous amount from the money Harry probably inherited. Sickening really.
I love the part that shows all of the photographers with telephoto lenses trained on.......oh whoops  - that's a stock pic from 2011....
The part where Meghan’s wedding was the most expensive ever done by the Royal family (with tax payers money) at her demand, because as wife Harry said “what Meghan wants 
Meghan gets” then says it was just this “silly little thing”, was truly… one tear… left eye.
The part where Meghan bullies a child, the daughter of the future King of England, Princess Charlotte, over bridesmaids dresses was so heartwarming. More then one year for this one. 
From both eyes.
They want out of the royal family but keep their royal titles and fight for their kids to keep theirs
I hope the parliament strip these two idiots off their titles already. I dunno what the hell they're waiting for.
Kis szarkavaró sorozatszinésznőcske, meg a gyogyós szmöre srác. Tapsoljatok nekik visítva.



The part where oppressed Meghan practices open elderly abuse with Oprah (the worst thing alive) and Harry and then Prince Philip dies one month after the interview was… truly… I have 
no more words.
The part where Meghan almost has the Archbishop of Canterbury arrested for lying saying he’d married them secretly a few days before had me in tears. It was heartfelt.
I won't be shocked if Meghan claims that Kate pulled her hair and punched on her nose bcz she is black, Camilla slapped her tight bcz she didn't know the protocols, Queen thought of 
sending her off to the tower and many more cruel things that they did to the poor black girl..
Wow.  I love the part where they accept awards for fighting racism and yet she has ignored all of her black members of her family except for her mother.  I love that she and Harry call for 
privacy and yet violate his family's privacy at will.  And I love that this global event has given me yet another reason, on top of Henry Cavill leaving the Witcher, to not continue my Netflix 
subscription.  Thank you, Netflix.
They much really be running out of money
I loved the part where she thinks people give a f about her!! She's such a PEE-ON!! She really thinks she' royalty lol
The part where Meghan said she never googled Harry had me like… 😢 one tear left eye.
I hope she demonstrates how she can drink a glass of water when her hand puppet is talking.
Meghan: The british royal family is racist
Also, meghan: let me use my titles and name my children after said racists

I watched the movie 'Devotion' today.  Not a dry eye in the theater at the end.  Covered events that happened during the Korean War in the 50's, culminating in a fighter pilot crashing his 
own plane to try and save a buddy already on the ground.  One black, one white.  True story, a few books written about the event and the lives of those involved.  What you realize when 
watching it or reading any of the books, is that the only people promoting racism in this country are Democrats and grifters like Meghan, and the media that enable them.
I loved ( hated ) when Me-gain went to Uvalde  less than 48 hours after children were slaughtered  for a PHOTO OP!!
Also Haz and her getting an award for racism  against his own family when he himself is a racist.
A wise man.. his name is Peter Griffin .. once said.. "Shut Up, Meg" ..and i think thats beautiful.
Why is Netflix giving these Grifter's any money to spew there HATE?!!!
They deserve each other for sure!
Yes specifically the part where she called Princess Charlotte “fat”.
Yes a fat privileged little white girl who needs to know her place is apparently what she said. If I had been Catherine I would have made sure she walked down the aisle with a nice black 
eye. But Catherine is far too gracious for that but she must have been heartbroken. ☹
The argument was about the shoes.  Catherine wanted the Charlotte to wear tights for modesty/protocol reasons and that the shoes were new.  MM wanted bare legs.
There's a bill in parliament on 9 Dec to allow reigning monarch the right to strip titles of anyone
same.  I cried for real when that happened.  both eyes.  actual tears, not Megain's left eye tears
She never did that stop that nonsense
 @suckmy _dopeness girl she literally went on oprah saying they got married 3 days before their taxpayer funded wedding, and the archbishop had to say no he did not marry them. 
obviously the arrested part is what is called a “joke”.
 @suckmy _dopeness  nice try, bot
 @Fatter Cat  bitch I’m not no bot you idiot

 @generic user  OKAY and she can do that you British people think you can control peoples lives. She’s an adult that’s what her and her husband wanted what’s the issue. Tf grow up
 @suckmy _dopeness  you are a blind follower of Meghan. Your skin color is fooling you. ✌
Um yes she did.



 @generic user  marrying them twice would have been a crime so its not a funny joke
 @suckmy _dopeness  There's literally hundreds of that video on YouTube lmao girl you need to update yourself better! 😂
 @suckmy _dopeness  😂😂😂😂 you really have no clue
 @generic user  thank you lovely. Obvious is obvious to anyone who knows about obvious 😂😂😂😂

 @Grave Peril  the crime would’ve been marrying them privately. It’s like having the Pope marry you privately. Can’t be done by law. Marry them twice is probably against the law as well 
but that was not the crime. Well, not the first one anyway… but Meghan and Harry (and Oprah) literally get away with murder. So I guess they can do anything 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @suckmy _dopeness  Watch the interview. Catch up…
Shush!! Don't give the "victim" any new ideas. She seems stuck on the same fake stories at the moment and she is running dry on new Lies. She might steal your ideas. She is known for 
plagiarism. 😂
Now comes the time where she might wheel her black family members out in this documentary.. veryyy akward conversation to have but thank god she's shameless!  'hey I know I didn't 
invite you to my historical 40 million dollar wedding, and invited a bunch of celebrities I had never met instead, but it's only because it was just a spectacle for the world, not family, and 
JudHaz & actually eloped 3 days before in our backyard.. sooo anyways, how would you like the honour of showering complements upon me in my Netflix reality show, which will be 
enshrined in human history for the rest of time, right up there with the bible,  & I will be forever remembered as the barrier breaking female Jesus- I just need my black family members to 
back me up so I can prove that the BRF is the most racist family in the world'
Yes I have saved a fortune in subscriptions since Netflix started financing the dastardly duo. Cancelled straight away and Spotify too.
Henry Cavill is leaving the Witcher? Now I’m really bummed!
Such a good idea!
Her black family has class and behaves well, unlike her white family.
What about accepting her embracing her own race by not straightening her hair. What racism is she talking about? ..She should talk about herself first. Btw i have curly hair & not 
white...so I can talk
I cancelled my netflix the day the trailer dropped! So trashy and inappropriate! "when stakes are this high" wtfe
yes, such a hypocritical coupe
Henry leaving Witcher hurts. 😢
 @V Dee  Your statement say so much about who are. Don't need to say any more.
 @OLDPAPA YOUNGEBOY  yes that I embrace my ethnicity. Not like some. So don't you worry about me.
😆😂🤣
good point ;-)
in fact, he is the only one who's ever been video taped calling people racist names & photographed in a nzee outfit!  I mean.... really, no words.  I guess that institutional racism must be 
referring to when William was beside him going to that costume party, dressed as an innocent lion, bc lions are from Africa & all..
Meghan to the makeup artist: Put some more glycerine on my eyes, idiot..
I love the part where Harry says he had to protect his family.  It's a shame he doesn't feel the same protection for his RF who have loved and supported him his whole life. It's moving 
enough to bring a single tear to a glass eye.
Why are the up votes for the trailer still displayed but the down votes hidden?
I wonder what will be revealed that hasn’t already been revealed 🧐 but I’m here for it.🤭
get a bucket
I love the comments....made my morning 😆
How dare Queen Elizabeth II expect curtesy from the Queen of the Seven continents Meghan Markle?



I love drama
I love the part where she has to climb out of the back of her car because she doesn't understand how door handles work. Glad to see that she now pays people to open car doors for her. 
Great solution Meghan.
Toddlers crying for the Tiaras!!!
The best part was where we were allowed a glimpse of the very, very expensive handbag where Harry's family jewels are kept.  Both of them.
"When stakes are this high..." what is she talking about....what stakes, what do you do for the society?  If you two pass away today, who lost what?  Can you tell us?
Good grief, how insipid and boring.  😂😂😂. I’ll be knitting.
I'd love the comments to be made into a book!!
Put this on my Netflix Account and I'm cancelling..... Done...
She is truly one of the most hated woman in the world.  Self-inflicted of course.
I love the part where Meghan told Oprah that it was Princess Catherine that made her cry, when it was the other way round. Catherine had not long given birth to Prince Louis and was 
tired and emotional in the run up to the Harkles wedding and the fall out over bridesmaid dressed made her tearful. But of course, it was all about Meghan and actually she was the one 
who cried...out of her left eye. 🙄
I love the part where Meghan complained about Catherine not being welcoming enough even though Catherine was hospitalised for bad morning sickness, gave birth and then was caring 
for a new born during engagement/wedding period….but the 40 year old Meghan wanted more attention.
19,000 likes these people are clueless.
I am so ashamed of myself. Each and everyone of you here are so supportive and tried your best to say only positive thoughts, so much so that many of you are now suffering from sore 
eyes and some even affecting their lungs, while I only want to very negatively ask Nexflix one question :

Nexflix, why are you endorsing liars? 

U can delete my comment it’s ok, since right after I write this I am going straight to unsubscribe my Netflix subscription. It’s been a lovely time n i have enjoyed many many hours of 
entertainment from your programming. But we need to have basic principles. I will miss your network but am sure I will find other good network out there. I am sure there are worthy 
competitors out there. Bye.
"Glass eye." 🤣🤣🤣
- and think about that he is blood uncle. what about protecting them?
The dislikes are at 205K. You can add an extension to chrome
Youtube stopped showing the downvotes a while ago because they don't like people knowing what others think about important issues.
I think there will be a lot of dry eyes & sighs of relief when that day comes tbh.  they're a scourge to society, influencing the worst of the worst
yes and that witch Catherine didn't even have the decency to ask Megain if she was ok while Catherine was crying!! Monster!!
🎯🎯🎯
I wonder how many of them are her paid bot army?
I love the parts where Meghan breaks royal protocols and disrespects The Queen... don't the Royals know that Meghan is a Movie star and that they are the ones that should be kissing her 
feet?
I like the part when Netflix removed the ‘dislikes’ function because they know what Meghan does to you when she’s angry … we still know Netflix. People know it’s a load of lies.
I think this time no one can defend them. They've jumped the shark.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮



These two are closer to Kim Kardashian than to the modern royal families who put public duties first.  She is selfish and self centered, he is, well, idiot who abandons a family who loves him.
I love the part where all through her 'acting career' she listed herself as Caucasian but was finaly able be her real mixed race self once she had had her £32m taxpayer funded wedding. Its 
so heart warming to think how, after all those years of living a lie, she finally felt able to be her real self...  Brings a single tear to my left eye

Netflix you better put a rider on the front of this documentary /fiction that reads the same as the one you were forced to do on your series The Crown. Reminding everyone that this is 
fiction and not real life!!!!!!. If not, I hope you get sued for millions re broadcasting verifiable lies. I for one will not be watching this garbage. Shame on you Netflix. By the way, I cancelled 
my subscription over your liason with this dispicable couple. I also only looked at this YouTube trailer to write this comment to you and press the downward thumb.
Director: “So how many scenes of you being a victim should we have ?”
Megan: “ YES “
charles, open those big ears and listen already, take away their titles with immediate effect
in that part harry is nuzzling his face in her hair, it probably reeks of hair product, yuck
I loved the part that I already heard 20 times before.   My left eye will just not stop!
This documentary is going to be so sickly, it seems in reality they have separated but of course the documentary is their ‘love story’ & as they need the dollars they are waiting until the 
documentary has finished & next year we’ll see that wife of Harry’s take him to the cleaners & that will serve him right for marrying the mattress actress..their titles will be gone soon 
(better late than never) then can they both shut up & go live the quiet private life they wanted well they lied about that too..are they paying taxes on their charities in the US do they pay 
the correct tax on the millions they’re earning I really hope so or the US taxpayer will be helping them out knowing these two grifters…
I am so sick of them constantly whining! I do hope the King will put an end to this by removing their titles ... Where is the privacy they sought?? In a reality show?! Always bashing the royal 
family??  Not watching.
Like here to claim your public dislike
I loved the part where I have learned so much about narcissism. I will be eternally grateful to this couple.
Millionaire whiners, boring. Inherited wealth, not earned.

I wont be watching,I clicked on the trailer just to dislike.They are fake and she wanted notoriety so she thought the royal family would give her that.They get money for lying,disgusting.
I love the part where mehgan turned her hair straight in an attempt to look as non-black as she could. Stunning and brave.
There's another family in all this too.. The Middletons. Let's not forget that Catherine is their daughter. They have had to stand by over the years and watch the press tear her to shreds in 
those early days. Not once have they complained, not once have they divulged any private or personal conversations to the press. They have always shown total respect to the Royal 
family. Now they have to sit back and watch while the Harkles use an unflattering photo of their daughter at a sombre service at Westminster Abbey to manipulate people into thinking 
that Kate is part of the reason they left. As a parent of a daughter the same age I'd be champing at the bit to get at Markle. The one thing that is natural to parents is to protect our 
children... No matter how old they are. So a shout out to the Middletons for their dignity and respect in the face of this onslaught that is targeting their daughter and their much loved son 
in law. Rant over..
I think their love story would be as interesting and culturally important as the love story in Debbie Does Dallas 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
😬Dem bunions, doe!😬
Apparently you can download a plug-in to get the Thumbsdown counter to appear.. last reported said it was at 124k Downvotes.

 @Lori Black  it's 205k now and it wasn't Netflix, they've deliberately left the comments section open, it's YouTube who removed the 👎 so there wouldn't be any hurry feelings! 😏



well she did say she never experienced racism until the marriage!  probably because she claimed to be white, has erased any indication that she is of mixed race heritage, & seemed to 
mostly only hang out with white people before she became the worlds greatest ambassador for race relations, surpassing even Nelson Mandela, bc when she married a prince, people 
danced in the street just like they did for him, but in her case, it was more important bc in her mind, she is more important
She embraces her 25% black heritage now because she can use that to scream racism and be a victim when anyone calls her out for her disgusting behaviour. The black community should 
denounce her for using them like she does.
Acting career 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
A Caucasian super model ? My favourite too.
None of us understood racism until Meghan and Harry did and told everyone about it. We didn’t know that disliking someone because of their behaviour was only allowed if that person is 
white. We didn’t know about race baiting until we were shown how it works by a professional working with abuse victims. I think we have all learned a lot!
brilliant!
Oh God🤣😂🤣😂💀
This is probably the one & only area where they have legitimately done something good for the world - they are a textbook study of covert sociopathic narcissism & narcissistic abuse, given 
how much of it they dish out.  This actually is something we should be talking about a lot more, it's one of societies most pernicious problems
True words
That is her #1 contribution to society.
Me too
And thinned her nose multiple times.
Good point. Thank you for bringing this up x
So true. The press were mean to the Princess of Wales, 'waity Katy' and all that. The whole family behaved with dignity and respect.
😆 🤣 😆 🤣
Oh shame, yet again they are still victim..need to take a dump now to show my sympathy
The part where Meghan figured out people don’t like her because of the way she portrays herself, not because of her other “made up” reasons.
Well, I was on the fence about cancelling my Netflix subscription. This has decided it for me. Goodbye Netflix.
Hahah. Love the comments. People are finally awake for this cringe drama couple. I will watch the trailer and leave a comment  for youtube algorithim as a donation for their self-serving 
"charity" foundation. Well, more views, more money (For them) I guess.
Hippocrates!!!
They’re both see you next Tuesdays. Wish they would foxtrot Oscar.
I loved the part where she wore white to her wedding....😅
I love that part where.......Sorry guys gotta break the trend, Meghan's got some FUGLY looking feet🤢🤢🤢

anybody that looks at them knows they won’t last, even Bill and Melinda Gates didn’t last, or Jeff Bezos and Mackenzi, and they actually had substance and more money than Netflix
I love the part where Harry said: “What Meghan wants, Meghan gets,” but then read these comments and hid his phone in the chicken coup.
I loved the part when all those people cancelling Netflix don't watch any of it.....left eye ....one squeezed tear.
I loved the part where the Queen said "thank goodness meghan isn't coming". It brought me to tears. Well, one tear. Left eye.
I love the part when she said "I'm such a fraud."  Truer words have never been spoken!
I love the part where she made lies about the queen
And said that she's gay
I couldn't care less about you're story lmfao



2 people are desperately trying to stay rich and relevant by being the forever victims 😒 and their names rhyme with Shmegan and Larry.

truly despicable. no one want to relive whatever trauma they experienced, let alone let the world watch it. No megs, it doesnt make sense to hear the story from you guys..you really dont 
have to beg actually. you left RF for privacy, disdained papparazzis and now youre feeding yourselves to the very wolves ure trying to ran away from. seriously how low can you get?

Isn’t it terrible that while I was paying for their holidays and polo lessons they had to take the time out of their busy days to take photos of themselves crying on the phones I paid for.
The story is already being told without them. They have the right to and they definitely should speak the Truth as they have lived and experienced it.

These insta worthy black and whites with the heroic music- so real, so raw. Bravely fighting against the odds by doing nothing in their $14m cali mansion. Brings a tear to my left eye.
AGAIN!
 @Faux Imposter  at least the first time it fit her better but that one was a direct knock off of Princess Catherine's 😅
3rd wedding
Joe Giuliano and Trevor Engelson had lucky escapes! 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Click on Brad's photo to read his other priceless comments 😹
that was so generous of them.  you should be so thankful to these two golden humanitarians for  doing this, giving you an unquantifiable ROI.  They are so unbelievably charitable with 
returning the goodwill shown to them by the people who were forced by law to invest in their multimillion dollar brand they made off with.  Now, they are singlehandedly saving the whole 
wide world & its just such a beautiful sight to be hold.  You should be glad you paid for that Hermes blanket Megain cried on too! How could she possibly cry properly for a Netflix film crew 
without it?!
Embellished, and sometimes just outright lies. Human nature blessed most of us with a BS radar, red flag warnings from miniscule body language detections. Everyone is so fed up with the 
'my truth' crap, there's only 1 truth.
 @Sam Shaw  Only people who are comfortable oppressing others and silencing their voices get angry when confronted with their transgressions. It’s this oppressive mindset that causes 
them to hate The Truth, which is God The Son. You guys literally resent God’s authority over your lives and you take your rage about that out on everyone else. 

We get it. You want to do whatever you think up without ever being held accountable for the carnage you cause and the horrific and oppressive systems you uphold.
 @Kisha Callwood  your first 4 sentences describe both H and M down to a tee. The rest I didn't bother with.
 @Sam Shaw  If my comments were untrue, you would not have deleted your initial comment. The Truth does not deflect. However, it can convict.
 @Kisha Callwood  I haven't deleted anything?
 @Sam Shaw  Lol! 🤣 Ok dude. Live in whatever alternate reality that suits you, with your “Alternative Facts.” 🤣😂🤣😂🤣
I love the part where they use their son’s given name as a running theme for business trademarks. Oh & their daughter’s name is a nickname for the head of the family that they simply had 
to leave & slander. What amazing good hearted parents. Truely inspiring.
Megan, please give Henry his balls back!
so many racists, so little time, i hope you racists get the justice of Wakanda!
Has anyone noticed Harry's hair has miraculously grown back? His bald spot has gone.
Reading comments is more interesting than watching this syrupy video)) tears of laughter come from my left eye
yall are just jealous of them, Meghan is a royal Black Queen, bow down peasants
i promise you i will never watch a single episode of these
I love the part where King Charles had to stop taking phone calls from Harry begging for money for the house they can’t afford.



🤮
I wish someone could take a photo of me crying beside my designer Hermes blanket as well 😢
I love how on Oprah she claimed no one helped her with things like crossing her legs or learning the anthem, no because they probably thought she could actually google it like a normal 
person, but it was all too much for Meg. Her amazing commitment to showing us how entitled she is, is outstanding. Good work Meghan!
Won't watch and think it is despicable
The black & white paparazzi photo is actually photographers from the premiere of the Harry Potter movie. Nothing to do with H & M. Manipulation at its finest 👏
Lmfao. I hope you are reading these comments. Meghan.
I love the part where we get to hear Meghan's smooth and calming voice at the end.....as much as I love it when I accidentally grate my finger when grating cheese.
I love  the part where a social climber reinvents herself as champion for self made woman everywhere. So inspiring.
aweful
I love the fact that Meghan boldly speaks about self-love, the me myself and I generation Z is so inspired that it resonates worldwide. Also, I love the fact that Harry is protecting his family, 
yet he turn his back to his family, and his country. 

Elon Musk must gift this 2 a one-way ticket to Mars for a job well done. awe-inspiring!
Harry grow some god damn balls...
I love the part where her friends claim that Harry and Megan are the representation of compassion and that without knowing the people run to her aid, of course Megan who always sets 
the example refused to go to help her father who always saw for her a few months ago when she was about to die and Harry our Harry always so good also refused to visit his grandmother 
One day before she died, by God Megan and Harry are so inspiring
Cash and gamble were already taken. So Archie and Lilibet were second choices.
Merchie and Lilibucks
BS fed up with that corny line now, it doesn't work anymore.
I would have exactly the same opinion if she was white, purple or green. It is the lack of empathy and moral compass I denounce
Please do explain what exactly you do find racist in the comments. Enlight us.
Sorry pail you have that wrong, it shoukd read so many people with a moral compass
Nothing to do with skin tone or how much spray tan she applies and all to do with lies and no consideration to man kind it's all about ME ME ME and she doesn't care who she steps over. 
So if you feel like I'm  racist when the majority of my family are black I've written my comment to the 75% part of Markle that's white
didn't you ever hear the term 'content of character' when you were learning about racism?  it's kind of famous bro
blah blah blah I'm East African. Log-out.
so many suckers, so little discernment, i hope you suckers get the wisdom of Solomon!
Yeah, it comes & goes depending on what Meghan wants for each "photo shoot."  Sometimes the photo-shop is horrendously bad, too. 😂
Uncle Elton has sorted it.
Nah.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 LOL.  First off, no one bows down to a suss ex-royal.  Secondly, since when is she black?  Or a Queen?  She's a douche-ass & the joker of the card deck, not a queen in any way 
shape or form
I'm black. Your standards must be in the gutter if you worship a sociopath. Level up!
Pinky promise
the struggle is truly not real until you'v'e had a Netflix crew film you crying on your Hermes blanket
hey hey hey - she never crossed her legs in her life - quite the opposite.



 @M Chrysogelos  🔥🔥🔥🔥
I loved the part where she REFUSED the offer the Queen made for Sophie to show her the ropes, then complained no one showed her the ropes, that but was heartwarming
Wasn't Lady Susan Hussey asked to help her?  And we all know how that worked out for the poor lady.
 @Gillian Redfearn  Lady S.H was apparently the person who said it would all ennd in tears.
Yes, this super intelligent nerd didn't know the UK National anthem, despite having lived in Canada, a commonwealth country, for 7 years. Also don't forget, this internationally well known 
Hollywood superstar actress wasn't taught how to curtsey either.
She actually had one of the Queen's aides exclusively assigned to her for that coaching. But I especially love when she complains no one taught her the national anthem so she had to learn 
it... all SIX verses of it! And it's in English! Can you imagine?
😂😂😂
 @Purpurina  no, I cannot imagine such disrespect towards the world renowned actress who "ticked the box" on HER SHOW after the 100th episode. How dare they!
just like how in the Oprah interview they took daily mail headlines ABHORRING racism & cropped them to make them look racist, because they couldn't find any actual real content to suit 
their racist media narrative.
Her vocal fryyyyyy goes on foreveeer🤢🤮
The vocal fry she's uses is sooo Elizabeth Holmes!  She's just as bonkers and if she's not careful, she may well up in the same place as Holmes!  🥲
Climbing from the bigger the better!
Didn’t you shed a tear from your left eye?
By marrying a prince...
She is a self made women. She had a normal upbringing but she made a lot out of it. That’s inspiring
 @Nostalgia  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Nostalgia  selfmade hor
I love how white women get all in their feelings over Harry marrying a biracial woman, yet have no problem with white women chasing black ballers. P.S. most of you send your daughter(s) 
to college, not to get an education, but to find a husband. Waity Katie did nothing, but wait on Prince William to marry her. She's lazy as WW.
 @Nostalgia  You're right. She's making something out of milking the royal family through Harry. She's truly an inspiration.
Shame on Netflix! Netflix could have donated the $100 million to cancer patients instead of wasting to this CRAP!!
 @Nostalgia  i guess normal means winning the lottery and being sent to private schools
The feminist social climber who used her dad, 2 ex husbands and current husband... So glad she found her voice and wasn't silenCED.
 @LongeyMusic  She’s richer than most people but she had a more normal childhood than many other rich people. She was much more down to earth than Kate to be honest.
 @Nostalgia  She used her girl trap to bag a prince whose family has a 1,000 year history with ACTUAL significance. Meghan Markle has NONE. A D-list actress no one ever heard of before 
she dropped 'em for Harry.
 @Sarah Winston  You seem like a very angry person and all your comments are just about Meghan. It’s not healthy to hate on someone this much, please try to get some help.
 @Nostalgia  We all hate Meghan. It's a hobby, like golf or overeating pizza and fudge. Get over yourself.
 @Nostalgia  Really? My normal childhood didn't involve private schools, trips to Europe, and ambassadorships arranged by connected family. She grew up privileged. Periodt.
 @LegendaryMom  Meghan went to Europe once and and her private school is much cheaper than Kate’s private schooling. The only reason she got to go to private school was because 
her dad won the lottery. The ambassadorship was not arranged by her connected family. It was after college and she earned the internship. She had a degree and worked her way, there is 
no way her dad who fixes lights arranged her to be an ambassador
 @Nostalgia  Her uncle did. I'm afraid you need to do some fact checking...and this has nothing to do with the Princess of Wales. It's not a competition. It's about truth and lies.
Elon should throw in a third ticket for the Netflix ceo who gave them this deal.
All her " friends " are tied in different business  dealings with them, even Serena's  husband  and glorified salesman  Haz.



I love all parts of a documentary I watch, to be…umm…ya know, like, nonfiction. Call me crazy.
Oh yes, leaving the royal family for privacy and a peaceful life, yet does an interview with Oprah and a reality show to milk the titles they have from the royal family! So genuine! If they 
really felt how they claim and everything would have happened as they say, they would have dropped the titles and stopped riding the victim train and actually lived their lives... That is 
what a true victim does, they don't go and get a reality show. Needless to say I am not watching this as I know it will be about how they are the victims and I am so done with all the 
whining. We have already heard everything before thank you very much!
I love the part where Meghan has Harry on a medieval torture rack and castrates his genitals while she’s eating sausage. 
She breaks him mentally and turns him into a complete brainwashed tool. 
Oh wait that was Game of Thrones
When Meghan said, “It’s Meghaning time!” And Meghaned all over Henry gave me chills. This will be one of the documentaries ever made!
Reading comments here, slightly restored some of my faith in humankind.
I wanna throw up
I love the part where they said they wanted privacy, but then we're immediately followed around by cameras. I also love the part where the ex clown prince Harry told Americans to their 
face while in our country that the US having free speech is stupid. No Harry you are stupid. It is clear with your choice in women.
Who is Megan & Harry and why is Netflix taking a fall for them?
The part where H dumped her and M gatecrashed Skippy's party to try love bomb him
And if you think that all of these hate comments are from real people smh.  It's obvious that M & H are letting all the hate comming so that people will talk about them 😅.... some of 
these hate comments are probably bot or paid actors hahahaha
The racist, hateful lot are out in full affect wallowing in their greasy misery 🤣🤣🤣🤣

Stay mad misery hounds. Harry & Meghan are thriving
Looking forward to seeing how many of the production crew choose to put fake names on the credits!!!!!! 😂
I can’t believe I’m not getting paid to write this. Thank you for demonstrating love, compassion, anti-racism and feminist values by abandoning your own dad and family, only ever dating 
and marrying white men, poisoning your husband towards his own family, separating him from his only sibling, using men to further your own career and ruthlessly using the royal family to 
line your own pockets. Thank you for revealing that extreme privilege like yours is a thing I do not want to have. Tears of gratitude.
I love the part where Meghan has the ability to reverse aging, regardless of official records and family recollections. A bona fide timelord in the tradition of Dr. Who, so talented, so 
miraculous.
🤢🤮
Dear Netflix, Hang your heads in shame !!!
Should rename it to 'Wimp & Narcissist '.
Episode 4 will reveal the moment the palace guards hosed Megan with water cannons when she attempted to eat at the counter, adding to the indignity of being forced to ride on the top 
of the red buses, top and to the rear, to be exact
Meghan, no, it doesn't make sense for us to hear your story from you and your husband (again, ad nauseam), because you've both proven yourselves to be liars. And whatever"stakes" 
you're referring to, while they may have been high for you and your husband, it's highly doubtful they have any significance to other people's lives.
Rename it  "Meghan and Simp"
But can we rea lot call it a documentary if it's riddled with misinformation, disinformation, lies, and damed lies.  That should be th e next game, guess thge number of lies told in each 
episode.
 @Elaine Leep No, Netflix shouldn’t refer to at as a ‘docu-anything,’ categorizing it under false pretenses.  They lie about everything.



 @Elaine Leep  I wonder if Harry will keep his chief impact officer of misinformation role after this one?! probably, since he got it after Oprah.  This world is insane.  I hope this trainwreak 
kartrashian show finally puts a stop to some of the madness.. they represent so much that is so wrong with the world.. most high-profile fraud con artist virtue signaller sociopathic 
narcissists ever!
They thought they were going to make lot of money out of these two whiners.
190,000 of them? All paid? Darling, they are broke AF.
It seems you’re a paid comment. Truly one of the takes of all time!
Hey, l'm not a bot. I'm a real person.
There are almost 30,000 comments being made by real people.  And the overwhelming majority are negative.  For people to take time to register their disgust via comments leads me to 
believe that the current number of dislikes (206k) are not bots.  My left eye tear is for you and those who play into this smut.
Idk why ya'll are coming at me but i'm just expressing my opinion. Like chill!! 🤣🤣🤣
The comments are pure gold. Laughing so hard one tear left eye !
Nope, real person who can see through the bs. Check out their 11 charities registered in Delaware so they only have to donate 5% of donations to charity. They get around this by 
donationing that 5% to their other charities. On top of that they want to take race relations to a level not seen in decades. I think for myself.
No I'm a real person and it has given me great pleasure telling this disgusting couple how the world REALLY thinks of them and how only a few sugars who cant see the wood for the trees 
swallow their BS There are some genuine people in the world who have a moral compass who will never allow these type to succeed it's called Karma
Thriving my a**
Not according to the dislike button
Amen
Well said!!!
My left eye is sobbing 💧👁
Where is your cashapp?  lol
Lol
Absolutely!!
Very well said, can't agree more.
It's the best comment!!!
You hit the nail on the head!👍😅
She also married to a coloniser institute, let’s it forget that ❤.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
But only from the left eye!
Allelluia...amen
Very well said
I bow down to your succinct and accurate account. You are paid generously in gratitude from those of us who feel the same
 @B  omg, those days are long over.
Oh and i am so thankful for the way you made Prince Philips last days a living hell and then continued hounding his beloved wife and family until she breathed her last. Such devotion to 
duty....overcome with emotion at this selfless act of honour, i felt a tear rolling out of my left eye after I clenched my buttocks and held my breath. Valour in the face of an unarmed elderly 
couple, who would never fight back is worthy of the utmost scorn and derision.
Tear from my left eye for poor Meghan
 @Carmen Costea  Her struggle will be spoken about in hushed voices for generations to come



 @Dorothy Ramser  what are you talking about ? Who’s struggles?
So valid 👁💧
Well written.
 @B  only natural for a parasite 😆
Such a strong statement. Finally the world can see that she has been suffering like millions of other young children who starve to death in the streets and no one even cares...
Truth
 @Carmen Costea  😪👍😄
This is sooo true. I hope the majority can see through her ugly character. Her character is the reason people don't like her, not because she's "black"! Which she's been ashamed to admit 
her while life until she met harry and wanted to use the race card. Despicable 🤮
People taking their time to comment these level o poisoning words is what drive people to suicide…. You and everyone in these comments are cruel, causing mental damage to others and 
are blame for destroying someone for your own entertainment….. shame on you, despicable humans
People will believe anything papers or media put out.
From one eye here’s a tear for you 😢
Wow yes, only 41….allegedly. Not 49 at all. Tears😢
 @Tostamixta Bifana   
Her hands look 69 - which is cool, since that's her favorite number!😃
😅😅😅😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣😂
Haaa! Wouldn't doubt it - it'd fit right in with the narrative. Oops, her "truth."
A riveting documentary on the intriguing dynamic between trailer trash narcissists and the pasty privileged simps that love them.  10/10
If MM and her puppet ever find the time to read this thread, please let Harry Markle, I mean Harry, know that he forgot his manhood and his dignity in England.

The part where she was so depressed because she was held hostage by the British Guards, that she flew on a private jet to NYC and had a $500,000 baby shower with sponsored products.
Meghan is as historical as monica lewinsky, another self-important narcissist who loves to be talked about even if insulted
I love that part where Rachel told us that when her entire class had an assignment that it was only her letters that reached upstairs and freed every woman on the planet from doing dishes 
ever again. My left eye wept uncontrollably because without hearing this 500 times I would never of known that only your lower staff do your dishes and the help don’t have a sex or 
feelings. What a woman. The true Duchess of delegation.
Meghan, how are you? 
Meghan, are you okay? Are you okay Meghan?
I love the part where Meghan recalls or lies, that she saved every soap commercial from being sexist. Reminding us all that PEOPLE use dish soap. So riveting that I cry a tear out of my left 
eye.
When the stakes are this high, Meghan...shut the f**& up.
You want people to use their voice we just have in these comments and told you what we think of the 2 of you. WHAAAAAAAAT were you silent or silenced. No this woman who has 
nothing interesting to say so makes up gibberish just wont shutup is deluded that shes an important person but in reality has been social climbing and is manipulating people as she goes 
just a con artist
I liked the part where the 2011's Harry Potter photo was used in this video.
Rotten apple🍎 and his maggot🐛 all ready for their thrashy disloyal lies infested Puke-series.... I'm ready too. Disconnected Unsubscribed Netflix 😃 this is called proactive 👍



I love how Harry is triggered by cameras flashing, yet he boldly does a mockumentary to support his wife. I love how she was given so much help to learn Royal protocol, and she never 
used that information, instead holding back her husband so she could go in front of him, I love how they both ditched wounded veterans to embarrass the head of Disney begging for jobs 
for TW. Wait, wait…one tear, left eye…go!
Thank goodness I binge-watched Wednesday when I did. 

I can finally unsubscribe to Netflix. Ruining the Witcher, and pushing this hot garbage out. What a waste of money
Megan turned her back on her own father, but shows up for strangers, she is a witch
I wonder if the time she pressured Harry to beg Beyoncé and a high up at Disney for a job at the lion king premier, in front of everyone, is going to be on the documentary
I love when she said “ get your dirty paws off me you damn dirty ape” it was so stunning and brave!!!
What a train wreck.
I loved the part where Mr. Meghan the simp sang about his wife-master: "Now I ain't sayin' she's a GOLD digger but she ain't messin' with no PO' n..."
How many times do we have to hear “their side of the story “. The only side of this story we’ve ever heard is their side.  Over and over and over and over….it’s been done to death now and 
it’s just plain boring.
I love the part where Harry couldnt attend his grandfathers memorial service attended  by the crowned heads of the world, the queen, the royal family  and presidents and primeministers 
but he knew that there wasnt enough security so sadly had to decline.  what a man!
Monica Lewinsky is wonderful. No comparison…
Yes, this story of how brave this girl was to stand up for women doing dishes all around the world is amazing. And who would have thought in 2022 she would never have to touch a dish 
every again because she now has maids…..
😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

I never tire of hearing this heartwarming story , I'm looking forward to hearing it another 5,000 times. It doesn't have to be true for me to feel like I could never be as good as Rachel
🤣🤣🤣😂😂
The Duchess of Delegation 🤣🤣
Hopefully MM will write a whole book about the dish soap crisis and her role in saving the world. Should be a bestseller!
 @BeviM  you're damn right, the story needs to be translated in all languages because it's too important for just English speakers.
😂😂😂
🤣
 @rt66vintage  it can be a follow up to that literary masterpiece The Bench; entitled, The Sink
And of course, the best bit about this heartwarming story about how the child Rachel/Megan changed the life of all those women and their washing up liquid was that her father had 
pretended to her that she'd performed this miracle just to make his little girl feel good about herself.  As if he ever needed to be bothered doing THAT.
Thank you for asking. Not many people have asked if she's ok.😔
She didn't even have an NDA, so no, she wasn't silenced
Unforgivable
This will tank 😆



KCIII / MI6 should seize this docu through serious security concerns, ie pic taken in garden entrance to Queens residence! Edit the heck out of the docu, strip their titles, release it to Netflix 
and let them sink into 6 foot hole. 
Charles better grow a pair, as he might also start shedding a tear 😢 from his left eye, as he sinks to the bottom of the barrel in the popularity stakes. 
The world does not need the Mattress Actress Pinocchio 🤥 and Hawrry the Handbag's lies, low morals and standards! All respect for The Handbag has gone out the window! Absolutely 
perfectly suited to each other - No tears for these Nasty's!
The part where the Uvalde tradegy was used as a photo op and to ingratiate herself into the Hispanic community.
I love the part where Harry and Megan are vastly rewarded for contributing nothing to society.
🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where Meghan wants nothing to do with the RF and steps back as royal to get a privacy yet, here it is the docuseries and a clamour for public’s sympathy. 
Bruh for a second I thought one of them died. They made it seem like it was the case. 

How times have changes since Tony Stark died.
I love the part “I will do anything to protect my family” while constantly courting controversy & ridicule on a global scale. 🤣
I love how this was planned from day one of her marriage. It's as if Meghan's left eye was constantly pouring out tears to let her know that RF is going to give her all the love, support and 
encouragement.
Harry,no one is chasing  your wife and that picture of the Paparazzo  was from a Harry Potter opening! Netflix,shame on you. I can't, so unattractive, phony  and childish. They hate their 
family.They get paid millions to lie.Hear what from you Megan? These two are annoying! I won't be watching, that's for sure.
I love the part where she wanted to get paid for her public visits even though she knew that it was duty unto the people, and not a 9 to 5 job. She inspires me!
Harry cannot even conceive of what life is really like for normal people, he has never had to even imagine what it's like to go hungry, to worry about bills, or health, to clean up anything, or 
walk anywhere, to have to get up for work, or pensions... He never had to even wipe till he was 17.  He really, actually believes he's been hard done-by.  He truly thinks normal people owe 
him sympathy and an apology for his life.  He went to the best schools in the world and had the best tutors available but still only passed his Art qualification... And it was revealed years 
later that he cheated to pass lol
Oooh, this is fun! I love the part where Meghan and Harry called out the BRF for being this awful racist institution and then turned around and named their daughter after the Queen - the 
head of that very same awful institution! 
Stunningly brave and a shining example of forgiveness and rising above, and I’m sure it had nothing to do with money which I’m sure this couple is running terribly short on. 😂
Meghan Markle is a potato
Kidney touching story. My left eye!
No it doesn't for no one trust the both of you.
I also loved it when heavily pregnant Meghan managed to do a low squat with her knees together! No other pregnant women have reported to have performed this miraculous move. 
What can't this woman do?
I love the part where the people of South Africa were so happy about their wedding that the danced in the streets like when Nelson Mandela was released from prison - true inspiration 
especially for the people of SA who must have cried with joy from their left eye
🤭 Who cares about these people! Really?
The part where they use a photo from a 2011 Harry Potter premiere of paparazzi because there isn’t a paparazzi photo for any actual H and M event.
Looks like it already has...
Let us not forget the Uvalde stunt! 
Let us never forget the Uvalde stunt.
THIS!



The people who were already paying enormous amounts for her keep and excesses. So inspiring and humble. What a humanitarian.
Stay inspired
shes a superwoman in our hearts. RIGHT? ❤
 @cutie pie  nope, there is no room in my heart for people who deceive.
 @BarbaraE  haha i was being sarcastic 😭
Absolutely ridiculous that she thinks she has us fooled. 😂
I wonder if they knew why they were dancing for the cameras?
You forgot to mention how the people of Sussex were dancing too! Tears from left eyes all round.
South Africans: Dance? For who? Who??? Nah...
Meg: Did I say dance?? I meant walked- But joyously, ya know???
Netflix promoting a conwoman. Some ethical standards there.
if the sex was any good, they wouldn’t need to keep up this exhibitionism, there is zero passion or love between them, just regret that they hope riches can assuage
Who cares about them...everything is soap opera drama and fictional..  There are better soap dramas out there
I love the part where she shows her teeth under the umbrella with harry proudly showing her raptor imitation.
Wow, all the love in the comment section for H&M...it brings tears to my eyes (sarcasm inserted).
I love the part where Meghan wears cats ears eats like a beaver squats and sucks a baby bottle to enhance her royal status.  amazing!
This is no global event...the war in Ukraine is a global event! Very selfish!!!!
I love the part where interest in Meghan is what continues to fuel her platform, but as this comment section demonstrates, even you who hate her, can't ignore her.  You can't even to do 
it to achieve the very thing you claim to want so badly, to make her go away.

Literally you're all addicted to her.

For her to fail, all you have to do is not be interested in her life. Ignore her and find a hobby, which theoretically should be easy to do for someone you hate...but you don't actually hate 
her.
Take a look at the segment in the trailer with the sea of photographers.  It's been confirmed that it's a stock photo from the release of one of the Harry Potter movies many years ago.  
Almost 92% of the responses to the trailer are dislikes (206k so far).  Mike drop.🎤
I love the part where she falsely accuses Victoria Beckham of leaking stories about her and sent her husband to confront David about it.  Females empowering females in action.  Almost 
brings a tear to my left eye.
Megan says women should have courage, then she should go on the Piers Morgan show
I love how well they hide their illuminati ties. They'll do anything to keep the bloodline going. These people push the new world order yet you'll be taking the orders and they'll give them to 
you. You happily eat them all up because you're a good sheep and you do what you're told.
Brilliant! Can’t wait to see their love story told by themselves rather than the filth tabloids and racist royalists.
I loved the part where a high court Judge, a Queen and an Archbishop came out and said she was lying. So motivating and truly inspirational.
Pass'e
I love the photo booth pic of Haz and MeAgain hugging just as much as I love the same photo of MeAgain hugging Trevor and the same photo of MeAgain hugging Corey. So authentic and 
organic it brings a tear to my left eye.
Is there some reason why there are no numbers by the thumbs down icon?  Are we not able to dislike such a self serving piece of hog wash.



A true measure of empathy is how one treats the ailing, ill, dying and dead.  I am horrified by the part where they actually consider themselves compassionate.  Human Beings Kind.  Be 
both???!!!  Sure, Aristotle. 🙄
They hate her because of her race but will support the queens pedophile son
Netflix, you messed up 🤣🤣making a reality show, about these 2 village idiots 🙄🙄🙄
that Ellen appearance was so incredibly graceful.  The Queen herself couldn't have out-classed that.  I recall she also hopped up & down while imitating a  squirrel rabidly gobbling a nut at 
the same time?  Ethereal.  Dazzling.  Such fine form
ouch. they WISH that level of attention is for them. That attention is indeed for Harry, but for Harry Potter, not for the Hazbeen oopsie 😂
nah Im a socialist and I still hate this vile couple
This is awesome!! Haaaaaa!!!! 🤣
Yes you are right! Yet, the sugars still defend her. Mmmm me thinks there is a political agenda here.
I'm dying! 🤣🤣🤣
I giggled at the part where the Archbishop said there was no pre-wedding wedding in the garden and no christening.
Love it!!!! 🤣🤣🤣😆😆😆👏👏👏
Not just any Archbishop either, the highest ranked church individual after the monarch.
Best comment yet
As god is my witness…oh dammit even god isn’t listening to her prayers anymore….she’s a lost cause.
👏👏👏
Harry is her 3rd husband??!!
 @Steve A  Yes, but she was never married to Corey.
 @Steve A  there are rumors of a 4th husband
Funny, yet true
Lol someone should compile all these info and photos 😂 Don’t think I’ve seen the pictures of her with her exes 😆
Those three photos should be front and centre on the msm.
Yes, dislike it. They are still being counted and are more than 200K. You have to have an app to see it. I don't know how to get it, but there are updates in the comments here very once in a 
while.
I noticed the same. Seems like they hiding the dislikes count going higher and higher
With personality so vile, she can be elsa or snow white n people still loathe her.
Breaking news.... Most people dislike Andrew AND Meghan!
Absolute garbage. Don't feel bad for these millionaire scumbags. These people are worthless humans. All of them
Stunning and brave
I loved the part where she was forced to drink from a separate water fountain, was denied voting rights, and couldn't attend the school she wanted.  That was awesome.
I love that no one in the comment section is in support of Meghan 😄
There is only one player in this game that I’d be interested to see behind closed doors … Will Sir Candle be making an appearance?🤞🤞🤞
We 🇻🇳 here dislike this couple very much but have tons of respect towards WK 🎉
What a contradictory and self-centred couple!



Looks like I'm going to have to start blogging and vlogging pretty soon. I have a lot to say about this. Meghan goes on and on about how women should use our voices. As a black American 
woman, I  have a lot to say on the Sussex mess. I've been silently watching since the beginning but I feel empowered by Meghan's words of encouragement about using our (women's) 
voice. 29k+ comments with (currently) 19k dislike and 205k dislikes. Hopefully, many of those comments and likes/dislikes come from women who want their voices to be heard and want 
to be seen like Meghan.
To cash in because she is useless as an artist and Harry is a poppet 😂
When the stakes are this high, self produced docudramas must be made for the sake of humanity!
oh i won’t cancel, this documentary series is definitely worth $18 and some change

I especially loved the part when the duo kidnapped the Black nanny for six weeks to hide with the kids in remote Vancouver. It was a door dash after making their getaway, like Bonnie and 
Clyde with three helpless hostages. It was all so strategically planned. The whole world is racist, but not her. That takes courage, if not brains. It brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where she had a long term boyfriend and was working on her relationship (at least her bf thought so), then decided a prince was better, Im pretty sure he found out on 
social media his relationship was over. I also love that while Meghan was actually married she cheated with her suits co star. This comes from her sister so what would she know. I love that 
she didn’t invite her family to the wedding either. She’s as tasteful as Harry’s choice in Halloween costumes.
I love the part where EVERYONE IN THE COMMENTS comments "I love the part"
MEME, the Narcissistic cable actress that can actually cry one tear on cue out of her left eye!  I live in Canada and I didn’t even know who she was until she started dating Hawwy, Who she 
pushes around like a bat out of hell. They need to have their titles taken away. They are both LIARS 
?……🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥
Meghan talks down to us with a superior tone, but there is nothing superior about her, “oh look at me in my gilded cage, exalt me for I suffer” Harry used her to hurt his family, she is using 
him for a divorce settlement, without him she would have been a no hit wonder
"Meghan, why did you want to make this Documentary?"

Meghan: "Money."
I just canceled my Netflix subscription!
This seriously deserves a Grammy award!
History will remember you 2 as the “fools of the century “. Backstabbing your own brother and father. Remember your children will do the same to you. That will be your karma and 
rightfully earned by your own actions. Time will tell.
Brave? Please explain? I'm genuinely confused
Their are a few, but don't give any substance to why they support them. Except for of course that overused "R" word
I think I saw 2 🤣
Yes, Meghan has motivated me, a young girl from Vietnam, to voice my dislike for her. Thank you so much Meghan!
 @cutie pie  same here, I’m in Australia and Meghan has inspired me many times to voice my dislike of her. Thank you Meghan (and Harry).
I too have found my voice and will be heard, but not like Meghan as I didn’t marry in to a world famous family and get millions and a media platform provided by Oprah and If I told lies 
about someone I would expect to suffer the consequences.
Mommy and Clyde! 
He's a man-child and she's cos playing his mummy!  🤢🤢
I know... sarcasm at it's finest.
in their minds they thought themseleves as influential activists and feminist. Meghan thought herself as Diana reincarnated 😂
Aren’t they just THE grift that keeps on grifting…?



You both suck. Crawl  in a hole somewhere. Oh...and King Charles 3rd...strip their titles . They have abused those titles long enough.
the queen made sure her affairs were in order w all these opps in the comments fr
This Netflix subscriber will NOT be watching.  This duo trades on their royal titles while continually berating and lying about the source of their fame. They are spoiled, entitled, professional 
victims, living in a $14 million mansion with 16 bathrooms, who endlessly complain about how life and Prince Harry’s family have treated them.  While there is some philanthropic effort, it 
seems there are more craven PR stunts, such as the trip to Uvalde via private jet with their own (or Netflix’s) photographers to capture the “Duchess” placing flowers at a memorial. There 
are more notable Americans working consistently for social justice who deserve a spotlight instead of these two.
they are trying so hard to get stature, but for who? nobody likes them, even Netflix hates them lol
205K Dislikes at this moment. Let's go for a million!! Click the thumbs-down icon.
I love how she’s always makes herself the center of attention and treats her family and the Royals so  kindly
This witch's false voice is dripping with self-pity. Harrie would protect his family by calling his wife to order. I feel sorry for their poor children who grow up in an atmosphere of hatred and 
resentment.
And finally, I really loved the part where we were one step away from World War III and we needed our allies as much as possible, but she decided to fall into Oprah's trap and cause a war 
of it's own.
Gross. They should both slither, permanently, out of the public view. Meghan can lay some eggs in the dirt and then they can canabalize them together. Also, good job Netflix.👍 You 
really have your finger on the pulse of pop culture here.
What?  Protecting his family!  Is the royal family his family too to begin with?  NETFLIX stop this pointless filming.   People are not stupid.   Shall never watch this atrocious couple talking 
about their self created pain.
Until when will these two stop moaning and complaining 🤮
I also love the part where she read "Duck Rabbit" to her toddler son who sat there in a wet diaper and she got annoyed that he wasn't reading the book or paying attention to her.  That 
was great.
I love the part where @ her wedding the page boys, ring bearer and flower girls where all white plus always called herself biracial and only had white friends but decided to call herself 
black once black women started to defend her. Opportunist?
lucky for Harry, Megan can help him get a weave
Boo... melodramatic fluff. Hypocrisy at it's highest
HOW DID THEY PHOTOSHOP HAIR ONTO HARRY'S HEAD IN THE GUITAR SCENE???? Or is it a toupee?
I love the part when Meghan has a vaginoplasty to keep their love alive
The producer has bailed ... Ba ha ha ha ha
I would rather watch paint dry.
Nah, it's the unearned virtue being shoved down people's throats. You can't demand global popularity. You can't buy it either...
205k! unbelievable!
Done and wished I could do it twice
 @Mary Mary  211K now. (4 a.m. EST)
But did it bring a tear to the left eye
He was to busy looking for his real mother.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🥴
She called herself caucasian on her driving licence and CV and with her Soriety sisters
the sad piano keys inflate the trailer with a gravitas that is just not there, you guys are disloyal grifters i.e. losers that stabbed your own families in the back, you are not inspiring role 
models



Who are these people? Why to make a series or movie for these people? The lady doesn't look like sincere when talking. Are they the next Marvel Surper-heroes?
I loved the part where she bravely demonstrated how harmful bullying can be by bullying over 13 of their staff into having nervous breakdowns and quitting long held jobs… brings a single 
tear to my left eye, only my left one
The day you signed these 2 trash talking grifters was the day I cancelled my subscription! Hope you enjoy losing more subscribers 🤣🤣
I love the part that It made me  cry out of boredom. People are dying for God’s sake with no food or fuel or clean water. Too much.
How intimate and romantic to have a photographer taking photos of them on their dates - Harry with his guitar, they on a beach having such fun, frolicking and kissing on the kitchen 
counter ... all captured at the right moments on camera!  How romantic and sweet.  Everything so well documented with photographic evidence.  Even though they fled their royal life 
away from the paparazzi to lead an Independent and Private life,  they want to share their Story with the world.  How thoughtful and self sacrificial of them.
I love the part where Meghan shows us how to race bait anyone who dares object to her behaviour. So brave and inspiring.
All those BackGrid pap strolls and it has come to this!
Tbh as a parent I feel so sorry for Nutmeg’s dad who raised her while her mom was not there, paid for private schools and private college, only to be shunned and publicly humiliated when 
he was no longer needed :(
Meghan says the stakes are high. What stakes? What NARCISSISTS
I loved the heart wrenching scene one tear, left eye. Did you include that Netflix? The money shot. Oscar worthy. Can I really only dislike it one time?
Staged and edited  ,it’s faked, light s, camera , action. Sick and tired of these people, I thought they want privacy. Canceled our Netflix
i appreciate Megan’s astute comments on inflation, steaks are indeed too high and I have had to eat chicken! she should be nominated for the Nobel Prize for economics!
I love how empowered I feel now to combine my love of Hermes blankets and my sadness of not getting the last vegan, kosher, gluten and sugar free cupcake shipped to me here in 
California on a private plane from Violet’s Cakes in London. When the stakes are this high & your personal security team has scouted all bakeries and Whole Foods within a quick 20 minute 
private jet flight from Montecito?! I can feel a tear welling up in my left eye….
Looking forward to the docuseries! Love Harry and Meghan!!❤❤😍😍💕💕
I love the part where Meeghan rips off Harry's balls and wears them for earrings...Now THAT is truly stunning and brave.  I believe Meeghan is outshined by only one other woman; the 
stunning and brave Cameltoe Harris, our wonderful Border Czarina....Such stunning women really make me want to experience a giant bowel movement...
THE COMMENT STATISTIC KEEPS GOING DOWN!
why is the teaser in black and white, probably Megan insisted to deemphasize her complexion, clearly a sign of self-hate, that will be the third episode
Nauseating 🤮
I love the part when the delusional narcissist said the steaks 🤪 are high.  Did she forgot how she charmed her frog prince with her juicy, tasty, delicious roast chicken.  Just go to urban 
dictionary for the recipe,Megs. 😂
It’s called method acting…..Meghan only knows that style….hopes to land every evil bitch boss role. Yet still failing.
It's quite funny how I can tell exactly what newspapers you read by your choice of words.
.. and her niece. Because bullying has no boundaries.  Truly inspiring.
 @Aid4n  none of that was in the papers … it’s called fact checking and 80 sworn affidavits to compile the litany of grifting lies. You’re welcome 😊
Hahahaha! So true! 😂
I stubbed my toe against a table leg yesterday. Bloody racism. 
Where’s Oprah??
 @Verkoiging  😄😄
A typical fascist - disagreement is treason.
Loving the sarcasm. When whites become a minority and are oppressed by the new majority, I hope you lot receive some empathy.
 @Verkoiging  wat $🤣



STAY INSPIRED
My cat vomited a hair ball - bloody racism
This tells us exactly who megan really is and it is all we need to know about her.
You are a minority in 0.01 per cent of this community!
 @Ainzleeriddell  92% (209k) have disliked the trailer.  Mike drop.
Love your sarcasm!
I love the part where Harry is at their side by side desks writing his memoir and asks Meghan… “so what happened to me again? - can you say that more slowly so I can write it down 
exactly like that?”
wtf are these comments?!?!

I also love the part where she took her trashy LA, backstage show business catty competitive lifestyle because she was insecure  and shlepped it across the pond and embarrassed us all.
Plea$e tell u$ how $imply oppre$$ed and harra$$ed you are?
Megan is the new Amber
They're so pathetic.
MM a 🤡🤡🤡.. smh
stop saying all these things about Meghan Markle!!!!!!!
I am having trouble liking all of these comments😮
What stakes? You're both entitled, frail children who will still be entitled, frail children and rich ten years from now. On second thought Rachel (her real name) will throw Hapless Harry 
aside and he'll be washing polo ponies for beer money.
Oh Meeghan; you are stunning and brave....almost as stunning and brave as the last shit I took....
I loved how Meghan showed such respect on Remembrance Day by sloping into the ceremony with out bothering to put her arms through her coat sleeves ...
Meghan’s journey from Hollywood casting couch to Harry’s pockets is a fairy tale every girl dreams of.
Her story is truly inspiring.I’m crying.
Megan has an Hermes bag but being faux educated wouldn’t even know “an” goes before the H
Official teaser. Ha! Official BS!
I love the part where Meghan helped Harry get over his fear of the click,click,click of cameras.
I love the part where I also have an Hermes blanket, AND bag, which is true,  but no one in my life in person or on social media knows it
Why are popular shows profit wasted on shite like this. Hate to break it to ya…. No one cares
so the picture of William and Kate in the rain in Boston with their backs turned was a clear signal that they are done with the Markles
Are the people at Netflix the only ones in the world who still haven’t figured out this woman is a con artist and a narcissistic liar? 
Literally no one else believes their cringy theatrics and BS anymore.
I loved the footage of The Bench on remainder tables at all the bookshops!
Dang, it's difficult to write with these thick crayons!! 😂😂😂
You know he can't write! She did it for him.🤣
with his crayons on his desk. Every time he gets it right, she tells him "You're doing AMAZING, sweetie!"
That’s going to need more than just the left eye tear. Truly sad what has happened :(
🤣🤣🤣
SO MUCH FUN! SUCH SCHADENFREUDE!!!!



Left eye only?
 @Dean Tobin  of course.. only left eye.
Harkles 🎉
I actually thought (as there was supposed to be a surprise guest at the Earthshot Ceremony) that it might be Harry!!! Why did I think that???
Um ALL the comments are sarcastic!!!!!!!!!!!
 @Ainzleeriddell  ummm I know. I was referring to the fact that Netflix is even releasing this “documentary”.
Spotify… rach was one of their prolific podcasters. 13 episodes in 24 months…
I love the part when Catherine arrives in her smashing green dress, looking wonderful and strong.
who even hangs out with them? like seriously, they have no friends
At this point in time, if you are still supporting the "Harkles" you are either -

1) Super Naïve / gullible - anyone can take you for a ride
2) Professional Race Baiter / Woke propogandist
3) Disingenuous / spineless - inability to stand up to the cancel culture
4) Just plane stupid - people with one brain cell
5) Mentally deranged
6) Just NOT a decent person/ immoral

The above list stands, irrespective of your race, gender, sexuality etc. etc. 
Decide which one are you....

Please feel free to add to this
So revolting. The narcissism is unhinged.
⛽ 💡
I loved, loved, loved all the footage juxtaposing the Duchess of Sussex with Wallis Simpson! And the cameo footage of Yoko Ono!
Mandela was trapped in prison for over 25 years, Megan in a palace for 18 months, and it almost drove her to suicide…..😂😂😂😂😂
I loved the part where Jordan Peterson sung the praises of Meghan Markle and replicated Meghan's voice worthy of an Oscar performance for faux compassion 👏
Ugh.. Living like royalty, super wealthy and ultra, super, mega privileged...  Yet claiming to be victims....  🤢🤮  You must be kidding me!  Who is approving this garbage and thinking the 
average person anywhere on the globe is going to somehow identify with this?
I loved, loved, loved the footage of Prince Harry "addressing the UN General Assembly" when it was just a private anniversary event put on by the South African Embassy, and 90 per cent 
of the seats were empty!
What "stakes?"        Nobody gives a s**t!!!!!!
Also woof that ending…bitter table for 1. That sound byte was aggressive and angry.
i love the part where Harry and Meghan cut both of their dads out of their lives and then proceeds to write a book about love between father and child. so inspirational.
I loved the part where the stakes were SO high! Lol. The only thing that is "high stakes" about this is that if this Netflix program doesn't succeed then they are screwed..
I loved all the parts where she cuck’s Harry. She does this so often, that the level of stunning bravery brought a tear to my eyes!! My left one especially
I like the part where she shows her bad acting skills.
Heh-heh-heh! Best part was when she cancels Indiana Jones and takes his hat. Must see tv.



I am waiting for the part where you get sued by the RF.🧐
Megan, why are you treating your father so. If you are ashamed of his morbid obesity, then help him with a diet plan, and send him to your plastic surgeon to thin out his nose, have you no 
decency!!!
What stakes??? You left, you are a normal citizen like me now…. We don’t care what hurt your feelings….. I respect Kate for not talking!!
And the green diamonds choker! Just gorgeous!❤
She’s a real Princess
I liked the part where Princess Catherine said "I don't need to get paid more money for doing this"
Harkles wish they’re part of Hollywood 😢
7) Anti-society borderline sociopath
8. No internet/google/YT to slap them with pieces of evidence that HW has lied numerous times.
9) On their payroll
10. MM herself
Fire on Harkles 😅
Actress…….
Don’t be surprise the number of Narcissist in our population…..
The rest were asleep or on their phones! 😂🤣😂🤣🇿🇦
Harkles want to take down the BRF bc Rachel Ragland is never going to become a queen…..
 @Bimbo Diva  Hopefully this Doc will be the final nail in the coffin!
Declaration of War to the BRF….. so scary from a narcissist
LOL🎉 you mean the children book The Bench that didn’t sell at all….. Oh it was written by the Bimbo Diva…..
Just remember this is the woman who talks about forgiveness but can’t forgive her own father for having a few photos taken prior to her wedding. To me that sums her and him up, 
hypocrites.
 @Bimbo Diva  that was hilarious, they gave craploads away for free to Libraries and stuff and then tried to count those as sales
big up toronto 🙌
To be fair, Harry's dad has only ever even met him a few times when he was a small child. James Hewitt is now living as a recluse out in the west-country and certainly hasn't made any 
effort from his side.
 @KolyaNick  stupid rumour. You need to look at Di’s father. Harry is like him right down to the ginger hair.
Did your heart go “pump pump”, too? 😂
 @barbara thompson  I recently watched a documentary with alot of black and white video of Prince Phillip when he was young.  Harry looks like him too.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Sassy77  I recently watched a video in which James Hewitt admitted he really first met Diana in 1981 - a polo match at Tidworth army barracks
 @barbara thompson  You do realize no one is questioning that Diana is his mother, right? We just KNOW, that Charles is NOT Harry's father.
 @Sassy77  Phillip was so handsome, Harry not so much.
Screw the Harkles🎉I don’t hate them but despised 😮
Bimbo Diva can’t make tears from both eyes…..bad acting
How did Bimbo Diva know the term Waity Katie and said it to Oprah Winfrey during the infamous interview if she didn’t learn and research the BEF long time ago?
Enfin on va pouvoir connaître la vraie version et les voir..ils sont beaux...merci netflix!
I love the part when Meghan explains she can’t enter the palace unless she’s invited in…



Funny how Netflix has removed dislikes on this trailer 🤔
TWO PEOPLE DO NOT WALK THEIR TALK; WANT "PRIVACY"  THINK NOT WITH ALL PUBLICITY GENERATED BY THEM.  APPEAR CHRONIC WHINERS AND SPOILED KIDS
This woman is trying her best to make the history, which she is, The Most Hated Woman In History.  So toxic, self-centered, void of compassion and tolerance... unbelievable!
She proves everyday who she is, who raised her and how she has no class at all.
I love the part where they cried for privacy, and then proceeded to spread their legs willingly for Netflix and Spotify and Penguin. 
It's all about the dolla', dolla' bills, yo!
Episode Two will include never before seen footage of the Queen looking at Meghan, clear racism
Harry and Meghan...you left UK to go and live a private life.....but the world sees you daily, daily on the TV, media platforms, magazines, etc....is that what "living a Private life" means to 
both of you??
Meghan when you stop trying to bury the people that helped you (your father) and gave you a leg up the fame ladder (the BRF) maybe all this negative karma will stop.
I love how Meghan tells women to learn how to use their voice. We listened Meghan and here we are commenting in the comment section. Single tear, left eye.
I'm here for the comments 😆 🤣

All this hatred because Kate asked her not to bully the staff. She just won’t quit. Pure evil. Netflix just wants the revenue. They don’t care about you, Megan. We don’t either. Just go away.
I just loved, loved, loved the footage of the South African people pouring into the streets to celebrate a 43% Nigerian woman marrying into the royal family! And all of them crying out that 
this was as important to them as Nelson Mandela's Walk to Freedom! I cried a tear from my left eye ......
Lol narcissitic self involved drivvle. Feel sorry for Harry who is being controlled by this girl
These are the type of people who have no idea what it is like to endure hardship. The lowest kind of people who exist. Harry sounds like the biggest brat millennial ever. The royals are 
outdated. They are just people not descendants from god. Get rid of them already
Dear Netscape, Keep showing trash like this, and I, along with about a million other subscribers, will decide that Hulu, Prime, and good old Youtube are quite enough for us, and we really 
don't need you. I won't be watching this celebration of narcissism and neither will my family or friends. In fact, I'm going to encourage everyone I know, to unsubscribe the very day this 
airs. All you have to do to understand the power of collective thinking, Netscape, is just read through your own comment section. Have a GREAT evening.
TRASH!!!
What stakes??  This isn't life changing. Just 2 people trying to stay relevant in the media.
Haven't watched this trailer and not going to. What on earth made Netflix think we would be interested in watching a story about these two selfish, ungrateful, immature, tone deaf 
people. We are sick to death hearing from them already. Harry and Meghan, please please please take your privacy and disappear out of our lives.
This bish had her agenda from the jump. When she found out she didn't matter as much as she thought she would she plotted her revenge. Of course, racial accusations was the easiest 
route to that. She wants to be a pioneer? At least make up something original ffs. How desperate. How sad. 
Living poor & loved has never felt so satisfying!
You poor deluded Sugar.  The part where the Sussex Sugars get what's coming to them, total abandonment by Markle.....you deserve it for encouraging this narcisstic nonsense.
Turn back time and don’t do it!!!
200,000 dislikes and counting ...
 @Ainzleeriddell  205k now and it's not Netflix, they're deliberately left the comments section open, it's YouTube.  👍😀
Shame to her mother Ragland (I’m also a coloured woman so no racism here OK!)
Another Amber Heard
@Bimbo Diva  she is the first and only black person I will never like. I always said Black people are beautiful, intelligent, funny, happy souls until I come to know of this woman! She is truly 
embarrassing. [I'm an Asian] Not being racist at all.
Crack up



Irony....
Well said!
That insident really is the trigger for all of the events since....the ultimate cause that has led to this Netflix drivel.
Spot on
No no no! Netflix realised a while ago that there will be hate watchers! We are all here to witness the downfall of the Duchess of Sussex!
Now just imagine if William and Kate YouTube channel they launched to compete with Harry and Meghan had this much attention from their fans flocking here to leave negative 
comments on this trailer. Maybe Prince Will would stop being so jealous of his younger brother and his beautiful, kind talented wife, Meghan.
I loved loved loved the cameo appearance by Mike Tindall telling the world Prince Harry is a bellend!
if the documentary doesn’t make the top 10 it’s cus racism
I love the fact that Meghan started taking photos and recording conversations right from her first invitation to William and Catherine’s home. Making sure she sneakily took pictures of the 
inside of their house and children so that she’d have accurate information for her tell all documentaries and books was truly inspiring. We can be certain all the secrets she reveals are her 
truth. Thank goodness for this visionary, she leads by example.
I love the part Megan recalls ppl in Africa were rejoicing on the streets when she married a white prince just as they did when Nelson was freed
Love how Megan finally acknowledged that she was a piece of shit.. Amazing stuff
Ohhhhhhh myyyyyyy goooooddddnnnnnnesssssssssssssss….. I’m so embarrassed to be American when I realize megan markle is American …. She embarrasses me
PAIR OF CNUTS
I love the part where Meghan signed bananas for British sex workers. Such a kind gesture and I’m sure the sex workers would have had tears of laughter pouring out of both their left and 
right eyes. I know I did. 😂 and no, I’m not a sex worker but I do like bananas, preferably unsigned.
Why are they using pictures that have nothing to do with them?
what is with the scene in the conference room where Megan starts to cry covering her face and Harry is in the background, was it a realization that their life sucks?
I believe all the royal family are probably glad she is gone. I wouldn't worry to much about a book or documentary.  She's done anyway.  She ruined her ownself.  Nobody else is to blame 
but her
How many Meghan Markles does it take to change a light bulb?

None, she gets someone else to do it for her 😂
Nope!
Bravo!!!  Way to GO!  Haters gonna Hate Hate Hate.   <3   Keep GOING!   Heart centered people are cheering you on to LIVE YOUR LIFE and WISH YOU WELL.
I love the part where she returns to her tiny home Frogmore Cottage and finds “Dear Diary”under socks, bralettes, and other hidden jewels!

Left eye tear jerker! For sure!
That poor, poor woman. Having to wear designer shoes, expensive jewelry, married to an actual prince (well, former prince), being picked on by the queen...I mean, it must be just 
DREADFUL. A tear is rolling down my cheek from my eye...my LEFT eye.
This isn’t the right time for something like this… stop wasting money on documenting detached, rich activists
I love the part when they get told to leave the garden party and she does a Pippa up the stairs. Been studying the Middletown’s much?
Documentary?! It's propaganda. We're not fools!
You mean the other way around…. What William & Catherine have to jealous of? Ugly and stupidity of Harkles? Heartless and ruthless of Rachel Ragland and Hazardous Hermes?



 @Bimbo Diva  Will and Kate own Royal Reporters have written about how jealous Will and Kate were. Robert Lacey wrote about it in his book "Battle of The Brothers" he also said it to the 
world, while promoting his book on ABC Good Morning America. And their deranged fans like you prove that everyday! Harry and Meghan are living their lives, doing good, helping others 
and setting a good example for their children. While Will not and Kannot and their deranged fans continue to prove them right! The Monarchy is a racist grifting outdated scandal ridden 
farce and their delusional members are out of their league trying to compete with the Beautiful, Accomplished, Talented and Globally Love and ADMIRED Prince Harry and Princess 
Meghan! Seethe o! 😠😠
 @Cassie  William and Kate and their Boston Bust Up Vanity Trip have given late night all the materials they need for the rest of the year! They should abandon trying to compete with 
Harry and Meghan! They are out of their league and look like outdated ford gremlins trying to compete with the modern Lamborghinis!😂😂😂
Netflix can fake the ranking like Spotify
By the way, this ain’t a docu….. this is a Reality Show LOL
didn't know it... terrible...
I m sure she was just doing research so that she could rearrange their house, after all ,she does everything better than anyone else . She's very smart you know ,and classy
Maybe research for a career in real estate…..acting isn’t going all that well…or is it 😮😢
 @bree6719 to sell a Royal castle?
Delusional
Yeah, but you know you had more tears out your left eye.
BRF should sue Netflix
Rachel Ragland is laughing at us. Who said she’s crying?
Oh good grief.....the part where poor deluded Sugars finally realized Markle never loved them and is not a POC, but just a grifter using them as currency to build her brand.  What is there 
to love about these two contemptible liars and thiefs.
 @Elaine Leep  yeah enough with the racism narrative. Ppl hate Meghan like they hate Amber Heard, both talentless social-climbing narcs.
You are the hater here. We just loathe the Harkles 🎉
Rachel Ragland ain’t activist. She’s just a gold digger.
Worst Reality Show EVER
I love the part when they show Harry playing a guitar. Unlike his parents, the boy's not bright enough to learn a musical instrument.
Why doesn't this video show the thumbs down numbers?  Last I heard from another YouTuber it was 138,000 thumbs down.
Megan Narcist and mamas boy Harry. Marriage mama and her son. Megan despise Harry. Megan destroyed her birth family, destroyed relationship betwen all her boyfriend, destroyed 
Harry family, who are you Megan, nobody at home in you mind. Narcist... Most boring people on planet. I can wait the lies they will tell, the respect that is left for them ater the book and 
the documentary will be lost forever..
there was more passion between Michael Jackson and Debbie Rowe than these two clowns and their Hermes blanket
I loved that the ever gracious Meghan publicly apologized for misleading a British court about the extent of her cooperation with the authors of a sympathetic book about her and Prince 
Harry. Her lawyers had previously denied that she or Harry collaborated with the authors but Meghan's and Harry's former communications director Jason Knauf had said in his witness 
statement that the book was “discussed directly with the duchess multiple times in person and over email.” as well as Harry.
I love the part how MM will read this and as she is so humourless and unable to appreciate sardonic comment will think we are all praising her.  Stunning and brave!
What a couple of dumbshits. They have no clue how the REAL WORLD Works or how REAL PEOPLE LIVE. Thank goodness for William and Catherine.
Can't wait to miss it!
your right harry ..no one sees what goes on behind closed doors ..for a start start telling the truth about whats really going on in your sham marriage .we would have more respect for you 
if you come clean .i am wondering if we will see lillibet and archie in the same room interacting with each other ? i bet you that will not happen .no body is interested in you or that 
creature you married ..we just want to see the children .you could always go up in the attic and get the kids (dolls 0ut of the crate



Who has a camera man filming while your so upset and crying. This is all an act! That's why she didn't make it in Hollywood, she's a terrible actress. Now we see the terrible person she is 
inside and out, Harry is disgusting! Their made for each other. 🤮
🤢🤮
Why don't they just live with a real life family who actually goes through real life shit!
Harry had hot women before he met this family wrecker. He's so incompetent that he threw his entire family under the bus fo money, watch out for that KARMA bus.
they made sure you could see the Land Rover logo when Megan was leaving Harry in the battlefield
Wish people/companies like Netflix would stop funding this scum.
I love the part where majority of the comments here starts with “I love the part” lmao
Timing the release of the trailer for their nauseating "Love Story" to distract from the Earthshot Prize, because their petty jealousy of Princess William and Princess Catherine is so much 
more important than the Climate Crisis affecting everyone on the planet. Hypocrite Harry gave a speech about it at the UN, then took a Private Jet to play Polo!
I love how Meghan practices what she preaches by putting her “compassion-in-action” during all the time she has her children spend with their grandfather, Thomas Markle. So beautiful 
and inspiring!! <wiping a single tear from my left eye>
Harry got a leg over, Meghan got a leg up.
Oh vomit much just watching this while one tear comes out my eye
More towards 200,000 now I believe?
190,000
and then the judge asked for all the messages/email to be provide from Jason Knauf, not just the handed pick ones and puff, Meghan won....
We ain’t as stupid as Rachel Ragland
Just what I was thinking. She probably thinks all those comments making fun of her are positive 😂😂😂
😂
Oh Hawwy, they really get us!
Only narcissist will watch this
I am not sure where you live, but might not be so hard to find a doctor that will treat you....some meds probably in order too....just because you have dolls that you pretend that are your 
kids that everyone does the same ....
The kids are with their real mothers
There were three in the marriage - Meghan, Harry and the Camera Man, so it was a bit crowded
 @Julie R  😂😂😂😂❤👍
Sarcasm at it's finest
Of Course- Markle is way more concerned with being petty and vengeful than she is about the environment Archie and Lili will face In 50 years.
 @Irina Fuss  the kids are with their real mothers, so Harry and Meghan won't worry.
Yes so inspiring! 😪
Yes she took a private jet to Uvalde to exploit slaughtered children with her camera men but couldn’t drive a couple of hours to see her dad after his stroke. The one that paid for her 
private school, college, and was there for her when her mother abandoned her. She is despicable. No conscience…. narcissist.
There's the other grandfather, Prince Philip, too!
 @Dennis Chong  , he's dead. ( Single tear... Left eye )
 @Dennis Chong  King Charles is the grandfather. Late Prince Philip (R.i.p.) was the great grandfather.
Let me guess..your left eye?
 @Steve A  oh how did you guess🤣🤣



I love the part :25 seconds in when they added the pic of William and Catherine to make them look like the villains with poor Meghan sitting in the back

I love how the Harkles are like a hurricane and the RF is a strong lighthouse, just quitely waiting the storm out, high above all the wailing and fury. And then survive yet again. And again. 
And then cast a quick eye to the destruction and debris the storm has left behind, after it has spent itself, used up all its energy and doesn't even exist anymore . . And the lighthouse just 
continue as it always has. Gimme 2 sec and I might even squeeze a tear from the left one for the poor storm that is no more. Because there was nothing left to feed on.
I loved the part where she describes how she sucked his brains out through his appendage. Truly amazing.
I love the fact that Netflix has given us this trailer with it’s entertaining comments. Now I don’t have to subscribe.
remember when harry was running around naked in Vegas with those hookers and now he is so virginal and innocent, and megan was in that silly game show, they try to reinvent 
themselves until somebody buys what they are selling
What comes around goes around they are playing a dangerous game.If you sell yourselves as bubblegum don't cry when you get chewed and spit out
Did you ever think, 'enry, that we don't want to see behind closed doors? You're only cool when we don't know your personal life. But be a grifter.

I love that the photos are clearly staged. Who keeps a professional photographer in their home? Privileged people who see victimhood as a form of currency. They are so brave. Smh.
they actually see themselves as world figures on a stage of their vanity’s creation
I had no idea that Netflix was so desperate for money…. At any cost.
Meghan and Harry's love story should be of a naive, patsy Prince who was hood-winked by the lies of a ruthless, go-getter Social Climber. The Prince was  blown away and addicted to the 
raunchy know-how and worldly experience that the Social Climber enacted to gratify his every whim.
I love the part where Methane is crying as the car takes her away to be locked in the tower with no keys or passport and Harry sadly waves as she leaves.  so brave!
I love the part where she is an excellent makeup artist who can blend different shades of bronze to suit her agendas. Now you see it ,now you don’t. Now I’m biracial , now I’m white, now 
I’m brown, now I’m black. Like a magic trick. Brilliant to the next level where it bring tear of happiness to my left 👁. Bravo 🥂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
remember when they were trying to start a brand called sussex royal, not being quite sure what they were going to actually do, just knowing they wanted money

I love the part when Harry and Meghan said in their engagement interview, that the royal family had welcomed Meghan with as much warmth as the family she never had. 😂😂😂
I smell FLOP !
I loved the part where they thought people gave a sh/t about them
When has the paparazzi ever followed her or them together?  That looks like it was when Princess Diana was alive and hounded by the paparazzi.  I remember that and it was awful for her 
to life with.  MM wishes she was as popular as Princess Diana.  It will never happen.  She is a serial liar.  Hard to believe anything that comes out of her mouth.  She was treated well by the 
RF and the people in the UK.  We have various races in my immediate family, my children's spouses.  We talked about what their children would look like and there is nothing racist about 
it.  She is delusional.
I love the part where Meghan becomes a social climber and uses every single person on her way to get into Harry's circle, and then acts like she doesn't who he was.
BRF should sue Netflix
The Markles sure trued this week to bring down the monarchy.....beginning with the "row" it was all coordinated from California by the Markles......its the final roll over of their crash 
against the clift.
 @Elaine Leep Harkles….. Markles family did warn everyone how terrible Rachel Ragland is…….
😂😂😂omg
I unsubscribe it long time ago and happily with Amazon Prime Video now
Or when Harry dressed as a na-zi  or that he referred to his Pakistani friend as a " paki " ? Ah yes .....good times .



especially when people discover that your bubblegum is laced with rat poison
rich people, you won't understand ....
Harry belongs in the Tower as well. He’s the Prince who is a traitor.
Harry is smiling though! 😮
Orange is the new BLACK! 🍊
LMFAO Brilliant
🤣🤣🤣
Black is the new orange.
 @Des Res22  😂😂😂😭😭😭
This is so funny. XD
lol I actually forgot about that part.  so funny.  and then the Queen said no, & the huffed to the international media 'the Queen doesn't own the word royal" right after they just finished 
saying they wanted to do everything possible to honour & serve HMTQ.  LMAO
Oh but now they are racists apparently 
Actually it's a stock photo of paparazzi  from the opening of a Harry Potter movie , Netflix just " borrowed " it . Naturally.
The photographers photo in THIS VID is a stock photo from the premiere of the Harry Potter film in 2021. The attention was for Harry Potter, not this Harry and his "beautiful, classy, and 
talented wife", Megain, oopsie. They wish they had this kind of attention
and turned against the friend who set them up lol
JUST STOP EMBARRASSING YOURSELVES.
Do we REALLY NEED A MOVIE, Let alone 6 hours, of wealthy victimhood? Is that their complaint, no privacy, but THEY WANT TO TAKE us behind their closed doors, but only on their terms. 
Get over yourselves!
Netflix, cut your losses! Do a movie people want to see, Like how the DNC took over Big Tech to install the Joe Biden Show into the oval office!
I loved the part how they managed to  escape from Frogmore to Canada without their passports that the mean BRF was withholding. Even the dogs and the nanny didn't have a clue about 
their cunning plan. Their courage bought a tear to my left eye.
I absolutely feel for the three therapy dogs these clowns own.....they will need  own therapy...my left eye is tearing up just thinking about it...oops just one tear fell
I loved the part where they left the royal family but still call themselves prince and duchess.
This is so touching, two lovebirds who had to flee the terrible life in a palace and go live in the slums of Santa Barbara, all so they could be together. My eye won’t stop crying.
Beautiful love story. Can’t wait to watch it
Meghan went to Uvalde to console strangers, but won’t console her own father….that tells you everything you need to know about this low budget wench
I love all the saucy parts!  You know,  the scenes, where in the middle of their love making,  Harry shouts,  "For the last time, my name is not William".
Q: What do you call a red bloody brown turd?
A: A Royal Markle
I love the part where, TRUMP was right….. again.
These 2 are nauseating! Go away you whining driveling idiots
in the sixth and final episode Meghan relays how she fought off mastiffs set upon her by Bull Connor type henchmen of the Queen, and also how she was refused entrance into Little Rock 
High school
I love the part of Archie’s ever changing hair color to suit Mama Meghan’s ever changing skin color. Truly amazing and brilliant, a work of art!



Let’s not forget the gut wrenching 2021 admission of Markle, who, as a child, was treated to the occasional splurge— a trip to the $4.99 sizzler salad bar. Heartstring!  Funny how her 
recollections do vary, as her published, 2014, Father’s Day blog on the TIG, regaled us all with how both of her parents taught her how to have an expanded palette with frequent dinners 
at LA sushi restaurants and celebrity hotspots.

Will they cover Archie's 'birth'? I love how she got Scobie to write a section in his book (because how else would he know?) in which he talks about the Portland Hospital and its facilities 
and a famous obstetrician who works there and the fact that doctor favours natural birth and the fact Meghan didn't have a caesarian. Read it once quickly (you can find it free online) and 
it implies that named doctor delivered Meghan's baby there at the Portland. Read it again more carefully and you will see the wording is very careful crafted and nowhere does it say she 
had a baby. Since they force every other detail of their lives down our throats I am so looking forward to them finally sharing some details of Meghan's child birth because I am guessing 
they were just saving it all for  Netflix. I would really like to know that she didn't suffer as she has such a low threshold for suffering. It is amazing how such a brave women who shares 
every minor hardship and inconvenience in her life has managed to stay quiet about what was presumably the most moving, meaningful and painful moment of her life.
I loved the part …. Blah …. Blah …. Blah
I love the bit where subscribers ditched neflix because they promoted this hypocritical narcissist and her delusions and lies.
if Meghan wants to be a Queen, there is an opening in Wakanda
Yay five millions 🥳🥳
I feel for Trump. Our beloved President FOREVER ❤
I love the part where they violated Canadas Covid lockdown rules when they flew in and out of the uk .So  thoughtful and caring of others brings a tear to my left eye
Your left eye, right....
Brave, authentic and organic
Refugees, really
LMAO
Bot or Sugar, or Sugar Bot......
Slut story
I hope that's sarcasm
that isn't a father baby....a father won't throw his kids under the bus...plus, check how many more kids he has and how he gets along with them ;)
 @Amanda Nogueira Rachel Ragland bullied Princess Charlotte unacceptable!
🤭🤣🤭🤣
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣 this comment takes the cake. I even shed a tear from my left eye 🤣🤣🤣😢
🥲🥲🥲🥲 Left Eye Gold!
😂😂😂
rewards of viewership…. Guaranteed
And refused to sit  at the back of the bus....,
I wonder what Archie's real mother thinks.. red or brown hair today?
sounds like Amber Heard
Don't forget the naked noodle-eating spa sessions generously paid for by her bankrupt mother who played very little part in her upbringing, at LA Korean spas that did not accept children 
but the experience left her humbled. And it was such a moving experience that many years later it inspired a scene in Netflix's cartoon series 'Big Mouth' which she came across 
accidentally when doing research for Pearl (or was it the the way round? I forget now, sadly not blessed with Meghan's photographic memory)
Only if the real biological mother has something to say about it.



Girl....read the room. Hope you squaddies are truly understanding now.
Yay 200,000 dislikes 😆
people are here for the comments (word has travelled quickly)… they’re much better than the Netflix trailer 😂😂😂
 @M H  and Netflix for the views😎 don't leave, keep commenting.
 @Penny Lane  Girl keep commenting and entering the video please, and when the documentary comes out keep commenting on it please, Netflix doesn't pay millions to HandM so you 
don't comment 😎
 @Gabriela J.   Netflix already paid them. Doesn't matter what the trailer or views are. And they already dropped her Pearl production. So....Im guessing they've got all they're going to get 
from NF. Lol People aren't here in support. Reading through the comments even you sugars have to understand the Markle brand is in TROUBLE! 😉
 @Penny Lane  Netflix wins with that, that's why they pay millions to the people who generate profits 😎 that's what the contracts are for to generate more 
From here on out, Harry and Meghan can maybe make just another documentary and they'll still get paid millions because they're worth it. 😎
 @Gabriela J.  Meghan has already publicly said, Netflix didn't tell the story the way they wanted. The first producer quit...and Netflix executives refused Harry and Meghan in pushing back 
the reality show until next year. They are DONE with these two. Lol
 @Gabriela J.  I'm guessing what Meghan will be paid for next is her 'truth' about the racist people at Netflix. And her experiences there. She'll say they objectified her....and took 
advantage of her while she was mourning The Queen. Bet she has a lot to say about Netflix keeping this comment section open. 😂🤣
 @Penny Lane   Netflix will increase the number of millions in that contract 😎
 @Gabriela J.  Time will tell.... 😉
 @Penny Lane  dear, time already says so 🤭
 @Gabriela J.  Lol 😂🤣  I'll never understand how delusional you sugars are! Read through these comments.... How can you still pretend she's loved globally?
 @Penny Lane  😂😂 How disappointed are you that you only stay on YouTube, but if you only stay on YouTube, I tell you, nobody invests time in someone they don't admire 😎
 @Gabriela J.  So, according to you, all these people in the comments love Meghan??
 @Gabriela J.  I'd love for you to find me another example of an American who monetized their hatred.
I love the part where Meghan says she was told by a South African actor in the "Lion King" production that "'[South Africans] rejoiced in the streets the same we did when Mandela was 
freed from prison" upon her marriage to Prince Harry, although the actor says he never even met her. Brings a single tear to my left eye...
I love how Meg thought all of us how to cry one tear from our left eye only.  It is called the Meghan Markle Acting Method guarantee to get you at least an Oscar nomination.
Here you go UK counter terrorists squad. Here are all of the right wing HOOTLUMS, terrorists,  white supremacist losers you're looking for congregating on u tube... Jealousy is real & 
ignorance is rampant.
"Doesn't it make sense to hear our story from us?"
IT'S ALL WE EVER HEAR, MEGHAN! 
WE'RE SICK OF HEARING ABOUT YOU, FROM YOU!
Harry is a pathetic excuse for a man, son, brother and grandson. While Meghan is just a vile manipulative race hustling woman.
Wow.   KP did a big trolll buy!  Guess they are worried..  I wonder why they would be?
I really loved it when Harry and Meghan had met before when they were teenagers and they found the photographs from the photo booths when Harry had first fallen in love with her and 
it made them kick off their shoes and run outside in the rain so that they could gaze lovingly into each other’s eyes. Oops that was probably another b-movie but I still shed one tear, left 
eye.
I'm only excited because The Language Body Guy will make hilarious videos about it 😂
Will not watch the show or read the book and will be canceling my Netflix account. The Sussexes are still acting like adolescents.  Let’s just let the grownups do their thing. Will and Kate are 
those grown-ups and they are crushing it!  I wish H and M would find another country to live in.
Oh hell no.  Won't be watching the delusionals.



I love how they always hold hands.  Truly inspirational.  My left eye feels moisty
I'm here for the comments - hilarious! Won't bother watching the video.
Will not watch the show or read the book and will be canceling my Netflix account. The Sussexes are still acting like adolescents.  Let’s just let the grownups do their thing. Will and Kate are 
those grown-ups and they are crushing it!  I wish H and M would find another country to live in.
constantly posing, starving all week so she looks skinny in jeans, selecting pictures that make her seem the most white even as she claims to be black, what a fraud, enjoy your millions 
taken from cheap $18 subscriptions lol😂
I will not watch this. These two people disgust me I have canceled my Netflix subscription.
I loved the part where MeGain's own brother literally wrote an open letter to the BRF saying that her marrying into the family would be the worst thing to ever happen to it, & everyone 
mocked him, and then it turned out to be 1000% true.  Also the part where MeGain's disabled, wheelchair bound sister tried to warn everyone about her & the world mocked her 
mercilessly for it, & it turns out she too was 1000% correct.  I hope this part of the story is healing for them!
I hope this crap gets no views. Those guys are totally irrelevant.
Please remove this toxic couple from earth.  They are a real threat to our health, the environment and the British taxpayers!
go girl !!!
I remember being young and asking my Grandma why this couple  knew was always holding hands. She said "because if they let go, they'll start hitting each other." I don't know about the 
hitting part, but they soon divorced. I think of my wise Grandma every time I see The Harkles hanging off of each other and each time they proclaim - publicly if course - "We're so in love! 
We're so happy! Ecstatic! Everyday! No regrets!" Almost every week in some media bait or another, which is endless and unceasing. When you feel the need to loudly proclaim your love 
this much, this often and this constantly and publicly, something is wrong with you and your relationship.
voertsek MeghanMarkle
Guaranteed to buy you all the awards!
You okay?!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hey yo! I’m from the Philippines and many of us don’t like that narcissist Markle. Calling me racist terrorist brings tear from my left eye 😢
Whoa 😮 so harsh…did 200000 dislikes and over 28000 negative comments hit a nerve? 😂😂😂😂
why someone would be jealous of these two? Would it make more sense to be jealous of Prince William and Princess Kate since they are above this two, and maybe the rest of us in terms 
of fame, wealth, class, and not to mention attractiveness. Harry would never be as handsome as Prince William. I am a young woman, and girls from my generation would always chose 
Prince William over Harry in terms of good looks
Ahem excuse  me, new zealand here, and I am not a raving lunatic. Just someone who cannot abuse people that bully.
Im a young woman from Vietnam and I cannot stand her! not everyone who hates her has to be British Karens. That's racist.

Asian American here. Female too. Not old enough to be a Karen yet LOL 🎉 I dislike Rachel Ragland because of her ill will to destroy the BRF after she couldn’t get what she wants “Half in, 
half out.” To keep the fame and money from British taxpayers…. Last but not least her jealousy of Princess Catherine is super unhealthy and in fact dangerous to future monarch……
 @Cassie  She's succeeds where you can't & never will- that's your problem with her. White men prefer her over your sap sucker ass
 @Cassie  free speech is as free as water, air, heat & life- all in peril-  you idiot & ppl like you call up the dead to reach a dead point.
 @Lesley Longman  Ahem! Excuse yourself. You just called yourself a raving lunatic. Bullies usually are weaklings when stood up to. 
Ya think!?!?!?
 @cutie pie  Neither princes are good looking. One smiles like a beaver &  both are wimps like their daddy. Are you a Johnson???
 @Icy Hot  Wow Can you remind us again Who bullied staffs behind closed doors? 🧐
 @Charmander  Sure. No one. "Recollections varied" remember🤣🤣



Liar Rachel Ragland
Lady C exposes her real name being ~ Marlene Hedley(?)
😂😂Yeah ok, all these negative comments are totally not people that are truly sick of them both?? They’re just having a laugh at what she has said when telling “ They’re story or should I 
say HER TRUTH?? 😂
Yes! 😄
Yes, and Taz, Sue Smith, Daniel Boland, River, and especially HG Tudor.  No need to watch this drivel, the YouTuberrs will do it for us and break it down lie by lie.
He also said she should never be left alone with children or animals. I wish he would elaborate. Why? Scary as hell.
This!!! Hope these two are doing well now, at least they can feel 100% vindicated.
1000% your comment 🙌🙌🙌👏👏👏
 @Jacinta Higgins  well for a start, look at the merciless bullying of a 3 year old toddler for one. I have also read she may have had at least one child and put it up for adoption. There is a 
story there.
I wish I could give 💯 ×💯 likes to this comment.
 @Janie Reader  As an adoptee myself, I'd rather nobody go into that story.  Agree with you about Meghan bullying a three-year-old.
 @Jacinta Higgins  right? And then we come to find out one of her dogs had 2 broken legs. Never did hear how it happened. 🤔
 @Janie Reader  It wouldn't matter much if she put a kid up for adoption - it wasn't one of the Royal ones, so it had no value to Megsy.
Thomas Markle Jr was right and so was sister Samantha. Glad to see them both vindicated. Hope Samatha wins the defamation case. Also hope Thomas Markle Sr, is OK. He does not 
deserve to be ghosted after all he did for that spoiled brat Narkle. So sad 😞
 @Sarah Winston  nailed it
Thomas Markle Junior has a brilliant you tube channel, have a look at it.
I could not agree more. The children are being raised in a separate wing of the mansion, by CD a team of 24/7 Nannie’s.  That’s why she looks so awkward holding her children, she has 
little idea how to.
I 1000% hope they are reading this and having their best times and laughs ever. And that they are OK.

I didn't hear about this, but it is very disturbing if true. We all know that can escalate to much worse behaviors...Harry needs to sleep with one eye open! (preferably his left eye)  〰👁
I feel so stupid for being against her brother and sister in the beginning 😭😭 honestly I went to town on them to defend our newest family member..
And then she called me a racist.
 @Dan Dawson  Hello Dan. As we all did I guess, including myself. I think that we need to be indulgent with ourselves on this matter, considering our first reactions as human. But in the 
end, the most important is that our opinions are able to evolve. I strongly believe in Karma. The truth always wins. Today, I feel respect for the Markle family, the courage they had against 
all odds. Cheers! 👋
Princess Catherine literally had photos of herself topless while at the pool of a private residence leaked to the press and she never said a word about it. And now we have the Harkles trying 
to win the oppression Olympics.
Archetypes had less than 1000 subscribers. They are total flops at everything
if they had a real marriage, a real family life, they would not have done this, it’s a mercenary grab of money, they have probably had sex just two times
These 2 kids need to grow up and worry about their own lives and quit dwelling in the past.
This is getting way out of hand.
Dear Netflix, You made a bad investment with this show.  No one wants to watch these two spoiled entitled brats complain about their privileged lives.
I think the documentary is the only way for them to make money because the Uk won’t have them back as working royals, which is what Meghan and Harry actually wanted- to return to 
the Royal family. I’m positive



I love the part when she tells us that she didn't know who the Royal Family was, yet happens to live in Canada where the Queen is on all the money (we KNOW, she loves money)  and had 
no idea Harry was a Prince.  How she then, manipulates him against his own family and tells the world she wants "PRIVACY"  you know, what this doc is all about.  Privacy!
did you hear how Meghan says she is running for President?
It's so refreshing reading these comments, you'd think you were in the twilight zone on Twitter with all her paid bots sticking up for her... guess she didn't think the comments section on 
YT all the way thru lol...
Loved the part where H appeared to be propping up Megain as she staggered about when they were unexpectedly invited to greet the crowds with W & C after HM died. Must have been a 
shock not being able to take her own film crew as planned 
Poor Megsy, must have needed some sort of ‘spirit ‘ to calm her nerves as she scampered about with H’s ‘support ‘
200000 dislikes
i especially like the entire ongoing part in which rachel insists she never knew who henry was, all the while thoroughly researching the RF, and getting anyone she knew in the UK to get her 
connected with a British man. and then, miracle of miracles, accidentally-on-purpose tripping into henry's lap. what amazing luck! what a cosmic coincidence!
Meghan wept.
I love the part when Meghan puts her chickens to sleep by reading them "The Bench" by Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex™.  It made my heart go pump-pump & brought a tear to my left 
eye.
I love the part where she believes her ‘high stakes’ are anything remotely related to my ‘high stakes.’ 
$$$ for private jet fuel vs.  $$$ for gas in the car 🙄
Poor, poor Meegan! While other people are wondering how they can pay rent and provide Christmas for their children this poor abused woman MUST tell her tale of woe 🤮🤮🤮
Why did you want to make this documentary? Because I'm a victim. I only have 16 bathrooms, 2 imaginary children, hardly any staff as they can't stand being shouted at and our emotional 
support dogs who I think are racist as they don't call me dutchess, they just bark 😢😢😢😢😢
I love the part where she tells the Palace I'm at your service, do with me as you will, and that she would hit the ground running. Then promptly refuses to follow Royal protocols and hits 
the ground running back to the USA.
I watched 3s…gosh…3s of my life that I’ll never get back 😅
I like the part when Meghan named her daughter Lilibet, after her racist mother-in-law who held her captive, and drove her to suicidal thoughts.
🤣🎯
LMAO probably not even that
This is just a Reality Show, ain’t documentary!
truth.  And she even knew who Ashley Cole was at the time, when she was in the UK looking for a rich, famous husband!  Who knows who Ashley Cole is & not Prince Harry?!
 @Hannah Reece Rachel Ragland even had a private dinner with Piers Morgan! Just two of them! She knew exactly what she was doing in UK……
Not to forget the picture she took in front of Buckingham palace as a teenager
 @Bimbo Diva  lol so true!! & then she ghosted him as soon as he was of no narcissistic supply use to her
she/it/he president of ass, just another woke madness!
Netflix is probably making money on all the responses on this YouTube posting.
 @j. mc the only way they can reduce the loss of millions spent on Harkles…..
Harkles are running out of money now! Where are their paid trolls?
BRF should have say NO to the walkabout for Harkles because they aren’t working royal family members.
She's also known for her sniff sniff habit, that's why her nose constantly needs work.  🙄🥲
lol that would account for that awful wobbly walk!



She looked frightened  because of everthing she had said about them before
Just like a real life fairytale…
 @R Kieper fairytale my ass….. just a gold digger reaching her middle age and no future in (bad) acting career.
Let me guess..left eye?
She’s laughing at us……not crying.
don't forget the book "duck rabbit"
😂😂😂
Brilliant! 😂😂😂🥲
Stake is her using racism to destroy the BRF……..
🤣🤣
Love it!! 😁 😁
She NEVER meant to stay in UK, look at the guest list in her wedding. They were all celebrities from Hollywood, her dream home……
She said she didn't go through with it because he had already lost one woman in his life. Interesting take for a pregnant mother to be at the time, I wonder how Archie will feel about that 
later in life.
Only feel sorry for the children….. they should not be born/exist at the first place…..
Meghan 🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢
Kate ❤💓💔💕💖💗
i love how meghan wrote a children’s book, because well it’s easier than an actual book
MEghan MArkle.. the KARDASHIAN of the Royal Family… so crass!
The worst part is the immaturity…. I think this doc MAY BUILD the Royal family in the end… whiners, complainers, disloyal, backstabbers, fault finders, blind, selfish, self centred…. So 
unfortunate..

Entitled whiners… 
To release this on the day that William and Kate visit the US, speaks volumes.  I have zero respect for H and M.  The photos in the trailer- they were clearly followed around with cameras.
What stakes, Meghan? Lol! No we don’t want to hear your story.
I love the part where I could watch this on some random sites instead of Netflix and therefore I wouldn't give my money to this cry-wolf couple.
what substance is there to them except that tyler perry and oprah are their friends, do they have any rich white friends? how racist!
I love the part when Harry dressed as Spiderman reveals his identity to kids and they don't have a clue who he is. Tbf who is he🤷 .
I love the way Netflix I will never watch this.    Delia Morris
What fascinates me here is the thought that this C-List actress would have been royally broke if she wasn’t lucky enough to marry a prince. Instead of getting on a private jet, her broke 
arse would have probably ended up on a banana boat to get to these environmental events lmao
Do you think Netflix realizes yet that nobody wants to watch this crap?
First...world...problems.  Whining...rich...people.  Three seconds, one tear, left eye.  GO!
I love the part where she got mad at Angela Kelly who couldnt bring the tiara over for a hair fitting as she was busy and didnt know it was really because QE had given it to Angela to take to 
Garrards to make a glass copy as QE didnt trust Methane not to prise out the diamonds and claim she lost them all.
Loved the part where they closed a Military Cemetery in California, walked all over the War Graves and had a mock Remembrance Service. Poor H  was denied having a wreath with his 
name at the Cenotaph by the Queen as not protocol which he knew. He had a tantrum. Poor victimised H 
Tear forming left eye



I look forward to Season 2, episode 1, "The Revenge Choker".
@thecommentssection
since megahn loves in california, is she going to get the 230k in reparations money for slavery from newsome? even though california never had slaves lmao
I loved the part when Karma really was Catherine’s boyfriend ❤❤❤❤❤
I loved the part where Harry starts playing You’re beautiful as taught to him by James Blunt and Meghan asks him to stop because it reminds her of Trevor.
My favorite part is where Meghan Markle single-handedly spent more money in her wardrobe than 12 of the top tier Queens and princesses of Europe all summed together.  And still 
looked like crap … so pathetic… brought a tear to my left eye.
No fact check is necessary in a children book……..
 @Bimbo Diva  🤣🤣🤣
Her only stake is to use the racism issue to destroy the BRF.
I won’t even watch it LOL
White is being oppressed now….. It’s wrong to use the race card for anything and everything…..
Yeah, and the kids both run to their real mothers!!
Harry shamelessly using bereaved children to gain publicity for himself!  It's shocking and very disturbing that he would sink this low! 😏
Here the comment sections are vividly Rachel Ragland’s graveyard
Money can’t buy class
I like the part when Meghan said, "Left Eye Go" Then she squeezed out a single tear from her left eye at the Queen's funeral.....
I love the part where netflix comes in on Monday and deletes all the comments and i remind them i have screen shot them for posterity and they then decide that they will pay us all 100 
million for the copyright to our comments because it will make a fabulously funny comedy.
On a positive, this at least proves to me that we've finally found the perfect actress to play part of Kamala Harris.  Dingbatishness cannot be taught or imitated- and only produced from 
deep within.  I can't wait for that trailer!

Ripe and ready for the comedy channel. What a joke these 2 are. Cancelled my Netflix subscription 18 months ago for this very reason. I'm not paying for garbage. Do better Netflix.
I love how Harriet and Meghan always hold hands to let us all know what love is all about.  Me hizo llorar una lágrima de mi ojo izquierdo.
meghan has a studied way of speaking to try and sound educated, but i doubt she can read anything but d-list screenplays
20K likes to 230K dislikes says it all…
I enjoyed the part where Meghan went to poor African communities with a production crew, wardrobe, makeup, and full entourage. I love how she played with the children, conscious to 
cheat just a little to the left so the camera could capture her perfect smile and glowing skin. Then, when the reflection in her glasses revealed the gold bounce board, it's pure, 
philanthropic magic. The way those poor children, in their rags, contrasted with her perfectly tailored pieces brought a tear....to my .... left eye.
i love the part where King Charles has to show he loves his daughter in law so Camilla rolls her eyes and finds one of them walking down the aisle - and Methane has a piece of material 
hiding her face!
This pair of assholes really annoy the hell out of me. What the hell do these bozos have to complain about? Who the hell is oppressing them?
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
They need to use their platform for climate change
These elder abusers are disgusting. His father just lost his mother and he should be offering support and comfort. Charles and William need a restraining order against these two narcissist 
grifters.

I love the part here Megan claims she never knew Harry was a prince. I love the part where Harry hands his manhood to his narcissistic wife who lets him have it back only if he asks nicely.



I love the part when Harry said, "What Meghan wants, Meghan gets!"
The part where the deluded Sussex Sugars actually thought these commenters were going to watch the Markle drivel and increase viewership and money for the grifters, and then their 
shock when told there is no need to watch this mock documentary because there are plenty of YouTube chanels to pick it apart one lie at a time.  Netflix knows this and hopes viewers 
come back after the so called documentary is over.
😂😂😂😂a narc & her wussified enabler. I refuse to even hate watch that series
I loved the part where she named her podcast after her sweet little boy named Stereo.
can royalty still be considered white trash?
I love the part where they got paid millions without any real talent, just because of their family name. Truly inspiring, especially for the young generations.
And miraculously, it clung there, just below her left eye. Such self control she has. I practiced and now I can squeeze 1 tear left eye 1 2 3 go! And I can make my tear just hang there, on my 
left cheek, without falling. It does make a curious white stain. Thanks Megan, you're such a great teacher!
Trump was right….again.
Harriet!!!!!  Hahahahahahahah.
She's just clinging on to him to stop him escaping.
 @darren marsh  she should just get a lease - they work fairly well.
@Alicia! Thank you for writing that in Spanish - I'm learning it at the moment and wasn't quite sure how to express this heartfelt sentiment! 😝😝
 @Des Res22  you are welcome = de nada.
 @Alicia Quintero  Muchísimas gracias de España! 🇪🇸 💃
Oh God thank you for posting this.  As a licensed clinical social worker, I took one look at that Instagram photo before they got married and went through the roof.  I knew she was bad 
news.
This is pure poetry at Wordsworth levels. 🤣
You hit the nail on the hat with this one 👍
Themselves
Money
You mean they can steal more money from their charity
Karma
       
Reality Show, not documentary
Unbelievable, yet true. They have nothing other than royal connections, and she's nothing without Harry
 @Asuman Yildirim  she’s nothing with him
Okay but you will still be tuned in
 @Catherine  true
today everything is racist, meghan is the poster child
Can’t wait for the Upstairs Downstairs spinoff where the staff can share their experience working for the sufferexes.
I loved the part where Megain refused to wear a hat on a trip with the Queen, her hair was like rats tails, after being invited to stay in the Royal train as a privilege not given to Catherine,    
then proceeded to push in front of the elderly Monarch to get into the car first … feminism in action right there. Tear left eye
They are both deplorable. Pure trash.
Princess Anne would put them both in their place
I liked the part when Harry said “it's Meghan' time”, such a powerful moment.



That part when Harry read Meghan the poem his grandmother wrote about her shortly before she passed "That Ho Over There" brought a tear to my left eye because like Meghan, I also 
love all things Christmas!
Just here for dislike...
I love the part where Meghan slowly opens the briefcase and there’s only $10 in it… the crowd went wild! 

Oh wait, wrong show.
Amber heard one sided stories going on here .
I loved the bit where after years of teasing it is revealed that Meghan wears an eye patch because her eye was scratched out by a space kitty. Tear. Left.
When did Amber Heard get married again? Run dude she’s ☠ poison
As always classless! Timing of this trailer drop speaks volumes!! Haz and MeMe need to go live that private life they want so badly. No one cares!!
I loved the part at the funeral of Queen Elizabeth II when Meghan wouldn’t stand to sing and Harry gave her a look but she still wouldn’t stand. Not singing God Save the King made it even 
more powerful.
If the steaks are too high put the meat on a lower shelf. It's all about me me me me me me
Will someone kindly clue me into the whole single tear coming out of specifically the left eye thing? The only left eye  I know of is from TLC.
Can’t forget her compassion and American patriotism when she visited Uvalde to do an impromptu photo op after a horrific school shooting. She really can’t go much lower than that. 
Deplorable.
netflix needs to do a documentary on Tiffany Trump’s sham marriage, oh wait, she isnt telegenic enough
I loved the part where Mariah called her a diva and the utter shock and distain meant a left eye tear
I loved the part where we discovered that an anagram of "Meghan Markle" and "Prince Harry" is "Her Anal Merrymaking Perch" 😅
That was a mess showing off bald spots. She learned a lesson about hairpieces & hat protocol that day
🤣🤣🤣 Took me three attempts to get through this because I was laughing so hard.  Brilliant!
LOL 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
OMG I just hurt myself laughing…I mean crying with my left eye over this comment 😂
She was filmed a few years ago bragging about and demonstrating how, as a wonderful actress, she could make tears appear from her left eye in seconds....and then she 'cried' from her 
left eye, but with no other signs of emotional distress, during the Queen's funeral, and got a 'touching' photo of it in hundreds of news articles
There is footage of MM in  pre Harry days, saying as an actress she can produce tears on cue, but only from her left eye.. She then squeezes out a tear on camera.
 @Julie R  Thank you very kindly.
 @Green Cloud  Thank you.
And she produced that one tear at the Queen's funeral.....looking into a camera of course.
Well you can actually - apparently she tried to claim that she donated food to emergency workers that had already been donated by someone else, allegedly.
LEAVE TRUMP OUT OF YOUR FILTHY MOUTH
Then later Mariah did an interview with Gayle King as she said she can only think of a positive meaning at the term of DIVA…. They both laughing loudly and throwing shade on Rachel 
Ragland 😂
Always wonder how & what special of her skill on sex…..
I for one won’t be watching this drivel. Perhaps Netflix should air it with a caution that it is fiction. Just like the Crown.
the banality of harry and megan is kardashian america, millions made off low to middle income dreamers who went to state schools or community college at best
Great Cleanser ... gastrointestinal tract ALL CLEAR now.  Thanks H&M!!!  Such pals.



Normally I would feel sorry for Harry for being a pusillanimous man manipulated by his wife, but the truth is that he has the wife he deserves. A traitor to his family who defends as 
women's rights the killing of their children in their wombs, well, that's just the way it is.
At the moment of typing this up:
Thumbs up = 19k
Thumbs down = 201k
Netflix, wtf are you doing? Just produce good movies and shows. That's it. Stop shoehorning in garbage like politics, wealthy people (privileged) who act oppressed, lgbt+, etc.
For a publicity shy couple we cant seem to get rid of them!!!
Can this specific comment section be made into a documentary, please?? This used to be a thing for directors back then when we had DVDs. Can we now allow 'the people' a chance? It's 
forward thinking! Am I right or am I right?

I love the part when the moonbump sways, makes fart sounds and falls to her knees, yet still she carries on with the pregnancy charade. She's so brave, it brings me to a tear in my left eye.
I loved the part where the candlestick 🕯 said ➡ Not today, Satan!! 😈😂🤭
at they end of the day. how much was it worth to.....
How much did these bullies get paid again? In fact, I am paying for this with the rest of the subscribers...
What a waste, rich, woke people claiming to be victims. Please make them go away.
4 Dec - 19 k like And 200 K Dislike
This documentary just goes to show, you wanted world wide fame well done you have achieved it "As the most hated person in the world" .Maybe you can pay someone to give you an 
award for that. You never had the class to be in the Royal family deluded much
Grifters....gawd who tf cares....I thought you didn't want the limelight? Soooo full of it.
Pathetic, self serving, whinny, talentless. And princess Harry is the definition of P-whipped!!
And also, why does almost every single commenter here, say “I love the part where…”.  And then make some sort of left year reference?  Anyone an actual live person here, or am I 
surrounded by bots?
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Hey Netflix...I see that y'all are no longer showing how many DISLIKES (THUMBS DOWN) that was once showing on here. Why is that?  I guess y'all no longer want everyone to see how 
much we are all sick of hearing about these spoiled, privileged brats.
Loved the part where as a true humanitarian, Megsy cared for her Father after heart attacks and strokes, her sister wheel chair bound with MS and her grandparents in law as they both 
died
Truly organic … one tear left eye
Definitely
Netflix loves glamourizing & romanticizing odious sociopaths! I just finished watching indenting Anna and thought I would puke
Go woke go broke
and the BEST PART is, the negative criticism about her is not FALSE OPINIONS or "THEIR TRUTH" anymore, those are filmed and photographed facts of her actions and lies in the past. So if 
Netflix wants to use this comment section to prove how much bully they got, they FAIL big time because ppl just commented the facts  that Netflix and Harry+ Meghan cannot argue 
against 😂
Hahaha, hilarious
That surely has to be illegal, when it comes to succession in the Royal family. This will all come out one day….can’t wait…karma 🍿🍿
I love the part where her moonbump made an occasional appearance then disappeared like her mother
Major Johnny Thompson and the candle - true heroes! 😂😂😂



Worth about 100 private jet trips.
It’s no going back. Harkles think money is more important than family.
Unsubscribe Netflix NOW!!!
Harkles are liars
I love this part the best!
Left “eye”, not year.
There is a clip where she boasted about being able to cry on cue. Like the director says ‘Megan one tear  left eye go!’ And she says ‘give me 3 seconds’ - which is why no one believes her 
‘tears’ as she has admitted she can cry on cue
 @Natarsha Lawrence  yes and she shed a tear on her left eye at the Queen's funeral. Normal people quickly wipes their tears off in public, but Meghan left it on her cheek to make sure 
the photographers caught it
 @Natarsha Lawrence  lol, ok now I get the joke.  What a train wreck of narcissism these 2 are.
I am Asian American and not getting paid to speak my mind! Harkles are no humanitarian for what they did to their families.
Just love the sarcasm!
speaking of royalty, does anyone else think that troll who plays the queen in season 5 of the Crown sucks, what is with her messed up eyes
Where is Dorothy?  Wicked witch of the West needs a house dropped.
Trash.

Steaks this high huh what does she mean what steaks ; does she mean that they may get less millions than expected for destryong others. Most people would not even for any amount of 
money sell out their family so they could gain more, more, more money. Oh so sad it must be so hard to live in mansions, not have to work, not  have to get up each and every day and 
struggle through traffic, go to work for hours and then struggle home to look after kids, family, and struggle to pay bills. Wow I guess if you marry a Prince you get to whine and moan to 
the higest bidder, that's your big accomplishment. Another thing she lived with Harry and the RF before she got married you mean she had no problems or wanted to leave until the ring 
was on the finger, but as usual she will come up wt a great lie to cover that contradiction up, professional cons are skilled at this. Way to many controdictions, too many holes in their 
stories and coincidences that point out frauds. And one thing with liars they never tell the same lie twice, this is how you knonw its a lie and well their lies never add up, says it all.

I loved the part when the Duchess took a private plane to Uvalde and brought her own photographer to insert herself in the tragedy in order to get attention for this wonderful NTFX doc. 
How smart and opportunistic! I love how she ignores that good deeds should be done with intention, not for attention. One act of kindness at the time! It brings a big tear to my left eye!
I love the part that inspired me sniff 😢 , and shined a light sniff sniff 😢 and helped me desperately find my voice 😭😭😭… no I just can’t go on. Woe is me
When you marry a psychopath. They destroy your family. Or at least try their best. FYI we've been hearing plenty of stories from the both of you. Even a handful of fairytales.
Literally just spent 10 mins scrolling down the comment section trying to find any positive comments about this couple and I failed. Used to consider them a devisive figure, how wrong was 
I?
Archwell's mission to spread kindness and compassion was abandoned by Meghan and Harry.    The despicable pair stole the Queen's sentimental nostalgic name "Lilibet" - they upheld 
that the Queen   'didn't own'  it.  Just as they sarcastically  said the Queen  'didn't own'  the word "Royal" when they tried to monetise the term "Sussex Royal".
yep, as many people who hate the couple, millions will watch just like who shot JR
I loved the part where JudHaz & MeGain single-handedly invented a whole new form of psychotherapy called  psycho-photography.  All you need is a Hermes blanket to cry on, & a Netflix 
camera crew to participate in it!  It's groundbreaking & awe-inspiring.  Bless their narcissistic little hearts.  What heros to us all
I just popped in for the dislike button and comment section.
I love this trailer so much that I went out into the streets and danced like people did after the release of Mandela. Then I realised my left eye was leaking and dabbed at it using Harry’s 
balls, which I keep in my pocket



so apparently that lady with the medusa hair is a hired plant by meghan, to get the granny to be racist
Another great example of why the dislike button was "removed", get that extension people its glorious to see.
I loved the part where Megain took topless selfies in that wonderful yachting hat 
How was the Mediterranean in the summer Megsy on those yachts ? So authentic and organic … one tear left eye
I'm going to love the part when each of you contribute to their ratings and make them even richer. It will be so beautiful and so kind of you.
Honestly, I have nothing against them.  But , why?  Didn’t they already do a tell-all interview with Oprah , and maybe another show or two?  What else is left to say ?  They’re free from 
England and the Royal family.  Sooo… who cares ?   Literally every person on the planet has bigger problems than these 2, so what are they complaining about now?
Where's the number of dislikes gone
This comment section is so hilarious, I can't stop laughing and crying from my left eye.
No one paying Netflix and watching shit shows
Rachel Ragland is a bad actress
Plain lies their truth
I hope you gave them all a like!
This couple is so unsufferable even some leftist can't stand them anymore
 @ken lau  I love the part where The View have disassociated themselves from the pair, so much so that even my right eye joined my left eye in shedding tears...
 @EmmyJB yeah~ deal or no deal briefcase gals are no bimbos but show jobs that paid bills. Rachel Ragland is a despicable figure! No feminist but gold digger!
 @EmmyJB  Pretty sure you're not alone feeling that 😆
 @ken lau  This is the Holy Grail of comments sections 😂
yeah because of the mystique of The RBF :< had it not been about The RBF, nobody would tune in. It is just so sad that Queen Elizabeth and TRBF have built their mystique for centuries to 
be detroyed by these 2 people
Who said we hate Harkles? They just made us threw up as despicable as they are. Idiots are going to watch it because easier to be brainwashed with lies and propaganda.
🤣😂🤣😂
So original 🎉
So authentically organic! 😂😂😂😂
The original target was Queen Consort Camilia. Imagine how scandalous that would be. Talk about the low level of pure evil
In America, we are suck up by Black Lives Matter scam!
Poor Sugar....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their collective eyes and realize their idol is empty space who has never loved them but used them as currency to build her 
brand as a POC.....she will never love you because the  narcissist can only love herself.
Oh, none of us are going to watch that drivel....no need too.....plenty of YouTube channels to tear it apart for us......Netflix knows this and it's why they had not closed comments.  They 
want us back after the so called documentary......
 @Elaine Leep  I most definitely don't need the love of someone I've never met.  The same way you all never met them but claims to know all the facts. I guess this is what happens when 
you expose corruption and racism.
 @Elaine Leep  and surely if you made it to the trailer, you'll make it to the series, am I wrong? Obsessed maybe?
 @Elaine Leep  if none of you will watch then why are all of you here?
For the comments 😂
 @Meyah Monae ’m Asian American and please stop being stupid to use the term of racism to defend her unpopularity. Period.
 @Meyah Monae  slavery  not limited to black people. I’m Asian American so stop asking for stupid reparation while no human is saint on this planet. UK is the First Nation to stop slavery 
while African Kings were still capturing and slavering your own people! Go get some education before you speak.



 @joelle28  you have nothing better to do than group together to put down someone else?
 @Bimbo Diva  Unpopularity? RACISM is the foundation of their mistreatment. Who cares about your ethnicity, or her popularity, the Royals are corrupt period. Just have a great history of 
painting the perfect picture for idiots like you.
 @Bimbo Diva  and who mentioned slavery you stupid citizen? Racism is a HEART MATTER and has always been. The Royals have a history of being racist!!!! You're American so you should 
understand the continuation of it because it's very obvious. They can't hold the disgustung hate.. The same way it stands today in our country, you're a minority, yet an anti-hate bill for 
Asians was passed before African Americans. Please shut up and stop using history in one aspect when it repeats itself in others.
 @Meyah Monae  what era are you living at? Rachel Ragland passed as white her whole life until meeting harry then announcing she is biracial and threatening anyone RACIST if disagree 
their relationship. How convenient! We’re judging her behaviour for the last 4 years and somewhat some authors dug deep her past found out she’s a proven liar. Go read the book 
yourself, Revenge, Tom Bower is a lawyer FYI.
 @Bimbo Diva  she passed as white certainly, until they realized she wasn't. That doesn't mean she identified herself as white. It's not about the color of your skin, again racism is about 
your race. There are mixed white and black people that look completely white, but aren't. I guarantee you, any racist soul would still be concerned with their identity not their appearance. 
I'm in this era, you are in denial. The Royals were concerned about the complexion of baby Archie, or is that a lie too
 @Meyah Monae  oh my goodness you’re insane you said don’t care about the color of skin just about the race…..then you keep talking about the baby skin color…..I live in USA and race 
doesn’t matter but money really matters! That’s why these nasty duo ex-royals have to badmouth the BRF in order to get some money to maintain their luxurious lifestyle. We’ll see how it 
ends. By the way, once they get divorce and Rachel Ragland calls out Hazardous Hermes is racist during divorce proceedings. Which side are you on? Are you going to pick a black side just 
because it’s black?
another autobiography coming this Christmas with Penguin Random House
 @cutie pie  lol, seriously?  Honestly I know less about all this than probably anyone.  But I’m already tired of it… haha.  Why don’t they just move on with their lives?  Or are they hard up 
for cash or what?  That why they’re gonna keep rehashing all this stuff forever ?
 @wally  Hi yeah they have been short in cash and was unable to afford their longterm PR firm - Sunshine Sach and some employees of their own company anymore. That was why they 
had to sign deals with Spotify, Netflix and the Penguin Publishing Random House to get some money.
 @cutie pie  ok that’s makes sense then.  So Harry has been cut off altogether , from getting any of the royal family’s money or allowance or whatever they call it ?  He didn’t get some sort 
of severance package even, on his way out the door? Ha.  Sorry to pester with questions, I’m very late to this whole story lol.
 @wally  Hi, I believed he got his inheritance from the Late Princess Diana, which is around $10 million for him. Even after they retire from their working duties, Prince Charles also funded 
them a few millions (<5 mills) to support them at a start. But Meghan has a very expensive lifestyle, her wadrobe when she was with the BRF was even higher than any of the BRF family 
female members (some sources said all of the European female royal members, which I am not sure) combined. And her wadrobe and private jet trips were funded by her father-in-law, 
the Prince  Charles at the time. Her wadrobe alone has cost more than $1 mil since I think. Not to mention they had to pay for their security staff, their rent + their staffs and their PR 
company + their 2 children as well. Thats why they had to make deals with these companies to pay for their lifestyles.
 @cutie pie No one is going to buy it
the big scandal will be when someone uses DNA to confirm the paternity of Harry and it’s not the King, now that would be a great series lmao
I love the fact this is called the “Official Teaser.” I mean shouldn’t that be the name of this tv series?!
I love the part where Meghan and Harry took a photographer to Buckingham Palace without the Queen’s permission!
What a bunch of garbage and I would rather watch a dumpster fire or paint dry then that trash.
Oh please!!! Just stahppppp, this is so stupid.
Comments are pure gold! It shows how much this immoral, fake, conniving woman is despised for her character, not her white skin.
Jill Biden isn’t a real doctor and Meghan is not a real duchess
Someone poke me in the left eye.....



What stakes, high or low?  They're irrelevant to the world, like me, only younger and richer.  They're relevant to their kids - not Uvalde, not the National Cemetery, not reading the book in 
NYC, etc - all with a camera crew in tow.  Self important wannabes.
I love the part where William screams at Harry near the lava river "You were supposed to destroy WOKE not join them!"

I loved the part where Meghan threw HOT TEA at a member of staff in a fit of rage. She deliberately picked TEA not coffee, juice nor water to show her British patriotism. What a way to 
honour Great Britain and tea! Pure dedication, kindness and compassion. A PRINCESS like no other, truly and wonderfully magical! I was moved to tears, one tear on my left eye..
The perpetual victims!!! Another program not worth watching.  They are clutching at straws for content, for goodness sake find some better content!!! The only thing that saves Netflix is 
they have cartoons for the grandchildren to watch.
Is the part where harry has a job as jugller will be in it?😂…  the title should be ‘Harry & Meghan’, when the Prince turn into a Toad.. Netflix I will surely watch 🧐🤣
......... why did I watch that after a bowl of chili? .......................... mistake. BIG mistake.
That part during the Queen's eulogy when Meghan asked Kate if she knew of any hollywood directors in attendance and Kate turned away in disgust.... awkward 😳!!
OMG really, how many times are we gonna hear the same story? How many times are we gonna hear what a poor "victim" MM is?  Her care, compassion & love for her own family is 
disgusting & after a "nano" second in the RF the grief, she put HMTQ & Prince Phillip through is dispicable!  These 2 have sold their souls to the Devil & have thrown both their families 
under a bus for a profit!!! Please Netflix these 2 said they wanted privacy (yeah right lol), please respect their wishes & dump this rubbish, so we can all go & have a cry out our left eye FFS!
 
The best part is Megain trying to pass herself off as Causcasian her entire life including putting that on her acting CV, getting cosmetic surgery on her nose and   her hair straitened; only 
rolling Doria out as needed
what is the actual tragedy if there is no talents involved, I mean what does the world miss
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrpp!!
Bucket please.
As much as I dont like Harry, Harry does look like King Charles and the former Prince Phillips at certain angles so I think King Charles really is his father. King Charles has spoiled him so much 
in my opinion and I dont think he would do that if Prince Harry is not his biological son.
Good one!
😂
tea with milk!
Yes, that was a very moving tribute to the UK.
Hahaha
Obviously tea with lots of sugars!
😂😂😂
Earl Grey
She did that to staff at Kensington
🤣🤣🤣
 @BeviM  🤣🤣🤣
 @Tiffany Castiglione 
When will Netflix come to their senses and realize that they could could make a fortune by simply telling and showing the truth, the real truth about this twisted, malicious pair, rather than 
allowing them to continue to spout their boring concoction of fantasies, lies and delusions that are tailored to destroy the lives of innocent people while falsely portraying themselves as 
victims???



I love the fact that they desperately begged for privacy and protection, yet chose to create a netflix docu-series and a memoir. 
So inspiring and brave!
Eeew.
@user-et6np2hg5c Oh, so other people are supposed to make your YouTube name-calling an easier experience for you? 
1,2,3 left eye, Go Meghan. 
Such a fraud!  It's a shame she is a woman.
I suspect Netflix left the comment section open as they plan to do a Tiger King on the two grifters. Collecting all the stories here. Oh, that brings one tear to my left eye.
With this documentary, it will make me to love Prince William and Princess catherine of Wales EVEN MORE!!! Keep it coming harkles 😂 you’re just filing up the muds for you guys even 
more 🙄
I love how she wanted all the money and the titles but not the actual work. It's a job not just a title and a pretty tiara. The other royals actually work - I hope she knows that now. She had 
everything and she just had to go to events to keep it all. She gave it up and decided to gain fame by turning on the royal family and go after the Queen when her husband was dying. 
Should have seen it though considering how she treated her own father. I hope Harry leaves her. No one should be married to that harpy.
does Megan wear a weave or is that her real hair, i cannot tell
These two are two evil serpents. She is conniving. Karma will bite her back some day. Hope it's soon
Something is running down my left thigh.

Poor girl..... it must be difficult being so oppressed.  Ya think they take turns at the bottom of the highway exit ramp asking for change? Or is it solely her responsibility and cross to bear?
I love the part when the comments are better than the feature.
Loved the part where ex lovers of Harry, 13 years older than him with children, another auctioning off her Vegas knickers, have no mention in his new woke world 
Tear left eye
I loved the one about the missing children that their family are linked to… 😮😮😮😮😮😮

I am continually ASTONISHED that .. The Markle of Snarkle .. and her DOLT 
of a husband, can be interesting in ANY way ... other than as case studies of DELUSIONAL GRANDEUR.  (If their actual conduct is ANYTHING to go by).
But ...  ASTONISHINGLY .. here they are .. in bed with corporate media.
NETFLIX has anti-monarchist form ...
'The Crown' ... (good to look at : utterly poisionous) ...
Along come The Harkles ..  over-reaching opportunists ...  
Proven LIARS and race-baiters .. 
Disordered and disloyal.
Greedy, grasping 'useful idiots' ... for media companies, such as NF, Harpo, Spotify et al,   to 'churn and sieve' for saleable content ...  
Harry particularly, shouldn't be taking their money.  But apparently ... he CAN'T HELP HIMSELF.  Poor thing.  I wonder has he sought help?  Does he know where go get it? Tee Hee Hee.
Meghan?  Well, she'd likely sell Harry .. if the $$$ in the briefcase were enough!!!!!
Do they REALLY have a 'Love Story' audiences should subscribe to?  
I suspect even THEIR tawdry saga ... and it IS TAWDRY ... could be 'captured' and packaged for public consumption.
More is the pity.  
Move over Edward and Wallis ... LOL!!!!!
I love the fact that I will not watch this fake garbage.



I love the part where we are in a global pandemic where people are losing their jobs and getting sick while these 2 ex-members of the royal family are complaining about their privilege 
while sitting on a couch covered in hermes blankets.
The part where Meghan explains how racist we all are and how objectified she's been made to feel . . . brave and stunning!
Milk it for another $10 million.  Throw your relatives under the bus for a few more bucks. That's the American way.  Sort of sad.
"Please leave us alone! But also we want money and attention so please watch our shitty new Netflix show."
Let's hope that Life With the  Skidmarkles is a complete docuflop, just like her Spottyflop.
One she means, second she does, third appaers...
Exactly
 @rubi246   I have reported you to YouTube for your disgusting comment. YouTube is for commenting on the videos , not being disgusting to their YouTubers. I hope they ban you forever, 
no one wants your sort on here.
 @rubi246   You have been reported to YouTube , they are considering removing you and your comments. I have never wished anyone dead as you do. It's you who are disgusting.
 @rubi246   I see YouTube has removed your disgusting comment. I hope they remove you  completely. As I said , I would never want anyone dead like you did me, and bear in mind that I 
am a carer .
 @Sandy No  lol i think english is a difficult language for you to understand your understanding of what i wrote is so funny 🤣🤣. Who wanted who dead what time and when 🤣  
youtube didnt remove anything lol dnt think so highly of yourself. You like being mean about other people when people give you your own medicine you play victim. 😅do you guys go to a 
training school or something to learn this.
 @rubi246   I never wished anyone not born, ie dead like you do,  I'm never rude to other YouTubers  . You have been reported.
 @Sandy No  english classes might help or therapist? 😅keep repeating it until you convince yourself thats true.
No, her father is white. She passed through as white her entire life until marrying a prince then she said she’s biracial. I’m Asian American and used to be a fan of her after watching the 
show SUITS. I was defending her until she lied in the Oprah interview. I was very disappointed and now despicable of her jealousy of princess Catherine. Harkles just want money and fame, 
no love no family. Children are the collateral damage. SAD ending must be….
It’s now 🎉
She’s a gold digger and knew exactly what she’s doing. She didn’t invite any family members to her wedding but Hollywood celebrities who never meet her before…. She took the UK title 
and use it to harass US senators and congressmen and still no one cares about her insignificance. She passed through as white her entire life until marrying a prince then she said she’s 
biracial. I’m Asian American and used to be a fan of her after watching the show SUITS. I was defending her until she lied in the Oprah interview. I was very disappointed and now 
despicable of her jealousy of princess Catherine. Harkles just want money and fame. Children are the collateral damage.
Harry did it too, so why do you say, "that's the American way"?
 @traveller  I wasn't singling either of them out in my comment, I was speaking frankly more about the culture of Cable TV docudramas which are all one-sided and feed off the desire to 
hear all the gossip...so you could actually infer my reference to relatives to be Mary Trump against Donald, Harry against Will, and so on.  It's all for money and it has to be rich and dripping 
with rumor and innuendo or people will change channel.  But Americans really do love this crap, you have to admit it.  Sort of a step up from "real housewives".  That would be a great 
show --- "Real Housewives of Buckingham Palace".  I might watch that cat fight.
Meow.
100 millions USD
 @Andrew Galli high class princess Catherine sticks to the royal motto, never explain never complain. Low class cat fight belongs to trashy Rachel Ragland from Los Angeles
I'm so in awe of Meghan for bravely having flown to New York City when she was 7 months pregnant to attend a baby shower thrown for her by her wealthy friends, it was so inspiring to 
see her along side her highly paid taxpayer funded security team who appeared to be carrying some of Meghan's shopping bags for her, bless them.
When all the higher ups that made this are ALL WHITE… and the lower tier are the minority folk.. hhmmmm
I loved the part where she wanted to deodorize her wedding venue. My left eye is tearing!



Trash.

I have come back a few times to catch up on the comments (as I think many others have) because you guys are hilarious!!!  I hope that doesn’t get spun as interest in their Reality Show.

they will get $100 million for the series, then in another three years get another $100 million for the series about the divorce and all the admissions that the marriage bliss never was
🤮🤮🤮 all I could say
Anarcississt and a simp. perfect idiots
I love the part where she got her staff to do a fly-by photo opportunity at the Downtown Women's Centre on Thanksgiving when one of them spent the rest of the day volunteering 
elsewhere and one of the them was dressed to pretend to be her. And then she filled the next day's media with stories about how she spent the day volunteering.
I love the part where I turned a prince into a frog, such a heartwarming mocumentary.
Why it is not showing the thumb down number?
Self-promoted narcissists.  Look at me , I am special! Look at me, I am suffering! Look at me, I deserve doing nothing and getting rich. Look at me , I finally hooked on a prince.
Wow, what a stunning and brave use of servants to highlight her privileged oppression.
Their platform is the royal life. They have nothing else to offer
Megan is jealous that Oprah, a much more authentically black woman in appearance, has so much money, so they barter
At the Queen's funeral service, I loved when BBC announcer pointed out in real time, "The Queen knew this sanctuary, camera locations  and her entire service by heart and had every 
detail planned to the smallest minutiae, just how she desired and that candle blocking Ms. Markle was intentional!"   OUCH lol.
Go live your privacy life
Stakes are high. 😂
I loved the part where H and M made their Oprah interview while Prince Phillip was practically on his deathbed and then when Queen Elizabeth was on hers, they refused to visit her. How 
kind. How inspiring. How karma is going to bite them in the arse. Tears....not for them but HRM.
I loved how she doggedly climbed the ladder with her tungsten boots from “briefcase girl” and “yacht girl” ever upward.
then she donated used flowers to a local hospital instead of writing a charitable check as the philanthropist she is.
Don't forget! The RF trapped her and kept her passport too! She went against her own will!
And where she got so many gifts, they had to hire a second plane to get them all home!  So thoughtful and caring, not wanting the flight attendants to feel squeezed.
Even more amazing that she did it with a confiscated passport…those evil in-laws 😂
Especially as the racist royal family had her passport..ask Oprah. It brings one tear, to my left eye.
Too bad she couldn't risk the flight with her second child to attend PP's funeral 😪
Wasn't it just amazing how her baby bump disappeared in New York? Such skillful dressing.
When I was pregnant you weren’t able to fly after 4 months, least ways the airline would take responsibility for it. I know it’s different if you fly private jet but I was told it’s because air 
pressure can cause early labour.
All the while having her passport hostage by her inlaws
 @Yeneca  nein, nicht schade sondern "Gott sei Dank", wie die Queen sich ausgedrückt hat.
It was there her bump magically disappeared to go clubbing too
A miracle no less
Yup. And she got shitfaced while she was pregnant or should I say bumped.
Especially brave, that trip, considering that the RF had confiscated her passport and she wasn't allowed to leave the country!
Forgot about that one!  Left eye cry 😢



She’s no princess material but an asshole from Hollywood fantasy in her own dream
Me too 🎉 Wish Harry the frog would come here to learn more about his wife and himself…….
Unbelievable!
OMG Really? She’s nuts!
Yesterday, there were 134,000 dislikes so out of embarrassment Netflix removed the dislike button.
You can still hit dislike but YouTube removed the showing of them like a year ago, for this very reason. The left has a "common consensus" to manufacture (for fooling the normies who are 
still asleep) and the overwhelming amount of dislikes to likes was really screwing that up for them. So they got rid of it.
 @GeeBee  😂😂😂 i think I will never understand people who made the decision to work with this two losers…
 @Stephanie   unbelievable…oh well as expected they will do all sorts of things to cover up their shit…
 @Mountain  Yes sir. Thankfully more and more people are waking up to their BS everyday. Take care, fam. Much love.
 @Mountain Netflix executives are LOSERS. Their wokeness is overwhelming. Their office is in Los Gatos, south side of San Francisco Bay Area. You know California is screwed by radical 
leftist.
 @Bimbo Diva  Absolutely true, I really liked the city before and last summer went there stayed in a hotel and got bedbug bites…never recommend again…city is rotten to its 
core…🤮🤮🤮
Both sides are liars in that infamous interview. As a journalist no fact check at all ?
What stake? To take down the BRF by using race card, again and again?
Thank you telling the TRUTH
With her legs wide open as no-one had ever taught her how to cross them! 🙄🥲
Love the part where people call out harry as jobless unemployed loser freeloader poster boy of united kingdom and America
I love how Meghan holds Harry's hand all the time to make sure he doesn't wander off from 'mommie'.
I love how she has installed buttons in his back that she can press for instant response, to make him stop talking to people, to get him to leave an event, to let her push in front of him. The 
technology to control him is astounding - oh sorry I forget, its brainwashing.
I love how she glowers at him when he dares to speak in public.
I will never buy nutflix because you insist on shoving trashy liars up for view
Yes, Meghan. The price of steaks is REALLY high. You said it, girl! She's SOOOOO relatable!

We love it when Megain is torn between carrying on with the Markle claw vs barging ahead of Handbag Harry in an emasculating way as possible while hoovering up narcissistic supply
I am glad the comments will show Meghan how much she is hated. And Harry what a joke he has made of himself.
Meghan is reading every one of the youtube comments, it all feeds her self-drama, the pageant of her life and we are all unpaid actors in it
Should win an award for best at desperately seeking attention.
We are bored with their story
I loved the part showing Harry playing a chord that doesn’t exist, right before his oppressed wife is crying out of her left eye while sitting on a chair draped by an Hermes blanket.

at 0:08 I first thought he was singing "kumbaya", then I though it was "Old McDonald", then "Gold digger" then finally thought he must be singing "I'm a Barbie Girl, living in a Barbie world"

the part where Meghan was able to end the war in Ukraine by brokering a peace agreement with Putin and Zelensky has me in tears. What did we do to deserve this heroic woman?



Netflix, if you want to make money out of these 2 wannabes, why you just don't talk about the issues that took place before the director of this soap opera quit. That I am interested to see 
and hear. The "love story of these two?" Naaaah not interested at all, we all know that Megain and Doria put a voodoo spell on Harry, that's why they still together, there's no such thing as 
love story.
I loved the part where she left the price tag on the red dress she was going to return after her event. Wonder if that was more embarrassing to her than father? Brought a tear to my left 
eye.
I loved the footage of the UN visit where the CEO deputised a minion to meet with the Harkles!
I love how Meghan in her own words, says she can on queue (1,2.3 cry 1 tear left eye) such a wonderful achievement showing the world her tears are not to be believed as real.
I loved the still of radiant Amanda Gorman making the Harkles look like middle-aged has-beens!
The only question that I have is when will H&M have Netflix distribute a sex tape?
you should just go back to your little castle and leave society alone. Nobody cares about your story
Making this documentary shou0dl be consider a criminal offence.
He’s ugly. Does he know that? I’m female Asian American.
In tears? or a single left eye tear?
I even think Meghan allowed the peace treaty to be signed with her special calligraphy pen. She's so selfless. Inspirational woman.
😂😂😂
Separate contract with OnlyFans….
🤮🤢 these two are so gross
I loved the part where she didn’t know who Prince Harry was when someone asked if she would like to meet Prince Harry and she didn’t ask why he was called Prince because a lot of 
people she knows are called Prince and she didn’t ask where he was from or who his people were because that would have been racist.

I liked the part where she worked tirelessly all day, pulling back her coat over and over so we wouldn't miss a second of viewing what looked like her moonbump, ever-shrinking, 
expanding, dropping, but it was not as impressive as all the times she was able to, with a touch, tell her husband to shove it and move aside because everyone knows cable tv actresses go 
before princes. It's especially moving, even though sickeningly strange to see how she has her hands all over Harry while he's hugging or touching someone else. I like the part where she's 
so cunning, repeatedly negating the Queen's position by referring to her as "Harry's grandmother"  and to Harry as "my husband" and "my now husband."  It's never-ending with her — 
even after her statements are proven to be barefaced lies she continues to tell more whoppers. Now that's true unprecedented bravery. Get her another award!
I love how after this trailer the RF is finally relieved  HMTQ  isn’t alive to witness this …
We love the part when Megain markled the original Mr Markle for consorting with the media then she went on the do the exact same thing herself, through her flying monkeys flunkies 
and her PR stooges. So brave. Left eye tearing up
I just loved the interview where she revealed that the brand Hermes was named after her dear husband H. Oh, hang on…..
I loved the part when MM used her Deal or No Deal Suitcase Girl voice and said "Hi Haawwy" when they first met. It was so romantic; dollar signs were in her eyes - it brought a tear to my 
left eye.
did Meghan have plastic surgery on her nose to make it more Caucasian
Where can I go to donate a few dollars to this poor couple, what they have had to go through in life is a travesty. If they are not victims then I don't know what is. 🤨
Boring
Netflix, you better turn off your comments before Harry comes stomping into the room and thows his pacifier down because What Meghan Wants, Meghan Gets! Hurry before she turns 
on her left eye, one tear.



Why anybody in a sane state of mind would want to hear from a proven lying narcisist gold digger and her dumb, bitter, jealous husband maliciously trashing his oun family for money, 
whining about their miserable life of priviledged billionairs? Didn't they wanted privicy? Then desappear, live under the radar, stop whining, nobody wants negativity 24/7, nobody cares 
about those two fools without any skills, talents or class and nothing remotelly interesting to say. The only interesting thing about this are the comments below, hilarious, that is 
entertainment! 😂😂😂
Crimes against fake guitar playing 😂
If there was ever a reason to cancel Netflix it would be this series. Revolting
I love the part where she accuses all the Netflix commenters of racism- oops, Spoiler alert!
Meg has inspired me to treat everyone I meet with dignity, kindness, gratitude and respect, especially people who provide me service. Clearly, when you bully and mistreat these 
individuals, they pay you back by making sure your tremendously expensive Couture makes you look frumpy, lumpy and dumpy.  That $200,000+ wedding gown didn't look any better than 
a 25 cent white trash can liner.   Don't get me started on those extensions--eeek. Lastly, my sympathies to the staff at Netflix who had to deal with this truth adverse, controlling, 
narcacistic nightmare for the past 2 years. These comments could be removed or shut down, but....Check mate, I see you and I feel your pain.
Use my like button as a dislike button for all to see.  I dont have anything witty to say but that will be my contribution
Is the comments BOT? 😂
Who is wanting to watch these two fakes?
I LOVED the footage of MeghanMarkle and Prince Harry crying at the funeral of her diplomat uncle - the chap who got her an internship at a US embassy even though she had failed the 
diplomat induction exam! So family-oriented those two!!!
Brought to you by Netflix, who also brought you Cuties, thinly veiled child porn.
I think she thought he sang purple rain tho

Definitely. There’s a short video on YouTube showing the before and after of all of her plastic surgery, the nose the teeth the eyes the eyebrows the boobs the cheekbones the jawbone
I’m Asian American and used to be a fan of Rachel Ragland after watching a TV show SUITS. I was defending her until she lied in Oprah interview. I was very disappointed and now am 
disgusted by her jealousy of princess Catherine. Wish her shut up and move on.
I love how she  seems to never has the same best friend - always a new one ..
Nothing moves my left eye to tears faster than watching an actual princess talk about how oppressed and offended she is. This world is so unfair. It has to stop. Poor, poor Meghan. Thank 
you, Netflix. This was so, so needed. I can't wait to not watch it.
High stakes? I don’t think so.
I love the part when Megain markled the original Mr Markle for consorting with the media then she went on the do the exact same thing herself, threw her flying monkeys clunkiest and 
her PR stooges. So brave,
Just came to read the comments mentioned by other other youtubers. I didn’t bother to watch the video. The trailer has proven more profitable than the reality show and the public is 
finally getting a good chuckle somewhat worth the fatigue of these two brats constantly invading our screens.

I like the part where she winks into the camera, holds up her spray tan product and says, "When you wanna play the race card, and you're as pasty pale as I, don't forget this!!" 😉👍
I loved the moving footage of the Archbishop of Canterbury illegally marrying them three days ahead of their public wedding…
I love the part where the innocent, saintly, ohhhh sooo pure conservative Meghan charmed her prince with her famous, delicious, tasty roast chicken.  Go get the recipe from urban 
dictionary. 😂
I loved how both their Canada rental and Montecito purchase involved seedy Russian oligarchs… I guess the series will reveal the quid pro quo?????
What a waste of your money Netflix.
Love the comments! people have spoken and they see through fake, ugly, narcissistic drama queens Harry And me-me.



I loved how the media outlets covering Meghan’s Montecito pap stroll described the minion carrying her shopping bag as her “friend”…
I love the part where they cry about wanting privacy but Harry’s husband has a podcast, does interviews with the Big O and stars in the docuseries. 
Truly an heartbreaking experience.
Dear Netflix,
This is just pathetic..... thats really all to be said about this.

I love the part where these selfless warriors make the world sit up in awe, watching them avenge their broken spirits. First they gave a dying 99yo man a kick in the balls, then tormented a 
dying & grieving 96yo and finally their most triumphant moment, when they use another grifters to take out an 83yo woman who has selflessly served the British public for decades. 
Obviously a white supremacist!! Bravo for all these good works 👏👏 And bravo to Netflix for finally allowing these hugely private people to find their voice at last 👏👏👏 But honestly, 
the best part for me was the Season 2 trailer, when Archie comes out as trans and is seen in a dress and hair ribbons while riding her Barbie bike. So stunning. So brave.
I loved the part when she read out her DNA results. 43% Nigerian, 57% Princess Diana.
I hope you showed the indignity that Meghan suffered - the racism - when she refused to invite any of her black relatives apart from her mother to the wedding.

I particularly loved the part where she massacred one of her rescue chickens with her bare hands to roast because she couldn’t remember if she was supposed to be vegan that day.
I feel their meeting was a “setup” from the git-go.   But by whom and why (the billion dollar question).   Harry was easy prey (sadly).   There’s a much bigger story behind all of this, and I 
think it’s very sinister and evil.   None of it makes any sense.  And add into all this weirdness is the “children.”
THEIR WELCOME IS WEARING THIN IN THE U.S.GO AWAY.We have real life problems to worry about.Just get the F out.Were sick of it.
Princess? I don't see any Princess... oh wait I'm on the wrong channel... I was looking for the real Princess...Catherine!!!
Everyone is going to be wondering why we all have huge, red, swollen LEFT eyes, but our right eyes are JUST FINE!
 @M Chrysogelos  🤘😂
She is NOT a Princess! …sorry but that triggers me 😡
Maybe she means the high price of 🥩?
😂😂😂
Sounds like the "Poo Drops" ad she did, both stink!
Left eye Gold! 🥲🥲
Was he fully booked for the next few years for their promised vow renewal, because so strange that never happened...
Woke karma
I have spent about two hours amusing myself with these comments and yours made me laugh the most. I nearly accidentally spat out my coffee. Had to swallow it real quickly (incidentally 
something Meghan is also good at)
Haaaaaaaaa !.. My morning coffee too nearly became a disaster zone. These comments are comedy gold.....Can we put them all in one long email and send them to Montecito. !
 @Julie R  lol!
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant! 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Tears rolling down, but only from left eye 😅



Netflix, did you capture the part where Harry kept on calling his grandmother, the late Queen, for money? Hope you got that - there are exclusives in the papers today. Harry kept on 
calling his father for money and when Charles stopped taking his calls (said I am not a bank), he hassled the late Queen non-stop. And all the while, they are flying everywhere on private 
jets and the wife, wearing ill-fitted designer clothes and living in a huge mansion beyond their means. Hope you got it all on tape Netflix.
Oh wow, so many to love! 😍
Let me make a list:
- I love how they said "to collaborate with Her Majesty The Queen" in their resignation Instagram post. Who the hell COLLABORATE with a Queen??? That's why they're so brave, so 
courageous, so inspiring 😍

- Another example of their bravery: telling The Queen she doesn't have "any jurisdiction over the use of the word Royal overseas" 😱😱😱 omg they're SO RIGHT!! Who does she think 
she is, banning them from using Sussex Royal as a brand in the US??? Tsk tsk tsk... Again Harry & Meg showed utter grace by agreeing to no longer use Sussex Royal. Aren't they the most 
generous and gracious couple? 💋

- I love how they LEAKED to Gayle King that Charles/William reached out to them after Oprah interview. Again, they're so right! The world NEEDS TO KNOW and needs to KEEP TRACK 
together of every single interaction with the palace.  I didn't even think that far! That's why I LOOOOOVE them! 😍

- I love how they keep badgering the palace to put out statements, many statements actually, about Duchesses row, about racism attack, about privacy attack, and many more, yet they 
NEVER said a single word condemning Prince Andrew or at least a statement to distance themselves from him. It shows how respectful they are! Because Andrew is Harry's GODFATHER! 
They really really give utmost respect to the elderly!

- I love how creative Meghan was, in trying to get her side of story out!  telling five friends to speak to People, secretly giving Scobie minute details of her life story, telling that 
ITV guy how miserable her life was despite having visited victims of sexual assault in South Africa, and of course must mention THE podcast! 😍😍😍 Absolutely the best podcast OF ALL 
TIME! It made me learn the word Archetypes, although it seems slightly different from the dictionary but I'm sure Meghan's version is the correct one! She's SO SMART that I drool 
everytime I think about her 🤩

- I also adore their dedication to entertain us, to give us a moment to laugh amidst mourning period, by feeding wrong info to Scobie about the false plan of carrying HMTQ by train. That 
was SO HILARIOUS 🤣 thank you guys for putting a smile to my face
It was pure non-sense for me to watch an interview with Oprah (billionnaire), Harry and Meghan (prince and princess) having a discussion about oppression, discrimination and racism. 
These people are living a life of privilege but somehow they are oppressed!

Now Netflix wants people to watch a documentary about these fake people playing victim. 

Prince Harry is such a b***! its crazzy!!! Your wife has a bad relationship with her own family so why did you think she'd get along with your family!?



OMG They are pathetic fame seekers and when the She-Devil dumps his behind who do you think he will go crawling back to.  Instead of really being a role model she ran back to US to 
have fame and money.  The old saying is I can get mad at my family and talk about them but no one else can. They could have left with dignity instead of playing the victims.  They were 
there less than 18monthswith a 35million pound wedding, secret childbirth, 1 million pounds worth of her clothing, 6 million pounds from King Charles and lived their lives but it is funny 
no one notices that the Royal Family never says 1 thing about them, but she is always talking about the RF.   This will crash and burn just like everything else they try and I would not watch 
if it was the only thing on TV and I also dumped Netflix when they hired them.  Luck to these victims they are going to need it.  I will hear it from news host laughing at them.  By the way 
we loved having THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES HERE THIS WEEK someone tried to ruin that for them but the royal family have survived worse scandals and will still survive this.
My favorite part is how they decided to release the trailer at the same time as the visit of the Prince and Princess of Wales to Boston. Undoubtedly a coincidence, for the Sussexes would 
never conspire to overshadow William and Kate. Quite the contrary, their love and support of them knows no bounds. Truly heartwarming! 
Tear... Left eye.
The photographers in the trailer are from a stock photo in 2011- during the July 7, 2011 premier of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows pt. 2.

Yikes.

A lie right from the start. Not gonna watch.
Heartbreaking, the part where M tells H of all the ways she thought of ending her life. Thoughtfully she said she wouldn't do it because he would lose another woman in his life. Her clarity 
of thought amazed him. Poor H, how was he supposed to cope with that?  Admittedly he is easily confused, I think. Especially as he had more experience in mental health assistance than 
most.  Poor Meg couldn't talk to her mother, it's all the RF's fault. She bravely soldiered on and attended that night's performance. looking so contained and in control of herself, even 
though the poor thing sobbed every time the lights went down.  I should add that I have deepest  sympathy for anyone feeling that desperate and desolate, and hope they get the help 
they need. i just don't believe she was one of them, going by the vile opportunistic way she has of exploiting serious topics
The most privileged whiny victims ever.
I will have nothing to do with Netflix EVER.  AND that’s most people!!!
i particularly find it so heartfelt that the comments section is full of such love and praise for this gracious lady backed by wonderful examples. What a beautiful effect this woman has had 
on people all over the world. So so sweet. My left eye is flooded with tears of happiness. Thanks guys, you guys are great man.
I love the part where she says she didn't even know the the anthem before getting there, or where she bullies her staff, abuse her sister-in-law, and everyone else because she knew best 
(NOT).
I loved the part where a nobody who used to open briefcases on TV in a miniskirt could rise to the position of detrimentally directly affecting the health of an actual Queen AND Prince. My 
left eye will never be able to produce enough to give this deed the respect it deserves.
I give the teaser a 👎 I gave the comments 2 👍!!!
Yes you need to protect your family….from her.
I love the part where she says she respects the Queen while calling her a racist but names her invisible daughter after her. Why has no one ever seen those kids and why is she never with 
them?

I love the part where MEghan said an African actor from The Lion King told her they danced in the streets when she wed Harry just as they did when Nelson Mandela was freed from many 
years in prison. That tells you the effect MEghan and Harry have globally. The world idolizes them as they jet from here to there to accept awards for their stunning bravery
Such trash! Shame on you Netflix for paying them to lie again and again, it will never be viewed in my house.
“If you only knew how bad things really are” - Queen Elizabeth II
NOBODY  cares  !   !   !    !



Harry is convinced The Firm is responsible for his mom’s end and wants to burn it all down.
Well said.

💂❤
It was a nasty thing to do. They are jeaulous of Prince William and Princess Catherine.
They can never overshadow the prince and princess of Wales.
She seems to be insanely jealous of Catherine! It must be because she has love and support of the heir who Meganut wanted,apparently!
I HAVE TRIED many times posting the photo link but Netflix keep deleting my comment 
:<
 @cutie pie you need to do this xxx dot xxx dot xxx etc
Interesting though, she puts Harry's loss of his mother above the life of her unborn child.
She looked happy and was all smiles
What's that left eye only tears? I  haven't been following Harkles. He's a clown and she's a manipulator.
 @Trust Trust  she bragged in various interviews about her ability to produce a tear from her left on, on cue
 @Trust Trust  shes an actress and have been so proud of herself to cry on cue but only on the left eye
 @G. M.  Which is exactly what she did at The Queen's funeral, a perfect example of how she uses every opportunity to make it all about herself
 @cutie pie  Thank you. Googled it in the meantime. What a travesty. And they'll be given an award 4 What ⁉ Exposing racism within British RF? That event is money grabbing charity 
event where rich give from their "charitable" funds to their friend's "charitable" funds and no money ever sees the supposed end user because tax return requirements have been fulfilled. 
Ripple of Hope Award is as much of a joke as Harkles. Nothing but money laundering opportunity for the very rich

 @Trust Trust  the narrative that the RBF is racist is getting old. Have they forgotten the Queen Elizabeth was on the first name basis with Nelson Mandela?? The dream that Meg can ever 
dream of haha. And how Queen Elizabeth was ahead of her time by dancing with President Nkrumah (a Black man) at the time when racial segregation took place in the US? (there is a 
photograph of that) Surely the RBF WAS imperialistic in the past but Queen Elizabeth has tried to rectify as much as she could to promote racial equality. And if they are racist, they would 
not have allowed Meghan to marry Harry in the first place and spoiled Meghan with clothes that costs more than the total combine of European Royal women.
Thought you were a sugar until you mentioned the left eye,
 @cutie pie  so gosh-darn sad that she only made it to the D-List!!!!
 @Trust Trust  she bragged about crying in cue and could even jus5 cry from one eye. The producer would say “Markle, tears, left eye, go”
😂😂😂
 @G. M.  What a talent. Amazing. I'm sure no other actress can do it. Wow.
 @Elaine Leep  😂😂
Psychopath now frog harry
I love the part in the show where they showed the hordes of photographers pointing their cameras, ready to shoot. Pic was taken from a stock photo on Getty. I guess they are trying to 
show us that like service is universal, all photographers are Harry and Meghan's photographers.
Wow, wasted a ton of money on this useless couple for a documentary no one will watch!  lol
I love that Hawwy and Rachel have brought humanity together in the form of this "world event"  docu-series. So thoughtful of them to give us this amazingly retch-worthy, stomach-
churning  shit show for us to laugh at.  I'm so overwhelmed by how compassionate and thoughtful they are that I am crying, from my left eye.
I love the part where Harry was so in awe of Meghan's roast chicken that he was moved to propose to her. What an inspiration for all young girls! They too can become real life princesses 
if they just learn to roast chickens for hungry princes.
201K dislikes!



This comment section is cracking me up! Does anyone else not give a crap about Meghan and her antics anymore?
👁
💧
Go!!!
I loved the part when Harkle's YouTube dislikes topped 200K. Thank god for my Hermes blanket to sob into! Mesmerising, dramatic, deeply revealing. Brought a tear or two.
Stakes are high alright if u want titles for your kids …self sabotage
I like the part where Netflix asked The Sussexes for their money back and Meghan accused them of being racially insensitive and, I quote, “Indian givers”.
"when the stakes are this high"??? What? The "stakes" literally couldn't be lower. There is NOTHING less important than these two people's "story".
Netflix, have you put your money on the wrong horse or do you just love the train wreck and actually hate this couple more than the rest of the world does? Familiarity with the Harkles 
appears to breed contempt so by now everyone at Netflix must hate them. What do you say, Netflix?
I loved the part when they named their daughter Lilibet… but, when informed that the Queen was dying from bone cancer, they did not bother to visit her. I guess it’s what Harry and 
Meghan call ‘compassion in action’?
There was this fav part where Meghan claimed that she had to rush back to feed her new baby Archie - she stayed less than 10 mins at that Smartworks charity. She then flew to Italy for 
Noonoo's wedding and later Serene  William's USA Open without the baby. Amazing woman to fly back to Archie every ten min for his feeding. It must had been on private jets so that 
Archie didn't have to wait long.
Harry and Meghan... where are your 2 kids? Oh that's right, they're with their real mothers.
This woman is insufferable; simultaneously a Professional Victim and Professional Race Grifter. Absolutely Terrible
The cashier at my local gas station has done more for the community in the last 24 hours than these two brats have in the last 24 months. Yet, they will still be adored.
I loved the part when Meghan lied to the British High Court and perjured herself… but called it a “lapse of memory”. It brought a tear to the judge’s left eye.
Cringeworthy 🤮🤮🤮!!   Who can relate to these whiny, narcissistic, self absorbed talentless snot nosed brats?  Living a life of luxury but can do nothing but trash the very family that 
Harry sold his soul to the devil for $$$$. Queen Elizabeth is rolling in her grave. Horrible humans 👺💩!  Nexflix is their accomplice. Cancelled my subscription.
It’s disgusting like Opra
Exactly!!!!! They used stock photo of paps and depicted it as a image of the media interest in these two liars. Sooooo gross.
Reality show
That is wrong, you are not supposed to cry a lot of tears.  Meghan Method is one tear from your left eye.
 @Alicia Quintero and if you can’t manage it naturally, tear stick use is fine; just watch out for stains on your black gloves.
Who's Rachel?
 @darren marsh  Rachel Meghan Markle is her birth name.
@Clockwinder  learn something new everyday, thanks.
 @Clockwinder Ragland is her mother’s maiden name
See the urban dictionary meaning of “roast chicken”.  Typical Meghan.
 @Hearts Fanatic101  No. Don't  check the urban dictionary to find what "roast chicken" means.  Unless you're a vegan.
It certainly is not the roast chicken we eat at the dining table. 😉
And raise chickens too.....from farm to table for Markle.
I just looked up "roast chicken" in the Urban Dictionary
😩😩😩
That's my life ruined!
 @SJW 57  meghan is vegan so.....



 @darren marsh  Don't look up "waffle maker," (the Queen's Christmas gift to Archificial) "crocodile," nor "hydrate" (Merchie's first 2 words) either...🤢🤮
 @darren marsh  I'm lost ....  🤔🤔  - now I'm not sure I want to know.
And she said she was vegetarian...
 @M Chrysogelos  I'm very sorry I looked it up, if that helps any.
He tolds his friends "she'll do anything in bed".    🤢🤮
 @Des Res22  she is such a skank… oh did the Royal family get infiltrated with this pice of work.
 @darren marsh  Me too!
Let me guess.. to your left eye?
One reason the Markles are so contemptible.....we see through the smoke and mirrors.....
:eyes-purple-crying: (sorry, couldn't find a left eye)
Yes, so true. Why didn't someone ask her in the court case if she had directly provided information to someone else to write about in the book etc... we all knew she had despite her 
denials (liar, liar, pants on fire! we would say if a kid).
🤣🤣
Lol 😝
In fairness to her probably hard to keep up with all the lies 🤣
Oprah did it intentionally because she’s a racist herself
Wow! What a great read these are! Stunning tributes to the happiest couple in the world! I feel a tear…wait a sec…there it is, left eye.
I can not wait to see these 2 assholes go down in flames.
I love how they keep telling the same stories, with little variations, over and over again so that we can really remember what they are telling us. Single tear, left eye.
I love the part when Markle ate a dictionary in response to her unabashed tendencies to annihilate the English language.

Netflix knows a train crash is a number one best seller, they know whats going down, the world loves hearing about losers on a grand scale and they have a red hot scorcher here.......
What “stakes” is she referring to?
I live the bit where she turns to the dark side and becomes Darth Markle
I love the part where Meg told Oprah during that ill advised joke of an interview that she "doesn't know" her sister Samantha, and that "I don't talk about people I don't know", but then 
the UK court exposed that Meg had no problem talking trash about her sister Samantha, to Omid Scobie for his book, Finding Freedom. Megsy  shared all kinds of defamatory half truths 
about Sam. Then, our champion for women SLUT SHAMED her own sister in the emails provided to Scobie by sharing charming antidotes like "Sam had 3 children by different men" rather 
than the less scandalous truth that Sam had 3 children with her two husbands. Ever a kind, women's advocate, Markle also shared with Scobie that "Sam is a high school drop out".......true, 
but Meghan, ever the detailed story teller and purveyor of truth and justice, left our the critical context that Sam dropped out of high school after a serious accident left her inured, 
partially paralyzed with loss of vision in one eye.  Sam went to to graduate college and earn a masters degree, but, that part conveniently didn't make it into Meg;s correspondence 
provided to Scobie.  The kindness extended to just about every member of her family, Harry's family and even her ex-husband brings a tear to my eyes, particularly, my left eye, welled up, 
go....
I found the part where she bravely insists (against the advice of the grey suits) on wearing those huge blood diamond earrings just three short weeks after the shocking murder of 
Khashoggi who unhappily was impaled, dismembered, and carried out of the Embassy "meeting" in little bags on the orders of the man who gifted those earrings to be personally quite 
inspiring.  She steeled herself against the worldwide furor it was causing and the mortification and besmirchment for the royal family, and again insisted on wearing them just a month later 
for Charles' big b-day party.  Dang, there's some ice running through those veins...
I'm interested. I have no idea what the hell these people in the comments r talking about. Damn! The next comment will say I love the time Meghan wore blue underwear...Wtf.
I can see Meghan pulling her hair out calling Netflix - please turn off the comments -



I'd love to be a fly on the wall when the ginger whinger & Megain are reading this comments section. Oh, the hilarity.
So were are the dislikes at? Being suppressed it seems
I loved that part when Meghan gave a speech about the importance of supporting women who bully other women and those who abuse the elderly. She’s such a hero, leading the way 
with her shining example! What a humanitarian, how compassionate!
I really love the parts where Meghan continuously flicked back her coat to reveal her moonbump whenever she saw press photographers around. I am now practicing hard on how to do it 
at just the right angle.
Stupidity is popular....
I love the fact that they let us see all of their fake lives and tell us their truth about the Royal Family’s private life but recollections may vary but don’t let us know anything about their real 
lives or admit their lies.
"brings a tear to my left eye" what a great meme for hypocrisy and unkindness.  May it be their legacy that lasts and is forever remembered and celebrated
Think Netflix made a huge error giving a platform to this pair of grifters oops a tear from my left eye 😢
OMG!  Markle and Harry are the epitome of Progressive Privilege and Narcissism.  What a f**king disgrace they are to humanity.
I for one want to hear again about her activism at age 11 making a dish soap  manufacturer change their advertisements immediately they received her letter of complaint. It makes me cry 
out of my left eye and my right nostril.
 @fluff dumpling  that story was actually referenced on the Women’s Fund of Central Indiana website for the ‘evening with Meghan Markle’… and it made me 😢 but out of my left eye, 
obviously.
 @fluff dumpling  🤣😆
 @fluff dumpling  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @fluff dumpling  I'm impatiently waiting to hear the story of her having to climb through the trunk and crawl to the driver's seat of her old rattletrap of a car, because none of the doors 
worked.  Nobody's heard that one!

✨So inspiring!✨
 @fluff dumpling was it even real story?
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen I doubt that it’s real
 @Faux Imposter from Ellen show…. but who can prove she ain’t lying?
 @Faux Imposter  nobody else witnessed this like a lot of other things it cannot be contradicted but sounds like something else she saw in a movie and thought it would give her credibility 
and empathy for the grift.
 @Yvonne Wiggins  Seems like at least one door would open from the outside.  Besides, her father was an award-winning Hellywood lighting director - I highly doubt he'd let his young 
daughter drive around in a literal death-trap.
 @Krsna Krsna 😂😂😂
 @Krsna Krsna  🤣😂🤪😜😬 you are fantastically creative!  That’s sooo good!
But not before she finally understood it was stereotype NOT archetype.....
 @Krsna Krsna  😂😂😂
 @Krsna Krsna  I’m so happy that I triggered your neurons…you are more creative than I…lol…that was genius!  I can’t take the word/meaning slaughter…I just can’t…she’s too lazy to even 
google a definition before espousing it publicly.  No shame, either.  It’s bananas!
The only stakes that matter, Migraines wealth, position and global adoration. Duh!!
She wants to destroy the BRF unless they pay her and make her sign a NDA
Meghan the Hutt



 @Krsna Krsna she has no moral conscience. We are not talking about history but recent event
People are in the main highlighting the inconsistencies and hypocrisy in statements Meghan Markle and Harry have made on different occasions and the proven lies they've told on other 
occasions.
you can get an add on called Return YouTube Dislikes to see the dislikes. Currently running at 200K!
 @Jay Paul  how would I do that?. Thanks for the count - appreciate it (and am tickled that crazy Meg isn’t fairing well lol)
so 🤣but so actually 😭🤮 she's such a monster.. I mean, um, greatest humanitarian of all time, excuse me!
 @Hannah Reece  a toxic monster Hannah who just tells lies all the time. Needs serious mental therapy imo
She’s such a hypocrite…*There. I fixed it for you.
You mean people support the white passer and claim racism to defend her unpopularity
Oh good grief..... you poor deluded Sugar.  Liars and grifters like the Markles only leave a legacy of pain and destruction.
I like the part where Meghan helped Allison P Davis translate the guttural noises she made during her Cut interview. Brought a tear to my left eye
stupid couple wouldn't waste time watching this rubbish
I love how 2 morons sold their souls to the devil.
I love the part where she set up Lady S and one of her sugars who has already called the RF racist  excused  charles and Camilla are domestic abusers - in a tweet as well as 30 tweets pro 
Meghan anti RF  tweets - palace needs to check invites and scan guests better Meghan has her  lieutenants everywhere
The photos of the photographers in the Vid is for the 2011 Harry Potter premiere, not for them smh and NETFLIX STOP deleting my proof.

I would love to see the end of the corrupt royal family in my lifetime. Imagine a cheating woman abuser who done away with his wife as a modern day king. The entire family are gangsters
I was not expecting Meghan to cure the genophage and bring peace to the quarians and geth with a single acting performance. Yet there it is.
I am thinking of cancelling my Netflix subscription.
OMG these two idiots. No one cares!!!!
GOODBYE NETFLIX, it was a good run. You'll be filing for bankruptcy soon...
So sorry she had to learn the British National anthem. Must be hard for an actress to learn one simple verse. Here comes that tear…..left eye.
I gave up my Netflix subscription a long time ago. Which continent like this Netflix  producers are not encouraging me to renew.
yuk, go away
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Netflix: find someone interesting to document
Love watching rich people play the victim....🤣
I love how they act like they want privacy but then have cameras follow them around for months and months. Let’s call it what it is, they got kicked out of the family and needed money to 
support their lavish lifestyle of flying around the world in private jets to the plebs how awful they for polluting the world.
harry: i do everything to protect my family 😅 so his dad, his brother, his sister in law, his grandmother, grandfather, cousins, nephews and nieces, uncles and aunts he lived with for 40 
years are not his family 😱
Netflix, Nutmeg & Haz have already told the world about their Love story thousands of time and we don't need to hear it again
Well this trailer started off badly, then it tailed off slightly in the middle, and the less said about the end the better but apart from that, excellent. 👍
 @Krsna Krsna  I tried adding the link and the code name of the photo on the stok photo site but they keep deleting my comment :<
 @Krsna Krsna  Thank you sm, I'm just afraid that their fans would attack us for lying about them and accusing us of jealous of their fame and money haha. Their delusional fans have 
always said that the media and the tabloids said wrongly about them, but the photos are the SOLID EVIDENCE for their fraudulence and yet Netflix deleted my proof.



 @Krsna Krsna  thank you so much for your kind words. I am a proud Vietnamese young woman and yesterday her fan bet me $4000 that I am a British Karen in disguise. Not only her fans 
are crazy but they are fradulent too because they havent paid me $4000 yet 🤣
No one is perfect. Are you perfect?
THANK YOU 🎉
Like a fiction. Fake story
If Meghan Markle said, the sun was shining, I would have to look up to confirm it. She is a classic, manipulating Golddigger, who has constantly traded up in the men in her life.
After almost losing the will to live regarding Harry and Meghan's never ending lies and drama, this comment section has restored my faith in humanity. 🙏🤣
I loved the part how honoured and grateful they were for the beautiful wedding. How humbled they were for their reception from the RF and the people. How Meg included all her family, 
black and white in her wedding. A role model for acceptance of all races world wide! And by having both her parents walk her down the aisle she was simultaneously traditional and 
modern. And a living embodiment of how we can join in together in being human-kind. 
I have rejoiced in their visits to all the nations of the Commonwealth (they took that honour very seriously). Some may not appreciate how having someone of colour marry into the BRF as 
being a powerful symbol to all people of colour everywhere, but Has and Meg do understand it. They realise that people of colour everywhere hold their heads up straighter because of 
them. 
My favourite Royal was Princess Mary of Denmark, but now there's a new gal that has a candle obscuring her efforts. 
I love how the Sussexes have worked tirelessly for the people of Sussex. And all the causes they took under their wings and behind the scenes and without fanfare brought so much 
authenticity, compassion, and service to them. 
The only thing I worry about is that they are spread so thin, the Commonwealth, the Invictus games, all those many causes, it brings a tear to my (left) eye.
Truly inspirational to all people, of all colours, everywhere. And thanks to everyone who is shining a light on all that they do.
Didn’t they want a private life so why keep throwing these tantrums. Ppl like us don’t get to cry out our family disputes on tv talk shows or go off making documentaries out of them. She 
has made a buffoon out of him
I love the part where Harry tells the world how much he hates the media as they killed his mother yet lovingly acts out for his compassionate wife on a TV show..so noble!
I loved the part when Meghan pretended to be pregnant. The sight of her moonbump could bring a tear to the left eye… but I’ll save my tears for Archie and Lilibet being raised by a 
malignant narcissist.
megan is A LIAR AND A HYPOCRITE!
"why did we make it? Well my wife is desperate to be compared to my mother. She's nothing of the sort...oh God, she's back. Please help me!"

These were the last words that Harry spoke before he was officially whooped the pu$$y.
The photos of the photographers in the Vid is for the 2011 Harry Potter premiere, not for them smh
Turn off Netflix everyone, their shows are garbage.
I love the part where the wanna be princess turns the prince into a toad
this trailer gave me pinkeye
Pair of divs
This is SHIT



Let me insert verbatim here: “We intend to step back as 'senior' members of the Royal Family and work to become financially independent, while continuing to fully support Her Majesty 
The Queen." 

In case these duo forgotten what they said when they resigned. Coz it feels like they might have suffered amnesia. First they want financial independence. Yet on Oprah interview hawwy 
was complaining his father cut him off financially. Last part when they said, supporting the queen. I guess, in their own understanding. Supporting means going on Oprah attacking the 
monarchy and accusing them of racism. What’s worst, few mos after the queen’s death here we are again with their “bohooo” moment. Dang! She’s one vile in-law.
All of this is bringing a tear to my eye. My left eye.
This is not just stunning, it is also brave
documentary 🤣who took all the pictures of their intimate moments? kitchen kisses, picnic with the guitar, meg crying on the bed…🤔🤣
My favourite part is when she talks about how cultural sensitivity is a two way street and that the most effective way to combat racism is to be as uninformed and ignorant as possible of 
the culture and traditions of a nation that welcomes you and then blame them for disliking your behaviour. It's truly inspiring to see how yoga training can make recollections super bendy 
too. Left eye, single tear.
This comment section is LIT! 🤣🤣🤣
"I love how the Sussexes have worked tirelessly for the people of Sussex" --- 🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Your sarcasm, lol.
I even READ this comment with an attitude!! LOVED IT!!  lol
I can't believe I forgot the most important selfless act!
The part I love the very most is how when Haz and Meg gained their worldwide platform, what did they do? They became champions and Patrons in bringing worldwide attention to MS! In 
honour of Meg's sister Samantha. Truly they want to ease suffering in the world and erase all disease.
I am in so much awe I'm choked up and crying again. Left eye.
I can tell that you're overwhelmed with the wonder of Meghan but you forgot how she invited ordinary people who she didn't even know to her wedding to make them feel better about 
themselves. George Clooney, David Beckham, Elton John, Okra. Typical Meghan, always thinking about others and not herself. One tear, left eye.
You got that mixed up, they really meant private jets.
His own quote 'Every camera click haunts me', now followed by a professional photographer everywhere he goes, oh wait, because most cameras now are digital, no more clicking sound  
anymore ?
 @McEarth   Exactly, this guy's so full of it. We see him on camera having a jolly good time, hamming it up. What he doesn't like is not being in control of when he's being photographed, 
not being able to control the narrative. Ditto for his wife.
 @McEarth  My digital camera still makes a sound - OH, yeah, I guess I can turn off that feature!  ha ha
Yes they they hate the media, yet call the paparazzi to snap them when it suits them.
This shows how Megain has taught Harry to learn to forgive .  She’s so full of love .  Left eye tear 😢
Let me guess...it's your left eye?
Brave to lie
The porn version will drop on OnlyFans in the New Year… 😂😂😂
Recollection super bendy....🤣 Brilliant.
I love the part when she quotes Dr MLK and said "totally blame the content of your character on your race: it's the most respectful for everyone, after me" and then no tears cries into an 
Hermes blanket.
Amazing- more than 27,000 comments and every one of them is TRUE!



My fav is how Archie has so much interaction with his parents that he thinks the trees outside are his mom and dad
Rest in Peace Elizabeth II (21 April 1926 – 8 September 2022).
Will not watch unless NF has tiger-kinged it.
And Netflix you actually PAID for this trash? GET REAL, no one is going to watch this other than to rip it apart as commentators. I am SO glad I already cancelled my subscription, or I would 
be doing so right now.  Netflix, not a good business model unless you, like Megan herself, think all publicity, bad included , is good!  NOT, wait til you see how many more cancelations you 
get.
What is the dislike count?
Actually people you need to appreciate Meghan a whole lot more.  She is 100% responsible for letting us truly appreciate just how beautiful and classy Kate is by comparison to what an 
absolute piece of trash Meghan is.
Don't care, don't want to watch this.  Markle is a despicable human being and Harry is a beta doormat.
Meghan and Harry are going after Kate in their series, based on the one picture of Kate in the preview and it is the worst photo I have ever seen of Kate.  Kate and the Royals can never 
defend her due to protocol and the Markles know this.  Cowards.
I love the part where she taught us that a stereotype is really an archetype. 
I love the part when she found out that her podcasts are ranked lower on Spotify than one with continuous noise to put babies to sleep, and she cried from her left eye because she loves 
babies so much
I love the part when she taught us that service is universal, so we can all do a service to the world exposing her lies.
I love that all the many contradictory parts she has played has taught so many more people what narcissism is so they can avoid it.
I love the part where budding chefs learnt that you don't need a recipe book to roast chicken.
I love that the ginger puppet is so lifelike you cannot even see the strings.
I’d rather look at the Chainsaw Massacre rather than this.
And I loved the part where they embraced all the layers, and peeled them back and then just sat there in their authenticity. It got to me. Big tear. Left eye.
Finally thank you Meghan Markle for ending the Atlantic slave trade!!
Lest we forget.
There is absolutely no proof that the Royal family is racist.
is she wiping a tear from her LEFT EYE  AGAIN in the back of that land rover ..while looking at her "Love" prince Hawwy????
How could Prince Harry shill his wife as a voiceover artist? The Duchess of Sussex’s vocal fry is like fingernails scraping down a blackboard!
Another royal family falling apart?? Happened all through history. So glad I live in America where we do not recognize that crap.
Fuk these narcissists.
😱 you want privacy....so GO AWAY! 2nd rate actress and now what seems a spoiled man who fell for a narcissist who plays on his mother’s struggle......GET OUT HARRY BEFORE SHE 
DESTROYS YOU
I love the part where the royal establishment are going to get exposed for being racist 🤣😂🖕. Can't wait to see princess Anne and king Charles reaction 😂
👍😂😂
You forgot the 1 other tree he sees... his real mother!!
Rather sad part of the plot that one.
 @Elaine Leep  sad it is for sure but only if he  actually exist
😔💔
 @Krsna Krsna African Kings captured and sold the slaves to overseas. RIP
Yeah, I wanna know too.



200000
 @sheena burton  🤣
Spot on!
You’re right - she is a master class in Narcissistic Personality Disorder.
Genius :)
😂 That part was awesome.
Your last one is hilarious!
 @Sweet Pea  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
LOL!!!
Gold.  Love it!😂
😂
So organic and archetypal😂😂😂
😂😅🤢😅😂🤣
Yes, she is!
Oh we have Bill Clinton and Hillary Clinton sexual harassment in work place and domestic violence
 @Bimbo Diva  what?? 😂😂
There’s no turning back for the toad. Bless the kids if they exist
You mean white passer Rachel Ragland discriminate black peoples of her own
The photographer posed Harry’s fingers on an advanced Jazz chord on the guitar! 😹😹😹
What a failure.
why did you remove the almost 200k "thumbs down"? Truth hurts? This will be an epic fail by Netflix. You should have donated your money to the poorest of the poor instead of giving it to 
these two.
19K likes, 201K dislikes.  Wow that's....actually I'm lost for words.
Can these two GO AWAY, they are insufferable
WHY would Netflix run a crappy story about has-been Royals? They’re just commoners now. And they know the Royal Family won’t respond to their lies.
The comment section is amazing. Its tough to like these racist scumbags
HIHIHI..... 2 TRAITORS AND THE DRAMA 🤑🤑🤑💩💩💩💩💩💩🖕🖕🖕
I love that Meg is a self proclaimed Hollywood star that no one had heard of. Right? I love when Harry pimped out his wife to Disney. Inspiring! I love how stunning Meg looks in clothes far 
too small. Brave! I love how Meg uses bronzer! I adore how Meghan barges in front of her husband and can control him like a puppet. Empowered. I love how she can always find a camera 
to bravely look into. Her ability to lie about hers and her husbands family and is awe inspiring. The best part is how thankful, grateful and dignified she is as she uses her husbands title 
whilst working so hard at bringing his family into disrepute. I’m truly moved to a single tear and even some sobbing with my hands over my non tear filled eyes with a camera crew and 
Hermes blanket for company. Brave. Inspiring. Compassionate.
This is why THEY removed the dislike button.
Does anyone think they’re reading these comments?
Master class in narcissism!
I love the way Harry is a Traitor to his country, he is so inspiring and I am in awe of him.
I love the part where Harry packs all of his uniforms to take to America even though he could only wear them behind closed doors in private with Meghan.
Absolutely ridiculous and a total waste of time. Can’t stand these whiny hypocrites!



The absolute epitome of making money off of your celebrity. Not even mad at the Hustle.
I can't stomach watching the trash trailer, so I went straight to the comment section 
 😂
Why did you want to make this documentary ?   Well. they are paying us $100M, wouldn't you ? and after almost 4 years of leaving the Royal Family, we can still dig up (or should I say 
make up) shIt on them ? so may be if Netflix pay us another $100M we will make another.
They are so kind and thoughtful to everyone but manage to cut ties with their own family members…. How respectable! What an example!
Schmuck and Schmucker
Au contraire! Netflix know EXACTLY what they are doing! 😹😹😹😭😭😭🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥💩💩💩💩💩💩
They removed it from youtube or netflix platform?
Do you see the dislikes under THIS video or on the netflix platform?
 @Susi Susanne  I think under this video but with the Google Chrome extension :>
 @cutie pie  Okay thanks! 👍
Sugars hitting thst button over and over....
Now now, she was in 90210 going down on one of the stars! That counts for something!
Well said! 👍
Hoo!!  Nailed it.
 @Ainzleeriddell  🤢🤢🤮🤮
 @Ainzleeriddell  that was her only convincing bit of acting! It was almost like she'd done it a lot...🤣

I loved the red lowcut dress she wore to a veterans event where the dress code was black! She looked so elegant and dignified, especially when pushing Harry away from his chats.
 @Sharon M.  lol lol good one 😂
I hope Omid Scobie is!
 @Ainzleeriddell  I have been trying to post the proof that the photographer photo used in the Vid is for the Harry Potter in 2011, not fot them, but they kept deleting my proofs so I think 
they are reading everything. The reason why they deleted my comment is I have photographed evidence :<
Gold
Good decision!
This is pure entertainment.
Me too
We all did
@margaretszlabonyi2488 Jailed for treason? Either you’re a straight up lunatic or simply one of the dumbest people on earth. Let me suggest you invest in a quality dictionary and look up 
the definition of that word because when you write drivel that is so unhinged/uneducated, you convince nobody.  🙄
Love these comments. Let’s get them to more likes than the trailer!
I'm sorry, I'm only here to read the comments, and they are so entertaining.
Stopped subscribing to Netflix because of this pair. Sometimes you just have to take a stand against people who encourage lies and hatred, even if it is just by stopping a subscription. This 
is something we can all do.
I love it every time Harry gazes at Meghan soulfully like a neutered Irish setter.
Didn’t they want privacy ??  What’s this - Netflix, leave them at peace …
🐍🐍🐍🐍🐍🐍



That's what I'm here for, the comment section because I know it is bound to be awesome.  I could care less about H & M's ridiculous show.
  And..... I haven't been disappointed,  some of these comments are hilarious 🤣
My favourite scene was when Mother Theresa says she was inspired to do all her work with orphans by Meghan Markle
Harry is correct, "No one sees what is happening behind closed doors", but we can smell it, and the stench is obnoxious and invasive.
Love how they went to dinner with Eugenie and her hubby on a patio so the photographers could get a better shot. Hypocrites
For folks who whine about privacy, why are they in my face so much? LEAVE ME ALONE, Megan n Harry.
I loved the part when Harry abandoned his scheduled visit to honor war victims to go to the Lion King premier with his wife and lovingly begged Bob Iger to give her a job, bravely saying 
“she does voiceovers, you know”. 

Then when his wife laughed and said, “yes that’s the whole reason we’re here - for the pitch!” , it brought a tear to my left eye thinking how selfless these two are; to brave a Hollywood 
premiere instead of doing Royal duties. They taught me that service is truly universal.

And that is all I need to see thank you. The rest will be explained away through the media. I won't  be lining their pockets or adding to their Netflix ratings. You are both despicable.
She's such a shit stain of a gold digger.
First we “heard” your side of the story w/ Oprah which was full of lies. No one feels sorry for you sitting in ur multi-million dollar mansion crying about how good PPOW look and act. We’ve 
all heard the story and don’t care. LET IT GO and move the heck on. This is why there are so many dislikes. Shut your pie holes and live your private life.
I love the part where Meghan lied 17 times in an interview, such beautiful words full of love, kindness and compassion! I was inspired by her greater than life imagination and sensitivity! I 
tear a single tear… on the left side 😪
I loved the part when William, Catherine, Camilla, and King Charles read all these comments. Brought a year to my left eye.
What garbage!  This is the most ridiculous crap I have ever seen or heard. No Meghan I don't want to hear your "story" at all.
It is truly heartwarming to see that people here are not deceived by these two con artists.
I love a success story of a shady yacht girl and wannabe married a prince & being loved by the whole world but shows her true self along the way.
I love another story of narcissism, and love how people blindly adore them..the similarities between Meghan Markle, Amber Heard and Elizabeth Holmes are incredible. The other two are 
fully exposed this one still fooled some people. Love it
RIGHT DESCISION. I HOPE YOU TOLD NETFLIX THE REASON FOR YOUR ACTION.
Yes, I certainly told them.
 @nzlander  👍👍👍
I'm here in New Zealand and I have done the same try prime video
This made me howl 🤣
Harry is stoned 90% of the time.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
I just fell off my chair
Thank you! I’ve been wondering what that gaze reminds me of…hilarious. 😅
BEST COMMENT 😃😍👍💕
🤣🤣🤣🤣 winning comment!
Classic, u rock!
😂😂😂😂😂 hilarious, yet true..
I'm mad at you right now bc I'm still recovering from Bronchitis and making me laugh this hard set off a horrible dry coughing fit.



STOP, IT IS TO ACCURATE! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
You, dear, have won the internet tonight!!
He probably has to do that, because they have a 'love story' to sell. The twitter teens believe it.
That brought a tear to my eye. Left eye. 🥲😂
😂😂😂 😂😂
😂😂😅😂😅🤣😅😂
I think it’s unfair to Irish setters though!!!
I had to Google the meaning of a neutered irish setter
Dead🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hilarious!  This made me laugh out loud - perfect description of Harry!
Truth 💯
an apt description.
😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
THANKyooou! I knew it reminded of something but couldn't find the words to describe it. 🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
I'm dying 😂
Top comment surely 🤣
edibles.
😂😂😂😂
Best Comment. Winner, Winner Chicken dinner for Madame W!!
Genius comment
You win the internet today my friend, well done, comedy gold!!! I’m dying. 🏆💀🤣👏
You win .  Funniest reply ever.
I ve read this a few times , it's a snort funny, sadly
 @Sarah D  Their hair gets strangely sparse and non-floofy when neutered. Consequences. Sad. Left eye itchy, must scratch. Oof missed eye, got head.  Bald now. Sadder.😁
😂😂😂
Didn't you also love how Bob Iger gave them $3 million for their charity that was meant to be donated to elephants that no one can account for, not even Disney. That's when Disney got 
pissed (also because the elephant movie flopped) and said "Meghan Markle needs Disney more than Disney needs Meghan Markle".
Lol--that's not all she does,  need some yacht shots.
That was pretty epic. Got her a job!
Taught me that service is Universal ........
 Studios.
And the elephants didn’t get the money … alledgedly…. Ar$ewell kept it.
 @darren marsh  😂😂😂



 @Tostamixta Bifana  Let's be fair, they probably kept 90% of the money and used the rest to buy her book to get it on the best-seller list for a day. No wait- I mean give it to kids for $5 a 
copy. The unsold copies have been slipcovered and now serve as furniture. Some proudly hold up her computer. A few were used as toilet paper during the Great Toliet Paper Shortage of 
2020.🤣
Bravo!! 
Darren lololol very witty indeed !

 @GDILuvthesePeaches  Meghan showed us that those copies DO serve as paperweights on her desk. Perhaps she hands them out on the school run? She mentioned in the Cut article that 
she keeps a spare backpack in her car to give to her security, who gave it to give to a homeless man on the corner. Her level of selflessness never ends. My left eye is full of tears.

 @OFH  I’m aware of the many many lies this woman has said, my favorite is the one when she said that people in South Africa danced on the streets like when Nelson Mandela was freed, 
when she married Harry 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 so embarrassing people from South Africa saying it was not only a lie but we’re very offended she could compare herself to Mandela!!! 
How about the lie that she saved her child from a “fire” in the “unit” they stayed in South Africa ( but nobody ever saw anything, not even smoke) 🤣🤣🤣 how about when she said 
people calling her white child the “N” word 🤣🤣🤣 with NO evidence of that at all… she is really pathetic!!
Don't we wish they would wake up!
 @Lisa Madeleine Smith  but they are probably just as bad.  maybe not the princess - Kate.
Oh, even better for me? Thanks to Tom Bower’s book? I know that Meghan & Harry are obsessing over these comments and screaming about libel suits and the 1st Amendment being 
“bonkers.”  It makes me want to cry…one tear out of my left eye.
 @M Chrysogelos  🙄
I'm laughing so many tears from my left eye! That was great!
Don’t forget Jody Arias and Casey Anthony..She shares a lot of their traits as well😈
Do we get to meet Archie's real mother?
I love the part where the ice troll murdered her entire party of warrior elves but then Harry made his sword a ramp and she one spotted the troll. Made an old man cry
I'm so loving the comment section 💗😊😊
200K dislikes!
hope this ugly hag and harry get their karma soon..
This is one reason I canceled Netflix. 
Also what are they doing to contribute to society? Just 2 more leaches on society.
I loved how Meghan said her mother had told her to never leave the house without sunscreen. How true!
Imagine being so whipped by your wife, who cosplayed as your mother in order to get you to propose (Ew), that you let her trash talk your grandma a few weeks after her death.
I love the part where I cancel my Netflix. 
HBO, Hulu and Prime are enough for me.  (Single tear falling from the middle of my eye)
I love the part when Meghan revealed her pregnancy at the wedding of Harry’s cousin princess Eugenie, that brought a tear to my left eye. That was very generous of her and very classy. 
Tissues, please!
Ohh my days !  I think I got away with it.  The little ginger fag won’t know what’s hit him when I send the rings back
I love the part where she humbly admits that she did her 40 million $ celebrity & no family allowed wedding which she charged Charles for for us (bc we're so vain we wanted to see a 
pretend black celebrity princess no 1 knows win) & she had a simple imaginary wedding in their backyard by the chicken coop with the bishop. I knew she was the real inclussive sincere 
gold digger Cinderlyin' chick. Left eye drowned in oceans of tears.



I love the part where Meghan is so good at making announcements about new projects and then forgetting them. I love the cerebral text of the literary gem that is “The Bench” and I love 
how smart Meg is when she plagiarises others words and pretends they are her own. I love the way she reminds us she is super smart when she throws words into a garbled salad. Inspiring.
I love the bit that even though she turned up to the Queen’s funeral dressed as a mix between Batman and the wicked witch of the west, she was upstaged by a candle.
Has reached the magic number of 200K dislikes and 19K likes. I think it might be a new record for Netflix.
I loved that the pictures of Meghan crying didn’t make her eyes look puffy, her face wet or nose snotty.
I love the part where multitudes of hundreds of photographers bombard them for pictures because all this time I thought the only photographer chasing them was the one they have on 
speed dial from Backgrid. Tremendously generous of them to call the paps on themselves.
What a load of shit. Yep believe the woman whose lies have repeatedly been debunked.  No credibility. Not watching. ‘Why did you decide to do this?’ Basically for fame and money. 
Pathetic.
Pathetic. I am embarrassed to call myself an American.
A lot of bitter people in this comment section. 😂😂😂 Might I suggest getting a life and stop being mad about a man choosing to marry someone you don't approve of as if your opinion 
matters. Sheesh.
And Lilibet's real biological mother.
Yeah, especially when she wasn't even pregnant.
 @Steve A  She just had too much cake!
 @brah  or she's full of sh*t
😂🤣😂🤣😂👊
And talking about plagiarism, don’t forget the “nobody has asked if I am Ok” (originally played by Diana)
But did it bring tears to your left eye?
 @1+1=2 not 3 really? I think Rachel Ragland has delusion, sorta mental illness. If she thinks she’s Diana…..
Priceless!
Give that candle a Knighthood!
Arise Sir WAXALOT!
🕯🕯🕯🥲🥲🥲
We are with you UK, King Charles, and our favorite Prince and Princess of Wales.
And yet you're here?
I'm suffering from severe sleep depravation. For the past 2 days I've been unable to tear myself away from this comment section. It's hilarious. 🤣😂🤣
I love the part when a giant candle 🕯 covered Meghan’s face during HMTQ’s funeral. She looked so humble and down to earth on that very moment. Those captures made me shed a single 
tear from my left eye 😢
I love the part when….no wait I just really hate them both 😢. So stunning and ….
Stop trying to Meghan a thing. she will never be Princess Di! Harry will love to regret marrying her.
Henry and Meghan star in: “Made him woke, now we broke”. “Extra victim edition” ensures Meghan receives your poor people money in under a week with Zelle.
Love how concerned H was about their security but his loving wife managed to roll down the window during the jubilee so the common people (photographers) could get a good look and 
photo that got published.
I love the part where Meghan is  hellbent on convincing the world that she is the reincarnation of Princess Dianna.



I love the image of the wall of paparazzi… from a Harry Potter premier apparently lol
Even to this day I get weepy thinking of how Harry opened up about their struggles and pain they’ve overcome. I mean imagine getting cut off financially from your parents at 37. They’re 
so brave and inspirational
@annenisbet2872 I don’t require any medication, but since you suffer medical delusions about people you don’t even know, perhaps you should put down whatever is causing your mind 
to conjure things that don’t exist.
I especially loved hearing her describe how she works quietly, behind the scenes until she’s ready to hit the ground running. Great work ethic.
They both need to get a real job.
I loved it when Harry wanted her to meet is Grandmother the Queen and she said yes because she loved old people.
I love how she believed the RF would drop everything for a slice of her first Birthday cake during the Jubilee.
Words cannot express how much I don’t give a shit about this
This is a real entertaining show, how a family gets to live in a real fantasy mansion and trash their families. They even have a fantasy that this family show, the people starring has royal 
titles.
Very entertaining  ! 
Oh I just got it, this is based on a true story 

Next minute please
History repeats itself in the UK i see. The rich elites had little slum playhouses so they could pretend to be poor and miserable for fun while still inside their mega estates while actual poor 
people were miserable and not having a good time outside the gates These hyper delusional, insane, and sociopathic elites need to be guillotined.
Scumbags.
I love the part where Meghan bravely turned her back on her whole family, got her mistreated and misunderstood husband to do the same to his family, ignored an old dying granny, and 
bravely made the Invictus Games a fashion opportunity and platform to heap praise on each other instead of the athletes. Heroic. Someone please give them an award! Such compassion 
and generosity…I’m wiping a tear from my eye - the left one.
These comment are awesome!  Hey Netflix, maybe you could publish a book with all these comments!  You MIGHT make some of your back!😂😂😂😂
No one sees what's behind closed doors because nobody cares about these two creeps
Is it possible to nominate a candle for a medal bravery and service to humanity? Afterall, one look from M and the candle could have melted.
She looked her best in those pictures😂
I loved when BBC announcer pointed  out in real time, "The Queen knew this sanctuary, cameral locations  and her service by heart and had every detail just how she desired and that 
candle blocking Ms. Markle was intentional!"   OUCH lol
Lord Lumiere’ to the rescue!
 @Susan Mont  her acting has come a LONG WAY since those  D-List days!!
 @Cheryl K.  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
that candle deserves an Oscar 🤣🤣🤣
The candle was decapitated shortly after.
 @RM  Don't you believe it. It's in a secret temperature-controlled vault under armed guard. It is a national treasure. Unlike the one, whose name must not be spoken. 🕯  
That candle was racist
When pigs fly!!!🤣🤣🤣🤣



The Harkles wanted to film at Diana's grave site at Althorp Hall, but Charles Spencer said NO! 
Imagine Rachel draped across Diana's headstone, one tear, left eye, go!
Utterly repugnant creature! 🤢🤮
Harkles truth isn’t the real truth……….
I loved when both of her husbands said at their weddings now she has the family she never had. Thomas and Dorito were even surprised at the first wedding in Jamaica when they heard 
that.
i think you meant to say someone please buy them an award.
Don’t worry they bought one for their bravery.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
To be fair....her sister and father are pretty shameless. Everything they've done up to this point has been nothing but EMBARASSING.
 @Gerdi Schaefer  I think there was a previous wedding to Joe G. which was annulled. She's been the bride in three weddings.

 @RedShoes29  I used to think they were embarrassing hangers on as well. I didn't pay any attention at all to Harry and Meghan besides from watching the wedding and wishing them well. 
After the Oprah interview I looked into it more, turns out Meghan's family were right all along. Don't worry about them embarrasing Meghan, turns out she's shameless lol.
At first i thought when the brother wrote a letter to the BRF to stop hapless harry from marrying their nasty step sister was a joke
It  turned out .. every word of it was true .. her markle family told the truth after all
Love H & M  . Can't wait to see this!
Just hope that both of you will keep working on your marriage. Praying for both of you. No child wants to be a product of broken home.
The most entitled, privileged whiners on planet earth.
This isn't a documentary it's garbage
Charlatans 🤣🤣🤣
Quit Net Flix when they started with the series for Pedos "little cuties"...this farce of a trailer just reinforces why I will never subscribe to this disparate media platform
The part when her Spotify production team tried to force her to change the title to Stereotypes and Meghan stood her ground! What a strong, independent WOMAN! The greatest mind of 
our times, I’m getting goosebumps just thinking about it.
200.000 dislike, hey Netflix? are you this dumb? where is your quality content?
I love that for her 40th birthday she inspired her friends to give a whole 40 minutes of mentorship to unemployed women. Huge fail. Maybe they didn’t give a crap about her birthday or 
plan. But it was lovely of her to announce it like it would Really make a huge difference to woman.
I've been considering lately which streaming services to hang on to and which to cancel. Netflix is a cancellation today! Their judgement is very poor.
Liars and traitors
Up to 199K dislikes and 19K likes.
The part where Meghan was a Deal or no Deal briefcase girl, and was upset that she wasn't appreciated for her superior intellect.  What a travesty.  Anne Frank has nothing on her when it 
comes to suffering.
I don’t understand why "our" side needs to be told when absolutely no one on the alleged other side has ever bothered to mention her/them in a bad light publicly. The only one publicly 
throwing shade is this half assed actress. Makes me laugh so hard I cry...from my left 👁.
I loved the wedding where Meghan invited so many celebrities she had always wanted to meet and only one person she was related to.
199K dislikes!
For how many years have these royals been using the victim card now !??



I loved the part where they highlighted Meghan's  love for children  by relating how she forced a three year old to wear  leather shoes with no stockings so her heels would blister , then 
encouraged her friends daughter to bully and tease the girl while calling her fat ..such tenderness, compassion and caring. I know everyone wishes they had a Mother like Meghan...
NO,  Rachel Rag-land! IMO, you have already been called out as proven liar!  Thought we forgot? Soaprah Lie-fest (over 17 lies),, Funding Freedom debacle in court,  Flop-cast on Spot-a lie 
& now, IMO, Tom Bower book has confirmed your despicable character & bullying behavior!  Hope this is a spiral downward for Douch-Ass & her Pric Hair-wee! Take "your truth", paid 
PR/alleged Sugars with you too!  Boycott & will NOT fund your lifestyles!

I love the way Harry and Meghan often go without shoes walking in long grass with a camera taking pictures in soft focus as the sun sets and the breeze ruffles their hair extensions.
You’re deluded
You’re as creepy as Harkles
Two narcissist as parents. No one can help the kids
Cheap reality show
Go woke go broke netflix
Why use the correct word when an incorrect one will do? Like when Meghan says “guttural” but means ‘visceral’. 😂
She didn’t name her kid stereo
See, that's the important part...the announcement....the rest...meh...who cares ( in her mind)
Ex royals. They left the BRF since 2020 and they married on 2018. 4 years of drama from that Bimbo Diva………
That little girl is Princess Charlotte.
Mommy Dearest.
.. all because the little girl is third in line to the throne.  This is really what is bugging Harry and Meghan.   Delia Morris
Meghan mummy from  the HELL🤣🤣🤣
No more wire hangers
Sends a shiver down my spine.
Wasn't it her brother who said she shouldn't be allowed anywhere near children? Personally I've always thought she looks awkward around children...
She was just mad because Princess Charlotte's legs were much prettier than her ugly sticks.
Hair on one and hair club for men on the other one
And can walk in stilettos over Veteran’s graves
Two classless self-absorbed people, they make me sick. This girl came from a broken Dysfunctional Family, came into this poor Sap's life and effed up his whole family. She is trash. Even if 
you take trash out of the garbage, you still have trash.
🤢🤢🤮
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣the comments are great to bad the people in the trailer ARE NOT! But could have been if they weren’t so into themselves and hateful towards family
I liked the part where he acknowledges his real dad
she just wants to cause issues for everyone around her for revenge.  MM is so evil and selfish human being this show does not make us feel any better listening to her since she never listen 
to anyone but herself.  tell her to shut up! and live quiet life she wanted.  She is a pure gold digger!
I'm NOT watching this Netflix.. sorry 😂
Surely will watch it because: "Meghan has documents to back up everything that she said on Oprah's interview. Everything," Gayle King said on CBS This Morning on Tuesday March 16, 
2021. I believe stronger team and lawyers already assigned to protect them both and give credible evidences on their statements in the docuseries.



At least you don’t hear the lies but these pictures are funny🤣. I mean who shoots a video of themselves in very private moments Only BAD ACTORS! Seriously I thought they wanted 
privacy. Their a joke🤣. They might make it as comedians though.  That could be their next gig🤣
I’ve only come for the comments .. the rest just makes me want to cry a tear from my left eye
How about you grow up.  Everyone has problems you are no exception.
betraying your family and country for a trashbag. what a piece of trash. just like his momma.
I love how people think they’re not racist but love to pick on Meghan being a mixed raced as if she’s not good enough to marry a prince 🤣😬 we get it sis, you just jealous
Meghan is a true narcissist!! Shame on her for keep dragging the Royal Family through the dirt!!
A c*CK and a Witch! disgusting human beings.
I love the part where she says her whole family is toxic. His whole family is toxic. All the people of the UK are toxic and the British media are all toxic because they pointed out her endless 
lies and didn't fall for this, talentless, gold digging grifter. 
So brave. It brought a single tear out of my left eye.
Commentators on YouTube pointed out that the paparazzi photo in the trailer is actually a photo for the Harry Potter premier event, has nothing to do with H&M. How manipulative! Very 
typical of the Harckles. These two have sold their souls, $50M a piece.

I loved the part where Meghan admits in an interview that she can produce a single tear from her left eye on queue and then proceeds to do exactly that at HMTQ funeral. So inspiring 😂
I love the part when they did the Oprah interview and trash and lied about the Royal Family whilst Prince Philip was lying in the hospital dying .
I loved the part where Meghan's moon bump falls to here knee's and then goes home and takes it off and throws it on the bathroom floor!
I love the part where they say they did the documentary because the millions left to Harry by his Great Grandmother and Mother and given to him by his Father was not enough so he had 
to betray his family to get money.
Another of her narcissistic delusions.
What? Meghan is mixed race? When did that happen?
Don't forget her first husband Trevor and her bff of 33+ years, Ninaki Priddy who, were also toxic and cut out when Suits was renewed for season 2
 @P Alisades  She has an endless list of "friends" she ghosted after she used them throughout the years.  She, so far hasn't called any of them toxic that I know of.
Funnily enough, she was unable to do it in the interview. Thanks to mentholated tear stick for the fat tear embedded in the thick spray tan
That's true Prue 👍 But she needed some help to produce a MAGIC TEAR .
A tear that is thicker & one that will not roll down the cheek.
A tear that will stay in position while Netflix films her sad scene & the whole world witnesses her great love for the Queen.
A tear that will enable the most iconic shot that will be immortalised in history.
Thank you TEAR STICK  
🎬 💄 🥲 💧 📸 📽
No thank you for the white smudges on my left glove though .... 🧤
And wipes the tear away with her middle finger
Ugh.. that was just so contrived of her.



4.7 million views / 19k likes. 

Netflix this is what is called a superbly bad investment 

Best title would have been 

“Character assassins”

“Jealousy gone wrong”

“Exiled to the Americas” 

“Gag fest”

“1000 ways to be a victim”

Seriously Netflix 😂😂😂 y’all deserve this bust
I loved the part where she swatted away the elderly aides hand when alighting from the Wallis Simpson car on her wedding day and then went straight from bridezilla to demure bride 
 a true thespian, nearly touched by an old person 😱 but the show (spectacle for the plebs) must go on, so brave so determined!!
Release Date: Never
Oh look a cute documentary about rich or priviledged people having the same effed up family problems as us normal folk
The level of hypocrisy of these two...  Amazing...
I'll only watch if they show the Moonbump and a certain someone her natural form, aka abusing and bullying everyone around her and not the facade she tries to portray
I had no idea how serious of a problem oppression was until hearing their stories. If oppression is reaching even the worlds wealthiest and most powerful people now, then we need to 
reexamine what we know and start taking it way more seriously before it's too late. Peace.
If either of these two attention hookers every had to live a normal working class or lower life they would fall to bits.   In less than a year they would be in a mental hospital. It seems the 
easier people have it in life the more they complain.
Fake comments, look, they start with I Love.



This soap proves without a shadow of a doubt these 3 (the harkles and Netflix) are a bunch of grifters. Like amber heard did with her fabricated dv evidence even before her wedding. The 
harkles were already fabricating their soap...aka the character ass*ssin*tion of their families....even BEFORE THE WEDDING. So its not them putting the record strait or revenge....they 
started the deals and staging of photos (end*ngering the safety of his family in the process) when they just started dating. These are grifters nothing more. 
* meghan couldn't hack it in Hollywood so now she thinks she created a series with her as the main star...a julia roberts type love story. Its why her family wasn't even at her wedding...it 
was a networking event nothing more. She doesn't love him but is using him for clout. This soap proves it. 
*And harry just wants to hurt and destr*y the people that cared for him cause he is a destructive hate filled little creature. Its why he sought out bad pr in vegas and why he dressed up as a 
n*zi and called a Pakistani soldier raci*l slurs in the military. He just liked endangering and damaging his family for cash and attention. And he 100% deserves whats coming to him. 
* and netflix with the crown and now this monstrosity. They just like att*cking innocent people for cash...like their pedo movie. Thats what Netflix is....scum on the bottom of the gutter 
hurting innocent souls for cash. Grifters the lot of them. Disgusting. But that soap does prove their characters without a shadow of a doubt. Its bad intend even before the wedding! What 
disgusting people. I will not be watching this nor anything Netflix comes up with ever again. Cancelled the Netflix subscription. My money will not be helping these grifters hurt an innocent 
family for clout.
I see a rich, naive, depressed, privileged person who didn't get enough help and a narcissist who scooped him up like a trophy.  Harry doesn't know why he's depressed or angry, but he has 
an American libtard actress there to tell him it's his family's fault.
Oh ffs that one unflattering photo of kate is not aimed at meg but rather an irritated look from all of them toward the cameraman..  it’s a moment  in time. Sometimes photographers can 
get annoying . I would also give them that look.. if they flashed blady everywhere..
Time to cancel Netflix! Sick of the lies , they set this up since the wedding! Pathetic garbage! Prime is so much better.
If she gonna tell one more time about the  TV commercials and how she changed the world I swear I'm gonna unsubscribe Netflix!
🤮🤮🤮
Hawy wanted to protect his family from his family 🤔¿?, from that same family that protected him after the Lady Di accident? May his actions be the result of a huge resentment for being 
the “spare”. MM did only capitalize on that feeling, and now she is cas$hing him big time on that. Why she did not make a docuseries about her relationship with HER family? She has 
enough dirt there. All in all, I feel pity for that guy, his awakening will be brutal, but both of them are disgusting.🤮
I love the part where she wears Diana’s favourite perfume on her first date  with haz (who is he?) So innocent so naive so just Me. Tears left eye from Australia.
I love the part where Meghan wails, cries and invokes racism all the time while not inviting any of her black relatives to her wedding except her biracial Mom, how thoughtful and sincere of 
her.
I like the part where she proved Samantha Markle correct.
I liked the part where she told the late Queen she doesn't own the word "royal" then tried to trademark the word "archetypes" because apparently she'd like to own that word ... truly 
inspirational!
Well said. Showed her true ignorant side. I wonder which eye she saw his trying to be helpful hand with....???
It’s kinda like when the audience starts the wave at a large sporting event.  Not fake…it’s organic…authentic…best versions of comedic selves.
I love when the sugar bots start to chime in.

I love the part when people speak when they don't know what they're talking about. Lighten up, friend. Despite Meghan's ridiculous claims, there's absolutely nothing at stake here.
It's called sarcasm
Right, out of all the perfumes in the world, she just happens to pick Diana's favorite scent for their first date. I thought she said she didn't know who he was.
Her mom isn't biracial what are you talking about.
Since when is Meghan’s mom bi-racial? Cause she’s not.
Who cares.



 @Ashley Rogers  research her genealogy.
 @MuvaofPearl  true.  At the most Rachel Ragland is 75 percent white.
 @Onahway  

Doria has mixed race on her father's side coz her grandfather Jeremiah Ragland's mom was a white woman - Texas Mahalia Hendrick.
 @Ashley Rogers  

Doria is mixed race on her father's side coz her grandfather Jeremiah Ragland's mom is white - Texas Mahalia Hendrick.
How do you know she didn't invite family members. If the nasty media had known they would have hounded her family. They did it to her mother, they would have to her friends and 
family. We don't know everything about their lives. You don't get to know the guest list.  We can both support who we want, but they have a right to tell their story. You can choose to 
believe the media if you like but have an open mind for their story.
 @Hearts Fanatic101  86% Nigerian I bet
 @Katherine Thomas  okay then provide a web link or internet site where  her black relatives have photos of them in her wedding day.  I assure you there is none existing.
 @Hearts Fanatic101  so why do family have to post everything. When I go to a wedding it is not my place to post the couples special day. The privilege is for them. People do rude things 
all the time and feel like they can show everything. When I go out with friend we don't post our gathering.
 @Onahway  Actually she is. She stated that she was called a "mulatto" as she was growing up, because her family was mixed race. So basically, Harry's wife (I won't use her name) is only a 
quarter black, if that.
 @darren marsh  clearly the race of this nasty gold-digging skank’s mother is crucial to out welfare. The apple does not fall far from the tree. Doesn’t matter what colour the damn apple is. 
What matters is that the apple is rotten.
 @Katherine Thomas  nasty media! Did you not read the positive headlines before her true colours were revealed. How can anyone in their right mind defend this lying narcissist. Please 
look at the overwhelming evidence, geeeez🙄
 @Janie Reader  why do you have a problem with harry and meghan loving each other. Harry is so happy, why can't you be happy for him. So you won't be looking at Netflix and that's ok, 
but don't comment on what you don't see.
 @Ashley Rogers  yes she is.
 @Onahway  , have you seen a photo?

@katherinethomas1637  he needs to tell his face he's happy. A truly happy person wouldn't constantly complain, denigrate others & and live their lives looking backwards, not forwards.
 @Katherine Thomas  its not the couple’s photo you have to post, its the black relatives photo attending the wedding with Rachel Ragland and harry…there are none, because no one else 
were invited except the biracial Doria.
We know because the Ragland family have said themselves they were not invited.
KATHERINE is yet another delusional, easily fooled SUGAR to be ignored.
I love how Meghan didn't have any black friends before she married Prince Harry. After of course, she had "friends" like Oprah- (ya got "Markled" Oprah), Gayle King and Serena Williams 
but not Beyonce or Michelle Obama 🤔
And her half brother correct
Brilliant lol
😂 she couldn't even get that right either.. I belive her podcasts are about 'stereotypes' 😂
I can think of a word for her, but I don't want to be silenced.
 @Kaz  INDEED. Idiot 🙄



…And then she ate a dictionary to claim ownership of the English language in which she frequently annihilates, unabashedly.
 @Victoria Hicks  Narscissist
That and the snarky "service is universal".  Very wrong to speak to the Queen that way.
I love the part where Harry the non ray cist wore a NA zi costume.. what bravery n courage .. my right ( not left) eye is shedding one teardrop 😢
.004% of the people that watched the trailer liked it 😐
I thought they told their story with Oprah????
Is the candle in the doco??
SHUT UP you b*tches. It is their TRUTH. What's wrong with that?
I find it hilarious that people enjoy the comment section and not that monstrous documentary Netflix is making. Thanks for laugh everyone.
heard about this trailer, but the comments are even better! lmao this couple just hopeless XD
I didn’t know this was a comedy!  It’s hilarious.
These comments! Deceased 😂
I love the part where her narcissism doesn't make sense and must be unpacked to find her authentic and multi-layered tear from the left eye that has no intersectionality with the right eye 
but definitely is racist and colonial and must be peeled back.
If M wants to entertain us, let’s hear what Jessica Mulroney has to say.  You know she knows the tricks and games. Now that would be worth watching
Personally think people should end their netflix subscriptions for this. I for one have cancelled mine and will not be watching this bile.
No we've heard enough...lost your  credibility on Oprah...such narcissism..please go live the quiet life you wanted...how many more millions before you shut up
Okay … I don’t wanna talk about Megan like idk But for Harry I have so much love! 
I have a feeling that he might have been fully ignored by many after Diana passing away.  His brother is heir to the throne so obviously he was given attention. This same child had a 
rebellious teenage years and all. Maybe Megan was the only love he felt after her mom passing. 
I don’t think I’ll be normal if my mom was killed when I was like 12& the world is  reminding you about her death throughout his life. Also having rumors that the monarch itself (for him it’s
 his own people) killed his mom. And father got immediately with his mistress and got married.  So you don’t have your mom or dad. It just granny he loved& that is also the queen who 
had tremendous amount of work,and the media is covering every single bit of his life and we are here criticizing him loving wife and family 🙄. Although Megan can be right or wrong 
there must be something Harry saw himself that happened that he think affects his wife and made him fear that only person he has for himself is also getting into trouble so they will take 
her away too. It’s just they are trying to clear the air and getting into major shit holes like everyone is taking advantage,Oprah did Netflix did someone else will too …so idk I support prince
 Harry ♥ cause he is saying things about  his family and cousins did to him I’m sure shit has happens to us from our relatives it’s just no one knows are relatives or us 😂  so yeah! 
Nothing but love♥
I loved the part where a month after the release of the documentary, Meghan files for divorce because she had no idea who he was, and just realized he's a full-blown racist who wore a 
swastika on his arm to a costume party. Oh, the humanity!
All these negative comments yet they are right here watching them.
I loved the part where megan lied to oprah stating she married harry twice once in secret and once in public and she was actually debunked by the Arch bishop of canterbury who pointed 
out that was illegal and did not happen...........hilarious
A documentary about wealthy talentless virtue-signaling troglodytes making a fortune playing the victim.  Thanks for the absolute sewer garbage Netflix.
Can someone please explain to me what these 2 have ever accomplished that warrants an entire documentary being made about them?
I love the part when Netflix reveals to them that the viewership for their ‘documentary’ did not reach the threshold for them to dole out the millions of dollars in financial incentives 
written in their contract. 😂 Evidence supported by cancelled subs and the interminable list of YT comments.
😂😂😂😂😂
What's wrong?? Really???   IMO,,,it's because THEY lie!!



Oh good grief.....sadly, children lose parents at a young age and live emotionally healthy lives.  He has his family, and wanted for nothing....you can believe the conspiracies, but it was really 
simple....two people married who did not love each other, and so they divorced.....happens every day.  Markle took advantage of Harry's emotional fragility.....
have you lost your parent? cause I have and it's not easy.
& its not an everyday thing you know in his context cause if it was normal i don't think think this much of people will even comment on this post 
im just saying i feel bad for harry 
Oh, I just clicked on the video and immediately paused it, I am just here to read comments. I didn't watch the video. Not even 1 second.
nothing/ just love crying racism and make money from being related to the royal family. oh they love freebies
Harry probably paid Netflix a huge amount to produce this documentary to get some bloody ole peace from his narcissistic wifey.
Both of you should be ashamed, but especially Harry for doing this so soon after his grandmother’s death. Get a damn job and just drop the act already. Nobody cares!
Im confused. 🥴 they ask for privacy and now making docu. Pls enlighten me.
😂😂😂
Clearly this will fail because @Netflix didn’t title it “Meghan & Harry” - ya know, misogyny!
I love the comment full of deplorable and miserable racist losers, commenting on 2 people tgey hate as if they were obliged to. They will also give the show great ratings for sure. Because 
they actually obsessed with  Harry and Meghan
I love the part where she calls the family and the institution racist, and then she insists on using the title that identifies her as one of them.
My favorite part was when I was watching this inspirational propaganda piece I began to choke on my own vomit, Meghan jumped through my TV screen & successfully performed the 
Heimlich maneuver.. so authentic, so perfect! She reminds me of a cross between Nelson Mandela & the little mermaid! 
I love the part with the hordes of paparazzi tormenting them... That paparazzi shot was taken at a Harry POTTER premiere in 2011. 
These two are certifiable-and one would need a lobotomy to watch 6 episodes of this duo's pageant of mental illness. After 60 seconds, I'd gladly pluck out my eyes, were those images not 
seared into my brain. This trailer needs a warning.
First-world issues. PLEASE!
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤬🤬🤬🤬 Shut up you pices of shit! Life is not oppression olympic. You are bitter and pathetic soulless people! Go hang out with your kids! Oh wait, never 
mind.....🤡🤡🤡🤡.....🍅🍅🍅🍅🍅🍅🍅🍅🍅.
I love the fact that Netflix paid for their rubbish using the money they get from people who are struggling o pay their bills.
Can’t believe Netflix don’t see through Meghan 🇬🇧…yet 😂can’t wait to see the nose dive , I have Netflix, only at Christmas, but won’t be watching there lie fest car crash , not that 
desperate 🇬🇧
Don't even bother with trailer, the comments section is where it's at!
Can’t wait. Bless em both!
This sucks better than any Dyson ever will. These two are deplorable 
I love the part where Meg had all these loved up, expertly framed photos taken as evidence of a perfect relationship, and made sure she documented and recorded everything over the 
years, just in case one day she had to do a tell all with Netflix. Such a visionary.
One thing that I hope is in the next part is them sitting at their Olive Garden double marble desk, heads together, calling their BFF Elton for use of his private jet. The trip to Chunga Changa 
and the North Pole to save the penguins has been delayed far too long with their schedule jammed with awards and photo shoots.
I loved the part where Harry left Megan, got his marriage annulled, found out the kids were not his, and apologized to his family for making the biggest mistake of his life in marrying 
Megan Markle. By the way, Megan, we have heard your story, and we don't believe one word of the BS that has come out of your mouth. Also, the comments section is WAY more 
entertaining than the trailer for this irrelevant documentary.
I love the part where Rachel showed up to her own wedding without ANY friends
Its alright. They are only sharing their most intimate moments with their photographer and  6 billion of their closest friends...



😂😂That’s what I thought too!! I bet she’s so mad 😂😂😂😂
Bingo!
🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣
Right! Netflix needs a warning for this trailer: will induce nausea and could lead to death. Glad you're ok, friend. . 😂
Oh, hey Meghan I knew you’d show up sooner or later
 @M North  I think he’s talking about them. Not us in the comment section.
 @M North  LOL . What part of the comment are you referring to? The whole paragraph is against the vile couple of Monteshitso 🤡🤡🤡 You are delusional💩💩💩
including, of course, when she crying in private. The camera were set up to get the angle just right.
I wonder if they also filmed engagement “roast chicken” 🤔
 @G. M.  if the stakes get any higher they can release that gem on Only Fans. 😂
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  
Only Fans is where the Harkles deserve to end up.
Both can use their yachting experiences behind and in front of the camera.
Harry...one tear...left eye...go for it.
 @G. M.  🤢
This!!!!
Brave
And invited Harry’s best friend Skippy to the ceremony not the reception despite grate crashing his reception in Jamaica. Duchess of Hypocracy.
These two hypocrites got a show???
I love the part where the only member of her family who was at the wedding was her mum. She's such a big family unit  type person.
I love that she didn’t do the British Citizenship because even Harry couldn’t get the answers.
I can bet you this documentary come out Is part of the reason the POS queen die she probably was worried about what Harry was going to expose because you know that family has a Lotta 
dirty secrets there’s no good people on any side
When I feel sick and cry from my left eye, I also invite a cameraman with a camera and spotlights to film me.
I love where Meager rejected her father, and the racist King, former Prince of Wales was forced to standin and move the pitiful victim down the the church walk in her marriage to the 
spare.  Such racism, that is truly offensive to sensitive souls.
If they get a chance to really explain themselves I'm sure we won't think they are just spoiled brats anymore.
Trash wokester couple.
How's the ratio working what 4 u?
Ratio doesn't lie!!!
Ur nothing but desperate internet hoes
This is satire....right?! Like Spinal Tap, except Harry and Meghan aren't in on the joke and Netflix is. That has got to be it, Netflix is trolling Harry and Meghan.
Prince William’s half time show has been comedy gold.
Imagine being the some of the most privileged people in the world, and always talking about how oppressed you are.. and by their logic, the trash man who happens to be white has 
privilege and is the oppressor… cancel this BS show
I wish they would close the door! 😂



I love the part where they included stock photos of The Harry Potter film premier  paparazzi photos from July 2011 as if it were for H&M and the photo of the British children welcoming 
Queen Mary in 1938.  Not sure how those children had anything to do with The Sussexes, but I did shed a single tear (from my left eye). It was quite painful…. Hollywood at its best in 
creative drama.
I love the part in which they admitted that they were 'two parasites', really was inspiring, I was crying without stopping, how exciting.
Prince William and Princess Catherine everyday ❤❤❤
I love the part where Meghan planned her $40 million white wedding, invited people she had never met and called it a spectacle afterwards.  She was so honest and vulnerable describing 
the intimate 'real' wedding she had 3 days before. So humble, gracious and grateful - brings a tear to my left eye.
Merkel the wierdo, who stalked the royal family, she managed to reel in Harry has a husband, who by the way, if he hadn't of been born into the royal family, would probably be making 
baskets in a day center somewhere, who will take serious anything these two say, after numerous proven lies, they spouted to Oprah, they are a joke
Hahahaha the comment section is LIT😂😂😂. You guys are on her ass 🤣
Billionaires with rich people problems. I could barely pay my electric bill last month. Cry me a river friggin elite jerks. You'll wake up one day Harry and see her for what she is. Until then, 
keep complaining about your easy ass existence.
The one who was in jail? It was sublime!
 @Maru Hdez  yes 😊
bc both dumb af
Yes!
❤❤❤
I’m CRYING😂😂
What made the wedding 3 days beforehand all the more stunning and brave, was that she actually married herself, in an outstanding act of feminism and self empowerment
Oprah's look of shock when she realised she was sitting right up front with the family, not at the back where she was expecting to be, said it all...
I thought it was oh so kind of Meghan to complain about the smell of a chapel, that is over 500 years old, and wanted to spray air freshener for everyone who was attending - so they didn't 
suffer the smell. So kind and thoguhtful of her.
She made that wedding a spectacle. Royal weddings are Spectacular!
I think I might love you.
Poor MEME the Narcissistic left eye, one tear cable actress 🤣🤣🤣🤣and Just Hawwy……….with no money of his own, only mommy, daddy, grandma and grandpa. I am crying one tear 
from my left eye again!  Liars 🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥
Lmao 🤣😹😹😹😹 your comment gave a tear to my left eye also 😂😂😂😂
😂🤣😂🏆
 @Samantha  from both eyes? Or just the left one?
 @Samantha  but just from your left eye?
😂😂😂😂😂😂
HELP 😂💀
Bahaha!!!! Lovin' every bit of this!!!!
The best!! Hahahaah🤣🤣👍👍
 @Queen of Kingsbury  Nobody said she wes the brightest bulb out there. She got the words mixedup - easy mistake right?
I love the part where she makes Archie call her mummy, Duchess of Sussex.
I love the part where Prince of Wales and Catherine, Princess of Wales are humble, serving, elegant, while also being down to earth and caring.  Prince of Wales is a true gentleman 
because he does not bash his family to the world, nor does he whinge that his Daddy did not give him enough money.



This is such a laugh. How ridiculous and vindictive. They have never stopped talking about themselves.
I love the part where the first episode will air Dec 25. The day King Charles will make his first Christmas speech as King.
Money, the answer is money!
with garbage like this the netflix shareholders better be worried
If u need money, there’s sth called Work.
I loved the part where my home town was shut down for 2 days for security and filming and we couldn’t get access to our local supermarkets or shops (but hay ho!) beans on mouldy toast 
kids, stop moaning ! this is a fairy tail wedding, history! the Prince is marrying an American and she’s Bi racial too!! and we walked 3 miles to embrace this spectacle, we cheered and waved 
flags and spoke with people of many cultures who had come from much farther than we had, the sun was out, we were all elated, and now We wished we hadn’t have bothered because it 
was all fake and they married 3 days before, yep the Archbishop is a liar
Troll.
I love the part where she acted as if she was crying while a 3000 dollar Hermes towel is draped on the couch she is sitting on, how posh.
Homewrecking bitch. The prince certainly is slumming it. No wonder they were virtually disowned.
Harry and Meg are simply da worst.  100 mil for what?  That's the part I hate.
I just came to read some comments and give my 
It doesn't matter what your name is!!!!! Lol
How a 37 year old man can whine on about his sad life and mental health, use the death of his mother to stay relevant is beyond disgusting. Im sure his ex girlfriends are thankful they 
never married him. You cannot change from being a well loved member of the RF overnight. This  jealous has been with him his whole life prob. Just took trash like markle to bring it out.  
Rachel wasent able to keep her many faces on, the public are not stupid and seen right through her. He just never had the balls to stand up for himself.They are both as dirty as eachother. 
They cannot compete with the TPPOW who is beloved the world over classy kind lovely people. Just saying
Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah
The only talent she has is THE CLAW(S).  Best wishes to your Dad and Sis!
I love the part that this comment section is 100x more entertaining than the Netflix production.
I love that the woman and man in this documentary cared so much about their privacy and wanted no titles, that they moved to a mansion in California...... beg for security... and have 
engagements for the past couple years that rival a famous rock band on tour.

she talked  about its not beeing so easy to belong to the royal family and when you know that king charles was the mind behind the wefs build back better i can see they have some secrets 
in there closed,there slogan is after all "you wil own nothing and be happy"
am not saying i stand with meghan but maybe its good to know youre things first before attacking her,there is also footage of naked people escaping from the palace so whats up with that.
allot of people have a bad habbit of attacking others without knowing the full story.
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yes, and apparently the commercial immediately before his first Christmas speech as king and immediately after will be the advertisement for the SPARE book 😠
"why did you want to make this documentary?" Bitch, really? they are starving for attention 24 hrs a day seven days a week, that's why.
love the part where meghan gathered the infinity stones and snapped half the population away
If 25.2 million have viewed this and only 19 K have given it a thumbs up, does that mean the remainder of the 25.2 million are thumbs down? Guess Netflix wants us to do the math for the 
thumbs down.
My favourite part was when Meghan proudly looked at Harry, patted him on the head and said “That’ll do donkey, that’ll do”
Literal. Tears.



RUN Harry RUN!
I love the part where Meghan is asking her assistant if she should address her dad in the letter as  "DADDY" since this WOULD PULL ON THE PUBLIC‘S HEARTSTRINGS!

One tear, left eye -GO!
Is this for the same audience that watches Bundy? They want the thrill of disgust watching the dreggs of humanity?
I love the part where MeGain & Judhaz are currently shrieking at Netflix execs like the wicked witch of the west & her cowardly rodent sidekick, because they allowed this comment section 
to exist, & they're literally melting from the actual truth. Mirror Mirror, on the wall.. HOW DARE you reflect anything other than MY truth at all?!
I have to admit it's admirable that these cretins had this doco as a twinkle in their eyes since day 1.   Little did we know that it was scripted Harkle theater to be the "proof" of their "love 
story". All those lucky candid pics that only Rachel seemed to miraculously know which way to turn her head for the $ shot. The claw, the Stepford Husband behavior back taps, the 
pathological lies, the desperate need for attention, for this ?!?!  hahahah whadda JOKE !
I love how they wanted privacy so bad that they moved to Montecito CA and made a Netflix reality show. Classy.
I love the part where she said  "Titles dont  matter, the biggest title for me  is Mum"  and Linked not Ranked, but only refers to herself as Princess /Duchess of Sussex , demands to be called 
Duchess of Sussex and also demands titles for her metaverse kids. SO BRAVE , STUNNING - SO CLASSY AND DOWN TO EARTH.
“When the stakes are this high”
What stakes?
What's all this "I love..."? Be original in your (entirely accurate) critique. What are you, lemmings?
Is africa still dancing on the street celebrating MM ? Will they dance and hold a festival in her honor after the release of this netflix series?
The comment section is gold! 🍿
They did Kate dirty with that picture
Would Mm claim netflix are racist people for opening the comment section for the world to sing allelluyah on this traumatizing mm and hh netflixbull crap series😂
Careful netflix as Mm might sue u in the end .. 
she does not like to be criticized ..
She wants the world to call her the most beautiful and the most envied the most gracious the most kind the most intelligent the most oppressed victim .. u dare not like her then she will 
just say the wold could be racist for not loving her in thesame way she
Loves herself so much…
They are so irrelevant no one cares prefer William and his wife classy couple.
I love the part where they were in such fear for the lives of Meghan and the child FOR THEIR LIVES that they had someone taking professional photographs of them in their most private 
settings before they left the UK just in case they got a Netflix deal and wanted to try as they could to take down the BRF who were here before them and will be long after they are gone. 
Brought a tear to my left eye
Nobody knows what's going on behind closed doors? Um, hello?? That's as it should be! They are exhausting! The most privileged cry-babies on this planet while they hurl unsubstantiated 
claims from a gated community in Montecito. Pathetic.
👏🤣
This was literally the best one yet!
💀💀💀💀💀
(Gimme 3 seconds!)😢
🤣🤣

Methane seems to believe that her fictional "acting" in the fictional, daytime TV "Suits" soap can be taken seriously in the real world. Does she think everyone is so dumb? She's nuts.



The comments are totally, utterly brilliant!  No need to look at the teaser, we already know what they're like.  I hope Netflix now get the idea of what people really think of their Superstars. 
NOT MUCH, as it happens.  Thumbs down for removing the unlikes, which by far outnumbered the likes, but thanks for keeping the comments open.  Laughing so much I'm crying, (a single 
tear out of my left eye).
I love the part where the Pulitzer prize winning security camera captures all those hidden moments of joy, love and vulnerability. My god the poor things.
these two are the epitome of Good Charlottes's LifeStyles of the Rich and the Famous 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where paparazzi was expecting to take photos of Meghan in 2011, Harry potter's premier.
who's gonna waste their time hahaha losers
I also loved the part where Harry revealed he is the love child of Princess Diana and her red-headed bodyguard.  We finally know the truth.
Waste of oxygen there.....And 11 thumbs down to every thumb up.  Thats a great business decision there Netflix.
Just here to see these clowns roasted in the comment section 😂😂😂😂
Why in one of their  photo Harry was made to look like John Lennon, hear their  
lieing  stories  that we have heard over and over from them  and proven that they are liars
Is she going to include her family and how she won't have  nothing to do with her father cause his white  talk about rasim
I have canceled my Netflix subscription. No way am I going to contribute to a company helping these two liars. I know I'm just one person but I'm done with Netflix.
Meghan has a way of twisting around her words to suit herself. She had an unblinking way of throwing people under the bus so she can come out on top.
Wow
As the Brits would say, bollocks!
I love the part when Meghan came to Harlem and  read her book "The Bench" to those school kids  while Harry sat with them utterly rapt listening to her soothing voice! She inspired and 
motivated me to raise my left butt cheek to let out a noxious gas which brought out a tear in my left eye.
I came to see the new comments and 😂
I love the part where they didn't do a documentary because they want privacy
I hope they show all the out takes especially left eye in 2
I love that part when she was caught taking photos in the Cambridges home, specifically of the children’s bedrooms. It’s all about privacy and thoughtfulness round here, especially to 
young children. The left eye is tearing up at the consideration shown.
It's obvious that the media, youtubers, and the royals PR reps have succeeded to turn the public against Meghan & Harry without knowing what really happened behind close doors. I hope 
they are able to withstand the venom being directed their way.
I'm at the point where I firmly believe Netflix is allowing these comments to remain open on purpose. I think they don't like them as much as Variety does.
'Cuties' did it for me. Just sayin'.
Me too, I'm jumping ship, bye Netflix.  Not a penny of mine is paying for treacherous liers
Then used the children for a photo op without parental permission.😊
😂😂😂
Hahaha too funny
😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣
🔥🔥💀🔥🔥
 @Gerdi Schaefer  And 'H' (I call him 'H') was filmed roughly pushing a Black child away from him.
 @Faux Imposter  Kind of like the Nasty Peglosi did to ?Maiya Flores? daughter - after she won a seat in Congress.
Hugging strangers children without asking them during covid too...
 @M Chrysogelos  YES! So progressive of her...🙄



She got kicked out and back to Canada for that stunt. The press took photos of her being escorted all the way to her plane. She got Harry back by lying about being pregnant when she 
crashed the wedding in Jamaica. But then…she’s lied plenty of times about being pregnant
Ok you know sth we don’t know. Yet. 😉
 @M D  Everyone knows that, you dummy.
Meghanut and Hairy brought all these to themselves. They are perpetual victims. The royals haven’t said anything about these two traitors publicly
No,  they manage it all by themselves!
constant interviews and the proven lies and half-truths they always tell did it for them
I love the way Netflix have shown us what privacy means and how you can get paid for doing walkabouts..unlike the service of the BRF where they do it for free....lthe bravery of cash and 
carry in such ridiculous expectations.   PS does this mean we can have the wedding money back?
I will watch the show and hope I change my mind but my gut tells me this girl is nothing but trouble. Viewer be ware!?
😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🥲🤣😂😂😅😂🤣🥲
🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
The “stakes” are NOT high. You are both pathetic losers.

As I read through the comments, the one thing I keep thinking of is how Harry's mother was literally killed by the obsessive need to know every molecule of Diana's life and how the public 
fed upon every picture, every word, every misstep, every sad look, every handshake, every article of clothing, every facet of her relationships. And I think about a little boy and his big 
brother walking behind their mother's coffin in front of the entire world. I'd rather hear more about Harry than Meghan, quite frankly. He is the one with star power, not her.
I think now we need document about Harvey Weinstein from his perspective right? You just hit the new botton wokeflix.
I love the part when Meghan's left eye fought an heroic battle to keep the single tear from slipping, then controlled the speed of that one tear to halt just as the picture was taken. Magic, 
empowering and brave.
why ppl so mad?
Stunning & brave. Brave & stunning. 6 out of 5 stars. 
11 out of 10. And should be nominated for a Nobel Peace prize...at the very least. 
Well done Netflix, you truly understand your audience so well.
I love the part where Meghan becomes so desperately infatuated with being likened to Princess Diana that she eventually takes a trip through a Parisian tunnel and fulfills her wildest 
dreams.

Leaky left eyes across the land.
Moved by the classy way she batted away the polite gentleman who tried to help her out of the car on her wedding day!
I loved the part when he met and married an American divorcée, gave up on the Royal Family, left country and everything/everyone behind, moved  abroad to France, wrote a biography 
using his royal title and lived a life of obscurity until his dying day.
What was that? Wrong Windsor?! Oopsie-daisy!
Hard pass!  

No one cares about either of them
Harry and his poorly chosen wife are a disgrace on both sides of the pond.
My favorite part was when she morbed all over reason and sanity and human decency. Let's Go Markle.



I love the part where Meghan, with Samantha and Thomas Jr's help, throws a big surprise party for her Dad. It brought a tear, not just to my left eye but to my right eye too. Family means 
so much to Meghan.
Literally the last show I would ever watch
So fake sick of the victimhood
I love the part where Harry & Meghan showcase their comedic chops. Who knew they could be so outrageously funny? Hiding their light under a bushel which is so like them. I also love the 
synchronicity of the Netflix  show dropping at the same time as the Prince and Princess of Wales arrive in the US to unveil the Earthshot winners AND NGozi Fulani’s attack on an elderly 
woman who traumatised her when asking, legitimately, where she was from at a global event to raise awareness about domestic violence. It’s spooky.  But It rightfully shone a light on the 
environment and domestic violence without taking away from these two very important coincidences. I’m in awe at how they manage to read the room. I also like how the two survived 
the poisonous palace with their characteristic humour and youthful love intact. Shedding a tear. From my left eye.
I loved the part where Meghan tried to imitate real human emotion. She is one of the greatest pieces of evidence for the reptilian overlord conspiracy.
Do you see the Oprah interview, hear snippets of her podcast or read/listen to interviews, she wouldn’t know the truth if it hit her in the face, besides her, he’s a disgrace to himself, family 
and his late Mother and I would think if she was alive would be shocked to see this type of behavior.  The marriage wouldn’t have happened if Diana was alive
I think you need help to want to hear about either. When he's dead he won't even be  a footnote...
Brilliant!
😂🎉
Thank you TEAR STICK  
🎬 💄🥲💧 📸  📽
You did the magic for my iconic fake pr propaganda shots for Netflix & the world .
Aren't I the most lovng & beloved granddaughter-in-law to the greatest queen on earth ?
One tear, left eye, Go!
Because they are liars, users, treated our Queen like a piece of......, accused her husband of dying to stop them talking and above all are nasty pieces of work.... neither have any honour,  
morals or scruples. They will do anything for cash and there's a name for people like that..ho ho ho tis the season...

People are mad at those two traitors for there constant lies, bullying, wokeness and jeolousy. Why can’t they live there best life in privacy and stop dragging there family down with them
Yes, and Netflix must have had a hand in that timing … so I’m shedding one tear from my left eye for them too, because I think what they did here was appalling and that there might be 
some backlash coming their way. Poor Netflix.
 @M H  , so glad Ted Sarandos' wife was able to air her documentary on her father on Netflix...definitely not a sweetheart deal, was it?  Netflix is becoming a cesspool.
 @Barbra Luce  I haven’t watched it but it sounds awful. I dropped Netflix when they sided with Meghan and Harry.
 @M H  Yes, I for one have cancelled my subscription...
 @M H  I think I dropped them right before Les Mignons. UGH.
User/liar +Traitor/liar = Netflix Garbage!
99% of mean comments (and almost always unfunny) are from females. Just scroll down.
I thank the Good Lord these two pathetic grifters left Canuckistan for PedoWood! Thanks Netflix!
Next they'll be making a documentary about how Netflix did them dirty with the editing (which is probably the case anyway!!) A stupid, deluded, naive and unrelatable couple. Their 'doing' 
is their own 'undoing'.
I love the fact, that they care about their privacy so much! Moving to LA, Oprah tell all, podcast, Harry’s autobiography and now 6 episodes of reality tv show - all of this just to keep their 
privacy!
I love how the upcoming Netflix series called " Comments Section of Harry and Megan" will  be the multi award winner 😄



I loved the part where the Markles desperately wanted to stay as half-in royals with all the perks without the responsibilities, but when told no their story changed & claimed they were 
escaping the racism & abuse of the monarchy/press. So stunning & brave- it brought a tear to my left eye in only 3 seconds!
Netflix  why can’t you do an expose on all the left over footage ! I’m sure you’ve got lots of tantrums melt down especially from the man baby formally known as Prince
She's so oppressed
Just when I thought this couple could sink no lower, they do it again, they are nothing but dispicable. Meghan's bitter jealousy of the beautiful Kate is obsessive. I wouldn't watch this 
documentary if I was paid to see it.
No one cares about the hardship of the suffering rich. These people are wealthy, privileged and narcissistic beyond belief. He's a weak punk, simp and she is a freckled faced c-list actress 
that got lucky and married into wealth. They make millions for doing absolutely nothing while the rest of us have to work for a living. Harry and Meghan are a joke they deserve all the pain 
and "oppression" life can offer them.
I love the part where they made no plans to see the ailing queen before she passed when they were in the UK. Self-promotion and footage for Netflix should always come before family. 
Stunning and brave.

The lies told on Oprah Interview was enough...The world has real problems to deal with than to see two 40 yrs old ungrateful ex-royal brats complain about their non-existent PETTY issues..
I loved the part where I realized I still found Harry to be a Cuck and Meghan a twa t

I loved the part where Meghan manipulated Harry into leaving and betraying his own family and country, and called his family and country racist. Such love and compassion, particularly 
how she timed her remarks to coincide with major events such as William and Kate doing tours, Queen's jubilee, and when Prince Philip and the Queen were on their respective death 
beds. It was almost as touching as her criticising and ignoring her own father even when he had major medical issues. Such a compassionate, kind and caring woman. Not!!!!
Love the part when she screams at him (off camera of course) to bombard his Granny in the last months of her life demanding cash. A master class in service.
🤮
"When the stakes are this high", doesn't it make more sense to drop the royal titles that represent the royal institute you claim is so racist, instead of clinging to them for money? If you 
were really about it-you would have.
😡👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
I love the part where I don't give a sh*t about these two 🤗
Hi bot!
Love that those issues didn’t bother them before they heard the word No and bank of Dad is CLOSED. Life is soooo hard when you don’t get your way. Pass the tissues.
Yes!! People seem to forget this little bit of info!! 👏👏👏
Yes, the tantrums and jealousies displayed for the world when the Sussexes didn't get their half in half out deal. No deal from the Queen. 😃
Exactly— hypocrites- pick a lane…. They would have stayed w/ the allegedly racist RF of their petty demands had been met.
😂😂😂😂😢
Remember the part of the Oprah interview when they said they'd go back
Exactly, people seem to forget that it was only after The Queen nixed their request to continue as working royals AND pursue commercial, for profit activities at the same time, that the 
duo walked away. It's been payback ever since. They were dying to remain a part of the BRF, but they wanted to milk it for personal gain and were told no. This is why they won't give up 
their titles; that's their biggest draw to get people to throw money at them.  Harry and his wife are both incredibly entitled, with not an ounce of gratitude.
 @Suzanne Kirkwood  But only if they get what they want. It must be hard on them to learn that what they want they don't always get.
Yes and the press called the fake son the N word..yes right, where’s the evidence? No one uses that word in the UK, she never fact checks her lies…sloppy Meghan. If you are going to race 
bait at least get your facts straight.



Oh, yes! But I especially loved the part where they hounded the cancer ridden Queen for a photo op with the namesake she never approved of having as per Harry. So very inspirational!  It 
made my left eye simply tear up…once.
As the great philanthropist and philosopher herself once said, at the end of the trailer for her heroic Vanity Fair PR piece, “Compassion in action. Game changer”…..
Causing me to shed one singlular tear from my left eye,
Meghan, The narcissist Drama Queen of Montecito.
But not before they made the british tax payers paying for their wedding...
okay karen
 @moviefan  Hey WOKIE!
Harry is reprehensible and responsible for himself. Meghan is reprehensible and full of 💩.
Don't let the Ginger Judas off the hook. He has been a POS for years!
 @moviefan  Yeap in front of the proven truth, all you brainless "pig flying believers" isn't answering with counter argument that makes sense because you can't, you just "karen" 
people...how pathetic is that!! How frustated you must be the be proven worng all the time an so overwhealmly!!
Are Oscars also awarded for acting performances in documentaries?
They are people, human beings like all of us are.    (bots excluded 🙄)

Please show kindness.  

You can disagree and dislike someone without being mean, harsh, and nasty.
Just disappear please
There bonkers

The comments here are pure gold ! I wont SPARE a minute watching tedious  doco,but I could read the comments all day long,what a blast .My left eye is dripping  tears of laughter.
Why does this video show a stock photo from a Harry Potter premiere at :30 of all the cameras. 

Come on Netflix, don’t pee on our legs and tell us it’s raining.
The part at the end of episode six when Harry looks at Megan, drops the claw, says ," My God, what have I done?" jumps on his polo pony and rides off into the sunset, as  the screen fades 
to a single tear running down Megan's   left eye
I love the part where Meghan didn’t mention she bullied her Palace staff relentlessly, making them feel too afraid to ask her if she is ok, then later complain on TV about it. I also love the 
part she started accusing RF of racism only after the late Queen said they cannot be half in half out when Meghan wanted to commercialise Sussex brand and skip boring duties to serve 
local communities of Britain and only focus on mega deals such as Netflix. 
Her ever changing truth and narrative bring one tear in my left eye, it’s so moving!
There is so much wrong with her I don’t know where to start or finish. For now I like to mention that awful maternity dress that was a badly fitting designer tent that cost 100,000K which is 
precisely 3 years salary for me!! And she wasn’t even pregnant!  (Allegedly) get over yourselves and have some humility, the general public are really struggling right now, most are having 
the worst time of things.
This Netflix trailer is an abomination, they have had no family trauma, Harry was troubled way before Diana died. He needs extensive therapy and so does she, she needs to become aware 
of her raging out of control narcissism : if that is at all possible. In the meantime, for the love of God..shut the F up and leave our Royal family alone 😡



I love the part when she told us "No-one knows that, but we called the Archbishop and we just said, 'look, this thing, this spectacle, is for the world, but we want our union between us".
 So humble........ tear rolling down from the left eye.
I love the part where Harry was heartbroken when the Sorting Hat assigned Meghan to Slutherin - it was such an emotional moment I couldnt stop crying.
Netflix, you are the best! I was having a bad day and these comments have really lifted me up and made me laugh so hard!!! I love the part where Harry went back in time and learned 
guitar from John Lennon.
I love the part where Meghan convinced her BFF, Jessica Mulroney to let her use her cottage so that she could then have some private time with Harry.  Then when she got married she 
used Jessica’s kids in the wedding and ignored her entire family (minus her mom).  Nothing says a a real person like stalking a man, pretending to own a cottage and using someone else’s 
family as your own
The truth has been suppressed long enough.
Meghan Markle and Harry ❤
To be Strong 😍
That photo of the journalists taking photos of them is a stock photo. Check out the Body Language Guy. The only ones photographing them are their own photographers!
Rofl, hypergamy. C rate actor who married up.
Meghan Markle and Harry ❤
To be Strong 😍
Harry and Meghan, pls stop. We really don't care. You are making a fool of  yourselves.
Hey Netflix, an idea to recoup your $100million distastefully spent bucks on these two woeful drains of humanity... an 8-part series of all these comments... funniest show in years
But it's just so much fun 😀 These comments are pure comedy gold 😂
If they were people like us they would not be on Netflix screaming 
"Look at me look at me! look at me! Look at meeeee!  Now give me that $100 million!"
It's made my evening!  We are in good company.
I love how they are such a fun couple and give us these hilarious comments to read
That’s what I’m doing
My left eye is also dripping tears of laughter and my right eye decided to join in.   These are hilarious.
😆
You left out the part where Meghan didn't mention she bullied Princess Charlotte with the help of Jessica Mulroney and her daughter Ivy, called Charlotte fat and ugly. It takes great, 
empowered archetypes like Meghan and her cronies to bully a three year old child.
......especially when the Arch Bishop denied it happened.
 @K P  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍👍
🤣🤣🤣
:) ☆☆☆☆☆
Very good👍
🎶Imagine no possessions. I wonder if you can🎶

"No Hawy!! Not that one!!"
and then when her mean girl bff got called out for it, mean girl MeGain markled her faster than you can say sociopath, bc it was bad pr.  So much loyalty.
recollections may vary.



bots are finally waking up
 @Lil G  They are everywhere! Whats more they are so easy to spot!
Narcissists and bullies have a strength all their own, and their own truth, too.
 @Lil G  Stay strong documentary critics, you have defeated the Sussex Sugars, now here come the bots....
I really feel sorry for them.
 @Lil G  lol I'm not bot okay. Shut up your mouth
 @Lil G  the grammar gives them away.
bot farm, hello!
Bot
👎DISLIKE
Good grief!
I loved the part where their mouthpiece Scoobie Doo tweeted to the world that if William's Earthshot awards - his equivalent of the Invictus games, & a genuinely beautiful initiative 
intended to ACTUALLY try to help the world- was the superbowl, than this Suss Ex-Royal trailer is the half-time show.. it was just so reminiscent of jr. high school mean-girl pettiness & 
bullying that I didn't even have enough inspired left-eye tears to cry!  Such class the Suss Ex-Royals & their lunch table squad of loyal plastics (literally, in scoobies case) are constantly 
demonstrating to the world.  Truly humbling.. it really makes me want to be a better person, just like them.
This is so funny,  it's like the Brits don't understand how going viral and staying relevant works.  If you want someone to become irrelevant,  start acting as such.  Otherwise you're 
contributing to their successes 
I love the part that they both honestly think and believe they are relevant, interesting, and impactful by playing victims. And that Netflix enables them. They are so craving for approval and 
admiration. If they use their fame and positions to just be positive People, doing things without motive of destroying others or being notorious for financial gain, perhaps the world will love 
and admire them again. I love the part at the end of the trailer "when the stakes are this high..." - what stakes? The crown? It's not a game! Her complaining about William and his family 
will not make Harry king. This gold comment section gave me the answer - $100M from Netflix.
The only thing they haven't shared YET ...is them having SEX. I sure hope they do it's supposed to be her biggest ASSet
Another preaching session from Netflix! Sounds like something I should avoid! I dont even use Netflix.  Haha.
Likes: 19K
Dislikes: 194K
Comments: 27,095
I love the fact that they hate the RF but want titles for their kids and themselves and name children after royals even though they are racist 🤣
I so love Meghan's huge sacrifice in donating her famous green dress (ill fitting and beyond ugly), that she "wore" to her final Commonwealth service, to be used as a drape for the 
unveiling of the Princess Diana statue at Kensington Palace.  What a steward to the environment!!  I cried so many tears--left eye only--such an eco warrior!
How many times are they going to subject us to , Their Truth, Aka a pack of lies ? Oh yeah, they’ve got nothing else to sell.
👍: 19K
👎: 194K
💬: 27,095
I love the part where Her Majesty the Queen says ‘Recollections may vary’  It really described the honesty of Meghan Markle. Best scene by a long way. 
Well that was the nail in the coffin for Netflix..I've unsubscribed.. I will miss it, I might even cry but just out of one eye...the left.
Sickening. You just couldnt go any lower Netflix. I would threaten to cancel my sub- but I already did when you announced this evil sack of lies.



I just know there are plates flying at Montecito with this comment section. 😂

Thank you for the laughs. Will this couple ever become self aware? The world may never know. 🤣
I love that part when Doria told Meghan “Don’t give the milk away for free” and by jove, she didn’t, she took as much as she could get for free. Stunning and brave, left eye, tear.
After reading all the comments what more to add! Amazing that Netflix would squander their time and effort and money to such a self-centered egotistic and hypocritical couple and in 
Megan a person.
In this time when so many suffer economic hardship we are really supposed to feel sorry for them?

Ok for the record I am African American, I grew up in DC.  I can categorically state that when it comes to families talking about the possible skin color of a baby it happens all the time.  Even 
when both parents are African American. Not only skin color but hair type.  Especially if one parent is light skinned (red boned) and the other is dark.  This pearl clutching scene with Oprah 
was faked as they all know it's part of African American culture to do this.  No one is insulted or upset about it.  (To be frank most times they are hoping the baby will be light.)

Harry and Megan playing the victim is an outrage and a complete fabrication.  And sad to say white folks fall for this crap every time.  They are profiting off this victim hood.   I've never 
heard a single black person lament about the treatment of Megan, not a one if anything they talk about how lucky she was to snag Harry.
two privileged woke trash claim to be victims
enjoy the 20k likes vs 200k dislikes
What do you dislike, the Markle's lying, money grubbing, grifting narcissist behavior, or the fact their behavior is being held up to their faces on this Chat?
Excellent observation, love the Suss-ex pun!
 @OFH  that’s Scobie Doo’s specialty! He’s never evolved from middle school mean girl pettiness!
Brits? I'm German and there are people from all around the world commenting here. Why? Because we despise self-obsessed, manipulative, bullying liars!!
 @Lil G  🤣🤣🤣 then stop talking about her every comment makes them more popular duh that's common sense.  I don't even care i just find it hilarious how ya can't stand her but her 
name is always on your mouths

I'm an Asian. I'm only here for the comments and to ask Netflix if they could make a different documentary. You're just as ignorant as the alleged Brits you were trying to bring down.
What success exactly, Sugar?
 @Lil G  yep, Oklahoman here  ..and we Okies recognize grifters and liars a mile away
 @Random Names  Poor sugar....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their eyes and realize  that Markle is an empty space who never loved them because as a narcissist, she 
can only live herself
 @Verna Leep  every comment you add makes this pop up in people's YouTube feed.... you're helping to pay her bills.
 @Random Names  Well Netflix have to get their money back while they can.
I'm thinking there wont be a second $100 million contract!
 @Green Cloud  as much free press and buzz you give them, would you be surprised to know it's an entire deal they signed with Netflix not just the documentary? Lol
I would weep constantly from my left eye if the world gave either of them another chance. I am too impressed by the lengths they have gone to, to destroy everyone and everything 
around them. No exceptions. Apart from the mother...
This is hilarious!
Thank you 🙂
Iconic reply 👑
Her majesty had a way with words.



 @Daisy Jones  so iconic, possibly the greatest clapback of all time, &, bc it was HMTQ, pitch perfect classiness.  What a legend, I miss her on this earth, but I'm grateful she doesn't have to 
suffer through this.  I'm just so sorry for what they put her through in her final years, when she should have been able to reflect on her extraordinary accomplishments with the support of 
her family.  Like all good grandmothers.. but in her case, she was also the greatest Monarch of All time

This is so satisfying. Reason being, if you watch Lady C, you can predict the comments will be full of people who hate these two. Same with many other YouTubers channels - you can guess 
the general opinion of the viewers. But Netflix? Anyone can have Netflix, lefties, conservatives, wokesters, normal people, trans loons, normal people, fans of the Sussexes, normal people. 
You get the idea. So from a fairly random demographic of all ages, both genders (yes, there's only two), just everyone.....out of every 8 people, 7 hate the Markles. That makes me happy.
That part when the camera crew followed her through a museum and she suggested putting a dress on the Tyrannosourus Rex because she misread its name was classic Meghan!
I love the part where Hagrid appears and says "You're a wizard Harry" - it was such an amazing plot twist it just blew my mind.
This comment section  is forging a new form of community, international shared literature authorship. Oh, the literary devices! The wit! No, seriously, I’m so impressed. I don’t want this to 
ever end. Fortunately there are 25,670 comments left to read.
i love the fact that while talking about their love story in her mind she has already planned the divorce.
Like we want to see Meghan a whiny snob on Netflix.
Here we have a guy who did nothing to get his title and a c-list actor who found her simp.
Because they're narcissists, that's why, just like his mother. If Meghan isn't the reincarnation of Wallis Warfield Simpson, I don't know who is.
Me me me…look at me me me! Diana would be so ashamed of Harry. Poor William, to have his brother be like this.
Netflix, I truly hope you edited these 2 clowns show so they are seen by all as who they really are. You are shooting yourself in the foot here. But I understand that you were sucked in just 
as the RF was. I’m not going to watch this shitshow. We will decide whether to cancel our subscription based on the feedback, but if the trailer is a good representation of the content in 
this debacle, we will most likely cancel our subscription. 🇨🇦🙏💖🙏🇬🇧😂
👀👀👀👀👀👀…soooo, tf is this about again?
Netflix flashed money down the toilet promoting this garbage!
Las Vegas is taking "Bets" on when divorce arrives and Harry's Dad buys him a plane ticket in coach seating to go home and get a Job so he can pay Child Support!
REALLY..what a spoiled brat
She will never stop bitching bc it’s her currency
Nice Harry Potter premiere
Netflix is really stupid. Dropping the trailer when it did just highlights what a lemon they bought when they signed H&M on. Here you have W&C doing actual good to literally save the 
world and being honoured by the POTUS and thousands of American well-wishers in the streets. And there Netflix was broadcasting to the world that they spent millions on two whiners 
who don’t have anything to offer anyone. The juxtaposition couldn’t be more stark. The real royals vs the reality TV star wannabes. Well done, Netflix!
Ba ha ha remember the days when Prince Harry had some sway and could get social media commentators shut down? Ba ha ha IT’S OVER, HARRY!!!
I love the part where MM teaches yoga to all of us girls how to bend down, while keeping our knees closed, while wearing stilettos in our 3rd trimester of pregnancy, while continually 
smiling (catch breath). She is truly amazing and I for one, felt so empowered, it brought a tear to my left eye!
Dear Netflix,

I hope you can create a documentary showcasing the creators and recipients of the Earthshot Prize. Then donate part of the documentary's profits to wildlife and nature preservation 
efforts. I would like to learn about people that do try to save the environment. Thank you.

Sincerely,
From someone who did not feel empowered by MM's inconsistent statements and seventeen lies on Oprah.



Harry the Half-Wit Prince.
  @camilleinchicago  Harry and the Goblet of Whining
 @camilleinchicago  Harry and the Order from Meghan
 @Bolek Lolek  Harry and the Prisoner of Montecito
 @camilleinchicago  Harry and Meghan's kidney stone
I've been here for hours 😂
 @Suzanne Warnock  me too.
z-list ;-)
Love it, too funny
THIS 👌
Dear Someone
  We don't have any money left over from the $100 million.
Sorry
Netflix
lmfao these 2 woke establishment enabling pos are some of the biggest fake sjw's ive ever seen and the ratio to this trailer is insane🤣
I'm sure the starving French peasants in the late 1780's were just as sympathetic to the struggles of Marie Antoinette.
This is 'Them' living their private lives, huh?! SMH
Just came to the comment section for ‘shits and giggles’…it’s brilliant…better than a double dose of Ricky Gervais and Billy Connelly!😂😂😂😂😂😂
Not her crying on that armchair with the Hermes blanket draped over the back 🤣💀💀💀
Oh, Meghan, the stakes are SO high - has anyone asked how you are?? Cue single tear, left eye.
I love the part where an unknown actress marries a prince and after five minutes, selflessly offers to single-handedly modernize the royal family. Or the part where a social climber 
reinvents herself as champion for self made woman everywhere. So inspiring.
A lot of these comments are inconsiderate. Common events or disappointments like cold fries, a bee sting, not getting praise & admiration, can be paralyzing and crippling for elitist 
humans such as these. Just because their disappointment threshold is that of an average 3-year-old doesn't mean it's not real trauma for them.
I loved the part where she set her father up by sending him a contrived letter full of self serving statements but he didn’t leak it to the media like she’d planned so she sicced her 5 friends 
on him via People Magazine and then sued DM when he tried to defend himself. Compassion in action right there from our humanitarian! I especially loved when she was caught lying 
under oath and had to backtrack by claiming collaborating on a book simply skipped her mind. It brought a single tear to my left 👁 when I thought about her exemplary honesty and 
loving compassion. What a gal! 😂😂😂
These two are a side show - -
I loved the part where Meganut proudly flaunted her meal ticket, I mean first baby bump by flicking the side of her coat where she knows the photographers are aiming at...the best part 
was when an even more pregnant woman was recieving her award and Meganut was there to highlight the pregnant woman and the charity cause by pausing her clapping to flick her coat 
again right at the moment the camera's were flashing on the woman being handed her award. What a gracious classy duchess of narcissism she is to try steal the limelight of the humble 
pregnant woman...brings a tear to my left eye just thinking about it! Well done Meganut, you ooze compassion and class 👏👏👏😥
I absolutely loved the bit where Meghan Markle told Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand EXACTLY where the jewellery vaults are beneath Buckingham Palace….
Can’t even watch the trailer.  Pass
I loved the part where Meghan escaped the grips of the evil, racist royal family to fulfill her lifelong dream of starting a podcast, where she singlehandedly changed the definition of the 
word "archetype".  All while simultaneously making a victim of every woman that ever lived.  Thank you Meghan, for opening my eyes to the fact that I have simply been oppressed by 
society, and none of my problems are the result of my own actions.  She is truly a saint.  Brings a tear to my left eye.



Love the part where she talks about dating black men!
Not sure this will be a hit...however I think Netflix would  have a huge hit on its hands if it does a follow up reality show on what was going on behind the scenes...why the producers left 
and the outtakes of the Markles being difficult...
The part where the candle steals her performance at Our Queens funeral!
Why have they removed the dislikes? Are they afraid more people wiłl save themselves from watching those two vile human being?
I loved the part where megan and Harry moved to America to get away from all the media only to go on Oprah and sign a deal with Netflix.
Weird that Netflix shows 18K upvotes (26,655 comments as of this comment).  You would think based on the comments that would be a much lower number.  I downvoted, but no number 
for downvotes exists.  Manipulation of the numbers.  At least they haven't turned off the comments section...yet
😂😂😂😂
100
I love how Meghan embodies Feminism by using men to get everything she ever asked for. Roles. Clothes. Money. She is such a self made woman, I find myself weeping for her out of my 
left eye.
Glad I kept reading..,
 @Elaine Leep 👀 ...me too.              😎
Donna. So agree. Loved your comment. I am so waiting for the names of 'the five'. Poor Thomas Snr. Set up completely. Loving these comments.
I loved when she started the letter Dearest Daddy…just in case it got leaked it would pull at the heart strings. She’s such a fraud. ( her own words in an interview where she lied about 
belonging to the actors union)

Loved when she had to write to the courts that she forgot (about two pages of items to Obit to be included in his finding freedom dribble) about the emails with notes to be included in the 
book. Honesty supreme. The woman forgets Nothing. But forgot she sent two typed pages she wanted included in his book after denying any cooperation with his book.
She is a set up expert. 🤣
I've  wondered (when the topic comes up) what would have happened if Markle had just ignored that.
 @Suzanne Kirkwood  she’s a narcissist. Ignoring a perceived slight or injury like Mr Markle not acting as she’s plotted and planned would have been impossible not to answer. She’s a piece 
of work the Duchess is 🙄
Omg! I almost forgot the coat flipping montage!!! That compilation of wild antics and ill fitting getups is hilarious 👏👏👏
@Donna V  I think you can find it in farkles channel lmao 🤣🤣
I had never seen that but just searched it. It is hilarious. Thanks for that.
 @Happy & Polka Dots  remember the summer sausage casing cotton dress she wore the the aged actors’ home in the dead of winter?? She was flipping the coat 🧥 that day too. I’ll never 
forget the back fat hanging over 😂. One of her all time worst looks. For MM that’s saying something 😂😂😂😂
 @Donna V  Oh come on you’re forgetting the horribly fit red satin BALLGOWN with the deflated area at the chest and the overhang fat at the back she wore to an event for veterans 
where Jon Bon Jovi was the one receiving the award like it was the Met Gala when JBJ, his wife and everyone else in the room were in normal dress. It was SO BRAVE of her to be so 
overdressed and so overexposed - and she does it all while NOT even employing a stylist in her whole life! It makes this happen: 😢 except out of my left eye.
After the Oprah interview she said she was done discussing anything about the Royal life. Now here we are with her stating that the stakes are too high. Meghan we are over you in the the 
US the problem is why can’t you move on?



 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  haha! So much bad fashion but so little time.! I’ve got them all beat. How about the Jason Wu dress she wore to the Lion King 🦁👑 that was so ill fitting it 
caused a laceration to her neck? That was a post partum back fat dress too!  Yike! This is the woman who thought she could rival Diana and best Catherine for the title of fashion icon.   

I love the part where she conned Vogue and fashion houses into giving her freebies because she wore their clothes so well! It brought a tear to my left eye 👁 every time I saw her step 
out in one of those horrors like the 50k $ potato sack Dior caftan in Morocco! The British and Charles must have been soooooo pleased to see their money spent thusly 😂😂😂😂😂
Holy sh!t this comment wins the internet for today. 🏆 
Beautiful 😂😂
😂
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  I am LOVING THEM ALL!!!   I might have to come back just to keep reading!  a LOT of levity in a oppressive world.
Wondering why there is no left eye tear emoji....🤔🤔😅
👏👏👏 absolutely true
 @Venus Star  😪
Omg - I‘ve come back to the comment section for the third time. They are even getting better 🤣🤣🤣🤣
This is the reason I keep coming back to this comment section, people are still dropping gems 🤣🤣🤣
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  I get an award for this, right? 🤑
they are still there. you need a plugin to see them.
Maybe there is a number limit for the dislikes and we’ve exceeded it?
 @camilleinchicago  The next award the Harry and MM  will get is for 
" the most dislikes on one  Netflix trailer,  ever!"
downvotes were 190.000 last time i checked
It's got over 100k dislikes the last I heard. 😂👌✌
4,5 million views in TWO days! 👏👏
I love the part where Megan says she's one plane crash away from being Queen.
I love how this is not the most polished, slickest work of marketing ever made. I also love learning that you can play the guitar while somebody is holding your hand. And let’s hear a little 
clip of Harry playing while Megan is holding his hand. Or just Harry playing. I love how They just don’t seem to have the bandwidth to exist separately, they cling like adolescent first 
crushes with all the fatalism and angst snd the “but nobody understands me”. It’s made me miss middle school, how about you
She would never in a million years, marry let alone date Harry if not for his status and money🤣
Unfortunately there are alot of women like her, who don't deserve where they are.
I loved the photo where dozens of photographers turned up to cover the Harry Potter premiere. Poor Harkles want us to think those photographers are for them. And I love the way Netflix 
and the Harkles think we’re all so stupid we don’t know the origin of the photo. It brings a tear to my left eye.
I came here purely for the comments!
I can hear the smashing of plates against the wall in the Montecito dungeon, as dumb and dumber read these comedy gold comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where the trailer ends and these pair fade out. Fabulous relief.
Oh Netflix... you canceled amazing shows like The OA to polish a turd like this doc, raised your subscriptions, and stand behind people with no substance. SMH.
I love the part where I won't watch it because I can't stand either of them
I love the part when Harry said he was popping into to make sure the Queen had good , nice people around her, for f>&*^  sake



porque no ponen las manitos para bajo el número, serán millones?

I love the part where she  finds a richer guy in five years time,  drops Harry flat on his stupid ass, and the Royal Family refuses to have him back in because he's a hen-pecked prick.
Almost 5 mill views & only 19k likes 😂😂
Nobody seems to care about the royal family or it’s ex members
RENAME THE TITLE TO : GUIDE TO VICTIMHOOD 101.
A guilty person explaining her story because the stake is too high.
I loved the part where they are complete pariahs in Hollywood, the UK and pretty much everywhere else. Where no reputable agency or person will touch them with a stick. No door in the 
Royal Family opened to them ever again.  All the bridges burned to dust.  That was the BEST part! So satisfying!! ... Oh, umm...  actually I think that's the  documentary that comes out NEXT 
YEAR. I cannot wait!!
Unhinged cringe!!!!!!!!
Divorce is never the way out, My wife and I have been  having issues before I sort out help from a spiritual adviser, i wasn't going to let my marriage of 18years crash.
Thank you to all the bitter haters for giving this so much attention! One can always count on you to promote everything Harry and Meghan 👏👏
almost 200.000 dislikes in TWO days
Train wrecks produce the stacks.
Sorry, My bad. I must stop checking for the new comments!
I love how Harry is strumming no known chord!
Or the part how megan just playing Harry....for an extra 15min of fame.
I loved that Netflix used a 1938 photo to prove that the witch and her handbag are loved.
I hope she feels "SEEN" now!!!
And to tap her up for a few quid while he was there
190 000 👎
less then 5 years. she burns his money very fast, and as soon as there is no money left she will leave
still too many
They also turned the dislike button on her Variety interview. I hope the industry realizes there is no market in investing in these two petulant and entitled people.
And 190k dislikes according to people that have the plug in that can show back the dislikes
🤣🤣🤣🤣 Excellent
amazing, i am kinda in a similar situation, how did you handle it?
 @Mark Reeves  well not the orthodox way but i was referred by a friend to a spiritual adviser and healer.
 @peter kagwi  please how can i get in touch with the spiritual adviser?
 @Mark Reeves  Her name is Sylvia Regina White, and she is great at what she does.
you can look her name up online and you will find all you need.
 @peter kagwi  Thank you for your recommendation, i will look into it now.
hey omid, your all alone here today?
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Mum! They started it!
Soooooo this is basically going to be about how she completely ruined his life and how he’s too dumb and whipped to see it? Yayyyyyy for all of us to have to be forced to witness it all 
when we all wish they’d just go live under a rock somewhere.



Rumor has it that Meghan was offered the role to be the next Black Panther but she decline the offer stating that she's too white to play the iconic character. So stunning, so brave and so 
humble.
The part where Meghan's Christmas gift to staff was a t-shirt saying "It's not my job to coddle people!"

I’ve gone straight to the comment section without even watching the trailer.  As you might have already guessed, I WILL NOT be watching the Harkles’ Netflix series EVER.  

Meghan is a calculating narcissist who values money and prestige over anything or anyone! Meghan may have manipulated the likes of Oprah, Gayle King, and Prince Harry, however, she 
will never be successful at manipulating the majority of Americans.  See, the funny thing about the average “unwoke” American is that we are able to smell BS a mile away.  Meghan, you 
will never be “American Royalty” no matter how hard you try.  To the average American, you and Harry will sadly and forever maintain your positions as Court Jesters!
Ohhh this has melted my heart and brought to tears...one tear out of my left eye!
I love that part where Meghan announced her pregnancy on Jack and Eugenie’s wedding day. It was really so very thoughtful. So much so, left eye tear.
"ONE TEAR LEFT EYE, GO!"😪
Why did they want to make this Netflix project?!?!?!?!?  FOR THE MONEY HONEY
They are just horrible people!

Do they have a GoFundMe?! I feel so bad for them to have had experienced such hardship, I can’t even IMAGINE how HARD it must be to marry into royalty!! Many stunning such brave! 
yall sexist for pointing out the hypocrisy that Maygin practices by claiming that she will not stand for racism but somehow chose the only royal family member that dresses in an SS uniform!
ojalá sea el final público de estos 2 sin verguenza
Harriet thinks he's a real badboy with his stupid glare. In his tiny brain he's a tough guy renegade warrior, who'd do anything to protect his damaged woman. In reality, he's actually a 
cowardly, pathetic, scrawny little helmet of a man and we all know it. And so does he.

Weird though. As he considers his hateful pinheaded wife as being his own mother, I bet if he's naughty Meghan clips him round the ear and sends him to his room. She gets to slap a man 
around and he gets to pretend he's still 11 and cry in his room. Hmm..... maybe they actually are made for eachother.
Narcissists are like Chucky the doll, they just keep coming back. "We just want to be left alone" , yeah, OK.
I love the part that H's wife said that her passport was taken away by the palace and she couldn't go anywhere...but she spent 500,000 dollars on a big baby shower surprise party in New 
York while she was pregnant with Archie! What a prisoner of the palace, really brought tears to my left eye!
I loved the part where MeGain the Duchess of Suss reveals that she bathes in a fountain of left-eye only tears from new-born babies, in an attempt to stay forever young.. no botox 
required because she's basically immortal, obviously!
How Meghan added a big, fuzzy,  grey blob to cover the Hermes Red Pillow logo in Harry's Hermes sponsored "family life saving" chair scene rather then scrap or reshoot the entire scene 
once she learned Hermes was only going to cough up enough cash for her Blanket sponsored "head in hands while on phone" chair scene.
My favorite part is "The End". They are so oppressed. 😭
Please, UK, TAKE THEM BACK! They're so insufferable.
Love you Meghan
Let the haters hate <3
This is very mocumentary-like. Actually, like an SNL skit, but better. The most cringe worthy, narcissistic, tone-deaf couple in history.
Great comment witty and full of sarcasm Love it !!!
OMG I totally forgot about that! So brave and kind to give Eugenie a break from the limelight on her special day. My left eye is tearing up.
 @Lolly DC  Mine would too but the "Tear stick" has just run out.



So cringeful how on an Autumn day she wore a heavy coat with the bottom buttons left undone to Eugenie's wedding, at 2 months pregnant, when no pregnant woman has any type of 
bump to show. She's so self-absorbed and attention seeking.
 @Lolly DC  here’s a tissue…
 @Kat Bar  🤣👏👏👏
like chucky the doll and amber heard, they never stopp ;-))))
thanks for this information
No Sorry. They are all yours now!
she cares only about herself, no need to worry.
The Crown is probably more factual 😂🤣
Netflix, you need to talk with Tom Bower.
LOL I can't believe that they used the media picture, 30 seconds into the teaser,  which is a Harry Potter red carpet event and Rupert Grint aka "Ron Weasley" had arrived! 🤣
I loved the part where Meghan has a showdown WWE style with all her former employees. It's Jerry Springer meets Celebrity Death match. So fresh! So stunning. So brave!
Look forward to the next season of the crown. The writers can get plenty of inspiration from these comments when the story moves to these 2 .. it will probably bring a tear to my eye (left 
1)
A triumph!! Such an inspiring story: 2 star-crossed lovers, fighting for privacy in a pap stalker world gone mad. The hero: the second born son of a Prince, who could have had all the fun 
without the heavy lifting his older brother was born into. The heroine: a plucky upstart from the wrong side of the tracks that worked her way up to succubus status. I laughed, I cried… but 
only from my left eye.
anong pakialam namin sa buhay mo . ingrata
Netflix should make a series about the comments section and cancel the docucrap series.Much more truth sorry TheTruth not Markles MyTruth
I hope everyone knows they can watch this show on streming sites, where the views do not count. Ask your husbands, brothers and sons, they know where.
I love the part where Meghan convinced everyone she didn't know who Harry was despite his family being some of the biggest public figures in the world going back centuries. Kind of odd 
that she didn't know the British Royal Family and their history despite her being educated. Doesn't make sense considering Meghan's sister said Meghan would often imitate Princess 
Diana's looks, clothes, and etc. and she researched the perfume Diana wore so she could wear it when she met Harry. 

Meghan is one of, if not the biggest attention-seeking narcissists in modern times, and that is REALLY saying something. She is so caught up in herself and her lies that I think she is beyond 
psychiatric help.
Ratio disappeared I see...
I love it that Harry and Nutmeg will mend all fences with their estranged family members after their Netflix documentary concludes. So humbly delusional. Single tear drops from my left 
eye😢

That look Harry gave when Meghan said she had no idea he was royalty at first and only talked to him that night in the club because she was a little tipsy and down for tapping Harry Styles!
In same date of Royal visit, weird!
No quieren a nadie, personas malas de corazón. Netflix vende basura
Dislike
These two narcissistic people make me vomit 🤮
I love the part where Netflix paid millions to these clowns 😂😂😂
They made the royals jump the shark.  Way to destroy a major cultural institution.  The royal simp and bad "actress!"
I am here for the comment section



indeed. they should make a documentary about the real harkles.
 @Lil G  That’s the real documentary we all want to see.
 @OFH  Yes, indeed!
Succubus status 🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
even then, i could not watch it. her voice is unbearable.
yep and posting about Cathrine and Wills wedding in her Tig blog and posing with mag wheres pictures of Kate.
Let's assume that Meghan was not wanted by the in-laws, she would not be the first or the only one, how many women or men have been rejected by their in-laws? but they decide to get 
married and make their lives apart from the family that despised them and goodbye, but these two are supposed to have been despised but they named their supposed second daughter 
Lilibet, when the head of the institution that they call racist and oppressive died they went to their knees to receive flowers and Meghan could with much effort let a tear out of her left 
eye, she does not allow to be called Meghan but Duchess of Sussex but she hates that monarchy that gave her that title, how do they pretend that people do not realize their great 
hypocrisy? You were kicked out for being bullies, lazy and bad people and that is the rage you have.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part to be released next decade when Archificiel and other “children” markle handbag Harry and his first wife
Tasteless
I am confused. Didn't they bitch and complain about privacy? Or was that until they needed money? What a disaster these two are. Since they demand privacy, lets give them what they 
want. I hope no one watches, just like her failed book series "pearl" also apart of Netflix
 The worst part, Netflix will increase our subscription to cover the cost to pay those two, you know the two that wanted privacy
What a joke I love Netflix documentaries but this documentary is about 2 rich people telling average people how hard they have it😂😂
lol 2 shit birds no-one should give 2 shits about
If people critiqued Other celebs at the rate they critiqued Meghan, the world would be a very mean nasty place. Chill out people. You dont even know her.
I just really appreciated Meghan letting us know that a human being was actually a human.. being. I was just mind blown by this lady’s intelligence, how on earth did I miss that.
Did Netflix not know the picture of the paparazzies in the trailer was taken on the 7th of July 2011?  yes; twothousandandeleven when Harry Potter premiered ?
That's the comedy of the year, I can't stop laughing!!!
They're so pathetic 😅😅😅
I love the part where there is a photographer  in their  kitchen to record all their private intimate  moments together,  it brought a tear to my left eye
The comment section is full of royalists that want them gone, but can't seem to stop giving them attention.
My Favorite part was when Harry drove up to Meghan and said. "If you want to live. Come with me." Then Biden shows up scream. "You aint black." Chasing after them.
What stakes?
I would rather see a documentary about any homeless person anywhere in the world… it would do far more good, and be more real, than any documentary of these two entitled Peter 
Pans.  Netflix is wasting money and the little patience paying subscribers have left.
I love the part when Harry says no one sees what goes on behind closed doors but conveniently forgets to mention the Netflix crew.
I love the part where they acknowledge they are professional victims and grifters and then the part where I don't watch them whine about how disadvantaged they are.. ever👍
My favorite part was how  compassionate they were causing the queen pain while her husband lay dying while they are doing a trashy OW interview spewing 20 proven lies.
Hated by 99% of us brits...Meghans a nasty piece of work..a money grabber & a liar..so is Harry...feel sorry for the US having these pair live there...🇬🇧
Maybe it's because other celebs  don't claim to want privacy, move back to Hollywood,  make 80 million deals with Neflix to seek gain and trash their own families lol.



She's criticised because People embraced her and where happy for Harry, at first.. But after all the interviews, books, what we all saw (£32m wedding, Charles walking her down the aisle, 
the press who embraced them except for one sole example of a guy that got terminated straight away...) compared to what she has done televised and in magazines an books... she has 
been fact checked and called out by so many even the archbishop of Canterbury..!! That Oprah interview? At least 17 lies have been called out  debunked, proven being falsity in her 
narration. She is constantly lying and trashing people, inventing a scenario that doesn't exist it not even twisted truth. All that is coming out of her mouth is lies upon lies upon lies she evrn 
lied in court. She keeps on shoving this nonsense and woke garbage down our throats but enough is enough. All the staff and personal aids she has bullied are beginning to come out and 
won't be silenced, her family, her exes, her "markled" friends. She is a relentless liar, a proven bully, a narcissist grifter. And people call it out. People are exposing that megatrash she is.
@Fiona why don’t you do you…and we’ll do us? We watched this woman hurt innocent people for 6 years now. We watched her try to rock up to the deathbed of a beloved figure who had 
only been kind to her knowing it would cause anger and additional pain to the woman’s family because of the way she disrespected her. She heaped pain on the same woman while her 
husband of 70 years lay dying in the hospital. Who TF behaves that way?
You can forget the vast majority of people ever forgetting how they behaved nor forgiving them no matter how many excuses they make. They lie as easily as most breathe 🤬
Well at least you recognise H&M as celebrities rather than royals. And you're right, we don't know MM as she has told so many different versions of her life, one can only wonder how H 
keeps up. I know one thing for sure, she's no humanitarian.
I've learned from watching and listening to Meghan that sometimes you have to remind yourself they're humans in order to see them as humans. She really should do a TED Talk on that. 
Or a Master Class. So inspirational. She never fails to bring a tear to my left eye.
no. here are real people from all over the world (i'm from germany) who despise manipulating, self-obsessed, revengeful, lying bullies. that's it basically.
No one wants them gone. We just want them to shut the front door, go back to their 30 million dollar mansion in Montecito and live the private lives they claimed the wanted, and stop 
whining already.
Give me a break. I’m from Austria, couldn’t care less for any royal family. I just dislike these self centred brats.
I'm French and I'd love to claim my privacy from them and their wokist nonsense that they have relentlessly shoved down our throats until we all get sickened. 🤢🤮🤮🤮
 @Lil G  if you hate them so much you would just ignore them, but y'all cant. Keep making them money.

We have been listening to them tell their story for 3 years. 3 years of me me me, look what they did to me. Bullying staff, bullying a 3 year old, ignoring rules, sticking out her tongue like a 
child, all while wearing Ill fitting clothes. Then there’s Hapless no balls harry, that treats his family like dirt and riding on the coat tails of his deceased mom. Always trying to prove how in 
love they are, but shows us how not to have a marriage. And now, this new BP issue is being traced right back to her, shocking. Maybe she can get her left eye modeling work
The comments below are AWESOME! Theyre so much better than the trailer!!!  
I've known a lot of former actors who do projects like this when they are too old to do sitcoms and - true to form - this one is terrible. I always have the same thought, instead of painting a 
fake picture intended to make them look good... The money maker would be the TRUE story of dirty tricks, the extramarital affairs, the illegitimate princes DNA test revealing Diana's 
bodyguard as his bio dad...
Everytime you think there’s no way Meghan can make herself come across as an insufferable egotistical prick anymore she continuously surprises us
Truly pathetic and Netflix support of their winging agenda is the reason we cancelled our Netflix subscription
The comments 😂😂
Netflix: "Why did you want to make this documemtary"?
 Narc: "Because i wanna talk about myself"
I Love the comments session 😅
I don’t have Netflix anymore ! Who is this woman ! No one wants to hear this story of lies upon lies ! You should be sued for putting that picture in of Catherine ! The nerve !
The demand for racism has far exceeded the supply
She is such a skank.



1.  Do we need their story?
2.  Why wouldn't they tell it when the HM was with us?
3.  Let me tell you my story - it may take a while.
4.  No one's story is more important than anyone else's.
Money, money, money, give it to them...
demented Duche$$ of  Clutches
I love the part where Meghan goes to texas to get PR shots to help the grieving parents .. what a absolute saint she is .. I mean she only had blue jeans to wear that day and battled through 
it .
This trailer brought a syrupy tear to my brown eye.
boring
We should make a list of just the "I love the part . . . " comments!
Rich people problems.
I love the part when the Harkles joined Kate and William for the walk about after the Queen passed away, and Meghan angrily and also with dismissiveness refused to give up flowers 
(given by a mourner) to an aid who politely asked for them. Then her poor attempt to look appreciative to the aid when she noticed the TV cameras were upon her. Watching it all, a tear 
fell from my left eye.
I love how they are SO CREATIVE in finding ways to tell us about their grievances. 
- Oprah
- Finding Freedom
- AppleTV
- Armchair pod
- The Cut
- Variety
- Meg pod
- Spare book
and noooooww a Netflix series!!!
Wow 😍😍😍

Their life together is sooo relatable!
I, too, have a team of people to serve me, along with bottomless money pit to buy every slouchy looking outfit I could ever find!! And if I ran out of money, MY DAD will provide me with a 
swimming pool full of cash!!!
Love them sooo much!! ❤❤❤
Same here in nz
🤣🤣🤣🤣
The royal family need to publish the bullying report and expose Markle for what she is.
I love the bit where allegedly they had planned their own walkabout and were told no way
Cheap MM fights for funeral flowers 🤣🤣🤣😹😹😹
You forgot about the gardener, pool guy, and drivers
These comments are epic.  I hope Netflix is earning money from these comments because they won’t be making money from this “documentary.”



How many dislikes have this shit?
I loved the part when the Netflix official trailer ENDED, and I read the COMMENTS section.
I love the part where they made the last couple of years of Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillips life a living hell !!!
Netflix…nice use of fake photos. That paparazzi picture is from the Harry Potter red carpet premier. Has nothing to do with these 2 hypocrites. Shame on you!
Netflix subscribers: you paid for this.
I love the part where Megatrash is once again signing the same old song and dance over and over again.  Seriously, do these people have nothing else to talk about and to contrbute to 
society other than their proven lies.
I love the part where I realized I canceled my Netflix subscription when the contract with Woko Ono & her boy toy was announced, so I never have to watch.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮💩💩💩💩💩🤮🤮🤮🤮🤧🤧🤧
I love the parts where they show how much they care about elderly grandparents.   Televising Oprah interview while Philip was dying; continually stressing a grieving widow in her twilight 
year's while battling bone cancer - beyond despicable!
My fav part is when Meghan self proclaims she’s ‘whip smart’, a super model with legs that go on for days, a wordsmith to rival Shakespeare and hugely compassionate, and throughout 
creates brand new mottos and quotes that she passes off as her own, even though somehow we’ve heard before. Truly fearless
🤮
I loved the part at the end when it said, "The End". So moving!
Netflix, you wasted your money. Nobody cares what they have to say.
Woke garbage
I also admire Meghan's worth ethic, when she said she was going to hit the ground running and did 72 ENGAGEMENTS during her time as a working Royal! She learned everything about 
TRF in those 16 months, it's just amazing!

I love the part where gingers dad James Hewitt is watching this and hoping he is not next ….bet Charles wished he could hand him back that would throw a spanner in the agenda 😂
Fun fact : Meghan signed the deal with Netflix without knowing who they were ! In fact, she never googled them !

Is this a joke or a real Netflix thing?? Hahaha, I mean if it's real I'd just say to the CEO, don't create a movie or whatever this is with the two most hated people in America from England.
"And it's a tight race to see just which couple is more insufferable John!"
"Yes Ted over at the Red Table we have Jada and Will trying to edge ahead by airing their personal lives and creating a scene at the Oscars! But not to be outdone, Meghan and Harry 
quickly counter with an appearance on Oprah to bash the family they disowned!"
"AND WHAT IS THIS?!?! A SURPRISE DOCUMENTARY COMES INTO THE SPOTLIGHT!!!"
"UNPRECEDENTED, I CAN'T BELIEVE WHAT WE'RE SEEING TED! WHAT AN INCREDIBLY BOLD MOVE!"
"What a competition! This really is one for the history books!"
"You said it Ted!"
you watched it I pause it before it even started! dont watch the dribble ! the comments are more telling than the so called teaser ! Netflix will not be happy !
Lololol great comment
Whip smart plagiarist who’s all about compassion in action…except if it’s their families then she just looks at them through the media lens
And makes a mean word salad ...
And hated being viewed as a woman with no substance whilst being paid to just stand there and have no substance 🤣
She speaks French too.



Those "legs that go on for days" belong to the authentic rescue chickens she saved. Now I wonder how Megadragon manages to walk without breaking her skinny chicken legs. Of course, 
she puts the Markle Claw on Hazbeen in case she slips.
72 engagements in 16 months is around 1 a week. She was such a dedicated workaholic 😂
😂
Too funny !!!!
The part where this very private couple invades the privacy of HMTQ by taking a photo inside her residence without permission. So thoughtful of them. What amazing humanitarians this 
spectacular duo is. Chills
18K likes and 191K dislikes.  One tear, left eye - Go!
We adore how Megain wears ill-fitting, creased green clothes to remind us plebs how she transformed an ugly and bitter prince into a vindictive and malicious frog buying awards
My favorite part is when Ted Sarandos  got Markled . . . derp
Can't believe this vile, deranged woman is being paid so many millions to continually launch hate campaign missiles at the Royal Family, particularly William and Catherine, and Netflix is 
now colluding with this obsessed, evil woman along with her sugars. Keep it up Netflix and you, too, will eventually know what it feels like to be 'Markled'.
I love the part where Harry opens his eyes and realizes he’s married to a narcissistic sociopath and leaves her a$$… oh wait that’s doco part II still in the works.  I will definitely have a tear 
of joy in my left eye when that doco is released
I loved the part where she hugs Beyoncé and Beyoncé is like we just met; Jayzee is like please don’t come closer
I love how he can get away with racist comments and outfits but nobody else can - well done Netflix for supporting him!
Who gives a rats ass about these 2 fools? I'd rather watch a turtle race.

I loved the part when it ended and then the trailer of the upcomig musical of their story showed up. How thoughtful of them to let us watch it again and again and this time with music.
Please King Charles take titles away from them and kids, let's see how far they'll get without titles.
NO ONE CARES ABOUT THEM
Can't wait to not watch this pretentious drivel.
What are these two whining about now!?
Not when you contradict yourself MM..... We don't believe you.. .  You have a history of LYING and contradicting yourself - YOU are an Opportunist and Narcissist MM.... You want your 
privacy - then  go and get it.  Stop already....
Peace be with you HARKLES!!
I love the part where she faked everything!  So emotional.  Tears to my left eye.
Yeah no one below the age of 50 cares about the entitled royals
I love the part when they realized they are out ranked  by princess Charlotte and prince prince George
🤢🤮
How do you see where the dislikes are
 @Janie H  There's an extension called return youtube dislikes.  If you search for it, you'll find where to get it and how to install it.  Just be warned, it can be a security risk to install this sort 
of software on your computer.  I think this one's okay, but I wouldn't want you not to know there are risks involved.
😂😂😂
Omg! Musical lololol don't forget about the history books
Yeah but they are attacking them in the media and now I heard she actually pinched Charlotte. A lip-reading said that at the funeral Charlotte turned to look at her and the turned around 
and said "help".



Both of them...
Caring
Unselfish
Naturally humble
Teary eyed
Saintly
A SIMP PRINCE WIFES A C LIST ACTRESS AND THEY MAKE A DOCUMENTARY... what's the difference between this and the hallmark channel?
👎👎👎
Haterrrrsssss 🤣😅🤣😅🤣😅
I love the part were Meghan still couldn't get the moonbump right!
Geez... The most oppressed privileged people I've seen 🙄 Gross.
Rather watch paint dry .
That stiff little prick Harry is dying for the world to take him seriously . . . his brother has a thousand times more class (really not too difficult) than this upper-class ass. And spare us the 
"rough, manly unshaven look.: . . . on you it looks ridiculous, with that goofy red bouffant on your crumbly crown.
Why are you so  gutless and cowardly as to not show the number of "Thumbs Down"????? 4.5 million views and only 18k likes. Hahahahaha.  I would say it was tenfold on the thumbs 
down if not more. Be honest and show us!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  I bet you are sh**ting yourself at the amount of money you have paid these clowns!!!!! More fool you all!! 
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
O god not these 2
I love the part where the narrator with the smooth chocolaty voice admiringly reminds us of the treasures  that Meghan with her genius touch has brought to the English language... 'to 
Markle' (to bid a fond farewell to a dear friend),  'moonbump' (fun accessory for jolly games of charades),  'word salad' (insanely smart juxtapositions of random vocalisations), 'insanely 
smart' (someone who lacks insight and self awareness),  'left eye, 1 tear, 123' (dmmit, I deserve an Oscar!) and the vibrant rejuvenation of tired old words that needed a bit of coddling to 
make them work...'archetype' (you do the interviews and I'll bring my insanely smart truth), 'salacious' (they're bullying me with their lies) and 'gutteral' (I think I feel something but I'm not 
quite sure where)...
I love the part where I don't give a crap.
Hope the RF are getting there lawyers ready, dread to think what they have been up too...they are a pair of low life's...such betrayal...
No Meghan it doesn't make sense to hear the story from you as you have proven to be a liar every time you open your mouth. You need help, you need a shrink and you definitely need 
some Jesus.
I personally loved the part where Meghan accepted the royal testicles from her Prince Charming...I mean, Prince Harry. My left eye still itches at the memory. Thank you, Netflix!
"when the stakes are this high" - what are the stakes?
I'm just gutted we didn't get a free framed photo thrown in if we watch this 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
God go fk off!! Poor poor poor me!
I love the part where Meghan confesses she doubted she had enough acting talent to be able to reel in a prince, but was relieved to find Harry was dumb enough to take the bait. Talk 
about female empowerment. It inspired me to begin a life of manipulation and gold digging. What a role model
I just farted. 
Anyway I really enjoyed the trailer.
Hahahaha!!!! I see what you did there
Took me a minute, but I figured it out, too.
🤣 And I had an image of them reading this saying "Finally, a nice one", lol



Ah, no, majority of us have higher education.
💀
I guess better than Pric Hair-wee Polo practice photo in Monteshithole, with Man-Boobs on full display? Yikes! Wonder if pic will make the documentary?
187k dislikes.  haha
 @💫 Stuff  191K now... and climbing!
 @💫 Stuff  hahahahahaha
Gets my vote...
This is the best comment I've read so far.
Very droll.
Gets my vote ! Move over Oxford Dictionary. Penguin Random House: this Would ! Be a best seller!
Hilarious!
Judhaz & MeGain, Book of Suss 20:21:22
maybe if you make some guttural sounds you get a reward.  but you have to make sure you describe your guttural sounds to someone else to transcribe or it's not 'authentic'
In bubble wrap no less.
I'm sure there will be an 800 number offering the lovely Dollar Store framed photo for a nominal fee and shipping.
🤣🤣🤣🤣..still gutted 🤣🤣🤣
she really is a paragon of gold digging virtue for little girls & women of all ages alike to look up to!
your fart was likely more impressive.. however it surely could not hold a candle to this comments section..
Shame on Netflix to put this trash out!! 👎👎👎👎
Ok, the image of all the camera lenses was from the Harry Potter Premier in 2011.  Please tell us who took those pictures??? Was a A photographer in their kitchen in the UK? If so, that 
was not that intimate, nor that spontaneous and it just shows that they had plan this all along. And last but not least, what stakes?
I love the part where Meghan shows us how to control our husbands with a single claw.  It brought a tear to my left eye...
I loved the part where Harry met Scammy, and then she asked to her "friends", "is he nisssce 🐍" cause she didn't know who he was or never googled him... Oh the tear that rolled out of 
my left eye 😢
Even with the hell they put her through and they did, I think his mom would be heartbroken by this. He's lost his family......for her? I mean, seriously....now
Bye bye Netflix I’ve finally unsubscribed.  You disgust me  ie. Harry and Meghan’s trailer during the Prince and Princess of Wales’ visit to Boston.  Nasty, bitter and spiteful. I don’t care for 
any further Stranger Things nor Squid Games 2.

I loved it when they arrived late to that function, and while the audience was applauding some other attendee receiving some sort of recognition, Meghan presumes the applause is for her 
entrance.  She stands there gushing with self conceit, soaking up someone else's applause, completely oblivious to what a fool she is making of herself.    Netflix, more fool you.

Who's this for?...You have a price who abandoned his duties as a Royal and an actress who is a social climber who couldn't give a shit about the royal traditions, just wanted attention.
Bring back the dislike button 🤡
I think Piers Morgan is 100% right. I'm sorry, but I do...
they retire from public duties to have a more private life

proceeds to make a documentary about their privacy, because it’s the only thing they have left to sell and so that people knows “their side of the story”
who cares about their opinion?



Meghan is the Queen, love this part 😎
More views 😎
Who are these people and why do Americans care so much?
I love how Meghan joined the NASA program and discovers a vacuous black hole on her first day, only to by her told minders that it was her reflection.
Let's be thankful Prince William was born first. Image if Harry was to be next in line for King. He'd shit all over the British people just to virtue signal to his woke nut-jobs. Then again, he's so 
whipped, he'd gladly hand over the crown to Meghan.
Who are this 2 and why am I watching this??😄
i am part of a royal family.
I am so super duper oppressed!!!!!!!!!!
🤡🤡🤡🤡😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Especially when he’s engaged with someone else and she wants his undivided attention. Very Impressive that she can claw him instead of using a collar and lease. And even when he pulls 
away when a camera is nearby and she yanks his arm into her lap and give a big grin for the camera. While he looks like he’d rather been Anywhere else. 😢
😂
Good one 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂🤣😂🤣
💔 Sometimes I do wonder if he is brainwashed or drugged... He does not look right one bit. He turned grey, sad, apathetic, blind, and freaking lonely. The agenda behind this nonsense of 
woko stupid they try (she mostly) to implement with people, sounds frightening. And he looks like he fears something.
Yeah but he got the race-bait story 100% wrong! Can win them all.
The only Queen that Meghan will ever be is queen of the narcissistic, lying assholes
Poor deluded Sugar...
You mean more reading in the comments section...the best comments section ever🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😆
most oppressed ever.. cry every river with an endless flood of left-eye tears
I love the part where Mm reminds everyone she one plane crash away from the throne. She’s sooo adorable and super smart
Really looking forward to this documentary.
Stakes high,what stakes?she had no intention staying in England. 
She thought that by marrying Harry she was going to be idolised in Hollywood, but it backfired because they wanted nothing to with her
Seriously ? Meghan's left eye is up for an award.
I love the best part where netflix "bosses" are so totally manipulated and under control that instead of collaborating or coinciding an earthshot minded  global green save the planet 
programme to raise its own global  profile and membership profits  they got coaxed  to run the biggest toxic sleaze and narcissist story.  We get who is really in charge.  Way to go Netflix 
with you public service and integrity.
What goes on behind closed doors? oh you mean your private life 🤣😂 two of the most privileged whinge bags ever! Protect your Family ? oh you mean like having a Netflix camera 
following you around day & night? Why did they want to make this documentary, the same reason these two do anything MONEY..... Dumb just got dumber!
YO, BI**!!! YOU HAVE BEEN RATIOED!!! SCUM OF THE EARTH ELITES PRETENDING THEY ARE NORMAL!! BRO, YOU ARE A DISGRACE AND THE T** ON YOUR ARM IS A LOSER HACK!! STAY 
OUT OF CANADA YOU ARE NOT WELCOME HERE!!!
I love the part where I googled “YouTube the Markles trailer” and then wondered why nothing of relevance came up.  Tears of laughter  are coming out of my left eye



This comment section is GOLD! 😅🤣😂 I'm crying! One tear, left eye, go!!!
Hey Netflix, you may want to classify this mockumentary as a Comedy!!!
I’m cancelling my subscription if this crap is aired.
This brought a tear to my left eye. 😅 Meghan,  let me break this down to you: nobody cares, ginger is insignificant and so are you. You had a chance to make a difference  but you had to 
make it about you.
>>--------------------> I love the part where Meggie sides with Thanos to eliminate half of all populations…for humanitarian reasons of course.
The paparazzi press pack shown is from Harry Potter premiere. Original photo was found by G Fitzgerald, fantastic catch! They can’t even be truthful about the media attention they 
received. The reality is no one hounded them, they had bad articles written about them like all royals and celebrities do, instead of handling it like adults they spit the dummy and ran 
screaming because H and M expect us to worship them. 🤢
Best part is at 5:15
Harry is a such a simp. Ugh
Bwahahaha Bwahahaha.  I didn't know whether to cry or laugh. Guess I'll laugh till I cry
I have no interest in Watching this trailer or seeing this movie, I just came for the comment section..pure gold
Wah, Wah, Wah!!!!!!   Lies, Lies, Lies!!!!  How can we shut them up?!!!  

I agree with Leeanna - the comments are very entertaining.
Netflix calls this a trailer teaser.  I call them both trailer trash.
Someone should make a documentary of the comment section... it would be a more interesting watch 🤣
Why?
🤣🤣
I'll hold you to that
....and the scene where Harry chooses to ally with Thanos because he is and should be King, but instead he remembers a shadow. Being in the shadow of his brother's greatness. So Thanos 
promises Harry a throne in the US, in return for joining his army. Great stuff.
🤣🤣🤣
:washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands:
YESSSS 💯
I love the part where the she was forced to admit she misled the British Courts after the whistleblower royal aide she bullied was called to testify and brought email evidence. No one 
thought her narcissism was severe enough that she would lie in court, but she continues to prove us wrong. Groundbreaking.
I wonder at their unerring bravery. To break away from those awful, racist members of the Royal Family and fly on a fuel laden plane to Canada. Then the states. Yearning for privacy and 
want to forge a life for you both without financial assistance from the British taxpayers. 
Then to take part in several interviews to tell YOUR TRUTH. So brave. So amazing. So generous of spirit.
Honestly the trailer just looks like a series of photos of her loving herself as always. Also very fitting that the interview is conducted by the same woman that interviewed Amber Heard. And 
Harry seems like the typical narcissist’s victim without knowing it. Only good thing that can come of this is that it may bring us one step closer to abolishing the monarchy. (Hey atleast 
they’re making their own money). Wait, didn’t she already say this to Oprah?
I loved the part when she was rude to the person helping her getting out of the car the day of the wedding and how she made the  angry face to Charlotte inside the church
I love the part where they do not get invited to King Charles coronation
I love when both eyes now can produce crocodile tears in 3 seconds



These are two admittedly mentally ill people who don’t seem to really be serious about getting help. How easy would it be with all their money to get professional family group therapy 
going with her dad so he could hold his grandchildren, even if it was supervised, before he dies?
Dear Netflix, I do so hope you now realise how much the world holds these two horrible people in utter contempt. You have some excellent docos. This will not be one of them!
I love the part where Rachel Zane shows in in a small tx town after a massacre... Just to jump on a bandwagon of woke.
I loved the part where she put her fingers in her ears and said  la la la you don't own the word Royal. To the Queen. Of England. The respect is so awe inspiring I need to lie down.
I love the part where It’s confessed that Howie IS THE FATHER
I adore the part where she personally thanks her generous father-in-law for her 2018 clothing allowance that enabled a shopping spree of designer clothes over $500,000!! What Me-again 
wants ya know....
With all the hilarious comments here… I am still waiting for what’s Samantha Markle will write here! 😂😂😂😂

Never in my lifetime that I’d subject myself in this mess- sad that MeGain isn’t feeling that and she still think that she’s on the top of the bliss of what’s happening! 

Delusional! Stop drinking the dishwashing soap geez! 😂
Both makes me puke. She has shown so much love especially to her own father even using The King to walk her down the aisle in her 2nd or 3rd marriage? Unbelievable how people still 
follows her. And to the Spare, thank heavens you are just the Spare... a puppet actually. A simple life for his "family"? Even their fake smile shows the truth. So retchful!
The part where the credits roll after the endless drivel and an 800 number flashes: for a nominal fee plus shipping, you too can have a Dollar Store framed picture of Megan, leftover from 
the near empty word salad fest in the great state of Indiana.

I treasured the part that both Harry and Meghan were doing Skype interviews about the dangers of climate change while aboard their private jet. Such crusaders…. made me crave an apple
I like the part where she refused to wear a hat on her first engagement with the Queen and then jumped in front of the 90+ year old Queen to get in the car first.  Meghan is the epitome 
of class.
Barf, the most oppressed royalty we've ever seen booo hoooo! 🖕
Two cows were smoking weed in California.I guess the steaks were pretty high 😂🤣
ABSOLUTELY GARBAGE!!!
Yes, the Duchess of Perjury was truly a remarkable model of perfect virtue in that part of the story.. just as she always is. She is paving the way for sociopaths to become humanitarians 
without any humanity, humility, honesty or honour.  Such a remarkable inspiration!!
 @Hannah Reece  BAM! ❤ 🔥 
Makes me think she inspired this Taylor Swift lyric: "Did you hear my covert narcissism I disguise as altruism"
Let me expand. Harry and Markle lied to many people, in many interviews for two years, saying they did not provide any content for the book Finding Freedom.  Jason Knauf, their former 
communications director refused to lie to the court. Meghan testified , under oath, that she & Harry did  not participate in any way, shape or form with the book. Knauf provided several 
emails with content that Haryy and Meghan wanted passed on to Scobie, alone with an email from Harrys saying "we can't let anyone know that we had anything to to with this"... Worse, 
the content Provided was "truth adverse" and defamatory about Markle's family and the RF.
Lying to the court was a mere “lapse of memory”. Meghan has them all the time… like when she was informed that the Queen was dying from bone cancer and forgot to visit her. Or when 
she had multiple affairs because she’d forgotten her husband Trevor. Or when she forgot to invite her entire family to the royal wedding.

That part. ☆



excellent point
but if you lie down no one will see the tear flowing from your left eye....
I see your tear, here’s a tissue…
And then tried to own the word Archetype 🤣
Oh my god, I laughed out loud at this.
thats what a true feminist do lol
Marriott Meghan, The Duchess of Overseas
Lol I remember that! Also there’s a video where she wanted to walk first with Katherine and William behind. Such a classy act indeed
Yes Nic , when the brave American survived the strong wild breeze in the Land of the Winds & ended up looking so beautiful that she put Medusa to shame with her long luscious tresses 
stiffly floating around her head , instead of moving misbehavingly like Medusa's snakes. 👾
And looked like she'd been dragged through a hedge backwards, not properly groomed at all.  Then sat hunched up like a gremlin.  Not elegant, or regal, or classy... Big fail... 
A true born leader. She leads the Queen! Impressive!! Is there an award she can buy for that?
Okay, there's plenty of things to despise the Spray Tan Harpy and her Ginger Dildo for, but I wish people wouldn't misrepresent this.....
When getting into a car via only one door or one side, however you look at it, the man or younger, or less important person ALWAYS goes first.  That's because that person has to scootch 
across the seat to then let the 2nd person into the car......
You will see this at times when William will get into a car before Catherine rather than "ladies first".
In the case with the Queen, she can clearly be seen stepping back slightly to allow Meghan to go first, after all what 96 year old wants to have to scramble to the other side of the back seat 
🤷
And also looked high as a kite that day!
Yes, that made me feel so proud claiming Mad Megs Manson 
as an American, and one of ours.
It moved me to spill one lone tear...left eye.
omg lol lol exactly so
Brilliant! Thank you for the laugh😂
I particularly liked the part where they time travelled back to the 2011 Harry Potter premier and then came back to 2022 to complain about all the photographers, what an inconvenience 
for them…

I was particularly fond of the bit where the director asked them why they wanted to do the documentary and they didn’t say ‘its for the millions of pounds we are going to get paid init blad’
What a crock of crap I have now cancelled my subscription to Netflix I hope lots of others do the same
WHAT A STARLET!!!
I'm here just for the comments!!!
Netflix missed the mark. Americans haven't been required to fawn over "royalty" since 1776.
I loved the part where she glimpses P of W wearing a 15M emerald choker worn by Princess Diana and says to H, that should be mine. The sadness brought a tear to my left eye.
Manufactured drama fantasy land.
I loved the part where the rich famous people complain about how hard they have it....... so stunning, so brave.
Ginger Idiot & Hollywood Narcissist | Official Teaser | Netflix



I finally have my partner agreeing to cancel Netflix. I’ve had a problem with the woke programming. But H+M are the worst examples of the liberal elitists’ delusions, lies, hypocrisy, and 
habit of talking a lot about helping with few results. I will be glad to save some money, maybe increase my donation to tunnels2towers who actually unselfishly help veterans and Gold Star 
families - unlike Harry.
By tomorrow it will reach 200.000 dislikes maybe more... Now is 189.000
Welcome William and Kate. Please bring sanity back to the Royal family.
This is a textbook case of Narcissism, and Netflix glorifying said Narcissism...disgusting.
This couple are parasites. They suck money from Royal fame.
I loved it when she shouted at the chef's because there was egg in her vegan menu and then she cooked a chicken.
They’re making a “ficumentary” to tell us how high the stakes are? It must be horrible to live such a rich privileged life and actually have way less challenges than most of the citizens of the 
world.
Straight. Gaaaaaarrrrbbbaaaggggeee!!!!!! 🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
The stakes are for this millionaire couple who could choose to be millionaires and live in a royal British life of live in America as a super privileged family? Gas prices are high, inflation is 
high, rent is high, people can’t pay their bills, homelessness is higher, food prices have gone way up, crime is running rampant and they escape the royal family for privacy but now we have 
to hear that they’re actually making a documentary to tell the whole world about their private business?
I love the part where she was able to fit 17 provable lies into the Oprah interview. They told her she only had to do 15, but she went the extra mile. I am trying not to cry, but a single tear 
just fell from my left eye.
Correction dollars
🤣😂🤣
😂
Ahahah. I didn't remember that "scene"!
 @Joana  true story
Grilled a chicken.... A big difference if you're a syphillic mess like Harry's mattress-actress.
or was it Pric Hair-wee favorite Roast Chicken, comment by Rachel Rag-land requiring translation in Urban Dictionary?
Love it 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂🤣
Actually, the count went up to 18, when the previous owner came out publicly, the day after the "interview", saying that he built the chicken coop, but couldn't have chickens on the 
property, due to the zoning laws....
Omg brilliant
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
#1 favorite comment!
She's such a little overachiever, that Meghan!
Ben arrête de suivre meghan si tu ne l aime pas....qu'est  ce que tu fous la?
The comments here are not suggestive of women struggling to find their voice and using it. 😂😂😂

People tried to ignore them but these parasites are of the worst kind. Relentless grifters, they wanted privacy?? Pshh. Greedy fame hungry chiselers, clinging on false victim Hood of racism 
and oh such a hard working life, they needed to tell the world how cruel their life has been. This kind of scum wants to shove down our throat till nausea this woko stupido obnoxious 
discourse... Oh  As she said in conclusion in her last spot a lie poocast, (and now I'm not lying or joking) : "you wanted to burry me, but you didn't even know that I am a seed"... Frightening.
I love the part where Meghan gave a heartfelt speech about climate change right after arriving on private jet and then left on a private jet. Truly stunning and brave



Been doing really well to stay out of the spot light
I love the part where she lies about the earrings given to her by a Saudi prince who murders. Tells staff they are from the Royal collection
They are SO brave! I mean, the way they struggle their way thru an upper class lifestyle that has victimised them in so many ways, and STILL manage to have the energy to share their 
ordeal with the rest of us mortals! Wow. Just wow!
😂🤣😅😆🤔😡 if this airs I'm unsubsribing! If threatened by doing this by millions...I bet they won't! Oh and where was her black side of the family at their wedding? Oh yeah not 
invited...embarrassed by them...yup not a racist at all...but the royal family is. She planned this whole thing from the start..trap a prince and knowing he had mental issues manipulate him 
to leaving and then do harm to make millions!! What a horrible person!
I hope this entire Netflix series is 1 minute and 12 seconds shorter than this whole trailer... Meghan Thee Oppressed Scallion is Insufferable!
So Glad I cancelled NETFLIX before this Cesspit of a Documentary was Filmed … No way I’m paying NETFLIX so they can pay these Two cretins $100 million dollars…
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where Harry says his family is the family Meghan never had.  Or was it Trevor's family that was the family she never had? Oh dear, I'm confused.  Which of her husbands' 
families was the family she never had?
I love the part when Nutmeg sits in her authenticity under the pair of loving trees on her bench of stench and regales us with her truth in her organic voice, as the chickens dine on sharpie 
inscribed bananas of empowerment. It makes my heart go pump pump as I squeeze a tear from my left eye.
I love the part that exposes them to be outlandish FRAUDS getting a photographer and a whole crew to tape them while she was soooo suicidal !
Bad acting to be expected from the matress actress
I love this where Meghan is really the new Christ - here to resurrect us all and make the world more like her, they will dance in the streets and gun men will stop shooting children and 
Hermes will give us all free sofa throws and Victoria Beckham will let us borrow her clothes- she is so special she makes my left eye cry.
Clicked on the video. 
Paused it at 0:01 
Read comments. 
Laughed. 
Left.
What a horrible trailer
Why make it??? Money. Money. Money. Probably the money. I am going to guess it’s for money
Just when you thought that netflix couldn't get any more woke...
'Meghan the impaler' says "hold my beer and watch this!"
Princess Diana was such a beautiful person, her heart would break if she could see how Harry has betrayed his brother and his homeland for a two bit washed up hollywood "actress".  
Harry makes you want to believe in Divine Right and why it is no mistake that Prince William is the one who is pre-ordained to inherit the crown. Long live Prince William and Princess 
Catherine, long live the future King and Queen.
Least a candle covered her face up at the funeral so we didn't have to watch her . I tried to muster a tear out of my left eye but I was LMAO.
No, they are suggestive of the utter contempt for Markle who has never been honest with her voice and could care less about other voices .
Yeah.... IMO,,, more like The Bad Seed,,, movie character Rhoda Penmark???
Made me laugh out loud when she turned up to Indianapolis on a Private Jet whereas William & Catherine flew Commercial to the US for the Earthshot prize. Doesn't seem like they have 
the same security worries that Hawwy is always whining about.
Hahahaha I like this one the most😂
She’s the best! 😃
Her acting in this is testament to her B grade status and Hapless needs to grow a 🍐



All they need now is a 20,000 sq ft energy inefficient, climate-change inducing mega mansion in Montecito and they will be complete.
Stupid is as stupid does.
😂
And stealing oxygen.
the same way people complain about bad politics policy's yet stil voting for the people that implement thos policy's,if you dislike her for that and i know its valid but in a straight line you 
have to dislike everyone voting for people that make bad policy's.
 @Kat Bar  LMAO. The 6th in line for the throne, the 2nd child Harry and his black widow spider always take private jet. But the Future King and Queen, William and Kate take commercial 
flights. 😂 The Harkles think they’re so important
While wearing 100k outfit and living in a 18 bathroom mansion is the water deprived state of California smh they make me sick.

They clearly don’t believe the climate is at any risk or they would behave as such . They are a scam of massive proportions and an embarrassment to human kind. 🤮
 @Kat Bar  and Catherine wore that necklace that is worth more than the Markles mansion? On a commercial flight ????? My luggage gets lost from Athens to Atlanta lol
Please please, this stupid woman got mixed up between 'private life' and 'private jets'.
Normal 😂

Was she supposed to swim back home?
Spending more time on the jet than at the event. You can't make this stuff up! They write their demise themselves.
 @Katy  Yes. If she cared so much that's exactly what she would have done.
Yes!! I loved that one too!!
she always loses families, that is impressing.
Answer c) both + the future husband's family!!!🤣🤣🤣
Answer c) both + the future husband's family!!!🤣🤣🤣
💀🤣
The chickens of authenticity!
Sharpie inscribed bananas of empowerment 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Somebody's been listening to HG Tudor, I see. 😁
 @Barbara Gibson  😎
 @Barbara Gibson  Yes indeed. 🙂
Did you see the part, when the filming crew FINALLY are released from the evil narc's claw and first, they get completely drunk and collectively have to have therapy for PTSD? AND Netflix 
has to pay for their therapy?
 @Emcee Eß  
Yes I’m sure that’s next episode!



Lies 🤥🤥🤥delusions🙄🙄🙄melodramas😭😭😭violins 😱😱😱more lies REPEAT REPEAT REPEAT……
I knew that MM was the cheesiest cheapest actress but I never knew she was AMBITIOUS enough to make a cheap actor out of Helpless, VICTORY 🎉have your cake and eat it too, it is full
 of poison, very suiting for a duo of snakes 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮😱
I just noticed there is an LEFT EYE ONLY FORCED TEAR EMOJI JUST FOR MM😅😅😅
Goodness ! Get the popcorn and let the lies begin ! 
THANK YOU NETFLIX ❤ for making a true spectacle out of these two while entertaining the world by exposing the layers of deception and multitude masks they have employed to get this
 masquerade up and running 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Do the maggots get the money even if it bombs?
Not even Hollywood. She is a c lister from Canadian cable.
I'm so confused.  My left eye is dripping with emotion, yet my right eye mocks her.
This comment section is surreal...feels like a fever dream. I feel so sad for y'all it's almost kinda funny. Imagine hating two people who dared to go against the status quo in favor of 
defending an outdated, unnecessary institution that would never give YOU the time of day and sees YOU as beneath them. Can't make this stuff up.
If only Harry had not been thick as plank he would have realised by now that his wife Meaghan is using him to put herself in the limelight, the bullying, vindictive ,tacky and talentless 
Meaghan that she is. Ruining your family because you perceive your wife was not treated fairly is not cool Harry,We  used to feel sorry for you when you lost your mother at such a young 
age but now  we are so ashamed of your lack of morals and  cruel treatment of your own family who could not answer back.
Harry,you should get together with Meaghan's exes for a beer ,maybe Trevor?
Do you actually know who  the real Meaghan is?? Not too late,Harry!!
Harry and Meghan: If you read this, head on over to Royal News Network for some truly compelling commentary - about YOU.
You paid them for this Netflix? More fools you! 😭😭😭
I just came for the comments!
My favorite part is when Meghan told Harry "You had me at... here's my granny's castle".
CRINGE
Lol let's hit the nail on the head and say all Meghan haters are simply Jealous!!!
They are so pathetic 😢🥳

I loved the fight  scene where Harry has his foot on Meghan’s neck, Meghan chokes out "Martha", then Harry flies into a rage asking "why did you say that name?", then lets Meghan go. 

I never saw that plot twist coming! 10/10 for subverting expectations.
I think people have forgotten how Princess Diana was treated by the media, particularly the tabloid press, when she was alive. She was hounded until the end!

Dé· jà vu!

Prince Harry and Meghan are being vilified for wanting to give their perspective on things. So much is written about them, so many judgements made. Why shouldn’t they be given an 
opportunity to give their side?

It’s shameful to criticise and mock a man for wanting to protect his wife and family.

Having wealth and fame doesn’t mean you can’t have a voice.



When the stakes are more high, we don't want to hear of a proven liar trashing our Royal Family  !!
Is this the series she shows women how to trade up until they get one with lots of money?
I loved the part where Meghan asked the Queen to curtsy to her. Inspiring!
A garbage movie about a garbage couple
I loved the part where they criticise the royal family and the establishment, but then constantly use their royal titles to add millions to their bank account!!!
Can this opportunistic couple have the good grace to disappear quietly like King Edward VIII and Wallis. 

I am an American who really rallied for this union; boy, was I wrong.  
Meghan is every family’s worst nightmare; a naraccistic witch.
Do everyone a favor, especially your country and the crown; stop!  It is not all about you.
I love the part where she meets, shags, and marries a wealthy, white prince, THEN gets pregnant with her anchor baby, all within two years! As a geriatric mother no less! Such SACRIFICE 
and DEDICATION! 😀
love all the comments!!!!!!! Thank you, Netflix, for creating "Real House-husband of Montecito and his fame hungry wife (celebrity wannabe who can never achieve A list celebrity status 
with her own talent)". I want to see the number of dislike 😅😂why it is not showing dislike numbers?
You can’t be British as you haven’t understood the Monarchy. THEY are OUR servants. They are symbollically the embodiment of our country. That’s why they serve the common man and 
spend their time with the common man. It’s called submitting completely to the people and to a life of duty and service to us. We are not beneath them. They are our servants!  That’s why 
we bestow them the privileges to give up their lives to serve and represent us and the country. We’d be as corrupt as the US administration is today if we didn’t have our Monarchy 
protecting a political power grab.
Did haz and hazbeen pay you? Asking for a friend.
meghan supporters always are so clueless, maybe they live under some sort of rock?
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela 🤣🤣🤣
If it's an outdated, unnecessary institution why do the pair of them continue to use their Duke and Duchess titles?
 @OFH  ??? WTF??!!
 @CinderBella  I wish. Just remember, for every weird ass comment here against Meghan and Harry, there's another person in the real world who feels the opposite.
  @L L  Did I say those two personally feel that way about "the firm"? No, I implied it was my personal opinion that it is outdated and unnecessary.

  @OFH  Yup, not Bri sh and don't care to be. There's no mistaking the historical significance of a monarchy but I see no place for it in a modern, democra c society, even if their power is 
mostly symbolic. And I am positive I'm not alone, even among your fellow Brits. It doesn't matter if on paper they're supposed to be public servants. The very concept of a monarchy is 
elitist and outdated. They're great for projecting soft power around the globe and bringing in tourism money, and maybe some charity work, but I can't see their relevance and influence 
growing in the distant future. If anything, it'll just plateau if not wane completely before monarchies are a thing of the past. Not just the Brits, mind you, but the royal family of any country.
 @OFH  Eh. Brits and others say the same thing to Americans and like to shit on us all the time and it's seen as all right, so...
 @OFH  Just saying, I can guarantee if someone said "not American and don't care to be," absolutely no one would have a problem with that.
 @OFH  It's nice that you wouldn't, truly. Unfortunately, I can't say the same for all the rest of your countrypeople. Also, I think there might've been a misunderstanding of what I said. 
When I said no one would have a problem with that, I wasn't saying no American would have a problem with that. I was saying anyone from any other country would have no problem with 
that. Trust me, I know the US has its fair share of problems, but it gets tiring seeing how prominent America-bashing is on the internet and how no one bats an eye when others paint 330+ 
million people with the same brush. So again, I meant that if someone were to say "not American and don't care to be," no one from any other country would see anything wrong and 
probably even go out of their way to agree. Anyway, I digress.
Jealous of what?



Another paid by the grifters.
yes, and the whole world is racist except of a couple living in california ;-)))
You can't fool us a Meghan Mandela, we are not Harry🤣🤣🤣🤣

Of what? Being married to a dimwit? Or stealing from the palaces? or being an escort? Or associating with Jeffrey Epstein? Having that tattoo on her bum that says "enter here"? Walking 
away from the best job on the planet? Being illiterate? Writing Stench the Bench? Not being smart enough to keep track of her own lies? Being a racist calling herself Caucasian and never 
dating a black man? Her ever changing spray tan? What?! There are so many to choose from, I'm not sure what you think anyone would be "jealous" of her for.
And another one paid for by the grifters
how many times we have to listen to their lies, ehm voice???
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela, we are not Harry🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
i mean, that could at least be useful information ;-)))
I know - these two ALMOST make Edward and Wallis look like a class act. Astonishing.
So stunning and brave...👏🙄🖕
Creepy we have heard enough about you and your lady has shown her colours and it’s no rainbow you are both a disgrace to humanity Harry stop acting like the spoilt indulged child there 
are people in this world wondering how they are going to eat and keep warm while you whinge and whine about your privileged indulging life your brother is twice the man you are and 
has gone through much more by having you as his brother but he remained so loyal protecting you and the family that he loves with all his heart it’s time for you and your wife to shut up 
lying you chose to be a nobody you gave away all your family friends and life style for meggy it’s what YOU wanted
18K Likes/ 187K Dislikes
when "Just Harry" have no royal income Mr Markle will leave him
Odious couple. Still if Netflix are dumb enough to pay them that sort of money, you really can't expect these grifters to turn it down.
I love the part where we learn while working on Suits she was a truly awful person, in possession of a severe personality disorder, abused the crew and the people assigned to her. They 
cried. And they recently cried again when they saw the doc.
Cringeworthy.
F🤬k these two over privileged, victim mentality, virtue signaling ¡d¡ots.
I love the part where she expected Queen Elizabeth to let her have Princess Diana’s emerald choker and remove the emerald for a wedding ring! The balls on this b*tch….and Queen 
Elizabeth put her foot down and said, “No!” 😂
When the stakes are so high, wouldn't it make more sense to hear the dressing fitting story from Princess Charlotte??
This is so sadly hilarious I cried laughing 😅  but only from the left eye.
I'm sorry I thought we heard your story when you got paid from Oprah
Bimbo
Its going to take Weeks for Meghan to read all these wonderful Comments…😂
Nice try !!
I loved the part where Harry's wife forgot that she provided stories for the book about them, but bragged about her victory over Injustice anyway. We owe her a huge thank you for 
bringing justice to this World again😪
Genuinely embarrassed that she's a fellow American, but I'm so glad the comments section is open and hasn't been shut down by Netflix. She is strongly disliked here and a great majority 
of us, myself included, await the day of her come-uppance. It can't come quickly enough.



Refuse to watch yet more proven lies by a D list, racist actor. Netflix, what happened?  All her lies have been debunked thru research. By now you should know this. I"ve already cancelled 
my subscription just because of this BS docu. After she showed up at Uvalde, anyone with money would steer clear.  just want to read and like comments. You are so going to regret this 
contract from 2 years ago.
I love the part about where Harry and Meghan have thought about the consequences for their children. The exact same problems haunting Harry will duplicate onto their own children, no 
extended family connection, no cousins, no social interaction. Just proves how great at parenting they are NOT!!
The King of all the Rotten...
Does watching this come with free Sick Buckets 🪣
I love it when Harry and Meghan always have their clothing well ironed and look so nice.
haha, just asked this question will delete mine.  Post tomorrow with date and time.
kate wore that choker last night on the event
 @TADEJA U  Yup!! And she looked GORGEOUS!!!💚💚💚
lollllllllll 🤣👏
good one!
Bravo. Spot on.
Amen!!
The  top comments are being removed actually...they cant take it anymore.
hahahahaha...
Harry's worst nightmare was realizing he'd also lost his valet when he ran away from Granny's castle.  I get so upset for him, and tears fall from my left eye.
way too much drama
I'm glad Netflix added the disclaimer that Meghan's early struggles were not intended to mirror "very special" episodes of Boy Meets World!
I love how Harry had his flies undone when they were dancing after the spectacle wedding. So classy!!
I love the part where she says wouldn’t you want to hear their story directly from them but a few weeks ago said that Netflix is not telling the story the way Harry and Meghan would have 
told it. So amazing and brave to be able to talk out of both sides of your arse at the same time
I love the part where Harry gives up his title of Captain General of the Royal Marines so Meghan could interview Mariah Carey and squat on Ellen.
Netflix, please retitle this to "The Prince and The Grifter."  Thank you.
Why does it look like In Memoriam segment at the Oscars?
I love when the dishwashing soap works on MeGain’s hair and how she love feeling her hair every minute esp when its not tied up.
I love the way they protect their family by being as controversial and divisive as possible. Bet they really flock at the Schoolgates for an inspirational chat with Megan on Parenting 
skills.Surprised she isn't doing  a Tour with Lectures on it.Only $1,000pp.
Total bollocks,what a creepy concept
I loved the bit where Megan beats Apollo Creed and then turns to the camera and says "this is for my wife at home.....Harry,I did it!"

Makes me cry a bit.
I love how they donate a few bags of chips and bologna sandwiches - with donations from others - then brag about it by sending out press releases.
I love the part where she turns a British Prince into a podcaster.
Surprised that Meghan let them put Harry's name first in the title.
My favorite part is when Meghan couldn't even cut it as an "actress" on 2 really bad Hallmark movies. 
Really stunning. Super duper brave!



What I liked best was when they closed down an American military cemetery, so they could pose for publicity shots with a cameraman. I am certain this was more meaningful than the 
American peasants who wanted to visit family graves. A tear is dropping from my left eye when I think of the sacrifice of the Sussexes.
Oh the single tear from my left eye. How brave of them. Truly pulls the heartstrings! Rachael is so charitable, and compassionate everyone has to see it! I'm so inspired.... to vomit
I love the part where they knew that William and Kate would be in Boston and how the monarchy work…. Poor taste.
I just loved the part where Meghan paid off Her Families silence and made them all sign a Non Disclosure agreement…. Now that just says it all doesn’t it ?
I can't wait to hate watch this and then all the videos that will follow tearing it apart ahahah
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
Hilarious
😂😂😂
Love it 🤣🤣
Brings a tear to my left butt cheek
This comment is EVERYTHING. 🏆
Good point!
Good one.
She really made a fool of herself on Ellen.
🤣👍
I thought she turned H into a frog. Was Hazbeen as good as Megadoom at podcasting?
That'll be the next documentary.
They walked on graves to take those stupid photos

You guys, she was able to escape the racist family that made her Vice President of the Queen's Commonwealth Trust. I hope we get a second season, this kind of bravery is important.
There were three in this Harry, Meghan and ghost of Diana.

And the camera crew. So there were like 20 people in the marriage. It was very crowded.
Your both a mess especially that women she  really is a bad piece of work
The number of dislikes. Holy crap!
Lets face it- no one on the planet has more struggles than a prince and a yacht girl/z-list actress. Their bravery is unparalleled!!
Omg! Can they just go away already? We are all so damn sick of them and their narcissism. So much for wanting to live a private life…
I never want to see this scum in Great Britain again
“No one knows what happens behind closed doors.”
Thank God.
I loved the part where she changed the world with washing up liquid,  all i can do is wash dishes with my bottle of soap  suds !
I love the part where Meghan realised there was a tiny risk of not walking in front of Sophie and Edward at the Commonwealth service so she pushed chairs out of the way to make sure 
she was in front. So classy and elegant. So compassionate
What a Couple of Morons 😂
And we care about Seth Rogen and what´s her name... why?



The only thing that surprised me about Meghan is that she didn't try to take Charles away from Camilla. Then she could immediately become Queen Consort.
I loved the part where I came here to check the ratio and  was neither disappointed or shocked. 

These two claim they want their privacy. Please, I beg of you...we would like that too. Go away.
The Duchess of Netflix and her spineless husband. Harry demonstrates a total lack of moral fibre. This used to be a court martial matter. In older times he would have been shown into a 
room to find a loaded pistol on a desk. He would have known what to do with it. No Englishman behaves as he does.
Well, I'll be... I knew Meg was an angel saint humanitarian feminist philanthropist savior that single handedly save us women from doing the dishes... but when she free dived into that 
group of sharks to tag them for research I thought, "What CAN'T this woman do?!" Then, BOOM! Cut scene and we see our godess of light, love and generosity scaling that cliff to hand 
feed the baby bald eagles.. I mean, chefs kiss Just stop making shows, movies, documentaries.. shut it all down, Netflix! You can't top this circle jerk... I mean, absolute masterpiece! 
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
JUST SO YOU ALL KNOW GUYS THIS POST IS AT ….139,000 Thumbs Down 👎 lol 😂 Hilarious 🤣
Seriously, why does ANYONE give a shit about these spoiled and pampered brats being "oppressed"? "When the stakes are high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us"?. 
No, we don't care to hear it at all.
I love the part where Rachel televised her 40x40 for HER birthday & no one ever heard anything else about it. Hopefully, we’ll see how that helped 40 women in this documentary we really 
won’t watch.
0:30 "Had to do everything I could to protect my family" while shaking his head "no" while saying it 🤔🤔🤔
Racists. She should have been named President. If she wasn't of mixed race, she'd be President. Tear coming down from my left eye for Rachel.
Yeah Harry doesn't look good in high heels.
That was a moment!! As was Sophie's death glare there.
As was Rachel's first official appearance, round a freezing pond, bare legged, sock marks on her calfs. In dirty, ill fitting shoes, giving us all her briefcase girl arch. That was the moment I 
knew she was 'classy' and was going to fit right in. And how! The poop hat, the tongue out, the hair stuck to her face with no hat, the jumping into the car before the Monarch, the 
beautiful hand written banana gifts and best of all her f bomb in her horse drawn carriage. What a gal. She sure showed us British racist Karens how to behave..
So regal and Royal.............................NOT
So desperate LOL
😂😂😂 brilliant !!
Yes she went into mountain goat mode in a millisecond, amazing stuff!!
Never in my life have I seen such disrespectful behaviour in a church, the woman has not an ounce of class or decorum!
 @Theresa Warren  😂🤣🤣 She certainly gets my goat! 🐐😉
 @Kat Bar  🤡
 @J MacK  🤡
I love the footage of her pushing men, including her own husband, out of her way at royal events because she always has to be first
Did this happen?
 @0RiCeBuBbLeZ0  Yes.  It's on video.
And how she pushed in front of the Queen.
 @0RiCeBuBbLeZ0  yep. She has grabbed Harry with the claw to push him out of the way to go first against royal protocol.
 @0RiCeBuBbLeZ0  yep. She has grabbed Harry with the claw to push him out of the way to go first against royal protocol.
That was tacky! I thought she was about to hike up her dress and hurdle jump the chairs 😂
Yes. Absolutely. Barn manners!



Which commonwealth service? I haven't seen that video yet
 @Heather Busbee  2020 commonwealth (green dress)
 @Darlene `  and now the queens dead and she's not so who really wins
Hahahahahahahahahahahhahaha
 @SJW 57  can you link it here please?
Just remember how selflessly she nagged Palace staff, demanding a private audience with the new King. I mean, her intelligence and strategising abilities are stratospherical!! She could 
have claimed all kinds of atrocities happened at this audience. She might yet have managed to peel Charles away from Camilla. She certainly has appropriate experience on yachts. I 
wonder why the State Department made her fail their entrance exam and asked her to leave Buenos Aries weeks ahead of time. They just didn't see what a magnificent asset she might 
have been!!
LOVE this comment!!!
I really laughed out loud at this one.....all the hyperbole.....it's so Markle.
amd i love that it wasn't even her 40s birthday ;-))
I love the part where the evil Royal Family takes away her passport, but she is still able to take a dozen private jet trips around the world, including one to New York for a $300k baby 
shower. In between posing for paparazzi outside her penthouse suite, she is STILL able to find the time to post about poverty to her Sussex Royal account.
She only cares about making money.
It was so nice to see you guys in West Hollywood on Sierra Bonita handing out BS shit to the “needy” in one of the nicest neighborhoods in LA. Wild that cameras came to film as well, a  
“good” deed not filmed is no deed at all right race baiter fakes?
Harry is a third-in-line lucky sperm and Meghan is a c-list TV actress...why on earth would they merit a documentary? Hell, at least make Harry move to Florida, grow a mullet and raise 
tigers or something to make him interesting, Netflix. Meghan is just a lost cause. So boring, yet so self I important.
Would be more interested in a  documentary about the lies and inconsistencies  of these 2 grifters
I came for the comments.  Someone should do a documentary on how the public really feels about thie pair.
Why are the stakes high again?
Use me as a dislike button! 🙄
Generation of snow flakes😂
I bet the dislike button is exhausted
I love the part when Meghan said she had to sing the British National Anthem but no one gave her the words! So she had to Google them herself! How much hardship must one woman 
endure.
Wh0000careesss.
Lol I thought this was a parody. Hope Netflix didn't pay more than $50 for this.
That part when Meghan was saving private ryan was so viceral and emotional!
The dislikes are astronomical. Lmao
I just love how Meghan's intelligence is such to match Jordan Peterson. Such character and integrity - really, we should ALL aspire to marry a rich man so he can arrange a podcast where 
we can showcase how independent and powerful we are as women: we just want to support other women who struggle as we do, right? A documentary where these two actually received 
the therapy they so desperately need (his mummy issues, her self obsessed narcissism)  would actually serve the world and teach generation z that 'Mummy and Daddy Palm Trees' is a 
very, very warped relationship that is nothing to do with love and everything to do with strangulating suffocation?
Hopefully Netflix will show the African people dancing on the streets as when the legend one and only Mr. Mandela was released from prison cannot wait!!!! 😂😂😂
Two people who need a dose of real life. Serve others not yourselves. Spolied brats.
i am sure you are very glad they censured the unlike button



Me thinks the clip where Meghan is sitting with both hands to her face crying with Harry next to her his head back looking exasperated 
was just after the Queen told Harry, “Meghan cannot have whatever she wants. She gets what tiara she's given by me.”  Gosh I miss the Queen.
Yeah, but with a person like her, it will never be enough.
Correction...Z list
6th in line
No, a generation of narcissist. Everything is all about themselves.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂
Even though she lived in Canada for 7 years and heard it quite often....
It’s hard to believe how she get through her days. Poor thing. 😅
Doubtful that that useless, stoned, daft dolt of a husband knew the words, either.
 @Carol Bowman well said!
Harry is a prince of the realm. He knows every word of the National Anthem. Why didn’t he teach her?
😂😂😂😂😂😂
😭 $80m contract
Don’t forget guttural 😂
 @J G  I came to say the same thing 🤣
O look another horrible look at how bad we got it from bad/elite people.
Great doc for losers
l Love the part,when "Poof"-Harry became a Reality Star. Incredible
My favourite part was when Meghan chanelled her inner Wallis Simpson by wearing a severe middle parting and a dress covered in bird shit on national television.  So original, brave and 
inspirational!!!  I don't mind telling you that it bought a tear to my left eye!   Thanks, Meghan - the world needs more archetypes like you!!
If MeGain forgave her Dad, I'd be included to give her a break in the court of public opinion.  Thomas Markle Sr. is no longer savvy enough for the life of a Duchess.  Little does she know 
she'd have more support if she forgave and included him in her life.  Who doesn't have a relative that embarrasses them from time-to-time?  I can relate to that.  I can't relate to her crying 
victim when she's got so much privilege.  Harry is an ass.
You're not allowed to be human if you have more money then others Meghan. Perfection at all times please. Princess Diana had to comform and well her mental health was perfectly fine 
too.
I love the part where she constantly refers to him as 'my husband'. Not to perpetually brag about having bagged a British prince - no, she would never be so vulgar and crass! It's just that 
she doesn't actually remember his name (she's reasonably certain it begins with an H - what the hell he answers to it). It's just that her infinite grace and kindness demands she 'Spare' him 
any potential embarrassment, so she goes with 'my husband'.
I loved the part where Harry asked Mr Markle for her claw, I mean hand.
Moved me so much, i teared up from my left eye!
i love the part when sunshine sachs buys them one award after the other.
I'd rather watch paint dry - than watch this docuseries and these two giant NARCISSISTS. FACT.
I bet Netflix is happy about the response to this. Ha ha. Maybe they will learn some day
I would rather shit in my hands and clap, than watch this self indulgent garbage about 2 of the most privileged people in the world
Comment section is GOLD! Enjoy it now people, before it's inevitably shut down..



The Royal Family paid $32+ Million for their wedding. Poor Meghan. 🤮🤮🤮
She's the only woman to turn a Prince into a frog. 🐸 
NETFLIX - WE WON'T BE WATCHING!

Ooh and I also like the bit where they persuaded the Archbishop of Canterbury to break the law by marrying them in the garden 3 days before their £30 million wedding which was just for 
show.
It brings a tear to the ( left) eye.
I love that Netflix paid poor Harry and Meghan 18 mil so they can share how horrible their life is. Oh , and how they can’t get any privacy. My heart bleeds for them  
I love that the Prince and Princess of Wales use their position in life to serve others. They don't complain and whine about their lack of privacy, the attacks by the media, even the intrusive 
photos that have been taken of them. They are so elegant and such wonderful ambassadors for the UK.
Her adoration for the common people reminds me of another royal renowned for her overwhelming empathy, Marie Antoinette. May Meghan rise to the same heights with her head held 
high!
Real title: The Simp of all Simps and the Karen of all Karens.
I love the part where Megaliar ends slavery and stops racism in America all in one day! Sod off Netfux and take Gingernut and Megganut with you!
🤣🤣🤣Covered in bird shit 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hahahahaha 😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
'Covered in bird shit'! You are brilliant! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Bloody brilliant
hahahaha

 @Lynsey Adams  - No, it was Alex Belfield who did a parody of the Oprah interview, including a very believable part, where a bird pooped on MM’s dress.  Wish that I could find it again. 😂
 @nadogrl  oh yes, I saw that! It was hilarious. 🤣🤣🤣
Errrr, Diana was known for having Borderline Personality Disorder, had a really traumatic childhood and bad family relationships. She even intentionslly pushed her step mother down a 
flight of stairs out of jealousy! All this was before she met the Royal Family. Read up on it. She had issues.
😂
🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @OFH No, they didn’t get that. The big number is what they could have earned if they had been producing tons of popular content. They got a few million as a seal the deal payment back 
at the beginning, but any giant payment will be based on earnings. One key is that the original articles said the contract was worth “as much as $100 million,” which is not the same as 
getting paid $100 million. Even giant names don’t get paid that kind of money (they get a share of receipts)
 @OFH  No worries—they’ve tried really hard to pretend they get paid more than, say, Tom Cruise or Tom Hanks.
 @OFH  They’ve had a hard time staving off their creditors. They blew through those down payments and counted on Charles or the Queen to pay their debts. They are just deadbeats, but 
Meghan put everything in her own name. Harry probably has no credit presence. In the end, the creditors will follow her
 @OFH  wow ok makes her whining and complaining even more irritating
They outshine Harry and his dull, unattractive, forgettable wife in EVERY way.
Unhinged narcissism scores a gold medal in the oppression Olympics,pure bollox



I suspect that their 'servants' have much more interesting stories to tell. But I doubt they will tell their stories because their 'servants' have more class and don't feel the world is out to get 
them.
Boohoo me rich me sad.
I love the part when Harry pestered his granny with numerous phone calls begging for money while she was suffering from painful bone cancer and dying.  He was whining about his daddy 
cutting him off from money and wanted granny to give him money, according to media sources.
My favorite part was when she went into labor and called Harry to not forget to pack her moonbump.
🥰🥰😍🥳
Meghan Markle = TOTALLY TALENTLESS
Disgusting I am sick of them. Margaret Canada
❌⭕❌⭕Meghan Markle just been picked as one of the financial times most influential woman . Meghan just keep winning 🔊🔊🔊🔊🔊🔊.. U SURVIVED SIS GURRRL ..U AND 
HARRY ENJOY UR AMAZING LIFE IN UR HOME U PAID FOR  IN  MONTECITO .🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸
Didn't watch trailer, maybe 2 seconds..off..here for comments..will not waste my time watching..we can read all about there "truth" ..lies.. whatever after airs..plus i cancelled Netflix 
awhile ago!
My favorite part is where she goes into labor and out pops her pillow.
I get so emotional watching these two I poke my finger in my left eye 😢 o there it is a small tear 😢
Who's this hairy Megan chick?
Aaahh, I miss the days when Youtube shows the number of dislikes. Hahahahaha
I love how the Earthshot Prize funded nonprofits with five million pounds - and Meghan Markle’s PR company Sunshine Sachs put out a media release when the Duchess of Sussex gave 
away a $25 Starbucks voucher 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Check out that moon bump!   😂😂😂😂 after two fake pregnancy she couldn’t get it right.
The comments section is fire
I'm betting that the comments will be closed in a week
harry is simping hard for that old hag,dude lost his mind or was he always just stupid?
Is this a parody trailer
😂😂😂😂
You must be so proud 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Wake up! Wake up from your dream 😆! She didn't pay for the house. Lol. It was King Charles III
This is a troll paid for by the grifters

I think someone is blowing smoke up your ***!!
I hear the scraping of barrels at the FT.
Isn't her voice just awful. Between a nasal and whiney sound It was suggested to put assiwipes in jail cells on a loop to get criminals to change their ways.
Lolol too funny
She was pregnant in the stomach... Sometimes...
they are epic, don't think they will be closed.
Hard to tell.
Drugs....
Two thumbs down
Harry did every thing he could to protect his family but yet he married Meghan. LOLOLOLOLOL



Anyone got the latest thumbs down numbers ? 😂
Hands up, who's not a bot?!✋
This is trash. Meagan is the FACE of EVIL and HARRY is the FACE of MISCONCEPTION and DECEPTION. Not worth viewing by the public.
I’d rather watch paint drying…
They wrote books, made speeches, how many ways can you cash in on the crybaby story? Poor rich Prince and his callgirl. Truly trailer trash.
18k likes to 184k dislikes. That ratio is something else lol.
I will never watch this show or even the promo.  Ditto the book.  Disgraceful people.  They need to shut up.  It makes me want to cry one tear from my left eye.
I like the part where Meghan tells the Queen she doesn’t own the word ‘royal’ because who the hell does the Queen think she is?  Doesn’t she know that Meghan is the true ‘royal’? So 
stunning and brave I can feel a tear coming. Left eye.
I love how netflix has been going downhill without restraint!
"When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make sense to hear our story from us?"

No Meghan, it does not ... You have zero credibility and nobody believes a word you say. I'll believe TMZ and US Weekly before you.
love the part when she claimed she was treated like a bimbo on deal or no deal but omitted the oral sex scene she did on 90210.
Megan needs therapy.  She is a habitual liar and is so fake.  Her video interviews prior to being married shows how’s she’s such a Chameleon.  Who is the REAL Megan?  Their kids are the 
TRUE victims.  They will not know any of their cousins until they are old enough to break away from their parents.
I loved the part where she explains how upset she was when she lost the Queen's jewelry that she so graciously borrowed.
DOCUMENTARY—Presenting facts objectively without editorializing or inserting fictional matter, as in a book or film.
When the stakes are this high, does't it make sense to hear the story from us..$$$
And we've heard
And heard it
And heard it
And heard it..................
What doesn't make sense is Netflix paid them millions when we've
Heard it...
And heard it....
And heard it.........
When the stakes are this high, does't it make sense to hear the story from us..$$$
And we've heard
And heard it
And heard it
And heard it..................
What doesn't make sense is Netflix paid them millions when we've
Heard it...
And heard it....
And heard it.........
Zzzzzzzzzzz
It is so pleasant to see those two idiots being utterly destroyed. 18k upvotes, 184k downvotes. Nice!



The Netflix trailer: views 5.1 million with 19,000 thumbs up and 205,000 thumbs down with 29,358 comments in 2 days or .092% positive. I guess they’re getting the same on other sites. 
Keeps going lower on % by the hour. Heard a rumor they want to delay it again until 12/24…same date as KC xmas speech.
you recognize the bots easily. not only that they rately write intelligent funny things, but the also use a loto of emojis like 💕❤
19k to 204k now. bruh!
One of my personal favorites too! 👁💧😂😂😂😂😂
A royal pain in the ash!!
go

That was classic, and how it played out. Megs thinking she was in the United States  could give the finger too the Late Queen. Megs was playing checkers, and the Late Queen 3 D Chess.
 @Margarita Ramos I miss our beloved Queen so much. What that pair put her through in her final years makes my blood boil 🤬
 @mogznwaz  QEll was a very Historical figure. Yes. What them two disrespectful cretin did too her was unforgivable. Trust, and believe they will get their comeuppance 🇺🇸🇧🇲🇵🇷
i don't think there is a cure for histrionic personality disorder.
yes!
One of the most profound lessons I've learned from Meghan is to bully others to help them reach their full potential instead of allowing them to become lazy slackers. I have a sign in my 
office with her inspiring quote, "It's not my job to coddle people!" I'm deeply moved by her ability to "motivate" employees to the point of a nervous breakdown.
😂 😂 😂 America they are yours forever now 😂😂😂 She don't lie or get high
She’s truly an awful person. Be careful who you marry, lads!
Nope.  Not wasting my time watching two proven liars carry on about how hard their lives are.  Why do they think everyone is just dying to hear "their story"?  There is nothing at "stake" 
here except me losing my lunch.
🥱
I loved how Harry & Megan said "let's not get caught,lets keep going" before driving thier convertible off the cliff.
Brought some dampness to my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan is crying in her multi million dollar mansion surrounded by staff and guards with millions of dollars while complaining how hard life is with an hermes blanket 
worth more than my monthly salary. How inspiring, a single tear just went down from my left eye 💔.

So much for their PRIVATE life! 
Harry married the first woman who accepted, we know Meghan was not the first he asked. Meghan nabbed who she perceived as the highest ranking man available after learning her Suits 
role was ending. Jokes on her to discover too late that without his being a working Royal she had married an unemployable loser. Yes, he had some inheritance but that is a lump sum, not 
self-generating. His mom's money bought their house with no guarantee of recouping the same amount if sold. The way Meghan spends $90,000 on a single outfit she'll likely spend them 
into poverty.
Because they are both so boring I predict the Dull Duo will, sooner than later, run out of the ability to generate income unless they start pimping their children to any media willing to pay.
Dear Meghan and Harry, the comments are not bots, nor ONLY UK people. We are Americans, we are much more real than you could ever dream of being. We are as real and authentic as 
Lady of Wales Kate and Prince (future King) William. We see right through you both. No matter how hard you try to labor a tear, a sweat, a word, we see right through you and you are 
Pathetic, Cowardly, Untalented, and Run Down. You will never amount to anything remotely of William’s mother. She would turn in her grave at how childish and immature Harry has 
behaved. Meghan, you will never be anywhere near as genuine, kindhearted and graceful as Kate. I say that as a BLACK woman of color. You make us all look awful. You can’t keep up with 
your own lies it’s pathetic. I pray your “children” are in fact not real. I cannot imagine the ACTUAL GENERATIONAL TRAUMA, that you two would inflict upon them with your personality and 
mental issues that go far beyond being victims of only your own imagination and egotism. I am a behavioral therapist, btw. We all see through you. Give it up. You’re the ugly villains in fairy 
tale.



My favorite part was when South Africa STOPPED so they could REJOICE even grander than when Mandela was released. It brought a tear to my left eye.
I loved the part where YT left comments section open
I love the part where Meghan forgot that her father brought her up and paid for schooling, trips and extra essentials like tiaras.
I love that she knows how to lie and tell all that she was raised by her mother instead. So skillful, just a tear flowing now.
Help I’m extremely rich and a member of the royal family! I know all about oppression.  Listen to me bitch about how unfair and mistreated I am.
The comments are brilliant.  Much more entertaining than this st upix documentary about a couple of no bxdies.
Beware of racist hateful Buckingham Palace bot posts!
I love the part where Harry encounters a blind man on the streets of Calcutta and plucks out one of his eyes and gives it to the blind man so he can see just how wonderful the world can 
be. Such a noble gesture.
The comment section is so good, don't care for the teaser it's the comments I came for!
For more money
Sorry Netflix another woke move and millions of people dropping you! This is so pathetic and insulting to gosh almost every single person ever!
So glad I canceled Netflix as soon as they signed Harry and Meghan.
Brilliant.
That was a good one, I'm still laughing 😂
😂
This made me snort with laughter 😂
😂😂

Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
 @honey owen  I cancelled mine when they first announced that they'd signed a contract with the Harkles. Hopefully, thousands more will do the same.
Nah, she wanted William and she's the one that made up that rumor about him having an affair with Catherine's best friends. Yeah, that vile and cruel to our lovely Catherine. Totally tore 
up their friendship. Come on...as if! William was disgusted by her so she loved bombed dimwit Harry and pretended she was the reincarnation of his mother. She's been seeking her 
vengeance since.
i'm from germany and i don't like them. thrust me they are universally unlikeable, people all around the world despite bullying liars ;-))
Well said! Thank you. Tom Bower's title is correct. It's all about revenge.
Everyone knows Doria was in prison for about half of Meghan’s formative years
I love the part where her father took her to England as a child because of her interest in the royal family that she knew nothing about
Seems she conveniently forgot the several years her mother spent in jail for fraud so was not around to bring her up. It was all left to her father.
from your left eye lol
She did a lot of research of royal women, Diana mostly, there are so many outfits that she copied!
 @EvelineUK  But she knew nothing about the Royal family or what she'd be getting into! We all must feel for this poor soul. So much pity for her. She is the biggest victim here - in the 
whole history of the Royal family!
Give over you daft loon 😂
 @OFH  scoobie doodoo perhaps tooooo!!
 @David Morrison  Hate-bot! 😂
omid, hey there!
I bet you won prizes in the debating club with that one!



 @Pats Hartigan  And I bet you are a hate-bot!
 @Sandra Williams  you're killing me with your razor wit, what a zinger from the bottom of the barrel! The only artificial intelligence is living in Montecito.
😂😂
Brought a tear to his left eye...
😂😂This brought tears to both my eyes!
lmfaooooooo
I love Henry Caville. What a shame but good for him!!
What a crock, I don’t want to watch her tell me how awful her life is. She won the gold ring, and she wants me to feel sorry for her.
I loved the part where they used a stock photo of paparazzi from 2011…when Meghan was married to Trevor. Were they unable to find their own photo of the savage paparazzi attacking 
them?
You will never be Queen. I find solace in that.
These people are a cancer on society.
Notice the part where Harry is saying “he had to protect his family.”  His head is shaking “no.”  Body experts say this is a CLASSIC liar clue!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
This will definately solve world hunger.
Another Oprah interview comin'
I immediately paused the video, thumbed it down and went to comments.
Why would I give a rats ass what these pampered, rich and arrogant pricks got to say about anything? They have no clue about what struggles average people go through.
I love the part where the feminist decries the ‘racist institution’ but won’t stop using the Royal title the ‘racist institution’ gave her.
You're not princess Diana Meghan she was truthful and  her pain was real while you're  a lier and attention seeker and unimportant..
I love the part where she mocks the Brits by dressing as Wallis Simpson or likens herself to Diana as though she’s married to a rightful King. My left eye is watering because she hasn’t 
realised that she’s actually just married to Harry.
Netflix and Megan Markle: Trash that works together, rots together.
Megan is an Over Self-Tanned…. “Z list” actress at best!   She has succeeded at making herself “the victim” of everything!    She is the victim of NOTHING; but,  has and is wrecking havoc on 
something she has no right to even be a part of!!!   
It’s time that the trash is taken out!   God takes care of his own!   Everything that was done whilst Prince Philip was dying, and certainly while our precious Queen suffered in silence….  and 
dying, Their blood is on the hands of Megan, Harry, Oprah and every greedy person at Netflix’s.
Netflix…. I can’t believe that YOU, are a part of this!!!
Narcissistic very planned garbage.
So Netflix, you couldn't find a genuine picture of the paparazzi hounding Harry's wife? You had to use an Alamy Stock Photo, taken by Chris Jobs, of a group of paparazzi at the Premier of a 
Harry Potter movie on 7th July 2011? How embarrassingly desperate and pathetic. 😏🙄
By the way, thank you for allowing the comments section to remain open.
I also loved the part where the duo flooded the news daily with their Zoom calls and promoted themselves by using charities, and received award after award, only to find out they only 
made a measly $50k for charity. Such philanthropy... tear from my left eye.
Who cares about these losers
I love that the cameras just happen to capture all of these behind the scenes moments especially of her crying in front of a Hermes blanket. The oppression is real
I love the part where she says "When the stakes are this high doesn't it  make more sense to hear our story from us?"   Huh ?¿
Why would I want to hear the story (yet again) from 2 known liars? Their behavior isn't even entertaining anymore its just sickening. Enough already



Same here not watched it yet ….😂
me too. i can't stand her voice.
 @Lil G  I heard Catherine's voice in Boston. A voice as smooth as silk!
 @David Morrison  I suggest you don't but if you do, have a chunder bucket.
I forgot to add…. How she pinched Princess Charlotte at Our Queen’s Funeral, and Prince George got the blame, all the while Megan watches with her smirk! 😡
She's a vindictive, revengeful fraud. And officious attitude/voice is annoying.
I agree! Like wtf? The stakes? Is it a game? a gamble? They have a good life & the privacy they wanted - go away & get group therapy with your dad so he can hold his grandchildren before 
he dies!
I know right? What stakes?????
And the answer is no because if Meghan’s lips are moving, everyone knows it’s a lie.
It actually makes me sick that this woman wormed her way into one of the most respected historical families of all time and then has zero respect or appreciation for being part of it. Oh, 
and then lies and craps on everyone because she has to be second fiddle. Then manipulates Harry into thinking he’s trapped and uses his mother to push his emotional buttons to get what 
she wants. So humble. So brave. Such an amazing person.
Netflix just so you know: I have not watched the trailer, I will not watch the trash you have produced, but I will read the comments every day because the comments are honest, genuine, 
and fantastically funny so funny that these comments are bringing a tear, yes you guessed right Netflix a tear to my left eye🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Oh Netflix what did you do! I bet you have a tear in your left eye…and maybe right eye too! Big mistake, HUGE!
I love the part where Megan had to stay in that horrible multi million dollar "housing unit" in Africa. You know, the one that practically burned down? Oh, and the part where everyone in 
Africa were dancing in the streets when she got married. Too bad there aren't videos of all that celebrating.
Meghan is such a brave woman, she and Diana are the only ones who had the courage to leave this cursed family. Thank you Meghan for having the courage to come and tell your story 
despite all these negative reviews, you show that you are above all of that. Haters will keep hating, and you will keep shining. And as Plato said, “No one is more hated than he who speaks 
the truth.”
What's at stake? Does she really believe that her pathetic life impacts the rest of us?
I can't wait to watch this! It's going to be awsome!....

😂🤣😂🤣🤡🤡
A left eye tear ran down my face when Meghan lowered the bucket down to Harry's dungeon,  and yelled "it rubs the lotion on its skin!"
I loved the part where Rachel was in court in London and remembered that she may have unintentionally omitted a minor detail, fessed up voluntarily and immediately, with no pushing 
from anyone and with genuine remorse. The court then tried her for purgery and found her guilty, which she took on the chin and was extremely chagrined about as she knew she needed 
to respect the justice system, and the most important thing in the world …….. the truth. We could all learn a thing or two from her integrity and bravery. 
Brings a tear to my eye, the left one.
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan complained about media intrusion in their private lives, while inviting camera crews into his Grandmother’s home without permission.
These two are just awful human beings. Super rich privileged pieces of garbage are the lowest form of humanity.
These poor oppressed people! Is there a way we can send them money? 😢



If you are truly trying to protect your family. WHY would you deliberately release a trailer deliberately timed to distract from the amazing good 'real' work your own family are doing eg 
William and Katherine's attempts to save the world.  You wanted a quieter life away from the press...this series proves that was a lie and the truth is that you want to simply make as much 
gold out of defaming and ruining the reputations of your birth family. Harry and Meghan you both KNOW that the royal family are not permitted to reply to these constant claims you 
make, so it makes this behaviour very cruel. Meghan...no it doesn't make sense to hear your story as ALL we have heard to this point is your story...frankly I would pay a lot of money to 
hear the real stories of the Royal staff members that you bullied and also to hear your father and sisters and aunty and uncles stories. The fact that you Meghan married a prince before 
you understood exactly what lifetsyle that would entail (otherwise you would have known there would be press comments that you too would be expected to ignore as long as you 
belonged to the working royals). You moved too hastily into the marriage wasting millions of English taxpayers hard earned pounds in an extravagant wedding when you weren't even 
prepared to take some time (some years if necessary) living the kind of life that you would be expected to adopt (which Katherine did diligently and patiently with commitment, grit and 
integrity). If either of you have any kind of integrity or courage you will refuse to accept the ridiculous ripple of hope award which you have been given for allegedly standing up to 
institutional racism. Do the right thing for once and announce that it is NOT institutional racism. I am sickened by the petty behaviour of both Meghan and Harry which is detrimental to our 
country and is divisive regarding racial issues rather than reparative. You both need to grow up, stop wasting the English taxpayers money and get on with your own lives quietly by 
renouncing your titles. Anyone with any integrity who speaks their truth, if they are accepting an award for such reasons, this is confirming officially and formally that the royal family is 
racist. So if you truly believe it is a racist organisation SURELY you aught to distance yourself from it and state that you categorically do not want to be associated with it??? ...... 
UNLESS....the real reason for all of this publicity and racism claims is simply so that you can both profit from millions made via these claims and by retaining your titles you are desperately 
trying to retain some sense of importance? You CANNOT claim an organisation is racist intrinsically and morally remain clean....if you STAY in that organisation. Distance yourself 
completely from the royals in every way if that is what you believe, and the only way you can do that with honour is to renounce all royal titles for you and your children.
else in all of humanity to only have two children. What a stunning and brave couple! An example to us all.
And they ALL fall Down……..
I love the part where Meghan and Harry stayed true to their plan for privacy and not cash it out for some interview with Opra.
no body cares about these people
The two most annoying things on earth.
Meghan is disgusting. My family will NOT support this horrible person.
Very stunning, much brave.
Uhh, she's obviously "not above it all"; if she were, she wouldn't have bothered to "tell her story."  She's desperately trying to reverse public opinion with this fake, scripted, victimhood 
documentary.   And judging from all the comments, no one's buying it.  Except you, of course.
pathological liars and bully tell the truth? ;-)))
On the subject of truth though, Diana didn't 'leave' the family after the divorce she continued doing Royal engagements, lived in Kensington Palace, had an official office there, and kept 
Palace staff on working for her. All the evidence suggests Diana very much ideologically supported the crown and the Queen, at all points. She didn't try to leave it, if anything she 
attempted to increase and solidify her influence within the structure.
 @Stella B  No I'm not the only one... Meghan has a lot of fans, it's just that they don't talk a lot like the haters. The fact is that everytime there is something about Meghan, all the haters 
rush to spread their hatred asap, that's why you think there is only them, but the fans are there too I can assure you that. Besides, I didn't even know that this trailer was released until 
people were talking about it on Facebook and Twitter. I'm in a lot of Megan's fan groups on fbook and that's how I found out about this trailer, everyone on Meghan's groups and fan pages 
is talking a lot about it. So just because you only see the haters doesn't mean the fans aren't there.
 @L L  Yes, Diana intended to run away with her lover Dodi Al Fayed, but Charles and Elizabeth had her murdered before she could.
Usually, a vampire's "at stake"; oops!  Did I just say that?
what's at stake is her staying on the Royal gravy train.
With this tripe and Harry’s book?  The gravy train will probably be running dry.  😊😊



LOL!
I wish the court did try her.
😂
Little Miss Forgetful 💙
I also loved the part when she lied to the British High Court and committed perjury… but called it a “lapse of memory”. It brought a tear to the judge’s left eye.
 @Suez  😂😂
Cash.  They only accept cash.  Y'know, the IRS and all.
Said no one ever.  Except you.
 @Stella B  Very stunning and brave of you just like Harry and Meghan. Idols.
Correction: It's "very stunning and very brave" which its not!
 @Sean Walters  Nah. It didn't take any bravery at all.  But yes, I'm stunning.
 @Stella B  These are the two bravest and most stunning people in the world. You should be thankful they’re with us still. Bow at their feet peasant
 @Mellow Yellow  No no they are immaculate and don’t deserve their terrible oppression. Very stunning and much brave by these two
What a complete load of self indulgent  tosh …….grow up you pathetic pair of narcissistic self serving manipulators……..dripping in luxury ..you poor things ……enough to make one cry 
….one tear …left eye….go!
I love the part where Me again was wearing a red coat and purple dress and Archie dove down from the womb to her knees. Good times. Getty Images never forgets.
The denouement at the end where the Markles realize that as second row nonroyals the stakes  weren't that high after all.
🤮
Hello Mrs Sophia is legit and her method works like magic I keep on earning every single week with her new strategy
The most touching part that actually brought a single tear to my left eye was when Harry professed his love for his granny and bragged that he was her favorite grandson, all the while 
refusing to visit her while she was dying from painful bone cancer.  Such a loving tribute from her favorite grandson.
These two are the most narcissistic and immature people.  You're not in highschool ! Please enough with the fake I am so in love part ! The measure of a true person's integrity and 
character are how they conduct themselves.  It's not enough that you diss the Royal family when Prince Phillip is on his deathbed, the Queen's body is not even cold and the fact that Prince 
William and Princess Catherine cannot even say anything back.  Netflix loses big time by having these two losers on the loose.  Many more will cancel Netflix just because of the trash that is 
presented.  Stop with the pity party.  We are so over your childish antics !
Comment section is destined to be way better than the show lmao
Love the part they donated their Netflix documentary earnings to a charity group .
Are robots commenting? - how many comments start with ‘I love the part’…😂
“I want a private life”. Makes a Netflix documentary.
yuck!
👀🍿I’m here for the comments! Instead of sad piano music, the more appropriate tunes would have been Metallica, “Am I Evil?” or Iron Maiden “666 The Number of the Beast.” Maybe, 
the Thompson Twins “Lies, Lies, Lies.”
So you can’t handle the pressures of the Royal Family and it’s effecting your mental health. So you go to LA and do an Oprah interview, make a podcast on Spotify, write a book, interview 
with James Corden and then a Netflix documentary. I can’t wait for this vomit inducing documentary about how hard done by they feel. Privileged multimillionaires who can’t read the 
room. No one cares about your sob story you narcissistic twats. It’s all bull and they are making MILLIONS out of it. MILLIONS
Every morning I get an email from you asking me to reup my subscription. This trailer is why I won't. 
One tear, left eye...and I'm gone.



Can't wait for the follow up series where we get eight episodes of Harry calling his Dad for money because everyone's finally gotten bored of the endless whining and nobody's paying to 
hear it for the billionth time. Maybe the Sugars can buy that Hermes blanket on the inevitable Archewell ebay listing?
“leaving with immediate effect” is the way Brits say “yur ass is fired”
The biggest bombshell would be them losing their titles!!!!!
Now that’s what I’m talking about rip those titles from them as fast as you can !!!!   They don’t deserve them, like spraying perfume on a skunk!
Not gonna lie..I am going to watch this but only to see how bad it actually is... I'll have to see it to believe it. I'll be sure to keep a barf bag with me. 😅
I love the part where I paused the video at the beginning and only read the comments. I wonder how long until they're turned off.
Wow I' m just shock someone mentioned expert Mrs Sophia I thought I'm the only one trading with her
She helped me recover what I lost trying to trade my self
I think I'm blessed because if not I wouldn't have met someone who is as spectacular as expert Mrs Sophia
I think that she is the best broker I ever seen
She is real and trustworthy
Yes I'm also a living testimony of expert  Sophia
Her success story is everywhere
Who's this professional everyone is talking about I always see her post on top comment on every YouTube video I watched
l think lam interested how can l get in touch with Mrs Sophia
She is active on WhatsApp👇
Tell her one of her clients directed you to her👆
Thanks for the recommendation I just contacted her and she attends to me nicely
Wow I just make my second withdraw again today trading with expert Mrs Sophia
I remember friends calling me crazy when I started but now I shut up them with my four figure weekly returned
I'm happy today because of Mrs Sophia
I'm from Germany I used to take loan from the bank for surviver but after trading with expert Mrs Sophia she changed my financial status for real
I'm now a creditor not a debtor anymore
She really made name for herself😍
l'm not here to converse for her but to testify just for what l'm sure of she's  trust worthy and best option ever seen
She has made success easier than we thought
Sometimes I wonder if she's used magic power trade

I've never heard or seen any of her clients complain of Lost....I think she's just too perfect
She's not like other brokers that will star telling you stories and excuses why they trade didn't go well after collecting your money
A friend that l referred to her just received $7,050 profit after 10 days of investing....l became jealous.. lol
My first experience with her gave me the assurance that has made me to invest without fear of loosing
She's awesome we love you
Those scammers they promise to make up to $50,000 profit within the space of 7 days with just $500 to invest and end up not even refunding your capital but she's a woman of integrity, 
with $500 she will tell you she can only make profit within the range of $2000 to $8,900 and she actually delivers.... she's great
Hello, anyone there??



Reach her
 WhatsApp👇👇
Reach her
 WhatsApp👇👇
Trade with her and remember to share testimonies with others ☝..🇺🇸🇺🇸
Her method surprises me

When I saw testimonies all over the place I thought it was made up stories till I was convinced and gave it a try and honestly I don't regret the move I made because I invested in a big way.
yep.....

What about when he so touchingly told us that 'CROCODILE' was Archie's first word, and he asked the Queen for a 'WAFFLE MAKER' for Christmas? I was so moved and inspired by Archie's 
cleverness, that I looked up the words in the Urban Dictionary.  Wow, that boy (according to his father), has got an impressive knowledge of filth for someone so young. - what was he? 
One?   Hard to believe a baby could be so articulate and streetwise.  Really impressed at the education they must be giving those kids.

Still he is obviously following in his father's footsteps - so intelligent. You should see what 'ROAST CHICKEN' is code for - the 'roast chicken' he proposed to M after having.  Oh My.
 @Lynsey Adams  yes, that was just mortifyingly purile humour that made them both look like they were giggling 12 year olds. I think a panel of body language experts recently concluded 
that Prince Harry’s body language and communication is equivalent to a 12 year old’s, so maybe his mind is the same. I think their children will be embarrassed by all of this waffle and 
roast chicken talk when they are old enough to understand what their parents said in the media. So disrespectful to the Queen and her family as well.
And don’t forget ripping into the family as his grandfather lay dying. That’s truly honourable!
Why would he waste time visiting the Queen ?  He is not allowed to bring his Netflix crew and photographer with him, there is nothing he can use to put into his Netflix doc or his book, 
meaning no money in it for him to visit.
Actually I think at first it was the Queen herself who refused to see him because she knew it was a manipulative move to extort money etc. Then, as she weakened and became more 
fragile and vulnerable, Charles and William protected her from the Evil Duo. The Evil Duo would have brought a film crew in (or a hidden camera) to take intimate photos of a suffering 
dying woman which they would have merched to the highest bidder. Half-Wit and Methane are a disgrace to the human race.
Amen.
 @Lynsey Adams  Archie’s first word was crocodile-probably because MM talks about her single crocodile tear.
Maybe he couldn’t go because MM was having extensions put in and he had to be there to tell her how beautiful she is - even without all the fake hair and lashes. What Meghan wants 
Meghan gets - granny comes second to my darling wife who I must protect at all times!
 @Lynsey Adams  
Oops, you forgot Archificial's other 'first word' - "hydrate!"  
Yes, it's in the UD as well. 😳

Those people are sick.
you really don't get it, right? ;-)))
I believe it's called satire.
Don't give them views! You're lining Markle's pockets.



you don't need to watch. the media will talk about it enough, you get all the information you need. just like with the spotify podcast. i knew everything about it, just from the media. no 
need to listen.
Not lining their pockets!!!    I will visit The Royal Grift you-tube channel to get her perspective!!!!
Netflix definitely looks desperate for content what a pathetic show.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where Meghan went from being  a shitty actress to a shitty person.
What an absolute joke these two.  Grow up and go away !
So wait let me get this correct..... Harry and Megan left the royal family because of privacy. They didn't want everyone watching them all the time. Bur yet they do a Netflix doc with 
pictures an interviews an all about their life before an afterwards of being a royal. Make it make sense please.   I thought that if you wanted privacy then you don't go and make a show 
about your life for wvwryone to watch. How is Harry protecting his family by doing this? They are so jealous of Kate and William as well. They literally release this when they come to the 
USA for their visit an award show. Ppl are going to watch this an complain. Don't watch it do they don't get paid.
I loved the part where Megan say When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?”Earlier interview with Variety magazine “It’s nice to be able to trust 
someone with our story — a seasoned director whose work I’ve long admired — even if it means it may not be the way we would have told it” 💩
I love the part that shows the two MOST undeserving people in the history of humankind to have the title of royalty. These two make Vlad the impaler look like Mary Poppins. Great job 
with this one NF - can't wait to watch
I love the part when they really got married 3 days before that 
£32 million spectacle. Just the three of them H,M and the archbishop in their backyard.  Truly inspiring when the archbishop said " that would have been illegal, didn't happen".
I loved the part where Meghan said, 
“The inches we need are everywhere around us.  They’re in every break of the game, every minute, every second.  

On this team, we fight for that inch.  On this team we tear ourselves and everyone else around us to pieces for that inch.  We CLAW with our FINGERNAILS for that inch!  Because we know 
when we add up all those inches that’s gonna make the fuckin difference between WINNING AND LOSING!  Between LIVING AND DYING!  

I’ll tell you this: In any fight, it’s the guy who’s willing to die who’s gonna win that inch.  And I know if I’m gonna have any life anymore, it’s because I’m still willing to fight and die for that 
inch.  BECAUSE THAT’S WHAT LIVING IS!  THE SIX INCHES IN FRONT OF YOUR FACE!!

Now I can’t make you do it.  You got to look at the guy next to you. Look into his eyes!  Now I think you’re gonna see a guy who will go that inch with you. You’re gonna see see a guy who 
will sacrifice himself for this team because he knows, when it comes down to it, you’re gonna do the same for him.

That’s a TEAM, gentleman!  And either we heal now as a team, or we will die as an individual.  That’s football guys.  That’s all it is.

Now, what are you gonna do?”

Chills…
I loved the part where James took his polo mask off and announced “I…am your father”. Brought so many tears to my left eye, I soaked my Hermes blanket. Luckily there was a cameraman 
in my house at that exact moment to capture it…
What does the steaks are high mean?
it will get more viewers than Tiger King, Squid Game, and Ozark put together



People will finally reach the points of realizing that those things this couple said were all from their side of stories and that they are selfish and thought they are the truest and the most 
human people that got hurt by their family. But now see.. don't they realize that they are the one who hurt their families now? Only for money or for seeking other people's opinion for 
them.
I loved the part where they stole the late Queen's most intimate nickname for their daughter to ensure we don't ever forget their royal connection.
Hypocrites attention seekers.. I thought you both want privacy! Well. don't care to hear or
send them back to Canada and secure the boarder
I love the part where the comments section is far more interesting than the trailer. Winning yet Harry and Meagain?
I don't think I'll watch the documentary,  they said they wanted privacy.  ...what "stakes" is she talking about?  They wanted out of the Royal family.   Now, quietly go away; we don't care 
about you.
I love the part where Meghan went to the Queen’s funeral dressed as Zorro to show how much she was fighting for freedom. Zzzz
What a joke! The only people interested in seeing their fake, scripted, set up "behind the scenes" life is those who believe and hang on every word she says. I think most people are smart 
enough to see through them. She isn't as popular or as well liked in America as the media would have you believe, we tend to not like rich people who whine about how horrible their lives 
are and we REALLY don't like liars. Moreover, we detest people who attack their families in public for no reason. Everyone has issues with family, but to put those problems on a world 
stage is tacky, those problems should be handled within the family. These people don't have a lick of grace or dignity!
And the chooks don’t forget the chooks!
I would have loved to have seen Archbishop Justin Welby's face when he heard this, as it was clear she had schmoozed him so hard when she was in Britain he had a big crush on her. I bet 
he hated her for putting his position in jeopardy with the Queen. She called him in for a meeting after the Oprah interview aired.
 @JT M  They are not chooks! They are authentic rescue chickens, thank you very much. I cried from my left eye when I heard about that amazing shed the hens now live in (they are still 
alive, aren't they?).
 @fluff dumpling  laugh!!!
 @fluff dumpling  maybe they’ve been roasted???
But how stupid can an  over thirty person be , all weddings need a witness
😂😂😂
😂😂😂
That she wants cash. She's just full of it
It's a poker reference. Means there's a lot to gain or lose.
 @D'arcy  mucho
Don't think so.
Maybe, but that will not change anything. These two are leeches sucking from the only connection that make them relevant. Remove the title and the become nobodies. Why do you think 
the still call themselves duke and duchess? Exactly that is why those titles is what buy them luxury and food on their table. Because let’s be honest what else can they do? 
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pathetic 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Wrong!
💔I know. Pure evil.
Exactly - super creepy
The nickname of the head of the racist family!
😂😂😂
Just came here to give a 👎
This vile pair of grifters should fk off.



Wait…..Harry and Megan who????
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

I don’t know about you all, but when I squeeze a single tear out of my left eye, it’s always when I’m in my multimillion dollar, 16 bathroom McMansion with a $2500 Hermés blanket 
draped over my chaise lounge.  I don’t worry about the grubby hands of my back-up income generators touching it though, the Nannies know if they allow it they’ll be fired.  So relatable.

Megsy sucha humanitarian, she even took her camera team with her so they too could show their respect to the d34d children & their relative’s. Megsy put flowers on all 16 stones…
I loved her ‘fake it til you make it’ authentic self all throughout. It’s so overwhelmingly original which brought a tear in my left eye.
I prefer to see the real truths and not Meghan's "truths" (lies).
The truth about the unfair treatment she has given to her own family (white and black side) especially to her father who gave her everything he could.
About the unfair treatment to her sister who is in a wheelchair.
About the bad treatment to her staff and the mistreatment and unfairness to the entire Royal Family, especially the mockery to the royal children (Princess Charlotte for example).
Where is the goodness in her?
Is she suffering because her third wedding was with a Prince?
Is she suffering because with a prince now she has a mansion?
Is she suffering because with a prince now she travels in private jets?
Is she suffering because with a prince now she wears Givenchi, Oscar, etc?
Sorry Netflix but you bought all Meghan's lies!
NETFLIX: How to tell us you know the Harkles are a joke without telling us you know the Harkles are a joke 😹😹😹😹🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
In honor of my dear, departed Grandmother, who was born on Dec. 8th, I will NOT be watching.

I will use that day to remember how beautiful she was and how grateful I am that I was lucky enough to have her in my life. 

I will think of all of the wonderful memories I have and how blessed I am to carry them with me throughout my life.

I will honor my Grammy on Dec. 8th.  

While Haz will disparage his Granny on Dec. 8th. 

Hard pass, you ingrate.
Who takes a picture of someone crying with a perfectly placed blanket for sale for only $1600 placed in the background ??????

My one tear is rolling down my left cheek as I write this 🥲
Love the part where I discovered there are people I could rank lower than the Kardashians among the people I respect.  Oh also that Will and Kate travel commercial to award an 
environmental prize while these two jet around in private to lecture us peasants about reducing our carbon footprints.  Respect.  Total respect.
I love the fact that Meghan manages to make super expensive clothes look frumpy and cheap, making it totally relatable for the rest of is who can’t afford expensive clothes much less keep 
up with trends. Soooo inclusive and brave.



I think this is all crazy  the more they talk the more I think it all a lie on her part she could not make it in Hollywood but once she married Harry  she new she hit the gold mine I have 
watched what's on Netflix and it all looks like it her way or noway at all still making money off the family  she a gold digger the way I see it
Most of all I love that “Harry and Meghan’s Love Story” is going to be an OWN GOAL!!!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I find it interesting that psychiatrist' all over the world intend to use this video to teach others on classic narcistic behavior with psychotic episodes of grandeur illusions.
No.... These are spoiled brats... World has bigger problems.. War, climate change, food shortage not this.. You stupid fucks. Living a best life with lots of money in the bank
Now I know why the Queen bestowed the title DUMBARTON’S on them. Not the sharpest pencil in the packet!
I loved the part where Harry keeps asking his elderly and infirm grandmother for more money because his father won't give him any more. Such a kind and compassionate young man. My 
left eye is leaking.
I loved the poignant moment when Archie said “Hi Duchess Mommy! Hi Prince Daddy” to two palm trees in the garden….
Then why does he seem so miserable around her
They've switched those off because they don't show, it must be bad 😂
 @Jayne Falconer  175k at last count.
Really? So embarrassing 😂 🤣
As at 23:17 3rd Dec (UK Time):

18K Likes
184K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  where can you see dislikes (and add to them)
 @UKNPDSurvivor  If you are on a web browser, you can simply use an Add On.
Made me sick😣
She put flowers on one stone
 @Mini Haha  😆 i know
She's not suffering. She's a sociopathic narcissist. That's why she can't be stopped unless someone can pull a Juan Perron on his wife Eva. She doesn't feel anything: love, empathy, 
compassion , regret, or other people's suffering. She only feels toxic anger when she doesn't win.
Yep MM did a 3 hr trip to Indianapolis and return in a private jet. She probably did  a 10 minute speech (if that) and went home. William & Catherine travelled Commercial to Boston- 
around 8 hrs, had to get off the plane ready to work and did several engagements that same day. No mention of W&C being worried about Security so why is Hawwy so hell bent on forcing 
the issue?
It’s true, clothes seem to hate her.  And love Catherine!
 @golden world test  TW is making it relatable for the rest of the world who need to make do with what they have. 
Yes! Catherine’s fashion sense is impeccable!!!!
She also is a teacher of the finest art in “how to enhance the worst parts of your body”, really show it off. 
(My son, a child, saw a picture of her and asked me: is that a woman?😂)
Hahahahaha 😂
 @Hazel Windsor  the inverted nipple red dress was soooo stunning! I could not believe what I was seeing 🤣
Oh yes her best effort was the red inverted nipples dress where her back fat oozed over the sim lines...that did wonderful justice to Carolina Herrera! 👍
My theory is that the fashion houses are told she’s honouring them with her presence so they dig out the unsold stock and add at least three noughts to the price!



 @Sounds Good  She also made a good advert for many layers of spray tan than day. How to combine an non fitting dress with so many layers of spray tan people around her would suffer 
from toxic nausea because of all the chemicals 😂 It was a brave and most importantly a kind act from her 😢 I’m too moved by it all I have to go and take a way a drop of tear on my left 
cheek now.
I like the part where she literally crapped golden eggs to donate to charity. Oh wait... that was a different goose.
Right it’s like Kate is Harrods and Meghan is Goodwill!!
so you critisize her for fatshaming a kid yet  you shame her for what she wears,abit hypocrotical dont you think.
 @Hazel Windsor  You are hilarious!! Love it! 🤣🤣🤣
 @The veggster Good day  Nah, Megadragon deserves all the opprobrium she garners with her nasty behaviours.
 @fluff dumpling  get on your broom 🧹 parked outside and get lost!!!😜
Sunday belly laugh 👏👏👏🤣🤣🤣❤💚💛
I agree... no matter what she wears she always looks terrible.
 @The veggster Good day  During her time as a working royal, Meghan had access to the best tailoring.  She had aids to make sure she arrived at events looking her very best.  Royals don't 
have to look drop-dead georgeous, but they are expected to be neat and tidy and dressed appropriately, as any professional would be expected to look.  Meghan had the help she needed 
to accomplish this.  And Charles gave her a million dollars to spend on clothes.  Yet continually she showed up for official events looking like she'd just rolled out of bed after sleeping in her 
clothes after a hard night partying.  Why?  it's a mystery.
It was an insult to the other people who'd come to her event, as if she couldn't be bothered to put her best foot forward for them.  If she were working for a private firm she would have 
been fired for coming to work like that.
 @The veggster Good day  What's wrong with commenting on her clothing style? She has non.  I'm surprised she wears the most expensive designer clothes and still manage to looks 
shabby.
 @The veggster Good day  She bullied a toddler!!!
 @The veggster Good day  body shaming is not the same as criticizing fashion choices. 

Body shaming— f.e. Fat, ugly, too hairy, too thin, no boobs, flat butt etc.

Criticizing fashion choice- f.e. Ill fitting clothes, color clashes, inappropiate for the occasion, wrong style for body type.

The former is frowned upon because it is sometimes barely within our control (cant control that Im too tall or whatever)…The latter, is absolutely within our control.
 @Hazel Windsor  she makes a perfect bad example for stylists and fashion schools! 🤩
She's built exactly like SpongeBob - a perfect square.
 @golden world test  her ability to take designer clothes and make them look like they came from Kmart is absolutely awe-inspiring.

 @The veggster Good day  The way she has been spending more money on clothes (not her own money) while being with the RF. In fact she spent more money on clothes than THE ENTIRE 
royal families in Europe COMBINED. People can say those clothes didn’t fit her and bad style etc. It was so bad and absolutely crazy amount of spending, including peoples tax money.
 @Barbara Collins  I will if you ride shot-gun.
 @Hazel Windsor  you haters are pathetic!!!🤡😜
 @Noe Way  you haters are pathetic!!!🤡😜
 @Buddy  you haters are pathetic!!🤡😜
 @Rochelle Marshalla  🤡🤡🤡



 @Trust Trust  you haters are pathetic!!🤡😜
 @fluff dumpling  still acting like a juvenile delinquent instead of a sooo called adult!!!🤡😜
 @Barbara Collins  that really stinged! A single tear slowly ran down to my cheek messing up my bronze creams. Tissues please?

 @Barbara Collins  are you talking about Meghan and Harry? Because their display of hate towards BRF is mind boggling and many of us have hard time comprehending WHY? It looks like 
they consider themselves above everyone else with total disregard and disrespect towards the crown,  tax payers and the rest of the RF. They wanted their freedom from the constraints of 
public service and they got it. One can't leave a job, go work for another company and expect to reap the benefits from their previous employer. They miscalculated and are now crying 
"foul". Princess pushy,  D list actress without enviable education or accomplishments didn't get to reform British constitution to suit her greedy, fame hungry personality and is lashing out 
as a mad woman. After realizing that no-one is going to bow to her, she started playing race blame and intimidation game, heavily spicing the soup with lies, lies and more lies.
 @Trust Trust  do you see the royal family bashing Harry and Meghan on the "devil's playground aka social media"? The answer is NO!
The royal family will handle their family situation, with Harry and Meghan their way!☺
The online haters are just
"Outsiders looking In"!🤡

The online haters are pathetic thinking their lives are sooo perfect and acting like they never lied or made mistakes, which is a NO!!🤡

The ONLY One Harry and Meghan have to answer to is GOD, and you and the other online haters are NOT GOD!!!😇
 @Barbara Collins  You sugars don't have morals standards ... bye now sugar don't waste my time anymore.  👋👋👋
 @Hazel Windsor  😂😂😂
 @Buddy  what's wrong sugar britches?🤡 The truth will always hurt the racist and ignorant!!😜
Thanks for the laughs racist toxic online haters!!!🤣
 @Barbara Collins  Wrong. Unless you're suggesting that human decency and honesty are things of the past. There comes the time to expose liers hiding behind the veils of do gooders like 
Harkles. Ppl you call "haters" are those refusing to fall into the trap of believing every piece of b.s. some money greedy celebrity without substance throws at them. Harkles are the only 
haters. They hate RF for refusing to bow to their demands and they hate GP for seeing right through them. Archwell with its $10 million (never to be delivered to the end user and used as 
tax break only - all, actually, completely legal) by anonymous donor included
 @Hazel Windsor  get on your broom 🧹 parked outside and get lost!!!😜😂🤣
 @Buddy  🤡🤡🤡
 @Barbara Collins  Ouch, you’re so brave and, the most importantly, kind. Having so high thoughts of me I’ll be able to fly even though I’m just a mere mortal. I’m about to release a tear 
from my left eye from your immense respect and bravery! 😪
 @Hazel Windsor  my pleasure cupcake, to tell the racist and ignorant what they don't want to hear!!!😜😂🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 I’m crying
And the man-child didn't even visit the Queen on her final week even though he was in the UK, and then after her death, crying over how much he loved the Queen, how close they were, 
and how they named his kid after her as it is that important, sadly we can all see through this fracking idiot.
He is vile. Beyond contempt. Why did he HARASS his frail and elderly grandmother for money - when she was DYING from bone cancer - when he has made millions from SELLING HIS SOUL 
TO NETFLIX?
 @Suez  He has no soul! Along with no balls.
😂🤣🤣🤣
Lmao 🤣 🤣 🤣



Because the narc keeps dying his hair red?
Watch HG Tudor - Knowing The Narcissist : Ultra on YouTube. Quite an education for all of us. Quite funny and drips with sarcasm. He a high-level narcissist himself and makes that very 
clear. Author & consultant across the spectrum. It's love-bombing, devaluation, love-bombing, devaluation until final discard. Always looking for their prey. Plus she took him off his meds 
and gives him stuff to make him more paranoid and sh*t like that.
Yuck these two liars. In a difficult time for humanity, after covid and now a war and a deep economic crisis, they dare to complain for having privilege and the obligation to work as royals. 
F@###,k off meghan and harry.
I, personally, love every moment Catherine, Princess of Wales out shines MM effortlessly in every way. The nerve MM has to even THINK she’s in the same league is hysterical.
Why don’t ya all report this shit as “misinformation” or as “Harassment or Bullying” ??? I just did. Let them know we ain’t gonna tolerate this shit.
I loved the part where Kate made Meghan cry by asking her to stop fat shaming her 3 years old daughter. Brought a tear to my eye. Left one.
0:31 this is not real paparazzi. In 2011 movie Harry Potter.
I believe this will be a very educational documentary to show what goes on inside a narcississt's head.
I shed a tear from my left eye because Netflix have switched off the unlike votes. How bad are they? Hilarious 😂 🤣
I loved the shots of Meghan at a refugee camp in Africa - and her stylists with face-softening reflectors held high are reflected in her sunglasses! BUSTED!!!!!!!
I love the part where the South Africans rejoiced Nutmeg's marriage into the Firm. They celebrated in the streets the same they did when Nelson Mandela was freed from prison.🥺 Sorry, 
a tear dropped...from my left eye.😢
Meghan - 'When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make sense to hear our story directly from us?'

You haven't stopped yapping about it. Please spare us the horror!
snake oil salesmen
I love rhe part were her baby bump moves all around and drops to her knees,she's so inspiring to all pregnant women
I loved the part where she wrote "You are loved" on bananas for s3x workers. It completely changed their lives. I cry everytime thinking about it.
Someone else on Twitter picked up that the photo of the group of camera people (around 30 second mark) is actually a stock photo from 2011!!!😂😂😂
I like the bit where Archie asks, in his sweet little piping voice, Father, what is a Grandad?
I was that their work of fiction should be boycotted. Maybe if we ignore them, they will go away.
I loved the bit where Meghan showed such respect for the professional security funded by King Charles by sending them off to pick up hamburgers for Prince Harry and (presumably) 
Clevrblends turmeric latte for herself.
I love the part where they bombarded their dear Grandmama in her final year to ask for money because his father had stopped taking his calls to get him to pay for his private jet life style.  
Harry was right that he had conversations with the queen that none her ither grandchildren had... none of the others have trashed 70 years of her hard work.   Got the tissues out.... my 
left eye is starting
I love how MM thinks she’s Princess Diana incarnate, but is soooooooooo far from being in her league that it’s actually comical. But it’s her truth guys, and that’s all that matters..
Cancel your Netflix subscription
They are lightyears apart lmao
Yes being authentic as opposed to being a fake.
BOOM!!!!!!!!
Shame on her!
😂😂😂 brilliant
Yes that one really is really a doozy.
Was the tear created in 3 seconds.  Go!



Fat shaming Princess Charlotte? I had not heard that one....I knew Meggin was vile,  but never heard she was quite that sleazy....
Left eye only, wasn't it?
 @P Grace  That was all part of the bridesmaid saga when Catherine had recently had Louis and was trying to help MM with protocol about the bridesmaids. M had been saying awful 
things about Charlotte as she didn't want Catherine and Williams children to be part of it. 

That's why Catherine took the children out of the church separately and the Royals can all be seen supporting Charlotte especially in the church. She must have been heartbroken so see 
poor Charlotte treated like that, but she was still the bigger person and MM used Catherine's kindness and lied about her on the Oprah interview...
 @Spiritual Jax  than you for the detail.. Had Harry been a real man, he would have called the wedding off at the first hint of hostility towards his niece.. IIf Meggin would treat Haz's niece 
and nephew(s) like that, she would berate her own. I bet she hates that Princess Charlotte is inheriting the Spencer Tiara.
OMG this creature is the spawn of satan 😈 who bullies a 3 year old baby….. she needs help.
lol 😢
 @P Grace  - Little Charlotte's dress was a little too tight when it came to the dress fittings and the Creature announced that it wasn't her fault if Charlotte had got fat.
So it has been said, anyway.
 @P Grace  not sure where you’ve been 😉
 @Merineyit  gotcha. ty
Great response!!!
 @Spiritual Jax  and then at the end when the little bridesmaids are filing out the Lizard smiles at all of them except Charlotte. 😡

@Jannywanny  you could see the trepidation on Charlotte's face...  I really felt for her then, I experienced that fear as a child, you don't forget the people that made you feel that 🙁
@P Grace  He should never have gone back with her after they broke up before Tom Inskips wedding... Then she  turned up uninvited to get him back...  He looked broken then and she 
looked smug and evil 😈
@Merineyit  yes... She also insisted they had bare legs... no tights or ankle socks and hard shoes 😡 Plus suggested that Charlotte didn't know how to behave and her friends daughter 
did... 

Plus, made the children wear Lily of the Valley in their headdresses, which is very risky if they touch it, which girls tend to do  when they have things in their hair...  especially when they're 
as young as Charlotte was...
Quite sick, how jealous Meghan is of Charlotte and Harry is of George. Hard to believe that either of them could stoop so low, to treat them how they have.
@P Grace  ❤ I love the Spencer tiara, one of my favourites. ❤  It wouldn't suit  Meghan anyway 😂
She also slapped one of the junior fitting staff in the face!
Unfortunately little Charlotte is not inheriting the Spencer tiara, that jewel is remaining in the Spence r family., Charlotte will have access to all of the royal jewel collection when she is 
older.
She will have to bow to Charlotte one day. Look at the footage of her smiling at the little bridesmaids, then Bang!  She scowls at Charlotte, The fear in her eyes is haunting. Mattress Markle 
again shows her true despicable self.
She gave Charlotte a death stare. It was chilling.



 @Kim Taylor  Poor little Princess Charlotte. That footage broke my heart.  

I had a teacher when I was young whom I was afraid of, although I don't remember why - but the way little Charlotte looked at The Witch was exactly how that teacher made me feel as a 
wee one. 
I literally felt it again after more than 50 years...and Charlotte will carry that feeling inside of her forever, too.
 @P Grace  And of course then claimed that it was Kate that had made HER cry.
 @Sandra Davies  honestly it makes me think even less of Haz been than his stupid wife.. Harry should have called off the wedding immediately. If Megalope would 'fat shame" one child, 
she would fat shame any id, including her own .
 @P Grace  Not just Meghan being nasty to Charlotte ,but she praised up her friend Jessica`s young daughter ( also a bridesmaid) and got her to bully 3 year old Charlotte as well. Meghan 
did not want either Charlotte or George to participate but the Queen over ruled her ,said they must appear .
She did not fat shame a 3 year old
 @Xander Macleod  no she did not
 @Xander Macleod  where are you getting  all these fabricated stories from?
 @Joanne Saunders Right! All these vile comments just feeding off of each other. They have no evidentiary basis! It’s disgusting.
 @Gill Cawthorn   wow u also have a good imagination, did you stop taking your meds cause the hallucinations got back again!! Either u are atroll
 @Gill Cawthorn  Jessica Mulroney and her daughter Ivy were apparently mean to Charlotte. Imagine growing up being known as the girl who bullied Princess Charlotte. If JM had any 
decency, she would have apologized to Princess Catherine, especially since she herself has been markled.
I don't believe that at all.
 @Gill Cawthorn  Did not know that. Not at all surprised. I still blame Haaaaaz. He wanted to procreate with this malignant narcissist. So sad for their kids.
18K Likes
184K Dislikes
especially also walking in those impossibly high stilettos.
Best comment 😂
Ssshhhh… the injunction might hear you. 😂
As is the cheering crowd photo from 1938!! How organic and authentic.
Yet one of “Archie’s” many first words was “Grandma Diana.” The other two being “crocodile” and “waffle iron.” It’s so obvious those two have no children.

Oh dear we tried to ignore them but these parasites are the worst kind. Relentless grifters, they wanted privacy?? Pshh. Avid fame hungry grifters, clinging on false victim Hood of racism 
and oh such a hard working life, they needed to tell the world how cruel their life has been. This kind of scum wants to shove down our throat till nausea this woko stupido obnoxious 
discourse... As she said in conclusion in her last spot a lie poocast, (and now I'm not lying or joking) : "you wanted to burry me, but you didn't even know that I am a seed"... Frightening.
Look at what happened to thatpoor 83 year old woman at the palace who had been with HRM for 62 years! She just got thrown under the bus for MM race-bait set up!
I love the fact that this is labeled as comedy.... it's gotta be... right?
I love how Catherine, Princess of Wales, wears the royal jewels while Meghan has Harry's royal jewels pickling in a jar.
I love the part where Meghan accused The Queen of faking it to derail their ‘royal’ European tour…How inconvenient it must have been for them she chose to die then  
Looks like another humdinger netflix. But couldn't we have race swapped Harry for inclusivity?
Love the part where she admits that she forgets the truth like she had to in the British Court.
The day Netflix airs this ridiculous piece of crap is the day I cancel my subscription!!😡😤
I will watch some reviews or comment videos of the series but I won't watch it on Netflix. I wont waste my time on them.



Another highlight was when Meghan said to Oprah she didn't care about titles, she only wanted her son to be a Prince because being a Prince is the qualification for having security, before 
introducing Prince Harry (a Prince) so he can tell everyone that he doesn't qualify for security to the same audience.
I love how Harry shows William brotherly love.  So touching
I’m here not for watching trailer, but for comments. Lol ~  I’m so sick of these two money oriented clowns 🤡.  You two never compete to Prince and Princess Wales.  Released the trailer 
during their visit in US?  You two nothing but are jealous haters and traitors.
These two will make a mockery out of YOU Netflix!  What were you thinking?  First, H, protect from what?  Himself?  And M…. “…when the stakes are this high…”. I then knew, this was a 
game for her.  A gamble…. And she is all in to do as much damage as she can.  And you endorsed these people.   Shame on you!
I want this reality show to come out soon. Nobody is going to watch it, they’ll wait for others to post it. If Meghan Markle thinks this comment section is bad, girl, buckle up, this is 
NOTHING compared to what’s going to happen when it airs. I CANNOT WAIT
I love the part we’re Ross says to Rachel we were on a break 😂😂😂😊
Gee, and I thought shows like Jerry Springer were the ultimate in glorifying bad human behavior. Netflix, the title of your series would be more appropriate as "The Problem with Harry and 
Meghan".
I loved that part where she allowed Netflix to put Harry’s name first in the title. True Feminist. Such an inspiration !
Netflix, no one cares. I only wanted to thumbs down this trailer. These two are spoiled. She knew what she was marrying into. I will be watching The Crown, not this crap.
Netflix was actually sitting on the gold mine of Personality Disorder Study, a manipulative narcissist with a codependent narcissist, manifesting symptoms on world stage... yet the trailer 
seems to have not picked up the vibe, or not listened to People's Voice :--))
I love the part where Netflix gets hundreds of millions worth of free publicity via clicks from tabloid-addled fools who just can't help themselves. Especially when it makes Harry and 
Meghan even more fabulously wealthy.
Harry, you did not let Netflix into your home to see what happens behind closed doors. I love the part where the couple in UK refused to visit the Queen before her death, and then put on 
an act at the funeral. Cue the tear, Megzy.
I love the part when the press revealed, Megan was a famous American actress that no one in America ever heard of. 😂
Isn’t it amazing that both Meghan and Omid “forgot” the exact same thing at the exact same time under testimony in the court case against the Daily Mail?
She said the best title was Mom. Mom, The Duchess of Sussex, Princess of the United Kingdom.
Harry talks about his suffering and his mother so often that he forgets that he is not an only child.
"Protect his family"? what a joke! Social Services has already pulled Archie at 3 for inability to bond with Medusa and he's too busy getting stoned, drunk, or high on drugs. Archie has 
development issues as well as high anxiety issues. Anyone who buys into this drivel is an idiot. I had to throw up from just the preview knowing the reality. Sickening!
I read that she 'doom scrolls' so I hope she is reading every one of these comments.
I hope they post all of these comments on the bottom of the screen during the 'docuseries' 😂
meghan, yes it is exactly as you write here. it will be just like this ;-)))



I was happy for Harry when he "found his person," but then the rumours began. Then came the easily fact checked lies of the Oprah interview and the easily fact checked lies since. Now, I 
just wish they would quietly retire.  

Asking someone how they are doing outside a a rape shelter that you should be promoting, isn't the time to talk about yourself, but that seems to mostly happen with MM. 

The lies aren't all her fault though. Harry isn't just complicit. He, a grown man with millions in his bank account, actually complained that daddy cut him off while millions of people were 
laid off. Millions didn't know if they would end up homeless or if their kids would be eating that night, and a multimillionaire whinged that daddy cut him off. He didn't understand that you 
don't usually continue to get paid when you quit your job. 

To top it all off, he said this while his grandparents were dying. The Queen was in a lot of physical and emotional pain, and he lied knowing that his grandparents followed the don't 
complain or explain rule. That is when I realised I no longer thought he was a cheeky scamp anymore and was a terrible person, who deserves no respect. 

That I won't be watching this work of fiction, brings a lone tear to my left eye.

Stop working with these grifters, Netflix! They will take you to bankruptcy. How do you know they are lying? When their mouths move. Dump the grifters!

what a cringe fest - only the most loyal leftie snowflake would be able to stomach this - even they would have some sick particles in the mouth though - how anyone can stick this shit
They are really a bunch of bozos! 🤡
harry and his wife living in a millions of dollars mansion and are making money proclaiming  they are victims. Really? They are a pretentious couple.
That shot of a crowd of relentless photographers aiming their cameras was heart rending...and surprising since it's a stock photo from Harry Potter movie premier in 2011.
As fake as that lone tear from her left eye.
There is something so inspiring about elder abuse. Especially when your parent and grandparents are on their deathbed!  Quelle courage!
I respect how Meghan's hair is perfectly maintained and how she never has a hair out of place.  Amazing.
I love the part where so many of you took the time to express your hate. Why comment if you don’t care  I bet you’ll binge watch the series 😂. Proud they will tell their side of the 
story. Racism and mental health are both issues that should be addressed!
Here we go again, Urgh
I admire how meticulous Meghan is with making sure all of her clothing fits perfectly and is ironed each and every time.  I admire that!
Would rather stick pins in my eyes. They are both a disgrace and so is Netflix. I’ve cancelled my subscription and so has family members and friends. No wonder this company is going down 
the toilet. Scraping the barrel with these two hypocritical liars.
Self pitying drivel of the rich and infamous, Netflix, what were you thinking?
Hey Netflix. You put money on the wrong horse! Show us the 👎
The hypocrisy of these two knows no bounds - and I am amazed by the gullibility of Netflix’s management. In a time when doing the right thing is more important, than ever, Netflix, H + M 
are showing us that they only care about themselves and making a buck. It’s completely disgraceful!
Wait, what???!!!! Amazing act!!! Bravo!!! 👏👏👏 You got to love how this 2 play the part!!!! So much truth they're projecting. They should title their doc "How to sell a lie for a million 
$$$$"

I loved that Netflix was balanced enough to show footage of a sad devoted grandfather sitting alone in Mexico after spending his fortune on a private school education for his daughter.



The mournful piano music. The ghostly echoes of clicking camera shutters. Meghan clutching her moonbump; Harry with an acoustic guitar. Smiling bed-head selfies; laughing, holding 
hands. So in love, so spontaneous, so golden... and so much like a really annoying advert for life insurance.

The mood turns dark. Meghan, hair scraped into a bun, weeping cross-legged in a white chair next to a white orchid. The sound of a flashbulb exploding, and — oh, look — here’s the 
Princess of Wales looking thunderous, her mouth downturned, her expression hard.

Next to her is the Queen Consort, also unsmiling. Pointedly behind them sits Meghan, a vision of angelic purity in white (like the orchid, get it?), oppressed and marginalised by her wicked 
stepmother and sister-in-law.

Also in a white armchair, also next to that goodly white orchid, sits Harry. He looks pained. He must, he says, protect his family. He gazes with benevolence at Meghan as she is whisked 
away in a black car, wearing a brave smile as she wipes away a tear.

Crowds cheer, soldiers march, strings swell. Harry’s childhood flashes before us and Meghan’s also: two troubled souls made whole by their love — which, let’s be clear, is the most love 
anyone ever has ever loved in the entire history of love, and we know this because of the orchids and the violins and things being mostly in black and white.

Now click here to watch our Diary Editor on the bombshell trailer.

The music stops. Cut to Meghan. ‘When the stakes are this high,’ she asks, ‘doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?’

Sorry, what stakes? The royal stipend and the Windsor cottage instead of all those Netflix millions? But never mind. The point is: it’s all ghastly, and it’s all the fault of the Royal Family. 
Specifically, the Princess of Wales.

Short of drawing a goatee and a pair of horns on Kate, they could not have painted her more clearly as the villain of the piece.

The weapons-grade narcissism of this trailer is astonishing. As is the fact that, in true Sussex style, they have cast themselves as victims while acting as out-and-out aggressors. This, of 
course, is their trademark tactic, and has been since their Oprah Winfrey interview. But this new bombshell is next-level stuff.
Harry is so homely. Meghan wouldn’t have given that clown a second look had he not been the son of the King. Harry knows this too. I can’t wait for Meghan to dump his ass. He’ll be alone 
and miserable which is exactly what he deserves. I dislike him even more than her. What he’s done to the queen and his family is unforgivable. Harry made the queens final years hell on 
earth. He didn’t even allow his grandmother to grieve her husband of 73 years in peace. The attacks just never stopped coming. They did the Oprah interview when his grandfather was on 
his deathbed. These two selfish grifters, who happen to be two of the most privileged people in the world (thanks to the Royal Family) actually take pictures/videos of themselves crying. 
Who does that? They want the world to feel sorry for them. It’s outrageous and abhorrent. They’re like two boils on the ass of life, two professional victims that deserve to have doors 
slammed in their faces every single time.
Love the part when they came to Australia, she demanded the staff make several versions of banana bread so she can take credit. So generous and kind.
_ Why did you want to make this documentary?
_ To get shitloads of money, you dumbo!
Perfectly said!!
She has truly mastered the dragged through a hedge backwards style.
Not forgetting her glaring white center hair parting.



we will binge watch the series as much as we binge listened to her "successful" podcast ;-))
It was great when the price tag hung out
AND her husband is always SO well dressed too. Especially the humble, grubby, well-worn shoes.!
😂

She serves as an example for us all. So kind of her to show the lowly masses how to dress! Now where is that poorly fitting trench coat? I must cut the sleeves off and turn it into a dress.
And how about that always freshly washed hair, styled so perfectly, never a hair out of place. So clean and fresh looking.
Don't forget that hat made out of toilet paper that she wore to Harry's friend's wedding.
lmfaooooooooo
How about when she wore those awful beige, wide leg trousers not long ago, that looked like a pair of badly hung curtains.
The truly enjoyable part is that she spends so much money on clothes but doesnt make sure they fit her. Honestly she could just shop at Walmart for similar cheaper results.
Doesn’t even have enough money to retire in the US. Shameful
She didn’t even finish that education
This is so true and sad. William we are all behind you.
She wrote about Meghan’s moonbump too
Clutching her moonbump 🤣🤣🤣
Bravo.  Fantastic wording..tragic how evil these inhumane freaks are
Beautifully expressed.
Don’t forget throwing hot tea over the consulates wife for her impertinence
And pitching a fit when she didn’t have the entire house in Australia to herself
 @J G  such a beautiful soul
Such a strong,independent woman.
And expecting the entire official residence instead of a mere wing!  Not forgetting to tell the Governor General's wife to eff off.  Such a charming houseguest!
Yes, her graciousness moved me to tears…from my left eye
 @mogznwaz  I don’t think it was the Governor generals wife… let’s not exaggerate.
I wonder if she wrote inspirational messages on the banana bread.
Hope you crash and burn Netflix.
I love the part where Peg tries to catch the eye of Prince William who suddenly becomes deeply fascinated by his scarf.
Thought they moved to the US to get privacy
I love the part where Netflix cancels last minute deciding that all they've filmed is a bloopers carousel.
Why dont Harry & Meghan turn that camera OFF themselves?
And turn it ON to highlight this Humanitarian work that you claim to do in  Africa and other parts of the world
I dont know why really I am asking this question because I do know the answer to it
I am so sick of hearing about them
Not interested !
Who cares?
I didn't know Rachel was black until she mentioned it.
I loved the part when Ms. Pushy shoves Harry out of her way in order to greet other first.



I love the part where the photo of the paparazzi has been lifted from a Harry Potter premier. That Body Language Guy is so observant to pick this up. 
Such truth and honesty. I’m shedding a single tear from my left eye.
I loved the part where the wedding guests were asking who Meghan was.
I love the part where Netflix attempts to release propaganda
Ufff Women really like to gossip cuz most of the comments are from women. And the funny part is they think Harry is being manipulated by Meghan when they do the same to their 
husbands LOL
I'm grateful that William was born first and Ginge is the spare. Whinge has realised she married the dud and it's all gone wrong, but it's everyone else's fault that no one likes them. Such 
sadness and despair brings a tear to my left eye 🇬🇧 😢 😂
Hey King Charles, release the bullying report. Fight fire with fire. 🔥
She’s a sociopath.  Harry got caught up in her sociopath web.  How many pills or weed did she give him to get these shots?  Kept camera crew around waiting for Angry Harry to be in the 
right frame of mind for the shot! She’s an extortionist user. Once milked dry she moves on. A runner with no accountability.   It’s enmeshment not love.  Trauma bonded by using his 
mommy issues. Mothering in the beginning. Did the bait and switch on him about love of family and Africa. Victim narrative for the collapsed narcissist. Attempting to pull into the false 
love story of her stalking. Harry being angry was lead into more rage by her energy and enthusiasm to get him for her own celebrity goals. Pays out millions to Sunshine Sachs PR.  Spent his 
mothers money to do so. Merchandizing everything. Pockets wardrobe expenses handed out to her by Charles. Why it’s all poor fitting. Not tailored. She’s a walking/ talking educational 
piece on covert narcissist/ communal narcissism/ sociopath/ histrionic mess!  Harry is unwell and never looks happy and free. He is in a new prison he help construct by his low IQ, hidden 
inner rage, petchulant Borderline personality disorder which he had a predisposition inherited by his mother whom was BPD as well. Empathy switch there. Enmeshment and bonding 
issues for both. Both need deep therapy. Devaluation and divorce up next. He will run from her. It’s usually the BPD that dumps the NPD. Because the BPD wants love. The NPD wants 
FAME, Adulation, control. Run Harry run!!
I loved the part where Major Jonny Thompson seared his gaze into the backs of their heads (the royals knew they were wired for sound and kept them well away). Full marks to Eugenie 
and Jack for insisting they take their seats away from the aisle. H&M had deliberately arrived late so they could repeat the “jump to the front of the exiting procession” by sitting on the 
aisle. Foiled! 😂
I love when she plagiarizes left and right and pretends to be so original and intelligent 😂
Nobody really cares about their “story,” it’s just not that interesting as they think it should be. I would rather watch My Son Hunter, or Hillary’s America.
👎 numbers not showing 😂 100s of thousands
I loved the part where the pregnancy belly kept changing size (in the course of one day) and made popping noises in public. So inspirational for pregnant women everywhere.
she didn't know it either until she started using spray tan.
He wasn’t the first to spot it. He’s gotten a pretty big head recently. I don’t watch him anymore.
 @Kelli you are right
 @Kelli  he didn’t say that he figured it out, he said someone else did.
😂😂😂
Do it soon. 
We’ve all had enough of their BS
I loved all the many, many, many scenes in which she shoved, clawed or pushed her way into the front. And also any scene in which Maj Jonny appears for any reason.
 @Pamela Cooney  You and me both. He can stare at the back of my head any time he likes!! 😂😂😂😂
Love, the now, Lieutenant Colonel Johnny Thompson. X
Major Jonny is just as big of a hero as the candle!
That's why she has the nickname "the illiterate one" and speaks "word salad."
i hope this flops



Her kind gesture in calling her daughter after the Queen, despite the Queen not wanting the name to be used again. Courage in the face of adversity.

It is very well known that Megan Markle was a slut anything she wanted she slept her way in the getting it acting boyfriends now Prince Harry. Megan Markle is a terrible human being
Toxic couple ever...
If the trailer is anything to go by? Is it all going to be about MeMe? OMG... exhausted already, the podcasts ? The whinging, self pitying, treacle dramatic pauses? Nah, I will wait for 
YouTube guys to give me the good bits. Thanks, but NO THANKS
Love how people all over the world are so inspired by M & H fairytale life that they are unsubscribing from Netflix so that this very private couple can have the privacy (and perhaps 
obscurity) that they definitely  deserve.

Does anyone really believe a word that comes from this dreadful pair? So full of drama and their own self importance. There are real things happening in the world, for heavens sake
Harry and Megan are absolutely disgusting. Harry gave up His position and the Royal family Harry has no honor.. As far as Megan goes this is a girl who will sleep with anybody to get ahead 
and she latched on to Harry just for the glamor and publicity then she shit on the Royal family .
The comments ate comedy gold.🤣😅😆
Stunning and brave.
I loved the part where Harry talks how difficult it must have been for prince William to lose their mother too, so moving and thoughtful of him

This pathetic attempt at swaying public opinion about these two narcissists was doomed to failure from the beginning. Too many lies and too much self pity under the bridge . Their true 
colours were clearly visible when their whinging and self imposed victimhood began .  Please give the people what they really want- a rest from these two celeb wannabes.
Shame on you, Harry! Your brother tries to find people who can attribute to saving our environment, our planet, and you sabotage it - for what? Money? Jealousy? Hate? Because The Wife 
wants her revenge? Grow a pair!

I have not watched the trailer, a load of rubbish!  But, am loving these comments!  My word, the only other people I can even think of who match the narcissism of these two are the 
Kardashians 
The faux royals want to count the cash rolling in just like the Kardashians!
The handwriting was on the wall with claiming not to know anything about the Royal Family, yet there is a picture of you hanging on the fence rails of Buckingham Palace at what 13 or so. 
And, wanting air fresheners placed in Windsor Chapel for your ghoulish wedding!😂
Who in this day and age does not at least have more than one family member at their wedding?  Even Reese Witherspoon who loves a good PR exposure didn’t go to their wedding.
Poor Harry has become a grifter, but then he has learned from the best!
One of the most unlikable people of all time... I'm sure this is gonna go over well *extreme sarcasm*
Love the part when H & M turned down the late Queen’s Christmas at Sandringham invite. The brilliant King Charles’s Christmas, declined. Tis’ the season!!  🎄 

Best way to mend a family is to accept an invite for a holiday gathering. Do you know how much I’d love it if my family would invite me to Christmas? Even though they are pretty much 
jerks most of the time, I’d go! 💕🤍
I love the part when she said that she doesn’t care about titles but goes around being called The Duchess of Sussex. So humble and brave! It brings a tear to my left eye.
That “paparazzi “ shot is a Getty stock photo from 2011…. There are no photographs in existence of a single photographer chasing Meghan Markle. She hires Backgrid photographers! 
Remember her disgraceful Uvalde vulture episode.
Why does her voice makes me nauseous everytime I hear it? Probably because it's made up of  101% poisonous lies! 🤮



I love the part when she proclaims to be a strong feminist, yet uses men to get everything she wants. Brings a tear to my left eye 😢
I loved the part where they lied to HMTQ and said they would use Elizabeth but then stole her precious nick name
Named their daughter Lilibet… but, when informed that the Queen was dying from bone cancer, they did not bother to visit her. I guess that is compassion in action?
I think Yvonne when she saw the card the late Queen had placed on her husband’s coffin signed Lilibet Megs thought now there’s an idea.
 @Kimberley 😊 I agree
And they also named their son Archie which was an alibi for George, his go-to name when he was little in public allegedly.
Meghan is full of original ideas. Steal people's pet names, steal camera footage of other people being photographed by paparazzi.
I love the part where they patented their daughter's name
Right
Must have missed that bit. I thought it was all about him, and how he had suffered.
Whoah! And here I thought Harry was an only child, like Meghan. I mean, that's how it works, right? Meghan "felt" like she was an only child, that was "her truth." Clearly, Harry "feels" like 
he's Diana's only son.
Not mention that there are three more childhood photos of meghan than Harry

Narcissistic meg couldn't resist showing extras of herself
😅😂🤣🤣🤣😂😅😅😂🤣🤣😂👍👍👍👍👍
you dont care about beeing called sir or mister yet everyone does it annyway,its kind of the same thing isnt it.
😂 savage
Tears coming out from my left eye while reading this comment. I am so overwhelmed it made my day.
 @The veggster Good day  Hey sugar, how much is Megadoom paying you? Is it enough to make up for your shame?
 @The veggster Good day  They were given those titles by the very same institution (the monarchy) that they are now accusing of being cold, abusive, racist.  It's a bit hypocritical of them 
to hang onto the titles they got from that evil old racist institution, I think.
 @The veggster Good day  nah, I don’t go around attaching Doctor to my name just because I could.
 @The veggster Good day  no Duke and Duchess are titles given by the family she seems to dislike so much
Yes and brags in the Cut article how she's a real life Princess for little girls to look up to...lmao!
 @The veggster Good day  sir and Mr is not the same thing as calling herself Duchess every chance she gets.  She only got that title to be a working member of the Royal family.
 @Ceil Constante  not true, she got the title for marrying Harry,  whether they were going to work or not doesn't matter. It is her title same as Ms. versus Mrs.
 @Elizabeth Hock  the Queen gifted them the title.  Otherwise she would be known as Princess Henry.  Like the Queens cousin Michael married a commoner know as Princess Michael.  Not 
gifted a duchess title.
Must be that subtle hissing sound only a Medusa can make when speaking.
Y all she is the sexiest woman alive !!lol 😆
😢 Funny how this smiley is one tear left eye. It’s literally made for Meghan.  We know how she changed all the commercials in the world to be less sexist, how she changed the RF and 
changing the world overall. She probably made the smiley happen too. She is amazing that way you know.
We don’t want to hear your story from YOU! We don’t want to hear your nasty narrative. It makes NO sense to hear the story from known liars and manipulators
Get your barf bags ready.
Self centred spoilt narcissistic  brat
Not keeping up with the Whinedashians! Not wasting my time to see the two "victims" cry under their Hermes blankets and in their 16 bathrooms !😂😂😂



I love the part where she ignores her father who has a stroke and looked after her all his life and googles world tragedies instead and is on her way to them so she can show how 
compassionate and stunning and brave she is
"We don't treat people like that in this family Meghan"
"Recollections may vary"
“Et tu, Harrius?” 
How many times does that Shakespearean quote descend into your brother’s mind before he feels the piercing of the dagger?
What a load of Tripe! Go home its over, you are done hustling!
The World would be a better place if these 2 could STFU
How much do you want to bet that Meghan has been frantically calling their neighbor and friend, Ted S, the head of Netflix, to shut these comments down, and getting a do not disturb 
text.
Who is taking all these intimate photos? The photos of her crying and him seemingly despairing are all acted.
Do you think the public can’t see through these two by now. H and MM have never shown any kindness and compassion towards their families which shows me all I need to see, thank you! 
The trailer is trash
I love the part where she wears large ill fitting clothes that are not ironed or trail the ground and are really unflattering.  so stunning and brave!
Love the sunlit misshapen fake preg tummy! 😁😁😁
'Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?' ..... errrhmmmm? I could quote 17 mistruths from the last time you told your story? Yes, of course it makes more sense to listen to 
you MM. 🤑
I can’t believe these jealous, malicious couple think the public is interested in their cringy whining story. Def a thumbs down from me.
I loved how Megan managed to ride out the Death Star Trench and shoot a Missile into the thermal exaught port,thus saving the galaxy from the Empire.
i love the part where she keeps a vocabulary of a handful of words : authentic, organic, noise, seat at the table, voice, find your voice, use your voice and mixes them randomly into 
sentences in any order and gets people to pay to hear her!
Lol, as if we’d actually watch this. Call up the staff, make another documentary and hit us up with the REAL facts.
The comment section is what I want to see in the documentary.
She invented emojis it’s gonna be in this historical documentary. She also invented the wheel…not a,my people know that.
Best comment yet!
Exactly....and  yet Meg is willing to rebuild relations with the (allegedly racist) royal family, who denied her mental health care when she was pregnant with Archie, but not with her own 
dad, Thomas.
Oh that would be delightful.  Now Ted S. has a good measure at just how much she is despised.
Heard she was stalking Shakira so she moved in the middle of the night to get away from her pestering her. They're neighbors aren't their friends. (Another lie) They all moved to get away 
from them.  One billionaire sold his house for less than it was worse. And then the smell! Ugh!
To be fair, she’s also worn small, ill-fitting clothes with sofa cushions under
She thinks that makes her more relatable to us common folks.
Her ability to make couture look like a potato sack is truly stunning and brave. Tear trickling from left eye as I type this
Interesting I noticed that two but I thought that I was over thinking 🤔

 @Victorious!  Oh, you need to find the pictures or videos where it falls to her knees, makes noise, changes shape all in 1 day, and she does a squat at 8 months in stiletto heels. Yeah, right.
The best one yet, hidden down here! 🤣



You forget "lens" and "makes sense".  It's like there are four columns in her dictionary and she just goes down each column plucking out words for her word salad statement and then 
strings them together with commas in-between.  I must say you really have been listening. Those are her catch words and phrases.  She has a very limited vocabulary if we can all quickly 
recall her mumble jumble words.  That or she talks too much and has nothing meaningful to say.  Be careful though, she might have all those "profound" words copyrighted.
Don’t forget curate and narrative. She loves that one too. Very telling that many of her most used words have to do with making up a story
 @J G  Very good analysis!  It is clear she is always reading a script.
Layers.
Word salad.
 @Pam McCarthy  Yes, let's not forget how deep and profound the layers of her word salad can be!
Global
Don't forget she sits in her truth!! Must be after she's peed  in the bushes.
👏🙌👍
And she was caught off guard during her initial group interview with William, Kate, and Harry, when the interviewer asked her to prove her words… she had no evidence to back up her 
mumbo jumbo of “conscious quips” on mental health.  
This was when Kate was pregnant with Louis.
Intersectionality
Don't forget "guttural" 🙄🤣
And “ripple effect”
 @Bunny M B  Bunny ... tut tut, its her AUTHENTIC truth, get it right! And don't forget to tear up your left eye.
 @Cheryl Weiner spot on!!
Don't forget about "all the layers".....
My truth, control the narrative, both code for lie when it gets me what I want....
She “reached out” to her “North star” and it helped her to become a “multifaceted” and “nuanced” “human kind… be both”. 😂
 @Kelly Jean  eeeew! I do remember and how I wish I couldn't.
I loved when she sooo convincingly praised Harry's design of her engagement ring.....only to have it  changed a few months later. The kindness...the sensitivity..... it's starting to bring a test 
to my left eye...
Love love love the myriad of creative and loving comments here. So the best gift now is to not invade in their privacy anymore and don’t watch the docu series out of love and respect for 
what they wished for. A private life away from the public eye and public service, in respect of what Meghan truly wants … to be away from all paparazzi and how Harry always say , What 
Meghan Wants Meghan Gets. Remember don’t watch the docu series so as not to invade in their quest for privacy.
Alternative title - Meghan, ever the victim. Harry, ever the Cuck!

little girl with no talent, grows up to be a woman with no talent.  confused as to why she is nothing special, marries into royalty only to find that she is still nothing special.  amazing story...
I love the part where Meghan inspired me to unsubscribe Spotify and Netflix because I don’t support lying narc and moaning prince. I don’t regret my decision. Truly inspiring. 

I love the part where Netflix hides the dislike numbers on this trailer but fret not, this only the beginning of their downfall. Truly inspiring.
Netflix you’re losing subscribers by airing this nonsense couple.



I loved the part where Meghan and Harry found a treasure map that leads to gold to save the boondocks while getting chased by criminal masterminds.

The stakes have never been this high. Bravo
What a pair of self righteous idiots, who’d sell their souls to make money.
Why hide the number of dislikes... aren't they all about the truth...or is it just about THEIR truth => lies!!!
So you're telling someone 'wants privacy' they actually mean they want to control the narrative without any critical questions asked.
you should all know by now how masterfully Netflix manipulates public opinion, by the end of the series you will all be crying and saying sorry to Meghan for misunderstanding, plus after 
taxes that alleged 100 million is maybe $789,987.98
I felt dirty just for watching this garbage. This is beyond cringe.  There isn't one ounce of shame in these two.  They are a cancer.  A product of the left.  Whiney, racist and without 
character.  Pure garbage
No one sees what your extended family goes through either Harry. Like when your wheelchair bound sister-in-law gets death threats and is hacked on a regular basis. All done by the 
Sussex Squad in the name of defending your wife. That is just one of your victims...one in which you've never even met.
My only hope is that this Netflix series finally brings them the level of respect they truly deserve from the world.
Admiring Meghan for being such a brave woman I love ALL the parts where this, her true character, shows in her bodylanguage. My favorite ex.: those hips moving their way up and down 
the stairs of Sct. Pauls. NOone else was brave enough to walk like that on those steps on that day!  But to bring a tear, just one, to my left eye I have to remind myself that even this brave 
woman was left helpless, when nobody in Britain seemed to have brought to her attention the words of this anthem, they sing all the time. Good to know she will soon receive an award 
for being the bravest victim of all times.
I love the part where she makes the governor generals staff bake a number of different recipes of banana bread and then pretends she made it when she gifts it the next day.  brings a tear 
to my left eye.
Nothing original here, right down to the use of the "Law & Order" font in the title.
When her bid for the presidency fails, Harry will have outlasted his usefulness and be dumped within the year.
I love the part when Meghan invited all celebrities to her wedding (who most she didn’t even know 😂) and only 1 family member…….that was the first red flag 🚩 for me and it’s been 
downhill ever since.
I love the part that they decided to drop this trailer the night before the Wales' Big Day in US. Such compassion in action! Especially toward their only brother! Reminded me of the 
moment when they accused their own family of racism on Oprah without any proof. What a truly inspiring way to victimhood!
Yea, what bride does that? What a slap in the face to Harry.
But it goes so nicely now with the Cartier bracelet that her first… or was it second?… husband, Trevor, bought her. 😂
YouTube really ought to prevent channels from hiding the number of dislikes 
More than 100,000 dislikes. This show a shit is sinking faster and deeper than the Titanic
As you can plainly see from the comments—it already IS
Or wearing highlighter on her button nose and fake eyelashes to the funeral.
Her body language always gives her away, if not anything else. Can’t remember when she was really genuine. 
The biggest part I liked, was her never letting go of her clasp on Harry’s hand during their engagement interview. That was very telling!
 @Amy V.  I think he believed she was demonstrating how much she loved him. NOW he shudders and pushes her away. I want to see Hazbeen swat her claw away like Melanoma did to ex-
El Presidente tRUMPleThinSkin whenever he tried to grab her hand.
I’m just greatful she didn’t twerk.
Such "protecting the family" values
I love how they are jealous much?



Whoever gave they the advice to do so has helped finish them for good as royals ....
But.....princess millionaires can be victims too!
You bigot!
🤣🤣🤣
You forgot the tear droping from the left eye
 @Maru Hdez I reckon that is going to become the 2022 quote of  the year like ‘recollections may vary’ was quote of 2021. Our language is going to bloom with Harkle-isms!
 @Marieke S.  😆✌
I love the part where Meghan told our Governor General’s wife to F&@# off. Charming.
Comments are way more entertaining than the content 🤣
It's amazing how entitled people feel oppressed with millions in their bank account 🙄

I love the part where she tells the governor general to get out of her mansion overlooking sydney harbour because she needs more than a large suite of rooms.  such power! such feminism!
Cannot wait. YouTube is waiting with open arms to investigate every lie MM fakes. Every word that opens her mouth, it will be a lovely YouTube fest!! Similar to AH and JD. More so. MM is 
going down. Rightly so. Harry is such an idiot. They will be putting the final nails in their half buried coffin. Most people will switch from Netflix to YouTube instead. The series will be boring 
in comparison.
One more thing Harry and Megan  can we count on a date u start living the private life u desire?  Does  your story , this loop come to a end?
I love the part where she throws hot tea on a woman in Australia so she understands that she is not going to be coddled and next time to stir the tea anti clockwise like she said.
I think low key Meghan is jealous of Kate because she couldn't hold a higher position as she expected.
This comment section pulls on my heartstrings.
My favorite part is when they both find out they're just as popular in the U.S. as they are in the U.K. 😱
Her voice makes my ears bleed. She's an awful person! Horrible!
I love the part where this brave and intrepid adult woman learnt the British National Anthem all by herself even though she felt she needed help with it. Such bravery, such commitment to 
the task one can’t help but squeeze a tear from the left eye in solidarity with her. 🥲
I loved the part when christopher bouzy got his grifters riled up to make them head here, only to find out they are totally.outnumbered and his narrative was swamped
I love the part where she explains that its her truth and you can simply change reality and what really happened!  i feel a tear coming from my eye at her inspiriing truth
Also I actually can't wait to see back fat dresses, coats in hot weather and ill fitting clothes. Bring it on 😅
Boring rubbish, just as the programme itself will no doubt be but oh my, this comment section!! Pure gold. Tears of laughter - genuine ones, and plenty of them, from both eyes!
The fact that there are more comments than likes gives me hope for humanity
I love how they think they are popular and loved by people but instead are reading that, noooo, they are not!
But I appreciate how this flic shows their true selves 😈

Fascinating that originally, it was announced to be coming December 25, and now it is just "Coming Soon".  No chance that someone is frantically cutting and re-editing, could there?  😄

Loved the part where Megain , in her ill fitting white wedding dress, glared at and made wild irritated gestures at the kindly old gent offering his arm as she alighted Wallis Sampson’s car 
It was only a tax funded spectacle after all
So inspiring … so caring .. tear left eye



I love that the whole world knows except Harry apparently, that she just screwed the right person and happened to hook a Prince who is so emotionally screwed up that he can’t see past 
her poison. She’s seriously a manipulative, opportunistic, pretend empathetic human being (if you want to call her a human being). She’s gross 🤢, but he is even more to blame, I believe, 
for allowing ANYONE to come between his family and convince him to betray them. She used his mothers memory to do it too… Somehow I can’t help but believe Diana would not 
approve. Harry what are you doing?!!!!!!!!! You could make things right yet you continue to let this maniac control you…. So sad.
No kidding? The only thing I care is knowing when she melts.
She was afraid someone would call her out in the fake baby thing
By “popular,” you mean “unpopular,” right?
 @Mini Haha  Ding! Ding! Ding! Yes! Their popularity is lower than a flea's bottom 😆😉
Only to have those blatant racists change the title and lyrics just to spite her! No wonder she & H couldn't sing the new version at the funeral. They hadn't learned the new words yet. It 
was so humiliating she had to hid behind a candle.
 @Pamela Cooney  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
bouzy is distracted by legal trouble and the new twitter ceo. karma is a bitch!
 @Lil G   he tweeted then carried on banging on about his new antics. Spoutible, an echo chamber apparently where you can't have an opposite opinion.
Was just wondering how cb is going to deal with this!!
 @Maris Moon  I think he's in it..he's only tweeted once about it, he's getting his new platform  ready as he knows people will follow him after this, leave twitter and land on his one 
opinion only site
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
I was awake all last night reading these remarks.

 @Pat Clark  Me too after I got over my giggle fest from watching Katie Hopkins Official: FINLAND: people are being taught to SH*T in a plastic bag. Not a word of a lie. Gulag training
It has to be before Christmas, so we all know how she helped Santa and saved Christmas! ❄
Oh she wanted it to conflict with the King's first Christmas message.  She's the gift that keeps on giving.
I almost forgot about that. What a peach she is!
Absolutely agree with you!  She's just a vile and disgusting person who's jealousy knows no bounds.  But him!!!! He has betrayed not only the loving family that raised him, got him out of 
trouble time and time again, sought mental health care for him, the best money could buy, but most of all, loved him and protected him, but he has thrown his country away too, calling us 
all racist.  When she's inevitably finished with him and moved on to even more millions or even billions, he will come home with his tail between his legs!!!!
The part where she cried her left eye out because no one asked her if she was ok.Truly heartbreaking stuff.
I love the part where they sneak a photographer into Buckingham Palace to take private photos. They didn't want to disturb Queen Elizabeth who was at home upstairs. How poignant and 
thoughtful. It brought a big tear to my left eye.
Why tf is this even being made
the greatest title in the world is ‘American,’ seems to me Harry is the upstart
This is so cringe , holy fukk !
I hope the $$$$$ was worth it, you are not our Prince any more, you are a wimp being led around by the nose because you married a greedy self entitled scheming piece of work. You 
made your bed so lie in it you are now despised by the majority of the British people
and look, this is how a pretend opportunist gets rich overnight, serving the audience hungry for cheap theater exactly what it wants: circus. Someone should tell this hypocrite not to bite 
the hand that feeds her. good that the queen is gone from us and does not see what this pseudo-actress is doing, otherwise she would have died on the spot.



Cheesy, corny, disingenuous, what a cringe-fest!
Horrid and Meganarc, you have overexposed yourself and will get caught in up in your own web of spite and fabrication. 
And I hope the world now sees you for who you really are ...from your own mouths
25,00 comments and counting and they try pretend they hate you, obsession is a curse to those that have evil hearts and join a fan club of haters. Make money Prince Harry you deserve 
every penny.  These bots Will eventually find a hobby daily mail will eventually find someone else. In the meantime Prince Harry get paid. You generate too much revenue. If I am going to 
be called an arsehole and my wife disrespected, I would take the money! Let the haters comment😎😎😎😎😎
I love the part Meggy is so compassionate she didn’t wear any of her jewelry in the South African tour in fear the black hoodlums would steal them.
The illegitimate prince and the Hollywood hoe
How dare you make such a BS film!  We all know they are liars, cheats, bullies, and entitled nobody’s.  I’m sure we will find out they are money laundering through Archwell, too.
But the real question is, “are the poor b*stards who had to film this dreck O.K.”? I don’t think anybody has asked! 🤣😂🤣😂
Y do u have the paps @ a Harry Potter premiere?  Curious  how Harry Potter actors  chime in ur love  privilege life story?
I love the part where one of the camera people needs one of the 16 bathrooms but is persuaded to squat behind a bush so that he can share Meghan's Botswana experience. Moving 
indeed.
I love the part where their wedding cost British taxpayers £32M, but Meghan only had one black family member in attendance...her mum. She is such an activist 🤥
I love that they have told their truth several times before and Netflix letting them tell it once more. Their truth and amazing love story. It’s really believable everything. We have so much to 
learn from these two and we just adore the word salads 🎉 We will sit through in our authentic self as Meghan taught us in Spotify, to listen and learn. I also did not unsubscribe to Netflix 
after learning they made a show about these two. (

Sorry Netflix, I did 😂 Netflix you went too low)
I love the part where she literally poos her pants when The Princess of Wales stares at her, on the Windsor walk about.
I actually have the News Paper Of When Princess Diana Died I have followed the HISTORY of EUROPE as a AMERICAN SOLDIER and Served 4 Tours in the ME. HARRY IN PICTURES ALWAYS 
SEEMED NEEDY, Hanging On Diana or Looking Angry, There Comes A POINT when YOU MATURE, Move on with Life as WE THE PEOPLE/THE MULTITASKERS DO. We Are In a Culture That 
"EMBRACES" That "DEMANDS" WE THE PEOPLE SEE THERE INNER PAIN No Matter How "SELF INFLICTED" it is. Harry had the MONEY  the RESOURCES To BE WHAT EVER HE WANTED, 
ENTITLEMENT LAZINESS I WILL CRY A TEAR FROM MY LEFT EYE for him.  NOT
Oh dear dear comment section... thank you so much for this AMAZING read 😅
A very good question!!! Worst decision Netflix has ever made, worst million dollar investment ever!!
Why have you highlighted my comment,  trust me that comment is very respectful compared to what most of the population want to say about them and Netflix
Totally agree, he has committed the most dreadful act of treason in recent history.  Stay where you are, Henry.  We don't want you back!
She’s always been such a racist
She never made it in Hollywood.  I dont know one person who knew who she was before Prince Harry.
😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
This "story" is so thin and lacking in so many ways, I think Netflix has to pad the content. JMO
 @Liz N  😅left eye 👁 one tear drop
 @OFH  😅 left 👁 one tear drop
I read your empowering, compassionate comment through a lens and laughed so much I cried one, lone tear from my left eye. Thank you.
Netflix has gone too far!
I canceled my Netflix. They allow for this nonsense and other stupidity that I'd rather not have it at all.



Ah, she must have forgotten to show it. Classic moment. I don't think I have seen Catherine stare at anyone like that, nor will it happen again.
That stare, so deserved, was so hard that Megs literally took two steps backward. Priceless.
My favourite moment is when MeMe employs a fact checker for the Spotify series - now THAT bought a tear to my left eye!
Omid S thought that the trailer was 'the half time show'. No, this comment section is, Omid.
I cannot wait!!!!!!!!
I was very impressed by the bit showing the incredible talent of being able to walk two dogs and carry her son down a pathway and able to smile at the same time. Archie must have felt 
very relaxed, those two little legs were swinging about like they were made out of rubber. Megs truly knows the art of multitasking. And bonus... caught by photographers, it was a wonder 
of our times.
I love the part where you can pay somebody 27k a year and no dental plan because it is a true honor to serve the annointed sovereign of God on earth, whilst back in podunk Alabama, in a 
shack out of a fool comes the truth, ‘king thing he so fine but his ass stinky just like mine’
Or: "Cheap cash grab by spoiled priviledged people with rich people issues."
I have 0 respect for Harry who kneels before this ultra Karen. Are they for real with this sad music drama shit here!? Every day millions of people on this world have to sustain real suffering 
and pain. Just disgusting.
Im no fan of the royals btw. I find them to be redundant relics who still eat millions from tax payers.
When Meghan broke down crying recounting the constant sexual harrassment she endured at the hands of the royal police escort sirens screaming "WEINER WEINER WEINER" was gut 
wrenching.
First time EVER they're telling their story! WOW!.. and we've NEVER heard it before, because they're such private people... so caring and compassionate and brave...  they couldn't visit the 
beautiful late Queen Elizabeth during her last days because, you know, no Netflix cameras allowed, BUT were able to attend her funeral, leave their children alone for 3 weeks because 1 
and 3 year olds are considered fully independent people in Montecito, they don't need parents at that age of course..... luckily though for us, we got to see the most authentic tear running 
down the left eye at the funeral.  True Heroes!
I loved the part where Megan won the battle of tower Bridge and declared herself Woman King of London!
Pure, unadulterated narcissism.
What a bunch of sore loosers. 5 years from now, the two will devorced and Harry will wake up from a traumatic nightmare. But its to late then.
Well Netflix, you've really proven that you love to throw good money away on people nobody wants to hear about. It will all be BS, yay 6 times the Oprah interview. Oh, and Megain, you 
babbled about stereotypes not Archetypes. I didn't hear one single Archetype you brainy girl you.
Lots of haters here.  Who cares!:face-blue-smiling:
Did everyone see how beautiful princess Catherine looked ❤
I for one... Love Harry and Meghan. I look forward to hearing their side of things and not the lies from news articles and stretched out lies .. I am happy that they are given the chance to tell 
their side of things.
Let’s make it a drinking game. Take a shot each time you hear: compassion, my truth, my husband, mental health, Catherine made me cry, Archewell, avocado toast. Two shots every time 
the victim card is played. We’ll all be plastered.
A boring documentary about a conwoman and her idiot prince. Harry what a horrible fool you are.
Why would anyone with a normal brain want to watch these two whingers forever playing the victim over and over again and has for Megs tears they are totally false, personally i'd rather 
watch paint dry then watch these two .
Pathetic , milking their “story” for all they can …poor super rich sycophants
Someone with good computer skills copy everything in this comment section in case HM gets Netflix to delete them all 😁
Archie was three feet long and his hands were tied around her neck
I'm only sorry we were unable to see the baby's face in that photo. Bet he was a real doll.



Didn’t she try to sue them?

Yes, wasn't Archie relaxed!  With one strap off her shoulder, one of Archie's little baby wrists tied up with a cord, it almost looked convincing.  I was so impressed that she was ready with a 
markle grin straight into the camera lens which was clearly a long way away.  Well done, Migraine, you're an amazing woman of our time.  None of us could even begin to do what you do!
 @Jane Stringer  Perhaps we could try to emulate her by letting a tear slip out of our left eyes whenever we see her anywhere, tv. tabloid newspapers, made for television movies she will 
star in, etc. Its the least we can do in her honour.
 @Jane Stringer  She was smiling directly into the camera. What an amazing girl.
Can someone keep us up to date if he looks stoned? Heard she's giving him drugs to get the footage. Makes him more pliable.
Catherine is absolutely precious.  Yes, she has great beauty, but far more importantly, she's got a heart of gold, she's a genuinely caring loving person. She's down to earth, has no airs and 
graces and has a great love for her country.  With William and Catherine we are in good hands ❤
i'm happy for you that you have awaken from a long coma (i guess). so for you it will be the very first time that you hear their truth. havw fun! the rest of the world have heard it already 
many times.
Don’t forget: “through the lens” and “shine a light on”…
You forgot authentic and narrative
Yes, I'm in 😂
Yes!!! Good point, it's a work of art 😃
YA ES EXTRAORDINARIO, BENDICIONES H Y M.

I vomited in my mouth while watching this. I think that I will go see Cocaine Bear instead. Meghan is unbearable, completely drenched in narcissism, and Harry is really simply, pure cringe.
the documentary is actually the sixth season of the Crown, the part when finally the monarchy is abolished and all the palaces are converted to hotels for rich American, Arabs, and Indians 
tourists
Meghan says she has to basically tell their side of the story… what story?! The Royal Family has never said one word about them, so what is she talking about?! And why on Earth does she 
think, or Netflix for that matter, that people give a crap about these 2 idiots who want their “privacy” so much yet won’t shut up? So ridiculous. Seriously thinking of canceling my 
subscription…
I have two more episodes of 1899, then will be cancelling my Netflix subscription. I will not contribute a cent to the narssacistic, out of touch, cringeworthy, attention seeking duo. The 
trailer is cringe 🤢🤮
Stunning and brave. I had one tear on my left cheek from watching this. Now, if I was a really good actress, I could have had a tear from each eye, but alas!
The true story of the prince who turned into a frog
Perhaps a show about her pinching babies and kicking puppies would resonate more. Lol. She's so cringe.
Why is Netflix not showing the number of dislikes? Is it because I cancelled my subscription?
I like them and look forward to watching this.
Who at Netflix gave this trash the green light? They need fired and to seek therapy. William and Kate would have been a better series but even then, who really cares about about a 
toothless monarchy and their spoiled brats.
What a waste of time and money. I can not believe that people actually like deceitful meghan.
Love the part where they want privacy and  then sell their story!!
Love the part where they want to leave royal life behind yet realise without them they are not relevant. 
Hope the Sussex stop crying soon for the sake of their children and the rest of the world.
How many paid comments under this trailer 😂😂😂



I love the part where Meghan scores the winning goal in the World Cup final.
Ahhh to be rich, self-important and melodramatic. Meg is living her best life.
Spoiled brat
The most despised couple in the world.
They just want to be in the news.. they have to pay the bills afterall! Poor Harry, he has no idea what hes got into.. 

I would boycott this series! Not interested in such kind-of ‘entertainment’.
👎👎👎
Very well said.  Yes, at this point it's cancellation for me too
Well done, me too!!

Oh aren't they cheats!!!! Cancelling the 👎 and only leaving the 👍 of which there are very few in comparison.  Netflix, you don't play fair, you take our subscriptions, then you give us 
such a load of 🐂💩 with this vile series.  Yes, you've made a massive mistake this one, she's played you like she plays everyone.  You've paid them 100 million dollars for this disgusting 
rubbish.  More fool you.  Now, not content with losing that vast amount of money, you're happy to lose a great many customers.  Cut your losses now, dump this series
You’re off your rocker!!
24k comments and you think people are being paid??
You’re as clueless as Megain 😂
Nobody had ask hier about your opinion😂😂😂 my little clueless friend
She used her moonbump as the ball 😊😅😂
one tear of joy from the left eye 😅
This comment section is hilarious...
And why is it rated TV-MA? Are they going to show clips from her porn movies?
 @Mellow Yellow  yeah.. maybe! The definition of ‘entertainment’ has changed over the last two decades. The audience should also feel they got something in return, apart from 
BigBrother bickering! 😅
Millionaires, royalty, complaining about how tough life is. Get real. People out there got real problems. IF these two really feel that way, they should take a walk outside in the real world 
and/or talk to their therapist, instead of complaining for $$$. Tired of this duo.
I would suggest a docuseries about the comments, it would be less expensive and more interesting than this one. The comments  are comedy gold!
Amazing lol slipped out a little to loud  this comment section is iconic for some lying in a hospital bed after chemo keep it up u guys are doing the the work of netflix u tube a god  I paused 
the trailer as soon as I heard the music  to read the amazing comment  section much love to you all  why this is trending its the amazing talented selflessness  of you all free thinking 
individuals funny and making people who are in alot of pain laugh till they can't anymore.💛 from a real survivor. God bless you all thank u netflix.
My favorite part is when Harry says "Luke, I am your father".
Wait...
Wrong work of fiction. My bad!
I was absolutely moved by the touching way Meghan addressed the helpful aide who came over to take the flowers from her aching arms during the walkabout in the days after The 
Queen’s passing. 
Meghan’s compassionate plea of how she told them she would carry the flowers over to the tribute area followed by such a graceful half courtesy and a smile when she noticed the Sky 
News cameras were on her, showed just how appreciative she was of the assistance being proffered by the palace aide. Bless.



I would love to watch the series, but Markle's voice makes my skin crawl, and Harry just makes me sad. Why would anyone even waste their time watching these two phonies when we 
have William and Catherine?
I'm cancelling my Netflix now because of there lies . I'm not paying penny money to line there pockets !
Love the part where ginger needs to protect his family but then goes on to trash all his real family members….real family oriented couple. Funny how Megan is not close to her family so 
makes ginger simp trash his family also
Another special with these bimbos that no one asked for??  Professional victim = profit I guess... 🙄
Love the part where she rides Shergar in the Grand National and Harry celebrates her winning by doing some juggling at the finish line.

I loved the part where Netflix got “Markled” and will regret they ever made deals with her.. just like Spotify is finding out .. Joe Rogan is still killing it whilst MeGain is tanking big time
I love the engagement interview, especially the part when Meghan tells that she didn't know much about Harry, I admire her for her honesty and true feelings. Even I did not know who 
Prince Harry was, I only knew her because she was (and still is) a world-renowned actress. Everything I learned about Harry was through Meghan, and I'm so thankful. She's a great 
inspiration, because of her I write motivating words with a sharpie on every banana I buy.
I see a lot of hate for Meghan in these comments but I don’t think that all that has happened is a lie. If you were in her position…how would you be judged.  There is racism in the monarchy 
it was proven again this past week. To😮 pretend there isn’t is any is not only unfair but sad. Is Meghan a manipulative woman …yes. Is Meghan a narcissist most likely but you saw what 
Princess 👑 Diana went through with that family. I’m not saying she is anywhere near her either but there are three sides to a story. I’ve yet to hear the truth. I do feel sorry for the Prince 
because he never got the proper grief counseling when he was child so he is still healing. As an Anglophile I have a lot of interest in the monarchy and the history but let’s stop pretending 
there are or were perfect. They have flaws like any other family. moved to the US to get privacy and now they have $100 million dollar deal with Netflix to share their life. Are they securing 
their future. Yes. Are they hypocritical. Yes. Are they hurt Yes. Are they disrespectful. Yes. No one is above flaws.
I loved the part where they revealed Meghan was a famous American actress, no one in America ever knew this! Brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part when an online article calls her by her name, Meghan Markle, and she calls them immediately after seeing it, to have them change it to the duchess of Sussex. She sure gave 
them a piece of her mind to Vogue!
I’m one of the many who cancelled my Netshitz because of the utter crap you lot churn out.  This has got to be the dregs at the bottom of the barrel.  Id rather stick pins in my eyes than 
watch these traitorous grifters.
~Hi, how can I help you?
-Id like to order one self-deletion please.
~Best I can do is Netflix's Harry & Meghan.
I loved the part where Meghan said … South Africans cheered and danced in the streets when she married H… just like when Nelson Mandela was released from prison. 
I love the part when Harry the racist who called Asian people the most vile and disgusting racist names on camera accuses other people of racism
I loved when Meghan yelled "Surprise, bitches!! This is for the Revolutionary War!!" So brave, so patriotic. Just to make sure Britain knew it was us Americans all along. 👏
YES!!!
Yes please 😆👍
❤❤❤❤❤ sending lots of love and laugh
Wishing you all the best.
❤
Good luck, fella. Don’t hurt yourself laughing. X
Love and good wishes for your healing 😘
🤣🤣🤣
Truly amazing to watch it all on camera first hand!



So moving, too, for Meghan to have wanted to help photographers to get just a few pics of her looking sad and very important, all on her own, placing flowers at the tribute area, reading 
all the cards, wiping a tear from her left eye, giving a speech about how she wrote on bananas, then singing some of her favourite songs, followed by an interpretive dance entitled, ‘ New 
icon of the people’.
 @Genny  🤣🤣🤣
 @Daisy Jones  She was thwarted. Poor Meghan. I feel a tear forming in my left eye. 😥 🙂
 @Pauline Stratton  me neither!  the comments are next level hilarious!
i honestly think she thought those flowers were for her 😄
Remembering, the flowers are taken away for security purposes also, which I presume she knows, but acts like she doesn’t.
 @kathy hellberg  I did too. I think she’d forgotten for a moment that the Queen had passed away. ‘ Oh - for meeee ?’.
 @sugarsnap1000  Yes, she’d have been told.  I’m surprised that she didn’t thrash that young aide over the head with the bouquet. ‘ Ee ! Ee ! Ee ! How dare you take my flowers !’. ( 
Similar to scenes in film ‘ Psycho’, when Anthony Perkins as Norman Bates goes stabby with a knife. )
 @Genny  😂😂😂
 @sugarsnap1000    I find her quite scary. Bye 😁😆.
I wonder if she will have the nerve to include in this Netflix reality shit show, her compassionate private jetted photo op at Uvalde …… of course she will. Who does that? ….Precisely no one 
other celebrity did. She is a piece of work.
Agree, me too!!
🤣🤣🤣
Oh yes!!! Netflix have been well and truly markled!
😂😂😂
Brilliant lol
😂

I also loved that she said she was ready to start a new chapter, leave showbusiness behind and that she "would hit the ground running" in her new role. It's so moving to see how much 
effort and work she put into understanding British culture, accepting advice from her staff....she is a true example of someone taking up a huge duty with courage and dignity!!!
Brilliant! Thanks for reminding us of the inspirational bananas. I almost forgot about that one. 🤣🤣
 @Rappala  me too 🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣
This wins the comments section 😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
👏👏👏👏🤣🤣🤣
@Ruth Gordon yes back then we were only sure of one thing… that she would be marrying someone that was kind. It never ever mattered if he was famous and rich, only kindness. So 
happy for her she found a great happy kind and humble man. 😅
LOL!!À
😂😂😂😂
Hahahahahahahaha
And her mentioning the fact that they were “roasting chicken” when Harry proposed. All thanks to her Soho House experience and the Urban Dictionary!
🤣



Whoever wrote this comment is a legend
🤣
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣😂
😂
🤣🤣🤣
 @Silvana María GA  She just didn't have running shoes! Its horrible that you expect MeGAIN 's chicken legs to run whilst wearing $800 high heels! SMH
ROFLMAO!
Wow these are just getting so good.😆
😂😂😂 Roasted
 @Silvana María GA  She hit the ground running, and ran right off a cliff, just like "wiley coyote".
I love the Oprah interview because of how genuine and authentic it was💜 There was no pretense. Positively refreshing to hear that Meghan wants a private life, and she's so modest too. 
She's so talented and must've been completely unaware of Princess Diana and Harry before she met him. Egads. I must be out of avocadoes. Before leaving. I must write Netflix a thankyou 
note for keeping the comment section so we can write to our glorious, stunning Duchess.
Brilliant Laughing so hard here !!!!!!!!!
🤣🤣🤣
proved to be racism in the Royal family don’t talk nonsense…has never been proven and the race baiting lunatic this week has been outed. You talk utter nonsense. Give your self a shake 
and wind your neck in.
Oh please!!!! Just listen to yourself.  That vile woman who cried racist this week is a fake and went to that meeting with an agenda.  Her name is fake, her tribal dress was fake.  It was a 
total set up to cause a situation.  Very very sadly an elderly lady was abused by this fake woman.  Markle has pulled the wool over your eyes and do you think she'd thank you? No, she 
couldn't care less about you and your devotion. There is nobody in her life that she likes as much as herself
This is her very first ever starring role. 😂
😂😂😂😂
😂😂Love it, because I really had never heard of her!
 @Michele Pohl  same here, and I wish we still didn’t know her. She’s awful.
I think you meant African American i mean look at that spray tan
😂
I love that part too 😂
Well done, I'm off to do that now.  Cheerio netflix, thanks but no thanks
The same Harry who wore a swastika also
Yes!!! Netflix, where's that bit.  You can have a whole series based on Harry the racist.  Where is it 🤷
I loved the part where Meghan, Duchess of Sussex, controls her husband, while working two hours a day every other week, with just one hand gesture and makes him stop talking so she 
could be the centre of attention.
So kind. I cryed, only from my left eye.
Broke the heart of HM The Queen all by themselves.   Didn't ask for,  or need help from anyone.  Selfless, determined and courageous.   An inspiration to a nation.  Even thinking about the 
energy of this pair makes BOTH eyes well up 🥲
I love the part where Meghan runs into her Father's arms, crying Daddy, my Daddy. Oh wait, that was The Railway Children, sorry!
Came just for the comments and they do not disappoint. I laughed so much I shed a single tear from my left eye.



I came here just to read all the hilarious comments! 😂 Didn’t even bother to watch that trash trailer coz I don’t wanna hear the sound of their voices. Every time M opens her mouth, it 
makes me feel nauseated while the ex-royal the dumb duke when he opens his thin lips and starts talking, I can hardly understand what he’s saying as if he’s eating every single word. All 
the LIES, MADE UP STORIES etc…..only a FOOL would ever believe these two. Hey yo to all the INTELLIGENT PEOPLE in here!! 🎉🤓
Just wondering if anyone is actually planning on watching this ode to self importance?
Wow who woulda thunk a ‘celebrity’ who married a rich man with no responsibilities for obvious reasons would turn out not so good. This is what happens when modern society breeds 
idiots
I loved the Earthshot awards ceremony with Prince William and Princess Kate! 
It was so positive and inspirational.
Won't be watching this self-pitying rubbish. These two ex-royals are so negative and self-victimising.
Please do what you said you wanted when you left the UK - live a PRIVATE and QUIET life.
I love the part where a bracelet she was supposed to give back somehow got lost. I’m squeezing out that left eye tear
I love the part where Harry decided that Meghan was the right woman to marry… WTF he was thinking 🤣
Woke up this morning to 179K dislikes and only 18K like. In about 6 hours nearly 50K more dislikes.
I love the part when Harry found out Uncle Andrew hit his wife before he did 😂
I love the part where she claimed a South African cast member of the Lion King told her that people danced for joy in the streets when she and Harry were got married in the same manner 
as when Nelson Mandala was released from prison and then got caught in that lie when the only South African cast member denied saying any such thing. On your Markle... Get set... Go... 
tear trickle down left eye.
I loved the part when they moved to America for a private life away from the media.
I love the part where Harry was invited by his Grandmother, The Queen, to visit her at Balmoral 3 days before she died, and he refused to go and see her. What a dutiful and caring 
Grandson. It brings a tear to my left eye.
Netflix is committing suicide giving the duke and duchess of lies a platform. I’ve cancelled my subscription
Notflix prepare for this to blow up in your faces in your boardroom meeting
Wow they scrolled through megs natural hair photos at lightening speed
Gawd they are just awful...
I won’t be tuning in to witness 2 people who were clearly raised by parents who did nothing to correct their entitlement and spoiled attitudes.  We are all baring the brunt of these two 
being unleashed to the world in all their bratty glory.
🤣🤣🤣
ROFLMAO!!
😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂😅😅😅 the comment section is so entertaining my eye shed tears  both left and right  from laughing.. its an awesome idea  that netflix made the 
comment section ooen.. surely when mm reads all this she might ORDER NETFLIX TO DELETE THIS SECTION
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
I cancelled my Netflix after this trailer came out.
 @K A  hadn't considered that.  hmmm.  But then where will I watch Outlander?
Not me.
Cancelling netflix, wouldn't waste 5 seconds of my SPARE time listening to the nauseating pair.  Just here for the comments and a good laugh 😂



I quit years ago. All TV-MA. Don't need that for my family. Plus too expensive and bad writing and getting more woke by the day. Have Amazon Prime (free shipping w/my membership), 
Discovery+ (5 channels in 1), MHZ-European series, Britbox-English acting is is a generational art form and not done for fame; Acorn-Ditto. Seem to be watching YouTube even more. Any 
series I want to keep in my collection, I buy it on Prime. All streaming services put together less than 1 year of Netflix. Good writing, great actors, great stories and the whole family can 
watch.
That’s why she was given a paste tiara for the wedding
Not forgetting a pair of designer shoes.
 @Yvonne C  Anything that’s not nailed down
He was thinking with little Harry...
He wasn’t 🤣
 @Mandy Mckeown  Lol right i’m giving him too much credit 🤣
Apparently she'd learnt a few fun games whilst doing duties on the yachts.  Harry just couldn't resist
🤣 please let that be true 😅
There are no tabloids in America, she said
And they took the children to see they great nana too ..such kind, loving people ...
That decision should haunt him forever
Especially when on the day he was told she was dying, he spent so much time arguing about bringing the viper along that he didn't get to Scotland until it was far too late. So much caring 
and compassion! Pardon, I must go dab my left eye.
 @Pamela Cooney  😂😂😂im cracking up!
What about your right eye, you disrespectful ingrate? Hairy deserves your right eye, too!
Even though he knew that she was ill, he still didn't care enough to go see her except once earlier in the year to ask for money. Also, how Meghan wouldn't let The Queen see her great 
grandchildren!
 @Pamela Cooney  That "tear stick" is really doing the rounds today. 👏👏😂😂
Needs to stop going around LA LA Land with name "Prince" It will get boring fast..then what? Foolish young man with a woman who is playing a Role in a "B" movie..
Amen
Compassion in action...
to be fair he didnt know she was  dying and you dont know the reason for him not coming.
 @The veggster Good day apparently he did know. All ! the royals were advised. Hazbeen was informed. Don’t believe otherwise. He was too cowardly to face the woman he had ‘a special 
relationship with’. PR sugars working overtime trying to sugarcoat his major wimpy selfish behaviour.
Are you part of the Family to assure what you are saying or are you just writing what the News Media who hate this couple says. Harry saw his Grandma days before she die he had some 
work he was doing the Invictious games.But haters Racists are always going to try to bring them down. But Prince Harry is a true Héroe because of all the up and downs he still gets up no 
matter how hard life is.
 @Mariza Gomez  great. So we ALL are heroes for getting up each day no matter how hard life is. The millions who suffered through the COVID days must feel very empowered by your 
comment.  And we all don’t have millions of $$ or servants or PR teams to pay our bills or clean our houses or pat us on our backs.
 @Marilyn Rebouche  i really hope it does, he should never sleep a peaceful night again. Not until he leaves that harpy.
 @Smoke and Mirrors: Faux Royals  I mean clearly The Queen should have gone to see them in LA. Why on Earth would Meghan bring her children to see The Queen?
 @Smoke and Mirrors: Faux Royals  like his grandfather....
 @DreamsRemorse  She won't take them to the UK bc she is terrified that they will be kept there!



 @Smoke and Mirrors: Faux Royals  Of course not, though that might be after testing to make sure they are Harry's. I'd wanna make sure on that, considering we're dealing with Meghan 
here. I trust nothing with her.
 @The veggster Good day  Maybe he didn't know she was dying, but the whole world knew she was not well, and considering her age, he should have planned better.
 @Kat Bar  yes, Megan is practically writing the cvomments herself....
All because they said Me-again was not welcome as were none of the other spouses of the immediate family but oh no that wasn’t going to fly with the old ball & chain that controls every 
move Harry makes. He is not allowed to go anywhere without showcasing Me-Again even when his only grandmother he so loved was on her death bed. 
That’s such dedication to his only grandmother the Queen of England. Truly heartwarming indeed . Cue the tear, left eye 🥲
 @The veggster Good day  the family was aware of her illness.  When you're parents or grandparents are over 90, you know they're on borrowed time.  He should have gone to spend time 
with her.  It was kind of a clue she stayed at Balmoral longer than usual as it was her favorite place.  She was also having trouble walking during the Jubilee.
So you didn't with Cuties????
Yes, me too
Yes, Netflix, I'm off, it's been nice knowing you
🥱😴😴😴 more of the same… boring
Netflix should do a docuseries on the bullied staff....now that would be much more believable than these two grifters. I can't believe Netflix paid for this crap. lol
I love the part where she had everything she wants (fame, money, global adoration) as a member of the Royal Family but gave that up to work for it herself via scornful interviews, a reality 
series, and the mid-West Marriott speaking circuit.  Stunning and brave.
This comment section is absolutely the GOAT.  Unsurpassed.

I thought it was really brave when, at the end of the last episode, she candidly talks about the illness she has bravely dealt with for the past 50 years: unilateral lacrimal duct obstruction. 
The area affected is her right eye. It's devastating and the reason why she can only cry out of her left eye. Apparently she ran out of space for all that B.S., (which I believe is a medical 
abbreviation I'm not familiar with) and it is now clogging all available ducts. Soon enough, she won't be able to cry at all. It's tragic, really! She kindly asked for donations for the research 
and possible cure for such a devastating disease. Checks made out to C.A.S.H. are preferred and appreciated. So stunning. So brave! I will not cry out of my right eye until a cure is found!!
I love the part where Megan complains about King Charles but continued to spend over £1million pounds on herself which was provided to her from King Charles,  for the short  amount of 
time she worked for the Royal Family, and that excludes any renovations of their living quarters and other expenditures she or Harry needed.
This will be Netflix best comedy ever
Have we broken the Dislike button counter? 😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan fixes it for a black woman at a Buckingham Palace event to trick Lady Susan Hussey into making remarks which she says are racist (but other black people 
have said are not racist), by sheer coincidence at the time the H&M trailer is released. Still, the black woman runs an organisation for other black women, and which has received funds 
from Black Lives Matter. No racism there then…
Thank you Netflix! Can't wait! I love Harry and Meghan ❤
The best moment is when she says it is meghaning time before meghaning everyone on the screen truly one of the documents
my favorite part was when this broken objectified oppressed woman married a prince and lived miserably ever after. so stunning and brave.
I love the part how Meghan being American has elevated the “spare” above the one with no hair, lmao
Pair of wankers.
How boring
don't forget how after her father's stroke, H&M said,  that her people were calling his people to make arrangements to see him. yet samantha markle said his people were samanatha, and 
her brother, and neither had  gotten any calls. meg graciously did not call her father directly.
These two are sick and desperately looking for attention in any way possible. Don’t know why King Charles don’t put a stop to their destructive ways



I love the part where Meggan puts her hand up Harry's bottom, and makes his mouth move as she voices him. She's so talented.
Dear Netflix, 
If you wanted to throw money away so badly you could have done something to help the homeless instead of helping the super rich!!
I loved the part where she planned every single step of all of this. 

The manufactured racism was the best part, academy award stuff for dumb yanks.
A hustler will always hustle 💯
Should leave her to the streets.....global adoration? Only dumbass delusional black single.woman were fawning over marrying a prince.....if not...same group would scream 
rascism.....pathetic....nothing about that screams..strong, independent black women like a gold digger...
That's who she is, no shame in it. She just needs to quit the lies and own it. She would probably get more respect.
"mid-West Marriott speaking circuit" HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
Don’t forget a pathetic word salad podcast about stereotypes but for some reason called archetypes because she doesn’t know the difference between the two words
👍👍👍😂🤣🤣😅😂🤣🤣🤣🤣
Seriously though, that is probably the best part.
And a natuyral born grifter will always grift.
I've honestly never seen anything like it. 😂
I hope the witch and her side kick are reading these!!
OMG genius. This made me laugh for ages. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😂
she should see prince andrew's doctor. he cured his blocked sweat glands.
 @comment1ism  That's such a great point! Too bad everyone in the UK is a raging... rrrrrrrracist! 😆
 @Julie Waterstreet  Aw... thanks, sweet lady! ❤
🤣🤣🤣😭😭😭
She worked her claw to the bone spending all that money for 72 days graft, poor thing
Dang, no. It’s because I’m on tablet rather than desktop, but I like my theory better:)
I think Netflix are cheating and have removed it.  So mean
I hope they seriously look into this person and her organisation .
This vile woman had a fake name, fake tribal dress and she's cruel and disgusting.  She has abused an elderly person who was forced to resign.  Shame on you vile woman!
Ah ok so you are the one 😃
 @David Morrison   Keep telling yourself that David. I'm sure it will stick one day. 😃
 @KHazey M  why would I do that ? 🤔🤫 I think you might be a bit dolly dimple 😂
 @David Morrison   Why else are you in my comment? I didn't come to you. You give off a whiff of desperation.
 @KHazey M  no I came to you that’s the beauty I can say what I want simple. Suck it up buttercup
 @David Morrison  Yes you can David 
Harry has very little hair himself.
No kidding. Heard the RF has everything on megazilla including the porn tape/s. Give it up! We don't care about titles. Just want them flattened. Might take more than once for the blood 
sucking vampire.
🤣🤣🤣
Oh Alan!  I bet he enjoys that too.



 @Lisa Madeleine Smith  That pained but needy expression he has doesn't come from no where ;)
Next time they want to throw away money, I’m happy to let them use my trash bin
 @J G  I'd be extremely happy to dumpster dive right along side you!!
Oh, dumb people around the world bought it. Smart Americans knew what a trash heap she is from the engagement video…we’d never heard of her before that
Respect to Netflix tbh for letting us have free speech, we are all going to watch this shit then they will turn off comments! 😅😂
I love the part where Meghan made a charity fly her first class to Africa. Oh and the part where she cured worldwide hunger and then walked on water. A true saint who deserves to be 
worshipped 🙌
I loved the part where Megan hates doing noble things such as visiting children and the elderly because she wants privacy and it doesnt pay anything. Then sells her private life and dignity 
(if she had any) to Spotify and Netflix. Stunning and brave 🥲👏
I love the part where she pretends to be an actress...
LOL...WHY DID YOU WANT TO MAKE THIS DOCUMENTARY???? R U FKN KIDDING ME
I like the part where Meghan screams, "This cake has egg in it!"
I love the part where they showed a b&w photo of school children waving flags for Queen Mary in 1938.  Brought a tear to my left eye.
I loved that part where they professed to wanting privacy. Left me feeling so… confused    
And the part they slagged off their families publicly. So brave. 
The whole thing brought a tear to my glass eye.
the people of south africa danced and rejoiced in the streets, as if nelson mendella had just got out of jail, when she got engaged . i  mean thats as big as it gets. how much lack of self 
awareness can someone have
The part where they hated the racist Royal Family so much they named their daughter after the Queen.
Somebody needs make sure these are saved in case they suddenly disappear.
Harry you idiot, you are a prince of England how the hell did you end up cucked?
I’m so overwhelmed I think there’s a tear that wants to breakthrough my left eye
This is as fake as possibly can be. That picture of dozens of paparazzis came from the premier of Harry Potter movie., and absolutely not related to them. Why  did they include that in their 
story, it tells you  it’s all about making an impact and not carrying about the true fullness
I loved the part when Harry and Megan constantly lecture people about wealth inequality, privilege, Nelson Mandela’s teachings, and climate change then proceeded to use their private 
jet to travel and play a tennis match with another rich friend.
When Harry said "leave the gun, take the canoli" literally cried
Harry The spare …Spare Part 😂
I love the part where she pours baby oil over Harry’s rump and then uses the..
Oh sorry.
That haven’t been released yet!
🤢🤮🤮🤮
Every family Meghan gets through marriage, or birth, ends up despising her.
Disgusting, a princess should be in Private Jet. So she can fit all the photographers, journalists and film crew in. Most importantly it's best for her mental health and privacy.
Africa absolutely loves their Queen Meghan. I’ve heard that some STILL dance in the streets because of her wedding. They are in a trance from her love, kindness and authentic self. They 
don’t care about her many layers of spray tan, no one has even noticed it, it’s not obvious at all.
LOL LOL.... Netflix needs to just do a REAL deep dive truth into them and create a comedy that might really bring in some cash.
 @Hazel Windsor  Shame she doesn’t think to tan her neck and other parts.  Just having a bronze face is not a good look.



Me
Aaww.. The lies you have to tell yourself to justify your racism.
 @Sheila Vee  It’s so obvious as she has always her hair separated in the middle and everyone can see she is white. She is whiter than me 😅 No amount of spray tan can make a person 
look truly black.
wel she did give people a bag of grocceries when they said they are struggling,my point is you can talk trash about someone and not say annything possative but is that fair?
direct youre anger at a goverment that makes the country worse not a woman that has done some ilogical things in her private life.
 @The veggster Good day  Really, is the pay good enough that you risk your soul to hell for worshiping a dragon woman and her plaything?
Damn I missed the walking On water. I thought she just created water! I didn’t know she can walk on it too 🤮 I can’t even joke anymore. They make me so sick
That dirty slapper never had an ounce of dignity or class in her entire life.
Hey, this is her first ever starring role, lol!
 @TobalinaC  Her big debut!! 😂 Maybe Netflix's production team will help her out. Her previous performances during their engagement interview and Oprah were  pretty cringe and 
lackluster.
 @Little Meech  😂😂😂😂
And then tells us all that she makes a mean bolognaise sauce.
Was that vegan as well?
 @Green Cloud  don’t forget the roast chicken when he proposed
Mary rhymes with Harry
Mary Sue rhymes with Megan.
 @darren marsh  🤣🤣
Left eye of course!
 @Debra V  There is no other!
This is a good one.
😂 I know….smh 
You'll probably kidnap them ;-)
True question
1, 2, 3....GO!
Leave the crown! Take the photographer!
😭
I love the part where Netflix got the last laugh from all the trailer comments. Well played!
Comedy gold.. the grift that keeps on grifting. Left eye, tear, now 😅
I love the part where Meghan single handedly carries the One Ring into Mordor, only to realize that the dark lord is her father, so she sets out to turn him from the Dark Side by competing 
in a wizards duel, and defeats the world's most powerful wizard shouting "FOR THE EMPEROR!"
The part where William sacrifices himself to defeat thanos



Report this video as misleading to UTube 😪
I like the part she was the actual racist and bully to the RF. The RF pledge their lives to serve the British people, one of the oldest and most traditional families in UK, the only family that 
commands respect from the world when holding state events. Sadly last one was a funeral.   
MM was so oppressed and suicidal, yet busy spending their millions on make over, armed with new image and outfits, ready to go back home to live her a lister dream.  All the glory but 
without the hard work. 
Do not watch this series, do not give them anymore attention, cancel Netflix and report this trailer as misleading. 
Protect the British royal legacy, the family that serve and safe guard their country. They are part of the British history and the queen served selflessly for 70 years, politicians have agendas.  
A 40 yr old woman saying she barely knew Diana and her sons have agenda.  
Now it’s the time to protect the RF, our late queen, Diana and her son, the future king.  

Boycott all her shows, podcast, publication and let her left eye keeps tearing wrapping herself in the last Hermes she could afford.
I bet Megaliar didn’t bother the hates she gets because all she cared was the money in gained. A great disappointment Netflix! I aint watching any of this 😡
BS... she´s a liar and he´s a weak guy, the perfect pair. To raise themselves it´s necessary to belittle others from their own families and staff... great royal shit. What about the kids? Hiding 
them to sell their pictures and stories?
Horseshit
I can’t wait to see the part where Prince Phillip’s funeral was enhanced by a press release about how thoughtful and tasteful Meghan’s tribute wreath was. That will be of such tremendous 
help next time I lose a family member. If only I could aspire to a fraction of her kindness and good taste.
What stakes… lol no one cares.
I love how they took time to praise and thank the surrogates for their children.
I love the part where she blindsided her ex, Trevor, by fedexing her wedding rings back to him., when he thought they were still together. How charitable and kind.
I love the part where Meghan went to Uvalde Texas to insert herself in the biggest story of the week. All while merching everything she wore and was kind enough to bring chips for 
everyone who came out to see her.
I love the part where Harry gets the hose again because he doesn’t do what Rachel tells him to.
The pathetic privileged montecito duo playing with the camera .. like two little children taking selfies …. l can’t stop laughing 😂. l want to see the staff they must be pissing themselves 
with laughter watching a menopausal woman and a ginger puppet playing 😂😂😂
I am absolutely sick to death of Harry and Meghan trashing the royal family all the time. She knew who Harry was .. she’s a player . She wants to b Diana she will never be Diana … I totally 
agree with piers, Morgan .. they said they what is a quiet life … well that’s not happening ..  Harry is like a puppet 
How he can hurt his family like this is beyond me .. they were there long before Megan ….
I loved the part where they showed a picture of the paparazzi that was taken at a Harry Potter premier in 2011. So brave for the deception and lies to start in the trailer displaying your lack 
of honesty and integrity for the world to see. I'm welling up left eye, one tear
I love the part in her hair that is pure white while the rest of her face is bright orange
She’s definitely coloured!
Megain: “I have one question, well  is he nice?” 
 She probably meant “ is he dumb?” So she can manipulate and make him her puppet 😅
That moment when you feel so sorry for her that you go back and read the TheCUT article again and realize that the writer threw so much shade on Ms. "Climate-controlled, sun-dappled, 
careful coastal tones" Markle that your left eye got downright verklempt.
Same.  I'd rather read this comment section!
Where are those children? There’s never been any proof of life



I like someone’s theory that they hide the children due to severe disabilities. I couldn’t imagine if they didn’t actually exist. That’s psychopathic levels of deception ..
 @Mini Haha  They don't exist.
 @TobalinaC  exactly, Tobalina!
Me too. When I heard that I realised something was very wrong with this person.
Or when she was dating Prince Harry while living with another man...
so ecofriendly, so compassionate
😂😂😂😂
lf it was from somewhere from good and kindness,she would have just donated like many other stars did unanimous.
Surely she gave them chips wrapped in a pic of her & Harry - so gracious
I heard she picked the chips and drinks up at a stall that was providing them and said she would distribute them. She looks good at no financial cost
 @Kat Bar  Hero, oh no sorry 🤭 The Queen of perfectly staged, lighted, with a hint of product placement Hollywood/World/Wokeism.
They say they want quiet life …
🤣👍
Yes it was 100 percent satire.
And the Sugars LOVED it and were sharing it everywhere 
I laughed so hard I almost need to pick one of the 16 bathrooms.
I am here for the comments.  I certainly hope someone from Netflix is reading these comments.  Nutmeg and Ginger are an absolute dumpster fire, and Netflix threw  100 million dollars in 
the dumpster to fuel the fire.  Talk about a bunch of BFI’s!
Dear Netflix, if you betray these two and catch them lying and made a documentary about how they were trying to lie to you the entire time you were filming them, only to show the 
audience how they were trying to get away with lying and you were humoring them, that would be the expose of a lifetime and if you did this, I'll watch. But you probably didn't because 
KaCHING!
I loved the part where they got sprung smuggling mics into the UN and got kicked out by security.. so brave  
Bravo ❤❤❤❤
She is a vile Narc and he is her victim. 🇦🇺

These two are insufferable. When can stop hearing them please..they are an affliction placed on the public..I feel like I did during Trump....please please shut up  nobody wants to hear this
this is toxic revolting woke culture at its very worst - no we don't want to hear your side of anything - you have done nothing but complain about your miserable - gold weighing down my 
pockets - pathetic lives since you met the insectoid - go away - just go on - get home and shut up
I want to vomit.
Came here for the comments, not the trailer.
I love the part when Megan was in a Yatch with some old rich dudes
Almost 180.000 Dislikes!
How desperate for attention can they be? I really hope that people don’t watch this, they have nothing of substance to say.
Love the part where the moon bump got wet after midnight and hatched!!
All I asked my friend is , are they ‘ NICE’ ? Rest they’ll tell me in their docuseries
No one asked.
at 0:31 the paparazzi picture is a fake......you can find it online, taken in 2011 by a photographer at a premier of an Harry Potter movie........ I just watched The body language guy video of 
this trailer.       So much manipulation!! They are unbelievable!



What a pair of sausages 😂
don’t redact, don’t edit, do not stand down, no child should be a spare in any family of God

Let’s face it, everyone on here commenting is going to watch this series. We can’t look away!! It’s no different than the Kardashians. Anyone who says they never watched at least one of 
the Kardashian episodes is more than likely fibbing. Say what you will about the Kardashians but in the end, that’s a money making machine that they created…and we’re talking 
GENERATIONAL cash, real money, true sustainability. Harry & Meghan had a shot at this sustainable income but I’m guessing this series is going to discredit their holy than ever, 
humanitarian regurgitation. Netflix & H&M will make a cool profit for the series but then the H&M machine will lose its momentum. HOWEVER, if Meg is smart & resourceful, she’ll turn 
this around & go with the flow of the ridiculed caricature she’s made herself into…create a reality show Meghan, call it ‘I married the spare, not the heir but hot Diggity damn I really don’t 
care!!’ Make a mockery of yourselves, have fun, relax & laugh ALLLL the way to the bank at all of these nobody commenters who wish they had this kind of cash. Go girl!!!
I love how the comments section is now over 25,000 comments and the sugars are too scared to write anything here.. 🤣🤣
Netflix got MARKLED 😂
I will be eternally grateful to Netflix that I was allowed to come here for a couple of days and read, laugh, and feel better about this whole entire mess than I have felt since she announced 
the first moonbump. There must be a reason these are still up, they have to be considered some use. If it is just numbers I am good with that. A lot of people got a lot out of their systems. 
Thanks again.
Mr Trump has been very gracious about  the late Queen, this pair could/ follow his example.
You do know she's a witch who is besties with the High Priestess of Black Magic who worships demons out of L.A. don't you?  She converted on Jeffrey Epstein yacht. Didn't you know? Ay 
vey! Some people!
No, don't have Netflix, but I'll sure be reading the funny reviews.
Speak for yourself 😂😂
The Netflix trailer: views 4.4 million with 18,000 thumbs up and 182,000 thumbs down with 25,950 comments in 2 days or 9% positive. I guess they’re getting the same on other sites. 
Guess you can call yourself a minority now. The Kardashians did it on their own. They didn't need to bag a prince and climb the greasy pole to get where they are!
 @Mellow Yellow  No, Kim just had to leak a private sex video of herself…..
 @Mellow Yellow  And read my comment, I don’t think this series will go well for them. And when it doesn’t, they can shift gears & go down the Kardashians path & grossly over indulge 
their wealth, Royal coattailing, x actress, etc etc & simply focus on the money instead of trying to be indemnified.
All of them are bots 😂
 @Indy  fembots like is Austin Powers? Yeah baby yeah
I remember when Meghan cut off Skywalker's hand and said "Luke, I'm your father" while Harry gallantly held her Balenciaga purse. I knew she was not only stunning and brave, but the 
ultimate victim at the same time!
ugh ugh ugh, netflix: you need better movies, series, bc  you overpaid for this crap above
I loved the part where the news of the wreath they sent to Prince Philip’s funeral was leaked during the funeral. How compassionate and kind to let people know how compassionate and 
kind Meghan is, especially after they had graciously suggested Philip was only dying to interrupt/impede their previously scheduled Oprah interview. 😢



I love the part where she attended  the premier of the lion King and and a black South African cast member told her when she married Harry they where dancing  in the street like when 
they released Nelson Mandela from prison WTF or when she claimed archie was in a fire in South Africa and disrespected their homes she is a discrace. It's a miracle a royal member didn't 
ask if one of the children would have curly hair as her hair is not straight she would call them out for being racists. I am mixed raced and when I was pregnant with both my children me and 
my hubby was asked by our in laws in general conversation who the children features would be more prominent   it didn't mean they where racist far from it meghan really needs to 
educate herself on the royals as she was not the first person of colour in the Royal family Queen Charlotte was and Queen Elizabeth is a direct decenant of her so as they say one drop so 
they all have a bit of mixed race in them. She is pathetic. I honestly think she is behind this scandal at the moment with the royal aid but I don't think Harry knows anything about it she is a 
minipulating narcissistic woman I gauntee you won't see the children in this documentary and why wouldn't they allow filming  at the house what are they hiding. The fact there is no kids 
no toys no nothing.
William and kate is the true love story here, these dickheads at Netflix aint got a clue
All those pictures has she got a GRO PRO attached to her nipples 😂😂😂😂  l hope there are no bathroom 🚽 pissing in the woods pics l would puke 🤮
I think you guys are being incredibly rude to Meghan she's going to be our next president you should respect her and her husband they have worked so hard to live off of everyone else's 
money big tear left eye
I'd rather watch "Harry, The DNA Test"
Netflix....why? We have already heard their story over and over again. Alot of it was even lies.
This comment section deserves a book. One of the best mood boosters ever. Both my left and right eye are full of tears from laughing so much. Huge thanks🔥🔥🔥
I love the part where Rachel shared the inspiring story of South Africans dancing in the street when she married her prince.  Inspired me...and then I cried. Only one tear.  Left eye.
How cringe! What cheesy American BS 🤢🤮
narcissist noun
 /ˈnɑːsɪsɪst/
 /ˈnɑːrsɪsɪst/
1.  (formal, disapproving) a person who admires himself or herself too much, especially their appearance
2.  (psychology) a person who has a condi on in which they are only interested in themselves and what they want, and have a strong need to be admired and a lack of understanding of 
other people's feelings.

They should have just made this the trailer.
ALL of those paparazzi photos have been debunked.  They were taken in 2011 at a Harry Potter event.  She actually plagiarizes photos now.
That part when Meghan and Harry were asked who paid the dinner tab when they were first dating and they said "The taxpayers" was so cheeky!
OMG!!!!! Spare me!!!!!
What a couple of morons.
I love when Meghan opens her mouth just to lie
I bet they chose California so the Duke of SuxAss could find a good hair plug Dr... ugly and bald? She'll leave him as soon as a richer, better looking schmuck comes along.
If Meghan was white she would be America's darling. So cut the nonsense and stop the hate guys.
That wreath was donated in lieu of advertising considerations

Actually, that is making me really cry - from both eyes, with disgust and rage and sadness that people like this even exist, let alone get applauded and worshipped and given awards 🤮
😭😭😭💔



She said that she and prince Phillip had a special relationship, yes, of course they did.
As he said “ one steps out with actresses, one does not marry them “ yes, a very special comment 
straight to the point from a no nonsense man, pity Harry has none of his character.
 @Mini Haha  A totally merched wreath, how thoughtful
 @Lynsey Adams  Not quite true! They aren’t given the awards they just buy them and nominate themselves.  Easy peasy!
 @Mini Haha  and doesn’t that take appalling to a whole new level.
How dare he interrupt their schedule! 🙄
Very well said.
You gotta believe that she’s planting these president tales because Harry is getting restless not getting to mingle with important political leaders
LMAO!
 @Mini Haha  that's exactly what she is doing I believe it she has been manipulating him since the beginning probably showing him fake articles about how popular they are because he 
always seems shocked when there's no one in the audience for them
Your kidding. She's a working girl Ghislaine had to fire for not keeping her mouth shut. She could if she were a high-level narcissist. Unfortunately she only mid-range and has trouble 
remember her lies.

This is the best comment section I’ve ever seen in my life. It’s a real purging of all the wretchedness those two have subjected us to with their shenanigans over the past couple of years.
 @Vali  spot on ...so many are just sick of them, especially after their coordinated sabotage of royal family this week
Totally laughing brought one tear to my left eye
Same.
It's made my evening!  Sometimes I feel we are too few but this has made my heart rejoice.

Hey, we don't like them either!  Who do you think is writing all the comments, lol?
 @TobalinaC  Would be interesting to see where the comments are coming from.  I hope the majority are coming from the US....would give me faith in humanity.
 @Diaper Don  Oh we're definitely here!
IDK, Tom Brady got his done in New England.
 @TobalinaC  I'm sure the idea of the Kardashian doctors was far more appealing to Mrs. SuxAss than a lowly football player's. I mean, he actually had to work for his fame & fortune - not 
exactly her style!
 @YouHeardWhatFromWho?  True true.  And how's that working out for them, lol?
Meghan is white pretending to be black
She is white
Or orange 
Depends on the day
😂😂😂
 @DevilsLettuce  She is 12 percent Asian because she saw that naked Korean lady in that spa that time when she was 10.
 @11swans  claimed she was Maltese as well
Miraculous
What do you mean IF, lol?
Here for the comments 😆



We love Harry and Meghan and so excited to see and hear their truth. God bless and protect their family from all those that seek to do evil.
That part with Meghan when she was asked if she had any regrets in life and said she should have married a royal sooner was quite a touching moment.
She‘s giving a Caitlyn Jenner vibe… isn‘t she?
Hope this puts Netflix under! They should have waited for the next  big one” the rise and fall of the pretenders”
I love how this chat's popping off and everyone has woken up to their BS 😅
For anyone wondering, the like/dislike ratio is currently:

18k likes VS 179k dislikes
I love the part where Prince Harry got to lead a life out of the public eye, a life of privacy away from the gaze of the public and the photographer's lens...oh wait...
Loved the part where Megain stole shoes from a catalogue photo shoot… wonder where the Hermes rug was acquired from 😂
I think the Markles got their feet completely in their mouths with this one …. toes, heels, ankles and all! 😅
stealth bombers, GDP, technology, Meghan, Netflix and YouTube, for that matter, all US achievements racialism feeds the where are you from question…US has united more races for 
shared purpose over 50 states over a geographic breadth of a continent and the Irish still hate you, wake up Britain
Thanyou Netflix for keeping the comments section open!  Been belly laughing for the past 24 hours, brilliant!
I enjoyed when they went to the butchers and had to ask for ladder to reach the steaks
CageMarugo you need help
shame on you netflix shame on you for condoning liars and bullies like them i really thought that what you did with dahmer was so disgusting so inhumane and disrespectful towards the 
victims and their families and now im again horrified to see that you have no qualms destroying a family attacking them when they are mourning the death of the queen, just for the 
money and the views. I am unsubscribing right away! I so hope other people will follow me!
This mockumentary should be under the "Netflix is a joke" category.  So tired of the press claiming that they have the support of America - they DO NOT! If they want privacy & to escape 
the scrutiny of the public eye why not move to Botswana & actually help people the way they claim they are trying to do?
I hope she gets kidnapped, and turned into a slave. Then she’ll have a reason to cry about it.
Sick of Harry and Meghan. King Charles should strip of their titles. They use their titles as currency because that is all they have to use. Why don't they stay in their little mansion and live 
the private life they want? Also, it is an absolute travesty that they are getting an award for calling the royal family racists without providing any proof whatsoever.
Straight to the comments!!……..Definitely had tears in my left eye!……🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where Meghan memorised the hymns for church because the cruel, unthinking Royal Family had neglected to teach her the words. I also liked the part where the highly 
educated, super smart Meghan doesn't know hymn books are a thing.
Aren't they Fabulous? A gift that keeps on giving. So glad people are on the ball and don't get sucked into their drivel.
Ah...she's a witch who practices black magic and is besties with the High Priestess of Black Magic who worships demons out of L.A. Goes around chanting in front of her mirror but can't 
keep track of her spells and puts them on sticky notes all over her mirror. She's "nor more wire hangers" reincarnated. Poor, poor kids.
He !!
The sugars must be crying out of their left eyes. Poor deluded babies. I love it!!!
Go to bed sweetheart
But yet you keep shooting each other…. Nice work Sausage.
The steaks are high
And the butcher replied "If you want to have the high steaks, you will need to tell me your story"
Top shelf comment
 @Victoria   and they replied “pull up a chair butcher boy , we have a story to tell”



 @John Boothman  Cue melodramatic music. And the documentary begins...
the problem with removing their titles is that then Meghan will be known as Princess Henry, which her fan base with change to Princess Meghan.  Now, she is a duchess by title, not a 
princess like Princess Catherine
I loved how she could manage her own blog, email palace staff at 5am dishing out orders but couldn't google the national anthem.
Or when she said she had to memorize 30 hymns for the wedding but only 2 or 3 were sung
I loved the part where she complained that nobody taught her the national anthem even though she lived in Canada for 7yrs, a commonwealth country
 @Shannon Delp  Aww poor Meghan. The RF didn’t even hire Adele for her to teach her maybe the easiest anthem in the world, in her own language! 
I’m not native English speaking and I learned it in one go.😂
or how she could actually Google the words to the National Anthem which nasty people insisted she know.
 @Storm Duchess  Too true LOL
How could an actress ever learn lines from a hymn so quickly?
Or couldn't figure out the National Anthem even though it's the same tune as "My Country Tis of Thee" and she like, literally was paid to memorize lines🤡
she would have if she ever been to a church service.  She is the very definition of antichrist
I love the part were Megan talks about the worries of security for her family when she is literally leaving the family and going off to another country that is not England to live, the place 
where tax payers are paying for her security.
I hope Meghan reads this comment section 😂
Hello Netflix. do you read the comments? 
I know quite a few people who will be unsubscribing next week...maybe just for a few months but you will lose out.
Such mendacious people are not offered a stage!
I cancelled Netflix. I won’t be watching out of respect for their privacy.
Why make this tosh if you crave privacy?
This is embarrassing. For Netflix. For those 2, there is no shame left.
It's not enough to cut off your pedo/racist family actually put them on blast. What a waste of time.
I loved the part where she gets married in white even though she has seen more knobs than a locksmith and had more pricks than a pin cushion.. So brave and inspiring  
What is entertaining and a true gauge of people's opinions is this comment section....
I'm here for the comments 🤣🤣🤣
Grab a coffee, wine, soda, grab some popcorn and settle in.. better than any Hazbeen and Neverwas docuseries (aka reality z Lister show) 
Thank you Netflix for leaving the comments open.
Thats so hypocrite of them they are the ones talking all the time and attacking the royal family all the time! The royal family did not say any nasty things against them and even kind of bear 
with them during the jubilee and queens funeral so how come they are the victims??!! They are constantly attacking the rf saying that they were forced to do engagement that the rf is 
racist that kate and wills kind of bullied them and kate made meghan cry...make no mistakes the ones being victims and the ones being attacked are the members of the rf and the ones 
attacking them are the harkles!
You poor, unfortunate souls!



She clearly had an agenda from the off. This is a calculated smear campaign against our RF to raise her own profile and live her life as a victim.  She’s been recording every detail since day 
dot. All she needed was the dumbass she married to make it work.  
Do they think people will admire them for abusing their families??!… I’ve got news for them, if you can do it to the people that loved you, you can do it to anyone.  Nobody will trust them 
and this has been obvious for some time in the states.  Nobody wants private conversations manipulated to form an agenda so the people and set she so dearly wants to be a part of will 
avoid this pair like the plague.  Viewed as  scum by most of the world, that’s some going in a very short space of time.    
Have your 15 minutes you two….the clock is ticking.  The sooner your mouths are shut for good the better we all will be.
1776 . Let freedom ring bb
Please Netflix, just cancel this series.
lol 179K dislikes. its going to make it to quarter million
Oh look! A documentary about insufferable idiots. 
Anyway.
I love how Harry used to call a recruit a n***a all the time while he was in training!
Harry and Meghan enjoying their private life I see...
I loved the part where Mike Tindall called Harry a 'bellend'...
Omg that made me spill my tea 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣👍
 @Elisabeth Hall  you are so brave to read the comments section whilst drinking your tea..  
 @WalrusRider  it’s ok, it’s finished now 👌
 @Elisabeth Hall  so brave to drink it so fast 🤣🤣
 @Elisabeth Hall  spilled or tossed it? asking for the australians...
OMG, almost ruined my shirt spitting out my drink!  Take my paltry award! 🥇
 @comment1ism  🤣🤣🤣
Best reply yet LOL
I bow down to your genius and brilliance.  Best comment of all!
Blinding white with messy hair and the longest cheapest train ever and cussing out the old man helping her..what a bitch.
:washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands::washhands:
Well she FINALLY got to "star" in something...😂😂😂😂
MM is always "gifting" the global community her "optics" in which she views the world. Now, she will possibly see how a lot of people's optics of her are coming into sharp focus.
I loved the part where Meghan allowed Harry to play with his balls outside her window it was so humbling and inspirational
I loved the part the big yellow candle played at Her Majesty’s funeral. That candle should win an Oscar
I can’t wait for this. Love Meghan and Harry. Everyone has the right to tell their own story.  No one should have to put up with online abuse and press harassment silently. ❤❤
Loved it when Interpol was watching Netflix…and spotted that the Hermes blanket was a fake.
My Dante is a little rusty but i am pretty sure there is an entire circle of hell filled with people like these two.
Wow, this comment section is so full of hate… not to debate the legitimacy of claims but still… scary.
I love all these pictures behind their closed doors of the privacy they so badly wanted.....especially poor Meghan crying her eyes out on that cheap Hermes neatly folded throw and that 
cheap Cartier watch.....Just brings a tear to my left eye....
I love the part where Netflix had to use the fourth paparazzi stock photo on Google image to drive home the point that no one actual follows her around. Tears in both eyes because I’m 
laughing so hard.



Sorry, not in the least interested in  a story (and that's what it will be-a fictitious  tale), about a couple of woke professional complainers! Where are they from you may ask (or not as 
apparently that question is banned), the answer-nobody cares!
Why am I unable to dislike?  Only the likes are showing?
As long as these two  in Netflix,  as for me and my household Netflix is dead, RIP Netflix...
These comments should serve as a clear message to Netflix that they have wasted their money on these two fake humanitarians.
Who takes photos of their wives crying?
They had time and resources and they were spent in making this. 

Let that sink in.
I loved it when she becomes one of the most privileged person is history and still managed to play the victim, so inspiring.  so humble
What a Witch.
So many dislikes and Netflix still wants to show this rubbish! They play highly privalaged victims with no grip on reality.
Such a filthy pair of attention seekers!
Looking forward to hearing their story in their words. Going by the comments on here the British press misinformation has radicalised a lot people against & the royal family are complicit 
in their continued silence. Go Harry & Meghan.
That made me 😂 left eye only if course 😂😂😂
We were all so grateful to that big yellow candle.
😂😂😂😂
Ssshhhhhh, sweetheart 💋
This comment brought a tear to my left eye! Brilliant 👏

 You make my day! Allowing me to use that archaic term again...cray, cray!!
there's an add on to bring youtube dislikes back Return YouTube Dislikes this vid is currently on 179K dislikes
I disagree. People will watch in their millions for a laugh, while thinking of the comments as captions. Irresistible now! And I cancelled Netflix. Will have to resubscribe.
Don’t waste your money.
But it's her first ever leading role....😂😂😂😂
And stunning and brave
I could listen to her for hours cry about how unfair life is when you are stuck first in a castle and then in a 19-bathroom mansion in Montecito. I can't imagine having only 19 bathrooms. 
Brings a tear to my left eye.
 @Chris Morrison  just thinking about such a horrific tragedy will put me into therapy for a few months. Only 19 bathroom
The misinformation?
That was on Oprah honey
When have they not already told their unverifiable story in their own words?
 @DevilsLettuce  the fat useless O
 @Interstellar💥  I call her Orca
Yes
To be honest what the posts are saying is from the pair directly lol
Yes, GO.
What stakes are those, Rachel?



Just how many times do we have to be subjected to “the real story, the story about us, the ‘truth,’ the untold story,…”.
My left eye is getting irritated.
I love the part when Yacht Girl, MM, calls out 'man overboard', rescues PH with a Hermès life saver, only to throw him back into the water after she realized that he wasn't the Prince she 
was hoping for...
Brings a tear to my left eye.
Thank God William was born first.
I loved the part when I cancelled my Netflix due to them wasting money on toxic, virtue signaling, ‘oppressed’ dirt bags like these two charlatans. 
Brought a tear to my left eye.
Meghan the gold digger. And Harry too dumb to realize it!
So generous of Meghan that she left the UK because of Paparazzi intrusion and her sad life with the RF. She realised the world was deprived of her amazing self that she pays the paps to 
follow her around. The Netflix doc series are just an icing on the cake. The world can truly appreciate the privacy she craves for, the pretend cries aka one tear left eye. 
Without her kind generosity to the Sussex squad, they wouldn’t be able to drip feed us with her  fake royal tours and and the planted race baiters against the gracious royals. I can only say 
her never ending collection of awards bring me the most famous one tear left eye, for which I’m grateful for too. 🕯
It disgusts me that these liars are making money trashing the Royal Family across the world with distortions, veiled threats and obvious lies.  I am amazed anyone could support them. 
Please people understand that just because Meghan says something doesn’t mean it is true!
Oh, great! Just what we needed. The spineless prince and the spoiled princess. 😒
0:25 Wow, the disrespect here! Making them look like villains....
It's not enough to just accept the family you have and be a princess. She just had to tear it all apart to gain attention.
Two douche bags in my humble opinion ! Meghan is fake acting that’s she’s a victim of everything! Get a life nobody wants to see your nonsense!
I love that megan and Harry believe in their privacy and sue anyone who invades it. I love how they invade anyone else’s.Megan exploited her own sister and family’s privacy in finding 
freedom  and they both continue to sell all his family secrets for money. They should win an award for most Compassionate couple.
the comment section definitely passes the vibe check 👏👏👏
That bit when Meghan cuts off her entire family because they talked to the media about her….that bit where they cut off Harry’s family because they…..oh. Wait. 😑
I love the part where they find their voice, speak their truth, shine their light then we all realise we’re terrible racist!
i dont know if its just her wooden joyless face but even their "happy" photos look fake af.
How’s your father Rachel??
I loved it when she said "just be nice to the gentlemen, Fancy.They'll be nice to you", to their child and left them with Prince Andrew.
I just threw up a little in my mouth.
That Markle woman is a survivor...

Imagine the horror of growing up in California
The kind they put in vampires?
Totally. You left, daddy gave you 6 million dollars, you had his 10 million inheritance, daddy bought your multi-million dollar mansion, you have all the jewels your wife stole, you wanted to 
live a private life but decided you wanted more money so sold the privacy of your family without asking and tell us about your fake fantasy delusional world. Dude, you're not taking your 
meds. And with that wife of yours, read what Juan Peron did to his wife, Eva, when she got cancer. It didn't stop her rabid nature nor her cruelty, vileness, and evil so he got himself a 
guarantee so he wouldn't hurt anyone again. Same deal here. That not a stake, that's greed.
 @Mellow Yellow  It's gross is what it is!
Right?  Nobody CARES!   But at least Meghan finally got her first ever starring role.😂



The pictures taken in their home are attributed to back grid so she literally invited the   paparazi into her home ....
Right! I don’t think I have ever seen 24k comments on a video that is only a couple days old.
I have searched in vain for even one pro-harkle comment.
😂😂😂
Harry didn’t know he was miserable until she told him. It will do us all good to realise we’re racist after she tells us in this hysterical..sorry, historical documentary
Goodbye Netflix and please take Harry and Megs with you
I loved the part in Spotify when she teaches us all how important it is to stand and sit in authenticity. How to sit and be authentic. I love to eat word salads too. Sitting there with 
authenticity eating word salads being that moved I managed to squeeze a tear from my left eye.
yep, I want to be that oppressed. Millions of dollars without lifting a finger. WOKEKANDA Forever!!!!!!!!!
This comment section has made my day. No, my year!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan have stayed true to their plan for privacy and a normal, quiet life for their children. So empowering and inspirational. My left eye is overcome with 
emotion.
How can she say she's oppress when she had so much success.....I want to be opresse like she was and still is..... she's bloody millionaire
damn, almost 200k dislikes... geez hahaha
One of my favorite parts was when Harry burst out of the front door, red faced and shaking his fists in the air screaming, “my wife is a lawyer at a top law firm in Canada…I’ll see you in 
court!”
And the Award for the most narcissistic, scheming, low moral and no integrity goes to MeMe Markle..
...and no one cares what happening behind them.
They’re totally disgusting!!!   Give me a bloody break !!!!!!!!
I’m pretty sure H&M just gave Samantha Markle & Mr. Markle a big fat hall pass to say ‘I TOLD YOU SO!!!’ 😂😂😂😮😮😮
Two “Private People” telling the same story yet again. What untruths will they push on us this time. So Obvious.  So Shallow.  So Boring.

but really, where are you from? here, let me move your hair since you are an object, and for me to deign to touch you without permission is of course an honor because of who I am by 
association, you Brits are enslaved to an idea whose time is long past, buffoonish costumery masquerading as tradition, mocking Meghan who represents an idea that even a mediocre 
actress who worked for a living is better than a privileged nobility that feasts on its ignorant subjects, and what for “subjects,” you haven’t mastered any forever, Britain wake up
I loved the part when Harry was an Apache helicopter gunner and killed loads of kids in Afghanistan!
I really hope someone will see the opportunity to make these wonderful touching comments as a  declaration of love for this humble compassionate humanitarians. So selfless so 
inspirational these comments need to be run under this documentary like a subtitle. These comments would truly accompany the truth they are saying. Tear in my left eye I can't help 
it...🥲
I loved the part where Carherine, the Princess of Wales outshines MeGain by wearing a choker necklace worth more than her Montecito mansion at the Earthshot awards. I had tears of 
joy.. left eye only ..

I love the part where Meghan calls her dad and introduced him to her kids, because like she herself said "forgiveness is really important" and by doing so she has proved that she isn't just 
worried about access to King Charles' money!!! 

I also loved the part where Netflix producers talk about their secret ability to go back in time and shoot scenes from early 2020 when they were still a royal, since they said on Oprah that 
Netflix deal happened only coz their dad cut them off (which happened much much much later!)... I always knew time travel was possible, thank you Netflix for proving it!
Netflix please post more of these trailers. The comments below are the most entertaining😂



What a load of Codswallop! Thank God they left the UK!
🤣🤣🤣
Oh Stop it!!!  I have been stuck reading these hilarious comments for far too long......................... but there are hundreds more so I must keep on going- see that is true dedication.
 @Kat Bar  i feel your pain 😂😂😂
 @Pepperhill  👍👍I am valiant if nothing else!
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
LOL... LOL.....
😂
You been on the "Tear stick" again???? 😂😂😂😂👏👏
😂😂😂😂😂😂
So wonderful to know that harry escaped the trauma of all those cameras clicking and living his own version of The Truman Show as a royal.  Must have been such a relief for him.
This comment deserves more likes.
 @Storm Duchess  it took me a while to get it, since i never saw the show.
Imagine taking an actual interest in someone and asking where they are from?
The audacity!
It’s ok we are awake … we see right through liars and frauds
“Just like playing Xbox” he said
And dressed as a ....German military officer from last century.
Yes! Meghan is so brilliant, she invented time travel as a small child!!!! We are truly lucky to have an inspirational woman in our midst.
Also thank you Netflix for me finally letting go of Netflix for good 👍 😊 Netflix went too far. But this comment section was GOLD!
😂😂😂 best comment!
Grown 38 yr old man who has at least $40 mil from his inheritance. That should support most families the rest of all their lives. Yet these layabouts demand Charles still support them. 
Grow up. What could they possibly have to say worthwhile when they can’t live on that kind of budget. Grifters & trailer trash.
 @JCC R  LOL!! ❤ the sarcasm
😂
Love it😉
Gee thanks. I live in the US with them and very, very at this crap left on our doorstep. We don't care about titles. We want her dirt exposed from her Epstein connections, her porn films, to 
her escort services work. She needs to be taken down. Can you imagine what this narcissist is doing to the kids!



Disgraceful. Hypocritical. Delusional. 
How about you can protect your family without cashing in on them and accept a contract for Netflix doc. How about stay the hell out of the spotlight then, instead of shining stage light 
after stage light.
Which is it? Do they want a “normal” life free of press, media & coverage, and attention? Interviews, Oprah, book deals, staged and methodical photos, that doesn’t exactly seem wanting 
to live a lower key life.
The issue with these two spoiled brats wasn’t press or attention—both obviously very much enjoy the spotlight. It’s they want it their way, their times, total control of 
everything—including narratives. Childish. 
If Harry is allowing this, what does that say about his moral compass and character as well? They’re both spoiled and self serving. 
They are where they wanted to be, loving the life they wanted to live, two kids, so go play house now and actually live the way that was “wanted.”
How about protect your family and go freakin live life instead of deals, books, documentaries.
Remember, as my grandfather told me, there are THREE sides to a story.
I'd rather watch paint dry  .these two are just full of dribble  .
0:30 This photo of the photographers was taken in July 2011 at the Harry Potter premiere. They couldn't find one single photo where Meghan was hounded by the paparazzi even though 
she desperately wanted and tried to be.
I thought they wanted to live a normal family type of  lifestyle... So when are they going to start?
Let me make a prediction.  20 years from now, both her children are on their third round of treatment in rehab  and she is selling fake emerald chokers for $79 on QVC
What is so high Mrs Narcissist. You are a nobody, married to another nobody who use to be a spare. There is nothing at stake except your integrity, and that went when you opened that 
first suitcase.
Love the Princess of Wales. The emerald choker looked amazing on her.  Sorry megain you are a disgrace and you just proved it.
I love the part when she divorces Harry, claims physical and emotional abuse, and sues for as much money, property and assets she can grab under Californian state law.   Left eye red and 
infected.
What a load of bollocks.
I love how they kept their life private for so long only to monetise it years later 🙌
One tear, left eye, three seconds and go.  I love the part where Meghan lets Harry out of the broomcloset to say 2 words -spoiled hypocrites 🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮
I liked the part where Harry gave Meghan Heimlich maneuver when she was choking on narcissism. Brought tears to my left eye.
I love the part where we find out Meghan was born a man.
The only high stakes here is to their bank account. Twits.
The narcissism is off the charts, holy crap
Vulgar  rubbish ohhh Netflix oh dear trash 😡
This is Trash!!!!!
That part where Megan became the first human (?) To walk on the moon, and she did it in high heels without a spacesuit.  No spaceship either, she pressed the OPPRESSION button so fast 
she simply appeared there.
I'm confused. You mean this isn't the opening to a SNL skit? Oh well..a comedy nonetheless. Hopefully they will show the strength and courage she endured whilst sitting with Oprah as a 
bird pooped on her dress🤣
Nope hate both of them. The Queen was the last monarch i'll care about these two are just clowns
She spent so much time in front of the DM office in London that they occasionally came out to take her photo in pity.
When they have real kids
That would be their house and furniture. Harry owned nothing andMeghan owned nothing before they were married. Inheritance is exempt from community property



That made me chuckle
the comments  are pure gold.
Oh thank goodness the prince and princes took time out of their hard days to lecture all us peasants.  Here I was stressing about putting food on the table and paying health bills, all I really 
needed to hear about was 2 pampered corrupt ivory tower elites and how hard they have it to really put perspective in my life.
God, please spare us this narcissistic drivel. I can only assume Netflix had too much money tied up in this one and decided to release it anyway. There's no way ordinary people want to 
watch this guff.
the part where Meghan defeated Michael Myers just by asking "what's killing YOU?" really blew me away, what an empath!
The comment section is dope... guys, keep it coming
Nobody cares.  Meghan needs to shut up and quit complaining.  If they wanted to leave, leave.  Selling out their family is very cheap and ugly behavior.  Netflix should rethink this.
i'm HOWLING at the comments! Cheers  to all, keep em coming! Just watch..Megan will turn this into a racism issue and how no one had it worse than her. Lol
They are so self absorbed and mean I would not trust that woman with anything I actually canceled my Netflix I won’t give a dime to these 2 I would rather donate it to local charity that 
does good than people who buy awards
Where is the dislike 👎 numbers? Interesting only they have the likes tally . I wonder why ?😂
I love where Netflix wants us to believe this is a documentary and not work of fiction
Millionaires crying about not being able to eat their cake and ice-cream with silver spoons doesn't interest me. Now the Prince and Princess of Wales doing positive work for the planet and 
actual charities I can watch all day.  Harry's narcissistic wife is an embarrassment to American women. Especially those of us from Southern California. She couldn't be Queen Bee here, so 
she tried in Canada and England. England lost.
I think they think that they are more important and interesting than they actually are.
177K dislikes and rising rapidly
That was an absolute monstrosity and nothing!  No!  Nothing will bring them to a place of awareness to that!
What stakes?
OH how brave,  rich spoiled people complaining how bad they have it.   Walk a mile in my shoes lol.  Nobody got time for this bs.
Netflix inadvertently showcasing that massive chip on Meghan's shoulder.  I wonder if this series will have as many provable lies as the Oprah interview.
I loved the part when Harry has packed his bags, Meghan belated declares her love for him and he says “Frankly my dear I don’t give a damn” and walks off into the Monticeto smog, I was 
in bits.
For all of us Americans I deeply and sincerely apologize to the people of Britain for this twit. She’s the very worst of us.
💩
When do the layoffs start? Amazon Prime just took their top spot today.
As at 21:28 3rd Dec (UK time):

18K Likes
178K dislikes
Thanks 🙏 love your work
And not just any documentary, but one that bravely delves into a never before shared story! I mean, wow.
This should have way more likes! Netflix had asked youtube to suppress your comment. Lol
I thought it was a hallmark movie trailer about a simp prince who wifes a failed c list actress... 



Pardon me for I am simple female with just the lowly title M.D. that I actually earned not manipula-Um married credentials unlike Duchess so “when the steaks are this high, doesn’t it 
make sense” ? Isn’t she a Vegan or is she referring to Hubby dazed and confusing (Snoop should have peeped him to Hydroponic chronic in Ca prior to move ) or is that one of those 
massive billionaire skyscrapers that NO ONE LIVES but is “investment” scheme for rich to put all their money into and keep homeless on the streets? Oh my too much, could a Brit cousin 
lend a simple US girl a clue? Or a Prince or two?
😂👌
I doubt that it's Netflix.
Moreso the Harkles..They went through numerous directors, and other support staff to get it their way.
 @MrChickensnatcher  yet you ran to here to them like the self oppressor you are.
They may have a bit of trouble explaining using the HarryPotter footage, the 1938 footage & the cropped photo of Harry with his then girlfriend (not Meghan) - none of this is real, it's all 
fabricated.

Trolls going to find fault because that's what they do.  It's better to believe the worst about someone, than to hear their side.  You all have this fantasy about the royalty, you are delusional 
and in denial.  You act as if the royalty hasn't ever had a history, they are not this perfect family, i know you want them to be.  This is Harry and Meghan telling their side of what they have 
went through, they have every right to do it. Think some of you are fearful and afraid to hear the truth will reveal about the royalty, and you refuse to accept it.  People,  the world is 
changing, and you're afraid, all based on fear, because no one has walked in their shoes except then ..Would you like social media to report lies about you?  You're so gullible to believe the 
worst about them.  Especially Meghan.  Tabloid media makes $$ for lying on individuals and they feed it to individuals like you, because you like drama and noise.  They are indeed in the 
right business.  Happy Meghan won her lawsuit, because change is coming in the world, people fighting for change.    The UK citizens are going through with no help to live, pay their rent, 
etc.  The UK media will not reveal it, another media with intergrity had to report it...Whom gave to charity to assist the citizens of UK, Harry and Meghan, and many other charities they 
help, but yet you want to be judgemental against them.  You should be crying out about what the royalty aren't doing to help the people.
Steaks? Just guessing...
The ones outside the palace gates for their noggins
That they might have to get real jobs.
Lol... Bravo!
I have spent hours over two days reading comments and I have to say that yours is one of the cleverest. I am currently humming the theme with a single tear gracing my left cheek.
🤣🤣🤣
no need to apologise we know the goodness of true Americans, as seen in Boston this week
I couldn't think of any elite, spoiled people I despise more than Harry & Megan.  Thank you Netflix, my decision on whether or not we will keep your platform in rotation is being made 
so much easier... it was nice while lasted.

Can someone please tell this narcissistic, self victimizing sociopath to please be quiet. There is nothing victimizing about your life. And Harry, my kids lost their mother to cancer when they 
were 9 and 13. And I didn’t have a butler or nannies or administrative assistants. I made breakfast, lunch and dinner every day and attended to every one of their needs as best I could. I 
never complained. And I never asked for recognition. I felt blessed that at least I was able to be there for them. Please, a little humility and perspective. This is getting ridiculous.
I love the part when this Netflix show is going to show she's of her head! characterized by or holding false beliefs or judgements about external reality that are held despite incontrovertible 
evidence to the contrary, typically as a symptom of a mental condition:
"hospitalization for schizophrenia and delusional paranoia"

Isn’t it stunning how Meghan has someone on hand to snap a picture of her in her most vulnerable moment, crying into the phone with a perfectly placed Hermes blanket behind her, 
which, if anyone is interested she is currently merching  on her website (don’t forget, if you go through her website you get Meghan a cut of the sale!) what a win/ win for everyone!!!!  



I love the part where the Queen’s funeral candle makes a surprise guest appearance and gets stuck in MeGain’s mouth simultaneously simulating her time as a yacht girl and saving us from 
her telling us more lies. So moving. Left eye.. 3,2,1  
If I were Netflix, I would ask for my money back!
🪣
Story is Harry jumped to give up everything thinking he was saving his wife but she had a baby and women all over the world go through Postpartum depression which is scary and lonely.  
Her suicidal thoughts were very common symptoms of Postpartum depression.  Harry lost everything due to over reacting when time and medication would eventually balance her 
hormones again.  That is the sad story of all this.
A bonus pair of abject misery! Oh and of course, a joke!
Can't wait to miss this rubbish!
Why are we no longer allowed to click dislike - is this censorship or fear by Netflix?

Nobody sees what goes on behind closed doors??????OBVIOUSLY THEY DO WHEN YOU HAVE CAMERAS FOLLOWING YOU FOR YEARS AND THEN MAKE A BLOODY DOCUMENTARY
I loved the part where a cast member from the Lion King  had a face like LIGHT when he told her how people in SA  celebrated her wedding to Haz  like when Nelson Mandela was released 
from prison.  Personally I think Meghan is an angel in human form sent to provide comfort and hope to the great unwashed, one act of compassion at a time.
Would anyone want to watch this?
The best part is where Harry and Megan are photographed at the Harry but Potter premiere, at 0:30 . They played two wands in the movies for privacy.
Yawnn. Dont care for a gold digger and dumb ginger head.

I also loved the part where Prince Harry was all excited in his engagement interview that he’d found a fiancée who got on with his family and would love to do royal duties and she looked 
down for a microsecond in shame and he carried on that she’d take to it like a duck to water and got Meghan to confirm this through gritted teeth and an incredibly tensely clenched jaw…
I love the part where Netflix has to put a disclaimer on throughout the series that nothing that comes out of either of The Clown’s or The Frown’s mouths is true.
Also that Netflix was so limited with the amount of actual footage and pictures that they had to take stock photos/scenes from the internet to create this piece of garbage.
Complete joke😂😂😂😂
Add this to your “LOSS” column in your financials Netflix 
I love the part where they included photographs of the wedding that took place three days before the public fanfare wedding.  Also I felt so emotional reading their vows which they have 
on their bedroom wall.
Those Palm Trees are so in love.
I liked the scene where Harry beats his polo pony to death because he lost a game.
Helped me to understand his cruel depravity towards his grandmother and grandfather
I love the part when H&M do a Netflix mockumentary and write a memoir and destroy forever any chance of reconciliation with their families. With any luck we will live happily ever after 
by not hearing from H&M again because we’re just bored to tears with their endless victim stories. Out of our collective left eyes!
I would much rather see your story on Netflix about surviving and thriving with grace and gratitude.
 @Cassie  Thanks Cassie. That’s really sweet of you to say.
I mean- can she take that whole candle? It was pretty big
Lmao. Well done!
 @DevilsLettuce  yes, would bring a tear to her left eye as she choked on it 🙊🤣🤣
 @WalrusRider  amazing gag reflexes
That’s a learned skill.



 @DevilsLettuce would take years of practice. She is so dedicated and brave  
No it isn’t 😂😂😂
No, it isn’t
She was never pregnant.
youtube removed dislikes for every video a while back but you can see them again. Search for Return YouTube Dislike its an add on that brings them back. this trailer is currently on 177K 
dislikes
you can click dislike. they will see it.
😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣💀
She looked down all right, but not in shame. She has none.
The Harry Potter premiere.  In 2011. 😂
Lol?
You have over 51 comments in this thread, please take a break. You are not stable.
Escape loudly from royal family but still making money sneakily from royal, it’s holy truly backstabber!
"BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!! BLUDDY HILARIOUS!!!" - King Charles.
I loved the part where she said "don't give it 5 minutes if your aren't going to give it 5 years"...so, so inspiring.  So much so that I have decided not to give the show even less than 5 
minutes.  Thank you Rachel!
How's your dad, Meghan?
IT'S MARKLIN TIME!!!
'Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?'
- Bold of you to assume I care about your story. I just wanna read the jokes in this comment thread.
parasites
If you want to cut spending Netflix, then stop wasting money on shallow people doing that kind of shit to inflate their laready overblown ego.
Loved the part where she single handedly beat Thanos and reversed the snap and sacrificed herself * I am.........Meghan Markle! snap
I love the part where Megan is  crying with a Hermes blanket on the chair
the masses who do without and dream, defending royalty against Meghan and why? oh because they are naturally superior, because of bloodline, etc…King Charles simpering about a 
leaky pen, and you wonder why the UK is a failed state, ah yes Meghan thank you for finishing the Revolutionary War for the United States, they came back and set fire to the White House 
in 1812, and now finally we set fire to their monarchy
I'm looking forward to when they can't explain away the small ratio of likes, so Netflix announces there was a problem with the like button.
These grasping pair are amazing. They have been able to throw their own families under the bus, continuously lie to the public and scam so many "donors" with their fake "foundation". 
They are mega-stars in their own minds. Finally we can learn from the masters of duplicity how best to  social climb.  Such a hard life they have  living in a mansion and flying in private jets. 
We all have much to learn from this courageous, stunning and brave couple.
I love their part when I hear it before ,  not boring at all.
They are HORRIBLE!
Saturday Night Live, where are you? You have THOUSANDS of witty comments to choose from for a great spoof!
I am not watching the trailer... I would rather eat a bad oyster. But I am loving the comments!
what about the privacy you asked for?🤨  Harry and Meghan are liars🤢
Wtf is this trash?



I loved the part when they made a humongous donation to that charity for poor homeless kids, anonymously. So heartwarming!
I didn't even give this trailer my time. I have it paused, just to read the comments and then I am clicking off lol.
 @JCC R  Me too.
 @JCC R  Same here!
 @JCC R I haven’t watched the trailer either. Just came for the comments. I also got rid of Netflix a couple of weeks ago after that pathetic season 5 of the crown. Netflix hasn’t made 
anything remotely worth watching in years
I decided to not give Netflix anymore of my time even 😂
 @JCC R  I  suspect that's what most people are doing. The entertainment is in the words of the people in the comments. Hope Harry and his wife get to read and enjoy them as I did too, 
because when words are put into action, it's a game changer.
 @JCC R  Don't forget to "Thumbs down" someone said it is 191,000 and climbing. So  approximately 90 percent don't like it compared to the likes.
Same!
I wonder if it’s a knockoff
She’s laughing….when Netflix told her how much they’d pay her.
She couldn’t light her own fart 😅
 @DevilsLettuce  But she sure loves their smell. 😂
I doubt it happened
Using other people's money...
They are Hypocrites. It was disgusting to promote their documentary the day Prince William and Princess Catherine arrived in the USA.  M&H just have no conscience or dignity.
I love the part when she gave Harry is first blow job like a porn star! 😛
If the comments are any indication of the reviews that are about to flow from this monstrosity, I am going to start popping my popcorn now. 😂

These comments are amazing!
That pictire of the paparazzi is from 2011.  Why have you used that? It's misleading.  
Is that photo from inside a Royal residence ? Did H& M have permission to take photos in there?
Lol this place is full of trolls.
Please, Netflix, now make a documentary film on what is said about Meghan and Harry behind the doors of Sunshine Sachs.
Well Meghan did ask us to get out and vote, I guess we followed her advice, and the clear winners are..... Not Meghan and Harry
WOW ! would you like some wine to go with that cheez. or would you like cheez to go with that wine. Works both ways with those 2. it is both cheezy and whining.
This is DISGUSTING!! 🤮
As if they were EVER that  popular!! I am SO GLAD we cancelled our subscription!! Netflix used to be an AWESOME product!! Now, hope you burn in hell with the Sussex’s!! One tear, left 
eye…. GO!! 🇦🇺🇦🇺🇦🇺
I really appreciate the couple who really want their privacy now sharing the picture of them kissing in the kitchen at home. By the way, who was there taking the picture?
This comments section is gold 😂😂😂😂 (and spot on)
I love the part where she’s so relatable. My personal photographer is always round my house documenting my most intimate moments
No thanks.  I wont waste my time.  We've all heard the story before. Remember the time you trashed your in laws on OW?  I expect this series will be more of the same, only with more 
shocking revelations where recollections may vary.



Meghan, love, ‘your story’ is simple: a) as a kid, dream of being a princess; b) con a friend into introducing you to Harry; c) pretend you know zilch about the British Royal Family but go 
down to the detail of wearing the same perfume as Diana; d) get the red-haired dumbo to propose; e) make sure you get a title; f) get pregnant (or get children!) quick; g) record every bit 
of info and ‘translate’ to suit the racist agenda; h) commercialise the sh*t out of the whole lot. 
You, Madam, are despicable.
She was okay in Suits.
So the Oprah bashing fest clearly didn’t have the effect they wanted. They have had to go to DefCon 6 now and go nuclear on the family. 
Amazing how selfish and abusive middle-aged people can be to their family (including the elderly, sick, dying and disabled) when they only have a few tens of millions, a luxury mansion, 
multiple SUVs, security, celebrity mates, private jets whenever they want, masses of staff to treat like crap, the best food and drink, multiple holidays all over the world, a PR firm feeding 
takes to a tame and compliant media, enough money to buy awards whenever they want more PR, and a huge platform to tell the public anything they want. It must be hell. I don’t know 
how they cope. 
So lovely and inspirational how they use those modest privileges to help the world be a nicer, kinder place, and to see how horrible everyone is except them (and the people who support 
them).

Your majesty, with respect, you must see that the media are the servants of H&M. They do not reflect the wider public at all. Please remove all those titles and set them free. It’s all they’ve 
ever said they wanted. They always wanted a quiet life. Harry said his royal life was trapping him, that it was a burden, that Meghan helped him see how awful it was. They just wanted to 
get away from the awful cameras and attention and fuss and live quietly. So give them that, please. Give them their heart’s desire now and strip them of all royal connections. Otherwise 
they will destroy you, your mother’s life’s work, and your elder son’s future. They will never stop. Whatever they are using against the family, it is not worth this slow destruction. Set them 
free to live their lives without the heavy burden of public life, as you should have done long ago. No more titles or handouts. Push back now before it is too late. In the age of social media, 
the ‘never explain, never complain’ mantra does not work. The family must defend itself or go under. They cannot come back from this, it is too horrible. The public will not forgive Harry 
now, even if you one day can. Any more visits to the U.K. must be quietly done, no public appearances. We don’t want them any more. We will not forget this hideous betrayal of family, 
duty and country.

All just my humble opinion.
The part where suicidal, pregnant & passport less Meg was ordered not to leave the house or obtain mental health care, but somehow was magically transported via private jet to NYC for 
a lavish baby shower. A city  where there are literally over 9,000 Mental Heath professionals. Tear, left eye, go!
I love the part where they cunningly "missed" the bus and showed up alone at the Jubilee thanksgiving service and walked down the aisle and she thought to herself "mission 
accomplished, I'm such a masterful strategist" only to be told they cannot change seats and had to sit in seats 7&8 in 2nd row in the wrong wing of seats far away from the real royals - i 
mean , the AUDACITY of that Queen lady, didn't she know she's dealing with the world's most beautiful feminist humanitarian?!
I loved the part when Oprah found out they lied to her and started crying from her left eye.
I love the fact that Meghan was keeped in the tower of London under lock and key for the 2 years she was in the royal family!
You should hear the characteristics of trolls on HG Tudor. Very sad. No life of their own so they live vicariously.
Ahh, but are they all black and white?
Because they're the ones that really count.
exactly.  Bingo
And Serena's tennis match....
😂😂😂 The grin on M face when she proudly did the walk of shame in her ugly white dress, to then experience the seat problems. Was priceless 😂
LOL!
Nope.  HMTQ obviously had more sense that M gave her credit for.



Gotta love Major Johnnie ...put the second row nonroyals in their place.
I absolutely loved where they were seated. We all got a really good view of the absolutely gorgeous Major  Johnny Thompson. It was hilarious watching him smirking at their obvious 
dismay at their seat allocation, while clearly listening in to every word they said.
 @Kat Bar  i love the part how the queen organised the seating to have our Johnny as something to distract us when harrys wife wanted to use the photo
I missed that where can I watch 😅
And it backfires n that had to sear in the middle, behind his much younger cousins 😂😂
You nearly forgot the head spook sitting next to Major Johnny, just in case she kicked off!  I think he’s now Colonel Johnny!
Oprah is as bad as they are
 @Asuman Yildirim  I agree.
I love how Meghan is crying and Harry takes her photo. That must mean love. 🤮
Looking forward to this series.
175000 dislikes
Should have a tune to go with it. Fake from alexander O'Neal
Harry & Meghan will be truly finished after this airs.  They will be more of a laughingstock than they already are.  They will be the butt of every late night joke, meme, Gif, etc.  They are 
going to crash and BURN baby!
I love the part where she sought refuge from her in-laws at Sistah Space and was turned away because of her mixed race and privilege.
Loved the part where Rachel referred to the wedding as “that spectacle” paid for by hard working uk citizens, now that is clearly so authentic
Bahaha
I love the fact that this trailer has got so many likes for 4.2 million views 🤣



I can’t wait to see this documentary.  I’m PRAYING that the TRUTH will Finally come out about the shocking, viscous, cruel, slanderous, racist, anti-American, xenophobic, hateful, petty and
 oh so very typically BRF behaviors! 

I hope that it exposes all of William’s and his current wife’s jealousy, hatred, competitive and bullying behaviors. 

William has always been inferior to and jealous of Harry, who’s so much like his Paris crime VICTIM mother. 

William’s current wife Kate is a textbook malcontent, feckless, jealous, insecure, petulant, backstabbing, unaccomplished bully who’s afraid to have another female around her for fear of 
comparisons and William’s potential interest in her. 

She spent her youth chasing/stalking Wilhelm.  And I can only imagine what she was willing to subject herself to for the cause.  Whatever it was, she did it.  And did it well. 

Fast forward 12 or so years and she’s now living with the kids (and a security guard to protect her from Louie.  Remember the Jubilee and that time on the polo field lawn where he kept 
force his toy gun in her face as she kept trying to stop him.  Just like at the Jubilee) in Adelaide Cottage.  And the brazen environmental hypocrite who uses the helicopter his granny bought
 him as though it were a car.  He flys the kids back and forth between Adelaide Cottage and his Kensington bachelor Palace home as he and his current wife Kate do their best at 
co-parenting their kids. 

And as for King Charles the turd and Kween Cohort Chlamydia …. I’ll address them later. 

HALLELUJAH the real tea is about to spill! 

☕🫖☕🫖☕🫖☕🫖☕🫖☕🫖
Harry is like Gorbachev, an insider that brings down a monstrous bejeweled institution hiding behind gold gates, its power reposing on the superstitions and vainglory of an island that 
looted the world
This is their time to shine. To tell their story. On their own terms. I love it❤
Meg and Harry's astounding humility in allowing a years-old stock photo of a mass of photographers to be used in this trailer, instead of one of the actual DROVES of photographers who 
fell over each other to be in their presence every time they appeared in public!  A tear fell from my left eye!
Harry made us all so proud when he blew off the Royal Marines memorial to IRA victims at the last possible second to attend the Lion King premiere and ask Bob Iger to give his wife voice-
over work.
If I have to hear about the dishwashing ad one more time, I will throw up.

Slightly confused by the use of the Alami photo of photographers who were attending the premiere of Harry Potter in 2011. What on earth did that have to do with Harry and Meghan?
I love the part when Meghan asks, “when the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" and you can hear the crew mutter “No. No one cares!”, sharing 
the collective sentiment of planet Earth. Those small voices stunning and brave
Harry’s mother died .
Did you all know that??
Splain somein plz..thought they wanted privacy.  The joke’s on them.



I'm not sure I believe this comments section  is real. Sounds like one person commenting repeatedly under different names.  Also I note how for many many years the British royal family 
has been constantly called out as "out of touch", "secretive", "evil", "racist", and many other faults. But as soon as Harry and Meghan complain about these things they are lambasted and 
ridiculed. I'm thinking the truth lies somewhere in the middle with both sides at various degrees of fault.
Oh gee
Really??
Poor deluded you.
Kanye and Jamie Foxx did a nice one...
HaHa

Their all life is a spectacle ,a delusion of their own fabricated reality
So true. We paid for that!
I loved how she so touchingly shared their secret garden wedding...Horrid was so moved by the recollection that he just stared at the chicken and couldn't bring himself to look at 
Meganarc nor Oprah....what a moving memory to share.....it made all the public crowding Windsor to support them on the day feel so cherished and important 🙄
 @Silvana María GA  😂
 @Silvana María GA  I also loved the part at the end of the OW show, (unseen at the time but unearthed later), where they both giggled behind their hands, like 'we fooled them, we got 
away with it'.  H was so moved, he even looked a tiny bit ashamed, but no...I must have misread that, he probably had an itchy nose.  Such a beautiful couple.
Which wedding don’t forget there where two 😂 when she mentions the wedding you can see Harry is genuinely embarrassed why did he let away with that.
 @Kimberley 😊  the chickens were more authentic and more interesting to look at
Oh my goodness honey
You are going to be so very disappointed 
I hope you have support?
Sure does seem that way....😂😂😂
Take your medicine
The only thing Harry is bringing down is his marriage and reputation.
I mean I guess a dumpster fire emits a glow.. sure.
You misspelled "Humiliation".
 @TobalinaC  🤣🤣🤣
“She does voice overs you know,never mind those who fought and sacrificed for our country,they aren’t that important,until Invictus when I can profit from their disabilities.
Do you have anything about elephants?”
He made up for it wearing that German uniform to a party.
16 bathrooms to choose from..
Yes, I'd like Netflix to explain that too.
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😉
Yeah... the stakes are this high for them, not for us. We don't care!!!!
She hasn’t said what these stakes are, yet
I still don’t understand what stakes she is talking about 😂 What’s so important? 😂
 @Hazel Windsor  Not her.



The rump steaks on the BBQ?
Table steaks?
Steaks are high! Haven't you seen the prices lately? She needs more money!!
LOL!!!
It’s all about the Benjamin’s with MM.
What stakes Meghan, the emerald necklace Catherine wore to the EarthShot awards is worth around 16 million about the same price as Meghan's Montecito home, a single necklace, let 
that sink in.
 @J MacK  and Catherine gets to wear it whenever she likes while MeAgain fumes she is not allowed to borrow any of the Royal jewelry.
 @Hazel Windsor  Unless she is really a vampire but then stakes have another purpose!
So did William's. So did mine in a most horrific way too. So have many others.
Just Harry's mother, not William's, something that H seems to have forgotten.
His mummy died.
He never talks about it....😂
This is worldwide sweetheart
They are loathed
All over
It's real Megs.  We really don't like you.
I love the part where Meghan helped Dorothy get back to Kansas. How noble and inspiring!
urgh
After all of the racism and sexism that Meghan has experienced, not only in the UK but also in the US, the outpouring of genuine support she has received in the usually toxic comments 
section brings a tear to my left eye.
More bs and lies coming our way yeppie!
Wow. I can’t wait until these two fade away from memory.
Hoping for the scene when Catherine, the Princess of Wales, wears three tiaras at once - one on her head and the other two as hoop earrings. Just because she can.
I love the part where Rachel compassionately disciplines an errant servant in Australia by throwing hot tea over her. True feminism.
Imagine what poor Diana would have thought of her son and his wife trashing his brother and wife. The next king and queen.
Even Diana called Harry THE SPARE maybe that was a thorn in Harry side his whole life, even from his mom. Meg took Diana’s place just watch how she leads Harry around and tells Harry 
what to say and do. Meg uses Harry’s mom Diana to appeal to Harry heart in doing what Meg wants.
Sad to see 100 million dollar reality show can’t make the grade. After the reality show and the book, what is left for anyone to care about Harry and Meg ? NOTHING because the Royals 
will not let them back in to tell more lies about them.
Prince William and Princess Kate are in the states and Netflix and Harkly decide to release their trailer of lies. Then a black woman ( Marlene Headly ) goes to the palace the day Prince and 
Princess land in America. The same woman Marlene Headly has written several social media post saying that Meghan’s in-laws (King and Queen)have cause Meg DV. Then more post about 
Meg not allowed on queens balcony and how poor Meg has had racism from the Royals . Plus Sistah charity and Meg and Harry have the same professional photographer. Marlene accused 
an 83 yr old woman from the palace who has worked for the queen for 60 yrs was racist to her by asking where she was from. No recording just her word or her truth, just like Meghan. 
Likely getting a paycheque from Netflix like Harry and Meghan. Funny everything is TIMING for the former Royals.



Meghan at it again. What are they trying to justify? Not one of her in-laws spoke out to the media. Meghan and Harry didn't get their cake and eat it so they are having a hissy fit. The 
princess of Wales has had 3 children. Married to the next in line to the throne where her duties have increased. Have we heard her wine, moan, accuse the institute for treating her badly? 
One of the main reasons they separated for a time was to see if Kate was prepared to take on her role next to William. They did not go into this marriage blindly. She took the help offered, 
understood the severity of her position, etc. When she was very sick whilst pregnant with Louis, did we hear her complain to the media? No. She wanted her privacy to handle her 
pregnancy with her husband. Just like any 'normal' married couple.
Brrrrrrr, spoiled rich brats
Im just here for the comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The comments section is more interesting then the doc sorry the bad scripted story of the century
Very cringe worthy and something I certainly will not be watching. They are a despicable narcissistic couple. They are no way as Happy as they want people to believe they are, it's all an act 
and trust me they are boring and talentless, I will pity anyone who wants to watch this. I've cancelled with Netflix now. I'm not the only 1 either, since signing up with this couple, they've 
lost over £60.000, they thought they'd earn money but it's just backfired on them. Spotify was the same, such liw ratings on her podcasts and complaints, there's no 2nd season. King 
Charles remove them titles now, why the hell he hasn't done it yet I don't know
I love how the compassionate humanitarians treat their families.  I love how Harry has forgotten how he acknowledged Prince William get him into therapy.  I love how they feel that their 
"perceived" struggles w/ their families are something the average person cares about, in a world that is struggling w/ inflation, the lingering pandemic, war, etc.  

Do they realize that the majority of people experience family issues that range from dysfunctional to abusive?  They are so self-absorbed they cannot see what the world clearly can.  Two 
victims, living incredibly privileged lives, moaning that they had to deal w/ the protocol of being in a royal family and being cut off financially and only having millions to survive on.    

And whatever truth there is to the family dynamics, as a therapist who works w/ adult survivors of childhood trauma - one thing that is unique abt the Harkles, is that the large majority of 
people who have family issues - don't share it w/ the world, or make accusations, or do anything hurtful.  

In fact, it's the contrary.  In my 18 years as a therapist working w/ trauma survivors, or even "just" difficult family dynamics - there is intense inner conflict for the individual.  While their 
family member has hurt them, the survivor does not want to hurt their parent, sibling, etc.  In fact, the survivor most commonly feels guilt for even thinking badly of their family member.   
Very often, the trauma survivor is protective of the family member who hurt them.  

Research shows that regardless of how abusive or traumatic a childhood is, children still prefer to be w/ their parents, even after social services has to step in bc of physical, sexual, 
emotional, abuse or neglect.  As adults, survivors minimize their abuse, make excuses for the family members, and still desire connection w/ hurtful family members, etc.   And when 
survivors are far enough into their recovery to set boundaries and to assert themselves (ask for what they want, set limits, express their true feelings), it is very anxiety-provoking and the 
individual feels guilt and doubt ( am I perceiving things correctly, is it ok for me to be angry at my family, etc).    

In fact, one factor that all adult survivors of trauma or difficult family dynamics share esp when beginning therapy   - is that there is a part that feels it is their fault, that they are the 
problem, that if they had only been smarter, more athletic, more beautiful, maybe things would've been different.  Or maybe if they had just not made their parent angry, or maybe if that 
had not argued w/ their family member, things would be better.   

In thousands of hours of therapy, there has never been one client who took the position (early in therapy) that their family was wrong or at fault.  When and if a client got to the stage 
where they could acknowledge that something truly injurious had happened and that their parents had harmed them - it took considerable inner work and time, and with it inappropriate 
guilt.   And once a survivor clearly sees that a family member has hurt them, hurting that family member, shaming them, exposing them -  is NOT something the survivor chooses to do.  



I love the part where Harry bombards Granny with phone calls begging for money but refuses to visit even though he knows she’s dying. Makes your left eye well up.
Excuse me Netflix, the press pic being used in this trailer is from a Harry Potter premiere. The only man with red hair in that pic is Rupert Grint. Harry and his wife never attract that amount 
of press.
Tellement hâte 🥰🥰🥰
Love the part of her being a race-baiter so she can flush out all the racist members of the British Royal Family. So brave. Her humanity is second to none. She leads by example by not 
visiting the dying Queen and her unwell father. Incredible human being. 1-2-3 . Big tear rolling down from the left eye.
I would not waste my Netflix membership on this garbage. Better to end my service....bye Netflix
👎👎🤮
good one.
She marched at Selma, rescued people from the Hindenburg, and don’t forget the work she did to get women the vote. A true humanitarian.
She’s the reason for color!  🌈
Are you okay?
Maybe one over each wrist, and, because she’s so slim, another as a belt?
Lol. Golden!
 @Mini Haha  Great idea! Wouldn't that be awesome? 😄
such a strong independent woman !
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
@Sandra Williams you don't even know what a bot is do you? 
Lol
Such stunning and powerful woman, making feminist all over the world so proud.
Costing the Australian taxpayer compensation…
Wow, where I can find this? 🤯
 @J.D. Vision  are you serious?!!!
 @Ainzleeriddell  Actually I heard (the then) Prince Charles paid up to keep it quiet. Don't know how true that is but I believe P Andrew made a very quick visit shortly there after.
Aaww.. The lies you have to tell yourself to justify your racism.
The servant deserves death sentence for poor service to Meghan 
 but Meghan spared her with only hot tea .  This shows Meghan is forgiving and always compassionate
👏 👏
I haven't laughed this hard for YEARS!
Are those people public figures?
Thank you for such an enlightening input on survivors of family trauma.
Which can only make me conclude that the Harkles are heartless.
This comment is so underrated. Sums up my experience at therapy toom
 @Michaela Cameron  Public figures who are trying to live solely off selling their personal life to the public? You can be a "public figure" and be able to keep things private. Countless actors 
and celebrities are able to do it, and even with Harry's past, it is possible to avoid becoming a tabloid yourself?
Superb summation, thank you.  Now, of course, you have to write the definitive book.  There will soon come a time when the market will be clamouring for it.
@LV.....as a therapist I'd be interested in your opinion..... At what point something becomes ' trauma ' as opposed to just normal life and family dynamics ? Genuine question.. I guess like 
when does teasing become bullying etc...



That is so true. I  do not believe that h&m were ever abused. 
And as a person who has struggled with psychological abuse in the past, I just want to grab the pair of them and really tell how it is. My daughter in law did similar things to my family. 
Myson, who I have a great relationship with and my only child has not spoken to his family for 6 years. We have tried to contact him, he won't reply. 
I'm just trying to say that, I can see where this going to go. H&m will probably look good for a short time, like they did in the beginning, until the public start to see the hurt and the damage 
they have caused.
 Then I don't think h&m will be able to hide anywhere.
At the end of the day, H is really hurting the people who love and care for him the most.
Your family are all any of us have. For better or worse.
Best comment ever on surviving childhood trauma. Took me 57 years and her suicide to finally open up to a therapist!  Thank you so much. They have no idea what trauma is. Sorry but 
walking behind your Mothers casket 25 years ago is getting old. She is simply a narc with possible personality traits. Much love to you.
Ok but @L V you are explaining the average person,  not the narcissist… I’d love to hear you break that one down and see how well Shmegan meets all of that criteria.  

My sadness lies with the brothers and what she’s done to divide  them.
This doesn’t pass the sniff test. Maybe abused kids don’t want to be with and protect their abusers… I can tell ya that none of my foster sisters ever wanted to be near their abusers again… 
I’m almost 40 and still be stalked by my abusive parent. 

They might not want to outright hurt the abusers but they certainly don’t want to be near them once they’re in recovery.

Just to be clear- I don’t believe MM or Harry have endured the kind of abuse that I and many others have… I think they’re just spoilt brats - both of them.
Foster kids are kicked out at 18 with no credit and no money, no home…. I want to puke when I hear H whine about being cut off at almost 40!!
This!! I am a trauma recovery coach in training and never have I seen a comment that resonated so deeply! Real insight. I am slowly prying myself away from an incredibly dysfunctional 
family and it is torturous, especially when you have been made the scapegoat/repository for unresolved issues in some way. Meghan's microexpressions and entire 'aura' absolutely trigger 
me and remind me of my familial abusers (also women). Many, many people had a gut feeling from her about from the start. And as a black woman, seeing her co-opt 'black 
struggle'/oppression so.... superficially for personal gain..is horrifying to watch in itself. Harry looks to be ground down, gradually. It seems he was an easy mark. Is there any way I can get 
in touch with you about your services? You sound like the therapist I have been searching for...
Your comment is absurdly long.
Oh, my.. What a bitter little person you are.
they are the traumatizes, not actually traumatized.  Harry, sure, from his childhood circumstance of loosing his mom, but that doesn't take away from the fact that he became a brutal 
traumatize, including to his own brother who also lost his mom.  And to his father now, who is still pretty freshly grieving his mom!!! he's vile, the both are
 @Sonya Wenham  yes 🤗

Thank you for this insight. They’ve been making false accusations for the last two years - I consider their actions bullying, harassment and slander. They certainly don’t come across as 
victims here… 
Although I have a sense that Harry is unconsciously acting out a family role that goes back generations, that of the rebellious  spare (except Edward VIII who happened to be the king when 
taking on the role) and traitor. While the role of the future monarch is very restricted, the other sibling as rebel/traitor serves as a safety valve to release some of the tension in the family 
dynamic. The heir cannot rebel so the spare takes on some of that instead… This may be just pop psychology on my part, but I think there is definitely a pattern here. Harry’s tragedy in my 
view, is that he married a narcissist. This, coupled with his mental health issues have led to his losing his way completely. I’m not trying to excuse his actions, but I see a very tragic 
unfolding of events as if in a Greek tragedy. His hubris is hurting him and could eventually destroy him; and as we know with hubris there is always collateral damage.



Your comment really explains all of our comments...we see how frivolous their whining is and hold them in contempt.  These two grifters had it all, but it wasn't enough and now they don't 
care what cons, scams, lies, or bought awards they have to use to get back what they lost.
Thank you, L V for speaking up for those of us who have endured real toxic families. What you’ve mentioned - especially the guilt when we have when we have no choice but to go no 
contact or set boundaries to protect ourselves is spot on. Thank you
 @Elaine  My sadness lies with their children - can you imagine?  Honor thy Father and Mother -
they are nevertheless, showing Archie and Lillibet how they want to be treated later in life - karma will come!
Very insightful
Thanks. This tallies with my limited experience, and seems to be another example of Meghan's continuing appropriation of other people's genuine stories for her own use.
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
😂
😂😂😂😂
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
😂😂😂 best comment!
 @Sandra Williams  ive noticed that u r committed to say that all the comments are Buckingham Palace bot? Hahahhaha NOPE. I guess u r since u commented on all replies
I love your comment.
 @Huda Shafiee  How do you know that unless all the notifications are going to the same inbox, bot?
@Sandra Williams the only one here fitting the category of "bot" is you lol. 
Repeated phrases, nonsense replies ect.
LOL LOL.... LOL.....
 @Sandra Williams  you wish Sugar!
 @Lynne Edwards  Hate-bot!
dying mother in law???? camilla's her mil
😆😆😆
@Sandra Williams is this an Alias? Does your real name rhyme with Shmegan Shmarkle?
 @Cinzia M  Technically Camilla is her stepmother in law.  Didn’t you hear Harry tell you over and over that his mother died?
 @Cinzia M  I think she meant her late majesty
 @M Janny  exactly!!🎉👍
 @Elaine  🤡
 @Nyonyah Dokter Barlian  🤡🤡🤡
 @Celia Clayton  🤡🤡🤡🤡
 @Aichurek Toktosartova  🤡🤡🤡
 @D Marbella  🤡🤡🤡
Like harry and Megan have enough money to last their family for generations on standard living what about the poor,,,,,,, Charles Darwin predicted the world would go through survival of 
the fittest of economy war do they want to be responsible for downfall of country’s ,,, it is already happening,,,,.,,, some of the world’s countries are failing now because of others 
prosperity!!!!? Where is the balance.

Sent via direct revelation!



Gaslighting , by the Queen of gaslighting ! The only thing Meghan will ever be Queen of . My heart weeps for her , as I peel an onion , beneath my left eye !

I love the part Meghan showing the world how hurt and painful, she is the victim all hater including Royal family, life not fair to her, How nice human being as her, how can that happened. 
😂😂😂😂 by the way, Meghan Markle was wearing microphone at Prince Philip funeral. Link to Ngozi Fulani and lady Hussey. “Blame culture” poor 83 years ago lady. 😢
Love how they included a picture of the paparazzi at the Harry Potter premiere. Netflix did his research to have a good picture of a big crowd of paparazzi’s so it would look like they 
harassing Meghan.
This is gross! 🤮
utterly horrendous couple, backstabbing pair of jealous has beens.
Diana would be so ashamed of they way he has behaved
Absolutely nothing but lies and rubbish. She is noting but a liar and schemer. I cancelled Netflix for doing business with such a lowlife
Markle at Ulvade+Netflix Filming=Reprehensible
“When the stakes are this high.” That’s business jargon. Glad to hear her marriage is a business transaction. And a reminder for e/o here: she was a blogger before hightailing over the 
pond to snatch a her a desperate prince. She posted pictures of herself and her doings all over her blog. This has her prints all over it!
I loved the part when William and Catherine invited Harry and Meghan to the walk about after the late, beautiful and magnificent Queen Elizabeth II passed and said goodbye with 
rainbows!!
 🌈🌦🤍🕊🏰 💚🌎 💕♥
I adore the bit where Meghan talks about the "stakes being this high" as though her marriage to a prince were just like some history-changing event such as the invasion of Normandy. This, 
after she tells The Cut that people were dancing in the streets for her just like they did when Nelson Mandela was released. You know, making her worthy of a "Netflix Global Event.' One 
salty, left eye tear has splashed down for the legacy she will command on the stage of history, now and forever.
That amazing bit where they reveal the contents of the wedding goody bags, that made The Clooneys accept the invitation to the wedding of someone they’d never met
Rubbish! Fed up on them whining… cancelling Netflix! Between this and The Crown they have been very damaging to the Royal Family….. didn’t even watch the Trailer 😂
God bless Harry & Meghan 🙏🙏❤❤
I cannot wait! The money train is over for the so-called royal experts and trolls!
World's most insincere narcissist claiming yet again victimhood when she has more privilege than 99.9999% of the rest of the humans on the planet. Disgusting!
I can't wait for Harry's real story to come out in about 3 years after the ugly divorce and Meghan will call him a racist and abusive. Just wait.
So brave so stunning so vomit inducing
The BIG PHONEY/MM would like us to believe that we cannot wait to see the modern Romeo and Juliet love story on screen, but after these series are seen, profound dislike and detesting 
of this fraud of a woman will be in millions. When will she get a sense of reality? I don't think ever!
Wonder if the non profit paid for the new set of horse teeth?
She's definitely been huffing her own farts.
 @TobalinaC  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Snakes are High   🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The only stakes that have any relevance to her are the ones used to put through a vampire’s heart
God says no..
 @Waiting On Elvis  awesome
Oh it’s over babes

Can’t wait for this. So many books and documentaries have been done about Harry and Meghan quoting anonymous sources’. I am looking forward to hear directly from Harry and Meghan.



Delusional!!! High stakes!!! Who’s high stakes? Irrelevant, narcissistic, poisonous duo, living in their make believe world totally detached from truth, reality or facts! If this is what Netflix 
can provide it’s time to cancel the subscription …
I have a tear dropping from my left eye just from reading these comments.
only a matter of time before these two chancers are relieved of their titles, as for watching this forget it got better things to do with my time
lf Meghan Markle was a decent person she would have done anything to prevent Harry falling out with his family, instead this nasty piece of work has ensured that there is no going back 
for him.
The truly inspiring part was when she gives her sister in law a knife for Christmas, then chuckles that she's just one plane crash away from the throne. Heartwarming!
She’s a joke - another amber h. Sick ppl 🤮
I am looking forward to Netflix next documentary telling the truth about the Markles. Know ex-husband's, lovers, colleagues, family members, and employees are queued up to meet with 
Netflix producers. And for free...........
LOTS OF VOMITUS IN THIS TRAILER.  WONDERFUL😅😅😅😅😅😅😅😅😅
175K dislikes and rising rapidly. Can it get to a quarter million?
I would like an entire documentary made with the comments of this video!!! They are wonderful, funny and incredible!! Please Netflix!! I will never watched the horrible show of Harry and 
Megan who lie to everybody again. But I would watch a thousand times a documentary with the comments at this trailer 😂😂😂
Meghan and Harry official trailer is Trash, Meghan is clearly a narcissist and Harry who betrayed his family, Harry needs to wise up if not already to late and realize that the Narcissist Wife 
Meghan doesn't love or care for anyone but herself, all narcissist are masters of projecting, but not capable of any feelings other then for themself .  Clearly her actions are not clear to 
Harry or they are and he is so weak minded that he will go down with the narcissist.
I love the part where the director of this ad used journalists taking photos of the Harry Potter Movie release (red carpet event) when H an M were not even there. Busted!!!
The only people on this planet I care less about than these two are the Indian scammers that constantly keep calling me.   In fact, a series about how bad the scammers lives are justifying 
their horrible behavior would be better than finishing this trailer.
I thought it poignant when Harry used his best crayons to design her an engagement ring and she screwed his picture up and flushed it down the toilet. Left eye, big tear.
i love the part of the comment section , it’s laughable,it brought my left eye”Tears of Joy”😅😅😅
I love the part where Meghan marries the prince and pretends to be Cinderella, but instead acts like the ugly entitled stepsister if the prince had chosen her.
I wish the teaser trailer had shown the part where Meghan turned into She-Hulk and smashed the royal patriarchy with her enormous green twerking.
So it looks like the grifters found out about this and their bots are adding to the likes 😮
I love it that the Markles lecturer us on saving the planet, with tears in left eye, but take private jets and buy ludicrously expensive throws to wrap their tired bodies in.
Oh no honey
Said no one ever.
 @Waiting On Elvis  in anycase, looking forward to the great ratings because I know you will hate watch. Love watch or hatewatch = $$$! Plus Meghan will still have her real life prince 
charming and you will still be the jealous envious villain that makes her love story a fairytale.  A villain is needed. Thank you for filling in that uneviable role.
Stakes for their heads outside the palace gates
 @Waiting On Elvis  They have been outside the palace gates for 3 years now and the palace has been too lenient and disinterested … they have had enough rope to hand themselves 
which they duty fully did - they are irrelevant, talentless, morals-less parasites - they have nothing to offer but old lies…
Can't stop laughing.
Oh u win and the competition is hard as Meghans heart!
Now that series would be worth watching, not the current fabricated false hilarious stupid series.
Ssh, now don't be giving them ideas! (I would subscribe to Netflix just for that)
Saturday night live, where are you???



Netflix should use these comments as optional sub-titles. The love story would be a comedy smash-hit.
Yes, please Netflix, you could almost redeem yourselves!
Ahahah!!! We are definitely having too much fun here!!! And I haven’t seen a single second of the trailer!! I am enjoying too much reading the comments!! So fun!!
But your car's extended warranty.....😂😂😂
And when she kindly disposed Catherine's flowers into the bin. Such a nice thing to do.
He had to get help with his buuk, cause one of his best colours was missing.
10x as many dislikes by the way, 174k and counting
 @B M  179k....
My fav part was how Meghan, advocate for the rights of girls and women worldwide and diligent writer of angry dish soap grievances , happily accepted and wore $$$$$ Diamond earring 
given to her by Mohammed Bin Salman- Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia, who 1) had just in weeks prior, order the brutal chopping up massacre of a Saudi Journalist Jamil Kashoggi and 2) is a 
well known suppressor of girls and women. I guess rights of girls and women only apply to Western women faced with washing dirty dishes but not to the millions of Arab females facing 
brutal consequences for demanding basic rights.  Riddle me that Batman.
Lol. This comment section is filled with single purpose accounts. They spend their days commenting and talking about Harry and Meghan. Well I guess this documentary will be the best 
thing to happen to them.
Netflix will gamble with population money!, not correct to the truth as I say gamble over rules the world. At this point in human calculations of objective requirements of all the people 
ain’t getting it. The truth of logical evaluation will prevail one day. Neutral selection. i see you money grabbers.
The next captain Marvel is looking good! Stunning and brave
🤣🤣🤣 The Body Language Guy just posted a new video in which he reveals that someone found out that the photo with the "paparazzi" was from a Harry POTTER premiere in 2011.  
😅 Apparently Netflix (or Meghan) was unable to find evidence that poor, poor Meghan was being followed or harassed by paprazzi. Probably because this NEVER happened. I am 
incredibly impressed with Meghan and Harry's honesty, they would never try to manipulate... 😎😜 - one tear, left eye.
I LOVE THE PART WHERE THEY USED A STOCK PHOTO OF PAPARAZZI AT :30 TAKEN IN 2011 AT A "HARRY' POTTER PREMIER. NOTHING TO DO WITH THESE 2. REALLY NETFLIX??? SORRY 
WRONG HARRY🤣🤣🤣 YA'LL A HOT MESS!!
I loved the part... 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 oops I can't even tell which of the millions fake and disturbing parts of this two extreme private life I love the most 🙄😒
Ooooh im ready baby!!! ❤
I always have someone there to photograph me when I boohoo 😢😢😢😢
Rachel you wish you could be Catherine, Princess 👸 of Wales!
Absolutely vomit inducing.
The part where Meghan and Harry talk about bullying while literally bullying his whole entire family that cannot fight back publicly.
Smash that dislike button
Absolute trash couple!🤮🗑🤮



Releasing this video clip in the middle of Prince William’s Earthshot event only proves one thing: these two clowns will do everything just to grab attention! Pathetic! And trully nauseating! 

So in their documentary, they will claim to be victims of what this time?

They want the world to see them as this humane loving couple?  I feel like vomiting!

Harry, your grandmother was on her deathbed and you must have known she had cancer and  near to death but despite being in the UK, you did not visit her despite her invitation. And 
you shout to the world that you LOVE her? 

YOU DONT KNOW THE MEANING OF  LOVE!

That woman was loved and respected by the whole world. Im not even british but i cried when I heard on TV that she died. I love  your Queen because she was a genuine decent woman 
full of integrity very much unlike your “beloved” Meghan. If i had a grandma like that i would definitely want to be on her side anytime she asks of me.

Harry Windsor, what you have done and what you are doing to your family is unacceptable and one day, you will regret but realize that its too late for regrets. Trashing your own family 
simply because you did not get want you wanted from them is simply selfish and despicable. God will punish you and your wife for sure! 

You know what the whole world knows? You and that wife of yours  are just so jealous of Prince William and Catherine. You are pathetic!
Stop invading your own privacy you vomit inducing pair of hypocritical sickners
Why there is no CANDLE blocking her in all these photos!!?????? 🕯🕯🕯🕯🕯🕯🕯
It makes more sense for the privacy seeking duo to actually go away.
No :D no, go and have your peace. that's what you wanted, that's what you could have, if you hadn't been paying pr non-stop and doing your sick "charities".
The moment when Megan took a long walk off a short peer... it bought a tear to my left eye xd
Oh no baby,this is worldwide
I’m sure you always are Tamika.
Truly can’t wait to view, it looks marvelous ❤❤❤
Who the F cares about these two wankers. seriously...
This is nothing more than narcissistic garbage, she's always playing the victim go away narcissist, and take your simp of a husband with you!
Her amazing ability to look in her husband in the eyes in the above stills. I can really feel the love.. Oh no, wait...
DISGUSTING.  WHO WHANTS TO WATCH AND LISTEN TO THOSE LIARS …??
These two losers make me love and appreciate the Prince and Princess of Wales even more, thanks for that.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry drive off in their 1948 Ford De Luxe towards California with the sound of you’re the one that I want in the background. Truly marvelous
Another ‘work of fiction’ from an actress and her husband.  All this nonsense needs to stop!  It makes me soooooo mad and sad all at the same time…
I loved the part where they talk about themselves.  It was such a nice break from them talking about themselves. .
I can't believe Netflix paid for this 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
i gave up my netflix account when netflix gave them an outrageous contract.. i will not watch this. they have been caught in to many lies. NO



I love the part when they proclaim how passionate they are about the planet but yet chose to release their trailer the same day their family, as guests to the USA, are doing the very 
important Earthshot Prize event. The earth NEEDS our undivided attention even for just one day. 💚🌎
So sad how low people can go to create and revise history and who will pay for it.
You took population quantity and the pound sign in your eyes. The head of state is required in backup of corruption of reality as to required politics did they say,,did they know. That’s the 
way it is. Control of mas confusion.
I am so excited to not watch this documentary. I feel liberated to ignore them. Totally thrilled to click the off button. Thank you Netflix for showing closing my account with you was beyond 
the right thing to do. Well over done!

I love the part where Megs and Haz want privacy and peace, and to achieve that privacy and peace give interviews, start podcasts, and have a camera crew film them for a reality show.
Who else is hoping South Park do some episodes on M&H?

I loved the part where she trashes and lies about her disabled sister Samantha in her book ‘Finding Freedom’. 
Denounces and ghosts her father in a “Dear Daddy” letter that gets leaked to the press. 
So very happy that the British Court awarded “Little Miss Forgetful”, £1 in damages for her memory loss instead of perjury which could have inspired a book called “Finding Jail-time”. 
Most of all I loved the tear in her left eye she summoned for the Queen. Such a talented actress.
I love the part where MM convinces that utter clown Harry that she’s his dead mother. Love how she tries to redo Diana’s photos. Meghan, you are trash, and everyone knows it.
"You couldn't get me to watch this drivel with a gun to my head" I moan with one tear, left eye.
Love it!
lol
Yes, that was so refreshing !
But it needs Word Salad from MeAgain more!!! 🌍🌍😂😂
Recollections may vary
Doria can give her tips on how to handle prison when the time comes
Perhaps a few decorating tips, lots of beige and cream.
🤣
I love the part when Harry walks out of the Monarchy position after being brainwashed then milking millions out of his title
I honestly didn't think it possible to dislike them any more than I already do... I'm shocked. Awful narcissistic twa...
What's the like/dislike ratio please someone???
No!
I loved the part where feckless Harry hounded his dying grandmother for money.  He's only a middle-aged man - er, widdle boy walking behind his mother's casket!  Have you heard that 
story?  Has he mentioned that?  He did!  And it was the Most Tragic Thing in the history of Tragic Things, and that's why he's useless today.
Nice to see everyone coming together all around the world though there serious dislike for Megan 😅🤣

I can't believe Harry would agree that Netflix release the documentary at the time Prince William and Princess Catherine visit the US.  It's really disgusting. Harry and Meghan are a vile 
couple. Isn't their
 supposedly tell-all interview against the Royals with Oprah enough? I heard they'll be getting over a hundred million for this Netflix documentary to malign the Royal Family. Obviously 
they just don't want to be upstaged by William and Kate. Harry and Meghan want the focus to be all about them and only them. Such fake, spoiled, egotistical brats.👹👹👹 🤑🤑🤑
OH THEY WANT TO MAKE MONEY SO BAD.... 🤣



Okay, so the trailer is supposed to make me want to watch this? It’s the same 💩they’ve been spouting since they left the royal family. There’s nothing new or interesting to see here, just 
two spoiled entitled brats whining about their terrible lives. Spare me!
Thank you Netflix for including the scene when Meghan whined on the South Africa tour that no one asked if she was OK, after meeting young women taking self-defence classes to ensure 
they survived another day. This brought back fond memories from that time when I first realised that Meghan was a narcissist. My left eye welled up.
Hear your story Marke, you continuously lie and embellish the negatives, that aren't even happening.
Can't wait to see my faves ❤❤
I love the part where they slandered their in-laws for money on Oprah and elsewhere. Very moving.
Netflix relies on morbid curiousity for views. How pathetic.
Cancel Netflix.
The comment section are amazing and from same source.with same last line "tear from my LEFT EYE"
GOOD WORK ROYALS.I SEE YOU.
pLeaSE maKE IT stOP
Oh, Meghan and Harry,
The burdens you carry
Are really too much to endure --
But wait! There’s a cure!
Be a monk and a nun,
Be silent -- what fun!
And we can be free
Of your ego trip spree!
I could puke. Had enough of these people. Go away.
Love the part where MeGain and Netflix used the Uvalde tragedy to get some footage for this series. So compassionate of the victim’s families..🙄
So, Netflix, are you going to have a camera crew in NY next week to record MM receiving the Rubbish of Hope award that was based on lies about RF?
Yet always had to wear that sad gray polo
18K up and 173K down.  One tear, left eye, go!
currently on 173K dislikes. there's an add on called Return Youtube Dislike that allows you to see dislikes
18, 000 likes and 173,000 dislikes
 @M T  thanks!
 @Jay Paul  thanks!
 @Darmela  thanks!
"It's been 87 years....."
They left Boston last night.
Are you kidding??
They say LEFT EYE because they’re laughing at how fast she can cry on her left eye. (Look for the video)😂 There is no way that all these negative comments are bots. People see right 
though her lies.
you really underestimate how tired people are of these two! lool wit and sarcasm just flying right by the head of the sugars 😂😂
Megan is starring in the sequel to My left foot, it’s called My left eye 😂
🤣🤣🤣 Ok sugar, because ppl spontaneously settling on a common même is unheard of on social media 😆😆😂 right?



Meghan we’ve already heard your story…  🙄
The stake is so high. Meghan comes running with her ill fitting clothes to save the world. So brave, so stunning. It brings a single tear from my LEFT eye.
I love the part where Netflix payed rich people to tell us how oppressed they are. What a beautiful moment in history. Tears down the left.
I also love the part where she "falls into Harry's life" while she is still living with another guy.  She'll play scrabble and roast chickens with anyone with a big bank account.  She really likes to 
spread kindness.
253K
Absolute trash.  A delusional narcissistic liar and a weak little man.  I was literally going to close my account but the new Wednesday has at least some merit so I may watch that and then 
cancel my subscription.
This trailer just shows what a couple of pathetic hypocrites these two really are.  They quit the Royal Family because they claimed to want “privacy” and yet since “Megxit” they have gone 
out of their way to court publicity with their blatant PR stunts and nasty, vicious attacks on the allegedly racist institution which bestowed the titles on them.  Despite her claims that “titles 
mean nothing” she is desperate to cling on that title because without it she would be nothing.  If he really did have any love for his late grandmother he would have shown her and the 
Royal Family more respect.  Their jealousy of William and Catherine is so obvious and after their triumphant visit to Boston this week the Prince and Princess of Wales have shown the Duke 
and Duchess of Overseas what real Royalty looks and behaves like.
Reading the comments section for ages and I have not come across one comment in favor of the Sussex toddlers , I hope Netflix has taken the time to read what exactly everyone thinks of 
the pair of them 😂
What stakes? gtfoh! 
jfc this is garbage lol who the hell cares? you marry a prince, they welcome you to the family and you call them racist? smh people gotta let the perceive racism go goddamn
It was great to see the receipts for all of the awards those two purchased.  I bet they used donated funds too.
Funny how this is supposedly about the ginger whinger and Yoko Moano yet at 0:31 the paparazzi shot is a picture of photographers from a Harry Potter premiere (think it was 2011) yet 
another lie being told by the grifters!!
I loved the part when Megain and Hazbeen moved across the world for privacy and to protect their family, only to produce books, podcasts, and documentaries who's sole focus is to 
slander their family! Brings a big fat tear to my left eye.
What do you guys think? Does she master bait to sounds and images of herself?
Get dunked on hahaha
I love the part where Rachel shows off her new teeth, paid for by donations to ArchHoles, in the Elton John video.  Trying desperately to look like Julia Roberts!
Poor Rachel truly hates herself, she's had sooo much surgery, hair straightening, nose jobs and is on her 4th set of veneers, but no-one sheds a left eye tear for her!  🥲
My favorite part was when Meghan and Harry received that award for agreeing to only have 2 children . It was such an enlightened decision because - you know- there is no one else in all 
of humanity to only have two children. What a stunning and brave couple! An example to us all.
The stakes! Oh, the STAKES!!!! So high. So, so, brave...
What a vain and narcissistic couple. They represent all that is wrong in the world.
Couldn’t pay me to watch this
😂
Yes, " roasting a chicken" is apparantly a euphamism for something else entirely! She certainly does like to spread, but it's not kindness!!
Thank you
I just wonder WHEN they are planning on having these two children, though? The placeholders’ parents don’t seem to be on board to extend the acting contracts
 @Mini Haha   Brilliant, you are spot on.  If there are children, I hope and pray they will be saved from harm. ❤✝
I want them to more babies every time I see their love.
 @Katherine Thomas  😂😂😂



Only two children who will be damaged by their parents' insanity. Anyone got a humanitarian award laying around to give (or sell) to Meghan and Harry?
 @Katherine Thomas 😂😂😂😂 you’re so pathetic
Yeah it was all about the environment, not because she was already 37 when she had her first kid
and then to fly everywhere by private jet
 @I Love America  yes, exactly!!! If it weren't for Meghan's BRAVE climate effort, we would all be dead by now. I'm so blessed to live in a world where such a beautiful humanitarian lives. 
😂
@Sandra Williams begone bot lol.
It must of been hard for harry to not get her pregnant again. Stunning and brave
 @Katherine Thomas  they would have to return the baby award
Ah... lol..lol... it just keeps going!
What children? No direct evidence there are any, and if there are, who’s the parents.
 @I Love America  I believe she was a lot younger than that ?
 @Katherine Thomas  Lol!!
 @Grandma Murg  she is five years older than she claims to be
I didn't have any kids. I think I should have got the award!!!
 @Mini Haha  😂😂😂😂🤣🤣
 @Kat Bar  😇
 @Jude Picton  no she wouldn't have been. She is 41 now and Archie is 3. So she would have been 37 or 38 depending on when their birthdays are.
I think that was a bad move, people like them shouldn’t reproduce.
I wonder if she insisted that Harry get snipped…
So good of him to draw attention to his wicked sister-in-law and 'different path' brother, who so selfishly have spawned three heirs.  So glad that the Californians care so much for the 
world we live in and that their many gardeners look after their sprawling acres for their two children.  I'm feeling emotional now....
 @Mini Haha  😂😂😂😂
 @Carolyn G  😇
😂😂😂😂
Rusty roof and dusty minge
Exactly, no one sees what happens behind closed doors…. Meghan and Harry being complete asses!! 🙄
burrhead
Both are ill. Very ill. You should feel sorry for them
What a joke. Thank God his grandmother is not here for this.
I love that they left the direction to our imagination when it was said that she would hit the ground running ....
Those 2 Low Life LOOSER'S, Same Old 🐂💩💩💩 Everyone Know's EXACTLY WHO & WHAT the 2 of U R, Your Under Handed Schemes R PUTRID & SOO R U mm 🤮, YOU WILL GET 
CAUGHT IN YOUR OWN SICK GAME, In Fact U Already Did, U Hariman, Headly, Shola, R ALL Guilty Of Setting Lady Hussy Up, I Don't Know How "MARLENE" Got Past The Door, She Wasn't  
INVITED, & OR LISTED 4 ATTENDANCE
Me encanta la parte en que este documental le hara propaganda falsa porque el dueño de netflix es su amigo y vecino, que valiente y humildes son



No I don’t want to listen to your story again. You have told ur stories already many times. And who can forget the Oprah one! Which by the way, it was proven that there were many lies. 
People are already suffering from war in Ukraine n pandemic. The least we want are these two lunatic complaining about how hard their life in their million $ mansion and playing a 
“victim”. You Megan was given an opportunity, you should’ve used that privilege to lend service to people with different walks of life but you chose this path. And for Harry, I guess you’ve 
been using ur head down there for the past years that’s why the thinking part is not working. 😅Anyone be of the sound mind can see for what she is and her agenda.
The comments section is gold 😂😂😂
18K  up , 180k down......CANCEL WOKE NETFLIX
what would she look like without hair care products?
DELETE NETFLIX STOP PAYING THE PRIVILEGED  BILLIONARES
How high are the stakes? I'd really love to know!
I'll wait for it to be televised because Im not handing over my money to those red-hot wealthy pair. Pay for Netflix to watch people stretch the truth or just bluntly lie. 
No Thanks
Shove it
She is garbage
When meghan recieved the paycheck for this documentary she had a tear in her left eye.
🤮🤮🤮
Meghan Markle is so stunning and brave! I love the part where she solved world hunger and climate change in just one conversation! So smart! And when she is attacked and beats the 
Velociraptor in a fight to the death left me with goosebumps! Must see!!!!
They're doing everything to get that coin now that Harry's father has cut him off financially at the young age of 40. lmao.
I thought the last time they spoke was the last time they were going to speak.🤨  The book, the Oprah interview, the other podcasts, the stereotypes podcast.... there's more?!? It was 
only 18 months of them being in that family! 😪
It’s like those memes
The royalty you ordered
The royalty you got 😂😂😂
Time to switch of Netflix
Sorry. This is utter garbage.
The narcissism, the hubris! These two are lacking in all the indicators of good character.  The world has watched them both be cruel to their families and anyone they don't consider 
worthy. Picture MM at at Wimbledon sitting in a section she made them clear for her, wearing inappropriate clothing just to flaunt her rejection of the rules, denying entrance to the 
paying ticketholders of their seats. See, she doesn't care who she hurts or inconveniences. They're immature, selfish, complaining frauds.
Please, no more fake royals.  Dump these two.
I don’t care. Nobody should care. Anyone who cares about unimportant people famous for little reason is dumb and needs to get a life
Clearly Netflix didn’t get the message when viewer subscribers left after they signed this duo.  And they haven’t come back yet.  When Netflix stops drinking the cool aide maybe they can 
get back to producing content with people who are worthy, don’t lie and are worth doing business with.
Omg who cares about these people!!???? So vain and hypocritical!!!!
Meghan's final words of this video sounds like Wendy Bird from Ozark
These two are a joke. They are exactly what is wrong with society today.
I love the part where Harry gets guitar lessons from Jimi Hendrix
Those poor oppressed people, heartbreaking😂



It was very thoughtful of Harry to only make the Invictus Games available on netflix meanwhile nearly a year later barely a peep or video of the actual games have surfaced - except for the 
parts Meghan pushed herself in.
BOOOOOO!!!! NETFLIX BOOOOO!!!
I love the part when the claw comes out.  Wonder how Harry managed before the claw?
I love how Meghan is getting exposed for who she really is! GG Netflix
I love the part when she insisted on joining H to Balmoral when she declined the invitation early in the summer. I also love how this row prevented William, Andrew from saying goodbye to 
the Queen. A more compassionate person I have not seen in my life.
I can’t forget the part on their engagement when Megs excitedly said she couldn’t wait to work within the Commonwealth, before branding her new husbands family racist damaging those 
ties forever-beyond compassion,truly inspirational 😢
It was such a smart move to register their non profit in Delaware so that they can keep 95% of the donated funds and leak to every media site when they donate a couple sandwiches using 
other people's money from the remaining 5%.  Very smart indeed!
So let's see out of 4 M views only 18K likes.  Why won't they show the number of disklikes?  Cowards.   I am so glad I cancelled my Netflix subscription when they signed the contract with 
these people.  Pathetic.
Coming soon, a documentary about ME!
Hahahaha! Like a soppy teenage boy.
She was 13 that year
Hilarious!
On a guitar with two strings missing. 😂  For real!
I first read this comment “the pants Meghan pushed herself in,” and it makes sense both ways
 @OFH  She wanted to go to Balmoral bc she wanted to cement her connection to the RF for merching purposes. Imagine how she will spin the narrative of her at the bedside of the Queen 
taking her last breath? Thank God, KC put a stop to her from dishonouring the last few moments of the Queen’s life.
Yep - how to do the opposite of peace & reconciliation- that’s our Meg& Harry  - the perpetual victims
And now apparently going to have people on to dissertation the Commonwealth. She's repugnant
I can't forget the part in the engagement video where H spoke excitedly about M being 'a new member of the team' - and when he said that, she was so moved, she stopped smiling and 
turned away with her jaw clenched. No doubt so overcome with emotion that she had to hide the tear from her left eye.  Just - so...inspiring.
She was an eager member of the team as long as she was paid!  That was in addition to the wardrobe she was allotted. Meghan, the No. 1 Grifter!!
 @Lizzybit  She allotted the wardrobe to herself. She told Charles she hadn’t got the right clothing so he told her to buy some and charge them to his account. I’d love to have seen his face 
when the bills came to £1m!
Past 93k dislikes last I saw
184000 apparently
180k!
She finally got a lead role. 😂
what a vapid existence
I love the part where she clears a section of Wimbledon so she doesn't have to rub elbows with the peasants.  She's a  vision of kindness and humility.
Somewhere between Inventing Anna and Tiger King, you’d have an excellent docu-series about H&M.
It was amazing to hear Meghan proclaim orange is the new black all the while investing the not for profit funds to purchase stock in the spray tan business.

I love how the 184,000 dislikes are hidden here… 😂… Netflix censoring their own comments section… this series begs us to have sympathy for harry and Meghan as victims … pathetic!



Your timing makes it obvious that you wanted to try to upstage William & Kate.  Well no luck MM, you could NEVER upstage Princess Katherine.  She is so classy & elegant, something you 
would know nothing about.  Take your pile of lies & go away.
Just cancel your Netflix subscription - it is liberating.
This comment section brings a tear to my left eye.
How high are their steaks?  On top of the fridge?  The cabinets? One hopes they are at least kept cool for food safety.  So inspiring as foodies.
Gee,...that clip of Meghan at the end was awful...has she put on weight?
Harry and Meagains real words. The best things in life are free
But you can give them to the birds and bees
Ineed money (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
Your love give me such a thrill
But your love don't pay my bills
need money (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
Money don't get everything, it's true
But what it don't get l can't use
need money (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
That's what l want (That's what l want)
Money (That's what l want)
Lots of money (That's what l want)
Whole lot of money (That's what l want)
Uh huh (That's what l want)
All l want (That's what l want)
Woah yeah (That's what l want)
Give me money (That's what l want)
Oh, lots of money (That's what l want)
Soon Oprah, her photographer, Sistar Charity woman, Dr Shola, the editor in chief of British Vogue, Tyler Perry, Kerry Kennedy and others will be yelling RACISM after reading these 
comments or the media reports on what are being said in comments section on the channel.
I loved the part , when they had to come back to England and look everyone in the face .. do they not realise that what they are accusing everyone else of doing ( They are doing ?????)  
DAH X



Did Harry put in the bit where his father stopped taking Harry's call because,  as he explained to HM QE2, he's not a bank.? A grown man with his own fortune who still expects his father to 
fund his jet setting lifestyle while refusing to work. The woman who demands that everyone else is compassionate but is so ashamed of her own family that she drops them as soon as she 
gets herself a man to fund her.
I really enjoyed the part when Meghan showed up at the hospital where her loving father was hospitalized.  Such a caring woman!
Ok, so WHEN is it coming out?

What a load! Harry's  wife  is an embarrassment to mixed race women in the US. Thanks for sniveling about everything.  You are a joke. You people  aren't even royals anymore,  go away.
I love the part where the director says "Why did you want to make this documentary?" and she replies "because you said you'd pay me $100m".
I loved the Boos at the Jubilee and NYC.  Booooooooooo
One of the better parts of this teaser is the behind the scenes interview with all of the bullied staff that was forced to quit their jobs.
Yes! What a beautiful example of humanity she gives us all!!!
Don’t forget the part where she is so up herself she think some guy is taking a photo of her when he is in fact getting a pic of himself with the court in the background 🤣🤣
Or more like, they don't have to rub elbows with her...
Inspirational really. Not.
That was the moment I knew that all the rumours were true.  No royalty would ever behave like that.
Yep, few can abuse power like Meghan !  So inspirational!
 @J MacK  or treat people with such disdain and blatant disregard for their feelings.
 @J MacK  One tear?
 @WalrusRider  🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where bots comment on feeds and losers believe they came from real people. 😂
Doesn't her kindness and compassion just make ya wanna weep outta your left eye! Lol
🎯  I always love the way she examples privilege while claiming victimhood.
It is time to dump the junk of leftist Harry & Meghan.  The level of fraud and ugliness from the hag and the has-been is off the charts.  She strikes me as an unhappy, ugly, bitter, jaded, anti-
American racist.
Plus when she got her people
to stop someone taking a photograph and he wasn’t taking one of her but a selfie - she is Narcissist
 @Kirri  One tear and one TART!
It's fake footage that she's using from Harry Potter, Diana, and Kate's experiences.
It would be the most popular thing netflix ever did
I doubt this was how Megs thought her first ever starring role would look. 😂😂😂
There are tens of thousands more dislikes now than when Netflix turned them off
 @Mini Haha  lol! They actually think people don’t know… so dumb!
 @FMS129  You know Meghan must have called in a total panic
🤣🤣🤣
Especially the part about how the photographer that approached Thomas Markle, was hired by Meghan in the first place to set him up, the stress of which gave him a heart attack and 
stroke.
I love the part where M never introduced Harry to her father while dating.
H and M’s PR put out it was the 25th Dec. ( probably during the Kings 1st Christmas address ) then Netflix put out it was coming “ shortly”



If this is what victims have to endure, please let them know they can trade places with me anytime.
The answer to all this BS came from QE11. "We don't treat people like that in this family Meghan." "Recollections may vary."
I didn't watch the trailer and not gonna watch the show. I have however really enjoyed the comments!  Thankyou
What a lovely fantasy tv series
I love the part where they cry their eyes out because people won’t respect their privacy!! The poor things. No one will leave them alone. The suffering!
After seeing the comments section my geeky brain searched the dislikes on return dislikes button app it's 168k and as we see the likes are 18k as of 1:49am IST
🤮🤮🤮🤮
I'm sorry, but I Love the comment section!! It's delicious! 😄😄
This is a Disgrace..Shame on Netflix
I love the part where she brings together in a ‘great positive tidal wave’ of emotion so many people from all walks of life and corners of the globe - united against her kind of truth (ie 
destructive bull****ery)….
The stakes are high ??? Huh ?

Not Meghan but her man-child deserves all the hate. All Meghan did was playing her cards right by intelligently marrying a spineless "prince" puppet, and masterfully puppeteering him.
Love the part where she attended Harry's best friend Tom Inskip's wedding in Jamaica, even though she had split from Harry, hi-jacked the wedding & caused chaos for the couple on their 
special day and then failed to invite the Inskips to their wedding evening do.
James hewitt
The investigation revealed that one of the most "controversial" exemptions was one involving the Equality Act of 2010. With this exemption, the Queen’s employees are discouraged from 
pursuing complaints about sexual and/or racial discrimination.

All organisations within the public sector have a legal obligation to adhere to this legislation, from the government and charities to major companies and political parties. However, the 
royal household, which is funded by the taxpayer through the sovereign grant, is exempt from those rules.

And Meghan somehow is the problem for speaking up????
Woko Ono and the Ginger Whinger.
Has anyone heard the saying 'If you can't say anything nice...'? Chill out people, we all have much bigger problems. Ps viva la republic
The selflessness of her redesigning her engagement ring after Harry thoughtlessly had one done specifically for her. Would almost bring a tear to one's left eye.
I‘m all choked up over this wait oh no its a hair ball LOL
It was good to see Harry proudly supporting the vets at the Lion King premiere.  So thoughtful of Harry.
18k to 180k now! 😂😂😂
 @TobalinaC  oh the dislikes are 208k at 3:40am est and the likes are 19k
 @validEnough  Thank you!
 @validEnough  This whole count thing is killing me!   They need to make a docuseries about THIS, lol!
 @TobalinaC  yaa... What baffles me more is they didn't close the comments section 😂
 @validEnough  The comment section is the best thing about this docudrama!  Probably the only truthful thing too.
 @TobalinaC  so true😂😂
Right! What does that even MEAN???
She doesn't know herself as she has a habit of making things up as she goes along.



The paychecks are high. She misspoke
Steaks , top shelf of freezer .
Stakes- for their heads outside the palace gates
I thought she was  a Vegan that likes roast chicken 🐔 now there’s steak involved , I’m soo confused 
Daddy?
Hahaha, did you get that nonsense from the Meghan Markle Book Of Big Old Lies?
She does voice overs you know..
As you know, service is universal. Brings me to tears, I mean tear.. left eye only.
 @Waiting On Elvis  Beyonce:*smirk*
Are there less self aware people in earth?
I love the part when finally America realizes what this woman is all about and not a victim!
This staged sur-reality series will one day be required viewing for those who want to pursue a career in professional victimhood.
Is this a documentary of their lies?
I love the part where Handbag Harry foists Malicious Megain on the the world as he is a bitter second son, ugly inside and out, and hit with the stupid stick to boot. The best is how the 
arrogant idiot grandstands on the back of the BRF holding up the r card like a stick to beat everyone with as despite all his privilege and opportunities literally his only accomplishment is his 
first wife’s heritage
We're going to need a considerably bigger bucket here.
I really appreciate Harry using wounded vets from Invictus Games for profit.  That is hilarious.  NOT
Does she remember the words "recollections may vary" might being a tear to the left eye
Loved the part where she borrowed Hamburglar's outfit for the funeral. Now THAT is sustainability!
Not only did Harry kick his family while they were down,,, he kicked his grandparents while they were both dying.  One act of compassion at a time.
Love the misshapen moonbump in that gorgeous light.
Wonder why they disabled the dislike option?
The amount of pathetic people in this comment section who are playing Pick Me for a pair of corpses that did nothing but be a gaggle of rich out of touch snobs for 70 years is laughable. 
She's dead. Let it go.
She says she didnt want to be in the media spotlight even though she married into the most photographed family in the world, then after they left they move to tabloid capital of the world 
LA, and does a tell all interview with Oprah Winfrey. What a fraud.
No one knows what goes on behind closed doors, that is, unless you have your own photographer and camera crew to capture all those “private candid” moments so you can show the rest
 of the world how much not having privacy cost you.
Narcisisstic attention is endless. Why am i feeling sorry for Meghan 🤔🤔🤔
Harry is  a self entitled out of touch spoiled prince and his wife a narcissist. Do not watch the documentary
I'm fresh out of tears. 🤮
I really like netflix showing the world why Harry always had to be what he described as being locked in a cage.  He escaped the zoo cage and just look what happened!
I love the part when Meghan is doing Harry with a big black strapon and shouting call me daddy!😍
Oh, we KNEW all along.
Why,yes.
Yes it is.
I just spat out my water! 🤣



She’s always copying someone else’s style
💀🤣
He also accused his grandfather of faking his illness
That’s why I’m here to watch them fall - that made me sick.
Bc they knew hypersensitive royal fan girls would spam it when a black woman decides to tell the truth about her experience with a deeply racist and classist institution.
no .  i dont think that is why .
 @H I keep hearing about this black woman.
As a woman of colour myself o am very confused.
Can someone PLEASE point out this black woman they keep talking about??
You’re right
Megan needs to understand Diana is dead.
Maybe some professional help?
The only Pick Me is Meghan Markle.
Why would we let it go? Yet another American thinking they know how loved and cherished Her Majesty was to her people. Meg is a lying narcissist, according to these comments most 
people clearly see that,m.
I love the part where she Educates her Husband on etiquette by pulling him out of her way to go first because people are obviously there to see her not him.
I will only watch if her yacht girl exploits are included, and the surrogate pregnancies.
I LOVED the part where she hooked a Prince and took him away from everything in the world that he held dear;  his family, the military, this titles, his mates...   Heartfelt and 
compassionate.  I cried.
I’m not wasting my time watching this garbage about Megan playing victim!
Is that Cher playing Meghan in the trailer?
"Breaking News" It is claimed that Prince Harry and Meghan Markle took a private photographer into Buckingham Palace without the late Queen Elizabeth II’s permission. Royal protocol 
rules that anyone who wants to film or photograph in the monarch’s home must be granted permission. Let's hope this does not lead into a lawsuit.
Such great lovers of happiness and kindness. So much so that they named their daughter after a grandmother they knew was dying but couldn’t be bothered to come see her when she 
asked for them. Or the part where she’s 43% Nigerian because as Africans we are so desperate for representation that she has come to save us.
I love the part where harry calls his grandmother incessantly begging her for money and she tells him to take it up with his his dad..oh wait ..they didn't include that ..
Basically married into a rich family, didn’t want to do the work…. Started a side hustle using my husband’s name and said family. Spent the next few years trying to get media attention that 
she claims victimised her… only in this age can people like this thrive…
The best part was when Meghan waved bye bye to Harry sailing off on another yacht with bags full of the netflix cash.
I just canceled my Netflix subscription. I will NOT support a company that supports these pathological liars. Sorry not sorry I’ll miss watching.

I loved how she echoed Harry’s dear Mother, admitting that there were three of them in this marriage too…..Harry, Meghan and the photographer who hides in a kitchen cupboard, 
jumping out to artfully capture in high resolution black & white every time she sits provocatively on a kitchen counter trying to snatch a kiss with her dear H. It’s just so relatable to me, 
only my secret photographer hides in the dish washer. Such troubles we face.  She inspires me daily with her fortitude. My left eye is leaking again, but luckily, just the one tear.
Whining about your hard life while you're sitting on a $4000 Hermes  Blanket...........🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄
No Megan because you lied too much 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the parts where they want you to think she's crying but she's really laughing at us for believing that 🤣



I love the part when Netflix interviews the people of Sussex to get their thoughts on being exploited, accused of racism, and what taxation without representation feels like.  Apologies 
from the US. 😢
I love the part when Netflix put out the trailer just as William and kate arrive in the US! Classy
I loved the part when Harry is no longer protected by the royal family and his MANY misdeeds are now visible for all to see.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors"

Not even glass ones.
I liked the part where Meghan was too indisposed to meet with President Trump when he visited the UK, yet had Hillary Clinton to her cottage for a personal visit. So professional.  Such 
commitment to duty.   🙄
Hopefully, a single tear in your left eye.
But he was trapped! She told him so!! His Mother called him "a bit thick" when he was a child..what an understatement
 @smackthatasz  It WAS..!  A single tear in my left eye.  How could you know?  You are truly, truly a sensitive, and caring man, smackthatasz.
  @Marilyn Rebouche  Only a mother would call that 'a BIT thick'.
Ahahahahahah
As she should periodt
She never had a daughter. More lies
She ain’t black either
 @Waiting On Elvis  She certainly never claimed to be before
Wow! Spoiler! 
Please watch out for spoilers. 😅
🤣🤣🤣 I'm going to have to check my washing machine now 📸
OMG, that was hilarious. Thank you.
🤣🤣🤣In the dishwasher. Brilliant 🤣
😆 Yes! What an inspiration to us all!!! If only we all had such unplanned, spontaneous photos- which are 100% NOT posed.
So funny 🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣😂🤣
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
I've laughed at all of them so far, but this one broke me so bad both eyes are leaking! 🤣
So funny!!!
😂😂😂😂
Brilliant 👏 👏 🤣🤣
🤣😂🤣😂🤑
Best yet🤣 I'm alone and startled myself bursting out with laughter 😆😂😅
that is really the best part, i agree!
Fake fake fake
She’s such a fraud 😂
Klassy, even



Meghan was not allowed to go to the state dinner with Trump. Instead, Harry spoke at a memorial service for fallen soldiers. What did he speak about? His wife’s menses.
I love the fact , that there is a full time photographer to record every moment, in black and white for dramatic effect. Even when Nutmeg is having a breakdown..... 📢"Just a moment" 
hair, nails, lighting, one tear left eye  ACTION 🎬🎥😂
HAHAHA... Oh, wait, you're serious? BUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA... 🤣🤣🤣

I felt so sorry for MM when she said that nobody taught her how to curtsy, yet at the late Queen's funeral she nearly broke a hip curtsying so low, so she could merch her shoes. Touching.
My left eye is weeping inconsolably remembering how they originally asked HM the Queen to selfishly remain as part-time Royals, whilst pursuing their own private agendas. How 
courageous of them for wishing to remain connected to that awful family that treated them so badly.
Woke Hollywood called the title mysoginist and demanded the show to be renamed "Megan and Harry"
My favorite part is  the blatant lie in the first 30 seconds of this trash. I love the part when this press pack stock photo from the final premiere of the Harry Potter is the paparazzi in Rachel's 
head.
I love the part where they show private pcandid picture of themselves. They don't appear to be either private nor candid.
you got to be kidding me?....  a astonishing endorsement on why the world needs to end
I love the part when netflix releases the behind the scenes fiasco of making these videos with the never ending demands from the drama queen.
Oh no you will not. I will not either.
Documentary?  It’s more like Mockumentary!!!
I have the video paused, I cannot stand to hear her voice. I am only here for the comments and they are fabulous.
Who needs the series, just read this comment section instead. Infinitely more entertaining than these two.
Thank you so much for sharing your brave story.  Make sure you keep those doors open and let the cameras in so you can protect your family. I wouldn’t even know what empathy and 
charity were if it wasn’t for Megan showing her emotions with a Hermes blanket.
I love the part where Meghan broke into Kate’s bedroom & went straight to get the gold & green dresses from the dressing room. But she screamed & fell to the floor when neither dress 
would fit over her huge narcissistic evil head. Such a poignant moving scene.
What stakes? What is the problem? Looks like this is going to be another opportunity for them to lie and twist facts. They are both so ungrateful.
What ‘stakes’ are so high?  You wanted to live a private life - so stfu and go live it.  Oh - right - you can’t make even one thin dime doing any honest work.  You need to whine and lie and 
play victim to get attention … and your  ‘story’ is just that - a fabrication, embellished by your jealousy and seriously off-kilter view of your own self-importance.

We thought you’d be a breath of fresh air but you are a tired old trope of has-been and never-was, grasping for relevance by clinging to the coat-tails of the people you profess have done 
you wrong.

Grow up.
I loved how MEGHAN MARKLE claimed that she knew next to nothing about the royals in her interview with Oprah Winfrey, but people who knew her growing up, said that she was 
"fascinated" by the Royal Family and idolised Princess Diana as a child. Even apparently had a poster of Prince William on her dorm wall. She had a crush on William, not Harry, ” it is 
allegedly claimed  by Meghan's student friends. And this tragic love story makes me so emotional that a tear comes from my left eye.... Pass the handkerchief!
She apologised for lying to a court of law, can't believe ANYTHING she says. They are both a cancer on society.
The best bit is  when I cancelled my subscription to Netflix when they decided to make this crapolla in the first place.  Not to mention all their other woke pish.
Omg! Hahahaha!
What about the time she said no one taught her the U.K. national anthem, or that the British citizenship test was so hard and they must have made it especially hard for her, so unfair 
😢😢



And nobody taught her the words to God Save the Queen. The poor child had to learn them on her own  ..boo hooo
 @K Coles  Yes, they gave her a special, super-hard test bc the entire British immigration and citizenship department are racists!
Her voice is the worst!  But she does voiceovers, you know....😂😂😂
Did it bring a tear to your left eye?
🤣🤣🤣
Almost immediately!
🤣🤣
 @K K  3,2,1 .. go
😭😭
i think i saw that scene in Cinderella.....the evil sister-in-law...
I know. She us the evil stepsister Katherine never had and never knew she needed
Did she try on one of Catherine's shoes in the vain hope it would fit her foot?!
Among all the things that never happened, this never happened the most!
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
 @Yvonne C  No way, not over Meghan's cloven feet!
 @Sandra Williams  are you going to say that to everyone, who's opinion you don't like.  Maybe you are a Markle bot
 @Patricia Dawson  Nope, but you’re definitely a hate-bot!
 @Yvonne C  🤣
 @Sandra Williams  ok... whatever.  Don't be mean, you will make me cry out of my left eye 😉
 @Patricia Dawson  Hate-bots don’t cry or make tears. You just post hateful, mean, racist remarks on message boards.
 @Sandra Williams  you need to prove where I wrote anything racist, otherwise that's slander.
 @Patricia Dawson  You prove it each time you post a mean-spirited attack against the Sussexes, who have not done a thing to you.
 @Sandra Williams  I'm a member of the Commonwealth.  They are trying to bring down The Monarchy, which would bring down The Commonwealth, it's mine and every member of The 
Commonwealth's business.
 @Sandra Williams   and you still need to prove the racists thing I've said.  Which you can't, because I have I only said facts, nothing racists in that.
 @Patricia Dawson  Looks like the monarchy has done a pretty good job of bringing itself down; it doesn’t need any help from the Sussexes, who are going about their lives and serving 
humanity. They don’t even live in the UK any more. Why attack them?
 @Patricia Dawson  The fact that you’re on here posting disparaging remarks about the Sussexes without any provocation is proof enough. You hate them just for being.
 @Yvonne C  shoes never fit her feet...
 @Sandra Williams  🤣😂ok 
Don’t forget she posed for photos in front of Buckingham place in 1996
and she just by happenstance, wore diana's favorite perfume to the first date with harry.
She stil has a crush on William lol
The lack of self awareness by Netflix  as well as these two, is beyond stunning. All self promoting with no self awareness.
She somehow manages to be the victim who lives in a 15 million dollar home.
I came here just to dislike this video, also harry is a big wussy.
Harry is just a spoiled brat who got what ever he wanted! Makes no sense to me him playing the victim!
I love the part,  I love the part.... love what? A self serving woman who aims to make money taking down the Royal Family. This is their fiction.



She looks like a sex worker sat on the kitchen counter with him desperate looking longingly at her. Just like a scene out of Suits.That and all the fake crying.  I will not be watching this crap. 
💩💩💩
I love the part where Netflix does a last minute switch and shows us the reality of the mega manipulator. And shows her 'compassion in action.' as she slowly kills the brain of Haz. Show as 
the real truth of what has been going on since the engagement. That would be brave and that I would watch.
I love how Meghan became a strong independent woman by marrying up each time until she reached the pinnacle and got a prince. However by not googling him she actually only got a 
removed spare  part prince  who has anger issues and she  had to run with it.  Thanks to the George Floyd debacle in the USA she was able to  link into the heat & cry racism and she has 
been  crying racism ever since.  But she identified a Caucasian until that moment.
I love how this trailer is being destroyed 🤣🤣🤣
What a load of tripe. These traitors will never damage our Monarchy as they both intend. So glad they both left our shores. Neither are welcome or wanted back. Good luck USA dealing 
with these liars.
Imagine the women Harry could have married. In the whole world. A literal Prince and he chose this snake witch
For gods sake this is so cringe. Meghan, c tier actress, bought herself into the royal family, then betrayed them. Disgrace. Theyre both a laughing stock
This is such an evil platform. I am glad I unsubscribed from Netflix.
My favourite part was when a High Court Judge had to tell her to stop leaking her own legal papers to journalists, in a privacy case where her own legal argument was that she hadn't 
leaked information to journalists.
YO.....Harry and Meghan.....LONG LIVE THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES. May you never darken their ROYAL doorstep again. You can't buy class girl....Shame on Netflix for forcing 
these two people to come out of the shadows and into the spotlight that they are trying so desperately to stay out of for their protection, and their children's protection. When H&M sue 
Netflix, I will be wiping a tear of laughter from my left eye.
This woman is a repulsive sociopath and an entitled snake who tried to destroy the royal family for victim points. Harry is a coward for letting it happen
Meghan is such an inspiration. All she ever wanted was to wear a different tiara everyday and tell her story. Now she’s crying in her Olive Garden mansion laying on her Hermes blanket. 
Oh, the shame and sorrow!!!

Stakes high? Where? Is she going to talk about Ukraine, Hong Kong Sudan or Taiwan? Didn't they want to have a private life? Please do so finally, coz this is now really boooooooooooring.
Rachel wait until the video of you bullying Princess 👸 Charlotte of Wales comes out!
love the part where despite spitting in the face of the Queen and royal family and lying about them being racists, Markle clings on to her royal title for dear life, because she's a worthless 
nobody without it
Let’s all shed a tear in our left eye in support of MeGain and HazNoBalls  
Good one!
Ahhh she should have googled this 😮 She probably realised AfTER her (3) wedding she married the wrong brother. Since then she has made William uncomfortable on camera with her 
flirting and staring. Imagine what she has tried behind closed doors 😂
This will actually be her very first starring role, lol. 😂😂😂
That was truly an amazing part
Definitely the best part. I almost couldn’t believe anyone would have the audacity, then I remembered it was Rachel 🤣🤣
Loved it when Meghan went on an expedition to the remotest part of the earth to find the ingenious tribe who hadn't heard her dishwashing liquid story.
i wonder if H&M read the comment section. 😬
The smoke from the scorched earth they’ve left in their wake has brought a tear to my… left eye.
He’ll never be king of a England, but he’ll always be King of Cuckoldry.
Netflix are smart, there's going to be a part 2! lol



A simple story about nothing, trying to make it complex with the complex images and music, it's still a simple story about nothing. Empty headed people lying to make a buck. Like cancer, 
they have antivalue.
What's wrong with the thumps up 🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭
I loved the part when she was  helping women in England by writing “ you are special” on bananas…now that is awe enspiring

People here are so blind, yall wanted her to die just like diana isn’t it? Too bad that couldn’t happen so you’ll have your fair share of belittling her and shaming her for not bearing the crap
“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors…”

Except for the directors, maids, nannies, stylists, makeup people, and cameraman following them around 24/7. 🙄
I like the part where she changed her Wiki page from actress/supermodel to humanitarian/activist the day after she bagged H. Brought a tear to my left eye
Does it show the jar she keeps Harry's nuts in?
The comments in here are absolutely the star of the show!!! You guys are amazing!!!!
I thought this was a documentary--not satire.
Meghans people are watching! 🤣😂
Keep the doors closed, we don't care what's happening behind them.
I can't wait to not watch this show.
What goes around comes around what a load of crap these two spin
What stakes bo?
I love that Rachel, Harry and their photographer have such an intimate and committed domestic relationship, spending these past years documenting their lives as a menage a trois (for 
$$$). Though it's all a bit vague of what month they actually first starting dating. It brings a single tear to my left eye.
😂😂😂 So true!
looool 😂 😂 😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Excellent 😂
Okay, that was GOLD! 😂😂😂
absolutely.
Oh you can bet your house on it 😆 P.S. Hi Harry and Meg, thanks for joining us ! Before you start complaining, there's no hate here, we just find you completely narcissistic, hypocritical 
and ridiculous. We pity you, but not for the reasons you'd like.
I didn't realise this until now, I know the Germans call us Island Monkeys... if this was reversed she'd be calling us the R word again.
Sex workers no less.  "You are loved"....
I’m sure their lives were completely transformed by the fake calligraphy on the bananas
 @J G  😂😂😂

Oh please...Diana was loved, she earned it!.. Meghan didn't earn anything..maybe our opinions of her, time after time..enough Meghan!! And your sidekick!! That's what he's become..

 @Lindà kulig  yea too bad diana stayed in the marriage bearing all the trauma that lead to her death but earned this useless so called “love”. No one needs that at the cost of ones life
hi megsy! are you okay?



 @HN Store  oh H..did I offend you!!..oh well my opinion,..and yes  Diana was loved!,  a terrible accident! That's what it was!!!
Nah, we actually liked Diana.
This ☝
...and us included now😅😅😅😅
Does Hermes make those? 🤔
It's the really small one.
 @Roger Mycock  no she took them out of box to preserve them in her scrapbook once they’ve finished in the dehydrator...
I just hope Harry gets to fondle Nacho’s hands from time to time.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
What a pair of knobheads these two are. Greedy, selfish, arrogant, bullies, narcissistic, spiteful, childish, feel free if anyone would like to add to this list 😉
I loved the part when she called her Dad to let him know that he could see his grandchildren soon.
I loved the part where Megan revealed she is Batman
A vapid, racist idiot marries a worthless British royal and spends the rest of her life tossing the race card and playing the victim. And NTFLX expects ppl to pay a subscription for this drivel. 
PASS!
When will she shut up?  Just Harry didn't want all this publicity 🙄,  canceling Netflix. Also she plagiarized " they tried to bury us , they didn't know we are seeds" from a Greek writer in the 
1970s. She shovels the bull 💩 tho.
I just wanna thanks Netflix for making my shitty day with this open comment section ❤
Will the moonbump get to use her voice?
for today five million, you can!!!
Meghan uses black privlilge to spout her victim hood, shameless nasty bicth
RUN Harry RUN !!
The Comments are the BEST ! Forget the Netflix crap fest with Halfwit & The Witch 🤣🤣🤣
This woman is so vapid she thought she was too good to wash the windows down  in Buckingham Palace. What else can she really do?
He's been completely manipulated from the very start. I'm thinking he must be suffering a great deal of Stockholm syndrome in Monteceito!
Couldn’t stomach to watch this trailer, thumbs down thousand times!!
Holding up a raging narcissist and her victim??? Really Netflix?
I just admire her thoughtful gesture to embellish an accusatory letter to her father with coils and swirls. Makes the publication of said letter that much more agreeable!
as of today, 03 Dec 2022 there are 18k likes and 166k dislikes. don't be having them deleted Netflix
The Hewitts have come far...
Will there be chickens?
So very cringe-worthy.  I will be watching Prince William try to address the problem of climate change at the Earth Shot awards. You two go right on staging pictures to prove how self-
absorbed you are.
Spoilt and jealous of small children.
Evil, hypocritical, revolting, pathological lying, grubby, cheap, money loving, family hating, disloyal...
Odious, malevolent, sociopathic, manipulative, fraudulent, disingenuous, malignant, inauthentic, egotistical, dishonest, overbearing, precocious, disrespectful and deluded....
heartless, tone deaf, self-absorbed, treasonous
What grandchildren?
Same!   Haven't laughed this hard in a long time!



My kids don't believe me when I tell them he actually used to be 2nd most popular after the queen!
Yes!!!
And to add to that, said letter was sent to news sites for publication. Truly heartfelt
Why not flaunt your exceptional gifts  when you posses them ,the queen of calligraphy!!
 @Joana Popet that’s not calligraphy dear…it’s embellished cursive writing and isn’t even very good
@purpurina5663 🥇lol dying, officially my favorite comment 😂
I love how she shared it with 5 friends who then shared specific parts to People magazine
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Don't think they could now, after this many views / comments the fallout would be huge.
How can you see dislikes?
🥳🥳🥳
 @Gigi Pretty there’s an app that adds an extension to your browser, may only work with chrome, not sure
 @Kelli  wow thank you 
They must had  cameramen even in bathroom to let us know how much they are oppressed and mistreated while shitting so sick of them🤮🤮
They are full of BS fullstop
I've quit using Nexflix, I'm not funding your self made misery & misinformation!
"Me Me Me Me Me Me" Meghan😒
Netflix should have turned this into Grey Gardens 2.0
My favorite part was when when Megan screamed racism after being spanked by HRM. So stunning and brave.
Two vile individuals who totally deserve one another. A perfect match. Unfortunately, for the rest of us, their fear of obscurity means we'll never be rid of them.
This series will be an amazing success for all the wrong reasons.  :D :D
I'd like to know how she always looks so badly dressed when she is apparently spending so much money on clothes. Is that a special skill.
I love the part that "friends and family" are taking part in this farcical reality show!
Who would be low enough to support this trash? 🥲
I love the part where they skip the Royal Marines memorial so that Harry can pimp his wife to the Disney boss at the lion king event.
So selfless and inspirational it brought a tear to my left eye…
This is for the Brits on the thread.  Just been having a laugh with my OH about this trailer and Harry and Meghan in general.  Does anyone remember Roy and Renee from the Fast Show?  
This is what my OH thought Meghan would be like with Harry - "What did I say Harry!"
A beautiful story of how a couple manages to overcome abject affluence to live a meaningless life of victimhood and narcissism.
Love the part where Netflix see all these comments & realise they backed a dud.
Actually, what we all want to know, Meg, are you OK? Just in case we forget to ask? Holding up OK? Such bravery.
These comments are just comedy gold! Given my weekend a huge lift. Thanks guys.

They say if you meet one a$$hole during the day, you met an a$$hole. If everyone you meet is an a$$hole, you might be the problem.

So far, every person she has met in her life has been an abusive racist a$$hole. Every Single Person(except for SOMEtimes her mom and Harry). What does that make her? 🤔🤔🤔

Even if she hated her father's family, where was her mother's family at her overblown wedding?



Self indulgent douche bags.  I don't care to hear either of your stories.  Boo hoo....I was born into royalty.  Boo hoo...I married a prince.  You people are just gross.
One of the most unlikable self centred people in the world. No we dont want to hear your story from you thanks all the same
Harry said nobody knows what goes on behind closed doors, NETFLIX NOBODY CARES.
It looks like that already
Harry couldn’t pimp his wife , how sad 😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
Such an example of an empowered independent woman!!!!!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂 A wonderful veteran and a talented actress who does voiceovers from another level like everyone wanted to hire her since! She even kept the money she was supposed to give 
to the elephants from the voiceover. She is a true hero and so is he. My eye just poured out one single tear and left one too.😢
And then pouted when he wasn't allowed to wear a uniform at the funeral...
"My father literally cut me off financially. "   At 37. 😂😂😂   And he really thought we would CARE!
That's what a victim of a narcissist would say , noone knows how she is like behind close doors .
Truly.
She joined the most privileged family in the world. Did she not know what she was getting in to?
How tiresome these two are.
No desire to see them.
Meghan is so gross
If you want to watch a series about sociopaths or psychopaths then 'you' is probably more entertaining.
Megan you have no idea how silly and stupid you sound! “When the stakes are so high!”
I love the part where she uses her podcast to express abhorrence at people who slut-shame women, then we see the email she sent her press secretary to make sure he got Omid Scobie 
to slut shame her sister in Finding Freedom.
I thank the Lord/Allah/The Universe,  that William was born first, every time I lay eyes on the Harkles and another whinefest ...
My favourite part was when Meghan said she's been working on this her whole life, you got to respect it, but you been found out! I feel sorry for Harry even though I shouldn't!
I may sincerely puke. You won't catch me watching ANYTHING they're involved with, publish or pedal in any market.  LOOOOOOOOOW class hacks who should stay in the fake Hollywood 
environs! I cancelled both Spotify and Netflix--shame on them for promoting such dishonor to family in order to elevate one's self and line their pockets.
the best part of this..... you know she reads the comments section lol. Can we treat this Meg like they do the one on Family Guy?  "shut up Meg"
Harry and Meghan are not good people.  Meghan is an absolute narcissist who truly believes that she deserves to be treated as royalty by the world, and who has a track record of being 
downright abusing to anyone and everyone she considers beneath her.  This show is going to be an absolute dumpster fire!
This comment section is ridiculous.
I think Netflix has been markled!    Great comments everyone!
166K dislikes now  versus 18K likes
Filthy trailer trash!
I love the part where Megan throw her tiara in the chicken coop and declares, I’m not going to use my DUCHESS  title anymore.  Because its from a racist institution.  That really broke my 
heart.
Morbid....These pictures are representing their dark mind & dark heart. The gray ambiance is their depression, their negativity, their evil  & anger...their unhappiness. 
Had this release of pics been a contest against the regal William & Catherine....H&M  LOST BIG TIME....W&C were overwhelmingly successful.
Is this a parody. Who wants to watch that garbage



Can’t wait to see it 😍
Just a touch grandiose? 🤏😆
Odin, Thor, Buddha, Ra.....
Don’t feel sorry for Harry. This is as much his fault as it is hers
Ridiculously funny.
 @bob  They're just people yknow.
the number of dislikes is growing tremendously while the number of likes seems stagnant.
Thanks for the update , can't see it myself .
180k now...
🤣
Nooo,she can't be "The Duchess "cause she s the little mermaid who lost her voice remember??
Yet... She married the Prince that dressed in WWII German gear.
@Kevan Dalzell Hugo boss is a great brand.
The part where she dusted her mother off to be at the spectacle of a wedding. Strategically placed her all forlorn.  I am so much in awe of Meghan's cunning even from the start. Brings a 
tear to my left eye.
Y I K E S
Th are both excellent fraUds
Quite repulsive - cannot watch 🤢🤮
Casual check in for posterity sake…where are we at for the thumbs down?
I like the part where Meghan landed the plane on the hudson river so stunning so brave.
Human-kind be both..
Actions speak louder than words!
They have achieved their prime aims of fame ..and fortune..
They are laughing all the way to the bank to deposit their millions for this .. moan fest!
B actress marries buitt hurt little boy. Thinks the world cares
What stakes?? They did not want to be part of the Royal family! Shame on YouTube for showing such a low bashing of the RF!
Didn’t we hear her story on Oprah, that was a comedy
This is the most cringeworthy thing I’ve seen in my life.
I'm eagerly awaiting the new docuseries that explorers Markle from the point of view of the Royal family, and especially the impact she had on the Queen and Prince Phillip in the last years 
of their lives. After all, when the stakes are so high, shouldn't you hear from BOTH SIDES? 

👁👁
      💧

The only consolation is that Netflix has lost money with this travesty.
My husband always grabs the camera to snap me crying in the privacy of our home. 🙄 And the $3K Hermes blanket. Meghan embodies the phrase “new money”.
I love her bravery of walking down the aisle, being given away by the future King, instead of her ill father and still describes them as having treated her badly. Such courage!
Catherine and William were the real news of the day.  Class wins.



The part where Harry offers the help of a polar guide friend to rescue 50 penguins in landlocked Belarus and return them to the North Pole! Boldly going where no penguin has gone 
before!!! Brings a tear to my left eye!!
Rachel where is the 🐘Donation you promised to give but Disney had to make the donation on your behalf because you kept the money? What a crook!
Nobody sees what's happening behind closed doors? I close my doors for that exact reason. I don't let strangers into my house, let alone the entire public. You're basically whoring out 
what should be behind closed doors.
The whinge-fest continues. These two are vile. Call it what it is...a reality show not documentary. Always the ploy with Markle at the helm. “Show me the money” Markle and Harry, what a 
third-rate pair of grifters they are, not unlike Trump.
Shame on you Netflix!!!! ~~~~~ The most hated couple in the world, Nutmeg & Narry! 
I Won't be clicking on anything with her or him in it! 
Narry's book 'Spare Change'  Nope, won't be reading that CRAP either!
They are BOTH a couple of whiners and privileged heartless brats that turned on their own families who supported them to get to where they are!
She didn’t realize that everyone found out immediately that Dora spent nine years in the slammer
 @Mini Haha  Shhh, don't mention that! Megs has rewritten her life story to reveal she was conceived via immaculate conception, thus completely removing Thomas Markle and her 
siblings from her life. Her mother raised her alone.
 @Dancing Firefly  During the wedding, social media was jammed with photos of Doria in her prison clothes pushing a giant laundry cart.
 @Mini Haha  Ooh, I didn't see that!!
166k 👎👎👎
18k 👍👍👍
166K 👎
180k and counting.
Yea by herself so modern so brave lmao
Such a humanitarian.
Her humanity just shines through.
She doesn't speak to her own father who raised her and did everything for her and she kicked her father in law in the teeth for his trouble. She is awful
 @Caroline Mcclure  like she said. So brave.
 @Jennifer Gottlieb El-Azhari  "Honor your father and your mother." With this commandment, the Lord revealed the importance and great dignity of family life.
 @gigi  brave for what she out for money that all
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
 @Sandra Williams  stop trolling! reported!
 @Dale Carson  stop yourself, hate-bot! Reported too.

 @Sandra Williams  Hey I'm with you. I feel like I'm in an alternate universe right now with this comment section. Hard to believe these are all real, different people leaving the exact same 
comments and not made up of a good chunk of bots. Makes for somewhat good entertainment since they're so laughable, but not enough to mask how pathetic they are.
🤣🤣🤣🐧
And set Prince George up in an arranged child marriage with the odious Greta Thunberg
 @Mini Haha  And I could cry buckets for Harry's concern over the struggles of Chunga Changa!!!
 @jrmom24  He’s really stupid, isn’t he?
Meghan & her ex Prince Simp’s lack of shame is boundless.



Dont care about documentaire... je suis ici seulement pour les commentaires fantastiques.
I love the part where they pretend to love each other but don’t pretend to love their families. It brings a tear to my eye that there’s not enough fake love to go around.
She’s a disgusting human, who castrated 
her husband. I’d go w/o television before 
I watched ANYTHING she’s in. Get woke 
go broke Netflix. By now you should know 
better.
Harry is such a chump

It would be nice to hear from both sides, but I doubt the family would be very open to the idea. I know there is a market for this stuff and don't get upset for going after. I would like to 
hear it to see if they trash the royal family or try to be fair as can be. It is hard for much of modern society to understand that they are a monarch and that system runs very different.
If Meghan would not have married Harry, she would have never appeared in a Netflix production.
Not watching this manipulative rubbish. Shameful towards Diana's memory.
I just wish these two would just shut up and go away. I’m sick and tired of the petty retributions, the pathological lying, the poor acting, the holier than thou attitudes and the façades of 
victimhood. Harry was conned by a sociopath and either doesn’t have the intellect to recognize it or he hasn’t the guts to act on it. Their entire relationship is a tragedy, especially for their 
families.
The part where she thanked Howie Mandel and NBC for the best job ever.  Had me in tears.
Really brought a tear to my left eye when they said they needed private jets for security even though the PPOW flew commercial to Boston and arguably have more threats against them 
but how brave of TW to demand comforts she has not earned from a family she will trash to Netflix as racist.
Gag!
They are absolute TRASH!
The part where she revealed that the videos online of her loving relationship with her father was in fact her mother, in a Dad costume.  It really "pulled on my heartstrings."
I loved the part where they showed Harry and Megs wedding. The random person asking George Clooney, who was sitting in seats meant for the brides family how he knew the couple and 
he replied "I don't, never met them before". It just showed the depths this couple would go to for charity. That was groundbreaking! Oscar worthy scene that brought a tear to my left eye 
🥲
I loved the part when Meghan, the humanitarian and gender activist cut her visit short to the market on the visit to Fiji because ‘UN Women’ had a stall there. Selflessness and humility in 
action, right there.

So brave for calling out such unjustness because the UN dared to not include her on their list of "goodwill ambassadors".

What a strong and brave woman to leave just 8 mins into the visit when she saw them.

A tear is welling up in my left eye at her strength to punish the UN, and hundreds of people waiting for hours to see her.
Just cancelled my Netflix account 

This is soo cringe
What stake? You married the spare.
Where are the dislikes? Apparently over 100,000 so far



My favourite part was when William And Cate asked who is this woman and Harry said she's like a porn star in bed!
Bienvenue
 @bob  hahaha merci ....
Left eye?
😂 That's hiliarious. And sadly true.
Their love is so great there was nothing left from that love for others
 @B Ben  Because she proudly boasts of being able to do it....3 seconds Meghan, one tear, left eye....GO!  She performed that trick at our late Queen's funeral 😔
But does it bring the tear to your left or right eye? 😔
This obnoxious expression of extreme affection is to make up for how they have zero love for anyone else including the entire blood family. Narcissism at its finest.
I wonder if the random person was Lady Susan Hussey?
😂
I loved the way how they made their own wedding day as a planned PR thing for themselves paid by the British public. So touching and most of all KIND. 😢
 @Hazel Windsor  Compassion in action! Another tear fell from my left eye 🥲
 @Traci Howard  😆 I’m so glad you managed to squeeze one more through, a nice feminist,  authentic and probably calligraphy looking tear as well 😢

Yes B!! That was disgusting & pathetic!! So much planning for weeks!! And Ragland just shoots through!! How hurtful…. We were just seeing “true colours” then…. 🤮🤮🤮🇦🇺💕
She does like to hold a grudge
Is this the same UN that didn't give her a standing ovation? lol I've never seen a person want fame as much as Harry's wife.
I love the part where Harry cut his own family jewels off and gave them to Megan for safe keeping.
How DARE the UN treat her like this 😢 One tear left eye here too. I’m completely devastated the UN didn’t roll out the red carpet for her. This is racism what they did.
Turns out they won.
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
 @Sandra Williams  The only bot here is you. Every post of yours you are telling people they are bots. And you are wrong. This is OUR TRUTH 😅💪
 @Hazel Windsor  Hate-bot IS as Hate-bot POSTS. Hate-bot! This a public service announcement. Beware of hate-bot posts on this board!!!
He isnt even the spare. He is totally dispensible.
166k 👎👎👎
Glad to see very few people are interested in these self-obsessed aristocrats flaunting their wealth. The monarchy's time is short, I think.
Imagine the mental gymnastics that it takes for Harry and MeMe to get to this point in their lives. It has to be exhausting just to be them, I feel sorry for their kids (props) and any staff that 
is around them, and we already know they can't keep staff for very long because normal people don't put up with that kind of BS.
I'm not watching the trailer -- I'm only here for the comments which are more honest, insightful, and humorous than the duo.  I have been laughing so hard, that a tear from my left eye 
rolled down my cheek.
I love how they swore never to use their titles ever again because of all the pain the royalty caused them and to only achieve success on their own merit without any royal connection. 
Worth one tear from the left eye...and I just love how Meghan already distanced herself from the series, probably anticipating this kind of reception, by saying 'this is not how they would 
have told their story but they HAD to trust Netflix'. Netflix boss do you even realise she threw you under the bus? :-) Together with a whole lot of other people. Maybe just do a Pearl on 
her next time.
Meghan I think you have met your match, the public has got a voice too and they all seem to be telling the same truth.
How low can these two go? It only been 3 months since their grandmother died, and here they are having no little respect for their family.
Harry the Spineless Wimp is incapable of protecting her from a poodle. Worthless little boy.



Meghan trying and pretending to be a victim just to get clout. What an attention wh0re 😣
I love the part where Meghan allegedly married the Palace idiot for love yet ‘their love’ and the 100s of millions of dollars she can make just through marriage wasn’t actually enough for 
her. My left eye tears up thinking about how brave she is tearing down the Royal Family until she gets what she really wants which is the Crown, status, influence and power. Beautiful 
fairytale!
I love when people skip the teaser because it’s boring but write on the comment section .. so incredible it makes tear on my left eye !!
No one wants to see this documentary full of lies, Netflix
The part where Meghan climbs to the top of The London Bridge and screams “I’m the Little Mermaid now!!” and the crowd of chimney sweeps below applaud and break into a 
spontaneous but perfectly-choreographed dance routine in honor of her perpetual and sacred martyrdom. Thank-you Meghan and Harry for teaching me to love again.
Catherine was a vision in the green dress and emerald choker.  Classiest FU I've ever witnessed.  The trailer drop date was a big mistake. Petty AF.
OMG, the narcissism of that mind bogglingly awful race-grifter psyc0b1tch from h3ll is through the roof...! 😂🙈 What Harry ever saw in her is beyond me - no good looks in the world 
could save such an unbelievably uggly personality! 👎
These two are a joke
Megan y Harry bajo el ojo de la realeza por traidores
Netflix need to give money to homeless shelters instead of just setting it on fire like this.
This so below a member of the Royal family, as for Megan never liked her as such still don't class her as a Royal. Harry was the cool  kid now he's a huge cuck
STOOOOP!
My favorite part was when Meghan stood on her balcony, calling for a prince. 

“Oh, Prince, oh, Prince. Wherefore art thou, Prince.”

Given that he’s in heaven, the call went to members of royalty instead. 

As a ginger one skipped through the grass, he called, “I’m here, dah-ling!”

Assessing him carefully, Meghan asked, “How much money you make tho?” After hearing the amount, she flicked her hand. “Next!”

This time, through the grass came a prince from the UAE. He didn’t even bother to call out a greeting, instead just yelled his bank balance and net worth.

Throwing her arms in the air, she let out an excited scream. “He’s a nice guy, such a nice guy. Sold!” 

And they lived happily ever after for a few years, until he refused to be part of her reality series and disown his family. Apparently, if you look very closely, you can still see the tear under 
her left eye. 😢
I think that woman who produced this , is her name Liz Garbage, will rue the day she ever got involved with this awful pair, that's if she doesn't already!
 @Seonad Macleod  And poor Liz couldn't even find ONE picture with enough paparazzi stalking the Despicables - she had to use a picture from a HARRY POTTER movie premiere 🤣. How 
hillarius is that. One minute and they couldn't even do the trailer without lies.
I’m sure they realised it and left the comment section open on purpose
It's only 3 months! So much for the Whinger who said how much he loved his Grandmother while a solitary tear rolls down his left cheek! 🙄🥲



The UK would sooner become a Republic before we'd let the yacht girl become Queen!!
Catherine Princess of Wales was born for it!
A true badge of feminism ,becoming  rich though marring into the Royal Family.
Yep!  That's me 🤣
N me 😂
Thank you  
This comment made me realize that I didn't watch the teaser all. I've been reading comments the whole time.
Facts!
OMG 🤣🤣🤣 I have that scene in my head now! Hilarious 😂
Even Mandela didn’t have applause from chimney sweeps.. I feel a tear coming  
 @Jane Stringer  Me, too!!! Disney needs to make a movie of Meghan's kindness, bravery, and generosity--and Meghan can do the voiceovers!!
lmao x 1000   cannot unsee it!  still lmao🤣🤣🤣 tears from both eyes
 @Dancing Firefly  and elephants trumpeting the joy in their background
 @Dancing Firefly  That'll be another one we WON'T watch 🤣
Bloody brilliant 👏
 @Dancing Firefly  yes! And call it the Little Seed That Could
OMG I can't with those comments,    they're so funny.   The truest things are said in jest.  😆 🤣 😂
I can’t stop reading these comments 😂It’s gold! And really wonderful too! After being abused by a narcissist for years and now free. And to understand the dynamic with M and H and see 
that so many other people that also sees this!! It’s liberating and fun!! 😂🎉
 @Hazel Windsor  You're so right! I normally feel such anger when I read about them, but today I've laughed and had so much fun! I also get a smile when I picture MegaNarc reading these 
comments. I bet she's broken all of the dishes in the house by now! 😂😂😂
 @Dancing Firefly  We need more of this!! Imagine if Netflix created something like this instead how many that would be uplifted and touched for real! I have unsubscribed to Netflix, but 
something real and true like that would make me want to pay to have Netflix again ☺
King Charles need to return his millions of inheritance to the people, which was earned off the backs of the british people. Especially now that the economy is in such bad shape.
👍
This could be a great business model for Netflix moving forward:
1. Release a trailer for a potential new show
2. Read the comment section
3. Decide if the world actually wants this
4. Realize the only the people who want more of them are, THEM
WTF Netflix?!?! Are you trying to fail?!? No one cares about a couple holier-than-thou, pampered, selfish brats!
LOL OMG it’s been legitimately revealed that the paparazzi photo is a stock image from 2011! Y’all!! THEY COULDN’T EVEN FIND ONE SINGLE AUTHENTIC PHOTO of them being “chased by 
paparazzi” so they had to fake it! 😂 These are two toxic bottom feeders.
I loved the part when we all realize that this will be just 1 of 6 episodes of the “I LOVE us” show. 🤢
I'll be canceling my Netflix subscription before this farcical series is aired, but not a moment sooner.  This comment section is quite entertaining and gives me hope that most people see 
these two whiners for the spoiled, lying snots they truly are.
I like the scene when Meghan made her Husbands cousins wedding all about her, and decided to announce pregnancy news as the bride walks in to say I do. Was disappointed when she 
appeared on the front of a magazine and they miss- printed the title and forgot to put the N in CUT



The only people who will watch this crap are those poking fun of these two. We don’t believe anything they have to say, they’ve been caught in way too many lies. Netflix you’re not doing 
yourselves any favors by giving the liars a platform. Please make them go away, I’m begging you😫
Thumbs up for the comment section, makes the trailer seem like a successful joke!
Says she wants you to hear the story from 'us' but sold the storytelling rights to the producers and quickly backed themself far away from the project as they could at last minuet because 
its 'not how they wanted to tell it'
Just open the suitcase, smile, and stfu
I mean, the less we hear about them the more people will leave them alone… you know your side of the story, you left, you rearranged the rules, go enjoy your freedom… unless 
apparently that freedom you were seeking is actually more boring than you expected 😅
Omg. They are pitiful!
I loved the part where she asked for her ruby slippers back from Dorothy.  Stunning and Brave.  Single tear, left eye.
attention deprived 😂 
OH NETFLIX!  why did you partner with these LOSERS‼
The question isn't why did they want to make this documentary.  The question is, why would I want to watch a documentary about those two chuckleheads?  And the answer is, I don't and 
I won't.  Sooooo NOPE.
😂😂😂
So Meghan is going away in the car, crying, while Harry is smiling? Love it!!!!
I love the part where they believe the RF is a racist institution, yet both hold on to titles, and want the same titles for their kids, from the same racist royal institution., and they better get 
paid for it...
Preach water, shoot tequila...
Classy
Hypocritical spoilt brats. What more can one say.
I don't think I can continue watching, my left eye is sobbing uncontrollably.
they are counting on everyone in the comment section watching the show
She thinks that she is so much smarter than everyone else and that we won't notice. Like the remembrance day photos it's all fake.
That was so bad!
😂😂😂😂😂
Oh the problems of rich people....trying to find the ounce of me that gives an F. Rather see a Netflix special on who took Epstein flights to "rape island". Now THAT would be worth 
something.  THAT would take "stones". I dare you.
The poor victims….
I love the part where they remind us that you're never too privileged to be oppressed. What an inspiration.
No, I don't want to hear your story because you're more privileged than 99 percent of the human population and you are crying.
I loved the part where Megan was having a crying fit because her life “is so hard” all while a Hermès blanket is in the background.  Poor little rich girl.

Apart from what I said yesterday, I have to say a little bit more, the Nga.... Incident, was so bad to target a poor woman of 82 , and we know exactly where it came from, they probably gave 
that Woman enough to buy a new dress, because hers was so ugly, how you can support someone like the Markles is beyond me, at first we all thought they were a lovely couple, but what 
was inside of them was so ugly, I wouldn't care if I never saw them again.    Why not try and win back your sop porters, by showing a documentary series of King Charles or Prince and 
Princess of Wales, I know so many people that cancelled their subscriptions with you because of them.    And I will be the next to go,       Prime is just as good as you, remember that.



I wonder how Harry would feel if his brother interrupted his invictus games for his own self promotion? This trailer is just their docu-series . Not a long awaited project we subscribers of 
Netflix could not wait to see.  In fact, because of the Holiday season, it seems more self serving than maybe originally intended. Earthshot prize is not a vanity project. It is a global initiative 
working to help our planet. Harry had passion for his Invictus games.  William supported him, never upstaging him. Harry seems to have lost his humanity. This is calculated cruelty. And 
aimed squarely at Catherine… which is odd as she is was just a girl who a Prince fell deeply in love with.  That says a lot he allows his/wife’s truths be told for money on the backs of 
Catherine and his family.   So sad.  And unbelievable for reasons stated above.  The good he could have done now / future will always be suspicious. Just sad. Really sad . He could not spare 
time visit his grandmother at age 96… God Bless she does not have to endure this further spectacle.  At least these dramas have a shelf life . Only so much whining we Americans will take.   
Netflix, we realize you must figured out you paid for nothing burger, but your marketing strategy is a paper 🐯 on this series.
Why are these two useless, whining muppets still being thrown into the spotlight? 

Nice job wasting a shitton of money and time Netflix. You'll regret this one. Lol. Seriously though, whoever came up with this idea needs to be fired immediately.
I loved when Meghan kept telling Merchie that”manners, manners, manners make the man” during the Cut interview as a direct shot to how mischievous Prince Louis was during the 
Jubilee festivities, to Princess Catherine. Jokes on Meghan Markle because the whole world fell in love with him.
Indians call it,"Randi Rona".
So brave to keep lying when you have been caught out so often, so archetypical and truly guttural. One tear, left eye.
Two worthless, ungrateful airheads.
I’m super sure Netflix is enjoying this embarrassing and very public roast of the Harkles after all the stress and toxic narcissistic demands they put on Netflix, the execs, and the creators 
involved. It’s probably chefs kiss 👌
I really love Harry and Meghan!! They are what the monarchy should have been because they represent the way the world is today.  The monarchy will pay for pushing them out.
Such victims with their mansions, private planes, millions and used to have influence! I will be cancelling my Netflix for giving these idiots a platform to complain and LIE!
people like these are why i wish things went the other way in 1939.
‘when the stakes are this high’ bro Russia is literally invading Ukraine, women are being murdered by their state in Iran, and we’re all recovering from a global pandemic. You didn’t get on 
with your in-laws like most of the population. Get in the bin
A Pathetic Couple!
Meghan and Harry left the UK for a quiet private life.
No one moves to LA and then makes a documentary about themselves if they truly wanted a quiet private life.
They could have moved to Switzerland for a quiet private life and still be in close proximity of family and friends, or they could have moved to numerous beautiful villages in the UK for 
privacy. These two are liars and manipulators, nasty piece
What a waste of time. Their love story has already played out on several bad lifetime movies. Netflix has wasted a lot of money on these two people who’s 15 minutes of fame was up long 
ago.
😥  one tear,  left eye,  go!

This comment section is the funniest thing ever,  an evening of pure entertainment,   thanks Netflix.
well he is ginger poor thing
Lol. Yes, what a lesson for us all!
They inspire me to become filthy rich and oppressed. OMG I just shed a tear .. left eye of course
And never to narcissistic to play the victim.
You, Sir, win the internet!



True story! 😂
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
His brother has too much class to reciprocate.  William has no need to worry.  Nutmeg's husband can never steal William's thunder.
Well said 👍
I cannot have Netflix have my money anymore. This went too far!
 @Hazel Windsor  I plan on cancelling my subscription the day before this crap airs.  Thought it was airing within the week, but think the date may have changed.
 @Diaper Don  I’ve been on and off Netflix for years as I find them annoying. When I saw they were actually going to show Duke and Duchess of Monesito it was an easy to choice to get rid
 of Netflix again 😁😅 I wanted to get rid of Spotify too but I’m too lazy to try something similar. When I saw her show go that bad after a few episodes I was ok with Spotify. What is 
funny is that I am not a huge royalist, well not before M and H. Those two made me see how amazing all the other royals are and their work. Most of all opened my eyes to Catherine and 
William. So I guess Meghan’s hard effort didn’t go the way she planned for everyone. Personally I find so much joy reading that people are seeing her for what she is after me being abused
 by a narcissist for many years. ☺
 @Hazel Windsor  It seems we have very similar views about the RF.  I'd never followed them and only became interested when I heard a prince was marrying a black American.

At that point, I became interested and thought it was a wonderful thing that the RF was stepping into the 21st century.  

When I saw the engagement interview, I began to rethink Harry's decision.  Not because of the color of Nutmeg's skin, but because I could see right through her act.  It's been downhill ever 
since.  

Like you, I've come to the realization that William and Katherine have more class in their royal pinkie fingers than those other two could ever muster up.  

Reading comments from many different news stations, it seems most are in agreement with us.  Watching those two buffoons sink will bring a huge smile to my face.  🤣🤣
 @Diaper Don  I live in another European country and we have our own royals I know more about. But still I’ve never been a big royalist. Now though I think I have become one 😂 I bet 
Harry and Meghan didn’t expect this to happen, I’m not the only one liking royalty more now 😁
 @Hazel Windsor  Being from the US myself, I never saw the benefits of a country having a RF.  My view has changed on that.  
If I understand correctly, the RF is mostly symbolic with no real power and is apolitical.  Therefore, the RF serves as diplomats for the UK and they do a superb job with that.  
The two reality star wanna be's would have never been able to serve the public like William and Katherine.  And I love the way W and K just keep their mouths shut and let the Ginger and 
Nutmeg implode on their own.  Bravo!
 @Diaper Don  What is funny is that it’s so much about Meghan being first biracial marrying into RF. This is not the case! It’s been at least two marrying into RF, who are actual blacks! And 
no one lifted an eye, it’s not that special as Europe is international! Meghan is whiter than me and I don’t believe a word she is saying. Harry isn’t refundable though so we don’t want him 
back in Europe 😅 Thank you for keeping them 🙏 
What I love about the RF in Europe is that they are non political, it’s for everyone and it’s binding people together no matter background and beliefs. I believe this is the most important 
effect it has on the people. ❤
 @Hazel Windsor  I remember seeing something about a black woman, not biracial, who married a royal a few years back, but can't remember the specifics such as which country.  You're 
right....this seems to have been no big deal since nobody hears about them.

It's such a shame though that Nut and Ging had to be so self absorbed.  The impact they could have had on race relations, at least here in the US, could have done some good.  I just don't 
understand how anyone could believe one word they say.....especially after the Oprah interview.  So many of their statements have been shown to be completely false.
What Archie?



 @Mini Haha oopppss, it was auto corrected, meant Archie
 @Kelli  I meant, what Archie? Because we’ve only seen a Darren doll and Gavin Gingras
Well I sure am!
so the world os self-obsessed, full of revenge and hate, manipulative, toxic, a bully, unlikeable, a liar... oh well, we live in an aweful world then, you are right.
NEWSFLASH!!! THEY LEFT !!
they represent hate and greed so stfu
Yes, Timber Toppers should have won best short film at the Oscars
Well Harry might still have the uniform....
Well said! What stakes?!? Their titles 😅
Delusions of grandiosity.
This  
This pit viper has complete mind control over brain dead Harry -
I love the part where they use stock photos from 2011 - ya know way before she was part of the family- to make it seem like she was pursued by the press. In reality, girl had Backgrid on 
speed dial. So over this odious pair of petulant losers.
When the comments section is more entertaining than the 💩 Netflix is delivering
so what about the staff she bullid her family can they make doc on her can they get award for racism
I won’t be watching this horse poop. You are horrible Netflix to finance this trash.
Tone death millionaire who pretends to be a victim. GO AWAY
You can’t see it but there are way over 100k dislikes to the 18k likes
I can’t wait! 🥰🥰🥰
She is vile.
nobody likes these two 🤣for fucks sake markel was paid to hold a briefcase on deal or no deal shut up already 🤣😂
I loved the part where Meghan cuts off her doting father for speaking out of turn and then cries racism when she does the same thing and is cut off from the family she is badmouthing. An 
inspiration to all.
Must be a tough life, wanting for nothing but attention.
The part where Meghan was locked in a castle, then let down her magical extensions for Harry to free her and take her far far away. She’s truly living a fairytale life😢



This trailer is one of the greatest list of lessons for all mankind to take note of:
* how self interest is actually dangerous to all those around you!
* how lies always come back to bite you
* how not to treat your own family 
* how spouting victimhood statements from a $100M mansion doesn't work
* how to teach your kids to love money more than their family
* how to make yourself one of the most hated humans on Earth
* how to guarantee your kids will grow up with serious emotional issues
* how self serving narcissists can turn a nice naive young man into a slave to hatred
* how intense greed destroys once friends
* how hypocrisy spreads mistrust all around you
* how lying to upgrade your income makes you toxic to be with
* how B grade acting skills tells people around you to mistrust your motivation about anything & everything
* how people with integrity, a soul & humanity in their eyes make better friends than a handful of dollars
*  be wary of people with too many mirrors and a make up team
* be wary of people whose family photo albums contain more photos of them than their kids
* be wary of people who never let themselves be seen in scruffy house clothes
* even the most rabid narcissist occasionally admits to a mistake to fool everyone, seriously beware those that don't
Rated “MA” for mature audience.  Won’t pass the filter rating in my home. Sorry. 😅
I love the part where Meghan always talks about what pregnancy and giving birth was like. She is such a strong, brave feminist. How she was able to walk on 10 cm high heels being 11 
months pregant. Brings huge tears to my left eye.
This makes me want to cancel my Netflix subscription, she’s the modern Wallis Simpson (look it up), with a huge splash of Amber Turd
Leaving the comments open and unmoderated, allowing the people they serve to speak freely about the Harkles: is Netflix’s great revenge 😂
The craziest part is when Meghan thinks we give a hoot about their 'love story'.   She should have been a comedian instead of a hoe
Hey, Netflix. Why are you using a stock photo (ton of cameras pointing in the same direction) from 2011? Could you not actually find one single legit image that corroborated this pretend 
dangerous obsession with Meghan? No. It doesn’t exist 😂 She never was Diana 2.0 anywhere except in her own imagination
166k 👎👎👎 and counting!
 @Des Res22  🤠
 @Nick Swettenham  180k....
It’s so wonderful that the extensions didn’t fall off, hurling Harry into the shrubbery below.
Best comment yet!
Nice summary.
👏 👏👏👏



The Press! The end of the superinjunction?:

"Weapons-grade narcissism – and a Biblical level of betrayal"
SARAH VINE Daily Mail Columnist
DECEMBER 1, 2022
The mournful piano music. The ghostly echoes of clicking camera shutters. Meghan clutching her moonbump; Harry with an acoustic guitar. Smiling bed-head selfies; laughing, holding 
hands. So in love, so spontaneous, so golden... and so much like a really annoying advert for life insurance.
Brilliantly said 👌
Yo Netflix did you actually find and interview the doctors who "delivered" the "children"? Now that would be groundbreaking, on par with HBO's The Jinx.
 @themaltesepenny    The 'delivery  doctors' did record something. They threw it over Netflix's  wall and drove off at speed. Unfortunately, it landed in the fountain of the superstar's 
blessed humanitarian tears and was unusable.
Yes!! Wallis had the decency to stfu too
Exactly! I bet they went through hell trying to work with her.

Thought the same thing. Netflix finally had it and n’is social media to turn the table on the useless pair. I would watch a doc on the behind the scenes of the making of this reality show.
👍
BOOOOOOO YOU SUCK!
Thank god my life isn’t as hard as theirs 🙄🙄🙄🙄
I loved the part where she figured out she could be a true humanitarian and make real change in the world by the change of her status. I’ve never heard of a more brilliant woman.
I love the part where Meghan treated the Buckingham Palace staff like trash, yelling at them and abusing them until the Queen had to tell Meghan "we don't treat people like that in this 
family" so she ran off to the US and called the Royal family racist to Oprah. So brave and inspiring. A left tear is leaking from my eye.
What a despicable pair.  I wish they would disappear and fade away. Netflix,  Spotify please stop promoting them. They are rubbish horrible people and anything they do is for their own 
gain and to feed their egos  - actually her ego. Harry is just a henpecked husband in the clutches of a sociopathic narcissist.
Meghain is a real disappointment 😞  She gets married to a Prince but is begging to leave the castle life and go back to hustling😪 Trashes the Royal family that has given her the Duchess 
title  Here in Kenya 🇰🇪 we are over her!!....and what of the woman wearing African regalia then getting offended being asked which part of Africa she's from😖😓😩 We love you 
Prince and Princess of Wales! ❤

Professional victim Meghan Markle makes an important point here.  If u raise a dipshit, ginger soy boy of a son, it is important to prevent him from marrying a narcissistic gold digger.
How many people are going to show up for the Ripple Of Nope Award now?
I loved the part where they didn’t have any photos of photographers being, well, actually interested in them, so they had to steal a photo from the 2011 premiere of a Harry Potter movie 
to include in the trailer. Such truth, so real, so brave.
oh no. nuclear war, covid 69 outbreak, we all gonna die.
What is the current dislike count, anyone?
Talk about delusions of grandeur. The royal family are best rid of these malicious hypocrites. I certainly won't be watching this nonsense, nor reading his slanderous book.
Meghan marble is that friend who walks into your life and then literally it starts raining rocks 🤣
The gall of this woman tho act the victim, she's such a bad actress that the only person who can save this is the queen herself 👍
Totally deserved that this gets canned and the money Netflix paid them gets refunded 🤣
It's going to be a very boring advertisement of their grievances and false victim narrative. If Netflix had any sense they'd tiger king them.



I loved the part where Meghan and Harry wanted to withdraw from the public eye so they could have a private, secluded life on Netflix. Such brave, many stunning. My left eye is dry from 
tears.
I love the part where the comments section was better than the trailer and everyone came together to tell truth to the lies they tried to force feed us, it really did bring a tear to my left 
eye! Well done everyone 🤣
Netflix... can you read the room???? Learn to read- it will save you!!!
Watch Farha instead
Zero desire. I don't know who is a worse person out of those two.
Absolute garbage. Oppressed multi millionaires are so brave!
THIS!
Trash will always smell like trash 🗑
Love your comment.
This should be called "My líes, My delusions, My manipulations and My  jealouss attacks"
Oh.. so when did you work with the royal family?
These are lies invented by the British media to damage the reputation of Meghan!
 @Melanie Slater  Honey there are photos of Harry with the Swastika. Google them. Don't need to work for the royal family to see it. Divorce is coming.
😄😄😄😄😄😄😄
Shooter Baldwin, his "Spanish" wife and the bootleg Kennedy.
And the person who included this shot thought no one would notice??
164k
180k
Yesss!  I'd pay to see that! 👍👍👍
😂😂
Selling your private lives and family business to Netflix so inspiring 🙌
😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where rich, famous and beautiful Megan told me I was her racist oppressor because I can barely afford my house payment.

She is so strong, brave and compassionate and I am such a horrible person.

ps she is black by the way and she will remind you about her blackness over and over and over and she will tell you how all white people are racisms towards her pasty, freckled red head 
baby because he is 1/8th black.  Finally we are getting the equity we all deserve from the St. Floyd overdose.
😂 My left eye got dry too after sooo many touching comments here. I’ll have some coco water (if Meghan accepts and I hope it’s not sexist OR racist in any way, I just want to be KIND 
and authentic you know) to build up some more fluids so I’ll maybe be able to squeeze out another tear again.
They left to have a private  live but now they are on Netflix what a joke
🎉🎉
😂😂😂 best entertainment Netflix has ever produced 🙏😢
@Kitty_gurl.  Love it !
Well said, this is the only way we can express our outrage at the poundshop royals and all there hate..
What can we say?  Rachel inspires all of us to tell "our truth"....



Comment section > Trailer > actual show. 

Comment section officially wins🎉. Thus I think I should unsubscribe my Netflix n subscribe to this YouTube channel instead, since it is free.
I’m excited for next weeks trailer where MeAgain is ripping up every green dress King Charles paid for. That one will make me sob from both eyes with laughter.
 @Veronica Oliveiro  Done and done!😂
May I express a tear of my own? Left eye - go!
So love the part where people are not even watching the trailer they’re just going straight to the comment section to add to it or enjoy the comedy gold
 @Jane Stringer  👍
You really think that some hateful comments would actually change something lol.
 @Kinzie K   I really did 🤣
Yep, this crew is not to be played with!
🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉
 @Veronica Oliveiro  I honestly wonder if they're going to take this video down, or at least disable the comments. I am surprised they're letting any of it stand.
I love the part where the photo of the press pack is ACTUALLY a photo of the press at the premiere of one of the HARRY POTTER FILMS !! They are not stalking H 🙄
 @J Derek Fung  the part where the poor deluded Sussex Squad sugars have a collective emotional meltdown because they don't have the honesty or wit to answer all of these comments 
which merely hold the Markle actions and words up to light .....all you sugars can do is throw around the hater and rq1#$t words
 @Catherine  It would be entirely worth it, if only to get rid of that atrocious, green Caped Crusader Exits Stage Left dress of hers.
THIS!!! Bravo, well said.
 @ferociousgumby  Probably feel the same and laughing right along with us. Sounds like Harry and markle were a nightmare to work with - nothing new there.
 @Brenda Kaye  Is that the dress she wears with the upside down bowl of green Jello with the netting hat?
Excellent comment!  Truth reigns!
 @J Derek Fung  I think it's working.
 @HappyDays  I think that's the one she means.  On the channels I watch we call it "Kermit goes to Church."
 @Verna Leep  Haha you royal worshippers you make me laugh 😂🤣 we stopped losing our time responding to people who are only spreading hate... you act like Meghan is the only bad 
guy here and the royal family are saints but you refuse to see the dark side of the monarchy. You worship the royal family like they are gods lol f*cking pigeons, you worship people who 
live in a castle while you have to get up every morning to go to work, stop being so f*cking stupid. 😒 Diana also wanted to run away from this cursed monarchy, that's why I believe in 
Meghan, and a lot of people too. Meghan has a lot of fans get over it devil worshippers!
I won't watch the trailer, but I love the comments!🤣😂🤣😂
Yes!!!!
 @ferociousgumby  As am I. I’m of the opinion this means that either 1. Netflop is tired of them and wants ratings based on making H/M the butt of jokes or 2. They want to use the 
comments as proof that we are all the “dreaded r word”. Which, will come back to bite as many of us are not from uk, not white, and not the r word.
Yeeeeeessss!!!
I strictly came for the comment section.
 @Betsy d  😂😂😂
TOTALLY!! Much more entertaining and real!! Atleast they are honest and tell the REAL TRUTH, not THEIR truth (AKA LIES)



 @ferociousgumby  I doubt they'll take it down. They need the view counts to make up for the millions they burnt for this couple. I'm predicting they will keep the comments alive too 
because who knows they might need it one day as leverage to break contract with the couple. Still, I'm hoping people are taking screenshots of the comments 😆. I also hope they read 
these comments and see the ratio they got. 
** english not my first language.  sorry if it's weird.
I keep coming back here during my work breaks to read the comments. It's so entertaining and makes me laugh.
 @D M  Someone knows how to Google stock photos.  Apparently the photo of the flag-waving crowds was from 1938, not the Jubilee. 😆
Best comment so far 🙂
 @Reester48  Yes.. I read that too... but could already tell it was pre-1950s when I saw the trailer,  by the clothes people are wearing in that photo. Someone is very clever to find those 
actual stock photos.
You people are the spawn of statin himself , born jealous and envious stay mad.
When the stakes are this high Meghan... isn't it worth hearing the truth 😂🤣
Hahaha 😄 True 👍😊
 @Samantha Meyers  haha yeah, bit like unleashing Rixky Gervais on the woke actor's. Only way to get ratings & Academy was cheesed off with them.
The only authentic aspect of the entire dumpster fire.  Thanks for the giggles, posters!
I loved how I came to the comments section first and then secondly watched the teaser which made me cringe so hard a tear came out of my left eye. 😢 - 100 million dollars well spent I 
bet Netflix also a tear coming out of a left eye 😢
 @Anointed Truth 😂😂😂 Can't even spell his name correctly !!😂😂😂😂
Netflix should consider do the real docu series of Meghan’s story of her climb to fame & fortune. Of course must include her days as ‘suitcase 24’ & Suits.
YES!!! Exactly! I tried to tell my one friend the truth, but because I didn't know much about the Invictus Games, he said I and WE all should do more research instead of just hating on this 
couple. REALLY?? I told him to read these comments because they are the truth, not the docuseries. He didn't believe me. :( And he is an Aussie. I'm USA.
 @Veronica Oliveiro  I did that ten years ago.  Welcome to UTube.
 @Jane Stringer  It really is the funniest stuff to come out of Netflix before releasing the actual series!
 @J Derek Fung  why not..,.,,Sussexs certainly think so on a daily basis, Sugar.
 @RR  Your English language is very good! I enjoyed reading your reply/comment... whatever it was. Lol! Who cares. We are all in this together!
 @ferociousgumby  I have a feeling Netflox is leaving the comments on on purpose. They had issues with these two so now it's payback time! I can't wait for the downfall. I won't watch it 
but you can bet I'll be watching YouTube rip them apart
 @Mels SF  Haha!! I'm glad to hear this, because I've been revisiting every hour to sneak a peek! I laugh excitedly each time, because the views are almost 7M and the comments almost 
40K! I cannot see the dislikes though. :(
 @ferociousgumby  I bet they're finding them as funny as we all are.  And it is interesting that those thumbs-down numbers are still coming up on Twitter when technically speaking, only 
NF can see them...!!!
"spare" us
 @Betsy d  I keep stopping the trailer so not to hear their annoying voices and catch up on the comments.  lol
 @ferociousgumby  I can't find any official social media for H&M.  They do not want feedback or comments.  Poor Kate and Will have to take the hate from H&M camp;  H&M don't.  But 
the comment sections on youtube regarding them are mostly negative.
 @RR  you did well.  I would love to see the ratio well.  Funny if they did show it. They have analytics that can easily search.
Had me laughing out loud - thank God people are calling out this fraud .. sorry legend 😂

 @Rachael B.  yesterday the dislikes were over 200,000.  I believe some people have software or apps to see it.  But that is just what I read.  Makes sense to me.  I gave it a thumbs down.



 @Jane Stringer  The comments section.
 @Jane Stringer  The comments section.
 @RR  Reading you loud and clear.
 @Kinzie K  😂😂😂 indeed
I thought they wanted a quiet life don’t believe a word out of her lying mouth your a bloody disgrace please don’t come back to the uk we don’t want you 😂
 @Rachael B.  so I am not alone. hahaha honestly i feel much better hahahaha
 @Reester48  they have been banned by the Royal family for using any real footage
Lol😂When the stakes are so high, we must all unite😂
 @RR  yes ...also they hope all of the unsubscribers will come back after this six hour drivel is over ...
 @J Derek Fung  they are not hateful comments. Just people telling their truths.🤣
 @Meenal💐  hahahahahaha thank you thank you thank you. Hahahaha
  @J Derek Fung bless your naivety, lol.
 @Elke Lewtschuk  heyyyy! Don’t insult Kermit! 😂😂😂
 @KermitTheFrog  Ooopppssss.  I would never!!  🤗🤗
 @J Derek Fung  truthful comments and you know it they are frauds and soon they will have nothing because lights shines on darkness
Yup here to read the comments.
 @a b  Don't call others naive if you worship the royal family yourself lol
 @kismit100  If the lights really shine on darkness, then the royal family should have been put down a long time ago...well maybe their karma hasn't happened yet.
Okay, Action Meghan! 
Boo Hoo😢
Cut! 
Okay that one looks good.  Let’s try another in front of my Hermes blanket.
I thought the Oprah Iie-fest was them telling their side of things? Although, I was intrigued when they showed that footage of Meghan in her lab coat, discovering the cure for polio. 
Stunning and Brave!
Why is this even a thing?  These are two of the most unlikable people ever.
Most of these comments are pure mean and the sarcasm is disgusting! What happend to empathy and just being happy with the happiness of others?! Come on everyone.
The NARCISSIST strikes again! She always needs to put herself in the spotlight, no matter what it takes. In the meantime. Harry is now her flying monkey, sad.  If Princess Diana were alive, 
she would've seen right through phony Meghan.
Netflix, why wasn't Henrys father interviewed?? Would have made sense to hear from James Hewitt!! That's the money shot you should have persued, not the BS these two spew! NOT 
WATCHING!!

I am so in awe of Meghan's restraint in not suing her husband's grandmother for upstaging her by selfishly dying just before the originally scheduled release date of her Netflix debut.
If I had Netflix I'd dump you clowns over crap like this. Harry isn't a real Royal and Meghan is a worthless idiot who nobody cares about.
I love the part where Meghan sat in her $15 million dollar mansion with her $2340 Hermes blank behind her and tried to get us to feel sorry for her by burying her face in her hands and 
fake crying for us to have sympathy for her while she tries to destroy a 1000 year institution by bringing it to its knees all bc she couldn’t be Queen! I was so moved I shed a single tear from 
my left eye!
Retired from the public eye. Riiiight. Garbage people and I can't believe people are paying them for this. Good reminder of why I've canceled Netflix. No regrets
Whether you love them or hate them, I truly can’t imagine what it’s like to have that many eyes on you and so many people giving their opinions about every thing you do.



Protect his family from what? Bunch of 🙀🙀🙀s , I am tired of all this rich and famous people playing victimhood. I am glad my mom was so strong body and mind. I guess money 
doesn’t give you everything.  This are the kind of people that are going to heaven and still complaining.  Spanish saying. Not,  that they are going to heaven. 🤣
It scares the hell out of me is how many Americans are showing their loyalty to the British monarchy. It has been said that King George funded both sides of the "Revolutionary War" and 
that America is still a British colony. I don't know about all that. But I do know that too many Americans are revealing themselves as totally colonized in their loyalties.
How can Meghan and Harry trash all of her family and all of his family and could have anything meaningful to tell us about relationships and family ties, they should writ ‘ how to breakup 
any family’ in case someone needs it 😂
What a bunch of crap!  Meghan is toxic as hell and Harry has lot his way.  Advice to you both GROW THE HELL UP!
Stupid liars very cheap
Who wants to spend time listening to these annoying toxic narcissist 🙄
I loved seeing The Prince and Princess of Wales honoring people who have done outstanding work for environmental causes. They are both incredibly humble, not wanting to accept 
money or recognition for their status in the British Royal Family. The King must be incredibly proud of his son, William and Catherine.
I love the part where Meghan is pregnant and suicidal but both her and Harry are struggling to find a doctor to help. Of course the many years of working with mental health charities 
couldn’t help Harry, and nor could the constant care by doctors and nurses Meghan would have had checking on her on the regular with her being pregnant. Only a specific type of support 
could help with her suicide thoughts, the HR department. So stunning so brave
Fake and phoney
Meghan Markle the THOT would be more interesting. No wonder Netflix is going broke
For real.   I guess Meghan decided she finally wanted a lead role in something.
Seriously? These two have done nothing but try to grab attention with outrageous flat-out Iies. What happened to living a private life? They bring this on themselves with her constant 
thirst for attention. The RF isn't putting out stories about them or bothering them in any way. They wanted to merch it up in California and then pop back to England for the fancy tiara 
dinners and balcony appearances. They were told to choose one or the other and like spoiled children, everything else has been their raging tantrum.
Why were they not on the balcony? Same reason none of QE's many other grandchildren were not there, it was only for working royals. H&M made the decision to step down from that 
position. You don't quit a job and keep the perks.
you come from a different planet and hence don't know this couple? read the tom bower book and you will get what kind of people they are. by the way,karma is a bitch. you get what you 
give.
really rich considering you are defending two people who have shown the least empathy to their families.  Who does an interview when their grandfather is on their deathbed and talks 
shit about their family?
 @Yasmina H  what happend to the benefit of the doubt and positive thinking?! It's all speculations, even this. Let's just suggest that this was even true, what's makes you a better person 
to add more fire to a burning flame. Just wish them the best and be on your way. Sheesh
😄😄😄
truly gracious!
I have no doubt that it crossed her mind!!!!!
So thoughtless ! Age 96, just suffering greatly before passing away but Queen Elizabeth couldn’t even bother, to think of Meghan’s grifting😢 and Netflix  ? I feel a tear forming in my left 
eye. 😢
If they would stop paying to get al those puff pieces published all over the media, they wouldn't have that problem. She is a true narcissist and cannot stand to be ignored. She must have 
ANY attention AT ALL COSTS. Even bad press is still her name being said.
I believe, in years to come, she will be used as a textbook example of the worst things a narcissist is capable of.
if they would live the private life they so desperately wanted to live, noone would give any opinion about them. but for years they are lying, bullying, trashing, bashing publicly other 
people. it's their way of earning a living.



If you put yourself in the public domain on a daily basis, you have to expect some criticism.

If you trash your family, a nation of people who welcomed this trash because they wanted the Ginger to be happy, and b*itch and moan on a daily basis when people are struggling to put 
food on the table, there's going to be a huge backlash!

They're responsible for their own demise and I'm not even shedding a tear from my left eye! 🙄🥲
while they make documentaries, tell-alls, write books, and interviews smearing their family and constantly shoving themselves down our throats, I am sure having many eyes on you is 
exactly what you might get.
They're going to hell in a handcart for all the lies and elder abuse! 😏
Most of us are just completely fed up with her narcissistic manipulations. We are tired of her desperate Iies and the way she constantly grasps for any shred of attention. She only VERY 
recently parted ways with her PR company, who she paid to publicize her and used their paid paparrazzi to set up supposedly random photos of her shopping, walking dogs, etc. That's why 
she always knows exactly where to smile for the camera. I got sick of seeing the constant stories and did some impartial research and the evidence of her manipulation of people is 
overwhelming. I went from neutral to completely sick of her.
most people are tired with these two here. as regards the monarchy, they cling to their royal titles like the biggest monarchs.
Absolutely right ❤
I thought you were crazy until I got to the end
One couple hands out awards. The other couple buys awards!
Harry and Megan: let me tell you "our truth" on Netflix.
Us: Welp lets hope they sold their souls to the "right" people. I'm sure they will tell the truth and nothing else but the truth on NETFLIX. 
Lmao
As I write this, the scoreboard for this trailer is at 91% dislikes (176k) vs. 9% likes (18k).  Not a landslide.  A tsunami.🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊  Netflix has willfully and forever given itself the 
theatrical version of "the clap".
That Hermes blanket cost £3000!!!!!
They are doing their all to make money and more of us talk about them the more the media wants to interview  them along with the more money they make. If the royal family is that bad- 
why don't they give up all titles/ connection and go somewhere  and put there heads down and try to live a  quite life with the kids.
An over the hill  never was and never will be an actress,  middle-aged woman making herself look even more ridiculous . What a yawn fest, I  ain't wasting my money on this despicable  
duo. I'd rather watch paint dry.
I loved the part when Harry stopped talking to the only brother he grew up with and kept calling his Dad for more money even though he was 36 with a 16+ million dollar fortune, taking 
private jets and living in a California mansion... 😞
👎
I love the part where they have continuously droned on about how hard they have it while real working people are suffering through covid and trying to put food on the table..........
Who cares ? They have had and will receive more money than 99.999% of people can ever hope for. For $1million I will be the biggest victim  you could ever meet.
Damn elites are sickening. A beta male and a racist waxing filthy rich who think they’re so important the world should be in awe of them. Go the F back to England
What a load of rubbish. Same old same old. So glad we cancelled Netflix and did so because of these two hypocrites
What a pile of kack!!  So trying to be Hollywood….. more like Scunthorpe! No offence Scunthorpe.  I will not watch this.
I love Harry and Meghan . I don’t waste time listening g to all the fake
They are a disgrace, they both need to shut up and  go away. Strip them of everything.
These two make my skin crawl 🤮



I love the part when not even once Harry mentioned Diana in this trailer! A husband really devoted to her wife!
Let's see how well they do when stripped of their undeserved titles.
I wo'y be watching this dribble!
Stranger things is more realistic than this trailer. Pinnochio and her puppet need to go away. Pass me the sick bucket. Her voice is like nails down a blackboard. They should be sued for 
slander. What about your poor father? He's the one you should be crying over!
They’ve turned the Dislikes off!
Thank you! I was looking for this comment!
yet 18k have liked the trailer, incredible!!!
The 18K are the cult members being paid to be sugars.
Thank you!
Thank you … thought it had vanished !
Dislikes just hit 201k with the ticker increasing by the second ... love it!  Likes not changing much.
She has spent all his money already.
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  that’s why she couldn’t pay Sunshine Sachs for 10 months
BOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!
I'm sure the people of Sunny Scunny will forgive you.
you love the fake stories of harry's wife. what about her fake tan, do like it as well?
 @Lil G  no I read none of that nonsense I just like them
YouTube has disabled it everywhere HOWEVER there are apps and chrome extensions that can bring it back for you! 165K dislikes to 18K likes right now lol 😂
 @sunnysideup  thanks for the good news!
Excuse me, Arch duchess? The stakes are so high? What stakes? Oh, the stakes you are hammering through the hearts of the voodoo dolls you had made of your in-laws.
I'm imagining Kate and Wills having a good chuckle over these comments.
No one cares about these two narcissists! They are horrible human beings
Blar blar blar. Boring boring. Would rather watch paint dry
These 2 r pathetic. Please spare us this drivel.
This is completely ridiculous. “No one sees behind closed doors” Disnt he whine that the press was too intrusive? He wanted privacy? Camera bulbs gave him PTSD type flashbacks? These 
two are clowns.
What stakes? Who is she kidding?She said at her “Evening with Megan” that they tried to bury her! Rubbish! I’ve watched her from the very beginning! I’m watching her try to bring down 
the royals while at the same time fabulously, spectacularly self-destructing in flames!!
Like a glorious train wreck off a cliff!
I have popcorn!
We all know one day this awful vindictive woman will divorce Harry and she'll trash him the same way she's trashed his family and this country
I won’t be watching their documentary to see how many         
“Lies” are told. Someone needs to keep count.
😂🤣😂
Why did you want to make this documentary? The 100mill NF is giving us 😂 You come for the Wales family, we come for you. Especially M's boating days for money.
What utter bollocks! Netflix is trash!
The best part was at 1:13.



Why don't they find a real job, instead of showing to the world the display of their mental illness.
Poor little multi-millionaires.
Families say and do the wrong thing sometimes. Sometimes we wish they wouldn’t & sometimes it pisses us off….but to sell it to the world as a dirty secret to make us money Is just as bad 
if not worse.
When Victimhood goes wrong!
Harry had an army to "protect his family" for crying out loud. What a self-indulgent exercise, this whole documentary business. Harry married a tart, turned his back on his family, and took 
to the circuit to cash in on the while bloody business. They deserve each other, Harry and Meghan - my least favorite royal 100X.
Why can’t I see the number of dislikes? Hey YouTube fix this ASAP!
They are doing a good job of self destruction.
She said they tried to bury her, but she was a seed. I think she misspelled Weed. 🤣🤣🤣
She trashed her own family well before that. She is the very personification of rapacious ambition.
She has literally trashed every single person and job in her entire past. It's just a matter of time until she starts publicly trashing Harry. She is more than likely already trashing him privately. 
Gotta make sure his self-esteem is crushed so he can't ever contradict her.
It's coming.
its currently on 164K dislikes
search for the youtube vid "How to Restore the Youtube Down Vote December 2021. Restore Thumbs Down Likes / Dislike Count" -- to get an add on to see dislikes
YouTube has disabled it everywhere. There are apps and chrome extensions you can use to see it. The dislikes still exist but only the creators (Netflix) can see lol I have a feeling they are 
enjoying this
You all need to start including her friends Tyler Perry, Oprah, Gayle King, Serena Williams, Mariah Carey, and Trevor Noah. She leans on them and needs them to be her voice because the 
Royal Family has silenced hers.
100% the reason Meghan wanted to move to the United States it would make the prenup hard to enforce.  The money made by them as part of the RF was noted and watched over.  Here 
in California, it is a community property state.  All money made by them will be shared.  Upon moving they were allowed to sell their positions and titles to the highest bidders.  That is 
what they have been doing.  If they really felt disgust by the royal family for racism, they would feel the same about the titles. They would denounce the royal family, they would relinquish 
the titles, but they need those titles for public persona and income. If they felt the RF was racist, why would they want their children to have titles?  

Without a title Harry is an elite polo playing unemployed middle-aged man.  Both are people who blame others when slighted for anything, as evident by Meghan's podcast, both are 
whining.  They come off as negative and toxic.
18K likes and 164K dislikes.  My left eye moistens.
¿Qué historia, cuál versión? Si la polémica empezó cuando los narcisistas se casaron, no antes, ni a quien le interese esta edulcorada y exagerada versión de MM.
I came here to give my first ever dislike on a YouTube video.
What utter rubbish! I see Harry as well as Meghan is expecting an Oscar for this performance! Imagine being full of so much hatred and jealousy for your family that you could even think of 
doing this act of treachery towards them. The 2 of them are an utter disgrace and they should never set foot on UK soil again!!
The rousing story of a C-list social climbing half white actress, and a never will be ginger King of England nobody with jungle fever who wed, breed, and whine how put upon they are by 
anything and everything. I'd rather get hoofed in the nads by Big Foot than watch this already rotting corpse. Truth? It's crap like this that MADE me cancel my Netflix subscription which 
dated back to 2010. It's not that Netflix hates white people. It's more like Netflix is marketing to anyone BUT Caucasians. Who cares? Saves me ten bucks a month and I NEVER have to 
watch "Dear White People". Winning.
She want attention
O my god what crap 🤮 me me me it's a hard life feel sorry for the too spoilt brat's 🤑🤑 and don't forget bullying narcissist thank god for the real royal family ❤



This documentary looks so narcissistic and useless... Just another excuse to have all eyes on you. There's no actual story, nothing worth making a whole documentary over ever happened! 
Having your wedding broadcasted to the whole world while marrying a prince younger than you wasn't enough? And you can't just move on with your life after that!?
The hateful, racist comments only prove to the world that the Sussex family was right in escaping.
Let’s give more screen time to the professional victims, Harry and Meghan. Two idiots who complain about being in the media spotlight then put themselves in the media spotlight. 
Claimed that their son wasn’t given a good enough title because he’s mixed race. 🤡 A redheaded white as an albino child? Riiiiight. Yup … that was totally why. In no way could it have 
been that the lines of succession were too great. Oh and don’t forget that they were cutoff, only to be found they were in destitute, shunned by the royal family, and forced to live in a 
home that only cost $14,000,000 in the U.S. of all places. Truly they are the victimized and deserve to tell their side of the story. Good call Netflix. I’m sure it’ll be a rousing successful 
venture. Totally not more money wasted by “this is Netflix, you’re green lit.”
Utter narcissist behaviour of them both. Are we meant to feel sorry for these over privileged idiots? I can imagine Lady Marjorie from upstairs downstairs lecturing her servants on their 
privilege. These individuals are twisted, evil and sorry they have an agenda. I hope everyone ignores this trash and remember they are the elites and us working classes need to push back 
against this Marxist agenda hiding behind progressivism.
omg.. i literally went through a box of tissue's.. Not for this pice of crap trailer, i was watching  pr0n.
Loved the part where Harry learns he’s a wizard!

Oops, wrong movie.
I love the part where Meg singlehandedly stopped WW3.
I love the part where Meghan went to Wimbledon for free on the public dime, at a public sporting event, and then insisted no one sit near her or take photos of her because she thought 
she was so important and then called my country racist when called out.
I especially enjoyed the part where the missle jammed in Meghan's F-18 Hornet and she had to manually fly it into that racist royal spaceship herself. Her stunning and brave use of the 
phrase "I'm baaaaack!" literally broke me...I'm shaking and a tear just fell from the center of my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan lied in court about collaborating with ‘finding freedom’ writers, but then they got caught out and Meghan told the judge it had simply slipped her mind. Such 
a blockbuster curveball. She didn’t, but then she did. Edge of my seat stuff. And also shes so brave and real /s
I can’t wait to hear them tell their story. I’m in awe of their love and courage.
So did I ,👍
Yep, me too!
First time for me too .
i do not see any racist comments .  i see comments on lies and their character and morality .
I would love to know the true number of people who thought she was white and the true number of people who even knew who she was when it was made public that she was dating 
DAH????
She had security a few dozen people who had PAID for their tickets
Haha, good one
rotflmao
Can these two stop talking already? I'm so tired of seeing them! Just go live a normal life if that's what you want. Get out of the public eye, I thought that's what this was all about.
The part where they climb aboard the private jet whilst lecturing about climate change inspired me to tears.
Cheesiest thing ever.
Two vile narcissists. I won’t be watching
I love the part where Meghan is holding Harry in the palm of her hand, or holding his hand very tight when he is about to read the speech she wrote for him in front of the UN, that he 
finally turned into a palm tree 🌴



Harry "the hostage" and Meghan "I'm black" Markle.
These woke cry babies are not worth wasting streaming time. Another example of Netflix blundering.
MM, evil bitch incarnate and on top of it dumb as door nails!
I love how they’re so generous in releasing Harry’s book the day AFTER Princess Catherine’s birthday. How thoughtful!
This is the kitchen in Frogmore Cottage the night of their final appearance before stepping down. Which means that this was already in the works before they stepped down. 
This means they lied when they said they had to take the Netflix deal AFTER stepping down.
Broke my leg to the comment section
This is the kitchen in Frogmore Cottage the night of their final appearance before stepping down. Which means that this was already in the works before they stepped down. 
This means they lied when they said they had to take the Netflix deal AFTER stepping down.
I love the part where Harry finds out he was trapped and miserable in the Royal Family only because she told him he was.
These comments are better than anything Netflix has released in the last year.
The comments are awesome!!  People don’t forget what they put the Queen and her family through 😡
Netflix your screwed! MSnarkle is just like AHeard - she’s a cancer - and you are now infected and EXPOSED!
Turned the ol down votes off I see, that generally means at least 5-10x more than 'ups'.  The thickness of the globe at Netflix HQ must be awe inspiring.  To be so isolated from all the 
lowlies so completely to have no inkling of just how absurd a documentary about these 2 whining is.  16% of Americans are behind on utility payments, 37% of small biz is late on rent, and 
Netflix thinks these 2 mooches whining about how hard it is being a pair of shameless gold diggers is a good idea?  Tone deaf much?  It's more and more like Hunger Games, or Idiocracy, 
take your pick...
Shame shame shame on  Megain and Harkle. No conscience or morals.
Poo spray painted gold and wrapped in pretty paper is still poo. This is millions of dollars worth of shiny 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩 💩
Narrator: why did you want to make this

Will and Meghan: because of the imbalance in the force and racism 

You are not victims, you're still royals get over yourselves
From your left eye?
Lol! Yes and how inspiring it was when they got that award for agreeing to only have 2 kids- because you know- NO ONE ELSE in society stops at 2 kids like them. Such an inspiration to us 
all.
At the rate she’s taking private jet, she will soon take a private jet to her 16th toilet at home.
🤣🤣🤣
And they announced Megxit also around Catherine's birthday that January.... So considerate
Last two years

Haha, HG is great analogy, but elites eating their own this time for entertainment. These two often remind me of Trump & family with the constant bad mouthing and blame game (esp M 
= Ivanka thinking suddenly became royalty and could parlay Dad's/husband's position into a political career of own.) Both totally delusional and ultimately lead to being outcasts.
Will ?



Having read all these fabulous comments, I would like to thank all the amazing people who have given me one of the best evenings of entertainment EVER!  I would also like to give 
heartfelt thanks to the awesome NETFLIX, for giving us hours of hilarious reading, and for those of us who were brave enough to actually view the superb 'teaser', I give thanks to you for 
your brave and tortured viewing.  I myself, have never known such a deep and genuine love story as that of our dearest treacherous Prince of the kingdom, Henry and his beloved, genuine, 
heroic and selfless, hardworking Queen of the Universe and beyond, the beautiful in heart and body, Rachel.  Henry and Rachel have taken the world by storm and all the commoners bow 
deeply to our saviours.  How did the world manage without them?  We are all so truly grateful.  I feel quite emotional, with one solitary tear, left eye.
NETFLIX....how could you!
Both brats and black sheep of their families, making a career of crying about their stupid problems. Ugly ugly people the pair of them
I'd like to see all the parts they edited out. The raging, screaming and boos.
I love the part where no one in America knew who this  “humanitarian” was until meeting her dumb prince. Thank you Netflix for shining a spotlight on what it means to be grifters who 
only seek privacy. We simply can’t get enough of them. It brings a tear to my left eye😢
Is this how he is protecting his family?
What a pair of entitled spoiled brats
Wow, even the trailer is bad. 

Pro tip for all future trailer editors, try to make the project look interesting even if it's a bad project. If you're using 90% still images in black and white, that's not a good sign.
I loved how Rachel told the High Commissioner's wife in Australia to Eff Off!
She's sooo brave, soo down in the gutter! The Chutzpah is awesome!
God, my left eye is tearing up again! 🙄🥲
My favorite part is when Harry realizes there are egregious discrepancies between the mockumentary and his "biography" and can't fix either. 
It's REALLY hard to keep every lie straight.
*cries a single tear from left eye while recording a useless, word salad filled "podcast"*
I love how Tyler Perry, Oprah, Gayle King, Serena Williams, Mariah Carey and Serena Williams are such good friends that need to vouch for them because they’re so bullied by the Royal 
Family. C’mon, where are you???
Netflix is like a reverse waste management service. They bring you trash instead of taking it away.
(UPDATED)
LIKES: 18k
dISLIKES: 163k        "We're so rich and can have anything, but.... Waaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!"
This is just trash, they are such losers
I loved the part when Harry says the only sentence Meghan’s had him memorise “I had to protect my family…”
I love how this thot tries to convince the world that she is oPpRreSsED because she is a wamen like 90% percent of western wamen out there.
This reminds me of my favorite Douglas Murray quote about these 2: “There’s nothing like being lectured to, about the evils of white privilege, by a literal prince and princess.”
I love how they finally found privacy and poor Harry doesn't have to live with the clickety click of those pesky cameras anymore. I squeezed out a tear of joy for them.... From the left eye of 
course.
163k dislikes LOL
This docu series must be a tax write off for Netflix?  Just like it is for Spotify? It has to be because it's starting to look like it.
🤮🤮🤮🤮 Cool...   these 2 Bratty kids ruined the tradition & prestige of an entire Kingdom & sold their souls along the way...   Wow so stunning & brave
Agree totally. After reading all the true and very humorous comments, no need to watch a boring docuceries.



Yes, agreed! It's so reassuring to know there are so many people who feel the same as I do!
Me too. Haven't had such a good laugh for ages 🤣🤣. Now off to cancel my NF sub.
Best comment lol
All of this ‼‼‼☝☝☝
YES!!!!!!
So true!
Yea, it looks like a teenagers instagram. Just pretty pictures trying to paint a fictional narrative. Can't believe these two are 40something... like have arrested development.
It’s not her job to coddle people…even people hosting her sorry butt
She meets people at various events... and then thinks they're "good friends."  Appears most of the longer term friends were service providers (and don't blame anyone who puts up with 
clients just to make a buck.)  Comes down to simply not being likeable person.
He forgets what happened to his Mother...
He flubbed his other lines...
Yes! A true inspiration for us all to lead quiet, simple lives, with cameras on our face 24/7. That is the ultimate life of privacy.
Delusional. These two are just straight delusional….😮
i enjoyed the part where meghan said "it's megain' time and maghaned all over the place!!!
I love the part where narcissistic Meagain Smirkle is reading all of these comments, and while smoke is pouring out of her ears in rage, she realizes the truth that she is an utter failure and 
a grifter fraud.
It's Meghan's story. Harry needs to remember that.
What a load of rubbish from a couple who said they wanted a quiet life ! They and Netflix are such hypocrites 😅
I loved the part where she married herself into one of the most powerful and richest families in the world and she plays victim with her fellow billionaire interviewer
Honestly I can't believe there are 18k likes, where are the dislikes numbers?
“Now one sees what’s happening behind closed doors” 

That’s what privacy is called.
Pass the sick bucket 🤮
What a load of CRAP!!!!!!  Netflix should be ASHAMED of themselves for taking part in damaging theRoyal Family …… Netflix is DISGUSTING!!!!!
As for that VILE pair ….. what a total JOKE you two have become ALL around the world!!!!!! The mattress, her gutless red boy, and the money grabbing Netflix idiots!!!!!!! Sooooo 
TRASHY!!!!!!!😂🤮🤮🤮😂
🚮
Who likes these people? They stay in the news but it seems like everyone hates them. Right, left, and center can agree, these 2 suck.
I love how they decided to be respectful and classy and not use footage from QE's funeral for the docu. It would have been so tacky and cheap and tasteless. It made a tear roll down from 
my left eye.... Or did they...? Surely they did not bring a netflix photograpber along...? Or did they?
Well here's another year of boycotting Netflix for producing such a pile of B.S.  barely made it through the trailer without vomiting.
'When the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear the story from us?'

No. That would just make you biased. & we have heard your side. Repeatedly. This would imply we haven't heard your story when we literally couldn't get away from it if we tried - & I 
certainly tried.



Airing their dirty laundry in public, spitting on their family and recently deceased grandmother, making up nonsense and playing the victims - all for publicity and money because they 
found they weren't getting enough attention when they buggered off to America and abandoned their duties. They're trash. They're a disgrace to their families and their countries. They 
should have their titles stripped and p*ss off into obscurity.
I love how their IMMENSE popularitywas expressed during their  " European tour" for her ONE WORLD speech and INVITUS , for a ONE year ahead promotion, and as the camera pans out 
there only a few  people in the German/ Bolvaria town square milling  around. Such love and popularity. Brings out such awe. Brings out ..one tear ..left eye.
There is no kindness, integrity or honour in these two. 

Btw what stakes, what on earth was that weirdly self-satisfied smug look at the end for - they are literally attempting to shame their royal family, the family that loved Harry dearly, the 
family that embraced Meghan.

Was it perfect no, but when is it ever perfect. What is clear is that they struggled against the constraints and didn't like being in a supportive role to the crown vs the stars. Even though the 
Queen gave them the pick of tours, of charities which was unheard of. It wasn't enough which btw is fine. If you are not happy leave, no one would have begrudged them living their own 
life. But that wasn't enough was it. The only way they could earn millions right off the bat was to attack their family, the royal family who they knew could not respond even to defend 
themselves. And here we find ourselves...

Lastly, I never really believed MMs disgruntled family or the other experiences people had with her. I do now...they all have a ring of truth to them.

I will say IF there are any provable lies, I will be canceling my Netflix account.
Meghan's lawyer in BBC documentary: “What bullying actually means is improperly using power repeatedly and deliberately to hurt someone, physically or emotionally. The Duchess of 
Sussex absolutely denies ever doing that. Knowing her as I do I can't believe she would ever do that. I wasn't there at the time but it doesn't match my experience of her at all and I've seen 
her at very, very stressful times."
I loved the time when Meghan parted the red sea using only her voice to free the oppressed slaves  wow brought a tear to my left eye
Yesterday morning it was reported there were 105,000 dislikes.  I'm sure that number is getting higher....
165k dislikes
I’m a black woman and this couple feels so odd. It’s like I can’t take them seriously.
He was being paid to defend her.
My favorite part of this film is where Megan opens her purse and shows where she Keeps Harry balls.
Would love to see the dislike ratio this clip got
“When stakes are this high“of course, Megan, you could only dream of this kind of money from this deal something that you would never make it as a second-class actress! Such an 
ungrateful b… at its best !
Meghan is obsessed with acting.
She produces, directs, and stars in her own dramas.
Sick!
The Princess of Wales, Catherine, and Prince William were showered with Adoration by the People of Boston this week even though the Harkles tried to steal their spotlight.
I love how they use the " We need privacy" escuse to leave the royal family, but shortly after they did a Oprah' interview, a podcast and now TV series about their life. So much for privacy 
huh? What a joke...



Loved the part where she really was so brave wearing a microphone trying to record everything  from the British Royal Family at events...you know so she could reveal it later for accuracy 
sake as there aren't fact-checkers around...and also how courageous she was showing herself at the Buckingham Palace  window at the Jubilee Celebrations and not being afraid about her 
own personal security to roll down the window in the car so she wouldn't disappoint all her fans who were booing her and her popular  househusband. She was so brave to sacrifice her 
time and using a private jet to get down to Uvalde  too after those kids were massacred. So courageous.
I love how meghan is a brilliant narcissist
I love the fact that the dislikes are so embarrassingly numerous that Netflix has the number hidden.
Of course people have an appointment on others life. Let’s see the documentary first. I absolutely believe that she felt the racism in that palace. Harry has a choice to live his life.
Meghan Markle complaining about the Royals while hanging to her Duchess title, it's the same as Harry and her avocading for climate change while flying everywhere in private airplanes. 
🙄
This comment section is giving me hope for humanity. Thank you Netflix!
To Meghan, the word "TRUTH" means the opposite. I guess the same goes for the word "PRIVACY"?
25M views!! Wowzer!
Netflix how is it you capitalize on people like this? You sensationalize murderers and now these people who claim they are victims when they make money out of the people they are 
attacking . Seriously if not for the Korean and Bollywood series I would have stopped my subscription already.
🤢🤢 Really Netflix? This is what you invested in? I'm so glad Stanger Things is over. No reason for Netflix anymore.
I love the part where I’m reading through this comment section
Her word salads bring a vinegar tear to my left eye.
The Princess of Wales looked absolutely breathtaking in her Green Dress and Emerald Choker when she visited Boston. I know Princess Diana is in Heaven beaming with pride at William 
and Catherine  as she thanks God that at least 1 son got it right.
Love the Part where she preaches about climate change and being green while flying in her private jets to let us know around the world.
Brilliant. Thanks for the laugh.
18K likes v 163K dislikes 😂
Yes I saw that. Methane must be spitting blood that their sabotage job failed.
dont forget that time she flew private jet to put flowers down at school was when her dad had a stroke
Privacy for me but not for thee!!
😂😂😂😂
Yes, she wanted to make sure recollections didn’t vary 🤣🤣
Yes, I noticed it too. Last night it was at 147000.
🤣🙏👍
I was wondering where that was.
With 4. 2 million fews and just a few thousand likes.
I keep imagining them putting their feet up afterwards and reading these comments...
I really hope that William and Catherine have seen these comments. They need to know what most people think of the deadly duo.
 @Alice Jones  no the netflix execs ae reading these.
Im surprised the comments were left open
I loved the part where absolutely no one cares what they do behind closed doors, and absolutely no one cares about their story, yet they force it to us anyways.
0:31 stock photo from 2011 😬😂
I am loving the comment section 😂



Had to reach for a tissue when the only black family member she invited to her wedding said with such reverence, "Master Archie, stand up! Your Momma's passin'!".
Yay, more praise for wealthy elites, just what everyone wants!
Netflix should be ashamed putting out and PAYING for this crap!!!! Makes Netflix look hypocritical. We should not subscribe if this is what they think we want to watch I am deeply 
offended by this shit!
Why are the stakes so high? They stepped down and are living "private" lives. The stakes couldn't be lower.....
I'm so effin inspired by this megasaint my left eye has fallen out!
What a beautiful couple of cun,ts
My favorite part was a photo of Meghan holding a jumbo hotdog and giving a thumbs up in front of starving African children. 

What a woman...
You really like losing money, eh?

I loved the part where Meghan did a deep curtsy to the Queen’s coffin at Westminster Hall to compete with Princess Anne’s previous viral moment at Holyroodhouse. It reminded me of 
the deep squat Meghan achieved when she was 8 months pregnant in stilettos. So moving, so profound. She was definitely the star of the Queen’s funeral from that moment on. It just 
showed how grief-stricken she was by the loss of her beloved best friend HMTQ, the woman she dedicated her life of service to. My left eye is tearing up right now just thinking about it.
What stakes? She talks like she was in a fight for her life and Harry is a spoiled brat that was born into royalty! The real story should be how some people still worship this reality 
disconnected assholes!
No Meghan it makes no sense to hear your story from you because you have developed a reputation for being repeatedly untruthful. Sorry.  One tear, left eye. GO. However, hearing 
the story from you and Harry means that we will get to have a great laugh. So yes, Netflix potentially entertaining in the way that the ancient court jesters were. 😆
Hahahahaha 'when the stakes are this high'? What stakes? You're gone, your finished, it's over.
And yet you continue to moan about racism 😒  which I believe does not exist in UK.  Stay in America 🇺🇸 but I feel so sorry for decent American people having to share a country with crap 
people like you, with Evil agendas
Dear Netflix, this is not the content viewers want.
I loved the part where Meghan threw hot tea at a waitress when she was in Sydney Australia. Someone forgot to send her a memo that even though we may be far away from the rest of 
the world , we are indeed quite civilised here. She is the only person in the whole entire universe that did not like our beautiful hospitable country 😮
What  piece of shit both this to are. Betraying your own family WOW WHAT SCOUNDRELS 😆😆 and what an idiot harry is lol
I love the parts were Meghan lovingly brings out the double handed Meghan Claw to remind H again and again that " He's mine, all mine now."
Netflix doesn't like them either.  Nobody does.
That’s a great point you made. Where’s the demand, for their incessant output ? All there is, are the sounds of crickets …and the public groaning “ Oh no. Not them again !”.
Yup.... For them golden never means you stay in silence...
 @Diane Flogerzi  😁 It’s like the game Whack a mole.
Ha hA hA hA ha . That's so funny. I salute you and take my hat off.
Yay!
This scenario is so plausible I almost feel like I've seen this picture
Wait—wasn’t she ELEVEN months “pregnant” when she did the stiletto squat?
 @Mini Haha  nah just slightly passed 12th.
Too bad the candle 🕯 foiled her big moment.
 @Veronica Oliveiro  you kept better track than I did!



We don't want them either!  Where can we send them?
 @TobalinaC  Africa! 😉
She didn’t like South Africa nor the Uk … left Canada too like a thief in the night
Literally!
They left Canada, because Justin was always knocking on their door, wanting to hang, and compare hair products and private jets.
I'm looking forward to the bit where M tells us the story of how she saved humanity by writing to Proctor and Gamble for the millionth time.
No more Netflix for me....just cancelled my service. I am so so sick and tired of listening to these ultra privileged pair whine and complain.
Shame on you. Harry !!!!!     You and your evil wife are so selfish. You said you want to protect your own family. so you can hurt another family and your big family just for a large  money. 
You are so mean and bad.
I love these comments 😅.... 👍👌😆
Come on, Netflix: Tiger King these two. 
An awful lot of us would be here for it.
Their humanitarian efforts are all about them.
How convenient that the two had a photo go with them for ALL their PRIVATE and IMTIMATE moments.
What utter, juvenile rubbish.
Everybody knows you do not shit into own nest
Malicious Megain’s self serving cognitive distortions feed her narcissism while grandstanding on the back of the BRF. Handbag Harry is no better, his micro expressions reveal an equally 
despicable bitter second son foisting Me Me Megain on to the world. Fade away into obscurity once run out of blood money for PR
What a load of rubbish. Idiots. I am going to cancel my Netflix subscription if this nauseating liefest airs.
I loved the part when Meghan wore her Givenchy gown paired with Harry's diamond, encrusted balls around her neck. Even in 4 inch stilettos, she managed to push him back to greet 
world leaders first and put out a huge, imaginary fire in their vacation "hut." It's utterly inspiring!
I loved the bit where Megain is definitely reading all these comments 👋👋
MeGain is one jealous, spiteful human being.  She couldn't fill the role of HRH, EVER
I loved the part where Harry ordered a Catherine from Wish 👸 and got a 🔔🔚
I love the parts she gives to her flying monkeys so they can shit on her and Harry’s family on her behalf. Sharing is caring.
Can't believe the ginger twit gave everything up for that used up second hand slag.
The part at the end.  Yeah.  That's the best part.   When it's over.
Can’t wait!
I love when she sent bubble wrapped  photos of herself to the 1000 Turkish virgins who supplied the hair for her to wear at her latest photoshoot. Choking with emotion, a tear fell from 
my left eye.
Go away you borderline personality ridden psycho hag
A class project that every class in America did that year. Thomas admitted that she never received a letter from Hillary
 @Mini Haha   Exactly
 @Mini Haha  You're not suggesting she tells porky pies 😱😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
God, there was definitely more than one tear running from my left eye for that one 😂😂
I’m gone 😂
😂😂😂



I remember that video where Megsy pushed Harry aside and rushed forward to greet the world leaders! She's aggressive and so fast! If she ever gets tired of working as a professional 
victim and whinger, she should consider a career in pro football. She'd make a great linebacker! 🏈
👀 🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂 brilliant 🤣
Meghan wears other people's hair?
OMFG…😂😂😂 BRILLIANT
 @Amanda Lothian  Oh yes, her hairpieces are easily seen.  And once you see them, you can't unsee them.
😂😂😂
 @Amanda Lothian  Yep, and she'd wear Kate's skin if she thought she could get away with it.
 @Kinzie K  Don't give her any ideas!!
🤣🤣
When i look at Megan Markle, i see Amber Turd in her 😂😂
What another poor soapy all so contrived ridiculous
Megan is crazy unlikable. I bet Princess Diana is rolling in her grave over who Harry married. So sad

Where Meghan shows up in the end, it really scared me thinking if the jealous step sister in Cinderella was real and alive today, it has to be her. And this is how she would show up.
Netflix, Can you stop glorifying the lives of out of touch elitist hypocrites who don't live by the standards they project onto others? How about you make a docu series on how the Royal 
Family and Hollyweird have been responsible for so much evil on this planet. I would gladly follow that!
😂
I love the part where Rachel is blowing up Netflix's phones to get them to TURN OFF THE COMMENTS!

My heart bleeds for her and my left eye sheds a lone tear! 🥲
Reading the comments to this beats watching the entire Netflix catalogue, and it’s free!
Most hated male and female in Great Britain I can speak on behalf of the nation when I say please never come back your americas problem now! 
I’m sure Megan Markle will be crying she is oppressed because she is “black.” She is about as black as Rachel Dolezal.
Spoilt Brats playing the victim game non stop
The Narcissist mentally ill 
Spotters guide ..  
  By Netflix .. 
 everyone , let’s all just delete our Netflix accounts .. 
  I’m not paying to give money to this pair .. end off .. fail net dix ..  ciao !

I loved the part where they snuck their photographer into Buckingham Palace without asking Her Majesty’s consent.  They didn’t want to bother her …. their respect is truly admirable….
Ahahahah. They cannot be serious 😅🤣😅🤣😂🤣😂🤣
Trash
Don't forget the part where she turned to Harry and said "It's clobberin' time". AMAZING!!!
Two resentful peas in a pod
What a loaf of 💩, so if you suffered so much with the RF, why do you keep using the Royal titles?



Well done Netflix for giving me the best laugh in ages. cried laughing left eye of course 🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part when Netflix gave them the multimillion dollar contract.  What a really noble thing to do, to share to the world their love story. Aww what are we suppose to do without 
their story and her words of wisdom.
It's ok, she'll be done with him in a few years and once he's spent some time in that Florida psychiatric home, he'll be sent back over.
You can just feel their kind and graceful energy from all over the pond. I’m deeply moved. One left eye tear from me.
 @Hazel Windsor  your heartfelt comment moved me to release one  tear - left eye. So much compassion and love. That's what we need when the stakes are high.
Apparently the picture used in the trailer with all of the cameras (and ominous clicking) wasn’t for them! It is a stock photo from the 2011 Harry Potter premier 😂😂😂
 @LoniLone Lony of course, how kind to promote Harry Potter. JK Rowling will be eternally grateful. Their generosity knows no bounds.
 @Rochelle Marshalla  It’s so many layers and this is deep. I’ve taught by her to sit in my authenticity… while eating word salads. I have full trust in everything she says… I was completely 
with her since she said everything is about KINDNESS. She would never meet Harry if he wasn’t kind. Blew me away!
Actually, I wonder who, if anyone will watch it?
 @Missy Pop  not me
 @Missy Pop  I will watching paint dry that day. Netflix do many really good documentaries, which is the only reason I keep it. They're bottom feeding with this sickly sweet flight of fancy. 
This looks like self-indulgent drivel to me. I'll be cancelling subscription, I think.
  @Storm Duchess already did!
 @Storm Duchess  good thinking. At least paint doesn’t lie.
 @Veronica Oliveiro  even paint has drips🤣🤣🤣
 @Missy Pop  the royal commentators and hosts of entertainment shows. they are the ones making h&m rich. reading their books and watching their videos.
 @Storm Duchess  i would have subscribed to netflix if it hadn't been for h&m on it.
 @Missy Pop  me and many many people
Exactly.  Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, 
right now.  Please..
My favourite part was when they screamed about security and risks and then Markle dangerously rolled down her car window during the jubilee for a classy and timely photo op. So brave 
and unselfish, it brings a tear to my left eye.
These poor victims, high stakes, amazing and brave. I get: one tear, left eye, and , one bucket of vomit, full dinner set.
Got rid of Spotify because of these talentless no marks, now Netflix... Another win for Amazon Prime.
Can't wait to see Meghan accuse people of racism but will be exclusively an accusation targeted at white people I'm sure for a totally benign reason
Will not be watching. Very disappointed that Netflix would support people with proven history of lies to hurt others
Very poor quality and content. Others are struggling to just stay alive..not worth time to watch this.
The part where she shows such compassion controlling Harrys' movement for him.   Pushing him forward, pulling him backwards.   Stopping him, so she can walk in front of him (and 
everyone else).  Pausing him, when silly Harry forgets she told him telepathically that she wanted to shake a person's hand before he did.  When Harry is forgetful and takes his hand out of 
her lap and onto his own, she snatches it back and onto hers.  The selflessness - an inspiration to all
The best bit was when the whole British nation of r*cists came out to celebrate their 'spectacle' of a wedding day - bawled my left eye out
You'd need to PAY ME to suffer threw another minute of those
 WOKE JACK OFFS!
Dear Netflix, 
  Thank you for leaving the comments on, allowing people to express their opinions. I hope someone at Netflix is reading the comments!



I don't know if his mother would have liked all that. Yes, she would probably have been in favor of him doing what is best for him and doing 1-2 things (like the Oprah interview or his Apple 
series), but that he shoots and kicks again and again, I don't think she would have wanted that. Especially because it is inevitably against his brother, there bleeds actually almost every 
mom heart when siblings do not understand each other. Now comes this documentary, then his book..... who knows what else follows. At some point, it's enough. I hope that after his 
book then at least times is calm and it does not go as further.
I loved when this evil just spent a couple of months her live in his father in law' house, and then she  spends the whole time of her life to talk shit about his family
When the stakes are so high, bwahahahaha!!! Don't you just love spoilt, self-centered, clueless millionaires whining and crying their lot in life...
This is the whole reason I stopped my membership to Netflix, Netflix can thank these two. They have lost thousands of membership’s. This train wreck is getting worse
I loved when she gushed her engagement ring was perfect - then altered it to add more diamonds .. also spending over £1 million on clothes all payed for by the racist royals for 72 
engagements but she didn’t get payed 😫
No tiene más sentido escuchar la historia de ustedes porque solo mienten 🙄 y están super quemados
I love the part where she tells her listeners to be kind whilst ignoring and ghosting  her loving father, sister, brother and friends whilst betraying a family and a country who welcomed her 
with open arms. So kind, so humanitarian. A tear is rolling from my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan says "You have not seen what I have seen." So stunning and brave.
PS close to 250 years ago we kicked these idiots out of our country for very good reasons and one of them was to not have to watch this crap. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸
Garbage
Yes That was a classic me me moment.
Megan steers Harry around like he's a toy on wheels. He wanted castration, and BOY did he get it!
His mother had said she wanted William to be King but with Harry by his side. She would have been devastated at all this since this marriage
Plus not  being kind to a little flower girl, during a dress fitting, that an fashion house employee was shocked at.
From the middle of your left eye? Is there a candle in the way?
Where is the kindness for your own father and family and your grandparents,relatives  who raised you Meghan???Practice what you preach girl or you just end up in hypocrisy land
Her brother doesn’t talk to her deadbeat dad or deranged sister either.
 @therenegade916  Wrong.
 @therenegade916  Fact check: he has lived with his dad Thomas senior, since his stroke, helping and supporting Thomas snr in his recovery. He also speaks to Samantha who is still taking 
Meghan to court for her lies or should I say her truth? The truth will out.
No one who hasn’t worked as a yachtie has seen what she’s seen.
I believe a lot of people saw that when he played billiards in the buff
 @B Z  🤣🤣
 @Mini Haha  🤣🤣🤣
And that wide shot of Montecito and the sign saying; 'Mordor'.
 @B Z  Yes, and sucked and tweaked random guys’ nipples
Hey don't tar us all with the same brush 🤣🤣🤣
PEOPLE DONT WATCH THIS GARBAGE!! Let’s show them we REALLY DONT CARE!!!!
OMG. I'm sure this will be full of lies and more fake crying. 🤮🤮🤮 NEVER NETFLIX!!!  Both of them are full of jealousy and hate.  NO THANKS!
Who did they think wants to see a show on these privileged idiots?
You, Henry Charles Albert David and you Rachel Meghan Markle, teaches the whole world (well done), with your hypocritical, and in my opinion evil and traitorous behaviour, how NOT to 
be. Will NOT be watching.
When Megan exclaimed, "There is a tempest in me!" then healed a leper, I legitimately got goosebumps. So powerful! 👏



They make me vomit. Harry, you have disgraced our country and our queen. You have disgraced your father, our new king, and your future king and his family. Don't ever step foot back in 
Britain, you little cretin.
I cant wait to see the part when Meghan tells Harry that he is trans, and he has to get a fake chuff and boobies and also wear a dress for the rest of his life.
The question really is why would netflix waste money even making this documentary of a socially manipulative woman and her lead vulnerable husband who on one side say that they 
want nothing to do with royalty and on the other exploit every link they have to it. Horrible manipulative woman not worth making a documentary over. Puts me off netflix nil else. Was 
there nothing else to put on.
WE LOVE THE PREVIEW,  AND CANT WAIT TO WATCH BEAUTIFUL MEGHAN AND HARRY!!!🇺🇸🎉💯👍☺
Her only chance to get an Oscar.😭
I loved the part where all of her black US relatives are sitting a her wedding ceremony next to
George Clooney. She is def a family type of woman.
Cry me a river, thanks Netflix for delivering yet again exactly what we didn’t ask for, a docuseries on 2 entitled narcissists. You are one step closer on my cancelation.
Looks like a J D Williams advert.
GRIFTERS INCORPORATED! Losers the two of them.
Amazing how natural & authentic these behind the scenes artfully taken black & white photos just happen to capture private & genuine moments 😂
These two are a laughing stock 😂
Laughable...
What a load of pretentious, whiny, rich privilege bullcrap this will be.

i find it somewhat weird, when someone is supposed to be strong, and claims he/she is strong, always finds a way to make him/herself a victim... and then cashes in on that victimhood...
Poor us made the queens life hell we want to leave but wait we will take them down with us joke of a couple harry is blinded by love
18K likes v 161K dislikes, and climbing.
😂😂😂
"The sea is always right!" .when Harry said that....chills.
Hello baba wawa
finally some bots here, i was really worried
 @Lil G  you ignorant racist toxic haters think everyone else is toxic, racist and evil like you soooo called adults, acting like juvenile delinquents!!!🤡😜
 @Kelli  🤡
 @Kelli  😂😂😂😂
 @Al  🤡🤡🤡🤡
I loved the part where Hawwy questioned the Usher at St Paul's Cathedral as to who  placed him and his incredible wife in the 2nd row and on the far side of the Church from the Senior 
Royals.

"Her Majesty The Queen", replied the Usher.

Poor Hawwy, I cried a bitter tear from my left eye for him! 🥲
Meghan is probably the most victimized human being in all of history. She has definitely experienced all the -isms and -phobias every single second of her life.  She is a living martyr and a 
living saint.  [sarcasm out]
I just love all of these hysterical comments. I can’t think of anything else to add except …. ah wait - it’s a single tear out of my left eye! 😂



Can't wait to see it! Bravo Netflix I'll need a box of tissues to wipe away my tears..... from all the laughter!
She’ll discard Harry like a used condom when she’s finished with him and he’ll have nowhere to go
My favorite part was when in 1776 we said goodbye to the royal family. 🇺🇸🇬🇧
I loved the part where they hold their own privacy very dear but are happy to conveniently arrange pap shots...and wear suspicious looking equipment to record others. Classic

I love the part when Megain stressed and made the Queens last years (battling cancer) and Prince Phillip's a dramatic living hell. So unselfish and brave of her to use her voice! So inspiring
MM is lucky they don’t throw traitors in the tower anymore lol

Two idiots that think the whole world only has to turn around them. What was Netflix thinking ? Netflix get it, invest money in good shows and documentation and not these two grifters.
I love how the only South African Actor of the Lion King Theater Show said he NEVER told her anything about people dancing in the streets because He Never met her, and had saw No 
dancing in the streets of South Africa AND Wasn't even there the night she claims to have heard his "inspirational" story about how much her wedding meant to Africans.
I aint gonna be watching
What a pair of wankers.
Privileged elite talking about how life is soooo rough. Boo Hoo.
MAGGOT MALARKEY EVERY MAN HAVE BEEN INSIDE YOU 😂HOMEWRECKER
I love the part where the Duke and Duchess trashed their family on Oprah later to discover 17 lies, all the while Prince Phillip is on his death bed.  Then continued to spew hate during the 
last year of the Queens life.  But the best memory is that one time Meggie made the beautiful post-partum Kate cry as she was bullying her daughter and staff.  Meggie….Pure style and 
grace while staying silent about all of their lies what a strong Duchess she is!!!
Can’t buy class ,she’s jealous of Kate that’s what the problem is ,and she’s totally manipulating Harry by cutting him off from his family ,that way she can totally control him
Who cares about a bunch of rich leftist narcissistic celebrities?
Privileged garbage filth....."Oh the Precious"...the "Fake beautiful people have ouchies" that only the poor sheep commoners (Netflix Subscribers) can heal...kiss off and get yourselves 
bent...you have no idea what hard times will ever be about or will ever mean....condescend to us you trash...how dare you...I sure wish we could bring back tar and feathering for these sub 
humans that eat cake and roll around in their million dollar pig pen while the rest of the world suffers
I love the part where the dashing Major Johnny Thompson was strategically seated behind the traitors in St Paul's Cathedral, ready to pounce in case they tried to join the procession of the 
Senior Royals leaving the church.
Poor Rachel didn't realise the danger she was in! One tear, left eye, go! 🥲
He tried to get Bea and Eugenie to move down and they refused, having already been told they’d be out if they did
I loved that part also. Such arrogance, such entitlement, such a laugh for us watching . Yes, a tear did fall from my left eye .
And to have the Queens spy sitting right behind them listening to their every word
 @Greatgrandmama  Meghan rubbing his back used to seem like a comforting thing. Was she trying to keep him from going berserk on camera, or telling him, “Get me that aisle seat or 
this kidney gets sold!”?
 @Mini Haha  👍😁👍
Sadly perhaps for Meghan and Harry, they NEED the Royal Family to get any attention because they are both such zeroes
😢❤
And how Harry sat there like the daft dolt he is and didn’t “protect” his blood family while Markle trashed them publicly, over and over.
 @Spencer Seamus Aldrich  lol and I also love the part how he continues to not shut the fk up about it but yet demanding protection and privacy.
I also liked the part where the RF begged them to wait to release the Oprah Interview because Prince Phillip was on his death bed, but Meghan revealed he was faking it just to 
inconvenience them. So brave of her to stand up to such manipulation! And really selfish of Prince Phillip to make them look bad by actually dying a short time later.



A true example of kindness and compassion for Prince Philip from the most kind and compassionate couple in the world and universe that the earth has ever known  !!lmao
 @Joana Popet  facts 😂😂
Ah, Major Thompson ❤
We love Major Thompson
Well my gosh... That was one of my favorite parts too! Although I do now know why,,,,
Royal bastards.
Hail Prince Harry and Princess Meghan Markle ❤❤❤🎉🎉🎉🎉
I can’t with these two. They are so cringey it’s repulsive at this point.
What a manipulative and insufferable woman.
Hilarious.  Better than any comedy on the tele.

“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in finding out the truth. 
The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.” 
― Carl Sagan
I love how her tabloid Oprah interview had already had over a dozen lies debunked by the time it aired in The UK.
MEGHAN YPU ARE A HOMEWRECKER 😂 EVERY MAN HAVE BEEN INSIDE YOU 😂
Netflix, do a documentary on their staff, past and present... 🙏

People want to watch this?? 😂 It’s just a story about how pathetic Megan is and how whipped harry is… the insignificance of this documentary is the real story in my opinion 😂😂😂
Entitled much? Disgusting.
Pass the sick bucket!
Bro they’re so stupid 💀 How many times do they want to talk about themselves
ABSOLUTELY 💯 CERTIFIED T.R.A.S.H.
Can't wait to NOT watch this !
I love the part that she doesn’t ask any of Harry’s family if they are ok?
Hard pass on this propaganda
Harry  wanted to protect his family by throwing his elderly grandmother under the bus. Stunning and brave. Your jealousy is self evident.. you will never be king.
Crocodile Tears.
Any update on the dislike count? Can anybody still see it? 😮😊
Meghan and Harry have bamboozled for a long, long time
What a load of rubbish I had a tear from my left eye
I wonder—will it ever occur to Meghan Markle that  the majority of people aren’t stupid and see her true character?
Still find it hilarious that a couple of British royals think Americans give a s*** what they think 🤣
Netflix should be ashamed if they go ahead with this.. Time to cancel our subscription…
Meghan Markle has an exaggerated sense of of her own importance. Harry seems to be being lead by her need to control the narrative. They should really take lessons from William and 
Kate. Those two conduct themselves like a real Prince and Princess.



I love Meghan's kindness and compassion when she gave her African/American and half- sibling's wedding invitations to "A CLASS" Celebrities. Her relatives were now an embarrassing 
liability for her new status.  She thought that  her Royal marriage had instantly elevated her to "A Class" Celebrity status which she had failed to obtain by Merit. Shame Meghan -  the 
Celebrities don't want you. Go hitch a Yacht.
Her voice makes my ears bleed.
Ahh Netflix. You have taken the thumbs down counter off. Did Meghan make you do that?  A bit embarrassing was it?
No one with a brain likes this cun7.
The greatest lover story ever!  "Harry, tell the world were dating or I'm leaving you."  Now that's true love...LMAO!

Netflix, Garbage like this is why your service is my least watched among my 4 streaming subscriptions.  Just think how much real entertainment you could have provided with the money 
you paid these 2 sociopaths.  You should be ashamed for encouraging these grifters.  This not only embarrasses them, but demeans Netflix too.  Another Netflix series I won't be watching!
Is Harry playing the smallest guitar in the World in that shot? Might as well be a violin...
Trash...it's just such a trashy move. They just pimp their connection to the royal family so distastefully.
This looks boring AF, have fun losing money again netflix, it seems to be a standard for yall now.
I have canceled my subscription over this garbage!   She is TRASH.  He is mentally deranged.
I love the part where she passed off her own father as nothing. So moving.
The part where Meg says she doesn’t really need all her 16 toilets as she prefers to pee under the tree of life. What a gal !
These comments are perfect.
Don’t think I’ll watch, but the comments are amazing! 🤣🤣🤣
Wth netflix ?
no. because of her personality disorder she lacks of self-awareness. just like amber heard.
She's American.... she didn't take British citizenship. You can keep her. We don't want Harry back.
She was only here for 16 months
 @Hedda's Haven  She's not American, she's a "See You Next Tuesday"
 @LordDante  hahahahahahhahaaaahahahhh LMAO
YouTube removed the dislikes button months ago (for nefarious reasons), but one can install browser add-ons to restore them.
The 👎 count is over 130,000.
Markle has a tear for herself rolling down her left cheek! 🥲
 @Des Res22  👎 = 161K
 @AntPDC  Brilliant!  Let's get to a million! 👍👍👍
Never mind all the problems in the world and Putin waving nukes...
MeAgain needs yet another bleat about how awful life has treated her.
To be fair she is stuck with lugging Harry around...
This old soho barfly is trouble.  Why give her a platform to spew forth her lies.  And the simpleton she married has had BEHAVIORAL ISSUES since he was a child as evidenced by videos put 
out by his parents.  Yes I said his parents, plural.
OH MY GOD!   Who gives a sh**?  The stakes are this high?  What does she mean by that?  They won't be getting any Royal money?  It was their choice to step away.  I wouldn't spend a 
nickel to see this movie.
I loved the part when Harry met Sally...
Oh sorry wrong movie. 😁😁😁



Meghan just won the award for the "Most Hated woman in the world!"
Oh boy !!! My favorite part  it will be ,The End the end  for this generic ex royals  from the real royals ..finish bye bye
Love the part where Meghan uses her voice to teach us all that we must never, ever, ever, question her behaviour or conduct, because she knows what's best and right for all of us.  Get 
with program people!
I hope netflix loses every penny they dump into these two idiots.
OMG!!! Poor Meghan.  Poor oppressed Meghan.  
The lack of self awareness is off the charts.
I love the part where they air all their family dirty laundry for the world to see and expect us plebs to have sympathy for their oppression  while people are struggling to keep the lights on, 
keep food on their tables, or be able to buy gifts for their loved ones for the holidays. None of us care. Live your privileged life and go away.
Let's go!! I so can't wait to watch this💕💞💞💞💕💕💜💜💜💜💜💜💜
Two fake F's being fake F's 🤮

I love the part where she as so brave to admit nobody took the time to teach her the UK anthem,even her husband who she shared a bed with every night !poor poor Meg ,how cruel
Netflix is trying to somehow recoup their millions by patching together the most drama-laden pile of lies while their executives pull out their hair saying, “WHY did we put those two under 
contract?”
I loved the part where everyone in South Africa was screaming and weeping when a heater in the British Ambassador's mansion was turned on and emitted some smoke which nearly killed 
the child who was in the kitchen about a kilometer away from the nursery and then the Firm made mm do another royal duty the next day just because Princess Anne once staved off a 
kidnapping by an armed man and went to work the next day and set a bad precedent.
When UK royals marry Americans this is always the case. Sad enough Harry feels he is fighting the good fight. Let's see how the drama unfolds
It’s Meghan & Biggest Simp Cuck of England
The like to dislike ratio is sweet
Come on guys, give them a break. It’s really hard to be rich, famous and completely unfettered…all while doing exactly nothing to validate it. (EDIT: Sorry, doing nothing EXCEPT snagging 
SoHo house invites .. my B)
The best part is knowing that meghan is reading all these comments😈😈
For Harry it would have been better He Had met Sally😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂🤣😂😂😂
😂😂😂
She has a delusions of grandeur!
One tear left eye go is all I could squeeze out for  these two bottom feeders from Montecito. How low a prince of the blood can sink.
I loved all the parts when she was Mandela incarnate
🤮 ..... this makes me cry out of my LEFT eye

😂
Self important nobodies



🤮🤮🤮
What a tragic farce!
Meghan is like the never ending song, tell it again and again and again
To hell with Meghan/her soulless shrill of a man Harry. C list goof actor that landed on the crown of the C list royal family member.  I can't stand these pieces of garbage. Shame on you 
Netflix. GARBAGE!
That part where she humbly and sacrificially stoops to equate her wedding with Nelson Mandela’s release from 27 years of imprisonment for his principled anti-apartheid battle in a brutal 
police state.  I lived through it, six (yes 6) of my ex’s and my relatives were killed by the apartheid state for their activism (my relative Dr Neil Aggett is commemorated next to Steve Biko in 
the Apartheid Museum).  

All that is piffling when compared to her wedding.  Nelson Mandela's buried remains must somehow “feel" entirely honoured by Megain's mention.
Worst woman on the planet.
I don't care who you are, no woman or man is more important than Family....Oh god I'm turning into Vin Diesel! What a shitty life they live now, always playing the victim so they can keep 
themselves in the Media. Her doing a "podcast" and she does not even do the interviews, someone else does, she does a voice over. I Hope you Smarten up William, leave her go back 
home!
People like MM make us all vomit. You have incredible opportunity and manage to make the worst out of it every single time. Just go away and live your life. Your approach is more toxic 
than Amber, and that's saying something.
Comment section is highly entertaining and truthful.....trailer not so much.
Why did you want to make this documentary? "Because I desperately want people to like me, even though I am an empty soulless trashcan and nobody cares. Yeah. Oh and this ginger is a 
complete tw@t. There's that".
I love the part where these two turn down invitations to the Met Gala, Barack Obama’s birthday party, the Emmys, the Golden Globes, the Beckham wedding, and the Oscars where they 
would be giving out the best picture award! So selfless to not want any attention on them. I’m crying so much, my left eye hurts.
The story of two losers trying to make many out of BS
You left the family Yet you people still milk it for money x.x
Still a C list though......
Hey Meghan sure you’re reading these comments 😂😂😂
More comments than likes. Says it all, really. No one cares.
Thank you for posting. The fact that that comparison was made was so astounding and disgraceful.
Don’t forget the Clooney’s huge, celebrity filled, gala fundraiser, about six weeks ago.  The Harkles seemed to have overlooked that invite.
Love this!
Kelli. Great comment, hope your eye heals soon😆
 @Heather Carpenter 😂😂😂
 @Spencer Seamus Aldrich  that one must have really stung...given the wedding invite.
🤣🤣🤣
These people are both GARBAGE. I am soooo sick of hearing them whine. Who would watch this crap?
20K thumbs up👍, and 242K thumbs down👎. Way to go people:-)
I loved the part where Harry said in the oprah interview that he feels sorry for his brother n father as they are trapped, he is lucky to have escaped but then says his father cut him out 
financially and still wants titles for himself and his children and makes a livelihood from bashing his family.
So genuine 😂



I bloody hope they read the comments
How on earth did they think it was a good idea to picture her crying among luxury furniture.
"When so much is at stake..." like when your son won't be a Prince....so relatable for all of us.
I took my popcorn and went straight to the comment section. I lmao at the roast, keep it up. 🤣
I think Meghan was crying when she saw Catherine in that gold dress at the James Bond premier and in the Black and white dress at the Top Gun premier and wearing a emerald necklace 
at the Earthshot event that is worth more than her house with 16 bathrooms and the list goes on and on, she just cant compete with class so she's trying to attack the family with this 
dumb Netflix soap opera we all see through your pathetic attempt for attention and we have seen and heard it all before... yawn.😴
She failed as a dutchess...so laughable. From B actress to A class grifter and whiner.
After watching this trailer, I've decided not to watch this or buy Spare. I'm not giving any more energy to this situation.
When others go high, Hairy & MeAgain go low. How low can they go?
LOL .F these clowns. Seriously.
Britney&Kevin: Chaotic.
The royal version.
when you flee racism and then once you are free and in your homeland you name your second child after racist institution leader. Makes your racist claim so believable!
Hear their stories from them? What, the same lies they told in the OW interview? Whinging because they couldn’t get their way, pulling the race card, lies, moaning how hard done by they 
are, lies, lies and more lies 🥱
Think I’ll pass.
Wow. Netflix. More garbage from the executive team. Your decisions drove us away. Permanently.
"Why did you want to make this documentary" 

Money

The more they go public, the more people dislike them. The best thing they could do for themselves, each other and their children would be to live a quiet life and stop going public.
Lmao what "stakes"? Your biggest decision of the day is what pretty dress to wear and what poor sucker to bully.
Ridiculous 
Beyond the pale
Clueless
rotfl
what a joke
Netflix will be markled, if it hasn’t already been..
incredible that there are actually 18k who like it. other narcissistic bullys?
 @Lil G probably mostly bots
he's not the sharpest of tools in the box
Which was yet another lie because a  financial report which is made available to the public showed that Charles did not cut Harry off when they left the UK.
He gave them time to settle into their new life and become
'financially independent'
much lower i guess



so this is the people that has a mental breakdown if their starbucks coffe gets cold because his/her assistant got her legs chopped off by a bus by running like a lunatic to keep the coffe hot.
keep in mind the well beeing of the assistant is never considerated, just how awful meghan or slaveboytoy harry have their feelings hurt because A: lost time waiting for the coffe and B: 
the aftermath of having to trow the pumpkin/soy latte down the drain. again by the new assistant at that point.
Poor rich people.
When Meghan at the end proudly declared “I am Spartacus”…..chills…literal chills 😭
Now  where did the dislike button go ?  How can this be fair and even playing field  like every other you tube platform, money talks I guess
Gross.
Renew your down votes people. Netflix removed everyone of them.
This comment section restored my faith in humanity
I especially liked the part where Meghan says to Luke "Luke I Am Your Sister." and Luke says Nooooooooooooooooooooo. It got me in that special place.
Her rays of humility are so strong, SETI wants to use it to beam messages into space! 
I literally cried tears of joy seeing her long training of hypergamy coming to fruition.
NO ONE CARES ABOUT YOU CLOWNS.
With so many scenes set up, this fauxcumentary is just a fairytale.
This ain't a documentary, it's the worst piece of fiction created with Megs playing herself, badly.
Netflix may think there are a lot of views for this reality show trailer, but it is really just to read the comments!  They should realize that a show REVEALING what the Harkles  really are 
would get a lot more viewers!
They both can be severely sued if they don't provide facts with evidences in the docuseries. I believe they both already well prepared and they are ready to tell the truth here with credible 
team behind them. Remember that Meghan already won a legal case against UK tabloid in court back in late 2021.
So its true..harry and meghan are taking over Kardashins...
When harry made max pull the sleigh, really made me sad.  This is going to be a movie for the ages!
The couple are a narcissist hit and run car crash. I cancelled Netflix, a corporation with zero morals making money off lies and sensationalism. Gross 🤮
I'm just here for the comments🤣🤣🤣!
Harry, you idiot! You had one mission in life, like all of us do, find the right person to marry. And you failed miserably at it! Now you are a living warning as to what happens when you chose 
the wrong partner in life. And when she will take you to the cleaners, because she is a former divorcee, so you know marriage vows mean nothing to her, with a history of cheating,you 
now living in a country where the family courts hate men and will wring you out for your last penny, even Kanye West now has to pay his billionaire wife $200K a month. When that 
happens we will laugh at your fate and tell our kids, look, that is what happens when you chose poorly.

After 17 documented lies on the Oprah show, who would believe anything they say?  It is one thing to be a grifter, setting up a foundation in delaware where up to 95% of the donations 
can be used to fleece their pockets via "administrative costs".  It's another to treat your loving parents and grandparents like dirt.  Visited your aged and ill father, who funded your lifestyle 
before all your husbands did, M?   Feeling any regret over slandering your grandfather and grandmother as they were dying, H?   What HUMANITARIANS!  What climate hypocrites!   I 
dropped my former netflix sub, and don't plan to ever get another.   Go home, Harry, you are not wanted in the US and neither is your backstabbing spouse, the D list ex cable actress who 
went to your country looking for a rich meal ticket and found someone just dim enough to sign on as spouse #3.  The best predictor of future behavior is past behavior?
…and when everyone else stands up one by one, to say, ‘ Oh go away, Meghan ! ’. 😢 I can picture the scene 😂
they are still there, just not visible. netflix sees them
It is hard being a literal princess
Her hunger for fame will never ends.



Oh grow up Harry you ungrateful moany manchild, ever petulant always looking for ways to be offended....crying about your dreadful childhood, 

a life of privilege and the best education imaginable, you literally lived in a Palace.

Sick to my back teeth of you both and have cancelled my netflix sub.

JUST GO AWAY
I wouldn't even borrow a Netflix password to watch this. 😅
no one cares

They keep saying they want privacy at the same time as sticking their faces in front of any camera crew that will have them , you could have their faces next to hypocrisy in the dictionary
🤡🤡🤡🤡
Wow its meghan, the giga-victim of the century. The super rich, high status victim
i love them
She has inspired so many tears from so many left eyes. The schadenfreude is overwhelming. Thank you, Wetflix.
I loved it when Meghan wrote, with a Sharpie, messages for sex workers on bananas. Messages inclued “work hard,” “you are the reason someone smiles,” “show and share your worth.”  I 
mean she couldn’t see how inappropriate this was. So bizarre, you couldn’t make this stuff up!
Year is 2050, and they are doing 20th season still whining, playing victim. Still throwing the royal family under the bus for💰💰💰💰💰
lol. Great to see the ratio, here. People can't stand Meghan Markle. These two virtue signaling clowns, acting like they are some kind of victims of privilege, hah.
OMG these two are just awful, how stupid.  Just go away
I love the incredible monochrome cinematography, the beautiful editing and the gentle heart rending score! My eyes are like Niagara Falls, so awe-inspiring! Stunning! Brave! A 
documentary for a new generation!

I'm just not sure about the two embarassing muppets on screen...
"Royal" clout chasers
Just as good as Amber's Dateline, low rating and laughable.
This has gone way to far the rabbit whole we just lost the queen and they give us this documentary what arrogance
<spit>
Poor victims, life must be so hard. LMAO...What a joke
You would love them more when they return the titles as they are not doing any duty.
🤣🤣
Don't forget the classic  "Work hard, one day you will be on a yacht).
took a special kinda yacht girl..., dont forget those ear rings from the saudi prince...she worked for those. ewe
😂😂😂
In the end, the bananas were turned into a "let them eat cake" moment.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
don't forget "you are loved". (five times a night for 50 bucks an hour).
Imagine hating someone and their kids despite never knowing them on a personal level…yes they’re not perfect but they don’t warrant nasty comments from people do they?



can't wait to see him talking about calling his gran for money while she was sick but only choosing to go see her after she died.
lol netflix 😆
I always love the parts where Meghan gives Harry permission to speak for a few seconds
Wow the comments are more interesting then the footage
Yeah the story of a bunch of Fame seekers, who would do anything to stay relevant.
I really dislike this pos. She’s a narcissist and a C list actress at best.
The amount of racism in the comments 🥴. Yt people will never shock me 🤷
Amazing how Harry and Meghan went from having crowds cheer on for their marriage, titles, money, power, a real opportunity to do good in the world and still saw themselves as victims. 
Their narcissistic personalities are what shine through in this preview. I really wished them both well, now I can't stand them.
Markle = a Primark wannabe royal, who is now no longer a royal!
Meghan is the only woman who thinks marrying status, fame, and money is a feminist accomplishment. In the absence of value, substance and talent, these two are capitalizing on 
grievances. Netflix and Spotify, you owe us a refund, clearly you have to munch money to throw at these two along with probably high production costs.
Best comedy team ever! Unlike king Edward who left gracefully and had dignity and went on with his life, Harry is going down in history as the BRAT  .20 yrs, 50 yrs 100 yrs he will never be 
dignified or royal again. Apparently this woman doesn't care about her husband and will take any type of fame even if it's laughable.  Here in USA all in my town, friends family And work, 
are laughing so hard at them, but we respect the REAL ROYALS that have dignity.  Not watching this crap 🤣
Who the hell is harry and Meghan.  Never heard of these people.  🤷
I loved the part were Meghan found Madeleine McCann in a remote Nigerian village when she was visiting 43% of her family. It really brought a tear to my left eye 😢
Hello, I just came for the comments.
Vapid tale about vapid inconsequential pseudo humans.

I am glad they made documentary on their lives,they get to much hate when their are morw hypocrites in the royal family. Harry and Megan deserve to be happy. Ppl need to take a chil pill
Ah yes, a glimpse into the world of the absolute elite. How hard their lives are and how we should feel sorry for them. With Meghan we get a double whammy though, because we also get 
a glimpse into the workings of an utter narcissist who will lie and manipulate to her very best, in order to get even more in life. It is never enough.
Netflix is habitually unable to read the room. We, the viewing public of the western world HATE Meghan Markle with the passion of a thousand suns and would never be interested in 
watching this. Stop letting overly online unmarried 22 year old white women dictate the direction of your original content.
Harry will be utterly bewildered when she has used him up and accuse him of his unconscious bias and racism and make a series about how she was a victim to that too victim victim victim 
so so so boring
😂😂😂
Lol
Yep she has Harry’s you know what in her handbag.
As long as he follows the script.
Harry can only speak on cue 😆
🤭😂😂😂😂Best comment 👌
LOL 😂🤣😂😂😂
Can't believe some wet lettuce deleted my comment about this being the funniest thing I've read today.  
Susanne, you get the Academy award for that one.
Awe thank you 😍 All these comments are pure gold, I can't remember the last time I laughed so much 😂 😂😂



 @Suzanne Warnock  I've just seen the messages on bananas, didn't know this happened.  I suggested next time she writes on them, "Work hard and maybe you can get on a yacht". Have 
a lovely weekend.
😂😂😂 top notch
Lol who came straight to the comment section  it’s a comedy. Netflix should do a comedy show on this.
The narcissism and dishonesty are truly astounding. Disappointed in you, Harry. Deeply disappointed. Why rail against the invasion of your privacy and then have money shots 
photographed of all your touchy feeling moments.  The dishonesty of all those personal shots of your staged private life...Bad show.  Bad actors.
What a load of sickly old tosh.What stakes are you talking about, the ones regarding this flop of a Netflix series?
No one wants this. No one cares about these two fake people. Meghan is an empty headed moron and Harry is brow beaten by her. 

The only people who care about these idiots are View watchers. You wasted your money on this trash Netflix.
I have been paying for Netflix for 6 years straight. This is the first time I will cancel. What the hell. Giving a voice for this narcissistic liar and his idiotic slave of a man.
I personally felt a single tear well up, left eye, when I heard that our amazing Harry had refused to visit his grandmother, The Greatest Queen ever, whilst she was dying of bone cancer.  
What a brave, inspiring and truly heartfelt decision.  Knowing, with great pride no doubt, that he was single handedly breaking this 96 year Old's heart.  How did she manage to survive to 
that grand old age without the right people around her.  Bless you Harry, and bless your courageous wife.
I love the part when Netfilx Spotify and Oprah tell Meghan Markle " But you said you were telling the truth"
No
Almost 155.000 downvotes!
Dancing on the grave of the Queen... SO stunning and brave!!!! 🤢🤮
The part where William is born first and then marries Catherine and they outclass Harry and Meghan in every way possible for all eternity, that really brought tears of joy to both of my 
eyes.
Somebody said this isn’t a docuseries, it is an Sussex infomercial.  And you know what, that is what it is.
narcissist [ nahr-suh-sist ], noun: a person who is overly self-involved, and often vain and selfish.
'Everything ...to protect my family' - what happened ?... were they in a concentration camp during world war 2 or something ?... these are the most privileged people in the entire world... 
how are they victims ? These people make me vomit.
If I wanted to watch two royals complain about their gilded lifestyle while their citizens can barely afford heat, I’ll watch Marie Antoinette.
These comments are comedy gold!
I loved the part where she said “our plan was to do this (royal duties) forever,” only to complain that she wasn’t getting paid for them, and later left said duties still expecting pay by using 
the title which connected her to that awful institution. Way to stick it to the man, M, your courage and bravery bring a tear to my left eye 😢
I will never watch this garbage ty very much.
Harry,  you have been played. What a mess! No one believes a word you say ME-Again and your podcast is just you talking nonsense and about yourself not even interviewing guests. The 
way you did your dad is abhorrent and we DO NOT TRUST you MEAgain! Poor Harry. He is a cuckold.
Generally people who get married deserve each other. These two grifters deserve each other.
This. After all the crap they've pulled, this was surely the worst. Karma is coming for these two.
Bone cancer?
 @Giovanni Rastrelli  That has been reported and is in some new book. It hasn't been confirmed by anyone official though.
I love the part earlier this year when Meghan said Oprah tricked her into saying all those lies. Also, when she got a photo of herself and the Dope leaving Oprah’s house and Oprah quickly 
put out the statement that she’d not been in California for weeks
Epic!



Until he disgracefully capitulated to the baying woke mob and threw his godmother Lady Susan Hussey under a bus. Disgusting.
I think poor old Meghan was 'green' with envy last night.
Preach
Indeed!! How lucky the UK is, wait… no, how lucky we all are! Harry could never be a good king.
 @Lucy Duplantier  yes to quote others "thank God William was born first".
😂
Ah yes, Waity Katy.
You can only have the left eye for tears
So true!! 
What a pair of turds.
It's funny how they said they didn't want to be in the spotlight but always trying to grab it
I loved the part where they wanted privacy but still let Netflix crew film them and write a book.

The story of a shallow, sh!t for brains Actress, who married an Inbred Prince. It's the feel gross movie of the year that'll make you stand up and leave the Living Room: Harry Meghan 🤢
I love the part when Meghan lectures us on how to be compassionate but says it's ok to hate and destroy your own family if they don't do what you want 
💣 🧟
If Megs cries THREE times already in the trailer, what can we expect from the full Monty?
Trash!!
When this airs on NETFIX  I cancel my subscrition!!!!!
Despicable and trashy.

What a joke. These people think the public want more of these insane and detached people? Give me a break. No one likes these people. In fact they are getting increasingly more hated 
every single day. We don’t want your politics. We don’t care about you or anything to do with your life and story. You have money. Great.  Go shut up and spend it somewhere out of sight, 
because you are a joke and the whole world knows it.  I look forward to the massive amounts of money that Netflix is going to lose.  Netflix should roll over and go bankrupt already. I don’t 
need to cross my fingers though! You guys are doing a great job doing it all yourselves. Enjoy bankruptcy idiots.  The whole world is waiting for your inevitable failure.
Ps: to ALL the haters thanks for your views count donation, let's make this a 1 Billion + trailer 🙏
I love the part where  “Markled” became a word in the dictionary.
Meghan Markle's legacy is being remembered as an entertaining piece of divorced garbage that turned a child against his family. 🚮
154k dislike and counting, we can do 1 million bois let's gooooooo!
I thought they move to US to have a fresh start,not dwell on the past. If you don't have a little bit of care for your blood relatives,i really don't think you would have any love for anyone. 
Please just stop. I think this is a far cry from what the late Princess Diana would want
Shame on you Netflix for giving these two narcissistic individuals a platform to continue to use libel and slander against the Royals.  They told 17-30 provable lies on Oprah's interview.  
Hearing MM and H's story from them is dangerous because they lie more then they tell the truth.  They are constantly rewriting history to paint themselves as victims.  The details from the 
Courtiers and from Tom Buaer's book Revenge show us the truth.
These privileged people are pretty nervy (not to mention self involved, petty, and obnoxious). I sense a downfall coming in this relationship.
These two leftest clowns that play victim every change they get are is a disgrace to the royal family.
The only story we have heard is yours and not the Royal families. Everyone is a victim in life with something but you just want to profit off of being one.
It was so epic when Meghan pinned Andre The Giant at Wrestlemania 3



👏👏👏
And destroy husband's family! 
Exactly 💯
Megain could write a book about how to hate and destroy your own family, but why buy the book when we can watch her demonstrations?
Bravo❤❤
Yes, her father uses a pap to get decent photos is bad but her getting millions from Netflix to make a tell all series is just fine.. she is such a hypocrite 🙄
Wear tall boots.
I love the part where their guttural sounds earned Oscar nominations.
Omg my rich life is so hard and oppressive.  Pity me 😢
The utter destruction by ratio is so tasty! You pathetic demon globalists can kick rocks, we've had enough of your garbage and world would be a better place if you all didn't exist.
" I had to do everything I could...to sell my family with a pack proven lies to the highest bidder. I got 30 pieces of silver" Sorry I meant to say,..." protect my sociopathic narcissist wife and 
fake surrogate children from being found out."
Hard HARD pass. Like...the most nope to ever nope.
I love the part where she used poor African children as a photo-op to create a humanitarian image. And on some of those photos her mask slipped and she looked at those black children 
with a total disgust
A couple of sanctimonious fools. Living in an ivory tower, flying in private jets while lecturing working people about climate change and 'privilege'. They are the definition of woke 
hypocrites.
I absolutely love this award winning deep reflection of truth and heartfelt story of rising up from the ashes:
Q: "Why did you want to make this documentary"?
A: "To claim my narcissistic 'millionaire victim' status for attention".
What makes this pair think we care about them and their made up  complaints here in the US? Mind blowing! They really need to get real jobs and stop living off the titles and bashing the 
RF.
I love the part, when she convinced the second  famous prince to marry her and then make him trash his whole family and country. Classic Meghan move!
His mother put it about a bit and the royals killed her for it
I loved the part when Prince Philip was literally on his deathbed but Meghan and Harry managed to somehow soldier through it and were brave enough to talk to Oprah. It was so noble, so 
compassionate & so authentic. They're true warriors. 

Meghan was also kind enough to educate the British people about how royal titles actually work in the UK. It is totally irrelevant that King George V made that decision over 100 years ago. 
It doesn't matter that it was a whole century before God gifted Meghan to the Prince & the peasants. It is still very racist of the British and we should all know better. 

Her rare, yet extraordinarily profound insight into my own pathetic failures brought a tear to my left eye. Go! 😪
I love the part where Meghan was blocked by a candle at the Queens funeral service
Spoiled BRAT!!! enough said.
Proof, if needed, that you can't buy class.
Oh God! This is cringe on so many levels. Small wonder why Netflix is loosing money. They keep putting out trash like this.
What a Khunt



Omg Netflix WHY waste your money and time on these two tests? 🤮 The WHITE girly all through her life, school, college her c list acting career, until she married the p*ssy Harry.. NOW 
she’s black .. USED her WHITE daddy’s money up now has nothing to do with him..  I won’t be streaming Netflix EVER again.. how insulting to our intelligence to think we want to see these 
two losers! Ug
I'd rather staple my balls to the ground and jump than watch this
I loved it when Meghan saved John Connor from the T1000
😄
😂😂😂
Heck, none of her naughty videos were even nominated for AVN awards…
Hey Netflix! Hairy & MeAgain's film is not a documentary. It is propaganda. Documentary is depiction truth. Propaganda is delusional manipulation of truth. 
Stop ramming it, shoving it, forcing it down our throats as though it is a documentary rather than what it truly is - propaganda. 
Shame on you Netflix! Shame on you! I am cancelling you Netflix!
I love the part where it has over 180k dislikes😂😂😂😂😂 send chills down my spine😂😂😂
I'll be honest. Meghan ruined Harry's life!
Harry, The Assistant
Two people famous for being famous. And Netflix touts them as the tenth wonder of the world. Pathetic, sad and thoughtless. I wish you low ratings and reputation damage. You deserve 
them 1000%
Okay, but the dislikes I heard was turned off because it was embarrassing how many disliked it compared to how many likes they have.
This has to be the most self absorbed, naval gazing thing I have ever seen. These people really do live on their own special little world
This is just another dumpster fire by Netflix
insufferable......CANCEL YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
I enjoyed the part where Harry humbly thanked his grandmother for holding the church service in St Paul's, thus ensuring the bells drowned out the sound of boos from the public, as they 
stood on the church steps.
I use to like Meghan when she was on Suits….the release of this trailer shows how narcissistic she is.I don’t say Harry because prior to her, he was not like this. So sad.
Netflix would have their greatest hit ever if they did an in-depth Tiger King version of H and M. Can you imagine? An inside look at Archewell, their treatment of staff, their finances, their 
expenditures, their relationships with their families, their lifestyle? If there's nothing to hide, they should welcome it; they claim to embrace "truth".
I loved the part where they took stock footage of a group of photographers from a 2011 Harry Potter Premier , they are so smart and never try to manipulate the entire world, they are so 
inspiring and sincere.
She’s a professional victim, and her husband is her assistant left the Royal Family to make podcasts, smh.
When rich people thank they really matter lol
When you realize nobody gives a shit👎
👎
To the companies that give these 2 losers millions for broadcasting their lives: NOBODY GIVES A CRAP ABOUT THESE 2 NARCISSISTIC C**TS!!!
So he went after his family when his grandfather was dying, now he's going after his brother's wife when she tours America. Classy.
I loved the part where there first director quit because they were so difficult to work with.  I can't wait to see what new lies and false accusations they come up with...
How can you see the dislikes? Genuinely want to see them!!
 @lebedev rashkolnikoff there’s an app for it actually
👍😂😢
Nah he was fully complicit out of envy and jealousy of his brother. He did this. His family. He is far worse than her.



Dislikes were hidden on youtube a while back, but you can still see them with browser extensions.
🤣🤣 Hilarious.
Too funny 😂
100% !
that would be a smash hit!
B.... stop making stuff up. Why are you stalking Harry & Meghan, Deranger? The opposite of love is indifference, not hatred, stalking, & obsession.
Who gave these children a platform? Netflix???? WTF?!?
Their truth is stuck somewhere in an endless episode of the original Twilight Zone. It’s sad to see two people with so many privileges waste it by showing the world how confused they are. 
In one sense, they are the bee’s knees of their circles, the next breath, they are oppressed. You can’t be both honey bunnies. Choose a side and let us decide if we co-sign your BS or not, 
rather than force us to listen and validate your delusional versions of pain that you time and time again fail to take accountability for.
I was inspired by H&Ms ability to click the like button 17k times between them, saving the thumbs of us plebs.  So touching and heartfelt. Cue tear....left eye 😪
My favorite part was when Luke told Meghan to reach out and touch the force, and Meghan literally put her arm out to touch it.  So Humorous and yet so brave
Considering his mother died as a result of media obsession, it's honestly more than a little sick that he is going down this route.
Appalled at this! A pure vanity piece intended to manipulate. 
The photo of Kate and Camilla scowling is one photograph of many from that day - there are several when Meghan is laughing with those ladies - there are indeed many "truths" and many 
"stories" - but this is so skewed and hurtful. Meghan and Harry made a choice to leave and then Harry (a 38 year old man) complained he wasn't being supported by his father - so he sold 
his soul and family to live a lifestyle he couldn't afford.  What are the "high stakes"? That this manipulative show won't be believed? That they are manipulating public opinion to believe 
she was side lined because of her race so the King will not remove titles?  This is the greatest role yet Meghan has played - very sad because she has this role only due to her title certainly 
not because of her "advocacy" and charity (cutting a pumpkin pie does not qualify).
Why aren't you showing the number of dislikes? I can only see 18 K likes but how many are the dislikes?
Is this a Spin-off from The Crown?
No premier date?  Comments allowed?  Perhaps NF will do the right thing and dispose of this perfidy.
What is the truth?  Does anyone outside of the Royal establishment really know?
I'm just here for the comments. 😂😂☺
Is it just me or does she sound like a man?
This is going to be the biggest lies ever
Isn't this like when Prince Charles did an entire interview about his marriage to Diana, while he was cheating with Camila. Isn't this like Prince Andrew doing an interview about not abusing 
a lesser? Everyone has known for almost a year that this document is coming, so don't understand the fuss. Don't think they had a choice when the trailer is released, that's up to Netflix. 
They still have to earn an income to pay for their security, as they receive no help from their family and don't want to end up like Diana!
Harry will wake up one morning and shout, 'OMG! What have I done?' After the divorce he can return to Britain and marry a nice, balanced English girl who isn't a paranoid nutjob.
I love the part when she goes to her cousin-in-law’s wedding and takes the glory away from Eugenie with her own pregnancy announcement. What a humanitarian!
Meghan is the Jussie Smollett of LA.
I loved the part where the South African people were celebrating the marriage of Meghan to Harry in the streets on a scale only seen when Mandela was released from prison
I’m pretty sure you are not going to protect anyone by exposing your private life Harry. You do know your brother, father, granny, cousins…are family too right??
DISGUSTING people 🤮🤮🤮🤮
Clever!
🤣🤣🤣🤣 absolutely hilarious.  I can just hear her, whilst madly stabbing at her laptop key, "faster Harry, faster!!!" 🤣
I can't see them either. But 21 hours ago someone posted in the comments of the Daily Telegraph they had over 100k dislikes!!! Embarrassing. Ha HA



No you look like a man w/ no neck, fatty Deranger.
 @veronicajade20  see me crying....out of my left eye 👁 🗨
No he can't return to the UK the public loathe him.
Hey, perhaps she knew she’d make history with her 11-month moonbump gestation
Pure bull💩
A love story of  a couple that is visibly not happy together 😂😂😂😂🤡🤡🤡🥱🥱🥱
These two are so bad they’re practically cartoon villains. 😂 It’s hilarious that Netflix thought it was a good idea to try to help them rehab their image. It can’t be done. Meghan is a truly 
loathsome, self-absorbed creature and Harry is pathetic to turn on his family for this average-looking D level actress…who WILL divorce him. Wait and see. Then she’ll write a book about all 
the horrors that Harry put her through…and that won’t be true either.
The photo in the trailer where Kate en William are at the center (Meghan behind Kate) and where Kate looks angry in the camera. "Nobody knows what is happening behind closed doors." 
says Harry. That to me is really accusing Kate and William. It will be difficult to repair I guess.
When the ex- royalty entitlement victim narrative doesn't work anymore,  of course the stakes will be higher.
Just leaving my dislike here.  Nobody cares about her and her Beta husband.
A lot of mumbo jumbo. Believe me, I know!
I love the part where Meghan starts a podcast about stereotypes shaming women and then proceeds shaming home maker women calling them Stepford wives (dig at Catherine of 
course). Such a feminist.
I adored the part where Meghan stands alone so stoically with a tear running down her face as  the foremost women of the family gather round the little ones, George and Charlotte, to 
protect them from The Wife during her Majesty's funeral cortege. Even though she's so cruelly rejected by these monsters, such bravery and endurance from Meghan!
Shitness
Race batting narcissists...
Y’all hate her but 4 million of y’all still watched just to still be a hater. Go comment about the new racism allegations against the royals
Dear Netflix,I will tell you my family story for ,i dont know, maybe a million if you like😄
Oooof these two belong in a wax museum
Now we all know what it was like to live in pre-revolution France 1789.
I will never watch this docu-series. I am seriously contemplating canceling my Netflix subscription - their content is deteriorating with time.
Yup, cancelling Netflix.
So stunning and brave 😂

Meghan voice could send a glass eye to sleep! Harry is a massive bellend. Would rather hammer a nail in my shoe and go for a long walk then watch these pair of boring, whining idiots.
My favourite part is when Meghan  single handedly ended world hunger and found a cure for cancer. So inspirational 😢
Tear stick is the secret of her “acting”
Thank you! Like why are you these Derangers stalking Meghan? The opposite of love is indifference, not hatred, stalking, & obsession.
By another grifter, being asked where you are from is not racist. She can always leave, I suppose at least she isn't ashamed of being black like MM.
 @Sly Pork  pork you’re delusional. You don’t see anything wrong with the lines of questioning & tone… add on the history of Britain & other white countries with African people.. ppl like 
you are really the problem with this Soviet. Unbelievable.
 @veronicajade20  right! Smh
 @Sly Pork   Porkface, zip your racist lip. We don't have to tolerate racist demons touching our hair without permission or interrogating us about not being true nationals of the nation we 
were born in.  If you don't like that we have standards, stay in the hole you slithered out of.



 @Sly Pork  Binch, settle down. 😒🙄
The messiah and Marie Curie rolled into one. She has risen.
Meghan Markle is one of the most detestable people on this planet. She married royalty but somehow she is still the victim.
"Stakes are this high" ? Please send her here to the third world on monday and we can talk about high stakes.
another documentary of 1%ers feeling oppresed ?
What a load of rubbish. Self indulgent, sanctimonious and narcissistic.
Oprah Winfrey now NETFLIX 💸💰💰
does a photographer live in their house to capture all those raw, emotional, private heartbreaking moments?
Damn, these two make me sick. Really Netflix? 😫
My mate says Meghan's farts probably smell eggy, but I reckon they smell more beefy. What does everyone else think Meghan's farts smell like?
Memo to Harry:  Actually we do see what is going on behind the scenes because you and your wife have a photographer taking pictures of you ALL THE TIME...or you are taking celfies.  
Charles would be justified in detaching from them to "protect his family".  Meghan is a manipulative liar.  Keep watching and support her efforts to be relevant....I'm out.
The Internet remains, undefeated.
May be Ye can be their stylist and Caitlyn can punch Meghan every time she says "as a woman of colour!"
No one cares, the East of Ukraine is on fire. Megan cares about Megan and she is so transparent about it. Go away please !
On top of that, she's older than Kate, William and Harry. That's a five year old accusing a three year old of beating her.
I'm astounded by their humility, gratitude and loyalty.
How Touching.
They look like John Lennon and Yoko Ono🤣
A “b” word and a soy boy….who cares
"The stakes are so high" - considering she's talking mostly about herself, that sounds like something a chronic narcissist would say.
I just wanted to let Netflix know, I’ve decided to cancel my subscription. To air this show about a natural born narcissistic prince and his narcissistic delusional toxic wife is frankly 
astonishing. While I love your products normally to give these two people a platform to continue their crusade on insanity and poison is not something I can support.
Bello's los dos. 
Lo q nunca nunca nunca nunca nunca nunca nunca voy a Aceptar es que hayan tenido SEXO Mientras yo PAGO!!!!!.That was not good!!!. ..You can have all the Sex that you want, if you Pay 
for it, but if you are using someone else's Energy (as it is the case), you should restrain yourself to work, not party. This is a message for both of you, Harry and Meghan, and especially for 
the Chipojos who order you what and how to do it. The Chipojos are not even paying, since they have neither Money nor Energy, I am the One Paying!!!!!. I am the One who has the 
Energy!!!.
You can Party when you Pay for yourself!!.
There are three of them in that marriage
So we all pay a monthly subscription and Netflix turns around and produces a documentary about 2 very hypocritical out of touch condescending elites

I am done wasting my money 
Canceling my subscription 

AWESOME JOB NETFLIX
When the trailers comments section contains far more truth and entertainment than the show, you know Netflix is onto a loser here.
Don't mind me, just here to downvote this gaslight that nobody asked for.



When do we stop giving irrelevant people this pretend relevance? 
The world is over this trash.
I loved the part where Meghan gives extreme narcissism lessons. Truely inspiring
Don't believe a word that is coming out of her mouth. She is an actress, she gets paid to lie and pretend on camera.
All the Harkles have done since leaving is prove that the RF was 100% right about them.
This trailer is hilarious 🤣😂😅. Is this maybe the romcom Megan was referring to in her interview?
Hit like if you know she's got Narcissistic Personality Disorder! Raise awareness about Narcissists!
Clearly netflix is in touch with people want to watch and not ramming this former prince and witch down our throats. This comment section though... absolute GOLD. They should just 
stream a reading of this section and recoup their losses for whatever this dumpster fire is
Netflix is good at wasting millions of dollars on content no one wants to watch.
Harry and Megan: "We just want to live normal, private lives, away from the spotlight."
Also Harry and Megan: "OMG! Listen to our Podcast! Watch our Netflix special!! Pay attention to us!!"
I love the part where Meghan served Marijuana to her guests at her first wedding
What a load of crap
I look forward to the day when Meghan is finally committed to an institution other than the Royal Firm to be locked up, shut away from prying cameras and fitted with a tight white 
wraparound. The silence will be golden and will bring a tear to my left eye.
Fighting climate change by flying your private jets around the world so stunning and brave.
I think meghan smoked the stakes and that's why it's so high 😂. CLOWNS
No one wants to see a pair of mega rich woke virtue signalling hypocrites,were all sick of everything and everyone woke.
LMFAO 4,1 Million views and just 18k thumbs up.
I loved the part where Megan said "Get to the Choppa!" Stunning.
I love how this comment made me laugh so hard I choked on my coffee so badly I have a single tear rolling down my left cheek.
👏👏👏‼
Amber Heard pales in comparison 😂
Love the part where Meghan says "Raaayyy$$$iii$$$T!"
Wow - the palace trolls are out. I'll always root for Harry. I root for the family to reconcile. People are so vicious. Diana's death taught them nothing.

“Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us.” Yeah it doesn’t make sense to hear a story from individuals who have repeatedly been found lying both to the media and in court.
I can't believe that Netflix would make a documentary series about these people I am hoping that this will be canceled or scrapped it right away because with the amount of backlash this is 
getting it's better to not release this at all
“Do anything to protect my family” by shaming and blasting my family who raised me and gave me every advantage in life just to complain and ride on their backs and then slap them in 
the face in a documentary showing my entire life even though I want privacy and no title but use my title for book deals and checks.
I always feel sorry for ungrateful, spiteful, entitled millionaires.  It must be so difficult getting through life with all that oppression.
I love the part when Meghan said she could say anything she likes as she hasn’t signed anything, while Queen Elizabeth lay dying. So emotionally charged.
VILE COUPLE!!!! Netflix should be ashamed of themselves 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬
God she is so fu***ing unbearable..
Thank God I unsubscribed Netflix last month.



146k dislikes, Jeeez! I did not realise how much I detest that professional victim until this trailer came out. No one gives a shit. No one likes Meghan and I just feel sorry for Harry, who - 
being not the brightest - got under the spell of that obnoxious bitch. Fits Netflix quite well tho.
I don't like that my netfix fee helped pay for this trash
Who cares, they need to abolish the royal family all together.
Only came here for the comments
I loved the part where they took stock footage of a group of photographers from a 2011 Harry Potter Premier and included it in this trailer.  So moving and authentic.
pathetic. there are people with real problems, yet these two clowns always try to play the victim card. shut up and go home.
I love the part about sharing your intimate love affair with the Neflix cameraman.  The three of us...a tear...left eye.
That photo of the paparazzi at 00:30 is a stock photo taken in July 2011.
I love the part where Meghan sacrificed herself said "You shall not pass!" so the rest of the fellowship could escape
First of all: no stakes are high, most of us regular humans don’t care one bit about how sad she was while spending thousands on clothing inside a golden cage. “Kim there are people that 
are dying” o no sorry “Meghan there are people that are dying” (kourtney’s voice) Second of all: Didn’t we hear the story from you on Oprah already. Girl how many times do we have to go
 through this? 
Everything they do revolves around the royal family and trashing them, being them the only reason why she has some relevance left. And the constant pushing down peoples throats of 
their “love story”. This is all so pathetic. 

i feel sorry for Harry too, what this woman has dine to that man is beyond my wildest imagination… He is ridiculed, humiliated, broke and classless. She literally dragged him down the pit 
with her. I still know, that once tis abuse he is in, is over, family WILL. forgive him. Because blood is ticker than water. I feel sos sorry for him he is just a victim of her narcissism.

I don't feel sorry for Haz. He pushed his elderly grandmother into an early grave, the stress made her cancer grow faster and turned down 3 requests to see him In Balmoral this year.
Bingo🎯💯
THIS!  ⬆  

My favorite part also!  I am so pleased that you have taken the time to amplify their deceptive tactics that I am sure they will take no accountability for as they are so authentic.  It breaks 
my heart to know that they think that Americans are that stupid.  So organic and compassionate of them.  Shoot, where are the tissues 😢
😂😂😂
Yes! I knew there had to be something with that pic! 👏
Thank you for bringing up Netflix's/H&M's warped sense of reality. I'm glad someone posted this.
Really? Are these cameras not aimed at mm & h?
 @Grazyna Kawka  They are not. It's a stock image from 2011 when she was still married to someone else and didn't have poor Harry in the crosshairs yet.
Wow, thanks for bringing this up.
So embarrassing!!!!
🤣🤣🤣
This! 

⬆⬆

🎯🎯🎯🎯
LOL!!!!!
It’s stil Harry, innit?
Is this what she means when she talks about "sitting in my authenticity?"



total pair of make up anything to make themselfs look like they have been wronged..(  king charles wants to make them mr& mrs and take there titles away )  but not from the children 
who have done no wrong..
Meghan looks like she’s halfway through a fart most pictures. Both of these losers need to go away.
I hope it covers her talking of her childhood where her mother was in prison etc.
Is this Seth Rogen's latest?
Comment section better than the trailer 😂
That part when  Meghan said “I have the high ground” and had to cut her best friend in half to save the galaxy was so brave.
I'm confused. Wasn't part of the reason they left the royals was to live a quiet life out of media attention?
So Stunning, and so Brave... LOL 🤣🤣🤣
Harry committed political, social, credibility, public image suicide by marrying gold digger, social climber meghan markle
Hate the way trailer shows "lovely" images of H & M. Then, only image of Catherine and William is both with a look. 0:24
As if to show that M & H are lovely and Catherine and William are not. 
Such BULLsh.t! H & M are showing in this trailer - their immense hate in their hearts. It's scary to see into their souls and how they feel about W & C. 
H & M are two really dangerous damaging people. I feel bad for their two kids of A & L.
NotFu*cks should hang their head in shame dealing with these "pity me" overly privileged multimillionaire.  One more reason for me to reevaluate my Netflix membership if crap like this is 
the best they can muster.
These comments are 🔥🔥
lol really? you wonder why you keep losing customers Netflix, this is just sad
Manipulative couple and their fake stories.
My other favourite scene is migraine accepting a state funded wedding and then once she had opened her gifts and new bedding, call the country that paid for it.. racist.. yeah that 
warmed my heart..
Megan is the quintessential, narcissistic attention seeking gold digger. Have no interest.
When is this horrid person gonna just shut up!
4. how to beware of people whose words and actions do not match 5. no rights without responsibilities Truly inspiring!
I like when Meghan walked towards Pharaoh and said,  "Let my people go." .
I was thinking about getting Netflix back but now I will boycott it for doing bizness with h+m . byeeee Netflix . hope you are reading this because you aren't really in a position to be 
alienating people

Let's ask the difficult questions: If Harry and Megan took their own photographer (and others) into Buckingham Palace without disclosing the true nature of the visit  is it not a security 
breach? The late Queen's life may have been compromised and other members of the royal family. Why was this allowed... 
Every nook and cranny may have been exposed and perhaps this compromise may have been deliberate? 
Go ahead and "expose" the royal family all you want. They will still stand strong in spite of the deliberate attempt to bring them down. There are also innocent children in that family and it 
is uncalled for by the adults to compromise their family. The Royal family should now change all the locks, escape routes, and every avenue they think has been compromised...

Btw when are Harry and Meghan giving up their royal titles? Would love for them to make it on their own strength instead of riding on the royal names... 

Interesting times ahead. Really hope Harry grows some...
Yes we're all confused about that tbh.



😂😂😂and don't forget parting the sea!
😂😂😂
She designed the pyramids, too
I hope NF is markled into oblivion😅😅😅😅

They say this new Netflix series called "Wednesday" is little off-beat, kinda strange or maybe even weird... but I have to say Harry & Meghan take a cake in the weirdness category!!!
The only Queen Meghan will ever be is a Drama Queen.
Seems like a Charles the III W today
I love the part where Meghan portrays herself as Meghan - the Messiah, Meghan - the omniscient one. Only in her head. Nutflix has been markled.
Dumpster fire!
...this woman tries so hard to have people care about her BS...I wish she would just stop and go away....

and netlix, haven't you guys lost enough? Try releasing shows that people actually want to watch not this crap
ROTFLOL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Stop haunting us, you vapid narcissists.
such trash. go cry you rich shitheads
I tuned the trailer out because I came for the comments! Best entertainment all day!
Have you not learned by now the public in general is absolutely repulsed by these entitled buffoons!??!
Pathetic
This is stupid; I won't waste my time watching it. Disrespected his late grandparents isn't a good look. When will he realize that his wife don't love him and using him to make money. 
Unbelievable!!
Who thought this was a good idea with Netflix layoffs and stock value plummet? 😂🤣😂👌
My favourite part is Meghan standing in front of poverty stricken women in Africa and she complained that no one asked her if she was ok… that was a great scene
The Genie is out of the bottle Netflix 
Thank you Netflix for giving us a place to ‘use our voices ‘ 😂
The amount of jealous haters in this comment section. You never had a chance, he doesn’t go for basic.

When Meghan yelled, “I have had it with these motherfuckin’ snakes on this motherfuckin’ plane” and then ran into a burning Target to loot TVs, I got the chills. It really spoke to me as a 
vegan atheist disabled transuniversal alien from planet Bukkake in the Blumpkin galaxy. Much stunning. Much brave.
LOL IKR
Many of us didnt want him. We saw him for what he was… a spoilt brat who never grew up n uses his mother’s memory as a perpetual excuse for his stupidity. She is fit for hi. Grifters 
together. Though I suspect she will soon be done with him n look for more lucrative prey.
Yeah, he went way below basic. Even basic isn't this basic.
 @Dada Dada  Depths so deep you couldn’t even reach being that you’re at the bottom of the abyss of basic.
 @Betty  Delusional. Instead of him elevating her into his world, she managed to drag him into her LA-basic-ness gutter. She went from Palaces to the Marriott LMAO - because that's 
where she belongs
I love how Netflix actually thought it a good idea to hire these two grifters, following their Oprah interview where they told no less than 17 demonstrable untruths. What could possibly go 
wrong?



the stakes are not that high, and nobody wants to hear more lies like the ones on the Oprah interview. Must be hard to keep looking through the lenses of racial tension in USA and trying 
to make the UK pay for it. A drama all by itself.
Self-absorbed duo. This will be a huge helping of staged pity-party without an ounce of authenticity.
The part where H protects M from the photographers at the Harry Potter premiere in 2011!Now that is magic!🪄🪄
There's no freaking way 18k people upvoted this.
There is always 
Our truth
Their truth
The real truth 

Shame harry doesn’t understand common sense anymore.   If he ever did.
Grifters and perma victims, crash and burn
Megain & Hasbeen...no intention of watching the 2 who complain about the cruel monarchy yet continue to use their titles due attention and want their children to have titles.Haz keeps 
getting $ off his mother's name, Megain completely erases her father who spoiled her, gave her whatever she wanted & pretended to nothing of the monarchy, which was a lie. She has 
been proven to have books about Diana, photos as a teen in front of the palace. Me me is a narcissistic liar & Has no balls has been her attention seeking meal ticket.
Two of the most insufferable whingers on planet Earth. Netflix must have money to burn.
Why did you decide to do this documentary 

FOR A MAJOR CASH GRAB.   

OH DEAR HARRY.
Can’t believe you paid what you did to these two whingers.  Who cares what lies these two can come up with.

I’m going to be cancelling my subscription today.  Your attacks on the BRF are just too much for me. Gonna subscribe to Brit Box instead.
The best bit was how she showed us all how to be vegan by roasting chickens . Just so inspiring
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors." - Prince Harry

"And the inventor of the door rests happily in his grave." - Chandler Bing
Sem dúvida nenhuma que Willian e Kate, são as pessoas mais amadas da família real❤😍
It would've been more compassionate if they pissed on the Queen's grave than how they treated that poor woman in her dying days.
What stakes is she talking about? I wish they would go back to the UK.
love the part where behind closed doors Meghan is crying on the sofa, because she did not like the colour of her Hermes blanket!
One word to describe this 'WOW', quite emotional



Oh man, this will be interesting.
It’s hilarious how this has played out. Meghan acting to this day like a victim, a victim who was bullied and not welcomed into the family lol.

Meghan knew what she walking into when she agreed to date Harry and marry him, she was given a contract, and was discussed rules, protocols, and how her life would change. She 
agreed to it… up until she was married.

She wanted to make “history” she wanted to be as loved as Princess Diana was, she wanted to continue to do what she wanted to do and and continue to act. she wanted to be known as 
the woman of colour who changed “history” prove me wrong, because the only one who mentions the colour of her skin is her.

Regardless she failed, and now these looneys want their extravagant lives to still be paid for, as they live where ever the hell they like, it’s absurd. Harry is a weak man, I understand him in 
some ways, he would have copped criticism not standing by his wife, and he’s still copping criticism doing what’s he’s done, it was a lose lose situation, with the wrong woman. Diana’s life 
and situation was completely different, and time, comparing the two is just a joke.
When the steaks are this high... like you're on a rooftop selecting a sirloin or t-bone?
😂😂😂
Bots, bums n brainless.
Bots
I absolutely loved the part where Meghan absolutely burned through Hollywood actors and directors in order to get a famous catch.  So inspirational and great follow through.  
Commitment.
Filling his grieving and dying grandmother’s end of life with stress and misery deserves an award of some sort. They can use their Netflix money to buy one.
I love the part where she elbowed that man out of her way at some function they were attending, but one of my faves was the part Meghan cleared the seats at Wimbledon so she didn't 
have to sit anywhere near normal dirty British people. Compassion, in action! Not like Kate, she sits next to anyone the low life scrubber! 🤣
So happy to see the Prince and Princess of Wales Boston tour a success, POTUS changed his itinery to meet Prince William, serious big hitters with real causes. Well done the future King 
and Queen of England. No downtown Marriot half filled venues for them.
There aren't very many truly evil people.  And that's what makes Meghan special.
This trailer is yet another example of bots being used to upvote.
I wouldn't even rape her.
I really don't know what Netflix are expecting here, as far as I can see, everyone wants these two self centered hypocrites to burn. Nasty pieces of work the pair of them.
Narcissism. Pure narcissism.
Words are barely sufficient to describe this ordure. Lies, deceit, greed and above all for him dishonour.
I don’t know why I laughed watching the trailer. It looks like a parody of something. Netflix definitely don’t like this couple, they made them looked like SNL actors 😭
The part where she colonizes another country with her American gender studies degree was such a British moment…made me so emotional!
What's there not to love? Meghan is my favorite victim in the world. She is a real champion at that.
Wow the comments are brutal, I guess this means everyone is going to be binge watching, lol.
What a repulsive human being
Oh Harry - how the mighty have fallen 😢
Horrible, manipulative woman that she is. Leave the King and his family alone!
Wow Four million views in just 2 days for a trailer. Harry and Meghan are indeed the most relevant royals. I can't wait to watch the docuseries.!!!
Will  they show the bit when Methane is screaming at Princess Kate for hiding her bottles of spray tan?



The part where Meghan lifts up her sword, and yells 'FOR THE HONOR OF GREYSKULL' gave me goosebumps.
The continuous climbing of crab-ladders is so exhausting.....
Absolutely, relevant for parents to teach their kids "HOW NOT TO BE"  when the grow up....
Most of the views are repeat views. We all love to come here and read the latest "We hate M & H comments" We all do hate them so much. ANd this docu proves why.
Yes, we’ve been coming here to read the latest  “the part where…” comments. Very entertaining 😅
They are definitely not the most relevant royals, but they really are extremely famous self centered brats and their fake stories are always amusing. I’m sure this will be watched by billions, 
but that doesn’t mean they are likeable. Jeffrey Dahmer series also did great on Netflix;)
Don't know what meds you are on, think you need to up them.
 @Anna Meyer  The fact that you guys spend too much time coming here only proves that Meghan is so relevant . Actually I find it amusing to know that you guys are so jealous and bitter 
that Meghan and Harry are being paid millions and millions of dollars by Netflix. This video of Harry and Meghan showing their true love to each other makes you more crazy and 
depressed. So to overcome your depression ,you need to do all these childish comments but Meghan and Harry don't care about you haters.. In fact we are all delighted to see you bitter 
,sour and angry because it just proves that Harry and Meghan are WINNING!!
Methane  lol pissed myself
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Love it 🤣
The best is when Smegs threw hot tea at an assistant and the RF paid the assistant to keep silent. Will Smegs be demonstrating her tea-throwing skills for us?
Hey Meghan, 'compassion in action' Markle, how's your dad?!
I loved the fact that she has perfected the best pose when being photographed kissing and hugging her current man in apparent bliss, whoever he may be. Trevor, Cory, Harry etc etc. etc. 
The next one will be along shortly I would imagine.
I loved when Harry was screaming "Praise the emperor of mankind " when at the same time Meghan praised Nurgle.  when they looked each other after that...AWKWARD!!
When she said "It's Megin' time!" and kept Harry away from the Queen while she was dying, I could barely hold my tears back. Such a motivational woman.
So sublime!! It brought a single tear to my left eye! 😢. Ignore the menthol stick smudge on my gloved hand….
Nothing says oppression quite like getting your own Netflix special.  Praying for this poor couple :(
Harry Magu- wait wrong Harry
i hate megan..
Meg, when WHAT stakes are so high?🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
loved the part where she broke up her own family, then her husbands
these two are fking repulsive human beings
Pregunta: ¿quién se toma o deja tomar fotos llorando? Si van acusar racismo espero que den nombres. Porque de lo contrario es solo chisme. 

Question: who takes or lets take photos crying?  If they are going to accuse racism, I hope they give names.  Because otherwise it's just gossip.
Shame on you, Netflix for promoting their greed. They have so many proven lies, why would we want to hear more of “their story”. She’s a gold digger and a narcissist.
My Favourite bit was when Meghan pulled the sword from the stone.
When I have problems I dont put crying videos on the Internet, some things meant to be private. Thats something they never understood cant you just be Private? Why share your dirt with 
everyone why the crying video?
Should have called it "Trailer trash sleeps her way into royalty."
Here for the comments! Hahaha this is so cringe, poor harry! 🤣



whorever thought about doing this, should get a raise and a  promotion. Thank you for entertain us with this. It's so inspiring to watch these two fight the Alien invaders and save The world.
She's just so perfect. It's a shame rent-a-girlfriend doesn't do catalogues, she would sell like hotcakes
It's ridiculous really she acts like Harry is her first love
Omg I’m now picturing a SNL MM dance party skit.  It’s Megan tiiiiiiime.  Love it!
Every feminist knows that a fellow woman like the Queen didn't need last minute comfort from the men in her life. Haha (I'm totally being sarcastic, I'm sorry for the miscommunication 
❤)
 @Michelle  I'm sorry, I didn't pick up on that!
 @Michelle  You're very kind and understanding! I deleted my comment. 🙂
Agreed.
100% agree. You cant accuse racism without names. Such gossippppp
🤣
That is too funny!!!
Lololololol
Expect comments and likes/dislikes "disabled by owner" very soon.
dislike
I love the part where Harry claims PTSD from camera’s clicking, but is followed by camera crews to capture every private moment..to live his private life...to protect his family.
Netflix, PLEASE, get it - the masses of people want to see content which has value for familys and society and not these 2 traitors and grifters, who behave antisocial and like cancer to 
society!!
If you want to earn MONEY and the RESPEKT of the masses, than make a satire, comedy or a documentary about H., & MM -  exposing them for what they realy are! And don't give them 
anymore money, they use it already for enough antisocial campains and causes and are hurting innocent familys and humans left and center worldwide.
Blargh!!!....

That Harry look so thin n tire in the trailer ...Totally hepotised by the old big mouth witch ! I think he totally has no mind of his own ...Very scary totally dominated by the wicked woman
“Pathetic” is all I can say about Meghan and Harry.
I loved the part about when she was a yacht girl, opening her legs [mouth] for money, looking for a husband. It brought one tear to my left eye.
Nobody cares.  Go home and take her with you dude.
I can't stop crying. From my left eye only.
Love the part where she's riding piggyback on Oprah around the grounds of Kensington Palace in her Queen of Hearts costume by Dior, corralling the staff in a hedge maze after finding a 
coffee stain on her copy of Vogue. (BTW, Hermes scarves make humane bridles. Ask Harry. The ASPCA award is on its way, Meghan.)
I love the part where he had to protect his family yet there’s not ONE photo of her being hounded by the paps. (1) the law said they had to keep a respectful distance, which they did; and 
(2) nobody gave a toss.
How many dislikes?
Lol, Netflix, that 80 million deal is only worth it for these comments ha ha, its like spinal tap or that Bros documentary, so bad its funny
Will this documentary cover her moonbumps?  How her children were not "born of their mothers body?"
Will it cover how they ignored the Queen asking them to come spend time with her and then, as she was dying, meghan caused a fight to cause Harry to miss it?  Probably not....



This is my thoughts after reading most of the comments here. I will give them doubts.  But need to show proof not just words. Phone calls, texts videos and so on. These days you can catch 
anyone.  I do believe the Royal family's  are very racist.  They been for years. I sure they want to keep the crowd in Europe pure blood. As it's been for hundreds of years. It's time all people 
be free not be a subject  to anyone. A subject  just two steps up from slave.
SUBJECT bring (a person or country) under one's control or jurisdiction, typically by using force..  make Royal family biggest slave holder in the world. But by call them King then Master. 
You make the people happy to be slaves.
Who's the biggest idiot,,,,, Harry, Meghan or Netflix?
I love the part where Megan takes a big line of coke and buggers herself with a 12 inch ginger dildo
I hope this cost quite a lot of money to make. Meghan, royalty wasn't good enough for you, you obviously don't want my attention.
Wouldn't it be a travesty if Harry and the wife  read these comments and realised all that inheritance spent on positive PR was a complete and utter waste of money. If only they could 
have realised being kind, COMPASSIONATE, and loyal is free, and that's the best PR they could have got.
🤣🤣
THIS!!!!
🤣🤣🤣👍
And that they thought their audience was dumb enough to believe that photo of paps was connected to them, and not the Harry Potter premiere 🤣
As at 17:19 2nd Dec:

18K Likes
144K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧   wonderful news!
 @Let’s try this again  Update. As at 19:05 3rd Dec:

Likes - No change.
Dislikes - 163K
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧   appreciate that! 
Thanks friend, that’s just amazing news!!!
Hello from 🇨🇦👋
 @Let’s try this again  Hello! You're more than welcome. Apologies you had to put up with this pair for a bit, rumour has is that they weren't very nice guests. 

No change on the likes. The dislikes however, have moved up to 176K.

Looking at the other trailers for South America, France etc, etc the ratios are similar...
The comments thoughhhhhh lol
Glad I canceled NF looonng ago, you take customer money and produce this crap? What drivel, customers deserve a refund
They just want to retire into the spotlight!
I wonder why Netflix is hemorrhaging cash, and its stock value has plummeted to insane lows. Really, it's a mystery. What COULD it be???
🤢



Talk about cringeworthy documentary on Megan and Harry who need to stop using the duke and duchess of Sussex to seek fame as they told enough lies about the royal family already on 
Oprah 13 lies to be exact about an second rate actress who never made it in Hollywood because Megan markle was not talented enough to make it on her own as she only married an 
prince to get where she is, she would be nothing without prince Harry as I  can see this being the downfall of Megan and Harry and their titles stripped and need to be exiled from the royal 
family.

They are an disgrace to the royal family and an U.K. citizen myself to try to do this to our British royal family also and when prince Harry said I did this to protect my family what only Megan 
and the kids you are talking about what about your birth family prince Harry do they matter or only for money to sell out your own family for dosh 💰as you have not family to go back to 
in the U.K. as your burned all your bridges over here in the U.K. but I will watch it to see what else you say about our monarchy trying to take down the U.K. monarchy the U.K. people 
won’t let that happen all because Megan will never be queen or Megan cannot gets what she wants about two spoilt kids who are millionaires and live in  an  11 million dollar mansion in 
montecito  California as what do you have to feel sorry about you have no money worries or cost of living 

In January more drama with prince Harry  book spare right after Christmas 🎄 I feel sorry for the royal family

Please Netflix  bring us an documentary next time about Megan ex husband Trevor Engleson and friends speaking about what Megan really like  I sure the Netflix subscribers like myself 
would pay to see that
Garbage in.. Garbage out
Omg the comments 😂😂
18K likes v 140K dislikes (so far). Meanwhile, back at narc HQ in Montecito, Me-thane is reported by terrified insiders to be shrieking down several phones with "assh*les" and "traitors" 
being the most discernible amidst the convulsive sobbing.
I enjoyed the part where Meghan came into an historic royal family and slandered them all, even the elderly as racist before they died. Very stunning and brave!
I like when she threatened him if he didn't announce they were dating
And funny thing is she cried racist on the set of suits
TRASH
Oh Dear ! So much money for nothing  . And not that original as their story has been everywhere for the last 4 years  .
LOL! SO cringe!! What a joke these two are. They left the royal family for more privacy, and land in California where they cannot stop talking about themselves and creating lies. Yes, 
Megain. The entire world knows you as a liar. LOL!!! 
I will definitely NOT be watching. No money from Hazbeen's book either.
woah 18k likes, the video must be good then
I just paused the video(because it’s trash) and I’m eating popcorn, reading the comments… 🍻… faith in humanity is restored for 24hrs…😂🤝
I just love it when Meghan fake cries and tries to convince people that the camera just happened to be there during her whine fest. lol



This was absolutely a calculated media onslaught on the Prince and Princess of Wales, served up by Heghan and Marry Harkle of Montinoshow! A full on covert operation, from Netflix to 
Race Row, and in my opinion, a pathetic and amateur attempt to destroy and dismantle the Royal Couple’s very significant and sincere commitment towards a cleaner Earth, the future of 
our children, and the way we live, the survival of our planet… and these two petulant morons have tried, TRIED, to insert their “pity party tour” in the middle of something that is so 
detrimental to our very existence as human beings, and can potentially change the way we advance as a human race.. 
How much more vain and conceited can these two become ~ to think so highly of themselves that they want to take the attention off a person who has dedicated and devoted themselves, 
to a lifelong body of work, in order to improve the lives of others.
Nothing will ever be enough for them, this will not end  
nicely, and they will not stop until they truly have compassion, and realize what real hurt, and pain, and loss, and struggle and suffering really are, and that they will never be free until 
they’ve both forgiven others and given that same forgiveness, it will most assuredly be a long and painful process until they do.
Narcissistic abuse is unacceptable, Netflix has a moral responsibility to stop this now. If you have any more contracts with these verified liars, there is no excuse and although I don't agree 
with cancel culture, I would enjoy seeing your company obliterated. Companies have a social responsibility, the repeated cycle of narcissism in society has been celebrated for too long and 
caused great harm. It needs to stop now.
They already told their story. The monarchy mistreated them. Life is unfair but they made millions so cry me a river. Normal folks get mistreated all the time but they don't get a netflix 
deal.
She made it in canada, though! Lolololol
Makes you wonder what NF is throwing 😂
she "sobs, but only from the left eye....and it does require 3 seconds.
The racist part is right tbh
 @planning_a_coup  Are you referring to the elderly woman who asked the woman dressed like a Rastafarian pineapple where she's from?  Oh so very racist.
 @planning_a_coup  nope.
 @planning_a_coup  her mom was invited to a christmas gathering even before they were married, that's a FIRST. Even kate wasnt invited as a fiance. She was walked down the aisle by 
charles, another first. she broke so many protocols. Seems like people were adjusting for her
she should get an award for that! oh wait....
 @Sam luca  and those still weren't enough for her, she's greedy. She badly needs the spotlight, the question, until when would Harry tolerate all of these? He is giving Meghan the power 
to destroy the institution indirectly.
 @planning_a_coup  says who? where you there?
I’m amazed by even how, despite being treated so cruelly by that evil racist family, she still called her daughter ‘Lilibet’, so brave, I don’t know how she does it!

 @Queenie Marie Fruto  indirectly? Hardly...the evil duos are very directly trying to destroy the monarchy but are failing miserably.  .they're only making themselves laughing stocks
 @The Saint  👏👏👏
she should've known they'd be racists lol
 @Nidia Benitez that 35 million dollar wedding should have been a hint right?
 @Nidia Benitez  you're the racist
 @The Saint I’m dead😅 a Rastafarian pineapple
 @The Saint  ratasfarian pineapple...I'm going to use that....
She needed the world to know in case he changed his mind….and there was money in it from the get go…
 @jean coyle  totally agree, she needed to be able to connect to her cash cow!!
Dislikes r 130k plus n counting.



Didn’t the wonderful Nat King Cole have a song, “. Moon bumps in the sunset,  far over the sea,  please keep these grifters far, far from me”. Or have I got the lyrics a little off centre?
Stop using monarch title hypocrite
I love the part where I don't have to give a crap about rich people's problems
Why not show the 'dislikes' - they must be anywhere between 25:1 and 100:1 (in favour of dislikes) by now!
👎Get lost no one likes you.
The absolute best part is that Netflix will lose money, customers and had to put up with ole know it all while trying to film this cry baby fest!
can you please stop cluttering Netflix with this kind of garbage. no one cares about these garbage people

Unfortunately racism is the biggest reason for people not liking Meghan. That and British people find Americans annoying. Very sad considering they are a lovely couple and family.
These two are truly insufferable, Meghan summarises everything wrong with Hollywood. Perpetual victim even tho she would be nowhere without her genetics.
Their treatment of multiple ill and dying family members reveals their ‘truth.’
My favourite part was where Meghan got a paper crown out of a christmas cracker and insisted harry pull down the chicken coop and build her her own throne out of the wood
Please Netflix - do a spin off with all the off cuts, the tears, the drama, the fights.  We know you have them., I would watch that!
Hope she meets a Paris tunnel
My heart was broken when the cruel, hateful, racist Royal Family refused to make her Queen or at least, Princess of Wales. We all know she deserves it: she is kind, compassionate, loving, 
selfless. She comes from a poor family, had to work since she was 11 and payed for her education herself. She is an altruist and an activist, a fashion icon, an inspiration and a role model 
for women worldwide. She is so, so smart, very smart, the smart one.
Meghan cares for one person and one person only. She complains constantly and lies with impunity. Why would Netflix waste their time with this? All she'll do is complain and play the 
victim all while claiming she's perfect and everyone else is horrible. Maybe Amber Heard will be on it, they can be friends.
I love the comments. I wouldn’t waste the effort it would take to click play on the trailer.
Go Megan🥺😍
I loved the part where she says she's fought racism but kisses her own thumb and not a little boys's hand.
And the part where she says she's a humanitarian and a feminist, but deliberately overshadows Camilla's major speech about Domestic Violence. It made me so sad, I cried real tears, not 1 
tear, left eye.
I also like the part where she excuses herself for bullying her staff by saying that Brits just don't get the "all american work ethic", despite the fact that her bullying was reported by Jason 
Knauf......................an american 🤣
140K dislikes in case you dont see it ! 18K likes
140K, so far.
As at 17:25 2nd Dec:

18K Likes
144K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  How do you see that?



 @AlchemicalWeddings  I did reply, but my response seems to have disappeared. I'll try again... Search for "Youtube dislike extension" and you should be able to add it to chrome. 
Meanwhile the current ratio is:

19K Likes
209K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  I'll have a look, thank you!
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Got it! 20:228 now!
 @AlchemicalWeddings  Ah that's good, I'm glad it helped. However, in the last 15 minutes it's already gone up to 229K 😆
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  I hope all these people manage to avoid the actual show - I definitely won't be tuning in, I still haven't watched the Opera debacle!
 @AlchemicalWeddings  Same. I thought I'd truly lost interest until I came across the comments section in this thread. It's almost cathartic. Fair play, the Sussex team have united all races, 
religions and nationalities. Leaving your family because of differences is understandable. Shitting on your family, airing your dirty laundry and selling them down the river for money 
appears to be a global dislike...
She’s white
I’m black
Take a day off
She has more white in her than black. Her “kids” have not one iota of black in them. Extremely rare if they are 25% black considering she is 43% Nigerian supposedly.
Go away smegs😅😅😅😅
We do not find our friends across the pond annoying, only people like  you.
😀like your sarcasm
Yes please
Just leave
Yeah go far away
Read the room and show yourself out
How can you see the dislikes? I thought they were visible only to the creators of the video.
 @Victoria   There's a widget you can add on Chrome to see them.  

As at 17:28 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
145K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Thank you!
Is it because they got cut off from the royal family there not getting no more money so then needed to make this to get a bit of cash?
Is the word 'moonbump' allowed here?
sorry...why are stakes high? Narcissistic much
“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors” is exactly what's in the mind of a victim of a malignant narcissist.
I like the part where staff members were leaving after only a few months, but the accusations of bullying were clearly just part of a smear campaign. The Duke and Duchess are clearly a 
pleasure to work for 🤣



No ty I have no interest on a rich outraged human being complain how everyone isn't as perfect as her. She lies constantly and cry's victim daily. She's a proven liar. Netflix needs to do 
better.
I love the part where they walked away from the Royal Family to live a private life... yet we can't go 10 minutes without seeing them in the media. So brave of them to step out of the 
spotlight.
I loved the part where Rachel says the British Press called her children the N word!
Such bravery to speak out against the newspapers who did no such thing. 
One tear, left eye for the two children who have this thing as a mother! 🥲
The comments have not disappointed
Up until now I thought Dave Chappelle was Netflix' greatest comedian, but I laughed harder at this teaser.
The love the part where she will read all this about her and still think she's fooling the world
 This has shown how absolutely abhorrent people find her, it gives me hope that the truth shall out.
They’re awfully boring. Depressing and all they do is complain and pretend to be humanitarians .. this is going to be comedy 🎭🤣 .. anyway I will give them privacy and skip watching it. I 
love how everything they do is about HER, nothing about people they want to help. This woman is so self obsessed 😅
Trailer trash made flesh.
My favourite tear jerking moment was when Meghan slut shamed her disabled sister and also committed perjury in court.  She is such a righteous feminist and is always thinking of others.. 
Fighting for what is right!! What a woman.. 1 tear. Left eye. Go!! 😭😭😭😭
I love the part where i read the comment it is so precious .
EVERYONE SCREENSHOT THESE COMMENTS AND DISLIKES. AS SOON AS MEGHAN MIGRAINE SEES IT. YOU KNOW DAMN WELL NETFLIX GOING TO SHUT THESE COMMENTS OFF   BUT THE 
PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN AND THE VERDICT IS IN.  😬
Why Netflix believes we're interested in the Montecito Unroyals is mystifying to me. I loved Harry when he was a kid but he quickly became the spoiled spare and lost my respect. Then, 
good lawd, he married the Markle girl. I actually feel sorry for Harry, but not for the reasons he whines about. I feel sorry for him for being head-over-heels for a narcissist of epic 
proportions. That is all. Netflix, I won't be watching this junk.
Surprised the comments are on so the racist Brit brigade from the DM can come over and continually harass this woman.
Love the part where Meggy bought cheesy dollar store picture frames with photos of her and gave it to people who paid 5k a table at the Indianapolis Marriot 😂😂😂😂😂
Didn’t they say they wanted privacy?? Now go away!!!
That's what I'm wondering? What are the stakes here?? 🤔
Except the photographers who follow them everywhere
Oh yes. It’s like the mask of Janus. Two faces.
Their poor children don’t have a chance
Yeah how was she allowed to get away with that without proof?
*correction* FAKE kids
Meghan lies ALL THE TIME.
The entire world despises her for her actions
And I’m black 
She looks White and you know it
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😁😁😁😁😁
Wish I could hit the “like” button for all these great comments, but then I’d be here all week! 😂 thanks for the laughs, ridiculous H&M!



Is it just me or is this show gonna be garbage but you just want to watch it 😅
I must admit I am tired of all H&M and their self promoting re the Royal family, there must be something else in their life’s worth talking about.
And from whom was going to protect the family?
My favorite part was where Meghan explained how she could tri-locate as a young child. Somehow she managed to be on the set of “married with children” every day after school, go 
home and watch TV every day after school, play with her childhood friend every day after school, etc
The best part was when she’s supposedly crying behind a 2k Hermes blanket 😅
🤮🤮🤮
I loved the part where approaching the tender age of 40 poor Harry was cut off financially by his father just because he resigned as senior member of the Royal family and an interview or 
two. Their bravery brought a single tear to my left eye, such an inspiration to us all
I LOVE the fact that these 2 self serving spoilt brats are now being seen for who they truly are more and more.  Pathetic liars and lo-life grifters, who are both narcacissticly jealous of the 
P&POW. 
Megain certainly studied and found the Ginge of Whinges' Achilles heel  and soon learnt to exploit that as soon as she could, gaslighting him, then lying to him like when she followed him 
to that friends wedding after he supposed to have stepped back from her.   She first offered him exactly what he thought he wanted. A loving kind Mother figure.  After a little while she 
takes over and what you see today is Harry ,"protecting his family"  What BS, but that's what he believes. 
He really does need psychological help. His brain and coping mechanisms,  are stuck around the age he was when Diana died.  Playing completely into Megains hands. If she can keep his 
rage going it helps her in her ambition to make Catherine hated a lot more than she is and ruin her.  
I'm sure Megain not only wants to ruin the Monarchy  but split Wills and Catherine up. 
Megain comes across as a mean spirited, vicious thing,  the likes of which the Royal Fam have never had to deal with b4.
They NEED to start fighting somehow. It's no longer in the RFs best interest to keep quiet any longer. Take the Sussexs' titles away, as a matter of urgency. 
My opinion, of course,  which I am allowed to have.  🙏🙏

,
I CAN ONLY PRAY MEGHAN MARKLE FINDS HER WAY TO ALL THESE COMMENTS. VERY CHARITABLE MEGHAN. ARCHWELL FOUNDATION* gives back 5%. 😂 95% of so called charity goes 
into Meghan’s pockets. Despicable
Can one say imaginary soap opera?! Let me tell you this trailer was painful to watch because it is so boring it is the same crap different day from these two I am now canceling my Netflix 
subscription.
Once the dislike button reached around 130K, the number disappeared!!  I'd be interested in knowing what it has reached now.
I loved it where they both thought, in particular she thought, the world was this gullible to fall for her narcissistic lies and self promotion.  It brought a tear to my left eye.
The Harkles are trash
18k likes 👍 🤣 yeah for the comment section
This story is getting old and boring,  Megs needs to make peace with her own family first, trashing the royal family is their bread and butter right now,    meanwhile Prince William Kate just 
going about their business.
My fav bit is when she organises a swift lesson via her footsoldiers to an 83yr old lady who has worked for 60yrs..  so fortunate to have someone show whats wrong with this world, 
stunning and brave indeed
Good luck Harry he's gonna need it
My favorite part is where H&M drop this trailer while the REAL royals are in the US! And then Princess Catherine DAZZLES the world with Princess DIANA’s jewels!! 💚💚💚💚nice try 
H&M….but the REAL ROYALS rocked the day!!



Harry Harry come quickly, l've managed to force a tear out....Where's the camera you Ginger bufoon???
LOL!!! Yes! When he told Oprah that he had been cut off financially and scoffed at it and I screamed at the TV, YOU ARE 38 YEARS OLD!!!!
"tender age of 40" 😂😂
It was fact checked and a financial report that is made public showed that Charles had not financially cut Harry off after they left the UK.
It was only later when they were 'financially independent'
that Charles did that.
So that was yet another lie to trash his Father
I'm guessing he found out he's not Charles' biological son...and that Meghan used that to separate the two of them.
 @Echinoidea  If you are talking about James Hewitt whom many say is Harry's real Dad, you can fact check it to see that Diana and Hewitt met after Harry was born.
145k
As at 17:37 2nd Dec

18K Likes 
147 Dislikes
Sadly some are.   And they have the vote
This.
and what do you imagine MM thinks the proportions of gullible idiots to people who are not completely blind actually is?
The dislikes are much much much higher buddy
 @DevilsLettuce  As at 17:38 2nd Dec:

18K Likes
147 Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  thank you
 @DevilsLettuce  You're more than welcome. No change on the likes, the dislikes however are now up to 176K.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  brilliant
This.
Hasn’t she?
Gee, will they talk about why the decided to make Harry's ailing grandmother's final years miserable while they went about trashing the institution that gave them everything?
I'm disappointed The Candle did not make an appearance in this mockumentary trailer.
Harry is protecting his kids by taking them to Leftist Lala Land California, a mecca of crime, drugs, Hollywood hypocrisy, homeless encampments,  gender dysphoria . . .   far from their 
family roots and inheritance.
Netflix, thank you for leaving the comments on, bet you all had a laugh too.
I loved the part where Me-gain showed such concern for women’s employment she paid a member of the crowd to ask for a hug and tell her she’s ‘beyond beautiful’. At a funeral! Such 
altruism. Such empowerment. It’s truly guttural. Ah it makes me tear up, just one tear, left eye. Go!
I moved and inspired that Harry sacrificed his duty to those soldiers in Deal to stand by his wife and get her a job with Disney. She then became the little mermaid , got her voice back and 
used it to narrate a film about elephants ,which was a huge success,like everything Saint Meghan does. Obviously she donated the 3 million to the elephant charity , she's so kind . I can feel 
a tear coming , left eye ,just give me 2 seconds ....
Cringe fest



Why are we giving these liars air time
How embarrassing for Netflix. 😂 Meghan’s a lying fraud   Surely Netflix and Spotify could have invested those MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS INTO MORE DESERVING PEOPLE….. 
but here we are. Spotify lost their ass on the podcast. Suppose Netflix is next. 😂
Has absolutely nothing to do with racism Rachel....no one likes you because you are a no good, self-serving,  talentless, boring, lying, cheating, heartless, soulless, disloyal, not royal, hollow, 
jealous, ugly narcissists. Harry you screwed up big time! Should have RAN Harry!
I will not waste my time watching their drama
I came for the comments and was not disappointed.
Give me a break!  These people are grifters.  Harry is a mummy's boy wimp and MemeMeghan wants to be Diana.  They are a dreadful pair of people. As a British person I am ashamed of 
Harry. We don't want him back in the UK.  No place for either of them here.
I'll just watch the reviews. I'm not spending my time with this
How could Harry and Meghan's story be 6 episodes long?  All they have done the last 3 years is whine and complain.. what is left?
I’m so moved by the Sussexes trials, I’m crying. One tear, left eye, go!! 👀👀
I feel like the power play here is that they are going to keep on with all of this nonsense in hopes that the Royal Family will pay them some kind of stipend to just shut the hell up. Its all 
about the dollar signs for Meg. Then she can just go on and live her Insta Influencer life again only this time as a rich person people have heard of.
Going through all the emotional comments, tears in my eye, the left one😂
And for my favourite part…THANK YOU HARRY AND MEGHAN FOR TEACHING ME HOW TO HAVE A VOICE EVEN WHEN ITS AGAINST A POWERFUL MONARCHY! THANK YOU FOR PUSHING 
THE BOUNDARIES IN STANDING UP FOR WHATS RIGHT FOR YOURSELVES AND YOUR FAMILY LIKE DIANA DID! HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF FROM BULLYING AND MOCKERY! AND HOW YOU 
STILL STUCK TOGETHER REGARDLESS OF OUTSIDE NOISE! THANK YOU FOR TEACHING ME HOW TO PROTECT YOUR OWN FAMILY AT ALL COSTS AND HOW TO CONTROL YOUR NARRATIVE! 
THANK YOU HARRY FOR EXPOSING THE SYSTEMIC RACISM! THANK YOU MEGHAN FOR NOT ALLOWING ANYBODY TO SILENCE YOUR VOICE! THANK YOU! Megan and Harry are allowed to 
change their minds and profit off their trauma! Just like every other celebrity does! When it comes to racism and mental health I don’t care if they talk about it for centuries to come, 
because it’s a VERY serious topic! ❤
That paparazzi shot is a STOCK PHOTO 😂😂😂
And guns
Lololol
😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
Oh dear
The education system in America truly needs an overhaul
Do these people not have access to more than a third grade education?
The vacuous Markle: “…when the stakes are so high…”. What did she think this was, a beauty pageant? 😳🙄
139K dislikes. Whoops...

I love the part where Megain told one show she studied French for 8 years, and another she studied for 4 years, only to lose all her memory of it and now she can’t speak it or understand it.
I also love how she got married 3 days before her spectacle’ of a wedding with just the priest and Hazbeen, only for that very priest to come out and debunk her ‘truth’.
Also love how she travelled around the Pacific and Australasia, complaining she can’t believe they’re not paying her to do it.
So many inspirational acts of humility and truth from this woman, that I’ve got one tear coming out of my left eye. So heroic!



My favorite part is how the trailer has had so many bad reviews already and over 100k dislikes. Love it! A true slap on the face of Netflix and the nasty two in montecito. How did that work 
out for you Netflix? releasing the trailer while the real Royals are here thinking you were going to get a different reaction didn’t you, instead you helped the true royals get more attention. 
Bravo!!
Netflix you’re running on thin ice ! I only keep you because if Virgin River ! With these two… Pathetic!
My favorite part was when they dumped our veterans so they could attend a red carpet event!
How sick can you be to make your rich ass look pathetic? I will not watch this ever and I will not ever prescribe to Netflix as long as these two are involved!  Try going to college in the 80's 
for engineering when your woman!  I empowered myself and every woman around me, not to mention the girls I fostered and the 8 I raised.  Meghan is 20 years behind the movement 
and looks like a fool.
Waiting for this comedy series
They suffered a lot being forced to move from a castle to a mansion.
Netflix needs to do a documentary interviewing how many family, friends and employees they abused. Hearing the royal photographer that was with Harry since he was a baby made me 
cry. He loved and adored harry. Was treated so well by harry pre yacht girl. Everything changed. Harry treated the poor man like dirt. He didn't even bash them. The poor man was so hurt, 
confused, sad and frustrated. He just kept saying I don't understand it. He became so cold to me. He would talk and laugh with me and the other staff. Take him out for dinner and drinks. 
Then Harry treated him like a nothing. Heartwrenching
They are just showing likes number . I’m pretty sure there are more dislikes than likes!
Meghan is so FAKE. When she talks. When she laughs. When she cries. Everything about her is fake and cringe.
She loves playing the race card, but both her ex-husbands are white. Her current husband Harry is also white. Doesn't she like black men? Dont jave a problem with inter-racial 
relationships. Just asking. Meghan is a fraud that identifies as "black" when it benefits her agenda and narative.
Pathetic. Shameful. Disgrace.
"I had to do everything I could to protect my family". Protect them from what Harry? His kids are worse off then what they would of been if he didnt spit his dummy out, now they want 
back in! These two are pathetic lol same as this trailer. Cringed so much I nearly had a stroke
Also why is she still talking in that stupid Elizabeth Holmes voice? She wasn’t talking like that at HMTQ funeral. FRAUD
You can see why netflix is losing subscribers. How much did they pay for this drivel.
Omg what these two muppets won’t do for attention and let’s not forget the money. They have sold their souls to the devil for$$$$. 😡😡😡😡😡
How cringe!
Ohhhhhh the comments here from haters gonna hate hate hate......admit it, y'all are just JEALOUS!!!!!!
I love the part where they left the monarchy with Harry claiming that he needed to protect his family and give them privacy while simultaneously bashing his family and signing a 
multimillion dollar deal to put his family's private moments out there for the world to see. The Duke and Dutchess of Hypocrisy.......
Oh Meghan studied French.  French kissing
As Harry's 'beloved Grandmother' said diplomatically, "recollections may vary" 😁.
Yes, that's great. So inspirational. The comments section is such a wonderful entertainment too.🍟🍟
The best part of the French bit was when The Idiot Prince unintentionally outed her, telling her to speak French.
I think a Tear started coming out of my left pinkie I’m so moved.
Maybe she had a head injury and woke up speaking French? Shame it wasn't Latin then we couldn't understand anything she said
Damn…….I nearly spat my coffee all over my knee rug then. 😂🤣😂🤣
I wonder if she says this because Catherine speaks French! She appears very jealous of Catherine, who plays sports, speaks French, plays the piano and manages royal activities with charm 
and patience.
Can you cry out of your left eye on cue like MeGain can? Such an inspirational talent   😢



 @WalrusRider  the best part of the left eye thing is that she never did it! The reporter who did the story wrote a very funny bit about that
I believe it was on her acting resume that she speaks three languages including French. Lol
 @Mini Haha  She did manage it at the Queen's funeral and it was splashed all over the papers.
 @Layne   MM is desperate to be accepted as an equal...or better...than the greatest in the land. No doubt she studied French because it was viewed as Klassy with a capital K. Only the 
best in food, wine and culture for the wanna be influencer.  On the one hand I can sympathize because I cut her a lot of slack at first marrying into this family. How inadequate a chick from 
California would feel if they were from an ordinary middle class background! It caused me to overlook a whole lot. Until Eugenie's wedding and then the scales fell from my eyes. Once that 
happens, you cannot pretend she is anything but the most vile of personalities and her husband is the most stupid and entitled of men
 @Just_Me  that's a great statement & one I will use going forward..."recollections may vary"....priceless 👍
 @QueeniePop she lies, she fabricates, she makes stuff up. That’s three, right?
 @Cat Woman the tear stick?
 @QueeniePop  Yeah…it seemed she may have (gasp!) lied again
That's what is so annoying about Megan....she lies whgen there is no reason to lie.....
 @Elaine Leep  Pathological liars don't need a reason to lie.
 @Pauline Stratton  amo amas amant amabo amabis amabint. Repeat that Meghan.
Maybe she meant that she had been married three times. Confused.
 @Cat Woman  someone earlier called it a menthol tear. 🤣😂
 @Laurel  She's probably very confused.  It takes a very good memory to be a convincing liar, and we can see through her like a newly washed window.
 @Jannywanny  Does she even need to use anything?  There's a video of her bragging about how she can cry on demand and out of one eye only if necessary.  To quote her "one tear, left 
eye, GO".
Re trip to Aus n NZ - Especially as the rest of us have to pay a fortune for the trip they got for free…
 @Mini Haha  Haven't you seen the Twitter thing?  "Can you make yourself cry?" "Oh, god, it's crazy, they're like, Meghan one tear, left eye, GO. Give me 3 seconds"
 @Sandra Davies  I haven’t seen it on Twitter, but it’s hilarious on YouTube!
 @LilyJo Miller  French kissing and French fries. 😛🍟 Haha!
Her fellow narcissist Amber Turd can even speak another language (Spanish) pretty fluently. I wonder if MM knows any Spanish, since she grew up near MX?
 @Rachael B.  Apparently, she was never interested in learning
Bravo!!! Well said ❤
We've broke the dislike button.😂😂😂😂😂😂
cancelled my netflix yesterday. im not paying for this crap
I won't be watching it, but I will give it a thumbs down.
Bravo!👏👏👏👏
 @Sandy No  lmao 👍
But the fact is, all the controversy will get them more audience and that is what they are after.
 @Kristina Anderson in this instance I don’t think so. People will refuse to watch it on principle. Besides, it’ll be out on YouTube like the day after. People will wait.
 @Kristina Anderson  oh, we don't have to watch it....there are plenty of YouTube channels to pick it apart one lie at a time.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now. 
This is how to get the upper hand on netflix and those two.
 @Elaine Leep  👍
 @Kelli  👍



Oh it will come I’m sure
Same happened to his father and brother
I'd watch that
Really, it will be VERY interesting how many testimonials are presented in this. Its like Trump, you only hear his self-promoting narrative, blame game and excuses. One looks to the 
testimonials of others for the TRUTH... and in these two cases its been almost 100% the opposite experience & highly critical.
 @Lori Black  Lori, I've warned you once already. Leave MY President Trump out of this!!!
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.  
Please.
 @honey owen  I use my friends account haha don't tell her
As at 19:11 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
164K Dislikes
What kids
 @DevilsLettuce  ah yeah the pretend ones then hahaha. Insanity the whole thing lol
Usual ‘mature’ response … 😂
Jealous?
The last thing I want is to be hated worldwide 
😂
That still shot of the paparazzi is from 2011. Why would they need to use a stock photo? Is it cos no one was that interested in them ???
Why doesn’t it show how many dislikes there are
What a disgusting couple. Can’t James Bond help?
I guess, Harry is carrying some wounds inside him for a long time. Wounds caused not by his Grandfather or Grandmother but by his father. Looks like Harry doesn't share a good equation 
with his Dad. I don't trust Megan, she sort of may have fueled this, but Harry cannot be expected to play second fiddle to his brother all the time especially when he has his own highly 
independent personality but is suppressed and asked to compromise all the time just cause he is not in the line of throne. It's an era of democracy and not that of dictatorship. Monarchy is 
for old generations. New generations want to have their own personality and independent status. Let's hear them out before jumping onto conclusions. Again, I don't trust Megan, I am 
more interested in what Harry wants to say.
So sad that she’s crying on the chair decorated with $1500 Hermes blanket.
137k dislikes...lol
How many times are they going to tell their truth to the world?  Even Oprah could not make “their true story” stick. A documentary, podcast and a book is not going to do it after Oprah 
failed to do it. Stupid industry are incapable to read the room. They are all crying one tear, left eye flop after flop after flop.
Also- it might be the most failed PR campaign in history. Meghan and Harry are on the same level as donald Trump in my book.
My heart was broken when the cruel, hateful, racist Royal Family refused to make her Queen or at least, Princess of Wales. We all know she deserves it: she is kind, compassionate, loving, 
selfless. She comes from a poor family, had to work since she was 11 and payed for her education herself. She is an altruist and an activist, a fashion icon, an inspiration and a role model 
for women worldwide. She is so, so smart, very smart, the smart one.
I hope Netflix and me, me, me again see the ratios and the comments of their promo. Take note: it’s THE BEHAVIOR, not the color of skin that is making her unlikable. Harry is a nothing 
more than a glorified court jester at this point.
Spoil prince and a narciscist liar first wife. Trash



Can we see the number of dislikes, please?
She is so lucky. She ruined her family and now she must make Prince Harry destroy his. I can hope but why? At this point it is what it is……. RUBBISH! Trashy Meghan can’t leaving without 
knowing (for sure) he is hurting his family. She wants another Oprah interview. The royal family, actually are people, with feelings don’t ya know. The trailer looked BORING. It’s going to be 
another pity party isn’t it? I know somebody else didn’t say something right or asked an innocent question and it was rrraaccciiisssssttttt so racist. 🙄
Loving the comments and the hint of sarcasm played out respectfully...got 1 tear flowing from my left eye -> 🥲 

You guys are awesome in comment section 🤣👏.

I was so deeply moved by her 40th birthday video featuring Melissa McCarthy mocking the Queen and the people of the UK just 4 months after the Queen's husband of over 70 years had 
died. The thoughtful little details she employed so there was no mistaking who was being targeted, the cabbage hat, the english tea and tea set, oh the kindness the compassion for her to 
weaponize Melissa McCarthy to mockingly deliver her jabs and digs directed at a grieving widow who sat alone during her husbands funeral due to COVID.... to think she would target a 95 
year old woman with bone cancer with such attention.... see how she champions women of all ages! I can't stop the tear from falling.... left eye.
They are a one-trick pony. One talking point imagine your entire brand being about you being a victim as you complain from your $14 million dollar house, after your 39 million dollar 
wedding paid for by taxpayers. Entirely exhausting.

These two need to disappear from the public for a long time but don't seem to get the message.
Spoil... oops spoiler alert: narciscists talking. Go figure
Trash trash trash
Is this a trailer for Princess Switch 4?
I love the part where Meghan takes the flowers meant for the Queen then refuses to hand them over when an aid tries to take them off her.  So brave and classy. Brought a tear to my left 
eye 😥
About 127k I think could be more
As at 19:17 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
163K Dislikes
someone in the media said the Hermes blanket cost $3000
wow!
 @Mary Mary  As at 19:17 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
163K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  OMG!
The smartiest of all smarties 🤣
It's all William's fault. He failed to fall in love with her at first sight, divorce Catherine and marry her.
These comments are killing me 😂



 @Rose Patience  Hmmmm... your observation makes me want to write a cheap novel about a bad actress/ yacht girl who makes a royal connection with the family ne'er do well and seeks 
to snare a future prince in an affair du coeur.  When the future prince sees right through her vain attempts at seduction, she next sets her sights on the not-too-bright spare to the throne. 
He is an easy target.  BUT, once she has captured him, she realizes that none of the other members of the RF are impressed.  She is expected to take her place in the line of duty and 
service while William, who rejected her, and his oh-so perfect wife, Catherine,  become international darlings. This will never do!  What antics must our heroine (villainess) employ to turn 
the eyes of the world to HER? Just watch and see.  Watch and see.
 @Abby Smas  I'm not watching anything! I will wait and read your novel. I'm sure it will be much more interesting lol
Crying, left eye.
bigly
@Abby Smas  don't forget the part where the heroine becomes pregnant  and the dumb prince falls for that old trick, marries her, only to find out the next day that, luckily, sorry sadly, she 
wasn't
She was so devastated it brought a tear,  just the one, to her left eye
137k
As at 19:21 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
163K Dislikes
Targeting HM The Queen, 70 selfless years of serving her people, grieving and missing her recently departed husband of 73 years and as we now know, fighting painful bone cancer ..... 
what a humanitarian. Creating ripples of hope in families worldwide!
Also being the only people in the family not to visit the queen before she died
I won't watch anything with McCarthy in it anymore. 
I'm so glad Reese Witherspoon had the good sense to stay away from Markle.
That was truly vile especially Melissa wearing a hat that looked like a cabbage apparently a nickname Prince Phillip used for the late Queen Megs is unhinged for sure
Thank you so much for this comment!!! 👏 👏 👏
 @Bahba  nor will I….markled
Still wants to have a British title though. She hasn't got the class of Catherine Princess of Wales, nor the poise, elegance and intelligence.
 @Bahba very well said 👏👏
Spot on!
Tear, left eye, 3,2,1 go
I think you mean her 44th birthday….
So well put. I too was very turned off by that video, with its obvious mockery of British traditions and, by extension, The Queen. This woman doesn't have a compassionate bone in her 
body. And her dimwit husband juggling balls outside going along with it. . .
I dont think Lizzy can hear you, darling. Its kinda hard to pick you when youre in a box.
 @Bahba  I agree. I can’t stand her anymore
 @Bahba  Same here
 @Bahba  I totally agree. After watching her trash the Queen at such a tragic time in her life - Never will I ever watch her again or support her! Shameful, awful behavior.
 @  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Bahba I never did. Can’t stand her.
Also, Harry juggling balls outside the window. Just like a "court jester". What  a humiliating disgrace.



McCarthy should just worry about her big macs and leave anything with class well alone.
 @Bahba  I make the same vow as you - I am boycotting Melissa McCarthy forevermore! A shameless hussy!
 @Bahba  I was so disappointed in MMcCarthy!! 😡
 @Bahba  Yes kudos to Reese for turning down the wedding invitation knowing that Narkle just wanted to use celebrities for her own advantage. Reese is smart and savvy and knows who 
is classy and who is trashy.
 @Tina  He allowed it to happen. Harry was never the sharpest tool but he was lovable and seemed to want to help people genuinely. Wish he had married a truly decent and kind woman. 
I think Harry would have been OK, now he has ruined his reputation and family ties. It is quite tragic I think for all concerned. Feel sorry for their kids not knowing any extended family 
except Doria.
 @Jannywanny  I think she was client of SS so they follow the money. She probably believed the Narkle lies. MMCCarthy wouldn’t know much about the Royal family.
The fact that the Queen's grandson would allow such low blows is dreadful. Wouldn't any decent man say "at the end of the day she is my Grandmother and I can't have you disrespect her 
like this." He is so unbelievably weak and pathetic for letting MM's vendetta grow to such epic proportions. What a vile, spiteful couple they are.
 @Bahba  Same here. Melissa gave her full unthoughtful consent to playing along so at the time my respect for her diminished considerably. Now that this comment has painted a clearer 
picture I can firmly say no to all things Meghan Markle AND Melissa McCarthy. 

Reese is a smart woman. I hope she won't suffer backlash from having rejected this black widow.
 @Ruby Mouse  8 grand kids 12 great grandchildren they all didn't go as that's not royal protocol.
 @Martina Feingold  prince Phillip was racist to the point he made trump look like a liberal. 
In 1986, while on a visit to China, Philip described Beijing as "ghastly." He also told British students: "If you stay here much longer you'll all be slitty-eyed."
 @robert harper  not one mention of anything about race in this thread apart from from you. Not liking Melissa for poor taste entertainment is not racist. Are you a baiter?
100% the woman is one of the most unhinged she’s a study of how not to raise a child or act as an adult she’s a vile disgrace
All of her friends are as the same level, same value as hers, such privilege people with no heart, no compassion, no dignity and no shame.
 @Sam Shaw it’s one of those paid pro  shadow accounts much like bots dropped in with a completely random anti RF tidbit like everyone has Prince Philip quotable from from 40+ years 
ago to drop into dinner conversation on hand. Well let me say here in the US wouldn’t say get a party turnt up or anything but perhaps across the pond this is one of those guaranteed 
conversation droppers. 😢 oh sorry wrong eye.
She is utterly despicible..please tell me people see through thid pair of cruel hypocrites....
 @Dorothy Ramser  and never will have
 @Ruby Mouse  then kicking off when she wasn’t allowed to her death bed making Harry late ..

 @robert harper  How's that racist? I would say it's being rude! I have never thought it was racist, when people say the British have bad teeth, it's just damn rude because most of us don't!
I did not know Liz had bone cancer. Rip your royal highness.



 @Liz Horton  Question posed to George Clooney, guest with Amal at the wedding of H and M" How do you know them"? answer " We don't"
If you asked the other celebs there, no doubt the answer would not be too different. Yet did anyone say to M " Where is your family"?
Am I the only one who could not believe None were invited?
HM the Queen and Prince Philip must have known that some kind of strife was ahead..because by then MM had already started to show her true colours.  She got what she wanted, what 
she went to the UK for,.and could not wait to decamp back to the US.
The manner in which HM and Prince Philip were treated was and is, totally unforgiveable..cruel and nasty, but neither think they have done anything wrong! Boohoo it's them who have 
been wronged??!! 
Has there ever been 2 finer examples of spoiled, selfish winers than these two ?...And the public are expected to watch and enjoy some contrived fly-on-the- wall docuseries about them?
Really Netflix..really?
 @Sam Shaw  yes it would seem he is a baiter
 @Bahba  same here. I have to switch the channel over.
Bravo!
 @robert harper  You seem to have forgotten the part where Prince Phillip dedicated 70 years of his life to raising money and providing opportunities to young people of every color that 
they would not have had otherwise. Strange how you can remember the famously blunt and non PC things Phillip said over a 70 year career but fail to mention all the genuine charity he 
gave. Funny that but it might just bring a single tear to my left eye. You seem to be a guy who takes after your heroine Markle
 @Bahba  same here.  It was a shameful display of gratuitous nastiness
 @Garnet Barkley  Yes! She proved herself to be a mean woman like MM.
Well  oh you know  it it was mocking because it was Megan  if fake Kate  did  you  you  would say  she was praising monarchy,  hypocrite double  standards

We didn't know that HM The Queen was battling bone cancer aged 96 or that Her Jubilee celebration would be the culmination of Her Reign. But Her family, including Her grandson and his 
wife did! What an awful way they treated her and ignored invites to vist at Balmoral repeatedly. Then there was the bullying and shaming of 3 year old Princess Charlotte .....
😂😂😂
Narcissistic behavior! It’s all about her
She wanted Netflix watchers to believe those flowers were given to her
Looks like Harry is being completely manipulated by his narcissist wife! She really believes that everybody believes the lies and manipulation. This will be an interesting watch. Does 
anybody actually believe her?
I wish people would boycott Netflix for sending this!
The look Meghan gave the interviewer when it was revealed she's the reason Waldo hides in all his books .....ouch!  😬
Not gonna be watching not interested and gonna give them the privacy they do craved
Why should I waste so many hours of what's left of my life when its going to be discussed and dissected for days between each episode on God knows how many platforms good and bad 
and bent and twisted and analyzed?
Just...whatever
The part where they flew economy to the historic county of Sussex to apologise to the residents for using the beautiful county’s name for branding and never giving two tosses about it. 
How humble and appreciative they both are
I loved the part where they used a stock paparazzi photo for this trailer since literally no one cares
Ugh! Utter shite! Poor Netflix!
Manufactured grievances and perpetual victim-hood all wrapped up with a biased ribbon ....    Netflix, good luck!



Prince Harry “I had to do everything I could to protect my family!” PERIOD!
Netflix can edit it with the real behind the scenes that we all know happened and give us what we'd watch or the fake whiney crap we've been hearing for 4 years. Netflix America doesn't 
want royalty, please don't shove that crap in our faces. Cut your losses before you lose more subs.
If Netflix really wants to make their $100m back, they should produce a companion docuseries, "Ragland and Markle." Don't even interview the families about Meghan, just ask them about 
themselves, their lives, their ancestry, their newest generation. This will be fresh material and would bring a tear to everyone's left eye.
I've already heard all their lies I'm not going to be watching this series... They don't even know how to tell the truth 🤣

Netflix you can do better than this you are scraping the bottom of the barrel 🤣
Cringe
Send trash when granny is about to go bye bye.
Where's the scene where the South Africans are dancing in the streets when they heard Meghan's podcast is finally cancelled?😄🤣😂
Every time I see this pair of narcs a little something in me dies.
Are all these comments written by the same troll?😂
This is so cringe it’s hilarious! Sorry Netflix nothing could induce me to watch this drivel. Her narcissism knows no bounds.
I loved the part when they think Harry’s mother Diana would have loved and enjoyed the rift between Harry and William.  It’s what she would have wanted.  Way to go Megs, objective 
accomplished.  What a kind and loving person you are, you’re a shining example to us all.
I love this educational documentary on how not to be a kind, honest, caring person and how not to be a royal. Taking notes for the guys on how not to be your own person, stand your 
ground, stay true to your beliefs and hold on deeply to your relationships with your family. Very informative 👍
Unfortunately much of that family he himself has pushed under the bus. This woman is a man eater.
As he sets out once again to destroy them
No by people from all across the globe who finally got a collective space where they could put down their real thought about these two grifters.
This is world-wide sugar
😂😂😂😂
agree 100%
I am glad MY MOM raised me right
I love when you have professional photographers randomly hanging out in your kitchen for candid photos. And while your alone with your $1600 blanket and single orchid crying or 
laughing... With your hand over your face. I mean that's Kardashian style staged production.
I love how Meghan always puts family above herself.
They are so not in love with each other.

How dare you people refuse to acknowledge how stunning and brave it is to TRY and survive on a mere couple of million dollars. How traumatizing it must be! You plebs make me sick!
*cries one single tear out of left eye*

The ginger whinger and the narcissist! Let’s get this documentary over and then we really can forget all about them. Hopefully they’ll lose their titles along with any shred of respect



On a serious note. The average Brit is told that Americans adore Meghan Markle, and that we are jealous racists. 

If this comment sections shows me anything, it’s that this idea is not the case, and that people from all around the world see right through the lies and hypocrisy of these two bellends. 

Thank you Americans for standing up against this crap too. I am American, having been born there but I am very much British. Naturally, I have always seen US-UK relations as very strong. 
But I know many many many British people who are just so thrilled to see that even if you don’t believe in the monarchy, Americans are standing up for loyalty, honor, service, respect etc 
etc 

Go us!
Came for the comments section, wasn’t dissatisfied
I liked her on 'Deal Or No Deal' before she learned to cry on command.
They should be ashamed of themselves. Oh wait, sociopaths don’t feel shame. I feel so bad for them now… one tear, left eye.
I feel so sorry for this poor princess, the mean "racist" royal family paid for her multi million wedding, mansion, wardrobe, privatejet trips  and jewellery, poor Meghan has to whine in her 
hermes blanket 🤣 the starving african kids know nothing about Meghans insufferable pain
I suspect this is going to really backfire on them.
Suspect most of the may be for the comments the trailer is generating n not the trailer itself. For without this trailer how would so many people have got the chance to finally get to say 
what many have thinking since the O interview. The couple is simply despicable n desperate
Netflix made a huge mistake with this. These two are despicable. I for one won’t be watching.
I can only speak for myself but like love them together! I can’t wait to watch this!
Can I unwatch this and get the 1:12 mins of my time back?

I loved it when she called 3-year-old Princess Charlotte "fat" and pinched her.  I loved it when the Queen herself had to correct Meghan for being awful to palace staff.  I loved it when 
Prince William and Catherine realized they'd have to split courts from Harry and Meghan, because Meghan treated staff so badly, with the highest turnover rate they'd ever seen.
These guys (behaving like qualified coaches or psychologists) have nothing new to offer, no value to add: they are whining, self-indulgent and narcissistic. They say they crave privacy and 
are never out of the media, just how they like it, just how they keep raking in the cash since being cut off by nasty King Charles! She has cut her entire family out of her life and her 
children’s lives for daring to communicate with the media, when day in and day out, her and Harry sometimes via their puppet Omid Scobie - do exactly the same for their own selfish 
gains. 
The saline tear at the Queens funeral was Oscar worthy well done Meghan!
NETFLIX. Dump these two self aggrandising hypocrites!
This woman is nothing but a marketing and PR professional - Harry what have you done!
What a bunch of entitled bull crap…this is millennial narcissism at its worst….please don’t watch , let it crater
I am going to give netflix the heave ho for peddling this garbage. Thats one less subscriber for them.
Why did you stop showing the dislike numbers ?
American here.  Love the British, love the monarchy, have seen through these two for several years now.  They've planted their last potato with this "docuseries," and I'm here for it.  And I 
suspect there are many more Americans like me out there.
Yeah, as a brit I've never been that into the royals but these two make me appreciate how William is at least trying to contribute to a conversation about climate change while they just talk 
about how amazing they are. That they turned down our dying queen's invite this summer was a turning point for me. Don't talk about being kind: be it!



The only people who like these treacherous narcs in the US are People Magazine and women who get their news from watching daytime TV. No one can stand them!  In fact, we have 
become real fans of the British Royal Family ❤
They are not popular in the US. Most of us are really really tired of them. It’s all just too much.
Ideally, nobody should watch this documentary.
I’m an American and have followed the Royals ever since Diana. I am team RF!

This comment is for my fellow dual nationals.

Born and raised Brit here, lived in the US since teens and a dual national since birth. Been keeping up with two countries of news and I resonate with your comment because I know exactly 
how both countries responded to the Oprah interview (on average in general). The Brits knew this was all lies because we know our Royal Family and how they really operate and the 
Americans spurned by their own racial unrest of the George Floyd murder saw this as racism in action. I was really appalled there wasn't more of a response from the UK but I can see they 
are about to get their comeuppance. The Americans are about to see what the Brits have known all along. They will be broke, divorced and shut out of Hollywood.

high fives for all dual nationals
 @Ylla Ylla  true but it is a guilty pleasure watching just how ghastly MM is
American woman of color here, and nope- don't like her. Not one little bit lol.
Don't believe their PR hype. The US media prints their press releases and pushes their narrative. I don't know anyone who likes them. Even people who were initially sympathetic have now 
seen right through them. I am liberal and live in a very liberal part of the US
We can't stand her any more than you can.  Trust.
Culture, politics & integrity transcend national borders. Meghan Markle & her husband are narcissistic sociopaths whether they're living in the UK, US, etc.
🇺🇸
We do not adore La Markle. Stop watching CNN or relying on MSN. Tiresome duo.
We live in hope!
Aim higher
How to alienate all those who have loved you?
Also, there was $9 million secretly sent to Doria for HER charity.
 @Mini Haha  Grifters gonna grift!
There's a widget you can install on chrome to reinstate them.

As at 19:42 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
165K Dislikes
I especially loved the part where she wrote positive phrases on bananas and gave them to sex workers.
So there you go Netflix, the people have spoken!
lol
I love how deep and profound Harry's love for Meghan is, that when questioned by his disapproving friends as to why he was marrying her he responded, she'll do anything in bed.... what 
a love story... so envy worthy..... tear on cue left eye.



I found this video, straightly paused it. Just want to read the comment. What love story they have to value? No value at all. Not interesting watching it AT ALL. I just surprised when Netflix 
wanted them to make series, especially after they're trashing RF, but proudly saying, "Duchess of Sussex". And she's not even an A list Hollywood actor.
I can't wait!
I guess when everybody hates you i would milk that baby too
Folks, look, you may laugh but it's very difficult being a multi millionaire in today's cost of living crisis. Have you seen the price of Dom Perignon recently? Please be sympathetic.
Pure trash to injure the British Commonwealth of 55 countries -everyone already knows their dirty stories.
Didn't even watch it! Came straight to the comments...
Loving it when Netflix release this trailer with an open comment and it draws more attention than the trailer itself🤣
sad
Was the picture at 0.22 taken by a private photographer without HM’s permission?
Netflix…I dropped my subscription because of these two whining brats.  Your company will lose on this one.
It's almost as though these two were designed to bring the rest of humanity closer together. Like when English and German troops put aside their differences on Xmas day in 1914 to 
emerge from the WW1 trenches to play a game of football. We may be left-wing, right-wing, black or white, rich or poor, but there is one universal truth: that these two human beings are 
vile, self-indulgent, privileged little arseholes that most sane people despise. Welcome everyone. Come on in, the water is reassuringly luke-warm xx
So wanting a quiet life didn't work out then?
Was the picture at 0.31 taken on 7 July 2011 at the Harry Potter Deathly Hallows Part II premiere?
So cringe....Meghan is so false.....
Netflix, you should have just burnt the money instead of giving it to these to whining losers.
People who exploit their own family are the worst.
I paused it straight away too 🤣
Yes.
❤
How eloquent
18,000 thumbs up and 137,000 thumbs down. Wow, they are not liked at all.
THE PART WHERE THIS SHOWS how pathetic and sheep like the negative bullying commentators are! For those in the comment section who love to hate on others for having a voice to 
their experiences, and find it popular, smart and funny to Hate on Meghan and Harry! Only further proves her point! You people are only exposing your own disgusting nature! And yes as a 
British I can confirm that she has every right to expose racism regardless of how we agree with the way she goes about doing so or not. The negative commentators are just ignorant 
pathetic and jealous vultures who love to undermine the voice of those that speak up for what actually happens to black people in Britain! Especially joining a monarchy! Meghan was 
obliterated with racist “Monkey noises” during her Scotland visit with many witnesses! The UK press has tried to destroy this woman with lies and heavy racism and illegally expose her 
private letters for which she rightfully sued and won in court! Whether you like her or not, Let the woman speak! Just as Diana had every right to! God forbid ANY of you go through some 
form of mistreatment and others mock you and criticise your every move because you spoke up! Keep hating and still be watching her! Way to go NETFLIX for opening up your comment 
section to bullying and harassment! Y’all be hating Meghan more than Prince Andrew who’s actually the true criminal and a disgrace to the Monarchy! As Prince Harry said “I had to do 
everything I could to protect my family” PERIOD!

Entire family cancelling our subscriptions.  We work too hard to fund the ostentatious lifestyle of a talentless, vindictive and lazy couple who consistently struggle with objective truth.
Sarcasm is strong in this comment section and I’m all for it ❤❤😂😂
My neighbours and I danced in the street having read this comment section, its bloody hilarious!
The absolute best part was when Harry turned on his entire family for a 2 bit hustler.



Why so much hate people. Jealousy is such a pitiful emotion. She is pretty, archived a lot before she even met harry and continues to work on charities as she was before. Oh and her family 
is beautiful. Stop the hate people.
I loved the part when every “private” moment they had a camera crew to catch it!
They are as fake as Harry's guitar playing. That chord he's playing in the photo wouldn't work.
Looks like the same recycled yuck. Borrrring....
What are the stakes??? Someone help me understand why she said “when the stakes are this high…” for who?  Why does she make it seems like they are guarding nuclear secrets or 
something. God, make it stop.
I love the part that Haz resisted to see both his grandpa and grandma before they died. He was so cool and determined!
Nobody asked for this. Meghan is a joke of a human being who couldn’t cut it as an actor so she had to marry a rich man to be relevant. The irony - since ya know - she’s so oppressed and 
sick of the very patriarchy she married into 
I love the part where Meghan and Harry promise to leave us alone - brought a tear of happiness to my left eye
Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story  from us….again….. and again …….. and again …….and again ……

The World is Unimpressed. So Scripted, a Personal Professional Photographer hired since they were engaged.Does she say WHY she did not invite any of Doria's black family members to 
the Wedding? Do they attend Church Services in Cali or are a member of any church there? Does She talk about if she had natural labor/or cesarean sections? How long was her labors, 
breastfeed? (Princess Grace of Monaco was Patron of Le Leche International) If there is a picture or video of Harry & Megan in the Labor Room with Hospital Staff I'll subcribe to Netflix.
My favorite part is when Megan showed the world what compassion looked like by jumping on a private jet to Uvalde with her camera crew in tow.  She was so clever and showed amazing 
flexibility to switch the filming location to the children’s memorial when the security detail at the school turned her away.  So inspiring.  So humble.
Can someone tell me what the dislikes are up to? Best comments section ever and it looks like NF took down the release date.
Netflix should flip the script and do a documentary about how horrible they are to work with.
If you allay think of yourself, then you believe you are the centre of the world and all stakes are so high. Move to Suisse. Somewhere in the mountain, where nobody knows you. Then the 
stakes will decrease. But Meghan wants the name but not the responsibility.
“As a British”
LoL
No you aren’t.😂😂😂
Everyone is entitled to an opinion and to make a comment. Your views are different but that doesn't give you the right to insult others and accuse them of hate. I think if someone had 
made monkey noises at Meghan they would have been arrested.
Poor Sugar, you sound a bit hysterical.....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad Sugars open their eyes and realize Markle is empty space and never loved them at all....never identified 
as a POC until it suited her money grubbing agenda because that's what narcissists do......

It's not about color, it's about character......the part, really the whole 6 episodes, where Markle proves she has none... for goodness sakes, Sugar, what  has Markle ever done for anyone....
 @Cassie  Yep, Markle arrived on th e scene around the time of BLM, and the two gravitated towards each other.  Markle never identified as a POC until it suited her agenda.
Exactly how can you confirm it?  By setting up an elderly woman with hearing aids and the onset of dementia, crashing a reception without an invitation, wearing a Mic, and baiting an old 
woman when you couldn't bait a member of th e royal family?
What family??
Her sick dad
Or disabled sister?



Believe me no one is jealous. I despise her outright, unforgivable  lies and her mission to destroy our Royal Family. Jealousy would infer that I wanted something she had and I don't admire 
anything about this woman.
Exactlyyyy 🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
Only one tear and only one eye - the left one.
 @Gillian Redfearn  Oh yes of course, silly me 🙈 gotta edit
If only that were the case lol
👏👏👏
How she somehow made a child massacre site all about her! So very empowering and brave of Methane.
I wonder if after the outcry and outrage over her trip, that actual footage will be in the Netflix soap opera?  She did after all take the cameras with her on that mercy mission 😡
 @JeanEliza   Who cares, I won’t be watching…I haven’t even watched this one, I just opened it to glance at the comment section, due to a recommendation from other sites.  They were 
absolutely correct, the comments are pure gold…Not many supporters for old Meh…Most people are smart enough to figure out who, and what, she is…Her jealousy of Princess Catherine 
is out of control, IMO, she is a malignant narcissist with psychopathic tendencies…Her own friend, Jessica Mulroney, apologized for herself, and her daughter’s actions, against Princess 
Charlotte during the dress fitting, so we know exactly who to believe about that story…
That was the one when I really loathed her 😡
I think, to date, the spectacle in Uvalde is still the lowest she's gone. For that alone she should be shunned, yet she's still being given awards.
 @JeanEliza   Same here, I've been wondering about that too.

 @CB  No. The lowest she has gone is to bully a family when the patriarch lay dying. She then compounds her crimes but trying to rock up to the matriarch's death bed. Knowing she caused 
her enormous pain and would compound the pain for those closest to her like Anne to have her present at the time of their greatest sorrow. 
If I was Anne I would have ripped those extensions from her manky head had she dared arrive at Balmoral. Markle would then have something real to complain about
 @JanShe  x2
If only she remembered to bring bananas to write messages for the families of the victims. Then perhaps she would have garnered the recognition she deserved for this visit.
137k dislikes vs 18k likes
 @LilyJo Miller  Please keep us informed with updates. Thanks
As at 19:52 3rd Dec:

18K Likes
166K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Pls post an update, thank you
 @Thi Martens-Tran  Update as at 12:48 4th Dec (UK time):

19K Likes
216K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  really phenomenon, thanks for the update!



 @Thi Martens-Tran  You're welcome. Here's the latest:

Update as at 16:08 4th Dec (UK time):

20K Likes
221K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Wow record breaking ratio!
Booooooo
To me these two look like they are the dumbest kids in the school yard.
Seems like cinematic wedding video
I liked the part where I realized I’m a Texan and I’ve never met a single person in my entire life that actually cared about Harry, Meghan, the Queen, the “Royal” Family, or even the entire 
country of England,.. or is it France? UK? That’s how much I don’t know or care. I just stumbled upon this while sitting on the toilet.
18k 👍/ 136 k 👎 as of Sat, @ 945am ct./ 144k  👎 as of 1130 am / 158k  👎 as of 12:15pm/ 197k 👎 as of 742pm
The part when Meghan started to gain independence and started promoting skin whitening creams while accusing the royal family of racism was so touching.
I shall be cancelling my Netflix Subscription in protest - I'm not having my hard earned money used to pay for this disloyal, self inflated, narcissistic programme!!
I loved the part where Meghan shredded the USC defense to win the PAC 12 title game, brought a tear of joy to my left eye. .....
Tears rolling down her left eye as she remembered her pregnancy was a virgin birth
These comments are a coordinated hate campaign. The world is changing and the masks are falling of…🥴
I love the part where duchless duplicitous said “does it makes more sense to hear our stories from us”. Well of course YOUR stories doesn’t make any sense.. All of YOUR stories were built 
on lies. It only makes sense to YOUR OWN MEGALIAR worldview. 🤮 I only remember your story is just the same as the story of The Boy who cried Wolf. 😂👀
The part at the very end of their reality show umm I mean documentary of their love story where they read all the glowing tributes from the trailer.  Colorful bits of dishes fall from the sky 
like it is raining confetti!  Brings one tear to my left eye.
BRUUUUUUHHHHHHHH His grandma must be angry up there
I love the part where Meghan and Harry talk about what is going on behind the palace's closed doors but refused to have any filming done in their own Montecito home. Who's doors are 
closed now?
I think it is horribly sad how Harry has turned on his brother who no doubt loves him and went through the loss of his mother with him. Also the damage his actions cause to the monarchy 
something that his beloved Grandmother dedicated her life to.
I'm just here for the comments 🤣👀
Tawdry and affected.  Embarrassingly corny and badly acted.  A cheap attention grabbing attempt.  What were you thinking Netflix.
💩💩
She is smiling in the Hermes pic. So obvious. Fake trollop.
Wow! They really are bad people. After the way Williams and Kate receive them. I really hope this backlashes against them
Omg ROTFLMAO!!!
As at 19:52 3rd Dec (UK time):

18K Likes
166K Dislikes
While simultaneously spray tanning herself Trumpian Orange every time she went to the UK.   (But only her face....)



No darling. Sussex Squad, Bouzy, twitter group,  the trusted journalists, and formally Sunshine Sachs was a coordinated campaign. This is purely organic. People are reading the comments, 
laughing and adding their own. You, and your ilk, just exist in a bubble. Welcome to how people really feel.
This is just reality
People really don’t like them 
With good reason
And his grandfather who he trashed on his deathbed
Their intent was to destroy the Monarchy. It backfired! 🤣
Harry has always been the pebble in the Royal Family’s collective shoe.
Hiding the dislikes like we can't find ways around that to see how badly the ratio is 😂😂 over 100k in dislikes... ouch!! But not surprising.
Get the buckets ready !!!
They really did an incredible job of capturing all of their special, intimate moments. Our selfie stick photos never turn out that beautiful.
Booooooorrrrrrrrrring.
My favourite part was when Meghan killed the Basilisk in the Chamber of Secrets and saved Ginny Weasley. She's such a hero.
I'm not suprised they wanted to delay this. Going off the trailer I think it's going to be absolute comedy gold and we are going to be treated to 6 hours of 2 extremely privileged people 
bleating about how hard their lives are.
I love the part that the selfish and narcissism Megliar turns Haz's true colour to people, so we know he's a selfish, spoiled brats. Both are so cruel to their families. What a wonderful 
matched couple!
LMAO. Meghan acting like a victim. She's a narcissist.
I love the part where Meghan admits to colluding with a race baiting plant who—while all decked out in African garb gets enraged and calls abuse because an 83 year old white lady asked 
her where she is from. Truly brings a spotlight to the serious racialized oppression suffered by so many people on earth. Meghan and her circle’s activism knows no bounds…braver than 
Mandela if you ask me.
I want the untold story of who cleans the 16 bathrooms. I could use a good cleaning person. The rest is surplus.
I loved the part when she cured cancer while flipping pancakes for archie.  So inspiring
There is always more than your "truth"... three sides to the story... your side, their side and the truth that lies somewhere in between!!!
I just love the part where Meghan ran through the halls of Buckingham palace to try to stop the bullying allegations held against her by palace staff, and that it was Catherine who made 
her cry (specifically, the left eye)...so inspiring🥺
She’s horrible
I wonder if any pics of them in Indianopolis with hardly an audience
Have they made a porn video yet ...that's how Paris and Kim got the fame they were seeking.
Hilarious 🤣
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors." Exactly, but yet you are doing this just based on the other side's totally unexamined and unconfirmed stories? Wow...Talking about 
closed doors, I wonder what happened that directors resigned, Meagain said this isn't the story they wanted etc. Maybe she will tell later how you did this and that and accuse you for 
everything. You then just have to accept it just as you have accepted this "documentary" too by allowing them to share only their own one-sided views on things. This is a textbook 
example of greed, stupidity and disturbed people. You should have known better.
Can someone hit me with the like/dislike ratio in this video, please and thank you
What a pathetic set of hateful people
136k dislikes as of a few minutes ago.
I can't believe they still think they can fool us lol.



 @Denise Griffitts  make that 136, 001.
As at 19:58 3rd Dec (UK time):

18K Likes
167K Dislikes
Harry Potty. It all makes sense, now. 😂
One of my favourite comments 😅😅
There is no Archie, which makes it even more touching
Whilst solving the daily Wordle puzzle  
gamechanger!
 @WalrusRider  Yes, though she had to Google the answers, even though she’s never used Google
They’re saving that for season 2. 😂😂
She has many
17k likes and 127k dislikes :)
And one hour later the number against the dislikes button has disappeared!
As at 20:03 3rd Dec (UK time):

18K Likes
166K Dislikes
Yes Harry and His Wife surely are.
...and yet they have a netflix series 😅😅😅
I love the part where she talks about her relationships dating black men and how it changed her. 🤣
My favorite part is where she speaks out about slut shaming and then includes that her sister has 3 children by 3 fathers in her notes to Omid Scoobie Doo to write his craptastic book.  
Then lied about doing it and had to apologise to a court for forgetting she did it.  Her hypocrisy was a thing to behold.  I shed a tear out of my left eye... mind you only one.
I really want to know who takes photo and video of themselves crying unless it's for drama money and attention.  Meghan just needs to admit it now...this was her plan all along.  And 
Harry needs to wake up and realize he's just the way she accomplished her goal (for now).  He might want to accept that Christmas invitation and save himself.
This comment section brings a tear to my left eye!
My favorite part was when they stayed at the mansion of the High Commissioner in South Africa and Meghan had to put out a massive fire in Archie's bedroom, thereby saving her first-
born child of another woman from perishing. So brave. I bet she put out the fire with her bare hands. Oh, and then she decided it wasn't a mansion they were staying in and gave it the 
really cool modern name of 'Housing Unit'. I hope I get to stay in that housing unit one day.
I love the part where Meghan parts the Red Sea to allow her people to cross. So stunning and brave
Poor royal family that bought 💩 by allowing Harry to marry this one. Since the stakes are this high it’s only fare let her ex boyfriends, ex-husbands, dad and mom side of family, and Royal 
employees to tell their story then that would make real sense to all her bs. Please unsubscribe Netflix in the support of Real Royals and boycott anyone who makes money of lies of this 
gold digger. “Megan 😅one tear L eye”
They are a ridiculous couple of grifters and I have no interest in hearing from either of them about anything.  I am so angry at their behaviour I’m tempted to follow many others and cancel 
Netflix.
A pair of grifters and Harry is a traitor to his country his mother would be turning in her grave and would be so ashamed of the man he has become 🤣



Didn't you just sob when Meg revealed her oneness with the Little Mermaid, her voiceless yearning for the pouty Prince, chained up in the palace with only her fishy tale for company ? A 
tear positively blew out of my left eye.
What a joke, can't even come up with something funny to say because these two are disqusting. Definitely not on my top 1000 to watch.

I love the part where H had never met Meghan's father through out their courtship but the same guy was supposed to walk her down the isle....to the man he had never met. Interesting...
The part where she bravely found her voice to lobby and fight global inflation, against all odds, to bring the steaks down so even the common folk could enjoy a good Sunday roast.
M&H: ‘We want privacy’
Also M&H: interviews, book, documentary,.. whatever it takes to be ‘relevant’ 
Meghan is talking about how the British media portrays black people.  I'm not a fan of any member of the royal family, but it's clear that Meghan is a macrocosm of how the British media 
portrays black people in every way of live. So yeah, the stakes are pretty high
What a load of absolute rubbish.  Meg- gain and Haz need to disappear to obscurity.
👎
Hmmmm. Seems like You Tube down vote is broken. It doesnt show the number
I loved their decision to marry privately in that charming little old Anglican church near Balmoral, in Scotland, just family and a few close friends. So romantic. Such a symbol of their love. 
And their heartfelt decision to make their home in Africa, rescuing elephants and working for equality for all. A happy, private family.
Harry snaps a photo of his wife crying instead of comforting her. Yikes
lool 🤣
She put it out with the mud cloth (her words) the nanny had been using on baby merchie
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂
Hahahahhahaha
😁
People dislike her behaviour 
And she’s white
127k dislikes
As at 20:07 3rd Dec (UK time):

18K Likes
167K Dislikes
We don't want her, thanks.
Honestly, GreatPianoMusic, I'm so disappointed they didn't do exactly as you described. As an added benefit, I'm sure Harry would be so much happier with that life.  Do you think that 
could possibly be what he imagined at one time?
 @Abby Smas  and had they done that he would have had the support of his family and the rest of us. Instead he has turned his life into a circus.
He's a 🤡.
TRUTH-that which is true or in accordance with fact or reality.  The fact is, we are sick of these two and can't wait to see the back of them.  Reality.
I loved the part where Meghan expressed how very grateful she was for her £32 million “spectacle” of a wedding, and then they cut to all the footage that definitely exists of the people of 
South Africa rejoicing in the streets the way they did when Nelson Mandela was freed from prison 😍
Cant wait to see the the documentary.



What a load of crap.
why do most comments here have the words "the part where" or "I love the part"? does everyone use the exact same words? it's suspect.
I'm truly impressed that a lazy woman with no talent and a dimwit  fleeced Netflix 🤣
I loved the part Major Johnny Thompson - the Kings Equerry and the Lord Chamberlain Lord Parker formerly the Head of MI5 - sat behind the Duke and Duchess to ensure their security 
was Paramount (it is Hollywood after all). It brought a tear to my left eye.
I loved the part where Harry stated that his wife was responsible for getting him help with his mental health, clearly too stupid to remember the interview he'd done with Vanity Fair years 
earlier where he heaped praise on his brother....for helping him confront his mental health issues. Such 'truth'
So inspiring, I am literally crying... from laughter lol. Wow not missing Netflix for sure if this is their prime "content" haha. Boohoo my solidly-middle-class-ass weeps for the two of them 
and their "struggles" haha.
Just no.  There is a time for silence and reflection, and that time is now for Meghan and Harry.
Looks like comedy gold. 🤣
I loved the part where Meghan forced her sister-in-law (and future Queen of England) to a dress fitting, mere days after she gave birth to the largest Royal baby in history (Louis), and 
belittled her daughter (Charlotte) in front of her while also bullying the staff.  So brave! And kind!   After all, it didn’t matter who was in postpartum, it was Meghan’s special day and what 
she wanted, she should get.  That’s female empowerment!   (The foot stomp heard round the world!). So inspiring.
How can I dislike this trailer trash a million times?
Yes, the stakes are high when their primary goal is to literally destroy the British monarchy. She’s a despicable, insanely jealous malignant narcissist with a huge platform to inflict maximum 
damage.
TWO ELDER ABUSERS , how disgusting
I love the part where she explains coming to England and telling people she was interested in meeting rich British men.
What a complete joke these two are! Who photographs someone crying instead of comforting that person? These proven liars are a disgrace AND so is Netflix!
Went to a white Catholic girls school, all.her friends were white, joined a white sorority in college, never dated a Black man, her friend said Meg's bookcase was filled with books about 
Princess Diana, GB and the Royal family.  Friend said Meg wanted to be Diana 2.0. Meg copied all of Diana's outfits, wore her favorite perfume and didn't say a word about racism till she 
started dating Haz.  Home movie wearing a crown ordering all her white friends around.
Nobody Cares!!!!!!!
Do they think they are John and Yoko with those pictures?  😂Is this 💩show a comedy?  Oh, let Harry know every decent father/husband wants to protect their family & keep them safe.  
Geez…what a self righteous oaf.  There’s nothing special about him except his title…ask the former
yacht girl, suitcase girl & bully.
This is sarcasm, right? They did not celebrate in the streets.
 @Annie T  Yes, I was indeed being sarcastic.
Nutmeg is as usual delusional..having the nerve to compare Harry and herself to a Great man like Nelson Mandela .
You cant make this stuff up.  When she actually claimed that she was as revered as NM, I was shocked at first, then I remembered that it was just the malignant narcissist talking….lies, lies, 
lies, and then more lies…
This comment bought a tear to my left eye.
 @Annie T you really needed to ask????? 🙄🙄
 @Annie T  all the golden comments on here are sarcasm. I’ve laughed til my left eye cried
 @Annie T  It is sarcasm, based on the claim Madame made that she was told that they did dance in the streets because of her wedding to Hapless.  It never happened, and it was proved 
that she even lied about being told that story.
Oh honey no



It’s called sarcasm.
Catch up mimi
You don't get it ? Come on !
Lol
Yes!!!
Future Queen Of England?????...oh..Yeah...I am here Paying all the theater.... Without me, me, me, me, me, me, There is no Future at all, not just future Queen of England...Poor 
me😭😭😭😭, I am dying right now while I can not even find this Gentuza up here where I am. I can not find either the men who would like to have me (excuse me: Have me, have my 
heart,  Not, have my Super Powers, Yes!!!! ...It is the same, but they separated.....🙃), since they are very occupied with their intereses. 
Poor Dalina!!!!🙃😟😭😯...jajajajajajaja..Thank God I am so cool at the end.
Yes. Saint Meghan. The patriot of the woman's:)
And then lied on Oprah interview that it was Kate who reduced her tears, because she knew Kate couldn't correct her publicly. She's a Goebbels in skirt!
With Harry scuttling around trying to get the correct pricelees, historic tiara from the Queen, because the priceless tiara offered was not good enough for the failed actress. The Queen 
held firm.
 @TS Tesla  Shaney  You high?
 @TS Tesla  Shaney 
What?
No you killed me at "largest royal baby in history" 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Dorothy Ramser  She wanted the tiara that was promised to Eugenie, so the Queen gave her three options to choose from.  It was reported that since she, Meh, allegedly, lost a bracelet 
that she borrowed previously, that the Queen had a replica made of the tiara Meh choose.
We haven't had a Queen of England for a few hundred years.  God willing Catherine will hopefully be the future Queen consort of The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland.  Unless a few bits of my country have been chopped off by independence referendums in which case you are right Catherine will be future Queen Consort of England and I will 
stand corrected.
 @JanShe  lost a priceless heirloom?
 @Dorothy Ramser  “lost”

Just like that pair of Aquazurras
I shed a tear.. in my left eye.. so inspiring..  
Pardon the error - I’m Texan and did not use the proper title.  Thank you for the correction.
 @Kelsey LaCour  back of her Hermes blanket drawer?
Melted down and cashed it.
 @Miss AJ  Thank you! The Queen of England died around 270 years ago (or so).
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  thanks but if we are talking about last Queen of England that was Elizabeth the first who died in 1603 so around 419 years ago.  No problem I just like to share knowledge.  
Unless you are thinking of some other Queen maybe but I don't think there was another one after Elizabeth the first that was Queen of England.  She was also Queen of Ireland.  I think 
Wales wasn't considered as a country in its own right at the time but is rightly considered as one now with its own proud history, heritage and language but also an important, valued part 
of Great Britain.  Sadly there are many who want to tear my country apart (including Harry and Meghan it seems).  Have to wait and see how it all works out but I hope we can find a way to 
pull our fractured country together.



 @R     if you were replying to me it is okay and no big deal I just Iike to share knowledge.  It is difficult as many outside the UK (and some inside) often referred to our late Queen as Queen 
of England and don't often understand our country's geopolitical make up.  It can sometimes be confusing even for us Brits but Scots, Welsh and Northern Irish can sometimes get a bit 
annoyed by people thinking their country is part of  England or in England which is understandable as they have a proud history, heritage and a language of their own that should be 
celebrated and recognized while also being part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.  Sadly there are many factions inside and outside our country seeking to tear 
us apart including it seems Harry and Meghan.
 @JanShe  She couldn't have known about the tiara Eugenie  chose. Nobody had seen it since the death of the owner, Margret Greville, died in the 40s. 
The bandeau she borrowed was the real deal, it's not possible to make a replica that doesn't look fake.
 @TS Tesla  Shaney are you on drugs or are just too stupid to put a coherent sentence together?
 @Miss AJ   For me I just found it annoying that that our monarchs are referred to as the Queen/King of England when they're not.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  I agree with you there, it seems the norm for many outside the UK.  I wonder why.
Don’t worry 
The rest of the world has got you.

What brought a tear to my left eye was how the poor woman had to lug and grip that poor ever expanding/deflating moon bump for the best part of a year to stop it falling down.....except 
for the time it did fall down to almost her ankles.......I had to shed another tear for that too, from the left eye of course.

The only person I feel sorry for is the camera man who had to film this sh*t. Can you imagine, the poor person filming her crying into her Hermes blanket about not being worshipped. 
That’s what the stakes are. She’s talking about not being worshiped by the world, and she blames the royal family for us not worshipping her. She doesn’t get it. We don’t like her for her, 
it’s got nothing to do with the royal family, it’s got to do with her awful personality and horrible actions. She certainly makes us feel sorry for the royal family. And now for the camera man 
that had to film this petulant narcissist crying about the world not loving her and adoring her. My god. Sorry to whoever you are. It must have been excruciating.
Dear Netflix, Why are you all allowing the dramatization of this obvious narcissism filmed from a very biased perspective (and perhaps even with those unauthorized "hidden-camera" 
footage). Does this documentary include any official/authorized/permission given interviews with the current working British Royal Family? Likely, NO. Therefore, this is a one-sided story, 
which is NO story at all--and thus, NOT a true documentary, and certainly NOT investigative reporting. These are the facts: Many people in the world are weary of hearing the same old 
story from these two. They seem to be stuck on criticizing and laying all blame on the Royal Family, as well as reveling in their own selves while simmering in their ongoing toxic "victim" 
mindset and increasing emotions of jealousy, bitterness, regrets, etc. It is troubling and sad to observe their very public lives unfold to expose their true hidden personalities and private 
lives. If only they would STOP their toxic "drama" and take the time to truly assess the gravity of what they have done and continue to do to the Royal Family and the people of the UK, as 
well as to each of their own parents and siblings. May these two lost and rebellious souls REPENT, cry out to GOD for MERCY, and seek FORGIVENESS of all their sins from the LORD Jesus 
Christ. ONLY then can they have TRUE PEACE with GOD in their own hearts, souls, and minds. +
I think she said that after she did the blow job scene in 90210.  
Or maybe it was after her burger-flipping commercial.  
Or maybe it was after she played a sexed up character on Suits.
Or maybe she really meant that women shouldn’t marry men for their money and to advance their careers.
I just can’t quite figure it out.

"When the steaks are this high"   I think meghan is referring to her vast pile of ribeye steaks.  We plebs and grass eaters aren't allowed to eat meat because muh globull warming , but klaus 
schwab, bill Gates and elites like meghan will be scoffing beef to their heart's content.  No flying for the plebs either but plenty of private jet rides for Harry Hewitt and his slapper
FUN FACT If you watch this video at a 0.75 speed it looks and sounds so creepy
I came here for the comments and I'm not disappointed. Brought a tear to my eye....the left one 😅



🤢🤢🤢
I do hope she checks the comment section and sees that well....not many like you Meghan
So Harry accused the family of hating him, then he does this and expects what, love?

She says, ‘when the stakes are this high” and I ask WHAT STAKES? Harry was born the second son, through no one’s fault, neither his nor his parents, so there are NO STAKES, end of! He 
appeared to accept this up until he hooked up with Meghan and then all hell broke loose. They need to pipe down and get on with their own lives, without destroying anyone else’s lives.
They created those stakes. I hope they fall like the London Bridge and people don't enable this garbage.
Netflix was already struggling and like Harry thought this would raise their ratings.
After 21 lies in the Oprah interview, they bet wrong.
This comment section needs it's own series!
"When the stakes are this high". Honest to God, she sounds like a female David Brent.
Jesus,  the lengths she'll go to, to become irrelevant!!!!!  Because that's what she is and always will be!
Wonderful! The comments section, I mean. I love it how you’re all able to cry from your left eye. ❤

"When the stakes are this high" will probably become a Meghan mockery meme. People will be posting photos and videos of themselves with photo captions or TikTok videos saying "when 
the stakes are this high..." while they are doing completely mundane tasks like the washing up or brushing their teeth. Thanks for the memes Meg & Hawwy. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
They always play the victim I’m so over it. Sorry Netflix will not be watching. It’s like the same old story. Just different day  
I loved the part where they go to Costco to stock up on toilet paper for their 16 bathrooms.
I loved  the part when she told the  doddery  'Glo' Steinem that women are linked not ranked as she so kindly allowed  a famous old feminist the opportunity  to fawn over  her. It was 
beyond moving to see the beautiful sycophancy displayed between them. You go, Glo.
With the stakes this high don’t you think you should hear the story from us? Isn’t that the only story that we’ve heard😂 I haven’t heard anything coming out of the royals.  What are the 
steaks Megan😂
Ooh good idea
According to media outlets this morning this is an attack on the household staff. The stakes she is talking about is her reputation as a bully. They are going to say THEY were the ones who 
were bullied. Tell that to the poor helicopter pilot she was waking up at 2 am to be her personal doordash to London.
I hope Netflix keeps the comments section open indefinitely, great forum for comedy on this vile hypocritical pair and to have the opportunity to shed a tear…from only the left eye of 
course….
The ‘left eye’ stream is utterly brilliant, I’m loving this reading 😂👌
Heads over to TikTok
I find it very humbling knowing that Harry and Meghan managed to downsize from a PALACE to a 16 bathroom MANSION and manage to scrape by without complaining about their 
struggles once. 
Truly inspiring to witness such humility.
I love the part where Harry & Meghan turned down a courtesy title for Archie, then proceeded to complain to Oprah that he was denied one. It's really shameful how Harry was also 
denied knowledge of hundreds of years of title protocol by the family he was born & raised in. If only he'd known how it all works. My left eye is leaking in sympathy for their troubled 
existences.
I love how THE emerald choker told MM what the Princess of Wales thinks about the documentary and all their other rubbish.
Lmao the obsession in the comments made me wanna watch it more 😭



My favorite part is when Meghan and Harry start to snuggle under the Hermes blanket but then Harry accidentally refers to her as just Meghan instead of "My wife, Princess Meghan, 
Duchess of Sussex" and then she clobbers him over the head with her claw until he cries. That was dope man!
Oportunista
He needed a mother's figure in his and unfortunately he got her. She found a lost child & abused it
Meghan crying 3 times in this trailer; the first one sitting with the Hermes blanket she had just read that her former staff were about to out her as the real bully. Second one, with her in 
the Jeep, was when Harry told her he'd forgiven her for firing off the statement to his grandmother, without his consent, that the Queen doesn't own the word 'royal' and that service was 
universal. She cried a tear of joy from her left eye. The final crying scene was when Meghan saw on tv that Catherine would become the Princess of Wales, like Diana. How dare she, that 
was meant to be HER title. If she can't have the title, no one will. 'Bring the monarchy down', she cries.

‘Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us?’ 

Actually it doesn’t.  We’ve heard your story from you already and it was littered with lies, provocations, and dangling accusations - without any receipts.   

She has the ability to paint this macro picture of what appears to be her fight for good against evil — and she will have her group of followers that will lap it up on its glossy, contrived 
surface value — but if you’re smart enough to dig in and ask actual questions, you’ll find very little substance.  You’ll find a selfish, narcissistic, spoiled girl who married a pestilent, 
immature boy - and together they are a toxic combination of spite, jealousy, hypocrisy, and revenge. Their super power is knowing how to spin up PR - but it’s all contrived.   It’s fake.   
People, let’s be better than blindly accepting a narrative. Ask questions and look behind the curtain.
Throwing up!
I love the sound track, We Are Family, played in the episode called Family Reunion.
well that’s a pile of sh*t I won’t be watching !!! cancel netflix subscription as i’m not paying for it either…
Cannot wait !!! Love them 💕💕 just wish the public and the media would leave them be 
Ridicolous
Once a bad actress always a bad actress. Obviously dragged up her pathetic acting experience from Suits.
Wonder how many cancellations Netflix will get again. Hope the excessive cost paid for this to H&M was worth it.
I love her plagiarism - why invent a great phrase if you can steal someone elses
It's funny how the new world order keeps pushing this couple on us as some type of role models. 😂
When she wrote messages of hope and inspiration on bananas for those sex workers. Just shows she's willing to roll up her sleeves and do the hard work in the name of charity . So brave. 
So inspiring.
My favourite part is the comment section.  Brings tears to my eyes, it does. 😂
I won't be watching  when released .  will not watch or buy anything the traitors make any money . how harry treated his grandparents in their last years 😡 disgusting
😂😂😂
So stunning and brave 😂
I like that Catherine’s choker is worth more than the mansion 🤣
you know why she refused it? because The Earl of Dumbarton was offered and Meghan, being an imbecile didn't want Archie to be referred to a Dumb
Rest assured Harry would know how the titles worked , but as Diana said , "he's a bit of an airhead"  & he wasn't any good at school either , so how he got into Sandhurst, is a matter of not 
what one knows , but whom , one knows .
 @David Arundel  I'm glad Will and Kate don't label their kids like that.
She wanted him to be awarded the title of prince of the Commonwealth. Not a ordinary low-life duke from a small unknown place in Scotland starting with the word 'dumb'🤣



 @Black Aliss  Dumbarton is a gorgeous place with a fantastic history dating back well-beyond the Roman Empire.  We visited that area when I was a teen - I loved it! 
You're right, though - Migraine, the Dolla Store Duchess of Overseas, is just too 'dumb' to know any better.😅
You all jelly but just keep watching and hating as more views equals more cash for these savvy royals.
@@MrItsjustmeok  I can assure I am not jealous of people who decimate their families bc Daddy cut off the money.
 @SpringfieldFan  They always wanted to fund themselves and be part time royals but werent allowedto. Daddys money is actually taxpayers money. They now have a 100 million dollar 
deal with netflix and a guaranteed number 1 hit show.
 @MrItsjustmeok  there's no half in half out. Does not work that way.
 @SpringfieldFan  It was a perfect opportunity to modernise the monarchy they would have been working for free for good causes.
 @MrItsjustmeok  these 2 do NOTHING for free. Meghan complained about not being paid to shake hands!
 @SpringfieldFan  Lies they are full of love and you are full of hate.
 @MrItsjustmeok  whatever you say 🙄
Shut up Megs, this is for adults, please go and enjoy the smell of your poop and let Harry tell you why he is grateful for it
 @MECCA  lmaooo & he will & you’ll watch
 @creole96 Galveston  There is no need to watch it. There are a huge amount of people on YouTube who will watch it and give the most laughable points. They say " we watch it so you 
don't have to".  The same happened with the podcast.
 @LilyD  radio & television are two separate mediums. Podcasts are boring. Commentary boosts viewership. The hatred & obsession triggered by these two is too reactive & irrational not 
to be profitable. Their wedding alone had almost 30 million in viewership. People refuse to ignore them. They mine as well profit from it.
 @LilyD  plus, comments on YouTube keep the video in the algorithm. Triggering users to comment with low hanging fruit is practiced by every intelligent creator on the platform. Peoples 
opinions are literally revenue for the account holder.
 @LilyD  & people also just want their opinions repeated back to them. Netflix’s audience and YouTube’s audience have less correlation than you think. Misery just loves company on social 
media and content creators are smart enough to nurture that for their own benefit$
They have offended the public.
So no.
We are just getting started as it is NOW official - they are unanimously detested and no one is walking on egg shells anymore
Perhaps if they want to be left alone they could try shutting the feck up!
🤣😂🤣
Their plight resonated with her, she had it hard during her yachting years - just look at those poor knees, brings a tear to my left eye! 🥲
loool
I hope only one eye, the left one!
I keep coming back - it‘s such great entertainment 😂😂😂
Because of this trailer, I just cancelled my Netflix.
Love it every time she grabs the big baby's hands, respecting its individuality
Nobody cares what’s happening behind closed doors. Not to be crude but the two of them have spent their wad.
Textbook Covert-Narcissist.

I love how Harry and MeMeMe tell their truth. Because, you know how important to world order it is that everyone knows their truth.  I mean, it must be so hard to be born into immense 
wealth, to not ever worry about food, medical care or housing. I can’t even imagine the difficulty. And then to be 36 years old and have your father cut off your allowance!  Oh the travesty.



All this does is make Harry and Meghan look like @sshole$. Megan does not get along with anybody.. her father, her siblings, former friends, former employees, former employers.. the list 
goes on. These 2 have done nothing but sling mud for years. Their constant negativity is old and boring. Use your privilege for something positive that will actually help others.. stop talking 
about yourselves for once!
I swear sometimes she answers her phone, "The Windsor residence, the Duchess of Sussex speakING! Is that you, Sheridan?"
Why do Netflix bank roll projects like this- flipping eye rolling docu series with 0 substance 🙄😡 Plus, I’m angry at Netflix removing my favourite movies like Clueless and series like The 
Vampire Diaries. Thanks Netflix for replacing them with SHIT shows with these two ingrates. Ugh
This comment section needs to take  a break ... Sip a cup of water or something 😏
Netflix have sunk to a new low in desperation.
Loved the part where she graciously elevated Nelson Mandela to her level.
The hypocrisy of Harry and Meghan, didn’t they want privacy? A Netflix documentary sure gets you that! I’m so over them
I don't get why people saying Meghan & Harry shouldn't have done this show. Well isn't it the same as how King Charles did one and then Princess Diana did too. Good on them both to 
choose to do it.
👎👎👎
I know each and every one of y’all would do the same shit Harry’s doing if your family killed your mother and tried to keep you from marrying who you wanna be with all Bec they’re a lil 
different
Netflix is basically spending millions on a programme that is essentially a pair of vicious lying bullies and narcissists holding a shit sandwich in their hand and saying, 'eat this sandwich that 
we defecated in, it tastes really good'
"Why do you want to make this Documentary?"

Money?:)
i love the part where harry's wife gives us the recipe of her delicious word salad!
I loved the part when she told the photographer "quick, take a picture of me crying (out of my left eye) while I'm making guttural sounds"
I hated the bit where she turned up with a netflix crew at a solemn site where children had been killed. What sort of a weasel does that.
amd histrionic personality disorder!
😅😅😅 Meghan as Hyacinth!  That's funny.
 @LilyD  thank you! Glad I amuse more than just myself. Lol
it's so much better than any docuseries could ever be, so if YOU need a break than take it ;-)
they’re obsessed & slow. Hate watching is still viewership.
Yes, go have some water. We will still be having fun until you come back.
you’re obsessed like everyone else 😭
No
It’s not the same
You are obviously very new
no, it's not. and by the way, it's not there first time telling "their truth". people know it by heart already.
My my your moral compass is on point - Lets make money by being eternal victims and blaming everyone for my misery and not taking any accountability - I will suggest change your role 
models but then again the sugars love race baiting and lying.....
That was a bad choice for Charles & Diana too
Try English



 @DevilsLettuce  try getting a life
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald maybe an education?
You seem…dumb.
Right...because nothing says "don't marry her" than a 40 million dollar wedding, coupled with a future King walking her down the aisle.

And she somehow managed to pick up the pieces after that incredible insult? Such an inspiration!
Diana no seatbelt. Drunk driver. That is what killed her.
 @Ingrid Sywak  the ambulance took 3 hours to get to the hospital??? She was alive when they got there????
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  so , how is it then harry’s family killed her?
Keep up. Diana got into a car with a drunk driver and wasn't wearing a seat belt. No one killed her. William is also her son and you don't see him acting the fool.
 @LilyD  people cope differently. You forgetting everyone is different ? The cars license plate Diana got into in the papz photos is different than the one in the wreckage photos. William 
isn’t acting a fool Bec he’s in line for the crow whereas Harry would be after Williams children. Harry has no major title going for himself.
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  take your medicine
You’re delusional
game changer ....haha
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
One without talent, morals or decency, but who is an unbearable narcissist.
She’s a vampire
The "*dead-eyed ghoul*" species of weasel. 

Known formally as "mortuus oculus mustela exspiravit" they are well-known for their willingness to exploit unspeakable crimes against children in order to generate content. 

Cultural anthropologists and biologists both concur that this particular species of weasel is experiencing a population boom in the 21st century,
If these two want to preach about compassion and forgiveness maybe they should try doing it themselves!
The part where she clearly used every man in her life for financial gain and a stepping stone to the next rung on the social ladder. So inspiring. Such ambition. Then she deftly discards each 
one as soon as he’s not needed. A true heroine for women. So inspiring. So guttural. I’m getting emotional thinking about it, there goes my left eye 👁
All y’all in the comments giving shit about this and saying y’all don’t care when you have to realize, y’all cared enough to click on the trailer, watch it, and then comment



I was a lady of the night
A harlot,if you will.
A street walker.
I received a banana one Saturday evening after a tumultuous shift fulfilling some odd and bizarre requests but I did my best.
They want you to quack like a duck- you don’t ask questions
20 bucks is 20 bucks and I had a raging Mountain Dew habit to support.
But this banana- the exquisite calligraphy,the deep and philosophical message engraved into the yellow skin so the edges had darkened,like a mystical bruise.
I read that message and it resonated so deeply.
“YOU GO,GIRL!”
And it just moved me to my core.
I knew I had to make a change.
It’s been 586 days since my last Mountain Dew.
Thank you Megan.
You truly saved me from a life of addiction to syrupy,caffeinated beverages and the risks that go with that lifestyle.
I❤you and thank you everyday as I gaze into my mirror and grieve the teeth I use to have.
But i do not cry.
I recall the message on that sacred banana and chant to myself “You go girl!” 
It truly has sustained me.

Blessed Megan of the Sacred Bananas
You are truly a Saint.
Trash trash trash! 
Shame on you M and H! I am no fan of the royal family for any particular reason, but I do love FAMILY! Family is family.
& I love how they named their daughter after the Queen. Total hypocrisy & disrespect.
The part where a brave group of commenters beat back the hostile Sussex Squad Sugars by merely repeating Markle's own thoughts, words, and actions to show the Netflix drivel for what 
it is, a cynical money grubbing stunt.....Sugars don't do irony.
Princess Harry, Epitome of Beta😂😂😂 Kicking him out of the palace
I want a behind the scenes vlog of Netflix executives reading these amazing comments. Much more entertaining than a video of two privileged adults acting like spoilt brats.
I hope Netflix reads this
I invest in the company.
I find  Megan Markle a 
untruthful person
who is out to destroy the royals. Nobody will watch this trash
I hope they show the scene where Meghan tried to bully the Queen in the final year of her life by getting Harry to phone her constantly demanding money, so compassionate, so kind, 
really shows what a saint she is, a real Mother Theresa
Dear Netflix : This is not a documentary. This is propaganda. 
Documentary is based on truths. Propaganda is based on delusional manipulation of the truth. 
Shame on you Netflix! Shame on you! For forcing propaganda, ramming it, shoving it down our throats as a documentary. Shame on you!



Please everyone do not give this demonically possessed woman even 1 second of your time. She is beyond evil. We need to pray for Harry's soul. He is under a terrible curse and once she 
is finished with him she will leave him in the gutter. We are talking about Princess Diana's son - her baby. He was once loved more than any other royal until this Jezebel came into his life 
and took complete control of him. It is so sad.
Wow! The privacy everyone wishes for! 😂
I feel truly in aw at witnessing Harry who is clearly a "medical mystery" by being able to go through life upright despite having no spine.
Praise the Lord 🙏
My favourite bit was when Meghan bullied her staff to the point that they now have ptsd. I love how Netflix is platforming a confirmed bully. It will be so much fun when the independent 
report from the lawyers is released (or leaked). As it will be....Sooner rather than later, I believe.  Another highlight was when she took more money than any other Royal, (more than 
Catherine, Camilla and the Queen combined), for her clothing allowance. Those of us that enjoy living in the Commonwealth do love a good spendthrift.  I also enjoyed how she seemed to 
be flying all over the place (it doesn't affect the environment when she does it), including to New York for a hideously gauche and overpriced baby shower, and then told Oprah that her 
passport had been confiscated. Speaking of Oprah, it was a lot of fun listening to all the lies spilling forth from her and her gormless sock puppet during that divine interview as well. She 
really is the gift that keeps on giving 😇 And now Netflix will be in receipt of all the gifts she has to offer 😃 Ah well, like my grandmother used to say: "When you lie down with dogs, you 
wake up with fleas".
If Harry wasn’t born a Prince and Meghan’s parents didn’t have film industry connections then they’d be nobodies.
Big NO thank you!!!!! She’s so disgusting as a person! She’s obviously still that ugly, insecure little girl! Grow up
Netflix sucks better subscribe amazon prime
I love the way she has blazed such an inspirational trail for women everywhere by coasting along on the way she looks and marrying the Royal Dolt for his money. A true love story for the 
modern age. Feminism hides pitifully in the corner, squeezing a single tear from its left eye.
Very "ambitious"
Reading that i had to clutch my cheap thin blanket and squeeze a tear from my eye, as i caught a glimpse of a baldy ginger bloke outside juggling his balls.
So guttural 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Megain has lost it🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
She thinks that's being empowered.
More layers than a ten foot tiramisu
 
Exactly
You forgot to mention every WHITE man.
Entertainment is entertainment honey
 @DevilsLettuce  then don’t complain when the “entertainment” isn’t what you want it to be about
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  It's a free country, sweetie. We'll comment on anything we want.
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald we are free to do as we please
If you are here to read positive comments you are all out of luck x
 @Essa Boselin  as someone who works for the government, it ain’t as free as you think it is. But since it’s a “free country” to you, you can go ahead and tear everyone down with you to 
make it even worse.
 @Waiting On Elvis  I’m just saying, put yourself in his shoes before saying shit about them. As someone who literally had to fight my family to marry who I’m with, Harry has every right to 
expose them and not get shit for it.



 @Alyssa Fitzgerald I dgaf where you work
And I’m Australian so you’re whole attitude is hilarious to me.
Boot off.
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald your marriage means nothing to me either.
God you’re such a victim
 No wonder you’re defending this trash.
 @Waiting On Elvis  for someone who says “boot off” I’m never going to take you seriously. If you’re Australian, why are you watching stuff on your colonizers . I think you need to “boot 
off”
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  your profile picture is PEAK insecurity btw
Absolute PEAK 😂
 @Waiting On Elvis are you gay? Bec your profile picture is saying that
 @Waiting On Elvis  no need to answer, judging by your name, you’re pretty gay. What straight person waits for Elvis ?
Last time I checked Markle did not own youtube - so we can do whatever the fish we wish to here....may be you should get off here if you are so sensitive about Markle, coz this is going to 
go on for years if she does not step back
Exactly. Comments keep the video in the algorithm. This was low hanging fruit. Hate watching is still viewership. People are slow 😅
 @MECCA  step back from what? Lmao she lives all the way in Cali with her man & kids. Ignore her better

 @creole96 Galveston  Well we can not ignore LIARS and people who use RACE to divide.....There are bigger implications of this in the world we live in, politics and how we raise our kids

BUT you seem like a child...so just enjoy the comments. Also all the money from the youtube views is going to Netflix....

No one is watching the documentary, coz the revenue share of Harkles will be decided on the basis of how many watch the documentary...

See people are smarter than you think they are...
We came for the comments .   Now Boot off
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  Sweetie, how much are they paying you? Because if you're doing this for free, you really need to re-evaluate your life.

 @MECCA  I ain’t sensitive about any of them. I’m just trying to make light of the whole thing. Everyone is giving them shit but think about it this way. just because they have “more 
privileges” than us doesn’t mean that we share the same privileges. we are able to date who we want for the most part, he’s royalty. he’s had restrictions we couldn’t even dream up 
having. He not only has to worry about his family giving shit to him but does he really need the rest Of the world  going after him too. For those that “care” about Harry, they should be 
happy for him that he found someone he wants to be with. The consequences of that was losing his family. That is just what happens. Like he said, no one knows what happened behind 
closed doors. Everyone is so quick to defend Diana and say the RF killed her but maybe that was the same case for this. Maybe he knew something they were planning that we didn’t. Let 
him say what he has to say. I’m sure once this comes out everyone is going to be like “oh shit, maybe we should’ve heard them out when everything was going on”



 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  they both LIE dear, and I don’t have the time to get into it.

Diana was a genuine victim though she also was no saint by the end of it and knew how to fight back.

But Markle is just a liar and has turned Harry into a tool too.

And how many times will they sell their families. I mean if you think talking shit about prince philip and queen right before they were dying is not bull shit then May be you need to figure 
out your moral compass
 @MECCA  This mocumentary will be just as successful as vapid Meghan's podcast. The celebrity shill y'alltards aren't gonna like that one bit.
 @Ibrahim Asscandy  if you call being the most hated woman on planet earth as being successful, I think you need an education. But I don’t expect Markle fans to have one as they are 
already without any brain cells.

Ok I still have so many comments to catch up on. Toodles
Didn't watch it. I paused it as soon as i could. I know what is in it.  I don't care about them in the slightest . I care about the lies they tell to destroy our Royal Family.
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  Ahh there we see it. We got to the truth eventually. COLONISERS . You slipped up and showed you bias.
 @LilyD  harry no matter what title , is still apart of the royal family. He literally grew up in it, why would he lie? He would know most of everything that went on there. If that’s the case, 
what about the lies the other family members told about not only them but through their entire ruling. 
Why would the Royal Family be pressing them about not releasing this or anything else unless some if not everything had some kind of truth behind it
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  I’m psychologically stable 
Straight.
Unlike some.
That means you babes.
Try a cock
You obviously need it
 @Alyssa Fitzgerald  I’m psychologically stable 
Straight.
Unlike some.
That means you babes.
Try a cock
You obviously need it
I thought it was disgusting.
Basic intelligence seems to be lacking with that lot
Her fans can't even string one sentence together. they have no idea what to do with all the wit and sarcasm in the comments.
Duh it’s about money & viewership. Y’all need to ignore her better. Comments keep the video in the algorithm. The video is low hanging fruit  for the obsessed & helpless
 @creole96 Galveston  Poor Sugar.....
I know right.
if netflix was clever they would have actually edited the docuseries that way, showing the real harkles.
we won't be watching her docuseries,  don't worry!



And father “children” with no gonads
God is good!
Oh too funny!
😂🤣😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂
😂
 @Waiting On Elvis  my lord your comment just made me snot soda out of my nostrils; left AND right.
 @ghilly_one  I’m sorry but I couldn’t help myself 🙂
Look at Meghan with her 11-month gestation that in one case flapped below her knees
 @Mini Haha  they got it wet after midnight and it finally hatched
 @Waiting On Elvis  What came out, though? Because there is no child
To be fair it’s only surgery that provide any ounce of beauty
It’s the new feminism. ‘ Meghanism’ - she’s the blueprint for brave women everywhere. If people want a copy of her impressive record of standing alone with no man to help her gain jobs, 
money or status, plus her manifesto, she might send one. It’ll be written in the back of a postage stamp.
Why did you wanted to do the documentary??   .... For MONEY, of course!! 😂😂😂
They should do a show where Harry reunites with his biological father.
What stakes? They wanted privacy. Cool, go be private citizens, except, they are everywhere, so it wasn’t really about privacy, it’s really about revenge because they were expected to 
follow the rules, and they didn’t want to do that.
I bet she now hates that interview when she said she can cry on command.
Meghan: “Oh my god it's crazy. They're like, Meghan, one tear, left eye, go!"  🤣
Netflix,
I hope you are reading these comments so that you realise you have made a massive mistake with these two money-hungry losers. This will probably be the biggest blunder in the history 
of Netflix. I tried to watch the trailer and gagged and stopped it in the first 18 seconds. There is no way I would waste my time watching the actual joke of a documentary (and I only say 
documentary because I believe that is what it is supposed to be). I can’t imagine this piece of junk is relatable to anyone. Subscription to Netflix being cancelled immediately. Highly 
disappointed that you even continued this contract.
What a shit couple xD they suppose to eat shit for their last years of shity life.
Why..... ??
I love the part where the only 'real' example of 'fighting for justice' mm has is a school project letter she wrote 30+ years ago yet we have to keep hearing over and over about it. Oh! And 
the best: where she fought off the alien invasion by reading her book to them and putting them all to sleep! One tear, left eye, go!
They are the biggest joke of the century. Please make it stop. She's used many if this same shots with her past husband etc. Go away. Shoo...INSECT REPELLENT PLEASE...🥺
A Prince of England has turned into a Kardashian.  Be careful who you marry.
I really enjoyed when the beautiful Catherine, Princess of Wales outshined Meghan AGAIN.
I loved the part where megnut used her heroic hands to write messages of hope on bananas to vulnerable women.  That was stellar! You are Brave Megnut
the picture at 31 seconds was taken in 2011, so more fakery from the drab 2.
Can't figure out which one of Meghan's noses I like the best.  Tough decision.
What I love about this preview of documentary is that it united 4M+ viewers to let out their steam about this couple. Whats up with "What i love about..." ?? 😂

Ooph  that's rough .. only 17K likes with over 4M views! How many dislikes - not really a question.  "4,021,901 views Harry & Meghan. A Netflix Global Event. Coming soon, only on Netflix."



The best part is when Meghan cut Harry off from all his family and friends.  Such a loving wife.
I enjoyed the part when Harry brought up his dead mother for the 9,654,891th time to milk her death.  Such a loving son.
I really enjoyed seeing the South African people rise up in joyous celebration upon the betrothal of these two icons. So inspiring!
Can’t imagine if he is not a prince and she will….
And it was a lie, to boot!
It’s showing as 20M+ comments on mine … all true and hilarious 😂
 @M H  oh my it really has gone up! 😂 25M truthful appreciation of "what I love" and "my favorite part"
 @naturae  I think I got that wrong … more around 220k
134k dislikes as of now
I really could relate to the time when Harry went on national tv complaining to all of us peasants that his pops cut him off money and he only had the millions that his mum left him.   I 
completely understood that issue.
Hit like if you want all of their titles to go!! 👍
And she talks about racism?? She always hated the fact that she is half bl@ck, with her first money she cosmetically straightened her curly hair, she didn't like her wide nose and did 
rinoplasty and she whitened her skin ( lasabrasion), while saying everywhere at the auditions and in her CVs that she is caucasian, not black! 
AND she never, ever in her 40+ years dated a bl@ck guy! Only white ones. Yes, she loves her race and people, what can I say.
She is a disgrace and a liar! And Harry is just a weak person, with no personality, probably trapped in his childhood memories and regrets.
The part where Harry says I had to protect my family and goes on to explain "from poorly fitted shoes and long pants."
Remember Michelle Obama : When they go low, we go high.
Hairy & MeAgain does the opposite. When they go high, we go low.
They will never stop talking....time to strip their titles completely and never look back. William saw it coming 👌
Moonbump Markle and her dim witted husband 😅👏
Love the part where Megsy will bring out non made up birth certificates with real doctor signatures… mist and mirrors … surely not
'When the stakes are high'? There's a lot of explaining to do and we will expect a film outfit as huge as Netflix  to highlight on the positive value of their films especially when they are 
supposed to be a documentary series.
What frigging story? You knew what you were getting into, they paid for your wedding, you sat In  coaches knowing full well what was expected....what story do you think or assume 
people want to have shoved down their throats? Another Kardashian flick of garbage?
My god you two just fade away or shut up.
No one sees behind closed doors regarding every fking household around the world. Harry!  Omg
 PUKE!!!
who cares about these two??  Didnt they leave the Royal Family and the UK for PRIVACY??  Still waiting for them to find it!!  But nooooo  they have to direct and create their own "reality" 
show and smudge the the royal family in process. what happened to Harry's PTSD from camera flashes and the shutter noises?  These two are the biggest hypocrites .   What a huge waste 
of money Netflix!!
I love the part where Meghan's father Thomas and the Queen do the Hokey Cokey at the wedding reception.  So heartwarming to see two families bonding.



Sadly Harry isn't protecting his Family; his blood family nor wedded family.

Until he truely understands this maybe, just maybe he may find peace within himself and others and live a peaceful life that he so craves for but seems unattainable even after all these 
years.

I do feel sorry for people not being able to deal with their conflict and trauma whether it was self inflicted or self imposed or pushed on by others.

The time for healing is well and truly overdue and if he can't move on from the distain he will always be remembered as what he has become and not who he was.
This comment section is way more popular and entertaining than anything Netflix churns out about Mr & Mrs Spare.
Only laughter here and no tears from left eye.
Just “sitting here in my authenticity” and enjoying the comments which are fantastic compared with this reality show trailer. Cry laughing now - one tear left eye go! 😂😂😂 

In all honesty, poor meagain while touring Africa with her husband. Poor her while surrounded by poverty and pain… poor her and her orange cheeks… me me me and my stakes … 
Duchess of Nothing but “me-me-me-me-me and my clothes”  - boring! Next Netflix
I bet these 17k likes belong to comments, not to the trailer 😊
Is there a yacht girl episode. Need to make sure my parental controls are ready
I feel like they have gotten to the point that they are so cringe worthy that hopefully now their titles will be removed and the county of Sussex will be vindicated.  I feel so bad for the 
people of Sussex having these two as their namesake.
Hahahaha! X
I am still waiting for them to go high. (Harry's smoking excepted.)
 @WindyCityLiz  Hairy & MeAgain have no bottom level. They keep going lower.
And a good old family fight in the car park afterwards
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Agree Maureen 😅😅
Why is there a knife sound when the only photo of the royals is shown?  Is is because HM cut out ALL their families?
I cancelled Netflix a while back . Not gonna resub for this insulting rubbish
We don’t give a damn about this
I see Harry's first wife has taken her father out of her family photos I guess he doesn't exist he didn't pay for her college you didn't take care of her her mother did from prison that's why 
she's in the pictures..
Also she really needs to get rid of those pictures it just shows how much plastic surgery she's had.
Netflix, is the part where Megain did photo ops after TX school shooting in this show too? after all, she brought pro photographers and all
Can’t wait.
I loved the part where Megain stands alone so bravely and talks to herself whilst rubbing her hands together …the balcony, US tennis open … so talented. The acting lessons weren’t 
wasted that “Daddy” sponsored
Nice to see they're finally getting the privacy they so desperately wanted.....
I was so sad when Meghan wanted a halo to wear at her wedding but was given a tiara instead.
The spare and the gutter ball
Get in the bin Harry and Ragland



Oh my days, the comment section is priceless 😂 ! Ppl are not blind))
Witch hunt still going on Meghan the trial will never end
I loved the part when Hagland said Mother Teresa should play her in a film.
As pessoas está criticando muito a Meghan, fazendo o Harry de coitado mas ele é tão perverso quanto ela a inveja que ele tem do irmão é gritante.
The idiots in US will love it, the idiots in UK will hate it. These two highly privileged people have nothing else to offer to the world other than this drama.
Who else came here for the comments? spot-on comments. Made me cry a tear. left eye.
134.082  downvotes!
They are rich is not the same,  fight in the real world with the poverty, uncertainty economic vs people with a title, wealthy and cameras on you. 
But maybe I just need to see this documentary as a entertainment.

I loved the part where Meghan used the tenaciousness and perseverance of a strong independent woman to send out one of her loyal henchwomen who pretended that she was abused 
during a reception at Buckingham Palace by a member of the Institution, all so that she would truly feel validated as the face of anti-racism when she accepted her Ripple of Hope award 
for fighting structural racism in the monarchy. Oh how compassionate and kind! We have truly been blessed with a saint...I think i feel a tear rolling down from my left eye...
THEY made a series and we are allowed to comment. Where is the witch hunt? But thank you for calling her a witch ❤
 @LilyD  you call this commenting, vilifying her like she’s the worst criminal on earth. It is a “witch hunt”!!!!
This is true. They’re both repulsive
True!
I think our friends across the pond see them for what they are.
I did, comments are utterly brilliant, fantastically entertaining. Gave up Netflix when they signed up Haz and Migraine - no intention whatsoever of watching the nauseating pair
So true😮
Omg didn’t even think about that timing!!! I was wondering why the narrative was so strongly ‘tHis PrOveS MeGhaN waS rIgHt!’ 🤡🥴 it didn’t make sense to me and seemed a bit of a 
reach. A LEAP. 

But I guess that’s what happens with stories you pay to plant.
It was all a plant with the timing and the lady who cried wolf.  Noone spoke about the fact she was wearing full on African colors in her dress and an elaborate updo with her dreds.  
Literally screaming "I am representing my culture "  And she gets offended when an 83 year old woman asks her where is she from??  All a bit too contrived IMHO
Lol - left eye, 3 seconds, go!
You need to give that tear 3 seconds remember
 @Sheri Litchfield  , btw, the person passing as an African woman changed her first name from "Marlene".
 @Sheri Litchfield  Disgusting couple Megan and Harry treacherous behavior to his brother and wife purposely done by both Harry and Meghan it’s a crime in my opinion
 @Emcee Eß she’s not even African. Her parents are from the Caribbean and she was born and raised in the UK with the name Marlene Heady, or something like that
🤣🤣 spot on.
 @Sheri Litchfield  Absolutely this!!  She did this to bait a woman who has spent her life making small talk about things people seem interested in!!  I would have thought this woman really, 
really wanted to talk about her heritage!!  Why else dress that way?  A total trap!!
 @Kelli  Marlene Headley, for anyone who wants to look her up. Her alleged charity is Sistah Space, whose financial records are online and darned interesting.
Where’s your hard evidence?? 😊
 @Kelli  all the money raised by her 'charity' seems to go straight into her own pocket too



Don’t forget she is an anti monarchist and friends with Meg’s photographer friend…Her name is Marlene Headley, AKA Ngozi Fulani, she has many derogatory posts on her Twitter account 
against the Monarchy…She wasn’t even invited, she gate crashed via another charity…
Ok Karen tell me you’re racist without telling me you’re racist
 @Brian Delaney  probably the same place as yours.  LOL
 @Laura Hunt  and have it start in the middle of the eye not the corner like most plebs..😪
i wont like this comment cause its now at 666 the perfect number for this 👿 trailer😂
 @MSR  brave. So brave. So inspirational  
 @c. t.  Deep curtsy to you.  LOL
Where these views and likes manipulated?  No dislikes with all the negative comments?
I only kept my Netflix account because of The Witcher, but now that they have run Henry Cavell off and now this garbage I'm cancelling my subscription! I may have stayed for Stranger 
Things but this is just too much!!
I loved the part when the comment section was more interesting, honest, brave ... than the trailer.
Princess of Wales looked solemn and beautiful.
Thank you, Harry and Meghan, for teaching me these lessons:
1. how not to treat family
2. to always be grateful for unearned priviledges
3. how not to keep blaming other people
4. how to beware of people whose words and actions do not match 
5. no rights without responsibilities
Truly inspiring!
Omg get over yourselves Harry and Megan! She's white passing he should've married  a real looking blk woman not a game show suit case turner from that awful show ! I'm team William 
and Kate all the way! Harry is a  Spare he married low class wanna be actress..



My wish is that people see this series  for the piece of garbage it is and not watch one minute of it.

It's been 2 years of them playing the victims of EVERYTHING.  They went on Oprah for God's sakes and  told us ALL their  "truth" a mixture of out and out lies and half truths.

They have nothing to offer but trashing and attempting to publicly bring down the Royal Family. 

If they are so traumatized, seek help, seek therapy not  a revenge tour.

They have nothing new or anything to share that has anything to do with raw talent or isn't self-serving. For the love of God how long do we have to endure how they feel they were  
treated so wrongly.

We have real serious and significant problems in our society RIGHT NOW, like a looming recession, a threat to democracy and freedom for all of us, skyrocketing crime and violence almost 
everywhere, people who actually live in fear everyday for their safety. Many who have actually lost their lives because of their race. Many crisis situations that  we are dealing with now 
that are more important  than the constant whining and complaining about something  that happened over two years ago. Not to mention hearing the  same tired story over and over, 
again.

The only way we make them go away and put us all out of our misery is to stop feeding their never ending need for relevancy and attention.  The best thing they can do for themselves and 
all of us is to pick themselves up, shut up and stop trash talking the Royal family and actually find meaningful ways to turn their "situation" around and be better because of it.

Do NOT watch this colossal waste of valuable time. It's nothing but another negative, revenge filled experience that will leave you negatively drained and exhausted .

.
Six hours of their word salad bs !   16 bathrooms and no iron ?   Renovated mansion in England but the name has a frog in it .  Multi Million Dollar Wedding with no family or friends and the 
queen couldn’t get her Tierra fast enough .
Harry and Megan by Harry and Megan 😂 🤗🙄
I don't know whether to give this a thumbs down for the video content , or a thumbs up for the best comment thread in the history of YouTube, I love you all. 🥰🥰😂😂
The part where Meghan repeatedly tells staffers she is suicidal and they tell her to shut up and go to her room and take her phone away so she can’t call a specialist on her own was so 
heartbreaking
“Hear Our Story”, just wondering when we will stop hearing her “Never Ending Story”. On & on & on! Suppose it’s important to harp on as it saves them from having to work.

My favourite part was when Meghan was trying to stop a charging bull with her hands and when she travelled to the past to become the first female gladiator in History. So inspiring!
I love the part where Meghan forced Harry to sell the custom made hunting rifles his grandfather Prince Phillip had made and gave to Harry as a gift.
I loved the part where Harry’s wife sat on the perfectly curated armchair with Hermes blanket lightly draped over it and wept in her million dollar mansion. What a truly inspirational 
warrior for equality she is. I’m just awe struck
☕We are gonna learn some stuff and I'm so excited. Give us the tea 🍵 y'all
People hated Charles and Camilla once, they know this hate will eventually pass and the media will brainwash someone else to hate, they deserve every penny they sell papers people are 
obsessed. Facts.



are these two actually adults or naughty adolescents in disguise ...  an extensive grounding and a huge ' time out' chair is what they both need and deserve.  You can't fool anyone with this 
crap and Netflix has gone way off the rails with this one ... bad move.
Did not watch the trailer nor will I watch that sack of lies docuseries; just wanted to say that across the interwebs and social media, the general consensus is that Netflix has just been 
confirmed to be markled.
Straight to comments. The people can see straight through this despicable duo
I've heard there were about 134,000 dislikes quite some time ago until Netflix switched off the dislike button.
Netflix don’t care about you lmao
 @creole96 Galveston  wow, aren't you a nasty little shrew! 🤪
And for that…THANK YOU HARRY AND MEGHAN FOR TEACHING ME HOW TO HAVE A VOICE EVEN WHEN ITS AGAINST A POWERFUL MONARCHY! HOW TO DEFEDN YOURSELF FROM 
BULLYING! HOW TO PROTECT YOUR FAMILY AND CONTROL THE NARRATIVE! THANK YOU HARRY FOR EXPOSING THE SYSTEMIC RACISM! THANK YOU MEGHAN FOR NOT ALLOWING 
ANYBODY TO SILENCE YOUR VOICE! THANK YOU!
Great comment, I agree 💯!
The themes of the Markle story......
Might even say the "archetypes"
 @Berry  Poor deluded sugar, you sound a bit hysterical.......the part where the Sussex Squad Sugars open their collective eyes and realize Megan used them for currency and never loved 
them at all, because empty Narcissists can only love themsrlves,
 @Berry  "My truth" is not the truth.  Control the narrative is just word salad for tell lies when it suits my purpose......a lesson Megan has sadly taught poor Harry to use against a family that 
loved and protected him.  Poor Sugar.
 @Berry  it not about color, it's about character and the part where Markle proves she has no character.....
💯💯💯
What do you actually know about who Kate and William are? I think Kate is not that sweet als she wants to look....
Says who? You? But you don't know what went on. Nobody does here. We see what we want to see.
 @Berry  let’s see what happened when they control the narrative at Oprah interview. Lies, a bunch of lies. Since when it’s about control the narrative? This is not what they said at the 
beginning 
Love it and yes agreed 110 %
 @Berry  there is only one truth and that’s the actual truth f this trash woman and her pathetic backstabbing husband
 @Marleen V  Kate is a class act. She's not running around being a professional victim so full of hate. Talking about she wants privacy with netflix cameras all up her....
Yep. Teaching people how to be a professional victims all day, every day.
 @Berry  people who always claim racism are always the racist
 @Berry  but you don’t learn how make a comment respecfully and aldi you are only talk in defender of two 100% privelege leeches
 @Marleen V a beutiful film about two sweet leeches they are too cute
 @Berry  PEOPLE WHO SPEAK IN CAPS HAVE NO BRAIN. DO YOU AGREE?
 @Berry      LMFAO!!!! Nearly choked on my tea!  LOLOL!
 @Elaine Leep  Agreed!
 @nidia alarcon  LOL!
Truly and inspiring tale about a jackass and just an ass.
 @Berry  WELL SAID 🇺🇸🎉👍💯☺
 @Elaine Leep  ignorant online toxic hater!!!🤡



 @Elaine Leep  everyone knows if Meghan was white there wouldn't be this constant backlash of judging and hate!!!🇬🇧
What has she done to YOU or your family personally or financially? NOTHING
Do you see the royal family on the "devil's playground aka social media" bashing Harry and Meghan? The answer is NO!!
The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!!!☺
The online haters are just "Outsiders looking In"🤡

Get the point sugar britches!!!🇺🇸🎉💯👍☺
 @Marleen V  I agree 👍
 @Marleen V  well said 🎉
 @nidia alarcon  they don't know who the hell you are, and don't care!!!😜
 @EuphemiaGrubb  🤡
6. how to spot a toxic narcissist .....you forgot one!
Well stated.
 @Happy wife  @Berry @ Marleen I see some sugars trying to pipe up here. I don't know whether to feel sorry for them for believing Meghan's lies and concocted stories or to just shake 
my head at them for being so gullible. I'll go with bless their souls. 
 @Savoera Pahladsingh  have sympathy just look how stupid they are. Bless their hearts....they dont know any better
 @Happy wife  No no,,,  I'd just stopped laughing and you've started me off again!

 @Savoera Pahladsingh  you are wasting your time praying to God!!! The God I serve is a God of love, and he stated at Matthew 7:12👉 "to treat others the way YOU would want to be 
treated"!😇
You ignorant toxic racist haters act like your daddy, Satan the Devil!!😈
Satan loves idiots that are racist, ignorant and toxic towards 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU, or your families, personally or financially!!!🤡
We feel sorry for you ignorant racist toxic haters, and just shake our heads at pathetic soooo called adults acting like juvenile delinquents towards 2 people that don't even know YOU 
EXIST!!!😜
Get the point sugar britches!!!🤡😜😂🤣☺
 @Sadie Nailed it  you are one, and know first hand!!😜
 @EuphemiaGrubb  🤡😜
 @Happy wife  Is this your version of I know you are but what am I? what are you 5? LMAO
 @Marleen V  You think Kate isn't as sweet and nice as she seems? What evidence do you have to support your theory?
 @Sadie Nailed it  what's wrong sugar britches?😜 You online haters can dish out the judging on 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU, or your families personally or 
financially and when the judging is re-directed back your way, you don't like it!!!🤣
Get the point sugar britches!!!😜
 @Marleen V  can see a lot of things…including that you’re an ignorant, pathetic harpy
 @Berry  Trouble  is Evidence , (facts )has  shown all her lies in uk but good luck with your praising of false idols and dim wits
 @Marleen V  people prove characters by their actions....William and Catherine demonstrate daily their desire to make the world a better place while the Markles demonstrate daily their 
desire to line their pockets and build their brand.
 @Happy wife  the part where the deluded Sussex Sugars realize Markle is not a POC and has used them for currency to build a brand and in fact she never loved the poor sugars because a 
narcissist can only love herself . ..



 @Marleen V  Ngozi, is that you?
 @a b  yes, Marlene, is that you?
Marlene, thought you said in one of your endless appearances that you had never made comments about Megan on social media?  That's not quite true is it . .an example of you 
controlling the narrative?
 @Happy wife  Whoa, crazy alert!  
6. Be sure your lies will find you out.
 @Berry  No need to shout, it doesn't make it any more true, or you any less stupid and gullible.
 @Marleen V  Marlene we know what went on the way adults of normal intelligence know that water is wet and fire burns even if we have never been burned before. It’s called using your 
damn head. 
Their entire gripe centers around not being given important enough or exciting enough or public facing enough assignments that allowed them to be political in a way that is verboten for 
members of the family especially lowly ones. They also chafed at being of lower status than the Cambridges now Waleses. Tough damn luck! Boo  effin hoo. The family’s hierarchy is 
determined by birth order. It has been that way for a thousand years. It is not PERSONAL! It has nothing to do with race. It doesn’t even have to do with Markle’s complete unlike-ability. 
They could not have what they wanted. They did get, however, a home and cars, almost unlimited luxury travel, jewels, a million dollars in clothing, access to the brightest minds on the 
planet, and a ringside seat at history being made. WTF else did they want?!? What did the family DO to them except put them in their place when they got too big for their britches? Harry 
and Meghan were EMPLOYED by the institution. Do YOU behave like a spoiled brat at work? What does your employer expect of you? A hellava lot more than was demanded of those 
flakes I’ll bet 😂
 @Elaine Leep  Amen sister!
 @Happy wife  LMAO!  what the hell was that? bahahahaha
 @Happy wife  is this your pathetic attempt at an insult  LMAO!
 @Berry 😅😅😂😅😂😂😂😅😅😂😂😅😂😅😂🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
dude that family is by no means clean,did you know that king charles was the mind behind the wefs slogan "you wil own nothing and be happy" that family has dirt in there closet.
 @Savoera Pahladsingh  you are a woman of color, and think your white!!!🤡😜
 @J MacK  God doesn't hear your Amen!!! You are a hater!!!
 @Sadie Nailed it  the truth, that racist toxic online haters don't want to hear!!!🤡😜
 @The veggster Good day  WELL SAID 🎉👍
 @Verna Leep  🤡
 @Happy wife  your race baiting character is showing. Just because I'm a woman of colour, you think I should side with all women of colour, regardless of their characters? Give your head a 
shake. Your handle doesn't match your bitter ramblings here. You don't sound happy. I get it, you're another delusional sugar.
 @Marleen V I see actions!!! Prince and Princess of Wales GIVING awards of millions of $$ whereas the Hazbeen and the Neverwas only TAKE awards. So much for charitable acts. And they 
demand payment for any appearances and private jets. Totally hypercritical!
 @Berry  it must hurt right Berry? All those caps. Ask your hero to borrow her H blanket 😂😂😂
 @Savoera Pahladsingh  and they will give you a pat on the head for being racist like them, and still not invite you to their house!!!🤡😜
 @Sadie Nailed it  the truth hurts the ignorant and toxic!!!🤡😜
 @Happy wife  don't push your own experiences on me. If you think you're a victim, you will attract situations to validate your victimhood, perceived or real, so that's on you. I doubt you're 
very happy. Change you're attitude, then happiness might come.
Seeing Harry on such a painfully short leash and alienated from his loved ones—-spurred me get out of a narcissistic relationship.
 @Sadie Nailed it exactly!
 @Savoera Pahladsingh I think they are Meghan



 @Elle D  or her squadies.
 @Berry  Are you for real?
 @Happy wife  F U
 @Sadie Nailed it  when I was a kid the standard reply to I know you are but what am I - don't know, they don't label 💩 these days
 @Happy wife  that R word is always the only answer you have isn't it....used so much these days as to be meaningless.
 @Happy wife  name calling.....last resort of empty arguments.....you really believe Markle cares about POC.....she never did before she married Harry and saw BLM as currency to build her 
brand.....
 @Happy wife  Toxic.....now there's a word you learned from your hero....congrats....you've been Markled!
 @Elaine Leep  STEREOTYPES !!  She is so ignorant, rue the day she got a claws into our Royal family
 @Berry  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Thank you BERRY for ONE GREAT BIG GUT-BUSTER OF A LAUGH!
 @Marleen V  bleh bleh bleh
Well said! ❤
They taught me a lesson too!
  @Marleen V  leave Kate out of this. This is not about the prince and princess of Wales.
 @Sameera  The sugars/fans of the duplicitous duo seem to have a lot of jealousy toward C.
 @Berry   Most of that is rubbish.
More bullying.
 @Berry there are always gonna be some who will believe the lies.
 @Marleen V  of course not we are all human. We all have bad a good days. We all have off moments. Catherine will not be perfect just as Megan isn’t. So we can only go by the actions of 
those we see. Those that take pleasure in trying to take their own family down. Those that make money from it. Those that consistently lie (and are proved so). Those that have great 
privilege, but spend their lives saying “woe is me “ instead of putting their fame to good use.
Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing
 @Marleen V  we know them by their actions and words in public, so yeah they have done their duty and never put a foot wrong, they obviously followed the advice of the Queen who is 
one of the worlds most successful figure head, monarch.
 @Marleen V  sounds like you are describing Harry and Meghan, we see through what they want us to see. Truth is self evident
 @Elaine Leep  so true, it does a disservice to all people who have endured racism, it's actually also bad that MeghanHarry claim to represent black people worldwide, while behaving so 
ungrateful and toxic
 @Learn It Town  yes a few in the comments seems to be particularly nasty about Princess Catherine, but she will rise above it, as always and show a better example.
And how not to lie, the truth and common sense will prevail… our kids should be made to watch this to learn how not to behave!
so true👍
 @Marleen V  the Princess of Wales has been in the Royal Family for 20 years and has been humble modest and willing to learn. She has earned her place and has repeatedly shown her 
loyalty to the Family whilst also being a supportive wife and loving mother.
How old are they now ???  😅😅😂
 @Sudenim s  Well said!
 @Happy wife  Racist? that the best you got?😂😂 😂 I know you don't realize this but i'm not white. Genius 😂😂😂
 @Elle D  good for you its not easy but glad you are free of that person
 @Marleen V  I know they have perfected the balance between private and public life.  Something Harry and Meghan could do with learning.



 @Berry  You don't actually believe their crap do you? Oh my contact one of your fellow Sugars sugar and ask them can you borrow the one brain cell of the group. It will stop you looking 
so crazy to the real world.
 @Sadie Nailed it  you should know better than, unless you are another Kanye or Owens!!!🤡😜
 @Happy wife  WOW YOU ARE SUCH A RACIST...So because im an immigrant and Latina I have to think a certain way.
 @Sadie Nailed it  EXACTLY 💯🎉👍
bravo!
Lmao 🤣🤣🤣! Good one!
Liars get caught out, I mean recollections may vary.
Poor woman, what could she do. I mean the staff had already taken her passport, her keys and her dignity. No one in the world has endured what she has, yet she faces the crowd in a full 
face of flawless makeup on that same night, wearing a caped dress because she is a true hero.
The scene where they had an interview with that chubby talk show host and attempted to dismantle his grandfathers entire life’s work while he lay dying had me stunned.
Moonbump Markle was crying because she saw Princess Catherine wearing that beautiful choker 😅
Because people only genuinely cry when they're with a professional photographer
I think she was crying when she saw Catherine in that gold dress at the James Bond premier and in the Black and white dress at the Top Gun premier and wearing a emerald necklace at 
Earthshot event that is worth more than her house with 16 bathrooms and the lost goes on and on she just cant compete with class.
She was laughing.
I guarantee you that is going to turn out that she is laughing
Looks like a smirk to me that’s no sad face,just a bare faced liar face.
The Body Language Guy says she is laughing
Well if that is the case my bad! I guess when you are playing the eternal victim its safe to assume she was crying
😁😁😁
If you look closely, she's actually laughing in that scene, not crying
Yes this.
Laughing and crying look a lot like when you have no soul.
"wept"
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
She most definitely is laughing - look at her facial muscles, they are pulled back when one laughs, not cries!

Wait...let me get my candle lit to raise in solidarity.  And put menthol on my index finger of my left hand. And my microphone wired in my ill-fitting outfit! Okay! One tear...left eye...go!
Tiaragate was so bad, the Queen banned Markle from wearing royal jewellery for at least two years.
And wearing a sock 🧦 on her right foot but not on her left one. It's enough to bring a single tear to your eye.
see what youve done. now youve got me crying!
 @Maryann  TRUE!  That's what I thought too!!   lol
She will probably lie and tell us she thought the “H” stands for Harry, not Hermes.
I certainly do hope that you spend some time today learning.
Education is paramount.



The dislike for this two will never pass.
 Not after the behaviour towards Prince Phillip as he lay dying,then the Queen as she was suffering with cancer and the attacks on Prince William and Princess Catherine .
This isn’t going to fade away.
Waiting on Elvis get a hobby, the reason Harry and Meghan get paid so much and get so much media attention is more from the obsessive behavior of the nutters that pretend to hate 
them but are literally obsessed. Daily mail make millions from clicks from the freaks. 25,000 comments will and Kate don't get a thousand. The haters make everyone money. Watch what 
will happen when book and doc are released it Will be most watched and best selling book because the haters can't stay away, Obsessed
Lmao the comments made me wanna watch it more. People trigger too easily. Views are views
Shame on you Netflix. Showcasing this pair of proven liars
Harry trying so hard to convince himself he will never be his father ie abandoning his mother. He is trying to prove he is the better man. Unfortunately he is too inmatured to think every 
marriage is a match made in heaven. He is so childish and naive and dumb!
I am shocked by the Prince and Princess of Wales being in this preview. It is making Princess Catherine to be cold hearted with this particular picture and then immediately switches to a 
picture of Meghan dressed in black crying. This is disgusting and disrespectful. Are they trying to say Princess Catherine is behind a lot of Meghan’s problems?
Was it included to intimidate the Future King and Queen? 
I feel for them. It is a clear indication that this new series is going to cause serious sparks and cause a bigger rift between them and the rest of the Royal family. Why can’t they just leave it. 
All families have problems. This is just going to cause backlash and more hate. 
Also with Meghan’s claims did Prince Harry actually hear these ‘comments’ that were made or is it just Meghan’s word he has taken? 
I feel they are taking this too far. It is like they have a serious vendetta against the Royal family. 
If Prince Harry had married someone else would all this be happening…. Probably not!
The Queen has only just passed away and there is emotional  pain already and now they have this new documentary to deal with and the new book ‘Spare’
Unfortunately this is not going to heal their reputation! It is going to have the opposite effect. I feel this is a bad move on their part. 😔
🤮
Megan crying….. original 😂
Are those photos of her on the kitchen island stills from one of their private home movies just before Meghan 'roasted a chicken'? They surely couldn't have had a photographer in their 
home? They are privacy obsessed yet someone is taking intimate photographs of them?
Poor Harry.  William was the heir, and he was the spare.  Now, William is still the heir, but Harry is no longer even the spare.
Netflix sucks
Let me say this once for the people in the back. Nobody gives a damn. This guy's family is responsible for millions of Irish people dying, millions of Irish people leaving their homes, they 
literally forced an entire group of people off their island because they didn't like them. Not to mention the British burnt down the white house, never apologized or even laid us back for 
the rebuild. Not to mention we had to save them twice during both world wars. Then the elder prince ended up being a sleez ball here in the US. Now they are dumping their trash here In 
america. If you got all giddy about these two then you failed at being an American. Our ancestors created this country to get away from this crap not to entertain it. Netflix I hope you go 
bankrupt you grooming pedophile, morons. Have fun playing with this kind of trash. It's like Joe and his hoe but younger and dumber.
Maybe this is the reason why they decided to step back as senior royals because apart from the fact that they will never be the center of attention in the Royal Family for being the "spare" 
and the "wife of the spare" since H is pushed down to the 5th spot, they're creating some kinda Montecito Royal Family where they're the King and Queen and deals like this from Netflix 
will give them a lot of money to run and support their opulent lifestyle and own little kingdom in the United States Of America? H wake up. 
I love it how passionate she is about fighting climate change, esp. before getting on board of her private jet. So inspiring!
I loved the part when MeGain complained: "No one asked if I were OK. They don't make it easy" But she bullied staff until they were shaking, bursting into tears, or quitting.
Boycott NETFLIX for the perpetuation of lies.  Hear the toxic duos story, for god’s sake they have  NOT shut up since the day we learned about her.
I hope she knows how much America hates her and loves the Royal family,



I love the part when Netflix daftly thought this was a profitable project, miscalculating that the target audience is young and limited in life experiences, and it’s most likely the parents 
paying for the subscriptions.  🤪
Most hard-working adults are less inclined to fund proven liars, scammers and hustlers.  Be mindful, Netflix, there’s too much competition for you not to be.
Ew
Thanks to Avid Gardner for pointing out their star jumps: yes, that does look like something SNL would do
We care more about being rich because we suffer less,  but when the rich suffer we become quite judgemental.  If every person could help eachother we would get better ahead.
I wouldn’t give Netflix the time of day to watch this gutter fabrication.   She is incredibly self centred and disgusting in making this trash.  Scum !
Shame on them.
Harry abandoned his own mother the night before she died,  he refused to take a telephone call from her 🙄
You don’t say! There’s only 135,000 dislikes on this post.
No he's just overseas Harry 😅
lol who wants to be a spare w/no purpose? Or the heir with no life? He’d rather be American
His immediate family?
No.
No it wasn’t.
And what do you do today,right now to help the Irish?
Please share
They need to have public support to do that
No one likes them
I’m wide awake
You seem to be napping
They aren’t good people 
Rich or poor- they aren’t good people
These are 2 bad people.
 @Waiting On Elvis  but who on this earth is ever perfect?
 @Hal Braun Certified Therapist  who is this evil?
hope Nextflix sues harry and his pig when no one buys book or movie
One of these days when the real truth escapes. They will wish they did things differently. 
My guess is they believe they are untouchable.
What utter drivel and this is why my subs have gone up !!! PATHETIC… READ THE ROOM!!! worlds going into a massive recession and you’ve got this pair of cry babies on  !!!
I seriously like how much she made us realise what a kind-hearted man King Charles is..
I hope megan reads all these comments
Congrats Netflix BOD - you have become a sad tool
I loved the part where she disowned the father that had supported her to the extent of beggaring himself to finally end up in Mexico, the father whom she thanked on her Tig blog, for 
being the best father anyone could have,working long hours and sending her to private school - yes, that part was really sensational !
It has not been shown yet and already has 17k thumbs up and 133k thumbs down.
Dislike immensely…..didn’t watch this either….. liars, race baiters, disgusting  blow hards!
I loved the part where she was more popular than Nelson Mandela.



Poor Harry
"There are three people in our marriage - me, Haznoballs, and Netflix."
Ummm why did they change the thumbnail
Appealing to those tempted to watch this to resist the urge. Anything that contributes to her fund will sicken me more than it will keep me informed.
I love the part when M played LITTLE MISS 'FORGETFUL' and issued an apology for 'forgetting' to tell the court she tried to influence the book Finding Freedom.
Mr Knauf's 23-page statement to the court revealed the Sussexes had told him to give information to the authors. Harry emailed him, saying: "I totally agree that we have to be able to say 
we didn't have anything to do with it".
Canada is still waiting for them to pay for the millions it cost for the security for them to stay before they left for California.
I'm only here for the comments and they don't disappoint 😂😂
H&M be like: British Media, stop invading our privacy! If you won't, we won't have a context for sell to Netflix!
I hope no one in America supports those two lying pigs sent them back do not want them here,do not buy any books or movie they make hope they do not make any money here in 
America off their lies.
I can't stand the bitch, but you people need to get your facts right before commenting. It's painful to read some of the comments.
That day may be coming far sooner than we ever thought it would, too. Yay !
Actually I have so much more appreciation for the Royal Family because of this whole debacle 😊
Absolutely right 😊👍💜
Me too😂
Make sure you listen carefully so you don't miss her thank him in the docuseries.
And then disowned him for talking to the media while simultaneously talking to the media about her husband’s family. She’s so brave to have made that difficult decision.
 @Phillip Testo   This is the comment I always wanted to read 
Did they?
Facts aren’t her strong suit either
Fairs fair.
Cassetteboy needs to do his stuff with these tossers. Pleeeeeeze…..
I love all the bold face lies Meghan tells and how Harry doesn’t say anything to correct her … I have especially enjoyed the really gut punching lies that have impacted family members who 
are dying or sick. This is entertainment we just don’t see everyday and we should be thankful to them for sharing their lives with us.
Omg these comments are killing me 😂😂😂
This really is like the series Curb Your Enthusiasm! I had a double funeral because of the Covid Lockdowns! My Mother and daughter!  That pain was nothing compared to Meghan not 
being able to wear the tier-a she wanted!
I love the part where she wore her chandelier earrings- you know- the precious gems gifted from the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia
I loved the ending where she had an 84 yr old committed dutiful 62 year employee bullied by one of her deranged followers, tried to steal the liimelight away from her husbands brother & 
wife, yet they rise above it all, the true Princess wearing the "Revenge Emerald Necklace" Mrs Mine had her eyes on, as she watched the video clip on her designer recliner & $4000 
Hermes blanket, she broke down and sobbed, one tear, left eye...GO...that was supposed to have been mine! My dimwit husband H promised me!  I want it! 😢 maybe I can have a replica 
made and switch it!  it almost worked with the Sapphire engagement ring that was supposed to be MINE!
I love the part when the truth comes out a few years later on a second AND REAL documentary and the lies are exposed
I love the part where I got to read all of these comments and learned I'm not alone.
Netflix, I see you removed the dislike count. It was over 100K the last time I looked.



I love the part where they fly off into the Sunset on their Jet and live happily ever after on their private secluded island with all their sycophants and they have award days every day saying 
how wonderfully perfect they are.
This is sooo simple to resolve! Say No to your Royal Status and do the decent thing!
And the award for the biggest liars goes to . . .
What stakes? " When the stakes are this high....."'  Exactly what is at risk enough that getting their story out was so important? The RF hasn't gone after them publicly, they haven't 
stopped them returning to the U.K at all, they've been included in important events whilst secluding their children from extended family members (so no pressure to have them appear at 
events or for pics), titles are still theirs etc etc... what exactly are the "stakes"?. It's like M thinks the RF has done trash interviews full of lies, leaked information and repeatedly told the 
media how awful H&M are/were and they've been the innocent victims all this time. 👎
So she wanted people to respect her privacy but then she makes a netflix documentary…what a fool.
Netflix you win
Best part is all the impact they have, amazing.
This eco warrior needs a black man to carry her purse to her private jet. This woman is ugly inside
These two thicko’s somehow manage to make William and Kate look authentic and the real victims. Why did Megan start this fight? They could have milked it just by being privileged royals 
but it wasn’t enough for her.
I love it when Meghan said she stayed at a housing unit in South Africa and how Archie's room went up in flames.  OH and they had to go and do another speaking engagement. 
I mean the shear horror of it all!! 
I'm clutching my pearls.
I loved the part where she saved PH from being stung by a killer bee at a garden party by plucking it out of the air mid flight, sticking it in her Hermes bag (discreetly, to keep focus on the 
RF) then went back to her palace office to donate the bee to British farmers and single-handedly bring balance back to our planet’s delicate ecosystem. The selflessness! Two thumbs 
up…and the tear, left eye.
Excellent!!
And she. still has followers?
We can only hope !!
Spot on 👌👌👌👌
137K dislikes now, 7 times the amount of likes :)
‘Award days, every day’ … only if she can wear (as always) the bracelet that her ex husband Trevor gifted her and the tiny, tiny, tiny earrings that the Queen deliberately selected.  

Your comment had me spitting my herbal tea BTW 😂
We wish 🙏
Not when it’s this negative Vera 
No
They are like a bizarre sideshow oddity now..
Would be very helpful if you could cry from your left eye while clutching the pearls…
This has now gone from a Greek tragedy to a Roman Farce, either way, it is bad acting ...truly classless, tasteless, and pointless . if I want to listen to non-relatable entitled bleating ... I could 
listen to the podcasts or watch the interview ...
I loved the part when Meghan decided to stay an active royal in the UK and support so many local black causes and issues so she can be a true role model for girls. I loved that she took that 
rare opportunity and changed the reality of British girls from all backgrounds, and shown them you can achieve so much when you work hard and care for others in the country that 
provided her a huge platform and priviledge.



I love the part where Harry's dear grandmother was on her deathbed, yet he continued to hound her with calls begging for more money.  Maybe it's a good thing that nobody knows what 
goes on behind closed doors in his case.
I loved the part where even tho she was sitting on her Hermes blankie drowning in her own sorrowful tears whilst being miraculously filmed/pictures taken by Backgrid paparazzi 
MYSTERIOUSLY in the room, she jumped up…dried those tears…ran out and put quick end to the California forest fires with nothing but a water gun and her bare hands…found homes for 
all the displaced dogs cats and chickens from that catastrophe…fighting and defeating the bank robbers she passed on the way back from the shelter…then showing her bravery and 
courage as she was passing by the film studios by pushing Amy Adams out of the way out of a true sense of her innate altruism and going with Superman into outer space with the evil sub 
commander to defeat General Zoe and his fellow insurgents!!!  Oh and baking banana bread for the neighborhood kids with eggs from her chickens when she returned.  She’s a giver like 
that!  😇
They will have highest rated doc and book because their haters are obsessed!
I just loved the part when Harry pretended to have respect for the military and then skipped a major military event to pimp his wife out to a Disney executive at the Lion King event.
These 2😂😂😂😂 
We’ve heard their story.  They lie ALOT.
Unbelievable almost 4 millions in two days wow
i love the part when they claim the whole world is racist because people don't like manipulating bullies and pathological liars.
My favourite part was when she turned up dressed as a vampire at the Queens funeral - so brave and inspirational
One bad actress drama. She will sink by her own. Bon voyage 😘
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
My favourite part is when she accused Harrys family of being institutionally racist even though his father walked her down the aisle in one of the most expensive, most watched weddings 
of all time, with a gospel choir, and then she named her so called daughter after the head of the family.
i like the part when she discovered amber heard was actually her long lost twin sister.
I also love the part where her zoom picture with Archie was released and her name was the duchess of Sussex! If you despise these people so much surely you would just call yourself your 
own name??
If Harry doesn't leave Meghan, she'll turn into another Amber Heard and accuse Harry of terrible things. Maybe Depp should warn Harry.
Excuse me , I think I am going to be sick......
Jodi Arias called…
She said the shower is always a great spot to take photos Megsy..
I love the part where Meghan reads the 21,000 comments on her a Netflix trailer, but consoles herself because WE are the problem. Definitely not her! Obviously! Her self awareness 
brings a tear to my eye. The left one.
“When the stakes are so high…..” errr, what stakes? These two are now an irrelevance, really. If she means the respect and esteem of the great British public, erm, I think that ship already 
sailed luv, with your hand on the tiller.
And that was all before lunch 😂😂
 @Julie Waterstreet  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
No we watch the creators on YouTube sweetheart
21thosand comments about someone supposedly hated. I don't like the kardashians and don't comment or watch. Harry and Meghan haters make the daily mail, Netflix and their books 
money and they mental illness of their haters can't keep away, they know it and don't CARE there's a fan club of haters. William and Kate never get this amount of attention. The media 
knows the nutters have fits all the way to media bank accounts. And Harry and Meghan pockets😉😉😉😉
Exactly. Comments keep the video in the algorithm and people will rush to express their disdain like it’s an obsession. Viewership is viewership. This was low hanging fruit. I can’t wait to 
watch it now. lol



😂😂😂😂🦇
They have 2 other sisters: Jodi Arias and Casey Anthony…quadruplets!
that script is already written in her mind.
She’s already taking photos and videos . 
Trust .
This is funny!!
🤣🤣
Why only “the left one”? I’m so confused.
BRILLIANT. LOL

  @Cruzin’  You should have watched the funeral for the most loved and respected woman on earth, her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. The sociopath squeezed one fake tear from her le  eye.
 @Cruzin’ in one interview she said she can fake cry on command from her left eye in just 3 seconds. That’s y the reference to her left eye
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂❤❤❤
 @lebedev rashkolnikoff  and let it sit there FOREVER for the camera OPs. Normal person would have immediately brushed away.
I love the part where Megan fights for all our right to ensure that when you quit a job they should still pay you and give you benefits for life. I can’t wait to get my free cheeseburgers and 
chips from my part time McDonalds job I left in 1989.  Inspiring, it brought a tear to my eye; one tear, left eye.
MM seems to be a racist herself.
I love the part where she invites celebrities to her wedding that have never met her, but not her own family!!
What are the high stakes she refers to?  There is no reason for them to tell "their story".  Who does she think she is?   ... Oh no Harry, I think I'm about to cry (yet again).  Quick, call the 
photographer!
The part where Megain says we are only one plane crash away from being King and QWEEEN
Inspiring as a feminist word salad specialist
I loved the part when Meghan bullied and made little Charlotte cry.
I loved Meghan's wonderful answers to Oprah's probing, penetrating and tough questions during THAT interview.  Oprah's investigative journalism skills were at an all time high.  Even she 
said that she was so happy that MM could tell HER truth.  I am so mad at all the BAD investigative journalists who said that Meghan Markle lied!  As if!!!!!  And then those journalists 
actually published THE TRUTH, trying to thwart Meghan's truth.  Left eye - single tear.
Jeez people are mean. 
Looking forwarding to watch it! ❤
"wouldn't you rather hear our story from us" we did via Opra and yet most of that was proven to be factually incorrect. You say you wanted out of the limelight, but you've done nothing 
but showcase yourselves. I sincerely hope you lose your titles, after all you just want to be normal people . That's great. Then you won't mind leaving your titles to people who can serve 
the country they are for!
What kind of people use a picture of themself laughing out loud produced/induced as a tearing moment ?!!!
Love the part where she applied excessive amounts of bronzer to accept the NAACP award that they bought. Such humanitarians. Left eye tear!
The part where Meghan, aged 11, freed Gloria Steinem from the patriarchy. Since that day no woman had to wash dishes ever again. The UN is still giving her a standing ovation. We truly 
are not worthy.
A msg to the Suxesses,  you are pathetic, jealous, venomous, irrelevant traitors. When karma arrives for you I hope it's long and painful and I also sincerely hope that you stay married and 
are profoundly miserable. I won't be watching your whinge fest doco as I have integrity and am loyal to the Monarchy
She thinks about herself that she is everything



When the steaks are this overdone, doesn't it make sense to fire the cook?
The photo of her crying on the couch with the $2500 Hermes scarf behind her is credited to Backgrid. How lucky was she to get this private vulnerable emotional moment captured by a 
photography agency? She managed to hide her bunion too. If I didn’t know any better I would think this was staged…
Check your dislike🤣🤣🤡
Meghan Markle is the poster child of a rampant narcissism. I actually found out a lot about this personality disorder thanks to her and was able to identify some people in my life who have 
the same traits. There, something good came out of this mess. (The lies, lack of empathy, hatred, revenge, calling people racist - and having them fired, universal self-service, mind 
numbingly boring and out of date podcast, inability to follow rules…and many more)
Her last Name means stain a Markel Translation a Stigma blemish immaculate  nomen es omen
I loved the part where Harry released the cover art for his memoir Spare, & it looked just like a poster for a new Netflix show about a serial killer.  Those beady eyes tho... so much 
compassion.. so brave to trash the good name of your good family as he & his wife have done.  Role models of the century
You mean they're not still paying you?? 🤣🤣🤣
I hope William never travels with his children!
Why?
mean people watch mean people you mean? ;-)))
Meghan is mean to her own family, Harry's family, and her ex staffs
I know, right!?  
Aside from trashing her and Harry’s families and destroying familial relationships, creating a faux humanitarian persona, and valuing fame and money over anything else, what has our 
Meghan done to make people treat her so meanly?
🤣👊
😂😅🤣
Why when you can just bully them and lie about it?
😂😂😂😂
He managed to have the horn on his forehead airbrushed … that would have been too scary
 @Elisabeth Hall  what IS that??
 @No Wire Hangers  Maybe the remains of his brain trying to escape 🙈
🤣🤣🤣🤣
PATHETIC BITCH OF A MAN
Sad little couple aren't they. My eft eye is absolutely streaming with profound pity for their poor lifestyle, not enough money to put food on the table for their children. If they ever see 
them, but then again, the children will turn out to be better people the less time they spend with such vile parents..:eyes-purple-crying: Sorry, the tears I was subtly trying to wipe away 
were diverted to my right eye..... Have to go and change my saturated top again
💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩
Finally a nobody became somebody but Somebody become nobody. Soo Sad about you My dear  Harry.
What a stupid woman. From day to day .....
“I had to do everything I could to take money from my father, trash my family and bank as many millions of Netflix cash as possible in conjunction with my tax-advantaged charity. You 
MUST pity me!!”
When you realise you married a SPARE. His words (?) not yours.  Get your money's worth anyway, GIRL. Learn how to from Meghan , the Duchess herself in this Netflix serie. 10 episodes of 
pure me, myself and I. After all, THE STAKES ARE THAT HIGH, right?  Get your own very special Omid Scobie and learn to walk over corpes of sensitive souls you bullied to bits,  on high helst 
you never bothered to return.



I love the part where she narcissisms
I love the part where she wrote senseless sayings on bananas to women … I’ve never looked at a banana the same. Now before I eat one I write kind words on it before peeling it and 
chomping away. My banana today says “be kind”
Meghan like "doesn't make sense hear our story from us", girl, you two are the only one talking crap about Kate, William, and the royals. The royals haven't talked about you yet, nor will 
they, and you know It, that's why you attack. If you don't like press and cameras because of your mental health, why make a documentary series about your life. They are just like Edward 
and Wallis Simpson, and the worst thing is that people buy this crap. This two are bloodsucking ticks.
These comments are the star of this show!!!  I’m surprised but pleased that Netflix hasn’t shut them down like they did the down votes.
Nobody is interested in them bring it on lies more lies she hates Kate and William and the kids this is what this is about not bloody Harry love Diana but let’s be honest she wasn’t a angel 
ither was she this is them want to make money trashing the royals her own family hate her she’s trash come on she said she did not know who Harry was lying git she got her prince and 
turned him in to the most hated man and her people will hate them more now a hate them anyway my own opinion
A Netflix compilation of just the comments would be a best-seller 😂
I loved the part where she discreetly flew down, fast as she could in a private jet, here to Uvalde Texas after a massive, tragic shooting..

 Yes, the grieving parents and community definitely appreciated being shooed away from the site; so she could heroically lay down a couple Walmart bouquets, and hang her head in 
compassion, solidarity, and grief for the photographers she also kindly brought along. 

We were also, so grateful for her generous gift of the Walmart bagged meals she dropped off before jetting back to her palace...thank you Megan!! You are truly an inspiration to us 
"plebs"!!

Translation of her opening monologue. 

The stakes are high in my mind. If this isn't a success, I've got nothing to offer. How will we make our millions? I want to change the minds of men and women, and say, that I'm really not a 
vacous bitch. I want you to change your minds. No, I DEMAND you believe this tripe and keep me me relevant. It is in the minds of feeble minded men and women  like you, that I can keep 
deceiving you and make me like you. GASLIGHTING. 

Our charity is a scam but we use it to fool the public that Ginger ( the love of my life $$$, for now) cares about causes. Money, hair implants, how he'll never be King.
We use communication  ( whining), culture ( racism), communication ( more butching) and information ( lies) to foster hatred towards the RF and the planet with our carbon footprint from 
our private jets and our 16 bathrooms. We work hard to strengthen divissive and immoral behaviour with words, through Twitter and other social media, for the sake of our supporters. 
We bring haters together around the world with the conviction to abolish the monarchy. 

You had better love this docuseries. Who better to tell you our story than us? ( well me, but Handbag is my prop). We've been telling it for 4 years, but my husband and I like flogging a 
dead horse and must convince you it's all " REAL AND ORGANIC THROUGH OUR LENS).YOU MUST beleive this BS, or the china will start flying in MONT- DECEITO 🤣🤣🤣🤣. 

Seriously what a load of crap. I hope the ratings are in the negatives - 45.
Have those two palm trees shriveled up yet?



How can anyone take this seriously when all they are trying to do is make all the lies and rumors go away. Weve all heard them spewing their drivel and the whining is nauseating. Weve 
heard it all over and over why would we want to watch it, especially since it doesnt take a rocket scientist to figure out they are only showing the wine and roses and the crying that so 
many people are bad cuz they dont like us aspects, not what really goes on? I cancelled Netflix until they are gone. Their PR team is worse than the last one. 🤢
When the "stakes are this high"?  Huh?  In her imagination maybe.... These people are sickening and she is particularly pathetic.
Omg this comments section 🙌🤣🤣🤣🤣 I’m literally just laughing and liking every post! 🤣🤣🤣
Comments section is more interesting than the trailer🤣🤣🤣
The part where Harry sets up a blind date for Greta Thunberg and Prince George. Because look at a the joy we've had since Harry's own blind date. "I'm just paying it forward" the humble 
Prince said. Oh my eye. My left eye! Can't stop the tears.

Maybe he could gain fame as a jugglef?
 @Dorothy Ramser  😆🤣
 @Dorothy Ramser  you need balls for that 
She ain’t letting go
 @No Wire Hangers  maybe he could phone his brother to use his?
 @Dorothy Ramser  don’t think he can be trusted with the family jewels Dot
 @No Wire Hangers  haha! Good point!
 @Dorothy Ramser  😃
The close ups are extraordinary
Mine says 'humankind'.....be both! 😄😅😂🤣😁😆
I seriously cannot stop laughing at this one 🤣 imma die!!
Couldn't have put it better
Comments keep the video in the algorithm. Viewership is viewership. This was low hanging fruit lol
I second that! More entertaining than their inane drivel
That’s atrocious though
It really truly is
A vampire
She is a vampire
It was only ONE bunch of gas station flowers, and food truck meals. When she tried to horn in at the HOSPITAL, the Texas Rangers said NO! But if they really wanted to HELP🌟 they 
needed BLOOD DONORS . NOT ONE OF HER CREW stepped up!! Should have know, they are " BLOOD SUCKERS" not " DONORS"! 👎😝
Jesus christ.from England solidarity in our dislike of this vapid evil shit
and couldn't fly to see her father just a little bit further on.  Or go to see the Queen because "Archie" was too young to fly and promptly jetted off to see Elton.
And  as Mattress markle left she was busy checking the footage to make sure it looked as if she cared for her disgusting stint. That was the worst publicity stunt ever, however she did  
manage a tear from her left eye,
So disgusted when she did that. What a horrible thing to dk and how could she possibly have thought that was appropriate. If she truly cared for the victims she could have donated $ to 
the families but did she? Nope.
Rachel and her wife Harriet are good for a laugh, if nothing else!
I like the part where I watch the Earth Shot Awards show and not this beautifully photoshopped scrapbook drama series.



Tada Netflix!
I like the part when Harry said his ghost writer is writing a book about The man Harry has become and then he called the book Spare 🤭 , that's something
I love the part when Harry gets a set of balls and dumps this narcissistic liar that's ruining his life!
Looks like a commercial for a soap opera about an Australian influencer and her struggling songwriter boyfriend, about to be cut of economically from their rich but strict parents.. The 
pain....!
Very repetitive Same cuddle for Cory,Trevor,Harry,next?
this trailer has 4 million views in 2 days. fyi to the folks who seem to dislike this couple, the more views and comments you give this trailer the more money they make and the more money 
Netflix makes. If you dont like them then dont watch the trailer lol
For two people that want "privacy" they sure do love popping up in the media every 5 minutes.
The part where Harry rescues the Arctic penguins from Chunga Chunga Island. With Uncle Elton's private jet.
I loved the part were Hagland was supporting actress to a big effing candle.
I love the part where planet earth's #1 Queen (of her mind) Megain was so universally revered for her humble humanitarianism, honesty & honourable character, not to mention her 
genuine, altruistic, selfless care for the mental health of others like family members, staff, etc, that a new emoji was created in her honour: a laugh-cry emoji with only one left tear, 
representing.. um.. the concept of 'truth' .
Breaking News " the ginger and the whinger and on the Pity party boat again.  And the self-absorbed award goes to Harry & Meghan. stick to what you know best Meghan that is being 
Nouveau riche nothing more Hideous than that.😂😂
I love the part where Rachel Ragland played 'Blowjob girl in Car #1' in the 90210 reboot. So stunning, so brave.
They just want SYMPATHY & MONEY. 
If they are doing it for MONEY, as they signed more than 35 million dollar DEAL with Netflix, they could just BEG to public in GO FUND ME page, I believe every single person will be happy 
to donate them at least a Penny, then they will be Billioners.
Loved the part where Megsy fessed up to confusing 'archetype' with 'stereotype' in her captivating podcast. Such scintillating conversation, my left ear bled a single drop.
I know that wonky eye stare (Bette Davis eyes) when they speak and the snake like grin.
I have to admit I enjoyed the part when Meghan was in Africa proclaiming to be a sister after spending thousands in plastic surgery erasing any traits of her black heritage AND ghosting her 
black relatives.  So touching!
These comments are GOLD!
I think they’ll be making a second season about how after reading this comment section she became suicidal and how everyone who dislikes this narcissist is a racist😂
Oh my god, who f’ing cares.
ahahahah omg lol
Here for the comments
And apparently,so are Netflix 😂
4 million views & not a single positive comment lol.  that says everything we need to know & Netflix needs to hear.  They should cut their losses with h/m after this & do a pitch perfect 
comedy based on this comment section.  now that is something people would watch!!! with joy.  That humour could help a lot of people, esp ppl recovering from narcissist abuse, so.. full 
circle..the harkles can still be humanitarians legends in their minds, saving the world by being content for comedy
I haven't watched the trailer. They've not stopped spewing the same vitriol about the hard working British Royals,who do their duty, whilst desperate to cling onto them to be newsworthy. 
Yawn! What exactly have they got to offer? They've exploited his family and invaded their own privacy. A complete joke. We are all using the comments to let them and Netfkix know we 
do not approve of their behaviour at all.
17k likes and 132k dislikes is not something to be proud of
This is pure gold!!!! 😂😅🤣



Hahaha!
Yes, we should all be practising in front of our mirror every day. We too can do it if we are just dedicated enough.
And she played it to perfection!
Now you’re taking it too far 
😂
How embarrassing is she though?
Absolute cringe.
And she tried to copyright the word archetype too 
Doesn’t know what it means but wants to own it.
So funny its almost sad.
Almost.😂
Spooky how someone so 'whip smart' can make such a rookie error:face-blue-wide-eyes:.
If only she had named her son Stereo, intead of Archie...
THANK YOU 🙏
yes it really was so touching that she cried racism left & right in the early days when the press was fawning over her (before they met the content of her character) & then so kindly didn't 
even invite a single black relative except her mom to her wedding.  in fact, she didn't invite any relatives.. but that gracious, giving humanitarian did make a huge contribution to the pr 
bank of many a celebrity she had never even met, for such is the level of her angelic selfless soul, by inviting them to the wedding instead!  St. MeGain how we collectively weep with 
awestruck gratitude from our left eyes
The $2,000 Hermes blanket though 😮she has such a horrible life !!! Poor Meghan !!! 😂 she has no idea what having a hard life really is this is insulting
what a totally disillusioned couple. Who wants to know anything about their sad little lives, thinking that they are SOOOOOOOO important. Strip their titles, an insult to the english that 
they still have any. Time for the dungeons for these two vile excuses of human beings
I need to lie down in a moody black and white room to recuperate. My eyeballs can't stop rolling, my eyebrows are higher than my head and my mouth is just catching flies now.
Why does everyone hate her?
It was nice to see Harry refusing to visit his dying granny unless netflix could film his granny dying.  Harry is such a loving grandson.
Harry sold out his family for a reported $100 million dollars.  Dang, let me tell my family story!     These two belong together!
Yes, we want to hear your story from you for the 9,364th time, said no one ever.
I really enjoyed the part when Meghan fake cried for the netflix crew and expected people to believe it was real.  Never laughed so hard
I loved the part when they got married three days before their actual wedding just like they said on Oprah
gotta repeat watching Wednesday over and over again than this shit. Netflix please do a " i don't want to see this story  " button . it won't trend anyway
They say that families are the best judge - and both families detest the pair - that's all I need to know

I loved the part where she said "Tell the world Harry, I a man,  I too am a victim of domestic abuse. See who believes you and sides with you." Beautiful, authentic, honest and very real.
Poor ole Harry,he’s well brain washed.what a pair of fools😂
Netflix, you should be ashamed of supporting this spoiled, dispicable and wicked couple.
World's dumbest wanna be A listers

I love the part where M&H uses expressions with a sexual connotation from the urban dictionary: the marriage proposal by making a "roast chicken", the "waffle iron" offered by the 
queen, the first words of invisible or very very changing children: "crocodile...", plus pictures of Meghan's variable belly during Archie's supposed pregnancy. So mature, sincere and classy!



20K likes and 242K dislikes, I think the world is trying to tell you something Netflix. I am sickened by the way these two have carried on, why just why couldn't they have just left the Royal 
Family and gotten on with their lives, MM is just horried.
Is this a comedy Doc ?  Can’t be because they are so kind, all her family at the wedding, oh wait not family movie stars,  being kind to both their families, no again, father has stroke 
Meghan ixnors  him, and then gone on bashing the Royal family while P Philip is dying, and so kind wouldn’t go see the Queen, Harry’s grandmother before she died. Yes kindness at its 
very best.   Vile
Why are the downvotes disabled?
The most selfish woman on this planet. She was paid 100 million USD. Is she going to donate it to charity if it's not about the money?
Last season one. with all that money you think be this Season Blanket🤣🤣
It’s not hate
It’s just her
We don't hate her. How can we hate a person  who makes us laugh this much?
why do her supporters love fully transparent sociopathic narcissists is what I want to know?!!
 @Miow W  she's the gift that keeps on giving. How can you hate such a generous person?
I don’t hate her but I do think she is a liar.
If you are genuinely asking that question, you haven’t seen any media for the past 4ish years.
Because she is horrible? Who else but someone horrible would give an interview with 21 provable incorrect recollections when Prince Philip was dying and then continue doing it until the 
Queen died and now continue with his Father, brother and sister-in-law. They say they are victims when people respond to their vile behaviour. Harry was never like this until she came 
into his life.
He really had Elizabeth’s best interest at heart.
High point that wasn't it? But he did get to wear his soldier dress up at one point.
You've noticed the similarities to another alleged actress? 😁
He should say it. Men are abused too. Johnny Depo made it manly to say it. Men need help too. They’re our sons, brothers, fathers!
Think you might come back to this comment in a few years and it will feel very chilling. Harry is definitely the one who is trapped.
 @Angel Tarot  well he certainly rarely smiles like JD during his torment
this is the best comment 😂😂 Meghan heard
You forget to mention it has so many layers….
Netflix erased some of the dislikes so it’s actually higher
It's not. You just need a Google Chrome extension to see the count
Youtube had removed the dislikes count for awhile (for every channel). You need extensions to see the number
It's at 132k dislikes now
 @Amelia Shania  crazy
Yes, I’m sure she’ll donate it to the Archwell charity, which will then distribute the funds back to her because she is a wounded victim of racism.
At 31 seconds there’s a stock photo of paparazzi from 2011. By Chris jobs courtesy of Alamy. Why is Netflix acting like a stock image from 2011 is part of Harry and Meghans struggle with 
press intrusion?
That part when Megs called an animal shelter in California, only identifying herself as "Meghan", talked for 30 minutes and the person on the other end of the call thinking she had been 
speaking to Megan Fox all that time... priceless. 😆
I love how Nutmeg got Piers Morgan fired for telling the truth about her lies on Oprah, such compassion! She cut off her sister & father for talking to the media, & yet that's all she & 
Harriet do now!



I immediately pressed the pause button and came to the comments. No doubt they are whinging and wining about their poor lives. Unlike them however, the comments are interesting.
I don’t understand why this couple think tearing down Harry’s family is anything other than self-promoting BS, while William and Kate are 
promoting others for their service. Did they totally ignore the archbishop of Canterbury’s statement at the funeral of the the queen that 
“ in all cases those who serve will be loved and remembered when those who cling to power and privileges are long forgotten.” ?
"When the fee is, oops sorry, the stakes are this high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"
There's no way I could stomach ever watching this multi-million dollar pity fest by the deadly duo, but I'll be glued to all the negative reviews it's sure to get!
This one of the best comment sections on the platform!
I love the part when they told the RF that they were going to have a half in and half out royal life so they could make money and the Queen said... NO 😂😂 you have to ask the question, 
if they were so badly treated then why did they want a half in and half or deal? Why do they cling on to those titles of the RF are so racist and evil? Why do they want royal titles for their 
'children' if the RF are racist and caused Harry 'genetic pain`? Why in their own words they said that the RF were the family Meghan never had and that she had been welcomed with open 
arms? The answer to it all is money and revenge. They are only marketable because of the RF and they want revenge because the Queen refused to give them that half in/half out deal 
they wanted.
The part when Meghan swam into frame while singing ‘Under the sea’, was absolutely breathtaking
I love the part where she says: “When stakes are this high, doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?”She probably means when stories about them sell so well, doesn’t it 
make sense that they make millions out of it. Love how they are willing to sacrifice their long desired privacy to make a ton of money. So touching. One tear. Left eye🥲
Wow, these comments are so funny! If Netflix had a comments section under their videos I would actually watch this so that I could make fun of it.
I love the part where they complain about privacy but take photos inside The Queens home (Buck Palace) without permission and invade the RFs privacy...Stunning and Brave...or hypocrisy 
🤷
This is so embarrassing.  😆 Literally making money off of personal family drama.  If only WE ALL could do the same. Hahaha! But, in my culture, family is Everything.  We fight and heal 
within our family.  I didn't realize Netflix was into being part of petty drama.  I am curious though... is this all they have to offer because it's literally the only subject matter they've had 
since they came to the U.S. Ugh, they're so cringe.
WHERE ARE THE KIDS MEGHAN???
I hope that Me-again is reading the comments and realizing how people love her. She's a ONE of kind wife, Harry's BEST decision was marrying her. By looking at him, one can easily see 
how HAPPY he is! 👏👏 Anaconda!
I've never seen a more genuine, organic, natural love match in my life..
Harry and meghan are probably pedos and drug addicts.  We all know it.
We heard their made up story on Oprah,  PLEAS GO AWAY AND BE SILENT. Belinda Gates is worth Billions, and she is quietly working behind the scenes to make a difference. Like Ana said 
I'm sick of these 2 crybabies. NEXT

I love the part where Meghan visits Uvalde undercover as ‘just a mom’ to bring flowers and snacks. She totally wasn’t trying to dig up new material for her histrionic documentary because 
all she has is her Palmolive story and not even two years as a working royal. She had no idea her Netflix camera crew would be there too! I cried a single tear, left eye. 😢
Good eye
Love it ❤❤
That was good 😂😂
🔥EPIC!🔥
Yes you are so right, yet people forget that they actually wanted to stay within the RF and only turned on them when the late Queen said no. It needs nothing else to prove that all they 
have said since about the family have to be lies.



That didn’t surprise me one bit. They do what they want, don’t follow the protocol, the rules and don’t take NO as an answer. Their way or no way. Charming.
exactly- we fight and heal inside of family. ❤
It’s because Rachel’s wife, Harriet, is so kind, because if he wasn’t kind, it wasn’t gonna work .
whilst moving the mourners away so she could stage her photo opp.  Bravery beyond measure
And then she was brave enough to share the photo.  I can’t think of anything more genuine!
… and went all the way to a vending machine to buy the sandwiches. Nothing but the finest for Harry’s wife to express her gratitude to the workers there
The snacks she offered were Red Cross sandwiches and water bottles. She trooped into their place and handled the sandwiches, which were all thrown out because she handled them 
without washing her hands
I love the part how all the comments start with " I love the part" ♥
So how come Megan’s father is nowhere to be seen or mentioned in this trailer?
Maybe Netflix could do a series with him ?  Now there’s a bombshell waiting to be exposed before the poor old guy dies.
I have already thought of a suitable name for it assuming Al Gore doesn’t mind.
 An Inconvenient Truth.
Come on Netflix let’s hear Megan’s father’s side of the story. Unless of course you are scared of her and her handbag carrier.
Hi from Denmark. I am not going to watch this, I really have  no time to waste on these two nasty, cold hearted people. They more live a loney life, no one can be friends with people like 
this, they will stab you in the back if it benefits them, and for what, mammon!! Well, I really think they deserve eachother. I hope the RF disown them now.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors."

Megan likes to sit in the lounge on a Friday night to watch the game and break wind. At some point during the evening, she'll normally turn to Harry Sussex and say "get me a beer you 
baldy bast**d."
These are my favourite parts:

* When MM is so threatened by Catherine that she bullies her child. What a hero
* When she tries to deceive the public that she is actually pregnant by wearing a prosthetic pregnant belly. What an honest woman
* When she told 17 lies in her interview to Oprah. Did i say how honest she is?
* When she told the late QEII to drop dead because she couldn't get her own way. What a respectful person
* When Harry told the royal staffers "what Meghan wants, Meghan gets". 
* When they fled the UK under the pretence of wanting privacy and a normal life, just to pimp out their same old story again and again and again. What a noble couple. 
* When H&M said they didn't want their children to receive titles, but then proceeded to have a tantrum because prince/princess titles were not given to their children. 

I could go on and on because this couple is the gift that keeps on giving. But I'll spare you all. 
One tear, left eye- go!
for those who don't have the plugin:
DISLIKE TOTAL: 119K
LIKE TOTAL: 16K
I love the part where they yearned for their privacy so much that they invited  a photographer to their home to capture every moment of intimacy between them 🙄



Pathetic is all I can say.  There is just too much wrong about this it's unreal.

They had it all.  Acceptance, popularity, love and trashed it.  Most people in this world respect family and would never betray their parents 

Diana was the Queen of hearts and Harry has turned her into a woman who could not keep her legs together.  So many horrible things are coming out about her because of these two.  
Diana was a wonderful woman, what happened in her bedroom should have never ever come out.

As for Harry's father??  Harry looks just like his father, the amazing King Charles III.  Prince William looks like his beautiful mother and has her heart.  Princess Catherine of Wales is very 
much like Diana.  Same beauty, caring heart and love of all people.  Together The Prince and Princess of Wales make àmazing team.

Harry is not even a spare.  He lost that title.  All I can say is grow up.  Get therapy because both the harkles are in serious need of it.  They are obviously crazy and quite delusional to think 
people will feel sorry for children who instead of working to make this world better, prefer to cry like spoilt toddlers.
My favourite part was when Harry leaked to the press how unhappy he was that he couldn't wear his uniform to his grandmother's funeral, weeks after declining to visit her at Balmoral. 
Can't even shed a tear so I'll mess around with my highlighter so people think I'm crying. Sad.
I love the part where Harry hung that half naked poster of Miley Cyrus on the dungeon wall and then used just a spoon to tunnel his way out , and had to swim through the sewer drains in 
a thunderstorm with Megan on his back slapping his face and screeching at him to go faster while the lightening and thunder roared overhead and palace guards discovered his genius 
escape.
All to find their freedom.
Amazing!!
There’s always hope.
yooo who else here for the comments section
Looks as appealing as drinking cold sick.
Meghan, you are not Diana.
Harry, she is not your mother.
Co-dependency inhibits self-awareness.
Bruhh... No one is interested now
The woman is a global joke!
What about the part where in South Africa they celebrated her wedding as they did Mandela's release haha. ...'She does voice overseas you know'  haha. They went to The Lion King and 
stood up the war veterans gala. Oh Harry, are you still asleep!!
Oh and the scene when Meghan giving birth to a baby without confirmation from any doctor and help with any nurse .. miracles
88million very well spent 😂😂!! This is really an example of how to throw money away just because. This is just a slap in the face of everyone struggling and everyone that has really 
something good to offer. Keep on with this absurdity; 👍!
My favourite part is when the prince of England, a Captain General missed an insignificant event honoring his Royal Marines, to go to the most important premiere of the Lion King and 
corner the CEO of Disney for a job for his feminist, independent and woke wife. Such raw bravery to not use their titles to get millionare jobs and then lecture the public about equality. 
Brings a tear to my left eye just thinking of Megains words.. "That's why we're here honestly, for the pitch" . Truer words have never been spoken. Amen 
She didn't lie about everything. She said she would hit the ground running. She just forgot to tell them she would be running straight back to California. But it is so nice of them to share the 
pictures from their trip to Africia, where they fell in love and just happened to have a professional photographer with them, to capture the special moments. Nothing says we value our 
privacy like always having your professional photographer with you.



So do I Varun…….I think these comments are going o go down in history! I’m absolutely loving it! 😂😂😂
Totally agree! I love the part how everyone is sticking together on this ❤
 @Wanda Warthog  absolutely!!! Such  a warm demonstration of unamity ❤❤❤
Great idea, whoever started it. Obvs we stand united in our truth.
One of the best comments!
What is the plug in, I was wondering where the dislikes are?
Thank for that….I can and have down voted but can’t see the total! ❤❤❤
She’s used to having people film her sexy time
Well now..
Is there peas in it ??
 @No Wire Hangers  just carrots
So does cocaine
The bump finally hatched
Got wet after midnight.
They should have listened to that wise old Asian guy but no..
its almost like St. MeGain is the Virgin Mary!  And the messiah, all in one.  And Harry is... Judhaz
The nobility!
Breathtaking.😢
She once spoke a truer word when telling how she lied in an interview where she claimed to be a member of the acting union equity when she was not. She finished her tale with giggling 
whilst claiming "I'm such a fraud". Yep.
 @Martina Feingold  She also claimed to be a white super model.
 @Gillian Redfearn  😂

What was it she said about her chicken legs - something like "they go on for days!"  Yeah, ok - but only because the horror of their uncanny resemblance to a stork haunts me for days 
every time I'm subjected to the sight of them.
@Gillian Redfern Yes, she did!
When will they stop minting the family story ? Move on ! This means there is nothing more to them.
Loving the comments
The bots and trolls have all gone to the comments. Notice they all say “i love” or “my favorite part” before saying something hateful in each bot comment…. I wonder who paid for these… 
William?
> Demands for privacy but show your story to netflix, oprah, the cut and variety. 
> Claims to be antiracist but invited only one black member to your wedding. 
Yeah. very brave of you.
I love the part where Harry turned down the invite  to see his elderly grandmother who was dying of bone cancer & where Meghan sends a thinly veiled threat to the family a week or so 
before the grandmother's death about not signing an NDA,  and then they both go to the funeral like their behaviour didn't break her heart before she died.
Despicable couple!🤮🇱🇷
I love the part when Harry says: “ I had to do everything I could to protect my family” - whilst shaking his head left to right in the negative no meaning he didn’t need to protect them. 
Brought a tear to my left eye seeing his incongruent words and body language…again



So much drama
Then Oprah now Netflix, not interested to see this fake family drama..
Never forget scenes of harry sitting near the fence with his chickens and keep cursing his luck .. a tear from left eyes down

She’s talking about seducing her husband into just cutting off his family when he so clearly longs for acceptance back into that family (naturally). This happens to so many “normal” families. 
The spouse (usually wife) absolutely manipulates into abandoning the ppl he loves to be w 1 person he THINKS loves her/him most. It’s not a competition. No decent human (wife or 
husband) would ever keep siblings apart, parents and children apart but it happens. I’ve seen it first hand. This isn’t a unique story. Its a sad tragedy, Royal or not.
Why do journalists never ask her some questions mentioned in the comments below?
Okay that's it.  

WHO is keeping these people famous.  It's time to own up.  WHO among us is making it so the rest of us have to keep running into these two gilt-edged nerds on the regular.

Look I get it-- Markle's podcast is high comedy.  The way she name-drops her "friends," tells outlandish provable lies (that SA Lion King dude tho), talks about victimhood with other ultra-
privileged women... And all in that velvety radio voice like she's just announcing another commercial-free hour of smooth jazz--it's a riot! 

And that video of Prince Hank showing up to the UN to scold an empty house about climate change?   Performance art this bold and compelling is rare--again, I get it--I'm not asking you to 
deny yourself the hilarity of their output here and there.

But it's one thing to have a few laughs at the delusions of grandeur held by some inbred blueblood and his shameless wife--it's another to give them the idea that they're as important as 
they think they are.  

So whoever keeps buying their stuff--please borrow or hell steal it.  Markle podcast listeners?  Use a VPN.  
We don't hate you; unlike these a*sclowns, we love the American people.  We're just disappointed in you.  
Now please apologize and then go to your room and think about it.
What about the secret she shared in an interview recently...she whispered to the interviewer...'don't tell anyone, but I may be going back on instagram'  haha ha..my sides are hurting. 
Shallow shallow being..
For all who call Meghan second Wallis Simpson- Wallis was quiet. and Wallis didn't want him to abdicate, she even wrote the parliament that. But he was stubborn and preferred life with 
her, away from public, than being King without her by his side. And they DID stay away from public. AND SHE WAS QUIET. No similarities here.
I loved the part when Harry proclaimed his love for his granny by refusing to visit her just prior to her death.  I also loved when the two of them went on Oprah trashing Harry's family while 
his grandfather was on his deathbed.  It was so touching and heartfelt.
I love how, in their fight against racism within the monarchy, the Duke and Duchess renounce their titles and pay back all of the taxpayers money they were gifted by then Prince Charles.  
Oh wait!  Maybe that moment will happen when M announces her run for US political office!  Cue the tears - left eye only!
Will they have her on there throwing hot tea over an Australian lady.
I came here to read comments. 📚 🤣
I have nothing to say. So many great comments I no longer despair about humanity. I just despair about the two grifters fooling the less astute that are falling for their lies.
Where?
Just the general public babes
It's organic. It went viral for this comment secgion.



People with opinions aren't trolls or bots. Read the room ffs
They are being facetious, joking
Hahaha you are so fooled and blinded with migraine's fake victim Hood fairytale that you can't even figure out that people are making a joke/jokes of it all!! Go buy a humour card instead 
of playing the bot one. Or stop sipping on the grigio. 😂
Just us normal people with brains who could detect a narcissist and a snake
 @Amelia Shania  then what are you doing here? Get a life and leave them alone if you hate them so much
I love the part where people that see through Rachel Ragland are accused of racism or of being paid off by William.
The future King is not tacky like his mentally challenged brother who has changed beyond recognition, since marrying this dreadful talentless actress. Only a fan of these two morons would 
make a stupid comment like that.
Oh Sugar,  stop drinking the kool aid
They are such role models!
The compassion ❤
It seems their actions pushed Prince Philip and HM Queen Elizabeth into their graves with broken hearts and a broken family.
It’s called compassion in action.
Well, she is a “humanitarian” 🙄🙄
"Compassion in Action"
Exactly! The lack of self awareness is astounding.
Even the  the panel on the view are questioning the need for this show. And going so far to say “do we actually care” ?
She is such a great inspiration! I'm sure her fans support those behavior too!
Oh that one! I remember it fondly bless him 🤗
Completely agree ... The bravery and compassion this couple has is unmatched. The only thing more noble would've been if they pissed in her grave.
Such humanity is breathtaking. Refused to allow the dying elderly grandmother spend quality time with her grandchildren.
  @Irene  charming. I'm sure she feels the same about you on the other side.
what these two did to their grandparents is just despicable.
 @Irene    Just out for the day?
 @EuphemiaGrubb  their medication may be wearing off 😂
 @Irene Said with the true "compassion" of a Nutmeg fan.
 @Diaper Don  Or nutmeg herself…
 @Dorothy Ramser  Harry can’t produce children they never had
 @lee foster the fact that those malignant cows in the View even said that speaks volumes
I loved that part the most.

 @Diaper Don  tf is a nutmeg? I don’t support any of these people, it’s just funny to see how many people defend that old b**ch, she wasn’t a good person, you people are $tupid 😂
 @Dorothy Ramser  I hope she does 🥰
Poor Queenie ❤😢
 @Megan Carter  now watch...Meghan is gonna make a talk show/podcast program on this reply.  "Compassion in Action." You heard it from me first.
 @Irene  Twisted
Damn, this broke my heart. The late Queen didn’t deserve what they did to her.



How about they were in UK on their tour wasn't security an issue then or only when the family asked you to visit. I guess rf security is nonexistent
An the Oprah interview while the Duke of Edinburgh was in hospital.  They gave a one-two punch there without so much as batting an eyelash, didn't they?

  @Isku Park  Ohhh my! 🧐  How much they must absolutely have security yet at the Jubilee when they drove up in the armored car didn't Rachel have the window rolled down?  😂

 @Angel Tarot  You think Harry & Meghan ‘pushed’ a 99 and a 94 year old couple into their graves?……😂 they were a few breaths short of a bicentennial between the two - literally a few 
breaths pretty much pushed them into their graves. You think you’ll be worrying about your granddaughter-in-law’s daytime talk interview when you are old enough to have been born 
before people regularly used cars, phones, typewriters, hospitals, sneakers, and indoor plumbing? I almost envy the amount of free time you must have to imagine these ridiculously trivial 
things that you claim to be the demise of one of the most globally powerful, unwavering, and untouchable couples that ever existed during the documented history of this planet. You can’t 
make up the level of petty that people are against this ‘spare’ and his wife that they feel such misplaced jealousy, vitriol, patriotism, and supremacy towards. You really can’t.
Oprah: Were you silent or were you silence? Nutmeg: the latter. Also Nutmeg: It's interesting that they didn't make me sign anything.       
I've never seen someone lie so much as Nutmeg, and then walks around proudly after being caught with so many lies.
 @Terry Hogan  Followed by her other overused slogans. “Service is universal” and “use your voice”
William, apparently, has had enough. So many comments I've read by Brits and Americans alike who've said that the RF MUST RESPOND to these horrendous lies. 
We are all hoping William makes good his word in that he will respond to ANY lies in the Netflix doc or Harry's book. GOOD FOR HIM
He was making sure she had the right people around her. (not him and not the wife.)
Well they are human... kind...
Exactly
 @Lisa Stalnaker  and also managed to say that the family was pulling the dying card to “muzzle her” and stop them from doing the interview. Vile.
 @Isku Park  They probably realise no-one would waste a bullet on them.

 @Kelli Hernandez  Bruh, Americans don’t GAF about your royals. You’re so messy we’re having to figure out whose who because this is the only country safe from the long arms of your 
British Empire. Wonder why John Lennon fought for 5 years to stay in the US and NOT get deported to England? Wonder why the most famous Brits move to the US? Wonder why 
everyone who makes the mistake of trusting the Brits, seeking “asylum” there, ends up poisoned by Putin or kidnapped and indefinitely imprisoned in Dubai??

All of you British Royalist bots need to stop spamming YouTube. Americans are NOT with you. I repeat — WE DON’T CARE ABOUT YOUR MESSY MONARCHY AND IMPERIAL INSANITY . 
Maybe try being a democracy for a change. Let go of all your goddamn Colonies! Look in the mirror at what you’ve done to the world for over 2,000 years!!! Shame shame shame!
 @HaiMinh426  She has no shame. I feel more embarrassed for her than she'll ever feel for herself.
 @TheDriftwoodlover  and a bananatarian
 @Dorothy Ramser  Rachel put a spanner in the works there .
 @No Wire Hangers  the careing
 @Isku Park  yeah i mean an army regiment of the Guards heavily armed,  is hardly enough, plus close protection. Princess Anne has no protection.
 @Lisa Stalnaker  Yes and he was serving in the Royal Navy in the Pacific in WW2. He gave up his military career for the love of his life and served her and the country  until the day he died. 
Unlike these two.
 @David Arundel  She aims to please (herself) her speciality it would seem. The spite that emanates from her and the ex royal has been is astounding.
Spot on
Oh SO much body language and linguistic examples used throughout the last two years that researchers have more than enough to expand their understanding of narcissism. Everytime 
they speak its a wealth of knowledge for new studies and a confirmation of many things we already know in psychology.



Yeah you done good Harry making it impossible to have royal protection 👍
 @Katherine Brown  yep — love “The Body Language Guy” with his surgical analyses of the “Harkles”
Nice ! Well spotted.
 @Katherine Brown  Harry and Meghans selfless contribution to furthering our scientific understanding of narcissism  😂
 @Katherine Brown  Absolutely, love HGTudor.🥰🥰🥰
And that was only said after they couldn't get the 1/2 in deal from the Queen so had to make up stories of hate
I’m just glad they’re rescue chickens.
Because they’re not journalists, they’re sycophants.
People Magazine endlessly promotes Harriet & Nutmeg. They have stories every day, tell every time they go to the darn bathroom!
 @J Key  100%!  It's insane!!
Elder abuse.
They are great role models
So inspiring!!
 @No Wire Hangers  Absolutely right.
That’s all because Meghan’s wife, Harriet, is kind.  Meghan made sure he was kind before she married him.
This tender caring and real true love is what I will never forget, as long as I live.  The way Harry and his own perfect Mrs. Wonderful filled his grandparents final years, months, and days 
with gratitude, joy, and love.  How I wish I could, though.
 @Silva Harr  wicked aren’t they
Really 
Just wicked
That was their notorious compassion in action. Deserve a Nobel for peace to say the least
I had to subdue an emotional sob as i read that.
  @No Wire Hangers  yes thoughtless, wicked, spoilt and filled with greed and jealousy
 @Dorothy Ramser   Don't forget to bring tears to your left eye. 😂😂😂
just heartless the pair of them
 @Mano Fernando  yes i managed to squeeze one out and dramatically wipe it away staring down the lens...
I wasn’t surprised at all they did the exact same thing when her father Had a heart attack.
 @No Wire Hangers  🤡
 @No Wire Hangers  Meghan and Harry will ONLY have to answer to GOD, on how they treated their elderly family members and the online haters are NOT GOD!!!😇
 @Dorothy Ramser  🤡
 @Irene  May Queen Elizabeth "rot in hell you say?  Isn't that so kind of you.  Well no surprise there, that is the brand of kindness Meghan and her little cult (or "squad", as you prefer to be 
called) are well known for.
I had a tear fall from my left eye after my initial “guttural” reaction
 @Happy wife you’re such a pathetic clown
Love how h includes his amazing wife and dead mother in almost Every speech he gives. Read the room Harry…..we know, we know.
 @Happy wife  Not sure who you are berating with this statement. Did anyone here claim to be a god? If so, which one? There are so many to choose from, eh!
👍👍👍
 @Happy wife  Oh poor deluded Sugar .....Markle doesn't love you ... narcissists only love themselves



Eeessshhh the karma those two have procured.  Scary
 @Happy wife  We don't claim to be God. But WE ARE THE CROWD you answer to when you keep climbing onto the world stage, begging for our ATTENTION. We want her to get off the 
stage, go away, and stop reminding us what a shameless a$$h*le she is, both of them.
 @Dorothy Ramser  I swear there is a tear forming in my left eye....
 @Valeria Tancredi  Don't forget their compassion towards her ailing father😐
 @Verna Leep  I’ve often noticed that fans of the duplicitous duo are a lot like their idols. Like attracts like. Some get triggered when they recognize all too familiar behavior and actions 
being  disparaged in comment sections and content. So - they put on a cape for people they don’t know and people who are capable of responding themselves/don’t need anyone to speak 
for them.
I'm not a fan of harry but that's wrong but with you trump Americans truth doesn't matter. Royal protocol stated Charles and William only. Queen had around 20 grandkids and great 
grandchildren and they didn't see her either. But don't let your hate get in the way of the truth
 @No Wire Hangers  queen had around 20 grandkids and great grandchildren and the future king and his heir were the only ones allowed did they all commit elder abuse? 8 grand kids and 
according to you 7 commited elder abuse
Queen had 8 grand kids and 12 great grandchildren so according to you 7 grandkids commited elder abuse. 7 people you couldn't name past your hate for a failed royal and disrespected 
the rest. You seem trump Vile
This alone shows you the devil’s daughter and her lackey in true form.
 @No Wire Hangers  bit of an understatement there , but not to worry 😂
 @Happy wife  it's not just their older family members , it's everyone they've abused and lied to .
You couldn’t ask for a more loving and empathetic grandson
 @Kirri  your welcome to him
That part of the story was so beautifully told.
 @Happy wife  This is a stupid comment. We all have to be held accountable by society.
 @David Arundel  Pass
 @robert harper  princess anne was there throughout. Who would want two relatives by their death bed who had caused so much pain to her family. She really did not want her last 
moments revealed to Hollywood. She wanted to die in peace away from these tormentors.
Their commitment to strengthening families is inspiring and authentic.
 @fluff dumpling  👍
 @Verna Leep  👍
 @ParsleyPalace  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Happy wife  Hi Meghan, getting ready for Xmas with the invisi-kiddies?
 @Kirri  absolutely, William is wonderful. Pr*ck Harry, not so wonderful.
 @Lynne Edwards  Not at all!!
 @fluff dumpling  Don't bother with The Happy wife, keeps signing off as a clown, so must be a clown, low IQ
 @fluff dumpling  the god i used to pray to said lying was a sin. perhaps not if you are harry and his wife, their truth right?  perhaps we should pray to god to stop them lying.
 @hsmd  and she definitely didn't Google stalk him beforehand, so she could make sure she was his "perfect" match. She definitely didn't wear Diana's favorite perfume around him, 
either! Creeeeeeeepy.
 @Happy wife  really? The clown emoji is all you have to offer? I can do that too. Here's a sheep for you. Baa!🐑
Yes, what superb role models of how not to show compassion
 @Angela Sims   I pray to none of the gods. The sky faiery is a sad simpleton and those who believe are fools of unimaginable stupidity. 🤒🤢



 @fluff dumpling  the sussex squad often mention their god for support,  quite surprising that they would make that public, it is personal.  i talk to the trees and flowers in my garden but i 
wouldnt tell anybody 🤭🤭🤭🤭🤫
 @Noe Way  how about this one 👉 😈 
Perfect for haters that think their lives are sooooo perfect and they have never lied, or made mistakes which is a NO!!!🤡
Now we know why he did not visit her - she didn't give him the money he called her about.
My gosh these comments are hilarious that my left eyes exploded! 😆😆😆
 @Gerdi Schaefer  cold hearted 🤡
 @fluff dumpling  what's wrong sugar britches?☺ If you online haters served the God of love you would follow the Golden Rule at Matthew 7:12 that says: "Treat others the way YOU 
would want to be treated "😇

When online toxic racist haters, are online being evil, racist and judgmental towards 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to them, or their families personally or financially, they are
 acting like their God 👉Satan the Devil 👿
Get the point sugar britches!!!🇺🇸💯🎉☺
 @Happy wife  LMAO  please keep preaching ... I'm about to  change my mind because of your well thought out succinct arguments NOT😒😏🥳🥸
 @Silva Harr  🤣🤣🤣  Well said!
 @Angela Sims  Very true. 😀 And that some day they learn to respect their parents.  🙏
 @Lynne Edwards  👏👏👏🤣🤣
 @fluff dumpling  🤣🤣🤣 Spot on!
 @Happy wife  🥱🥱🥱
 @Verna Leep  what's wrong sugar britches?😜 Meghan hasn't done anything wrong to me or my family personally or financially, so why hate! 
Do you haters see the royal family bashing Harry and Meghan on the "devil's playground aka social media"? The answer is NO!
The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!!☺
The online haters are just "Outsiders looking In"🤡
 @Rachel Reilly  didn't your parents raise you to never wish Karma, on someone that hasn't done anything wrong to YOU or your family personally or financially!!! That Karma could 
happen to YOU first!!!🤡
 @K L P  🤡
 @David Arundel  and what has their soooo called lies done personally to YOU or your family, KAREN?!!
 @Froggy Jump  you are "stuck on stupid" with your comment!!!🤡 
We are accountable to society to follow certain laws and rules! The issues between Harry and Meghan, are issues family issues that happened within their family! You are not a part of the 
royal family and don't know what happened behind closed doors in Britain!!!
Once again they will ONLY have to answer to GOD, and you and the other online haters are NOT GOD!!!😇
 @Suzanne Long  🤡🤡🤡🤡
 @Lynne Edwards  you wish that was Meghan!!☺
You haters are pathetic thinking Meghan would waste her time reading, such racist and ignorant posts from soooo called adults, acting like juvenile delinquents!!!🤡
Why are their 2 beautiful children pictured, on the Succession Chart??☺
 @Happy wife  oh hi @Happy wife.  So just to let you know.  And I’m not being snarky or snarky or condescending I’m just trying to help you out.  KARMA is not wished on someone, it’s not 
a spell or voodoo.  KARMA  according to Hinduism & Buddhism is the sum of a person’s actions in this and previous existence viewed as their fate in future existences.   And so you know 
my parents taught me never to hate anyone, ever.



 @fluff dumpling  you need to worry about how GOD is going to judge YOU, being you are not perfect, and have made mistakes in your OWN pathetic life!!!😜
 @Suzanne Long  🤡🤡🤡
 @Rachel Reilly  wishing Karma is hateful!!! You don't know them personally, and they haven't done anything wrong to YOU or your family personally or financially!!!👎
 @Noe Way  get over it haters!!!🤡 They have been married almost 5 years now, and you haters are still "whining"!👎
 @Angela Sims  Jesus Christ was the ONLY perfect man, and Jesus Christ was the only man that could "walk on water", so get off your high horse acting like you have never lied, or made 
mistakes which is a NO!!!🤡
 @Happy wife  its the constant lies deliberately to damage the british monarchy.   two and a half years of them both lying and lying and lying.
i was not comparing them to jesus christ, he didnt like lies either.
 @Happy wife  I believe that it is a sad thing  that you don't think it important for people to be truthful, for people to respect their parents and others, and to not use and/or abuse people.  
I have to wonder what kind of upbringing you had that makes these character traits acceptable. :) You stick your neck out to defend these two who should never be considered as role 
models.  But then I notice how your replies are so well informed that you can mostly only reply using emoticoms of clowns.  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Rachel Reilly  Well said!  👍
 @Happy wife  a person cannot wish karma on another person.  So I can’t wish Harry and Meghan’s Karma.  Sorry I’m not explaining this anymore.  If you’re that hard of understanding you 
need to get another job than trolling for H & M .  By the way how much does it pay?
 @Valeria Tancredi  At least the Ripple of Hope (what a dumb name for an award).
 @Happy wife  LMAO..... poor thing! You really need to recognise that public statements and accusations call for public comments.
 @Froggy Jump  poor thing!!🤡 The ignorant racist toxic online haters, think everyone else should be racist and ignorant like them, and that is a NO!!!😜
 @Suzanne Long  I'm not going to be ignorant and hateful towards 2 people that haven't done anything wrong, to me or my family personally!!!
Do you see the royal family bashing Harry and Meghan on the "devil's playground aka social media"! The answer is NO!
The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!☺
The online haters are just "Outsiders looking In"

The haters think they are sooooo perfect, and never lied or made mistakes, which is a NO!!
At the end of the day, Harry and Meghan ONLY have to answer to GOD, including how they treated their elderly family members!! 
The online haters are NOT GOD, and their opinions don't matter!!☺
 @Noe Way  🤣
 @Happy wife  Lordie! So don't call out her lies because she is non-white? Really? For years her acting resume stated that she was "Caucasian" ; denying her own black heritage. She is 
racist!
You really cant think rationally. Poor thing , you will have to answer to God for being irrational.
Piers Morgan won't be happy..
Yet another very public attempt at privacy….massive yawn
Australia here! I can’t stand this pair of hypocritical compulsive liars. I will not ever watch anything either of theses two are in and after all the constant lies, how could anyone in their right 
mind with any morals and integrity believe anything that passes their lips. It’s well past time that this vindictive pair are confronted and punished for their horrible lies of assassinating good 
and honest people’s characters.
I loved the part were the Archbishop of Canterbury performed a miracle by christening their child and being in another part of the country at the same time.
I did not realize how high the stakes are until I watched this trailer.
She def is Wallis Simpson. 100%
This documentary is nothing but plot for money.   I think it disgraceful.



Jesus christ for the love of all that is good and holy in this world cant these two just COME OFF IT. Who cares about this? Who asked for this? Get a grip.
The part where She-Ra is confronted following her mistreatment of staff as she wielded her powerful Sword   and said  “  it's not my job to coddle people  ” is an absolute left eye tear 
jerker.
Oh, she is such a liar... the millions of pounds they spent on that wedding... that wedding only for show... so why did the show have to be this expensive (more expensive than William and 
Kate's wedding) if it was only for show? They could have organized a wedding not that expensive as it wasn't that important to Meghan... 🤣🤣🤣
Meghan is a vile psycho ho! She can’t take the fact that she’s an actress who married a prince which automatically makes her think she should be in the spotlight more than Kate. Kate has 
more class in her used tampon than Meghan!

esta hdrmp nos cago la serie suits de netflix, de ahi empece a detestar a esta mina encima es pesima actuando. Porque carajo no emparejaron a Mike con Katrina y éramos todos felices.
At 30 seconds have you used a stock photo of paparazzi from 2011 when Harry's talking about protecting his family?  The "digging" into your $100mill investment has already started - and 
it's only going to get worse.
I can sum it up in advance:
Me me me me me me me me me me me me me me me me, poor us, me me me me me, poor us, me me me me.
I love the part when Meghan cries all over her blanket watching The Princess of Wales arriving the 007 premiere...
Had to protect his family's privacy but also makes a documentary about it for everyone to see??
Doesn't want to be a royal anymore but finds out the only reason he can make money is to use his royal past/present. 
It's all just laughable. Boohoo. 
You can't have the cake and eat it too.
Lying race grifters.  Pure scum.  Harry Hewitt is a traitor to his people.  Like mother like son.
I was about to have breakfast. 
Now I've lost my appetite. 
It's like watching Nightmare On Elm Street whilst on a romantic date.
So fake.
To these "royal" parasites: get a job, losers! Start from a scratch, then talk and do sh.t if you can! I am not impressed with your spoiled cr.p at all!
was that true?
 @TADEJA U  Yes
I loved the part where the Archbishop of Canterbury married them in the garden three days before the real/sham jamboree at St George's Chapel, Windsor, with no witnesses, "Just the 
three of us", despite this being totally illegal, if not impossible. But if Meghan says he did, it must be true, because it's Her Truth.
What child?
I might actually have more respect for the duchess or windsor.
Wallis was quiet. and Wallis didn’t want him to abdicate, she even wrote the parliament  that. But he was stubborn and preferred life with her, away from public. And they DID stay away 
from public. AND SHE WAS QUIET. No similarities here.
Mrs Simpson's clothes fit her.
Wallis had self respect
wallis had her own original style and did not need to copy others
Hey, can anybody tell me how to see the dislikes?  I don't see them, and haven't stumbled on how to do it.  Thanks!!
 @Valerie McMullen  it’s a chrome extension for your browser apparently
 @Al  lolol!  So true



Cosplay Princess Diana FAILL (Sorry Meghan) 🤣 Try Again
No, i would like to hear YOUR STORY from people you abused
Not interested in seeing more bad mouthing the royal family.. Would like too see Lilibet and Archie please.. 🙏🙏
We already heard 'their story' on Oprah and multiple other times though.. And already have a fair idea of what they are really like behind closed doors.. So it's all going to be recycled 
dribble... Show us Lilibet and Archie BOTH then you might have something worth watching.. That's at least something new!
I can see that a lot of these comments are from the same person using a different name. Everyone seem to make comments about Meghan in the press that is just speculation.  So proud of 
Harry and Meghan for earning their own way.  If the truth hurts the royal family, so be it.  I was once a fan of the queen until I read about her lady in waiting comments.  If this person was 
that close to her and she can make those comments, maybe there is something to Harry and Meghan stepping away.
0:09 Ed Sheeran and Beyoncé singing “Perfect”
I loved the part when they escaped the castle prison with only the shoes on their feet and scant millions in the bank. Tortured by mean UK people and horrific palace personnel, then fled 
to America.  Finding a utopia with no racism and plenty of housing, they thrived with layers of compassion for themselves. Now they have the freedom to take as many glamorous 
photoshoots as they like, they can slander their family as many times as THEY choose and they can cry as many tears as needed to provoke sympathy and donations from the stupid public.  
What is best is the number of enablers that swoon their narrative for a buck.  Thanks Netlix.
I love the part where, after the Cuties debacle, Netflix are going to find themselves being shut down for releasing this...
I loved the part were a racist domestic abuser family gave her a £32 million wedding an over £2 million in clothing.
This has 130,000 dislikes.
Love knowing that Meghan never googled Harry.
Attention seeking dweebs.
More lies... different angle 😅
I loved the part where they walked with such dignity down the aisle of St Paul's knowing every side eye in the cathedral was upon them. It was a stunning moment in time... never to be 
forgotten. And their humble and grateful response as they were shown to their second row seats filled me with joy.
Attention seeking, dramatic, OTT, annoying, narcissistic IDIOTS. Please stay away from England, never return.
My favorite part was when we watched everyone in Megan's  family who loves her attend her wedding. I've never seen such a large loving  biracial family come together to celebrate the 
spectacle of the Century Wedding in such a way!!! It truly made me want to drop a tear from my left eye... 1,2,3 go...
I come here to read the comment section because it’s pure comedy . Such a stress reliever. I just have to pause the video (which not interested to watch ), read all the comments to make 
my day feel so light hearted 😂

Hey Meg, I know you're on here reading these hilarious comments. See how much the public love and adore you? Not so much. You and Hazzard have brought this disapproval down upon 
your own heads - maybe it's time for a little self-introspection?  Why don't you two just shut up and go away. We are sick of your lies and poisonous behavior.  You have to pay to get 
positive press - how pathetic. Stop acting like spoiled children, stop shitting on your own family and give an apology to everyone you've hurt. YOU TWO GRIFTERS MAKE ME SICK.
Loved the part where she became humble and admitted to all her errors and faults.  Asked for forgiveness and healed her relationship with her family, and he, with his.  And all was good in 
the world.  Made me cry.
Hay no. Feo todo farsa buscaban privacidad  pero para tener tiempo y contar .. contar lo que ellos quieren ....no precisamente la verdad.. y esta Señora quiere hacerse pasar por una 
minoría..  y en lo que es minoría es que es millonaria pues la gran parte del mundo es pobre...
Exactly!



The kids are only rented out every 3 months or so.
Part of the contract.
I don’t make the rules .
 @No Wire Hangers  How did you get that information? And how come other people are going along with the delusions of the kids existence then?
 @Sarah Holland  which people?
Just type markle baby bump
Markle fake baby into any search engine
 @No Wire Hangers  I have seen the fake bump videos too but what's got me puzzled is that some people or supporters of Markle seem to be going along with the kids existing. I keep 
waiting for a big world wide scandal.. But seems like half the world is turning a blind eye too what's going on..
 @Sarah Holland  apparently the press has been silenced about the fake pregnancies 
It will come out
The truth always does
 @No Wire Hangers  👍👍👍
 @No Wire Hangers  Yes, truth will come out at some stage.. My heart goes out too the royal family and how they've been treated.. Especially hard considering it's one of their own family 
members doing all these horrible things...
well, this video has 130.000 dislikes and almost 30.000 comments. Are you trying to say that you BELIEVE, someone has 30.000 accounts? 😂😂😂😂😂 Lady, the reason that 
comments start with :” I love the part where…” is because it became global mockery of the couple who wants privacy. And btw. you believe black lady’s allegations but you don’t  believe 
the staff that Meghan bullied? Why?
This “truth” only hurts them, not the RF … And it will hurt more of they don’t stop telling “the truth”
what speculation? they are proved liars. in the oprah interview alone there are 17 lies. and we don't need speculation if these two talk their truth continuously for the last couple of years. 
by the way, if you want to catch up and understand the comments here,read the tom bower book. it's 100% fact checked, so harry and meghan could not go against it.
Gotta admit i have been absolutely flat out switching between my 97k accounts and commenting here non stop for the past 27 hours
Hard work 
Truly hard
Apparently the Sugars are claiming that Charles is paying people??
I guess when they have been hired by Bouzy and Scoby to spread hate everywhere,they think everyone’s on the one cent a post pay roll.
Silly bints!!
I just do this for sport.😂
Long Live The King!!
 @b berkley  I’m a busy woman

 @No Wire Hangers  yes I myself & volunteering lol.  honesty its the least I can do, I haven't read anything this funny or poignant in ages! definitely the most hilarious comment section 
ever.  im actually surprised the harkles didn't pay more supporters to comment!  funds must be running low, those oversized Hermes pieces of Kleenex don't buy themselves!
Sure, Jan
Your funny
 @TADEJA U  Angela smells a rat..or is that a yeast infection.



yes those racist cheapskates! and they wouldn't let her use air freshener in that musty old ancient church, how dare they!  such hostile people, like when they lined up in the countless 
thousands to hurl offensive insults at her on her wedding day while waving flags.  and their media is so racist I couldn't find a single racist article at all, not once, because it's invisible 
racism.  the kind that appears as actual kindness & goodwill, but its not, its definitely racist
At the expense of the british tax payers. What a joke.
The second row 
Harry’s face red with rage
His wife gaping like a fish
Trust glorious 
It was HISTORY in the making.
It even brought a smile to Major Johnny Thompson's face.
😂😂😂
Same here 😂
Me too………I’d been rather despondent these past few days and I started reading these with coffee this morning. I was very soon laughing out loud! I’d like to thank these 20k people for 
cheering me up! ❤❤❤❤❤❤
Tear, Left Eye, you got three seconds……
Exactly.
She’s wicked .
Don't you feel glad you don't pay for Netflix after watching this made up, nauseous, full editing piece of crap?!
Is anyone else tired of hearing their truths?  Maybe it's just me...
I loved the part when KCIII walked Meghan down the aisle and welcomed her into the family only for his daughter-in-law to accuse the family she never had of structural racism...
Absolutely disgusting.  Merkel and Harry are absolutely fake and disturbing
17,659 Likes and 129,896 Dislikes - well done Netflix, another ratings winner!!
(Figures @ 12.21 GMT 3/12/22)
Let's see all the stuff left on the cutting room floor.....y'know, the reality of following a narcissist bully for months on end,  trying to edit to her satisfaction and finally ending the whole 
thing because the crew are traumatized and threatening to sue.  The "Making of" will be a much more revealing and truthful documentary.
Love the part at the end when she speaks in that condescending narcissistic fake voice.
I sooner have my wisdom teeth removed before watching this garbage. Netflix is really scraping the bottom of the sewer.
I loved the part where Meghan kicked out the Wimbledon crowd so the focus was all on her.  Then had her security tell off a bloke who she thought was taking a photo of her, but was in 
fact taking a selfie...stunning and brave...
3.9 million views only 17k likes 😃😃😃😃I'd love to see the the 👎👎👎👎👎👎
"When the stakes are this high....LIE LIE LIE LIE LIE
I loved the part where she complained Zelensky did´t personally thank her for voicing her support for Ukraine, yet he thanked Mila Kunis who actually raised money and is ukriainian :( Such 
ungratefulness, such unfairness!
Not interested
Oh the part where H had to rush back to M after Prince Philip’s funeral to console her when her uncle died. Only she didn’t go to her uncle’s funeral or even send a note of condolence to 
her aunt. Managed to send a wreath for Prince Philip’s though, the patriarch of the patriarchal RF, and make a brash, gushing, public announcement about it during the actual funeral. So 
tasteful…..🤮
It’s going to be the usual low standard rubbish, she can’t get any other acting jobs



I love the parts where she holds Haz back so she is the first to enter or shake hands. Or when she taught Harry that when he was 5th in line to the throne of England, that he was really 
trapped. I also love the parts where she grabs him with the markle claw to show her dominance. She is all about women's empowerment, bless her heart.
Can someone explain to me what "stakes" are so high?
I loved the part where her father walked her down the aisle and  every member of her family were beaming with delight.
White folks swinging at the air right about now.
Loved the part where she thought she should get paid for walkabouts, lied continuously during the last years of Prince Phillip and Her Majesty The Queen’s final years, cried racism when 
she couldn’t have her way, lied, tried getting money shots for her show after being warned no photographers/filming allowed during official royal duties, threw hot scalding tea at 
someone, lied, again… just mesmerising how one person survived all that! awe inspiring! My left eye welled up just at the thought of it all….
I sure do!

yes but she was so kind to only do it on opera so that just a few billion or so would find out.  she really tried hard to keep her comments as low key as possible, bless her sociopathic heart
What about her mother's family? What did she accuse them of to justify not inviting them to the wedding? Are they racists too??
but who are these 17.659??
 @Lil G  
I believe they are called “sugars” - although they are the very opposite of sweet
 @Lil G  I can answer that.
The demographic she appealed too with her faux racism claims.
The ironic part is they don’t have any money to buy what she’s selling.
She summoned the poor,the disenfranchised,the lower class black women of America
And they came in packs.
To defend this “sister”
This proud black woman who erased all her African features with multiple surgeries and has never dated a black man and doesn’t associate with her black family.
But the uneducated and those lacking self awareness refuse to acknowledge that.
They arrived in packs,like wild dogs.
Swearing,cursing,threatening others.
They have no actual MONEY though.
So her target audience can’t give her what she REALLY wants.
It’s hilarious.
And I’m black so don’t even start with the nonsense sugars .
It’s all true 😂
This thing (life’s too short to waste watching it) now gets a “star rating” of “1.37” Don’t know out of how many stars, but by whatever metric it ain’t good and it’s not gonna give Netflix 
commissioning editors peaceful nights rest…
Interesting that Netflix have left open the comments feature - I’m guessing they must actually want the viewer feedback…
She has to be the most self-absorbed individual on the planet.  She seems incapable of realizing that she is 100% the architect of her own world-wide epic demise.
 @Tamie Pilling  and it’s great to know that she’s so unaware that she’s the problem.. she just keeps digging her own hole deeper and deeper .
Notice how she’s been trying to lower her voice (she did that in her podcasts too).  Did she learn nothing from Elizabeth Holmes?!?
I think it’s around 130k 👎
Yes i like the shoving out of the way of the prince  for the failed actress to make her entrance



I think she really believes she might sit on a throne one day
Someone needs to break it to her that she has multiple toilets to choose from and that’s as close as she will ever get .
When Mr Markle opened his father's day card, addressed in scripty script, and a big check for his medical expenses fell out and he said, "I have the most loving daughter in the whole wide 
world". What an ending!
 @Bernadette  brought a tear to my left eye, go!!
Oopsie daisy I must’ve missed that just kidding
Dear Daddy I was so happy  the you was the best daddy ever 😮
This comment is gold. Love it
Honey she’s a whole white woman.
Sincerely- a black woman.
I think Netflix have made a Huge mistake here and will feel the repercussion for a long time to come. Someone has not read the room.
Any sign of the kids?
Two dirty liars and frauds wouldn't watch this crap if you paid me a million pounds pure low life scumbags
I loved the part where they showed Meghan dating only white men in the past and how she upheld the BLM movement  😂😂😂
I loved that for her 40th birthday MM was so kind and so compassionate that she talked 40 other women into doing good deeds while sitting back and taking praise for it while her jester 
stood outside the window juggling for her amusement.
I’m also in awe of how she managed to travel the world after having her passport forcibly removed from her, I thought it was only the queen who could travel without a passport, but 
apparently.
So inspired that I’m sobbing, one tear, left eye
I love the part where Meghan promotes kindness but uses her (married into) power and influence to utterly crush and ruin her sick disabled sister's life and prevent her from even earning 
a living. Way to use power!!
Stop your whining for Gods sake
Eew! Love a good fantasy/fiction/drama movie!  After watching the cringey trailer,  I think the comment section is probably the best thing about it.
penguin random house should consider publishing this entire comment section as a book.
after netflix, spotify, book release and some more bought awards she will file for divorce and will talk about domestic abuse for the next 20 years.
The most disgusting, nasty,horrible couple I've known,aside from ungrateful for her wedding that costs millions of taxpayers money she never appreciated, she would have never be in this 
position now in her life without Harry!
Hey Netflix, why have you removed the Dislikes? Mine had gone when I came back to check. Are we living in an autocratic dictatorship now? There were over 102,000 Dislikes before you 
started removing them. 
After all your hurtful fabrications in The Crown, one has to wonder why you are supporting these two narcissistic, grifting, race-baiters. Money over service? Sussexes over the hardworking 
royals who draw attention to important causes rather than themselves? That’s something to be ashamed of. Please let our Dislikes stand.
Yes, I suppose it does make more sense to hear the story from you again.
The part where Harry told their engagement interviewer “there’s nothing she’s not capable of doing”… he was so eloquent & it was the first time he ever sounded so bright..
I am absolutely amazed at how Meghan is able to compel her foetus to accommodate her during her pregnancy. She is so fit her moonbump changed it shape to accommodate her athletic 
prowness. Moved to one left eye tear, I tell ya.
I love the part where Harry pretends to play the guitar while having his hands in the complete wrong position for playing.
So fake.  Posed pictures
Two tears down left eye... 4.5 out of the right. And three globules of snot from right nostril. Impactful



You cannot make this up if you tried. Hahaha 😆 😆 😆 oh dear his biggest mistake was marrying an idiot first class idiot. Hahaha 😆
More nonsense from this pair of talentless grifters.
nope
 @Lil G  strange, surely you'd think the kids would be part of the family? If they exist which I doubt
They had to go in for a service
Something to do with batteries and loose wiring?
Also silicone isnt doing well in the heat there.
Poor little dolls .
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
This is comedy gold. 🤣 Really loved that part, I think mother Teresa was allowed to fly around without a passport so you know, mother Teresa, Meghan Markle, potato, patato.
Exactly! She’s motivational speaker extraordinaire 😂
She allowed him to play with his balls for a few seconds, the kindness oozes from her.  All hail, the Queen of Goodness and Light. 😂
 @Megan Carter  actually mother Teresa had a diplomatic passport/Vatican passport much like the ones presidents etc use, I’m actually quite disgusted that you would paint MM and MT 
in the same way, it’s obvious that MM is a far greater woman and should have been the one canonised, also Saint Meghan has quite a ring to it.
PS hope you’re enjoying the English sarcasm 🤣❤

 @Charlotte Holloway  I would never dare to put Mother Teresa on Meghan’s level, and if I seemed like I did then that’s your truth not mine and I’d prefer it if you didn’t spread 
misinformation especially when it comes to the reincarnation of Princess Diana and the son she came back to bonk.

Too much? 🤣 I must say the comments section does give one hope in humanity. Even if the woke media are shoving this victim-obsessed bile down our throats, the people see THE truth.
She was 45 at that time
Left eye Lopez
 @Megan Carter  🤣🤣🤣🤣 A little too much yes, but freaking hilarious.
It’s such a shame that the media (and awards apparently) can be bought so easily, I miss the days when they had to have some sort of proof of something rather than just spouting “a 
source close to … said”. 
We do indeed ❤
So
Much
Compassion!
And the way she cares for her elderly and ailing father!
Oh my goodness❤
Great idea Ze! 😂😂😂
they are still there. you need a plugin to see them
 @Lil G  mine had been removed
and again, and again.........



 @hr7692  Harry’s mummy died
Did you know that?
And apparently his wife is black?
I mean.. really??
And that is why one of her infamous nickname is me me me-again 😂
And the last.
That silicone.. it’s just incredible what can be done nowadays..
 @No Wire Hangers  Indeed!😄
No chord in sight!
I love the part where she was telling Desmond Tutu how she single-handedly saved Archie from the massive fire that they had in their 'housing unit' whilst staying in South Africa!  What a 
courageous, brave, selfless woman!  I cried....... out of my left eye!
My favorite part is, the whole time , Harry pretends Meghan wasn't a woman for sale....when HE KNEW WHAT SHE WAS.
Actually think they are the most real especially Harry , looking back over incidents of racial scandals within the royal family off course there would be a smear campaign against her ,just as 
the royals tried to do with diana
Fake and lies and Megan is a racist story from a liar. NO
I loved the part where she said in the UK there would be 40 press photographers at school drop off while taking a reporter to pick up her kid from school 😮
If Harry and Meghan are seeking to portray their lives with their families, I’d like Harry to discuss who believes his birth father is. Why is he allowed to question an institution if he has no 
blood connection to it. Likewise, we need to hear about Meghans relationship with her father and her siblings. Is a pattern not emerging of her having fallen out with her family and now 
the same happening with Harry.

This is shameful! Harry, you have always had a family, a great family and a legacy to feel proud of, but you never protected it. You will regret this so badly one day, but it will be too late.
I love the part where Meghan declares that women should not be sexually objectified in our patriarchal society (unless, of course, the offer is 6 figures). Such an inspiration to young girls 
everywhere. A true love story, one tear - left eye.
my favourite scene is when the camera pans inside the room in the home where Markle keeps her stalker pictures of Diana with her eyes scratched out and Markles face painted on hers. 
In another scene we see the skin grafts she's having made so she can wear a Princess Diana mask made out of skin
Princes Di's Marriage was ten yrs to Charles. I dont think this couple makes it that long. This Image is not good for them. nothing real is holding this marriage together .They keep moving , if 
you in love it doesnt matter where you live , No?
They have absolutely no class
love the part where she said "we married three days before the Wedding." Just her, Harry and the archbishop in the garden without witnesses. indicating that the archbishop did 
something illegal by doing so.
my favourite scene is when Harry calls Markle 'Mummy' and she says 'Will you please excuse me? I have to change Harry's diapers'

Omg. The comments section for this docu-buffoonery is hilarious! Love it! Some outstanding comments! And these two deserve everything being said. I hope they are reading every post,  
comprehending what they are reading (that might be hard for them), and they'll ultimately realize they need to stfu about their pathetic lives. They've blown it with all the whining, crying,  
poor pitiful me" act. Karma come raining 🌧 down on these two. Freaking hilarious 😂 comment section. This is more entertaining than the trailer itself! Carry on! 👏 👏 👏
Well, we will now see what is happening behind closed doors 🤣🤣
The evil couple, im wondering how Harry can live with himself knowing  he giving the same bad treatment Megan is giving her family to his ,this couple us evil



Why? I Meghan , needed more cash after Hawwy told me he was poor. I knew I should have snagged William , I did try but his staff foiled my blackmailing plan. Harry then said fk my dad, I 
requested an alone meeting.  I wore no pantyhose, no bra and wore Camillas perfume, but KC3 was talking to his plants drat pfft. HARRY ?  Well, I was cash strapped after Meg was milking 
me and sucking me off , I mean dry! (Sorry Megsie darling) I knew Grannie was onto our plan to  bring her house down after I  called her 69 times one afternoon demanding she gives Meg 
jewels to flog.Doria and Omid were squirreling money to offshore accounts to hide from tax people. Yeah we needed more money to fund our Dumbarton lifestyles and she wanted to be 
Queen of Beverly Hills. In fact she IS now. She booted OBAMA WINFREY CLOONEY and WITHERSOON  out the ballpark. Or so she tells me! I married a genius why everyone thinks she is a 
fraud staggers me , Marcus  and the polo team!
Why would anyone watch this garbage?  No one cares about these two grifters unless they are getting paid to care.
My favorite part is all the hurt feelings in this comment section. Great job H&M and Netflix!! I cannot wait to watch 😂😂😂
I hope she reads this
More dancing in the street.
 @Al  This made me chuckle for real! 😆😂🤣
Housing unit was a mansion
 @Dorothy Ramser  I know!  The cheek of it!
 @LozD  maybe there weren't enough bathrooms for the duchess and her ginger ball juggler? How many bathrooms quantify a housing unit as opposed a mansion?
 @Dorothy Ramser  Well, it certainly didn't live up to their 16 bathroom Monteshitshow palace! 😆
 @LozD  No Hermes blankets then
 @Dorothy Ramser  In all honesty when I saw that pic, I thought it was H's personalised comfort blanket and he'd gone to kindergarten without it!!
 @LozD  No you confused it with Gingers Beatrix Potter bunny blanket. I think he keeps it in the drawer with his balls
 @Dorothy Ramser  Hahahahahaha x
 @LozD  and his dignity. Honestly how can he stay with her? She treats him like a prop.
Exactly

Racism? Where? When? You mean that only one time in a magazine where the journalist has got terminated straight away or during that grotesque Oprah interview where she falsely 
accused someone of making a remark and the 16 other lies from hers that followed??? Criticism and call out of a liar is not racism whatsoever. SHE IS a proven liar and a proven bully. she 
has even lied in court. Enough of hearing from her constant bs!!! She has induced in people nausea for saying so many blatant lies upon lies. You can believe whatever fairytale you want 
about this false victim Hood fairytale of hers that is your choice. This is only fallacy and crass she spews any second she opens her contrived mouth. Enough of her and her lies.
Harry in his n*zi uniform ?
Shocking!!
Rachel’s fake cries of racism are an insult to black women that experience real racism, and that’s the the sad part.
And yet the Prince and Princess of Wales regularly do school runs without fanfare or fuss. And not one press  photographer!!!!
Moreover, Meghan and Harry don’t HAVE kids
Don’t all young girls aspire to be a Yacht Girl for Jeffrey Epstein?
😂
Go 😂
I'm dead! 😂😂😂
haha the infamous burger commercial as well 🤧
How rich is this coming from a yacht girl telling us all how to behave
Utter crap! I swear you can’t stop laughing at it. How ridiculously contrived. What kind of weirdos have a cameraman constantly snapping photos of themselves?



 @Elizabeth Melnychuk  I'm guessing narcissists Elizabeth.
And which he publicly denied
🤣🤣🤣
Lolol!
All the genius scriptwriters are here! I do hope at least Netflix reads the comments.
Yes it’s awesome 😂
The only hurt feelings are yours honey
Looking forward ❤ Love this couple 
The part where a report said that Meghan spent about £1 million in a year on her wardrobe only during her time as a working royal, made her the highest spender among all royal women 
of Europe, while still manage to look so cringe & messy all the time… such a humble humanitarian!
130K dislikes and 17 likes
Where do they go after this for money?  Adverts for Walmart.
Oh I am so sorry for Harry and Meghan. It is truly heartbreaking to witness how crippling their perpetual victim syndrome is... poor them. Sob 😢
Damn why the hell people so angry in the comments 😂 I must’ve missed something
"protect my family" family also means your father, grandmother, brother isn't it? Weird.
We love Harry and Meghan and support them in every way.Compared to Charles and Camilla and their adultrous relationship,exploiting Diana just to produce an heir and then getting rid 
of her, Harry and Meghan are really innocent.
Can’t wait to see the exciting part about the fire almost destroying the housing unit in South Africa and her running in to save the baby after the Royal family made her go to engagements 
and work for no pay.
I love the comments here it is very genuine , inspiring and forward thinking - I wanna fight some body now
Rotten to the core the pair of them.
It's an ad for feminine hygiene products, right?
Два ничего не представляющих из себя бездарных, базарных, гнилых человека, которые ничего не смогли добиться в жизни, два ничтожества. Недоактриса списка Г все свои 
проекты спускает в унитаз и ничего не смогла добиться в жизни. Недоблаготворитель. Недоактивистка с дебелыми пустыми речами и купленными премиями. Первая расистка в 
семье, поэтому обвиняет в этом БКС. Пустая, глупая амёба, не сказавшая ни разу ничего значащего или важного, а только круги по воде пускает, потому что сказать что-то путное 
мозгов не хватает. И такого же мужа себе нашла, который позволяет дилетантке и глупой курице лезть в его проекты и позорить их, как Игры непобежденных. Два плакальщика 
вечных.
I loved the part when they were happy with the Racist institution when they wanted to be half in it.  People this is what happens when you raise spoiled brats that can’t take a NO
OMG LOL
The part where she told Harry so many lies about her childhood and family that she had to pay her mother off and cut off the rest of them.
Well played Meghan. You are no longer a second class actor! 😂😂😂😂
I love how they think we will believe a word they say, like, they always tell the truth, right?

Netflix, you will make far more money returned if you show us THE REAL H&M, the side they don't want you to share with us... The side they told you not to publish...
I won't be watching it probably all lies anyway like the Oprah interview
The crying bits are pathetic especially when harry throws his head back . Looks like he's thinking ffs not again. And if she's distressed why isn't he comforting her ?
Aim higher
To Judge Judy, to televise their inevitable divorce…



They can get a job there stocking shelves 🤣🤣🤣
 @Carmen Moore  I don’t think Meghan’s wife, Harriet, is smart enough.  He could probably be a cart boy though.
Is that sob coming out of your left eye?
 @Gillian Redfearn  Oh yes. Only one tear tho. The left eye is not trained for more 😉
you must have lived under the rock if you don't understand. to catch up i recommend the tom bower book ;-)
 @Lil G  no I just have a life lol but thanks 😊
Yes, you’ve missed a lot actually
Compared to Charles Manson they are innocent
The comparisons you made?
No.
Erectile dysfunction 
Pay attention
Adult diapers, extra strength

exactly, i actally thought they would make this clever move and show the world the real meghan and harry. i mean they have the footage. why do they stick to their narrative and pay them 
millions for it???
So much love pouring at these two. Touching and emotional.
Megan is a good actress. Can you argue with that? Everyone hates her, but the show must go on.
I love the part where she gets her plastic Scobie to peddle lies on a daily basis
If Harry hates the royal institution so much, why won’t he ask his father to strip him of his royal titles? No longer Prince Harry, no longer Duke of Sussex. Just Harry. Why won’t he do that? 
Because he knows his wife wants more than ‘just Harry’ and she would be gone within a year if he did that.
I cant with the DRAMATIC music🤣🤣 nutmeg creative director of the year 🤣
The best part was when she faced the camera and said that she was renouncing all titles for her children, Harry and herself as it wouldn't be right to make money from an institution she so 
despises.
Funny how he was perfectly fine with his family especially his grandparents and Catherine prior to MM’s arrival on the scene.  He is on camera praising them on numerous occasions and he 
described Catherine as the sister he never had!  She is also the one who used to calm him down when he was having one his numerous toddler tantrums in public.  The problem with Harry 
is that when Meghan says he has a problem he has a problem.  Typical co-dependent narcissists.
I love the part where because you hate them so much you keep monitoring on their every move and they monetize off it. Keep hating and contributing to making their pockets full. 
Countdown shall we?
What stakes is she talking about, money perhaps?
Love the part where Meghan reveals her secret at being able to squat, with knees together, wearing 4 inch stilettos at 8 months pregnant.  Such a miracle!  So brave!
Next week she plans to show us how she walks on water and will bring an end to world hunger with only 1 loaf and 2 fishes. I wouldn't call her a messiah though, a mess certainly but no 
messiah.
Looking at the comments, I wonder how many dislike the video 🤔
I know Meghan is here reading the comments… 😂 plates flying all over the house
Princess Areil you have been harping on the same story now since you got your voice back 😂 Bring on the entertainment.  The plot twist is you & your pathetic H have buried yourself.  
Long game always wins



I love the part where Harry says that he has such a special relationship with his granny, her absolute favorite grandchild, but refuses to go see her time after time because Meghan keeps 
squeezing his jewels too hard.
This marriage won't last as she will divorce him as she's only using him and she's always playing the actress
I thought they wanted there Privacy and that is the reason they left UK. So now they have a cameraman with them 24/7 and there is no privacy issue. Jokers
I love the outtakes at the end where Garrett Bradley says "Thank God Liz Garbus name is on the credits, not mine! Whew!".
What a pathetic display of poor me.
I loved the part where, because she's so fame hungry, she subjected herself to Ellen's cruel directions to squat in the streets. Made her look very royal, indeed.
Tear left eye 😢😂😂😂😂
karma is a bitch
more than a good actress she has histrionic personality disorder. she will go on just like amber heard, until the last person on this planet has understood who she is. a bullying liar.
hillarious, yes.
I believe it’s Omid Scabie
She only wants titles for the rescue chickens.  So brave.
do you live under a rock? by the way, it's called karma. they get what they give.
They want IPP protection, which,aside from politicians, only working members of the RF get. It would mean that every country they choose to visit/holiday in would have to pay their 
security and protection costs
 @G. M.  Who does she think she is. Lady muck without class, dignity or shame comes to mind.
Must be the first time she has had her knees together!
 @Margaret Gray  :text-green-game-over:
 @Margaret Gray  😂😂😂😂 oh damn!!!!
 @Margaret Gray  OY 😄😄
 @Margaret Gray   Hahaha pmsl 😂😂❤
 @Margaret Gray  EXCELLENT burn!! 🔥🔥🔥🔥
 @Margaret Gray  she must have practised,  its not natural for her
 @Samantha Moore  
Fergie must've shown Mad Megs how to do a deep get down and dirty curtsy, 
as well as the legs together moon bump squat.
  @Margaret Gray  🤣
 @Krsna Krsna  True, and with no thought of herself in mind of course as she is the source of all things generous and kind, if it benefits her.
 @Krsna Krsna  You're absolutely spot on in everything you say. I'm sure it's only a matter of time before the pope offers to stand aside and let her take control of the Vatican. I doubt she'll 
ever accept though as she never thinks of herself and only puts all others before her. I do believe she plans another interview with Oompah Windbag as she plans to show the world that 
she has been deigned by being considered worthy of the stigmata. We just have to accept the fact she is the saviour of the universe. We'll in her own mind and that of her deluded cult 
members.
 @Krsna Krsna  Glad I've made you smile. You have a lovely day too and take care. 👍😊
About 24 hours ago [before YouTube turned off the 'dislike function'], it was 104.000.. I have a screenshot of it..
It is 130k at this moment ✌
She'll just tell herself it's because we are all racist haters who are soooo jealous of her and hazzard. She will never admit to herself that she is a narcissist. I think Hazzard and Megalomania 
are on the verge of breaking up or have already separated.



but just like amber heard she does not understand them. she does not get that her parhological lies are essily seen through by others.
Even when they knew she was dying, and were already in Britain, with time on their hands, they refused to visit her.
after netflix, spotify, book release and some more bought awards she will file for divorse and will talk about domestic abuse for the next 20 years.
She identifies as a rescue chicken when it suits her
Harry needs to go to the pawn shop and get his manhood back.  No wonder Netflix is going bankrupt!
The part where Meghan told Gloria Steinem that “Women are LINKED, not RANKED” but have her title plastered on literally everything, and the fact that she even got her Lady Dior bag 
embossed with ‘DoSs’… is fascinating. She thinks we’re stupid and i love it 😻
Hey Netflix! Are any heads going to roll for enlisting these two very unpopular grifters for a Netflix production? Have you figured out that you might have a stinker on your hands? lmao. 
I've been boycotting Netflix since you tried to push pedophilia on your viewing audience.  I hope you go bankrupt to match your bankrupt morals.
How can a man be so God damn 😺 whipped to the extent of trying to tear down your loving family, Its embarrassing on how hard he's being played.
Charles should consider dismantling their royal titles.
No meghan, It won't make more sense to listen to another twisted truth of yours... This b. Has been a constant crass, a proven liar, a proven bully and a mean girl not a team player. She 
left a country and a family that gave her everything anyone could ask for and embraced her... And look what she's doing, insult, throw jabs, and lie, constantly trying to throw dirt and muck 
at all the nice things she's had. Just like what she has done with her own family. All these unfavourable comments are a rendered backlash of what she instigated first. No one wants to 
believe this nauseating fake victim Hood fairytale of hers anymore. 🤢🤢🤢
Hello Netflix, could you do a programme with all the comments below? It would be a huge success, imo 😊👍
Dot you love how these delusional rich people lecture you on climate change and then hope on their private jets...
I love the part where she always runs in front of her husband to be greeted first! brings tears to my left eye 😢
I loved the part where she meticulously researched everything about H's mother right down to her perfume to ensnare the dumb Prince, to taking a film crew with her on a fake trip to 
Africa to pretend she was a philanthropist. Right down to engaging all and sundry to organise a "blind date". She is so worthy of an Oscar or Emmy for her efforts. Her talents know no 
bounds. Truly inspirational.
Harry is just a rich, entitled baby.  Imagine being born into a prestigious family and then whining about it!  Boo-hoo, Harry, do something good in your life instead of only thinking about 
your poor self.  Better yet just go away with your fake wife with one crying left eye.
This is why I refuse to pay for Netflix… you support them attacking his family… it’s disgusting
Why did you want to make this documentary? 
The answer is ...$$$
cash
Isn't it so adorable the way they've self-inflicted their current positions upon themselves? When all the time they could have been living their best life ever instead of creating the 'high 
stakes' dramas scripted from tinsel town. My heart bleeds.......
Love the part where her wall art,, Humankind - Be both, inspires her to reject and discard her family members for calling her out on her phony bratty bs. And then the part where she 
educates us all in being inclusive.
Loving how they had a handy photographer for all those private moments (including the ones when they were still working royals 🙄)
My favourite part of this is all these comments LOL
I'm just here for the comments. Lmfaoo
Judas Henry, disgusting couple.
I love the part where there is always a camera present when she’s in crisis.  Ready left eye?  And go!                  And scene.
I think they are kept in his wife’s purse….



I truly hope 'the scales on her eyes' are never opened and she continues to believe we are ignorant to her manipulations. The ensuing and seemingly never ending sh**show that is the 
result of their arrogance, greed and hypocrisy is just too fascinating to look away! The absolute worst of the human condition on full display as a cautionary tale.
Lmao it's hilarious the only people that buy her bs are the people with an IQ averaging 80! 🤣🤣🤣
👍
just harry isn't very bright - never has been, and he was spoiled rotten. He never has had a lick of sense in that ginger head of his. the only thing Megalomania sees in him is his title and a 
way to get herself in the limelight.  after she sucks him dry and leaves behind a hollow husk, she'll drop him and be off like a shot in the night. But to whose bed will she crawl? I can't see 
any successful man taking her on. the clock is ticking for old megsy baby - at age 45 she's not a hot commodity anymore.
I'm in .
Now that I’d watch! 😂😂
I was just thinking that a wallpaper company should put them on their rolls…it would make entertaining reading whilst sat on the toilet 😉
👍
exactly! Buy Hermes blanket and give bananas to needy
I'm reading Dianas book now and all I can think is "OMG, MM really is trying to make us think she's Diana reincarnated". There is nothing that could be so coincidental.
 @Dawn K  what book is that???
 @Oksana Smakovska  Diana, her true story by Andrew Morton
But she definitely didn’t Google Harry before their first date.  That’s why their relationship is so genuine and organic.
Now I know where I’ve gone wrong in life.  I should have used people to acquire millions of dollars instead of working a mundane job for an average pay and leading an ordinary, private 
life.  Good Lord, I’m so stupid - if only I could have my time again.  

Megs: Pile up all peasants then you members of the upper crust, I’m going to clamber all over you to get to the very top.
And Meghan is still here and not allowing any of you vultures to undermine her voice just like Diana had every right to speak up and have control over her narrative! I love for you to walk in 
her shoes! I can’t stop laughing how you Keep watching and hating her! While Harry backs her and defends his family!  Truly inspirational that she’s speaking up against a powerful 
monarchy and exposing the racism! Keep hating! LMFAO!!!!!
 @Katty Tatty she had the whole team to climb this social ladder. The pr company was "sunshine sack" i believed but now they have recently parted ways due to MM unable to afford them 
anymore
And don't forget she kept Cory dangling until she knew Harry was a sure thing
 @Ruby Mouse  - Harry got sloppy seconds. -lol
 @Snoopy Everyone who was ever with her got sloppy seconds, thirds, fourths, etc.
 @Krsna Krsna  unfortunately yes, still valid
The part where she slut shamed her own sister and then made a podcast about the labels that hold women back.  Truly profound.
I loved the part where Meghan made a thinly veiled threat to her dying Mother in Law, and the Queen’s children and her life’s work,, in the Allison P Davis interview. Such compassion! 
Shown also to Prince Phillip and also her own Father. What a woman!
Meghan is the latest Amber Heard’ 😂
Well after the racist incident at Buckingham palace people owe Meghan and apology for thinking she lied. I see the racist paid bots are in full effect in the comments showing that what she 
said is true they don't even try to hide it writing the same comments with different names. Pathetic.



Why would Netflix even blend in this very sad family saga? I am one of the people who used to like Meghan Markle. But gradually changed my mind about her based on her actions. I will 
view this for curiosity but likely after that switch off forever. I like Netflix but I am disappointed that they would show this level of support for fake woke victimhood on screen. 

Princess Catherine also comes from a similar type of background as Meghan does. But what a difference in grace and decency in the way these women conduct themselves. Meghan still 
has so much to learn. But tragically, her cup is already full. Very nasty person, very nasty couple. Completely out of touch with reality with her 3,000USD Hermes blanket. Absolutely 
disgusting.
I love the part where this bile inducing trailer finished.
What a bunch of lying drama from the Harkles.
Wow…a lot of bots in the comments section lol….no matter! Can’t wait to see the documentary! Love H&M!
Imagine a very wealthy and privileged man whines about his life. 😂😂😂😂 There are poor children that have more sense for family and would never say a bad word against their 
families.
Liars 😂😊

Love the fact PH was a multimillionaire before he left his Palace and said that he didn't have enough millions to fund his lifestyle while commoners were struggling with covid and now a 
cost of living crises. What does he give back to the world, his constant whining and his struggle with life, well excuse me but you don't need to struggle getting appointments with doctors 
or counselling, I knw ppl who do so I've decided they not you get my sympathy. You are a weak individual who is afraid to admit his faults and blames others. I wish you well with your 
mental health but I can't give sympathy to someone who constantly whines and there is ppl out there who are completely alone and nobody to fight for them to see a counsellor
The part where she bullied a sweet, little child and called her chubby.  So awe inspiring.  I cried one tear from my left eye
I love the End when they finally.get strip the titles!! 👏
These two wanted to be left alone to live their lives without being in the lime light ? 
Well maybe not then!!!
I do so hope these two never darken Britain's Shaws ever again.I never seen such a self obsessed couple in my life.

The part when they proclaim to Oprah on national tv that a royal family member said a racist remark about the child’s skin color but refuses to say who it was. So brave and truthful.
I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
She is estranged from her entire family, except for Doria who she seems to control. Now Harry is estranged from his entire family too. The pair seem to want to destroy the Royal Family. 
Britain has a 1000 year history. It has survived worse than this pair, who allegedly left Britain for privacy and have spent the entire time monetising and invading their own privacy. William 
and Kate have the integrity this pair lack and would never sell themselves for 30 pieces of silver. The pain they inflicted on the Queen by their accusations was despicable. It was reported 
they even refused an invite to Balmoral her last summer.
It will be heavily curated garbage
Just came to read the comments  again and it makes me cry  again....  my left eye 😂😂
once someone is caught lying we are entitled to label as lie  everything else he says. It stands in court and in real life.
Exactly. 💯
ummmm we know she lied
The world knows Meghan Mandela is the Queen of Lies, proven more than 20 times🤣🤣🤣🤣
Oh u mean Meghan’s paid friend who complained that an 82 year old lady was racist towards her.  The lady who complained about racism was a friend of the photographer who shot 
Lilibet’s photo.



I’m genuinely curious - when did it become common to assume that anyone who disagrees with you must be a “bot” instead of a real person who sees things differently? I see that on 
Twitter a lot too and it just doesn’t make sense.

Racism? Where? When? You mean that only one time in a magazine where the journalist has got terminated straight away or during that grotesque Oprah interview where she falsely 
accused someone of making a remark and the 16 other lies from hers that followed??? Criticism and call out of a liar is not racism whatsoever. SHE IS a proven liar and a proven bully. she 
has even lied in court. Enough of hearing from her constant bs!!! She has induced in people nausea for saying so many blatant lies upon lies. You can believe whatever fairytale you want 
about this false victim Hood fairytale of hers that is your choice. This is only fallacy and crass she spews any second she opens her contrived mouth. Enough of her and her lies.
Right!?!  How dare someone ask black woman where she’s from!  I can’t think of anything worse, actually.
i love the part where you think anyone pointing out any of the couples multitudinous flaws must be a bot 🤣
Sorry to disappoint you but I'm not a bot.
 @Izz Wizz  😂😂😂👍
I love the fact that you and Meghan have something in common.  You both love Meghan
After the false racism card boom, the bot card... 🙄
I too am waiting ever so patiently for this.
That is a lie. There is no racism in the RF. Look at their actions. Actions speak louder than words.
Nobody is talking about race, only you! So who is being driven crazy?
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
 @Joanna Feltham  then why are you bothered , are you one ?
 @Don Kennedy .F.  Playing the racist card is getting boring. You know exactly what you're doing. So does everyone reading this. Have a nice day.
Right!?!  
People hate Rachel because she’s 1/100th black and has done everything she can to erase her black heritage, except when she calls herself a woman of color.
It’s clear that people don’t dislike her because of her narcissistic, grifting, cruel behavior….it’s because her skin is one shade darker than alabaster.
Just you left eye? 😂😂
Why are these people still in the news .... now I’m commenting and adding to the BS ... we should all simply not click the bait and let them know we don’t care ... on a side note I have not 
seen this amount of ‘under the thumb’ in years and years ... he has simply gone insane
😂😂😂 this was the funniest shit I’ve seen recently
So this is what their privacy actually means !!! 🎉
So it's not a trailer then?
Sickening vile jealous people.
A Royale with cheese

These people. Give me a break. The fact that they wouldn’t visit HMTQ while she was alive and TW insisted on being at Balmoral after HMTQ died. Depraved. Watching her swirl the drain….
Harry is the world’s worst spare
Vai ser chato e entediante que nem eles dois. Só sabem choramingar por serem ricos e privilegiados
Read the first 10 comments in defence of the RF but clearly all have an axe to grind with Meghan no matter what she does. If you can’t see your own prejudices how can you possibly relate 
to the experience of others who have to live it.
I love the part when behinde the closed door Rachel and her husband watching (after nearly 1,5 M views)  The Very Best of Harry&Meghan on Spitting Image



Meghan didn’t like the unauthorized intrusion of her privacy when her family, father and sister, speak to the media.  How did she treat them for their intrusion in her life.  She says in her 
oprah interview it is “not fair” to speak about Kate because she apologized but a trailer is release of her story with a photo making Kate look like a villain.  I guess she really didn’t want to 
be “fair” during the oprah interview and tear into Kate after all.
British tabloid must be thankful to Lady Diana, Prince Charles, queen consort Camilla and now to the Sussexs. Those above mentioned   being bread to the tabloid households😂
What an odious and dysfunctional couple. Self centred, narcissistic and money grabbing.

They should crawl back under the stones they came out from and enjoy the solitude from public life that they so often claim to want.
The straight answer to that first question is - to monetise unearned, inherited titles. Bugger me the Windsors are wet, flaccid and underwhelming waste of rations - the lot of them. I'll bet 
the good folk of Sussex are chuffed to bits these muppets are their feudal lords.  As for the good folk of Cambridge - they've had a limp feather dusted foisted on them.  If they're not 
careful, Norfolk will be invading soon....
128000 dislikes so far
Loved how under privileged children got a bag full of funky organic vegetables 👌👏👏👏 imagine giving that bag to a class full of spoiled brats..

Harry is the Scum of the Earth, to fight his Dad and Brother and sister in-law in front of the whole world and they do it for Money, Netflix is the scummiest streaming service for filming the 
misery of a family for more money, it will be on you tube or it will be available for download on some shitty illegal place on the net and normally I would be against this illegal activity, but I 
hope that Netflix make little to no money and cancel this shitty streaming company that uses a 2 bit cable tv actress to trash others, Netflix you are Disgusting and Harry and Meghan are 
just poor millionaires who just need to cry over spilt milk they have two much money for nothing, Karma is a bitch and its coming their way Disgusting
My fave part is that this show exists to show shes a horrible maggot.
The part where Meghan told the late queen that ‘service is universal’ and she didn’t own the word ‘Royal’ but went ahead to give the deepest curtsy in her funeral unlike the other 
members of the family who actually had always been respectful of her when she was alive, and being the only one with dramatic tears running down her left cheek and just let them hang 
in there until they got dry so cameras could capture it… It was so very genuine of her 🤩
Being jealous of a delusional narcissistic pathological liar that is  proven bully? No thank you. You want to believe this nauseating fake  victim Hood fairytale of hers, your choice. But people 
don't and will call out her lies!
Love it, best comment
Done with the experiences of LIARS. The more people use terms like "my truth" "my experience" the better liars they are.....there is only the TRUTH, and that is MARKLE LIES.....

Also this is the first time I have seen a comment section unanimously calling out Markle, the tide has turned and the nail in the coffin was the removal of Susan Hussey, because Fulani the 
race baiter has been caught with her propoganda against the RF viz her tweets.....

I am Indian, but I do not use the race car to divide which is what all BLM supporters which to do.....shame
 @MECCA  ma sha Allah. Very good comment.
Oh I can definitely relate.  I’ve been with a malignant narcissist and Meghan is just that. Nice to join the mocking of their kind
And how much likes?
Thanks for sharing , I can't see .
Spot on!
This one’s good 
The tear was actually for the opportunity missed…HMTQ was easy on them…I think it is going to be a bit rougher on them😂
That’s was so funny and she started crying hope harry is happy because she wears the pants in the relationship



Meghan had no idea what service and duty mean. She only knows self-service.
This is so good! 👏 👏 👏
So fake
When I saw the curtsy my eyes rolled so far back it’s a miracle they didn’t fall out of my head.
One tear, left eye…go
😂
Let us not forget to favourite the part of the infamous huge funeral candle who does big justice to Megaliar 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Tears from a menthol stick
It's proof to me that: the people who cry the most-care the least
She is REPUGNANT.
The deep curtsey was to expose the designer's logo on the sole of her shoes...
I bet that deep curtsy will show up again as a black and white picture with a background somber music in their docu-whining-series 😂
 @Live from Texas  you're so brave!
Oh yes. A deep curtsy so the brand written on the bottom of the shoe could be merched. Because funerals are meant for merching!
 @meka  Doubt if anyone gives a hoot about H's happiness these days. He destroyed his own integrity and image. BetterHelp made a bad decision to have H representing them. Business 
going well?
She had plenty of practice of bursting into tears right on cue on Suits.
 @1+1=2 not 3  so much future meme fun
She curtsyed because Princess Anne did and everyone was touched by Anne show of respect to her Mum and Queen
🎯🎯🎯🎯
1, 2, 3, GO!
 @Hann Welsh  That candle serves a knighthood.
 @Hann Welsh  aka Candlegate. ☺
 @April Smith  lol
I nearly threw something at the TV when she pretended to care.  I and THOUSANDS of other filed past our late Queen's coffin, bowed and curtsying in deep respect and humility for a life 
she had no choice in but gave her all for.
perfect
And you forget the about the part where Harry and Meghan tried to copyright the actual word: 'Archetype'. So stunning, so brave.
Service is not at all universal. I work hard during the day, in the private sector, and my partner and I enjoy nice meals in the evenings because we earn the income we want. We very much 
accept our privilege and try to give back where we can. 

But unlike Meghan, you won’t ever hear us claim to be saints. We don’t serve others. We can fully admit we don’t. We then don’t try and get praise or sympathy. Service in not universal. 
The Queen served for 70 years. Other members of her family serve in different ways. We are not as great as them nor do we claim to be. Take note, Meghan.
*tear. No plural needed 😂
 @Live from Texas  You're lucky, mine did fall out of my head😱 and I spent the rest of the afternoon blindly scrabbling around the floor searching form them!👀
 @Hann Welsh  With a bit of luck the candle will get an award for services to the King in his first new years honours.
That curtsy made me want to gag-one time out of the left side of my throat! I'd have loved to see her lose her balance and land on her butt. She probably practiced that for days and I 
GUARANTEE that shot is in the documentary



Deep bow equals shallow sincerity. Math.
She is unbelievable. She practically makes my skin crawl. What a nasty piece of work.
Meagan Markle’s deep curtsy was inappropriate. She made a fool of herself.  She actually spread out the skirt so the skirt made a huge circle around her. She was the only member of the 
RF that barely knew the Queen, would not agree to see the Queen even after numerous invitations, and on and on.  How ignorant of MM to assume the general public would buy into her 
lies.
You People are so gross
 @S York  honest is not gross. They are using stock photos from a Harry Potter premier to insinuate that paparazzi was for them. That's just one example. Their "truth" is dishonest. That's 
gross
What is new here?! Dejavu.
If you can recall back, just remember Lady  Diana bursting her stress up to international audiences through the BBC about her personal vicissitudes at the Windsor household. You shouldn't 
consider one woman victim while you consider other one predator. That's double standard by you guys. At least be bipartisan😂!
Making money by bashing your own family. The only thing H&M are interested in , is money, at all cost  I don't understand why netflix thinks that their audience is waiting for this. I don't 
want to pay money to H&M  and therefore I will cancel Netflix. Bye bye.
WOW! They gave away their titles - because they meant nothing to them. And the monarchy was too rigid and racist for such a modern couple ❤walk the talk. Their personalities alone 
will help save the world!
Coming to a cinema near you … Harkles the movie! …..My Left Eye
The whole "love story" is written for this Netflix show ... 
It seems faker than Martina BIG's skin colour 😂
Hey Netflix, what about Outlander and all those great series and movies ! do you think we gonna waste time watching this silly docuserie 🤣🤣
Pathetic, the pair of them.
Do you honestly think that they will have privacy just like they wanted after this docuseries released? What a strange way to have privacy by selling your stories to Netflix. Where is the 
logic in that?
I don’t like this and I won’t be watching this show. I think Harry is being lead around by Meghan. It’s not ok to preach compassion and then trash your family.
No more Crown 6 in Netflix?
Genuine questions : 
1) what do Americans really think of them?
2) how many dislikes for this video?
Really bad taste to feature this toxic couple.  They walked away from the royal family claiming they want privacy and yet you see how they have been selling their stories and lies non-stop.  
You see their promos everywhere and it's all about me me me, I'm the victim, I don't have much money etc etc.  Pathetic!
I agree over the hypocrisy of the Windsor clan because it is crystal clear from their body language on each and every public appearance. I have always found their appearance fake, for 
starters from queen to the lowest rank members of the royal household. They always want to appear for what they are not as if, they are keen to deliver a "perfect and plastic" image of 
human beings.
Moreover, the latest burst by Ngozi Fulani over the yet another racism episode by William's godmother  Susan Hussey to her.

Having said that, I don't get why the Sussexs are getting down to work, opening their doors to the entire world, if they had left the UK for the sake of privacy? It is paradoxical. Money 
prevails.
128K dislikes and 17K likes😬
What a load of BS? Glad I cancelled my Netflix membership.



There's not much of a chance that Harry and Meghan will read this comment. . .but just in case. . if you guys turn this train around and try to heal things with your families in person, I think 
you'd be surprised at how many people would think well of you for doing so.
Why did you want to make this documentary...ummm money and fame
I love the behind the scenes, completely not set up in the slightest bit, photos of the two of them. Their self-awareness is remarkable. They really do bring one tear to my left eye.
Loved how her HR, I mean Harry used his royal privilege, paid by the public, to gain access to a Disney Boss, using the rare opportunity to utter: ‘my wife is great at voiceovers’
She’s in her 40s and still acts like an attention seeking teen. Pathetic.
128.000 dislikes
American here. I think most of the commenters here are also American, but at the risk of over generalizing - 

There’s a very, very small group of avid supporters who are so Sparkled that they can’t see H or M clearly and will offer an inaccurate blanket excuse for every awful thing the couple does. 
One has to wonder how many of the supportive comments in this thread come from H, M, or someone on their payroll. 

There’s a fairly large group who recognizes narcissism and self-obsession when we see it and fall somewhere on the spectrum of “not a fan” to “please for the love of god will they shut up 
already.” A lot of the people in this second group were initially delighted when Meghan joined the RF and wished them all the best. Meghan and Harry’s behavior is what turned most of 
this group off.

And then there’s the 3rd group, which is the vast majority of Americans, who really don’t care about them and don’t follow any of their attention-grabbing attempts.
 @Happy Smith  thank you. Very interesting.
too late. I will never think well of them even if they find the cure for dying. what they've done is unforgivable.
That ship has sailed. Not a chance.
Absolutely cannot stand these two 😡
Dirty Harry.
🤮

This comment section is full of vitriol. If you don't like meghan and/or harry why the hell are you watching the trailer. The amount of hate and disgust of people attitudes is sickening.
Is it a drama / story written by this couple?  Harry doesn't love and repect his granny, father and brother... 
This horriable couple disclose and even sold the family matters (fake?) to make $$$$...how selfish they are...
Oh, the beautiful romance of a drab skank and her cuck. Thanks Netflix!
I cried one tear, left eye. 1, 2, 3 and there I went. Magnificent! Preaching compassion and being vile to your own families. True charitable souls. Disgusting how some pander to the two 
zeroes not heroes. World has problems and this is important and earth shattering. Good that I gave up my subscription to Netflix, it turned into Zeroflix.
I'm officially cancelling my Netflix subscription! I refuse to fund any more woke hipercritical pathological lying nonsense!!!
I didn’t bother to watch this.  Rachel and Harry are like a sect that knock on your door uninvited early on a weekend morning; they are source of misinformation, intrusive in their PR, and 
promote crap that is frankly untrue and unwanted.  I hope this the last we see of this frankly boring and irrelevant delusional duo.
PS:  The comments below are fantastic.  😂
Remember the part where Harry dressed up as the bad guy from WW2 and called his asian colleague a racial slur?
Kate's appearance in Boston last night just sunk this ship like a torpedo. The crowd went crazy.  The only crowd that goes crazy for Megs is a crowd of BLM rioters.
Who cares what her side of the story is. She’s a proven liar on Oprah and archetypes podcast. Her act at the Queens funeral was laughable and a disgrace.  One woman. Such destruction. 
The Palace didn’t allow them to film inside. Oops!  Let’s strip some Titles, King Charles.



much falsehood. such professional victims. the ho really luvs her walking dumb bag of cuck payola.
I love the part where Voldemeg Markle confessed to dividing her soul into  7 Horocruxes 😂 Her passport was one of them. That’s why the Queen took it away. She wanted to stop 
Voldemeg 😂
Stakes are this high? For what? They wanted out, is she saying it’s a competition? They wanted privacy yet selling out to the company that made The Crown, when he accuses the media of 
killing his mother, they are so disingenuous! That’s 6 hours of my life I won’t be giving to Netflix. What a load of self indulgent, bitter, rubbish and why are they trying to even destroy the 
royal family? Just a pure, cynical money making exercise for them.
Think everyone Is fair and open to hearing both sides but her actions scream Regina George Queen B Is coming down the hall watch yourselves claws out.
I love the part of society that invests so fully in hate.. especially for those they don’t know and never will. really warms these wintry British cockles.
No integrity for these two . Sad.

So all the dislikes for this trailer have disappeared. That isn’t manipulative, lol. Netflix hoping people will watch this clown show? These two are immature, money hungry attention seekers. 
I wish the press would quit reporting on them. They are insignificant, mentally ill narcissists.  I can’t believe anyone speaks to them. They use people and throw them under the bus.
My gosh!! Who are these people in the comment section? Why would they have such strong opinions about either the royal family or Harry and Meghan!
Because people can see through their narcissism and greed.
I'm a fan of Netflix and just had to see their latest hit trailer. I believe everyone is entitled to their opinions, whether they agree with you or not. There's a comment section for a reason, it's 
not reserved for positive opinions only.
Shows how much they are disliked and need to be stopped and severed completely from the Royal Family.
👍
Rachel?
 @BLTKellys  Rachel is her first name , Meghan her middle name that she begane to use later .
Thisss exactly !!
👍👍👍
I see what you did there......hahahaha
 @MECCA  I don't. but upvoted anyway.
There is 128k dislikes at this point in time. I can see them.
Coz we are from planet earth unlike you who just flew here from MARS
Reason why I no longer have Netflix but have Apple TV and Amazon Prime instead!
I love the part where Harry was respectful enough to meet his father in law and ask for her delicate, spray tanned hand. And she thanked the world for adoring her by sending used flowers 
to sick children. Truly, their special brand of service is universal. Groundbreaking.
It doesn't make sense to hear Megan speak about racism    
Her privilege negates my suffering 
This  woman has no idea about the Royal family or Racism in general
Thanks Netflix just secured my subscription end😅! BYYYYEEEE and take this BS With you!
Loved the part where Meghan mistakenly strapped on a significantly smaller moonbump than she had been wearing on her previous public outing. Oops! She is such a natural mum, it 
makes my heart sing.
My favourite part … why do you want to do this documentary 
Because my father literally cut us off and wouldn’t take my calls. So inspiring … one tear left eye
Wow - the comments on here are nasty!



Oh, why photos of kissing only? Meghan did more than that with other men in movies and in real life. Just paid my netflix monthly subscription will no longer subscribe once it expires. 
Netflix's a waste of money and time having this nonsense documentary
My favourite part is where Meghan jumps into Harambe's enclosure and saves the little boy without incident thus achieving world peace.
Is this going to appear on the comedy channel? This drama will make the Crown look like a factual documentary - and that is saying something
She corrupted him sure... But, ultimately, he ate the 🍎. The eternal story of Man and Woman.
This is pure nastiness and revenge towards the Royal Family.

I like the fact that for charity, forgiveness and truth it’s what Spinal Tap is to a rock music film. “These tears go to eleven, that’s one louder”. Brilliant retro inspired work, impressed.
I’m seriously worried about Harry…
Bahahaha losers
I was inspired when they told the truth.  Gut wrenching!
OMG, it's nearly 3AM here and I can't stop reading these hilarious comments! 🤣🤣🤣 Oh, how about the part where a "very, very influential and inspiring woman" begged Meghan not 
to give up her activism on the eve of her wedding, because where would we be without Meghan's special brand of activism, such as her 40 x 40 birthday initiative; it was a thunderous 
success, wouldn't you say? So inspiring... 😥 No wonder she keeps getting awards. 🏆🏆
(BTW, as of noon Pacific Time on Dec 3, 2022, third day after its release, this video now has 18K👍vs 167K👎!)
“When the stakes are high…”?  What stakes?  This is nonsense. These people are pathetic.
For everyone that can't see the likes to dislikes ratio, it's currently 17k up and 128k down.
They are finished. Her acting hasn’t got any better, hazbeen is still besotted but he will wake up one day and realise he married a fraud, oops
And Meghan is still here and not allowing any of you vultures to undermine her voice just like Diana had every right to speak up and have control over her narrative! I love for you to walk in 
her shoes! I can’t stop laughing how you Keep watching and hating her! While Harry backs her and defends his family!  LMFAO!!!!!
 @Berry  'Meghan is still here' Yes, and that's about it. She's breathing. Nothing more.
Delicate spray tanned hand with large diamond ring on it, which she had remodelled because it wasn't good enough for her it would seem...
You mean the claw
👍
The Bibles first lesson…
All for some box

But it’s more than that…
It’s a Man wants respect, to forge his own destiny, in the face of what is established, even if it is wrong. Anyone could have come along.. the same story would have played. She’s a variable.
Thank you, I was wondering about that. Those poor, pathetic, gullible 17K souls.
Thank you
Thanks 🎉
Now it's at 18K 👍 and 167K 👎! 😅😜
I like the part where the original director quit so as not to have her name assoociated with them.
i love the part where harry makes hundreds of alt accounts on youtube and makes fun of megan in every video he can find
Well, my problem is that I don’t believe a word Meghan is saying…
Has anyone counted up how many men Markle 'serviced' on her way to Prince Harry?
Love the comments here! Kudos to everyone! No one needs these two attention seeking people!



With the light and eyes of the world, these two could have done so much to make the world a better place. Instead they chose for this. I dont know if we even need this at this 
hour…Inflation, unemployment, war, crime rates, harassments, bankruptcy are all shooting up and this is what these people choose. Please do some work…some actual work with your 
available resources because we have Crown Netflix for drama and they are better actors! People have their own issues in life to deal with than to see yours.
Probably some of the most fake and shallow people on this earth. Disgusting
I love the part where Meghan kept her name tag from the One Young World event. Keeping it from destroying the planet in a landfill shows her true nature. Thinking of the world before 
herself just goes to show how much of a caring, kind and thoughtful human being she really is.
Uh-oh….my left eye…..there it goes….

I cannot help it! Had to comment again! 😂
this is the most insane comments in the history of comments sections and its on netflix . damn.. people really do have a LOT of hate
The part where Meghan'/Rachel lies to the English court saying she had NOTHING to do with Finding Whatever book. And then has to tell the court whoops, I forgot. I gave those people 
pages of horrible information about my family and more. So courageous. So inspiring. I suddenly got a tear...one tear (guess where)..left eye.
Gosh so many nice comments from Brits, not at all malicious. Wonder why they left?
My favourite part is when Harry became the biggest simp known to mankind.. Kinda overtook Will Smith. Well with his royalty and all..
The part where Meghan bravely stood up to the rude and oppressive bully Princess Charlotte demanding to wear stockings to protect her little feet. So brave, so inspiring,, brought a year 
to my eye…the left one
Cancelled my contract. Not interested in production and all the nonsense these two spew out
This comment section does not pass the vibe check. Colonizers stay on their colonizers BS.
Subscription cancelled because of these 2. Disgusted woth them. Hope they never set foot back in the UK
Definitely won’t watch & will indeed cancel my subscription only way to make a statement!
I loved the part when she reminded Queen Elizabeth, who reigned selflessly  for 70 years, that she doesn’t, in fact, own the word Royal……….so thoughtful
誰がこのドキュメンタリーを観たいの？プライバシーの尊重を訴え続けてる人がなぜドキュメンタリー？意味がわからない。

To the 1 person reading this..."You're cool and *adorable stay safe"?....🥰

Op
🤣🤣🤣🤣 omg this... probably he is the alleged bot commenter 🤣🤣
Because she's been a constant crass, a proven liar, a proven bully and a mean girl not a team player. She left a country and a family that gave her everything anyone could ask for and 
embraced her... And look what she's doing, insult, throw jabs, and lie, constantly trying to throw dirt and muck at all the nice things she's had. Just like what she has done with her own 
family. It is a rendered backlash of what she instigated first. If you want to believe this nauseating fake victim Hood fairytale of hers that is your choice. But people don't and will call out her 
lies.
we are from all over the globe - hope they leave for Mars - now that would be some privacy!
Brilliant.
You win! You're the king/queen of this comment section
Yes, naughty. little Charlotte. Poor aunt Meghan.🤣
🤣🤣🤣🔥🔥🔥



I was weeping right along with you. Such compassion for the victim of her own "spectacle" of a wedding. I mean, to give MEgaaaan some credit, it was like her 3rd trip down the aisle.
Lol
That must be what this Kennedy award is about. She stood up to the institution!
And you were there when it happened, Right? Jealous much of her beautiful family?
😁😆🤣😉🇬🇧🇺🇸👋
😂😂😂
What's there not to love? Meghan is my favorite victim in the world. She is a real champion at that.
 @The Last Relevant Sage 2  , if she can monetize it, she WILL! Funny, in all her resumes, she identified as "Caucasian", and even changed her looks to reflect this. Now she has seen the 
light and is the champion of every black person who was abused by racism.  It is a cash-cow.
 @Alicja Krzemien  Are you jealous that everybody else (in these hundreds of comments) sees what a narcissistic fraud Meghan is, but you still can't discern this?
SUPERB, Go Lassie.
 @Rene Gaytan  yes the institution whose money and gift and title she happily accepter. the instituttioon that she initially saiid was very good to her. the institution that gave her an 
intention platform. the institution she got mad and left after they would not let her merchandise for her own financial gain,
👍
We have to leave UK coz we don't want to live in the public eye. Ironic they are now placing themselves in the public eye. 

Be quiet, live your lives, no one cares but the media making a buck
What I cannot understand is why there are so many likes for this garbage (sorry I mean "official teaser"). It is so staged and sickening. Really hoping that Charles and William take a tough 
stand.
🤣🤣 Smeg, when you're a proven LIAR,  NO it DOESN'T make more sense to hear "the story" from you! It takes the threat of perjury to jog your recollections accurately doesn't it. Netflix 
thought they were getting the 'scoop' .. what they got was liars and losers. Not a word of this mockumentary holds any value of truth. It's a sham. Good luck Netflix! Was nice knowing you! 
🤣😅
Lie down with dogs and you get fleas. Meg knows all about lying down with dogs.
My favorite part is when Harry shows how much he loves Meghan by making sure he captures her crying on camera, rather than hugging and comforting her! This is relationship goals that 
most of us will never achieve!!!
so photographers live with them, right from the start it looks like, went to Africa on their private getaway with them, wonder if they did a sex tape too?  She has been planning this from 
the start, acting herself in a made up drama, but spending British tax payers money in the meantime, does anyone are about that, obviously not the British government.  I really don't like 
the fact that my tax money in the USA pays for protection when they go to NYC. And that boy should owe a lot of federal taxes, how does he not talk about that, what did you give him 
Netflix, few million, or did you pay it to Archwell, the charity.
This woman is a disgraceful user, manipulator and Harry is totally brainwashed by this laughing stock. Oh well they have dug their own grave.
🤢 whos gonna watch this 💩
Whilst this was produced by liz garbus it appears from the trailer that the cringe levels are of epic proportions which could have only come from markles input. I'm amazed that anyone 
would put their name an reputation on the line to be associated with this tripe.
Cringe 😂
I have never seen such a foolish Harry in my life
I loved the part where nobody asked if she was ok and how she cried about how awful her rich life was, while surrounded by the poorest people in Africa, My heart absolutely broke for her 
😢



Harry where’s ur balls. Oh ! Meghan cut them…
Harry is going to accept an award from a drunk driver, his mother was killed by a drunk driver......don't think I want to watch him whine about only getting 30 million, and what stakes, we 
have heard their story too  tooo too tooo much!
Question ….. anyone tempted to cancel their NF subscription??
😂😂😂😂 hilarious is it a comedy?
Eat my shit Meghan!
The middle age trust fund baby ran away from home then whined that daddy cut off his allowance. It’s unreal they think anyone sympathizes with them.
So their bank balance is more important than innovations to save the planet?  They are putting themselves before all humanity!
I love the part where Kate is portrayed as the next anti christ
The comment section and dislikes are open for a reason....
Don’t be fooled. The dislikes (that can be seen via an extension) are almost 100k.
 @Gee  Dislikes at 128k
Maybe he did the first time, and then she said 'now, let's capture that on camera'. So genuine.
🥰🥰
And the part where she was getting a candid photo her crying but she made sure her bony foot was covered and the Hermes blanket was in the shot
And when she said that going to South Africa was probably the bravest thing she’d ever done. Sure the South Africans where thrilled about this comment.
I loved where she stayed at the Governer Generals  beautiful home and called it a housing estate- pics of a cocktail party they were given there had me weeping for them.
 @Me This & That  haha yeah her housing unit 🤣 meanwhile… at a mansion n Constantia 🤣

 @Fotter  or when she lied and said that us South Africans were dancing in the streets when she married Harry like when Mandela was freed from prison… meanwhile in South Africa, no 
one knows when exactly they got married and no one cares. We do care that she seems intent on making herself Mandela Diana 2.0 it’s creepy and weird. She even copied Mandela’s book 
A Long Walk to Freedom, I mean he spent 27 years in a prison, and this woman spend what? Not even two years in palaces, wearing designer clothing that not even the other royals get to 
wear. They spent more money on her wardrobe than all other senior royals combined. She’s a mad woman. Yes I’m using one of her banned words. Let’s use another. She’s crazy.
  @Megan Carter Mandela Diana 2.0 🤣 I love it! I'm stealing that! That is now officially my new name for her! 💖
And Meghan is still here and not allowing any of you vultures to undermine her voice just like Diana had every right to speak up and have control over her narrative! I love for you to walk in 
her shoes! I can’t stop laughing how you Keep watching and hating her! While Harry backs her and defends his family!  LMFAO!!!!!
Now now. You're talking about a woman who at 11 ordered the CEO of P&G to change their whole marketing campaign. That's one of her biggest whoppers.
 @Amanda Cox  just don’t do it around the Mandela family cz they’ve already spoken out about this crazy lady and they do noooot like it. 🤣 she’s defiantly a Mandela Diana wannabe for 
sure. Really creepy. Thinks she’s princess Diana reincarnated… come back to earth to destroy her one son and bonk the other. Sick. On a serious note it is…Really sick actually. To think she’s 
used hawwys dead mother to manipulate him into destroying his family is really vile.
 @Megan Carter  you're right, she's truly disturbed!
 @Berry  Get help.

 @Amanda Cox  she’s going to be going through the comments section and writing down new words for her next podcast series, more words to ban us from using. I think she’ll add 
disturbed. 🤣 she gets called that a lot. Pity she didn’t talk about a narcissist, listening to an unaware narcissist dissect what she doesn’t know she really is, now that I would’ve listened to!
It’s clear you lack empathy. She also experienced the trauma of not being paid for the charity job they were doing! Can’t believe such ruthlessness from the firm, poor sweet souls
 @Megan Carter  HA! She can try and ban all the words she likes that won't make them any less true! 🤣 She IS disturbed and many more words I could list here! I could set her up with 
several seasons worth of podcasts, they all will still be horrible, boring and cringy! 🤪



I imagine you had a small tear in your left eye. I know I did/would.
Yes. And I already cancelled my spotify. 👋
I still like Harry, not so much Nutmeg. Love the comments
I love the part where, after meeting women experiencing DV, and hearing their stories, she decided to bring back the attention to a truly important topic: how difficult it was for her to be a 
‘mom and a newlywed’ in a palace and not being asked is she was ok. So grounding, humbling, and a game-changer (Markle,2022).
Definitely not going to watch this. They do it for money so don't give them the money!
I hope we get to see the people of South Africa dancing in the streets after the she left the RF just like they did for Mandela when he was freed from prison. I’m sure she she shed a tear 
from her left eye at the sight. So stunning, so brave.
WHY are the stakes high? WHO else is telling their story? The only people telling A story are M & H themselves. It is very one-sided.
My favorite part was seeing how ridiculous they both are.
Maybe after this comes out and flops…McDonald’s will hire H?
Prince harry has to be the biggest shitbag on planet earth. Respect no man that goes against their family. Cushty dough all his life now selling himself for a quid in the states.

Load of utter drivel two whinging spoilt brats who didn't like it when they were told no to being half in and half out of the terrible racist Royal family who took Henry's wife passport off of 
her yet she managed to travel on more holidays than she did on any Royal trips. This pair of grifters want all the glory without the work. Why do they still use their titles yet tell anyone 
who will listen that they had to escape the awful Royal family who are so racist yet they want titles for their kids who are Americans and have nothing to do with Briton. I cancelled my 
membership with Netflix because of the utterly ridiculous amount of money given to a proven pair of liars it is disgraceful and I know so many people who also  cancelled their membership 
for the same reason I hope this brings Netflix down because they are just allowing liars to keep peddling their lies over and over again I hope it 💣
I loved the part when they refused to visit his dying grandmother despite her asking multiple times. The height of class and compassion
I  have to say thank you everyone for all these comments......they are so funny....I love them!
Pathetic....!!!
What stakes? 😂

I'm wondering how they are feeling now. They thought that they will get the sympathy from the public and they would overshadow William and Kate's visit to US but it just backfired.
I still like Harry, not so much Nutmeg. Love the comments 😂
looks woke 😀
The trailer doesn’t seem at all staged 🙄 can’t wait to watch an ENTIRE series of H&M whining and playing the victims… yawn..
At least they are getting the privacy they so desperately wanted to save her mental health.

The very best part for me is when Princess Meghan is gently holding her moonbump - so protective, so stunning, so brave. What a woman - she makes me well up, only in one eye tho.
So she decided to talk only to Netflix and get paid for her story? Sell her story for money or for a cause   ?
Who could trust known liars - no one really now!
These two grifters are as toxic as f*ck!
I know. Being newly wed is the hardest part of a marriage. That's why they call it the honeymoon period, being sarcastic of course...
Must have been so hard for her living in a palace.  I just can't think how she managed. I mean, it's nearly as bad as being homeless.
And Meghan is still here and not allowing any of you vultures to undermine her voice just like Diana had every right to speak up and have control over her narrative! I love for you to walk in 
her shoes! I can’t stop laughing how you Keep watching and hating her! While Harry backs her and defends his family!  LMFAO!!!!!
You nailed it



 @Aoibhinn Marie  also  not a first time wed
The citation has got me 😄
Who wouldn't have wanted to visit the Queen.  Imagine having such a wonderful lady as your grandmother .
Or his dying grandfather, instead they smeared the family on tv. That was nice. So sweet. Imagine, making your grandparents last years a misery - so sweet. That’s nice Hawwy, poor little 
victim.
Their kids are going to do the same to them.
 @Linda Mohammed  Not soon enough. But at some moment in about 15 years Merchie and Lie-Lie are going to understand that they could have members of the BRF, Prince and Princess 
of the blood. They’re going to realize that Molotov Mayhem and Sparse deliberately made sure that they did not know QEII, their great granny, who just happened to be a national treasure 
that will be written about in all the history books. Imagine being able to ask  “Granny, what was Churchill like?”
“Humankind” be both — as she likes to natter on about
I love the part where they name their child after a very private name the Queen's husband called her in private moments.Especially love the part where Harry said he asked his 
GrandMother for permission to use her nickname and Gramma said Ok--but then Gramma said no-one asked her--So admiral of Harry to lie about his Grandmother so soon after his 
Grandfather's death--no tears left eye
I loved the part where her moonbump had a mind of its own - doubling or shrinking in size in the course of a few hours. That must have brought a tear to her left eye
Princess Henry!
I love the part when the moon bump fell off 😅
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Sad indeed… but I feel the tide is slowly but surely turning. They can’t keep moaning about the Royals, eventually people will get tired of them. They have nothing else to offer. And they 
can’t keep biting the hand that feeds them.
There will come a day when they can no longer eat off this pity
This couple are spoiled rotten, egocentric, narcissistic, and seem completely unaware that they are universally despised.
Millionaires, COMPLAINING about “how hard” they’ve had it. From their multimillion $$$ mansion🤔…NO THNX . It’s the SAME old, “it’s not fair” PITY parade. That THEY repeated 
MULTIPLE times already. Only those who CHOOSE to be “victims”, become & REMAIN victims. 

 I’m a 1/2 Black 1/2 Latina, that’s a SURVIVOR of domestic abuse, & a struggling single mother. I’m NOT a victim, I’m a fighter. I’m NOT wallowing in the pain of the past, because I still have 
a present & future, to look forward too. As a Black Mexican, I’m the perfect target, for racial injustices. But I won’t allow those who hurt, & attack me, dictate how I live my life. I 
APPRECIATE my sons smile, & warm hugs. The roof over our heads, & the food on our tables. I’m not traveling in Private Jet planes, staying in “housing units/mansions”, & I don’t have 
Nannie’s & maids. But I’m thankful for my hands, feet, strength, & my family. 
How are you “ LIVING YOUR BEST LIFE”, when you won’t stop complaining about everything😑😒.
Ah well, actors will be actors after all!
I like the part where she spends the day visiting poor African children and chooses that very occasion to give an interview, where she complains about how "SHE's not ok".
I love the part they got the award because talk sh*t about their own family with the most famous host. So brave!
When H didn’t know he was trapped until M told him.
Stakes... Woah! Have they turned into a corporation?
My god. How many times do we have to hear the truth from these two ‘intensely private’ whingers?



What ‘stakes’ are ‘this high’ again? 

She seems to think that the success of a race baiting, millionaire Princess’s PR drive is somehow meaningful to the rest of us, in an age of poverty, pandemic deaths and climate change 😬 

Genuine toxic narcissism.
I have a question why is Meghan still wearing her ex husband Trevor's bracelet. After being married to Harry for almost 4 years
I love the part where they put that elderly lady in her place and told her that “service is universal” than made sure they were paid handsomely for all of their services!!! They really came 
together and showed her how it should be done because that elderly lady was doing it all for free!
Very excited to this. Two people who are human and comfortable being their authentic self. 

Throw the entire archaic establishment away. The one that sits on wealth earned from awful acts that then tells us how much they love the poor. If you love them so much give the wealth 
you haven’t rightfully earned away. Losers!!
My favourite part was when she stood outside a poverty stricken neighbourhood in Africa, outside a centre for rape victims and lamented that no-one had asked if she was ok. Stunningly 
brave and courageous.
I love the part where 3 year old Princess Charlotte bullied Meghan to tears during the dress fittings.

Do you think release it, will steal the show during Prince & Princess of Wales in Boston? BIG WRONG! Guys, watch CBS Boston, others tv channels Boston, tv channels USA & etc to know 
more how US love Wales Couple. Crowd everywhere to greet them in every schedule they attended 😍 So excited. Full of happiness. Positive vibes. In 1st day, crowd're very patient in 
waiting while hard rain. Journalists/reporters there so proffesional to do it. Focus, not affected by H&HW propagandas (this cheap trailer, the next invictus, ngozi's slander, etc). Really 
appreciated & big thanks to Boston who warm welcome. Big success👍 Thank you, Mayor Wu 🙏 Thank you, Boston people 🙏 What a lovely city ❤After all,  thank you, USA 🙏
I do not enjoy misogyny
Usually the trailer shows interesting highlights from the series to entice you to watch the entire series. Based on this trailer I’ll be giving the documentary a miss. 💤😴
I love the part where they end up in a tunnel in Paris. Oops, sorry, spoiler alert, I’m getting ahead of myself. That’s the ending for season 2
The part where she whined about racism and then went and named her daughter after the longest reigning white monarch and not her black mom and ran back to celebrate the racist 
institution at the jubilee.

❤❤❤
 @Krsna Krsna  Or she's ond of those creepy exs that keep something from their Ex's
and the queen does not own the word royal
The monarch does own the word Royal when it comes to registering companies in the UK. That’s why they couldn’t continue with Sussex Royal.
  @Krsna Krsna  yes she did. Have you any proof to the contrary dear. Her income from the state doesn't cover even Buckingham Palace. Why do you think they are open to the public? Old 
buildings and rare  valuable artefacts cost a fortune to maintain. The Queen worked extremelynhard for the country throughout her life. Something Meghan was not prepared to do. Just 
wants her title.
 @Krsna Krsna  off the plebians backs. If its archaic why are you interested? Britain is the oldest functioning democracy in the world, with a monarch as the head of state. Might be archaic 
to you but not to those who live with it.

 @Krsna Krsna  so you hsve no real experience of Britain, or expetirnce of living in Britain, nor i suspect the history of Britain or the eay a democracy works with a monarch  yet to see fit to 
make comments. What ? You get your knowledgd from soundbites and whatever mainstream media throws at you? You are entitled to that view but please don't pretend its based on fact.



 @Krsna Krsna  well don't call the British plebs first and you won't have someone respond to an unwarranted insult toward a nation.
 @Krsna Krsna  Do you have to be so offensive for no reason. If you have a problem with Britain and Royalty fine - I've actually met one of them and conversed and i can assure you i was 
not treated as a commoner or a pleb.
Thank you! People seem to forget about that. She completely ruined that tour that she and Harry were responsible for. She made it  all about her. Sick!
💥 Boom
Setting the scene by pretending she was “suffering” at the hands of the cruel RF and the Media.  She was about to flee to Canada and then the US so that Harry could “save” her!
Memorable  for all the wrong reasons
THIS
Nailed it 😂
 @Vânia Raimundo  That tour cost a quarter of a million pounds and they ruined it in a 5 minute interview Whinge fest! 😏
whoa. really? that was a rape victim place? that's insane that she did that.
What's there not to love? Meghan is my favorite victim in the world. She is a real champion at that.
Unbelievable.  But true. Surrounded by suffering, a billionaire fraudster complains,that noone asked her, if she was OK. At that point I realised: this is a set up. It was too bizarre. And 
fraudulent
Completely tone deaf
Katherine I was completely disgusted by that
MeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMeMe
I tell you  she was hired. Through political contacts via her Epstein connection. In order to destroy the Monarchy.  She clearly had this intend from the beginning
Harry and Meghan are probably the most evil, deceptive people we have to offer at this point in history. And surely are the arsewipes to clean out Klaus Schwabs and Bill Gates arseholes. 
They are Nazis. Both of them
These comments - priceless!
The part when Meghan shouted at the housekeeper compassionately for daring to touch the Hermes scarf, and not put it back in it’s prominent position to highlight the total despair felt at 
that moment. How lucky we are that a photographer was there to witness that moment in history. Grief at it’s rawest. One tear, left eye. Harrowing.
Wow you have got to love a good Hollywood drama of villains and hero’s. I think the amount of likes and dislikes says it all really.
Love the book The Bench - a lovely story about fatherly love, written while disowning her father, removing harry from his father, trash talking his grandfather’s big love, while he was 
seriously I’ll. so inspiring
My favorite part is when Meg tells Oprah that she doesn’t know her sister Samantha and then shares that “I don’t talk about people I don’t know…… but it turns out that Meg does talk a 
lot about Samantha and provided Omid Scobie with lots of defamatory content about Samantha, the sister Meg claims she doesn’t know! Funny how the info provided to Scobie wasn’t 
quite accurate or kind. Slut shaming your sister that you do or don’t know is super empowering to girls and women everywhere, right?
A Netflix Global Event? AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAAHHA
I think it's truly amazing how she echoes the photo-booth image with Harry as an exact replica of the shot taken with her previous lover. How utterly uncanny as an amusing second-row 
placement of her feckless and foolish husband. 🙄
The part when she told the Australian government they couldn’t name a fire fighting aircraft after Archie because he wasn’t a public figure, then proceeded to merch off the child calling 
her company, podcast etc.. arch-whatever. Just heroic
The ignorant grifters what a joke they are!!!
Oooh goody, another netflix documentary about pathological liars.
You, Harry, are a disgrace to the memory of your mother and grandmother. May the rest of the family finally come out and ANILAHATE you after this and your memoir comes out
Honey and toasts, rum and coke it's more interesting to me



What a load of s**t
This will be a great documentary for all of us who study psychology because here we have narcissism in its clearest form. And the victim mentality. Great material for those of us studying 
who see this for exactly what it is. The Royal Family have the patience of saints and understand how mentally unwell Meghan and Harry are. After this though and Harry’s book I hope they 
finally lose their titles.
I love the part where Meghan, a D-list celeb known for a mediocre tv show ends racism after destroying the RF’s reputation. Her honesty is brave and beautiful..to her.
WOW! Princess Catherine is stiil beautiful even with a nasty face. Now I know she won't be a push over queen. Lucky Brits.
I love the part where Omid Scobie fabricated the palace's response to this.
Netflix are crazy to associate themselves with this toxic couple. No doubt their reality series, sorry, love story, will become a ratings hit but only in a car crash way. I can only assume Netlfix 
think the money will compensate for  the hit to their reputation.
I look forward to the part where Harry explains, yet again, when he moved to Santa Barbara as a middle aged man he managed to live on only the millions he inherited from his mother 
after his cruel father cut him off financially.  So inspirational and so relatable.
Hey Netflix you want my honesty! More whining and moaning is a real turn off why would I watch this bull sh**t like the Oprah interview. Netflix I’m really disappointed in you..
Let’s not forget the Uncle she loved (yet did not invite to her wedding) and was so upset by his death that Harry had to immediately leave after his grandfathers death to console her.    
“Left eye, go Meghan”.
Ah yes, The Bench!!! Although it was barely literate, it was inspirational indeed.
Brought a tear to my left eye, go!!!
Not to mention the reports that they are insisting on the kids having their birth right titles.
I just watched inventing Anna thinking it would have a moral message, but no. wow, does Netflix ever love sociopaths.  so much sympathy for them!
i think it will be as successful as the podcast
Don’t forget daddy gave him a few million to help him move, but it wasn’t enough. Shame. I could really relate to that. I really could. Not. Fucks sake who can. Is insane. The world is 
obsessed with victims though. So they are playing by the woke worlds rules. But this comments sections is giving me hope. The real people know what’s up. We see the truth.
Yes! And the fact that Diana died 20+ years ago and he still had the inheritance because he didn’t have to spend one dime while he was a working royal. He only had to actually spend his 
own money after he met old Megsy. He’s pissed at the wrong person. It’s his wife’s fault not his fathers 😂
And wasn't Hazbeen brave as he explained that Daddy cut off the millions.  Wow, my heart broke for the cruelty of a father towards his poor, poor son.
 @Emcee Eß  yes and he was only like 37 or something at the time. Far too young to be cut off from parental support 🤣🤣🤣
Harry also inherited a very tidy sum from the Queen Mum.  Most reports ignore that but I read about it in a very reliable biography about her life.

Don't forget the part where his cruel father gave him no choice but to sign the multimillion $ Spotify and Netflix deals that he is now using to violate the privacy of everyone in his family
Ironically, she did pull it off didn’t she?
I just can't bring myself to watch it. The pain and agony. The humiliation. The destitution in a hovel in Montecito. Can life get any more painful?
Well . . . it probably would make sense, if " your " version of " your " story ", wasn't a complete fabrication of delusional, distorted, made up stories, exaggerated, overwhelming pack of lies 
. . .
Me thinks, my Netflix subscription is about to be cancelled for good . . . can't justify, paying for a service that would so easily broadcast such a huge load of cr*p, from two proven, 
pathological, delusional liars . . .
Methinks this is Netflix's get out of jail free card! A badly-done doc that will probably tank is a great excuse to break a super-duper expensive creative contract with the Cuities who would 
never deliver anyway...



The courage of this inspirational couple is so moving! They fought for a private existence and sacrificed all to achieve it. They even gave up own families, seemingly evil people. Bless them; 
Meghan and Harry now live in Utopian happiness away from the public eye bringing up their invisible children. If only Oprah, Netflix and Spotify would stop hounding them to provide 
‘content’. There are only so many times the same old, worn out  story of victim hood can be rehashed.
I think that someone should watch it and count how many times she says the word “ME”….😂

My favourite part was when Meghan revisited how Kate made her cry. In the lead up to the wedding, Kate should really have given up Diana’s engagement ring and her future Queen 
consort status because it didn’t make any sense to not be supportive like everyone else. Especially since our altruist Meghan is never disparaging to anyone, including her sister in law (also 
known as ‘waity Katy’). It was truly moving to see Meghan’s valiant efforts to prevent this story from coming out and I shed a left eye tear when she discreetly shared her truth globally.
I am feeling slightly nauseous
Meghan  shown crying so we all feel bad for her. The manipulation is real.
Anyone notice, not ONE PIC OF HER DAD, in the mini montage?
I liked the part when she says she lost her voice like the little mermaid and then proceeds to karen-call the supervisor to make a dissenting journalist lose his voice by getting him fired. It 
really pulled my heart strings!
YouTube “Megan Markle 90210 scene” 🙃
I loved the part when she was living and working in London spending peoples tax money on designer dresses. She spent more money than the entire RF, in ALL EUROPE, on clothes during 
the time she was there. The racism she was facing, no privilege at all. Not even having a future king to walk her in church since she only invited one family member. Touching, one tear left 
eye here was what I pushed through. 😢
OK, Netflix. but don't you dare use the Prince and Princess of Wales.
Imagine the worst moment of your life. You're desperately crying on the phone and you have someone take a photo of you as that moment for sure needs to be captured.

Recollections may vary.
oohhhh my turn... I love the part where she abandoned her family and after her marriage, she manipulated Harry to abandon his family, duties and country
Disgusted at Netflix, will never subscribe to Netflix again, you lost me by supporting these two grifters. Disgusting pair of humans, two talentless narcissists in a pod, who apparently 
wanted privacy. Pass me a bucket. Not here to watch that s**t, just here to comment.
Another boring series about a bunch of rich whining liars, just what I asked Santa for this Christmas.
Pathetic grifters
Miss social justice race warrior straightens her hair and got a nose job to look LESS Black. Didn't have any black friends or date black men.
💀💀💀🤣🤣🤣
Actually it was the then Prince Charles who paid for all her clothes. How could you not know that when she has shown him such gratitude? Never a word against him will you ever hear her 
utter. She gets her idiot husband to do it for her.
The script is so funny it could only have been written by ricky gervais. Surely netflix are just mocking the gruesome twosome.
A complete lie fest....wow Netflix you have hit the bottom of the barrel 

Ps  Cancelled your membership  🖐
when you accuse English Monarchy of racism, you are accusing the GOVERNMENT OF UNITED KINGDOM of racism. And you need to PROVE THAT or else its a TREASON. Not a family feud, 
but TREASON. Why is UK politics quiet?

Can’t believe anything they say, they’re compulsive liars and victims. How Harry has treated his brother and Meghan her father is very sad. They abandoned and trashed their families.



Strange how Markle never had a black boyfriend, two white husbands and until recently close friends were white. Who’s the racist! 😂😂

In her next podcast, Meghan says she met "Jesus" before he was famous.... 😂
The part where Meghan visits a memorial to Uyinene Mrwetyana (a 19 year-old female victim of sexual violence) and within hours the unknown labeled clothing that Meghan was wearing 
is for sale on a specific site (with her namesake).  So genuine, compassionate and organic!  Her outfit from HM The Queens funeral also looked very marketable and profitable on that site.  
Compassion in action as they say.  Shoot, my left eye is at it again 😢
The part where they just got choked by a emerald choker 💚
1:12  let’s not forget that the RF kept her passport but she flew to US to throw her baby shower 
I would shed a tear from my left eye but I am currently ROOFL sorry guys
Why can’t I see how many dislikes? Any can see so far ?
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry were forced to stay in the High Commissioner's mansion in South Africa, yet they humbly endured the torture of staying in this "housing unit" 
with self-sacrifice. Heartbreaking.
Imagine being bestowed titles for doing nothing, then turn around and use those titles to destroy the people who gave them to you. They are as evil as it gets.
In answer to your question Megaliar:  Not when we’ve seen and heard it all before over and over and over ad infinitum. You and your dimwit husband are rapidly becoming the most 
boring people on the planet
Well, my favorite part is all the  "My favorite part...." comments in this thread!! 👍👍👍
I love the part —, we all secretly hate the part. 🛑 🤣
And how about your family in UK, Harry?? You both are selfish and self centre.. me me me!!!! Perfect couple🤨
I canceled Netflix because of Cuties. If they didn't get the backlash they would have continued to travel down that slippery ped0 slope.
I love the part where MeMe pees in the wilds of Africa and Harry is blown away by her humility. So humble. So relatable. So down to earth. I’m crying one tear from my left eye 😢
I am living for these comments!! 😂💀
I love the fact that this trailer shows how right I was to cancel Netflix. Just couldn’t bear to see all the goodness that H and M have to offer the world. Now if Netflix did a documentary on 
their real story and all their ‘miss-rememberings’ and contradictions I would be tempted to rejoin. I could bear that



Remember when they told 17 lies on Oprah in order to tarnish a whole family? Harry said it was one conversation early on in their relationship, Meghan said it was several with Harry about 
her sons skin colour? 

Quite a discrepancy (LIE) to go unchecked? 

Oprah chose to air this on the day of the Queen’s Commonwealth speech and when the Duke of Edinburgh was actively dying: the Queen’s husband of 77 years. 

Meghan would later go on to threaten the Queen and Royals with a ‘Vault of Skeletons’ (headline generated by her PR) in an anti-monarchy outlet called THE CUT days before her death in 
a global interview. 

The Queen had bone cancer.
She reminded them all that she didn’t sign an NDA and will be saying a lot more using diaries as so far she has had to restrain herself. Apparently her mere presence as an ambitious 
American woman was offensive to the Royals, UK public & media. 

Who created the Commonwealth? Who’s daughter and granddaughter are olympic champions? The Queens. Catherine has a master of art degree from one of the best universities in 
Europe & spearheaded HeadsTogether & the Early Years. Sophie was a PR executive & is a successful ambassador for many causes. Sarah Ferguson is a successful author… etc etc

They plan to question the relationship the royals have with the commonwealth.

They aren’t royals, they have no proof of racism, their claims dont add up and they clearly know nothing of the commonwealth. Even in their temporary role as QCT Ambassadors, they 
confused the Commonwealth with the British Empire and wrongly stated that Ireland was a member. They and their backers are destructive and set on destroying the Commonwealth with 
the same racial divisions of the United States. Tyler Perry. Oprah Winfrey. Hillary & Chelsea Clinton: H&M with Clinton brokered deals for vaccine manufacturing hubs in Africa while at the 
NYC UN building. Tweets swiftly removed. Are they financially benefiting? Have they ever said that they were vaccinated? Where is the transparency?

We will not be divided by lies. 

Oh no, they are trying to be serious 🤣🤣🤣🤣
AND she straightens her fro and got a nose job to look LESS black
Indeed! Her 'secret' visit to Uyinene. In her signature jeans & white top at highly personal sites of great pain, 😡. So secret THE photographer catches her at this cleared location to appear 
in newspapers and the Wiki page entry as the only Foreign response!! What BS.  Hawwy saying to documemtary maker 'you've SEEN where we have just come from (meaning Cape Town, i
 presume)'`if you KNOW what's going on'  asif south african don't know - yet they want to speak for us.  
They can't do their work here! They can 'save us' from elsewhere😂.    What Hawwy & his wife... We think you two are the ones scared of Angry black & white & cream & beidge & tan 
women who took to the streets weeks before you came that `'my wife & I have been watching very carefully'. 
The gall of her to say Thank you for showing /teaching us Ubuntu.. She does have a clue what it means by their actions.
'we need to eradicate trauma🤣 says the snowflakes - by talking & someone listening it all goes away?!!'  crazy imperialism of some sort as they are digitised for prosperity.    No more! 
Not in our name is reality written in history!.    Life is very REAL for most on African soil and our own experience.   Contribute or shut your traps.
R.I.P Uyinene❤
You must be so proud of her recent donation of luxury bags to women trying to enter the workforce, where she actually put no money on



 @Blue Swallow   100%!  

Platitudes, lies (that is, dancing in the streets, fires and substandard accommodation), and second hand children’s clothing do not eradicate trauma!  Strength and resilience comes from 
within communities!  

All contributions come with a 95% finders fee.  It is so altruistic of them 🤯
 @Marice Angulo    I totally ignored the handbags Marice as I was too traumatized by the wilted vegetables, marker pen bananas and the truck full of baby diapers.  It must be so hard to 
use people to such an extent!  What a remarkable talent!  Mustering a tear in my left eye before I go.
 @Tracy  yes! Correct on all your points.  Thank you Tracy for understanding my venting.. I saw your comment & my anger at their SA BS just exploded🤣  have to edit the mistake that i 
state she does know what Ubuntu means🤣😂🙄.
Pardon me,  i want to go & dance in the street that i found a kindred soul.     Stay  safe, stay sane 🇿🇦
 @Marice Angulo  pardon me butting in!.  But oh yes! Overwhelmed with joy sooo many HERITAGE  craftsmans (is that still allowed, since wholly owned By Women, For Women) in exotic, 
far flung locations must be. We notice the Italian Leather, Turkish assemblers must be dancing in the street on receiving support from Cyene? US listed company.
So authentic, so green and now gaurenteed to give you a job if you UK unemployed or Ukranian Refugee.  Just think! There may be a momentary stoppage of 'military exercises'  to 'learn 
from the monteshitshow deities & their apostles'.   What the world needs is a...... HANDBAG 😂🌍🤣🌍🙄🤣🌎😂
 @Blue Swallow    Likewise Blue Swallow!  
It is over 140k down votes per this techie guy
126K thus far... ;-)
There's an extension for Microsoft Edge that reinstates dislikes
And the archiedoll nearly died in that blazing inferno
😂😂😂
I love the nickname! MeMe!
 @Becki Vanderklok  The shoe fits… just like the stolen Acquazurra pair 😝
She showed to Harry how to mark territory. There are rumours that she did the same in Kensington palace, but for unknown reasons nobody liked it
same
Me too.
Now that is a show I would watch!!!!
Really. Re join? Misremembering documentary could be a very long series. Are you sure?
I was ready to sign up for Netflix and then their contract was announced and I chose another service.
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  😂😂 you’re probably right!!
 @Rosie Clive  Spare yourself the pain Rosie. It would be hours if your life you would never get back 😀
Well thought out, keep posting this again when you can. They are absolutely horrible people.
Well said!!!

I love the part where they still use Royal family titles and OBSESSING about them with hate AND where everyone joined in playing “the I love the  part” as hypocritical as this couple. 😂



Dumb Americans here: I was a huge supporter of Meghan and Harry when they left and thought good for them, but things began to change when things stopped adding up. The Oprah 
interview made me feel compassion for them, but there was an icky feeling I couldn’t shake like how can he do this while his grandfather is in the hospital dying? Couldn’t they wait until he 
passed? Now I get why the British were over them. How many times can they lie and people still support them? Why lie to Oprah about the wedding before the wedding? Why say you had 
no part in the book when you clearly did and all the other lies? Everyone I’ve spoken to here are completely tired of them. I don’t know anyone who still supports them. They’re a joke and 
being laughed at as entertainment because they’re so predictably absurd. We have huge problems here and we have to see millionaires cry constantly and they keep contradicting 
themselves. Now they’re taking attention away from his poor brothers charity endeavors they were trying to do in Boston. Petty. I can’t believe I was bamboozled by them. She’s good. 
Meghan’s really good. Scary good.
I like the part where she pretends to be suicidal and deep down wish she wasn't such a liar. What a fighter!
Everything a child and daughter in law shouldn't be.... Children like like these is a  devastating dreaded curse to family
I love the fact that she still wears the « Cartier » bracelet from ex husband while married to Harry.
Loved the part where Megan described the day she defeated Chuck Norris in a hand to hand combat.
How many times do they have to tell 'their story' ? 😴  it's  put out repeatedly and it differs constantly! Everything's smoke and mirrors for effect. It's so effective it's turned us off, well 
turned you off! My favourite photo is the one of Meghan laughing into her hands with the merching blanket on her chair!
"I did everything to protect my family" and .. to destroy my brother's, because I have always been pathologically and pathetically jealous of him.
I loved the part when they arrived LATE at the concert at the Royal Albert Hall, he in his honorary Captain General of the Royal Marines uniform, her is her uniform-clashing, against the 
rules dress, while the guests were clapping for one of the military bands who had just performed and mistakenly believed the applause was for them!
Such dignity and bravery they showed as she clung onto his arm, pulled at his uniform and held hands, all against the stuffy old "in uniform" rules, but hey, they're superstars!
🥲🥲🥲
I love the part where Megan describes the way Harry convinced the world he had scissors for hands.
Must have been so awful for Meghan, living life as a princess living in a literal  palace, and I bet none of her servants asked if she was ok. Maybe we can all set up a crowfunded palace for 
her to live in?
The behind the scenes footage is just Gone Girl, right?
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Life is hard when you cry on your hermes blanket.
The part... No. I can't... It's disgusting to me. Where is "the privacy far from the media" they wanted?
Why? Why they do this? 
What they want? 
All of this is ridiculous... It's their family for God Sake!
His grandma died just some months ago. He rejects her last invitation before her death, I hope he assumes that in this "documentary".
I'm just disgusted. Family problems should be discussed in private, not like this in public in a "documentary"! They aren't kids at all.
People asked why no one in the Family talked to them at Queen's funeral... Now I understand why. If they say something and H&M go to report the words in their "documentary" after, I 
understand the royal Family!
Horrible...
I thought the series was supposed to be about how wonderful their NEW lives were… not rehashing the same old lies… it’s hard to believe that there is anything else that the Montecito 
Monsters could possibly say that’s any worse than the bitterness and mean spirit they have already displayed… in the words of another Princess “ Let It Go”
Their only money maker is lambasting their families. After the book they've got nothing
What does she mean ' when the stakes are this high'- what is she up to?
I can just hear the Dowager Countess Grantham's voice as I read comments from the British.  Brilliant and well played. 👍 🇬🇧



My favourite part is when she went to South Africa and stated that coming to South Africa was the bravest thing she has done, even though the locals had pulled out all the stops to make 
her feel welcome. So brave... such inspiration and such a blow against racism.
I used to be a big supporter too.  It’s the way they left Britain, the arguing back, the fact the had planned it for over a year (you can trace their trademarks etc) , the constant 
overshadowing of other royal events - wearing that unbuttoned coat at Eugenie’s wedding while 2 months pregnant and announcing it there, announcing them leaving Britain the night 
before Catherine’s birthday and publishing photos when W&K were promoting their charities, M constantly pushing ahead of H and having no manners, running for privacy and then 
writing an article about her miscarriages for a magazine, the lies, the hatred for their families… they preach compassion and kindness but are the opposite. She thinks of herself as a 
feminist but she only got where she is through her marriage. They just seem very fake.
Lol, iykyk 😆 🤣
What do they want? To be financially independent from the RF. They're sell outs. Nobody respects them and they can't take the hint. I still can't believe Harry whinged about his father 
cutting him off because he wanted out. He wanted money for not being a working royal. Money for free lol. I still can't get over it.
 @Jada Speers  money made on families problems who should remain private.
Both needs to get a real job, not being a tabloid themselves and live their life...
Exactly, she saw it as stakes? Being nine the RF is a business to her. Absolutely disgusting
And they are still dancing on the streets with pure happiness she blessed the africal soil!
 @Krachela  Lol! You beat me to it. Dancing crowds can be intimidating and dangerous 😂
 @Bowie Vision  exactly, good thing she left her engagement ring safely at home!
and H knew she was the one after she left a little parcel in thr bush as s taken of her love. Such a sweet romantic moment to share with us.
 @Me This & That  I needed to hear this. The stakes are high!
 @Krachela  🤣 that was a shock to hear here in South Africa. We were dancing in the street for like like the whole country did for Mandela? Huh? When? I must’ve missed that part 🤣 I 
think the whole country missed it.
She took her second hand baby clothes to give to the women there
Second hand clothes
 @Krachela  was just about to say that
As a South African… I approve of this message
Yes she was amazing when she described the mansion South Africa had for her to stay in as a compound. What a graceful thankful lady she is!
And was mostly occupied with directing the photographers for the fashion shoot that she was actually doing.  Especially those cute photos with the malnourished children clothed in old 
rags.
 @Hazel Windsor it was a housing unit…the shame of it
Yes and after the 10 day trip to Africa where she would have been waited on hand and foot, flitted off to Canada for a six week “break”!
Yuk ! Disgusting. We have heard their ‘hard done by story’ again and again .
Look at William and Catherine to see how real people behave .
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The comments are brilliant 😂. After this and the book, Spare. It’s over for them. People may read or watch just to have a damn good laugh and walk away with more funny stories or ones 
that don’t add up. They are just fodder for jokes now and it’s all their own doing. No one believes their laments, no one cares. We see them for who and what they are, and it’s not nice, or 
kind, or even close to humanitarian. It’s definitely not the Disney fairytale they are desperate for the world to believe.
I love the part where they burned through Harry's Mother's inheritance to buy awards , magazine covers & PR to tell the world how amazing and successful they are &  sue everyone who 
doesn't like them. It is my profound hope my own children can live with such integrity, dignity and honor.  Brings a tear to my left eye.



Harry & Meghan continue to act like the world is all about them. Hope the documentary spends a few minutes to tell us all about Andrew Windsor and his pedo-protection from Lizzy …
Lmao. I can't breathe 😂😂
You can bet she's on her laptop, looking at the comments, punching the air...
The part where Prince Harry assures me that it is actually really OK to quit my job and seek personal fulfillment. Then I sadly remembered how personally fulfilled I feel when I eat…and for 
that I need money…and for that I need my job…and oh please pity me I actually REALLY did not inherit millions…and my daddy actually REALLY LITERALLY cut me off financially at 22 when I 
finished uni…so alas no daily meditation-fuelled fulfillment for me. Several desolate tears rolled over my left cheek from my left eye…

Not even Wallis Simpson and Harry’s Great Uncle did some ridiculous crap like this.. gotta question why Harry and Meghan are on my dam TV like 5x a year - sick of them and their bs
This wannabe is the most despised woman in like 10 countries...and counting
126K downvotes to 17K upvotes.  The global outpouring of support brings one tear to my left eye.
I loved the part where at the recent Variety Magazine photo shoot Rachel went and shook hands with each and every member of the crew so she wouldn't be called a diva, aloof or difficult 
as she had been in previous photo shoots.
Such courage, charm and character! 🥲🥲🥲
The best part seeing the back of them being shown out. Good riddance to BAD seed. 
Meghan you may be a seed but not a good one and there are products these days to get rid of them.
What stakes? You gatecrashed a wealthy family, they took you from obscurity into a world platform.. You did not want to do any work, but wanted to run the show. 
You left and took a loot with you, billions of people worldwide will never earn that much in a lifetime. What more do you want? 
You left. You made a bad decision, live with it, get over it. The family and its M.O are either good or bad. No half way. YOU LEFT, leave them alone and get off their cases. 
Go and live the private life you craved. You are not royal material, more cheap entertainment t 1 ts and b=ms calibre. Go back to where you came from. A Dung fly always longs for the 
dung.
This made me cry like left eye go 😂
I will not be watching the trailer or the show. These 2 are narcissistic liars. She’s like a bulldozer that’s out of control. Somebody please cancel them. I can’t stand them anymore .
I love how she wipes the glimpse tear off her cheek...what a beautiful performance...give her an Oscar please...PATHETIC
The part where Harry screams at Netflix executives : “ I DON'T NEED YOUR CHARITY, I'LL DANCE FOR MY MONEY ” brought one tear to my left eye.
Oh golly gosh taken the number off 👎 must be VERY bad if you have to do that LMAO 🤣😂
I love the part when Megain single-handedly saves Hazbeen from the world not only with her bare legs, but in heels, a dress that doesn't fit AND a cushion stuffed under her dress. Bought 
a single tear to my left eye. 

I also love the twist on the old tale "The Frog Prince". Imagine having so much power than you have the ability to turn a prince who the world adored into a frog that no-one wants! 
Absolutely a brilliant storyline that Netflix didn't see coming.
Netflix I am not going to pay to see some moaning millionaires.
The part where Meghan described the African High Commissioner's residence as "This place where they had us staying..."
Isn't it horrible? I'm glad Diana isn't here to see it
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM   If Diana  were here, this would never have happened. She was very shrewd about people (generally) and I think she would have seen Molotov Mayhem off 
well before there was a ring on the finger.
 @stephanie Newhouse  I think she would have had meg disappeared rather than let her son marry that quim
..and the Netflix execs who now realize they got Markled for 100 million



Just to clarify, I love my job, and my employers are the best 💐
She and Amber heard.
17k is shocking!
Please keep us updated!
funni
Genius! From prince to frog 🐸 what talent this woman has!!! 😂😂
Brilliant! Particularly love the heels and the cushion! 😂😂😂
A housing unit! Poor Meghan! She's not accustomed to such lowly mansions that don't have 16 bathrooms! 
Makes me upset for her! 🥲🥲🥲
The "housing unit" no less.😅
What a pair of repetitive bores!
they sucks
I Can't Wait! OMG, MY FAVORITE COUPLES.
Megan and Harry are trying so hard to bring down the royals. God knows how William and Catherine are showing so much maturity and not getting into open battle with them. Megan and 
Harry are so cheap
I love the part where Rachel sincerely and genuinely believes that her union with her now husband should have elevated her to Hollywood A list status.  The real Hollywood A Listers didn't 
get the memo!  Heads should roll over this! MeMe deserves the world, the adulation, the respect, the money!
Brings a tear to my left eye to see her treated this way! 🥲🥲
Don't they both think they are important.  What a pair of sad attention seeking individuals. 
They make my skin crawl.
The best part is when Meghan cheated on Harry with the cameraman. Meghan wanted the cameraman to get her good side.
My favourite part is all the money and privileges they have, and how they still hope to keep getting much more from us, the peasantry. So touching.
4 words: one tear left eye 😅
I loved the part where all of the commenters here were obsessed with the royals and the crown like they actually matter
Wow! I can see the reactions of the fans now.
"Omg! Did you watch Harry and Meghan on netflix?"
"Yes,  it's funny bc I saw the same show on Oprah a few years ago." 
Nothing changes with these two. What I don't get is they hate the royals so much but yet they get rich off of them. 
Face it Harry and Meghan, you are nothing without the royals. If they completely rid themselves away from the royals like they say  they wanted to, Harry and Meghan would have Nothing 
to talk about.
I love when Meghan stood with impoverished South African women, some of whom had been sexually assaulted, and completely ignored them, to complain to the journalist how she was 
suffering, how awful being married to a doting millionaire, wearing designer clothes and expensive jewellery. Such empathy. A shoo- in for humanitarian awards!
I like the part where the cameras manage to capture all their personal moments 😂 I also like the part where Megan the chameleon manages to turn various shades depending on the 
audience
The answer to Meghan's question at the end is a resounding YES! I look forward to this. (And I don't want to hear any hate from Brits who are clearly biased and racist.)
No fairy tale nor relatable. Bleh… who cares about this fake people? They did NOTHING meaningful. William and Kate’s love story and life would be more interesting. At least they’re doing 
something



I didn’t watch the trailer and will be canceling my Netflix subscription tomorrow.  The comments section has demonstrated far more intellect, eloquence and eye watering moments!  Bye 
Netflix!
I love the part where Rachel shared her Mythcarriage with the people by writing an essay in a newspaper!
Truly inspirational that she held her child, sang a lullaby, found a crayon and a sock!
It's just sooo moving that a tear has just fallen from my left eye! 🥲🥲
125k dislikes and counting. Restored my faith in ppl not being as credulous as Netflix would have us believe 🤣
This is going to be funnier than Carry On Henry, as set up as "The Bashir Interview"  more fictional than The Crown and as overdramatised as Shakespeare's Richard III . I can't wait, its going 
to be hilarious.  One, Two, Three left eye tear...
Um, didn't they ask to stay part time Royals, half in half out but were denied
😂😂😂😂 brilliant
i love how some people survive under a rock for years ;-)
Just because she has more money than you, doesn’t mean she’s not a human. She’s allowed to feel lonely too. You clearly have a low IQ
Total eye opener. To what they really are.  Fraudster
afterall you are to thrive not just survive.
And no-one even asked her how SHE was! Horrific. The trials she has to endure!
This was frigging shockingly tone deaf. I understand the loss of self that accompanies new motherhood and a move to a new country and culture. But how can one complain about one's 
very, very privileged lot in life after spending a week touring some of the places and charities they visited in SA ! And they approved this and the Oprah interview ! They  watched that 
footage back and thought ' yeah, that's just exactly what we want to say to the world. '  Unbelievable
That's when I truly began to worship her, and shed a tear (left eye of course).
She makes me to 🤮
Actually, that was just horribly out of touch with others and disgustingly selfish of her. That was just head shaking sad.
 @l d  I’ve been abused as a child in so many ways, but I cannot conceive how this Holy  one has suffered.  She maybe a “Hypocrite!”
But she was polite and showed such lovely manners. She thanked the reporter for asking after her mental health...................... in a well rehearsed question.
 @Katty Tatty  yes she’s shocking in her total lack of empathy. 🤗
But didn’t she suffer “domestic violence” at the hands of the RF. NOT! None so tone deaf as a narcissistic wanna-be NeverWas.
It was especially touching when she used $100 bills to wipe away her tears.  That scene really spoke to me
 @Marieke S.  yes that was probably all that verbal abuse she suffered when the Queen said"we don't speak to people like that"..!
After hearing how the staff were treated by the Harkles.
I preferred when she lied and said the people in SA tried to barbecue her baby at their shabby accommodations and then forced her to go to a event afterwards. 🙄
That's precisely when I went from not paying much attention & believing her hype from a disengaged distance, & being under the impression that she was actually a good person, to seeing 
exactly who she is in an instant.  I think that was the defining moment the spell broke for a lot of people.. so telling of her content of character.. but then everyone who was appalled by 
that were labeled racists!!!
Ironic, the one and ONLY time she did NOT stare down a camera lens.  Dead give away she was “acting.”
 @Seni prime Yes, at the “housing unit” they were staying in. “It didn’t make sense!”
Good one!
 @Clockwinder  It was so demeaning that she had to stand on a tree stump and talk to a huge group of at least 8 people. 

How could they!  Maybe they didn't realize at the time that she was the future Duchess of Overseas?🤔



“Nobody has asked me if I’m ok!” Words to live by. Those South African women are so blessed to have gained that wisdom!
 @S W  Um…yeah. This is satire. Meghan is being called out. 😉

 @Idk Whatever  Of course the poor dear is lonely, after ghosting her own family and, with William's connivance, attacking his. This is the Lizzie Borden method of.making yourself lonely.
Like Meghan in that ITV ‘documentary’ by Tom Bradby, I was stifling a tear out of my left eye when she revealed that no one EVER asked if she was Ok living in palaces, wearing designer 
clothes worth 1 million, having shipped range rovers to Africa for her safety, personal hair dressers and assistants galore…
And then had the audacity to say people danced in the streets when she married Harry like they did for Mandela …
 @Mag Loyd  Markle is married to Handbag Harry (not William) the wettest bloke on the planet. He is only there as an accessory. Like all old accessories he will either be binned or shut in a 
box in the cupboard.
15 shades of Megsy.
We can dislike someone without being racist. This card is played all the time. It's boring now.
Same 👏👏👏👏
yet she supports abortion and claims that an unborn child is not a person
Think they took the number off dislikes down lol it must be a huge number of dislikes LMAO about 71K wowzza that's gone up by heaps not sure how you how u got 2 see the dislikes it's 
not showing up on my end 😢

Take care 😊🙏
 @Kim Wilson  There's a browser extension that lets u see them.
I love the part where they tells lies over and over again and nobody calls them out on it and then they get paid millions of dollars. So relatable.
I like the part when they show race card and she never invite her mother relative in wedding or any occasions with her in laws .. this show how very proud of her origins she is
Is this what privacy looks like?
The most despised couple in present times. Greedy, manipulative and traitorous. Hell will freeze over before I watch it.
Comment section understood the assignment 🙂 btw I loved the part where she married the actual racist of the RF while putting down herself as Caucasian in her CV all her pre Royal life. 
But now its so kind of her to identify as a black person and call royals racist for letting her into their family fold. My heart swells from her kindness  🤣🤣
Family matters are private among the family not for the whole world to see.. so Charles cut them off and now they are complaining about it. Why not just move on instead of  bashing the 
family that raised you, protected you and cared and loved you. There are two sides to every story . These people are just wanting to be so important to the world they must embellish and 
glamorize a millionaire existence for their own personal gain. Meghan is a vindictive spiteful woman and harry is an ungrateful spoiled brat..
ill be watching these jokers.. Time to grab some 🍿
Do please go off and enjoy your private life Mm and PH. Please for the love of God, go! And please go quietly……..shhhhhhhhhh
Prince William has the sense of duty as his late grandmother and the sense of humanity and humility as his late mother. This Prince Whining Harry has the same temperament, insecurities, 
and lack of self worth like his father Charles and uncle Andrew.
I love the part where they accused someone of being racist about the colour of Archie's skin, but didn't mention who, so that everyone could share the suspicion and blame. So thoughtful. 
It was sad to see them so traumatised they couldn't even match their stories though. I'm so glad I haven't had to live such an awful privileged life. Truly humbled.
I love the part where, like other climate activists glueing themselves to things, she superglued her hand to him, to stop him boarding private jets...  Such selfless devotion to The Cause... 
My left eye is moistening from the sheer overwhelming emotion of it...
My favorite part when harry gives his mother princess Diana a trophy when comparing her to his Meghan the great
Top tip, when someone is saying anything other than the word 'no' and also shaking their head from left to right - it means they are lying, they don't believe what they are saying, they 
know it is untrue.



Can I hand you a tissue MeMe? Or Hapless? Boooooohoooooooo Bbboooooooo. Waaaaaaaa! 🙄🙄🙄
I find it odd she’s alienated herself from everyone in her family except her mom and now Harry’s done the same. He will majorly regret it one day.
Did anybody else see the part where she almost got a perfect score on Jeopardy! but couldn’t figure out the question to “Prince Harry of Wales”?
I haven’t seen any adults who can act as if they were victims 24/7 until I saw their stories! Everything, which is bad, is always someone else’s false!
What do they want? Do they want King Charles to resign from his position and William refuses to become King and remove all his children from succession line, and they all step aside and 
kneel before MEGHAR?
I love the part where M gives us lessons in acting. She even teaches us all how to shed a tear "One tear, left eye Go"  Wonderful!  I have been practicing for hours and have now filled a 
corner of my Hermes blanket. Such power.

Mr and Mrs Mountbatten-Windsor are not only a disgrace to the BRF, but are a disgrace to every person who has logical thinking skills.  No one could pay me to watch this brouhaha!
Amen to that.
that's what she wants
Call it the Markle Tear, try to squeeze out a tear in front of photographers for the HMTQs passing after bragging how you can cry on que. Then use it any time a tear is needed.
😂😂😂
Well if the series is as well done as Oprah then they will be slaughtered.  I wonder who is their fact checker for this version of events?
You wanted privacy, why are you making a documentary about your private lives? Showing intimate behind the scenes photos? I don’t get it..
Harry. Face it. You have been sucked into her activist drama. You have swallowed the BS BLM victim narrative. 
Love is blind, Harry, and in your case, stupid.
I find it amazing how she cries black and yet she didn’t have any black friends, boyfriend, black relatives, Black BFF! wake up people, she’s all fake!  Stay strong RF and you Harry, please 
take that thrash out with you hahahaha!
I can't stomach this psychopathic grifter & her weak, pathetic husband. No one wants to see them! Go away you grifting hypocrites!!

Now it might be just me, but I'm sensing just a touch of sarcasm in the comments below 😆 P.S. What an absolutely odious couple, but stunning and brave too...................obviously 🙄
I love part where the trolls in the comments be trolling. Grow up!
The part where she thinks she’s Julia Roberts.
Guys can we please be a bit more respectful to Meghan with the comments. My finger is starting to hurt from liking them all.
No one wants to watch a demon personified, who gets paid to emasculate her husband & destroy his family. Netflix screwed up BIG time!
I love the part where she is showing the world, on the world stage, the difference between good and evil… 🙏
I love the part when I don't care about this trailer and directly to comment section and see the positive comment how they love H&M ❤
I love the part where Netflix kept the comment section open on purpose to take their revenge on the unpleasant working experience they must have had working with these two 
narcissists….😅😅😅
This trailer is as sleep inducing as her podcast.
They are just the worst poeple those two
but William & Kate <3
Netflix can you please release Season 2 of Wednesday (Addams) instead. Thank you.
Who cares
Not enough to whinge on Oprah, 2 x tell all books, 12 podcasts and several interviews...now more of the same in this upcoming entire 6 part series.
hype is real man but still hype



I will not be tuning in to hear narcissistic whining from this pair of entitled morons, they seem to forget their troubles are all self inflicted, they're far to busy sitting in their victimhood. I bet 
no one has asked her yet if she's ok
Troll : "to harass, criticize, or antagonize (someone) especially by provocatively disparaging or mocking public statements". Surely that's H & M.
the part where the actual netflix client tell netflix their honest opinion.
😂
😂
my favourite part as well
They kept the comment section open because comments keep the the video in the algorithm. Hate watching still counts as viewership. Y’all can’t be this slow 😂
Shut up Megs, please go back to taking a dump in one of your 16 bathrooms, let us enjoy the demise of your lying career
Lucky - only 6 episodes I’m told. 🤢🤢🤢🤢
It just goes on and on 🙄🤬
When everyone saying protect their family meaning like their family struggle with no money, can’t even whining about private security because they don’t even have private home to 
sleep, this two whining as if they are the only couple with family matter, they are the only newlyweds who have different life principle with the in law (well rich in law in their case where 
the father in law still give money to them somehow and all the privilege and the husband wealth, all thanked to the hubby family)

While everyone else every night crying to God to wake up in more good condition and have food to eat, this ex royal couple still wake up with maid and chef ready to serve them whatever 
they want for breakfast and later they can just go to oprah and netflix, crying for people sympathy about their hard life while at the same time, million dollar top up into their bank as the 
show air, the bank that already filled out with enough money to live lavishly for 3rd generation even before they sign the deal with netflix
I love the part when harry refused to attend any holiday with his family and just go for funerals.. it show how bad ominous he is
What an appalling pair of grifting, bitter malcontents. I thought they wanted to become private citizens. Hypocrites.
My favourite part was when Meghan and Harry congratulated The Prince and Princess of Wales on their successful trip to Boston. It was so heartwarming that as supporters of green 
issues, they stood by Prince William in his passion for Earthshot and all the people who work so tirelessly to make this happen. It was wonderfully organic and authentic. It sent a ripple of 
Hope around the world. So brave, so supportive. So acknowledging.
I won't be watching this nonsense.
125,000 dislikes
Mog....the stakes are really high. Bish there is a war raging next door to Europe currently. Go cry into your cashmere
I love the part where Migraine disowned her father and sister for talking to the media, married a Prince and has made a fortune talking to the media about his family knowing full well they 
won’t respond. So fair and righteous.
This documentary isn't so people, including people in the US like me, will love Harry or Meghan, or sympathize with them. Instead, it's making more people dislike them. I, for one, will not 
watch it but will read comments about the show. They were better off shutting their mouths. They cry out like they were tortured, and abused, and were prisoners in a basement with no 
food or water. I'm so embarrassed for Diana.
What a lot off shit I don't believe a word she says
I love how people come after others just by what they know from the public of thier lifes like wow you know then so well it's like your a family member that actually knows them!!
why the hell are there so many damn haters in this comment section?!
Oh I wanna see the part on the trailer where mog and haz are jumping up and down like tweens.
At first, I thought Tom Bower's book title was exaggerated, but now I realise he was spot-on... harry and his wife are out for revenge and they have declared war.
Dreadful couple. Will they spend the rest of their lives selling stories about and trying to destroy the Royal Family?
i love the part where megain gets her wish = right her on this Netflix teaser comments section - she is breaking the internet



I love the part when Meghan kissed the prince and turned him 🐸 frog it was really magic
I loved it when Rachel says the stakes are so high we have to hear their story from them…. Again… and again….and again…. and again.
Shame on Netflix for encouraging this behavior! 😢
This comments section is hysterical 😂😂😂 The people have spoken.
"Organic and authentic" 😂😂😂  This must be MM herself. She's the only one dumb enough to use those two words together when it doesn't even make sense! 
The part where Meg and Harry cared more about the environment we are leaving their small children than being petty  jealous, vindictive twats to the more attractive, higher ranking wife 
his brother married.
Clever use of the words ripple of hope.
but did a tear drop from your left eye?
 @Gillian Redfearn  yes it did! I was chopping an onion at the time Gillian 😂❤💐
How do you see the dislikes? My screen only shows likes & I can't see the dislikes at all.
 @Amateur Sleuth 11  with a browser extension
 @Amateur Sleuth 11  chrome browser extension
Great way to see this!!
“Humankind—be both” is after all her mantra
It’s insane how she hates her family and Harry’s family. She’s evil.
Spot on!
"liked" button the second I read Migraine 😂💀
I love how they trash their families, while showing no parenting skills of their own. So fair so kind so compassionate.

THAT is about to change. William says he will respond to ANY lies these two tell. 
ABOUT TIME
They’re such incredible hypocrites. This is my favourite comment so far! Well said!
Get a life loser
where have you been the last couple of years? they have told us their thruth millions of times already.
Because it’s true 😅
They're the most despised couple on the planet AND Netflix is allowing this to happen!
Put that in your pipe and smoke it! 
One tear, left eye, go! 🥲🥲
No hate, just total and unrelenting ridicule, that they have foolishly  brought on themselves. Happy to help.
because you get what you give, it's called karma. by the way, read the comments, fact-check the incidents and you will understand. or if you are too lazy read the tom bower book. harry 
and his wife haven't suid him as his book is fact checked very well.
They have to run out of stories eventually Please.
 @Jen  They'll probably continue making them up though.
And I love the part when Me-Gain uses her ill-gotten money and spends it on her flying monkeys' remedial education, so they can sound a bit more intelligent.
Yes, and paying a hundred million to the most malevolent and narcissistic and deluded woman on the planet. Why??!!
... and Netflix is allowing it! 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
 @Des Res22  Oh, they're not stupid... They know exactly what kind of trainwreck they're selling.



 @Eugenia Maura James  I can imagine Sparkles is on the phone on an hourly basis yelling at the Netflix staff to shut down the comments! 😂😂😂
 @Des Res22  OMG Big Time! 🤣🤣🤣
Hmmmmmmm ..  hasbeen-dim said the clicks of cameras triggered him: So how the bloody hell did he cope with sooooo many photos being taken for this "doc'.?? We can also see that 
some of these photos go back to the  duo's dreadful beginning.  
he also said, he wanted privacy and this is what he does!???!  
Also, how come soooo many photos of megain-nut crying:  who the bloody hell cries (at home) and has a camera pointed at them taking photos of it???!!!  
eh
Yikes!  netflix yikes!
Pathetic: Disgusting:  Narcissists.  

Shame on u.

PS: So Very few likes.
🤔😅

PPS: The 👎 count must be massive!
😂
I loved the bit where Meghan walked on water, healed the sick and raised the dead. It brought a tear to my left eye.
My fav part is when she is going everywhere using private jet and wearing Dior super expensive dress once then speak about the environmental and carbon effect  then preach about her 
as humanitarian .....aw left eye tear in 3 seconds
The comments here are the BEST ever! Now that Trump is no longer in office, Harry and his wife are the BEST comedy show on the internet. They are so transparent and yet harry is a little 
blind.
A little confused. There are shots of them before the wedding in their home and of them abroad before they were married? Now they are in a Netflix reality series? Was this planned from 
the start? Seems like even before their engagement they had photographers with them. Weird.
Netflix, call it FICTION and then you may have a chance at selling this to the public. In all honesty, Stranger things appears more truthful than this.
They teach us what not to do.
I loved how almost nobody knew where those two were ‘performing’ their Well Child snooze fest in Manchester so we couldn’t…ahem….show our appreciation towards their work. Many 
students went home that day rewarded with money & inspiration on how not to bore an audience.
monetising victimhood.
oh!!! and shame on you netflix!!! will be cancelling my subscription asap!!
GARBAGE!
Where are you from Ginge and Cringe? “MonteSHITso”
I mean, From WHAT PLANET are you from?
… “RACIST!”
Sadly for both of them they will be known and forever remembered as Meghan "the infamous wife" of Harry "the prodigal prince of Britain".
oh ffs can we move on from these evil and nasty grifters??? what a nasty pair they are.  So glad that Her majesty Queen Elizabeth is not here to witness this evilness. Now its up to King 
Charles to strip these grifters of all titles and be done with them. Lets see how popular they are when they can no longer use the royal titles that they have denigrated (but still use to make 
money).



Nobody can wear a moonbump with such grace as Megs, I love how she has the confidence and freedom to let it squash in and pop out
If it ain't Casey Anthony - well we can count on the duke and duchass of dumbarton for entertainment
I love the part where she stands on a small podium in a poor african village and tells all of the young girls how she had to pay for her own college and had to work numerous jobs, letting 
them all know they can be her one day if they just try harder.
i love the part where Harry contradicts her on the Orca show & about conversations and concers about archies skin - Harry says no one conversation - before we were married & of course 
the 17 other lies told in Orca "interview"  whaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat!

I love the part where Rachel shows us plebs that ORANGE is the new BLACK!  How to spray tan to suit the engagement!  It's genius and has me clapping my hands and forcing out a tear! 🥲
You are vicious, nasty people.  You both need to deal with your deep hatred issues.
I don't understand you people. arry has th eballs to stand up for himself - just like Diana did and you mock him. When Diana did the same everyone supported her. May I know why you 
behave that way? So suddenly Charles and Camilla are good now? Elizabeth 2 never lied to you promising that Camilla would never be the queen? Oh and I almost forgot, was Diana not 
bumped off? But that's just nothing. No reason AT ALL for Harry to leave the family.
I can't see it, but someone who can posted it's 125k and climbing! 👍👍
One tear, left eye, go! 🥲🥲
MM the messiah! 😂
Lmao
You forgot the two loaves and 5 fish....
🤣🤪
 @Nicola Richardson   Well, the "mess" part is right....
😆😆😂😂
Whahaha. True 🤣
😆😆😆
 @Nicola Richardson  she isn't the messiah.  She is a very naughty boy (or girl )
😂
In Tom Bowers book he evidences that much of what they’ve done was planned even before they got married
And so they had to make sure the Royals were, you know, really really mean to them. This was her grand plan from the beginning. I’ll get titles, lots of money, fame in UK…then Hollywood 
will be breaking down my door. Billions will be mine.
 @Janet Shemaryahu  She deliberately broke Royal protocol from the get go to provoke a backlash which she could then turn into victimhood and raycism!
It's all coming back to bite her now!
I'm so sad for her, a tear has just emerged from my left eye! 🙄🥲
That is all I’ve heard since that outrageous contract was signed. Everyone canceled. Netflix is tone deaf, and not very decent.
I believe you mean "traitorous" son, as I believe the prodigal son did not go out of his way to act like a traitor to his country and his soverign, while using his hereditary  title to make 
money.  Remember, this toxic duo are the "work-it" non royals.
And drop it between her knees. 😳
I love how thanks to SARAH VINE (Harry and Meghan's Netflix trailer shows weapons-grade narcissism and a Biblical level of betrayal) we can now all say that ‘Meghan [was] clutching her 
moonbump’ without any legal reprisal.  Over 24 hours since publication and no legal reprisals.  Such grace and poise, with the odd sag, pop and crotch popper going.



 @Tracy  exactly, Harry and the wife are usually very litigious people, Sarah Vine must have had the OK from above and the daily mail most certainly will have hard evidence to back this up. 
Obviously this is something H&M do not want dragging though court. 

It's fecking beautiful 😂
Or Jodie Arias or Amber Heard!  All narcs of the highest order just like she of the "one tear, left eye, go" fame! 🙄🥲🥲
yet her father actually paid for her college and everything else... so encouraging of her to not tell them so they wouldn´t feel bad!
and she had to spread her legs to get what she wanted
 @Krachela  yes no there’s always a reason not to tell the truth, Meghan teaches us this every time she opens her mouth and I feel her truth sludge over me.
Don’t forget someone told her South African people danced in the streets like they did when Mandela was released from prison. Oh and they loved seeing someone who looks like them in 
a position like hers! 🤡
Try harder to find a millionaire to marry.
from the left eye, I guess 😄
Diana still supported the monarchy and wanted William to be king, so once she was out, she didn't comment negatively or attack the royals.  Charles and Camilla aren't good now; time has 
moved on and people have come to (with varying degrees of reluctance) accept their relationship, even if they disapprove of the past.  Camilla is not queen.  She is queen consort.  It may 
only seem like a formality, but there is a marked difference.  She will for instance, most likely not wear the traditional crown of a queen in May, certainly as the main diamond is 
contentious and the new king is sensitive to the royals colonial past. (For more evidence see speech at banquet for South Africa's President.) Lastly, Diana was not bumped off.  A number 
of factors caused the crash; paparazzi, speed, driver under the influence, lax security.  But she died because she wasn't wearing her seatbelt.
I think with time people now realise that Diana was not a saint, that she also had affairs and was.............. ahem...............let's just say high maintenance and had psychological issues way 
before she hooked up wuth Chuck.
i recommend to read the tom bower book. duana would be ashamed of these two.
yawn
I don't see any childish insults or racist slurs in the comment section. Only a community of smart people who used to be frustrated, taken for fools and unfairly labelled as racist or jealous 
but have now decided to laugh about it. Because that's what these two delusionals are now... a joke.
Or how she bulled Charlotte, what  strength she displays.
Harrys a loser they both are!! shame shame shame
Love the part where they want so badly to be commoners and Harry insisted on being called “Just Harry” and Meghan as “Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex”.
Two Fkn scabs.

I love the part where Meghan conspired with a charity worker to get a 83 year old lady with dementia to ask a african woman where in Africa she was from, as she was stood there head to 
toe in african dress. Then magically create a 'transcript' of the conversation to be published in the press. Resulting in the Queens head maid with 60 years of service being fired.
How many more times do we have to hear “their story” again? The only claim to fame H&M have are their royal titles from an institution they hate but won’t give up! They are not 
interesting, have no talent, can’t remember what “their truth” is from 1 day to another and both of them are proven liars and bad at it! People will watch to begin with, curios for a nano 
second and then it will be laughed at like their podcasts!
Got my new workout music
Britain and the ppl of the commonwealth is extremely grateful that Markle took him away! Best gift ever! Don’t let the door hit you lot!
You've been Markled!! :oops::elbowcough::oops::elbowcough:🙈🙉🙊
Asian Guy here. This couple IS destructive and they want to see UK fall!



If the stakes are high or if they are low has nothing to do with whether any story is truthful or a fabrication.   However, very often when the stakes are high it is more likely there is untruth 
involved. Because people would be more tempted to lie to preserve what they want to preserve. by any means possible including telling untruths. I hope they are truthful but the fact that 
they are telling their story does not prove it is a truthful story inevitably. So that statement of Meaghan's is  kind of manipulative and false reasoning. And strategically placed at the end of 
the trailer with appropriate music to bring home the point. With the stakes this high, wouldnt you want to hear the story from us? No I wouldnt. Because your actions so far seemed very 
secretive and carefully planned and you hid a lot of things from a lot of people. It is also possible that there is a mixture of truth and falsity in your story as well as the story of the Royal 
Family. Only God knows what is true and false in all the stories. But the fact you are making money off of this film which is trashing your own family when it comes down to it does not 
make me have complete faith in the story presented in this doc. May the real truth emerge for the good of all concerned . It is certainly a fraught story. I dont see how your story is going to 
make the world a better place. It mostly seems designed to garner the most money possible for you. You could have worked from within the Palace and stayed with the family  and without 
shaming anyone sought with mercy to prove that you had love for them without publicly shaming the entire Royal family and the Queen who was always kind in her dying days. But we all 
make mistakes and life is as long or as short as it may be. The tragedy I see is that some things the way you say them can have destructive results for decades even centuries and make any 
kind of reconciliation impossible. And that is the same with all of us. There are unintended but inevitable consequences from some of our mistakes and sometimes really the clock cannot 
be turned back to rectify it. The more distance you put between you and your family the more you actually unknowingly may be destroying the future of your own children whom you so 
clearly love. Please think again about everything.
I love the part where everybody's sarcastic
So self involved. So hypocritical. Go away harry and Megan
By story she means lies
"Protect his family"? what a joke! Social Services has already pulled Archie at 3 for inability to bond with Medusa and he's too busy getting stoned, drunk, or high on drugs. Archie has 
development issues as well as high anxiety issues. Anyone who buys into this drivel is an idiot. I had to throw up from just the preview knowing the reality. Sickening!
dear lord how selfish and vile this pair is . yuk . hope they get yeeted good nd well from the dukedom .
I hope they address why they named their daughter after the head of a racist institution instead of the only family member in their life, Doria. Poor Doria doesn’t get any child named after 
her, but a racist family member does. Sad
I think that if this was a book..... It would make wonderful Toilet paper.

Brilliant😂😂😂
Think this is my favourite one so far!! Just Harry and the  🥁 🥁 🥁 Duchesssss of Sussexxxxxx 🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
🥰🥰🥰
She doesn’t even know her own title. She’s Meghan, Duchess of Sussex. No “the” she’s repugnant as that Moroccan Lady said 😂
Amazing isn't it. It is almost like there must be some kind of plan and I have the feeling that there is a chain of influence. There is information that this lady was there because one of the 
organizations sent her, not that she was specifically asked for. Also she has in the past been anti monarchistic. Also very interesting that she was able to supposedly relate the who 
conversation. A very good memory or some sort of recording device possibly. Also I believe that she stated that it bothered her so much that she had to go away from the center of the 
room to recover. But photos place her right in the thick of things instead.   Sad that an elderly woman is misunderstood and made to feel bad.

If I was dressed as an extra from an Am-Dram production of the Lion King, I expect that someone would ask where I was from too… possibly while checking for a hospital armband….
Do people from the UK go to Africa dressed like Vikings or knights and get upset when asked where they are from?
Too soon?
Yes this story is a bit too conveniently timed to be purely coincidental. I agree.
Instead of sitting in her truth she will be sitting in her💩



No interest in watching the drivel from these two cry babies.  Grow up and get a real job and quit leeching off the BRF.  I hope KCIII takes away all titles and restricts the use of 
Prince/Princess and their entire bought empire collapses in on itself.
The way Nelson Mandela & those in South Africa would be dancing in the streets to celebrate this premiere is exciting. Her distant Nigerian family must be very proud & I hope they 
interview Howie M so he can apologize for the bad experience on Deal or No Deal. So brave.
I love how Markle always talks about how proud she is of the scene she had in the 90210 reboot, the best performed blowjob-scene in a car I've ever seen, she's so talented!
How many stories do they have though ? Wasn’t the stories on the Oprah interview sufficient??💀💀
This poignant trailer reminds me of the literary classic “The Bench,” dedicated to Prince Harry and Archie: "For the man and the boy who make my heart go pump-pump.”
I loved the bit when Harry said that he was traumatized by the clicking cameras of photographers and then they invited a photographer and a film crew to record their " private" lives. The 
blatant hypocrisy! It moved me to tears!
She's narcissism in action folks...educate yourselves because once you spot the red flags, patterns of behaviour, word salads and manipulations it's enlightening!  Has she ever been 
grateful,  ever been accountable?   Hiding behind the facade of do-goodery but actually only benefitting herself.   It's not her race its her behaviour based on evidence and logical thinking.  
Please don't confuse narcissism for strength....strength is emotional and narcs have no empathy only cognitive.
MEGA LIAR & NARCISSISTS, TRULY THE MOST UNGRATEFUL, TONE DEAF & DISGUSTING COUPLE!!! I used to like Harry more compare to William & never really care for Meg from the 
beginning (unfortunately, I've met a few fake, social climbing girls just like her in the past). Cancelling my Netflix subscription!!!
I love the part where Meghan just happened to buy a house next to Oprah, it deffinitely wasnt her plan all along or anything.
Harry's life: Admired his mom very much -->He is mentally affected by Diana's demise  --> so looking for a woman just like his mother like kind, caring,strong and independent --> Every 
other girl he has met shows interest in crown and royal life --> And promised to follow royal rules --> He is not interested in these kinds of girls --> He was waiting for the reincarnated 
Diana.

Meghan the deceitful: Came to know about the gullible situation of Harry --> Approached him as a kind, strong and independent woman(narcissist) --> shows no interest in the crown or 
royal life (faked)--> Listen to his so called sad and miserable stories(acting)-->show sympathy towards him(faked)--> Told him she wants only his love not the royal life(all lies)--> Finally 
convinced Harry that she is the one --> Clueless Harry fell in the honey trap--> Married her and lost his family.

What Meghan the deceitful wants: She knows that she cannot become the queen, she wants to be the people's queen like Diana( she ll never be).
I loved the part when Megs demanded Diana’s emerald choker be disassembled and the pieces made into her engagement ring and then whined and stomped about getting fitted with a 
royal tiara NOW for her wedding, which she later deemed a ‘spectacle.’ An underrated woman of fortitude and courage, finally getting global accolades she deserves through this global 
Netflix event. Yes I’m sniffling and using the corner of a Hermes scarf to dab my left eye.
Can’t stand these traitorous grifters and their race baiting. Megsy is quite the operator, always scheming and Harry is her spineless whipping boy. Get them off the air. Netflix, giving them 
that much money for whining and complaining. 🤮🤮🤮
The comments do not disappoint
I love the part where their ArchWealth Foundation, registered in Delaware, allows them to cream off 95% of donations, intended for the needy, to pay for Rachel's new teeth, her real hair 
extensions, her Botox, her ill-fitting designer clothes, her private jet trips and her expensive jewels!
Sooo much compassion in action, it makes me well up! 🥲🥲
looks like this trailer will top way over 10 million views in a few days.
Yuk yuk yuk
She studied Harry and his mum to gain control of him, make him fear for her life and his kids but that's just the tip of it. She's a covert narcissist and untill you stop giving her airtime and 
attention it's only going to get worst. She's the most dangerous type.
I love the part where Meghan bullied the help and says she was the one being bullied. So brave and personal.



YouTube removed the "dislike" counter from all videos on the site a few months ago. Only a content creator (Netflix) can see that info.   Anyone else is lying.  If you hate them so much, 
then why keep feeding into it? You just bring more attention to it.  So America 2022.  They are far from perfect, but the British press did put lots of racist signals into their coverage of them 
as a new couple. And you'll all be watching so you can write more comments.
I especially love the part where she is wearing her fake moonbump
And this was 2 years AFTER she left the "demeaning" position as a Deal or No Deal Briefcase Girl / Bimbo!
She went on from the BJ scene to do the striptease in the Men's Health Magazine video, still available to view on their YT channel, and continued in that vein with nude and raunchy scenes 
in Suits.
She's a legend for making getting shagged in a store room so sexy! I shed a tear of joy from my left eye when I saw that scene! 🥲🥲
Agreed
Jason Knauff and Tom Bower are now the ones who make her heart go pump pump!
Poor dear, one tear, left eye, Meghan go! 🥲🥲
Especially with your left eye, one tear go.
Just notice how many times in a single speech she says “I”. The theme of every speech is herself - not a cause, not others, but her. She’s also a compulsive liar, can’t help herself. Two more 
signs of a narcissist.
My heart breaks for her!
One tear, left eye, 🥲🥲
is that the choker Kate wore yesterday? If so, well played, Kate :D
 @Krachela  Princess Catherine looked amazing.
 @Krachela  yes it was! Power move 😊
I'll have you know that her clothes are not ill fitting !!! 😡....................it's just her body that is ill formed  😆
And will show 90% Thumbsdown.... but no one will get to see that bc its hidden now!
For all the wrong reasons.
It must be hard to be the most despised woman GLOBALLY!
My heart bleeds for her, one tear at a time! 🥲🥲
 @Des Res22  your heart bleeds for them? Ok. 4.6 million now. W&K would die for this much attention.
You can see the dislikes with the chrome extension. No one is lying except you.
 @Kimmy  They are not real.  I read all about it.  The extension collects data from before YouTube pulled the plug. It's just a guess.  By the way, based on all the people here repeatedly 
putting up hate comments, I have no doubt it's a higher number.
You can google how to restore it on a laptop or tablet, it doesn't work on phones and there is a video on YouTube on how to do it also

 @DAWN W  it is a 3rd party extension for Chrome based on data mining from before Google shut off the API to the data. It is not actual data because Google shut that off. And that is 
especially true for videos posted after Google shut off the API like this one.  What you are seeing is a guess of an algorithm. It is not actual data from Google, because they turned it off!
The only British Press racist headlines were those CREATED by Oprah Winfrey's producers which were doctored to suit the Harkles' narrative! 😏😏
'ReturnYoutubeDislikes' is a chrome extension most people are using. I've been using it for months.
how there are still people who do not see through their manipulative bullying and pathological lies is beyond me. maybe you have been in come for the last couple of years??



 @Lil G  I personally don't have many feelings either way about them.  I like William and Kate and felt bad for the Queen that she had to deal with the drama in her declining days.  But I 
also know what I read in the Daily Mail when they first started dating and up through the time they left.  In this comments section we have the same "users" posting again and again, which 
to me indicates bots and an orchestrated campaign by the Palace.  It's well known the courtiers were making plans to try and "preserve" the monarchy against this series and the upcoming 
memoir.
 @Yasmina H  It's a Chrome extension put together by a different company. It is not affiliated with google or YouTube.  And it cannot access the real dislikes counters because Google shut 
that function off to all but content creators.  You are viewing old data on videos that existed before the shut off, and an algorithm's guess on videos that were posted after the shut off (like 
this one).
She defrauded the people of the UK imo.
 @Janet Shemaryahu  The Harkles' children shouldn't be in the line of succession!  It's all fraudulent! 😏
The dislike count has been disabled lol
Netflix knows that even if people dislike them, they still talk about them and watch the series eventually. 
I love the pics of the actress crying on cue for the ever present photographer who accompanies them everywhere for an impromptu intimate pic !😂 first an actress
I love all the comments here . Harry and Meghan so disgusting to trash your own family for money and “possible sympathy “ 😅
These two have to be the nastiest people I have literally ever come across. This is Amber Heard level of set up and planning. Bullying and harrassing their family on a league I have never 
witnessed before. Pure evil.
What a load of shite. The Oprah interview had 17 PROVEN LIES
This reality TV show is going to be one whole lie and pity fest.
Go and visits your Father Meghan who really deserves our respect and loyalty. 
And leave our Royal Family alone they do sterling work to raise global awareness to charities without complaining.
You left because you wanted a private life? Oh yesss another LIE surprise surprise .🤮🤮🤮
I HATE THEM.
The part where Meghan does the perfect yoga warrior pose, while cooking a mean bolognese, speaking fluent French, and reading The Economist with one eye, and Nelson Mandela's 
autobiography with the other. Awesome.
No one sees says Harry,but I'm sure you're wife will tell her fairytale version,you'll realise the person you married is a narcissist,don't expect us tax payers to fund you when you come 
home.
This might be the best Netflix comedy special yet. Also, how great is Kate? What a gem.
I love the part when the trailer is over.
netflix you are going to quickly how much this self serving couple is hated. you probably won't care cause you have your own agenda
It's sad to see the nasty comments ,have you all forgotten the history of the beautiful, younge niave Lady Dianna and how she was betrayed by the whole palace into marrying Charles and 
have you all forgotten the affair Charles had BEHIND Diana's back and HOW madam Camilla wouldn't leave Charles alone once he was married. Yes typical your memories of Diana's have 
faded. Well my opinion is GOOD ON Harry and Megan and I tell you what it's time we hear of the truths behind the palace walls of Charlie and Camilla which was appalling behaviour from 
them. No all forgotten. My best wishes to Harry and Megan let the truth be told and hear out their side of the story. Yes I'm a Monarchist yet I don't have the same regard for Charlie as I 
did for his mother Queen Elizabeth God Bless her. Have you all forgotten that Harry is Diana's son too. Thank you Netflix.
Will we get to see the flatpacks Aldi and Lidl
I personally loved the part where everyone in South Africa celebrated her royal wedding just like they did when freedom fighter Nelson Mandela was released. It brings a tear to my left 
eye just thinking about it.
Love the part where Megains moonbump accidentally becomes unattached and drops to her knees in the purple and red ensemble but demands on titles for the 'invisible kids'



If there is a duller bunch of people I'd be surprised? If I were them I'd take the money his mother left him and invest it and go live in peace and quiet someplace, maybe raise their family 
and just get out of the public life. They don't seem to have much talent. She could help out at the local bring and buy sale and he could couch the kids football team. With the wealth they 
already got they'd have a sweet life. They don't thought because despite being talentless they want praise. Egomaniacs.
I loved the part when clutching onto his arm with both hands she stated "The only thing I had asked her when she wanted to set us up was, Is he nice?"
So humble that she never cared about his title. But now merching it for all its worth.
I loved the part where they turned the Invictus Games for wounded veterans into the Rachel and Hawwy show! Such selfless dedication to charity, truly compassion in action! I can't help 
but tear up, left eye, go! 🥲🥲
Cringe.
124K dislikes so far 😂
 @Sandra  thanks, keep up the updates (... suspect it will settle off at around 10 to 1)
I canceled Netflix in 2020 so I won't be watching the disgraceful Harry and Meghan.  I will watch my favorite YouTubers dissect the show and send them tips for doing so.  I'd rather support 
them as opposed to Netflix, or God forbid, the Harkles, in any way.
 @Elke Lewtschuk  Me too.  Cancelled both Netflix and Spotify premium subscriptions in 2020 when they signed up the two Clowns!  
This farcical reality show is going to flop.  I can just see Rachel on her chair crying into her Hermes blanket! 🥲🥲
the media will talk about them, yes. but the docuseries will be as "successful" as the spotify podcast
Tear jerking stuff! 🥲🥲🥲
🤣🤣🤣
She's a great woman, the best.
I truly adore Katherine
Yes, Kate is a Star!  She is beautiful, smart and seems kind.  What a pity Harry made this awful decision to align with the narcissistic, Meghan.  She's toxic.
Kate is an amazing role model. She’s the best. Clearly Meghan knows it and booooy she doesn’t like it 🤣
Whoever told the Markles to choose this week to attack the royal family, especially William and Catherine while they were in Boston doing good work, made a serious miscalculation....it 
only reinforced the difference between class and crass.
Princess Catherine is just the Best. 😍💚
I think all this hate aimed at Kate from Meme is because Harry had a crush on her.
 @Gillian Redfearn  I think it’s because Kate is The Princess of Wales and will be The Queen of England. It’s why when they visited Boston people were flying across the city to meet them 
and they were all saying it’s because it’s historic “This is the future King and Queen of England, it’s historical!” Harry and Meghan will never be that. And the idea that Kate is doing Diana’s 
role drives Meghan crazy, and Kate has that natural it factor that Meghan doesn’t have, and she happens to be a really good person, she’s well liked and Meghan cannot Stand not being 
the most favourite, most important Queen of everything.
Diana - a victim
Meghan - bully pretending to be a victim

Repeat this in your head a 1000 times per hour till you get it…
You are comparing Diana with this vulgar social climber, who needs to be institutionalized ASAP?! 😏
Truly vile, disgusting and ill-informed to compare Princess Diana with the Narccisist.  Offensive to Diana's memory.
 @MECCA  EACTLY THIS. There is no comparison between Diana's oh so difficult experience as a 20 YR OLD! To the cushy entry these two 40 somethings had... they need to GROW UP and 
SHUTUP if they have any sense of dignity ( just embarrasing themselves now.)
 @Don I.  Hence why her brother told Harry she's nothing like my sister.



Diana wasn't a saint. She has multiple affairs as well, not just Charles. She came from a broken home and had many issues herself because of her childhood. She was a wonderful 
humanitarian but the situation isn't black and white.
where have you been the last couple of years, in coma? manipulative, bullying liars are victims since when??
 @Yasmina H  Dianna was faithful to Charlie until she found out thr true extent of what Charles was doing behind her back as she said she knew there was nothing more she could do as 
there was now 3 in the relationship.Yasmina also keep in mind Dianna was very niave and an innocent virgin compared to the worldly experience and married woman Camilla was. Dianna 
and Camilla were totally chalk and cheese. All said with gentle effect and in saying that we only have to look back in English history to read about the scandals and unfair ruling of the 
monarchy. I believe Charles should have been allowed to marry Camilla in the first place and Dianna could still be alive today. We can't change history but we can learn from it. God Bless 
you.
Pretty sure they look like they're related to Harry. Its M's genes that not sure would show up.
NORMAL people would have done as you say, these are clinically troubled pair. Think they had a dopamine rush and couldn't keep their self promotion at bay... Oprah was a HUGE 
miscalculation that they'll never recover from (and now it seems the hole will just be dug deeper.) Other than some quick cash... do not see any upside to their lives (very similiar lack of 
control as Trump... and he has succeeded to destroy his and his entire family's reputation & legacy.)
 @Lori Black  I love trump
Rachel wants to be a billionaire! A UK Agent, Johnathan Schalett, told the Grifters they had a billion dollar brand!  They believed the hype of the people who wanted to leech off Harry's 
Royal status and, worst of all, he believed his money-grubbing wife! 
I cry for you Harry, every day, one tear, left eye! 🥲🥲
I personally like to see the royal family suffer, so this is great news

I particularly love the fact that Me-gain’s new mansion once belonged to a Russian oligarch whose wife is being investigated for engaging in a despicable extortion scheme against her 
husband. M must have felt the connection to her in her water or something after her own years of fervent manipulation and gaslighting tactics. Such determination in the face of honesty.
Reading the comments is far more entertaining than the pathetic trailer. In fact, I have yet to read a positive comment about this upcoming, well not sure what to call it, vindictive lie fest?  
The Netflix execs behind this fiasco better have their resumes in the street as heads are going to role.  Who ever thought these two would be a draw is delusional.
When she travelled to Africa to give all those starving people a Peloton really tugs at your heart strings and then when she made them dig night and day in the Egyptian desert to find the 
Ark of the Covenant before the Nazis did really shows her moxie!
Oh…. The part where a new bride thinks it’s perfectly fine to complain about her husband’s family …for three hours …on primetime television. Thinking it couldn’t possibly have any 
negative repercussions on him at all in the long run.
I love when Meghan says that Sussex is in Massachusetts.
My favorite part is when Mr. Windsor said he hated basic human rights that were declared inalienable rights after America escaped oppression, not just of those rights, but basic freedoms, 
that were declared as such after escaping discrimination of the British Monarchy at the time, who was his ancestor. :) He would make Georgie Boy proud. 

Who needs freedom of religion? Or the press, freedom of speech, nah, insufferable. Right to assembly? Why would we dare protest against people claiming royalty and superiority when 
they involve themselves in the politics of a free republic.
I love the part when they told Oprah this was going to be their last and final parting word and they weren’t going to say anything after that. And now this.
3.6 millions!!

Is this the final version of their story? or are there more updated version in the future. I would probably wait for the final final final version of their story. 3 years have passed and they are 
still not done telling their story. I feel like moving on from covid is a step forward then hearing about their struggles is like 2 steps backward. Can the world move on from this.



Well the haters are all here...let's get straight to the point: Harry and Meghan are still here, still thriving, still succeeding and still more relevant than any other royal on this planet. Their 
Netflix documentary will blow everyone away. Love wins....every time.
These comments should be published, they’re hilarious 😂
Thank God for William and Kate. And thank you H and M for showing us your real face over and over again. 🤣
I love the part when Meghan pushes Gandhi out of the way and declares  "It's Megandhi now". Goosebumps.
Love the part where they say they want privacy, while having a Netflix camera crew follow them around for nearly 2 years.
I'm looking forward to HG Tudor reviewing this utter hogwash 😂😂
"behind closed doors" yeah that's those staff being bullied to the point of tears. Netflix? Where's that story?
Narcissistic Noir
What trash how low can they go to see this is pathetic
<< scratching head>>
What stakes are so high?
Meghan?
Hi Meghan
 @Ahole Council   for you, baby, I could be.
meghan is here
 @Lil G  that's right, just echo whatever everyone else is saying, pathetic herd animal.
They lie, did you expect anything less?
3.6 million  .....to read comments! Netflix should make this a comedy documentary
She worked for the RF for seventy two days. She was in Britain one and a half years. She spent twice that length of time lying and complaining about it. How long can she spin this BS out 
for?
Yes, we can see they surely are thriving as the worlds most hated couple in this comment section
😂😂😂😂😂 oh stop 
You were serious? 😳 oh, my…you are 1 in a million
 @MECCA  She's been drinking the Coolade!  She's even quoting the Chief Grifter!
LOL, one tear, left eye Meghan, go! 🥲🥲
lol. people who still don't see theough their lies must be in coma or live ubder a rock. it's amazing to me
You've all just made my point. Hate comes from a small place from small people.
If Netflix made it into a book , it'd sure sell more then H's book 😂😂😂
😅
This made me laugh out loud 😆😆😆
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣 This is one of the best
Absolutely brilliant
HAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHA
Ahahahahahahha I can’t
so funny! love it



Hahahaha i almost died laughing hahahah
Oh my days! I think I just wet myself 😳😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Me too 😁😁😁😁
I love the part where the Harkles hold hands during all occasions, like two toddlers on a day trip with their nursery. So romantic
I am so looking forward to this documentary!!! ❤❤❤
Charity starts at home! How can these self absorbed, narxisstuc moaners try to tell us that they are kind when they are vile to their own families?
I wish I could dislike a million times. Thankful I don’t have Netflix. Wanna be victims. Sick they are given this platform to speed their lies.
My heart goes out to King Charles and Prince William. Good lord, these two are quite a handful, aren't they.
I'm not sold. Trashing your family in such a public way is really frown upon in my culture. Trashing your family for money is outright despicable.
There are struggles (paying bills, petrol etc) and then there are struggles, there is love and there is looooove... rest of us peasants can't hope to compete with the love, the struggle, the 
drama of their lives.
I loved her podcast series ArchGripes where she clapped back at all the nasty words she's been called over the last 30 - 40 years and purposefully encouraged division!  Amazing strength of 
character, it brought one tear to my eye, go! 🥲
I’ve had enough of This fraud couple .using charity to thief the people of money.and their persistent to bring down the monarchy because of Megan jealousy of princess Catherine and the 
spare jealousy to the future king .
just pure trash making money from trashing off the individuals that gave you all that you have become  as to your story no one cares
Spoiler Alert Season 2   My favorite part is when Meghan’s divorce attorney tells Harry  “Meghan wants everything and what Meghan wants Meghan gets!”
I love this couple because peoples hate towards them means actually nothing to them.  They are still happy together
I love the part where Meghan decided that archetypes are the same as stereotypes and said, Jung, you don't know anything. So intellectual!
H & M: The Unflushables
My favorite part is where an approaching middle-aged divorcee dismisses her fairy tale wedding as a “spectacle” and thus callously dismisses all the people involved in creating a truly 
monumental, lovely and historic event.
This is the best comedy seen for a long time 😂😂😂😂😂
They’re scammers
I love the part where Meghan tells her truth to Oprah while Prince Philip lay dying and the world died of covid. So humanitarian!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan say: „Leave us alone. We just want our privacy. Btw, here‘s an exclusive interview with Oprah, a memoir and a Netflix docu.“
Use me as a dislike button
Damn. I came for the comments 🤣
🤣😂😂 Hilarious!
 @Energy In Flow  🤣🤣🤣🤣
This made me choke on my tea!!! 😂😂😂
She is scared he will escape.
If his hand isn't in a grip, he fiddles with that band asif its tighting, hot or worrisome 🤣
Right?! She preaches about being a strong independent women, but always has to hold his hand like a scared child!
Yes they are holding hands like kids.And Meghan push Harry out the way to be the first like a little toddler.Even in this marriage he is the spare one.Always second place
You mean the Meghan claw?  Appears Haz has had enough of that claw.  😂
  @Anita  She's mommy holding her toddler's hand. 😂



Hahaha yes the greatest love story of all time
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Touché
ArchGripes 👍😂💥
 @Lorie Valle    Brilliant  🤣🤣🤣
You mean the infamous podcast that now ranks below podcasts with whale songs and children’s lullabies? That one? 😂😅😂😅
🤣😅🤣😂
I'm dead! 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
OMG!! 🤣🤣🤣 Best comment!! 🏆
Brilliant and prophetic comment.  👍👍👍
I can’t wait….😂
That’s sooo good 😆🤣
🤣😂🤣
Poetic karma! 🤣😂🤣
name the last time we saw Harry smiling
Are we even sure they're still together?
 @Krsna Krsna   I don't think anyone needs to express their happiness to you the way you think it should be expressed.
 @Krsna Krsna  If I ask all the so called anti fans what she had personally done to them no one can answer that. She didn't come to you to hit you or fight with you. I can't hate, be angry 
with someone who has literally done nothing to me, that does not even know I exist.
omid scobie is it you?
🤣🤣🤣
And also dismisses all the British people who lined the streets of London to wish the newly weds well, and to cheer them on, not to mention paying for the 'spectacle'.
Yeah that was so kind. My left eye is quivering.
I love the part where Rachel did her yoga poses in the African bush, while being serenaded by a flock of birds who had their wingtips dipped in pots of brightly coloured paints!
Just sooo organic and natural it brought a tear to my eye! 🥲
Bisanya cuma jual kisah itu lagi itu lagi, heh heryanto sm ratu kuyang klean ga ada apa2nya tanpa jual gelar kerajaan😌
BOOOOOOOO!!!
I love the part where Meghan buys all her books to decorate the house along with the Hermes accessories. That's eco-conscious!
No one cares.

I especially love the amount of complainers in the comments who will be the first ones to watch so they can talk about them more. Keep putting in money in their pocket derangers!
I want to know how many kardashian junkies are going to love this falsefest.
I love the part where she showed her authentic and organic side by peeing in the bush in Botswana!  Soooo at one with nature.  A lone tear fell from my left eye! 🥲
The part where she only invites one black family member to her wedding and then accuses the RF and Britain are racist. So brave and heroic. I welled up, one tear...left eye.
The vengeful Brits and their companion haters are out in force. Lady Hussey they've got your back!
my favorite part of this was when they ran out of tears and went away, to never be looking for sympathy again!
Harry & Meghan aka And Now for Something Completely Different by Monty Python V.2
This pair are such hypocritics I feel ashamed of them. Its all just bitterness and money. Here's a tip megain go see Yr own father.



Thank goodness for the fabulous Prince and Princess of Wales, pure class!!!! ❤

My favorite part is the utter love & compassion they show for their families. Especially the Late Queen & Prince Phillip. I mean they rushed right over and stayed by their sides for months 
to ensure they would be with them to savor every moment. They took so much time to allow their children to know them too. Oh and it’s beautiful how they are so kind to William and 
Catherine. They work together to help others and service the country without any complaints or demanding of fame or payment. They are just grateful to be blessed at having the privilege 
to do all these things and know so many have suffered these past years so most definitely want to help those less fortunate. They don’t act like spoiled hypocrites and would never lecture 
us about being kind when they are cruel, nor would they demand we stop flying or driving to save the planet as they fly around all over in private jets and drive with a motorcade. 

Yes, they are so wonderful. I’m so glad they are sharing their story.. AGAIN., and Again.. and again.. and .. oh who am I kidding! 

NETFLIX NO ONE CARES!
I love the part where Meghan has a temper tantrum in Australia and throws a teapot at a staffer, who then has to be paid off to avoid a lawsuit.
Should have spent those billions for other worthwhile valuable topics
I 💕 the part when her husbands repeat that their family is the family she didn't have lol
I'm a Welshman living in Australia. If I could get further away from these toxic bullies I would. Shame on you all.
Rusty roof and wet basement are about as welcome here in the UK now as a pork chop at a Barmitzvah
🤣
*left eye
As long as it’s organic 🤣
Did that happen?
 @Yvonne Wiggins  🤣 nope but the image of it is comedy gold
OMG this made me lol so bad XDDD
The book was just so good she could´t help her self and had to buy all of the copies!
We are going to watch the pirated videos and the fact checking analysis by all YouTubers🤣🤣🤣
No honey, the funny and entertaining youtubers will watch and then we will watch them having as much fun as we have now
no I'll just support my favorite content creators' review this mess.
we don't need to watch as we don't needed to listen to the podcast. the lies will be talked about in the media and that's enough to know.
 @Kasia  And youll STILL waste time on two people you supposedly don't care about
 @live life  and waste time with people yall like to call nobodies...lol pathetic
 @Lil G  according to which media? The ones that got sued by Meghan for spreading false information and she won? lol
 @Yasmina H  and youll spend time paying attention to people you allegedly cant stand
Ironically Harry is the only member of the current Royal family who is proven to have said and done racist things
Wow that's a fair assumption first her sister publicly denounced her sister as soon as she got engaged to Harry the father was supposed to walk her down the aisle but like days before 
wedding he had a heart attack her Mother has always had her back a yt family member publicly told Harry not to marry Meghan I felt bad for her I'm going to watch the documentary to 
get a different view I believe they are in love but not sure about Meghan were royal family members really racist or was she telling Harry that to divide him from his family and be the 
"victim " in my view i want to believe she is being honest she would have to have a dark heart if she is not honest to lie to Harry just to get him to herself but I'm not sure to needs to 
present a strong case for me
It's enough to make me ill



I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
You are an idiot that's wasn't want happened
Why do almost all the comments begin with 'I loved the part...' 
(I'm asking for a friend.) 
The comments sound like they were all written by the same person. 
I did not watch the video - I couldn't stomach it. So did I miss something?
 @1Day Closer2Death . the mocking  comments have that start “I loved the part..”in comment so we all know the narrative
Go! 😂
@nicolesm6293 omg! Outstanding post. Hehe. Jeez. And it's soooo true! I wondered about that while watching it. 🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣  👏 👏 👏 👏 👏
 @Crystal Ray  I never insult any people I only tell them what they are. Allowing people like you to survive childbirth was medical malpractice.
 @Don Kennedy .F. Because you know for sure that only white people dislike her? Like the people she offended in South Africa by putting herself on the same pedestal as Mandela? All 
racist whites, eh? And pray tell us is every racist white and are all whites racists? Isn’t that the narrative racist people like you like to peddle?
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where you win top L for making zero sense on a video full of top tier idiotic, unhinged comments.  Netflix thanks all of y’all for the YouTube revenue.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @1Day Closer2Death  Nah. It is just a trend. I noticed this trend in the comment section of Amazon's Rings of Power trailer. Just people having fun mocking terrible "product".
 @Stephanie Collins  are you 10?
 @Stephanie Collins  she told many lies in court case and in Oprah interview, this will be no different, just like H's book, there is no point watching this because all it will be about is them 
attacking the RF with their lies,
 @Stephanie Collins  Did you go to school? Ever hear of punctuation or do you not care whether you make any sense?
She only wants to be associated with Obama/Oprah/Gayle King/Tyler Perry black, not Ragland black. Not regular black. Famous black. Powerful black. Not "normal" black. If she's so proud 
of her black heritage, how many black men has she dated? Hmmm? Riddle me that.
OK, Karen, anything you say.
 @Stephanie Collins  her mother hasn't always had her back. Her mother abandoned her for like 10 years.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 your going to make me well up 2 tears from laughing so hard...🤣
 @Stephanie Collins  Not to be obtuse but watching this documentary may not give you the validation you seek....but the best of luck to you! Also her mother doria has not always had her 
back and that may be some of the problem she is experiencing now.
Why does everyone in the comment sectiont says something about crying but only the left eye? Is this like an inside joke ? I want to know 🙂
 @Be yourself x3  meghan knows how to spontaneously cry. she bragged about it in a video- "one tear left eye go" and wouldn't you know she shed one tear from left eye on QE funeral. 
just search on youtube -  meghan one tear left eye go
Bahahhaahahahahha 😂😂😂
 @Noe Way  of course you would know that because you are family
She had a beautiful amazing black choir, black minister, remember. Her mother was her only black relative. why the hatred right from their start?
 @Stephanie Collins  you mean when her mom abandoned her for 10 years of her childhood? That's not her sister did either. That's what mm pr put out. Fact check.
 @Maryanne Bunch  Black minister and gospel choir were King Charles idea and not Rachel's
 @N  You are just a chit stirrer nothing more Karen!
what . her co-star where there like gabriel machet , patrick j adams and his wife , sarah rafferty  and rick hoffman . you can actually see pictures of them at the wedding so ur comment is 
hilarious



 @Maryanne Bunch   @Maryanne Bunch  it's wonderful that she wanted to encorporate her black heritage into the wedding ceremony.  I think "the hate" is having a the choir and pastor 
there in juxtaposition of not inviting any  family members from her mother's side make it look like it was all for show.
For someone playing the race card every chance she gets, why didn't she invite her mother's side of the family to her wedding? What an opportune time to show her pride in her roots, but 
no, no one was invited! She married 2 white men, lived with a white men & chased after only white men! So who is the real racist here!!
 @Stephanie Collins  Use. Full. Stops!!!
 @1Day Closer2Death  it's also called "memes" ... someone unintentionally starts by saying something that people hooking up on ironically
 @N  i watched it now. Thank you for the explanation 🙂
 @lesley nganje  I know that based on the fact that none of her other black relatives were in attendance, but Oprah sure was.
 @outerrealm  that's all you have? an insult? that's weak...
 @Fanta Sip  UH...OK. I THOUGHT MEME'S INVOLVED  A PICTURE.
 @1Day Closer2Death  
Memes meaning: 
"...an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly by internet users, often with slight variations"
 @Fanta Sip  thanks for the help! :hand-pink-waving:
I think my favourite part about them loving their families so much and being so supportive and kind, was when they couldn’t handle the earthshot imitative getting attention, I mean one 
charity is helping clean the oceans, and they just could handle it. How dare the stupid seals and dolphins be getting any attention right now!! Hellooooooo were in Montishito and need 
some attention. We want to play victim-victim again, screw the planet, who cares about helping the planet - you need to be crying for us. What about usssssss!!!!!??? That was definitely 
their best moment. Such selfless people who really are about “change in action” or whatever their website says.
LMFAO 🤣 😂
The best part.  He failed to say "it's because she already destroyed the other one"
G'day
I love the part where on our UK Remembrance Sunday they "privately" walked all over the graves of American Servicemen. It was so lucky that there was someone there to get some shots 
else we would never have known how much they cared. It was so genuine and touching.
The comments... Faith in Humanity restored!!! 🙌 🙌
Hahahaha  why aren't you showing the downvotes?  🤣 Go Woke Go Broke 😅
I loved the part when she invited both sides of her family to the wedding, and the sight of black Americans in the pews St George's Chapel, becoming extended members of the British 
Royal family, won hearts and minds throughout the Commonwealth and beyond.
Contrived narcissistic shite to appease a lying nobody and her butler!
I love the part where Meghan stopped the coral bleaching at The Great Barrier Reef by stopping Global Warming. A true inspiration and they should build a statue of her. 🇦🇺
NO ONE wants to hear Megain & Harry’s side especially after wading through their LIES during the Oprah interview. Greed, spite & ENVY are their prime motivation.
I love the way Harry and Meghan jump on any band wagon to make a quick buck.  Whatever the cost.
I love how Megan was able to turn a prince into a frog...     Such an amazing fairytale lovestory
Not wasting my time watching these two complain! It's been 2 years of non-stop listening to their one-sided sob story.
Loved the part where it showed the special friendship between Megan and Amber Heard. What soul sisters. They are so lucky to have each other.
The part where  she's saving the planet one private jet at a time!  So stunning, so brave! 😍
They are so young ... there are many years still ahead to regret things like this. Being a self-involved fool with the world watching inevitably comes back to bite you.
Megaliar!



I love the part when the plot twists to where she’s trying to get people to think she’s on the chaise lounges with her $3000 blanket crying into her hand, but she’s really smirking and 
laughing because she can’t believe she is getting away with all these shenanigans. Little did she know that she and a few ever dwindling others are the only ones who actually believe her 
own hype
Is Tom Hanks in this ?
I love the part where Meghan doesn’t tell conflicting stories
Omg, the comments! 😂 smart cookies here
Love how all their BS is always in black and white to seem artsy or whatever
I love the part where she goes yachting, such a busy feminist
I had forgotten about that one!  

I found the most touching moment was when they hired a fashion photographer Lee Morgan to also trample over the graves of the fallen.  Unfortunately the graves of the soldiers were 
not a feature but I am sure they cared a little whilst walking up and down all over the graves.  It was so respectful of those that have sacrificed their lives for us all.  So respectful of the 
families, veterans and current service personnel.  A vulgar display of their compassion in action!
I've wondered why Harry didn't go to Canada for Remembrance Sunday, which they observe.
 @Colonel Blimp   Too busy on his Xbox
It’s so sweet that they took a fashion photographer with them, so authentic and brave.
🤣🤣
The best yet!  😂😂😂
Not here... It's Will Smith in a mismatched wig, though
No, but you might get to see Wilson juggled by a traffic cone.
A whinge fest bore of 6 hours of lies, crap and narcissistic woah is me. Netflix cancelled, and Netflix shame on you for joining in their lies. That picture of the paparazzi supposedly hounding 
them was taken at a Harry Potter event.. 5 YEARS before the whinging gits met. This could put the lives of those shown at risk, and to do it all for money shows like them....you are 
disgusting.
Why has the large number of dislikes been hidden?? Garbage.
Two clowns 🤡 they are both disgusting 🤮
"When I married Harry, the people in South Africa were celebrating in streets the same way they did when Mandela was released from prison" an actual quote from Meghan
Oh, how i hope I didn't miss the part where she talks about the trauma of watching the Rodney King riots up close in person despite actually being 105 miles away in Palm Springs at the 
time!
Spiteful nonsense
hahahaha oh meghan markle.. 😂 Thank God william will one day be king.
What a crock from the toxic duo, shame on you Netflix I know who will be cancelling my subscription,
They wanted privacy so this is the way you do it. Guess if this is the stories that Netflix is going to show I guess I'm canceling my membership
What a joke YUCK !



Dear Netflix, I never had a subscription but was about to buy one when you signed on these 2, and decided aginst it. BUT, one thing will make me buy your most premium subscription for 
the next decade: put Harry in a disguise and film his life as a retail worker. For half a year, he would live without security, without access to his bank accounts, only off the moeny he earns 
working 12-hrs a day, 6 days a week, living in the projects. He once complained that when he went to a store in London incognito, the floors were grimy. Well, Hazza, here's your chance to 
fix that. I would pay BIG money to see Harry get yelled at by asshole managers, having to deal with retail Karens, getting harassed on the street by druggies (after all, he always wanted to 
be a normal person), weeping into his instant Ramen and not having enough money to pay the bills. Made me tear up just thinking about it...from my left eye.
Why would people want to waste their time on watching a pathetic couple who built their wealth and self-worth on lies, complaints, bickering, betraying family and playing victim every 
min?
The part where Meghan writes motivational notes for sex workers on bananas. So considerate, so thoughtful. the level of altruism blows a single tear from my left eye
They’re not special nor exceptional. How many times do we need to “hear their side of the story”? - so needy! What a unspectacularly way to remain “relevant”
Wow. Dislikes are now over 125,000.
🤮
That part where Meghan talked about breaking into showbiz and blowing her first real big audition but was thankfully the studio didn't have a strong sexual harrassment policy and she got 
the part!
I came here to read comments and click dislike below the video 😂
I loved the part where Meghan introduced all of her family members to the Queen at the wedding reception. Made the Queen realize how much Meg would value and prioritize her new 
family as well.
What’s up with this “I love the part” talk by all of you? 🙄 You trolls must all be from the same troll farm. You make yourselves look stupid and only validate everything that Meghan and 
Harry are saying about how they were treated. Nasty trolls 🤮🤮🤮
The last total found by someone was 125K. Guess it is on some website.
No! Are you joking?
😂😂😂😂
 @Glory  I do agree. Even when it really happen a mannered thoughtful person wouldn't say that.
 @Glory  Seems they are still searching for that man because they have asked and asked and no one in the cast on that day can recall this amazing story.  But i feel a tear in left eye  and a 
dance coming on..must hit the streets now!
 @Glory  She said it was a cast member of Lion King. Unfortunately for Molotov Mayhem, the 1 South African cast member said he never spoke to her.
As a South African, I have to disagree. I also have to disagree with the term "housing unit", which was in fact a beautiful house in a lovely area, that most South Africans could never dream 
of living in. I can't say this hard enough - Voetsek to both of them! I hope they never darken our shores again.
Imagine having ONE family member at your wedding of hundreds. Speaks volumes about her character, or rather lack of.
All her family members? ONE!
 @S Stokes  it's sarcasm.......like majority of comments here
Love the sarcasm here 😆😆😆
🤣😂🤣 Priceless
You mean ONE represents ALL? 🤣🤣🤣
 @Pochiisa Joshou  it’s the best isn’t it?
Truth bomb



I love how sad your life must be, to spend time writing your crappy comments.

I have never met any of them, and I dont know anything about them except for what the media tells me, lol same media that is so very honest???   But like I told my own children, instead 
of being so invested on this crap, pick up a instrument, pick up a book, further yourself as a human being. But it’s good to see all of y’all here just bashing people that you have never even 
met in real life.

Way to improve your human self
 @April Oneill  But isn’t that precisely what you’ve just done? The irony! 😂 
Don't you love the part where Meghan slayed the dragon and saved the human race?  Had me one tear left eye

We haven't just found our voices, we are ONE VOICE against the lies, backstabbing, tyranny and abuse by the Harkles of our late Queen, the late Prince Philip and the Royal Family!

One true voice against the most despised couple on the planet! 

Now excuse me while I go and shed a tear from my left eye! 🥲
where have you been the last couple of years. iff you need to catch up then read the tom bower book. the comments here restore my faith in humanity. intelligent and entertaining at the 
same time.
 @Lil G  That ugly creep Tom Bower is a liar and his entire book is full of hear say from jealous staff that was working at the palace. People he paid for their comments.
 @Krsna Krsna  no, all of you are foreign trolls that are neither British nor American because non of you have mastered the English language and your horrible spelling, grammar,  
punctuation and how you word sentences shows that you are a bunch of Meghan hating foreign trash. 🤮🤮🤮🤮

 @Krsna Krsna  oh I see I hit a nerve 😂🤣😂🤣😂 you trolls just do this 💩 because you get paid to do it. You are the one that mentioned racist not me 😃 therefore you must be one 
since you brought up the subject. 😂🤣😂🤣😂 I just love the fact that I made you and the troll farm angry for calling you out. Love it!🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂😂🤣😂
 @Krsna Krsna  And btw, thank you for verifying that you are, in fact, foreign trolls. In your fit of anger you gave me exactly what I wanted to know. I’m not going to tell you what it was, but 
I’m glad that you revealed it. 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣 Have a great day! 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
 @Krsna Krsna  Hey idiot, I just looked at your profile and I see that you are not worth my time. 🙄 Have a good day!
What a piece of work Harry’s wife is!
What about when a narcissistic woman no one cares about bagged the buffoon prince and failed to just enjoy a luxurious life. No, she had to destroy him, his family herself and all those 
around. Ladies and gentlemen I present to you....THE JEZEBEL OF THE 21ST CENTURY. SO PATHETIC
I felt bad for her when she got confused and started recanting her husband's time at Hogwarts!
This only works as a tasteless comedy with two narcissistic clowns running the show.
How convenient the film crew were there for such personal private emotional moments.....one tear left eye....ready...cry....lol
Turn the dislike count back on.  Or has it gone above 200k now?
They can both read the scripts provided by Netflix - and for that they get large pay checks.
I suppose we could always return them to Canada. After all, that’s where they came to us from. Canada could then work it out with the U.K.
Thank you haters for being so addicted like I am to meghan and Henry.
I love the part where South Africans were dancing in the streets for her like they did with Mandela....oh wait🙄🤡
So much money spent on filming this irrelevant couple no one really cares… I would rather watch about heroes who fight many battles across the world to save EARTH!



I love her  smile in the photobooth when Harrys says his inheritance should be more because his dad and brother both switched to Geico!
I love the part when she tried to make sweat stains a fashion statement
I love the part where she cries next to a expensive blanket
I mean prince harry life was great and his reputation but since he married Meghan everything went downhill
I'm loving all these comments!! 😂😂
Vengeful entitled spoiled rich whiners who care only for money and fame. Her last comment at the end of the trailer reminded me of Amber Heard when she said “says the man who 
convinced the world he had scissors for hands”. It was the lying look on her face and her tone of voice. She has no idea what truth is. Look up liar in an encyclopedia and you will see her 
face. John Lennon wanna be and Yoko Moano. Harry is a disgrace.
I love the part where Harry and Nacho are caught by surprise in the 14th bathroom after the hot tub
As if their life tragedy. This kind of documentary will be interesting to watch 20 years ago but nowadays ... meh.
I love the part when she said '' I know nothing about Royal family " when she had actually already studied them since she was a teenager. And also part when she inspired sex workers 
sheered them by handing out bananas with her beautiful calligraphy written message.  Showing the world how inteligent and compassionate she is. We really miss her.
Nobody cares about your imaginary problems.  I thought you wanted a private life?

The problem is your both immature ungrateful brats that don't care about people.  Leave the public alone! We don't want to be used as your therapist. In other words, leave us out of your 
fake, victim, attention seeking, imaginary problems!
What a piece of work,  Harry is! This is his family they're selling out. A family  that gave him everything.
Omg..lmao
Here in Canada we say a big fat NOOOOO 😅🤣
Yeah no, I am terribly sorry. We have a strict you break it you buy it policy. Even if I tried to contact the U.K. i would only be laughed at for suggesting such a thing. Meghan did break our 
Prince beyond all recognition but perhaps we could offer you a nice cup of tea? Or maybe some Maple Syrup?
They still haven’t paid their security bill 🇨🇦
 @Catlover123  I think that is somewhat akin to ducking out on a restaurant bill 😂
Those weren't "sweat" stains 😷
The toxic marker pen on the bananas was such an intelligent choice and compassionate touch.  Teary - left eye only.
Loved that, it was so authentic and real. What does megsie baby call it? Organic. Yes, organic. Such an organic moment, with organic bananas that were going to change organic lives. 🤣 
can you imagine a sex worker picking up a banana that says “you’re so brave” 🤣 peeling it, like whaaa da faaaa dis bish think she is. 🤣 she’s so organic and brave.
Maybe she's the patron saint if sex workers.
 @Tracy  the toxic markers on the bananas meant the bananas were disposed of — such compassion and intelligence from the one “always known as the smart girl.”

 @TheDriftwoodlover    POTUS intellect!  😂  Our first sign was the toxic marker pens and it was all downhill from there!  Do not wear the ‘blood soaked’ diamond earrings from that Saudi 
guy.  What did Markle do?  Cringe!  Do not walk in front of The Queen.  What did Markle do?  Cringe!  Learn the Ukrainian flag before drawing it.  Not Markle, blue for the sky goes on the 
bottom right?  😂  So respectful and has such an amazing ability to demonstrate common sense.  I’m overwhelmed at the thought that she sees herself as a role model.  Tearing up again.
I love the part when Harry accidentally locked himself in the chicken coop for several days
Meghan, please give us a break and stop banking from your personal drama. You'll never be considered a victim like Diana.
Any update on the dislike count? I can‘t see it 🙄
They are everything I hate in a person..
The woman is seriously deranged and needs help she is narcissistic and talking about herself constantly is a issue for the world



I simly dont like her
EVERYTHING ABOUT THEM FEELS LIKE WATCHING A TRAIN WRECK ...  it's uncomfortable. Cringe cringe cringe more cringe but I can't look away...
I love the part where they said they wanted privacy but they did not say it was to sell it all to Netflix.
Poor Harry
Did you know his mummy died??
I love the part when Netflix, after reading all the comments, decides to go in another direction and give the H&M love Story the Tiger King treatment— early Christmas surprise😍

Didnt watch the video but lov8ng the comments. Harry is full pf spite n a donkey and meghan is a big fat zero. If it wasnt for the anime on netflix, id cancel them n move to disney +
Gosh...please no. Enough of these people.   They are rich people who want to make more money by making US feel sorry for them, while WE are the ones struggling.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
The part when she tells Ellen having one child is a hobby
Sad two people nobody cares about
Just here to say the Harkles are awful for trying to take away attention from charities and Earthshot by releasing this during the Royal couple’s visit to Boston.

this is annoying she always plays the victim and tries to take all the attention, get over it and live your life didn't you didn't want the media and wanted a life away from the cameras? 🤣
That scene of Meghan in the car and Harry says "You still have some on your face" and she replies "We just wrapped up shooting" was a tender moment!
I love the part when Meghan shows us her beauty room 💄 and her beauty products, and explains how to apply more or less bronzer ☀ depending on what you identify with that 
particular morning.
Soon enough they will BOTH, become a BLUR!!!!!!
Hahahahahhaha
comment of the day!
125K
 @Stuart Lyden  thank you 🥂
No! Really? When was that? Did she have any other kids?
 @Polly Parrot  You stole my line. Great minds must think alike, maybe.
His mummy died
And he was only a prince
Just a prince
It’s been so hard!
😂😂😂
Yeessss pleeeeze! 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏
I shed a single tear, left eye, for Archie.  Lili made them a family! 🥲
Thanks for clarifying what he said.  I thought he said she had cum on her face.  My bad.
 @Maedilein  he did!🤣
🤣😂



Hi netflix, so you have seventeen thousand likes, 
well done, 
🤔
but i also see you have over one hundred and twenty thousand dislikes,
 not so well done
That opening shot from the trailer with everyone spitting on them for being selfish pricks yet they keep on smiling oblivous to the world around them says it all!
Looking forward to seeing this just like all of you haters!!! 😆
I hope to see the "TEAR, LEFT EYE, GO!" trend in all social media....
The part where Netflix execs realise there is no inside info on the Royal family and they have been markled
I loved the part as they went to the Lion King's premiere and he pitched her to BI instead to remember the fallen Royal Marines. Such a sense for honour, Queen and Country. Just wiping 
one tear from my left eye ...
I loved the part where she wore a $265,000 wedding dress made entirely of paper towels.  I loved the part where she had a 30-million-dollar Diana cosplay wedding as a middle-aged 
divorcee, then had the nerve to complain about it later.
Dump her Harry, your only true solace is with your family. Meghan would leave you in a heartbeat and you know it.
The Princess of Wales looked stunning tonight in Boston. No one can pull off green like Catherine, The Princess of Wales.
That part where she insists the british way of saying her name is "Me Again" even after Harry clarified everyone hated her is so Meghan ...oops, I meant "Me Again"! lulz!.
Haha she’s already said the story wasn’t told the way they wanted it to be? That’s you Netflix? Looks as boring as 💩 makes sense as they are both full of 💩
Steak...mmmm, I like mine well done. Ridiculous pair.... what stakes? They are delusional.
The part where Orca ruined her career interviewing these two clowns.
I just checked and the dislikes are removed
GINGE takes CRINGE to the very next level
They got what they wanted - leave the Royal Family and live on their own. They have done the Oprah interview, etc and told their grievances numerous times. What else do they want - 
destroy their own family?
😢🤣😭
I loved the part where her pregnant belly threatened to fall from under her dress to her knees. She almost glowed like a real mother. So incredibly ....moving
One word  PATHETIC  😊
I’m so glad Harry is happy and in love! Keep drinking those salty tears. Half of the people commenting don’t even talk to their family lol
Tugs at the heart, doesn’t it?   
That “spectacle”?
💥 🔥 😂 good one
clearly you haven't seen Meghan green with envy!
She was stunning.
 @brah  hahaahaha with every glare she gives Catherine.
Someone below said that it is now 125K. I guess there is a way to find out. Some one said it was on the Netflix site.
There is a way to restore them to a computer or tablet, but not a phone. There are instructions via google and a YouTube video.
Tell his face how happy he is
Hey Meghan,  why are the stakes so high, if all you wanted was a 
simple, “organic” Life.    16 bathrooms sounds very “authentic “.



I love the part when she uses the Markle claw to climb Mt Everest. So stunning and brave.
they just wanted to live their lives without the camera in the face all of the time. They are sure pushing the envelop of needing consent  attention ever waking minute. The more they push 
themselves into the public eye the more they get people just wishing that they would just disappear. Such a sorry excuse of behavior of 2 people. Having the mindset that they do they 
actually think people are going to feel sorry for them. They need to crawl back under that rock they came out from. William and Kate and the rest of that family should be so glad that they 
are not apart of the family any more.
The pettiness and nastiness of most of these comments is mind-blowing.  How do you assume the right to judge so harshly? 
Whatever you may think, they are two young people trying to make their way in a world half filled with the trolls and haters who lurk in these comment threads.

If you had lived their life, you’d be them.

If I had lived your life, I’d be you.

They have no more ability not to be them than you have the ability not to be you.

So may I suggest you amp down the judging and hating and amp up kindness and love
Hey Harry, your NEED to protect your “family” is mostly 
Fueled by paranoia & narcissism.  You could do a Go-Fund 
Me to raise money for counseling for BOTH of you.    I’m sure 
most of your money is needed for a mansion with 16 
Bathrooms.  Your over the top lifestyle is just ridiculous.
Thank goodness the delinquent Harry was born second. God is good.
I love the part where MM lives rent free in the heads of the haters until they scream “shut up” at the sky. 😂😂😂
I love every moment of this documentary. It shows the really REAL Meghan in her one and only charactertrait. I have only one remark: please change the title into "Narcissism explained". 
Then everything is perfect.
I love the part where Mee-gain thanks the man for helping her out of the car on her wedding day, and blew kisses at her niece for being a flower girl. THAT part made me cry with beautiful 
joy and thanked the heavens MM was joining the BRF
I loved the part when he called our First Amendment "Bonkers" and she called his family "Racist." So inspiring.
That scene of her crying on the chair  because she wasn't getting enough likes on twitter was so sad.
Cut your losses Netflix and burn all copies.
What an awe-inspiring couple who  abused two very elderly people for years who are no longer with us. At least they have now found peace and won't be subjected to this.
That part when little Archie learns to write his name and they immediately  make him sign a NDA. Beautiful moment...
Hey Harry, no one NEEDS to know what’s happening behind 
your closed doors.
Do narcissists know they are narcissists?
The part where the heat level really kicked in during the Queen's jubilee when Megan tried to flirt with Major Johnny so she could secretly record for Netflix, but he turned to her  with his 
firm jaw and steely eyes and said, "Catch yourself on, I won't be Markled by the likes of you."
That scene at 1:15 of Meghan telling Archie “manners make a man” is just so inspiring. I am now enlightened. Thank you so much.
Disgusting treatment of their families.



The part where they quit their jobs as working royals with perks like security and then had Pikachu shocked faces when someone broke it to them that the perks attached to their work 
stops after they stop working. Poor things
Lol. Have to hand it to the spare and the cable tv actress for their melodramatic, straight from hallmark, one liners. Spare who grew up in the most heavily protected family in the 
world........and the cable tv actress who proves again and again why she never made it past cable tv or her hallmark flick roles. Both vindictive. Both delusional. Both known for embellishing 
or outright lying as proven time and time again. We know this tawdry soap opera all too well. And no..."the stakes are not high". But another one liner...maybe one she wrote on a banana. 
Lol.
😂
honestly too funny 😅
I'll make sure my struggling college student daughter and son-in-law know that there's a Netflix contract ready for signature.  Unbelievable.
You judging everyone for judging others 
HILARIOUS 😂
Two YOUNG people trying to make their way .... nice one! I thought you were being serious for a minute there 😆
have you lived under a rock the last couple of years. that there are still people who don't see through the constant lies and manipulation of this couple is beyond me. if you need to catch 
up and don't understand the comments here then read the tom bower book. it's 100% fact checked and harry did not dare to sue him for exactly this reason.
Maybe they could book a spot on the Dr. Phil show.
Now you’re just making stuff up
😂😂😂
😂😂😂 Typical… denial
Yes, this
Imagine Netflix comes out with another one after this all about their time with “the duchess” 🤣 that would be incredible. They got their waffle out and then boom. Netflix shares The real 
story.

Yes, the gesturing (like one would ward off a swarm of killer bees) was one of thankfulness and caring.  Compassion in action or organic as one may say.  My left eye is at it again 🥲
It’s a genuine struggle

No way! After reading a couple of her podcast transcripts & Cut Article, I want this to be released like yesterday. This will be very entertaining. This is not the win their fans think it is.
Omg that is hilarious. X
Bahahaha 😂
“But I call you mommy when the camera man is here right?”
Brilliant comment. Thank you. 🤣🤣🤣
This is the best comment I've read so far!!
Hands down, best comment. I can't stop laughing! 🤣
😂😂
So stunning and brave
Johnny is the true hero!
I love the part where Meghan cried and thanked  her brother and sister in law to come all the way to Boston where a special  event was organised  to make the world a better place just for 
her and Harry ... She is so incredibly humble



Netflix: “Why did you want to make this documentary?”
Meghan and Harry: “So we can create our own narrative and accuse or place blame onto people who can never oppose due to their own protocol. We just want to look like the good guys.”
The look Meghan gave Harry when he revealed the only song he knows how to play on guitar is "She Hates Me" by Puddle of Mudd was priceless.
Never could have imagined a royal  prince be reduced to a tacky reality TV character! Lol. Megan is Harry's complete downfall. William will be the one left to collect the pieces that will be 
left of Harry once she's through with him
I'm here for the comments, they are everything.
I thought they wanted privacy.... They need to get tips from Jay Z and Beyonce on how to be private
I literally bleed daily from my hands from hard Manuel labor and I should feel sorry for them.
If you have photos of your family on your desk at work, that is you choosing what to share.  Invasion of privacy is a coworker saying, that's not enough, show me all the photos on your 
phone.  This documentary is Harry and Meghan choosing what to share.
I loved the part of Meghan calling the entire UK racists,  but forgets she didn't invite one black family member to her wedding, except her mother.
Shows a picture of Meghan crying then immediately flashes to a picture of Kate 👀 in which Kate looks emotionless and cold 👀👀 still pushing some type of narrative
The part where Meghan blew up the death star using nothing but intersectional feminism and Kathleen Kennedy's voice in her head was kinda cool!
I loved the part where she wore microphones from day one to record, and plot her $ future with her puppy, Haz, while simultaneously begging to keep her titles $
Because he has anger in him that is his issue, deal with it like a gentlemen, Harry...leave William and Kate out of your shameful displays.
The part where Archie’s first spoken word was crocodile.
i am just here for the comments, i have not been disappointed. i am crying one tear from my left eye while the rest of me is roaring with laughter😪🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Dear Netflix, please make a doc how Meg reads these comments. I will donate for it😂😂😂
I love the part where all of these comments admit the racism at their core.
I feel sorry for the Royal family for having to have her as part of the family.  She is such a self-absorbed attention seeker.
This is seriously the best comment section of all time. Long may it reign!
Netflix execs finding out what it's like to be a Harry/Meghan staffer as they get bombarded with 5 am texts screaming 'TURN OFF THE COMMENTS'
Wasn’t that a lovely part! When she couldn’t handle planet getting attention, she had to have it. So lovely. She had to snatch the attention from dying animals and our dying planet. I mean 
who gives a crap about clean air. We must care about one thing and one thing only, THE DUCHESS OF SUSSEX
No. William has his children. Harry is not innocent in this. I hope he's given a bed bunk with his god father Prince Andrew when she dumps him.
🍿🍿🍿
🍿🍿🍿
Beyoncé won’t take Meg’s calls. 
Sorry to hear that. Hope things are going better now.
No, thats not what this documentary is about at all.  Narcissists don't share, Sugar.
So they got a release form signed by Kate for that stinker of a pic they used yes? And all the royals agreed to have their images and private conversations used to malign them?
More lies?
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Me too, best insomniac night in ages👏
🤣🤣🤣
It was only a matter of time before a Sussex Squad Sugar used the R word.  Can't defend the character of their idol, so it's all you got.  Markles  as white as I am......



I’m black
Take a day off
 @DevilsLettuce  Uh-huh, sure you are Sweetie...
one tear, left eye. Go!
I love the part where Harry gives a key note speech at the United Nations to seven old people nodding off and a janitor.
It's a good thing I don't have a netflix subscription and I didn't sponsor this shit
Der Apfel fällt nicht weit vom Stamm. Lady Di inszenierte sich schließlich auch zu gern in den Medien und machte Dokumentationen der peinlichen Art, obwohl ihre schulpflichtigen Kinder 
täglich in die Schule gehen mußten. 
Was für tolle Eltern. Archie und Lilibeth tun mir leid!
I love the part where Catherine and William get to read all these comments in bed in Boston and can't stop laughing!
I love the part where we see the two trees joint by its roots in front of their mansion, that represents their love. But the love they have is so very special, it is absolute love, love like no 
other, a love that has lenses and layers and layers, that no one can describe with words, not even with trees, but maybe with some gutural/vomiting sounds?
This is not a documentary. You should put this under category fantasy. Fantasy based on someone’s ambition 😂😂😂

Twas the night before Megflix, when all thro' the house, Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse; (seriously the mice are scared to death of her) The Hermes was hung by the chair 
with care, In fear that crying St. Meg soon would be there; The children were nestled all snug in their beds, (well supposedly) While visions of sugar lumps danc'd in their heads, And Mama 
in her 'kerchief, and I in my cap, Had just settled in to check out the claptrap. When out of the telly there arose such a clatter, I sprang from my chair to see what was the matter. Away to 
the screen I flew like a flash, Tore open the remote, and gave it a good bash. The moon bump on Meg was another fresh blow, Made my stomach to heave on objects below; When, what 
to my wondering eyes should appear, But a miniature Ginger, with eight sprigs of hair, With a little old pony so beaten and sick, I knew in a moment it must be St. Pri... Flips Channel Next 
up on the Holier Than Thou Cooking Channel for the Peasantry, Saint Meghan will be whipping up her delicious lemon bars with lemons grown from her own garden! SMASH (one large T.V. 
to give away. Has a rectangular  hole in the screen. Comes with a slightly broken remote. Must pick up in Canada. NO deliveries.)
The part when she was a silent mermaid and being silent was not enough she was also silenced and still managed to bully all her  female employees, so emotional,what a talent,I am 
tearing up,a single tear from my left eye
My brother used his rent money to buy heroin, I'm glad to see others are in the struggle.

This is really embarrassing for Netflix.  The problem was that they signed them on before they became infamous.  If we watch this with pure entertainment in mind, it should be good.
Why?
I love all of the haters on here, who know nothing about Harry or Meghan sans what they read in newspapers. Let's face it, Princess Diana ousted the RF through the interview she did. That 
mostly fell on deaf ears. Now we are in different times. Racism will not be tolerated today by anyone with half of a brain. The Ex-counter terror chief, Neil Basu was very clear in his recent 
statement that Meghan faced many 'very real' and 'disgusting' threats to her life while living in Britain. He has nothing to lose or gain by lying. Personally, I'll be watching their story on 
Netflix, but I'm not prone to believe BS from gossip writers. I like to hear it straight from the horses mouth. It doesn't matter what they say, the haters will continue to hate. There is not a 
trash magazine who incites more hatefulness towards Harry and Meghan more than the Daily Mail and its parent company. But they've had to pay for their BS and lies having lost lawsuits 
won against them by Harry and Meghan. So for me, It's a thumbs up for Harry and Meghan.
I love the part where they heavily photoshopped an image of the Queen & Prince Phillip looking at a little foal at a horse show and palmed it off as a photo of Lilibet. Doria in it too! So 
stunning. Such creativity! I love the mystery surrounding did Her Majesty even meet Lilibet? Does Lilibet exist? Why did she get the Queen’s nickname? Why seek titles for your kids from a 
‘racist’ family? Such thought provoking.. such wonder. Makes me feel inspired and guttural even and my poor left eye tears up.
I love the part where Harry says his father gave him genetic pain until he was only 36😮I wish everyone had such a father who gave them such a genetic pain.. millions, mansions, lavish 
wedding what not! Genetic pain anyone?



What a pair of self serving, ungrateful, disgusting things. 🤮🤮🤮🤮
did i miss the memo...why is everyone commenting 'i loved the part when ...'
Trash!

When Meghan revealed the royal family first exposed their true racism toward her because she innocently suggested Christmas get renamed to Meghanmas was a real eye opener!
Contempt is universal, Meg. What are you going to do now?
🤣
All of these comments are fab but this one made me laugh out loud!
 @Widget 100  he's got more elsewhere; Tom's on a roll
LOL
9 people if you include Megan sitting and posing for the camera
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Pure genius 😂😂👍👍
Hilarious 🤣
hysterical, BEST COMMENT LOL
What about the part were the Photographer at the end asks all the Speakers for a group Photo and The very shy Meghan (who wasn't even supposed to be there ) puts herself right in front 
of the photo 😉
This wins. These comments are gold but this takes the cake.
🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂☺😂
 @Catlover123   They were the cleaning staff sitting waiting to go home.
This one really made me laugh out loud. Good one.
I am enjoying a great belly laugh!
😂
🤣🤣🤣 truth hurts
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂
❤❤
Hahahahahahahaaaaaa
LMAO
🤣🤣🤣🤣
And you are still getting wasted away every night 🍕🍻 cheers 😉
And still nervous to give it..
😂😂
And where they called him by his uncle Edward's title 'cos he's so well respected 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Comments are better than trailer itself! Well done🤣🤣



The old people were given free donuts if they'd attend and the janitor was there to sweep up the crumbs....
 @Dorothy Ramser  🤣🤣🤣
 @NimbleFingers  The janitor got extra per minute in case of incontinence (Meghan might have got up to speak)
He looked like he’d rather be ANYWHERE else than there with his wife. Quite the love story!
 @Dorothy Ramser  🤣🤣🤣🤮💩💩💩
😂
I am astounded that Netflix can not see that the only reason people are going to tune in is to watch the train crash these two are. Guaranteed there will be legal action taken. This is not 
the Queen’s “ never complain never explain “ reign. That was applied to out side entities, not for within the fold when they attack. 31k comments and after reading the first 100 they are 
ALL negative! Let the people rise up against this machiavellian, Svengali Trojan horse that has attacked from within. Harry is a waste of skin for maligning in this behaviour against his own 
family, Royal or not it is a despicable representation of his character. Let the titles fall where they may.
Stan productions could use all of these comments to make a comic take off of Netflix's stupidity in hiring these two grifters.
 @D J  when she touched him, you'd think she'd zapped him with a cattle prod - loves middle aged dream. Hairless Harry the working class hero
 @D J  Maybe in the pub enjoying a nice cold beer with a blonde, with a view to naked pool?
And then hopping on to the PJ to spread their carbon footprint.  They're important so it's ok.
 @jeff marks  such role models for us peasants... what qualifies Harry to lecture anyone? A privileged man with no qualifications, deemed not bright enough to go to university despite the 
huge sums paid for his education. He was gifted at falling out of night clubs though.
😭😭😭
OK, you win. 🤣😅
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Isabella Hsub  and being photographed naked in Vegas... he suffered so much as a Prince of the realm. People smiled and listened to him talking drivel. Now he talks drivel for Netflix as 
Prince of Pillocks.
:face-blue-smiling: :face-blue-smiling: :face-blue-smiling:
😆 🤣
 @Sandy No  LOL, ha, ha, ha, LOL.
 @Ceil Constante  Me too.
 @Happy Traveller  LOL 😅🤣😂
 @Dorothy Ramser  LOL
 @This is America   😂😂😂😂
Yes!  One of the best parts!
Yes, that makes me happy too! 😀
Oh yes. I like that! 😁
Bless their hearts. They would at least know they are loved here. 😍
🤣😅🤣😅🤮🤮🤮
And the tree wasn’t even there! It was photoshopped in later😂😂😂
With money 🤑
😂😂😂🎉Brilliant! You win the comment section for me! 🏆 😂😂😂
Gold🏆!
You are right - Meghan is a horse



He conveniently left out the fact that all royals receive threats, just look on the Sussex Squad site.  Do you know the Markles?  We can only judge by a person's actions, and the Markles 
actions have been ugly,
OMG, you think you are going to get the true story from those two proven liars?  They have an agenda to bring down the monarchy and have proven they will lie to do it.  All the comments 
on this site use details Megan and Harry have provided.....there is nothing about them to love.....just ask her family.
Typicasl Sussex sugar.....
 @MECCA  Are you confusing her with Meghan Thee Stallion? 🐎
That’s a whole lot of words to try and cover their cringe .
 @Elaine Leep  And just what other member of the RF has received disgusting 'RACIST' threats? Pray tell?
Get some help..You have been Markled.
 @live life  I'm eye rolling at your comment. How old are you, twelve?
Beautiful reply but it was Archie x
Loved the “guttural”!
ME ME ME ME, oh, sorry, thought I was Meghan for a moment... 😆😂
Because it is the funniest comment thread of all time.
Because they love with a love that is more than love, the greatest love of call time, just Like a movie, and that movie is being reviewed.
Because H and M live in a world of delusion and we're joining them.
Meghan is delusional.
No the contempt is universal amongst you obsessed Derangers. The opposite of love is indifference, not contempt & obsession. 😂 Get a life
 @veronicajade20  You've literally been spewing the same garbage since 2017. The fact that you couldn't even come up with a new argument in 5 years is sad
Deranger, how do you not grasp that you obsession makes you abnormal. Take your meds.
Cry more, deranger. Meghan is mostly loved which is why this docu-series is happening.
And there's nothing you can do about it.
Love wins❤ 😂😂😂
I see Meghan is still living rent free in the heads of these haters waiting for their “divorce”. You know what we say in America….When they go low…(we all know you the rest) Let them 
scream at the sky at their every success 😫😫😫😫
123K dislikes baby. Markle must be sobbing into that Hermes. "They don't like me H! They don't like me! They're sooooooo mean! Waaah waaah"
The part where she claimed she was close to suicide when it was the same time Harry was begging for a job for her from the boss of Disney at the Lion King premiere.
Chaos is a ladder, and Harry and Meghan are using that ladder really well. We all knew this was coming, the drama, the victim-hood. She's an American actress who really knows how to 
play the game/people and Harry just too big of a p** .

Please mind, this is coming from an Indian. 🙂
I'm here just for the comments! 😆
The stakes are high, you guys!
I've just report Netflix for harassment as they showed up liars for their promotion. I hope ppl do the same, cancel Netflix, make them bankrupt because those liars
Wait, Netflix could have turned off these comments a day ago . . . but they haven't.   It almost makes you think maybe these two weren't so great to work with . . .
I love the part where the husband goes to a Texas rodeo because he's unsafe without IPP level security.

The part where Archie was saved from a raging fire in his nursery that turned about to be a slightly smoking radiator that hadn’t been turned on for a while and he wasn’t even there.



I love the part where everyone is debunking this documentary 😂
And they said the wanted a life away from limelight 🤡. SLOW CLAPS 👏
He was so privileged had not a care in the world. He could have respected his family and made it work he chose to leave. Now he should be made to leave all the privilege he had behind 
too
This trash and anybody who's watching is pretty much bored FUCKIN deliquescing time they will never got back.  They can't even afford a home still living off of Tyler Perry friendship she 
has. His spare homes in California. I say users and abusers.😬😬😬

Wow I love this comment section.. u guys r more entertaining than this piece of sh!t...Netflix should have shared the money n given to u guys..all the comments are hilarious and true..
This should be pulled out of the rotation, I’m sure something better can be premiered. Two people that wanted privacy and get away from paparazzi, they are doing everything possible to 
get publicity. Money hungry piranhas that don’t care who they drag with their lies. Hypocrites!!!
I love the part where Megan beats Kate in a rap battle.
I appreciate Netflix for not censoring these comments.  Let the people continue speaking...
All I know is that it happened 3 days ago.
Ah, you poor deluded Sugar...one of the best parts was when the Sussex Squad's collective eyes were opened and they realized that the white woman posing as a POC never loved them.  
How could she, narcissists can't love.
Bold of you to suggest they have had any success 😂
 @DevilsLettuce  All Harry did was be born
when she claimed that she sat sobbing through that performance but when the lights came up, her makeup was perfect, no tear-stains and she was smirking.
I agree Harry is a total cuck.
But whatever direction the chaotic ladder reaches for, it eventually reaches....and the Markles have reached too high this week in their attempt to sabotage William and Catherine, and 
they will be caught in the chaos of their own making.
she wants to win even more may be
 @Mary Mary  she’s never won a thing
Public opinion is quite clear
They love it. Creates more buzz and controversy around the release of the rubbish.
🤣
And MM had brought the heater with her to SA, and turned it on in 26 degree (79 degree) heat.
🤣
Only after rhyming achertype with overhype
Meghan’s word-salad interspersed with gutural moaning would defeat anyone to be fair.
Netflix have to salvage something from their investment in these losers.  If folks tune in to hate watch it's all good.
That spectacle
🤮
no fuckin way lmao woooow narcissism at its finest.
Can't wait to watch this, May God continue to Bless you and your family! 



I love the ending where Meghan says ‘with the stakes so high, don’t you think you should hear the story from us?’ Didn’t she already do that in Oprah - wasn’t that Harry ‘protecting his 
family’ by telling all in Oprah? What else could be new except the promise of more false accusations and lies while they go to photo booths, take photo shoots with Meghan in her stupid 
hat with her see through ‘Di dress’ and a nice big fake belly? My eyes started bleeding with this trailer; don’t know if I can watch a full Roy side of black and white photographs tinged with 
magic.
Love her saying people were saying  she was like Mandela when they got married....
Also going to buy her hamburgers that are full of lust..
I love the part where Megan cuts her father, sister , and brother off, yet invites A list celebrities shes never met to her wedding while lecturing everyone on compassion and forgiveness !  
So inspiring!
I love the part where heavily pregnant Meghan was torn to pieces for lovingly cradling her baby bump yet Kate was praised to high heaven.  Who bullies and targets a pregnant woman? 
Talk about targetting a vulnerable person!!! Staggering that any of you feel such an attack could ever be justified.
My English is very bad, but I must say - 🤢🤮🤮🤮
No body's  should see what is happening behind the closed doors, it is family not an open market 🤔.  You don't like walk out of the family.
Coz she don't know to make any useful content other than fake cry and lie..thatsy she s making the documentary... Don use Ur titles if they treated you bad u pathetic liar
My favourite part of their love story is when, during the engagement interview, she confessed that the only thing she wanted to know about Prince Harry when she dated him was 'Is he 
kind?'  . She couldn't care less about the endless 5 star holidays she took, or the $1 million+  clothing she bought that first year,  or fame or celebrity. She just wanted someone ..kind. 
Brought a tear to my eye when she said that, my left eye.
The part where she bought 500,000 copies of her own book so that she makes the NY Times best seller list. How inspiring
🤮🤮🤮
OMG pissing myself laughing reading the comments below best entertainment ever.
Everyone is starting their comment with "I love the part where Meighan...". lol..as she twists Harry's rubber arm, right?! There are 2 of them or have you all forgotten? Why not hate on 
him as well?
Loved it when the Netflix tycoon looks at his iPad, pings his braces, puts down his cigar and yells “We’re gonna dump the damn love story and just run these comments! We gotta just fill 
the screen with ‘em. All those tightarse subscribers who quit when we signed these two mutha***** will be begging us to let them back in. Come on, let’s do this!”
What a bunch of crap. You make trash like this about two selfish lying, whining losers when there are so many more interesting subjects out there. I'd rather watch paint dry. No wonder 
you're losing subscribers. You only keeping subs because of The Crown and I for one is done after seeing this trailer. There are plenty of other streaming services out there that didn't give a 
voice to these two, rotten to the core individuals.
Psycho jealousy megain markle and a brainless man child harry... if u wan to protect Ur family u have to protect it from meagain...she is the narcissitc psycho.. go shut up n do whatever u 
wan..noone cares about Ur fake struggles u hypocrites
My answer is NO.
When Meghan said she was releasing images of herself in braille to expose a whole segment of society that hates her simply because of her race was breathtaking.
Best part was when the poor Sussex Sugars finally realized Markles never loved them at all.,,how could she.....narcissists don't have the ability to love...
God says No
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Exactly! It’s not like the RF are rebutting them, how many opportunities do they need to have their ‘voices heard’
All very obviously staged photos for the soon-to-bomb documentary.
I loved the end.
What 'stakes' are maggot talking about, the stakes are high, for who?
 @Diane Duquette  yes, all so fake, as usual.



thinks she friends with oprah. lol oprah used them LMAO
What stakes?????  She's on repeat!!!
 @Oxonian63  yes! Rinse and repeat. They do and say the same things over and over again expecting a different result. This is the definition of insanity. Bottom line is idc wha my she feels. 
Who cares if she’s ok?! Clearly she’s not as she’s been trying to push stereotypes as Archetypes bc she named that ridiculous podcast  merching the kid’s name. What’s at stake? Her being 
cancelled…again!
Another poster opined that it's not the STAKES that are so high - it's the FEES being paid by Nutflix that are so high that we can see THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD. Or maybe someone at 
Netflix was 'high'...
That comment sums her life up in a nutshell. Well done.
so u will invite someone who talk shit about u to the media .
 @Alvina Hurtado  The whole family talked about her? Because she only invited her mother. Don’t you find it strange? I get her not inviting her father, but what about the other family 
members? It’s so weird
she is such a pretender ... yuk . may she forever be the albatross around harrys neck .

Her whole life is a lie. She reinvented everything the moment she met him. All of a sudden she’s poor with zero family support and had to work her whole way through school, her mum 
was at home running the household and working to support her like a single mother 😂. A quick read at her TIG blog would reveal how she flaunted her over indulgent life growing up in 
Hollywood studios, traveling, fine dining and attending elites schools, dance classes, acting classes, all paid for by daddy dearest! She never spoke of her mother back then because she 
wasn’t around! She was flaunting her fathers connections to married with children and him being a DP! One teacher didn’t even know she was mixed race because she never saw her with 
her mother and only with her father. This girl is not right in the head that she thinks she can burry all of these information that she herself made public!
How about Doris’s family from Georgia where were they?
I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
Because her family want money
 @Crystal Ray  Charity begins at home.
 @Don Kennedy .F.  it’s obvious you don’t like white ppl, especially those who live by Dr kings words of not judging ppl by their color, but rather by the content of their character! And 
Meghan Markle is a horrid person, even Stevie wonder can see that 😂 ppl across the commonwealth nations can see that! Smart ppl don’t bow down to ppl based on skin color alone. 😂 
look in the mirror racist! Before you start your racist labels I’m not white 😂
Best one so far 😂
 @Don Kennedy .F.  so black people are incapable of doing fd up things? well sorry mixedraced people ? I'm mied too n I think she is a terror . and she is playing harry and turning him 
against his family . however he is a grown man  and should then accept the consequences of his choice in spouse . he is rather a dim whitted guy so the odds weren't on his side to begin 
with . but hey lets see where this goes .... off a cliff I suppose , but seriously everyone is getting tired of this 2 .
 @Van  and what made you think you are right ? I'm from a mix race family too
Hahaha 😆
Now that was Clever with a capital. A. So right!! Excellent observation skills. Are you an art school student. still studying? I remember my days at Art School,  I absolutely adored my time 
there. Spatial awareness and classes, which concentrated on technics to use a created horizon, 2d painting, aspiring to 3d. I had finally found a town where I could belong. Never give 
anytime for a person who is besotted with you, will quickly move instantly to obsession and jealousy. All you wonderful wimmmiiis out there, stay safe and never go a day without  posting 
something, even if its a one line post. All so fantastically informed and knowledgeable
 @Studio M Ridge  Well i have my own opinion ...across the social media u can see mostly white people hating on her ... no one is perfect . I didn't call you racist but are calling me racist ... 
being white doesn't make  you a racist ... why do you care moral judge ?
 @Crystal Ray and she don’t 😉😉😉



 @Don Kennedy .F.  I’m black
You sound ridiculous
 @Vinha Roque  As in the black side....
I love the part where the A Listers who she didn't know turned up. I invited the Pope to my wedding and he didn't even answer.🥺
Hypocrisy at its most blatant display.
Love this comment 🙌🙌🙌🙌
 @Stephie Cannuck  Exactly!
 @Don Kennedy .F.  across the globe?? You do realize across the globe isn’t all white ppl right 😂 it’s a majority of those who are considered colored ppl (Asians, middle easterners, blacks, 
browns) world wide she is disliked especially amongst the commonwealth countries and those countries aren’t majority white people 😂 they love and respect the Queen and are 
disgusted by the manner in which she has treated the royal family, especially now knowing the Queen was dying of cancer as she threatened her (refer to her the CUT interview) But you 
are 💯 a racist because you directly only called out white ppl and claimed they are all racist just for not liking her. Dude you have a chip on your shoulders and you’re clearly in glee, 
enjoying the division and chaos this narcissistic and toxic public figure is creating. You are nothing more than a racist person motivated by the suffering from others. You’re in the same life 
path as the Markle women, agents of evil and chaos that enjoy power tripping over mocking and taunting white people! 
Dude you’re evil. Easy to spot those filled with bitterness and hatred because you’re insecure 😂 self hatred is a real thing, ugly lives on the inside and it reflects by how you treat others. 
Hence it explains why Markle treats everyone including her own family, staff and in laws like dirt! They say birds of a feather and you align with ppl who are just like you, hence you are a 
typical cliché sugar!
Sorry wrong forum. Sugars have left the building
It would be awful….. if the silicone bump was an actual baby
KIND. 'Kid in need of direction'. Yep.
Finding Freebies, their book actually says that of course they googled each other. 🤣 Yet on Oprah & in the engagement interview they claimed not to have known anything about each 
other. Wearing his mothers perfume was interesting.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Sparks     that was pure coincidence.
 @Lynne Mccully  I AM DEAD 🤣🤣🤣 'Kid in need of direction' is soo Hawwy
Then found out he was cash flow poor, sneezed a kid out to keep him under control and scouted for media deals before leaving royal life
Media deals which are insanely lucrative and don't require Harry and Meghan to do any actual work. All they do is whine about how tough their lives are.
 @Lynne Mccully  brilliant!!
 @Lynne Mccully  correction: "Kid in need of deception". 😂
She meant ' kinda stoopid?' , answer, yes.
"Is he kind?" The guy who turned down an invite to see his terminally ill grandmother whom he claims to have been so close with....
I understand that left eye tear is real! Lol
Remember her fine wall art "Human Be Kind"
 @Ann Rhodes  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 MY EYE!!!  - my LEFT eye!
Friends often set up other friends with nasty jerks. That's why one always should make sure to ask if they are kind.
People who knew Harry: Kind???? Well he's assaulted and bullied peeps, hurt animals, used racial slurs, cheated in school to pass and got his teacher fired... 
Mentirosa Megsy: Oh, I though you were going to tell me something bad! Hook a girl up!
Kind people always give you what you want because they’re kind.
 @Laura Hunt  yes, she sneezed and her womb fell to her knees. So brave.



they'll do the same when the toilet book Spare gets released in Jan next year; what sins did we all do to deserve all this?
 @Carren Palmer  that is why they are giving it away for free on Amazon lol, bots probably downloading it everywhere
Then she gave them away to school children in NY. How nice. Oh, I forgot, she then asked parents for a $5 donation.
Maybe they built a bench with the books. Or a chicken house.
Each girl at the school in Harlem got a copy of the Bench.  The paper sent to them parents asked each one to bring $5 donation to charity.  Sophie Luna, one of the mothers read the email 
print.  The "charity" was Archwell.  She burned their copy of The Bench on YT.
Ok, happy to oblige. I love the part when Hapless Harry marries his stalker because she told him they are soul mates and it is destiny their stars were aligned, etc. etc. then takes his 
mother’s millions out of his trust fund and into a joint account called ‘twin flame fund’. So romantic.
Possibly because M has had so much more opportunity to talk than H has. She has therefore given people many more topics to use is my guess.
But since you brought it up.  The part where H shows everyone how he has mastered juggling and bicycling and is now coming out with a book on how to juggle for $$$.
she turned him from happy go lucky Vegas Harry to minding over a chicken coop
The part where Meghan proclaims that she never googled her husband and doesn't even know what a google is, so stunning, so awe-inspiring!

I love the part where Meghan had to write to the judge to apologise and admit she lied opps "didn't remember"  how she wrote emails leaking private information and stories about Royal 
Family members and about herself and Harry to a member of the media who wrote a book about her private life that she didn't want published and had nothing to do with.
Why so much hate here? I am neutral, but seeing what people say about Harry & Megan here doesn’t it automatically prove the hardships Harry and Megan have faced are real? It seems 
like the media gave one sided stories that no one gave a chance to Harry and Megan to explain. Why they need to make this documentary? I think they deserve to be heard when many 
people are mean to them. Can’t you guys see?
this isn't what living low-key and normally means. no normal person is doing documentaries and interviews. i don't care for the royal family coz i'm not British but I'm not blind to hypocrisy 
& lies. This ain't new if you live in LA and know how celebs act. She's really milking that royalty lifestyle. we all know she's getting a fat check for this deal. if not, then publicity alone is 
enough. she's not like a normal person so think from a hollywood business & marketing perspective.
The part where she addressed the letter to her daddy to pull at the heart strings when  she leaked it to the press.  Stunning and brave.
I loved the part where she threatened to break up with Harry if he didn’t put a ring on it.
This comment section is  infinitely more entertaining than the documentary series.
Meghan Markle after transforming into her sailor senshi persona: 

"I am the Pretty Grifter who fights for luxury and for attention! I am Sailor Markle! And now, in the name of the moon, I'll punish you… with a documentary!"
I love the part when Harry said he wanted to protect his family so they resigned themselves from the life of duty and service. How they wanted a private life, how they wanted to be 
financially independent. And I love how Netflix will make the most profit of exploiting and manipulating the duo and sucking the money out of gullible audiences pockets. It's all just great. 
well done netflix!
I loved the part where he says I want to make sure my grandmother is protected and then rejects her invite to see her during her final days. How caring!
I like the part where the archbishop of Canterbury says, "Markle, why'd you throw me under that damn bus?"
I love the Hermes Avalon cashmere blanket ($2340k) carefully draped over chair while Meghan holds her head in her hands. Talk about product placement ! Did she get a free Birken out of 
that deal ?
The part where M gets her fifth set of teeth was 🔥🔥🔥 so valiant!

He has turned his back on his entire birth family in order to "protect" a woman who has the maturity of a junior high school mean girl.  Their children will not know any of their relatives 
except for her mother. The way they treated his grandfather while on his deathbed and his bereaved grandmother during her final days reveals everything we need to know about them.



I love the part where Nutmeg goes green in envy and jealousy when she sees Catherine, the Princess of Wales wearing an emerald choker, that belonged to Princess Diana, for the Earth 
shot Prize that she tried to overshadow and that is more expensive than her mansion. So humble, so selfless, the power of sisterhood in action. 💚
I hate her  she is a manipulative
I loved the part where they explained that they gave up their titles since they left the UK because if they criticized the monarchy they couldn't use them all the time and for every single 
thing they do. I am inspire by their convictions.
They'll never have the class, grace & integrity of the Prince & Princess of Wales.
The part where she called ITV and asked to fire Piers Morgan because he didn’t believe her Oprah interview.. such a humanitarian and innocent creature she is 😢
The part where she left her toxic ex-husband, all her toxic ex-boyfriends, her toxic game show job, her toxic father, her toxic sister, her toxic in-laws and it didn’t occur to her that it might 
be her who is toxic.
She also said she had no idea what a computer was 
And the part where she denies foreknowledge of PH while having a dozen books on Diana & the RF stacked by color on her floor - oops I meant bookshelf - so sincere!
IS HE KIND?
whilst there is a picture of a young her sitting on the railings outside Buckingham Palace somewhere in the media..... My Mam always said that you had to be really intelligent to lie or you 
forget what you have said. I think that Mental Megan has proved her  to be 10000% correct. Vile creatute. (Meghan, not my Mam!!)
Loved that part - oh and the part where we see her blog she wrote about Princess Kate… and then the part where we see her at her wedding wearing Catherine’s reception dress as her 
wedding dress. Loved that part. Or the part where we realised she was copying Diana from her book and using Harry’s dead mom to manipulate him into hating his beloved brother. That 
was such a sweet part. So kind. Don’t forget, it’s kindness that matters to Meghan. “All I asked was, is he kind?” Yeah that’s all she asked. That’s all she wanted. She doesn’t want titles or 
attention or fame or money. Just kindness. Sweet, kind, psycho meg.
She sure didn't have a clue what an archetype is.
 @rc che  Is he kinda stoopid?
Let's hope she knows what a You Tube is and reads these comments before they are taken down.
 @Marco  yet, she worked with one on "suits"
 @rc che  🤣😂🤣
And had no idea Eugenie was a part if the RF 🤮🤮
 @Bernadette  ahahaha yeah that was a really funny part, getting a lecture from Meghan every week on which words she doesn’t like all the while she’s not even talking about archetypes 
🤣 comedy gold that podcast was 🤣 do you know the channel Daniel boland? His channel is so funny. And that arsewhipes podcast content on his channel had me crying I laughed so 
hard. He’s a funny Dude.
 @Megan Carter  I adore David Boland and  the dark humor of HG Tudor.
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  Oh PLEASE!!
 @Marco And yet she went to college.
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  👍👍🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣YES PLEASE, YES!!!!
 @rc che  BECAUSE IT REALLY WOULDNT MAKE SENSE IF HE WASNT KIIIND!
  @Megan Carter 
She even wore PDi’s perfume so it reminded him of his mom
 @GiftSparks  And learnt how to put super glue on girls eyelids.
Stunning and brave! You forgot brave!



have you tried living in LA? she knows hollywood in and out. what she's doing is not new. even feels like she's trying to be a politician. it's easy to tell when someone is lying & not actually 
committing to what they said. they had interviews of what they want and they kept doing the opposite. people are watching their interviews & podcast basing their opinion on it. not just 
what's the media presents.
One person's "truth" is at the expense of the real truth....the Markles want to share their truth , not the real truth, and it will be at the expense of Harry's family.  What is so maddening is 
the coordinated sabatoge against William and Catherine coming from the Markles this week who are only trrying to do good.
Apparently  she couldn't get phone reception in the  palace and the weather was a bit chilly that day to go outside.
And so full of BS. Does she really think we fall for any of this??
And 'wins' the case 'for ALL OF US' 🤣. Wow. If only we had the same Legal Representation she has.  😮🙄
Loved that part. 🤣
I learned that "financially independent" means your father still gives you money when you're pushing 40. Truly, a goal to strive for.
 @SpringfieldFan  don't be too surprise...it's the woke definition of financially independent...you only need to work really hard on whining and complaining and race baiting and think even 
harder with their mouth to convince the world how the institutional racism has granted them titles to keep and to make money with independently. Really a perfect entitled woke role 
model.
Yes, Harry was so compassionate when declining the wishes of a dying woman for him to see her.  Genuinely brave when knowing her terminal illness would take her soon and only using 
their private conversations for media / publicity purposes.  They had a “very special relationship” you know.  One tear, left eye.
Yes he is a truly caring person. Going on Oprah when your grandfather is on his deathbed calling the RF racist and complaining about being cut off in his late 30s, have just bought a 
14million mansion. Let’s all have a moment and truly let it sink in how caring and gracious he is!

 @Hazel Windsor remember it’s not just the Royal Family who are racist but the rest of us British Public are also racist! That’s why thousands lined the streets of Windsor and Prince 
Charles escorted her mother to her seat and then walked her halfway down the aisle on ‘the Spectacle wedding’ which he paid for and the British taxpayers paid for the security.
That's compassion in action right there folks an a lesson of epic proportions of how to be kind.
And gets his wifey to squeeze one tear out of one eye just for the camera. She underestimates the intelligence of the general public.
  @Sandra Smith  yes a er the Bri sh public spent millions on their wedding.
 @Sandra Smith   But don't forget! According to Meghan they had a private ceremony a few days before so the millions spent on her wedding was a farse
Amulya, do you actually have any hobbies besides posting comments on this video, all of them basically with the same joke?
 @Dorothy Ramser  oh yes ‘the spectacle wedding’ that Prince Charles paid for and all the security was paid by the British Public and then she calls it a ‘spectacle wedding’ like she didn’t 
want it! Grrr
 @Sandra Smith  i know! Ungrateful or what?!
 @Illustraful  And do you have any hobbies apart from stalking Amulya?
 @Gillian Redfearn  Two threads isn't stalking, moron.
 @Illustraful  Ooh, HI Meghan!
 @Christy M  I'm not Meghan, but I wouldn't mind getting jiggy with her. She's hot. Dat ass tho.
 @Christy M  She's here using several different names today. I guess her private plane jet lag from her performance at the Marriott in Indianapolis has finally worn off.
 @Illustraful  The time it takes Amulya to post is the time it takes you to read it so maybe you should look in the mirror when it comes to hobbies.
 @da ni  Dat ass tho.
  @Christy M  🤣🤣



I just don’t get it!  Maybe Harry is a bit interesting:broader global view w/exposure and military, but Meghan?  She’s a damned actress.  She’s not particularly intelligent and is chronically 
whining me, me, I, me, mine.  Go actually DO SOMETHING!  At least William and Katherine are out there trying to improve the world.
 M & H?  It’s about their outrageous demands and overpriced whining!
 @Illustraful  when glaring hypocrisy is highlighted, people who comment on other people comments actually inquire about other people’s hobbies! How sweet!!😀
 @Amulya Lewis  Dat ass tho.
This 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Meg must have been absolutely apoplectic.  Check Mate, Kate!
Left eye, 1 tear, GO!
A total disgrace. Awful, awful people. Come home Harry, it’s not too late.
I am sick of hearing their voices. Harry’s wife sugary sweet tones make me cringe as she is acting a part all the time. Harry is a terrible actor and does not come across as genuine. This 
docudrama is cringeworthy to say the least. Why does Netflix have to inflict this rubbish onto their paying public? What couple have to push every aspect of their lives into our lives. We are 
all struggling in some shape or form. We all have some mental health issues so why are these two rich and entitled people any better than the rest of us? I might add for two very caring 
humanitarian people they have the lowest morals I have seen. Who goes around bullying their 99 year old grandfather on his death bed? Who bullies their 96 year old grandmother on her 
death bed? Who creates such drama around a letter so that the father cannot attend her wedding and consequently the father has a heart attack? What loving daughter does not even 
ring him up to see how he is let alone go and visit him personally? These two loving people imo are all smoke and mirrors and liars. Don’t let me even get started about the invisible 
phantom children. Where are they?
I love the part where she caresses the fake baby bump.
Love the part where Meghan enters an UFC MMA tournament. She swore she wasn't leaving without a title, any title.
I loved loved the part where the evil Palace guards took her passport and travel documents and poor Meghan then had to tap her ruby shoes three times to astral project herself to New 
York for the $500,000 baby shower her peasant friends from Hollywood had thrown her. Ooh Chile the sacrifices Meghan makes in the name of charity and the bravery she displayed to 
escape. Such a humanitarian ….😂😂😂
The part when Meghan defended Ukranian airspace in her F-14 and encountered a pair of Russian Migs only to invert her plane and give one of them the bird while Harry in the back took a 
polaroid was so awe inspiring!
I love the part where she dressed up as a Victorian orphan during a Royal family visit to an orphanage because she was not getting enough attention 😢 POOR SOUL!
A very cheap couple, they left the Royal Family for the 15 minutes of fame on Netflix, greedy A-holes!
Loved the over exaggerated curtsy at the Queen’s coffin after dragging a 96 yo woman and  stressing her final years.  She is so respectful
The most sarcastic comments I've ever read in my life !
I loved the part where Harry left with ‘nothing,’ to start his new life. I mean thank goodness for his $26,000,000 inheritance and his father’s money. Who can be expected to live on only 26 
mill!
I loved the part where his dear grandfather was dying and he decided to do Oprah and sent him happily to his grave. That’s what he means when he says he is doing everything to protect 
his family. How sweet!
Last years truth, this year truth version... wait, how many truths are there? I’m so tired of their different versions of truth.
I love the clever way Meghan made a subtle threat in the Cut interview, saying ‘I can say ANYTHING’. Was that a hint of blackmail against the Royal family? Such empowerment. Such 
bravery! Oh I just love that she not only HAS a voice but she USES her voice! Truly profound. I love her cheeky but sincere smirk during the Queens funeral. How she just couldn’t let go of 
Harry’s hand with her claw. I love how she was obsessed with Diana all her life and yet never googled Harry. So much to love… I get choked up and my damn left eye... 😢there it goes 
again. 😢



I really don't get why people are making this an issue watch or don't they have a right to want to put out their story, I think people should save the disdain for a certain uncle in Royal family 
or people who have recently come out with extreme campaigns featuring  children or cost of living. You know ACTUAL things to give a sh1t about this is nothing but a family domestic royal 
or not this is no phenomenon. Get a grip people!
I love the part where Harry addresses and apologises for wearing a N*zi uniform
The comments here are chef's kiss. So much better than this Wish version Kardashian reality show.
So romantic when Harry grabs his guitar, puts on a squeaky voice and sings “When I’m Cleaning Windows…” like his idol George Formby.
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" 
Money, lots of money.

Whoever started this thread  is genius...anyone off the street reading these comments on Netflix would be more compelling than listening to the Markles whine for six tedious episodes.
We don’t want that thick heartless sell-out back.
Nope, the coordinated from California by the Markles towards the Wales whilke th at are in Boston doing great things have made it too late.
I died with this 😂😂😂
totally  Tup Gon! 😂
Alas; her ideas are always so original 😂
She was merching the shoes and bag! Showing the logo, then they turned up on Meghan’s Mirror merch site.
 @K K   you are kidding.  Why am I not surprised?
Maybe more ironic.....as they are really just Markles words and actions repeated in one location.
SPOT ON! Like also when he chose to be in Germany instead of being by his granny's side. Poor lost soul. MM is the DEVIL.
Ohhhh guys Harry did the interview to look after his family, it was a great distraction for the Queen, otherwise she would be death worried about her Philip,  it was beautiful
 @Kasia  Yeah now we hear the Queen had bone cancer for 12 mths. And harry knew she was dying.
He has got the genes of Diana.
Lowlife
 @MSD prakash  Diana, she gave him beautiful genes! She was wonderful, only a mad person would think otherwise.
The same with his grandmother - known to be dying, in the country but refused to visit.
 @C. C.  She was mad ,running around with males whille her kids and family got destroyed
And after Prince Phillip died, what did Hapless and Mental say?  “Thank you for your service”.  Where does it end with these two.
Just because they are related doesn't mean Harry owes them anything,they played a part in Diana's downfall
And the part where H didn’t show up for his grandfather’s memorial.
Parents in Ukraine could take a lesson in protecting their families! Hars is a true hero.🙄
 @sharon clarke  oh please… yes Saint Diana did no wrong…attention seeking manipulative and dim…not unlike someone currently trying same crap
Or when his dear grandmother was dying and he didn’t visit her while he was in the UK, but then was all about accepting flowers at the walk about after she died. That was lovely. So 
sweet. So compassionate and kind.
 @Kasia  Seriously, you are right! Made me shed a tear from a left eye, so touching! 🤣
 @sharon clarke  oh puhleeze.   She was a moth dancing to a flame from the get-go. 
How would you know unless you close to that bright light.
May you never unknowingly or idealistically get entangled into an unimagineable set of circumstances.
 @sharon clarke  Princess Diana’s death was not caused by the RF….it was a lethal combination of a drunk driver, wearing no seatbelt, paparazzi, speed, and bad luck.



 @Kasia  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤪🤪
 @sharon clarke  - been reading the National Enquirer for your history lessons or is it the Crown. Diane was mentally unstable, threw herself down the stairs while pregnant with William, 
had numerous affairs (mainly married men), briefed journalists about her whereabouts to get the press attention, got in a car with a drunk driver wearing no seatbelt and press chased. 
Death independently investigated in France  and UK - cause of death accident.
She can say anything, but they say if you want to see someones future behavior look at their past behavior, no one will buy anything she says.
They have a right to put out their version of their truth and we have a right to judge whether it's the real truth.
The best part is that you can see three servants ACTUALLY cleaning windows in the background 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where MM rallied the surviving crew members to eliminate the two impostors on the ship! 😢 My left eye won’t stop tearing up.
Nobody cares.
Three words......Narcissists....... pathological liars.
MM has made me feel ashamed to be American. I have said this in a lot of comments, and will continue to do so....I want the UK to know most Americans have great respect and 
admiration for The Late Queen and TRF. We find MM behavior not only atrocious, I myself, also find it abusive. I am terribly sorry this American has come to your country and treated you 
all so poorly while making money off titles your monarchy GIFTED HER and constantly uses these titles in a country that does not recognize Royalty. Most Americans love and respect their 
families and THEIR ELDERS. These two make my skin crawl and Netflix yall just might as well face facts, you are barely gonna see any profits from this atrocious REALITY SHOW, because 
people are sick of these two  and their constant crying and bitching and moaning.
This is going to be one hell of a shitshow and I am here for it.
The part where she was married before the ceremony, I mean spectacle, and the Archbishop of Canterbury committed a crime.
Listening to millionaires complain about how rough their life is. 🙄
We, the United states, owe the UK Reparations, for sending this Gold Digging Grifter over there, in the first place....
I loved the part where Harry tells Oprah that his father cut him off financially when he was only 36! Can you imagine his plight when he has 30 millions in his bank account from his mother.. 
and he was left to fend himself? How cruel, unimaginable genetic pain!
Interesting how the majority of the comments seemed to be written by the same person or people
Love the part where Meghan reveals how she mastered the art of turning "word salad" into a "bs banquet".
Another PR push... who would have thought?
Loved the part where Scooby Doo recommended his plastic surgeon to Megan.  Compelling drama...
I loved the part where she used the funeral of her husband's grandmother, who by the way, was the Queen Elizabeth 2, a notable figure who will be a part of world history, to get footage 
of herself looking very somber with one tear coming out of her left eye for that paycheck. Classy!!
Her best true  commet, is from a picture, were she is throwing her head back,laughing and saying I'm such a fraud



🍻Meghan Markle Drinking GAME🥂

If you watch, you have to take a drink each time MM says:
- authentic 
- women’s empowerment 
- voice
- organic
- right?
- my husband

Does:
- the “claw”
- wipes imaginary hair off her face
- pushes Harry around
- compliments herself 
- tells the dishwashing story 🙄

OR

each time Harry says:
- my mum
- protect my family

Does:
- nothing and looks confused 
- gets uncomfortable and rubs his legs
Won't be watching this drivel.  They need to do a documentary on all the "contributions" Archwell has actually given to any real charities...that would be worth tuning in for...not Whinefest 
2022.
I love the part where everybody makes comments about this "teaser" 😂😂😂
My left eye is waling 😉😆
Top comedy from Netflix. That bit where Meghan phones H from the shops and says “I’ve got Hermes.” But he thinks she said Herpes.
I love the part where she used the tragedy of Uvalde Texas as a humanitarian photo op.  Making sure she got the right photo over these dead children.  At the same time couldn’t bother 
visiting her father who just had a stroke. Awesome clown🤡
Like a never-ending car crash.
Majority of the comments are true and exposes couples hypocrisy! “ I am such a Fraud”  comment comes to my mind..😅
Interesting how there are 125k down votes and only 16k up votes 🤔
No, these comments are all by different peopke...,we do have the ability to take an idea and run with it, and it's just so easy as Markles have us the material....we are only repeating her 
words, thoughts, feelings, and actions.



You tell yourself that Sussex Sugar if it makes you feel better.  The best part is when all the Sugars collectively open their eyes asnd realize Markles never loved them at all, how could she 
as narcissists can't love.
😂😂😂
At the end of the show if you are still conscious you MUST sing The Irish Rovers Wasn't That A Party...
Could have been the whiskey
Might have been the gin
Could have been the three or four six-packs
I don't know, but look at the mess I'm in
My head is like a football, I think I'm gonna die
Tell me, me oh me oh my
Wasn't that a party?
If she says me or I
Or she says “doesn’t make any sense.”
Meghan says The Instituution.
Also when they say " resonates" and through the " lens".
Girl from Suits
Archetypes
—tells the proctor and gamble story again
Good Lord you would be dead in no time! 😂
And there it is, the comment that should show all of the confused Markle lovers why there is so much contempt and disdain for them and this mock documentary.   They are a pair of 
grifters living the high life pretending to be humanitarians but contributing nothing or a paltry 5 percent of nothing.
And he’s not surprised at all 😂
😂😂🤣🤣😂😂
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮😊
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
The part where there was one tear, left eye, go.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where Meghan demonstrated the pride she has in her heritage by inviting all her relatives on her mothers side to attend the wedding.....Oh! Wait!!!....Never mind.
Oh, oh, what about the part where King Charles finally stripped the Markles of all titles, because you know, so much was at stake.
🤮
I love that this Netflix trailer mimics their other reality trash lol
The part where HazBeen plays chords never seen before in the guitar, people thought he was fake playing for the cameras, but it was only HazBeen following his heart by obeying Nutmegs 
commands and doing something sweet and romantic to prove to everyone how in love they were. So genuine, so authentic, so brave.
I so loved this RomCom…especially when Megs says to H “it’s our love story. Let’s call it HIS AND HERMES!”
I love the part where Harry isn’t triggered by camera flashes because of the money!
This is fantastic can't wait, I love these two together
Anyone else here for the comments…love it



Hope the comments here should be compiled into a book.  It will be a bestseller 😂😂😂
I love the part when Meagain finally gave up her Royal title.. so moving n totally gut wrenching! I cried in my left eye 😢
I feel they could of just walked away and lived a quiet life. I also found it disrespectful to move forward with the Oprah interview while Phillip was dying
Why did you wanted to make this documentary?  “Because we want money!”. 100 millions for a bunch of lies… not bad!
Loved the climax when the Sussex Squad Sugars finally realized Megan Markle really was just  empty space who never loved them at all because narcissists can't love.
The part where Harry/Meghan quit their job and go on national tv to cry because that job now refuses to continue to pay them or provide them benefits. That they now only have his multi 
million dollar trust fund to scrape by on. The shear horror he faced at almost 40 years old having to support his own family is an act of bravery.
Yep, think that scene made the cutting room floor.

😂 love it
I love the part where he sang "just the three of us" in the chicken shack in response to Rachel's reveal that they married 3 days before the official wedding.  He made such an incredible 
effort to both agree with her lie and to keep in tune as he's tone deaf!
What a true, authentic hero Hawwy is! I'm welling up here writing this! 🥲🥲
Its like a sarcastic collage of their would be instagram page.
Just wait till you get to the denouement when the Sussex Sugars realize Markles is empty space who never loved them, because narcissists can't love.  You'll love it.
Yup!
Only the comments. I don‘t care about the trailer …. The comments are pure comedy😂
Epic. She would walk over their corpses to advance herself and they don't get it
When are they gonna go away for good?!?  We know your “story” already.   We don’t need to hear it over and over again.  Just spare us…. PLEASE!!!!!
The part where Markle turned Super Saiyan and ended war in Ukraine 😮 Such a powerful moment
Loved the ending when Scooby Doo ripped of his face to reveal it was Megan all along.
Love the fact that Meghan and Harry just want privacy yet are willing to sacrifice being filmed 24/7 just to allow the the world to witness their greatness. This selfless act fills me with such 
emotion I cried 1 tear left eye. 😢
Why did you want to make this documentary because I'm being paid loads of cash.
Loved the part where Meghan invited a hundred A-listers that she didn’t know..to her wedding. 😂
If you want a better Documentary of Harry and Megan watch Spitting Image Reboot its better,accurate,and funny!
I loved the part where she wrote inspirational messages ( you are loved)on bananas and gave them to sex workers! How thoughtful 😂

Dwl. These comments. "The part where....." Get a grip and get a life. 1 day and 3.4 million views. You bastards don't have your chickens to feed or something. Your lives are so great that 
you have nothing else to do than come on here with all your crap to escape your own miserable lives. If you don't like them don't watch. Get a frigging job or learn a trade or something.
Uhm. Not watching. Don’t care.

I really love that moment when Harry and Meghan decide to purchase a modest home propped up by love only, in that quaint little neighbourhood! And when Meghan was asked why she 
needed a dozen bathrooms for a one family household and she exclaims: "don’t worry! Each one has its own housekeeper. You know, creating jobs and all…" My eyes welled with tears. Ive 
never seen such modest selflessness. And to think so much of this turmoil has been kept under wraps. All this time! Must have been so hard for these two to remain silent 😢
I’m loving all the comments here 🤣🤣🤣
Very interesting that ‘someone’ was always there - even in the privacy of their home - to capture the ‘real’ shots.  Amazing.  Goes right back to before they were married. No one gad 
planned this out ??  Surely not !!  Purely coincidental!!   😂😂



I love the part where Harry's wife wrote messages on a banana to the Bristol sex workers charity.  Harry's wife is such a creative and inspiring. Those banana messages were out of this 
world.
I loved the part where she thinks marrying second time to white man - and prince is equal to spending 27 years in jail for fighting apartheid.
This does a fabulous job of showcasing her strengths: marrying and kissing a rich white guy.  What a strong feminist.  Also... Who tf over age 16 takes photos like that??
We already heard your story. You’ve told it a million times… now you just want attention.
I love the parts when Harry's wife lets her mask slip and sneers at Harry...you know, because she loves him so much!
Pictures of her crying! Who does that?
They're boring with their lies.  Nothing new here but same old lies they tell to make money lol
😂😂😂
They rely on meeting other peoples children at charity events to sell photographs. Their own children of course need the privacy and no one can make a penny from those copyrighted 
photographs/photoshops.
And sold the privacy of the RF w/o asking. Such courage! 🤢🤮
what person asks to be filmed crying unless it was a set up?
Meghan Markle have a bad influence on Harry. In UK royals are not allowed to have PDA its against the protocol.
A true bananatarian 😂😂😂
I had almost forgotten about that. That was one of her best comedic stunts 😆
Is that you Megs???? Reality hitting you a little different???
Nothing good on TV and this comments are pure gold entertainment
We are celebrating the great Collective Creative Mind of the Nation - and we owe it all to Rachel and Harry!  OMG!
😂Someone is having their delusions shattered by the reality of the comments. Just face it. After this docco and the book, they’re over.
Dwl. I hurt someone's feelings. Y'all really have nothing else to do.
 @DAWN W  hahaha. I can't make this shit up. Y'all really got a problem.
 @Tom Ripley  lol. You need to wake up. You the one here replying to my post.
 @Four D's  😆You need a mirror when you say that. Here it is.🪞
 @Tom Ripley  haha. Hope that made you feel better.
 @Four D's  It did as it happens, you poor thing.
She is a true bananatarian.
but but.... no one asked her if she was ok :((((
Harry is #4
Sophie Gregoire (with MeMe ofc) 😹
Who takes a pic of your wife crying? “Wait hon, let me get my phone”.
But daddy cut him off. 🎉
I loved the part where she denied she helped to write ‘Findings Freedom’ and then she suddenly remembered in the court that she had contributed but had forgotten to remember such a 
contribution of her private life to some random people. What a private person!!!
Oh my goodness…how many times do we need to hear “their story”?  I wish she was….”silennnnced”. 🙄🙄🙄

I haven't laughed so long and so hard at ANYONES comments on utube EVER!! 🤣😂 A fellow American here, and I absolutely love imagining the dastardly duo reading ALL of these 
HONEST and BRILLIANT comments and still wondering why the 🌎 HATES them!! "We are just SO MISUNDERSTOOD!" 🤢🤮  (Insert their flying monkey followers emojis here)!!!



I love the part where they treat us to some rare photos of their ‘kids’ but turns out some of the photos are blatantly photoshopped or resemble others’ kids, causing the public to be 
doubtful even of the existence of their kids. Providing mystery and intrigue into our boring pleb lives! How thoughtful. Nonetheless they insist on having titles for these kids. I love the fact 
that you just couldn’t make this up! A true fairytale. Makes me feel emotional, guttural even.. and I shed a single tear… from my left eye.
I like the part where Meghan sends everybody a complimentary bag of powdered oat milk.
Complete losers..
I love the part where Meghan accepts an award for fighting racism in the royal family, yet she did not invite any black members of her own family to her multimillion-dollar wedding other 
than her mother.
As a Canadian, I'll never forget the part where they were given a $14,000,000 waterfront mansion to stay in, while they were here. When they left for California, their expressions of 
gratitude for our hospitality and protection made me a little bit verklempt. Still does.
The part when the Harkles board Bezos Spaceship & stay in space to explore new planets for their own people! Now that I would watch Netflix!
125k dislikes LMAOOO
Where is your privacy now? Please ignore them!!! Not watching at all 😢
So gross they are really stupid 
Get them out of here no one cares  eeew she sounds gross
Also, I loved the fact that Meghan had never googled Prince Harry before, but she sure knew a lot of Kate's past with the media and even remembered Kate's nickname "Waity Katie", from 
years before. What's even more amusing is that she never hesitated to mention that nickname to Oprah. So considerate of Kate's feelings. What a legend.
I loved part where she decided to write a letter to her father instead of meeting him personally so that it can pull peoples heart strings when it is published. What a loving and caring 
daughter of a father who looked after her, loved her, adored her, sent her to expensive private school and paid for her university.
This fiction right?
I love the part where I don’t feel the need to support this type of narcissistic entertainment by investing my hard earned 🤑 into this type of programming choices anymore. Buh-bye 
Netflix.

Bill shit. We see everything. We heard all the whining and self absorbed aggrandizement. You tow are more than disgusting. In fact I cannot think of a word low enough to describe you

I think she means "hear our LIES from us", not their "story".
I won't be watching it, we've had enough of their whinging. The trailer was enough to make me feel nauseated. How many more years are they going to continue this utter nonsense?
I love the part where MeGain thinks we want to hear HER TRUTH - AGAIN!?!? Haven't we been punished enough! Go Away! Shame on YOU Netflix!!
Soooooo very tired of these two.
And honest too!
oh she knows we cannot handle the truth, hence the lie. How considerate of her! tear, left eye 🥲
must have been the flamingo's that told Scobie about the perfect yoga pose....
 @Noeline Oosthuizen  The one where she had her head photoshopped on someone else’s body? That’s one thing about Meghan—her entire life is airbrushed and photoshopped and 
moonbumped
Should have called it Funding Freedom.
 @Lizzy Lucas  They certainly expected to make more
 @Lizzy Lucas  spot on!
 @Lizzy Lucas  🤣🤣🤣🤣
The phantom children



facts
This!!!
Maybe they didn't attend the 'spectacle' because they had already attended the private wedding three days prior🤭😂
 @Annie Oh now I get it, it was just the three of us, and the aids of course. Thanks, everything makes sense now.
Meghan hated being black and always hid it until when she married Harry she decided to exploit it to the hilt
She also married the only member of the Royal family who has said and done racists things in the past
Omg I said the same thing!
Do you mean the multi million dollar wedding that was provided by the racist royal family for her?
 @Ann Rhodes  Actually British taxpayers were the ones who provided that 'spectacle' for her, not his family. All £32 million of it. And it still wasn't good enough for her.
 @urbantree   no, the British taxpayers paid only for the security.
But she invited movie stars she’d never met like George Clooney and his wife Amal. Who does that? Only Meghan Markle. She’s so full of herself and the Royal Family knew it from day one. 
Poor Harry, now he’s intertwined with her for ever because they share children and that leach will suck up every ounce of power and notoriety.
 @Ann Rhodes  Cheapskates! clear sign of how racist they are, they only splashed out 40 million for her wedding! Charles walking her down the isle hardly made up for the cheap racist 40 
million dollar wedding!   And all those racist British people who the BRF never protected her against, lining the streets, chanting the most awful racist things at her on her wedding day, so 
much hatred in the uk that day, people were only pretending to be happy for her to gaslight her which made her suicidal.  She's a martyr for staying as long as she did, they were just so 
unwelcoming to her over there in the racist uk.
I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
She had to make sure that people recognize her as black. Now I think that she planned the whole narrative with racism.
Touché
Exactly
She almost not want to invite her mum and make Oprah her proxy mum. 😁
And how she cling to a title from the institution she so much hate and call racist 😂😂
 @Ann Rhodes   But all royal money comes from the people, the royals don't have jobs.
 @Furious Furian  caught on film & published no escaping those receipts
 @Cristina Palmes  and she thought she could have since King Charles was already the proxy dad
YES!!!!
She had to invite her best friend George Clonney and other famous friends. Unfortunately, there was no place left at the table for her beloved family....It was such a small, private wedding
 ❤ It's not her fault she have so many famous best friends!!!🤧🤧😁
 @Julie  ....and when interviewed, Mr Clooney said that he had never met either of them before.
 @Furious Furian  ouch that’s a third degree burn right there
The multimillion Spectacle
My goodness all, it’s not her greedy, lying narcissistic nature that makes people dislike her. It’s because everyone who doesn’t worship the ground she walks on is a racist
 @Ann Rhodes  duuuuuh, ALL of their money is from the tax payers. So yes, it would still be tax dollars.
Yet she married the only proven racist member of the Royal Family
Do you really think she had a choice in who to invite?
 @urbantree , WRONG!! The British taxpayer paid for the public security as well as the security for their wedding. King.Charles along with the Queen paid for the actual wedding - This was 
made public by the palace.
 @Ann Rhodes  You mean the "spectacle" that was put on for the commoners?



 @darren marsh  He later said he and Amal thought it weird to be invited to the wedding of someone they'd never met, but they went only because they wanted to meet Queen Elizabeth!
 @Jesus  Absolutly yes. Non-classical  engagement fotos with a transparent dress, bishop of the Episcopal Church from US, exclusive vegan food, Gospel music, etc. They tried to 
accommodate her in absolutely everything. Princess Beatrice had a beautiful, intimate, private family wedding. No public money was spent on her wedding. Meghan could do the same.  
Her wedding didn't have to be a "spectacle".
Yep, or how they won the fake/bought/ rub my back I'll  rub yours award for bad mouthing his family this time....because someone in the family asked in wonder how the child will look ( 
like most families ). I also love how they all over  look Haz's  racist past.
 @urbantree   and they had a choice to have a low key wedding like his cousins and decline titles. Guess which one they picked, and then they whine about being pretend stuck.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
How far is too far for this pair?
Let’s hope the  dna results are required and made very public as payback
Yes the 32 million £ tax payers funded wedding, where the Prince of Wales walked her down the aisle and paid for a lavish reception attended by celebrities she had never met. It was 
amazing how for that day the ‘structurally racist institution’ did all that. Grrrr😡
Finally a Canadian talks about this! I was surprised that Canadians did not seem to be annoyed by their ungratefulness
Her desperately trying to get paparazzi pictures in Canada was so classy
 @Victoria   We are really annoyed, but we're currently keeping a dignified, low profile, fearing they might come back. Sorry. ;)
Exactly. I hadn't paid attention to anything pertaining to the royal family in years but somehow came across [most likely because I had been binge watching videos about narcissism] the 
clip of her saying that to Oprah & I knew right then that she was morbidly jealous of Catherine for getting William.
I think that was the lowest blow that a woman can give another! I was glad that the PRINCESS OF WALES did not take her into account for a second at the queen's funeral
🤣👏
 @Nora Rodriguez  I think Sophie Wessex gave her frostbite in the car.
Always empowering women
“Kate didn’t cry” she has god’s vision
 @Daphne Duryea  Or maybe because Harry had a crush on Kate and called her the sister he never had.
That was actually disgusting of her to do that.
 @Jennifer Ealey  well, she IS disgusting
 @Jennifer Ealey  it was.
lame try Megan 😂😂
And such a fighter for all women besides Kate who she’s super insecure around
Well at least Kate waited like a lady unlike Meg who has banged everything and everyone. I’m surprised Harry actually fits inside that large hallway still
Meghan is shady and she thinks that people can’t see right through her. I remember when i watched the oprah interview and meghan stated that her sister changed her last name back to 
markle when she started dating harry and she said to oprah that should tell you alot about what kind of person she is ,i remember thinking to myself you’re sitting here infront of millions 
airing out your laundry and throwing everyone under the bus what exactly does that say about your character !?
I remember that dig she took at Kate on Oprah. I couldn't believe she went there calling her "Waity Katie" on national television as if she was "just mentioning it." When she called the 
wedding "a spectacle" I started to see what a nasty little person she was. She wanted to take the joy the people felt on that day, by stating they were already married days before. Just 
wow.
She’s lying.
Ya okay she never googled her husband. She lost all credibility with that comment



Apparently  the RF had stolen her passport and she couldn't get phone service at the palace.
 @Leah C  Oh, I thought the psychiatrist put her in a straitjacket and she couldn't reach her phone.
I'd love the part where you do something else with your time instead of clogging up this comments section with the same joke repeated ad nauseum.
Yet in this trailer only shows pictures of her mother.
Wonder what his mother would have said.
Looking forward to hearing more about their wedding  - you know the real one in the backyard three days before the spectacle.
Cancelling my Netflix, they don’t need my money ... royal parasite scum
I loved the part where she told she couldn’t get mental health help but managed to sneak into US for baby shower and then Spend holidays with Clooneys in France. And then take a ride in 
Elton John’s private jet. But they couldn’t go out and meet metal health expert when suicidal.. how sad
Nauseating.
Hey NETFLIX...how many dislikes after just one day?!?
Wow… do they have a professional photographer living with them? I haven’t seen this kind of documentation of day-to-day life, except w the US President. So humble
What's the story?  Meghan's script "I am a victim of the royal family, racism and the media, but I'm a strong feminist."  sure you are sweetie
I love the part where the famously private, media shy, Harry and Meghan decide to sell their family's dirty laundry to the media for a big bag of money. So stunning and brave.
These two are truly despicable human beings.  Words don't cover how much damage they have caused .  There is nothing they won't do to make money, to grab headlines and set up a 
power base for the future.  And the sad thing is that they will not stop.
I love the part when Megan .... When. ....... Whennnn....... Uegh ya sell the truth on the Netflix. Just2joke
Shame on Netflix, second rate people.  If you wanted to do a documentary, why don't you focus on real people??? but I'm guessing that's not your agenda is it? No wonder you're losing 
customers in their droves!!!
1John 4:8
BYE NETFLIX!

These two low brows are the poster children for parenting errors of participation trophies and narcissistic indulgences.  I nominate them for the megalomaniacs of the decade  award.
I love the part where Meghan is wearing a tiara while making a mean bolognese sauce, finishing a game of Scrabble, and having Jeopardy on in the background and making corrections on 
the script for her podcast voice over and scheduling a flight on the private jet.
I loved the part where Harry says he is doing this to protect his family by throwing his own family under the bus
Simply a freakishly deluded couple given a platform to share their delusion. I actually feel sorry for the working royals with no right to reply - remove the HRH and let them fade into 
obscurity. Harry can then be once and for all Harry Hewitt !
No one wants to hear your side or their side because no one in my income level cares. Cheers 🥂
You want to talk about telling your side of the story - Really!!! that would be even more lies then, you should be thoroughly ashamed of yourselves and hang your heads in shame, you 
know the saying "if you can't say anything nice then don't say anything at all" but you just can't keep your mouths shut can you
This had me rolling! 😂😂😂😂
Not forgetting she managed to do it while the Palace had taken her passport.
 @Kathryn Keyter  🙄😂
Yep...almost 180K dislikes!
Well there’s three in this marriage apparently



Exactly. I’m a woman of color, born to a teen mom, encountered every kind of -ism you might expect. I refuse to be a victim. When ppl have truly been victimized or abuse, we can not 
stand to be painted as such and work hard to overcome and transcend. That’s why she is so obviously playing “victim”.  

If Meghan doesn’t get what she wants and can’t control what everyone thinks of her she feels put upon. Entitled. Narcissist.
I love the part where they left the RF to have some privacy and a normal life but haven't stopped speaking "their truths" since then. So inspiring.
I loved the part where acter 2 years and USD 100 mil from Netflix they got round to making some content.
124K dislikes and 16K likes😆
Y cuándo terminen de contar lo que ya sabemos qué??? Se les acabó el repertorio  y aquí en van a hechar la culpa de sus desgracias a Netflix??? jajajaja 🤣🤣🤣
@user-er2hy2ky9p You spew a lot of twaddle, as evidenced by the fact that you don’t even know your own mind. First you say you can’t be bothered to riposte, then you charge ahead 
riposting. 😂😂😂 Put down the crack pipe, er2hy2ky9p. You’ve just offered a textbook white supremacist reply. Duchess Megan herself said that when she was living in the US and 
Canada, she was never made to feel black, or any race for that matter; but when she went to England, she learned what it felt like to be treated as black. When the British press wrote 
racist headlines about her, and all the racist trolls on social media crawled out from under their rocks as they’re doing on this YouTube video, and when her in-laws speculated aloud with 
concerne about what color her baby would be, she realized she was the target of racism on account of having black blood. Don’t take my word for it. Look it up. Educate yourself. Racism is 
the principle driver of the hate orgy happening on this video. This post has already been analyzed by a hate tracking organization. They’re doing it real time. Nearly 100% of the hate is 
directed at Duchess Meghan, not Prince Harry. They made their choices together, and nobody who has paid attention is surprised. Harry has long complained of the Royal bubble and 
wished for a more normal life. That’s one of the reasons he so loved the military where he could simply be Captain Wales. But the hate here is overwhelmingly against the girl with black 
blood. So cuddle up with your myopia if that’s what you need to feel better about yourself. 
It would be interesting to see Harry talk more. I feel like people lean on a sense of Meghan controlling the relationship but this could balance the scales?
I loved the part where she is crying inconsolably in the trailer and Harry decided to take picture of her for Netflix instead of consoling her. How human and relatable!
The title should change to THE CASH COWS.
I love the part where Meghan used her humanitarian talents to exploit Harry's childhood trauma to gaslight him into renouncing, betraying and publicly disgracing his only family; 
consequently, allowing her own children to inevitably grow up feeling the same anger, resentment, and trauma that their own father battled his entire life when they realize their extended 
family, heritage and birthright was stolen for them for transient money and fame. Such a raw, beautiful, tragic circle of life! All thanks to Meghan's unbelievable compassion for human 
kindness (BE BOTH).
I'm looking forward to watching this.
Anyone off the street reading these comment aloud would make a more compelling Netflix special than the Markle tripe.
I loved it when Meghan drew the Ukrainian flag upside down at the Invictus Games. A true diplomat.
So sad, i feel for the Family.
The way she magically has a photographer around at all times to capture and publish the distress and pain that has consistently plagued her unbearable life - inspirational, humbling, 
gutteral
I loved the part where she talks about female empowerment and humiliates and bully’s her female assistants into resigning. Not one but many in during as Royal. God knows how many she 
trampled down before and after. Such an angel of female empowerment
It seems like from reading too many comments on here that Meghan cant seem to do anything right in peoples eyes! Who are we to judge somebody that we dont even know on a 
personal level, to the point of tearing them down to shreds until theres nothing left of them? I think its absolutely criminal and detrimental the comments of disrespect and hate on here! 
How are people allowed to get away with the nature of things they say?
I love the part where Harry and Meghan save all those hostages inside Nakatomi Tower on Christmas Eve.

The part where she’s making these guttural sounds and then Harry makes a guttural sound. They are so good at making guttural sounds. The sounds they made were just so…….guttural.



Harry's mother and grandmother would be ashamed of him for this. Thank God they're not around to see him trashing his family for money. I hope he realizes there's no way back, his 
children will not know their grandfather or uncle.  What a pathetic loss, they could have been so good for the Royal family.  Instead of devoting a life to service like the Queen and the 
others, they chose a selfish route. Worse than Edward the 8th and Wallis Simpson. History does repeat itself. This is heartbreaking, especially for the King.
I’m on her side but this seems a bit like a cash grab with tons of negative outcome
If they called themselves as Duke and Duchess of Sussex this is not the kind of movie they should not be in. It's not good for young people to watch. Are they going to let their childrens 
watch this? Meghan Markle wear a very transparent dress. It's time to remove their titles and be a normal people. 🤒🤒
Hahaha i agree
Her truth is another word for lying.
Wait for them to blame bots, race, or some 'coordinated hate campaign' for the overwhelmingly negative reaction. They are completely predictable. They just cannot accept people do not 
like them and the way they conduct themselves. Yet again they'll play the victims and blame everyone and everything but themselves.
She’d have to momentarily give him back his balls.
This scene reminded me of the time Nutmeg pretended to be suicidal while pregnant just like Princess Diana and Hapless Harry didn't bother to seek any type of medical attention for her!  
Such a devoted husband!  (On a serious note...I do NOT take suicide lightly nor do I find it a laughing matter. But I do not believe for one second Nutmeg was ever suicidal.  I believe she 
made it up because it of course would get to Harry seeing as his own mother threw herself down a staircase while pregnant with Wiliam. She claimed 'the Firm' refused to let her seek 
medical attention yet Hapless made NO attempt to get her any type of help. Didn't go to her OBGYN, didn't call Nutmeg's mother who is a therapist, etc.  For these reasons I 100% believe 
she lied about suicidal)
@Stefanie2530 - totally agree with you - that fall must have knocked the sense into William, it is soo obviously missing from H....
Acting
i love how you dislike so much  but yet u take time out of ur day to comment  . keep being a  hater . lol
Because they stage everything they do.
 @Alvina Hurtado  because disliking nasty grifters and hypocrites is actually okay.
 @Alvina Hurtado  thank you reading my comment and then commenting 😅  I understand you are upset because I commented about their hypocrisy 😂
 @Alvina Hurtado  Yes, it kinda gives a good feeling knowing that these "haters" are not falling for theatrical manipulation. I mean, you can always continue asslicking this duo anyway. You 
do you! ;)
The Body Language Guy thinks she was laughing “allegedly”.  Maybe her assistant ordered her the wrong shade of  Hermes throw so she could be crying…
 @Stefanie2530 ...Absolutely spot on. I lost my beautiful 26yr old son to suicide and I'm enraged she used the threat as a tactic to get to her end game. Taking the title's and using them for 
monetary gain in the USA. As a mother whose whole world collapsed when my son died I felt no sympathy just pure anger when she said it. My gut was screaming how dare you lie about 
suicide.
 @Sarah Murphy  so sorry for your loss. Prayers for you and your family. May your son be at peace 💜 💐
 @Gaga,  North of the 49th   She is laughing, acting but defo not crying.Who takes photos of a crying person as "evidence"?
 @Verkoiging ..Thank you 💙
 @Alvina Hurtado  The hate or dislike you reference comes from empathy for those that struggle silently and with dignity.  Perhaps you should arrange Netflix contacts for them a well 
given your altruism?
 @Stefanie2530  yes her mother is a psychologist specialising in mental health "apparently". She must not be very good.
 @Stefanie2530  I attempted real suicide at least 5 times because the trauma and memories of having a narcissistic mother returned. No suicidal ideation or anything. And no, I am not 
offended. SHE offends me because I lived it and was in psychiatric wards with others like me. For her to lie about something so serious for people who are in real pain is unforgivably 
appalling. But then elderly abuse is in her gamebook and I know what a woman like her can do to a child so all bets are off. You never recover. She is the personification of narcissism with 
the inability to love, have compassion or empathy. Only tears for herself...when she loses.



 @Alvina Hurtado  You can't spell or create a sentence. Indicators of a sugar. We have a list.
 @Gaga,  North of the 49th   Nah, she was told her spray tan was always different on camera so they had to make the comedy in black & white. Oh sorry, my bad, I meant "salt & pepper." 
😂🤣😂🤣
 @Sarah Murphy  Totally with you. Read my comment. Having a narcissistic mother damaged all of us kids. I attempted suicide 5 times and ended up in critical care and psychiatric wards, 3 
of my siblings attempted suicide as well. One succeeded. I didn't like her, she was a murderer but you cannot stop loving someone, I learned. Had a mental breakdown over it that took 2 
years to recover from. the bj princess should rot in hel*!!
 @Sarah Murphy  OMG I have no words. I am so endlessly sorry for your loss, you went through every parent’s worst nightmare. I know every word just sounds hollow in the face of so 
much pain, but I wish you all the strength in the world.

 @Sarah Murphy  I'm so sorry. I can't imagine your grief 😔
Harry and Meghan could have done so much better, they had the world at their feet, admiration, royal connections, reputation, money. 
They reduced themselves  from Royalty to a trashy reality show and all for more money. Modesty is not her thing. With all the horrible things going on in our world right now they decide 
to stand in the middle, moaning and whining how bad they got it. 
And to all their fans who shout 'haters, racists, you don't know them personally' like a broken record: I don't hate them. I look at the path they choose and shake my head in disbelief.

 @Mellow Yellow  Couldn’t agree more. Please fight on, don’t give in and let your mother’s self hate win in the end. I’m certain that having gone through what you did, you must be a 
wonderful compassionate human being and we the world need more of these and less people like your mother. So you are absolutely needed and cherished, please believe me.
Or the photographer ready and waiting
 @Sarah Murphy so sorry hun for your loss.x I do understand as my cousin lost her 30yo son to suicide last year and my ex’s brother lost his 24yo son to suicide. Devastating for families 
especially when they have a young child. For her to use that as an excuse for her behaviour is truly despicable.
 @Stefanie2530  don’t forget, Harry founded a mental health initiative-Heads Together? And had access to the best mental health professionals the U.K. had to offer. But Meghan was 
“denied” help. Got it.
Facts.  It is quite impossible that she forgot both her mother's profession, her husbands mental health charity, or how to use google.  She had all the resources in the world.  Or did that 
racist BRF not give her any therapy money, & she couldn't possibly dig into her million dollar wardrobe allowance! Goodness what would she wear?!  That's a crisis that would certainly 
cause the highest level of suicidal ideation!  Imagine having to buy dresses that cost less than 75k?!
 @Stefanie2530  She was no more suicidal than I was Miss World. During the Oprah interview, Markle claimed she'd told Harry she wanted to end her life. Moreover, when the lights went 
down during a performance she and Harry had gone to watch after their discussion, she couldn't stop crying. Yet when the lights went up, there were no signs of smudged 
mascara/makeup, or red eyes, all of which you would have expected if what she claimed was true. This woman genuinely believes that none of her detractors have the ability to engage in 
critical thinking.
I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
You watch people do that on social media everyday cut the crap.
Haha
I fear she staged these photos without Harry.
Amulya Lewis…..Spot on. You hit the nail on the head perfectly
It’s all deception.
😂
@stefani2530 Megs was able to find her own maternity team and not use the palace's team, but was unable to find her own mental health help 🤔
like when she was 'suicidal' and he did nothing presumably.



 @Alvina Hurtado  such false people need to be challenged.
 @Sarah Murphy  so sorry about your son...suicide is not a laughing matter or should be used in manipulation as she did...I have a friend who tried suicide when she was younger. It upset 
her and me when Meghan said that, knowing it was pure manipulation...may you find comfort and peace in your son. He loved you...
😂😂😂
 @Alvina Hurtado  it’s because we’re soooo jealous and what? oh yeah RACIST
 @Lorie Gonta  well said 🌸🌸🌸💐💐💐💜
 @Mellow Yellow  I know, right? Not one of them has any concept of punctuation or grammar. Molotov Mayhem must have gotten a good buy on them.
 @Don Kennedy .F.  Not at all. Just the lies, many of which have been exposed and continue to do so. She is called out repeatedly for her appalling behaviour, not her race.
Yes that's sooo cool. "Keep crying babe let it all out, while I run out to get the camera" He must be such a huge support to poor poor Meghan.
 @Alvina Hurtado  yes Alvina . I'm glad you love that. How kind of you.  We will keep on doing it just for you.
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  dont know what ur saying .

 @Ali C  why dont spend ur time actually helping a cause then being a cyberbully. also why dont u challenge  the royal for them being racist or are guys still denying their not racist at all
 @Alvina Hurtado  What a pity. I am casting pearls before swine. Really , you didn't understand? That's because yous a sugga honey.🤣
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  ur written doesn’t make sense . Try again  and maybe we can debate whatever ur trying to said
 @Devan V.  so ur their prop person . Show as ur proof
 @Verkoiging  but it okay the royal family is racist or are still going to denied that
 @Amulya Lewis  you said u hate hipocrisy then why don’t applied  attention to the royal family. Didn’t they said their not racist yet they were just proven their are racist . Then their lied 
about reach out to the victim and they never did .
 @Chewie Cheese   by hater u mean u and all the other royal lovers . I can form my opinión very well . The only asslicking is u because u are okay that the royal family is racist. Why don’t 
focus ur attention on that instead of being a bully .

 @Mellow Yellow  i missed a word might  bad but ur point is what . does that list have evidence to support .i have fact that the royal family is racist or u guys still denying that their not racist
 @Alvina Hurtado  No thanks. I'm busy  .  I haven't got time to explain it again.
 @Alvina Hurtado  Oh dear, that's a worry. You honestly don't understand Vicky Ingram Nymann's comment? Or are you just joshing?
 @Alvina Hurtado  Didn't she claim she's part black only recently? Prior being connected to RF, she sees herself as caucasian. Her ids stated so. And have it ever occured to you that MAYBE 
she's hated not because of her skin colour but her nasty personality? Even her own family warned RF/Harry about her. But yes, maybe youre right, it's everyone who is being mean to her. 
Poor little ms. Markle
 @Alvina Hurtado  and what makes you say they’re racist? Because that gold-digging skank said so? You must be very gullible. If they were so “racist”, why did they give her a multimillion 
pound wedding and then a house and millions to spend on clothes? Yeah, so racist 😂😂😂
 @Therese Breen   the comment doesn’t make sense . I can read it but that doesn’t mean it make sense . But if you understand they comment explain it to me then
  @Alvina Hurtado  Are you being disingenuous? My comment is completely literal and straigh orward. There's nothing to interpret.

Or are you referring to Vicky Ingram Nymann's comment? She was being sarcastic and rather amusing. And if you are not being disingenuous, do you a hear a whooshing sound above your 
head?
 @Barbara Scott  ur guys bring up Netflix and their contract . Have u not watch the news that a Royal staff was being racist to a guest . They resign to the scandal and then the palace said 
they got in contact with them but they didn’t
 @Vicky Ingram Nymann  didn’t u said u had all day



Spot on. This is why no attempt for reconciliation by the royals will ever work, because she’s never wanted it. She’s got exactly what she planned.
Yes....well said....& I very much agree with you!.
How charitable of them to make sure their children inherit the “generational pain”.
Left eye, single tear.
exactly.  Let me give one example, how many times will her children get to cavort in the halls of castles in England looking at all the portraits and tapestries and beautiful decor?  They 
could have for sure if Meghan had just kept her ....I am wordless here... if she had just had gratitude for what she had as a princess.  Now she is a Kardashian...thinking what can I do next to 
suck in $$$.
👏👏👏
👏👏👏
Very, very, very well said!  
Very well said!👍
 @jane knight This 👏
The poor real mothers of those kids. 😥
well put!!
‘BE BOTH’ sent me 🤣🤣🤣🤣

That podcast is a treasure trove of word salad.
Yes 100% yes!!!!!!!!! She used his grief, manipulated him…and to make $$ off his mothers memory and death?! They really are repulsive.

I hope this really takes then down the hole. Because I really don’t see one positive comment on here!
Best comment yet!
Diplomatic to the core Silky!  Her pro choice stance when a neutral working Royal impressed so many Roman Catholics!  I guess that is why Northern Ireland loves her so much.  Oh wait …  
they don’t!  Anywho, it must be reassuring to have H-Ach as a backup!  His comments on the 1st Amendment continue to be right up there with the Ukrainian flag!  True intellects with self 
control!  Just getting a tissue.
Something to do with that "bonkers" first amendment.
We (the public)  judge based on their very public statements and actions. They have demonstrated no desire to be 'private', have a 'private life' or be private citizens quietly doing good 
without the need for camera crews or interviews. If you make yourself and promote yourself as public indivduals/celebritries/professional victims/virture signallers then you should quite 
rightly expect to be scrutinised.
(Slow 👏)
That made me chuckle 😂
Sickeningly FUNNY!  
Very immature
CLOSE your DOOR!! We don't want to see you.
LOL this seems like such a joke of a documentary.
She makes me mad!!! I blame it all to Harry for allowing this kind of craziness to his family!
Love all the parts where Meghan wears expensive designer clothes yet still manages to look like an unmade bed.
I love the part where she talks about women empowerment and humiliates her sister-in-law on the global platform knowing she will never do the same.
I like it where Maya Angelou comes back from the dead and says, "Meghan, you're a bad poet."



I love the part where Megain said the British Citizenship Test was so hard.  Question 1 is:  What countries does "Great Britain" refer to?   She did right by not taking the test so that the 
government would make it easier.  Such a selfless woman.
I don’t think the younger gens understand the road that Harry has walked in his life with his parent.   There needs to be a lot of healing for Harry.   This just might be part of his process and 
giving him a voice when he did not have any control as a child.
I don’t like the trailer and I can’t think of anything funny to write but I sure am enjoying reading all of the comments made by everybody.  I am laughing so hard I am crying.  One tear left 
eye.
I love the part where they name their daughter after the head of an evil,  racist organisation. That is the stuff of a single tear out of my left eye shiz.
The very definition of narcissism.
Woke narcissism. Crying over their entitlement in their million dollar mansion when there's homeless people in the US trying to live on the streets day to day.
I love it she declares war on Princess Catherine for having the audacity to marry Prince William when clearly she, MM, is the hotter one and would have made a better Queen.
I like the part where Meghan wears a purple suit big enough for two Meghans.
My fav one...her signature tight clasp (arms around the neck of her leading man). It's a trademark Megsy move. Sends goose bumps down the spine. Takes you back to scenes with hubby 
#1 (same adoring look and embrace...so so romantic)...and all the one night stands and beaus in between (with arms tightly locked around their necks nuzzling into each other's face and 
those replica kisses). It's so uplifting for humanity to see that one can love again, again and again...and be original. I am tearing up.
I'd rather jump from a high building in slow motion into a swimming pool filled with a seeing mass of cockroaches with headphones gorilla glued to my head playing Markle reading The 
Bench on repeat than watch this series if this trailer is a taste of what's coming.
I like the part  where when she was a child she has bulbous nose and Afro hair.. now she has straight hair and long tip nose... how authentically inspiring.. so brave to face alterations ... just 
the kind of hero the world needs to fight endemic misinformations!
... what pile of shit!Netflix!
This!  The Sussex Squad Sugars are furious this chat didn't turn into a Markle love fest.  Hope Megan reads every comment
Harry never wanted to be a Royal. It has always been a burden to him, so he found someone to take him away from that life. However, if you want to be out, be out, go and don't look 
back. Also, don't expect to keep all the perks of being a Royal. They don't want to be part of the Royal family, but they want the British people to continue paying for their security. They 
don't want to be part of the Royal family, but their children must be Prince and Princess. They do not want to be part of the Royal family, but they sure want to use the Royal status to 
make their living in California... Come on!!!!!!! Be gone already!!!!!! Stop milking the system.
And a plagiarist too....
And Hazbean struggled with it too don't forget.
Or the bit where they were so badly treated by them (to the point where Meghan didn't want to be alive anymore) but they still wanted to remain working for them on a part-time basis. 
Such bravery
Ratioed lulz
the media got the world to turn against Meghan when she and Harry took a gift plane ride from Elton John.  after that the expressions of hatred grew and grew. it's not fair to blame her 
for being half black and not from a royal enough lineage and to attack for that.  that's all that this is. bigotry and insane levels of jealousy. she snagged a Prince. let her live her life of 
devotion to her family and her causes, particularly her causes to assist wimmin around the world to have a better life. she isn't a fake. she has been on this mission since age 11.  ok ive said 
my peace.  now try not to attack too much.
I love the part where they said they donated 200  beanies to children in need in NZ but really only bought 100  beanies as the company had a buy one give one policy.  So the children still 
suffer but at least some of them will have warm ears as they do.   I can only imagine  the  expense in making sure little Archie's first birthday was celebrated by these children and families. ( 
I do wonder if they were similar to  the anko plain beanies at 50c or the thicker ribbed ones at $2) The charity and thought shown by these two philanthropic people brings a single tear to 
my left eye.
These comments are on fire! LOL



Instead of producing utter rubbish on the Royal family through the Crown and now the lies and deception of these fake self proclaimed Royals, Netflix should be telling the true story from 
all sides. If I wanted to see fiction I would expect the shows to have pseudonyms and unrecognisable locations. These shows on the Royals and the Me gain couple are not worth my time. It 
does not entertain. Especially when you know it's all a make believe version of the true story . As far as fiction goes I prefer something more positive. In these times of hardship we all need 
our spirits lifted with positive influences. This is not the nonsense I wish to see or hear. What absolute rubbish from wealthy, entitled brats!
I love the part where H and M say that, instead of taking the 80 million from Netflix they are going to give every cent to the poor and underprivileged of the world.  It is so selfless of them 
to dump on Harry's family and the British public without seeking  any monetary gain for themselves.
There are so many parts of this love story that have left my heart shattered. Like: the part where they left the Royal Family to gain financial independence, despite both of them being multi 
millionaires, then Harry goes on Oprah to cry about the very thing he wanted to happen. How DARE his daddy cut him off financially, after all, he was ONLY 36 years old at the time. OR 
when they VOLUNTARILY walked away from their role as working royals but wanted to keep ALL the privileges.
I loved the part where Meghan talks about herself..... All of the parts then....I must love all parts.
They are real assholes doing this after the Queen.s passing.
I love how she’s managed to estrange she and hubby from both their families!
124k downvotes fyi
The part where Meghan is always preaching about women's voices being heard, while simultaneously silencing the voices of every woman who tries to hold her accountable for her 
actions. Clearly the only female voice worth hearing is Meghan's. What a genuine advocate for women and girls! She's our little Ariel! 
Please stop writing all these comments.
It's getting tiring to like them all.
What are these stakes that are so high?
I thought that was what the Oprah interview was?
I love the part where she never googled her future husband! So humble, so innocent, so naive. Makes my left eye cry with one tear!
Shouldn't this be under fantasy or fiction.
I ❤ the part where they are so generous to us little people with their finger wagging instructions on how to live and not use up precious resources while they private-jet everywhere 
because first-class just isn’t good enough for this very special couple.
They really like their PRIVACY 😅😅😅
I loved the part where they started a charity called Arsewell where they take 95% of donations for themselves for Meghan's plastic surgeries and her designer wardrobe, and only donate 
5% to real people in need of food and shelter. So generous.
wimmin?!?
That's just it she had not really  contributed  to any causes for women  unless you count a couple of beanies and bananas. Ohh maybe she should have put the beanies on the bananas. Im 
sure that will help all the women and children in need. 🍌🍌🍌
No one would turn on people because they took a holiday. Her disrespect of traditions, disregard of the truth, her treatment of staff, lies and threats to the RF is what people don’t like. 
Fancy being so self absorbed that in Africa after meeting victims of rape and violence (even children) and those suffering hardship, you take time to complain about how hard your life is - 
with bills paid, food on the table, roof over her head, glamours events to go to, world travel, all the clothes and jewels she wanted, don’t forget an adoring husband and healthy baby ($100 
000) baby shower. But that’s not enough, some bad stories in paper hurt feeling. She’s pathetic
 @Rachelle Hartze  yes. wimmin are not half men
 @Leah C  are you sure about that?
Maybe they should have put the beanies on the banana's then given them out 🍌🍌👑👑
Thanks for the update, since most of us cannot see it ourselves.
😂😂😂



Boom 💥💥💥💥💥
True!😂
You are GOOD😂
So true, my left eye often cries at this selfless heroism 😢
Was wondering when someone would mention this. Well done, I'm "so proud of you" 🤣🤣
Straight up facts
"Arsewell" 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Arsewell! 🤣
 @Holly's House  Don't forget "Assiwipes" 😂🤣🤣
Naming a fraudulent charity after their child just proves how great of parents they must be.
And registered it in Delaware, for minimum transparency and maximum grift
oh is this correct? if so that is awful, but not surprising somehow. If it is true someone needs to expose this, that's so terrible, .... so.... selfish and unethical and probably illegal for a charity, 
not sure what things are like in the USA
That hermes blanket is not going to pay for itself!
 @Jane  It is true, in the US each state has a different charity guidelines, that is why they went out of their way to register Archewell in Delaware, where you are only legally required to use 
5% of donations for charity, it is truly disgusting

Watch out Hallmark.....here comes an epic (cough...docu-thingy) starring your very own ultra D++++ and PLUS actress in her lifetime role as the lead. Woohoo (no longer a supporting 
actress). Action. Lights. Camera. Go!!!  Left eye drop a tear. As Me-Gain has already confessed on camera (cough..docu-thingy), that's her specialty.  You can do it woman. We've seen you 
in action.  How will humanity survive and thrive if we don't get to hear again...and again...and again...and again...how the cable tv actress and her troubled prince survived 72 working days 
as royals....mixed in with only a handful of vacations on private jets (tragedy)....and on daddy's measly $6 million+ handout.  And no one can see...how hard it's been...having to produce 
this flick (cough docu-romance) with a measly $100 million from Netflush. After all, with "so much at stake"...the very existence of humanity depends on this.

This is the Decemember 2022 version of their truth.  In the Oprah interview Meghan was suicidal and couldn't get mental health help.  On her podcast she said the aboslute opposite thing.  
You are supposed to forget all the previous versions of their truth.  You're to totally accept it and nod your head like a good little girl.  Yeah, it doesn't work like that for me.
The part where M & H close off a US forces cemetery and walk over the graves for a photoshoot; such  selfless compassion.
Falscher geht immer.
Just dropped in to say we get this but can't get Season 3 of The Order?! Really!!!???
The money spent on this junk could have definitely given a Season 3.
If netfix air this I WILL CANCEL NETFIX!
I love the part where she threw hot tea at the house staff in Australia and then paid off their silence.  Heartwarming.
I love the part when a tear leaves her LEFT EYE as she leaves Harry (and probably the invisible kids) and drives away in a car to plot her next move.
Notice they've removed the number of dislikes...it was already at 104,000 this morning
The part where Meghan says she never googled Prince Harry before meeting him even though every girl born since 1980 has googled him and knows who he is.
SNL, are you reading this?
I hope they include the 'humble' comparison of their spectacle of a wedding to Nelson Mandela's release from jail. South African's 'dancing' on the street as she wed the man of honour 
Harry.🙄🙄🥱
This comment thread is ruthless 💀😂



The comment section never disappoints. It just shows how this lovely and real couple is loved all over the world. I even shed a tear from my left eye after reading the comments.
Going to the chapel to pray cause all I see is 2 white feckers with invisible kids !! Twats wouldn't even let us mourn the Queen ! God forgive yous two losers
No Meghan, it does not make sense hearing your story from you. You are a pathological liar. You lied 17 times about the royal family in the Oprah interview and have never apologized. You 
lied when you said you got married three says early. But you got married on your scheduled wedding day. If you had gotten married twice you would have committed a crime in the UK. 
You lied when you said you paid for college and got scholarships and jobs on campus. You did none of that. Your father paid for all of your education. Every penny of it. You lied when you 
pretended to give birth to two children. You used surrogates  because you can't get pregnant.
Who cares if they are coming??? 
🙄🙄
The part when she jokingly poured superglue into another persons eyes.
The scene where Meghan cried about how difficult life in a castle was while using disadvantaged South African children as background props was award-worthy. If she doesn
Harry and Meghan claiming to be "humanitarian's"
is like Jeffrey Dahmer claiming he had an "eating disorder"!!.
KCIII paid off their silence.
Prince Andrew was quietly flown out to Australia to personally apologize to the Australian top officials for her outrageous conduct. It was more, much more, than even throwing hot tea at 
an employee.
Yes girl 🙌 MM is crazy. We need to know what happened on that tour since AUSTRALIANS paid for it.
 @Janet Shemaryahu   what else was it? I know that she made the staff stay up all night baking banana bread that she claimed to have made herself 😂
is that true??
And the part where the staff had to make several banana breads until one was good enough for her to present to the farmers as though she baked it herself.
 @Janet Shemaryahu   Maggot wanted to know why she wasn't being paid to mix with Aussies.  She's appalling.
 @Carmie  I want to leave them alone but they won’t leave me alone, every time I turn around they’re making yet another very public attempt at privacy. I honestly wish these over 
privileged, irrelevant pricks would just shut up and go away.
 @Carmie  we will leave them alone when they leave us alone.
also heartwarming when she flew into a rage and sent a PA  that the Queen had asked to assist her to sit in the car to cry.
 @Carmie  you’re likely a sugar … but we’ve all heard about the Australian incident. I’m Australian and we don’t appreciate abuse, hence Ms Markle is not popular here.
 @Carmie  sorry wrong again, I’m an Australian living in Australia…and we don’t like M and H.
 @Carmie   I’m American and I knew Australians didn’t like her?
 @Carmie  they aren’t underdogs…they’re bullies pretending to be underdogs. Oh and trust me, the majority of Australians do NOT support Meghan and Harry as we don’t like bullies or 
b.s.ers.
You just look silly now.
 @Carmie  you’re dreaming. Australians do not like the way M& H treated the late Queen and the constant complaining. 
I appreciate our constitutional monarchy and do not want a republic at all
 @Kaylin King  lol facts are silly. Go look up the shows that talk about her in Australia and see their opinions on Megan and Harry
 @Angela Caldwell  I agree with you! I’m the original poster. I replied to Carmie
 @Kaylin King  ah okay lol
🤣
I would love to have a beer with everyone who’s written these comments. Then sell the party to Netflix.
 @Pat Clark  So true lol



Nextflix can make a documentary from these comments, it will be more entertaining than the drab trailer 😂
😜 One tear, left eye..go! The tear at the Queens funeral fell from the left eye just at the right moment in front of the cameras as the children moved away from her and she was for a 
moment alone on the steps..
Was it in 3 seconds?
@Pat Clark  Thought the same. So much wasted and real talent in these commenters. It's a shame Haryy and Meghan fee can't be split between them. They are hilarious 😂

I love the part where she says with her own mouth, on her very own documentary about her, produced by her own archewhatever company: "when the stakes are this high, doesn't it 
make sense to hear our story from us?"
and then gives an interview to variety saying "it may not be the way we would have told it. [...] We're trusting our story to someone else, and that means it will go through their lens."
Sick couple
Remember when Meghan wrote patronising messages in a Sharpie pen on packed lunch bananas for sex workers. So inspiring! 😉🤣
I loved the part where the Oxford English Dictionary arrives in the mail and Meghan makes a guttural sound as she moves it onto a table to use as a plant stand.  "I already know what an 
archetype is" she purrs to Harry.
I don't understand if she knew there was going to be so much drama and so much things wtf did she marry harry then?
Like dude it's the royal it's not going to be easy now you release a documentary showing how cruel they are wtf
Do you think  Prince William & Princess Kate are reading these comments while sharing popcorn?
😂😂😂
I’m here for the comments. Comedy gold😂!
I love the part where the Sussexes have sued neither Tom Bower, or Valentine Low for writing those horrible books about them…well…mainly her 😂
These comments 😂😂😂
I love the part where 1) Meg and H express their gratitude for the amazing opportunities that were given to them by the Royal Family, 2) where H tells us how much he misses being an 
uncle to George, Charlotte, and Louis while flashing back to a picture of him riding on his bike whilst pulling them behind in a kiddie trailer, and 3) where M is such a dedicated mother that 
she has to leave a Smart Works charity event because it's "feed time".
There she is clutching her moonbump = fraudsters
Seriously, what am I missing? Why is there so much hate for Meghan and (less, but some for) Harry? I really can't imagine that people would really know for sure what happens in the Royal 
family other than its members. Heck... you don't even know the truth about a family most of the time  directly from member of a family. I have 7 siblings and they all pretend our family 
and parents were way better than they were, so you could ask my family members directly about our childhood home or family and they'd give all stellar, but false, reviews. They really 
don't seem to me like the demons everyone seems to see them as.
come on we can beat the 20 million video !!
Duchess of D-list you should’ve kept your lying mouth shut!
These two brave souls. I was thankful they were able to tell their story when his grandfather was in hospital, relieved when she was able to transcribe her pain in a glossy mag expose a 
week before his grandmother passed and I’m thrilled to pieces that they can also stream their story so soon after the funeral & for more money to boot.  Thank heavens that he will also 
have a chance to tell his story in that book too. Whew. Bless their hearts.
If it continues like this, it will surpass Wednesday, which is the most watched series, with the trailer it was learned 
Even henry threw back his head as to say "oh my Goodness she's lying again"
I love the part where Meghan shows up in Uvalde, while children are still laying in a morgue, to hand out snacks ....and just happens to be captured by a photographer based in LA.
Can't wait to see this!
The Princess of Wales looking amazing, as always.



Well spotted 😂
Absolutely spot on! So much authenticity, truth and good grace evidenced in all that she says and does.
Thank goodness for Harry's book `HE' is writing to tell THE TRUTH 🤣😂
Oh dear, Now we hear HE/THEY wanted to change, do some edits but weren't allowed to.  🤣🙄 Gaslighting, whose LENSE  are we to look through?? . 🙄
Poor, poor misunderstood Duo
 @Blue Swallow  I think their lens must have cataracts…they can’t see the truth of their own behaviour, even though it’s staring right at them
 @G. M.  😂 too true .❣ beyond the help of 'SPECTACLEs' 👓 🤣
💚
Very good point
Looool omg 😂😂😂😂
No, empowering, those were empowering messages, silly
They are too classy. They probably wanted to have a quite Christmas with their children, but of course, it's ruined now because of Judas Needy & Mentally Unstable Greedy.
I hope so  😂😂😂
She has lied many times, gosh I dont even know where to start, but maybe start with the Nelson Mandela lies, the environmental yet flying private jets most of the time, her plagiarizing an 
episode of "Big Mouth" and told in her podcast that it was her story. I cant possibly name it all since she lied so much but yeah ppl hate her due to her lies. But I think that would be a good 
start!
Did an interview with Oprah Winfrey in which they trashed Harry's family, lied about Harry's family, while Harry's ninety-nine-year-old grandfather was in the hospital getting ready to die.  
Tried to blackmail the family into giving them what they want.  Want all the perks of royalty with none of the duty. 
And their lies are easy to detect, if you follow closely, and if you understand the function of a constitional monarchy.  Americans don't, and that gives them cover.  Because Meghan doesn't 
care what they think of her in the UK, the nation she has insulted repetedly, in words and actions.

People think we believe the tabloid thus came the dislike for meghan n harry. Nope. I don't believe that tabloids BS. Both of them are despicable from wht they potrayed themselves.
 @Liz N  Lol! That's funny. You're comment makes me think you're actually the one who lacks empathy Liz.
  @Liz N  In response to your last comment to me sta ng that, based on my response to you, you would assume I can't read people well, I would just say that, to the best of my knowledge, 
Meghan hasn't provided a great deal of information to describe why she cut her father, but not her mother, out of her life (and even if she has, that pain can take decades or even a 
lifetime to fully tap into). With that said, if you have had the wonderful luxury of never even considering doing that to a parent or sibling because you did not come from an extremely toxic 
or abusive background or family of origin that has caused you great pain or you have felt genuinely loved by both of your parents, or at least one or more people from your family of origin, 
than I'd say you are very lucky. I wish all could enjoy that same experience you seemed to have enjoyed, but that would disqualify you from really understanding how one feels, and the 
gravity of damage one experiences, when one is denied the enjoyment of that same luxury you apparently have enjoyed.
I must dig into my pocket for some spare change for the Prince.
 @Sparks  lol...😂 I will just look under the cushions on my couch and send whatever I find to him cos he obviously needs my $1 more than me lol..
This must be the worst thing she ever did 😢
The audacity.
 @LeParfait  The daily hounding of the 96 year old Queen, as she was dying from bone cancer, was up there as well. There is so much cruelty to choose from, unfortunately.
So more whinging and whining followed by more lies! Is jealousy through and through! The Prince and Princess of Wales will be as good a aking and Queen as this country and 
commonwealth has seen. I  truth Princess Catherine is already the Queen of Hearts 💕 💞 ♥ ❤
I love the part where Meghan threatens passive aggressively that she can say anything she wants because she hasn’t signed an NDA. That just really inspires me to speak my truth no 
matter who it hurts.



Terrible timing Netflix. It appears it was released as payback in an attempt to take away from the EarthShot initiative. Shows the complete hypocrisy of Harry and Megan in relation to the 
Climate emergency. 

As well they left the RF to be ‘private’. Another hypocrisy. 
All they do is whinge and whine about how hard their life is and spout platitudes in manufactured media events.
Not going to watch and likely to cancel my subscription.
I just live how they send millions on self promotion but nothing in actual charities! Humanitarians all the way.
Oh, my goodness NOOOOOOOOOOOOO... more whining from a privileged price and his narcissistic wife. All while the cost of living rises and Netflix sinks to new lows.
You backed two losers Netflix. I'll watch reactions to this nonsense from my favourite YouTubers, you're not getting a view from me.
Comments are a gem! LOL ! Thank you. 🤣😂🤣😂🤣
The part where an almost 40 year old man in possession of a $30 million personal inheritance complains on national television that his father has cut off his allowance. And then he must 
also face the horror of losing the perks of a job he quit.
This comment section keeps on giving 😂
I love the part where she drops her elderly father, disabled sister and then convinces Harry to crap on his 90+ grandparents, 70+ father and brother by telling lies about them.  Oh the 
inhumanity! Disloyal thugs!
Looking forward to everyone cancelling their Netflix as soon as anything with Harry & Meghan Mountbatten-Windsor, seeing this same comment all over YouTube...hoping that Netflix 
loses big time....Can't wait for Netflix to go under!!!!
This will be good. I don't care about your story MeMeMegs - but just love a good high speed train wreck. Full steam ahead!
Have we reached 5 million? 😯
Markle has no relationships of trust or respect with anyone. Everything she does is overreacted and hyperbole. Netflix will not get a return on their investment in wussy boy & his wife 
program but as I am reading here the entertainment off it of Haz & Rachel on social media's will be fantastic.
Netflix a pedophile network. And these two are idiots.
Comments here are hilarious!!!!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan reads The Bench aloud to school kids, with Harry sat on the floor in front of her. Must have reminded him of his mother....one tear...left eye...
3.3 millions of views 😯
I think Harry should negotiate a reality show on Bravo, and take up arms, with Megan, "Duchess of Snark", and invade England to capture the British throne from Charles and William.  EPIC 
Game of Thrones stuff!!!  Megan and Kate, sword-fight to the death!!  LOL
Anyone??
The part where Markle told the truth.Oh wait...!
Omg 🤣🤣🤣 the accuracy!!!! "Speak my truth no matter who it hurts"!!!!
oh yes, best comment🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌

And her timing, so thoughtful, just days before the Queen passed away, knowing she had bone cancer and had little time left, she gave the Queen one last gift and let her threats fly free.
Unless you signed a NDA of course.
“When the stakes are this high . . .” What stakes? Her lifestyle is at stake if she doesn’t keep coming up with blistering gossip — how else could she earn a living?
And reading these comments, I don’t see anyone praising this ho or this show. Lots of great shade being thrown, though! 😆



I love the part where they release this cringe worthy trailer while real royalty the Prince and Princess of Wales are in the USA - jealous much? LOL  Love how they continuously trash the 
monarchy but want titles for their kids and wouldn't have anything without their royal connections.   OMG this thread provided massive entertainment on my Friday night!!  Hahahaha we 
all have them totally cessed out!
I love the part where Meghan wrote love notes and word of the day on Banana 🍌
What is total of dislikes?
I love the part when meghan said she wasn’t allowed to travel abroad,took her passport etc but she was at Serena Williams game and a 500,000$ worth of baby shower in New York! Kudos 
meggy!!
Love it that most of the Sugars have dropped out ...couldn't handle the irony
I respect their privacy so much that I will not watch this😂😂😂
Never have I ever enjoyed reading comments as much as these smart and witty ones. Thank you to the authors! Do you get it yet, Netflix?
Oh so inspiring : Of course I'm referring to any director and production team whom are able to take their constant stream of whining, narcissistic dribble to the masses, from their mansion 
in montecito, and turn it into something even vaguely watchable.
Was the purpose of this documentary to demonstrate the archetype of grandiose narcissist.
The part where Meghan complained how she was "forced" to carry on with a royal engagement in South Africa after a heater smoked up in a room that her son wasn't even in. Well, now 
what about when the entire royal family had to immediately step up to the plate of duty with a brave face following the death of the Queen?? Harry's wife never had what it takes to be 
royal and she knows it!
This is so genuine and totally not staged. Said no one. Ever! 
The Prince and Princess of Victimhood strike again! Boring!
So everyone here cries just from their left eyes . Great. Now can someone explain to me : when the stakes are this high......please am confused 🤔
Yup, incredible story where a man goes from being called Prince Harry to Simp Harry.  Unbelievable what some people will do for money. I really feel sorry for the children. No family ties. 
So sad.
You need to provide puke bags to subscribers if you keep pushing out nauseating drivel like this!
I have never witnessed such a gross example of ingratitude as displayed by these two professional victims.
The part where the bump finally hatched and a fully grown whole white kid with red hair emerged!!
STUNNING
I literally sobbed when they attacked an elderly man’s life’s work on his death bed!!
And then went after his frail widow who was battling cancer!!
They are so BRAVE!!!
She's an ACTRESS.  Who can believe anything that comes out of her mouth?  And poor, stupid Harry fell for this bich.
Never seen most of a trailer mainly composed of photos, very strange. Doesnt make it that enticing to watch. Makes me think the rumours are true that Harry and Meghan were trying to 
get clips taken out so the producers still didnt know what to put in the trailer.
😂😂😂😂😂 Omg
Indeed! And their kids if they exist will hate them for that.
Children?
The miracle moon bump
Hatched!
I know: tragic.
That really brought a tear to my left eye! 🥲🥲



 @Des Res22  Totally agree. The Queen was 96 yrs, I'm sure this didn't help her health, not appropriate to give her so much more stress. BTW, did she have cancer? I thought so, possibly 
bone cancer or myeloma? as people don't die of 'old age'.
Even anti-monarchists were appalled.
 @Jane  apparently a form of bone cancer is what I heard
why the hate? let them alone
Millionaire cry babies!    No way will I be watching.    Meghan Markle how is your family?
Go away ffs
You’ve wasted a huge amount of money on these liars. They’ve been proven on the Oprah ‘interview’ and she’s been proven a liar in court. 
I’ve cancelled my Netflix subscription, I’m not paying a cent to these morons. 
Go woke, you go broke
Guys, the H is not for Hermès its for Husband, no-I mean Harry....oh no wait...I mean H, yea thats it "H" that's the single consonant Harry has been reduced to!
This serves as a timely reminder of why I canceled my Netflix subscription several years ago.
The part when she said the Queen doesn't own the word Royal and promptly stole the most  precious and private nickname of the Queen. After stealing Prince George's nickname of 
course.
Haven’t we heard all this 🤡claptrap🤡 already?🤡 I wish Netflix would have canceled the series. What a joke! They’re clowns! I can’t even muster one single left eye tear for this selfish, 
self serving couple.🤡
I love the part where  Meghan,  in a very secret visit...with a camera crew signs bananas🍌🍌🍌 with message for sex workers
I love the part where the 37 year old man says he was financially cut off from his family while he and his wife told their story for the hundredth time from their million dollar home. Such 
agonies they face!
The part when SouthAfricans burst out in song and dance in celebration of their nuptials, our Nelson Mandela Reincarnated ❤
I love the part where she humble-brags that she only reads the Economist, then wears blood earrings gifted by MBS even though the Economist had numerous articles describing how he 
ordered the murder of Khashoggi! She showed such compassion to MBS! One tear fell from my left eye just thinking about it!
no one cares.
If the point is to make Catherine look like a mean bully, any reasonable person would take the photo as someone having a serious look at a solemn occasion. She, after all, is not turning 
around and going for Meghan’s duplicitous throat. Not that it matters in the corporate scheme of things but Netflix does not come up smelling like a rose by funding people who have no 
loyalty to family or (in Harry’s case family and country). Also, what stakes is Meghan Markle talking about. She bagged a Prince and title. Had a multi million $ wedding where the future 
King of England gave her away after she jettisoned her own dad as not up to snuff and then beat it to a mansion in California and big money corporate deals. The only stakes here are how 
much dough she can salt away before the jig is up.
Well hasn't their story already been told on Oprah and in Harry's book.   You want to live a normal life but keep putting yourself out there
Meghan Markle is toxic
Thank god william will be the future king..meghan ruin harry’s name
I thought they wanted privacy? 💀
What a load of utter rubbish. Two whingers rabbiting on and on and on about how terrible their millionaire life is all the while whoring up the limelight. Privacy be damned! Just what we 
need two more rich victims trashing their families. This is what my subscription buys? Bad, bad move Netflix.
I used to have a lot respect for Harry. Not anymore. This repeated attacks on the palace and his own family is disgusting. And the arrogance that radiates  from his wife. I for one won't be 
watching this trash
This isn't "hate". This is mockery.
Khashoggi was the first cousin of Dodi Fayed, Diana's partner who died with her. So there was a double insult in wearing those blood diamonds. Classy!



It is very important to see Megsy's and Hawwy's love story to lift everyone's mood. People are either eating or heating with the living crisis, and seeing these two truly inspirational people 
who do a lot for humanity is going to make a lot of difference in people's lives  
The ending when she boarded the ship and sailed away on high tide ...because a high tide carries all ships...
Trailer similar to the ‘JOKER’ trailer, masterful marketing. 
So everyone watched this just to bash her? The world is baffling.
Thank you for showing us a strong independent woman! No sooner had she enabled her father to pay for her schooling and college, her husband to assist her into the tv industry, her 
boyfriend to introduce her to the minor social glitterati of Toronto, than she inspired a number 2 prince of the realm to sweep her off her feet and make her into a princess. Such a fairy 
tale ending! Such an inspiration to womankind everywhere. Tears.
We may all need to direct our sympathy toward Netflix.  It appears that have paid millions of dollars for something that the majority of people find repulsive.   Harry and Meghan will 
characterize the number of views as a show of support.  However, they should be mindful that those numbers don’t always reflect support.  Based on the trailer, it is likely that those 
“supporters” who do watch will decide perhaps they should rethink their alliances.  It is not possible for Meghan to be genuine and Harry is someone lashing out at something he should 
have received counseling for years ago.  They could do so much good for a world that could use help.  There are people in need, struggling to make ends meet and these two want to be 
known as “victims”.  In reality they are two privileged people who don’t have the maturity and work ethic to support themselves.  Instead, they have chosen to rely on whatever “drama” 
they can create in the hopes that we will be interested enough to enable them to continue.  There are only so many ways to keep telling the same story without putting the listener to 
sleep.
Every family has family problems, & the royals took action to whomever uttered remarks about Archie’s skin colour. Meghan should pray that the ex staffs didn’t make a documentary 
about her. In this situation, it’s she said versus staffs say (plural). The world has more pressing matters rather than 2 millionaires whining about unfair treatment for 100 years + that the 
father/FIL didn’t give enough millions of money for the son to start live abroad😅
I think it’s ironic that so many of you think you have the right judge this couple for how navigate their lives 😒 who the hell gave any of you the right to judge them like you all what 
happens behind closed doors 💔 the audacity is just mind blowing
LMAO I love the part where this documentary is bringing people together for the good. I prefer to read the comments rather than watch this evilmentary, the comments bringing her lies 
to the surface.
The part where she made some stupid lackey demand a private room at an upscale NYC restaurant because she was dating a Prince.
I love the part where MeGain  said she didn’t know who Price Harry was and then her roommate releases pictures of Meg’s bookshelves filled with books of Princess Diana.
Yes let's get sympathy and make 35 million while at it! And please take a picture of me crying with my Hermes blanket!
A money-making nightmare! “…When the stakes are high - does it make more sense to hear our story from us….” You both sold out to a high bidder = & honesty became irrelevant……..It 
amounts to treason in most people’s minds! Stay silent - with dignity! Apologise to both your families - & show some honour!😣😣😣
The part where in a court of law it's revealed Meghan slut shamed her own sister in an email to palace aide Jason Knauf to provide "background" notes to the authors of Finding Freedom 
who she definitely did not cooperate with, except she did. Compassion in action. Women supporting women and all that.
Love the part where they get married in the back yard three days before the spectacle.  It was so romantic, I shed one tear out of my left eye.
I love how Meghan showed her legal expertise by expressing in the Cut article that she didn't sign an NDA and got a WOC in trouble for the article. She's so inspirational at treating all 
women regardless of ethnicity bad.

The part where no one taught Meh-gan the lyrics of God Save the Queen when she can literally google it herself was brutal. No one deserves that ordeal. Very inspiring, truly liberating.
Grifters gotta grift
Even after 3 yrs ,they still need a pic of catherine to sell their documentary.
Next up…. Harry and Meghan heal the blind and turn water into wine!!!!!    Stay tuned!!!
Well it's got to comfort people to know that at least H&M are living in luxury. What a weight off our minds. They're okay. I was worried!!!! 😖🤣



Markles deserve every bit if it for their coordinated sabatoge of William and Catherine"s Boston visit
What else is it good for?
You don't even have to watch. You can stop at 1 sec and go straight to the comments.🙂
If William and Catherine knew about this documentary during their visit and i suspect they did, they knew what was said, if they didn't, they knew the actions spoken of in the trailer and 
the documentary coming forward. Just because no one is saying anything doesn't mean nothing is happening. 

Everyone speaks of Meagan Markle like she's trash. That is sickening.
Left eye only remember.
LMAO!!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣 TEARS!!!!!!
 @Karen Joyce  😂😂😂
note they show only Doria's photos. Who was absent in her childhood. No one with Thomas! No one!
Well, he was the dimwit of the family and the RF finally thought they were free from babysitting. Unfortunately they got 2 for 1 exponentially!
You left out the uncle who got her a job but it came with an exam that was impossible to pass.
In the end it's just that no one likes whiners. .whatever life throws at you, suck it up
Give it up Sugar, there is no rehabilitating the Markles after their deliberate sabatoge of William and Catherine this week.  Go back to the Sussex Squad channel
Don't think you understand irony sort of like Markle doesn't understand archetypes...
And how do we know that their accounts on "what happens behind closed doors" are true? Cos honey, their stories always does not freakin' match up.
They are being judged because they keep putting themselves in the media, lying, trashing people and constantly complaining when they have immense wealth. They literally have all of the 
privilege this world can offer. She claims victimhood but her problem is - Helping people was not on MM agenda as she only wants to help herself and everyone didn’t fall in love with her 
and make her number one 😭
Let’s not forget she wore Diana’s fave perfume to their ‘blind date’
They are second row seat fillers ..what exactly are the stakes?
That was one of my favorite parts really. She was so good and so real, I felt she was threatening the RF to give her more money, titles and tiara events.
 @M D  Yes, and all effortlessly achieved within days of the Queen's death. Just a few final threats to help her on her way. Compassion in action, that's MM.
 @MB D she also updated some profile on the day of HMTQ death to say that she was the daughter in law of the new King. So compassionate. Bless her. 😂
 @Sandra Smith  Such efficiency. She never misses an opportunity! Bless her 👎👎👎.
 @Sandra Smith  She has also updated her IMDB profile to say she was at the coronation of KCIII
 @MaxineT  lol...she has travelled in the De Lorean from Back to the Future 🤣
she didn’t even google Harry 🙄…Shame! i googled my exes and their exes 😂😂😂😂 and i even googled myself lol
especially, since it's the same melody as "America", she could have hummed along easily...
 @Suzzyq  I really, really thought she was from another planet. My bad.

Neither of the them sang God save the King at HMTQ funeral but I’ll cut them some slack cos it is a brand new song so it will obviously take them some time to learn the new words 😂
 @Sandra Smith  😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Sandra Smith  😂😂😂
I do so hope Netflix releases another trailer because the comments are priceless.
 @Ann Rhodes  I'm only here for the comments



Yep. Now they have a Ki g and a new anthem. Can you imagine? She has to learn the lyrics  again. Lol
 @Силвия Иванова  ha!Ha! That’s what I said it’s a whole new song so she will have to Google up the lyrics and then this one lol...🤣
 @Rachel Stubbins  me too 😂
The part where Megan entered a timed Scrabble tournament and though she won with the word narcissist, but it was determined she took extra letters out if the bag and was disqualified 
for cheating
And we don’t want to see what’s behind closed doors Harry! Ridiculous series. Unbelievable.
I cannot wait for the Hermes blanket to tell its own side of the story.
The comment section is SAVAGE and I'm loving every single one of 'em! These two are FINISHED. Will this kick up some dust? Maybe. But KCIII, QC, Prince William and Princess Catherine 
are busy making actual history while the Sussexes are probably gonna face a harsh awakening after this trash airs & Spare (Us) gets released. There's NO coming back from this. Let the dice 
fly high and END this toxic couple's influence once and for all!!

I love it when Queen Elizabeth II invited Megs to accompany her on a Royal visit ( first and only) and she refused to follow Royal protocol and like a spoilt child wouldn’t wear a hat.
I love the part where she wears ill-fitting clothing to make us peasants feel better about ourselves. So archetypal of her…
not sure why she needs a documentary
Aw, I love the truly inspiring & totally organic love she has for her father.. so touching 😢
What a desperate attempt to earn money, spread their propaganda and and to be relevant. MEANWHILE, their Royal Highnesses, Prince and Princess and Wales are killing it tonight!! Did 
you see the emerald choker that The Princess of Wales is wearing?!?! 😍😍 I saw a news article that talked about this being the necklace that Harry wanted so he could have a ring made 
for Meghan… 🤭
Which version of their love story do we get this time??? Can't shut up makes one wonder are they trying to convince themselves, us or both that they are happy? God save King Charles III 
& may God bless the Prince & Princess of Wales the ONLY royals
The part where Meghan holds her Hermes scarf up in protest and world peace is achieved. Heroic, brave, inspirational. Such courage. Brought a tear to my eye...one...on the left.
Wow reading these comments are so disgusting .. you people really hate Megan so much,  for what ?? You all are pathetic and sad
Really tired of these two.
Just canceled Netflix. This is pathetic!
Surely Netflix can find something better than two entitled, spoiled brats to waste a series on.
Shit just got real 😅😂
That part when Meghan channeled her inner Nomi Malone and pushed Catherine down the palace stairs so that she could be Queen. It didn't suck.
I love your comments 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
This is a delightful Friday night!!  These comments; while Catherine is knocking it out of the ballpark in Boston!!
I respect harry for protecting his wife at all cost 
I would also like them to interview The Candle.
I hope their deliberate sabotage of the Boston trip finishes them for good
Yep, whoever advised the Markles to wage sabotage beginning with that set up race row, and ending with Netflix trailer, against the royal family during William and Catherine's American 
visit  made a serious miscaculation.
🤣🤣🤣
And authentic - you forgot authentic!🤣
One tear for me as well, and then to the camera I as well turned with my target scarf and my barefoot wine.
Her fan will said "you are jealous of her Hermes"



I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
We hate her because she is a cruel, narcissistic, self absorbed, vile, pompous creature who is actively destroying TWO families without a iota of awareness and compassion. You wanna 
support a narc with an established list of victims? Go ahead. We reject her and her traitor husband. Now go play with the Sussex Squad, sugar.
You really have no problem with her lies and manipulation or her bullying and hypocrisy? Any decent person would disapprove of her behavior.
No, all of the delusional Sugars of the Sussex Squad who actually believe Markle gives a finger snap about you is sad
But she makes it so easy to hate her! It's the only thing she's actually good at.
Yep, whoever has been directing the Markle sabotage of William and Catherine this week made a serious miscalculation.  All this trailer did was solidify Team Wales.
Yes, that part sucked
Throwing your family under the bus though….  You can protect your wife without doing this.  This is why people have lost respect for Harry.
Protecting her from what tripping over her poor fitting shoes and long pants?
And I have to say, I’m just loving everyone’s comments!  Giving me a good laugh
CHIMPOKO王子🤣🤣
This sanctimonious ponce and his insufferable twit of a wife are bred by a buzzard and hatched by the sun.
I love the part where Meghan announces her pregnancy at Princess Eugenie’s wedding because it’s all about timing. So considerate to make it about me me me me.
I love the part where they want privacy and leave the royal familly to sell their lives to Netflix... What a inspirational couple....
World's MOST self-indulgent couple.  Billions of people have real issues.  These two people have to dream up grievances.  PROOF that life is "not fair" (for the unindulged).
Hate it!!!!

I have loved Diana from the start followed her journey giving birth to william and harry ...living in a loveless marriage...her sons losing their beloved mother at such a young age... the lovely 
queen Elizabeth (RIP) trying so hard for both of the young princes. Wills met kate and found his soulmate ..harry became the third wheel with them... then he found meghan..sooi much 
hurt from harry over his mum snd how really she was USED to produce the next heir and she did just that then discarded!!! Give harry a break !!! I totally am behind harry and his choice to 
choose his own path through life he is not the the little 12 year old boy walking behind his mothers coffin anymore... nor walking behind his brother ..heir to the throne...he has served his 
country on the bloody front line!! Am not a fan of meghan but its Harrys choice... give the guy a break and let him be... he is trying to give his side of the story of his life and his feelings!!!!!!
Whine whine whine while people can’t pay for food heat and other essentials. Children don’t have coats to wear to school and parents have to choose between buying medicine or food.  
Yeah these two have a lot to whine about.
Long live the Prince and Princess of Wales. I have absolutely no desire to watch this. We have endured enough of their whinging over the last few years. They preach to us from their 
mansion, while most of the world is struggling to get by.  The more the babble on about the same issues they moaned about on Oprah and podcasts, the more respect I have for the Prince 
and Princess of Wales. No more Netflix in my house.
Meghan Markle has UGLY FEET according to Wikifeet. It's obvious that this still bothers her to this day. All women should take better care of their feet since people are no longer having 
sexual relations anymore.
Clicked on Netflix.  Trailer is finally there with 3 words to describe it.... Riveting  Investigative Docuseries.    Riveting?  Don't make me yawn!
Oh poor Meghan crying on her Hermès blanket. So lucky a camera was there to capture the moment given they are such a private couple.
l love the part where she described her $57 million wedding as a spectacle. What a truly gracious example she is to women all over the world.
I’m excited for this. As far as I know, no other royal has ever done this sort of public behind the scenes. People really hate on them but on one hand it is courageous. I like and respect the 
royal family but at the same time they should be a bit more open. They are like living statues so very out of touch almost irrelevant 😢
There is something very strange about these comments… all the same? Same structure? Something odd going on…
I love William & Kate even more now! 🇺🇸
How about the Revenge Choker, Witch? 🤣🤣🤣



These comments are brilliant.. I've been feeling so angry with the dastardly duo and their antics but these comments have me crying with laughter. Left eye only of course! 😁
The brits believe in colours.
Then go back to the Sussex Squad Sugar.....
But for the contradictions and hypocrisy…
Diana, a staunch monarchist, would have been REPULSED by this. Harry is betraying his family, above all his beloved Grandmother, again and AGAIN without an ounce of compassion or 
kindness. He is a traitor to the King he claimed to serve, the country he claimed to defend and to the family without which both he and the viper he married would be NOTHING. Ginger 
Whinger needs to sit down and grow a pair ffs!!
Nothing about his past suffering excuses in any way his callous trashing of his family. These repeated attacks are totally unacceptable and unforgivable.
Oh good grief....the Markkes deserve every ironic word because of their coordinated deliberate sabotage if William and Catherine in Boston....the Markles are behind the "race row " 
Would a brother do that ..where is familial and country loyalty?
This comment section is more riviting.
Riveting was when Scooby Doo ripped off his face and revealed it was Megan all along.
 @Verna Leep  So true
 @Elaine Leep  Ha ha ha. Too funny.
Was that the 'private wedding' the Archbishop of Canterbury himself said never took place or the actual church wedding where King Charles had the  honor of walking Nutmeg down the 
aisle just before she and Hapless began their evil attacks on  the royal family?
It really was such an endearing look into their private lives! Just gives one warm fuzzies thinking about it!
I also loved the part where Meghan explained to a group of young girls how feminists can advance in their careers by using men.
Evil Attacks 🙄 The evil attacks are the White Supremacists who threatned their lives & said Harry should be “judicially killled for treason” & call his son an “abomination that should be put 
down “ She knew calling out the obvious racism would make her public enemy #1 esp with haters and racists who never want to be accountable. Meanwhile someone in that BRF thought 
it was ok make  race jokes behind her back. Thank God for MM. Now the world knows the monarchy hasn’t changed a bit. We can see SOME people in the UK are just as ignorant at the 
racists we have here in the US. If you thought an American was going to remain silent about racism, you had no idea who she was! Glad H&M left that  institution that refuses to stand up 
to bullying and racism no matter who it hurts
“This thing, this spectacle,” to be exact.
She turned him from Prince to actor do you need Netflix hhh young British needs you on thier sides but you done runner from all your past
 Both abandoned & ignored for your wrong doing
Mog loved every second of that spectacle
 @Stefanie2530  I thought it was the chicken coop. He must have rolled his eyes and gave himself a concussion when she said "can I tell you a secret? We had us some R-O-A-S-T  C-H-I-C-K-
E-N!
 @Deirdra Wilson-Anderson  Mog..is that an acronym? I want to add it to my list of funny nicknames to the bananatarian!
They insisted it be as big as Catherine & Williams. It was unprecedented for the third in line! Security costs alone upset the public. l
 @Sparks   it was worth it. Way more people watched Meghan & Harry’s than William & Kates. Plus, their courtiers & The Queen could’ve just denied them a big wedding, but no one did, 
wonder why … lol.
 @Sparks   he was sixth in line at the time! Not even third!!
 @creole96 Galveston sorry you got your facts wrong there, honey. Kate & William’s wedding had a bigger viewership. Go tears, go! From the left eye, of course.
Yes a spectacle paid for by the people of the country she keeps slagging off. Britain was exploited for her starring role. Can she repay it back please?
 @sidious36  no. Will & Catherine had almost 23 million in viewership. Meg & Harry had almost 30 million. 😭
Have you even watched William and Catherine in Boston?  And the Markles aren't royalty Sugar



 @Verna Leep  yes I have lol im not living Under a rock 🙃 you either like them or hate them but At the end of the day, the royals are all irrelevant  they are a 1200 year old institution 
that quite honestly has no place in the modern world. With the amount of money they have they can still be ambassadors of England or the world for peace, education and health. Point is, 
I’m curious and I like them
Just what I was thinking.
I think the...I loved the part ...has just caught on..in sarcasm...perhaps it should be a new #
I believe it's called satire.
It's called satire, Vivien dear.
No, just a bunch of fed up sick of the Markles Team Wales commenters.  Shame Sugars can't understand irony.  We are all smart enough to take an idea and roll with it, and Markle 
certainly gave us enough material.  She practically wrote these comments
 @SM  you just can't stand it that the Sussex Squad has no answer to the irony
 @Verna Leep  I have to say, you are quite wrong Verna. I like reading varied and intelligent comments but found these to be oddly and unusually repetitive compared to responses you’d 
expect from a range of people, so I just wondered if someone had tampered with them. I think the Sussexes are an appalling pair of traitors, I wasn’t looking to support them in any shape 
or form.
Me too.  I should have been asleep two hours ago.  But every one of these comments makes me laugh.
I loved the part when she told the truth  🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part when she openly appreciated her father for being present in her life, funding her education,  supporting her career path as an actress, invited him to her wedding, 
defended her father from media scrutiny & acknowledge that she wasn’t the only child and grew up with half siblings.
Enough publicity about these two ! They LEFT the Royal Family for PRIVACY!!  They DESERVE to be left alone...mostly 'out in the cold' whining about everything, per usual! Ugh! Nobody 
cares for these 2 lying, "faux" charity organizers!
It's simply breathtaking how she selflessly engineered the pap shots of her poor dad that culminated in her ghosting him, and then fearlessly adopted this same modus operandi for the 
next 4 years.  Her generosity in sharing the profits of her pap shots with those paps is boundless!
Don't give a rats butt about these two. She knew what she was getting into, Harry is a wimp.
Harry, stop it! Just remember, your mother had two sons! If you want to live in privacy - do it. But life in privacy is life behind closed doors. If you want  props, so respect your family : your 
father, your brother, their wifes and chilren, your aunts and uncles etc. It's too simple, Harry. For what all this mooves, interviews, book, videos?  But what you really want? Revenge?! Why 
do you still use your title The Duke of Sussex, if British royal family was а trap for you and Meghan?! Why so many lies, Harry?!
I love Marriott Meghan, I mean how she spoke at the Marriott! 🤣😂🤣
They are annoying brats. Obviously they have a photographer following them around even in their intimate moments at home 🙄🙄🙄
I loved the part where Meghan bacame superman and flew round the earth so fast as to reverse the space time continuum changing the course of word history and preventing all wars and 
suffering on planet earth 👏👏🙌🙌
Meghan seems so phoney all the time.
Rachel!!!! We DON’t CARE ABOUT YOUR MISERABLE LIFE AND YOUR OPINION!!! YOU WERE ALWAYS EMPTY SPACE, YOU ALWAYS WILL BE!!!! STOP HARASSING PEOPLE WITH YOUR STUPID 
WHINES HOW VICTIM YOU ARE!!!! 
WE DONT CARE ABOUT YOU, YOUR COWARD HUSBAND, YOUR KIDS, YOUR LIFE!!!! 

LEAVE US ALONE!!!!!!
Vulgar. Clownish. Uncultivated. Utterly mannerless. All arround disgusting.
I'm not going to watch a show about a lying narcissist like MM. The world love William & Kate
Stick A-pole of who's going to be watching his stupid stuff not me.



Discussed
I admire Me again when she asked her brave husband in front of Beyonce and JayZ to beg Bob Iger to employ her as a voice over for Disney because she was too shy to do it herself, I 
thought it was brave, ambitious and inspirational for all women and young girls...
And the white dress and veil for her THIRD marriage: Joe Giuliana, Trevor Endolson & the Halfwit. Giuliana’s family says they had her first marriage annulled because she was INFERTILE.  
Doubt she mentioned that to the halfwit.
I love the part where Meghan spends all of Harry’s inheritance on clothes, a PR team, photographers, a $2800 blanket, private jets, nannies, and restoration of the Montecito Olive Garden.  
 The struggle is real!
I just love how she sacrificed EVERYTHING for Hazbeen, because she loves him.  Because a role on a cable TV show that was only popular in Canada, trumps being a Prince of the Longest 
Reigning Monarchy in history.  So selfless. Tear, left eye, go!
God I wish these two would take a vacation in Paris😮…… To soon? 💥 🚗
Really? I think I missed that bit.
Blink and you missed it.
 @Jill Cooke  exactly 🤣
That part is in the cutting room floor
that bit during the old interview where she laughs and tells the world that she's such a fraud? Must be, because that's the only truth she's ever told!
Yeah that hasn’t happened
Hahahaha I love you already! Drinks on me tomorrow clink!
But the ACCURACY!!! 👏👏👏😂
😂😂😂 brilliant! (Wouldn’t it be wonderful if this was true ?😢) I feel horrible for her father 😞
She didn't grow up with her half siblings, they are like 15 - 20 years older than her.
 @Kris  ok, so duly noted but she wasn’t an only child. She isnt a victim. If you can’t agree with that?
All this must have inspired the lovely book ,about fatherly love: ‘The Bench’
I love the part where Markle plans on reaching out to the Royal family to build bridges after Spare is released. Interesting that she can forgive ppl she said were racist against her children, 
but not her own father, who clearly is not racist. Hmmmm- wonder if fame or $$$$ have any thy to do with that decision?
 @Kris  there are hundreds of photographs to deny your statement.
Does anyone really care about this self promoting,  conceited, grasping and thoroughly unscrupulous pair?
It's actually sad when you see videos of her childhood and how much her dad loved her and was proud of her. But he can no longer offer Meghan anything, so he got cut loose just like 
everyone else from previous rungs on the social ladder.

If the monarchic sovereign of a country -- not just the seventh or eighth in line -- wanted to marry Meghan, she'd drop Harry like a hot potato too.

She'd sit down with Oprah to tell "her truth" and explain why marrying Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman of Saudi Arabia is in fact the right move for her.
 @Peter Marsden  yes, they are the definition of our time. And a prediction The End is near…
 @superduper  I fear you are right!
And the poor thing is still suffering from that trap
Like father like daughter
Blanket was $3000 😅
😂👍



A role that she had already been written out of for the next season.
Popular in Canada is a stretch lol
 @Susan Read  so u were a producer or writer in the show
Remember she gave up Instagram for him too!
 @Catlover123  so u dont think 3-4 million of views is anything .it a score of 80 in rotten tomatoes . was nominated for screen actor guild awards.
 @Alvina Hurtado  So you think a rotten tomato score has anything on a 1000 year old monachy. Get real.
 @Alvina Hurtado  you need to go cry a tear out of your left eye 😂😂😂😂😂😂
These comments😂😂😂😂
She sacrificed everything... for about ten minutes. Then dragged her dimwit husband back to her life in LA
 @Alvina Hurtado  😂😂😂😂😂 I keep thinking you’re sarcastic but you’re actually missing their behinds 😂😂😂
 @Alvina Hurtado  It was well known she only got the role from her ex husband and was being written out.
Markle knew she was aging out and at 36 and never even an Emmy nomination, her days a a supporting actress on a D list, Canadian cable tv show were nearing an end. It wasn’t likely that 
those plum roles, such as “female teen performing oral sex in old Honda” we’re going to be few and far in between for a supporting actress of her age.

 @Alvina Hurtado  The show’s creator, Aaron Korsh, literally confirmed that her character was written off. Months before H&M got engaged. The main actor was leaving the show. MM 
played the role of the main characters lover. She couldn’t pull off the character on her own, or remain relevant in the show. So the writers & producers, axed the character. At the time of 
her engagement to PH, She had nothing but her blog “The Tig”. Where she promoted brands that sent her the free things. As well as restaurants & events that paid her to attend, & blog 
about. She was in 2-3 Hallmark movies, that did very poorly. The only other acting gigs she had were the 3minute scene in - CSI, where she played the prostitute in lingerie. 
- The 1minute scene in Bad Bosses, where she played the flirting delivery girl. 
- The 1 minute scene in A lot like love, where she just says “Hi my name is…”
- The Deal or no Deal gig. That “ didn’t appreciate”, or use her intellect. When all that was required of her, was to smile & open brief cases. 
- The 3 minute scene, where she played the sexy sales rep that has sex with one of the characters , in war at home.

She has a few other where she’s either an extra, or a less than 5 minute side character. This isn’t me being salty, jealous, mean, or whatever else . I’m just pointing out, what is already 
public knowledge. You can look this up, easily.
Her role was axed, almost a year prior to her engagement. She was only living in Canada temporarily, while she filmed in Suits. The only thing she had going for her career wise, was her 
blog “The Tig” .
 @Beach Rando  she's a saint! a wannabe influencer giving up the gram... smh. I don't have enough left eyes to shed enough left eye tears over this inspiring sacrifice!
Such sacrifice in a woman who can obliterate all your family ties and alienate an entire country. Her husband was much loved in Britain. He isn't now. He's seen to be weak and 
manipulated and ready to throw his family to the dogs. One day he might need his brother and Dad...
 @Catlover123  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Alvina Hurtado  ROTTEN Tomatoes < Royal Family,  3-4 million views < The World...  No comparison love.
those are two different thing to compare . i  can see ur not bias at all . do u also support them being racist.
 @Roses_areRed Violents_areBlue  please provide  a link because i seen interview where the cast and producer said they written her off due to engagement with harry .
 @Shan Sweetsummerstar  please by the info then . if u dont have that information  dont spectacular .also are uhollywood agent
 @Sara Bear   damn u properly cant tell when someone is being sarcastic . how do you feel support racism people or guys still denying that after two day ago
 @Alvina Hurtado  There were more people around the world watching Elizabeth IIs funeral. Why? Because this monarchy is 1000 years old. Meghan is a blip in its history. She was never 
prepared to do the boring unglamourous jobs that their duty requires.



 @Alvina Hurtado  No, it's public record.
 @Alvina Hurtado  Aaron Korsch, the shows creator, has confirmed it.
You allow 2 liars to come into your door for money to be able to tell their lying story. I don't have a story she wasn't over there for about 15 minutes.  She doesn't love the family that she 
currently has so she latches on to Harry's and treat them unkind.  I think what Netflix in them too are doing to the royals is despicable.  For you to think that it was a good idea to air this 
now was really stupid. She's on their fate crying and pretending like our whole world is. You want even in there get out leave if it's that bad go back to. Leave them alone they were doing 
just fine until you brought your Jezebel tail in there.  And Harry are you a man or not because it looks like someone else is pulling the strange get a grip
I was so moved when she accused the royal family of racism and then named her daughter after the head of that family. So capacity to forgive, tear to my left eye!!!
They.make.me.gag. So.much.drama.
MeGain needs to keep her mouth shut, she keeps telling hers story over and over again, she is vengeful, toxic, jealous and fame hungry constantly bashing her husband's family.
These 2 are poison. It starts with the question why make a documentary. To feed their greed of course.
The part where they purchased hundreds of thousands of their own books to make them best sellers and then handed them out to the homeless to use as kindling and build shelter. 
Ingenious! Warmed the cockles of my heart.
Barf….🤮
Scumbags
Have never seen a couple cry about wanting their privacy scream so loud for attention. They are literally too stupid to insult.
She spoke her line okay. I think if she rehearsed it a bit more it would have come off a bit more authentic.
LOOKS LIKE A PITYFEST 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
I love their true love - I cannot wait for this docu series
So inspirational when Meg told the story about having to make do with the Sizzler salad bar, I mean, how did she do it? Such a strong person!!
Why would you drop this video during the Queen and kings visit. It's just unbelievable that this would be happening.  People have been trying to boycott Netflix for years for many reasons. 
Isn't this a good one.
Looks like an advert against teen pregnancy.  These two have the emotional maturity of 13 year Olds, incapable of dealing with adult responsibilities and accountability.  That's why they 
just whine and whine.  I did too at 13.  They need guardians
I love the part where her father has a heart attack and a stroke, and she never speaks to him again. I shed a gallon of tears from my left eye!
If only Netflix could do a H & M show with a voice over with all these comments.
Love ♥ you all, ♥ from Australia ☀🌊🐨🦘
Looks Like NETFLIX got the  WANNABE MONTECITO HAZBEENS 😅😆😁😂🤣😅😆😁😂🤣😅😆😁😂🤣😅😆😁😂🤣
What the heck! I'm so disappointed in Netflix
I loved the part where H sees M for what she really is and files for divorce. 
Oh wait that's Part II.
👏 😂
Yup yup yup!!!
😂😂😂😂😂
Hahahaha!
Is this real??
Omg so good!
 @Uçar  yes 😂 it happened with her book The Bench
Well said



Lol  Note watch out for that left tear you know she can do it on site.
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Because Meghan demanded it be released now.
YES!
Or give their show the Tiger King treatment😂
The amount of vitriol Meghan receives is abhorrent.  I'm looking forward to this documentary.  Service is indeed universal!  
Will and Kate have no substance and their fans are unhinged racists.
No matter how POLISHED LIE is..TRUTH finds its own way to OUTSHINE it..
Just feel sad for Will and Kate ..how they tolerate these two with silence 🙄
I know for sure there will be dancing in Nigeria when this is released, just as there was when Nelson Mandella was released from prison
Won't be watching this garbage
Two wastes of space.  Not watching this, either.
I just loveeeee them
I am really tired of these two.  Go get some therapy!
I will not watch this crap about the Harkles.  MM can't seem to tell the truth.  Shame on Netflix for throwing their lot in with these two.
This is pathetic. Why Netflix? These two are desperate and embarrassing.
The part when they revealed Megan's super power is the ability to spot a camera from a hundred yards away.
I love how when Meghan uses the phrase ‘…the B-word’ - We think of the word BULLY
So they want to tell their story .... hmmmm...
Well.. okay
But there is a side to me that I have to wonder if this is deliberate pot stirring as William & Kate are visiting the US... Interesting.
God Bless the Princess and Prince of Wales ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Meghan it’s ok you tell your story but don’t lie and have some
respect to your
husband’s family!! The only way to move forward is for you to forgive yourself for hurting your husband’s family, your siblings, most especially your Dad! Stop being a HYPOCRITE!!! Stop 
playing the victim!!! Have some respect to yourself!!
The bit I'm really waiting for is where Meghan explains her incredible insight and awareness... 

How from an early age she wrote to companies and world leaders, leading them with her incredible knowledge and understanding of society.  Then claims to have had no real knowledge 
of the son of one of the most famous women in the world...
This is the kind of BS that will convince me to cancel Netflix.
Why can’t we see how many dislikes? I bet there’s way more than likes
The part where an American divorcée in 1936 almost destroyed the monarchy and  Meghan says “Hold my beer….”
The part where she is covered in yellow gold like the Mexican narcos just killed me 😂😂😂New money no class.
Liars!!!!!! 😡🤬
You can't fool us with your lies Meghan Mandela 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Satire is also universal.
Freedom of speech is universal.



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I did because of it. I'm out!
Somewhere above, about a thousand comments above, someone said you could see the number of dislikes on Netflix's website.  It was about 125K at that time.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @ShannaDee     …and I’m a proud American.
The part where Megan finally realized it was stereotypes NOT archetypes...
The annoying and disrespectful couple repeat their fake love story with the destruction of their families, complaints and endless crying 🤮🙂.
I love the part where Meghan authentically and organically places her healing hands on the top of Harry's head and hair begins to grow.🙏
This show will be about 2 morons who are publically begging for privacy. Oh and something about how the royal family wronged them. I might shed a tear from my left eye.
The comment section did not disappoint 🤣🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where Harry didn't visit his ailing grandparents.
The chat is WONDERFUL!  I had great chuckles at all the ‘ espousing’ of MM virtues! Eat your hearts out SS & Sugars 😂😂😂😂❤❤❤
Oh Netflix, WHY????  Who thought THIS was a good idea and why the hell did you give them SO MUCH MONEY??? 18 million???  Seriously? I certain hope you learned your lesson.  NO 
MORE. Did the fall out from Oprah not tell you anything?  Or was that your plan all along.....(Cue scary music...)
I haven't watched the "official teaser" and have no intention of watching it. I came here for the comments and I haven't been disappointed.  Best laugh my friends and I have had reading 
the comments. Thanks for the laugh 😂
If I ever see them in public, I’m spitting on them. These people are trash bags. She’s a psychopath that no body likes in any country.
Barf!  Barf!! Barf!!  Nauseating
People in Europe may be without heat and food this winter. Need I say more about Megs and Haz's "problems"??
I hope they remembered to put the part in where Meghan demanded her stylist flown to Africa to film a piece for World Vision surrounded by starving children.  We all need good hair.  
And I wonder how many hours she practised that single tear for the Queen
Funny how they don’t want to be a part of the royal family but want to get money on the royal family. The same people who quite the royal in the name of privacy are the same attention 
seekers.
OMG they are so fake. Theese fake overacted ,,we're sooo in love,, Hollywood drama forever love pics. 🤮🤮🤮🤮 The pictures look like from a cheap love movie
This is the definition of privacy definitely 🙄🙄 So many series that need to be removed and you thought it was a good idea to give these two 🤡 minutes on screen to tell their nonsense 
about being victims??
Of course this timing is hateful jealous Rachel Ragland trying to sabotage the people she wishes she were.  H is in love with Catherine, Smeg is in love with William.  Smeg thought it would 
be great to trade positions so she could be Princess of Wales.  What a nasty conniving vile creature she is.
Megs is so compassionate and loving towards her elderly father truly an amazing woman, makes my left eye tear up.
The part where Meghan and Harry treated us plebs to this fly on the wall insight into their precious Love Story, and agreed to accept a prestigious human rights award for calling out non-
existent 'structural racism' within the royal family. So selfless. All this in the week Catherine and William were in USA promoting Earthshot. All in an effort to grab some of the attention 
away from Catherine and William. Perchance, to bask in the spotlight that Catherine and William enjoy. To ‘borrow’ as it were… much like one would ‘borrow’ oh I dunno... a pair of 
Aquazurra Beige Suede shoes. Such altruism, so sharing, so caring, so guttural even. I find myself welling up… shedding one tear, left eye, go!
The British royalty being racist that isn't news, Meggan new what she was getting in to but also she wasn't famous here in the states before marring Harry and now she wants to be 
pretend she is the word savior and down to earth woman wearing $7000 dresses when visiting kids at low income neighborhoods.
And his brain quadruples in size
And I still can't get over how not a single soul asked if she was okay afterwards 😱



😅🤣😂
This was so over the top HILARIOUS😂😂😂
😂
….Wait, you left out the part where she simultaneously healed him of his genetic pain, so he no longer has to tap himself to peace anymore
 @Mary  .... From a pea to a walnut! 😂😂😂
😂😂😂
Lol 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂❤
The holy power of wig 🙏
😂😂😂
Same 🤣
spot on analysis
So genetic....
Spot on! 😂
Your comment is absolute perfection!
Spot on 👍
This is one of the best 😂
Best ever comment!👍
Oops we forgot about authentic and organic lol..
Spot on.. 👏👏

OMG. what a couple of whiny little multimillionaire  bit*ches!!   Privileged childhoods - BOTH OF THEM - her dad paid for private school and quality university - which she flunked out of - 
he of course had EVERYTHING handed to him on a silver platter!  Can you even imagine?  - ski vacations in the Alps, summer vacations on the French Rivera or the Maldives.  Private school, 
top notch universities, awards, titles, military honorary appointments, money money money.  Shut the f*ck up, you whiny ungracious halfwits - Prince Philip’s description of H.
These two are just greedy people who without the royal family would have to (gasp) go to work!
I'm weeping my one tear on cue whilst wrapped in my kmart blanket. Would have gone Hermes blanket but they were out of stock; Me-again got the last one, sob!
How is this comment section still open lol
Netflix can’t you see that people don’t like Meghan and people are canceling because she’s an AMERICAN EMBARRASSMENT and A FRAUDULENT EVIL RUTHLESS WASTE OF SPACE on this 
earth , a LOW CLASS LIAR who conned PRINCE HARRY 😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮😮
Looks so "organic", are the chickens appearing?
I'd rather have my flesh stripped off with a blunt razor than watch Harry and his wife's version (pathological lies) of events.
Harry wanted out of the family so badly to do what exactly? Every dime he's made is because of them, what has he built on his own?
I actually feel a little sorry for stupid, weak Harry--not much, just a tiny bit.
Boooooo cancelling my
 NETFLIX subscription now ,
This is utter garbage
This comment section is disturbing…you guys can just say you’re racist and be done with it!! 😘
harry looks like he's the white Kanye West in waiting
planning to cancel Netflix the day it airs.



I just love how compassionate she is towards her father, and the rest of her family, she had to spare them from her brand new celebrity friends, so she couldn't invite them to her wedding.  
 Made a tear fall from my  left eye.
She is The bottom feeder of the Royal Family.
The part where she threw hot tea over a staff member in Australia and told the Governor's wife to F off. Such bravery. They didn't know she was a seed....
Classless can't compete with class...
zzzzzz
Oh the humanity!  These poor entitled rich people - their struggles are real!!
I will not be watching this. In fact I don't know anyone who would
Netflix you really suck. I got rid of you a long time ago. You backed the wrong horses
Trying to help you out a bit since you seem confused: People in this comment section are mocking two insufferable narcissists and grifters. "Narcissist" is not a race. "Grifter" is not a race 
either.  You're welcome.
I don't see any racists in this comment section, I see people who are done with Markle's lies, bullying and false accusations.
Hahahha you're probably the racist one. The comment section is just telling the truth
Most of the comments here are of things she has actually done; do you realize that?

Hahaha you cant fool us Meghan Mandela..now you cant differentiate between racism and sarcasm just like you cant differentiate between archetype  and stereotype🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😅😅😅
More like a stubborn weed that keeps popping up randomly.
do they have to do their own laundry? wash their own dishes? They barely skirt the disasters!
Guys, it's like reading the comments below videos from PUTIN🤣🤣🤣
The part where Harry’s wife issued threats to the ailing 96 year old Queen via The Cut interview, then 2 weeks later was stood before the Queens coffin smirking was a classic.
I’m only here because I read on twitter about the comments😂😂😂…not going to watch that crap! Just reading 😂😂😂
🙄🤢🤮
Shameful
One tear Left eye GO🙄
Nothing says "I want privacy" better than a behind the scenes Netflix doco 😂
MEGHAN I KNOW U READ THE COMMENTS! JUST STOP ALL OF THIS NONSENSE MOVIES!!
Another grotesque whine fest, victimization pity party. WHAT STAKES? The same sad story over and over.
The part where I act like I don’t despise these shitty humans , ya that part really got me , Absolute must see !!
The part where she wants the world to hear their story from them again, and again and again and again…..from the Oprah interview, the me you can’t see, on the bus with James corden, 
Ellen, the cut, her flopcast “arsewipes”. It’s an everready battery that goes on and on and on and on and on…..🤯
The part where Meghan discovered her “racial identity” and not her personality was the cause of her ridicule was truly heartbreaking. 🙄
Let's not forget they were paid millions of dollars and used their titles for their Netflix deal. The royals are not allowed to defend themselves or respond.  They are trashing family to live in 
a 16 million dollar mansion. Should be ashamed.
Distasteful. Very disappointed with Netflix
I love the part when Meghan & Harry decide to create content and that content ends up being another interview about how tough they have it. Inspiring stuff.
high stakesssss aaaahahahahahahhaa whaaaaaaaaaaaaaat. girl no.
This looks boring AF



I love the part where she bullied a three year old girl.
Netflix missed.  Americans love Royalty and Markle acts like a spoiled child.  Harry is loyal but not many people believe the innuendos.  It appears she sought a reality show not a real 
marriage.
The part where Meghan had to singlehandedly learn the national anthem on her own. All alone, people. Absolutely and utterly unsupported. How can an actress be expected to remember 
lines by herself. Triumph of the human spirit.
YES! SO TRUE! And did it with a Left eye, one tear, GO!
 @Lisa  yes, she’s well proud of that 😂
Such a true and loving humanitarian 🙄🤧
Oops 🤮 NOT 🤧!!!
Cold & calculating desperation.
More like reality show
I think new content is needed, we have heard all about the racist, evil royal family by now
Actually the RF respond in other ways,  the counselor of state request by Charles just got MP approval and the titles act is on the second reading Dec 9. The ones who move in silence are 
the ones to fear the most.
When the stakes were this are high???  What stakes?  These two should be ashamed of themselves. This screams of jealousy, desperation and two pathetic individuals desperate to stay 
relevant. Just go away and stop embarrassing yourselves.
Мы хотим приватности, БКС - это ловушка, но вот вам энный документальный фильм о нас и не забудьте, что мы - Сассекские, герцог и герцогиня. Почему Гарри требует 
уважения к себе и своей семье, но при этом совершенно не уважает отца, брата и их семьи?! Логика вышла из чата.
I adored the part when Harry and Meghan escape the Queen’s oppressive regime by hiking away from the palace singing “Climb Ev’ry Mountain,” dressed in lederhosen, and carrying their 
Hermes blanket on their backs. 😢 Made the whole theater cry from their left eye 😭
Now Netflix release a new comedy show to us. 🤣 Enjoy this comedy show with a very amazing actress that want to be called as princess
You see H&M and Netflix? ITS ALREADY A COMPLETE FAILURE!!!!
The part where she straightened her hair, got plastic surgery to erase every African American feature from her face, put Caucasian on her resume, not invite her black relatives to her 
wedding and then call everyone else racist.
Love the NEW deep voice she’s pretending to have…..  à la the Elizabeth Holmes; the US new jail bird.
These comments are hilarious! 😂🍿
I loved the part when Meghan was caught lying to the court about her involvement in the Funding Freebies book and was forgiven by the judge because she forgot about it. So brave, so 
honest...
Well it would, Megs, but your crdibility is shit.
The comment section is gold. 😂  Way better than this reality show trainwreck.
I wonder if markle understands sarcasm.  The Netflix group have been well and truly markled
Who would believe MM after all of her lies already told to the whole WORLD !!!
She’s nothing but a total disgrace and she admitted on her podcast about being a seed she forgot that she’s an EVIL disgusting low class seed !
Harry you married a BIG Low class controlling FRUAD and she will turn on you soon ! She has already made a big fool of you, WAKE UP and leave her in the dust before she totally takes you 
down !
No one knows the truth other than those involved.  Let them tell their story without hating on them. 
None of us are perfect or without fault.



Thank you Meghan for teaching us how to make word salad,  virtue signal, divide families and play the victim. I will be forever indebted to you for your positive contribution to humanity.
I wonder if they show their 3 days before wedding "secret union" to the world? Even though she said she wanted it to be private and just between them, while the whole time she had 
cameras following her around so in fact every minute, private aspect could be a "spectacle for the world." The best thing she could do for the world is disappear.

The disgusting Suxesses ! The fake royals wanting the limelight!!! Go away and leave all of us alone!!! Nobody cares what you think! Mee me stalked you Harry and yes you are a fool!
I wept when Megan spoke about the time, she pushed Jesus out of the way and said "I got this"
I loved the part where Meghan tells a 3 year old child she's too fat to be a bridesmaid. What a great mom she must be to Lilibet. She's just so inspiring to women everywhere.
I love the part where Harry flees in such despair and fear for his life to loudly proclaim his country of refuge and solace had a bonkers 1st Amendment. How brave and miraculous he 
recovered from his fear of his previous home and found his public speaking voice again. Oops did I say “free speech”? So brave that I cried…..one tear….left eye and may have uttered “God 
help us!”
From their left eye
That was a very satisfying visual. Thank you.
😂😂😂😂😅😅
Love all the comments - hilarious!! Netflix, I hope you are reading these.
It was so wise of them to plot their escape, even before they were married. How brave of them to fool everyone of their intentions so they could cause as much harm as possible when 
they made their escape into Oprah's waiting arms..... sigh  And how brave to blast that oppressive regime on national television, inferring yet providing no proof that they were racists, all 
while their 99 year old grandfather was dying and their grandmother was losing her husband of over 70 years; but. they were determined not to be silenced! How strong, how brave, how 
noble, how charitable......their compassion knows no bounds... left eye..... go!😪
🤣🤣🤣 the whole theater
 @Caridad Fernando  Honestly, I'm surprised they've let them stand this long. Haven't laughed so hard in a long time (crying outta both eyes.) Keep 'em coming!!!!
Loads of popcorn material for sure lol
Very entertaining 😂😂🍿
🤣🤣😂😂😂🤣🤣
No one else would have got away with that.  Perjury.
Omg 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I think someone mentioned that was the same day she was doing the double tear wipe in New York with Harry throwing his head back.
They were probably just fighting…
 @Liliana Verona  She must have love-bombed him!
We should give her an award
 @Krsna Krsna  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Krsna Krsna  😂love it
Don’t forget, the author of that book also simultaneously ‘forgot’ that he interviewed her staff and received direct information from Meghan via her staff on a book he was writing about 
her. If I wrote a book about one person, I think I would remember if I met their staff with direct quotes.
Hahaha your comment is a cracker I'm glad you found your voice and shined a light on markles manipulations of the UK court system. I'm sat here chuckling away at the many people who 
have found their voices & fingers an leaving such funny comments :)
Rules for thee, but not for me 🤡🤣😆
But for their “holier than thou” attitude…



🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Also made the 3 year old wear new shoes with no tights.....blistered, sore feet. So compassionate and kind to children.
Mommy Dearest, anyone???
Thank you for that. But do forget how BRAVE of them to try to influence Anerican politics. Thank you for being the King and Queen America has always needed and longed for. 😢
Don`t forget every camera click gives him PTSD and takes him back to his grief over his mother and then invites Neflix to film their every move
 @Amanda elderfield  ahhh but the Netflix cameras have a different sound than a normal camera they go cha ching cha ching cha ching.
 @Jema noakes hilarious!
Im not watching this, I’m just here for the comments! 😂😂😂

America ❤’s William & Kate the Prince and Princess of Wales!! AKA The REAL Royals ❤

Did they showed when she donated snacks and her PR instructed media to report about it?  So generous for a woman who wore a Dior couture maternity dress worth GBP 90,000.00 😍
Watch and see heroic Megan and Harry do something no couple ever has,  make out in a kitchen
So this photographer who caught all your private most vulnerable ( staged) photos was with you 24/7? And you did this so you could have all those private vulnerable moments broadcast 
to the world at a later date for a cash payout? The people who believe you two are either liars like you are or they need mental help, like you do.
I love the part where Meghan talks about herself
The part where Meghan forcibly removes Harry from a conversation mid sentence so he starts to understand SHE is the centre of attraction "Why Herry, how rude, dont you know who I 
am!?!" So gutsy, so determined.
You evil people 😂
This woman took time out of her important life to write messages of hope to female sex workers….on bananas 🍌!!!
The one where Meghan nurses a broken heart after the divorce behind closed doors in “Meghan: The Aftermath”. Coming soon on Netflix.
When people want to stay away from media and public eye and here they are on Netflix 👏👏👏👏 lol
Shame on you Netflix.  They are grifters.
the most eligible bachelor in britain marries a game show tart older than him
HEEYYYY HARRY AND MEGHAN!!! KALO ANDA IRI DG ITO WILL-EDA KATE HARUSNYA TUNJUKKIN DG PRESTASI BUKAN MALAH MEMPERTONTONKAN HAL BODOH YG KLEN LAKUKAN!!!!!! 
DONGO KALI KLEN GAPUNYA OTAK
Her imagination or lack of memory must be colossal. Her mother went missing for 11 years. Yet, the generous mm was able to believe her mother was there and raised her! 
Stupendous ability, makes me cry; left eye….GO
Who will watch this garbage?!!
No one cares about the story because they eliminated their own stakes!
It’s funny how they wanted privacy and now they are sharing intimate details of their life.  Also all photos are not casual photos, but obviously taken by professional photographers so 
nothing casual but all preplanned and staged to suit there narrative.  Also the timing is perfect; just when the real royals are visiting Boston handing out awards to people who are 
protecting our environment not receiving awards for how great they are.  I certainly won’t be watching.  But I will be watching all the utubers and news outlets highlighting the lies in this 
series.  Just be aware even Mother Teresa and  Nelson Mandela can be portrayed as villains with the right editing.
That part where Prince Harry said he couldn't bear the sight and sound of cameras, because of his mother.   Then invites photographers and film crews to record his marriage's innermost 
depths and private moments...  & We were all so stupid we didn't realise it was about money!  Good one!



I'd rather have food poisoning than sit through this. Go away and shut up you whining brats.
I love the part where Meghan did that interview with that journalist recently, and she was telling her how to describe her and her laugh & her in general. Oh, she is just absolutely 
authentic & real 😍
I love the plot twist when she finally reads a dictionary and discovers the difference between archetypes and stereotypes... shocking!!!
so does Australia. We were so shocked and sad at the Queen's passing and very disappointed in how Harry and Meghan had behaved in her final years.
All word salad and no action, and a plot with no action is deadly dull.
A true bananatarian!
what a waste
She wasn't missing, she was at the Korean spa, naked, eating hot noodles the whole time 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @D Z  haha I wanna go to that prison!! 😂
Ngozi Fulani and the rest of the sugars 🤣🤣🤣
I'll watch the fact checking analysis of this garbage in YouTube🤣🤣🤣🤣
And then that journalist after completing such an inspiring interview was so overcome with love for ole Meg's she had to take sudden, unpaid, open-ended leave from her job.
🤣🤣🤣
My favorite part too
To be followed by the part where she realises she’s been guttural all these years, when visceral was the actual word she was looking for 
 @G. M.  Or the real meaning of the word salacious! 😂😂😂
Not to mention  'guttural' and 'visceral'  SO in awe of her word salads aren't we!
🤣🤣🤣
 @jeananne crowley  a master chef indeed.
She’s an a class grifter. Machiavelli Markel and her ginger gimp. We are onto your scheming agenda clear as daylight
Oh, but what about that moment, so poignant, when on stage, receiving an award for turning up and having paid earlier, she breathlessly and using all her ACME Co. acting skills, 
said....."World Peace", shed one tear, left eye, and left the stage..... Harry shuffled off after her, the afterthought.
Shame on Netflix for this disgrace of a show. Meghan is a despicable and controlling woman!
This should have been an U.K. Release only. Or no release at all for eternity. She took a wrecking ball to that family.
Wait for Karma …
The part where Meghan goes to the Circle K gets into the phone booth and time travels back to 1431 and saves Joan of Arc from burning at the stake.  She returns to the present day and 
tells Harry she met Noah's wife. So intelligent, inspirational and powerful. Made me tear up...left eye.
I loved when she was hitching through Oregon and some cop started harassing her. Next thing you know, she had a whole army of cops chasing her through the woods! She had to take 
'em all out--it was a bloodbath!
The part where Meghan cosplaying as her dead mother in law, fights “institutional racism in the monarchy” by bullying a 3 year old child.
Bitter British in the comments.
And the recent part of such valor, such bravery - where she & Haz stood up to the Monarchy for systemic  & structural racism, it was just a touch of luck that K Kennedy saw this & will 
award them Rip of Hope award.  Not many would've been so heroic as the Sussexes.
Jeezus these ppl are such ingrates
I hope nettflix goes bankrupt
Boycott netflix!



Netflix doesn't really care if anyone likes those 2 or if the shite show is any good - they're just hoping people will tune in for the train wreck because they'll make their money either way- I 
think that's why they've left the comments open...money money money.
Here's a love story that we haven't heard 100 times before 🙄
No thanks Netflix, I'd rather watch paint dry.
I'm re-signing up for Netflix just so I can cancel it again in disgust.
NOBODY REALLY CARES ABOUT THESE LOSERS.
Who else skipped the trailer and headed straight to the comments!  I had a good laugh! 😂😂😂
3.1M views with 16K likes tells a lot about the reception, or lack of it, of the documentary. I will watch when I can.
So many whyte people bitter as hell in the comments lmfaoooooooooo
You made me tear up, both eyes, with laughter, as have so many of these wonderful replies. X
 @Pat Clark  It' too much fun. And about as true as what they've recorded for their movie/reality show/mockumentary
🤣😂
😂😂
These comments are gold lol...😂
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
Really true, but not necessarily so lucky (as you probably know)  Kerry Kennedy is the head of the Ripple of Hope Awards. She is the sister of Rory Kennedy. Rory just happens have a 
partner who is the director/producer of this Netflix program. (So it is simple; Kerry to Rory to her partner to H and M) And Rory is known to be have anti monarchist views.  
Both of the Kennedy sisters are cousins to Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg (daughter of the late Present John F Kennedy). Caroline is the honorary president of the Earth-shot award and has 
worked with William and his foundation. Very interesting.
I am here for the comments only laughing for hours, will watch you tube,there are  many very talented and funny people that will tell us all about this with humour and sarcasm
🤣😂🤣😂
I wish I did have Netflix now just so I could have the fun of cancelling it. Can't afford it and from what I hear, it wouldn't be worth it.
Have to admit it, but I did, although it was talked about on other channels.
The comments are stellar.
Me, and so glad I did
I did.  Great comments!
I didn‘t watch the trailer. A waste of time … but I have spent hours reading the comment section which really made my day 🎉😂
120K dislikes
You can't fool us with your one tear left eye Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
I agree, Harry is as white and as bitter as they come.
Disgusting.
The part when in a interview Meghan threatens a great grandmother that she’d never signed an NDA and a week later the great grandmother dies. Was really nice to get to see her playful, 
funny, light hearted side. Just like a voodoo doll.
Can't wait to see it!!! 😍
Lots of racists in this comment section
The unbearable Meghan markle
Don't believe a single word/face/tear that I see or hear
Duchess of disgust



Megan Markle is a horrid guttersnipe
For those that can't see the down votes on YouTube. Google how to restore down votes. There's a SHORT EASY video on how to do it (worked on laptop and tablet not my phone) and 
you'll easily be able to see that now the down votes are up to 122,000!! And as other posters have already noted, the comments are HILARIOUS 😂 VERY entertaining and after all it's 
appropriate because that's all Harry and the mega-monster are. Deceitful entertainers.
If anyone wonders why Netflix is struggling to keep subscribers & keeps raising prices, this promo is the answer. Giving multi-million dollar contracts to the unproven with no experience in 
producing, directing or writing will be this company's demise. They should've known from MM's acting "skills", they would suck.

Waiting for Meghan to steal Clinton's landed under sniper fire plot line when they get off a private jet they didn't pay for to stay in an LA mansion they don't own or rent. Classic Meg!
A couple of narcissistic, entitled brats who care about no one but themselves…..no thanks Netflix..
Pass the sick bucket. Should I be considering a subscription to Netflix, this documentary would be the decider - NOT to. How narcissistic are these two gifters? It beggars belief. I thought 
they left the UK for a life of "privacy"! Another lie.
What are the stakes that are so high? Their reputations? Shouldn't it be nuclear fall out or you know... real world problems? Not rejection issues? I guess they got paid well for this. Maybe 
they can pay their bills for a year now.
I hope they show her generosity in giving 25 dollar Starbucks vouchers to Starbucks  staff to drink Starbucks coffee to put the money back into Starbucks. She's my hero 😍
She a straight up horrible person!!
No Megan. We do t want hear anything from you
Thanks Netflix. I’ll be boycotting this absolute rubbish but the comments section has been a riot 😂😂😂😂
I loved the bit where she vilified a whole nation and its head of state as racists, but my favourite bit was how she spent millions of tax payers money on a very elaborate wedding just to 
make us all feel part of it, so selfless. Many thanks Netflix for sharing. 👎👎👎👎👎
Superó a Yoko Ono.
Starting not for profits to fund their salaries with rich donors.  This couple essentially makes a living complaining about their lives. Only in America. Eye roll
Who has ownership of Prince William and Princess Catherine’s photo used in the trailer? H and M can’t leave the  royals alone!! Such jealousy and envy, these two are so vile! King Charles 
needs to strip them off their titles and be done with them. The Sussex people deserve to be represented by royals deserving of the title.
Why and how ? What about all the comments about Harry are they also?
 @Blowing smoke  That’s the only thing these sheep have been saying 😂 They are so dumb to see that the Harkles are not liked because of their actions, words, lies and awful 
personalities…
Its called Sarcasm.  You must be Meghan Mandela who cant differentiate between stereotype and archetype🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
No-one really cares about the backstabbing hypocritical parasites who whine about getting out of the public limelight - then do their utmost best to get back into it while pretending they 
don't.
They suffer severely from Relevance Deprivation Syndrome.
Boycott Netflix and this pathetic, narcissistic couple. Strip the titles King Charles., . Harry is past saving.
I love the part where for years, she spoke of her father so well, and suddenly, she just disposed of him as nothing. Truly admirable to have that ability to be unfazed by her own 
contradictions.
I love when Meegan saves us from global warming and climate change and then gets on her private jet in the sunset 🌅 😇
I love the part where Harry gave a speech at the UN and nobody cared.
This comment section proves how nasty ppl are
Shameful
I love the part where Meghan and Harry go on Oprah and tell all those proven lies.



I love the part where Megan is oppressed because of her melanin - yes a rich actress who is now a duchess that one.
She’s painfully unaware..harry will wake up
2 rich spoiled celebrities. Boo hoo.
Hahahahah!!! What a woke-joke!
One tear, left eye, ACTION!
Netflix, I think you wasted a LOT of money!  H&M don't know when to quit...we're tired of their drama.
The next Edward and Wallis Simpson!
I loved the part where Meghan made her aides bake banana bread late into the evening until they finally made one to her divinely high standards so she could give it out on a charity visit 
the next day & say she baked it herself. Always thinking of others! So kind.
I feel so bad for them… they’re so rich and pampered it must be so difficult. Very brave.
When the Harkles tried to usurp Genovia’s throne from Mia Thermopolis Renaldi 😢
I am going to watch this. But is like 10 more years will pass and are they still going to  talk about that time with Oprah or that time we did the documentary. Or like “Diana is my mom”. 
Then the question of the day is “what is prince Harry doing??”. We all know what Meghan is doing😅
The part where she is a wonderful employer, so kind to her own staff.
And drives from the airport to her home in a huge, gas guzzling SUV! She is so caring
🤣🤣🤣🤣
And you are not? You can't fool us with your one tear left eye Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
You've obviously never ventured onto Twitter when the Sussex Squad are in full flow.
i love the part where u make time out of ur day to comment and spread hate . keep being  a hater . lol
How many more times are you going to come on here to say "I love the part" then give a detailed description. You can't stop looking at them, be honest.
 @Alvina Hurtado  oh go cry a tear out of your left eye 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Alvina Hurtado  I also love the part where you make time out of your day to come here and hate on people having an opinion for a person who has no meaning to the world except 
spread hate and complain. Maybe try find a better role model unless you also want to make money by being mean and hateful to your family or anyone remotely better
Too bad there wasn't a vending machine near by so she could throw sandwiches at them like she did to the Uvalde victims. And who asks a Ukrainian paramedic woman who was an 
Invictus wounded warrior to put filming equipment in their tampon so it could look like the ginger whinger was on the frontlines?? Poor Mr. Zelensky.
 @Mellow Yellow  Saving the world with 20 Starbucks coffees and posting on her own website when she does “charity”. So everyone can see. It’s so touching I managed to press out tears, I 
meant tear, one, left eye.
 @K K  is that the reason u hater because she has more money then u properly ever had in your life . i know ur trying to use my words against me but it not going to work. i like meghan and 
harry which is why i search out the trailer and saw ur comment . what kind of role model do u what me to find like you who continue to spread hate or the royal family who racist . i take 
none of the above . advice if you don't like someone dont comment or spend time on them .for example me i only search things i like and not people i don't like . i don't need to give my 
time to the people i dislike
 @Sylvia  omfg how will i be able to continue my day after ur comment . my life is over not 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Alvina Hurtado  I love the fact that you don’t see that we are followers of Harry and Meghan. We see them and they made us.
The final banana bread loaf was placed front row, and it was sunken in, it looked terrible.
 @Alvina Hurtado  you’re right. I’m a hater. Specifically i hate liars, bullies & frauds. If you don’t hate those things too then I suggest you strain your hardest to lift your standards out the 
gutter.
 @Danny T  oh I’m looking alright, like watching a car crash except in this case I’m looking forward to them hitting the wall.



 @Alvina Hurtado  here’s the thing that so long as you try to pull the ‘yall jealous’ line you’re going to have to come up with a reason for why we’re not jealous of Catherine - richer, more 
powerful, more popular etc ? Jealousy is indeed at the root of the Markles’ vendetta, specifically Meghan’s jealousy of Catherine, The Princess of Wales, future Queen. 🤣😂🤣
 @Shelley's Cloud  the only thing u right is u being a hater . You are also a bully . My standard are very high I don’t waste my time on people I don’t like and attack them . Why don’t focus 
on royal family being racist or is that not part of ur narrative
 @Alvina Hurtado  rubbish, you’re trash with deep seared insecurities about yourself & your place in society. We both know it. The only reason you support Meghan is because she’s 
attacking people that are so far above your trashy, skanky, bitter arse that you get a vengeful kick. People like you can’t aspire to be better so instead try to burn everything down so you 
can crow over the ashes. Everything I’ve said here is true and YOU KNOW IT. Go look yourself in the eye, now here’s your new mantra:  ‘there’s nobody to blame but myself, I can and I will 
try to be better, I can and I will take responsibility for myself’
To be a member of the British Royal Family is to be a "servant" to the people. To shine a light on other peoples causes, as the Queen and Prince Philip did there whole life. Duty to the 
people above all else.  Meghan and Harry are now celebrities, shining a light on themselves, promoting themselves and there products. Princess Diana was a monarchist, she served the 
people until her death, never taking money for her own personal gain.  She would be ashamed of Harry for doing this to William. This was planned they had photographers taking photos of 
there private life right from the beginning.  They need their titles removed.
MIght need a pack of Gravol to watch the selfless, humanitarian  Meghan pontificating about her own specialness.
What stakes? Why high? Was Hazbeen going to Ukraine? Oh you left in a huff when it wasn't done your way.
Such bad bad timing to drop this! Jealous much!
ON THIS VIDEO Meghan Markle DICTATING AGENDA, as King Charles URGED to TAKE CONTROL of Harry & Meghan SAGA  WHY DIID HARRY WIFE HAVE TO SHOW HER NIPPLE?
Oh shut up you whining brats. You don't know what bad is. Just ask the person on the street who is dealing with illness, financial issues, trying to keep a job or a roof over their family's 
head. And you, Netflix, you're disgusting!!!!
I love the part where two entitled elitist frauds pretend to care about other people.
People commenting really hate her. She has gone nothing to them but they are still full of hate. Had sad their own lives must be.
These two are the reason I cancelled Netflix subscription.. Utter rubbish which I refuse to pay a penny towards
The part where She opens Harry’s eyes to how shallow his work with the Royal family Is and encourages him to live a more meaningful worthy life in LA doing magazine covers and Netflix 
shows.
I love the part where she talks about her royal wedding, where the British people lined up in the street to celebrate her, and she said, " Three days before our wedding, we got married — 
no one knows that. "We called the archbishop, and we just said, look, this thing, this spectacle, is for the world, but we want our union between us," How humble from her; that level of 
gratitude and humility is just beyond words.
I love the part where Harry bought a $14 million mansion in LA to protect his family from paparazzi and heavy diamonds, so touching and inspiring   🏻
another great Netflix series, soon 1 M fewer subscribers😂😂
Consider my subscription cancelled.
Loved that time Meghan went to Africa for a water charity, insisted her hairdresser & photographer come so there wasn’t funds left for the charity staff then disappeared into the bush 
with 2 suitcases of clothes for a 4 hour fashion shoot. You’re so right Meghan, when someone tells you who they are, believe them 🙏

the fact that no one in her family other than her mother speaks to her says it all. I feel sorry for Harry who has been manipulated (too easily some may say) who without Harry would be 
just another D list actress. They say they want privacy but at same time does an Oprah interview, netflix deal and a tell all book - they are just a pair of modern day grifters.

Ugh enough already with these two!! We are all tired of their lies. Can't they just go hide in their million dollar mansion and enjoy their millions for the rest of their days? Guess not...smh



Not buying it.  For a couple that wanted privacy this is pretty calculating.  NF has to look high and low to find an unflattering photo of Kate.  Kate is the villain and Meghan the victim- white 
pure orchid and all.  Writing was on the wall when Her Majesty said to Meghan 
 “in this family we don't speak to people like that.”  Manipulating, narcissistic, and self serving is B rated actress M. M. and a pity she’s taken Harry to her level.
The part where multimillionaires Harry and Meghan talk to a billionaire in front of TV cameras, whining about his father not giving him any more money – filmed in the midst of a pandemic 
when hundreds of thousands of people lost their lives, hundreds of thousands lost loved ones, people lost their livelihoods, 
So humble. So inspiring.
I loved the part where Megan was crucified but later rose from the dead.
This right here!!
And I love the part where the archbishop denied everything Meghan said 😂😂😂
 @Maria Litchfield  right!!😂😂😂
A spectacle they insisted on, costing over £30 million!  Such gratitude!
Um, hello Azucena? How could you leave out the part where they framed and hung in their bedroom their hand-written vows from their 'private wedding'!?!  The same 'private wedding' 
the Archbishop of Canterbury  himself said NEVER took place.
Lol   just another lie to add to the long long list.....how brazen and obtuse are these  two.
 @Maria Litchfield  🤣
How considerate! Truly an inspiration ❤
Lying about a Priest! True wickedness. No wonder he cursed her from the pulpit at the funereal.
Except for Netflix photographers. Yes truly inspiring.
And he bought the mansion all on his own because awful King Charles cut off his allowance, the big meanie!
 @Stefanie2530  Netflix and Spotify bought that house really
That mansion still has loans on it from the previous RUSSIAN owner. ??!? Is this a backer?
A photoshoot on purpose! With her complete approval! OMG! I hope she remembered to carry the her bosom pads and tanning spray!
 @Suzanne Singh  this was pre-Harry when she still identified as whyte. STRONGLY recommend you read Tom Bower’s book ‘Revenge’ -it’s jaw dropping
And the irony is that his father did him a few million for the first year he quit his job as a working royal.  Now he's suing the government because he wants his security paid for.  He is no 
better than any other American.  If he wants security he should pay for it just like everyone else does.
And documentation later was published showing that his farther had actually already given him millions to help him out during that time. One of the 17 provable lies from the OW 
interview.
And while his grand-father was dying.
You seem triggered 😢🤣
And his grandmother who was so busy with ruling the country that she didn’t give attention to Harry one time.
Stunning and brave
 @Liane St-Germain  PIG!! The ginger poodle to clarify. I didn't mean you.
And the interview included them saying so many lies that were easy to refute. What man that age expects his father to keep giving him money - get a job, preferably one that is not cashing 
in on trashing your family just because they are famous.
Well said ❤
Yes , truly inspiring. My life was never the same after that. I decided to only focus on ...MEEEEE!
Turned out to be a lie. End of year financial reports showed (Harry & Meghan did not volunteer this information) that Charles claims in defence of the allegations was true: he gave them 
their annual funding in one lump sum payment in advance for them settling in to the USA. Liars.



Oprahs fact checkers were all on holiday when they made that programme, so it seems. So many easily provable lies and the queen of chat didn't call them out of any of them
 @Liane St-Germain  was it ok that Charlie couldn't wait to divorce Diana until the 2 boys were of an older age...no he left his wife Dianna when those 2 boys were at such a younge 
vulnerable age and now shamelessly parades Camilla around like Dianna never existed. Now that's appalling. Ever thought of the emotional impact to think perhaps your mother was 
murdered ina car accident. Yes people forget very quickly how Dianna was "The People's Princess"
well said
 @maggie calos  it can’t be murder if it’s a car accident. She didn’t wear a seatbelt. The one passenger who did is alive.
And to make matters worse it was yet another lie.
There is a financial report made available to the public which showed Charles had not cut Harry off when he left the UK.
Charles gave him time to settle into  his new life and become 
financially independent
 @AllEyezOnAmanda  you don't find the whine fest by millionaires to a billionaire in the middle of a pandemic destrubing?  Bet you would if they all were white ...
 @maggie calos  sadly it does happen every day, but children of divorce don't usually mike it for millions
 @leah & mollytheblind cat Nordeen  Not only that but he financially supported them for a longer period than they said.
A little known gem from H.  The proud father said Archie's first word was 'CROCODILE', and he asked the late queen for a 'WAFFLE MAKER' for Christmas. I thought such a clever advanced 
boy for a one year old!  
Then I saw in the comments section of a well respected newspaper, that readers should look up the words 'CROCODILE' and 'WAFFLE MAKER' in the Urban Dictionary.  Do that, you will be 
even more amazed at the advanced vocabulary of a one year old.  (Or disgusted at H's utter disrespect for his grandmother, and using what his son 'supposedly' said, to show how he 
secretly despised her ). For me, it's beyond being a joke.
Oh and btw, look up 'ROAST CHICKEN' while you're at it -  H said he proposed to M after a 'ROAST CHICKEN'.  
If anybody saw the interview with James Corden, he says to H 'I can't believe you did that'. I can't believe how he got away with it and nobody has brought it up to show what a really filthy 
nasty piece of work he is - what both of them are.  Still have to hand it to them, there is more to them than just a simple pair of liars.  Apparently.
 @maggie calos  Diana separated from Charles over 30 yrs ago, she's been dead over 25yrs now, her sons are middle aged, please let the woman finally RIP.  It's getting creepy the way 
people keep dragging her name up to hurl at the royal family so many years after her death.  I'll bet if she were alive today she'd be happily re-married living her best life.
 @maggie calos ecause no one in the history of ever got divorced with young children; and Diana cheated first, but nevermind; and had Diana worn a seatbelt, or better still, had not gotten 
into a car with a drunk driver, she would have been here today - and kept the Markle claw away from Harry who she always said was easily led and not the sharpest knife in the box. I had 
great respect for Diana, and I think she absolutely blossomed once she and Charles divorced and I believe their divorce was the best thing in the world for both of them. They both 
appeared to be much happier, and had she lived the passage of time would probably have let them become, if not friends, then at least not enemies. They were not good together and not 
good for each other - it looks like that lesson is one Harry did not learn. But you be you, maggie, and keep living in your toxic fantasy world.
 @maggie calos  Murdered? Please stop drinking. Someone has poisoned your water.
 @maggie calos  Except that didn't happen. Nice try at rewriting history though. Charles didn't leave. Diana actually didn't want to divorce. They were preparing to stick it out like their 
predecessors and live a loveless marriage. They were both, do you hear me, BOTH, out of control and using the media to wage their emotional war trying to wound each other. The Queen 
had had enough and told them to divorce because it was getting unseemly. It caught BOTH of them by surprise. Charles was relieved. Diana was in shock and regretful because it was her 
Martin Bashir interview that was the straw that broke the camel's back and she knew it. She took it too far. Except, she didn't know (which we all know now) that Bashir and the BBC 
manipulated and lied to her, preyed on her paranoia and heartbreak, which is unforgivable.
 @maggie calos he did not leave: they mutually separated. Shall we discuss the many affairs Diana had???? Or shall we blinker ourselves with selective memories of history. Diana was a 
desperately sad woman and deserves real empathy for her sufferings. However the ongoing (horrible IMO) debate about Hazbeen’s parentage results from her behaviour, not C. Both 
parties had responsibility in their failed marriage. We should not judge but we should also not cast 100% blame on one party.
 @maggie calos  Ask Olivrr Hoare's wife and Will Carling's wife how they feel about Diana sleeping with their husbands and trying to destroy their marriages.



 @maggie calos  why would Diana or Charles stay in a toxic marriage. Grow up,  sometimes splitting up is right for all concerned. Both were miserable, it wouldn't been healthy especially 
with Diana being unstable.
 @maggie calos  You obviously don't know much about the Royals. Diana ADMITTED cheating first in that marriage. Charles was a really good father but Diana kept making him out to be a 
bad one. She was devious and a bit slutty whereas Charles only had Camilla. Perhaps you should read some of the books written by people close to the Royals then comment with the 
truth. After saying that I liked Diana but sick of people writing crap about the RF
Documentary?! It's propaganda. We're not fools! 😝
Toxic narcissism…it’s seems that, today, it’s something to aspire to.  Good to see that thousands see through tis behavior.
Amen!!!!
 @J MacK  And so would we because Diana would never have allowed MM anywhere near her son if she were still alive. We wouldn't have to be constantly subjected to some new scandal 
they have created
 @KP  And that's exactly what happened. 👏👏👏👏
 @maggie calos  only complete imbeciles who have failed to listen to the facts think that Diana was murdered. Get a damn life.
 @Lynsey Adams  Look up "Hydrate" in the urban dictionary also. They're so witty, so clever, so well-versed in SoHo House Speak! 

Stunning and Brave!
STOP it!  You made my LEFT eye tear up again!!! 😭😭
 @AllEyezOnAmanda  Oh, you don't get it - do you?
 @Lynsey Adams  Yep. He and Corden snickering away thought they are the only two who know about the urban dictionary. Bunker Harry is not only rude and crude, filthy, disrespectful, 
and the rest of it (like disloyal, treacherous, etc) but also pathetically immature.
 @Faux Imposter  OMG that's a new one on me. He's filthier than I thought.🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
 @Jane  one with a greedy wife.
 @maggie calos  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Lynsey Adams  I picked up on that too Lynsey. They are both promiscuous and deserve each other. She was a yacht girl and he roughs up prostitutes. All fact.
 @Marty  
D
 @maggie calos  Maggie, I totally agree that Charles treated Diana awfully, and married her for convenience as couldn't marry Camilla at that time. I'm sure the boys are still bitter about 
his continued relationship with Camilla too, all this time. BUT perhaps Harry should just come out and say this, I think most will agree with him and it would explain his frosty relationship 
with his father. However it is not a reason to trash everyone else in the royal family, make false claims and numerous lies throughout an interview, imply that Archie not having a title was 
due to the colour of his skin (he was not entitled to it anyway), and have Harry complain that his father cut him off from supplying him money even though Harry was almost 40 yrs and had 
left the country and royal roles- get a job like us all, mate. Trying to exploit your title for fame, while saying in another breath you don't want to be part of the royal family, to feel SOOO 
important whilst continuing to make money bitching about them (when they have a limited ability to reply) is a disgrace.
 @JAY GEEBEE  I know - I'd not have known it if i hadn't seen it commented on elsewhere. 
They're gross. Imagine, putting those words in their child's mouth! smh...😔
 @leah & mollytheblind cat Nordeen    30.  There were 30 provable lies
So Meghan.
 @maggie calos  what a pathetic rant
With a star studded cast, Harry (played by the Ginger whinger) and Megan (played by Yoko Moano) tells the stunning story of riches to rags
Yes, when people get divorced they should be castrated and never allowed to date again.  Let's start with Harry, as he's already castrated it seems



plandemic
 @maggie calos   So you don’t think twenty five years after his ex wife died is not long enough for the King and his wife to get on with their lives then...
 @maggie calos  Why shouldn't he 'parade' his wife - who is the Queen - around?  Do all divorced men have to constantly keep referring to their ex-wives?  Diana paraded all her 
relationships around after separation and divorce.  Diana died in a car accident.  Are car accidents to re redefined as murder now?  As for the 'People's Princess' moniker, that was given to 
her after her death by Tony Blair who shamelessly used the whole incident for his own self-promotion.
 @maggie calos  Absolutely people should get a divorce if their marriage has failed, regardless of having kids or not! Having two happy families is better than having one miserable one. 
Why do you want kids to live in a misery??
Maggies callous, Diana was adulterous she slept with many men.
 @maggie calos  she was a dirty oul slag and had a string of documented relationships during their marriage. There wasn't "3 of us" in the marriage. There were a who lot more

 @Karen Barrett  I agree with what you say. At same time, I think if she had went on to live she would have been in absolute cahoots with these two bad eggs to bring the monarchy doen
 @KP  perfectly put ❤❤
 @Verna Leep  Prince of Wales must have extra super powers ,because he lost his mother in a car accident too ,and has survived .Why does Harry keep trying to pull on peoples 
heartstrings by making money from his mothers death ,its truly sordid.
 @Lynsey Adams  Many people did flag it up ,but it was glossed over ,like many things they say.
Yes the way harry behaved on the bus was incredibly rude and childish. Why behave like that other than to look stupid ?He doesnt seem to realise ,everything's being documented in 
history for his poor children to read .They will be ablt to see how their parents behaved towards the monarchy, and treated their own great grandparents.
 @Jane  200% concur. Both are celebrity trying driven
 @Jane  Yes, I have the Tucker Carlson interview with Piers Morgan who was debunking her 17 lies on my channel.
Im so inspired after it that i have to go to the bathroom...
Can't wait to use my hard earned money to make millionaires richer, they are so oppressed we need to support them guys.
Everyone's laughing at Harry and Meghan and definitely laughing at those who side with them
   @maggie calos  Their mother was in a car driven at high speed by a drunk and she wasn't wearing a seat belt. Mercedes proved she could have survived if she had. It was a terrible 
accident. Not a murder! As for a man or woman being in love with another person and getting divorced - it isn't unusual is it? It isn't a crime.

 @Marieke S.  This.👏 👏 I have so much respect for Diana, especially for her humanitarian work but Diana was not a saint by any means. 
Harry can’t keep using his mother as an excuse for acting like a spoilt, petulant child when he doesn’t get what he wants.
Look at William, he seemingly has had more responsibility to take on after his mother died, but he never felt sorry for himself, and they both said they got incredible support in terms of 
their mental health, through their family and friends. As soon as he marries the wannabe Hollywood star, all of a sudden, he’s angry and blaming his family for not supporting him?!
He’s an absolute man child.
 @maggie calos  William is Diana’s son too
you guys are totally right, these two are the worst there is of that family, not Andrews who is a pedo, not charlie who was best friends with the most prolific pedo in Britain J Saville, dont 
worry about how the same family treated Diana, no no theyre totally the victims these poor pedos, she SHE is the worst  haha youre a bunch of idi ots
 @Verna Leep  now a days if they had the opportunity they would.



 @TheDriftwoodlover  from what I read, the car accident sounded all set up ,sure she wasn't wearing a seat belt her wrong  ✖..Dianna could still be here today if she had the immediate 
medical attention at the scene, it took too long for ambulance to arrive , the one person who did survive can't remember the accident also the two unidentified people on the motor bikes 
that pursued them in the tunnel (where are they today) and it all occurred out of site in the tunnel. Monarchies like politians/dictators through out history have a way of disposing people 
for there own means and I will always see the Dianna story that way. I also feel for Harry because I believe there is A LOT we don't know behind the palace walls and he's entitled to tell his  
story. If it's money or other selfish gains so be it and again only history will tell. I say these things in the comments because I know first hand of losing a parent and infidelity in a marriage 
the effects on a child and for some it can continue through to adulthood. Maybe some people will think again and be kinder before posting nasty comments towards another human being 
through no fault of there own was born into royalty or a very privileged position in life. All said with gentle effect.
 @Lynsey Adams  gee I could read  your comment dripping with hatred which isn't good for your health and wellbeing. From your comments I take it you won't be watching the movie or 
reading Hs book?
 @Karen Barrett  Karen I'd rather live in my so called fantasy world than the toxic hatred towards a couple. So I take it you won't be reading Hs book or watching the documentary 🤔? 
seeing you've penned criticism towards them.
 @Xhogun  their marriage could have worked if Camilla kept her hands off Charles from the day he married Dianna. imo. 2nd Charles was too weak to stand up for his love to Camilla he 
should have married Camilla. No,royal protocol chose Dianna Spencer for all the obvious reasons to us commoners.
 @Carmen Costea  he's following tradition and groomed in other ways than Harry. My opinion.
 @Jane  good to have your view on this and hopefully he does open up about how he feels re his mother and fathers relationship impact on his younge life. H and M should point out who, 
when and how the racist comments were made. In terms of Archie having some type of royal status I really have no clue about it except there is no way Archie will ever be a king.i 
comment on this site because there's such unnecessary verbal nastiness towards 2  people who are in such a complex family situation that deserves to hear their side of the story and 
hopefully all things re H&M will be put to rest. Yes mo ey is involved, yes $$$ from daddy is involved and I've seen same scenario play out in average every day families today where the 
children feel entitled to money etc.

 @Neards  Really? I don’t think so. Diana had a great deal of respect for the monarchy, according to those who knew her. I certainly have no inside info on that! But, I do remember those 
days, and while she was angry and hurt, I think their divorce was very liberating for her and she absolutely shined. Yeah, she loved the paparazzi and the attention. But I think she adored 
her freedom and her lifestyle; I don’t remember her ever dissing the RF. But what do I know?! 😄 I like to think she would be appalled by Harry’s behavior.

 @maggie calos  Maggie, I wrote a reply - a rather too long one, really! - but I guess I should have prefaced it with “in my opinion” because it really is just my opinion. And upon reflection, 
my opinion doesn’t really matter one way or another. So if or when you read my too-long answer/opinion, know that I don’t think poorly of you (and if I gave that impression I apologize!) - 
I just find H&M to be so irritating! But, I ought not get irritated, it doesn’t make a bit of difference! Peace, and enjoy watching the Netflix show and reading the book.
 @Karen Barrett  she did many damaging things during the marriage, and her divorce settlement restricted her from dissing to the media afterwards. Aside from the highly damaging 
panorama interview, consider the Norton biohraphy in 1992, The True Story, which Diana orchestrated and collaborated in massively. This was extremely damaging and one sided, and 
referred to in her own circles as The Untrue Story. The most "dissing" parts were serialized over a 3 week period in the Sun newspaper (director at the time Report Murdoch,anti 
monarchist) to promote it in the most highly political way. This led to a constant theme of TV commentary over the next 6 months about how Diana was poorly treated by the 
establishment. The "truth", according to her own friends and those with inside knowledge as you say, was so twisted that it was recognizable more as shameless propoganda. I have read 
several biographies on Diana x
I’m done, show your protest by canceling your Netflix subscription.  Goodbye Netflix and good bye to these two toxic hypocrites.
Total waste of money to make and not worth anyone’s time to watch.  Really, people don’t want to watch two people staging their love story, seeing all their staged photos and whining 
and complaining about others. They have already come forward with everything, this is just rehashing the crap so they earn all the money Netflix threw at them.
I especially like the part where Meagain and Hairy decide to live in a cave and never come out again.



For people that left "royal life" due to invasion of privacy by the media and photographers, there are an awful lot of intimate personal photographs.  These people invited photographers 
into their life to exploit their connection to the royal family.  These people are evil and lack a moral compass.
I love the part where they asked Harry; why did you decide to do this documentary? And he says: “Because you paid me $80 million” so brave and inspiring 😊
I loved the part where MM proved that Kris Kringle was Santa Clause in the 34th street. And later asked him for a dumb prince, a mansion, and an Hermes blanket.😢
The time when Meghan said on her CV that she was caucasian then convinced a magazine that she had Maltese roots to get a free holiday. I’ve never felt more empowered!
The part where Harry actually used to be a man before he met Meghan.
Thank God the Queen didnt live to see this bollocks
I love the part where she found a cure for cancer and aids and sold it for billions to big pharma. So incredible. Made me shed a tear from my left eye.
Having this fake show on Netflix I wish it was on some other network instead of Netflix I used to like Netflix but she's lying why would you put on something she's lying just faked tears 
Princess Kate does not have any nasty face she wasn't even looking at her Megan puts on her crocodile tears and her husband sucks it up changed him she turned him against his family like 
she's against her family he'll find out how she is that I feel sorry for him cuz he's already left his family
Didn't Oprah cover this !!!
The part when Netflix realizes they spent millions of $$$$$ on 💩!
Poor Megan she's so unhappy, that she needs to take lot of pictures showing to the in public house happy she is. In reality she  loves publicity. Even bad publicity is good for her. How much 
she wants privacy. No???
Go screw yourselves you grifting racebaiters.
REEK!
Are ''the stakes high''?  What are the stakes.
it’s called taking back the narrative & i’m not mad about it at all
This is absolutely HORRIBLE and I will not be watching it. Netflix, this is one of the WORST things you could have done. Shame on H & M and shame on Netflix. LIES LIES LIES
And Al for $$$$
He keeps saying everywhere “protect my family”. Protect from what? Are they refugees fleeing the war, are they escaping from some climate catastrophe? What super privileged family 
needs protection from?
They should have called it "The Narcissist And The Cuck".
This!
So somehow he's at fault for doing a documentary for $80 million dollars? So what. Most people, even the super rich, would accept an offer like that.
$ 100 million to be precise
Selling their souls to the devil lol
Or how about the part where Harry stood by while his wife bullied a 3 year old child, and did absolutely nothing... what a guy!
Brilliant!x
 @movingonandup  just enjoy the comments please. Stop destroying this for the rest of us. You lost, now accept it gracefully
  @☆Star☆  no it is the true story, they did struggle and this 💸💰, they do need it very much .......And this life is with less rules and regulations
😂😂😂
Money to buy more awards 🥇
🤣🤣🤣
 @Cid K  you were there please show as the video then



 @Eli  Imagine accepting $100m to shit all over your family for the sake of entertainment.

But I think we all know that it's not Harry that makes the decisions...
 @movingonandup  Imagine being such a small man that you cannot support your children in any other way than by kicking the people in the teeth who loved, cherished, and supported 
you all your life through thick and thin.
 @Cid K  Drongo!!
 @movingonandup  Yeah it couldn't have happened to a nicer person! I mean he deserves all that money doesn't he.
 @Joe Hoe  lolllllllll
 @Mr Motivator  exactly! Harry is the brainwashed one and she doesn’t even care about her own father let alone the others
 @☆Star☆  you are a person that sell your soul to the devil. There are so many people i know that are selling their souls to the devil and destroy this world -
 @☆Star☆  you are on the devil side
 @MECCA  Lol! What? Destroying what? Lost what?
 @Fotter  But we don't know what life was like for him or how it is to be a part of the Royal family. We may *think* we know, but we really don't. If someone was blessed with all the 
blessings you've mentioned, and then some, it seems to me they'd have a very strong incentive to keep those blessings intact, not break ties with the source of them.
 @movingonandup  your soul
 @Rosemary Woolley  Well, Netflix apparently thinks he does, so by definition then, that's his value. If you were his agent or lawyer, would you advise him to counter Netflix's offer of $80 
or $100 million with a lower amount because he's probably not worth as much as Netflix is willing to pay him? I'd think not. So, in that sense, he "deserves" it. But more importantly, my 
original post you responded to wasn't about whether he "deserved" the money Netflix paid him, so why are you mentioning that to me now?
 @MECCA  Oh, good grief... Drama Queen much?🙄❄
 @movingonandup  take a page out of Markle, learn from the DIVA, oops she aint no Diva.....hahahh
  @MECCA  Your most recent comment makes about as much sense, and provides about as much value to this exchange, as any of your prior comments, so I'll just leave it at that.
 @movingonandup  the thing is I am not interested in providing any sort of value to you. So you can buzz off.
 @MECCA  Value in what form? You mean in the form of responding several times until you can't think of a better retort than telling me to "buzz off"? OK, but the floor is yours if and when 
you can come up with something substantive other than words of transparent defeat. Until then, I'll take your direction and just, "buzz off." Buuu byeeeee MECCA.😊
  @Cid K  Serious ques on... Do you have a link showing them doing this? I'd like to see that. Maybe it could bring some light as to why there's so much hate.
 @movingonandup  No we don’t know how life was for him I agree, but it us factual that he has been enormously privileged all his life due to the family he was born into, who seems to 
have done s lot to protect him and to give him everything he needs. His grandparents really seemed to adore him. You cannot deny this. 

Harry is a very simpleminded man who really struggled academically. Had he not been born into this family, he probably would stack shelves in a supermarket now. Hence, I find his 
behavior absolutely appalling.
 @movingonandup  Why can't I mention that to you? It's on the same topic. Or am I not to divert in anyway from your narrative.. My point being is he certainly has put a price on trashing 
ones family hasn't he. So I guess we would all trash our family then for a few million?
 @Rosemary Woolley  No, it's not on the same topic. Not in the least.
 @movingonandup  Oh so sorry I thought this was about Harry and Megan. Didn't mean to go off topic and talk about Ukraine!! I note you have no answer to my comment.
 @Fotter  You don't get to buy a "get out of jail free" card in place of love, emotional support and emotional safety, which when not given by a parent or parents, often times makes a child 
want to cut off that parent off, and even an entire family of origin in the likely event that a parent who emotionally failed a child brought an entire toxic culture to the entire family unit. It's 
way more complicated than mere lack of "privilege" or "privilege," (which I would bet you use interchangeably in this context with meaning boatload of cash and material possessions and 
comforts). "Privilege," or lack thereof, is irrelevant.



 @Rosemary Woolley  As I note you have poor reading comprehension skills. Anything else?
 @movingonandup  And you just avoid answering a question! Are you a leftie or a politician? You really do have good skills in that sense. Not sure you should be proud of it though.
  @Rosemary Woolley  Oh, so you want to bring up avoiding answering questions now, do you? Like, avoiding answering questions with baseless and/or ad hominem attacks about one's 
potential political views? Like, that kind of not answering other's questions?

OK. But before we get off track, did I miss the answers to my questions to you, because I sure didn't see any answers. Just to address, "first things first, for your convenience, below I've 
copied and pasted the unanswered questions that that I am referring to and posed to you. Now, you may answer, or not, for once, said questions in your next post to me:

"If you were his [Harry's] agent or lawyer, would you advise him to counter Netflix's offer of $80 or $100 million with a lower amount because he's probably not worth as much as Netflix is 
willing to pay him? I'd think not. So, in that sense, he "deserves" it. But more importantly, my original post you responded to wasn't about whether he "deserved" the money Netflix paid 
him, so why are you mentioning that to me now?"

Feel free to answer my questions that I posed to you first before we address any subsequent unanswered questions that you might have had for me. 

See how that works? 

Let me know if you have any off-topic question in response to my questions again. In the meantime, I'll look forward to hearing back from you Rosie. 

Bye now.👋👋👋

Pfft... Ffs.
 @movingonandup  I gave you a counter argument to your opinion on why he should not turn down or ask for less millions for this deal. You on the other hand have not answered my 
question or given me a counter argument. You just beat around the Bush. So yes I agree with you on the ffs.
 @Rosemary Woolley  So no answers to my questions then, right?
 @movingonandup  Oh dear!
 @Rosemary Woolley  Oh dear! "Oh dear'" is still not an answer to any of my questions though, correct?

 @movingonandup  You really are just a wind up merchant aren't you! Quite sad really as you obviously have no one to talk to and will say anything to keep the conversation going.!
 @Joe Hoe  you seriously missed my point😆
THEY sold THEIR souls to the devil (Netflix!) 
Not my problem they going to ruin it for themselves. Just because they have a fan in you😆
 @Joe Hoe  dude your running in the wrong direction😂😂😂
Your have completely misunderstood my point😆😆😆 thanks for the laugh though ya wally😂



 @Rosemary Woolley  Why delete the last post you directed to me, which was:

"You really are just a wind up merchant aren't you! Quite sad really as you obviously have no one to talk to and will say anything to keep the conversation going.!"

Lol! Oh that's rich. Says the woman who keep the conversation going by responding over and over again and now is even attempting to pretend that she is not responding by posting and 
then deleting posts while being quite aware that I will receive a copy of the post anyways. Lol! Am I a, "wind up merchant? Really? Well, I suppose I could be, but I wouldn't know because 
I'm not familiar with what a wind up merchant is Rosie. 

And I'll ask my other unanswered question again...

So no answers to my questions then, right?☺
 @movingonandup  What are you on about I haven't deleted any post. Your just making that up to get my attention. Your quite pathetic. Go away now and stew in your own ego.
That's stretching it a bit.

Spoilt brat would be more accurate.
I believe this is the new improved version.
A bad reputation.
lol that no one ask if she was ok😆
I love that part where Meg wore regular clothes to the Invictus Games and she and Harry donated all of their time and expenses to the games. And then, being the awesome people they 
are...passed out $500 checks (from their own foundation!) to every athlete rather than give them a useless Better Up life coaching session.
This belongs in the Who Gives a Rat's category. Desperate for attention narcissists.
I hope that Meghan reads these comments…
The last person I want to hear it from is YOU, Meghan! You 2 have no crediability!
The section when she dumped some old sandwiches in Ulvalde and got some great content for Netflix - who have their tongue so far up the dud royals’ patooties!!
The part where A&L grow up to ask ‘tell me why we don’t have any family again?’ 
Love that bit.
The part where she denies having been in porn industry and swears she had been saving her virginity for the prince left me teary eyed for her sense of honor and authenticity.
I love the part where H has to get a job at Walmart as a door greeter because Megster spent all their money on her Hermes obsession!  Just brings a tear to my left eye.
Loved the part where she went to Morocco & wore a £99,000 Dior maternity dress. Such a humanitarian, so humble, so relatable.
The part where through her actions she shone a bright light reflected off her plastic teeth onto the subject of ‘elder abuse’ when she and ‘her husband’ kicked the Queen in the guts while 
Prince Philip lay dying, refused to see her when she was dying and were utterly ruthless to Thomas Markle when he was in hospital twice!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿...here for the comments...
Totally Disgusting. My whole family has cancelled NETFLIX. You are right MEGADRAGON stakes are high and not in your or H favor,
Glad to see they are enjoying their privacy so much. If they hate being royals so much, lose the titles and become Rachel and Henry Windsor.



Is this another series of lies to “tug at the heartstrings.” Bhwahaaaaaa!!!!! 😂😂😂

Expect 20+ provable lies per episode. 

20 x 6 = 120+ big porky pie lies. They already have huge credibility issues and Meghan thinks that she is so intellectually superior that she could lie in a court of law and get away with it. It’s 
going to be hilarious as everyone comes up with proof of exactly the opposite that they are going to portray here. I can’t wait to watch the fallout from this Montishitshow.
I like the part where Meghan looks in the mirror and cries I forgot my 50 shades of spray tan.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry repeatedly called an aide who was at dinner and yelled and screamed at her. Such persistence!!!
LYING GRIFTERS!
O geez more BS… Move on you spoilt brats… Wasn’t The Princess of Wales Green Dress Stunning 😍
A show about a prince who brought his grandmother, family and nation nothing but embarrassment. And his wife who was mediocre actor at best, but who is unrivaled for being 
opportunistic, entitled and plain greedy? No thanks.
I loved the part where Meghan wiped her one tear-left eye- go at the Queens funeral and her glove smeared off 3 inches of bronzer. Keeping it real, living her truth, so inspiring.
Not! very good.
Merching at its finest!  How awesome and inspiring! 🥲🥲
I hope so but I hope she doesn't take it out on her children.
She is reading but of course she is in denial that nobody is buying their lies 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
And I loved the part where she pushed herself forward to meet the King, in front of Hawwy, in breach of protocol in both countries.  Soooo brave and she didn't flinch when the journalist 
said she was repugnant!  Incredible stoicism, brought a tear to my eye! 🥲
And her bump shrunk by 95% by the end of the evening
 @Des Res22  true, can't admit they didn't cut it as Ambassadors, patronising dignataries & 'the people' whereever they went, so blame the 'institution'.  🙄
So much kindness and compassion. 😮
Yes, one day at a time.  They are a wonderful example to us.
This is not true!
 @Denis Duchesne  what makes you think it’s not true? If it’s in Tom Bowers book then it’s reliable information as he’s never been beaten in court for his book content. He doesn’t print 
anything he cannot prove. Why do you think M and H haven’t sued him or Valentine for their books when they sue literally everyone else?? That speaks volumes.
Proof of that? Or just hearsay
 @jane knight  Tom Bower's has unsubstantiated claims. Some have been debunked. He's quite literally lied a few times on the book. You should look into it
 @EnterCoolNickname . Just like Meagan’s lies from the Oprah debacle
please shows as the video or continue spreading lies so u can be sue for defamation .
It's called Ambition! Apparently
 @Denis Duchesne  :face-pink-tears:
 @Annie  Ahhh... did she do a podcrap on it? Since I didn't listen to a single one (so proud of myself!) I must have missed the ridicule and mockery on that one.
 @EnterCoolNickname  its in the bullying report and valentine lowe spoke to the person
 @Denis Duchesne  Yes it is!! LOL!!! Tom Bowers hasn't been sued by the sue-crazy couple and this was in his book.
 @EnterCoolNickname  Really??? Why hasn't he been sued??
 @Alvina Hurtado  How do I show "as" the video?? Confused.



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣😆😆🤣😂
Lmfao 😂😂😂
😂🤣😂🤣🤣😂
Oh yes!!! Love that part- where the tear gel on her glove smeared her make up when she used it to squeeze a single tear out 🙄🤢🤮 Netflix- I wont risk watching as I dont want to vomit 
all over my living room. Enough is Enough- signed The Whole World.
And she wiped it with her MIDDLE finger. I think that was real statement of how she felt.
She is experimenting on peoples reaction, when many people believed her Oprah interview about   Her son’s color of the skin, and she can’t even say who said it simply because she can be 
sued if not true, after that she released that she  is a woman of color and that she is 43% Nigerian, she uses her black heritage to win many black people’s heart while all throughout her 
younger years, she says in her documents that she is a Caucasian🤔
Sorry not sorry. Give us a break. You are not a Romeo and Juliet tragic love story. Be grateful.
God these two are absolutely pathetic.
Here we go. 🙄
2 repulsive individuals.
I loved the part when she told a dying grandfather that he was faking it to silence her. So compassionate.
The part where Meghan is curled up crying with her iPhone and a camera just happens to be nearby to capture the heartbreaking moment. One tear, left eye. Go.
Exploiting the Royal Family again, for financial gain.
Drop it on the day the real royals are working in Boston? Their story so far full of lies lies lies. Want privacy. Remove their titles as Megan wanted the glam but didn’t want to do the work. 
None of her family at wedding says a lot about her
And what the hell has Meghan done to any of you in the comments? Get over it! Get a damn life! You all are behaving as if she committed treason...geez. Get a damn life! If you have 
NOTHING good to say...shut the hell up and grow up!
Prince Harry.
Kid away from Family feeling Alone reaching out..

Reaching out is Not Netflix intent.
Netflix wants Drama.

Drama they have now.
Ruining Princess Diana's youngest Son's Future.
Numpties the pair of them
Can't help wonder if the 'kiddies' will appear?  Are they not part of the 'love story'?
Wow, these comments are all will and kate bots...every comment sounds like the next. The silly royals paid a lot to get all these negative comments posted.
To whom do Mr and Mrs. Windsor-Mountbatten actually matter?
Trash
The part when Meghan decided to resign the duchess of Sussex title, because it’s such a burden and she wants to live a quiet life. Brought a single tear to my, wait for it… left eye
Garbage humans.



*gutteral moans *

Psycho.
Why would you take a pic of Meghan 'supposedly' crying. What a load of tosh. Wouldn't give this air time!
Shellyscloud. Yes! That was a cruel one.
"So compassionate" screaming 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Equally moving was the part where she ignored the invitation of her dying grandmother in law to come see her before the end - twice. The second time just days before her death. 
Astonishingly compassionate.
 @Karen Joyce  what's worse she actually said that on Oprah.
👏 absolutely spot on
But you forget, they pick up the phone just to check on each other. That's just what they do! 🤔
 @Venus Star  never leave a trail but she's that ignorant isn't she. I'm just going to sit back and watch her burst into flames! 😊
 @Cid K 😂😂 so true they preach compassion,love,our truth,authentic,they sunk to new depths
Trauma of seeing Catherine in that gold dress
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤡
Very Meghan Mandela statements..dummy account?🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I’m not a bot 🤖 my comments real…- Maria, West Sussex.
Very Meghan Mandela statements attacking Kate. Dummy account?🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
My comments are, to quote a recently overused word, AUTHENTIC!
A Masterclass in how to make the entire world collectively dislike you
Good thing I haven't just eaten. Disgusting pos.
Dale a Dios, lo que es de Dios y al Cesar, lo que es de César !!!!
What stakes? I have no stake in their drama.
Give it a rest, this is crap, no one wants to hear the pathetic whining of two ageing  spoilt brats!  get proper jobs and earn a wage, you are actually NOT that interesting.  Also stop bashing 
your own families.  Makes you both look stupid.
What a joke !
The best pic is of Kate’s face. She’s channeling the world’s EXACT feeling about the smirking grifters.

Hey shit for brains Netflix you can shove this crap up your ass I just canceled my Netflix subscription you backed the wrong horse baby enjoy  the Markle curse serves you right for giving  
$100 Million dollars to a pair of Entitled grifters that live in a $14.5 Million dollar Mansion with 16 bathrooms who play the race , victim and Princes Diana card and milk them for all they 
are worth they are nothing but a pair of toxic childish race baiters  who are always crying about something these two will never be happy b/c they are both empty vessels with dark hearts
I love the part when Hawwy and wife preach to mere mortals about global warming and the environment, then fly multiple private jets while the Prince and Princess of Wales fly 
commercial!
Please everyone - boycott this "documentary!"
Absolutely full of themselves and has no
Love it when Doris is the only parent Meg acknowledges in the pics. She must have been such a wonderful mother.(Except if she speaks without Megs permission.)
It's all so moving; so reminiscent of that touching tale of how Kai met the Snow Queen, as warmly related by Hans Christian Andersen.



In a couple of years when there divorcing how sweet will it be watching that cuck Harry " Harry the cuck!" Crawl on his knees begging forgiveness from his family, hope they don't give it. As 
for MeeAgain she'll land on her feet...or rather her back & hook up with some billionaire..high priced call girls like her usually get what they want & what she wants is money money money!
Who cares about these two morons????
These two make me sick !!
I wish these two would just crawl back under the stone they came from what a vile pair they are. Netflix you bombed out big time!

I was so impressed in the engagement interview, when she said she was aware of the global interest, but she just wanted to know' Is he nice?'. Because if he wasn't kind it didn't seem like 
it would make sense. Not sure what that actually means, but it seemed wonderful that she's such a compassionate, humane sort of person. It's a bit of a shame that H didn't think to make 
the same enquiry, but i continue to be impressed at M's ingenuity to see a pr opportunity and run with it. It's wonderful that a photorapher has just happened to be there to catch all the 
heart wrenching and private loving moments, especially as they are such a private, compassionate, authentic, organic and generous couple, now to be seen through 'the lens' of the world
Just shut them up, off and down.  GO AWAY!!!!
What a bunch of idiots. MM’s narcissistic personality is so clear to see. Harry seems to be a bigger idiot than the world previously believed.
Or is gone for 10 years
Or when, during that interview, she claimed that Harry's design for her engagement ring was "so thoughtful and perfect" then proceeded to redesign it out of all recognition. How dare 
harry only include 3 diamonds
That moment when she touched the tip of Adam’s finger and gave life to all humanity.
I will NOT be watching this. The fact that they use titles from an institution that they dispose for monitory gain. They have no talent. It will be just like the Oprah interview... Full of lies. KC 
needs to expose these two for who they are and strip them of their titles. Make Harry a private citizen, remove him and their invisible kids from the line of succession.
The are so high - yes the world does need to understand how self-centred you are.
I believe the children are the future……sing along Meggggie……the cameras are waiting. 😂  A 6 part series all about how a rich couple just can’t make it in the big wide world.
What happened to all the down votes on this despicable couple. They seem to have been removed.
Cannot wait for king charles to take away their titles..you know the ones they hate so much yet still hang onto so dearly🤔
harry who despises the media has become a media puppet thanks to his wife.
A trashy trailer about trailer trash.
Ophra Flop.....Netflix Flop......Spotify Flop. These 2 flop and flop. When they try so hard to serve Revenge on their Family, Karma steps in and all they produce is Flop after Flop. 
😁😁😁🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸 (ex Prince is a Frog )🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸
These 2 are the biggest cry babies!  I am not watching this and am considering cancelling my Netflix.
These comments are everything 😅
My favorite part is 1:13, it made me teary-eyed and emotional. Truly an inspirational story, indeed. 🥲🥲
So: Narcissistic personality disorder is a mental health condition in which people have an unreasonably high sense of their own importance! If that doesn't describe this sick duo not sure 
what does!
Now this is a shameless attempt to stay ahead of a narrative 👏
Mother Theresa was a selfish old woman compared to St Meegain. She's our saviour!!! 🙏😂
These two are less interesting than watching paint dry 😅 Money well spent, NOT 🤣
Despicable couple.
Catherine, Princess of Wales looked stunningly beautiful at Earshot tonight wearing that gorgeous emerald choker.  A true Princess 💚💚



I am wondering if Tom Bowers' book, "Revenge " May be adapted for a screenplay.   TW can play herself, then we get to see how she showered her selfless kindness upon the folks filming 
her Commerical debut, as a Super Model in Canada.  She left quite the impression on her co workers.  

Well I am sure this film will highlight what a great "people person"  she was with the her staff when she was a working Royal.

Finally I wonder if there will be a heartwarming reunion with her Father who recently suffered a stroke in this documentary.

NetFlix:  next time you sign a mega deal.....Do Better!   Independent vetting of potential partner May help prevent additional train wrecks.   Right now the bike wheels  are just about to 
snap off. These bikes which they regularly take the two children riding.  It be nice to see a picture of all four bike riding, as HRH King Charles III did  with PW and PH.
I want to thank Harry & Meghan for showing me how fabulous William and Catherine, Princess of Wales are. I wouldn't have gotten to know them if H&M weren't so mean
🤣🤣🤣
Same
That is sooooo true. I don't think I would have found out so much if not for them.
Dropping this God awful trailer actually helped more people appreciate the Wales by comparison
Amen on this🙏
So true! 
Prince Harry's life is now reduced to a Kardashian like reality show. How embarrassing.
Princess Maggot is a nasty little shrimp and the worst Goldigger
I didn't know they saved the moon from falling into the sun!!!!  My heroes!!!!
Wow i thought these comments were good jokes so I googled one and she actually did these things. She is the definition of cringe
Disgusting pair. I won’t watch this documentary or read his phony book.
"hear our story from us" girl you two are literally the only ones who keep talking about it, move on
Can’t wait Netflix. Ready for first day first show.
I think it only fair to both of them. So I wont be watching it because I think they deserve the privacy they wanted...
Offt meghan at the end came off really bad. Snooty, entitled and spoilt
WHAT??? 12OK DISLIKES IN JUST A COUPLE OF DAYS??  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 WHAT A FLOP!
🤮🤮🤮vomit inducing! This will look super funny when they divorce.
"No one knows what happens behind closed doors." Yeah, it's called Privacy and we all thought you wanted that?
The comment section had me tears from my left eye
It is very fun to read the comments about “private “ couple 😅😂People, you are brilliant!
Pass me the sick bucket please. 🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑
I love the part where the traitors convert Piers Morgan, and he throws an elderly life long supporter of the monarchy under the bus for asking a black woman a question.
Or when her producers interviewed her podcast guests for her and then their clips were edited with clips of Meghan to make it seem as though she spoke to them. Some podcast guests 
said they never interacted with Meghan.  The only people she spoke to herself were her good friends.
Interesting how they don’t show how many people hit 
I’m on a diet, all that sugar will make me Ill! 

Get real Netflix! Too much pap, or was that the intention?????



I give them 2 years for them to be divorce.. and this Netflix is the opposite of “privacy” like literally!
Agree
yes, we all should do them this favour to finally have all the privacy they so desperately wanted.
They've taken down the likes and dislikes . Not surprised 😱
 @Maggie Trubshaw  People are just showing Netflix how they feel for showing them something so nauseating!
its 122k as of when im writing this
Poor Harry.....😭😭😭.... 😂
Whew child, we’re so tired of them.
Why did you want to make this documentary? Megan and Harry... To make money and embarrass them, did I say money already
I love the part where Meghan kissed a prince and turned him into a frog.
The comments are hilarious 😂 

What stakes are high?
Being a smash and grab wife and getting found out for what she is?

What abused/oppressed woman clings to the titles of her alleged abuser/oppressor? And then insists on the same titles for her children?  All the whist her husband is professing to end the 
generic cycle of institutional pain!  It would be laughable if it wasn't so tragic!

Meghan's envy of Catherine Princess of Wales, along with her greed, vanity, insecurity, neediness and malice - is her sickness.  If she really had friends they would advise her to seek 
psychiatric intervention - unless they're as disturbed as she is.
Harry & Meghan prefer to systematically attack the good work of the Prince & Princess of Wales, than do anything good themselves.  
Since marriage they're like a devouring, malignant black hole, masquerading as a beacon of light.  If they were truly happy in their life they wouldn't be living in the past! Guess the illusion 
is happier than the reality.  What a toxic environment for those poor children! 

How many times do they need to tell their story?  They're not even a credible couple - they notoriously lied on Oprah on circa  20 points, and she purjered herself in a British court for lying 
on her 'statement of truth' - TWICE! 

Good luck coming back from this one Netflix... and the highly staged footage of Harry & Meghan fools noone - it looks more fake than fake. Amusing though!
Two unemployed 40s parents make a documentary. WOW, what a joke
All of the menopausal trolls are gathered as usual sloshing about their abundant supplies of bitterness, hatred, racism; and sheer, unadulterated, all consuming envy.😉
Shameful couple who should go and enjoy their "privacy"
Again😩
This is going to be such a cringe inducing shit show that I'm quite looking forward it. I wonder what things they are going to shoot themselves in the foot with this time?! 😂 More  lies that 
are easily disproven a la oprah. 😂
Please leave this wonderful person alone she is so inspirational to us mortals,  toiling in our mundane life, she is a misunderstood star,  (well I don't understand her!)



Ugh give me a break I'm not watching. Granted, their racism accusations are real and NO ONE should have to deal with racism. But it's their hypocrisy and over entitled behavior that 
annoys me. They're 40 and rich yet they're still whining and complaining about how they are not the stars of the BRF which is the crux of all of their behavior. Attention seeking all the time 
without wanting to do the grueling work of being a working royal. They told their "story" two years ago on Oprah, how many times are we gonna see this rehashed over and over again 
because it's their only value lmao. Big pass. Hope someone else takes one for the team and comes back with snark from this.
🤮No one should be watching these vile liars! Why would anyone want to watch the most disgusting two people who literally hate their own families and are selling them out for millions? 
Can vile Harry and repugnant Meghan possibly sink any lower? Let’s boycott this show so it tanks! 🤮
A melhor parte é quando ela seleciona o perfil da doadora dos óvulos que foram inseminados artificialmente com material genético do marido em um luxuoso laboratório. Quando ela 
exige que a doadora seja ruiva para que seus filhos sejam parecidos com o pai e não herdem seus cabelos escuros e crespos é tão emocionante que nos faz ter  esperança de um mundo 
sem racismo ou preconceitos. 
Quem ê Mandela perto de Meghan?
William and Catherine are the epitome of decency, class and dignity, this pair are trailer trash personified. I came here to give a dislike and a comment and had to watch 5 seconds, 5 
seconds of my life I'll never get back. SPARE  = Self Pitying And Really Embarrassing. So much for leaving to chase privacy. They've done nothing but the opposite since. Megaliar meeagain 
is a disgrace to women of any colour!
My favorite part is when Meghan said "it's Markin time" and Markled all over the royal family. Truly profound.
Fake, contrived,  its all about me. This is Hypocrites Crying foul. Poor professional victims.  Give up your titles or stop trashing the hands that feed you.   USA does not believe in princes or 
dutchess.  Shut up, Go away.  Just leave us alone.
I  once saw a prize bull with testicles the size of footballs and I thought I'd never see bigger bollox until this came along.
ROFL this will be the end of them, and NO ONE cares about these poor little privileged victims.. RME
Who cares about these two washed up idiots.
More like well netflix you gave us all this money for projects.  As it turns out I was on ONE basic cable show and this dude was born with a whole castle full of silver spoons i.e we have no 
talent. Reality is the way to go when you have no talent.
is harry's wife trolling here, really?
 @Lil G  You and your green eyed posse darling. 😉
Foi justamente o que eu pensei, duas crianças sem nenhum traço genético materno.
😂😂😂❤❤❤
What are you talking about, her children don’t have her black genes
Oro
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
👏👏👏👏😂😂😂
 @Asteroid  She's 45! She too old too have healthy eggs. Plus, don't venereal diseases get passed to the infant anyway? Well, she is the personification of a venereal disease!
Omg & this is why you lost so many viewers when this is the crap you film.
🤢🤮🤮
What stakes is this witch talking about? The stakes are high for them. Does anyone care what they have to say? They have said enough and their actions from the jump have been nothing 
but traitorous.
I like the way Meghan went down to the corner of Crenshaw and Slauson to tip a 40 for Nipsey Hustle. That stunning and brave move showed us she was down for her hood.
I love the way her and Harry's arms absurdly stretch and bend because she loves him so much she doesn't want to release his hand when he kindly tries to talk with people. What a 
thoughtful trait.
The part where Meghan said she never googled Harry prior their meeting, but wore his dead mother’s perfume on their first date…is very inspiring, absolutely not creepy   😍



Can't wait to see this...love them❤❤❤
The part where they cure cancer and aids and don’t even take credit!?!?!?  Tears!!!
Harry the tool better comply with his wife. She is an evil demonic, narcissist, no moral compass.  No compliance she is done with him and will turn!!!!
Netflix...have you lost your sanity? You could probably get some subscribers back if you tell the “real” truth about this disgusting duo...
I sleep so much better knowing MeAgain is saving the world
So cringe it’s insane.
I loved the part where she personally picked out frames in the Dollar Store so she could gift framed pictures of herself to people who paid big money to hear her word salad.
Kinda makes one want to….🤮
The part where we have Meghan, on video, laughing saying "I'm such a fraud"
I love the part where Meghan decides she wants to announce her pregnancy at Eugenie's wedding. So selfless and thoughtful of her to give Eugenie the honor of having the big baby news 
shared on her special day.
Ahahahaha...the comments are brilliant
Oh Jesus what more do these two privileged  liars have to tell.  Exceptionally wealthy man and wife who want everything, both being working royals and earning money privately get told 
no so trash their families for a grievance story, allowing them to take more money from said trashed family so they can live as multi millionaires.  Pull the other one. Netflix what were you 
thinking paying these two anything
I'm so happy for this!
These two are my favourite couple within British royal family previously & now as it was <33
The part where Meghan insists on showing her great love for her husband, by continuing to grab his hand, no matter how many times he tries to remove it from her grasp. Such 
determination and  dedication!
The way she shoves him aside and pushes to the front to be adored.
If she let's go of his hand, he fiddles with his wedding ring🤣😂.  Asif, its burning, too tight, whatever worrisome object 😂😒
And the wonderful part is that at the same period, she was in a relationship with the Canadian cook, lived with him in his house, and betrayed him with the dim prince.
 @Aitha T.B  The cook whose recipes she stole and claimed as her own. 😅
i absolutely agree and had hoped they would actually do exactly that. they surely have enough footage to portray the real meghan
Don’t forget the extra touch- bubble wrap!! 🤣🤣
It was authentic and organic 🤣🤣🤣
literally the only truth she has ever spoken
 @Ladasiah Jackson  and so archetypal😂😂😂
One of my favourite parts too.
So classy and gracious ❤
She's a lesson for us all.
Remember Eugenie was engaged first.  But Royal Protocol said that Harry could have his wedding first.  Then Meghan used the venue that Eugenie wanted (Eugenie used the venue but 
months later so it looked like she copied Meghan).  Lastly Meghan wanted to steal the tiara that Eugenie wanted to wear.  The Queen stepped in and said no.  This is the tiara you'll wear.  
Maybe that No is what set off the whole set of dominoes (not really because Meghan was planning on leaving before she even got engaged).
I just posted same thing. Didn’t realize you beat me to it.  When she announce the baby news at Eugenies wedding is when I started getting suspicious that she might always need to be the 
center of attention.
I love the part where she pretended she was pregnant and wore silicone moon bumps.



And so kind and generous of Meghan to share with us the ever changing and evolving, shrinking and popping moon bump she sported during her pregnancy, with sound effects too!
So you were at Eugene's' wedding to witness the whole thing, right? LMAOLMAO!!!!
 @Cid K  those moon bumps should have their own investigative docuseries made about them. Now THAT would be something actually worth watching. 🤔
 @Beach Rando , Oh please!! As if Harry and Meghan hadn't told the RF that Meghan was expecting before Eugenies' wedding. LOL They already knew. Of course some people didn't' 
know. Would you tell more than 800 people you or your wife was expecting. THINK LOGICALLY, NOT WHAT YOU READ IN TRASH MAGAZINES. LOL
 @New Catholic Girl  It really was such an endearing look into their private lives! Just gives one warm fuzzies thinking about it!
 @Cid K she’s always thinking of US, the common folk! Such a gracious person, right‽
Oh my god, one of the WORST faux pas, to steal thunder from the wedding couple, and so not a surprise from a narcissist. Doesn't even have a clue how bad that is.
Right on point narcissism at its finest 🤮
I hope that Catherine announces her pregnancy at the documentary's releasing day
so u where there please show as the tape .
 @ACH  would that not make her as awful as the narcissist?  She’d never be so crass.
What a derange way of stealing someones spotlight.
Sugars have arrived O O O
 @Ally_bally67  of course she would not, but its fun to think about it cause it would totalmente crash the sussex big debut
oh i'm so sad to tell you that they left the royal family and are not inside of it anymore. i hope you get over this tragic loss soon
 @Lil G  Yes, I know it's the same now as it was before
And dominance!
😂😂😂
You nailed it…can’t unsee it!
The CLAW.  How she constantly claws his arms.
That was very triggering for me.  I was sexually abused as a child so I don't like people touching me when I don't want them to.  This includes family members.
Howling at the determination and dedication part!!!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Best comment 😂😂😂
🤣
I love the part when she puts on a moonbump and announces that she is pregnant. Awe inspiring!!!
The part where Meghan said she has no involvement in the Finding Freedom book, but got exposed because evidence brought up in the uk court said otherwise… it was very noble of her! 
🤭

Interesting that netflix only has the total number of likes. The number of Dislikes are no displayed? 🤔 😂 Interesting very interesting 🤨
No thanks. She’s a proven fraud he’s a proven traitor. Do a documentary about that and I’ll watch it.
Loved the moment when Meghan ran After the photographer screaming "take my picture!" and finally tackled him to the ground. The photographer's tears of joy while he begged for her 
to finally leave him alone and to stop chaining him up in her basement were so catching. For my left eye. The humility and grace shown by her should be an example to those publicity 
seeking Walses.
You just know Megan has been dreaming of this moment
Gross narcissists
I love the part where she bullies little Charlotte.
They are both fake as hell... harry with his poltics and Meghan pretending she is a humble chick who doesn't care about fame. Fake as hell



I love the  part  when she throws hot tea at her servants.
And the part where they make really good word salad to save the planet you know there good tossers too
The power of dominion is strong in these two ducks.
Harry & The Ho...
Netflix, you sux. These two ugly 7th graders in falling apart middle aged bodies is vomit inducing. They refuse to tell the truth.
Respect for the camera man squeezing into the bathroom with Meghan to document her existential experience on the 'throne'. True hero.
the part where two entitled, worthless people lecture the common folk on environmentalism and then jet off to the usa, requesting the usa to give security detail (denied of course by evil 
orange man), because life as a royal in the uk is SO HARD. these two are SO brave and inspiring
I see Meghan crying in front of her perfectly folded Hermès blanket. These two are pathetic, they need to have their titles stripped, shut up and grow up.
I love the part where Meghan stood on the bridge and said to the balrog "I am a servant of the Secret Fire, wielder of the flame of Anor. You cannot pass."
The part where Rachel wore Princess Diana’s favorite perfume on her first date with Henry really makes me want to step up my manipulative side. What an inspiration she is.
i wonder when M and H will realise, they are not attacking Palace but ENGLAND. they are not attacking grandmother or father or brother (they dont say names) they are saying 
MONARCHY IS RACIST. That means they are accusing FORMAL GOVERNMENT OF UK of racism. That is TREASON not family feud.
This was good! 😂🤣
I LOLd!  😂
and Part 2 of this episode when the late Queen Elizabeth then paid the Staff member 250k compensation was so generous of Meggy 😢 one tear, left eye Go!
Did this really happen?
Yes, when they were on their  Australian tour.
Yuck he fell for his mother?!!
And to think many young women look up to this master manipulator? Sad really….
You are too funny. 😂😂
 @Suzanne Singh  Yes, and ew.
This oughta be the most liked comment
No desire to waste my time during this Christmas season to watch and listen to a pack of lies told by self pitying selfish  hypocrites
she doesn't love him.
The part where she gives birth to Jesus and sends handwritten thank you notes in beautiful calligraphic script to the three wise men.
The part where Meghan said the IQs of all BRF members combined wouldn’t be equal to hers, and yet she couldn’t manage to pass the UK citizenship tests….
The part where she is so generous and loving to her ill elderly father and her poor wheelchair bond sister. Sigh! Saintly doesn’t even begin to cover it.
The part where we realise not even the Kardashians would stoop this low.. ouch, this is bad for... harry and Meghan
Can the U.S exchange these 2 clowns for Brittany Griner?
Yeah the part where they wore tiny mics to record all the racism among  the royals.. so we finally find out who asked who would Archie take after.. sound really familar with the chick who 
came to Buck house stirring the pot..
Trash
Meghan an Harry telling their story is like watching a plane, carrying a car, crash into a train as the train is falling off a bridge. 

Ultimate train wreck.
20 members of my family just cancelled out Netflix subscription because if this horrible woman being portrayed as a hero in Netflix. Byeeee Netflix!!!!
There's a lot of people with box bodies Cockney accents and bad teeth in these comments. Seriously, are there no qualified dentists in the UK?



I love the part where Meghan and Harry are unceremoniously escorted  out of the UN.
They make me sick x what a disgrace x they are both liars x
"Why did you want to make this documentary"
MONEYY
I just can't believe my eyes! How  would anyone seriously produce such a thing and expect the public to lap it up? I've never seen such nauseating, staged melodrama. How insulting to 
anyone with a brain. That pair really are a folie a deux, and so full of hatred and jealousy.
I'll never forget how Megan beat Sly Stallone at the end of Over The Top, what a hero
Will not watch it. That women is an insufferable lying cow. Will not give netflix another dime.
Netflix and the Narcle’s are complete trash! Nobody cares what’s going on behind your closed doors M &H! We don’t want to hear or watch your lies! We’ve got your number, you abusive, 
lying witch!! Netflix, we hope you lose money on these two big-time! You picked two massive losers!! You get what you deserve! All my opinion!
A six part series for a couple who wanted privacy - sums them up perfectly 😡
😂😂
Dear lord 😂
On bananas
Or memorise the British National Anthem 🙄
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Love it!
i wonder how many people cancel because of this nonsense docuseries! ;-)
What a load of garbage CANCELLING MY SUBSCRIPTION NOW!!!
trash 🗑
Trash crap rubbish down right bitterness you wouldn't know the truth if it whacked you in the fa ce
The part when Meghan said she was one plane crash away from the throne. So caring how she looks out for the safety of her inlaws. So compassionate.  So Kind. Makes me well up. One 
tear, left eye. Go!
Oh Jesus this is getting trolled way more than I expected lol
That moment when she realised she wasn’t Caucasian after all.
I'd be crying in my castle about how hard life is and nobody asking me how I'm doing. 🤔
YouTube won't let me call Maggot what she really is. And her husband is the male version. The word begins with a C.
OMG What trash 🤢🤮
I love the part where I never watch this
I came here to see for myself the likes to dislike ratio after reading literally that "Given the official Netflix trailer had 105,000 dislikes and 15,000 likes on YouTube as of yesterday, it will be 
interesting to see how the series is received when it airs next Thursday." - what i see is there are 16k likes versus 0 - zero! - dislikes, and I'm wondering, is youtube editing out the dislikes? 
Is that even possible? Is it Meghan's magic touch? Meanwhile I'm having a nice cuppa here reading all the funny comments of people telling us their favourite Meghan moment... reading 
on...😃
Who cares.
How exactly are the stakes high for anybody other then them? Literally they are the only ones that have anything to gain or lose from this documentary.  It affect the rest of us absolutely 
zero, other then entertainment value of watching this catastrophe.
The commitments are AMAZING! lmao! I keep thinking oh this is the best, then I read the next one ..oh no this is the best.  This just had me laughing all day.
Harry and Meghan Kardashian! They simply are the low class of the RF.



I love the part where Meghan and Harry sabotage an award show about climate change because they thought their ego's were more important than our planet. Absolutely sickening 
narcissism. Netflix should be ashamed.
Everyone is sick of the Sussex’s narcissistic behaviour and lies
What a stupid question."Why do you want to make this documentary?" The whole world knows it's for the MONEY!
What about all those Zoom videos the Harkles had with Queen during Covid happily cooing to little Archie? What about James Cordon’s teenage children showing up at Monteshitshow for 
a play date with a toddler and baby?
Moved away for more privacy just to sell it shorly after 
RUBISH
And the little kids. Such natural mother instincts. Impressive. Diana could not hold a candle to her daughter in law.
I love this comment 😂❤
 @Sarah L.  😅😅😂😂
😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣
She said that?
 @Tanya Roberts  allegedly. It's been reported by Lady C
😂😂😂
😂
Gold
 @Sarah L. Diana came back to move the candle in front of Meghan during the video taping of the funeral service of Queen Elizabeth, the Great.
Lady C. Nothing more than royalist tabloid trash gossip. Pathetic. I can see why people want H&M to shut up . They know they are getting ready to be called out! MM knew very well calling 
out racism wouod make her Public Enemy-#1 …they tried to break her, they failed! Bring it on. Bravo H&M keep telling your story as long as the trash media keeps trying to make a buck off 
yours! Pathetic
What a stupid comment. You haters  are pathetic.
This comment is incredibly dumb.
 @Tanya Roberts No she didn't.
please continue spread lies  so then you can be sue for defamation . then you be the one crying hater
 @S V E  lol 😆
 @S V E  such racism 🙄 I thank Meghan Markle every day for opening my eyes to the cruel ongoing racism and domestic violence she was subjected to in tje hands of the RF. Makes me 
wonder wtf Martin Luther King and Madela were complaining about all this time. It's nothing at all compared to the pain and  suffering Meghan Markle endured. No wonder South Africans 
danced in the street during her wedding.
 @Nobody’s Business  Ha! I was hoping someone would respond with this!
 @Tee Mac  But who saw them dancing?
 @Asma Aziz  no one because it never happened except in MegaNarcs deluded mind
 @Sarah L.  Is that the same candle from the funeral?
 @Tee Mac  You're not up to date. Now she suffered domestic abuse at the hands of the RF. Just ask Ngozi Fulani...no, I'm not making this up!
 @Asma Aziz  Ngozi Fulani
 @Mellow Yellow  Mustve been so hard for her. 🙄
i don't see many bots or troll up to now. the comment section is definitely much more fun than the docuseries! ;-)
The dislikes are at 118K. apparently you can see it on the Netflix site.



dislikes are only visible on app account view.. i guess you didt know that but almost every trailer has dislikes hidden but they are still there . its now 120.000 dislikes,,,, just saying.
 @Liz N  thank you. i was looking here on youtube. not a single dislike it's hard to believe. (cynical me)
 @TADEJA U  no i'm sorry I did not know that. I feel so old right now
don’t watch it so it doesn’t count toward viewership! there will be plenty of commentators to give the breakdown and relevant clips.

I just really want to know how the stakes are high.  Has me laughing so hard.  Her statement is so ridiculous. I'm not going gto watch it. But I am going to love reading the comments!
I think she means T-bones are up to $5.99 a pound.
agreed. 10 mins on and i'm still scrolling and laughing. 🙂
I've been so upset at the Markle coordinated sabatoge of the Boston trip, but these comments are exactly what the Markles deserve
nods in agreement
This will backfire on them massively
This is going to fail completely...she is such a toxic individual and everybody sees it...
What stakes?? Is having a reality show or ‘docuseries’ the new ‘seeking privacy’ or are they going to pretend they never said this?! 
Shameful Netflix threw money at this garbage!! Do they not know she’s got the reverse Midas touch!
She already threw Netflix under the bus because it wasn’t what they necessarily wanted!!
When multimillionaires whine should be the title. What a publicity loving witch.
These comments are masterworks of sublime sarcasm.
Do we get to see the lunch of chicken tacos she had with Michelle Obama for the Vogue editorial? What about when Ellen was in London for some elephant charity and met Archie, will we 
see that? What about when Hilary Clinton met Archie at Frogmore, will we get a glimpse of such a momentous event in the child’s life????
I bagged a prince and ruined his life,lol.
What in the world will they think of next.
the scene where Meghan hears the news that 19 children had been murdered in Texas and flew there with a camera crew for publicity. Oh no wait, that's not me satirising her, that 
actually happened
The part where Meghan became a champion charioteer, returned to Judea, and eventually offered water to a struggling Jesus. Jesus felt so seen at that point.
Between them they have ONE, that’s one family member they have regular contact with. Seems friends aren’t a common theme either. Yet everyone else is still the problem? Why can’t 
people stop wanting them to be the victims they want them to be because of what they represent and instead see them for who they really are.
I loved when Harry said WOW!  Meghan then asked. 'Are you looking at me darling.' He said 'No Kate in her Gold dress.' Meghan screamed, as she ran out the door. Such dramatic & 
powerful acting 😁😁🤣🤣
The part actually showing her 40 friends mentoring women for 40 minutes,  and the valuable insights those lucky ladies were treated to, to re enter the work force ……anyone …….anyone 
……… (tumbleweed….) . so authentic and not just all about MeGain being in our faces again.
Thank you, Netflix, for sharing their love story and their struggles in life. Here I was struggling with the cost of living but of course I hang my head in shame now after seeing this. So nice of 
them to share their story with us peasants ❤
Never mind about the documentary - did everyone see how STUNNING Kate looked at the Earthshot Prize gala? 👗
The part where she was comparing her legs to the rescue chickens 🐔 in Montecito. I teared up 😢… inspirational
Vile couple!🤬🤬🤬
I loved the part when the Wife told Oprah, while they were visiting the chicken coop, how they built it for their dear child, and the next day, the previous owner went public, saying that HE 
actually built the coop, and then was not allowed to use it, due to zoning laws up in that neck of the woods.
Do we get to see her crying and holding Archie after he almost died from a smoking heater in the housing unit they were forced to stay in South Africa?



Wow so stunning and brave! I didn't know that Meghan was the first person on the moon and Harry cured cancer, just amazing!
it will be interesting to see whether they will have any portion of that in this shit show docuseries. that was so wrong and exploitative. it would be WILD if they put it in after all. let the 
backlash begin…
🤣😂🤣😂
🤣🤣🤣😍 love it!
Did this really happen?
This one’s priceless 😂😂😂
@MrsG - love that comment, do I sense an HG can here? Can't fault your taste!
Edit.  Fan, not can! Sorry.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
I loved that part where it took off like a wild horse and women, all her friends supported her and did the 40 in 40.
Tumbleweed😂😂😂
Crickets 😴😴😴😴
I am not gonna identify myself as peasant like you so no I wouldn't care to watch such lies. Watching them isn't gonna inspire me to earn a million dollars. Especially trashing own families 
for money
Stop thinking of yourself, Isabella! Do you not grasp the monetary struggles poor 37 year old Hapless has now that his father has cut off his allowance????????????   My God...they're 
forced to live in a meager $9+million mansion because King Charles is a big meanie to poor Hapless! And speaking of struggles let us not forget how the Queen was SO rude in not allowing 
Nutmeg to wear her favorite tiara!  Poor Nutmeg...as Hapless Harry once said, 'What Nutmeg wants, Nutmeg gets!'
It was so kind of them to tell us how badly we should feel for them during the pandemic from their Montecito estate
We should ban Netflix. I'm sick of them as much as H & M.
 @Cara Simon  let see how you feel when someone is threatening ur life .
 @Alvina Hurtado You think Meghan is the only Royal who’s ever received death threats? Really, are you this naive? What do you think Charles received when Diana died in that car crash, 
love letters, letters of condolences? The guy’s inbox probably exploded with hate mail, yet have you ever hear him complain? Do you seriously believe Kate never received hate mail from 
deranged jealous people who think that a commoner should never become queen. 

Seriously, you Markle sycophants are the most ridiculous and gullible bunch on the planet.
 @Cara Simon  can't wait for the taxes to come due!
Netflix understood that the stakes were high!
 @Piper M  what
jaw-dropping! she looks gorgeous!
That green gown was GORGEOUS!!!!❤❤❤
A hired for $77 dress no less. Do you know Megsy went to Morocco and wore a £99k dress. A HUNDRED THOUSAND POUNDS ON A (really rather ugly) DRESS! Utterly obscene & totally 
without conscience (or class, taste, decency, verisimilitude ....)
Yes, beautiful and elegant🙄💚, and she wore the Queen Mary necklace, which Meghan reportedly wanted her engagement ring to be inspired by😂
She looked smashing. Total class.
So beautiful ❤❤❤❤
Absolutely stunning



Absolutely beautiful and full of class unlike the classless jealous markle
She was perfection
Stunningly beautiful, William must be a very lucky man, she is gorgeous 💌

she impressed Harvard people a lot, they thought she was an interesting and nice person, they said there was no ego in the room with her, just incredibly pleasant and enjoyable hour.
she always dresses immaculately, its not about expense, she makes cheap dresses look good
Absolutely ADORE that girl 🥰
Omg  Catherine looked darling ❤
Kate has class
Another of many stunning moments.  Catherine is gorgeous on her worst day and on her best? Over the top.  ❤
That rented £100 dress looked like a million bucks on her…those two make a happy marriage look easy, don’t they?
Yes. she was wearing Diana's choker. And that fluorescent green dress lit up her face. Beautiful and classy
Americans love Princess Kate!! I am one of them
Yes she would look good in a sack, as opposed to Meghan who makes everything look like a sack
Princess Cathrine is beautiful inside and out.
She was absolutely gorgeous and so classy. I bet it brought a tear to Harry’s wife’s left eye knowing that can never be her. 😂😂😂
Queen Catherine in oh, about 10 years
Stunning and classy.
Catherine emanated class!  Now THERE'S a Princess! 😊
Stunning, classy, dignified, and well, Royal!
She did look fabulous.
Oh yeah!!!! Our gracious Princess Catherine looked amazing!!!!!
 @Aitha T.B  , not inspired but wanted it torn apart for her engagement ring 
Just an amazing beauty ! And so very nice 😊
Yes!!! 💚💚 👏👏
Kathereine’s emerald choker is worth more than their 16 bath mansion .😂
 @M Sky  , isn’t that amazing 🤣
Best comment
Stunningly beautiful as always 
Just WOW❗🔥 EARTHSHOT is positive and uplifting, no preaching. It’s rewarding genius people from all over the globe for genius SOLUTIONS👌
She’s beautiful, inside and out! ❤
Beautiful beyond words!!
Lol
No, i only have seen the Meghan in this documentary
Wow I did not know that - good that the previous owner debunked her statement.
I feel bad for Meghan for being the victim of the things she literally signed up for. Too bad. without the royal family, u won't have a Netflix deal, to begin with. 😇
The part when Meghan strapped on her dancing shoes and, with an eee-hee and shamone, taught the young Mr. Jackson how to moonwalk. The world could never show enough gratitude 
for all she has done. Tears.



That part where Meghan goes to rescue the little girl from the aliens on the terraform planet, incredibly selfless.
Maybe perhaps we will be able to see her like a normal mum with the kids??

“When the stakes are this high…” How “high“ would that be? Titles have little place in America, where they’ve chosen to settle for the time being, yet we’re supposed to care…about what 
stakes? So much drama, over what? An über wealthy couple with a couple of kids that can afford a mansion - dare I say faux palace - that most families of that size would rattle around in & 
find many times too large. A couple that goes on international tv to air family “dirty laundry” (who does that to their family?) with some demonstrable untruths that are easily found out by 
a little research. What are these “stakes” that are so high again? For a couple desiring “privacy” they are sure out there in their nicely controlled media a rather bit too often.
🤮🤑🤢🤯🤮
The part where Meg cured cancer was the best.
Oh dear, Netflix.  Top dollar to be manipulated by this lying pair of scavengers?  You should hang your heads in shame.
The queen supported feminism. Now her grand son is married to one.
‘When the stakes were high’ - what stakes? All lies. 
You’ve wasted your money Netflix. Won’t be watching
"When the stakes are this high"? What stakes? LOL!
Do these two have anything to offer the world other than dirt on the royal family? Oprah interview = dirt. Netflix doc = dirt. Harry's memoir = dirt. I genuinely don't know what they have 
done for anyone but themselves since they left the UK.

At a time when people are cold because they can’t afford their energy bills….more whining about the dead sainted mother and the tiara…I think not. I feel a tear …from my left eye….
What utter trash, can’t wait to see how bad this is going to be
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮
Meghan Markel is a fake and a hypocrite
I live in Santa Barbara only 5 miles from where Meghan lives. I am neither dirt poor (ie useful for photo ops as a way of demonstrating her boundless compassion) nor rich and famous (like 
all her "friends"). Nevertheless I feel like the luckiest man on earth, because I breathe the same air that she breathes. That is my truth.
NO DEAL
"How to Hate Two Loathsome People Even More: the Movie."
ah yes netflix shilling, this time for the oh so poor and mistreated loud mouth royals
I actually saw Witchiepoo do the moon walk on an episode of H.R. PufnStuf. Not joking.
I cried actual tears at this comment
mm is not a feminist
harry's wife hates other women. i would not call that feminism.
 @cutie pie  ha ha ha. Yes. She is.
 @Lil G  she is a feminist.
OMG, go away already. No one cares.
These comments should be put into a book better than watching the clip
Why don't they show how many dislikes? 🤣
MeGain Markel
How to describe narcotism
The Crown is gonna have fun covering this 😅



Once again all this will follow them in to memes!! The whole world joking !
The part where they walk into Royal Albert Hall and the audience is already giving a standing ovation to the performers... but Hazbeen + Megs nod and smile and thank everyone for 
cheering them on!  (This really happened.)
Edina & Patsy were believable publicity whores.
That part where she claimed her Nigerian heritage while simultaneously crushing racism with her righteous right hand! Long live the people's NEW princess. Some one should give this gal 
an award for her bravery in defeating structural racism in America and the U.K. 
Oh. Wait. 🤐
I love how Harry made sure to "protect" his family by moving from one of the best protected households in the world to California...
When the stakes are this low... I'd prefer to set myself on fire than be forced to watch a single second of this narcissistic drivel.
So oppressed
Ooooh OUCH! Someone stop the haemorrhaging!!! 118000 dislikes and counting. Well Netflix it looks like you just got Markled. UPDATE: 119000   UPDATE: (In my very best French accent 
AHEM!)  Almost one hour later..........121000 Yeah, Netflix you got Markled. Actually make that 122000
I am so please to have cancelled Netflix. This is the grossest thing I've ever seen.
This is rubbish! I am truly saddened Netflix is proceeding with this based on the history of these to lie and stack on more lies.

Does Netflix not have a heart or any morality of fact checking these imbeciles?❤
I cancelled six subscriptions over these two fools--my own and my adult children and my elderly mother.  This year they got HBO Max subscriptions.  Will not add Netflix back until these 
two backstabbing brats are gone.  Not looking back!  SHAME on you Netflix--thought you had a little class!
When is the part about the great African housing unit fire where Archie nearly perished and the heartless royals  forced her to keep working?   We are all sure to shed one tear, left eye 
when we see it.
I especially liked the part where she led a team of oil drillers to an asteroid to divert it from hitting earth.  Mankind is in her debt.
"Why did you want to mske this documentary?"

Let me see... $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ?
I'm taking screenshots incase they're wiped out lol
 @Catherine Morrin   Good for you.
Oh, Really!  😮. I need to keep up. 😅
Yep. That did happen, we all saw it too.
OH MY GOD 😱
Yep and it was a benefit for The Royal Marines who Hapless had already blown off a memorial service for dead Marines to escort Migraine to meet Beyonce at The Lion King premiere....so 
stunning and brave😂
 @Leah Nichol she was so delusional she thought the applaud was for them. I watched the clip and I had a secondhand embarrassment
Yes I saw that. She was smiling so smugly.
Well what else can you expect from Duchess of dizzyhead and Duke of dense.
That's one of my favourite Meghan moments. Her expression was priceless.
And the disgusted look one lady threw in their direction was also priceless

 😂😂😂
they only thought about money, but made the wrong decision.



Nooooo! Please no! Netflix, I promise you everyone has had enough of these whiners!
Meghan and Harry are evil to the core. Their story literally changes every day depending on what suits their agenda for the day and who they’re trying to destroy . So no, Meghan, It 
doesn’t make sense to hear your story from you because everything that comes out of your mouths is a lie! There is no chance in the world I would watch this pukefest of a documentary! 
Big fail Netflix! If I was paying for a subscription, I’d cancel it! This US citizen is Team Real Royals all the way!
Remember every Meghan tear is a HOLLYWOOD TEAR!
The part where Meghan is crying into her Hermes blanket. What a poor girl…
The time when Meghan was allocated to write empowering messages on bananas for the charity that was handing out food hampers to the local h**kers. (Pha**ic symbols no less...you go 
girl)!🍌🖊
The Crowverse!
That part where Meghan emasculated a Prince
Megan e Harry is fantastic 🦋
Il resto è invidia...
La gente ama i falsi e Burghesi ...quelli che fanno finta che va tutto bene.
Harry e Megan sono Very e loro a differenza di altri Richi ..donano soldi in Africa
No, thanks!
Who cares?
Why did you want to make this? LOL!! To earn some money! Yes because we want to live a private life!! But despite that and because we did real shit you will see our private life ! OMG!!! 
Those two will not end up well!
why does the battle still continue?
The part where Meghan is caught red handed rifling through Harry’s belongings in the boot of his car during the 2018 Audi Polo Challenge and has to be escorted away by Mark Dyer and a 
member of security.
Why bombarding is with garbage???

Thankfully William and Kate will go on as the classy Royals they are, after all he will one day be King whether Markle likes it or not! It must break his heart though to see the attacks on Kate 
😥
While H&M will spiral out of control between this Netflix hit piece and his book, as more and more people grow to detest them, they will be nothing and no one in less than 10 years!
I really want MM tell us again about when she single handedly changed Procter & Gamble’s marketing strategy.  I can never hear that story often enough.
The trolls in here are relentless. I love the part where the trolls in here get off the royal payroll and stop hating on Harry & Meghan.
I've got a feeling that it will be full of BULL$#!T & LIES! 
What Harry & Meghan do best!
Why would people want to watch these self absorbed people
Megan Markle: the only woman who has ever kissed a Prince and turned him into a 🐸
And noone is asking her are you ok.Poor little thing😢.
stai bene?
Ditto. I’ve been saying it for a long time. The vigour and glee with which they sabotage and attack his family will come back to haunt them spectacularly. The closer you try to reach the sun, 
guaranteed your wings will get burnt - these two are long overdue karma. The Universe knows how to balance things in the end.
😃😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 I remember that!
i predict they will be forgotten in 2-3 years. there will be no other project or desls for them.



Meghan and Harry are the trolls!
Noone hates them.Everyone is laughting about.Its big difference you know😂
Trolls??? Lady, they provide free comic relief on a global platform, this is so cheesy, I am cringing for them - I can’t stop laughing I almost think it’s a mockcumentary spoof 😂😂😂 
majority aren’t trolls, most are mocking them - do you honestly take these cheesy, pretentious black and white clips seriously?! Oh my days!!!
 @Евгения Дубинина  who is everyone?
Trolls? Hahaha the comment section  is hilarious..The number of dislikes 119,000 at the moment speaks how trash this dou is.🤣🤣🤣
i really wonder who likes manipulative, self-absorbed, narcissistic, hateful bullies like harry and his wife? i guess other manipulative, self-absorbed, narcissistic, hateful bullies? might be ab 
explanation ;-)
You obviously have never seen the Sussex Squad in full flow on Twitter, now that's relentless trolling. This is gentle, and witty, by comparison.
 @Pats Hartigan  is it really though?
 @Anny Cizek-Abreu  definitely. No death threats here. That's the level of wit the squad get into on Twitter.
💜 This! Can't wait to watch!
I loved the part when she solved the Earth's Fake Climate Emergency by wriggling her nose like Samantha off Bewitched!
Just a couple of turds cashing in!
Considering Harry speaks of making a change to the climate etc, releasing a poor me documentary same time William is awarding people for their contributions to climate change etc no 
words are needed. Hopefully this will be the end of listening to their truth which is biased.
❤❤❤
The struggle is real for TW, but every day she conquers any feelings of empathy for others.  Especially her father, brother, sister or any members of the Royal Family.
Who misses the out of control and wild bachelor Prince Harry?  😎
“Pretentious: a Meghan and Harry Story” there I fixed it.
Whoever always felt being secondary will always subconsciously insecure and cry for attention 😂..
Oooooh  Harry and Meghan. !! how exciting.  oh no wait  WHO GIVES A F#@!..     she is a shallow self absorbed vain petty  show pony..  and Harry is obviously weak of mind..   Won't watch 
it..
As proven liars H&M’s side of the story would be full of “their truths”. It’s not related to reality. 🤢 🤮
🙄 not interested
If you legitimately question whether or not Harry and Meghan were mistreated by the Royal family, just look at the damage control they're immediately unleashing trying to appear anti-
racist when this release is just around the corner. It wasn't when Meghan was threatening leave, it wasn't just after they said they'd leave, they didn't acknowledge any problems, until 
now, when they'd know they'd burn. I'm not claiming Meghan is an angel, but if she's in a position to improve the world by sticking up for herself and sharing her story, that's a good thing 
and it will help oppressed people the world over, who might not be as well off as her. If you find yourself blindly copying memes about a woman you don't know, berating her without 
hearing her story, you might just very well be brainwashed by the Windsors, who have much more cash to buy clout and influence online. It's obvious they're scared, you should see what 
Meghan and Harry have to say. I support them.
CANCELING MY SUBSCRIPTION 2 NETFLIX😡 HARRY & MEGHAN NOTHING BUT LIARS PHONIES FAKE TRASH✨JEALOUS OF THE REAL ROYALS✨THEY'RE NOTHING BUT 
JOKES😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where MEagain told at least 30 lies on Oprah.
Will be cancelling my sub once the sky link ends.
That talentless cow is tearing down a broken man. I'm waiting for Harry to slap someone on live tv too.
The part where critics of Harry and Meghan realise that they have neither influence nor a life. When you get this much vitriol for no justifiable reason then you know you’ve done 
something right. Keep doing what you’re doing Sussex royals 👏👏



It's wierd .. I didn't see the part where they gave up any significant part of thier wealth to make a difference to those they apparently fight so hard for?
🤮
The part where Meghan says the real wedding by the Archbishop of Canterbury was 3 days before and that the actual wedding costing millions of taxpayers money was just for show… 
loved that bit
Did you enjoy the lies on the Oprah interview as much?
... and for anyone who works for her, or has worked for her, or anyone who will ever work for her.
They are proven liars a number of times..no one is stopping you to supports their lies🤣🤣🤣
Zzzzzzzzz….zzzzzz….read the room side show Bob, you are running on empty. You’ve lost the war. Millions of views and only just over 15K likes (I heard the dislikes are nearing 120K!). 
majority of comments against them. You and the few other easily gullible, are the only ones looking forward to this claptrap pretentious staged kaka-show. Harry used to behave like a 
vapid racist not long ago and Meghan is clearly a Caucasian leaning biracial who formerly, exclusively moved in white circles - both divisive and filled with venom… enjoy watching this 
mockumentary, it looks cheesier than cheese, I’m cringing and laughing simultaneously! 😅😅😅😅Toodooles!
you support manipulative bullies and liars?
 @Le Clube  I think anyone who thinks the Royals are better is equally as gullible. Sorry. Do you really think Charles is trustworthy? Mistresses and untimely dead ex wife and all? lulz. I'm 
okay with being a minority in the presence of so many sheep. To me, it's entirely possible Meghan is a terrible person. She's from Hollywood. But what if both are true? And honestly, given 
the resources the royals have, I expect them to be able to manipulate people much better. Thanks for proving my point: people are easily brainwashed.
Is that you Meghan Mandela?🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yep and accumulating negativity is nothing to be proud of either - I’d rather be unknown than known for being vindictive and divisive, eventually karma comes knocking. The Universe 
balances things in the end. They are both seedy and have managed to completely brainwash clearly frustrated projecting simpletons. The more these two do the more they are hated - 
they exude the opposite of the midas touch. I’m sure they won’t be pleased with negative attention because in the end, bad for business so keep celebrating the mass global negative 
attention they are accumulating at a rapid rate.
@leclube2282 “Accumulating negativity is nothing to be proud of either” – neither is espousing it. Perhaps you should consider your own behaviour, and why you appear so ‘frustrated’. 
Are you an example of the simpleton of which you speak?
Yeah as one of those tax payers I was so moved by her compassion and Grace 🤣🤣🤣
That was the part that my left eye tear out, just moving.
Chapter 2 Harry jumps the broom .
Has anyone explained to her that if you stop doing documentaries about yourself you will have more privacy?
Interviewer: "Why did you want to make this documentary?" 
Honest Answer: "We wanted to make a pile of cash. That's it."
WELL DONE TO HARRY!!!BRAVE AS HIS MOTHER WAS!!!! SMARTER AND MORE LUCKY BECAUSE HE IS NOT ALONE ON THIS!! TRUTH PNLY TRUTH !!!
I liked it when the royals made Meghan live in a cottage and eat Doritos snack packs.
Haven’t they been “speaking their truth” for a couple of years now? Prince Harry walked away from an exceptional lifestyle and platform. Unfortunately, he’s too thick and his wife lacks 
the insight to understand that kind of power, even as a second stringer.

Poor, stupid Harry. She went after him like a heat-seeking missile and now look at the mess he's in. I give it 5, maybe 10 years max before the lack of attention causes her implosion.
The part when they said they were still going to support the  monarchy...🤔
"CLIMATE! CLIMATE! CLIMATE!  Now look away while I board a private jet."
Oh no... I especially love the part where they hired the production staff responsible for the Diana Panorama interview... You know those people Harry supposedly despises.. funny how the 
tables turn when it suits... - see what I did there... Suits 🤣🤣🤣



Funny how all the people who disliked this is now not showing as disliked
And I LOVE the part when "H" tells the world he left the unlimited security of being a senior, british royal, who had access to 24/7 IPP status, and protection and take his family to the U.S. 
(where one has the right to bear arms), in order to keep them safe. His bravery was extremely moving.
I loved the part where the inflatable moon bump deflated within hours.
Tales of woe from a grifter and a Haz been.
THANK GOD she didn't get her one fake tear (LEFT EYE GO!) on the 3k Hermes blanket. How can 2 people possibly be so completely and utterly tone deaf. So odd there was no racism until 
she was denied her half in half out money making scheme. There is a financial crisis, war i Ukraine, but people are mean to millionaires living n a Monteshitshow Olive Garden whining to a 
billionaire (Oprah) about how haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaard it all is. FFS
The part when Meghan bravely gaslighted I mean re-educated us in her podcasts. Now I understand she never bullied anyone, she was just being a strong, determined, brilliant and 
misunderstood compassionate humanitarian eco-warrior who supports women after bravely tearing them to shreds.
These comments are NOT IT 😂
What a heartwarming tale about Meghan and her wife Harry
"How I kissed a prince and turned him into a frog"
The best part is when they tell us the truth about the truth of Oprah’s interview stories. Finally the truth part 2!!!
The ginger whinger and me me my truth the narcissist.... who cares!
But then you don’t have money for an Hermès throw!
i guess you use the word truth as synonym of pathological lie
 @Lil G  knowing history I would not interpreted his confession as a lie . 
And I have got other call when it is coming to people who are believing in authorities lies - psychology is amazing field to wash people brain…
For the money and power we have wars in the world - hard to believe that lives no matter heh?
Such an intelligent move. He clearly is the smarter brother. As shown by their academic successes.
AND where kids have to walk through metal detectors and undergo active shooter training at school. I can see how they are safer in the US (NOT)
“To keep them safe” = do whatever Meghan says
Relax it's not like they are black and poor. Because that is scary
🤗🤗🤗
Don’t forget to shed that tear from your left eye too
Bingo.
And attacking their entire families
And the part where she stands against being a bimbo, or was it lies down, maybe puts her head in some dudes lap, or was it up against a wall..... no matter..... so incredibly 
inspirational....she's no bimbo! Even when she signs on to open suitcases in little dresses, knowing full well what's required.... and then acts like it's a big surprise years later....... she's no 
bimbo! It wasn't until afterwards, when she had to leave the suitcases because it just didn't make her feel smart, that she really began to strut her stuff.... but being almost naked and 
simulating sex acts is NOT being a bimbo!!!
On point 👍
Annnnnnd wasn't the part when "H" was outside the window, juggling his balls for his mother, I mean wifey, oh-so romantic?
He started to really go bald after the cable, Mattress Actress got a leash on him
The truth comes in layers 🤣🤣🤣
Watching love them 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏❤👍
Vile



Whining pity fest from 2 entitled millionaires. They are only famous because he's royal, and she's married to royal,  yet all they do is taunt the royal family who gave them the platform and 
titles. Wish they'd live quietly like they promised they would. So bored of their nonsense interviews.
That’s right!!! Shame those demons! I’m so glad they got out of there.
I love the part when she finally is able to show her real self instead through the lens of the Media and... plotwist: she is even worst than every tabloid presented her.
Sadly, they will reap what they sow. The constant whining will never bring happiness
Netflix, you've stooped to a low place with this docuseries. History will remember this as a series of lies and your name will be stamped all over it. Probably the wost PR for your network 
ever.
Even more fascinating that all the 100k++  have been removed...
Narcissists & their healthy ability for insight, accountability, self-deprecating humour, forgiveness, and personal growth 🤣 🤣
Am in awe,..feel the left eye welling up in humble emotion  🤔
No one likes them in the UK.  No one cares about them in the US (except the press).  Maybe they should keep a lower profile and stop exploiting their celebrity status.
These comments are hilarious!! Confidence is quiet but Insecure, attention seeking ones never shut up!!

The part where Meghan stole £3 million from the elephants - and as a result Disney had to fork out another £3 million to honour her disingenuous PR pledge to donate her voiceover salary.
Hahahahahahahahahahaha…omg …hahahahahahahaha
No one wants to hear your story, Rachel. Get over it, you're not that interesting. 🙄
The part where she goes to her wardrobe and picks  out one of three outfits, Diana, Wallis Simpson or her character in suits, what a style icon 👏
Schrödinger's MM. Poor and rich. Wants titles and doesn't want titles. Had family but never had family. Dated Cory but free to date Harry. Loved Diana but knew nothing about RF.
Meghan, I loved the part when you went on Oprah to share your story...  you lied, lied and continued to lie throughout the excruciating interview. But, you also want privacy. You told 
everyone about that darn racist family member, but wait... YOU WEREN'T PRESENT for the context of the conversation / question. It was hawwy.... but he chose not to expose them 
because it was just simply a question of I wonder if it will be a ginger like his dad? 

Oh my lord. Lol what the actual lol hahaha just stfu….. “we want to live a private family life but Netflix you can come live with us & film our perfect life in the USA” 🤮

$1600 Hermes blanket on the chair as you “cry” while family’s can’t even afford a Turkey this Christmas and you want us to hear your story. Narcissist.
Trash!
when meghan summoned Diana on a ouija board and she spelt out attention seeker it really warmed my heart to see them finally meet albeit through the psychic realm.
The part when Harry says bout tears being a raindrop and about drought and then tops up his swimming pool with the hose…outstanding
Geez. Not them again please ..
YES!!! Just like I love going to the dentist.
81K?  Wasn't it up to 115,000 thumbs down?
 @Emcee Eß  I am so out of the loop! Will amend! Thx ++ 💐
Well, isn't pledge and donation the same thing?
The part, in the future, where she shows up at the Coronation in a gown with flying monkeys 🐒 on it just like Wallis Simpsons.
There’s one red ball gown where she resembled a giant tomato (according to some accounts) complete with fake tan lines. I guess vegetables are Ok too😅
hahahaha
How can that be?  HarrysWife has a Hermes throw blanket.
Just canceled my subscription 🙄



Pathetic. Two exiles want to get more money.
The more they try to damage Kate and William, the more Kate and William shines. It’s true, you can never put good people down.
The one of her crying on the couch with the city backdrop is I believe her crying over how lousy the turnout was for their NYC visit when Netflix and her photographers out numbered the 
fans.
Heard the dislikes stopped counting after 100,000
My favorite part is where Meghan told writer Allison P. Davis to write down the gutteral noises she was making instead of answering her questions for the interview. What a role model she 
is! I cried a single tear from my left eye.
The part where she wrote inspiring messages on bananas for sex workers.
Haven't watched the production yet but will say, no matter Meghan's faults, have always admired that prince Harry loves her, seemingly genuinely and forever.
Great comments. Won’t watch anything that has that lying woman in it but will check back to read the comments.
My favourite part was when she bobbed down to the chickens in the Oprah interview and the tummy pillow completely squashed.
Where is the count for the dislikes,?
I love the part when mehgan threw Harry off the top of the cage during the hell in a cell match
Why did you want to make this documentary?

Money
What stakes?
My favourite part was when she was on the tour for the magical murder confectionary factory and demands that Harry get her a goose that lays golden eggs. Despite Harry demanding 
'whatever Megan wants, Megan gets' it turns out they just aren't for sale, not even for all the (crown) jewels in christendom.  Tut tut. Poor Megsy tries to snatch one for herself but finds 
herself falling to her doom when she's judged to be a bad egg. 🥚
The part where she cried because no one took into consideration her Hermes blanket’s feelings. 😭
This comment thread is ground zero for all the anti-narcissist warriors out there! Good for us, taking back our sanity and rejecting the gaslighting attempt by these two.
Narcissism made easy.  Follow each lesson in this riveting series and watch how the experts do it in 6 simple to follow episodes
Oh how profound is their lack of self-awareness...
Can't wait! Love them both!
I really, and I do mean really loved the part where she did a PR photo shoot, in the Netherlands, and she drew the Ukrainian flag upside down.  That was brilliant.
 @Emcee Eß  Did she really. Where did you see this?
And then bravely got her fired, inspirational stuff
Don't forget the part about her moaning too! Moaning Meg! 😄
That’s probably the part that got poor Allison fired by Smegs.
Left eye only😆
And also threatened Queen Elizabeth weeks before she died that she could say more if she wanted.
😂😂😂😂
I loved the part where she repeatedly confused the word guttural with visceral and then referred to herself as an etymologist.
😁💗
JAJAJAJA... YOU WON 🥲
 @Ella Lees  oh thankyou. I couldn’t think why she particularly wanted her guttural moans recorded. Her archetypal guttural utterances
Right, and then fired her.



 @Ella Lees  She said she was an etymologist, are you sure? 🤔 I was certain that she said proctologist.
LOL, "You are important!"
lol.
And afterwards, all of Oprah's filming staff had to sign NDA.
118.000
I heard that the count is around 115K for dislikes.
What site had the dislikes total,? The ones I found were disabled.
 @Janet Black  i can see it here under the nerflix trailer
Beefsteaks
lol
Now that Queen and Phillip have died, the gloves are coming off …I call this series “The Big Payback” to William, Kate and Charles for not coming to his wife’s defense! And I’m here for 
it!😂😂😂😂😂
This is an insult to my intelligence, I can't even watch the trailer without feeling sick
The comments on this post have me dying! 🤣🤣🤣
Love the part where Meghan becomes a champion for human rights while wearing £500k earrings from the crown prince MBS. So inspiring.
I haven't watched this garbage and have no intention of so doing. This pathetic pair of losers, and proven liars, have perfected the role of victim to greatest heights. I hope this rewrite of 
history is the flop is deserves to be. Perhaps then they will fly off to their mansion (private jet of course, because they are really trying to 'save' the planet) and live the life of anonymity and 
privacy that they promised us.
I think what she’s trying to say is: “When the money is this high, wouldn’t you want us to make six episodes, release a book, do a bunch of podcasts, and whatever else we can milk out of 
our situation? So glad Reese Witherspoon didn’t want to be associated with their drama 🙄
How delicious that this dropped in the middle of William and Kate’s visit. I’m here for the tea!
The part where Meghan cries about being trapped and having her passport being taken away but then she went on a safari with Harry to Botswana, then a trip to Norway for whale 
watching, then a trip to Canada and then Jamaica for a friend's wedding, then back to Botswana for an anniversary vacation, then to the Seychelles for their honeymoon, then to Italy twice 
to hang out with George Clooney, then to New York for her baby shower, then to Canada to visit friends, then to Spain for her birthday, then to Nice with Elton John, then to Amsterdam, 
then back to Canada, then to New York for the US Open. I wish someone would trap me and take my passport.
The part where she puts on a Cher tribute concert just for Harry
I'm just here for the comments, which are hilarious! But I really, really wish I could be in Boston to catch a glimpse of REAL royalty and grace, Their Royal Highnesses, the Prince and 
Princess of Wales! ❤❤❤❤❤👑👑
Meghan you have climbed on the social ladder....beyond so NO not an example for girls and woman.
And that wasn't enough how REAL must we believe when you are being paid $100 mln "to tell from your side".
No one likes to be manipulated by hucksters 🤢🤢🤮
This is actually a joke, they arent even in the uk, they have more money than everyone in the comments will ever make, they can just move on with their lives and live in actual privacy, but 
no, they crave attention. This makes me so mad, i rooted for her when she married him i was so happy, but no she had to ruin it.
Poor kids... They are going tl grow just like the two brothers between gossip and fighting
I thought you wanted privacy and freeloading hypocrites!? Drop the silly "titles", no one need to hear about your private lives, and stop trashing you poor families.
The part when she asked for charity donations rather than an elaborate baby shower
The most touching part of this was when Meghan announced her never ending love for herself.
This comments section is genuinely  entertaining 🤣



The part when they got an award for having two children
😂
Ummmm…what the @$- are you talking about? Never mind you are in fantasy land with the Harkles.
 @R Kieper you’ll find out!🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yep. Those blood diamond's she wears, repeatedly, such compassion in action 😢 One tear, left eye. Go!
 @Catherine Morrin  😁
 @Catherine Morrin  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Oh but please don't forget how she wore a t-shirt for a photoshoot in support of the Iranian women who are losing their lives while fighting for the most basic freedoms. She hasn't said a 
word in support of them, but I know she will some day..... because she's so supportive of women, especially if they're called bimbo! Such an inspiration.
Sorry to go to a serious thought during all this fun, but now that I think about it, that’s probably why the press are so hateful to her. Those earrings to a thirsty royal wannabe after the 
giver sanctioned the murder of a journalist. 😱😰😰
And we can't forget how she selflessly flew to Texas for a photo op to draw attention away from the Uvalde massacre's victims. Has anyone ever shown such compassion? It brought a 
single tear to my left eye and left a makeup mark on my left glove.
More like…how conniving and disrespectful. The Prince and Princess of Wales are in the US for  Earthshot …not for notoriety nor a payday you fool.
Me too. I wouldn't even mind being trapped in Windsor Castle or BP, or any of the Royal residences! lol
 @Mary Sweeney  I agree, where do we sign up for entrapment? She also did 'work' trips to Morocco, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and Tonga during this period.
Oh man Soo busy! Travelling around gets your depression I guess! Poor duchess!
You forgot Ibiza and japan for the world cup, saving the planet one private jet at a time!
cant stop laffing
Me too, so funny.
Hahaha 😂😂😂
LOL LOL - best scene ever.
I think there’s actually a scene where we learn that she had already married herself - 3 days before her wedding to Harry. So stunning. So brave
The part where Me-gain gently rubs her moonbump! It’s so endearing and sweet  🏻
The part of the little girl, brought up fed at sizzlers for the years her mother was absent while also regularly going at the same time to Korean Spas and eating noodles there. It is like she 
lives on two different time planes at the same time…….. one thing M isn’t short of is imagition
The part when Thomas Markle finally meets his grandchildren
They are so unlikable it’s not funny. Sorry Netflix you threw your money down a hole. These two professional victims are out of touch & irrelevant. The fact is, they wanted to have their 
cake & eat it too. Remain part time royals, continue to be paid by the royal purse, continue with tax payer funded security, while making commercial deals monetising their titles. Meghan 
wanted to get “free stuff” like the tacky LA celebrity she is. She didn’t realise being royal means you don’t get to Merch. Their is enough information out there to show both H & M bullied 
staff & are childish & generally unpleasant to work for. Harry even said his Mum was killed coz she was dating a non white person. Trying to equate his Mother who had her failings but had 
many genuine qualities, with the fake, fame hungry Meghan Markle. Please Netflix do better.
Son un chiste mal contado. Par de ridículos
Netflix paid $$$ for this?! All they do is complain. 

I love the part of reading all these hilarious comments. Far more entertaining than I expect the mockumentary will be. Consider Harry our gift to you America 🇺🇸 (no refund or returns)
Absolutely beautiful what they found is so rare ❤let the green eyed hate filled  miserable people keep on watching 🥰✨🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉
I cannot wait to watch this!! So excited



Harry wanted to protect his family but he forgot his extended family. He is 38+ and complaining daddy is not sending him any money. I left home at 17 and no one sent me money and I did 
not have a million dollar inheirtance sitting in my pocket. He and she wanted privacy then why do I see them everytime I turn around. Buy your house; get a job; and live like normal 
people. Your pick Los Angles for safety? And the picture that was picked for Kate and William with a sour look? Really? I would have one too seeing Netflix during a fairly private moment. 
Rude!!! I am bi-racial and everything Meghan said the RF said said to her was not racially motivated. My parents and in laws wonder if our children will be fair and blonde or olive 
complexion and dark hair. I wondered too and so did my husband. They wanted privacy I thought great. But they are all I see. And no Meghan I do not want to hear your story because I 
know you or some of your 'friends' Get a job MacDonald's is hiring. Buy a modest home and have a good life. Forget you belong to those hateful Royals and live a life out of the spotlight. 
This is so stupid an over privileged brat and his actress. Unless this is suppose to be a comedy Good bye Netflix Disgusting boring sickening
I loved the part where she threw hot tea at the staff in Australia! So brave!
I particularly liked the part when Harry called out the United States Supreme Court about taking away our freedoms. And,  when Samuel Alito called him personally to tell him he would 
over turn his decision immediately because he always bows to royalty. That was pure gold!
Cringe
The part where Megsy flutters down and sucks Harry's soul out. So saucy it made my left eye water.

I loved the part were she donated pictures of herself to a charity instead of giving them money because she wanted to show that money isn't everything. Such a powerful statement.
The part where the focus on the Invictus Games and it is all about themselves
Oh come on Netflix! How many thumbs down? I’m a devoted subscriber, but you disgust me by airing this destructive couple’s story. Unless you deliver a twist that reveals them for the 
troublemaking, evil couple that they are, I’m leaving you. You’re only spreading hate from PROVEN LIARS. And if there IS such a twist, I’ll have to be told, as I have no intention of watching 
those evil losers in your show. After Oprah, anyone who repeats anything they say is just plain dumb.
Loved the part where Meghan rages at Harry "Truth, you can't handle the truth". Pure Razzie gold.
Scumbags these two!
The part where Meghan said she was Maltese according to her DNA test and went to Malta dressed in the whole cloak thing
and has 2 wedding dates and 2 birth times of a child. More than 2 versions of "her truth"
Is that in the Director's cut???🤣🤣🤣
That’s not fair…we don’t want them.
I've been laughing through them - some are very witty!
Damn, and I thought we got rid of HER now you sent both back?! 
Fetch your flashlights, we gotta find the receipt!
If we're stuck with H, you're getting Corden back.
Loving these comments omg
And our entire country screamed "NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!" then quietly squeezed a single tear outta our left  👀 😢
I’m glad to have them. Just keep that creep Andrew away from our vulnerable teens!
🤣
 @Bell helicopters aviation  🤣
 @S V E  We can do that. You just keep your huge movie executives, former presidents, high flying lawyers, celebrity creeps that also enjoyed time on that plane & Island. I’d name them all 
but your Government is still protecting them so we don’t know 
 @I.L. M.  We can go to a 50/50 timeshare on Corden?



 @Gigi Pretty  Hmm, will I (and my fellow Americans) get credit for time served? I mean, he was living here when his CGI cat butthole was shown. 50/50 timeshare if he goes back now.. we 
are also requesting compensation for our emotional damage. Talk with your people and let us know.
This whole time I thought Harry was just revenge for making the British  take Madonna for all those years.
 @I.L. M.  roger that.
 @Andy Workman  I like to think we, the UK, could pull that off, sadly our Government is incapable of that kind of long term strategy. FYI, we are pissed at you for littering us with 
Madonna. Plus we quite liked Harry before he was irredeemably corrupted by spicy American poontang.
 @Andy Workman  😂😂😂
We don't want the jerk, take him back.
 @S V E  you mean Harry's grandfather 🤔btw I'm not British, but I love British culture
 @fabiola rivero  she meant Harry’s Uncle, the Kings Brother. Prince Andrew.
We are not watching just reading and laughing,  great comedy
 @Kasia  y’all are only mad about the fact he didn’t choose a woman that ages like milk …. Spoilt and rancid 😂😂😂
Haha I am not mad , why would I be mad , I am entertained reading super funny comments, you are very funny too 😄
Authentic too!
To be fair, she had expected the whole Governer-General’s residence, not just a wing. It must have been very disappointing!
It's not her job to coddle the staff. If the can't get out the way of flying hot tea then that's on them. 🙄
So stunning and so brave, that Prince Andrew was called in to smooth over “relations” with the blessed soul who had tea thrown at her… Harry’s wife is the heroic gift in life who just keeps 
on giving.
And how Meghan phoned Senators on their private phone numbers using her Duchess of Sussex title to lobby them for parental leave but withheld her own number!
They probably put it in the trash where that bitch deserves to be
😂😅
LOL!  & donated 100s of copies of The Bench after Archewell bought them to libraries around so poor children could also enjoy her talent & wit as a poet writer. It wasn't to get on the 
bestsellers list, no she had children's welfare at heart.
Lmfao!
😂😂😂😂

 @Jeanie Jenks  Did it hit the best seller list before or after it hit the bargain bin? Kind of like Harry's book....  being given away for free or half priced before its even been released.... but of 
course that's just to let us peasants who are trying to buy groceries and pay for heating have a chance to read it.... not because they know this book will flop, no one cares about a multi 
millionaire whining about his poor pitiful ultra privileged life, and god forbid they're trying to make it seem as if it's selling. No it's all selfless.... let them eat cake!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Cid K  You said it best!
🤣
And what a about given poor black woman’s a hand written bananas ?.
 @Livingthedream 85  Now THAT'S what I call pure inspiration. How does she keep coming up with these gems?
118K dislikes.
i would love to see the twist as well!
The part where Meghan’s golden coach turned back into a pumpkin and she went off like a rocket on her broomstick was truly a tragic end to what could’ve been a beautiful story. I’m still 
crying now - out of my left eye.



Omg And Narcissist keep on lying … So tired of that woman !!! Harry is gonna regret this so many times..
The part when M had to keep getting a spray tan because she looked too white and it was wrong for her current narrative
The part where Me-again declared war on all Disney Princesses because if she can’t be a princess no one can.
The part when she says all the great love ballads were actually written about her and dimwit

Okay, I canceled my Netflix a long time ago.  Basically when these two con jobs got involved.  So there is absolutely no way I'll be watching it, but will they go away after this?  How many 
times do we have to hear the same crap.  I hope King Charles pulls their titles...they are both nuts and probably should not be operating any type of machinery or raising children...
Someone please tell them nobody cares
I tell you what, bugger the 2 grifters, Netflix should use the hundreds of comments on here , they're comedy gold and bloody hilarious 😂 👏🇬🇧
KC must pop the Sussex bubble before too many more innocents get hurt by her lies
🤮
Do they really think anyone will care about two people living in their delusional world....sickening!

This is such poor taste. Two of the most privelaged people on the planet complaining about nothing,while most of the planet are struggling to feed themselves. Strange world we live in
These comments ain’t it. Y’all love to hate. Can’t wait to see this ❤
I love the part about Markle having to constantly call her favourite pap to let them know where and what time to be there to get a photo and give the orders on what it should show 
because otherwise the press isn’t interested.
How disgusting!!Just go and be quiet!Didn't they want privacy???Stop subscribing to Netflix,I did!Much better streaming services out there!
I would rather rip out my own toenails than watch this 💩
The part where she thinks wrinkled badly fitting clothes actually look good
The part where Meghan chews out the palace aid when he tried to remove her flowers to keep her hands free during the royal walkabout. Such generosity! Such charity!
Wouldn’t waste a minute of my time watching their boring story.  The comment section here, however, is Emmy-worthy.  Read and learn, Netflix.
I love the part where HasBeen says his ideal day is getting up, doing a good deed and then putting his feet up for the rest of the day!
Truly inspirational! 👏👏
That moment when Meghan finally lets us in.  Such raw emotion.  No bad acting at all.  I'm on my knees.
Omg 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣😪🤣🤣
BEST reply yet!!  Omg I'm dying lol
Lol 😂
🤣😂🤣😂 Me too!!!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
if you love whining self-absorbed bullies, go for it. the comments here are definitely more fun!!!
 @Lil G  imagine being totally obsessed with absolute strangers that wouldn’t know you from a bar of soap & you come on the Internet to advocate your hatred for them. you’re still here, 
watching, listening, obsessing. Life altering! 😂😫 you must have an exciting life
ha ha... true!
Well he was trying to take away her photo op of placing the flowers artfully and beautifully like she invented the notion to honor an elderly woman who barely knew anything about 
publicity /sarc
So hard working. How could we peasants ever compare to such outstanding work ethic?



Don't forget his 45 minutes of focusing on himself!
Now that's a title she deserves 'Queen of bad acting'. Markle couldn't act her way out of a paper bag.
On one's knees...I'm sure she's been there!
Lol they are both so sad and bitter. Left years ago and still can’t get on with their lives because they have nothing else going for them. Prince William is meeting President Biden while 
Harry’s wife is forced to shill at some mediocre event in a Indiana Marriott for her bread. 😊😊
This trailer is SMOKING. If you notice the black and white is deliberately done.
You couldn’t pay me enough to  watch this drivel.
Load of garbage..can't Netflix do better?
What’s SHOCKING is she claims that she didn’t know of the royals and Diana. However they have been splashed across magazines and media for decades. You’d have to live in a cave to not 
know of them. Meghan is now only getting a fraction of the attention of what they use to get and somehow we are to believe somewhere out there in Lala land, (flipping the script), that 
there’s folks who haven’t heard of Meghan Markle. 😂 whatever their sob story…good riddance. Do what you gotta do to pay the bills. No different than her dad and Samantha. One of a 
feather flock together.  You can’t put lipstick on a pig. It’s just sad that it’s gotten to this.  You’ve been telling your truth longer than you spent with the royal family. As one great princess 
once said….”let it go”…..just “let it go”.
How deeply self centred..let's make a documentary...about us! Ha narcs
So much for all that talk about wanting privacy....liars
When she walks through the forest she thinks all the lil woodland animals are coming out to smile at her and be touched by her Gucci gloved hand...and of course a full film crew to film 
how caring she is 😄
The part when she was housed in a slum unit in South Africa on a royal visit.
Wow 117K dislikes and 16K likes. Had a check your other videos and no other video reached this many dislikes
Who needs the show when we have all these comments?-no way I would get as much joy out of the show as I do out of the comments
We've heard it all before and I'm not buying it. Money talks and they obviously need it badly. Don't know how many times people will want to hear this. Dissing the royal family, yet making 
millions off the back of them. Glad they've got the private life they so desperately longed for.
Vindictive, petty, spiteful, immature, narcissistic, pathetic, ungratelul, ill-mannered, cheap, mean and nasty (So many words to describe their behaviour to choose from!)  and Meghan very, 
very clearly insanely jealous of Kate and Harry jealous of WIllian who are both class and elegance personified, something Meghan especially will never, ever be, Harry has simply lost the 
plot imo! 

Oh and lets not forget, BORING, BORING, BORING...finally (I say sarcastically in case of doubt!) we get to hear their story, you know...the one they've not stopped moaning on about since 
2020, which we have to keep listening to, which they keep repeating and which on the Oprah show they said would be their final word about....all the time telling anyone who would listen 
that they wanted privacy...we should be so lucky?!?   

NOT going to watch, considering cancelling membership if this, along with all the other woke rubbish Netflix are putting out at the moment, is worth paying for anymore, clearly H&M and 
Netflix hate the RF so it's time for the King to think like a Monarch and not a Father and cut these two grifters off completely with removal of titles at the earliest possible opportunity, as 
well as any and all further more santions (I'm suggesting cutting of financially as well) Nothing is off the table now;  This trailer I believe will actually bite them on the backside I think...and 
God I really hope so because they thoroughly deserve whatever karma I know has in store for them!

Ohh and just in case anyone doesn't have the filter that allows you to see dislikes as well as likes....this is now up to 119,0000 dislikes (and counting) but only 16,000 likes....crude basic 
poll...but I suggest speaks for the wider population in relation to these two horrible parasites.
The part when Meghan chops the door down and yells “Here’s Johnny”!



What a load of shite. Do they really think people are that interested in their sad lives. 🙄 Feel for King Charles and Prince William being constantly backstabbed by their own flesh and 
blood.
The part where Rachel relates to the Little Mermaid who found her voice! Sooo authentically moving! 👏👏
The part where Meghan says her passport land keys etc. we’re taken from her like she was a prisoner and she then flew to America for a baby shower, went on holidays etc. well who 
needs them when you have  royal staff and drivers to do it all for you. Must have been so tough….
I love Harry and Meghan. Great to see them moving forward. We will take Harry any day.❤
The best part was when Meghan and the rest of the 100-acre Wood critters try to pull Winnie the Pooh out of Rabbit’s hole, and she stops, weeps, and asks everyone how come no one 
asked how she felt about the whole mess 😂
The part when Meghan agrees to be the surrogate for the second coming
Whoa.... her voice sounds demonic when she said that last part.  Didn't realize she could have such an evil tone in her "voice"
Whenever she says “my husband” gives me chills
Sounded more like Harry´s story. The hair color fits better, too. Only he is still in the clutches of Ursula.
 @Sarah L.  omg omg omg 💀 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 💀
More like Ursalas voice and H eels!! 🙄
How exactly are they moving forward ? Seems like they are stuck on repeat.
It’s like she’s referring to a pet or possession.
 @Happy Smith  Sounds like both.
The part where Harry gives a speech to an empty audience
when meghan told archie that he is actually aegon targaryen, rightful heir to the throne and they flew on her dragons to Windsor my jaw dropped. great fictional writing.
I love the part that they loath the monarchy and wanted out but still use and merch the titles without doing any royal work for them. y want titles for their children even though like their 
parents they will never do a days royal work.
The part where she talks about her poor disadvantaged childhood, starving and forced to work
My favorite part which elicited a guttural reaction was to see these two brave and stunning archetypes tell everyone from their mansion in California that life is so hard and the British 
Royal family are meanies.  I wept a single tear.
Wow, howcome 99% of comments here are from BOTS?
This two orto be ashamed of there self's that are just full of lies   the only thing Netflix should do is make a programme about all the lies they have told and life's they have destroyed they 
will get a lot of people that would watch that
I thought they left the royal family for privacy? And now that they have moved to the USA, we know more about their lives now than before…
Well the stakes are high and so am I
It’s in the air tonight
It’s a free for all
Barrrrrffffff
Maybe if we give it enough dislikes, Netflix will lock those doors for good and we won’t subject humanity to whatever happens behind them…😮
That part where Rachel had Harry take her to the UN, where their plan to end World Hunger, create World Peace and end Global Racism was so successful they could just leave early And 
with a personal escort! Cuz, like, that never happens! OMG!
narcissism the show.
I thought they left for a quieter life. We heard their story!! Ugh!!
I love the part that shows cameras that aren’t there for them🙄



BS🤮🤮
You never lost your voice, M. You haven't stopped whinging since you quit.
Poor Harry.  He most certainly already has deep regrets. This marriage will never last. Meghan is pure evil and Harry is in way over his head.
Shouldn't we hear it from them...again. "Recollections may vary". 😒
When the stakes are this high, we don’t need to listen to Proven Liars!!!!! The Royal Family need protection from this utterly Despicable Duo and their Squad, some of the threats that have 
been made on their behalf to the Working Royals and their innocent children beggar belief!!! And for Netflix to be involved? I used to like Netflix. They need to be stopped and so do you, 
this was vomit 🤢 inducing enough NOT to watch the series. You All deserve to be canceled!!!!!
I really teared up when, after his speech was finished on asking ole Meg's how he did & she told him it "could've been better" 😢 one tear, left eye Go!
😂😂😂😂😂🐉
From your left eye? 😂
 @Neil Barnes  Yes!
😢
From the left eye
Are you seeing the same comments as me? Because all the comments I am reading are original and hilarious! This video is generating the best comments ever!
Maybe you should sort by "Top Comments"
 @CMTHFAF  Maye that person thinks that all the fun comments are from bots.Bots aren't this smart.
I haven’t seen any bot comments yet? All comments seem authentic
 @Elaine G.  Exactly!!!!!
 @Blowing smoke  And hilarious.  This video is really cutting into my work.  But I haven’t watched the actual video. I’m just here for the comments.
bots usually write things like: "i love princess meghan". real people write real funny, sarcastic shit. best comment section every thanks netflix!! ;-)))
by this point they really deserve each other
Didn't Oprah once claim Frogmore Cottage was so tiny, Meghan & Harry couldn't even stand up and yet the NF trailer includes a photo of H&M in their kitchen @ Frogmore Cottage and 
they're clearing standing up ... I guess that's another one of those subjective statements as opposed to objective facts.
The part where Rachel is pouting and licking her lips flipping burgers for a man posing seductively in a low cut shirt. It so encompassed her appare decades long fight for female equality 
and not being a stereotype bimbo.
Thank god he was the spare.
All I can think   is that she's a prime manipulator and he's totally subdued.
Oh Netflix. You've outdone yourselves. You too will soon experience being "Markled" for yourself.
Move on.
Meggin' for attention 😁
Shameless couple.  Money minded .
The part where she cries her salty tears into a Hermes blanket!  Soooo moving! 😭😭
The part where she showed what a good sport she is by humiliating people on Ellen
Horrendous.
The Thang called its self a Queen nothing but a  devil



Marriott Meg:-

There were three of us in this marriage! 😭😭😭

Meeee, Hawwy and THE PHOTOGRAPHER!
😂😂😂😂😂
@fotter9567 Oh, if only the rest of the world did, in fact, know how to manage nuance. Meghan herself has said she never felt treated as black, or as any race for that matter, until she 
went to the UK; and then she learned what it is to be treated black. Then she leaned what it felt like to have the media make racist comments about her and for racist trolls on social media 
to fling hate and racism at her (just as they’re doing on this post). She never experienced that in the US or Canada. Her words, not mine. Look it up. Be informed. It was so bad, Harry had to 
issue a statement decrying the racism she was experiencing. Again, no need to take my word. It’s public. Look it up. Be informed. So, yes, Meghan is mixed race and because she is part 
black, she was and continues to be subjected to the most horrible abuse. And this documentary will, I presume, cover the racism to which she was subjected… which is likely a big part of 
the reason the trolls on this thread have lost their minds over its release.
🤮🤮🤮
The part where she shyly confesses that when girls see her they can’t believe she’s a princess
I love the part where they talk about being humanitarians yet treat their family disgustingly and bully people that can’t defend themselves. So inspiring.
The part where they went off happily into the sunset deeply in love and loved the private life they apparently dreamed of. Love was everything. Money didn’t matter. They were happy 
with their modest millions in the bank and investments bringing in a healthy income. Their eco friendly house and organic gardens and free range chickens. They were never heard of again 
and lived happily ever after.
Excited for this. ❤
I love the part where Meghan and Harry's multi-millions of dollars make them cry in despair... So moving. I really feel for them.
so true-people are quitting netflix over this
Geez I hope it didn’t shrink when she cried into it
One salty tear from the left eye
jandipeach <--- living in a fantasy world
Where are the racist comments on this thread? I haven’t found them yet. I see lots and lots of comments about her/their behavior, which have nothing to do with parts of themselves they 
were born with/can’t control (like the color of skin) and everything to do with their atrocious behavior, which they can control.
Strange..I thought she was a duchess. Doesn't she know the difference?
Do they show the part of their "love story" when Harry went to see her father to ask for her hand in marriage (although she had already been round the block at least once) and the part 
when she was sitting writing out - in  her special handwriting - the invitations to her wedding for her whole family.... ? Thought not.

Ah so calling their family out on racism, misogyny, and overall being cruel is “treating their family disgustingly“ LMFAOOOO, remember, this is the royal family… no sympathy for ppl who 
literally control the media to favor and protect their disgusting family… we should all be happy they are out of that place. 

Wealth does not make all of your problems go away, just because Megan and Harry have great wealth, does not mean that they have not been discriminated against and treated unfairly 
by the family (specifically Megan) The richest people I know have the most emotional and family issues, can’t imagine how it would be for the royal family, a family of racist, elitist colonizers
Yeah, real humanitarians for you?    All those posed stills of the dastardly duo are comical when we have so many others with Haz looking miserable
I love the part where they talk about being "humanitarian's" exploiting each event to push their narrative and using the situation as their personal PR photo shoot while doing little if 
anything that is actually helpful... oh wait.... doughnuts and snacks! Or was it limp vegetables?



Harry's family is disgusting.
Monarchia Cadet
 @Moonchild9  the royal family welcomed Meghan, the whole country welcomed Meghan. We were all so thrilled for them both. The way Meghan disowned her own father that gave her 
so much, the lies that were told on the Oprah interview, that is disgusting. I do not believe for one minute that the royal family is racist. It’s a narrative that me-gain is pushing, playing the 
victim.
The best ending
for the comments?me too!
 @Elaine G.  Not excited about a bunch of troglodytes spewing hatred towards these two. That’s for lonely weirdos. 🤭
So poor. Having to keep up with the Oprahs of this world is so tough for poor multimillionaires. So sad. Heartwrenching, really.
No one WANTS to see what is happening behind your closed doors.  I do have a Netflix subscription.  I will be rewatching YOU instead.
Please leave Megan and Harry alone the uk Royals are fake using our history and trust Funds and accounts to live wealthy I don't want kate and William to ever come back to our country 
again
Yuck.
I love how Meghan has prefected her role as the victim. Really a stunnign performance. She was only better in the role were she played the little girl with no privileges that fought against 
the world alone to get where she is today.
The part where she accepted diamonds from the prince who killed the cousin of Dodi, Diana’s fiancé
Lame
Keep them and James Corden, please! UK has enough hard done by idiots as it is! Good riddance
The Duke and Duchass of Whine and Cry continue to lie and tear lives apart...let them show the world how a blue blooded brat & trailer park trash spouse can bully, disrespect and cause 
more racial division in their quest to overturn the US Constitution and Bill of Rights just for their incessant need for more of everything they see...sorry netflix i unsubbed years ago....both 
have lost their credibility with their numerous lies...i'd rather buy a pair of socks than a month subscription where they may profit.
These comments are spectacular, love it!! 😂👌
Esa narcisista y su príncipe, son unos enfermos. No son el mejor ejemplo para la sociedad y la familia.
The part where they went to visit their beloved, suffering  and dying grandmother  ….oh, wait……..scratch that.
I love how because of her devotion to employment rights she went through dozens of assistants and staff and bullied them, but only to strengthen their inner self and build their character! 
So empowering, so selfless!
Netflix, you are as disgusting as this couple. Thank God I dropped you when you sign these traitors and you are no better. I hope your stock eventually crashes and burns because you 
deserve nothing less.
Oh it's gotta be the part where Meghan came dressed up as the Wicked Witch of the West and pushed out that one tear obviously from the left eye to show us how much she thought of 
herself, ahem sorry the Queen
The part where she cruelly had to learn the national anthem
Can't stand them
Why did you want to make this documentary?
Answer: 💰 money
She should be behind bars and he should be ashamed!🤢🤮
Hmm. I felt if Netflix were truly canny and wanted to recoup the money they sank into this, they'd give The Sussexes the Nigel Tufnell treatment-- it would be  a smash hit. Yeah, a few 
unseen photos are in this trailer, but it generally looks like stuff they've both already said about themselves. Bland. Boring.
I love the part where she opens her car window at the Jubilee to give her fans a treat despite the security threat.



Only if they promise to leave us alone first!
 @Joanna Feltham  Darn-you got here first
lol. the supporters of harry and his wife are dumper than i thought. i feel almost sorry
If a royal turned down a wedding present from another Head of State it would cause an international incident.  It's the fact that she wore them.
 @SJW 57  twice.
This! This comment is very important!!
How exactly did she bully them?
 @Omari  you need to ask them
 @Omari    Oh sugar, sugar, sugar.  You know exactly how she bullied them.  I hope she’s paying you really well
 @Lucy Acorn  the only ones being paid, is your "Leaders" that BEG for clicks and subscriptions to keep feeding the online toxic haters, gossip and lies that goes on and on and on and on 
and on, without facts!!!🤡
Yes yes, character building indeed. It wasn't bullying because "it's not my job to coddle people".... such wise and kind words after you've destroyed your staff verbally, a true champion of 
women!
valnsky, Oh because you were there to witness what happened or what was said, right?
 @O O  waiting on the court case where MM sues Valentine Low for detailing how she bullied her staff, once in his newspaper and in more detail in his book. And waiting...
 @Omari  come out from under your rock. How much longer can you deny all the evidence out there?? Pathetic. Following someone blindly because they’ve finally decided to acknowledge 
their quarter black side because it’s more financially beneficial now than being white. Love how she cut her dad from every photo in this trailer when her mother was banged up for ten 
years of her childhood. Her dad gave her EVERYTHING, then the rf gave her EVERYTHING and she has shafted both of them. Ungrateful little b*tch.
 @O O  and you were there and can testify that she didn't bully anyone?  You should find empathy for those that were left traumatised by MM.
 @Omari  She sent her sugars out to get the truth speakers I see. The woman is vile - does not speak to her own family, forced Harry to block his family, god knows how she treats staff. She 
is lucky the palace covered it up, but the truth will be spoken one day. She made 20+ staff leave, the RF has never had such crazy staff turnover and it stopped once they left. Coincidence? 
Not
 @O O  WELL SAID 🎉💯
 @Lynn Mckenzie  were you there behind closed doors in Britain? Or still listening to the gossip and lies from the Idiots that BEG for clicks and subscriptions to keep feeding their online 
haters!!!🤡
 @Lynn Mckenzie , Why would I be there? I do not know Harry or Meghan. DUH!!! And you spoke to the people she supposedly terrorized? I don't make STUPID claims like you, because I 
am aware that unless a person is or was involved in the daily life of Harry & Meghan, like YOU, their feedback is coming from gossip mags.
 @O O you’re back again, you malignant, ignorant c*nt?
Omari sugar lump you can spot them a Mile away
Well, we know how she felt about coddling them.
 @O O  Ooooh ,,, it burns ... right?
 @fluff dumpling , NOPE! I just don't understand the vitriol being spewed by people, who have no knowledge of what goes on inside the lives of people they don't know personally. I 
certainly don't know them, so there's no burn for me to feel. The rags make money from putting bs into print.   They claim to have royal sources, which basically translates to them having 
no info, but editors and writers pulling a story together for dollars, pounds sterling or whatever their currency. People are seriously nuts!!!



 @Kim Taylor  you haters are pathetic thinking your lives are sooo perfect and you have never lied, or made mistakes which is a NO!!!🤡

Do you see the royal family bashing Harry and Meghan on the "devil's playground aka social media"? The answer is NO! The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and 
Meghan, their way! ☺
The online haters are just "Outsiders looking In"!!🤡
I was so touched by the part where Meghan selflessly requested the salespeople not approach or speak to her, but bask in her glory silently.  She's just like Diana!
Just sick'd up in my mouth a bit . 🤢
I have to wonder if harry is also giving out BJ's like that thing he married does to get paid to put out nauseating garbage like this.  Looking forward to Netflix getting flushed down the toilet 
for their part in this.  harry and ragland already live in the toilet.
The part where all of South Africa danced in the streets for their wedding just like the celebrated 27 years of jail for Mandela’s freedom 
She was so good to share that moment with him
I’d rather cut my own balls off than watch Whinger & Ginger.
Dis-grace-ful. Well done Netflix for enabling this crazed duo to wreak more havoc on our Royal Family. Good job
I applaud their bravery and honesty, they have been so open about how they escaped to LA so they could finally get the privacy they desperately wanted/needed.

Hey guys! At the time of this comment, the Likes 👍 are 16K, and the dislikes are well over 110K 👎 LOLLLLLL 😂😂 (there are extensions you can use to bring back dislike numbers)
Absolutely loved that part where she had 1x close family member at her wedding
Ha ha  the part where the comments are more interesting than the  documentary
The part where Megain sent UK funded protection in Canada, to get her coffees … even helicopter pilots
So inclusive … thoughtful and well just incredible 
Tear left eye
3 million views in just one day !
OMG 😱😱😱😱🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
The part where Rachel says in the engagement interview that their relationship was authentic and organic and she never looked up her soon to be husband (now husband) online.
So brave and authentic, while wearing Diana's favourite perfume! ❤❤❤
God Save the King!  Boycott this film!
I never cared much about the royals but This actually makes me respect Kate and William so much. Mad respect for their tolerance
Megnut burying her head in her hands pretending to cry. 
When/if she can produce some tears it will be because she's feeling sorry for herself or because she's had some more acting classes. 
Don't believe the hype!
I’m just here for the comments. 😅
I love the picture of the dirty look M gives her mother when she dare to speak when they visited the women talking about the kitchen cookbook.
3 million views and only 16K up voted. NETFLIX GOT MARKLED 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
But no one from South Africa can recall the occasion. One tear, left eye. Such a lovely phrase.
Me too and I don't have a pair!
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  😂
And seek the limelight 24 hrs a day. So much for wanting privacy!



 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  I know, I was being sarcastic lol.
What’s funny is that here (I live in LA) they’re insignificant
 @Angie Cibis  good! 👏👏👏👏
THEY GOT RATIOED (and Markled)
At the time of this comment it’s 165K dislikes to 18K Likes!
Semi-close family member ... her Mom disappeared and left her with her Dad for 10 years. 😉
and this one family member served a purpose (to start the race narrative) and was not invited out of love.
Whatever happened to the Matron of Honor and her children who were also in the wedding…gone
 @Karen R  -They all got markled. No loss, Jessica Mulroney is just as snotty as MeMe.
...and only 16k up votes 🤣🤣🤣🤣
I'm just here for the comments.
Yes, the perfume.
Just the other day, I  thought to myself about how impressionable the childhood brain is, sucking up every detail.
I know this to be authentic. Just the smell of a single slice of bologna on white bread with mustard and mayo transports me, through time, to first grade.
I avoid bologna for that reason. It wasn't the fantastic day I'd been primed to expect.
 @Ruthanne Seven  Brilliant!😅🤣😂
Me too. Apart from Diana, I didn't hear too much about the BRF until the last few years. Then I learnt more how Catherine and her family went through the baptism of fire by the media, 
but they never made a sound. She just kept going, kept growing to where she is now. Truly utmost respect to Princess of Wales .
 @Eileen Eaton  Respect for what though? What did she do that was so impressive?
Same. I was actually so excited when Harry was marrying her, an American, a Z list nobody, and then on the day of the wedding I see her mom was black (because I had no idea mm was 
biracial) I was even more excited. I thought I would finally have a reason to follow the royals. Boy was I wrong. I think it was the Wimbledon thing that made me realize how awful she was. 
When she was just too special to sit next to peasants and had to have the place cleared,
This is what happened to me, I've never followed the RF before but after seeing how H & M act has made me respect the RF so much more and especially William and Catherine. If i had 
ever spoken about my family public or privately the way H does my dad would not hold back at all.

Totally the same. I never had any interest in the royals until they started being attacked by these two. Now I’m rooting for them daily. I think they’ve made the royals loads of extra fans.
I go here not to watch just to click dislike 👎 🤣😝
Ya'll give me faith in humanity🤣🤣🤣
What a disgusting pair of humans. 
And Netflix encourage this. 
H & M were only interested in causing pain for their family as Prince Phillip lay dying, then they relentlessly self promoted and caused pain to Queen Elizabeth the II while she was in her 
final months and now they are seeking all the attention when EarthShot is happening because they value private jets over the environment and resent anything that does not put them 
front and center. 
Release the whine fest if you must and let's never speak of H & M again.
All Meghan and Harry haters are simply sick in the head. Its great story! Unless Princess Diana story is to repeat its self same reasons ---- haters. All these comments are about two 
wonderful human beings. No one is perfect!
So intimate  the professional photographer instructing them on what pose for each one… now throw your hair up in the air Meghan…. Now lean forward for the kiss. Professional love 
pictures lol



The part where Meghan went on a "humanitarian" mission to Rwanda and took her own fashion photographer. Compassion in action!
I love the part where Meghan donated 2 boxes of vegetables to a school while drapped in thousands of dollars worth of clothes. So kind!
Just here to dislike 😂
They do protest too much.
Not to take anything away from Meghan's mental health struggles...but you are beating a dead horse now. I didn't even understand why they needed to have a full interview with Oprah to 
go through it the first time. Why do they need to keep bringing this up? Thankfully, I don't seem to be the only one feeling this way here😀
I'm glad people don't believe this BS
I notice you’ve removed the 75,000+ down votes that you’ve had to this trailer. Why?
Thank you Meghan for creating yet another divisive racism story where NONE exists. You NEVER saw yourself as black. You did everything you could to be more white; you straightened 
your hair, you got a nose job, you ONLY dated white men and had white friends. YOU ARE A PHUCKING FRAUD!
"Do you wish people to think well of you? Don’t speak well of yourself."  -  Blaise Pascal.
Haz took the blue pill.
The part where Harry tells us to reuse hotel towels while hopping on a private jet to play polo
20 hours after my 1st post and the ratios then were 11K up and 51K down.  NOW??? 16K up and 116K down.
PEOPLE DON"T LIKE THEM!!!
GAG ME
The  scent of DESPERATION is overwhelmingly unpleasant
Love the part where Megan drags out her "children" for pictures only when they try to overshadow something big the Royals are doing. Like showing "Lili" at the Queen's jubilee, and 
"Archie" during the Earthshot awards....
Stunning. Makes me tear from my left eye every time.
The couple who strive for privacy, opening their lives to 8 billion people via netflix, whilst writing a book outlining the struggles that multi millionaires and royalty face . So stunning, so 
brave 👍. Watch it ? Hell I'd rather shit in my hands and clap 👋
in which universe do you live?
I know I'm absolutely sick of H&M and their victim narrative. If this series is like the podcasts then it's going to emphasise the negative they perceive. It's all so pessimistic.
Yes and you could see the camera light reflector umbrella in the reflection of her sunglasses .Ooopsie!🤣 I guess it wasn’t just a “spontaneous” photo. She is the very definition of 
superficial, fraud, shallow and manipulative. She could do a Masterclass on that!
 @Liz Horton  Service is truly universal! 💵💵💵
you mean a photographer though, right? What would be the practical distinction between a photographer and a fashion photographer for such mission?
 @movingonandup are you seriously inquiring as to the difference?????
 @J G  No, but not of you in any event. My question is strictly directed to MR X.
Compassion in action, or as Harry's wife might say " Lights, camera..Action!"
🤣🤣🤣
Was that also the school where she handed out copies of her book but asked for a $5 donation? In Harlem! 
Dolly Parton she ain't! Dolly gives away, GIVES away,  millions of books to children every month!
And old, withered vegetables at that...did she pull them out of the garbage in the back of the grocery store???
Remember when she was writing names on bananas to hand them out to sex workers? In that moment she ended prostitution across the world.
one must give the poor something to aspire to... quoth the raven
 @Bahba  Dolly Parton cares about literacy & other people. Meghan couldn't care less about either one.



Let's not forget the bananagrams!! So generous of her to use her special handwriting for the benefit of all humankind
 @Bahba  That's cos Dolly Parton has talent.  She earnt her wealth through sheer hard work and diligence.
And what have you done?
Tens of thousands of dollars in clothes. She did also give them some copies of The Bench! 😀🤣
Weren't they rotten, and didn't she ask for money for the stench when the children were given it?
She also donated flowers at the prank baby gender reveal party Lol Lol
 @Karen Turner  Yes, that mercenary woman took $5 from poor children 🙄
She’s an inspiration to every woman, of what not to be.
Have a potato! 🥔
U sure 😅
 @Mamta  Well let's not forget that she was giving those "banana grams" (such an appropriate fruit) to sex workers, who put their health and lives in danger while degrading themselves to 
eek out a living. So sensitive to their situation, such a benefit to their conditions, so very inspiring?
 @Cid K  the part where she wrote on the banana  "you are strong"  😂
 @Gossip and Grigio  Many common people just silently donate a portion of their hard-earned money privately without looking for humanitarian labels and recognitions and paid awards. 
Perhaps there is no need to flaunt what anyone has done?
Because it's over 100,000 now.
 @cat hughes  hahaha! Bloody brilliant!

You mean the staged and photoshopped fake children? No one really knows what the real children look like so when they drag out the edited versions it's just for bad PR. Heck! Isn't  it 
admirable the parenting skills they show the world? Deceitful parents of edited children. Obviously they are ashamed of the real versions or they would be proudly showing them off. The 
spare don't realize no one is interested in spare children. We were once interested only in Diana's grandchildren not Me gain and Harry's pretentious PR props. No longer interested.
Boom!!!
And Archie!s hair color keeps changing. Magical.
Nailed it!
There will be more to come - Meghan's not going to let her "props" go to waste. Next they'll have a documentary on "compassionate parenting" - starring their family of course.
How sad it is to be so needy and damaged. Her children will grow up hating her.
 @EAD  well..... starring someones family. So compassionate giving work to random children that aren't related to her.
@darlene6531  they probably dye it, next would be digital surgery or so😂
 @VM  Undoubtedly. Then she can begin the victim cycle all over again.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
The part where she reads a story about fathers to disadvantaged children while wearing an outfit that cost thousands
"Vanity working on a weak head, produces every sort of mischief."  -  Jane Austen.
You two should go to William and Kate and greet them with a big hug while they're in the USA. Hate is not a winning tactic. Just do it.
I’m just here for the comments 🍿🍿🍿
And the Harkles point is? Meh!
The part where she had to leave her jewelry at home when she went to South Africa and made women sit on the floor to listen to her
The part where Harry talks about saving his family from a home invasion by simply saying but I’m here to spread love and joy..was one of the bravest acts I’ve ever seen, the burglars 
leaving in tears will think twice before committing such an act again, thank you Prince Harry.



I love the part where Hazno has overcome his fear of camera clicks 
Tear left eye …
Disgusting. Unfortunately, Americans know little about the royals or the British monarchy, so some may actually buy into this rot.  The royal family offeted them everything  ut the crown, a 
d it wasny enough.
Everything about this woman is fake! Her children, her nose, her crying even her hair if fake!
Meghan is sooo brave - she managed to almost fill a cheap hotel conference room in Indianapolis for a few dollars with sugars to hear her "use your voice" speech again!
So brave Meghan! 👏👏
The part where she wore that frightful red dress at an event where they weren’t welcome
Who is going to believe what they say, 17  Lies on the OW interview.
So is this the show she's distancing herself from  by saying, not how we would have told it?   😂😂. Oh dear.
I'm in awe of the sacrifice H made for our benefits:  For allowing himself to be constantly photographed when the click of a camera triggers his trauma.   M's bravery when she continued 
her work after Archie was saved from a towering inferno was truly tear jerking.... just the one from the left eye.
Read the room Netflix! Your customers are OVER these two. How many times do we have to hear about their love story and how victimized they both are! When Meghan Markle came on 
the scene, I thought she was refreshing. I really thought she was going to be an asset to the British Monarchy. Beautiful, seemingly bright, bi-racial, and independent. As time has gone on, 
her BEHAVIOR not her RACE has spoken volumes about her character and integrity. Harry it seems has had years of a strong palace PR team to craft his image into the fun charming young 
man we all came to love. Without the palace, his true whiny, privileged, petulant REAL colors are now on full display. These 2 deserve one another. Sorry Netflix, no interest in watching 
this contrived reality show!
What "stakes"? YOU LEFT MEGAN!!  IF IT WAS SO HORRIBLE, WHY DO YOU STILL USE "DUCHESS OF SUSSEX" CONSTANTLY??

SHUT UP MEGAN! JUST SHUT UP!!
MOVE ON, FFS!!
The fact checkers are going to have a busy December with the upcoming onslaught of "Meghan's truth".
The part where she tells in interviews about how she is an admired real life Princess that made the people of Afirica rejoice in the streets on her wedding day and said all of it with a 
straight face - that's when I realized how humble and self-aware she is ❤
Love the part where they cry desperately “All we want in the world is privacy”…😂
There isn't a bucket big enough. 🤮
You need to provide puke bags to subscribers if you keep turning out stuff like this!
Love the sarcasm 🤣
The burglars leaving in tears, I'm dead!!!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Is that the ugliest dress you've ever seen? The only outfit that is worse is the one where she wears a badly fitted bra..... oh wait...Megain always wears a badly fitted bra.
🤣🤣🤣 these comments are just brilliant,  omg,  my poor left eye,  I'm running out of tears 🤣
Bahahahaha!  😂
DED AT THIS!!!  Omg the click of the camera and his trauma, you are so right about his sacrifice for us!!!!! 🤣🤣🤣
"Towering Inferno" - OMG - one of the funniest things I've ever read!
No no no.... goddess Megain was talking about the high price of STEAK.
Didn't she compare herself to Nelson Mandela?
 @madison90  yes, she stated in an interview that she was told by a South African that “they danced in the streets the day she married Harry just like when Nelson Mandela was freed…” 
😂



She's so honest too.
Cancelled my netflix account because of these two , hope it back fires on sussexs and netflix
Shame on you Netflix for dropping this trailer and trying to take attention away from the invaluable Earthshot Prize... a thing of hope and goodness and importance... instead you are 
pandering to the whims of this vile attention seeking, envious couple who have added nothing to the world except pathetic victimhood.
What a pair of losers....
They are a woke joke.
Diana would be so ashamed of Harry for the way he’s treating his brother.
Megsy and Dimwit give a whole new meaning to the phrase ad nauseam.
Meghan is just another entitled rich white woman telling us what to do... smh...
Absolutely touching is how Harry is so considerate of the polo ponies, he never jerks their heads around or turns them too sharply to cause them fall over or spurs them.  His friends trust 
him fully & lend him ponies so he can ride knowing that he takes such great care of them. Haz is an inspiration to animal lovers - he deserves an SPCA award!
Bloody awful. Two liars.

The book will sell and let people make up their own mind. This diabolical witch hunt has credibility. People want the fairy tale but in truth look at what's been going on for centuries!
They are now fair game for the media and cannot plead for privacy, This will backfire badly when their private lives are gone into over and over again.
NARCISSISTS!

Time to cancel these charlatans. I loathe the word cancel. Take their titles as they do not represent the monarchy and wish to discredit them.  All about the money.  Sad delusional couple
These two are disgusting. I hope they get stripped of all titles .
Something is so unlikable about her. Even if I didn't already question her character she is extremely sterile with no charm or realness. IMO
We’ve all suffered through over 2 yrs of having to hear their story…. For the love of God, make it stop!!
Quote by Spock and appropriate here: "I have never understood the female capacity to avoid a direct answer to any question."
I have to say Ive had such a giggle here in comments. The atmosphere and the humour has made this whole comments section, probably the funniest, creativeness cleverest I've ever had 
the pleasure of reading and all because the of the Nuke and  and Smegmas of Nothingness are about to spill their guts in on their real selves . Fs 92.59'% of the comments are taking the piz 
out of them. I hope all the royals read this. Specially those two
I love the part where she deceives the prince into thinking she’s Ariel, and then when the shell necklace breaks everyone discovers she’s actually Ursula
Oh Harry, what a plonker.....so convenient that the cameras were there to capture your privacy
The part where Megain gets a fairy tale wedding, welcomed by all, given special privileges then just 💩 all over a 500 year old family and the whole nation
Pure ‘classss’
Harry you really have become the lowest of the low since you met wannabe!  escort (Jeffrey Epstein club) wife. Your mother will be turning in her grave, you're gone from a prince to less 
than nothing .
sometimes she puts on a spraytan than she is an entitled spray tanned woman ;-)))
Yeah, I dare them to show that! 🏇
👊 boom, spot-on 👏👏
This comment section is so enlightening
Not to mention he gives his ponies nose bleeds. Now that’s class
 @Kim James  Yes!!
i recommend the tom bower book! ;-)



I agree!
😂
This is gold
🤣🤣🤣🤣
LMAO!!! GOOD ONE!! 👏 👏 👏
🎉🎉🎉🎉
This make me so Mad
What‘s the dislike count?

Meghan and Harry, I support you. Do not let yourself be affected by negative comments. All people have the right to an opinion, this does not mean that they are right or understand at 
least 1% of what is behind the cameras and behind closed doors.  You have the right to say your opinion and what you have experienced, regardless of what people say.
And Meghan, when you talked about suicidal thoughts, I understand you perfectly and I felt your pain because I went through that too. Many people cannot understand some things until 
they go through similar situations, but I hope you find peace in your soul.
I think it was hard for you, but the most important thing is to learn to forgive, as God forgives us all. I wish you all the best.
It’s the crying under the Hermes blanket for me
Absolute crap.. have been wanting to drop my Netflix subscription… this gives me an absolute reason to do so. Bye bye Netflix.
Two spoiled brats,

Their continued use of private jets to ensure the survival of the private jet companies shows their commitment to small business and their willingness to face criticism for a good  cause.
That part where they want zero connection with the RF but have no choice but to cling onto their Duke and Duchess titles to rake in the dollars.  So inspiring!
Just canceled you Netflix. No money from me for this drivel. BYE! 😀
ridiculous

The part where she hands the starving women if Africa a pinch of flower and says, 'even though she's dead, people still don't say "yassss queen" to me when I smash the patriarchy.'
That part where Meghan said there were multiple DISCUSSIONS about Archie's skin tone while she was pregnant ... then 10 minutes later ... Harry said it was one passing comment before 
they were even married. One tear, left eye.
The part where they told us the truth nothing but the truth was inspiring.
"It is very often nothing but our own vanity that deceives us." - Jane Austen.  Could someone please bring this quote to Meagain's attention.
Definitely not watching.  Sick of both of them.  Go away.
That part where MeGain announced she married Harry days before the wedding and then the Archbishop was all like... Huh?
Who is this privileged people?
Its great to see William and Catherine, doing what they are doing.. Embracing being Royal, being trap and good at it... Thank goodness William is the firstborn and Not the spare 
👏👏👏👏👏
I like the part where post-pandemic more than 50% of American small businesses have gone under and families are struggling to pay for food and heating so Meghan gives them each a 
Hermes blanket. So thoughtful!
Absolutely disgusting!!  Shame on NETFLIX!!!!
114k dislikes
 @Yasmina H  Now 115k...



 @urbantree  wooow! she knows..... she knows.... she knows that I know....she knows... lmao
 @urbantree  that really restores my faith in humanity. I was afraid those narcissists would get away with their manipulations and lies. I love the comments! They are brilliant
almost 116.000
 @Alice Cristani  🥂🎉🎊🎉🎊
they love negativity and whining, so they will be just fine ;-)
 @Lil G  If whining and negativity means  telling the world what life was for them for last few years, then I think we all love "whining and negativity". The difference is that they do in front 
of millions of people  just because they are bean exposed to that level. And we just do it with our family and friends. 
In the process they make money. What is wrong with that? There's hundreds of people who make money from documentary and movies about their lives. I don't see people judging them. 
If they are telling the truth I don't see what is the problem. 
Just be onest with yourself and be fair when you judge someone.
And the part where they named their beloved baby daughter after the head of said RACIST family.
 @Emcee Eß  🎯🎯🎯
And that passing comment was made by HIM.
And the coolest part is when his friends asked him about his girlfriend, Chelsy Davy, and then he worriedly replied that she wasn't black or something🙄.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

The part where the Archbishop had to defend himself against possible criminal charges by denying he married them 3 days before the televised wedding was the best part for me 💐
That she got for free from Hermes
Don’t forget post pandemic she also  wanted her multi millionaire friends to give a whole 40 minutes of their time to us paupers who lost their job during covid. She’s amazing!
And now she's got them a few hundred expensive handbags!!
Used once.
GRINGE . SORRY BUT WHY? FOR WHAT ?
Two of the worst people on planet earth...
How dreadfully treated they were… daddy cut them off with only £4million and they were fed up with press intrusion. 
They’ve never shut up since they left the UK and all they’ve done is trash their family.
Please, tell me more about your victimhood.
Would rather read 10 foreign "netflix originals" than to sit through this nasty bowl of oatmeal of a story.
The part where Meghan risked her very life for a breath of fresh air in that car, when she had no choice but to open that window and be surrounded by hoards flashing photographers from 
all over the world.  So very inspiringly brave and courageous 🤩
I liked the part where it actually got to the end, and stopped playing. So, so brave.
Meghan & Harry MUST stop using their Royal titles. They cannot continue to trash Royalty and profit off it as Royals.
My favorite part is where Meghan as a small child single handedly saved women everywhere from doing dishes.
Things that make you cancel Netflix
why is the down button not working
Recollections may vary
Isn't interesting William and Kate decide to try and overshadow this well planned out release of this documentary? Isn't it interesting that William and Kate try to run a last minute 
"exclusive" failed fundraiser the same time as Meghan and Harry are recognized by one of the most esteemed awards within the US? Jealousy looks just right on the laziest Royals (William 
and Kate) yet.



I absolutely can't wait for everyone to see what they've been seeing for too long. The rendition of narcissistic "royalty"
Where’s the part where Harry wears a swastika and calls his fellow soldier a p*ki and a r*g head??
UUUUUUUGH GRIFTER SHE IS SO AWFUL.
I’m sorry but Netflix backing this puts you off having a subscription.
It is so sad when a person is so blind to their utter stupidity. Is there a possibility for Oprah, Netflix, Spotify, etc. to be sued by H&M for exploiting the duo when they were emotionally 
vulnerable?
They’re sick pathetic POS’. There are no stakes, what a joke. Both are trash and no one cares.
Funny how nearly all the pictures where they are laughing and happy are pre Megxit. After Megxit doom and gloom. In the one with the 1600 dollar Hermes Blanket ("look I´m rich!") she is 
clearly laughing. The same in the car where she holds her hands up to hide it. Much like in the Oprah interview, where she constantly touched her face to hide her smirks. Would have 
given the game away for even the dumbest ones. She is such a gooooood actress..... And I think the ones in the kitchen are from the day of the event when she wanted to off herself and 
her bump.
😂😂😂
She's truly bulletproof! 🤗🤗🤗
 @Des Res22  No ONE quite like MM 🤩
Risked her life by rolling down bullet proof glass. The bravery knows no bounds.
 @Spesh Wemmick  
Except for Amber and Jada. A hoe-ley Trinity.
Oh truly & the Home Office noted her & Haz's comfort & ease being in Britain amongst crowds & decided again they didn't need taxpayer security.  Those 2 have the taxpayer welfare at 
heart really, no noble of them.
 @Des Res22    Tungsten really
 @Lucy Acorn  😂
 @Ruthanne Seven 🎯 😅😅
I’d forgotten about that!! Now, my left eye is full…of one tear!
😂
I loved her smile at the plebs, she knows we live and breathe for her "smile," especially when they walked into the church at Jubilee, and everyone was giving them the stink eye. Harry 
knew the score, that's why he had on his Angry Face. LOL!
Right?  It had the same relieved feeling one has, after sitting through a exquisitely painful and protracted dentist visit and sighing that sigh of deeeep relief.
I honestly laughed out loud at your comment.
🤣🤣🤣
You comment made me snort my coffee… loved it
🤣🤣🤣
That was so good!  😂😂
HILARIOUS 👏 👏 👏
Was that after Hillary Rodham-Clinton called her to end the Proctor and Gamble commercial?
😁
😂😂😂
Your comment made me laugh so hard, coffee came out of my left nostril
 @Diane v  🥲😃😃😃



One of the funniest comments !!!!!
🤣
Overuse. It's at 115k as of just now...
 @urbantree  so how is it other people can see how many? am I on the wrong one
Thank you for your brilliant use of sardonicism.
And tells a crowd 'she's not black or anything you know'. And says to Doria 'You don't sound black'.
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
These comments are gold!! Keep up the good work guys!!
Megnut truly believes she should get an Earthshot Prize. Well she would with so many rocks in her head
How many times are you going to tell it and with how many different versions 🤔
I loved the part where Harry tenderly gouged his thumb into his newborn sons arm and gazed adoringly at him willing him to move... just a little. A moment to cherish. Thank you to 
everyone on here for the best time I have had in ages, I laughed through my tears. And Netflix... you rather rock for leaving all this up. Legendary. Cheers all.
Hey Netflix, are you reading the room here?
The part where they have a meeting with Oxford dictionary to redefine the word Privacy 10/10
I love the part where Harry sings to Meghan 😍
Meghans comment at the end is so contrived.
Her hair, her make-up, the lighting...its all so staged. 

The stakes are high Meghan. Be careful where you place your bets.
My favourite is the part where Harry's Wife makes sure the photographer captures her crying in her chair for the Pity Party scrapbook.
I love the part where Meghan selflessly gave up her rightful place In Westminster Abbey to a candle and hid behind it to allow it to take centre stage. She has such class 😅
The part where Megan literally did a Disney princess plot and it wasn't good enough for her.
Netflix has gained more followers, the power of Harry and Meghan 😊
I know why they wanted to make this documentary - because they are HUGE narcissists that are so full of themselves.
Lmao, keeping up with the Mountbatten-windsors
I sooooo hope Netflix see the utter contempt in which this ghastly pair are held.
Hank and the Skank. Netflix should be ashamed of supporting these two GRIFTERS.
Disgusting, using an image at our Queen's funeral for this tripe. So she wasn't crying for the Queen, just to publicise this rubbish. They will never, Never be like William and Catherine. Our 
Queen isn't even cold in the ground.. Shame on you, shame on you all
She already spewed her pack of lies why do it again not worth watching
I heard the comments were comedy gold. I have not been disappointed. 
I’m looking forward to the memes on Twitter. 
Well done.
All they talk just themselves... It's good to see a contrast... Future king and quuen are out there reaching out to community and look at this pieces of shit lol
Well, recently the toxic duo got a new nick-name: The "work-it" non-royals.
Didn't  Henry also take about how his amazing newborn had already changed in just 2 weeks?
 @Ruthanne Seven  YES YES YES… oops 😂😂😂
That was so touching!



And archetypes. And gutteral...
Stake? Oh I thought she meant Steaks.
I love the candle
 @Monster Minder  should be knighted! Arise Sir WAXALOT! 👏👏👏
 @Des Res22  🤣🤣 brilliant
 @Des Res22  love it!🤣🤣🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
Sir Candlelot..  you deserve a Nobel Peace Prize for your service to the world.
Sir Candlelot...better than James Bond at serving the Nation...!  😁
That candle belongs in the British Museum to be admired through the centuries. It has a special place in history now.
I like to think that candle was the Queen’s last wish
 @Des Res22 sir waxalot omg I’m laughing so hard I shed a tear from my left eye
Ahahaha🤣
With 2,8 millions views in 24hours ? Sure jan
exactly 115k dislikes says it all
15K of negative comments and 115K of down votes? I'd say this definitelly qualifies as 'utter contempt'!
 @Mbengue Sarah  Haven‘t come across a single positive comment yet, Sugar - but sure, Jan 😏
Hank and Skank.... hilarious!!!!!!!!!!!
I Hope it goes flop,.. Not fancy watching wingy, winny, two matured people need to get a proper job,.. Instead making money by doing winging and complaining..... It look like like watching 
photos of couple that really doesn't know me trying hard to show how inlove they are🙄🙄🙄🤔, its ok if its young couple it looked cute, but for older one.. They need to keep it for 
themselves 😂🤣🤣🤣, so THATS MY OPINION.. HOPE IT GOES FLOP... for the love of real Royal family.
Privacy does not equate obscurity
So stunning, so brave...would bring a tear to a glass eye.
Love the crying in front of the $3000 Hermes cashmere throw. Perfect!
Lame.
The part also not leaving their titles from the palace and not archie is a prince made me tear up. Duchess of.. calafornia🎉22 milion and more is coming darling meghan
Looks like I’m cancelling my Netflix subscription. You don’t deserve your customers
🤢🤮🤮🤢
What are the “high stakes” that the D-list actress is referring to?  Could it be the gaining of royal titles for her children so that she can monetize off of them?  Also…does anyone else get 
from the highly staged pre Megxit photos that the Netflix deal was sealed long before it was announced ?  I’ve canceled my Netflix membership, so I won’t be watching this tripe, but I 
will be breaking out the popcorn and watching with delight when Karma finally hits back on these two with a vengeance.  Their jealousy of the Prince and Princess of Wales is so toxic.  The 
irony is not lost that William and Catherine are busy working for something that is really important for everyone while the other spiteful two are just bring attention to themselves.  Both of 
these two are nasty pieces of work.  I feel sorry for their two children to have such parents.
Such crap! So dramatic! Is there a mystery to solve? A murder, perhaps? Or just the death of what tiny sliver of any popularity they probably never had!
Hmmmm nope I’m good Netflix had enough of of those two multi multi millionaire that have so many “struggles”

Don't care, we've heard your story many times already. This woman's constant need for attention is so pathetically immature and the game of oneupmanship rules her life. GO AWAY.
The part where Meghan tells the plastic surgeon which nose she wants this time. So brave. So decisive.
I love the part where their private jet slams into the side of a hill.



Tired of hearing about them and their desire for privacy.  What hypocrites!
I cancelled Netflix because of them, even though it has my favorite shows.  I would rather miss my favorite programs than give money to an organization that supports the level of hate and 
dishonesty dished out by the Montecito duo.
I loved the part where Meghan rescued the Titanic from the deep by re- imagining the events of 1912, while authentic Harry became King of the World as he simultaneously juggled his 
balls in the prow of the ship.  I LOVED their  truth, I cried non stop from my left eye for absolutely HOURS (but nobody asked me how I was!!  O the cruelty! 😭😒)
Such a talented twosome, still whining, fibbing, still stoking racist division, still making all sorts of allegations, still trying to silence anyone who doesn't profess to adore them, still grifting 
and saving the planet one private jet flight at a time, after time, after time.  Around the world millions upon millions are in genuine financial hardship, many are homeless, many have to 
chose between eating and heating, many suffer in war torn countries, or from terrible life threatening illness, yet the wealthy, overprivileged dreadful pair just moan moan moan.... this is 
my opinion, my free speech, no malice or prejudice just the truth as I see it!
"Why did you want to make this documentary"? Because I am a narcissist and a really mean person. Oh and also you promised me lots of money.
The scene where MM is sworn in as President of the United States while Harry is seen juggling his balls shouting, "The constitution is BONKERS!"

It's known they were in talks with companies making deals waaaay before they actually quit. This was always the plan after the £32 million taxpayer funded 'spectacle' was in the bag.
 @urbantree  How disgusting.  These two operate from a center of greed, hate, jealousy, and ingratitude.😊
Netflix watching how you don't get over it and come back 🤣
The number of people who don't understand how far in advance a promotional schedule is planned out and want to show their r@cist @$$es. 🤡
@flippafloppa2961 You clearly don’t understand how the estates attached to the hereditary titles work. The Prince of Wales has use of the Duchy of Cornwall in certain prescribed ways, 
but cannot sell the assets and turn them into cash for himself and only has limited power over the income from the estate. So, while the Dutchy itself is worth what you say the Prince does 
NOT own it and it does not count in his personal net worth. 🙄
What a piece of crap!!! Get a life....

The part when she told us her passport was confiscated by the evil royal family but still found a way to travel abroad 13 times for personal reasons. Our teleportation queen! Stunning.
I simply adored the part where she used a marker to write on bananas. What a huge leap in soft diplomacy. I cannot believe she wasn’t paid for that role.
I loved the kitchen part 😏 those two cook a lot 🔥
I loved the part where Harry came back to the U.K. with his tail between his legs after realising he’d sold out his country like a simp! No wait… that’s part II. 😂
Their impact is powerful 😯😏
Why disabled unlike bottom😁😁😁🎺
Hey Netflix, why are you supporting narcissist abuse? Stop promoting this FAKE love story when we all know Meghan is another Amber heard.
I just installed the extension to check the number of dislikes on this video and its worth it 115k  disliked hahahaha :D

I love seeing the warm reception they are giving to the Princes of Wales in Boston, Massachusetts, United States, I love seeing how Meghan and Harry's dark intentions of trying to steal 
their moment from the Princes of Wales turn upside down for their Earthshot Awards, before they produced the opposite effect, making them shine more in Dignity and Class. They gave a 
master class, the Princes of Wales, to the actress Meghan Markle, who can take an Oscar for best performance for knowing how to cry with her left eye, which she does very well and to 
the emotional dependent sells the Harry family, the Sussexes they are perceived by the rest of humanity as egotistical, narcissistic, manipulative, divisive.
These 2 have NO SHAME 🤣🤣😂😂😂😂😂
Netflix raises the price of Harry and Meghan's contract, there must be more millions, this impact has not been had by the best series on Netflix or on other platforms, Harry and Meghan 
are worth gold😎
@libwonk4177 😂😛🤪😜



I've never seen so many trolls in my life. I support you guys, Harry and Meghan. Keep fighting to protect what is light in this world and leave the darkness to the trolls ❤
I found the part where Harry discusses he will only have 2 children due to the human relationship to halt climate change. Without hesitation after the birth of Lilibet, Harry self castrates 
himself as Meghan and Mellissa McCarthy mock all Brits as they sip tea and don fake British accents, and Harry is then seen outside the window juggling his testicles. It's disturbing to say 
the least.
I also was shocked when Meghan was a guest on Ellen and squatted so incredibly deep that she laid the egg of the golden goose.
This comment section is lit 🔥🔥🔥
Show us the dislikes for this freakshow
Private Jets all over lecturing the common person on carbon use. Sling ya hooks the both of you. Megan I take back that waank I had over you in suits. Only one I've ever regretted and I've 
had some challenging ones.
Teleportation queen 😂😭😂😭😂😭😂😭😂
Hahhaaa thissss... 😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I can’t cope with all of these comments! Teleportation queen 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Beam me up Harry 🤣🤣
This is gold 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
She traveled to NY looking about 11 months pregnant, but later that night she went out with Marcus Anderson with a big purse hiding her flat abdomen.
Honestly Honestly I never understood why someone in a charity act will write a message on a BANANA!!!!
Yes, because the number of people becoming aware of and recognizing narcissists and the abuse and destruction they cause in our own and other people's lives, is growing exponentially.  
Now us 'normals" (non-narcissist, people who have empathy instead of pretend empathy) are galvanized to expose the beast. Lucky people, who have never been personally around or 
abused by narcissist wouldn't understand at all.
 @Liz N  you see, they impacted you enormously
Well, narcissist in general impact me enormously. That is true. That is very true. But I am wise to them now and I want to share the enlightenment. Especially if I see people getting 
attacked by them. But as you can see I'm not alone.We are an army now.
 @Liz N  You just wrote me the same thing as someone else hahaha you are bots 🤣
 @Melody N  :face-blue-smiling::face-purple-crying:
 @Joy C  sugar melt down
Are you on something?
They are bots and they give the series more relevance, I hope that when it comes out they will continue like this so that everyone can see it 😎
 @Melody N  no no just real people that are fed up with this nauseating fake victim Hood fairytale of hers, and calling out all of her lies crass and insults towards people and a country that 
gave her everything.
 @Elise backwards  They're all bots, we've already seen, but I love spending on this and for Harry and Meghan, they deserve all the attention they can get.
 @Melody N  lol, well you shall rise up your standards cause that murky muddy cave snake named Rachel is the lowest at everything. The only woman that ever kissed a Prince and turned 
him into a toad.
 @Elise backwards  Meghan is the only one who makes everyone stop doing their thing and talk about her 😎
115k
Fortunately, they never said that they wanted to be private, the media has apparently crept into your head! The lies keep on stirring up about M&H..
 @Freedom World  Read it again honey. Please, just read it again. 😂
 @urbantree  which part?



 @urbantree  Their own words from the website and what they constantly say: The Sussexes recognise that their roles as members of the royal family are subject to interest, and they 
welcome accurate and honest media reporting as well as being held to account if appropriate. Equally, like every member of society, they also value privacy as individuals and as a family.” 

The have never said that they wanted to be “left alone.” They’ve never listed a desire for privacy as one of the reasons why they left official royal life, or even as one of the reasons why 
they moved from the UK to the US.

Private life: means the personal and family life of a person, his living environment consisting of a person’s dwelling with its private territory and other private premises which the natural 
person uses for his economic, commercial or professional activities as well as the mental and physical inviolability of the natural person, his honour and reputation, secret personal facts, 
the natural person’s photographs or other images, his personal health information, private correspondence or other communications, personal views, convictions, habits and other data 
which may be used only with his consent.

DON'T ABUSE THEIR WORDS BECAUSE YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND!!
The part when she gave the blow up ventriloquist’s dummy that is Omid Scoby a job as her mouthpiece shows that she truly believes in diversity and equal opportunities.

Respect meagain, learn some.
Worst thing ever to be created
The part where Megan explains that she has hyperhidrosis and understands what it feels like to be differently abled. A real champion for the Invictus Games.
No thanks I will not be watching these fake and confirmed liars. The duo of destruction!!!!'
... Ridiculous
In short: 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮

In long:
With netflix releasing this BS I‘m so glad i found „the boys“ on Amazon (much better than any netflix production I’ve watched) to watch.
Also, I’m glad I’m using my friends Netflix account so these two didn’t get a dime out of my pocket. Always when you think this cannot get anymore delusional and cringe, here comes 
Meghan …
NOOOOO MEGHAN, what stake!? Only in your head are you relevant. Whatever you do or say has just one message: there is no bigger Meghan fan than myself… ya ya we got you. Now go 
away, live a happy and quite life with your hairdresser while botox and cocaine last. 
My goodness even amber heard makes more sense when she opens her mouth than you.
The part in Germany when Harry knows he has to body block her from darting in front of him to meet VIPs, and she peers from behind him and fidgets uncontrollably, but stays in number 
two position. Such an example of selflessness.
The irony of "high stakes" for those who do not have to worry about feeding their family, heating their house, paying for petrol, and being too busy working to pay bills to worry about 
finding racism as a root cause for every perceived slight.... unable to read the room are we? You  honestly think you are important? People are laughing at and mocking the former cable D 
list actress and former royal now know as the husband.
I can't wait for Meghan to turn around and say "It's Markle time" So inspiring meghan!
Won't be watching.



"Feel sorry for me while I laugh in front of a $3000 blanket, and pretend I'm actually crying."

It might have worked if she wasn't an absolutely abysmal actress. 
Shameless and shamefull at the same time!!
I won’t be watching
Lol😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
The part when meghan and garry Start rapping  to salt n peppa  (their self proclaimed  name sakes)..  ooh baby  baby..salt, salt n pepers here ..ah push it ..get up on this ..(harry sings that 
bit ). She loves her 90's nostalgia.. she shows her raw relentless talent to perfection it made me cry one tear , left eye after 3  seconds
The time when she strode in front of Harry to meet the King of Morocco and didn't even flinch when a reporter was overheard saying, "She's horrid." Truly brave.
This comment section is the gift which keeps on giving 🥰
I keep returning to read the latest. It seems those with wit, humour and intelligence all see through the quean.
The part where these comments are one hundred percent better than anything this sycophantic mess of a series is going to be... So satisfying that people finally see this awful couple for 
who they are - I bet Netflix and Liz Garbus see it too but they can't say it because $$$. Craven af.
Not if I was desperate for entertainment would I watch such utter tripe. They are so classless that they're not even a poundland version of William and Catherine.
@sandy11brown19 Oh yes, your petty playground grudge against the Prince who married the black girl is the incessant drumbeat in your psyche. You simply cannot turn down the volume 
or grasp the world in adult terms. William and Kate were booed many times and while I don’t expect you to grasp the magnitude of that, I can assure you the royal family is quaking. All the 
Royal corespondents have reported on it. You also don’t seem to grasp what is signaled by the fact that this many countries are talking about departing the Commonwealth at once at the 
beginning of Charles’ reign. The Queen, who was revered, is no longer around to stop the drip-drip from turning into a flood. And William is carrying on his playground grudge against his 
brother who married the black girl, and the racism scandals continue to emerge from the palace. But hey, you keep on there at the level that suits you—fixating on your Perry projections 
about motives of people you’ll never know.
😂😂😂😂😂
With her perfectly french manicured fingers and toes....
Repugnant, he said! How true! 😏😏
Yep, he said "she's repugnant".

 @Catherine Morrin  she was probably trying to figure out what the reporter meant? She only understands woke dictionary words like Layered, multi faceted, present & authentic! Lol
 @Mandy S  don't forget "narrative" and "inclusive". So many words Meghan likes to pull out of her "woke word salad". 😄
 @Mandy S    And wordle, scrabble, reading, books
Wait….did this happen if so, I love it!
 @Des Res22 an even better word to describe her.
 @Elizabeth Miller  yes this is 100% true and there is video of it.
Those Hermes blankets retail between $1,700 and $5,000, which could feed an entire village for years in many places.
You were a d list actress that married a rich Prince. 
Literally a fairytale!
Go away and stop complaining.
Saving the planet 1 private jet flight at a time.
The part where Saint Meghan locked herself in the bathroom at the Overlook Hotel and then the royal family used an axe to hack their way through the door and screamed "HERE COMES 
RACISM!!!!" was epic.  😱



The moments where she glares deep daggers at anybody, including her mother, who speaks when she herself wants to. Such a sincere and relaxed conversationalist.
The part when Meghan had to google the lyrics of the British National Anthem totally and utterly on her own. An almost impossible task for mere mortals. She took on this superhuman 
challenge and heroically mastered it selflessly. Touched me to the core and left me with the biggest single tear in my left eye that I ever cried.
and this is why I canceled my Netflix subsciption , what have they done except complain about the very institution that gave them everything ? While the rest of the world is dealling with 
trying to support and feed their families these two " confused" individuals believe the world should feel sorry for them . NOT !!
They have helped me have deeper respect for the late Queen . She was truly was a Saint. May she rest in peace.
The part where South African people were dancing in the streets, still, days after Duchess Meghan's wedding and she, the Duchess, flew by private jet (arranged by Travelyst) to give out 
donated handbags each with a banana and bubble wrapped picture of herself, the Duchess, in them will never leave my left eye dry again. What a global leader she is, this Duchess, the 
shift in consciousness the world cries out for; Givenchy Duchess is nothing but private jet-flying compassion in action!
The part where, a single tear glistening from the corner of her left eye, Meghan tells Harry, “Shut up. Just shut up. You had me at hello!” Such an emotionally powerful moment. Truly, a 
love story for the ages.
Barf 🤢🤮
She'll dump him... once she gets bored. (Or chases  millions from elsewhere)
I’m hoping there’s a part where Meghan gives warnings about what can go wrong when having a spray tan. Once you’ve got white bits they’re there for all to see.
My favourite part: the tear from the left eye.  😏
😮😲🤢🤮
They wanted to make this documentary for the $$$$$$$$$. She is very manipulative!! Poor Harry.

Meghan and Harry moved to the US for privacy so they could get $300m Netflix and Spotify deals to make documentaries and podcasts about their private lives. Makes perfect sense.
Lies about his family because they didn't get Diana jewels
Umm Netflix is this meant to be a comedy?
Miss Cringe & the Ginger Whinger.   I’ll pass 🥱
That part where she knew the queen was dying, wouldn’t let Harry visit her, then insisted on visiting after she died. Then left eye tear.
 @Joy C  kind of like this trailer did to Princess Katherine? Taking one photo where she is serious. Please girl BYE
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM    Oh oh - sugar sugar sugar.  There are MULTIPLE pictures of Smegs glaring at people trying to talk ,- and that clenched jaw!! 😂😂😂. You have outed 
yourself SS
Nah it’s not comparable to what they did to the Princess of Wales. Meghan has consistently made displeased and enraged faces when someone speaks instead of her or if a “loved” one’s 
talks too much
 @Lucy Acorn  🤡
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  Gotta say, there's a difference between looking serious or as if you're concentrating, and staring viscous daggers.... big difference!!! Smegs has the daggers 
down to an art form... what a girl!
Don't forget when she unhinges her jaw like the psycho she is. It's creepy as hell. Doria is a grifter too, but I think she's scared of her demon spawn.
😂 😂 😂
That just proves how mistreated she was! 🤣🤣
Yes, very doubtful that they had a single copy in the whole palace, and she of course had no staff given to her by those racists, that she never bullied, who could not organize her a single 
one. Soul crushing brave.
😂😂lol
🤣🤣, brilliant stardust 🤣



Dont be silly , she didnt even Google Harrreee
Really an accomplishment when she brags about taking a major in international affairs and doesn’t even know the British National Anthem. No wonder she couldn’t pass the Foreign 
Service exams.

 @Sarah L.  how rude of the canadians ... They didn't Help her, either! 7 years living in Toronto... Being besties with the mullroney and they didn't Help her to find it? Cruel! Those racists.
I can’t believe they expected her to learn lines of the anthem ALL on her own. I mean what do they think she is? An actress?! 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬
I wonder if Harry can sing the US national anthem…. 🤔 probably not…too many words.
"Left Eye, Single Tear, GO!" crying?
And the lyrics are so HARD!!  And she never heard them while living in Canada for 8 years
I just don't know how she does it. Remarkable!
😂😂
😂😂😂😂
 @lori gava  or when she bravely colored the Ukrainian Flag 🇺🇦 upside down
 @lori gava and of course, she lied about her degree
She’d never looked anything up, ever, on the internet you know. Especially not the eligible bachelor Harry. She’s never heard the name Diana either of course.
 @Tamar Harris  She thought Diana was like that old fancy dish, Steak Diane. You know—the steaks 🥩 are so high
 @Mer Mcd  Hello .... did you forget he is no longer called that.  His name is my current husband.
Wait, travelyst paid for that private jet the other day?! My god they are such frauds!
Didn't Meghan once boast that she can cry on command in her cable TV acting.
"You had me at royalty" 😂
 @C E NorthEast lol..😂oh yes,a truly beautiful inspirational love story!
The privacy they wanted..🤡

Zazzz,,,nadie les cree ya🤣, porque sacar fotos de Kate y William? La envidia y celos en su máximo esplendor, todo lo que se decía de ella era cierto, tenía su agenda desde antes de 
casarse, que bueno que la reina no acepto fotos con los niños 😎, y que bueno que los hecharon de la realeza🙊 par de tóxicos envidiosos, aaaa y justo lo lanzan cuando los príncipes 
están en E.U. ojalá ya con su documental y su libro y los millones que cobraron  sean felices y dejen a la familia de él en paz💥, sigan su camino y se callen de una vez por todas🤐.
Too much vomit inducing hypocrisy from this obnoxious self obsessed duo.  As if Archetypes wasn't bad enough now this!!  I'd NEVER consider sub to Netflix EVER!!
I love the part where MeGain keeps her legs shut. What a hero
That part where her dad paid for her expensive education, she pretends she came from nothing, stops him from talking, and ignores him when he has a heart attack.
The part where i know Meghan lies because her lips are moving…

The part where Meghan and Harry ran away from the evil RF to live a private life in America and we never ever ever heard from them again was truly inspirational. So moved. So touched.
As a British citizen who doesn't really mind either way about the monarchy, I can only feel a sense of sadness for how this whole situation is playing out. It's difficult to understand what 
they're moaning about when they've been given everything they could possibly wish for in life. Seems effortlessly selfish, lacking in any moral value and I hate to think what his late mother, 
Princess Diana would think of this trash.
I am so relieved that Meghan was able to afford her Hermes blanket in two colourways. Perhaps she had to leave the Royal family as they wouldn't let her have both in her 10 bedroom 
Toad Hall.
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎



My favourite part was where Meghan lied to a British court and then had to pretend she 'forgot' she had ordered her communications secretary to give a list of lies to the author's, it's truly 
humbling and I almost shed a tear from my left eye.
When the stakes are this high. What does that even mean?
@CMTHFAF Remember when William and Kate made their trip to the Caribbean countries in the Commonwealth and they got booed? That was hilarious, too, wasn’t it? I mean, after all, 
everything is about getting a laugh off these people, right? There on your playground, it’s all about the playground brawl and stoking interpersonal conflict, right? You all don’t have the 
concept there on the playground about the tenuousness of this monarchy, Charles and William. The queen’s not around anymore and people don’t like Charles and William. Many, many 
Commonwealth nations are agitating to leave. Those nations see how Harry and his black wife were treated and they don’t want to be associated with this racist family. By the way, did you 
see the news about those nasty racist comments made at the palace by the late Queens lady in waiting? She had to resign. News broke on the same day Wills and Kate landed in the US. 
There on the playground y’all probably think that, too, was some vindictive slight against William and Kate, jus trying to make them look bad, and you’re all probably sneering at the woman 
who was victimized. Everything’s just a big joke for you playgrounders. But it’s not going to be a joke for William when he finally ascends the throne and discovers he’s king of a 
commonwealth with only one country. He could do a lot to reframe his image and that of his family if he would stop being such a grudge holder and make peace with his brother and his 
brother’s black wife. Course you playgrounders wouldn’t like that. Who would you have to sneer at then?
Can wait for it to start, Harry and Meghen are so in love .
Omg all these comments 😂😂😂😂 you all deserve an award! Love them all 😂😂😂😂
When all this comes tumbling down for H&M, he will be, to her, ‘just’ the ginge, spare that she married 🥴 for success (in what I don’t know) and divorce proceedings will happen, sadly for 
Harry.  Not that I have any sympathy for him after what he put his beautiful grandmother, my beautiful Queen, through before she passed.  Shame on the both of them 😠.  Can’t wait 
until they both disappear as they wanted, by removing themselves from the Royal family. 🙄🙄🙄
That part where she bullied a 3 yo and threw tea at the help. Then bangs on about kindness.
Coming soon "only" on netflix. Oh dear never mind you can keep it.  Would rather inspect a broken sewage pipe than watch these two unhinged individuals!
Love Harry and Meghan, live your lives and always remember your mother Diana because for all the royalty she suffered an equal amount of hell.
Never heard so many unanimous sounding comments!! WHAT IS THAT ?? One has the feeling that the answers have been rehearsed!Very Crazy! I think Meghan is lying! For whatever  
reason !!! I hope William and Kate keep their nerves and stay calm! Don‘t be tempted, always smile!! GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF THAT !!!!❤🌏✌
Hey! I never saw that part! She always has her legs open!
Compassion turned into flesh.
What better way to live a private life than make a documentary about your private life.  Stunning and brave 😏😏
  @Joy C  No ~ here they are ~ again ~  courtesy of stewpid Ne lix.  Seeking privacy my arcwipes!
 @Spesh Wemmick  Compassion in Action with every camera click! How fabulous! 👏👏
😂😂lol 😂😂😂😂😂
Shame America is so close.
Where did they say they wanted privacy?
 @Sof Be  u must be new here lolll
 @Morgan the way this comment made me laugh
 @Sof Be    Sugar. Is Smegs paying you well?
And let's not forget the part where Meghan's staff was so beaten down and traumatized by her bullying and viscousness, they affectionately dubbed her a sociopathic narcissist and formed 
the Sussex survivors club.... so moving it brought me to tears.
 @Sof Be  their agreement for suing the British Press was "invasion of privacy"
 @Sof Be were you living under a rock or are you just a moronic tw*t?
I love the part that they were able to do it during lockdown and use Canada as a decoy! Truly inspiring!



@Sof Be  is that you Megan?
 @Des Res22  "OH, MY LEFT EYE!!" No flash bulbs!
If only 🙄
OMG - we so wish   that was their “truth” - but it appears they were just having a laugh……!
 @D.M Frost   Very true  😀and as memory serves Oprah defended Henry and Rachel after their request for privacy has been criticized.😀
Still pretty pissed at the court for letting that one go
Steaks prices are high...
There are over 15 000 comments and all but yours and a few from the Sussex Squad suggest that H & M are self centred, traitors who hate the monarchy but love the money and titles 
they get from the monarchy. Hmmmm…. If the monarchy is so bad then why try to be Royal in America? Why keep the titles? Why go to the Jubilee? Why name your daughter after the 
Queen? Why benefit financially from the Royal status?
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela Markle 🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂yep, can‘t stop reading, so funny
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I hope Harry and Meghan wake up!!!! Your behaviour is not in the spirit of GOD!!! The british monarchy will never be overthrown!!!! 
GOD ALWAYS SAVE THE KING!!!!!!!!! ❤🌏✌
WHAT IS THAT????? The regularity in the answers???The part where,I Love the part,the part when,I like the part??????  This is not normal!!!! The truth comes out !!!!! ❤🌏✌
I want to wrap myself up in a $2000 Hermès’ afghan just like Meghan’s and cry for them.
She actually went there and went for Kate using that photograph purposefully holding the frame on it. Good Luck Meghan from all in the UK.
The part where she drags her moonbumps and stilettos out of the closet for old times sake to see if she can still squat with her knees together....fascinating stuff!
I like the part where Africans danced in the streets when Meghan married Harry, just like they danced when Mandela was released from prison.
Just like I will never listen to an episode of Megan’s podcast, I will also never watch this garbage. Two multimillionaires who live off the back of taxpayers complaining about how difficult 
their lives are - SPARE US ALL
Then there was that time Meghan and Harry gave their kidneys to those orphans.
I love the scene when the penny drops for Harry that has to sell his soul to Netflix and for the rest of his life  to keep his grasping wife from leaving him.
The part where Meghan said the BRF took away her passport but she was able to fly all the way across the pond to watch Serena in US open… it was a miracle!
No meghan , no don't go on the cross to save us all! Rotfl
Idiots!!! Shameful!!!
Just cancelled my Netflix subscription
the part where they expose the royal family 😂 the faces, I loved that
I'm looking forward to your documentary Harry and Meghan.
Thee comments should be turned off. Those racist british twats have no decency.
My theory is that this is actually a mocumentary, and the trailer is to fool us so it'll be a great surprise when we're all allowed in on the joke.    I won't be watching, so I'll go to other 
YouTubers for their analyses.
The part where she flees a “racist” family and claims to not care about or want titles, then uses her title for everything, whines about her child not being titled, and names her child after 
the head of the supposed racist institution. Five second pause, and a single tear from my left eye falls to my orange tinted spray tanned skin while I also identify with all the “structural” 
racism in my own family. She inspired me to also, after my entire life of identifying as white, to now update my Wikipedia page as (something I’m not).
Let's go for more views in one day 😎
Should just rename this "From Castle to Cuck: A Prince Harry Story"



Liar, liar pants on fire!!!
I just saw the part where she comically baked him a birthday cake and accidentally sat on it 😂 it was pink and said “HAPPEE BIRTHDAE HAREE” and I thought that was so REAL
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
👏👏👏👏👏
Oh yeah quantum teleportation 😎😉🤣
 @Cyrine NEHME  no, she took her broom!
Don’t chickens have wings?  I mean, those legs ……… 🐓
amazingly 13 times without a passport it's like being on Star Trek
Oh yes, I almost forgot that. She acted like the princess of Dubai I think who had really no passport and keys. She steals the life experience from others for her victimhood.
I’m pretty sure she used her broom
A Christmas miracle!
Also to attend a baby shower in New York and take a lengthy vacation in Vancouver, among other things
That's not nice...her arms were exhausted.
Truly heartwarming.
😂😂😂
And closed the whole area where she was sitting at. Queen wanna be.
And her baby shower in nyc ….
And the "fake baby " shower she grifted from gullible Americans .
Broomstick 🧹
 @Susi Susanne  it's actually to prop up her facde of NARCASSISTIC traits and charater copy's .
 @Bonnie Wendorff  and Ibeza
i'm not british, but i don't like manipulative, lying bullies who are obsessed with themselves and money. sorry.
by the way, if the royal family was so racist, why would you want to have roal titles and why the heck would you call your daughter after the head of this racist institution? harry's wife is a 
pathological liar. there are 30 proven lies in the oprah interviews. and you wonder, why people all over the world despise these two, that's somewhat funny ;-)))
Hopefully Netflix goes Tiger King on them!
Loved it😂🤣
Omg 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Ohh comon, im sick of them
Are H&M the new Bold and Beautiful?  A continuous drama of betrayal, mistruths, self pity -  recycled for next 40 years?
A private, quiet life was craved that continues to be contradicted for ongoing attention. Poor timing & content. Profiles and integrity have been confirmed. Move on.
The stakes aren’t high for anyone but you, ya spoiled brat.
You haters are vile. You must really have a sad life.
What steaks?
Dislike
The part when Megan introduces the children who have played the part of Archie for the last three years.
The part where she told Harry, "Keep practicing your juggling, it's the only thing you're good at."



That part where they selflessly (nothing at all to do with self-PR) named their daughter Lilibet as a touching tribute to the Queen whose institution they gave such respect to on Oprah only 
months before (they didn't trash it at all).
I find the most romantic to have a secret wedding in backyard 3 days before false Royal ceremony. What are romantic souls
Cant wait to hear the story🙂😍
113,000 dislikes
"no one sees what's happening behind closed doors 😭" with the work-free foreign holidays, the hermes blanket, the luxe land rover, the $$$$$ dresses, the adoring lense of netflix... i'm 
pretty sure i can imagine what it's like
How long can they drag out their lack of talent?
Sorry Meghan.  You are already a proven liar.  I can’t believe anything you say.
“When the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?” 
No, because the only reason you are telling your side of the story is because you know William and Catherine cannot tell their side of the story. Y’all are really clowns. I really loved Meghan 
when she came on the scene but it was her and Harry’s own behavior that changed my mind. I even used to believe the stories that the RF was mistreating them. It’s so obvious they are 
lying and Netflix you should be ashamed for propping up liars. But I guess it makes sense since you also make a show lying about the RF 😂 shameful. I’ve already heard of so many people 
purging their Netflix subscription - these companies really do it to themselves lol. Definitely not going to watch the series lol, but getting my popcorn ready for the marathon of fact 
checking that’s going to come in the days after. If this was an authentic look into their lives then maybe I would be into it, but please stop propping up these toxic, narcissistic egomaniacs 
and let them live the private life that they asked for.

I’m just here for the comments 😂😂😂😂🙌
Even if all they say is true… Imagine trashing your whole family and especially your own brother on a world stage?! The brother who also lost his mother at only 15y old and has children! 
How can they be caring and kind to other people when they are not to their own families?!? I feel deeply sorry for William!
Trust me.. you will be much more entertained by perusing the comments down below
it's called karma. they get what they give.
All five? So generous of her to share the limelight.
Some with blue eyes,
Some with dark eyes,
Some with red hair,
Some with dark brown hair 
I guess it really does take a village!
Omfg😂😂😂
where have you been the last years??
yikes
Well said. Couldn’t agree more. 🥂🍿
Her constant use of "be kind" means "be kind to me. Now"
The part where megain says her passport was taken off her and she flew to USA for a 'moonbumb' shower
Serious question… why did Netflix make this? No one cares about their “problem” … which I still don’t know what that is since they haven’t provided any single form of proof. 
Two weird people sell out their families for money 🎉
Same old story.  Megan give us a break
Just saying, the snark in these comments is giving me life. Y'all are hilarious. Golden.
So much for the desired privacy away from the cameras that cause traumatic triggers for Harry



The part where palace staff thank Meghan from relieving them from the good-for-nothing man child who's image they had to polish for years. He is her problem now 👍👍👍
Tell us the dishwashing liquid story again yawn
Why thrash both your families for money?
I’ll never watch this bs documentary about 2 entitled brats, but I’ll definitely be returning to this comment section for some good laughs 😂

 Tell your story in your way. The tabloids can swallow.
SOOO CONTRIVED!!!!!!
Don't mind me. I'm just here for the comments. 🤣🤣 Megs just give up.
The part where Meghan helps spread illiteracy by selling her book to the needy
Brava Harry and Meghan ♥ Blessings upon blessings for you both! I will be watching 
Hahaha 🤣 lies lies lies
Every commenter here are true winners of the internet. Bless you all, gives me faith in humanity.
May this thread of "tributes" liveth forever more 🤣✊
Both of them trash 🗑
I’m just here for the comments, but meanwhile it occurs to me… Energy prices are excruciatingly high right now and I’m not really using my Netflix account…. 🤔💸
I loved the part when she had a modest baby shower close to home with a few family and close friends. There was no sponsorship or swag bags for the attendees, it was incredible. 
Gracious.
no talent, no employment, no education and yet full of privileges and now complain? 😓
lol
that won nobel of literature
I loved the part when Meghan graciously gave homeless people that shower’s giant $$$ floral arrangements. I’m sure they needed these much more than food, toiletries, money or even a 
conversation acknowledging that they were human beings.
So humble ❤
Yes, just cost the family $500,000 for a few hours.
 @Ann  I’m sure those people used them to make wonderful floral beds to sleep on. Maybe they wove them into blankets or created authentic backdrops for photo shoots.
Tell me you’re bitter without telling me you’re bitter! What a vindictive horrid couple and what trash! Won’t be watching this and it makes me love wills and Kate more
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
Netflix has had such a limited amount of good content for years. Besides the fan favorites and some of the new series that have been good, they raise rates and then pay millions for this.  If 
this gets suggested to me, or shows up in my top feed, I am cancelling.
The part where her acting skills get better AFTER she leaves Suits and puts up a photo of her laughing but gaslighting people into thinking she’s crying to get sympathy. And also the timing 
of this couldn’t have been more perfect, releasing this at the same time as the REAL ROYALS visit to the U.S. just to take the spotlight away from them.
Just came on to dislike this trash. I wouldn't watch these two Aholes if you paid me.
Money money money … no more humanity left with Meghan. Shame on Harry to allow this to happen to destroy the legacy of his late Grandmother’s legacy, who loved him very much. 
Hope it was all worthwhile 😢
The part where William thanks Meghan from unburden him from the third wheel in his marriage. 👸
These comments have already eclipsed Harry and Sparkles movie.
I just keep coming back for more comments.
At last something to brighten my day 😊😊
Yay! I cant wait to see this documentary



Oh please 🙄
I will give this documentary a chance. And I hope after this, they feel their burden unloaded properly.
I’m confused. What are the stakes? They are both rich before and are still rich now and will become even more rich after even more show biz
What a Dasterly Duo, charlatans, who's only recourse to money is to lie and scheme! Shame on you Netflix for fostering such trash where s more educational entertainment? You would 
have done a more worthwhile job to shoot the Wale's trip and help promote climate change. I say boycott Netflix! Cancel your subscription until they bring better offerings!!!
The manchild and the imposter, how pathetic does it get?!
Lord love a duck. Netflix has been hoodwinked. Won't be re-subscribing for this train wreck couple's twist & spin.
At this point I can not stand her voice, it irritates me
Just awful
The more I heard about them the more I respect William and Catherine
2 hours of complaining how hard their lives are, lol...
The part where all the people who desperately hate Meghan go out of their way to look up this trailer/movie which only adds to her fame and wealth. And the part where they think they 
are winning because they're trolling her while she's chachiiinging for every hateful word they write. Touché indeed.
Correct Amira.  I feel that too.
Truth 👑 ❤❤❤
Same, for so many of us.  Good call.
Fame? We're just here to dislike but we will be watching the fact checking in yt 🤣🤣🤣
people don't like to be fooled. they get what they give, that's called karma.
So much love when you abandon your families. Good going.
The part where Megan gave every African a 60 second watch so they would know when a minute passes is truly inspirational.

This woman will do ANYTHING for attention, especially when she can manipulate and control the narrative. Blasphemy. We really should not glorify and reward this type of behavior.
He says he would do everything to protect his family, yet he failed in honoring his grandparents!
I love the part where her and Harry go to an apartment complex with masks on and save people from Covid. They had no idea it would go viral, none! I am really looking forward to them 
discussing their Uncle Andrew, oh wait, that would take attention away from them instead of actual victims and that wouldn't be right.
If he had to leave to 'protect his family' and Meghan was so badly treated by the royals, why did they want to be half in -half out? When the late queen refused them their demand, they 
have been driven by revenge. We all know that whenever the Wales' are going to be in the media, to highlight their charities, then the Sussex duo will spring up to divert any attention they 
can.
This is the BIGGEST piece of Crap yet
Shame Netflix. How can you make money off a couple who exploit and malign their own families at every chance
Comments are priceless!!
I’ll pass. Won’t be watching
One woman. So much destruction. She’s destroyed Harry and his reputation, her own father, her sister, William’s relationship with Harry, Charles’ relationship with Harry, Harry’s 
relationships with his grandparents and cousins, not to mention business relationships past & present
I loved the part where Meghan brainwashed a vulnerable guy, turned him against his whole family and the UK and ruined his life. So heartwarming   🏾
Your assumption that we would want to hear your “story” is where you are going wrong !!!!!those of us living in the real world have more important things to worry about like how we will 
pay our bills!!!!! Be grateful for the life you have where you will never have to worry about money and stop complaining….



"I had to do everything I could to protect my family".

Says the "man", who's been throwing sh*t in his family's face for the last few years.... what a hero indeed.
Wont be watching this crap
Can you believe when she married the family didn’t get her to sign a NDA, like all normal family’s in the free would must be doing, now she’s free to speak, keep up the threats Meghan I’m 
sure your fans love it.
The part where Meghan kissed the prince and turned him into a frog
Ghost them. 
Harry and his failed mattress actress, fraudster, thief, bully & serial liar are simply pieces of shit.
Each click supports them
Hay Netflix thanks for the confirmation of why I canceled my subscription.
Can’t wait til TT post the best parts of the doc.
he forgot who his family is. when his wife leaves he will have no more family.
That‘s what narcissists do.
yes
Just when Harry was finding his place in the world and was happy, this 35% black Mamba snake came slithering into his life
Has he got a brain? 🤔😀
Touché
I can't believe he doesn't see what everyone else is seeing. Love truly is blind.
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  don't you mean 43% Nigerian??
She does things in the sack that no other self respecting woman could even dream up.
😳 this comment is so twisted 🤢🤮
 @L G  Lolz, I guess she means 43% of the 35%
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  🤣🤣🤣🤣 yes finally someone said it.A black mamba snake with a white duchess title.She will never be like princess Katherine a beautiful lioness.
That’s her only accomplishment. Harry is such an idiot
 @David Nantz  she had to.Because otherwise Harry wouldn’t put the ring on it.
This!  I just want to save him!
 @David Nantz  love, I think lust
Harry isn't vulnerable: he's a weakling and an idiot.  OK, so maybe he's vulnerable.
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  Are you kidding me? Black Mamba snake? This is a black woman that married a white man. The only problem is people can't handle that. This is clearly your 
problem and not theirs. Get over it.
By family he means his wife’s ego.
He is only reading the prepared Megan script
For those who can't see, the ratio of likes to dislikes on this video is 15K to 114K lol
This is what ive been waiting for my whole life.
I'm really looking forward to this!
The scene where she pegs Harry was an odd directorial choice but who am I to second guess the incredible diverse talent at Netflix?
When the stakes are this high !!! Ugh 🙄🙄🙄



My favorite scene was when Meghan bravely put on $20k worth of clothes and jewellery to visit the school in Harlem and gave them a box of fruit. Made my left eye tear up
Interesting the thumbs down no longer has a count 😂
This comments section has me dead 😂😂😂😂🇨🇦
The part where M is tutoring H so he can pass the British citizenship exam.  The dedication, the selflessness, she's just brilliant.  Touched my heart.
This comment section is turning it into a mockumentary before it airs. 😅

Why do British people support the monarch. It has so much blood on its hands yet you would rather tolerate a pedo Prince and have so much hate for these two. I hope both of them show 
the real side of the royals the evil people they are. Remember British people the royals do not care about you, your country is in a state yet you still let your tax money fund these scum.
The hands cupping the face because the LEFT is on the blink! Besides, does anyone actually cry like this, like a damsel in distress?  Futhermore, who takes a pic of someone crying? What a 
pathetic toe-curling display!
I can’t believe a brother can stab his kin in the back KARMA is a bitch.
Looks utterly fascinating and like it’ll be chock-full of new footage, absolutely not just two over-indulged people continually claiming to be victimized over and over again.  🧐
Netflix,  sure hope you thought these two were worth it!! How can you support self-centered, hypocritical, bullies and proven liars!! Glad you thought losing customers was worth it!! 
People don't like when you allow liars a platform,  didn't learn from Amber Heard case?
I am thankful we have Prince William and Princess Kate, the future King and Queen, are both respectable, likeable, lovable, had respect for the monarchy.   So many things to say nice 
about them.  Congratulations to Britain for having Prince William and Kate Middleton.
They left the Royal Family to live in private without the press and the duties. They moved to the US and haven't been a day iwthout the 2 of them beeing in the public eye. First they threw 
his entire family in front of the bus on Oprah. Now the Netflix documentaries. Harry and Meghan's deal required them to "produce ideas, concepts and film pilots", and that a breakdown 
of "fees for all aspects of the making of the show" was necessary. So, not only millions for this, but after this Harry's book, called "Spare" , hits the market. The news of the book is said to 
have sparked a wave of panic among royals. The 416-page book, which JR Moehringer ghost-wrote, is a part of a £35 million book deal that will pay the Duke of Sussex £17.5 million before 
the book's release. Great going for a couple who left because they wanted to live their lives in privacy.
Mr and Mrs Dogshit
The part where Meghan sent her security staff to give a homeless man a backpack with snacks inside was so touching.  She is so altruistic.
El que busca proteger a su familia poniéndole los reflectores y las cámaras a los miembros de la misma 24/7. Sólo a un idiota se le ocurre hacer eso para después salir a llorarle al mundo 
porque su familia está insegura. ¿Y en esta entrega nos contarán lo que se les olvidó contarle a Oprah en su "aclamada" entrevista?
Thx for telling us 😅
Yeah for some reason they’ve taken the dislikes number away. Guess that’s why. I’m sure it’s much higher now 😂😂😂😂
 @AlabamaCrazy  it's now 16K to 122K. i have the chrome plug-in that lets me see them lol
 @Gay Moderate  love it!!! Thank you for the update. Crossing my fingers for higher numbers in the days to come. Plus this comment section is golden!!! ❤
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Don’t forget, she also charged them for the books! So generous!
Rotten fruit and a washing machine donated by Proctor and Gamble.
Did you hear about her dish soap story???
Well, when Rachel was only 11, she changed the world! 🤗🤗
Omg these comments are brilliant 🤣, my left eye is gonna run out of tears in a minute 🤣
Best part is the stuff was spoiled. Always wondered if the school got the washer and dryer.
🤣🤣🤣🤣



I couldn’t watch, 🤢
But Did she write "You are strong." "You are amazing." "You are loved," on the fruit??
 @lori gava  no, I read that the school never got the washer/dryer.
My favorite comment so far.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
This comment!!!!😂😂😂😂😂
 @Lynn D  🤢🤢🤢
 @JD  quick, go cut some raw onions!!!  YOU NEED MORE LEFT-EYE TEARS!!!
 @JD  😁😁😁😁
 @Des Res22  Hahaha!!!
…and she made those kids sit and listen to her reading the God awful book. The kids were way too old for it as well. What a narcissist 😮
😂
She always honoured the places she visited by wearing super expensive clothes which are customised to make her look like she’s wearing cheap clothes and hence relatable
 @Rochelle Marshalla  but she went in and washed everything by hand without anyone knowing because she is really kind and doesn’t want the publicity.
 @Des Res22  no, I only caught parts of her dish soap story, where it starts with a breathy, "When I was 11 years old..." but I was so moved and tearing up (in my left eye) and had to find 
Kleenex.
 @rt66vintage  😂🤣😂🤣😂
And I especially loved that she wore about 100k worth of jewelry to Harlem! So awesome of her. But the best part was giving payment requests/vouchers to the kids to bring home. As if 
the $5 she was asking for wasn’t a loaf of bread or a gallon of milk for those families! Such a humanitarian!
And gave 10k to compete with the ex-Trevor on a Go fund me for a rich white millionaire charity account -
And then asked them all to each contribute $5 to pay for the washer and dryer she donated.  Ahhhh..... teaching others to give back.  What a lovely lesson!

 @Sherry Celtic  Wasn't the inspiring messages from the bananatarian for 'adult-service' workers? I remember because, you know, my brain just find coincidences like that hillarious🤭
 @D J    It's because she's a roooolemodel, so the poor kids have something to look up to, get some fast bling-bling and stuff. 
Like the kids she propped herself with in Rwanda: "Oh, look how rich and white the black ladies are in America, I wanna go there!" I actually think that's more or less her p.o.v. She's sooo 
inspiring!
It was rotten fruit too, as well as at that time the children's own parents weren't allowed in the school for quite a while but Harry and his wife were. Then Harry brutally pushed one of the 
children away when she hugged him.
 Oh so kind the duo are that a single tear falls from my left eye
How much did you give to the needy?  ……..That’s what I thought.
 @D J  That's absolutely my favorite memory of all!  Her brave & stunning acquisition of $5.00 from EACH child at the school.  Let those poor kids eat ketchup for lunch, our kween needs 
more 18k bangles.
 @Janie Reader  pump pump 🤣
She’s worse than the politicians. At least they do some work. She wants to be treated like a royal at the same time she wants to bring the uk royal family down. She’s very confused and I 
think quite ill
Damn you, Sue!😂😂😂😂😂 This is brilliant! Why didn’t I think of it? 😅😅😅😅😅
Don’t forget “pledged” tens of thousands of dollars to a restaurant also.. ahem… Amber, is that you?
😂



They’ll probably try to bring down Netflix too
And she charged them cash for her stench book!
 @Sherry Celtic  my personal fave was be good to yourself.
Oh netflix!!! You're the best i mean you're a beast! 😄 businesswise this is a money maker. Look at all the free press for this show,  everybody is talking about it, though  its all for the 
wrongs reasons but either way, brillian netflix! 😄😄😄 as for all us who dont like this pair - we dont have a choice do we? Admit it, its good tv - for laughs! 😆😆😆

 @Naturalicity  you know how I k ow you ate ugly, lonely  and sad? ALL celebrity fanatics are. Jjst look at all the losers waiting outside a theater for a day to see theseppl walk by and cry
 @ACTA  😆😆😆
 @captnwinkle  You’re confused. Sober up before you try to insult someone next time.
Pretty sure it was TWO boxes of vegetables. So, really generous.

 @Naturalicity  Have you given what nutmeg has? Other people’s money at most, and the gift of your presence but not the gift of any actual TRUE charity? IMO. That’s what I thought,,,
 @rt66vintage  lo
No one has ever counted the price or value of any royal's clothes as they went about charity duties.
🙌
It shows that she didn’t have the STEM program in her school 
He's always been thick that's why he cheated in his exams at school
Really really brave on her part attempting to teach him something.
Brilliant
The part where she took 4 or 8 years of French  lessons, then couldn't understand Sophie Trudeau when she was speaking english.
 @1962pjh  🤣
I'm not sure where you are from but passing judgement on other cultures is not acceptable. British people don't understand how children keep getting shot in US schools but we don't vote 
on how they run their country or their right to bear arms and hopefully they don't get to tell us their president is better than our queen.
 @Ruby Mouse  The place where I am from was tortured by British imperialism. It might take you a while to guess I'll come back in a few years it will take you a while to guess!!!
You can't fool us Meghan Markle Mandela🤣🤣🤣
 @Philosophy is Key to the Soul  and therefore you like a manipulative, bullying, greedy couple who say they hate the royal family, yet name their child after the head of this monarchy and 
don't want to let go their own royal titles? mmh. makes sense. not
@lilg2300  Were does it say I like the couple? It I'd repulsive anything linked to the royals. I think there should be more time an effort putting into why Prince Andrew paid 12 million to a 
lady if he was so called innocent. Best about that was it is the British tax payers money.
Now he is back working for the royals.
Crazy ain't it.
 @Philosophy is Key to the Soul  But how is someone like the Queen, bred to the role of leader, a person who spent a lifetime atoning for our imperialist past and made concerted efforts - 
even in the 1950s - to breach race barriers, how is she a lesser leader than Donald Trump? People love to hate a countries culture and traditions when they have little knowledge of them. 
If I guessed where you were from, I would not sneer at yours though.

@rubymouse6904  this just keeps getting more hilarious. Why mention Trump? I know nothing about him. But the atrocities and crimes Britain has committed with British Royals head of 
state is sick. Not only that the British people pay there tax to the Royals for what? Think of what that money could be used for. You only need to look at the state Britain is in. 
Wake up, the Royals do not care about you, yet you or members of your family pay them🤣🤣🤣



 @Philosophy is Key to the Soul  OK - I was clearly confused by "philosophy" in your name and expected something more than the "wake up you idiot! I know so much more than you" kind 
of aggression. Enjoy your ranting.
@rubymouse6904  I am not ranting, I only reply when I'm having a shit like right now I have plenty of time as I am stuck on the toilet. But you on the other hand are using valuable time. 
While I'm just replying and squeezing. 
But in all seriousness, Britain is in a bit of a state like my toilet bowl it's like a comedy movie to be fair.
Congratulations and thank God!
not to metion millions dollar deal with Spotify for her "tell-all" "me that you cant see" podcast
 @cutie pie  yep. They are cashing  wherever they can.
I  thing  he originally wanted to stay in the royal family and make money in Hollywood at the same time but the queen said no and since then they have been doing everything to destroy 
the royal family in the public eye.
 @Julie  Totally agree. He wanted it both ways, and that is not possible when you are a member of the Royal family. So they left under the pretence they wanted a private life and now they 
are grabbing money where ever they can.
And she did this altruistic act with a journalist in the car! How authentic and organic is this woman! 👏👏👏
Don't forget the inspirational banana ie Harry
Indeed she was so noble about this & told the journalist not to write this up, but the journalist did anyway & the sugars went nuts
 @Jan Hughes  🤡
 @Jeanie Jenks  🤡
🗽 = Megan Harry ❤🙏🙏🕊🕊
Let's see. Meghan ruined her relationship with her father and now she is ruining Harry's relationship with his family. I do not care to see these to griffters whine and bash the royal family 
for gain. I hope King Charles III strips all titles so these two have to get actual jobs.
I need my insulin.
If they were looking for a nice quiet and private life, America is the last place they would have gone to really.
I can see how this documentary might becime with nurturing a permanent family vlog and reality television program, with spouses, offspring and sires evolving into evermore interesting 
world characters for the digestion of an eager humanity
The part where Meghan asks her British friend "Do you know any famous guys?"  So ambitious.
Will she be talking about the time when she was living with Cory the Canadian chef and also dating Harry at the same time for 10 months. She’s got stamina

The time Netflix uses this comments thread to spawn a heap of new mockumentaries on the Sussexes. One show will be on how bitter and racist the public are to the poor defenceless 
duo, one show will trace the descent of the Sussex's popuarity. And then there will be the aminated series of M & H accomplishing all the things described here. That should be fun!
I’m not watching this
🤢These two have no idea what hardship is, being two of the most privileged, wealthy people on the planet who say they want privacy but can't help shoving their whinging in our faces 
24/7.
Who the f*** cares...?!?!?!
That dramatic courtroom scene when she left eye goes and pleads with judge that it was her truth, not the whole truth and it was meant to be an opinion anyway and oops I 
misremembered…
How nice of them to be inclusive! They're airing a Festivus special dedicated to the airing of grievances.
Shameful couple. Only out gor financial gain! Meghan so jealous of Kate!



What stakes? And we've heard your story 50 times now.
We don't care. We, collectively,  actually have trauma. We don't need to absorb yours for your pity party. 
Maybe don't get your racist friends to crash an event for actual victims of DV and maybe don't get your racist friend to say that you're a DV survivor of the Royal Family. 
Like no sweetheart. You pissed off women. You should have just gone on to that private life you so desperately needed.
The part where meghan jetted off to Uvalde after the massacre to have her photoshoot using dead children.. such compassion in action!!! Bravo to this humanitarian, feminist and mom! 
😂
how disgusting are they
The part where Meghan crying or whatever in the chair with an Hermes blanket behind it is so touching 😢😢 so heroic so magical. I am wondering is someone asking her if is she mom 
😂😂😂. The definition of privacy 😅
Who cares about them. Every other day it's something about them in the news. I'm not watching the Netflix documentary. What about the quiet life they wanted in the United States. Put 
something else on 😞
😂😂😂😂 fake , will not watch
I think, someday, the British goverment will strip them of their titles because they are using it for money and business. Its unethical to continue to have that title, I think....
 @leny so  you would think so
So narcissistic- text book actually..
Right and that Jack Nicholas cameo where he yells, You Cant Handle the Truth! And as kindly and humbly as ever she breathly looks up and says, 'but its my truth, right'. Slayed!  SMH how 
she was never famous in Hollywood pre-Harry, I will never understand it

Or the part where she recycled a donation from another charity and presented it as her own donation. And the part where she donated to a playground that the dead children could use.

 @Kimberly Samuelson  and the part where she agreed to donate her elephant voice over Disney fee to the elephant charity and then didn’t, so Disney had to.... such altruistic stuff.

Don't forget New York and the poor kids who had to endure her reading that poxy book the stench,  henry got it right though didn't he, he was a good child in amongst the other children.
True empathy being put on display. Nothing says sympathy like a couple of snack bags bought from the vending machine and dropped at the blood donation location. She is an example to 
us all. Sarcasm off.
 @Kimberly Samuelson  hang on. She donated a playground? What??? I missed that bit
 @Kimberly Samuelson   what a horrible comment. It says more about you with all this negativity and offending this community which has already suffered so much.
I mean it wasn't far...

I know I know I'm going to hell.
You know, she wanted to have that Princess Catherine moment when she showed up for a murder of a young woman in the UK and made it very low key.
 @Sof Be  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
She brought her Netflix team to Uvalde and only placed one set of flowers on one of the children’s graves wth
And the patience it took to make sure the camera captured the perfect angle was truly selfless. Thank you MM for this and for that bag of stale  Doritos !
 @Sof Be you should be directing your comments to that dirty slapper Meghan that used the community for a PR stunt and will have it included in this joke of a “docuseries”
 @DibbleDabble only over 1,000 miles which is nothing when you can just fly back and forth on a private jet that is so super climate friendly



If you look closely at the picture it is more that she is actually laughing and not crying.
She is laughing.
I was humbled by how neatly the Hermes blanket was folded. Such skill. So beige.
pathetic and embarassing
The part where Smirkles is on a balcony overlooking her busy horde of lawyers churning out frivolous lawsuits against all who disagree with her present narrative while a single tear rolls 
slowly from her left eye.  So stunning!  So brave!
No. I don’t want to hear it from you.  Because everything we hear from you turns out to be a lie, or manipulation or an exaggeration.  And Netflix pushing the agenda of PROVEN liars is 
disgusting. Not surprising. We know you need to get your pound of flesh for the obscene amount of $$$ you gave these grifters. But disgusting nonetheless.   May you all reap what you 
sow.
If they release this farce, I will cancel my Netflix.
Horrible woman, pathetic man. I wonder how many lies they will tell in this manure heap of a programme.
Me me me. Again. Maybe stop talking about yourselves and concentrate more on those around you in much greater need?
The moment MM told us this documentary was based on a true story
That part when Meghan gets left on Mars and she sciences the shit out of it. The brilliance. Made me ashamed at my utter lack of accomplishments.
That part where the ghost of Diana makes a cameo appearance was absolutely incredible
I always thought high stakes referred to money.  Guess I’m wrong.
Please read this before Netflix disables the comments.
Lol megaliar and megafool LOL Where is Darren? Lol
Nothing speaks privacy like another documentary.
Technically this is not a "teaser" trailer.
The bit where St Meegan [having just met, and talked to grindingly poor South African Women diagnosed with HiV] says [teary eyed] 'not many  people asked if i'm ok', had me weeping at 
her astounding level of compassionate sensitivity..
I love the part where after ruining her relationship with her family she helps Harry destroy his
That part where Harry needed to protect his family by throwing the rest of the family under a bus.
One minute she is distancing herself from this as it was what they would have done, now she is saying it makes more sense to hear it from us. The pair of them are just grubs,
I didn’t know the true meaning of conceit before this. They’ll be using it in schools years from now. ‘This was the low point of the human race, kids. Learn from it’.
OMG! There is absolutely NOTHING I mean NOTHING! Attractive about this woman! Nothing inside nor outside! On the surface, her hair is fake, her new teeth look like a picket fence, she 
has straight pins for legs, her feet are ugly and HUGE! Her upper torso is like sponge Bob & her BROAD shoulders like man, her hands look like claws, the nose she loves so much looks like 
the ASS of an uncooked whole chicken. To make her appearance even worse, look at her personality…she is evil, fake as all get out, a MEGALIAR, a racist, SELFISH to the core, jealous, 
envious, greedy, no morals, in addition to being TOTAL Bit..! and a BULLY.  Don’t even let me get started on “just call me Harry.” He’s totally unattractive, and doesn’t look anything like his 
mother. That honor was given to William! Both  he and Catherine are both attractive, honest, hard working, compassionate, gracious and intelligent people! One day soon H&M will have 
to bow down to them both. Their days are numbered. They’ve been given a lot of rope and are slowly but surely hanging THEMSELVES. Those children are in danger being with two 
psychopathic narcissists. If I were the real mother(surrogate,) I’d go to court and fight to get custody back.  What they’ve sown, so shall they reap, what goes around comes around, and 
when you make your bed you lie on it. Karma is a B! IMO
You mean, The scene with the Ouija board?   Oh yes.
I know. Her compassion is breathtaking. There's no comparison is there. What is being dirt poor and having limited access to life-saving medication compared to the pain of being forced to 
fly in private jets and wear designer clothes. How she's suffered!
🥲🥲🥲



Such a giver that Meghan!😂
The part where we see behind-the-scenes footage of the Oprah Winfrey interview where MM rehearses all her answers and OW rehearses all her reactions.
The Oscar goes to this comments section. Thank you so much to all the clever people who have provided so much entertainment. There are some awesome comments here 
🤣😂🤣💚💚💚 Back to following the royals 💚💚💚 EarthshotBoston2022💚💚💚
The part where Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, The Supreme Governor of the Church of England felt deep embarassment when the Archbishop of Canterbury had to formally deny that he 
illegally married H&M privately in a backyard ceremony after her own grandson and grand-daughter in law reported that he had.
The part where the comments section show the truth about these two than the one minute micro managed trailer that took two years to make.
Cringe
Attention seeker and liar she is!! Her name is Rachel. She only had a problem with the royal when she was married and had a kid so got her feet under the table and pulled the card she 
was suicidal so harry would feel sorry for her leave!! She has always shagged her way to the top!!
The part where Megan says 'you know  2 years before the release of this series we called (the Archbishop sorry, head of) Netflix and signed a 100 million dollar deal. No one knows that. 
We said, look, this thing the entire series this spectacle, is for the world, but we want our true love union (between us and Netflix) to remain a 100 million dollar secret'   OMG so candid so 
honest. I was blown away!
Nobody knows what is going on behind closed doors... Isn't that the whole point of wanting a private life?
Can't wait to never watch it.
‘Remember to keep comments respectful’. Hmm, I’ll try. Seems most people prefer to keep comments appropriate! As do I! So we all know she’s utter poison. But Harry. Good grief man, 
when did you become so pathetic?
The part where MM was silenced in Korean SPA by a Candle. Amazing. One tear left eye

Well, its a big fat "meh" from me.  Ultimately the buck stops at the royal family and Harry for this, for not properly preparing Meghan for this life, and Harry not being honest with her 
about the kinds of demands that would be required of her as a royal.  So I guess in a way they have this all coming.  That being said, their incessant, insufferable, self-centered whining 
about their extremely priviledged existance is more than I can take.  I wsih them well but really wish they would just go live their lives and let the royals live theirs.
The bots are out in here😂😂😂
Thought they wanted privacy and walked away from a life of duty and service that Queen Elizabeth did till the very end?  It is all about money.   Narcissistic pair
The part when Harry dropped to one knee in the heart of Africa and proposed to the woman he'd been searching for all his life, she then peed in a bush.
We're is the bucket 🪣
What "stakes" are high? And didn't we already hear their story on Oprah?
Bored with this pair of money grubbing grifters … won’t be watching
oh how I HATE the narrative that the british media and tabloids abused her due to racism. Its her lies and contradictions one after the other that makes ppl hate her. She lies so much that 
she forgets the Internet and filmed evidences are there for us to see 😂
So over this pos so called women who supports only herself
Spot on !
I'm dead! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
🙌🙌🤣😂 fekn hilarious
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, right now.
Go!
Pero que tipa es esa???? Hay Harry si que te caíste.... Y bien bajo.. Jjajajajajjaa
The part when she said to him in that beautiful American accent “I’m just an ageing actress, standing in front of a rich guy, asking his dad to bankroll my wardrobe” had me like 
😭😭😭😭
Disgusting 🤮
They left the Royal family because they wanted privacy. They have now sold their privacy rights to the highest bidder. Next time a tabloid takes a photo of them they will have no legal right 
to complain as they’ve opened the floodgates.
I love the part were Meghan was crowned queen of the 7 kingdoms
Me Me Me Meghan . That is going to be one messy divorce once Harry wakes up.
These two are made for each other.  Completely self absorbed.  How f@cking long can they keep whining.  I am actually surprised they have been able to make a career out of it this long. 
OK, Harry we understand you have an awful family and you think your wife is a Saint.  Whatever dude.  Now movie on. Oh wait, there's another book coming in January that we will hear 
about.  Maybe that will be the end of it then. I actually feel bad for the Royals.
The part when Harry explained how he was the only ginger person in the royal family because his dad isn’t James Hewitt.
What an actress who learnt her craft well.
“Ok Meghan, get ready to cry in three, two, one……Action!”
🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

"Compassion in Action", yeah right. Dropping the trailer to coincide with the Prince of Wales Earthshot Prize, which is really good cause with a  positive message, was a despicable & crass 
manoeuvre by Netlfix & the Harkles. You are both a disgrace & your show will be a flop. I hope you've employed a fact checker otherwise your entire franchise will be in jeopardy
I remember that someone wanted to give them an award because they had decided to have only two children and that would be good for the environment.
What about the women who only have one child?
Or who don't have children?
What about the women who can't have children of their own?
Do they also get an award because they are so environmentally friendly?
Getting tired of these people with tons of money telling me how hard their lives are. Just be glad you have money to buy a $1500 blanket and stop complaining about everything. And what 
are the high stakes your talking about...your normal citizens now so no high stakes.
Boooo!  How utterly contrived.
I just love Rachel and Old Hazchem, with their infinite grasp of reality, it truly is inspiring.
The part when Meghan flopped out her boobs and fed the starving children of Africa, covering her modesty with a Hermes blanket… I couldnt hold my tears back.
Thank you for posting so I can tell Meghan and Harry I won’t be watching. Harry you broke your grandmothers heart. Shame on you! Please don’t watch this show when it airs.
The part where she is concerned with high steaks...... oh wait wrong stake.
The part where Megain stopped the asteroid from hitting the earth, saving all the dinosaurs. So inspirational. So awe-inspiring, stunning and brave!
😂👗💰👑🇬🇧
Okay.... I got a stomach ache laughing at this one.
😂😭😭
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂



😂😂😂😂😂
this one wins xD
From the left eye
Bwah ha ha!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Best comment ❤
Actually wet my knickers at that
🤣🤣🤣
after the book, spotify and netflix what career will be left? nobody will want to work with them. she spends millions a months, so the money won't last very long. they have not thought it 
through.
The book is half before it’s released. You could get it free on Black Friday. Guess the publisher’s aren’t expecting a big demand.
The Spencers are ginger, do better
 @ALSpence Training  Barry Mannakkee, Diana's lover before Hewitt and the timing is perfect.
Meghan said one child is a hobby but 2 make it a family. I don’t know why she thought it was a good idea to say that on national tv lol
 @Kristin Strickland  It was " Archie made us a ‘Mama’ and a ‘Papa’, and Lili made us a family,"  which is part of what they put in their 2021 Christmas card they sent out. Kinda strange. 
Poor A, to not be important enough to be able to make them a family.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Just so thankful and speechless at her god like persona,  St megain,  woah 🤣
😂😂😂
🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹
🌼🌼😂🤣
Lol
😂
Oh wow.... literally nothing.
Once a yacht girl, always a yacht girl
I loved the part where Meghan started a YouTube channel and did product unboxing videos of free hair products.
True Christmas spirit right there, such a loving couple to everyone around them, touching…..
Super Hazmat and Smegwoman, have saved us again with a dollop of the finest crafted guff i will never get to see, and will only hear about from the poor YT commentators that have to 
look at it for our gratification. No woner even she said it was not through our lens.
The part when megaliar tells Haznoballs to take a picture when she is crying ..
Dear Netflix, I appreciate you but you are absolutely coming down on the immoral side here.  The Sussexes are disgusting manipulative liars.
The part when Meghans poorly paid staff read these comments and then she gets another paid interview to say everyone on YouTube is racist made me cry inside.
OMG, OMG you mean we're finally going to hear their truths? I better drop all I'm doing.
🤢 🤮 🤮 🤮
Why does this exist
Me,me,me,me,meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeree



I will never watch this garbage Megan Markle is a con artist who has Harry wrapped around her finger
The part where Nacho finally charges in on his white polo pony and carries Harry off into the sunset. The End.
I have no plans of watching this;  too many pictures are staged.  I do not care what they do in their private life; however, I can not condone Meghan not connecting with her father who is ill 
and Harry allowing his family to be trashed.
This is absolutely vomit inducing, definitely a no watch
Will she be talking about her time as a yacht girl.
Let me tell you how this is a gimmick. The fact that these photos are taken during highly distressing moments are not normal. Nobody takes photos when their family member is crying, 
stressed or having marital issues unless you want to show it to someone which is still strange, even more so to prove a point to the world. Anyway the point is these photos aren't 
spontaneous. It's very odd that anyone would share such personal moments.
So…who set the stage, lighting and camera angle to capture Markle’s ‘anguish in a top not’ shot?
Crying on an Hermes blanket. 
The Queen took the throne at 25. She didn't complain or moan about how unfair it all is. She put her feelings and personal desires aside for the good of her country and others. She 
worshipped only God and took her orders from Him. 
Today we live in a world where people worship themselves, 
and moan, 
and cry on Hermes blankets, 
and sell their families out. 
God help us.
Well , we have known since his military days he swings both ways.
👌😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂🌈
Best ending yet ..
I think she was laughing but the edit made it look as if she was crying.
she was definitely laughing.
The bit when Meghan got mad because AOC cried at the fence of an empty immigration centre car park instead of her. It made me cry.
I can't roll my eyes far back enough in my head.".hear our story from us"? What was finding freedom, the lifetime movie Escaping the palace, Oprah, your cringe podcast of words you 
don't like? Like ..lmfao
Bruh the images at the beginning in back and white plus the sad music makes it look like they’re dead 😂😂😂
The part where she cleared a section of seating in Wimbledon and ordered nobody to take her photos made me realize how amazing she really is!
Wow a lot of bots on here making "comments" I see... they're all the same and start with "The part"... let these two  live their lives out w/out all the negativity from BOTS.  I don't care for 
MM much anymore myself because she just can't seem to move on and let all this royal stuff stay behind her.  I feel Prince Harry will go back eventually as he has to miss his family at some 
point.
I don't think Diana wanted this for her sons. This is supposed to be her legacy? Two brothers, one attacking, the other not entitled to defend himself? and that for life?
The part where she finally handed over the missing 3 million from Disney and all the elephants cried
Like the part where they hated all the archaic demanding royal duties like curtsying to the Queen and public appearances but upset that little Archie is not given the title Prince.  So 
stunning.  So brave.
Shame on you Netflix. You didn’t need to pay them, you could have told the real story that we have all seen unfold, for free. It’s all out there. Would have been much more of an 
interesting watch. I cancelled my subscription after I heard you signed them.
Props to the poor wage slave who had to trawl years of footage to produce one frame of the Princess of Wales looking narked.  Any sane person would be with Markle behind them



The part where Harry almost drowns in the tears of his own self-pity. Man that was dramatic.
They are a Global laughing stock and if they think this Netflix reality TV Show will do them any favours then they are sorely mistaken. Although it's certainly going to give comedy writers 
enough material to make their own mock-u-mentary on the couple!
They told provable lies on Oprah so expect more of the same with this.
The part where MM treated her own family horribly is so inspiring and now harrys family. Is being treated the way she treated her disable sister ..
Is there no stop to this evil saintly woman..
She is almost 50 but she calls herself a girl??
She never really grew up.. in her sick head she thinks she is a budding teenage girl, what a very inspiring sick in the head couple
The part where Meghan finally got to tell her side of the story instead of sitting there silently like she did on oprah, on her podcast, in the cut interview and in her variety article. Like, finally 
we get to hear her  
Total BS.  They quit the Royal Family because they could not get their way as part timers with all the benefits but choosing which outings they would go to.
YASS YASS YASS SPILL THE TEA GURL! SPILL IIIIIITTTTTT!!!!
All that money wasted on theses two instead of creating original series and cancelling shows absolute joke cancelling by subscription
I loved the part where Meghan was so brave to save others from the royal box at Wimbeldon. The way she and her two friends braved it out, making sure no one else got sun poisioning or 
was hit by  flying tennis balls. Such courage.
Finding Freedom was based on information Meghan provided. It was released in August 2020.  Their Oprah interview was in March 2021.  Harry discussed various things with Oprah in The 
Me You Can See tv series a few months after that.
They have every right to tell their story.  I mean that's a basic human right.  Though since they claim to have such an important story to tell, why is it taking them so many years to tell 
it?!!!!??
It seems to me like their focus is less on people learning their story and more on them telling their story in small bits & pieces while securing mega-million dollar contracts from as many 
media conglomerates as possible.
It was outrageous. And no one called her out on it in the US media. Typical.
one must endure the hoi polloi but not actually sit with them...
 @saltycrunch    You think using her husband's Royal privileges to exercise arrogance, insolence and selfishness is amazing?  

What a low bar you aspire to.
I only came on here for those comments. It’s called humour.
bots are not as creative as these comments. bots usually write "i love princess meghan". by the way, real people dislike them. for a reason.
its not the bots. the trend "the parts where" has been used in recent trailers lately. You can see it in "The Little Mermaid" film action. They are just creative and funny but definitely not the 
bots
yes. netflix is paying these two expats millions of dollars for promoting their PR-story. so strange. whoever made this decision should be fired.
A poor man’s version of the Kardashian’s.
I keep wondering how many more times we are going to hear Meghan Markle tell "my story?"  It's a never-ending tale of woe-be-me, victimhood, and pity-me yawnfest.
Spot on 👍
🤣😂🤣😂
 @Elke Lewtschuk  Considering she tells an ever-changing story.... I´m afraid forever. Or until the media stops giving her airtime.
And in "Funding/Finding Freedom /Freebies". How inspirational of her to finally admit to her involvement in that trashing book, when the UK Court called her out on it. So many "feathers 
in her hat"



🤣😂🤣   Can I mentioned her letter to P&G for the soap dish advert, she's so cagey about that one!  

Careful not to remind her that the letter to P&G was a class project, a joint effort, also that thousands of people had written to P&G to complain. She's pretty cagey about that part too!!
The poor girl wants us to know she did it all singlehandedly, despite not getting a reply from P&G 🤣
And non-stop daily sh*t she constantly plants in the ‘fluff’ media.
It is SO important to able to speak your truth. She finally has a voice!

 @Kathryn Stemler    She never shuts up!! Her ‘voice’ is EVERYWHERE, intrusive, banal, muzak, boring, droning on and on and on — the world’s biggest and longest victimhood sobfest

And didn't she try telling Mariah Carey that she WAS NOT a diva, when Mimi had nailed it RIGHT on her butterfly tattoos nose🏹🦋🎯 by telling her that she's had diva moments and 
Mehgz was APPALLED!?!? I'd like to think Mimi came armed and produced that pic and just calmly held it up to Meg silently, with her eyebrow arched, while Mehgz mouth hung open in 
shock and outrage.... and she then obviously edited it out and tried to revise it by pretending to understand it as diva just meant dressing well and Mimi knew she'd gotten her point across 
to the audience and was done suffering the fool, so she "mmm'd" in faux agreement. Cuz don't tell me HRH Mariah can't out-Queen an ex-Duchess!!!👑
Joking right!
😂😂😂😂I love these hilarious
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🌹🌹🌹💃💃
Good one! 😂😂😂
Pffft
 @Fluer Meghan did not expect that someone would call her out in her face that she is definitely a diva.Good for Mariah for having the balls to put Meghan in her place.
I love the part where she wrote on freaking bananas “ You are strong” to sex workers.  Saving lives everyday that Meghan.

 @Nadia Tong  When I heard that Mariah was doing a Diva chat--- I was thinking there's NO WAY she's not going to school her!!! In fact, I believe Mimi ONLY went on to school her, 
because let's be real--- Mimi don't need Markle, it's the other way around! I would just LOVE to hear everything that got left on the editing floor, tho. Well, read the transcripts, that is, 
because my sensitive ears can't abide MM's sanctimonious voice. It's the only transcript I read of that whole fiasco because I was interested in what Mariah would have to say.
Love it ❤❤😂😂❤❤
 @Fluer    Actually Mariah was never there - nor was Rachel - they both phoned it in.
👍🤣👌🤣👍🤣🤣🤣👊👊

 @Lucy Acorn  NOOOOOOOO LUUUCCYYY-- don't ruin my Mimi-moment mental montage!!!🙀🤣 Actually, not at all surprised-- Mariah doesn't need to be makin' any long azz drives-- 
that's why I said "I'd like to think"-- and y'know...she could've messaged the pic-- I could live with that! But still...I bet there was some great stuff on that cutting room floor!✂
It’s nice to protect your family with the taxpayers money. Most of us wish we were as lucky as you .🎉
Those two are liars, why should I want to listen to more of their bs?
What's the dislike numbers?
The part where Meghan tells Hairy she’s sooo intelligent she’s only 41 but her classmates are 49.
The part where the zlist actress talks about compassion, being human, being kind, and fails to visit her dad who had a stroke.
From the people who just wanted to live a quiet life away from the spotlight comes….THEIR NEW REALITY SHOW! After countless other attempts to push themselves into the spotlight and 
fight for titles and royal privileges they claimed they never cared about.



Official teaser???  Official TORTURE!  These two are vile.
The part when Meghan gave the $100m dollars back as she much preferred to say her side of the story for free.
The part where they left the UK.. my absolute favourite
When she is 65 yrs old she’ll still be telling us their (her) story.
The part where Meghan, ever the studious historian of all things royal, learnt of the late Queen Elizabeth's only regret of her reign that she had delayed vising the site of the Aberfan 
atrocity that killed over 100 children and adults in a landslide (true, she did regret not going sooner) and so meg made sure to rectify this slip and hurried straight to the site of the Uvalde 
massacre the day after it happened, thus showing the late monarch exactly how it is done and how to show up for the people even though no-one asked, you are in the way, and you 
represent no-one except yourself and the mighty dollar. I cried purple royal tears at that.
Netflix is pulling a blinder with this. They have let the couple damn themselves using their own narcissism (not unlike that Cut interview). The comments here just show how much 
everyone is looking forward to seeing more proof of their utter lack of self-awareness. Leaving the comments open here is genius- so many people will be getting in the popcorn in 
anticipation of watching a show that will be a Death Star sized backfire of egotism.

We have heard their side from them, constantly.  We never hear the other side as they try to rise above it and "never complain, never explain.". When Royals have broken that golden rule 
it has never ended well so probably best to keep quiet on it and concentrate on more important matters rather than get into a mud slinging match which will not be good for either side.  It 
will turn into Jeremy Kyle show.  Should not be allowed to use film or photos of others without their written permission though.  I am sure there are laws about that sort of thing.
I love the part where Meghan becomes the new boss and protagonist of the Invictus games! So selfless and humble!
I love these comments.
Same old whining dribble.All done in the worst possible taste. Thank goodness they moved to America. I’m cancelling my Netflix membership with immediate effect.
We know the royal family has a history of racism
So… nobody told them that the book cover is an abomination? Who puts an extreme close-up ginger on a peach hue background and soften it with a peach-tone halo filter?!? A $5 Fiverr 
job could’ve done so much better!!
The day the show comes out I’ll cancel my Netflix..
I  love the part where Meghan bravely retells her story after battling White Walkers and a demogorgon to tell it to Oprah. Her strength has no limits.
Over 71K.  According 2Taz is keeping stats, as is TRG.
over 100k now
 @cutie pie  really? wow 🤣
 @Elke Lewtschuk  Thanks
 @Elke Lewtschuk  I came here because of According2Taz and it‘s hilarious! Finally they get what they deserve. 😂 most people see right through their lies
 @Teacher Susan  A absolutely adore Taz.  She has her finger on the pulse and is not all doom and gloom.
 @Elke Lewtschuk  she is great. I love watching her show. 😁
ha ha... so true! I loved that part as well ;-)))
😂😂😂
They made Britain Great Again!  How thoughtful they are! 👏👏
Right!  & never expense any hairdress, make-up artist or couture to the Games cause she & Haz want them to be on a sound financial footing & not have to be bailed out by William. True 
heroes.
😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
Yes she literally rode pegasus and killed Medusa. So stunning and brave I'm at a loss for words!



OMG 😂😂😂😂
her monologue about the White Walker's 'privilege' made me sit on the edge of my seat!
😂😂😂
I can't WAIT to never see this.
I wouldn’t watch this vindictive pair of grifters if you paid me.
I love the part where Meghan talks about how no one asked her how SHE felt. You know, because everyone should always be more concerned about her. I shed a single tear from my left 
eye just for her.
Omg this two bonie and clyde dies so much toxicity to the world .. so kind  omg they are really tonedeaf who would want to hear this two??? So veglngeful and just full of lies? When will 
this two stop throwing toxicity around the world? This M and H are just so desperate for attention..
What happened to privacy ??
These 2 are so pathetic...what laughing stocks they have become...they are just about finished....maybe we can finally be done hearing all their victim stories and how everyone is just so 
mean to them. Soon, maybe we'll be done hearing about them!!
Netflix....you are shameful for exploiting these two very mentally ill people. Disgusting. The rest of us are just sick of you!
The part where they used pictures from 2020 that where so staged says it all that they planned the Netflix show from beginning on…
What we have here is another John Lennon, Yoko Ono situation. Although, Nutmeg in the end, will be the undoing of poor old Haples. And when she steps over his remains, he will be a 
man without a country who will never be trusted by his family again.
Love how triggered White Girls are by a Woman of Colour marrying a British Prince and then making millions of dollars on screen. She really did steal your clichéd childhood dreams and do 
them better.

This comments are definitely 
These comments are definitely showing your true racist colors.  Y'all throwing so much hate but you will definitely make sure your Netflix subscription is active to watch the documentary.
The part where Megan says she can see dead people. I did not see that coming.
Liz Garbus was a well respected filmmaker.  This is so many kinds of disturbing.
😆😆😆
No one cares
🍿🍿🍿‼ Netflix needs to hire y'all to create projects for them.  I cannot remember when I've laughed so hard.  Thank you 
Y'all are brilliant ⭐⭐⭐👏👏👏‼
Nobody tryna watch this shi😂😂
I just saw Princess Catherine and Prince William in Boston at the Earth Shot Prize. They look so lovely!
He was a part of the royal family his whole life and never said anything he looks a lot worse now than he ever did
It's a great trailer.  May God grant them the grace and peace that surpasses all human understanding.  Lots of love🥰🥰
WEAPONS GRADE NARCISSISM. 
Blerk.
Yes and especially the fact that she did it in Africa! I mean the audacity of the reporters not asking the duchess how she is doing while in the world’s poorest continent. How can someone 
survive that?😂
Oooh, I love the part when William and Kate decided to come to the US and try to soak in some the attention of Harry and Meghan because they are so unpopular in their own country. I 
especially liked when they realized the world has learned their true mean girl selves and how they realized they can't pull the same tactics on Camilla. A more experienced mean girl will 
always win in a battle of meangirls.



😂😂😂
😂
😂
 @Bo Parks  zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz....booooring
I don't know anyone who gives a fu€& how she feels.
 @Bo Parks  you're doing this wrong 🤣
 @Lara  That's all you got to the truth?  Lol!
 @Lara  Possibly boring... to you, but still the truth.... get a life Jealous Jill....
 @Bo Parks  I see your "truth" is the same as Meghan's "truth" hahahahaha
 @Bo Parks  Who is Jill????
Actually, H and his wife should be ashamed of themselves. Netflix is just banking on this. Well, they thought they would make money lololol
nah Im not white and I dont desire Prince Harry that much either 😓
She's only 25% black and 75% self tanner
 @Lara  buckloads of bronzers as well 😂
Powder has a darker complexion than this grifter who never acknowledged being black before marrying a spare.
 @cutie pie  lolololol
 @cutie pie  keep seething,...she's richer and hotter than all of you and you wouldn't be commenting if she was all white. Disagree ? Show me all your Kate Hate Posts...
 @Mada Ickiwon  well Amber Heard is white and she got criticized for her personality as well. Meghan got criticized because of her personality, not her skin colour. As for Kate, she is not 
problematic so why should people criticize her?
 @cutie pie  Your racial bias is amusing.
 @Mada Ickiwon  then explain why Amber Heard got hated while shes white?
No one is talking about race but you and her supporters. You are the racist since that is what you are pointing out.
 @Lara , Chile, please.
 @SNC  What does the country of Chile have to do with this?
yawn. the race card has been played too much. harry's wife never cared about race or her heritage. Only when it suits her she brings up the topic.
 @Lil G  Meghan bringing up race in the RF just shows her own insecurities about being 25% black.
Garbus likes the fictional dystopian.
Agreed, I'm sore with laughter 😂😂😂🙌
Totally agree,  it's been epic 🤣🤣🤣
I really am sure you meant that sarcastically, right?  A great trailer??? I believe whoever made this trailer (and had that unpleasant, HarrysWife, breathing down their back, micro-
managing), instead created the most brilliant trolling video ever. It is so over-the-top funny.
Hey Netflix, let's see a documentary investigating Markle's (1) connection to Prince Andrew BEFORE she landed Harry (2) her social climb and ultimate discard of "friends" she used for 
access to Harry (3) interviews with her father and siblings. THAT would be worthwhile.



Meghan’s Christmas list 
Hijack attention on environmental issues ✅
Hijack attention on domestic violence ✅
Hijack attention on US charities ✅
Get every piece of attention for myself ✅

Nice one nastyflicks for granting a narcissist her wish! 🤑🤑🤑🤮🤮🤮
Utter scum 🤢 and yet there are still people crawling up their arses believing they're nice people and that she was abused by the Royal Family. Evil conniving narcissists.
The part when she returned to him, sick, and with a kid for him to raise. After all the years he had proclaimed his love for her only for her to pray for god to make her a bird so she could fly 
far, far away.  Harry may not be a smart man but he knows what love is!
Traitorous narcissists 😡
The part: where is comment section has so much hate for this couple.  Lets not forget that  a staff person resigned not fired a few days ago for damn racial biased during a gathering for the 
wanna be queen lady.  Hussey was the name william godmother
Omg! ‘Spare’ me
Garbage!!! So glad I cancelled my subscription with this network. Btw, Megans jealousy of Princess Catherine permeates in her every move. Get over it  Megan!! You will never measure up 
and that is the real reason you left.
I loved the part where her moonbump slipped.
Canadian viewer and this is a hard pass for me!! What a load of malarkey 😂 … oh please! On the other hand, way to go Prince & Princess of Wales - love what you’re doing!!
I cried when I learned that she refuses to make this all about herself. So selfless.
Netflix, you may as well shoot yourself in the head

This is absolute garbage from the   brainless and hypocritical Harry and the narcissistic demonic Markle. Was the ROH  given to them for this bs. It just goes to show the mentality of those  
lunatics who are promoting this bs for $'s? Find a better way to make money. One can make and lose money in a second. Integrity and character counts, bs. does not. They imbeciles called 
humanitarians. This is indeed a pathetic joke. What an absolute shame on people promote this bs. and those  who twist the truth. This is absolutely disgusting and disturbing.
I'm not watching these two Narcissistic full of themselves Traitors. Nice going doing this to the Prince and Princess of Wales on their first day tour of the East Coast of the U.S! 
Pathetic!!!!😡🇨🇦🇺🇸
What a disaster for these two! Cripes, for people that want privacy, sure don't act like it! I'm not wasting my time on such garbage! Do better @Netflix
We have heard you, we have seen you and now we neither want to see or hear you, why? Yawn yawn yawn
NO WAY IN HELL I’M GONNA WATCH THIS PIECE OF GARBAGE!!! WITH THESE FAKE NON-ROYALS! I PRAY TO GOD THAT KING CHARLES ONCE AND FOR ALL STRIPS THEM OF ANY,  AND 
EVERYTHING THAT ASSOCIATES THEM WITH THE ROYAL FAMILY. THEY REEK OF JEALOUSY, ENVY, GREED, AND ARE SO TOTALLY DISGUSTING! ON THE OTHER HAND,  I’M SO PROUD 
OF…AND HAPPY FOR THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES’ INCREDIBLE SELFLESS WORK THAT THEY ARE DOING TO BETTER THE WORLD!!! I HOPE THEY SHOW THE EARTHSHOT 
AWARDS!!! THEY BOTH ARE SUCH WONDERFUL HUMAN BEINGS WORTHY OF RESPECT AND ADULATION.  GOOD FORTUNE TO THEM ON ALL OF THEIR ENDEAVORS! I PRAY THAT THEY ARE 
BOTH PROTECTED FROM THE EVIL DUO HAWY AND HIS PETTY ASS WIFE.🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
🤢🤮
Harry and Meghan will be laughing all the way to the bank by all you nasty people watching it just so you can talk more shit about them. Do you realize the more you talk about them the 
more relevant you make them? Y’all are gonna make it go #1 on Netflix and I’m gonna be laughing at y’all. Hate is a poison & it’s eating you up inside. 😂
Just barf inducing…I’m a Californian🤮
And finally expose the fake pregnancy/ies.  The title is, THE FRAUD....



You haven’t heard yet? Doesn’t look good for Ngozi Fulani. Seems all isn’t as it appears to be. See, social media history has a way of exposing people and she failed to delete her history and 
let’s just say that she is quickly trying to bury the story but not after her organization has reaps thousands and thousands of $$ of profit since.. oh, and her close ties to the Sussexes and 
their squadies is also now proven. 🙊 Bet she wishes she had deleted her social media accounts first. 😂😂😂
Since when does being curious about where a person comes from deemed racist? You've never asked a person about their background or what they are made up of or where there family 
is from? Never been curious about a person's outfit that is clearly from their ancestral country? Racist, lol sure
oh Ngozi Fulani schemed everything. Her name was a white one but she decided to use that name and deliberately wear African traditional attire. The Palace has many staffs who are 
people of colour, Lady Hussey wouldn't bat an eye if Fulani just wear casual clothes. And havent you heard, the Nigerians community has shaded Fulani to make up her name like that to 
sound exotic. It was an insult to them. And well, Fulani is also the one who is racist too. Her organization is for Black women only, not for Asian women nor Hispianic women. Talk about 
discrimination based on skin colour. Fulani was also accused of corruption and using the charity money for her own gain. She was scheming from the start!
lets not forget how many people were bullied by harry's wife, even a 3 year old girl.

Marlene Headly aka Ngozi Fulani who is an anti-monarchist shows up as a plus-one at Buckingham Palace in what she thought was a traditional African outfit to grab attention and garner 
questions.  When Lady Susan naturally asked her where she was from due to her mode of dress, she was evasive, finally stating her family was from the Caribbean.  It was Marlene who 
caused the entire issue, not Lady Susan.  And, by the way, Lady Susan worked for and was a companion to Queen Elizabeth II for over 60 years and was NEVER paid for the honor.  Due to 
this race-baiting Marlene Headly, this is how this 83-year-old woman who has served most of her life to Crown and Country has to go out.  I don't hate people but I find them disgusting!
One tear? Left eye?
they will be forgotten soon. after book, spotify and netflix the, will have no other projects. noone is going to want to work with these two narcissistic bullys
Same. I have been to Santa Barbara/Montecito many, many times for quick weekends getaways, and no one cares about them out there. No Paps, no fan, no one.
no thanks.
Goodbye netflix. You have no morals, no respect, no conscience, NO CLASS.  FNG GROW UP. Cry cry cry cry cry  when will they stop crying. Move on you crazy nuts. Stop crying. So sad the 
pretweens can't stop crying. It's like watching them go thru a break up that they don't want. Fng move on. I'M a 70yr old woman of color.  Fng stop crying
Don't trust their story.... just more lies after lies. I feel sick for shameless people keep attacking others.   Bad influence to world n the young ones.
I love the part where Meghan agrees to go out with Harry, who she believes to be a Cockney chimney sweep, only to find out that he is in fact a prince! What a surprise that must have 
been!
The entire country of England must be proud William found Kate and is a decent respectable human being!
BEST  comments ever !!   “ I love the part when…”   you all are hysterical.
These two are comedy gold.  😂🤣💛
Careful all! 0:13 you see the kiss before they begin roasting chicken... they fell in love that way. Damn... didn't know Harry played that way. Kinky. 😉 (look it up Iykyk)
Betrayal of family who gave them life. They are Judas taking money to destroy. How sick is this couple.
The part where brave Meghan stood up to Catherine who had just had a baby by yelling at her that her three year old wasn’t allowed to wear tights to her wedding.
I loved the part when Meghan was accused of stealing a pair of shoes on a photo shoot.
Meghan Mandela and husband
The part where she claims she tells the truth
No Meghan cuz you're a liar, why would I wanna hear stories from a liar? Oh yeah because that's all they are, stories.
😂😂😂
The scene where she sword fights the Phantom of the Opera and wins but drops the chandelier regardless when her imaginary kids don't get titles. 🎭
15K likes, 114K dislikes. Seems to support my estimate that 1 in 10 people are nasty.
Mirror mirror on the wall, whos the fairest of them all? Catherine, Princess of Wales.



Poor form to release this during the Earthshoot visit
I love the part where she superglues Hazza's hand to hers as a demonstration of his love for her, and Hazza ends up in A&E with constipation because she won't let him go to the bathroom. 
It's just so romantic.
Great, we get to hear their story....again 😒
💥
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
yeah he waited 10 years to make sure Kate is the fit one to become the Queen. Meanwhile, Meghan was so proud that Harry immediately decide to marry her with their short dating 
period. Meghan even threw shade at Kate by reminding us all of the denigrating term "Waity Katie" and said "oh, i dont know how that feel". Talk about the low level of pettiness. Now 
Kate has become such a bright beacon!
We thank God that William was first born. 🙏 🎉😅

I couldn’t admire her more. And this is what those two snakes need to understand - the more they stand as a contrast to the other royals, the more they make us love & appreciate them.
Besides all, William is a good deal smarter, than Harry, I think.
We are 😊
The gift that keeps on giving!! 😂😅😂
The jokes basically write themselves.
If only Netflix could do a H & M show with a voice over with all these comments.
Love ♥ you all, ♥ from Australia ☀🌊🐨🦘

Yup, pretending to be a woman’s activist while undermining the women in your family because you always need to be number one. The comment section sees Meghan for what she is.
How awful of MM to make small children wear patent shoes with no tights or stockings. Truly selfish and uncaring. Also the young girls might accidentally trip, fall, etc and show their 
underwear without the coverage of tights -  she probably doesn’t care about that either. She’s shown her underwear enough times on screen.
Did she use the same glue she used on a girls eyes in college?
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😅
😂😂😂😂I’m crying out of my left eye 😂😂😂😂
The most comical of all is when Harry said he was writing a book on the "Man I have become".
I remember them mentioning that they were leaving England, because they wanted their privacy. Doesn't seem like they are being very private about their lives other than not showing 
what their children look like. They are so popular wouldn’t if be better if they spent more time helping raise money for the poor. There are so many organizations they can help instead of 
talking about themselves and complaining about the royals.
What a load of crap.😂
How pathetically self involved they are.  Poor little rich prince with his cheap Barbie doll narscissist
Netflix has hit a new low
I will NOT be watching these two spoiled grifters.
If only people would hear my story.   but then it's not just me it is happening to..       I will check this documentary when it releases.
my fav is the part where she has no BLACK FAMILY member at her wedding not even one to sit with her mother naming all children after the abusive racist white family not even Doria 
namesake but now she is Black woman.  such a liar



The part where both Trevor and Harry proclaimed themselves the family she never had, it really had me standing in my knowing! Very guttural, even!
The part where she talks about saving the world from the Nazis in ww2, single handed because she such a nice person and a humanitarian.  

The part where shes wearing a white lab coat and tells us how she found the cure for cancer   single handed, because she's such a nice person and a humanitarian. 

You get my drift.....shes full of sh*t!
The part when Megan realised she was mixed race, but was disappointed she was white but went ahead blaming everything on racism anyway made me cry.
Her only identify is talking about a family she hasn’t been apart  of for 10 years or less
What a joke these two are 😂🤣
Booooooooo. Booooooooo.
The part were the secret intimate detailed written letter to her father was somewhat leaked to the press. Daddy must be very sad. Poor Meghan. How did the press know about it?
My favourite part when Meghan killed Dart Weider with her light sword and saved our Galaxy! Master Yoda and me are deeply impressed! Let the force be with you, Meg!!
My favorite scene is when she opened the briefcase and the queen said no deal😊
Booooo. Markle was a victim while in Africa surrounded by some of the poorest people on earth. He talked about green travel while flying around on private jets. She talks of kindness, 
while cutting out her father after he had a heart attack. They talked of privacy, while selling their privacy to the highest bidder and going on Oprah to talk about Kate and to point the finger 
at other family members. Well done, Netflix, you have signed up one of the most disliked couples on the planet, and this reflects on your values.
Can someone tell Meghan that in South Africa they are celebrating the news of the release of her documentary just like they did when Mandela was released from prison
The part when Meghan assists Jesus in coming to earth touches me inside.
And then he called it Spare hahahahah
 @Kasia spare me 😂
I hear the sequel is looking shaky, due to the war in Ukraine their is a global shortage of crayons.
 @Roger Mycock  🤣🤣🤣
And it could actually make them feel better about themselves. They could have done so much good.
Its convienent for her. She is a user for her benefit
because if she has to be associated with RF to be relevant. Nobody would know who Doria is

and forget to use spray tanner on her neck and legs 😂 while put a s***load of bronzer on her face 😂 Her hands are even lighter than my skin and my skin is light for an Asian 😂
The part when Meghan, the nerd-word Gave a new meaning to "half-black": half black from the belly to her face (somedays) and half white from the belly to her feet!🤣 I felt inspired!❤
 😂
 @Joana  someday lol 😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😅😂😅😅
🤣🤣🤣
She also said:-

"Is One a Bimbo?" 😂😂😂
And boom 💥 🤣🤣🤣



😂😂😂🎉😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Omg 🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂

absolutely the best comment on the board.
This comment 👌

🤣🤣
😅😅😅😅😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣
Like the show, the briefcase wasn’t opened until after the decision was made.
🤣😍🤣😍🤣😍🤣
Ace 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂👌
not even has a piece of paper wrote "$5" in the briefcase, I always remember her widely opened  mouth !
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😢
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Bravo!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
You win!!! Pay that man his money! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
very clever!!
This needs to be pinned 😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣😝😝😝😛😛🤪🤪😉
BYE! 💀
☠
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂:washhands::washhands:
BRILLIANT 😂😂😂😂😂
best comment
I wish I could like this twice, brilliant
If bloody only… they should never have let this destructive narcissist marry into the family.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
😅😅😅😂😂😅😂😅
😂😂😂😂😂😂 I'm dying! Pure gold
😂😂😂😂😂😂



😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
omg omg omg. I just spilled my coffee 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Yeah, and ppl would accuse the tabloild and the British media abused her meanwhile its her lies and contradictions one after the other that makes ppl hate her. She lies so much that she 
forgets the Internet and filmed evidences are there for us to see 😂
🤣🤣🤣
Omfg🤣🤣🤣
The part where she gives birth to Jesus and sends handwritten thank you notes in beautiful calligraphic script to the three wise men.
Someone got their feelings hurt and can't cope whatever. Yawn.
Where can you see how many dislikes there are? And why can you only see the thumbs up likes?
15k likes. An army of people who see through them. Faith in humanity restored!
I only watched 3 seconds of this teaser, but I for sure won't be watching that much of the real thing.  I've got toilets to clean.
The part where Meghan says "I can't believe I got paid millions for this," giggling into her Hermes blanket. So inspiring!
The most touching part of this is when Meghan announced her never ending love for her father.



Will they be discussing 
1. Fake Pregnancies 
2. Yacht Girl Days 
3. Her porn days 
4. How she suffered from ‘opportunistic dementia’ in court 
5. Fake miscarriage (if you can’t get pregnant, you can’t have a miscarriage)
6. Surrogacy 
7. Why there is no birth certificate for the girl & a fake one was released 
8. Name of the alleged biological son’s school (nobody on the planet seems to know)
9. Lies about her father & mother 
10. Blatant plagiarism 
That should be enough to start with.  We can get into 
1. Haz cheated in school 
2. Haz flunked classes
3. Haz went to rehab 
4. How did Haz get into the military when he was ineligible (read above)
5. Haz’s special treatment in the military 
6 Haz was so racist while in the military representing the Queen & country he was condemned by the Prime minister 
7. Why wasn’t Haz dishonorably discharged? 
8. Racism (eg: saying ‘you don’t sound black’ to  Stephen K Amos or ‘she’s not black or anything you know’ about Chelsey Davy)
9. Animal Abuse 
10. Sexuality 
No? You aren’t going to answer it?
Then why bother watching?
Feel free to sue me. I don’t hide who I am, but I know you won’t. Just like the authors who discussed bullying and other alleged incidents weren’t sued.
Must be true.
My favourite part was when Harry said that "He gave up everything" and implied he was now a penniless normal person... except.. he didn't give up the Trust funds or the lifestyle.

Oh, wait. That was Oprah, my bad when they made out they were poor whilst living in a $14m house... during a Pandemic when millions actually were living in poverty because they had 
lost their jobs...
The comments  bring tears to a glass eye. 😂🥳
The part where Harry reveals to Charles his real dad is David Foster.  Not a dry eye in the house.

The part where I cancelled my Netflix and unsubscribed from their emails was MY fave. But being gaslit by these royal hypocrites was what really made me cry. One tear. Left eye. Go!
The part where 500 women became worldleaders only due to the gifted BEIGE handbags, taking over the world and make Meghzilla Queen of the Planet. Global. Epic. What a time to be 
alive.
Who’s wanna know ?🤡🤡🤡🤡
Senseless. what are they thinking about? to get more money? Harry please escape from this life! It is a trap)



I look forward to seeing this 💕🥰
The part where Meghan chose to hide behind a pillar candle at the Queen’s funeral so as not to be the centre of attention …so selfless…made me tear up…in my left eye.
Such a pair of whining losers who spit in the Roya Family’s eyes.not going to bother while Prince William and Princess Catherine are doing fabulous environmental work and getting it 
acknowledged today.
I just came, because of the comments...🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
" SPARE " us  !!!!!!!
Judging from all the replies here, looks like Netflix might want to take a break from car crash documentaries.  Glad I'm not a stockholder.  Cancelled my subscription too.
I read it's at 115K dislikes. I think you need a computer to see it, though many are updating the number in the comments section.
YouTube had removed ppl being able to see the dislikes about a year ago because it was hurting the creator's feelings!
 @Sarah Jane  Wah. lol
All you need do is add an extension to your browser - very easy to do. I Googled the directions and now the "thumbs down" part is visible again. It's at 114K right now .
I could barely watch it. Her voice is like nails and forks on a chalkboard.
😂
🤣
truly something for us peasants to look up to!
 @Mandy Mckeown  
P
Haha, weep more Netflix
It sounded more like cackling to me.
👏 👏 👏
Well said!  Don’t forget the eyelash glue.
Also: why Doria dropped Meghan off at her Dad's & didn't return for 10 year's. 🤔 Where did she go? 
Also: Why none of her University sorority sister's have ever acknowledged knowing her. Why there's no photo's of her receiving her Degree from Northwestern University? 🤔
😂 I want to stop commenting but came here to say no animals were harmed during the making of those bags
Whoever set that up deserves an award for  services to the people of the UK and commonwealth
I see what you did there.
😆best comment
Love this comment! 😀
Lol...brilliant . Also she felt the pillar candle gave a better emotive performance than her, so she chose to not upstage the candle
I see Meghan team have their trolls out in force . This is amazing how ignorant we are
And 🎬🥲
🤣 what a fabulous comment,  pissing myself laughing 🤣 10 out of 10 @kylieDavies
💀🤣
😂😂😂😂😂
How many Kleenex boxes did you use 😊
😂😂😂
me, in my right eye!
🤣😂😍  That is so friggin' funny 👏 👏 👏



A gold star for this comment! 🌟🤣
Lol!
😂😂😂😂
The hardest working candle of all time
😂😂😂 magical 😂
I heard she stole the candle so she can use it in her onlyfans videos she will be making once she runs out of suckers to do deals with her..
😂😂😂
And the Oscar goes to ……the candle!
Great comment !!!!!!! Laughing here in Australia
 @Kim Taylor  Howdy from Texas!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂 brilliant
That was hilarious!  Best comment!!   Long Live Pillar Candle!  🕯
 @JD  you're peeing out of your left ureter, I presume.
 @My Mai  shes a giver
I loved that candle, I had a giggle at first then laughed out loud, I couldn't believe how fortuitously placed it was.
😂😂
 @Valencia Ann  we all have shared one tissue in my home just a tear on each left eye😢
 @G. M.  that candle deserves an award!
Lol😂 me too she is so selfish I mean selfless? Lol😂
Do you really think she did that ?   I thought it was RF trying to hide her  (wishful thinking )  haha I wanted to see her so I could see if she was actually singing the words dam it, !!!
 @Mer Mcd  BBC commentator said live, during the televised service that "The Queen knew every corner of this sanctuary, where cameras are placed for televised services and she 
planned every single detail of this service. Make no mistake, the candle blocking Ms. Markle was fully intentional"
What do these 'in my left eye' comments mean/refer to?
The candle is so racist.  😂😂😂
 @Dean Dean  legend lol
 @xx  HW has the ability to cry when acting. 1 tear, left eye, go.
Like a Candle in the Wind 🌬🕯😂
 @Mer Mcd  thank you!
 @My Mai  😂😂😂
 @Moshanthi Suzuki  we need to cancel candles, I am throwing all my candles out now...
 @Dean Dean  lol loved that big ol candle
Racist candle with a political agenda!!! 😂😂😂😂😂 I love it. Clever Queen. And this one thinking she has a chance.
 @Mer Mcd  it was the Queen!!!
 @G. M.  ever in the history of forever!!! 🕯 😂😂😂😂😂
 @xx  look for a video of Meghan here saying “one tear left eye”
 @anna bell  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Maria Eduarda Mayrinck  she had the last laugh, so sad she is gone



Laughing out loud
How we all should pay homage to that selfless candle who sacrificed it's part in such an historic event to save us all from the vile, hypocrite who should never have been allowed to attend 
in the first place. It's dedication to the job it was entrusted too was quite emotional to say the least and it did it so well. Yet, dear candle, you put your all into this job and now have the 
people of the world singing your praises. All, Hail to the remarkable candle who stood up to do a job that so many are too scared or cowardly to undertake. We thank you for your 
dedication and in our eyes, you will forever be honoured. Many speak about what they want, yet you, dear candle wasxbrave enough to take action and to show - or not show in this case, 
your feelings towards one so petty, jealous and a dedicated trouble-maker with no talent to her name. May all candles of the world rise up like you have and make this cowardly, 
despicable woman aware of how her disgusting, despicable behaviours and lies will no longer be tolerated. You have more strength than what Netflix could ever wish for. In honour of your 
service.🕯(🏆🥇)
😂😂😂👍👍👍
 @Moshanthi Suzuki  🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @krisushi1  🤣🤣🤣🤣 Perfection!
🤣🤣🤣🤭🤭
 @xx  the first comment with a lot of likes, its hilarious and contagious. It references QEII funeral, where she dropped one tear and left it on her face to dry out, great acting skills, while the 
rest of Royals who genuinely were in mourning didn't cry...much
 @krisushi1  that candle sacrificied it's life to do that job, that is love, we owe that candle saviour so much 🕯rest in peace , u will never be forgotten
 @xx  In an videotaped interview prior to marriage nutmeg said she has the ability to cry at will by releasing one tear out of her left in 2-3 seconds. Then she went to the funeral and did 
just that. One tear, left eye.
 @fairies r us  You've brought tears to my eyes.😥 Real ones, not those "1, 2, 3, 💧. That candle will never be forgotten for its sacrifice to humanity. May it RIP.🕯💖
MeAgain
CUT magazine cover. She looked demented. 
Variety magazine cover. She looked demonic.
( Candle did us a favour. We didn't have to look at her! )
 @K A  She IS demented and demonic! That candle will go down in history as our saviour.🕯💖
 @xx   A short clip of Meghan being interviewed on a balcony. She was boasting about her acting skills. One of them being able to tear up in her left eye in three seconds.
 @Suzanne Long  Thank you...🥰
🕯🕯🕯🕯
It was planned by someone working for King Charles.
 @xx  In the past Meghan has bragged that her acting chops were so good that she could cry at will.  "One tear, left eye, go!" she said.  Cut to the Queen's funeral where Megan was filmed 
with a single tear trickling out of her left eye.  I swear!
same
Same 😂 and it‘s worth it😂😂😂😂
 @Teacher Susan  Totally...🤣🤣🤣✌✌✌✌😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
The part where Meghan sends one of her signature 5am emails, particularly the one to Omid Scooby Doo where she slut-shames her wheelchair-bound sister. Made me proud to be a 
feminist. One tear, left eye, go.
The scene where Harry storms the throne and demands of the Queen, "What Meghan wants, Meghan gets!"
Wow.
Lies set to an atmospheric piano composition. No thanks.
Don't let this distract you from the fact that people from the Indian subcontinent have a very pungent masala body odor



She is so modest about every facet of her life and people are just begging her to let them hear her wonderous and beautiful rich to richer story. She should write a book to contribute her 
miraculous intelligence and selflessness to make our world a better place. Has there ever been a more saintly and generous woman in the existence of human kind? 🙄
🤮🤮🤮

The part where Meghan wraps innocent children in war-torn Ukraine in her Hermes blanket and runs with them to safety. So touching. So heroic. Almost brought a tear to my left eye.
Those crybabies. If the titles are taken from them, they are nothing and nobody. Stop bombarding us with these narcissists. They just wanted to be Meghan and Harry, but please behind 
closed doors. It is unforgivable how they treated the Queen in the last years of her life. It's enough at some point.
I always have photographers around when I'm crying. eye roll
15K likes, 113K dislikes. They must be having a stroke lol
My other favorite part is when Meghan's  stomach bounced back up

The part where Meghan demands the pharaoh to release her Hebrew people while putting on lipstick 💄 And then turns her staff into a Harry… erhm, sorry, meant to say snake 🐍
Why does she sound like she smokes 3 packs day these days?
I’ve been crying out of my left eye all day 😢
YIKES
My favorite part is when Harry pushed a kid
These comments are gold 😂
Wow y’all really prove their point EVERY time, people gobble up all the pointless shit that the royals do, this time it’s actually interesting (especially with current racism taking place in the 
palace by people closest to the queen herself…the company you keep) and yet half the comments are assholes and haters.
Guillotine.
Where are the totally number of dislikes for this crap
And HMQ the Queen 👸 says "No deal"
😂😂😂😂😂👍👍👍
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭
Satire at its best
Lol she took those Ukrainian kids to safety... all the way to the neo-colonialist Russian oligarch’s Montecito McMansion that Harry paid for with his ‘structurally racist royal inheritance’. 
What a hero!
Sounds like HITLERY Clinton, doesn't it?
Really??? 🙈😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😄😄😄👍👍👍
so very staged.
😂😂
Because she does! She's a smoker.
Because she does
Dude. He almost launched that kid into space. Dang.
Are you part of the paid Sussex Squad or do you just do it pro bono..



Half?? Way too generous. I'd say about 99.9% of the comments are people (assholes and haters) voicing their intense dislike of the grifters.
113K dislikes to 15K likes. LOL!!!
When Morbius showed up and said "IT'S MORBIN' TIME", and then flew away with all their chickens, tears in my eyes, actual peak.
Best part is when Meghan ordered 1000's of her own book The Stench
The part where she realized she was her latest true love - when he asked her if she was ok.
Sigh. I would have squeezed out a single tear but alas, no photographers in sight
una marca es lamentable. A Netflix no le queda mucho tiempo. Qué triste abaratarse así. Este trailer tan enfocado en el sufrimiento y amor de caricatura sólo demuestra que han perdido 
el rumbo. Ni hablar de Harry porque él ya se destruyó a sí mismo. Una pena todo
They wanted "privacy" so they are releasing intimate photos and their love story? Also their love story was simply meeting on a blind date, then Covid hit, she learned how to bake chicken 
and they played a lot of scrabble. Sounds close to what a lot of people did during Covid.
Best part is Netlfix removing the dislike count, but I can still see it since I downloaded the app.   15k likes versus 114k dislikes.
0:23 The moment Catherine became Princess of Wales.
I was going to add something, but I don't think I need to now! These comments have said it all. Where are the fans? There aren't any.
I got goosebumps when Meghan broke out into that speech. "Over? Did you say "over"? Nothing is over until we decide it is! Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor? Hell 
no!" Profoundly insightful and an example for us all.
These comments are 
Meghan shows traits of a person with narcissistic and histrionic disorder. Possibly even borderline and antisocial which are all parts of cluster B personality disorders. Her photo should be 
in a psych journal.
These are two of the most self absorbed, narcissistic,  attention seeking , woke , virtue signalling people on the planet right now!
Screw these 2 useless dirtbags.
I absolutely hate hearing her voice. Netflix would have to pay me to watch this.
Edit these comments are hysterical.
Hear the story from you! A fecking liar. Netflix, I disowned you because of “cuties” or whatever it was called, I now laugh at you because you’re going to loose everything, and I hope it 
hurts big time.
The part where she nailed Harry to the cross to save all the celebrities
This documentary series, aka., reality show, should be renamed as Keeping Up with the Harkles.
These comments are my favorite part! 😂❤😢😅
What happened to dislike button? After 100K dislikes they disabled it 😂
That's a lie. They met in Canada when her then boyfriend Cory was catering an Invictus event for Harry. She was banging Harry while still living with Cory. She then moved to London and 
stalked Harry till he caved. There was no blind date.

The Sussex squad is only paid for Twitter…
She doesn't have any organic fans, they're all paid or bots and mostly on Twitter. A few have bravely wandered over here spouting the usual rhetoric: haterz, raycist, Meghan lives rent free 
in your head, y'all are just jealous. Blah blah, rinse and repeat.
🤣
Nothing is over until a narcissist decides it is.
😂😂😂😂
Just an FYI..It was the Japanese air force that bombed Pearl Harbour...(and Darwin Australia btw...and invaded Sydney Harbour as well).



 @L G  Meghan just changed the story because the Germans are whiter.
 @L G  it’s an animal house reference
🙈😂😂😂😂
Just like Rambo. 
“It’s over Johnny…”
“Nothing is OVER!”
She was exactly who I was thinking about when the psychologist testified in the Johnny Depp trial about Amber Heard’s mental illness. Heard and Markle are two of the same cloth. Mental 
illness is an understatement.
She's a walking DSM-5.
The part where they quote the original director about the vision of the show- the same one they fell out with, and who left over disagreement on vision of the show..
A-holes. Go away
When Meghan flew into space to destroy the meteor heading right for us, man did she save our butts. She's a real super hero! 
Comments on here are brill
🤢

I don’t see how this can be interesting for somebody, we all know Megan is an opportunist and Harry a parasite of his royal family, he has never done on his own that can be worthy, both 
are just trying to look relevant and get big contracts, shame on Netflix, that’s why I will cancel my subscription, I just renewed for Cobra Kai but now is time to cancel it again.
When there are more than 14000  comments and you know you can never read them all.  Maybe Netflix can make a video of the comment section lol
Bloody hell can we abolish the monarchy and flush these turds? I think the French had the right idea in 1793.
i've never heard their story. this is such a revealing documentary 🙄
Just wow. Didn’t they already go scorched earth while Prince Phillip lay dying?! The QUEEN for SEVENTY YEARS only died two months ago. Haven’t  you nor they an ounce of compassion 
and respect for the dead?!  And didn’t we hear their tedious tale of victimhood story during the truth-challenged Oprah interview, and just about every day thereafter? How many years of 
grievances do these people have? Will there be more truth bombs next year, necessitating another docu drama? These people are not suffering from rising inflation, not figuring out ways 
to save the planet. They aren’t promoting early childhood development, literacy. They are multi-millionaires, just talking about THEMSELVES, and asking us to feel badly for them. It has 
become so grossly, narcissistic, and tedious, and so utterly self-serving, all while many people in the world are actually suffering. They don’t offer people hope. Just soap opera, self-
indulgence and virtue-signaling. Do better Netflix. Don’t get ensnared in promoting this one-sided pity party.
Oh. That was boring.
If I want to watch fake on display I will find a plastic surgeon's channel and watch that.
I love the part where Meghan used her degree in international affairs to understand the militaristic history of the institution she was marrying into and came prepared 🎉 She understood 
the assignment 👏 I cried for hours when she read Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack in Sociology 101  and thus was prepared for and confronted institutional racism from within the 
world’s whitest and most elite family with efficacy and compassion, bringing two families together forever!
The spare is truly living up to his name. The Queen’s applauding him from 6ft under. 🥲
Excellent education on narcissism.
Cool.. I am excited.
Pathetic she’s acting again trying to build up the drama with music it could just be the intro to a movie in fact is it….if only Brad Pitt or COLIN firth were in it, it might be worth watching 
then.  More of the hey we are still here and very very important.  Look at me, watch me, hey what….oh yes if I have to..and look at him.  One thing is clear they cannot act very well yet are 
very good at playing around with fiction.
They are nuts!!!!



How high is the stake? Really!

I like the part where they admit they didn't really want to leave the Royal Family, they wanted to live their lives half in and half out of it, no mention of racism or any other problems, and 
only when they didn't get their way and were cut off financially did they become jealous and bitter so had to make 💩💩💩 up to fund their millionaire lifestyle, life is so hard for them😢
I'm gonna give it a try. LOL
 @SarcasticBimbo  🤣
Yep it's a shame that the evil media refuses to publish this part of her journey. So glad it is finally aired, there is justice on this planet after all.
She did a degree in Theatre and Communications with a course in International Studies. Not remotely similar.
 @urbantree  it's called sarcasm
 @urbantree  Except there’s no communications minor at Northwestern. I love the parts where the sugars defend her with nonsense
 @Piink Pantsonfire  🤣
 @urbantree  internacional studies... The One that a graduated has to Speak at least 2 Foreigner languages fluently?🤣 She doesn't speak French, nor Spanish... Can you Tell that " 
graduated student of internacional studies"  that Castellano is the Spanish spoken ONLY in Spain as its name come from the region where it was born "Castela y Léon" region in 
Spain!🙄🤣? Thus in Argentina, One doesn't speak Castellano as a graduated student in internacional studies should know , even more when She had a short time in USA embassy in 
Buenos Aires. That late late night show was... Something else. With this being Said: i doubt She is a gratuated in anything internacional.
 @Joana  I can’t stand her, but I have to take issue with one thing you said: My family is from/ lives in Argentina. Though not technically accurate, they do refer to their particular form of 
Spanish as “Castellano.” It’s probably leftover from Spanish settlers. Argentine Spanish is distinctive, though many Uruguayans have similar speech. I’m fluent and people can tell 
immediately that I’m speaking an Argentine dialect   She’s so ridiculous that she’s become a caricature of herself!
Cut off with a final payment in only 7 digits. Those racist paupers.
Why do the Royal Family not like marrying outside of nobility?
The Reason:
Please SPARE us !!!!! 😪
Does it make more sense to hear our story from us?  No.  Because I don't think you are honest
Nobody cares.
Omg please let them stop they’ve spend more time telling their truth than actually serving the crown .
The hate these people get is oozed in jealousy and racism
Sorry Netflix you have wasted your money, these two are old news and no one is interested (except the squad). Go William and Catherine, the true Royals!
This is utterly dreadful!
I will cancel my subscription 😂 I think I want to 
puke🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Use me as a dislike button to see how many found the teaser trash
These comments are truly the greatest Christmas gift.
🤮
H: “I had to do everything I could to protect my family.” By family he means his wife’s ego. That’s his only family now. Sad.
When it dawned on you that you'll never be the king, you auditioned to be the next best thing. VICTIM
I love that they are keeping their private life private and not selling their story and private pictures to anyone who offers them money. Good on them for keeping everything private. If only 
we could see a few personal photos.. I bet people would paid top dollar…
Netflix is so disappointing! Lies lies and more lies if their lips are moving they’re lying! I can’t stand these people!



Hey Netflix was MM really crying?  You know 3 seconds, left eye go!  You guys really messed up giving them that contract.
Q:  Why did you want to make this documentary?
A:  Money.
Who wants to hear their self-serving lies?
A vile and despicable pair of entitled and self-obsessed creeps!
Absolutely killer respect for William and Kate at the moment.
This is all we need to know about privacy these two were craving 😂
That’s a bit unfair to the Princess of Wales. I think it’s safe to say they would prefer not to marry any American actors/actresses 😬 I could have told them that
 @SSTITT04  Middleton family are decent of English Nobility sooooo not really 😬
 @Rider of the White Horse i didn’t know this! Well, my comment about the American actress stands 😂
Agreed. And Charles and Camilla too.
They’ve held their head high and have stayed their own path in light of this infantile couple’s tantrums
I feel bad for them that they're in the same family as these two. The RF should just kick these two out.
Here here! Plus their visit to the US could not have come at a better time.
Totally MAD respect in fact!
All hail the King and Queen of Tacky
So it's fiction?
They are the most disgusting people and so is Netflix.
I'm definitely watching!
The part when Harry say "You know how I feel about every click with the camera, but this is different!" 🤮
I just took  down my subscription from Netflix. When you photograph Meghan crying on a thousands of  dollars  blanket, you loose your point,  you morons. Give millions to true content 
creators...not these idiots.
I like the part where Megan told the truth. 🤔
im soo excited
The best part about this trailer are the comments 😂
Harry, you look pathetic (( unfortunately
I am really confused on who sees someone crying like this and takes a picture of it?
trash tv
Two rich people who live in a house 20x bigger than most of us will ever afford, with private jets at their beck and call, telling their LoVe StOrY for 8 billion people most of whom live in 
abject poverty. So stunning and brave. I'm so glad we have them to look up to. It really makes this whole broken world make sense somehow. Thank you Harry and Meghan for your 
privilege and wealth. It means the world to us plebs who can't even afford Christmas presents for our kids. 👏 👏 👏
These COMMENTS 😂 bravo everyone 😄❤
Lot of us here in uk just cancelling Netflix payments, what a joke and way to rip Netflix off for millions though lol
The moment when she asked the director of the camera crew "are they kind?" before filming was so moving. I was touched. Deeply.
I can’t wait to hear, yet again, how H&M escaped having to live like Royalty.
Anyone can act out these photos, so staged and fake ! Nothing new I guess
“I left the Royal Family for privacy” Immediately jumps I front of cameras and signs multi million dollar Netflix deal. Sure you did pal.



This entire series is a crock of 💩and shame on Netflix for paying these jokers obscene amounts of money for this work of fiction. I would be fearful if the Netflix powers that be were in 
charge of my money.  They can go through money faster than a tur* 💩in a tin horn.
Comedy judging by the comments.
That ended up on the cutting floor…
Sorry I meant 'her' truth...
It helps when you appear to have a live-in photographer on hand for these 'intimate' moments. So normal and so private, right?
Markus?
Follow MeMe's example and give your kids a banana with an uplifting sentiment. 🙄😆 "Better luck next year! xoxo"
Your comment speaks louder than this woke docudrama ever will 
Here bloody here 🇬🇧👏👏👏
That made me laugh...omg!!😂😂
Yeh but no one sees what goes on behind closed doors, same as anyone! Hope these two get a grip soon
Why are you here and not feeding the 8 billion people living in “abject poverty”.
  @shannon chandler YES!
You could say that about the entire royal family.
Oh, you mean the same as every celebrity... to include William and Kate? How dare they be successful and defend themselves. Hiw despicable of them to make money.... perhaps if you got 
off your lazy butt and worked, you wouldn't have time to be jealous of two highly successful people? Ooor, is this your job? Are you entering all of Kate and William's jealous sentiments for 
pay? Lol!
YOU might be a pleb; I'm just a simple peasant....
Omg- well said!!! ♥🇨🇦
oh but we must sympathize with their plight... over and over and over again... nothing real about them!
Two people who have only known each other for 6 years and been married for 4. There have been trailer park romances that last longer than that, yet these two find it necessary to tell the 
whole friggin world their 'love story' because, well, the stakes are just that high. 🙄
LOL.
 @Prairie PetResort  3
 @elevens  🤣🤣🤣
If you’re lucky she will let you make a small contribution to her Archewell charity. She is such a great humanitarian.
 @Omari no dear, but nice try. No run along and stick your head back up Meghan’s hairy arse
😅😅 @elevens 
 @ms. margie 😂😂😂😂💀 brilliant comment!
Hey, don't be mean. Meghan gave you the gift of a single tear in your left eye. Be grateful!!!
 @Omari  except the rest of the royal family AREN’T whinging on about their hardships or their love stories on tv. 😂 It’s so gross.
Come now.  The Duchess of Overseas has a solution to your plight!
Simply purchase 🍌bananas & a black sharpie🖊 
Write "Ho Ho Ho!" "Merry Christmas!" and "You Are Loved!" on the bananas.  

🎄Joy ensues! Works every time, no matter how down & out one feels.🎅
🍌Thank you, Duchess of Montecito - so stunning! So inspiring!🍌



 @shannon chandler  Time for your CHILL PILL, BOT!
Incessantly whining.
 @ms. margie  The 'love story' is just an excuse for Meghan to talk and bitch again about the royal family.  Surely she realised she would not be THE most important person in it when she 
joined. This couple are feeding off each others 'victim mentality'. Give it a break Gingermegs. You won't find happiness whilst being jealous or nasty to others. Many, many others have it 
worse with extremely difficult upbringings or abusive families and never get their own way in life, go talk to someone from an orphanage or holocaust survivor. You are privileged, stop 
whingeing. We don't care.
 @shannon chandler  why aren't the Markles who have the access to private jets.
It broke my heart when she opened up about how hard she had struggled to learn the words to God Save the Queen, when, she can't remember why, but over night the words were 
changed to God Save the King !  How cruel.  How very cruel.
I remember Meghanne and Doria from da streets of LA! I see Megain still using her old thug ways lol
I’m glad Meghan and her husband are finally getting the privacy they so crave.
How long before Netflix closes the comments section?
You are abusers playing victims. You will never be liked. You will never be respected. You are human garbage.
She is just fake to the bone.
This trailer of Harry and Meghan have inspired me as an American to become a Royal one day. It's just beautiful how they started out from the slums, homeless and starving for food. Such 
an inspiration to us all
Y'all are a bunch of racist, misogynist, horrible people. I don't know how anyone can support the royal family after what was done to Dianna and now Harry Meghan that royal family is 
filled with cheaters pedophile racists etc etccc
I like how the "author" Finding Freedom knew that Markle used the outdoors as a bathroom while she & Harry were glamping. Did the "author" asked MM if she was OK after such an 
experience?
I respect the RF more for having to put up with these 2 clowns!
No one wants to see this grifter garbage. 🤮
i think the one pic with meh and hawwy and mehs hair of 1000 virgins is ever so subtlely unkemptly exposing the one eye so authentic{ what utter baalianshit}

I’ve never heard Kate or William or anyone from the royal family running down or speaking badly about Harry or Meghan even though they constantly go to the press about the RF. I really 
don’t follow the Royals or Meghan and Harry but from what I have seen it seems like Harry and Meghan are two bully’s. How can you constantly run your family down like that?  I just don’t 
understand it. I have problems with my family at times too (everyone does) but I would never even think to have a go at them in public over and over again. Yes, they have privilege but so 
does Harry and Meghan. The RF are mere humans too. They also have feelings.  Harry is not the only one who lost his mom. William was a young boy too. I’m sure he hurts over it. Meghan 
and Harry are just looking vindictive now. I think Harry is really jealous of his brother and if Harry can’t be king he’d rather burn the whole thing down.
Ladies & Gentlemen our saviors have arrived thank the good Lord Amen lets all bow down now and worship Meghan & Harry as God's gift to Humankind b/c that's what these two dipshits 
want they want Global status Global power & Global fame these two will not shut up or go away until they break us !
Personally it’s the scene where she writes a heart felt letter to Daddy dearest realising with a tear in her left eye that an email or phonecall just will not suffice as it’s far to private and 
couldn’t possibly fall into the hands of anyone who could publish it publicly showing the world what a splendiferous daughter she is and what a cruel heartless father he had been in giving 
her everything she had wanted her whole life.. 
That was such a moment of clarity for me!!
The great love story drops as they are now divorcing and living separately. We are all so over these two fakes. No one will watch this drivel
How many times we need to hear these toxic duo’s story !!!????  I knew Harry and Meghan didn’t have shame in their game but shame on you Netflix!!! Deleting my Netflix for good 
🤮🤮🤮



Comment section is exquisite. My heart gets joy from the Truth. I am from Belgium and I disliked too this video. I'm obviously not a "dangerous british jealous raciist" as all of you, one 
World. Harry and his wife are the worst human beings people can have in their family and society. 

That's why we understand the Royal Family and the new birth of love and admiration for the real and only Royals (Charles, Catherine, William,...).  

This will be entertaining; let H&M again make fool of themselves.
how the royal family treated an American princess like garbage and then wants to have us tour is a slap in the face to Americans   best of luck to harry and Meghan they actually look happy 
now that they are in  California
What a waste of money. Shame on you Netflix for helping to produce this mess.
Netflix!!! You wasted your money on these two despicable people. NOBODY cares about their story. Do everyone a favour and cut your losses. I refuse to watch anything that involves 
Hasbeen & Neverwas. including this trailer. Shame on you.
I hate when they do that 😢
😂😂😂
And guys she didn't talk like dat before 😳😂😂😂 her new fake voice is hysterical
Who’s Dianna…
 @SSTITT04  🤣
What was done to Dianna? (sic)
 @urbantree  alright pedophile racist supporters
 @SSTITT04  William the one who cheated on his wife kate his mom you know
 @Cheesecake and Coffee  LOL. Keep frothing.
 @urbantree  And yet you are on my mentions
It came out in court that Meghan did in fact 😮 provide a lot of content for Finding Freedom. She has to confess to that. Imagine that to get any truth out of her she has to be sworn under 
oath..
👏👏👏👍👍👍
Spot on Sassy Girl! You got it to a tee. He is a royal Iago, and his jealousy is unleashed. Let's hope people will see through this wicked couple, and appreciate William and Kate's dignified 
silence.
One is trash and one is class!
Oh, yes, and don't forget about the part where she says a letter will showcase her excellent calligraphy.
🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👊boom,  brilliant.
I'm amazed that she writes in some kind of other-worldly calligraphy that no one has ever seen. So authentic.
 @rt66vintage  Yes, her style is quite odd with those horizontal flourishes that are tacked on after the letter is formed and are not used consistently on the page.
No doubt they are trying to sort drama for their final season of the Crown 🙄
My left eye is weeping......
Pass me a sick bucket they look so stupid, immature & utterly nauseating. It’s a big fat NO from me!
“We want privacy, I must protect my family”  oh wait Look at us!! We made a documentary!   🤮🤮 what a joke
I love the part where they were proven right and one of camillas right hand woman and Williams god mother was fired for being a RacisT!
I love the part where Meghan orders her driver to give a backpack to a homeless man to show her son compassion, while sitting in her car. And better yet to have a reporter with her to 
document how merciful she is. And then the reporter is mysteriously fired after the article runs. Compassion in action.



The part where Megan was among the poverty stricken in Africa and cried out, “nobody has asked me how I am!” Was so stunning and brave. I’m still crying over that scene!
The moment when I found out she gave up everything in the USA and moved to Britain into a 300+-year-old cottage to be with the love of her life who is on granny's payroll I had tears in 
my left eye.

I also love the part when she teaches us, mortal clueless folks about the real meaning of words, such as privacy, archetypes, ripple effect, and truth. So inspirational for every woman in the 
world!
No!!!!!!!  Empty minds.
The broken wheel squeaks the loudest.
I was so touched by the bit where she admits she didn't invite her mother's side of family to her wedding because .........
Why lies, slander and bullying the staff, family on both sides and the Royals!!👎👎👎
If your are happy???
Disgusting that they used that image of Kate in the trailer. Harry used to be so close. No wonder she is hurt. I hope she sues but doubt she will
Terrible choice to use the piano when the world’s tiniest violin would have been far more appropriate.
OMG the drama!!
During a cost of living crisis I'm sure people are going to care about how bad a couple of multimillionaires lives are 🤷
The part where Meghan wins a gold medal in the Invictus games for the “dodging of your dying father” event
Mee-gain it's her correct name. Obviously they want privacy for themselves. The documentary and complaining shows just that. Coward and traitors to they families. Just like her daddy 
complaining and interviews for 💰 money
Truly in awe at the part where they threw $14 million at a modest house with 16 bathrooms because Archie called two trees out front mom and dad. Inspirational.
Не бритая шея принца даже на свадьбе
Boke
How was she racist?
Wait what 😂😂

 @HeyOdi  The Cut article!! The writer, Alison P. Davis, filled the brief, technically -- but was clever in directly quoting the duchess to clandestinely feature her hypocrisy (and used words 
like "saccharine") -- one of things was she mentioned how Meghan kept backpacks ready for homeless people, so that those employed by her can hand them out at her discretion. You 
can't make this up!! And the journalist who wrote this faux-puff piece this got fired, because eventually the SussexTeam realized the whole article was actually .... satire.
‘AM I NOT MERCIFUL!!’
What 🤔🤔🤔 wait??? Whatt 🤔???
Oprah 'whaaaaat' 🤣
 @HeyOdi  yeah, it happened.  Reporter was hired to interview Meghan and wrote a piece ostensibly praising Meghan but subtly critical.  I don't know if it was witnessing the backpack 
incident that did it for her her or if it was just Meghans overall attitude.  The reporter lost her job.
Isn't it wonderful to be able to spontaneously capture these compassion in action moments?  So unusual for such a PRIVATE person as MM
! 🤩
😂😂😂😂😂
 @JD  That was so fake that whaaaat  that Oprah said. Like she already knew. It was very awkward watching that.
 @SJW 57  Can you shoot me a link to the article or give me the magazine name to try to track it down myself? I'd love to read it, I'm curious to see what got the reporter fired.
 @Jay  the cut magazine article



 @Jay  use Google.
 @Abigail Rendell  Thank you! Wow, I had no idea she got fired after that!
 @JamieN  Mind your business. I didn't ask you, and the person I did ask quite nicely already responded. Be a better human, no need to stick your nose where it doesn't belong, and no 
need to call someone out for a simple and easy request. You must be a real fun person to be around.
 @Spesh Wemmick  Put yourself in their position, instead of criticizing. Or are you not human? If you’re not human and you can’t understand why this was done, watch any documentary 
about Princess Diana.
 @marita tamaritz  Read about The Cut interview and what happened to the article writer - she got fired.

 @SJW 57  What are you talking about? The reporter was fired for her racist remarks.  This is what Julie Burchill wrote on Twitter about Harry and Megan's daughter: 'What a missed 
opportunity! They could have called it Georgina Floydina!"  The tweet references George Floyd, whose murder led to Black Lives Matter protests. And calling the newborn baby girl "it." 
Love Megan or not, this was a very distasteful thing to say. It's not something a reporter can get away with with impunity.
Lady Bountiful distributing sunshine and lollipops and hope.. all the while being filmed being bountiful and rather painfully pathetic and obvious.
 @C. C.   what???whatt??
What are you talking about? This isn’t about some tweet, it’s about an article by a very smart, experienced (and black) journalist in The Cut, which is part of New York Magazine
 @GJC  It takes a special kind of simp to compare MM to Princess Diana.  MM is in it for herself.  Anyone with a pair of eye and two brain cells to rub together can see this.
 @Mano40  Yes, the "Georgina Floydina" remark was vile, and the reporter was rightfully fired.  But that isn't what I was writing about.  I was referring to a piece Allison P. Davis wrote after 
interviewing Meghan for The Cut.
 @Jay  it's an article in by Allison P. Davis in the online version of The Cut, August 29, 3022.
 @Mano40  The Article that is being referred to was in the magazine called The Cut.  It was written by Allison P. Davis who was put on 'extended leave' after the article came out.  This lady 
is a woman of colour, so where does the racism come in? I think perhaps you are getting confused. The article is still available should you wish to read it.
 @SJW 57  Thanks, SJW! I found it!
 @Jay  Unfortunately the author of the article Allison P. Davis deleted her twitter comment referencing this happening as well as all her other tweets related to Meghan/that article.  So 
you can't see her comments anymore.
 @Mano40  The reply above was referencing a different article & different author.
 @HeyOdi  yep it was the article for Cut magazine. See comment a little ways down. The reporter was a young African American woman. So much for the sisterhood. The reporter recorded 
much of what Meghan said word for word and parts of it made Meghan sound ridiculous. She also used Meghan’s Hallmark descriptions and it seems that the reporter was throwing a little 
shade. Excellent writer.
 @Jay  Happy to be of service.
 @marita tamaritz  it was during Meghan's interview with The Cut. You know, the  one where Meghan took the interviewer on the school run, as you do 🤣.
That article was pure gold - there was so much subtle shade it was fantastic. Clearly Alison Davis could see right through the BS
 @GJC    Do you mean how Diana would call the paparazzi and tell them where she would be so they could take photos?  I know, right, Smegs has to do the same thing!! How utterly 
PRIVATE of her
 @Darlene `    Actually - Smegs THOUGHT the author was throwing shade just be quoting Smegs word-for-word.  Young writer, I imagine she was naive and thought quoting her exact 
words would be best
 @KermitTheFrog  And I doubt she even met Archie.
 @SJW 57  yeah I wonder
 @Lorna Rettig  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



Very hypocritical of them to call themselves 'environmentalists' who will achieve zero carbon and then travel around in a private jet.. Meahwhile William and Kate flew from Britain to US in 
commercial flight :)
 @Mano40 that’s not the reporter she was meaning.
 @Mano40  they said the journalists you claim is racist is actually black so you're saying the journalists is racist against whites?
Literally after Archie had already taken out and eaten a muesli bar.
 @GJC  Done from jealously, hate, bitterness, money and to feed the need for adulation and attention.
There’s got to be lots of homeless people in Montecito. Do you think?
 @Jay  the article is in the Cut magazine! Reporter  after the article came out posted on her twitter she is off.
 @Jay  The CUT
Correction "the unhomed"
 @Paradise 1219  If you read my comment you would know that we are talking about two different journalists. The one I wrote about is white and racist.  But there is Google. Why don't 
you look it up?
 @Mano40  no she is speaking about Alison the reporter who wrote Meghan's Me! Me! Cut article, it didn't go down well and even her fans were critics, so all of a sudden Alison tweets 
that she has lost her job.

 @Jools Jones  I'm not confused, you can't read and interpret. I wrote about Julie Burchill, who, I repeat, wrote on Twitter about Harry and Megan's daughter: 'What a missed opportunity! 
They could have called it Georgina Floydina!"  I later read in the comments that you were talking about Allison P. Davis. I found the article she wrote and read it. It is quite offensive in tone.
 @Darlene `  A good journalist is objective, factual and impartial. She was not. She would be better off writing a novel.
 @Mano40  Why the need for the rude and aggressive tone to me "you can't read and interpret". I was merely pointing out that the article being referred to was written by Allison P. Davis. 
Now I am confused as to why you would be able to recognise an offensive tone in a journalist's writing and think [quite rightly] that is not okay , but then write in an offensive tone in your 
own comment to me and think that is okay.
 @Jay  the magazine name is The Cut, and the author is black, first name Allison....
 @Jay  The Cut Magazine
 @Lucy Acorn  making gutteral noises... 🤣
 @Allen Al  and wore a rented dress
 @Jools Jones  You are right, it' s not OK, I am sorry.
I love how manymen explains the homeless crisis in monteshitshow...
And why she's always at the ready with a backpack even though she has constant security threats.
🙄🙄🤡🤡💩💩💩🤨
As If...
 @marita tamaritz  read the Cut article.  It is laughable
 @Jay  The Cut magazine.  I think Aug or sept edition.
 @Jada Speers  with zero follow ups. I used to like Oprah, I lost an awful lot of respect foe her after that.
 @Allen Al  completely agree. MM and her team were again caught taking a private jet from an event a few days ago. These little things all add up, actions often speak louder than words. 
No integrity ...
 @Jay  That was a totally uncalled for rant on your part. You have no self awareness.
 @C. C.  my, why? was the article not obsequious enough?



 @E Dennis  Another one who needs to MIND YOUR BUSINESS. Go call out the person who stuck their nose where it doesn't belong. You internet police are pathetic. Don't you have 
anything better to do?
 @Amanda Lothian   The writer was extremely intelligent, and put across the truth of what she saw, heard from MM - so wrote with honesty. And got fired by pressure of MM.
 @C. C.  yes I read it. It was indeed a VERY subtle put down.

 @Jay  The article was in a publication called The Cut and the author was Allison P Davis. She really did have to take an unpaid "leave" after people realized the fawning prose was really 
borderline satire. You gotta read the piece and then the comments. The stans didn't even realize until they read the hilarity with which the article was met that Ailison P Davis was buying 
none of what the Duchess was selling. The even funnier part is MM clearly thought the piece was flattering at first too or she would have never ever let them publish it.
 @Donna V  it was the photos accompanying the piece which were the most hilarious aspect of it
 @Mano40  Allison P Davis had to take "unpaid leave" after the article was published. She tweeted about it. She didn't state the reason but the article coupled with the timing left little 
doubt MM or her stans caused trouble for her
 @Donna V  That is too funny! Thank you for the additional information. It's not often a reporter is willing to take a risk like that (and even less often that the satire goes over the subject's 
head and makes it to print). I admit I was a huge supporter of H&M when they first started having issues with the royal family, but as time as gone on, they have really disappointed me. 
The huge she told re: not cooperating with that book was the straw the broke the camel's back for me. (And Harry's prevarications concerning the situation as well.) They more and more 
remind me of a modern day David and Wallis.
 @Amanda Lothian  For me the most hilarious part was MM asking the author to captured her "guttural moaning"! Especially after she misused the word in an interview about Harry's 
reaction to the SCOTUS decision on Roe v Wade. Several articles were written mocking how MM used the term and them she does it again for The Cut interview but even worse...asking 
the author to transcribe her guttural moans!
 @Allen Al  Exactly...this was huge & I've since learned they've taken commercial flights before this event so it wasn't just virtue signaling.  As far as the other 2 go...their vile behavior only 
serves to strengthen the monarchy, not destroy it. These 2 have been given so much & have completely squandered it
 @Anne Te Kiri  and apparently they like granola bars and water.
 @Jay  For me it was when she announced her pregnancy at Eugenie's wedding. I knew then. I had noticed worrisome signs before, like the treatment of her father and her invitees to the 
wedding but I excused that by believing she was panicked at joining the Family and didn't want anything to go wrong. How wrong I was. 

The Eugenie thing took a special kind of attention seeking even though I'm not one to make a huge fuss about "the bride's day" but that was over the top as was wearing the heavy coat 
she knew would invite speculation. Too Machiavellian by half for my tastes. I knew immediately that she was not only a narc but a malignant narc of the Dark Triad type. She is screwed up 
in the head and Harry isn't much better

Glad you provide the link and background. The writer did a fine job showing us a little of the "real" Meghan
 @Lucy Acorn  oh no Lucy. Allison Davis knew exactly what she was doing and she was masterful at it! She wove shade and incredulity through the entire piece. She’s a damn fine writer. 
Most people took a couple of readings to realize what she was doing. 
She saw right through Markle’s pretentiousness. Markle can’t reconcile herself that a huge chunk of people have met fake humanitarian virtue signaling faux feminists before. Once seen 
they are hard to mistake for anything else. That interview will live on as one of the all time best take downs ever 😂
 @Mano40  oh you mean a “good journalist” like Oprah who did none of that? Meghan has never agreed to any interview where a journalist  had the ability to be objective or factual. The 
only interviews she done were PR pieces where the journalist recites the spin she feeds them. How naive are you? Impartial my @ss. 😂😂😂



 @Donna V  Just read back your own comments on Davis' writing. On how she deliberately ridiculed Megan. I saw you really liked the part about Megan's guttural moaning. You'll be 
hearing more moaning from Davis soon, because she's currently writing a book called Horny, which is about "trying to have sex during a time when it’s weird to have sex". In 2020, she 
wrote about her experience of being in a male strip club. In an interview with Goop Gwyneth, she gave her views on the best vibrators, sexual awakening and better orgasms.
Congratulations on your taste, she is indeed an excellent writer.
 @Mano40  I thought all you Markle stans were “sex positive “? Frankly, I don’t care what she’s into personally. What I enjoyed was the fact that she cleverly conveyed her opinion that 
Markle was neither sincere nor genuine. She did it so subtly so that those reading were initially convinced the author was serious. Some of us though immediately knew much of what she 
wrote was tongue in cheek. I appreciated her skill. Meghan would never have given her approval to publish the article if her disapprobation wasn’t disguised. What does that indicate about 
Meghan that she needs to control her image and an author so stringently? It says to me, she is exactly like I believe her to be: fake and busy crafting an image that she’s paying big money 
to sell to a gullible public. So yes 👍 you are correct that this young woman she assumed was an ally simply because of her demographics, saw through the façade. It gives me hope that 
we are not so locked into identity politics that we can’t tell good from bad
 @Donna V  I can assure you that I am not sex-positive, nor even a fan of Megan Markle. In my opinion, she has a lot of flaws, just like everyone else.  That assumes she has given and 
received. But yes, I do believe that she was hurt by words, looks, disdainful attitudes, which can be extremely hurtful. In fact, even when all seemed well around her, I was reading 
malicious articles and comments about her.  When the situation got worse, Harry and she offered to move to a Member State of England to perform duties for the Royal Household, for a 
salary of course. They were refused. It was for these grievances that they took revenge. 
You can be angry at people for something, but to gloat and hate as much as you and others do in these comments is sickening.

 @Mano40  btw, the mean comments serve an important purpose. They let people like Netflix know how the majority of the world feels about the couple. We will not buy anything they 
are associated with, we will not support any cause their name is attached to and we will not support any company that gives them a platform. We do that not merely because we don’t like 
them but because we believe they are malignant and have malign intentions. There aren’t many ways we can speak our truth to power but we certainly can with our dollars 💵
It has always floored me that they weren’t universally panned for that. Talk about the privileged being tone deaf ..
 @Katie King  yes just after meeting young girls who had been raped and had limbs blown off she’s such an angel an angle of hell

😆😆 the comments are so much better than what this will be!
 @Katie King  the palace sorted it out that they would not be panned for it. They had very good representation, until thry bullied the staff.
Are you being sarcastic Kris?
 @Terry Gidzinski  I read the comments yesterday and came back today to get fresh daily doze of laugh :))))
 @Terry Gidzinski  I know!  Christmas came early and Netflix is gifting us.  It's like they know the Turkey they have on their hands. It's a parody.
But only crying in your left eye amiright?
😭😭😭
Ajjajaja su mejor actuación hasta el momento, casi le creo🙊
 @Oksana Smakovska  Seriously: Someone should pick out all the best comments on here and put them together in a YouTube upload. It would definitely get over a million hits.  One could 
use the same photos as the ones used in the dreadful trailer as background.  Any volunteers out there for doing this?  I keep thinking of that phrase when I read about the Gruesome 
Twosome and how people ridicule them: "Revenge is sweeter far than flowing honey."
All this bish cares about is her damn self
 @Oksana Smakovska  me too! Makes me feel better
 @Sam Mc  and only one tear
This is the one that confirmed all my thoughts of her as a narcissist. It was so clearly tone deaf and I knew all she saw was herself and was very manipulative.



 @Kim-Maree Hardman  that little speech was the end for them - they never came back from that.  Quickly left for Vancouver and then returned to declare they were leaving.  I still believe 
they were fired.
 @Katie King  probably because the rest of the universe lives in reality where any parent who's child was potentially in danger could sympathize. Or because their universe is not the 
delusional one you live in?
In your left eye right ?? R I G H T ?
the part where she yelled at them to 'just eat' to cure hunger sent shivers down my spine, tbh
Me too left eye mostly
the reason no one asked how she was, is because frankly my dear... no one gives a damn....
From the left eye, it goes without saying
😂😂 so true!!
😂😂 
 @Neil Aspinall    Yes, she is
 @Sam Mc    😅😅😅
 @Bo Parks    THERE WAS NO FIRE in the nursery in Africa.  Their rent-a-baby was always safe
 @Neil Aspinall  we would hope that was said completely facetiously 😆
Sat having my morning cofee and laughing out loud at that comment. Sorry neighbours.  Indeed , unimaginable bravery . Mere medals wouldnt and couldnt have have sufficed. Meghan 
Superzero.
I would do ANYTHING for her to read these comments!  They are HILARIOUS and so spot on!!!!
"Nobody has asked her how she is" lmfao, she wanted to be away from her own family. To the point the world knows what a liar and narcissistic she is
She cried all the way back to Frogmore and £2.5 mil renovations; the indignity of it all. 😂
 @Dale Moore  someone needs to design an emoji with one tear in its left eye
Exactly.
ROFL
 @Oksana Smakovska  me too 😊 I cannot remember when I've laughed so hard! These comments are priceless 🤣🤣🤣‼
 @Neil Aspinall if you have to ask, maybe this isn’t the right place for you 🙄
 @Caroline KELLY  Caroline, she reads everything written about her. It’s been said she Google’s herself every hour. She will be reading all these comments, probably tearing her (weave) 
hair out and smashing everything in her housing unit.
 @Gillian Redfearn  😢😥. Wrong eye but this is all they have.  😂
 @Grandma Murg …her housing unit 😂😂😂💀 brilliant!!
This was when Meghan was first revealed to me. How could she suffer so much and it not have been noticed? Made me cry, one tear, left eye.
 @Caroline KELLY  
Let's hope Mad Meg's Nemesis, the Beautiful Catherine Princess of Wales gets to read all these comments at her leisure, once safe back at home in the UK with her adorable children and 
Prince William.
Left eye getting damp just thinking about it.
Only out of your LEFT eye!
 @Jahn Kaplank  🤣🤣🤣😆
 @Schay  🤣🤣🤣😆



 @Grandma Murg  her housing unit! 🤣😂😆 Oh lort it hurts to laugh this hard! The Harkles are sofa king ridiculously, narcissisticly tone deaf - it’s “bonkers”! Hoo! 🤣  Meghan, QEII 
survived a fire at Windsor Castle, helped clean up the mess and carried on her engagements, you silly bint. 😢<— one tear, right eye
Maybe find the context before shouting crap like this. She was saying this as a teary response to a reporter asking her how she is.
 @J P  I believe  The Royal Rogue (aka The Body Language Guy) made such a video. It's pretty good! I'm sure there will be many more.
 @Gillian Redfearn  There is one: 😪
 @Denise Carpenter  😪
 @Gillian Redfearn  🥲
😂
Fiction!! she's a d lister no surprise other than bozo Harry fell for it😂
Someone needs to create a new emoji with one tear, left eye
They was no poverty striken South Africans you mutherfucker ignant westerner
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @J P  ..The views on here are all for the hilarious comments 🤣😆
 @JennyaviLA  and then told Oprah, it was a little cottage!
I also love the part where they stayed in a "housing unit". Poor them. 😿
 @Terry Gidzinski  loving the comments that it’s not just me detests them👍
Let me guess... left eye?!
 @Jessy Hayward  that reporter Tom is Harry's pal. Don't act like that interview wasn't rehearsed.
Please tell me this is sarcasm!
It just showed how self centred she is. She will do anything to get the attention on her even if that means throwing those in extreme poverty under the bus
Are you crying from your left eye?
Only a narcissist would care more about herself than starving poor children.
 @c.l. m.  a psychopath more like
Presumably from your left eye.
Lmao 😂
Treason sold their soles with a pack of lies to gain a coin!
All distraction away from the children the truth coming out her kids are not from her body!
The cuck and the c*nt.
😢
That old housing unit?  Worse than The Projects!
That is wickedly funnyx
And JudasHarry won Gold too with "dodging your dying Grandfather AND Grandmother event's 🥇🥇
😂😂😂😂
That story is particularly cringe, isn’t it?? 😂
I still think child protection should make visits at their place. It´s creepy that a kid calls 2 trees that are connected at, what would be, their lower middle mum and dad. Are they incapable of 
closing their bedroom door or are they practising making babies everywhere?🤮
🤣🤣🤣🤣 omg
Wow 🤣🤣🤣



Archie? Archie who?
 @Suzanne Singh  you know those two plastic dolls she brings out for photos sometimes....Archieficial and his sister Lilibucks 🤣🤣🤣
 @D Z 🎉🎉🎉
Those trees have probably been much better parents up to now!!
As I can’t see the amount of dislikes we need a regular ratio update please if someone would be so kind? 🎉
The part where all of you bitter b’s are gonna watch anyway. 🎉
The best part is when Meghan piles on the bronzer for certain events.

OK...my turn😛
I love that part when Harry says he loved his late Queen Elizabeth as her grandmother YET he and his Z class actress wannabe 🤥wife gave a restless last 2yrs of late Queen Elizabeth.
You guys are financially independent  considerate adults whom yearns nothing,but privacy and no media whatsoever!

I feel You,it must be hard🥺
Lmfaoooooo she really waited the death of Lizzy to do all of this ohhh the attention seeking 😭😭😭💀💀💀
I sincerely hope there is a documentary series about narcissism, lead by psychologists and real victims, too, somewhere in the pipeline after this.
I love the one where she's crying , apparently, but he throws his head back. Hilarious - like he's  thinking FFS not again love
I felt so sorry for Willam and kite , also same time support them with billions love. ❤they have our respect, but MM has nothing from us
One trick ponys . Once the slander is gone what is left?
Dislike profusely 😂
I really enjoyed their family closeness - on ALL sides.
What a load of Hollywood melodrama the actress and the village idiot, surely people won't be sucked into this bs by these two desperate grifters, there is a real world out there, where 
people are struggling to survive not wingeing and whining like spoilt brats living in absolute luxury.
Both of them = gross!
I can’t imagine anything more boring than listening to some narcissistic grifter who landed an unstable royal for monetary gain.
Very private couple…
The Opray interview contained nothing but lies so why would I watch this rubbish ?  It will be just full of lies.
The part where she blows up the shark and saves all of the citizens of Amityville, a single tear from my left eye fell
More drama!!!
The part where she washed harry's toupee on a boil wash instead of delicate and made him cry.
This is hilarious!  Did Netflix know they were doing a comedy show with these two ingrates?
115k as of right now...
That I would watch! Narcissistic abuse - they could use the Harkles as examples
That was my thought too! His body language says "I'm so blooming fed up with this woman, gosh, how can I escape?"
😂😂😂 that's EXACTLY how I saw that myself!
👍👍👍
🤣🤣🤣🦈
Hahahahahaha
I wonder if they did. They left the comment session open. Which is moe entertaining than the video 😂



Bugger  off, we all have had enough of their stories.  Change the record
The sweetest part was when Harry said he was so concerned about his grandma and wanted to make sure she had the right people around her.  Then he refuses to visit her just prior to her 
death.  I guess he realized he wasn't the right person to be around her -without a netflix camera crew in tow.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Frankly Netflix, who cares?
The part where Meghan flew down anonymously on a commercial airline to a state in which she had no connections to give generously to victims of an unspeakable tragedy and made sure 
there were no photographers to record the event and then quietly bankrolled food and shelter in local hotels for families just--well, I felt the earth move.

Oh jesus! Dum an dummer play the victim card. This is not a documentary, it’s reality tv, really bad one. Rachel cannot act, and Ginger has sold her mom, dad and brother for money. This is 
a psychological study of stupid self centered narcissistic people. Thank God the spare is the spare - such a stupid reign would absolutely be the last  king of the country.
“When the stakes are this high”
What stakes? My God, I worked with refugees before and they complained far less about their lives than Harry and Meghan.
The part where Meghan sees a homeless man on the street and graciously pulls her Range Rover into the bike lane so she can grab one of the “just-in-case-I-see-a- homeless-in-montecito” 
snack backpack out of her shiny SUV to give to the poor, hungry man. She’s wonderfully brave for rolling down her window  to throw that dirty homeless man a sack. I shed a tear out of my 
left eye.

Hard pass. These two aren’t victims and if the RF is so awful, then drop the titles and go out and get real jobs. We don’t need or want them setting up a pseudo-monarchy in the US.
H&M are disgusting
Allllllllllll the haters gonna run their mouth.. But they know they will be watching📺👀💯.... Megan living in their head RENT FREE💯😁... Megan keeps winning 😂😂🤣. This IS the 
definition of  use your HATERS as your MOTIVATORS 😝😂
Let us think do we want to hear from you again and again nope shall be cancelling Netflix
The part when Meghan said she's "only one plane or car crash away from becoming the Queen" still gives me chills. 
What a Woman! 😲 What a show! Netflix, seriously, you outdid itself!
When will this harpy go away...and Megan too.
The part where Meghan mentions stakes being high. 

It’s so powerful that I, as a mere mortal, still don’t understand what stakes she’s referring to. Oh I’ve been in tears for hours. Just so moving and beautiful.

These two are pathetic and Netflix is disgusting for supporting them. Not watching the trailer, it will make me barf. Just here to down vote. Can’t wait til Netflix is completely bankrupt.
Disgusting pair
the only way they could have signposted Catherine more obviously as the baddie is if they had CGIed her on a broomstick in a hurricane
Why did they want to make this reality show? Money and revenge.
And why still call herself duchess? Probably, because sounds more Fancy even if IT was a gift  from the ugly total family.
spot on
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
👏👏👏👏👏👏definitely spot on
Honey. At least TRY and say something original. The 14k comments kinda suggest it's you that might be wrong, not to mention the 112K of thumbs down. You might need to reset your 
moral compass as it's clearly outta whack with humanity.



Oh hell no I won't be watching this crap.
I didn't even watch this video. I only came here for the comments 😂
Compassion in action
Only someone as vile as her would even consider such an evil comment!
Ew are you kidding me?
 @Joy C  What is with the stewpid emojis sugar lump?????   MM is raw evil to so much as think this, let alone verbalize it!!
😂😂😂😂😂
did she really say this in the trailer or film? because I refuse to watch a single second of the duo
 @SR Hech  I don't know if it was in the trailer or the film but it was said at Kensington palace, I believe, when they were still in the UK that she and hazbeen were only "one and crash away 
from the throne". It was reported and apparently recorded.
 @SR Hech  Supposedly she said this to someone she was seated next to at an event. The Queen had wanted William to stop flying his family by helicopter; one crash and we would have to 
hear "Queen Meghan."
 @L G 

aAe you kidding me right now? But on the other hand, does it surprise us?
 @L G  
?
 @Commentator  Sorry responding to another comment. 

No it doesn't surprise us.
That lost me too! Could it be some sort of vegan reference? 😶🙄😊
Maybe she meant the price of steak?  So powerful of her to be concerned about steak when the rest of us can only afford ground beef.
 @CMTHFAF  yes! She meant the steaks are so high!
Omg guys drugged steaks??? How inspirational!!
Brilliant! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
The grilling steaks, where she shows the skills of her mind, not a b1mbo or anyrhing
@kateMiles are those tears flowing from just one eye? The left eye. 🤣
She wasn't saying stakes  she was saying steaks. This planet loving vegan was referring to that sexy BBQ advert she did for the men's magazines years ago and how she couldn't reach the 
steaks so had burgers instead. Very brave of her to tell her truth like this
 @Tee Mac  so so brave. I mean her husband fought in a war but my gosh I just can’t believe how brave SHE is for sharing ‘her truth’ about steaks
 @JD  just the left. Crying from both eyes so so common. But left eye crying makes me feel so amazing about myself, but even moreso amazing about Meghan and how brave she is in this 
world of common crying
 @Kate Miles  carnivores are killing the planet. She is bravely speaking out. She's the Linda McCartney of the 2020s
What can we say obviously Me gain wants to have her steak and eat it too.
In the filmed interview from South Africa, Harry declared every flash of the camera triggered and traumatized him. Not so much now, eh Harry, as long as you and your greedy wife  are 
paid millions?!Ugggh, you’re both so transparent and vile.
I love the part when they tell us worldwide how to be 'green' travellers to save the planet and jump on a private jet several times a year.
It warmed my heart I simply turned the heating off.



I'm trying to figure out if their 'kindest' moment was when they did the Oprah lie fest while Harry's grandfather was on his deathbed, or if they were a tad bit more on the kind side when 
they refused to visit Harry's own grandmother just prior to her death.
Two most disgustingly vile human beings. The RF should now stop this never complain, never explain mantra. Bring law suits against these traitors. They should give back every penny KC 
spent on their spectacle of a wedding as she ungraciously put it. They are so toxic. We just don’t need this especially with the hardship the world is experiencing.
Royals don’t do documentaries! They did this documentary for money and they are starving for attention.
This better be a musical.
I'm giggling like Renfield at these comments.
Funniest part was when Meghan asked only if Harry was nice.

If the BRF is racist Rachel... why do want to keep the titles of a racist institution? You claim they are racist but want those titles so bad. You were and are nothing without the titles.
This is the stupidest thing I have watched in a long time. I can't stand these two losers.
Trash coming soon.
One of my favorite parts was when she was first starting dating Harry while living with her boyfriend.  So romantic
The part where Meghan was doing all public engagements without getting paid! Such a selfless act! mother Teresa herself couldn’t do it 🙏
So glad I’ve canceled my Netflix subscription
Meghan, the stakes are NOT high, no one cares about you and the husband. It makes no sense to hear the story from you, because you’re both liars and act like spoiled children. No one 
cares, and Netflix is going to lose a bundle of money over you.
Don't care about these two but the comments are gold
The part where they live off money from people they spit in their faces all the time.
Is aaaalll  about this comment section for me !! Y’all made my day .. my feed got infected by these two good for just a show trailer … but y’all made it all better  thank you !!
This is just..😒
Best part was when the Queen told Meghan to wear a hat for an official outing, and Meghan refused exposing her royal baldness for all to see.
Or maybe it is the part when his grandmother was dying and the family (PW, PE, and others) tried to get there before she died, but H delayed the flight saying M should come too, but KC 
said no.  And the people on the plane didn't get there in time to say good bye. Real tear left eye.
Let's be clear. This is reality show. It's not a documentary. The comments have turned it into a mockumentary though. 😂
 @urbantree  Mockumentary! 🤣 I'm dying! 😂🤣😂
Judging from the comments, I'm leaning towards comedy.
After meeting him in Canada and then flying to England to stalk him down. Gotta love that 'blind date' that never happened.
And named their daughter after the matriarch of this racist institution.
And while having it off with Rory McIlroy at the same time ...😏  Her diary juggling skills are truly amazing!
 @Julie Hyde Mew  and one of her producers, allegedly.
I call that brave..😢
😂😂😂👏👏👏👏👏👏👏😉
Another really romantic gesture was when she destroyed all the photos and videos of her wedding to Trevor.
Thanks Netflix I'll be subscribing just to watch this. love the way people are having tantrums over it just like they did with the crown.. We'll done Netflix. Keep it coming. We now know 
Meghan was tell ing the truth about her time with those lot.
The part where Harry nuzzles Meghan's bosom and says, "Are you my mom?"



Whose stake is high, Meghan Markle's?  Was she someone famous or a good actress or the world was losing out on somebody great? So who was going out with nothing? It was her, not 
Harry! She uprooted and made him a vagabond. He has lost everything. She has gained mkre than she could ever dream of. But ya know Meghan dear, time is very cruel. The kind of 
destruction youare trying to bring, time will  get back to you with every quarter and penny. Just an FYI. 👎👎👎👎👎
Kind of want to watch this just to see how trashy it is, but on the other hand, I don’t think I could subject myself to that amount lies.
He needs to address he's mother's murder as well by the people he trusted
I love the part where Megain Markle pretends she's pregnant and some people believe the kids/dolls are real! So brave and heroic to pull that off.
He needs to address he's mother's murder as well by the people he trusted
2 lazy fake royal try to be famous by selling their stupid story 🤣😅🙊🙈
These two are disgusting a total disgrace to the royal family, jealousy and dishonesty is the only thing that shines out of these two souls. So much for a quiet life out of the media spotlight!! 
What an absolute joke Harry and Meghan are, but the most important thing is anyone with half a brain cell will see this for what it really is, a lot of lies and playing the victims and lots more 
of the same. 
Let’s support the real royals, not Harry and Meghan the traitors.
video has 15k likes & 111k dislikes at this moment. dont let the hidden dislikes button fool you.
Oh, those poor dears. I mean the gall of Daddy to cut him off in his late thirties. 

However is one supposed to stay in Hermes blankets and I’ll fitting clothing without Daddy’s money? Thank goodness Diana was able to leave behind some of Daddy’s money that she got 
from her divorce. I’m sure they would have ended up living on the streets. We should all pray for them. 
I mean it’s so dire that she had to have a cry about her condition and her terrible life while on a tour of one of the most poverty stricken places on Earth.
Social climber Pinocchio is a destructive invasive species.
Hairy & MeAgain from MonteSHITo. I just puked in my mouth!
Came to read all the haters in the comments …. Dame so many of you shouldn’t of survived covid - think covid tried but your hate was the your own vaccine 😂😂😂😂
The moment Meagain kissed covid patients on their forehead brought tears to my right eye. She s so beautiful. The true princess and real queen of people's heart. Megan, we love you. 
Heirich you re also in our hearts.
The best part of this vid  are the comments . Take that in your face netflix
What are Netflix doing?  I’ll be dumping them.
It really is a storm in thimble!
Why just why… but I do need a good laugh.
🤮🤮🤮🤢🙄
14k in the comments and 112k giving thumbs down beg to differ...
The murder where she'd fired all her royal protection officers, called the paps herself, got into a car with a drunk driver and didn't fasten her seat belt? That murder? Gotcha.
 @urbantree  the queen stipped her off her royal title that would have protected her from this ,she would have proper royal security in Paris
 @Luke Smith  Once again. Diana wasn't 'stipped' of her royal protection officers. She voluntarily fired them herself and was using Fayed provided security who were woefully ill equipped 
for the job. Had she not fired her RPOs, she would be alive today b/c they would NEVER have let her get in that car and never without using the seat belt. She also called the paps herself. 
Back in your swamp.
15k people have been living under a rock though! That is extraordinary and deserves it’s own documentary!
 @K K  Woke is protected at all cost over  at Netflix..would never happen 😂but i like your thinking!
115k now....
 @urbantree  117k now....



Especially since Daddy didn't cut him off. That was just one of their lies.

"Daddy, I want to move out and become financially independent."
"OK son, off you go"
Sobbing:
"Look, people, how cruel my Dad is, I must pay rent for the house where I moved to!"
Jesus, God. Enough already!
How many times can we hear the same side to the same story?!?!

Some of these comments though!  😂Y’all are the true gems!
Why did you want to make this documentary? 
It's the $100 million, stupid.
Harry and Meghan who?
Word on your street says you to are headed for DIVORCE
Cringe 🙄🙄🙄
Really made me laugh when Meghan told Harry she was fluent in French.   He didn't know she meant French kissing.
She truly is as common as dirt 🤣
Narcissistic Meghan is at it again. For someone that hates the royals and wants privacy she sure can't stop to being a clout chaser. 21k likes vs 264k dislikes sums the consensus about these 
toxic people :text-green-game-over:
What even are these comments? The fact that they’re all criticizing Meghan is so telling how messed up our society is.
I am so deeply moved by this couple's commitment to living their private lives by leaping in front of every camera that hoves into view.
Nothing says "we are private people" like a tawdry, navel-gazing bore-fest on Netflix.
I  like the part when Harry told people that his family was the family Meghan never had.  I almost peed myself laughing about that one.
No thanks - just more lies to add to the pile -  Meg being a nasty, manipulative, grifter - we'd be happy to never hear from either of them again - boring self serving professional victims - 
get a life.
Just a bunch of attention seekers. Saddos 😂
I’m here for the comments! 🤣🤣 15k likes and 104k dislikes at time of writing my faith in mankind is being restored! Glad people see these two ungrateful, ungracious people for what 
they are! Their tale of “woe is me” isn’t going to cut it as they lord it in their $14mill Montishitshow mansion when people can’t afford to heat their homes and put food on the table! I 
hope this backfires spectacularly on them!
Lo lindo de todo esto es que ellos pueden ser una pareja NORMAL como muchas otras, abrazarse , tomarse fotos como ellos quieran y ser LIBRES por fin.
Cried when Meghan showed me how to make ninja stars with metal and pure strength in her hands. She also made me lose it when she showed me what to do when I drop a stitch while 
knitting.  Thank you
I tried to get the crown off my saved watch but for some reason it wouldn't go, a bit like M hanging on to her title ?  Anyway I want Netflix to know I will never watch anything with MM in 
it.   In fact they should know that's why they have lost so many customers, nothing to do with the price, I have definitely contemplated ending my contract with them , but decided to stay , 
only as long as I don't have to look at the dastardly duo.
Wow.. you all sound miserable! Have you guys done anything to contribute to the world? Besides talk crap megan?? Any takers?!?! How about we all keep our unwanted opinions to 
ourselves k? K!
Cancelled Netflix for good. Cannot stand H&M any longer. Neutral no longer. Take away their Titles no one here in USA will call them Duke and Duchess.



Toxic wasters!
Netflix subscription cancelled - reason: Harry & Meghan
😂😂😂😂😂
What makes Meghan untouchable? 

They could have lived a private life as they promised they would ... nobody would talk about them. But that's not an option for Meghan, I guess 😂
You're clearly not a fan of satire. When presented with the ridiculous, the best option is to ridicule it.
That was when everyone in the UK thought she was an orphan, poor thing... instead of having a very large family who she suddenly dropped like hot potatoes the moment she got that 
engagement ring (which she pretended to like) on her finger.
Why would he take a girl to his  family that are allegedly rcist?  Doesnt make any sense
 @Mer Mcd none of their stories do. I hope people don’t watch their lies filled reality show
I particularly liked the fact that she had told exactly the same story to Trevor.
Nobody wants to stop that. We want them to stop lying, pi$$ing on our royal family, and us , and continue their pathetic lives QUIETLY!!!
Methane Markle hasn't shut the f k up since the Opera interview. You already gave your side (full or proven lies) so what the hell are you talking about. Pair of elder abusers. Had they 
gotten their way (half in/half out) there would have never been any complaints about racism. This is 2 spoiled manipulative narcissists throwing a tantrum.
Disastrous decision, taken out of spite. Beginning of the end I think.
🤮
I love the part where Catherine and William have to protect their family from Harry and Meghan
“No one knows what happens behind closed doors”
And, actually, no-one gives a shit either...
He's a she and so is LOLA
We are all crying fake tears from our left eyes for these rent a royals from moneshiteshow. Poor little handbag and hussy. Liars, grifters, low rent celebrity wannabes. Who tf cares, really? 
Netfix is about to get markled.🤣🤣🤣
😴😴😴
Love the part where the man's wearing a leather mask and leash. Gave me chills. The wrong kind.
she is the most despicable woman . She is destroyed her family, used her poor father along with all the boyfriend , lovers, and ex husbands in her life … all got used and milked dry. she 
abused THE ELDERLY PRONCE PHILIP, HER MAJ AND HER FATHER WHILE IN THE HOSPITAL . SHE MAKES ME VOMIT
The part where they turn down an invitation from Her Majesty to join her at Balmoral, then the queen passes and the huge crocodile tear from Megain.
Really looking forward to watching this! The most influential, impactful and relatable royals. But Netflix please can you remove all the bots paid for by the royal family, who are 
commenting in the same fashion over and over again. It's so obvious that it's laughable
Meghan Cosplaying as a poc to sell her brand of victimhood to make a buck. You forgot to spray tan the neck and legs
I really enjoyed the part when Harry said the flicks of cameras brought back terrible memories and he felt like he was in a cage.  
I'm so happy he doesn't have to deal with that anymore and has such a nice private life.



What is the difference between  “my truth” on Oprah Winfrey and this about “who is best to tell our story”. She wouldn’t know the truth, if she jumped in the air and one of her dogs bit 
her in the butt! I’m so glad that I got rid of Netflix, they are complicit, in all of this drivel, to take attention away from, the real Royal’s Prince William & Princess Catherine’s visit to Boston 
for the Earthshot Award, The true humanitarian’s who are forever supporting and donating real money to those in need. They NEVER take anything for themselves. Also, when Harry left 
the Army, he didn’t do what his brother did but wanted to use all the training he had been taught when he was in the Military. He used his helicopter skills flying for the Air Rescue and 
Ambulance Service for 2 years. Every penny of his salary was put into the Royal Foundation to help other causes! He requested permission from our late Queen, to have sometime to use 
his skills, helping people and could he please delay taking up his Royal duties, she granted him 2 years. He saw many distressing things during this time, particularly if he was transporting, 
young children to hospital who were seriously ill or injured. He saved the lives of people stranded or injured, in places that could not be gotten to by land! I don’t think realise exactly how 
much Prince William has contributed to causes. He’s even spent a night sleeping rough on the streets, to gain an understanding what these people suffered, which is why he’s passionate 
about help the cause! Meanwhile, his brother was running around nude in Las Vegas, playing strip poker!
OMG why? Didnt they want to get away from the spotlight and here we are again.... so annoying
The part when Meghan exhumed the corpse of Michael Jackson and together they solved all the problems of the world and mars!  and even Neptune!
This is ridiculous. Netflix you paid them millions... for this? They already went on Oprah and where is that interview now? Wiped from internet. I wonder what “new revelations” we will 
learn from this series. These two focus on toxic behaviour, airing dirty laundry on their families, and bullying. Don’t give them any platform to continue dividing society and bait racism - 
shame on you for trying to make money off of this and playing their game.
This narcissistic lovefest with the intention to gaslight people made me cancel my Netflix membership.
Ummm, no thanks.  Had just resubbed to Netflix prior to this coming out.  I am thinking they spent MILLIONS on this doc when that money could have been better spent on programming 
of SUBSTANCE.  Very disappointed in Netflix for going through with this.
We are real people who don't like the no good, self-serving, boring, hollow, talentless, soulless, heartless, unloyal, not royal disgusting narcissist and her traitor simp husband. WE are 
allowed to have OUR opinions.. A disgrace to his friends, family and country! It's so obvious you don't have a brain 🧠 that works.
Hi Im from Vietnam and I AM not a bot! we hate her here 😂
My favorite part is when Harry carefully and thoughtfully designed her engagement ring and she had it immediately updated.  So sweet
Rubish and lies.
I loved the part where Meghan heroically marched up and down outside the Daily Mail offices just so their photographers could feel that they had true purpose in life, got me right in the 
feels
I loved the part where Harry was helping Meghan apply her self-tanner before the Jubilee. It really showed them living in their truth and was so so SO deeply, gutterally and archetypically 
inspirational.
These two are dishonest, despicable liars. What a waste of money, Netflix.
Kids nowadays should really listen to their parents 
- Stay away from sHe-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.
Tell me you were scammed for millions of dollars by a couple of grifters without telling me you were scammed by a couple of grifters.

Netflix: this trailer
I will not watch more malicious lies from Meghan and Harry.  The horrible Oprah interview was enough lies from these two ungrateful despicable people!
When I grow up, I want to be a feminist just like Meghan: give BJs in low rate movies, cover myself in bronzer to look 43% Nigerian, and marry a dimwit white dude with inheritance! So 
inspirational     🙏
This will be a nice FICTIONAL film
What a load of bollocks!!!!



the royal cringe
That part where Megan is in the classic "It's a Wonderful Life" and rescues George Bailey's brother instead of George doing it - changed entire movie
Recollections may vary.
How can one woman be so out of touch with how she is perceived by the rest of the world?! 😂
There was me feeling a bit sorry for myself battling cancer for the second time and almost dying with the chemo. Little did I know the struggles Harry and Meghan have endured.
I feel truly humbled and ashamed of my self pity. May God forgive me. 🙏
The fact that they think all of this matters to the average population. We don’t care!!! Humans have real problems. 😅😂 Also who bashes their own family on an international platform? 
Disgusting people that’s who. No matter what anyone says IT IS NOT CLASSY AT ALL.
It's interesting to see a lot of sour people commenting yet they would be watching on Netflix. Hypocrisy in motion.
Harry and Meghan ❤❤
The part where Meghan and Harry are kissing in their very expensive kitchen while in a ball gown or something.  It's so moving. (What a coincidence a photographer was there.) No one on 
Earth has ever been more in love!  Such a love story!  I cried for days!
LOL. He knew she was a keeper right there and then.
I liked that part too!  A true gesture of love to change the ring you gushed about when you got engaged.
 @Anne Wright  yes true love lol
This was the first news item about her that made me go “who would be that rude to their partner?”
his tearful efforts.  and true love.  Seeing that scene made me want to make a lemon olive cake.🍋😢😢🥲
YES!!! How CRUEL is that? Your fiancé designs a ring for you and you spit it back in his face by redesigning it. Meghan was trouble for the Royal Family from Day ONE.
😂😂😂😂😂
I bet some of Diana's jewels have ended up in a pawn shop on the last Vegas strip!
Yeah, when she had previously gushed about how much she LOVED IT during the engagement interview, while Harry was proudly explaining all the thought he put into it! How many others 
knew immediately that she was faking and didn't like it at all actually, and was going to jazz it up with more diamonds as soon as possible after they were married?
She also made changes to bigger diamonds on the eternity ring Harry gave her after Archie was born
Yes, and used his money to do it
 @True Mac  LOL
Might send it back as yet, through the post
Watching harry sitting there made me think of this quote by Mark Twain:  "Why do you sit there, looking like an envelope with no address on it?
But remember at their engagement interview how she said "and he designed it himself" in exactly the same tone one uses with a toddler
This one is classic.
After fake gushing over it in their engagement interview, of course Lily Jo!
what she really deserved was the ring pull from a can of Schlitz.
And made it look like the ring she Fedex'd back to her ex husband
And still wears her husband #1 (or #2) Cartier bracelet
 @2 Pekes  aww to be fair, Harry was the cruel one by only including 3 diamonds. He should have known that she deserved more
 @Sue Price  😁😁😁
 @MittyKitty  Ohhhh I love that!
She wanted an emerald from Diana’s choker. 😊
 @Irish Rose they never got Diana’s jewels. Just the two side diamonds in Meghan’s engagement ring, which were from Diana’s tennis bracelet.



 @Mini Haha  it was a joke
 @Irish Rose  Oh, I get it, but I just like adding to the wealth of information
 @Mini Haha  it's all good. The comments on here are hilarious 🤣🤣
I wonder if that ring will end up in a FedEx envelope 🤔
 @Caroline Owens  When they were introducing Archie to the press after his birth, she used that EXACT tone to say she had the two best guys in the world. Made me wonder which of 
them she was planning to change up ASAP.
 @1+1=2 not 3  not this one!this one will end up in a pawn shop!
 @Irish Rose  well, she wanted to be seen on Pawn Stars, she's a world renowned actress ya know.
And Harry was so Happy that she did change it because he knew she deserved better and he had let William have the Engagement Ring his mother had from their Father for Catherine 
because he loved her too and she would be Queen one day as his Mother had wanted to be but her was just a poor boy until he got the inheritance from the trust funds and that  would 
not last long if his family did not give him lots more money.
 @Mini Haha  Harry did let her have items of personal jewellery but most of the famous jewels were only on loan from the queen. There was a big who ha once when Fergie took emeralds 
on loan in hand luggage on a plane and they went missing!
 @Mer Mcd  very much doubt she’ll send that back through the post, more likely to flog it
So  ungrateful and un loving. Insane  a guy hits you a million dollars ring and your insulting thanks Is  to re design it. 
Not normal or good way to start a relationship
 @Fluer  it was cruel of Princess Harry her wife to make it smaller than the Kardashians rings
Oh, Harry, it’s beautiful. I wouldn’t change it for the world…but could we just exchange the platinum for yellow gold…oh, and and maybe change the stone from square cut to pear 
shaped… and make it three times bigger? Oh, **** it, let me pick my own from Cartier.
 @Yvonne Wiggins  Only the two side stones were given her. She has no other jewelry/jewels belonging to Diana or the Royal Family. That big aquamarine ring she wore at her reception 
was on loan. She had her own stainless Cartier tank watch and right before Invictus—probably using her wardrobe allowance from Netflix—she got a new gold one. She never had Diana’s. 
Those butterfly earrings she wears are cheap replicas.
And redesigned it to look cheap and tacky
That's so SWEET and respectful! We can learn so much from her.
I prefer how she always wears the bracelet her ex-husband gave her.
I hope his engagement ring came with a self-addressed FedEx box.
 @Yvonne Wiggins  Fergie probably pawned the emeralds.
 @Mini Haha  I was misled about the butterfly earrings then if they were not Diana’s I bet she has a real problem with that.
 @Christina G  I think she had run up a bit of debt at the time.
 @Elizabeth Conner  Cheap and tacky is her personal style
 @Yvonne Wiggins  Meghan is all about making people believe things that aren’t true. She made up a whole set of backstories for herself, faked two pregnancies and a mythcarriage, and 
made up a ton of lies to explain away her lack of success. I bet we see a lot more real truth than her “truths”in coming weeks, Yvonne!
I love how they have not even thought about returning the engagement ring to the royal family since the actual diamond came from the collection of racists.
 @Alexis Noonan  This is a very good point
But it will be authentic, empowering and raw.
She doesn’t need to go to the daily mail office, they would be already following her like they always are. Remember when Meghan successfully sued them and won?
😂😂😂



It took a looking time for her to get their attention!
Even her "world poverty" bag, so cunningly displayed, didn't work! 😂😂😂

 @truthfinder98  Kate is the one who was harassed by paparazzi, while she was dating William.  They lined the street each night waiting for her to get off work.  They yelled foul things at 
her in hopes of getting a reaction shot.  They tried to photograph up her dress.  There is video of Kate begging them to leave her alone.  But she learned to ignore them, year after year.
Lady Diana Spencer, with her aristocratic background, would never have been treated this way.  But Kate Middleton, the great- granddaughter of coalminers and the daughter of a woman 
who'd grown up in piiblic housing, was fair game.  The palace couldn't protect her until she married Will.
Since then, the British parliament  has passed an act making this behavior illegal.  The U.S. government has done the same.  Nobody gets papped anymore.  One can, however, hire a pap 
company like Backgrid to spontaneously pap one.

 @truthfinder98  , yet Me-Me the duchess of fraud did that, actually, and with patience and done BRAVELY, indeed.  She could have been arrested for loitering.  So our hero is very brave.

 @truthfinder98  One day you will laugh  with all of us. Did you know She used to call photographers (like She does with Blackgreed) to take her photos every time She was going out for 
lunch and shopping in London while Harry's girlfriend? Noone accepted it duo to the Harry's appeal to leave her Alone. Spoiler alert: noone knew who She was and noone Cared. There's no 
photos of Meghan Before that appeal. The photo you have of her entering the Door of Kensington... Was laughable. Also, did you know that Meghan asked Harry to shop Alone, each One 
would BE shopping like they didn't know each other, on the Supermarket in a hope for a photographer to take their photos and say "see, we were at the Supermarket... We were even not 
together shopping and the evil photographer followed me???". The photographer didn't show up, i Guess! 🤣🤣🤣 Allegedly. Lots of allegedly. Entertainmed purposes only!
 @truthfinder98  🤣🤣🤣 it's cute that you actually believe that she's followed by papps, sugar.
It was indeed an authentic and organic moment in their relationship, right?
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
not to mention the Burger commercial 🙏
❤
💗💓
❤
❤
❤
Sending prayers your way.
Sending you love!
❤❤
Sending you love and hope. ❤❤❤❤❤
Sending love to you Maureen xx
 @Tracey Williams  Thx for all your kind wishes. I'm doing fine now. xx
Best wishes to you Maureen and may God give you strength and health. I too am a cancer fighter. We’ve got this! Merry Christmas!
❤
Count yourself lucky.  Nobody even asked Meghan if she was OK.  Just imagine!
❤❤❤❤
💖💖💖🙏🇬🇧
I wish you all the best 💕



Sending much lov and healing🇦🇺
No honey  we won't we came here for the comments , the best comedy ever
 @Kasia  
Lol. Then why comment on issue that has nothing to do with you, or perhaps you too insecure to express your own abuse.
 @James   1) sorry I did not realise I should ask you for permission to comment,  or should I ask Meghan?  2) I pay for Netflix  3) the comments  here are incredibly entertaining,  
Hope I satisfied your curiosity
Correction....Meghan & Harry
 @k kungu  Harry and Meghan ❤❤ Meghan and Harry ❤❤ Harry and Meghan ❤❤ Meghan and Harry ❤❤ Better?
I always bring photographers home with me after nights out with my husband, you should do same! It really keeps us humble! My husband always keeps his formalwear on whilst I pop 
microwave popcorn in the gown I have to return to the designer in the morning and we reminisce about our wonderful evening! Try it!!
Hahaha 😂.  I love the way you described the pretentious show.
And that was the “tiny” kitchen in their “tiny” frogmore cottage they used millions of taxpayers money to renovate
It seems it was also at the day of the event when she told Harry she was going to end herself and the bump. She totally looks it....
Are you still bawling??😅
This comment section is on a tear!!!!! And I'm here for it!!!!
I have no words....other than...GROSS.
This stuff with these 2.  Hear the story from them.  Everytime they open their mouth it's a LIE.  I know so many people have canceled Netflix because of them and their lie...what about the 
ghost children?  Are they gonna come clean on it?
Not really interested in this one….
Ofc you choose a very unflattering still of Catherine. Horrible.
This looks like a porn movie in the making no thanks
What a load of complete and utter WANK, from a couple of WANKERS!
Let’s cancel Netflix?
What a wheelbarrow load of crap this is. Way to go Netflix.
Look at the Z list and F list minge and gringe !!!!!
This woman is a Narcissist, she will never change...
I am so inspired by how she treats her palace staffs and employees. How Kind! People should start learning from her about compassion and kindness. She is the epitome of 
compassion!🌚🙃
Why are people denying her pain?????? They rejected her because she is half black, wrote all those terrible articles about her and make her look like a villain. Harry lost his throne and 
family give it up for her. This is a true testament of love. I am excited for this documentary that they were willingly a part of. Go f yourselves you haters in the comment section. Love will 
always win. Who God join together let no man seperate. 💯💯💯💯💯💯
No family on Meghan's side. No family on Harry's side. No father, brother, cousins aunts uncles nephews or nieces. Bar Meghan's mum and Harry's one cousin. To me this says it all. What a 
great couple !!!!!! Will be a quiet Christmas 🎄
Manipulative, petty crap of NO STAKES from the world's biggest professional whingers
Look at all the racists in the comments. Y’all are the reason WHY they are doing this documentary. So, sit down and the f*ck up because y’all gon’ learn.
Let's all cry for two overprivileged victims of their own terrible decisions.
GET A JOB!
Enough with these two hypocrites .



Duo dumb
As she said herself, her kindness did not extend to “mollycoddling these people”.  They must be so grateful that she put them in their proper place.
she snaps at them WITH LOVE, people! Have compassion! It hurts her to do so!
LOL. The 14k negative comments and 113K giving the thumbs down beg to differ my dear. Read the room.
 @urbantree  and the list for hell increases when people join that room. Stop being a hater and projecting your problems on others what have they done to you?
14k negative comments and 113k giving the thumbs down kind of suggest you might need to learn a thing or two about good judgement.
haha NO ppl hate her because of her narcissism, not her skin color. Besides, look at her early photos, her skin is even lighter than me (im south east asian). She abused her spray tan to look 
darker to fit her "anti-racism" narrative when she needs it the most.
Don't play the race card. Read between the lines. We had a black president of the free world voted in twice. Racism there you suppose?
 @k kungu  Really because we had a black President? First of all majority of hatred toward Meghan are from those in England that has never had a black “President”. It’s also not a card we 
play. It’s called reality. It’s a reality as a black woman myself that I live with everyday.
 @urbantree  Yeah It’s called racism.
The part where Meghan saves her privacy by going public
will be cancelling my netflix subscription
Nauseating 🤢
When do we get to stop hearing their story from them? What happen to a life outside the spot light?
It's amazing that there is far more hate for Harry and Megan then there is for Pedo Andy.
I'm looking forward to the part where the Africans are dancing in the streets just like when Nelson Mandela got freed from prison.  I cant wait 😂😂🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂
Netflix series about meghan and her puppet
The best bit is the twist that will come in season 2 when Meghan realises no one cares at all about her and then she boils the queens Corgi.
Sorry Netflix, I think I’ll just watch a review of it, by someone else
What are the stakes? No one cares about your story. Netflix. You’ve gone Bonkers
All the sugars propping up these two. Expected.
RUN Harry RUN!
The scene where Meghan cried about how difficult life in a castle was while using disadvantaged South African children as background props was award-worthy. If she doesn't win an 
Emmy, Oscar, Golden Globe, and Tony for this performance, there is no justice in this cruel, Hermes-laden world.
Hey Rachel what about that 🐘 donation that you never gave so Disney had to make the donation for you? You kept the money. What a crook!
Cringeworthy making  megabucks telling us how private they are. One of the  first pictures is exactly the same pose as with Cory …….don’t think it matters to MM providing its a rich 
Caucasian guy
So. Much.  Bull. Shit.
This comment section is comedy gold 😂

Sounds like they have ripped off the opening scene music from Social Network’ from the point where Erica tells mark people don’t like him because he is an asshole. Seems apropos.
The wonderful Meghan and her husband…
Wont spend one moment watching this garbage.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂👍👍👍
Except...he isn't one. Unless you have receipts?
True. And you're point is? Btw Andy isn't a 'pedo'. Or maybe you just don't know what one is.



I can't wait for that either. I think I might even get a bottle of champagne to celebrate along with them. 🍾🍸
😂😂😂
Don't forget People's Choice...
We know she's getting a Razzy.
South Africa where she said they stayed at that "housing unit"...poor megsy!
Oooh, you mean the same way the queen whined and complained to the government that the castle needed more handouts to keep the castle warm while the people of UK suffered from 
cold temperatures? Lol! Yeah... thats was a really good part...
Yes, I thought that was appalling at the time and still do.
 @isabel lind  It must have been such trauma for Megs to stay at a housing complex when in South Africa
 @thoughtsof wisdom12  Oh, the humanity! I wonder if she let their kids run barefoot w/African children like Harry wished for!😏
Hermes laden world, I CANNOT WITH THIS MASTERPIECE!!!! 🤣🤣🤣
spot on
😂😂😅😅😅🤣🤣
You are so right. The very same South Africa where they danced in the street during her wedding with the same joy as when Nelson Mandela was released from being falsely imprisoned 
for 27 years. Seriously... where is her sainthood? Where is the acknowledgment for her sacrifice in having to participate in that 43 million dollar spectacle?

 @Bo Parks  If you wanna support the Sussex Squad, at least try and keep your facts straight, otherwise, you just look foolish. Then again your supporting Meghan, so I guess you are foolish.
 @Bo Parks  you poor deluded Sugar...,the real royals bring in more money for the state than the Markles can even dream of......the part where the Sussex Squad Sistah Sugars opened 
their collective eyes and realized their idol is a narcissist while woman who never loved them.  Sugars aren't good at this game.
😁😁😁
 @Bo Parks I think you mean the part where the Queen and now the King have foregone all revenue from the palaces which generate hundreds of millions in revenue for the UK. Stop 
being an ignorant slapper…you’re embarrassing yourself with your porkies
and all the while having to stay in that 'housing unit'....
 @Cid K  
I'd love to hear the choir from that Spectacle of a wedding just one more time.  
Mad Meg's classy taste in music for her millions of dollars Royal wedding brings a single dry tear to my left eye.
🏆🏆🏆
😀😀😀
LOL LOL!!
😂😂😂 I’m dying
 @J G  You people are so desperate that you only know how to lie....lol. it is too easy to find articles writting by reputable sources for you to lie so much. Your lies aren't even credible. Lol, 
get a life and stop being jealous.
Just because you would like to be controlled 24/7 it does not mean everyone else too. Plus look what just happened at the R. F visit 🙄
Poor Thomas Markle! Not even one photo of him with his daughter even though her paid for and raised her most of her Childhood as a single parent and gave her all the opportunities that 
got her a good start to life. Many pictures of her and her mother. She is trying to rewrite history and delete him. So much for caring and showing compassion.
I'm SO excited for this. I love Prince Harry and Princess Meghan.
Outrageous juxtaposition of picture of Megan crying and then picture of Kate and William.  Thinking of cancelling my Netflix subscription in protest against this vile dross.
I like how H or Haz or ‘my husband’, is upholding his mother’s legacy by trying to destroy her son and grandchildren.



Garbage 🗑 in, Garbage 🗑 out. People are laughing their asses off at this public debacle. Netflix, this is the thing that will take you down as a company. "The stakes are so high" because 
it's the last remaining shreds of their own reputation, which are quickly slipping away from them. Bail out now! Cancel the show! ☠🔥🎄😖
More lies and the whole thing is scripted. These two are totally out of touch with reality as they tell their story? Who wants to listen to these victims during this economic crisis? I hope that 
they can. Pay their bills. Too children who have no functioning grey matter. Harry could not pass an A level, so you really believe he won’t lie?
Dr Phil and Dr Drew should be walking in any minute.
Meg, are you OK?😂
WHY, judging by the comments, are there NO dislikes for this video? BECAUSE, when I hit  the dislike button I receive a message telling me that my feedback was shared with THE CREATOR 
🤣🤣🤣 but it was not posted!!!
Hope they both lose their titles for their lies. Hope netflix loses even more subscribers.
My favorite part is when Meghan confessed that Harry is so dim he will never figure it out.  And she is right!
IF ONLY GUILLOTINE WAS STILL AVAILABLE AS A PUNISHMENT FOR LIBEL OR SLANDER ... THESE 2 WOULD BE IN THE PRIORITY LIST 😂
Use me as dislike button
I canceled mine and told Netflix why!  I don’t want a penny of my money going to Hank and Skank
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”
MONEY!!!
I saw this in a movie about a bus that Meghan had to speed around the city, keeping its speed over 50, and if its speed dropped, the bus would explode! I think it was called "The Bus That 
Couldn't Slow Down."
If the steaks are so high, stop smoking weed near the cows
Hey MM- Compassion in ACTION - call your DAD who has recently suffered Two serious strokes in 2 years - or how about your own SISTER who is wheelchair bound with MS? Oh yeah. They
 wouldn’t play along with your narrative. Got it. They don’t deserve COMPASSION! SMH  How Pathetic
Ahahahhaha that’s the best comments ever😅😅😅
That part where they made the brave decision to leave England and Canada for a private simpler life in very secluded town of Montecito was a true act of sacrifice. I don’t know how they 
are surviving
Ahhahahahahahahah HAHAHAH
🤣🤣🤣
The dislikes are up to 110K according to the return youtube dislikes app 😂
Because they disabled the view of the downvotes. If you look at it on a computer it's probably visible, but on phones it isn't anymore.
There's an app called 'restore Youtube likes' you can install to show the dislikes again. Currently at around 113k and going up rapidly by the minute!
Oh, I didn’t know that… am not very tech savvy🤭 Well, at least we now know that a whooping 15k will waste their time watching this (whatever it is!?)
But are they thriving???? Not knowing is making me anxious. I feel a tear in my left eye.
My favourite part was when Megan put all the free handbags, diamonds and shiny gifts in the private jet, and paid for the jet using the charity debit card. Priceless
My favorite part was when Megan alerted the pap to take pictures of her laying flowers for Uvalde shooting victims.
Hey @netflix. Here's an idea. Can the cringefest and just have an intern read out these comments for six episodes. Now THAT is something worth tuning in for. Kind of tells you everything 
you need to know about the popularity of this pair, doesn't it? 🤣
I loved the part when Meghan carried Jesus across the sand and there were no footprints
Future POTUS every body..... So brave and beautiful
The moment where M transforms reality into "her truth"



I'm still bummed she didn't do "gold digger" on her crappy podcast, because that's one she's could really talk about without having to resort to dramatics. Also, nice job on finding the one 
unflattering picture of the Princess of Wales in existence. Seriously, this is vomit-inducing.
When what stakes are this high is Neghan speaking of?  What stakes ppl??? They lead a cushy and private freaking life just like they wanted so what stakes???

Are these two ppl still collecting $ as heirs or royalty allowances type crap? 

Again...what stakes ?
I love the part where Megain unites us all for this wonderful event, never seen such unity before.
I was so inspired when Meghan, after years of Dance classes, Dance Recitals, School Plays, being an actress FINALLY  was taught by Uncle Andy and Aunt Fergie how to curtsey.  I was so 
happy for Megan.  Brought tears of joy to my left eye.
I have to agree, I've never seen steaks higher either £5 at Tesco, outrageous!
Thank god I cancelled my Netflix account. This is appalling load of lies, deceit and fabrication from the narcissistic duo. She has caused so much damage.
God bless Prince Harry and Princess Meghan.
The part where Megs kisses Harry and turns him back into a frog - I couldn't hold back tears 😢
🙏🙏🙏 As much as I would love to watch this inspiring, authentic, organic love story and hear about how they managed to get the courage to flee for their lives in the middle of the 
night from that God awful Palace.
I cannot risk drowning in the tears coming from my left eye. 😭😭😭
THE DISLIKE IS REACHING 109K DEC 2 17:56 UK TIME
Booooooooo boooooooo boooooo! Only came to dislike
Impressed said no one. What a pity fest in order to merch. Ginge and whinge strike again.
She wants to be Princess Diana so bad.
That part where the Simpson's was just Harry sitting under Megan and  Montgomery Burns wings. 
Release the hounds with Corgies. Goosebumps. 
Can't wait to spend every dying second watching this show.
LOLOL
OMG! Lost it over this one! 😂
I actually lol’ed!! Good show!
Hilarious 😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣OMG 🤣🤣🤣, epic
You win!
She definitely knows how to unite a comments section. Against her. 😂
And for Netflix bravely keeping comments open, inspirational
And don’t Forget - she supposedly double majored at Northwestern and one of them was “international relations”— and she’s never heard the British national anthem before?!?! Riiiiight. 
Sure Little Miss “ I Google stalk” my prey before I grift them 😂ha ha what a joke😂
🤣👏🤣

It was a war zone no money, no passport, no mental doctors😂  so hard times with your celebrations in ny hotels😂😂 with private planes. She is so sad😂😂racism to gain money
😂🤣😂😂😂



The comments are unquestionably more inspiring and enjoyable than this car crash 'love story' is going to be.
she has this creepy obsession with Diana
The part where Meghan confesses to Harry that she would probably love him even more if he changed his name to William, emotional.
The part where they show allll their bought awards was really moving….
This 👎Meghan 👎figure , is truly an embarrassment and disgrace to all women around the world. Bloody scary that our dear Queen gave Harry permission to marry this cable TV actress. 
What a disaster to the Royal family and especially Prince Harry’s fall from grace.
GET THESE  ASS-HOLES  OFF MY PHONE ...... DONT WANT TO HEAR  ANYTHING  FROM THEM !
These two are sickening ..Time for the titles to go.
The part where Meghan bravely struggles against the unyielding and resistant English language and, by the power only of her own thoughts, transforms the word 'stereotypes' into 
meaning archetypes. So inspiring.
Lots of UK trolls posting here.  They must kiss royal butts every day.
The Wicked Witch of The West and her husband Dumbo.

The part when Megan changes the world by writing a letter to Proctor and Gamble and changes women to all people fighting dirty pots and pans for the 100th time folks 🤣🤣🤣🤣
The steaks are so high??? Why are pieces of meat doing drugs? And why are you promoting this kind of atrocity??
F
The British Royal family is a rotten institution that we in the USA have not had to deal with since 1783.
The world's most successful prostitute with an exclusive contract.
Who told them anyone even wanted to hear their story?
I now have the strength to make 100 million dollars by shitting on my entire family.... Inspiring !😢😢😢
Shame on Netflix for trying to take down a Dynesty, really sickening!!!!
THIS WOMAN CALLED MARKLE IS THE MOST TOXIC THING TO HAPPEN TO THE BRITISH ROYAL FAMILY. EVEN MORE TOXIC THAN THE ANDREW SCANDAL.
Cancel your Netflix .. these 2 are brain dead
Really shameful behavior from Netflix, Harry and Meghan.  Undignified,crass, money grubbing…..🤢
The STAKES are SO HIGH for a family who is terminally wealthy and gets by on doing absolutely nothing! Wow, what a story!
Haha
:face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling:
Evil, but hilarious comment!!!  I approve!
Oh dear.....lol.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😁 crying
Ooops that truth mush hurt the ginger fool who is being used in front of the whole world to see!
😂😂😂😂 okay you won 😂😂😂
Dear Lord 😱🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂
☠jaja
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂



Ha ha!!
Ahahahahahah
Another great post. Once again winner, winner, chicken dinner for Laura S.
It's called blackmail. Almost literally.
👏👏👏👏
Ooooooh yesh! 😂
😂
🤣😅😂🤯
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Stunning and brave
You are easily fooled!
This is amazing. xo
😂😂😂😂😂
Omg that made me spit out my tea, so funny. She is such self absorbed narcissistic sociopath 😮
🤭🤭🤭🤭
Well she did spend 8 or 4 years studying French , but can't remember any of it.
And?
I'd say the loathing is pretty universal. The funniest comment section ever.
Wow, I just realised that she must also be behind the replacement of the term 'pregnant women' for 'pregnant people'! What a hero 😅

OF COURSE BECAUSE YOU ONLY DEAL WITH HOMELESSNESS, INFLATION, THE KARENS, AND YOUR DAILY MASS SHOOTINGS.. WHAT A GREAT TIME TO BE AN ArMoRICAN  🤮🤮🤮
Your school results were quite bad it seems 🤣🤣🤣
The part where Meghan super-glued another girl's eyes shut.  What creativity! What innovation! I'm in awe.
Cant see how many 👎votes. TNC?
(Too numerous to count?)
That part about Meghan so brave & honest in court admitting to a bad memory of helping Finding Freedom. So few could be so valiant, so candid, so genuine, so relatable in admitting to a 
middle-age brain fart, but our hero did it.
Never have subscribed with Netflix,  will never watch! Real royalty is William and Kate x

I am US citizen and we don't believe in monarchy. For the longest time I didn't understand why UK rejected her but now I truly understand.
- Privacy: Money talks, just like any politicians. Selling her personal unseen pictures and stories, using Netflix/Spotify to control her narrative, typical celebrity PR. 
- Victimhood mentality: Really tone-deaf. We are dealing with inflation and people are struggling in winter and you want us to feel sad for you as you cry in your multi-million housing unit? 
- Crony philanthropy: The foundation is just for PR to make her look good so she can continue to sign millions deals to support her expensive lifestyle. Did she donate half of her earning 
from the deals? And I will never forget that she went to Uvalde for content.
- Where is her letter to Balenciaga? She has clothing and bags from the brand but all of the sudden she lost her voice?
To all the parrots repeating “I thought they wanted privacy” - the point is they want privacy from the tabloids who seem to earn commission for every article they write about her whether 
it’s true or not. I would want privacy from stalkers too!



Most expensive vanity project of all time.
The tearful scene where she realizes she's fired the nanny but neither of them actually knows how to change a nappy.
The zero stakes of a socialite
Netflix cursed themselves with this. Don’t you know that anything Markle touches, dies? Good luck suckers. You deserve everything that’s coming to you
Where's the dislike button on this shitty crass commercial.
What high stakes? As he says he was a spare and now he is surplus to requirements.

She made a mistake and got with the surplus, they are never going to be anymore than a sideshow.
Even worse than I thought.  😂
No, it doesn't make more sense to hear your story from you, because you are proven liars and come off delusional and filled with malicious intent, so NO. No, thank you!

We gave you a chance when you told your (truth!? nah) STORY to Oprah (cannot call that farce an interview) and you got caught in many lies, and couldn't even keep your stories straight 
between yourselves! The Queen was forced to release the iconic "Recollections may vary" which is a polite way of saying porkies were being told. So fool us once shame on you, fool us 
twice shame on us!
The most obvious moment of just how desperate these two insanely jealous and insecure people truly are, this trailer is it, and it speaks volumes of how desperate they are, to think, these 
people claim they “love” family and are all about kindness and compassion.. where was that compassion when their families committed these so called “offenses” and “monstrosities” 
towards them, where’s their “private conversation”, about forgiveness and understanding, and by all means through their own damn lense, and not the rest of the Worlds!!?? These two 
are con artists, they’re making a mockery of what true suffering and racism are, they’re using everyone to support a fictitious agenda created by theirs truly, to obtain fame and fortune off 
the backs of, not just the Royal Family, but honest victims of these heinous acts against humanity! These two people are so selfish, taking the the things that hurt human beings the most 
and going on a “pity party tour” by hashing in on true pain and true racism, the very heart of one’s suffering, for millions of dollars, fame, and a Monticeto mansion, all in the name of 
what… because Meghan is at best, 25% black, and felt violated by someone asking “what her child might look like”?? If this question merits all of the “Praise” they’re receiving, then what 
are we teaching our children, that because of their skin color we can go out and threaten others, that we can become rich and famous and feel important, that we can destroy others lives 
because of it alone, and that our own morals, values, and humanity, are no longer what separates us from the very true evils of this world, as long as you are black, white, or blue, you are 
entitled to do as you would like, with no repercussions or convictions.. I mean doesn’t this defeat the whole purpose of doing what’s right, what’s good, true and honest, loving and being 
loved??!! Or is this our last resort in solving our conflicts?! I think I’ll continue to do what I know God is doing for me, and look at the heart, it seems to be the common thread among us 
all.. unless “you” don’t have one….
The comments are much better than the trailer, though I'm shocked to see there are people who genuinely want to watch this shite!
HOW MANY FRIGGIN' TIMES DO YOU HAVE TO TELL "YOUR STORY"? ...THIS SEEMS ENDLESS BUT WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM A NARCISSIST......JUST GO AWAY
The part where Meghan jumps out of a tree and shafts the Night King and saves Planetos.. and then goes ahead to face Catherine - truly awe-inspiring and spine-chilling!
The photographer obviously saw what was happening behind closed doors
You had to protect your family by throwing your family under the bus🤥🤥🤥
Not everyone has the empathy to do that to another individual. Takes a real mean girl to do that.
And didn’t finish her degree because of it (plus having been on academic probation for two semesters) yet continues to make up stories about TWO degrees!
She didn't lose her voice, she just needed to use her voice 😢
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
This woman has a history of having tabloids on speed dial. She loves it - but only when it is sugary sweet and sing her praises. Any smidge of criticism is deemed racist in an attempt to 
silence people. Wake up
Good job they don't have tabloids in the US, oh hang on.....



Lol!
I think it blew up hours ago.
115k 👎
Wish this was the top comment
megan markle is not 25% black her mother is not mixed she is full black
This comment section satisfied my need for sarcasm for the nest 3 years. Thank you guys, I loved it 🥲
Isn't it ironic that people are mad about individuals  living in homes and owning designer things (privately paid for) because I assume Kensington Palace  is a taxpayer funded modest one 
bedroom apartment :)
NO, just No! This is going to be such a fabricated victimised BS, I can't stand it!
wtf are these comments💀
The part where a fame hungry mattress actress nabs Britain’s most eligible 2016 bachelor and decides to ruin his life by isolating him from everything he loves. She destroyed most of her 
familial relationships and now she has destroyed all of his Harry’s. Nice work. Won’t be watching this trash reality show Netflix.
I'm here for the comments. 🤭
The part when the 11th Best British Boy Band of all time A1 burst through the doors and sang 
 "You know it doesn't turn me on!!! --- coz    You're singing that same old song!!!!!"
and everyone bust out dancing had me punching the air in triumph!!
The Sussex Squad is the only Royal Family worth having around anyway.  Love them!
Blah blah blah blahhhgg these two won’t shut up
You all are TRULY your ancestors miserable and hateful
I cried at that part where Meghan share story about Harry coming out as GAY at their wedding night. I literally cried from my left eye for 2 days.
This will only be watchable for sycophants or activists, or the scandalmonger press to run with for as long as they can get away with it. If only H & M were this happy, they wouldn't be so 
calculated.
And this is why I cancelled my Netflix. No one wants to hear your stupid story on how you lie and try to destroy the reputation of the Monarchy.  I'm American we see right through you. No 
one likes you.  Go away
This is a GROSS attack on Harry’s family. 
You want to be out of the public eye. Perfectly justifiable. 
But no. You want to scorch and burn.
He wants to protect his family.

William wants to protect the planet.

I know who I would give service too!
narcissistic 🤥
Makes me so grateful William was born first. Nothing but Envy and Jealously, Harry envious that William will be king, and that he is a thoughful, service focused grown up. Megan is Jealous 
of Catherine, with her supermodel figure, her movie star looks and her dignity and elegance. Both H and M Jealous of the warm relationship which William and Catherine , had with the late 
queen and the rest of the family.
I'm off of Netflix due to this.
What stakes?



Bring it on
Oopsie that’s not why people don’t like Rachel and her wife.  Nice try though.

 @hsmd  Well, please help educate the rest of us because I thought standing up for your wife and not accepting racist, sexist and derogatory commentary was good a thing. Then again I 
am not sure what the royal protocol is. Also, if you would take a quick glance at almost every comment there is a running theme here ( the house, the hermes blanket, the orchid)
 @Sally Jay  Rachel hasn’t received any racist, sexist or derogatory comments.  Harry has no reason to defend her from such attacks.  
Some of the comments are about their material possessions because people are pointing out H and M’s hypocrisy.
They are so worth it.
You and I could never be friends.
Huh? Plain English please
Well said
And seriously is MM his ONLY FAMILY?
in her mind
A millionaire who married a literal Prince. Her life has been tragic. Let's start a gofundme.
“Why did you want to make this documentary?” 
Hmm 💰 let me 💵 think, I can’t put my 💰 fingers on it.
Harry doesn’t see what’s happening behind closed doors,there in lies the rub.
BooHoo!
Such carefully curated photos of Meghan ... a vanity project with a side order of revenge?
Thanks. Now I know its a targeted attack. So I won't be watching.
I didn’t think I could have less respect for her than I do already, but you live and learn
The part where Meghan saves the polar ice caps by taking a private jet to lecture people about flying.
People claim that Meghan markle is not unjustly attacked…yet here people are unjustly attacking her in the comment section for a documentary about her being attacked lol. The jokes 
write themselves.
She is a true CRAZY B***
The part where Meghan outed herself and publicly stated "I was such a fraud" on a panel with Suits cast.  Not only was she being honest for once, she also appeared drunk or high.  No 
Meghan, you ARE a fraud.
They are two 🤡s putting on a 🤡 show.
REMEMBER: Harry HAD TO PROTECT HIS FAMILY FROM ROYALTY AND THEIR HORRIBLE HORRIBLE LIFESTYLE!
Megan is a no body who has turned her own back on her own family for money (apart from one person who is her mother) and because her family are nobodies she cant talk crap about 
them so she is using Harry and his family to make up lies and make financial gain. She is truly a horrid, attention seeking and selfish person. She acts white when it suits her and black when 
it suits her! B***h you have no idea what racism is and no one believes you.
My favorite part was when Haz gave that UN speech and the happiness he finds in his new life in America was just radiating out from him.  We never saw him this happy before he met 
Nutmeg! 😂
SHame on you Harry
What “stakes”?!?! Evil couple
They’ve removed the dislike number now 😂



With the latest with Prince William's godmother quitting her royal role over her racist comments (read her words in the newspaper. Clearly provocative and racist) perhaps this will give 
those deniers and mudslingers food for thought. But...I doubt it.
Quite pathetic, it looks like a carefully orchestrated documentary to me, so we will never 'really' see the truth. Not for me thanks
classic!
 @Kelly Boyce  so glad you get me! 💗
Yes, he looked so happy that everyone watching was hoping they keep everything sharp far away from him.
There was nothing racist in that incident.
Asking where someone’s from isn’t racist.
The part when Meghan opens the suitcase and we saw a letter with "$500" really brings hope to my heart! Yay it's not zonk!!
Shame on you 🤮🤮🤮🤮
" If all the village idiots, from all the villages, left their villages, and made their own village, of idiots.
 In that village, Harry and Meghan would be the village idiots . "
Yup, even from here, thousands upon thousands of kilometers away,  I can feel them draining the all the oxygen out of the room.  Thanks for the hazard warning Netflix, because that is 
time that one would never get back.
The comments lol 🤣🤣🤣
Thank you Netflix for giving me a reason the cancel my subscription! It is absolutely discusting that you are giving a platform to these people who are all about 'their privacy'!
What "stakes"? Or do they mean actual steaks being expensive and wanting the manager to hear their complaint from them? 

Netflix, after over a decade, I'm going to have to call it quits for our account after this drops. Not that you care... that's cool. But I'm not paying $16.61 a month for this.... this... whatever 
you think this is. I'll miss you. For real... tho.
The part where Meghan is found in a stable in Bethlehem before being stolen, and how she has died to save us a has filled me with gratitude...JUST TO SHARE THE SAME PLANET AS HER.... 
I COULD WEEP WITH WHITE PRIVILEGE......
Life must be so hard living in a mansion with 16 bathrooms while crying on a chair with a £3000 Hermes blanket on it. The royal family do not mention her or care to mention her but she is 
sooo obsessed with them and playing the victim. Come on Charles, take this creatures title away and let her continue being a no body
All the hate comments??? You people are jobless, so glad Harry and meghan are in the us now, and they are so happy and in love with their babies!!!!!!
This looks like a mockumentary directed by Lord Haden Guest🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I liked the part when MEGHAN PARTED THE RED SEA while doing her nails at the same time.
The new definition of privacy.

Not going to waist time watching a fictional story told by an C list actress and disgruntled , spoiled Prince looking for publicity as they both have as much combined talent as my big toe
Pathetic , crying over a Hermes blanket !!! 😅
The part where Meghan held a parade for herself down Oxford Street in London. And no one showed up. But, like a cockroach she took her knocks and got right back up, continuing her 
quest for world domination. Heart wrenching and a real teachable moment.
They are so nasty and they truly deserve each other
If someone could publish this comments section into a nice coffee table book before Christmas, I’d be appreciative.
Cannot stand this awful, hateful and self-obsesses couple.  They NEVER wanted PRIVACY !  All about the $$$$
@caelum860 Please, how can you expect to be taken seriously with your faux outrage and utter ignorance of facts. But, hey, you’re a great puppet of the false narratives brainwashed into 
you by biased media. Points for puppetry!



The part where she is saving MANkind, such hard work and dedication on those yachts.
Nailed it Ina!! 😂
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
Technically Harry & Meghan are jobless. This job they have right now is selling their family dirty laundry. Without the global popularity of the Royal Family, they wouldn't ever get a chance 
to have multimillion dollar deals with Netflix, Spotify, etc.
If by babies you mean their money, then, yes, they’re happy with their babies.
Some people showed up and gave her bananas with “you are strong” written on them.
What a cute idea!! It would be bestseller ever 😂😂
It would certainly sell better than The Bench!
 @Scary Fairy  I was gonna say that..... Well done!
Genius! I will pay!
I'll take 2 thanks 😊
THE DESPERATE DUO!!!
Thank God Harry was born the ‘Spare’. To drop this at this time in order to derail the Earthshot Prize,which is trying to save the planet, is crass beyond compare.
Queen Elizabeth is turning over in her grave see this crap that Netflix put out
The part where she turned 2 fishes into hundreds and then water into wine was just amazing.
When Megan said she always finds everything racist gave me goosebumps.

The part she meant "hear the stories form us" , didnt she co-wrote Finding Freedom and had to apologized to the high court for lying  and didnt she tell her story on Oprah interview.
"when the stakes are high, doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" Firstly, what stakes? secondly, ONLY your side of the story has been heard. Does she not remember the 
disastrous Oprah interview where so many of statements were proven as lies. 
The part where Harry told the interviewer “I’ve never heard of her before” during the engagement interview… It was the last time he was being truthful   😅
Just here to witness the onslaught that will be this comment section. Two most unlikable people on the planet.
Netflix I hope you get what you paid for. I don’t know how you can stand behind two untalented dim witted liars. Let’s hear more lies for entertainment value.
They both are so pathetic 🤦🤦 together double time pathetic
Enough with these two dopes.
It's unbelievable that anyone still thinks they are interesting, important or relevant.  They are ungrateful, entitled and boring.  They should just go away and live their "private" lives without 
any titles of any kind.
So sad that you think you should air this unsubstantiated crap so you can get get a big fat load of money.  Disgraceful
For her next trick, Meee-gain will partner with the Kardashians for Balenciaga's new campaign
@jackelinhernandez8378 Troll, spare us your demented ramblings. You have the photo of an Asian male and the handle of a Latina woman. Didn’t they at least reach you in troll camp 
about genders and ethnicities? Major fail.
Someone who yells "racism victim" like Meghan and has chosen to marry two wealthy blonde husbands....Did she ever even have a date with a black person and why not?......Harry should 
have found an even older actress to marry......

lol It looks so boring, not watching it…do they really know what is the real struggles for most people?  They are entitled for everything! I am disgusted by their complaints about everything
Thank you, Netflix for giving us American female a place to use our VOICE, and hopefully you are listening to the voices, of the people through the lens of sitting at the table, and having a 
seat, to find out voices in a authentic, and generic way. Are you kind? Will you fire them? We don't like her.



Poor little rich people.
😂😂😂
I noticed that no where in your synopsis of this series did the word truth appear.  Was that intentional? Did legal tell you to omit it? Minimum 17 lies in 1st Oprah interview how many will 
be in this.
But why did you wait tell your Brother came to the USA 🇺🇸 to release it you could not have waited tell Saturday? I use to like you too but ?
❤❤❤❤❤❤
Stunning and brave
This comedy has to be full on narcissistic characters. Can’t wait to laugh at this trash
The part where MM created God.  Amazing.
The part where Meghan sings Don’t cry for me Montecito from the balcony of her housing unit. Inspiring!
Everything is just that Harry is not the heir to the crown but William and his children.
Gagging sounds...
This is nothing short of revengeful airing of dirty laundry! They both knew exactly what they were getting into with marrying that girl! I see Harry wanted to protect his family, well how is 
putting out a damning documentary going to protect his family any further? These two are delusional and are clearly doing this for money. I for one hope this backfires on them both. It’s 
what they deserve. Funny how a woman can so influence a man into having him think the way she wants him to think. They both need to shut their mouths and take a seat in the back 
corner . To bad England doesn’t want them back and no other country does either!! 🙄
Why is the number of downvotes turned off? Because it’s like 150K?
The comments are just getting better each time I see them 😂😂😂 god I hope H & M read these and see what real people think 😂
these comments 😂
The part where she wore the £100.000 kaftan dress during the Morocco tour, and also the £75.000 engagement dress. So relatable 😍
Disgusting
Sickening
The part where she confesses it was actually Charlotte that made her cry. 😮
These comments are making my day :face-purple-smiling-tears:
Aww they are running out of mommy and daddy $ they sell a Netflix series.... they live in a fantasy land
Utter garbage.  Nobody cares for this.
😂😂😂
Laughing so hard that tears are streaming from my left eye 😂 😜 🤣
I can see that 😂😂😂
😂🤣😂
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Especially with the flames in her back from the burning building. All the while holding Baby Archie in her arms, whom she saved. With the war hero dad crying and being hysterical at her 
feet. Inspirational.
YouTube got rid of that a while ago, it's not just this video.
108K dislikes now - you can get extension to see dislikes
 @D G  yeah but it's not visible on yt anymore
Wow, that was a plot twist!! 😂



This comment section is Gold! I can't believe Netflix left it open! 😂😂😂 Pure Gold!
What "high stakes" is she talking about?!?
“When the stakes are this high…”. WHAT STAKES??!! The stakes of being two random semi-famous people?? There’s people struggling to heat their homes and feed their families while this 
duo artfully cries into their Hermes. I beg them to make use of the privacy the claim to want and shut the eff up.
I don’t get the majestic cinematic music. Isn’t this documentary just a fancier Keeping up with the Kardashians? What have any royals, or Harry or Meghan ever accomplished to be given 
such a prestige documentary treatment? Harry’s only claim to fame is the family he was born into, Meghan’s is besides her c list actor career the man she married. What have they ever 
accomplished for me to care about how they met?
Kate and William are the most racist people in the Royal Family - they have pushed this brave African American to the brink. We must defeat the British colonial power around the world 
and bring about peace. Meghan and Harry speak the truth
Proud and thankful for humanity today when I see these comments. Thank God people have opened their eyes to this narcissistic sociopath and her Ginger Sock Puppet. My heart warms. 
Netflix, I hope you're ready to lose more subs
Not even watching the trailer for this self indulgent grandiose narc lie fest. I unsubscribed from wetflix when you spent my money on 2 bit losers. Can’t wait for this assassination attempt 
to crash and burn in your faces. And it will 😊… here for the hilarity of the comments.
OooooOohhhhh!!! I’m Excited!!! ❤❤❤
Anyone looking for an honest and sincere analysis of these two frauds will be hugely disappointed.  They and the production team have endeavoured to mask the real truth but they cannot 
escape reality, particularly the hatred of their families.
I came for the comments....yall didn't disappoint! 🤣🤣🤣🤣💀💀💀💀
keep digging a hole Meghan, you make Amber Heard look like a saint
Privacy mana privacy? Your eyes!!!

I cancelled Netflix because of the association of Harry and Meghan. I would only consider re-joining if this series told the TRUTH about how much they are despised around the world.
Imagine how much she'd be crying if she were behind my doors instead of hers
poor baby, trying to sell her misery to the more miserable masses
Due to this disgusting serie I am cancelling my subscription.
Does anyone know them personally? I wonder with all the comments I read here.
Where is that big 🕯 candle and do your thing.  Also boycotting Netflix .
The comments here are more lit than this documentary will ever be 🤣
Most idiotic thing from the most idiotic cable Tv actress .... can Netflix erase this idiotic thing...

I am cancelling Netflix.... 

Megliar and her Ginger hair dresser....
The part where Meghan kissed Harry and turned him into a frog! that’s when i realized she was special.
They shall get inspiration from it, I hope.
Well each comment helps the agolrhythm so the video gets viewed more so more money for netflix
They don't care as long as it gets the views as that's money  and let's face it we are all here to watch it. So we are paying Harry and Meghan
Cuban missiles crisis
The ones on the top shelf in the gardening section at Home Depot, right next to the shovels they bought for this giant hole they have dug.



Thanks for the giggle!  😂😂😂😂
I spat my coffee. Katherine you meant, that's for primo. Secundo your opinion is in worldwide minority. Lmao
Ok Freddie, whatever you say
Out of the millions of Netflix subscribers, you might be the only one that actually wants to see this.
Me too, and I let Netflix know why I canceled
 @hsmd   Yes, I put that as my main reason cancelling...who needs Netflix ??? More entertainment on this Comments section than any of their content
Me too.  Should we start a movement?
 @Hilda Trellis  "Tell THE TRUTH"  sounds like a good start
 @InMyOpinion  What do you mean by that?
 @Hilda Trellis  I think Netflix should tell the truth about the type of comments Harry and Meghan are getting and a lot of people dislike most of their behaviour. They have actually made 
themselves a laughing stock.
 @InMyOpinion  Oh, absolutely!!  Netflix have lost so many subscriptions yet they have not connected the dots.  The thousands of negative comments on their YouTube ‘taster’ should 
alert them to the distaste that people have for those two.  If all they can offer is two whining, self entitled rich kids, it doesn’t say much for them.  I left them because of ‘Cuties’ and the 
signing of the Montesh*tshow duo and will not return.  I’ve found other, more interesting platforms like YouTube.
This is what happens when you are in the public space.  If you present a train wreck people will comment on the train wreck. If you present as a humanitarian, they comment on that.   
What we have here is the former.
 @Jstagrl1  oh what a wondrerful world we live in.
Hank and Skank
The comment section shows many believe the narrative of the press. The tabloid media machine must be so happy.
Meghan must have pissed someone off at Netflix for them to allow the comments to be open!  Finally, the real story on how people feel about these two numpties can be revealed. Thank 
you, Netflix.  😊
Funny how they claimed to want to protect their privacy and all they do is pimp themselves out?  Harry was manipulated by this gold digger… remember when she said she didn’t know 
anything about him?  😂 and how he reacted?? Shock at her blatant lies! 
News flash…. Shut up, you’re boring and narcissistic.
I liked the bit where Harry and Meghan are in the tower and she sings “Meghan Knows Best” while he’s talking to his pet frog about how to escape
I love the part where the  eco warriors, Harry and Meghan, lecture us all on our carbon footprint, whilst  they save the planet one private jet at a time,  and live as a family of 4 in a modest 
property with a mere 14.5 bathrooms.
Markle is a disgusting person and is leading Harry around. He's smitten with her and she takes every advantage of it to try and stay relevant. I hope someday, when she does something 
dramatic and stupid, and she tries to make him out to be the bad guy in all this, then you'll see and hear what really went on. It's sad. Diana wouldn't have liked Markel, and I wish she was 
alive to talk sense into her son.
Why doesn’t the montage of their childhood photos include the shot of Meghan holding the U magazine with Catherine on the cover or of her bikini wheelbarrow game at her first 
wedding, or of Harry naked in Vegas or wearing a swastika armband? Only their childhood photos are in colour in this “trailer’, the rest are in black and white. NOTHING is black and white, 
least of all this couple and their marriage. When a couple shows intimate moments of their relationship so publicly it means there isn’t any intimacy. Finally, what are the “high stakes” 
Meghan? Your future is mapped out…you gave birth to the grandchildren of the Kind of England. You will never be wanting for money or spotlight again. Harry, on the other hand…What 
hollow, soulless people who preach kindness and compassion…you can’t make this up. Well, these two have.
Des plouk ces deux là
Pathetic. Sad. Trying to release this turd to 'compete' with the real royals. 🥱
The part where Megan ventures into the labyrinth to save Harry from the Goblin King. INCREDIBLE!



Really Netflix, you paid those to nobodies, millions to have them whine about their privileged lives. How far from reality can you get? 

Giving those two, talentless, professional whiners with entitlement issues any air time, is just gross. This is one viewer you will NOT get ratings from.
Netflix regurgitation of what we already have heard and seen with incongruent background music is just sealing the deal of disgust. People will watch it to see how they try to lipstick these 
two but imagine it would have improved Netflix public opinion if they made an honest video.
The bit where netflix invested millions into an out of work D list actress .....
The moment Harry and Meghan sign a $100million+ contract with Netflix, promising them exclusive access to The Queen, King Charles, Prince William and Princess Catherine. Couldn't 
believe my ears. Such an exciting moment for all parties
Meghan might finally win an Oscar for her acting. Especially the crying on demand she does throughout this. 
"One tear ... left eye... go!" ~ Meghan Markle
"I'm such a fraud!" ~ Meghan Markle
The part where Meghan called herself a black woman.. i couldn’t believe my eyes.
Why too much hate? Why ? It’s personally?
I can’t wait for Meghan talk about how she traded her voice for human legs to marry Prince Harry! Her life is a such a fairy tale, literally! She also told Oprah she was the little mermaid. Just 
cannot wait!!!
That beautifully sad moment when Megan died in her Hermes chair & Harry put on his big boy blue pyjamas & spun the World back around in order to revive her. Truly heart warming stuff 
& we’re all very pleased she made it, though of course none of us remember it due to travelling back in time.
FINALLY! I LOOK FORWARD to hearing their side of the story after hearing the mauling for years from the media.
Maybe, or perhaps it's listening to their own words in the Oprah interview despite knowing that Philip was ill, he died four weeks later. 
Releasing statements to the media even on the day of his funeral.
And the threats to Queen Elizabeth in the Cut interview. Knowing the Queen was ill, she died two weeks later.
And on the week of QEs funeral, usung her mouthpieces to bemoan how unfairly they were being treated. 
Those sort of things.
Right, could be the tabloids or perhaps their own behavior.  I wonder…
It's dumb of you to think that people can't make their own opinion by themselves. We are not blind followers like you are
 @hsmd  just commenting on what i see in this comment section.
 The same talking points rehashed over and over by the media said over and over by ppl in the comments almost verbatim.
 @Amelia Shania just commenting on what  options I have seen over and over parroting the narrative put out by the media who profit of creating drama and hate. 
The fact u took it so personally say alot.
😂🎉
Yes, maybe someday Meghan’s wife will grow a spine
😂😂😂cackling omg
😅🤣🤣



Well, Because after all the interviews, books, what we all saw (£32m wedding, Charles walking her down the aisle, the press who embraced them except for one sole example of a guy that 
got terminated straight away...) what she has done through media to stain, trash, insult her own family, the monarchy, uk... she has been fact checked and called out by so many even the 
archbishop of Canterbury..!! That Oprah interview? At least 17 lies have been called out  debunked, proven being falsity in her narration. She even lied in court! She is constantly lying and 
inventing a scenario that doesn't exist even now with this once again platform for her to spew her bitterness. All that is coming out of her mouth and her twisted sick mind is lies upon lies 
upon lies. She keeps on shoving this nonsense and woke garbage down our throats but enough is enough. All the staff and personal aids she has bullied and reduced to tears are beginning 
to come out and won't be silenced, her family, her exes, her "markled" friends. She is a relentless liar, a proven bully, a narcissist grifter. People are fed up and call it out.
These two are a joke. The comment section is more entertaining.
Meghan & Harry have shown the world 🌎 what type of people they really are.  They are all talk and no substance.
Thanks to God William was born first.  Imagine this clown as Prince of Wales, heir apparent!
I shutter to even think of it.
These two are such immature and narcissistic people.  DO they ever count their blessings?  All they have are grievance and victimhood.  They are obviously very unhappy people.  The 
horrible thing is that they have to spread their hate and unpleasantness to make other people's lives miserable.
The bit where Meghan pricks her finger and goes to sleep for 100 years. If only……..
Who cares
Doesn’t she know WE SEE RIGHT THROUGH HER. Lmao what a joke . 😂
this documentary cannot be objective unless all the accusations the Duke and Duchess made in the Oprah interview are addressed in detail one-by-one for veracity.
The part where they both entered a monastery and took a vow of silence for the rest of their life, to save the long suffering people of Britain and the Commonwealth from listening to their 
sanctimonious pity party any longer…… classic!
This is what narcissistic person can manipulate you to do to your life...  she's good, oh boy she's good in what she does 😈 
Evil, I come to tell you that she's evil... most definitely 😈
This is HILARIOUS and tragic. The definition of RATIOED. Imagine having over 2mil views, because people love a good trainwreck, and this is the clownery of the year! And then, getting 15K 
likes (this is the extent of her fanbase. Haha!!) AND then, 106K dislikes!!!!

What a load of BS from a woman who continuously lies and a man who is led by his balls! and now they are trying to prove to the world that one they are in love and to that they are as 
relevant and they’re not! And she’ll continue to lie how the RF treated her horribly when they did nothing but roll out the red carpet for her but it wasn’t enough for her narcissistic mind!
Just the sight of them, their very glory,, the,privilege and awe I felt,  it made my left eye weep, , love from Charles x
The part where they are announcing that they dislike  the royal family  so much that they will move to the other side of the ocean, faraway from publicity and all things royal, but they are 
holding on to their titles for dear life. Moving. The struggle, is real.
These two....they are so desperate for attention,  they've released this fake love story when HRH The Prince and HRH Princess of Wales come to the US for Earthshot.

Harry & Meghan will FOREVER be riding on their coat tails.
The part where Meghan solves & reduces global warming. Such an amazing woman, such a talented actress & world renowned scientist. Truly inspirational.

The scene where Harry walks behind clearing up the horse manure, while his wife rides into Buckingham Palace on a white stead to save the monarchy & force  Catherine to curtsey to her.



“Don’t be just a human being, just being human”.
She soooo smart.
Wow. Yes! Yes! 
Not even Rumi can compare to this smarty.
I can't wait to see this documentary. it seems that their story is very one sided. Looking forward to seeing their perspective instead of the news and social media biased vitriol.
Meghan Will end the royals and thank God ! The UK public will no longer be suing these people to laze about taking in billions.
Will this show how she showed up in Uvalde with her Netflix crew following her?
That's fair enough. But no they won't
Oh, if only……. 🙏🙏🙏
Skank and her wife, Hank
And she did it from her private jet
 @Lynn D  🤣🤣🤣 spot on 🤣🤣 these comments are just brilliant
You are funny. 😂 oh…you were being serious… ummm…isn’t the side we hear and see 24/7 ONLY H and M side?
 @R Kieper  definitely not. idk why you believe tabloids can depicts someones opinion or "side". but to each their own
I guess she will be ending herself since she is a Dutch-ass.
Oh…and the Monarchy makes billions for the UK…do some research.
I think MMs thirst for credibility among her peers, quest for money and bitterness towards the royal family is actually pushing people towards the monarchy rather away from it!
I love the part where Toto pulls the curtain aside to reveal Meghan frantically pulling out every stop, bell, & whistle in order to manipulate - sorry, I mean CARE FOR and lovingly protect- 
the citizenry of Oz. 🤣😂 “Pay no attention to that woman behind the curtain!”
They will go down in history , have a legacy as two humans that demonstrate,  the very worst example of  humanity ….   I feel sorry for their ‘children’, as a mother especially, you should 
consider them before yourself.
This trailer must be a comedy. Me-Gain, her ginger poodle and Netflix must be trolling.
Love story? Wasn’t she with another man whilst she was with Harry in the beginning?  I bet that isn’t included in this ‘love story’.
What vomit-inducing drivel. No wonder Netflix is losing subscribers by the second.
LOL. The dislikes are at 106K now. Don't censor the truth, YouTube.
Why did you want to make this documentary?

To destroy the Royal Family.

And no Meghan, we dont give a flying fcuk about anything you have to say.  You are Duchess Decitful. Queen of Lies.

We all hope you both continue to fail in your endeavors to attack the true Royals, His Majesty the King, and the Prince of Wales.

Its a hard pass for me Netflix 👎
I’m just here for the comments 😂
Who wants to hear anymore of your lying stories? Probably nobody but your Sussex squad because no intelligent human being will watch or care.
You’ve been telling your story for two yrs now. Now we have to listen to it AGAIN?!
Gruesome Twosome! The mattress and ginger bolocks.



Not right tease please and mess mine up it tell God word better stop doing it
Does it include include all the times Harry pushed her away for being too damn clingy, or how about how she treated her ill father. And I'm really hoping we get to see her collect her 
standing up to racism award, it's great to see a white person win this.
The part where Meghan emerges from giving a BJ and wiping her mouth during her working actress days was very moving and Oscar worthy. Inspires me to be an actor too. Weinstein 
would be so proud.
The part where Meghan took Harry's testicles and put them in her purse was truly awe inspiring. You can literally see Harry's soul leave his body.
Netflix, why would you waste money on these idiots?
So glad we cancelled NETFLIX. We now watch TUBI. Its free and the selection of movies is great. And they don't push WOKE nonsense at you.
She says their ‘story’ that’s the right word it’s just a story!! No where near the truth!! I bet she’s never even visited Sussex!! Give back the title then if it’s so painful to you!! Britain doesn’t 
want you so return your title!!
Can we get a Tiger King version of this? Please?
NETFLIX ought to be monitoring these comments and HALT PRODUCTION.  ITS THE END FOR NETFLIX AND SPOTIFY!
This is actually so true. I started appreciating Catherine more
The kids will grow up and start regurgitating her narrative, because as a narcissistic mother, she's been indoctrinating them all their lives. As soon as they can speak, she's going to throw 
them into public life, where they will say that, "mommy was bullied", "mommy suffered racism". It's always tragic when narcissists have kids.
Yes! There was an overlap with Cory Vitiello
Thank you for posting this.  I can't figure out how to look at that but I knew someone would and post it here.  Hilarious!

I took time and downloaded and extention for Chrome. It is at 113K now as of this writing, and likes are stuck at 15K! Too bad I can't post a screenshot. Just take my word for it. LOL
Exactly
My favourite part is when Meghan said “Your a wizard , Harry” gave me chills
The time when you start to watch this docuseries of both of them but you will realise it is not. because you will soon realise this is all meghan you are seeing and no more harry. Such a 
inspiration! Go women empowerment hoo hoo! And this will make our lives easier and problem free! Because meghan did it all!
🙏🙏🙏 I'm literally astounded by their brilliance 🙏🙏🙏
How did society ever manage to function b4 Harry and Meghan.?
All hail the Harkle's 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 Amen.
Harry and Megaera would have been a little more appropriate as a title

The part where Meghan describes how South Africans danced in the street after marrying Harry...the same way they danced when Nelson Mandela was freed from prison.   Goosebumps
This is so ridiculous and cheesy...like a mexican soap opera....LOL they are desperate for attention and so envious of Kate and William the real heirs and not the spares LOL

I can do that, its crazy just give me 3 seconds .....One tear left eye x 3 Wow!! and in such a short time..I am so impressed, Hollywood here we come, oh no hang on, they  cant get in...
Why are the stakes high?
Oprah, Finding Freedom WAS ENOUGH...
Their saying there's MORE? I stopped following after Oprah
Aaaay, poor little rich kid. 😞
What a pathetic pair
Enough!



I don't plan to watch this 💩
What a load of horse s***. Harry complains, and I quote "no one sees what happens behind closed doors", well isn't that what they wanted? Privacy? Now they make a documentary about 
their private lives. What a disgusting pair. I won't be watching this nonsense, I cancelled my netflix account because of rubbish like this. How do I block netflix from recommending their 
rubbish?
WE WANT PRIVACY!!!!

WE WANT ATTENTION!!!!

just go away, seriously fcuk off🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Why did you shove this sheet in our throats right now Netflix? You are such a troublemaker like your fake d class royals.
I cried so much at the scene where Meghan escaped from Buckingham Palace by building a tunnel behind a poster of Rita Hayworth, and had to crawl through the sewers in the middle of 
the night to finally reach freedom. When Morgan Freeman's voiceover said, "Meghan, Duchess of Sussex, who crawled through a river of shit and came out clean on the other side.", I was 
wailing. Wow...just so powerful and moving.

Staged, staged, staged utter dross! 🇬🇧 Not watched trailer clicked thumbs down 👎 only! Reading brilliant comments 💕 Globally united in our disgust of these abhorrent pair 🐸 
Am I the only one who can't see the number of 'dislikes'? I only see the 'likes' count. Strange...
The bit where Meghan says, "It puts the lotion on its skin..." Her voice sounds beautiful! 🤣
Your mean, maybe "Mega-Liar", "Mega-Ego"
Megnut thought to herself that she is a gift to us. That shed a half tear to my left eye. Very inspirational.
that actually does sound like something she’d say!
She said that a man from South Africa told her that. He was asked about it and said he didn’t.
 @Lily Gazou  oh wow
Great memory her black africian roots . Megan Who ?
My subtitles read "steaks". Such a touching nod to ending global hunger.  I'm changing my ways. No longer will I walk up to a complete stranger at the gas pump who's in distress trying to 
find loose change, swipe my card and tell them "fill it up." Going forward I'm going to skip inside to purchase a bag of beef jerky, open it, and freely gift them one piece. I feel liberated just 
thinking about it.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 I'm dead
Oh god stop 🤣🤣🤣🤣
😆🤣🤣🤣
Too funny! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Watch out…she’ll nick that tale, just like the shoes 👠
I'm dead too! 😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I can't see them, but I can SO imagine them, 😂
106 k dislikes …
🙄🙄🙄 they are like a very annoying broken record...
🤮🤮🤮🤮
Ew. No thank you dolls



That part with the little girl at Sizzlers, the beautiful large eyes filled with tears, brought me to a breakdown over my popcorn. I cried the whole night.
Thank you so much for giving me another reason for never subscribe to Netflix...
You will have to pay me to watch this nonsense,  Netflix is getting worse and worse if this is YOUR  global event
There is a tree in a cow field, that tree grew from one little seed that drop into a cow patty.
Copy of notebook 📓 Origin from Dan Brown ?
Strip their titles!
My favorite part is when Meghan finally found a hairbrush
I can’t believe Netflix actually wasted their money on these clowns 🤡
Imagine going from a Palace to Netflix ..
Just think about that for a second.
Not the smartest pair are they?
I bet Harry wished he still had the Elder Wand.
The part when Meghan saves the Dodo bird, that is my personal fav.
I wept when Meghan blurted out
“I’m  Spartacus! “ 
And then Hazza turned into a centaur……Chills….

What an absolute crock of crap! They have done nothing but flap their mouths knowing the Palace won’t respond. These two grifters need their titles stripped and maybe they will shut up.
Not watching this
Netflix is really trying to self-destruct, isn’t it?

Too bad they didn't get a picture of smegsy pissing behind a bush, why not they show everything else.  And FYI why does all the photos of these two jackasses look eerily like the ones she 
took with  TrevTrevTrevyTrev? Tacky tacky trashy once again. I bet her family is happy as hell she ghosted them, to be associated with this astronomical failure is how you get tainted.
Doesn’t it make more sense to here the story from us?? 

Yes of course it does Markle!  

You tell the biggest stories we’ve ever heard 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
yes, her wigs need a brushing

Ahhhh…why don’t they leave the public arena? They are the ones pushing their dishonest PR.
Have just cancelled my subscription....  sick of seeing these two.
I loved the part where Meghan saves a woman's life by giving her a bottle of water because the lady was coughing. Such a hero!
🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
The part where Meghan dramatically rolls tears on her left eye because nobody asked her if anyone cares 😂 I cried
My favorite part was when she threw her now husband in front of a London bus to save her own life.  What a humanitarian and all about kindness to all.
sussy



If they want privacy, then stop putting yourself out there all of the time. So tired of her narcissism. We’re also tired of seeing them. Stay home be private. Stop complaining and whining all 
the time. I wish I lived in a mansion and had millions.
I love the part where they talk about living quiet, private lives, and find every chance to publicly victimize themselves.
Absolutely touching.
The part when Meghan says "I am the one who knocks" and bursts open the door to Putin's bunker stopping the war single-handedly  left me in tears.
Evil. Spiteful. Hypocrites. Pure and Simple.
Nobody cares about these grifters.
The moment the audience realizes these 2 are actually Baron and Baroness Bombhurst from  chitty bang bang….Makes you gasp. And then you realize they locked up their kids and the 
evidence was there all along….
The part where, within hours, despite no one inviting her or asking her under any circumstance, Meghan immediately arranged a babysitter, private flight, street clothes, makeup, 
bodyguard, photographer, camera crew, publicist, private transportation and snack budget to insert herself into the scene of a mass murder involving children and teachers, in a town she 
had never been to or heard of and had no affiliation with beforehand. Where she cleared mourners to approach a vigil for a faux empathy photo shoot and personally approved the staged 
photos taken. Where she tried to gain access to elementary-aged survivors in the hospital with her camera crew and was denied by LE and then it was rumored she tried to access the 
active crime scene instead. Yeah, that was truly heroic and admirable of her. So brave. It’s clear why I tell my own daughters that she is an ultra role model and should be worshipped. 
Thank God we have Meghan to bring us comfort and relentless egotistical PR during the most traumatic times.
The part when Meghan looked directly into the camera and admitted she doesn't like her own feet. I was so moved.
The part where Meghan marries Elon Musk and they go to the moon. Those two humanitarians kissing each other brought a tear to my eye.
The trashy duo strikes again.  Can’t let Kate and William have any attention can we Maggot ?
Best part is when Harry reminds us for the 1,204,654,094th time that his mum died.
Oh please...
This trailer confirms what many people have have been saying all along, that Harry and Meghan had no intention of devoting their lives to the monarchy and the people of the U.K. and 
Commonwealth. They lied to the Queen’s face when they said they wanted to be full-time senior members of the monarchy so they could get the Sussex titles, £32,000,000 taxpayer 
wedding, royal tours, million pound wardrobe, royal residences, jewelry (including the blood diamond earrings from Saudi crown prince who ordered death of journalist), personal staff 
who were ultimately abused, and 24/7 armed security. 

Since they accepted the perks under false pretenses they should be stripped of all royal titles and privileges. If I were a taxpayer in the U.K. I’d be demanding a refund for the “spectacle” of 
a wedding too!
AAAAAAAAND NO ONE CARES
And the woman she save was an Achewell employee 
Plus it was a plastic bottle!! Private jetted there, 5 suv's and plastic water bottles..then preach about saving the world!! Hypocrites.
 @Pam  wow, have you ever seen such an eco friendly pair,  Where's greta? 🤣🇬🇧
Are you sure it wasn't to shut her up as her coughing was diverting attention away from her ?
 @JD  the thing that I don't understand is, they did all that before, fine, I and probably others, didn't care, but when you start preaching and taking a public stance, telling everyone what 
needs to be done, and how to do it, and how people don't because they don't care, get their pay for telling everyone how to live, walk off the stage into their suv, to their private jet..it's 
saying, ok all you morals do what we say, but we are better than you, so we can do what we want.
Yes! At the UN.  Our hero, Me-Me was brilliant, and swift acting. THAT's "compassion in action", if one just ignores her treatment of her ill father, right?
The part where M & H allowed Netflix to keep the comment section on the trailer for their show open for over 24 hours before threatening to sue them,  was truly inspiring.
 @sarah glynn  🤣🤣🤣



Sucky sussies 😅
Yes I'm still wiping away the single tear from my left eye!
I’m trying but I can’t make the tears flow as well on demand as Meeeeghan
Absolutely!
 @Helen Scott-Tebb  what is with the left eye????? 😂😂😂😂 i see the left eye tear everywhere 😂😂😂
WHAT HYPOCRITES. They insult our intelligence with all their “we want privacy but see me all the time”.
 @Madeline  Supposedly in some interview or something, the M was trying to brag about her acting skills and claimed she could cry on command, but only out of her left eye. So, everyone 
has grabbed on to that, and any time she's "teary" or "cried" at any royal event, people have noted how the tears are only ever from her left eye, aka, fake tears.
Not from the side, like a normal person, but right from the middle of the eye, because she's so special.
 @Madeline  go watch According to Taz. She has a video titled "Left Eye, One Tear, Go!" Where she talks about that and she shows the video clip of Meghan from her acting days bragging 
about how good she is at crying on command.
Indeed, that is what they say and then do the opposite, Meghan showing why she gave up acting with her fake tears
 @Arinthia  it was in a clip on YouTube from Meghan at the Soho house with friends bragging that she could cry on cue. A director would say " Meghan, one tear,
left eye, go.." and her response was "ok give me three seconds"
 @Arinthia  Only one tear
😂😂😂😂😂
Hooves.
I just wanted to fix that for you.
They are definitely cloven hooves.
😅
  @No Wire Hangers  😁😆⚰
😢
How is trashing your family protecting the rest of your family? Smh.
The part where Harry and Meghan joined forces to defeat the titans and rule over Olympus 😮😂 Truly a cinematic masterpiece
Hmm🤔 I wonder if there will be a part in the documentary when Harry and Meghan explain why they cling with the death grip onto those titles bestowed on them by that "racist" 
institution. And why they named their daughter after the head of that institution.????
If it were me I would want to cut all ties and associations with such terrible people who made me suffer so much.
In answer to Ms. Meghan’s question, “NO, horrible people!”
Under the Plantagenets or Tudors they would be labeled as traitors , I do not know what they are trying to prove, if it were a normal person they would think themselves so lucky , alas 
Megs is a headline hunter, which is a sign of insecurity ! AND doesn't she use Harry as a stepping stone. He is nothing but a lapdog ! Finally remove their royal titles they live in a foreign 
country and have proved themselves unworthy of such titles.
That moment when meGain realizes Harry was not the heir … was so shocking yet brilliant 😉
As this pair of wannabes continually pour poison regarding our Royal Family, may I suggest remove ALL titles any funding they receive and stay in America , you can have em we don't want 
them
I quietly wept when Meghan rose from the dead and ascended to heaven after three days in the tomb   🙏
These 2 are self absorbed 🗑
The bit where they are in James Corden's boat (the Orca), and Camilla looms into the shot from under the water, and Meghan jumps backwards and turns to Harry and says "We're gonna 
need a bigger advance". I nearly dropped my blue WKD.



The bit at the diner when Meghan does that whole fake orgasm thing & Harry looked so uncomfortable & then the old lady at the next table says " What sucker did you hook with that one 
girl?" A real insight into their deep and abiding love story.
The part where Meghan consults her treasure map with the palace jewels and tiaras marked by an ‘X’…”You STAY ALIVE. NO MATTER WHAT. I WILL find you!” (Daniel Day Lewis ‘The Last of 
the Mohicans’. I bawled and used my Hermes blanket as a tissue.
Time to cancel my Netflix account. I won’t be watching this show of lies
Cancel Netflix
What are these stakes she is referring to? Seriously, what are they? That they won't have money if they don't make this documentary? The horror
Harry  is such a terrible actor like his bimbo wife
What are those "high stakes"?
The part where they use dead children to make rhemselves relevant 🙄
Go away.
What stakes are that high?   They asked to step away from royal duties and got it, they asked for privacy, they got it....  I don't understand.
savage!
😂😂😂
 @Murky Meg  Murky Meg … I am truly honored 😬
😂😂😂😂 BRILLIANCE
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
Bingo
 @Murky Meg  hi 🎉
Pretty sure she thinks she has a chance at the throne poor deluded lass
Money
 @Murky Meg  she is a very vapid demon
Beef tenderloin
So many butthurt Karens in the comments, stick to your teacups ladies, your racism is showing...
The part where Meghan had to stay in a run down housing unit in South Africa which burned down to the ground, and she ran in to save Archie then went on to serve soup for the needy 
really choked me up
When you read the first 10 comments and they start with the same words, trolls well paid!!!😅😅😅
Interview After interview, podcast after podcast, docu after docu they shoot their reputation and kick it in the dirt. Chapeau! The ppl: „How could we love Kate even more??“ Meghan: 
„Hold my Tig!“

😂😂😂whaaat. Hear our story from us, but Ms. Megain just said in interview it's not the story they would have told...let it make sense. No that's ok. Nothing but 🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥
We all know the huge financial gain in this series for the Sussex's however, any parents who will put all this private 'emotion'and rancour on film for the world to see are sadly very 
disturbed in my opinion. Their bitterness is eating away at them daily & slowly destroying themselves and their families. Their children cannot come out of this unscathed either. Its all so 
sad really.
😂 the funniest shit ever
The part where Meghan says “ You're a Wizard, Harry” gives me goosebumps.



The part where She rewrote the definition of a word PRIVACY! 
so that her sniveling grovelling acne tweeny stans can all spray it over other social medias was exceptional 
to be able to go against the Dictionary is something even famous people can't do.
Now I know where I’ve seen this fairytale before….Pinocchio 🤥🤥
Please hit the "DISLIKE" button and let netflix know how happy we are for meghan harry & the netflix love story

This is absurd - two flaming narcissists grifters that take themselves so seriously. Even more absurd, the virtue-signaling executives, director and production people that gave them a 
platform. The most disgusting moment in their lives is attempting to harm Earthshot - and they claim they champion climate initiatives - because of their fragile egos and quest to prove 
their power. This shows they will never relent and never learn. In the words of the chief narcissist herself, allegedly,  (This is not widely known and lifted from a post before the account 
went private: "What would have happened to Harry and Meg's family with a NEW Prince of Cornwall briefing against them, spitefully jealous and controlling the Duchy? They would've 
been trapped under the financial mercy of W with not income, security or funding w/2 kids. It's an orphanage for adults. There are only a select few who are living well. I can count them on 
1 hand. Everyone else is expected to live hand-to mouth ..." FROM @strongwrite on Twitter 02/10/2020. IT WAS ALWAYS ABOUT $$$$.
Lol this comment section is killing me😂😂😂😂😂😂
The part where Meghan stopped straightening her hair was truly inspirational
No one wants to see Harry the Traitor and Meghan the Old Yacht Girl! Netflix you blew it!
For me it was the part when she heard that  her uncle(from her Nigerian side) was dying alone and broke and she said I got you uncle and she paid all his hospital bills and now he is 
healthy. 
She is my hero.
But…was Netflix KIND?
My favorite part is when she’s doing naked backflips in Times Square with a sparkler clamped in her teeth, demanding privacy.
The part where Meghan turns around and does the big reveal by blurting out to Harry: "I have never loved you and you must know by now I married you for money" was the grand climax 
to this documentary everyone was awaiting.
I'm surprised they've kept the comments open. 🤣
I’m black.
Take a nap.
 @No Wire Hangers  think she needs to take a very long nap!! Thank you for realising this is not about skin but about character.. much love x
And after such a traumatic experience, no-one asked her if she was okay!  So sad. 😢
😂😂😂
It was so much worse than Serena’s plight.
Love how meghan is so icy cold they needed heaters in their African bedrooms. No air con needed for frosty flaps.
She was so generous calling it a "housing unit" when in reality it was practically a mudhut, I can't believe they were forced to stay there.
I’m choking 😂😂😂😂😂
Keep telling yourself that “Shane”
 @No Wire Hangers  keep telling yourself that you cared about the monarchy when it does even “care”about a nobody like you. Lol!!
 @Shane Jobs  you really don’t understand what the monarchy means and that’s ok.
Neither does Harrys wife.
Simple folk seem to struggle with basic concepts.
You will be ok,just keep trying .💋



This! hilarious!
😂😂😂😂
That’s the winner!
Best comment EVER!!!!
🤣🤣🤣
Oh. I heard it as “ Whizz on me , Harry!”
Funny !!!!!!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👏👏
Hmmm I wonder what the wizard is married to?
 @Suzanne Singh  dementor lmao
Terribly troubling Myra suffers the vortex of "what ifs"
I'm literally shaking
Hank and Sk@nk
He passed away 
Broke
 @No Wire Hangers  I know friend. It made me so sad 😞 I wanted to RIP him through this comment.
 @K Kal  she’s a bad person 
Her own family means nothing to her
Imagine having all that money and not helping your own family?
She’s bad.
😂
They’re erasing the down vote counter though
 @hsmd  nope, you can still see the number on a browser with a simple extension.
It may have been the sheer  utter pathos as "Her
 celebrity mess" aka MM berates an underling." Wadda mean they are all out of bronzer?"What  load sharing, I want my spray tan get the generator form the kids room"!
I live for Youtube comment section sarcasm. It's the best of humanity.
There’s nothing better than watching two spoiled rich brats cry victim and poor me!  Great idea Netflix!
The part where Meghan forever changed the lives of those poor sex workers by single handedly invented the writing on bananas..gave me goosebumps!
I don't understand how people  can believe the words coming out of their mouths they have proven they lie WOW Netflix bad choice
The part when she goes back in time, puts on a blond wig, and says “Let them eat cake” to the hungry French people. Then spread the rumor that Marie Antoinette said it.
His dad did the same thing, so this isn’t unprecedented at all
The garbage can of the kingdom  (La poubelle du royaume)
Disgusting couple.
Pretty disgusting way to self promote, releasing this just as William and Kate land in the US for a tour trying to promote something actually important: the climate.
Can wait to watch it excited
Just in time for the separation.
God they must be really serious about wanting to lead a private life. They made a six part documentary just to tell us all how private they want their life to be...



What spoiled brats. While the world is struggling with real issues, these two can't keep their traps shut about how much they have "suffered". Harry should be ashamed of himself. He 
needs to leave this insufferable woman and go back to his country where he WAS once loved and adored. There is still hope for you, Harry. Leave that bat shit crazy "feminist" and go back 
to your brother and Kate.
Shame on Netflix for enabling these two near middle-aged feeling-entitled people to talk trash and lies on a public platform. Instead of being grateful for having all the comforts in life 
without serious struggles, they choose to show the world that it’s ok to lie and it’s ok to grumble and complain when they don’t get what they want. SMH
Who cares about this WOKE crap.  Harry and Meghan need to STFU.
The best part was when Meghan introduced Bitcoin to the world, single-handedly balancing out the riches, evening out the injustice. Much inspiring, such hero.
I can't believe my subscription has paid for these 2 who want privacy to be armed with a film crew, and Methane has claimed it is not the way both wanted to tell the story and put sole 
blame on the Director! Already showing their true colours.

Whatever, they have  both self centered and I hope Netflix you take note of the the lack of viewers unless like Spotify you can change the viewing figures to make it a hit! With the tears in 
the teaser all fake in my opinion.
Pathetic and vomit inducing
I thought I couldn't respect Wales' more, but now I am. Actually Zara, oh sorry, H&M of course, should look at them and watch actual private life with Royal obligations. Still can't 
understand - you had one in a million chance to have so much power, money and possibilities to change the world to better place, but now you're shitting your families and filming some 
shitty video. Is that what honest and good people do?
And just in time for the holidays, to warm all our hearts!
Aim higher sis
I can wait, too hahaha I bet everyone here could wait at least 50 years to watch this cheesy, highly staged bs 🤣
Season two is coming: Meghan, the self-made divorcée 🤣
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
My favorite part was when meghan made some guttural noises. It made me nostalgic for the jungle, so I'm planning on going camping this weekend. Thank you megain.
What a pair of self absorbed morons they are. Go away, be quiet, for ever and a day

William and Catherine tour was pre planned. So meghan and netflix mutually agreed on this date to release the  trailer it seems. Netflix learned no lesson surviving on creating contraversies
ain't no one watching this shit show
SPOILER ALERT: Who would have thought that Meghan was Kaiser Söze all along? A real mind scramber.
That part when, miraculously, a healthy child popped out of MeGain's moon-bump on a diet of booze and cocaine. Bravo!!
I cancelled my subscription because I don’t pay to watch the lies and manipulative propaganda of these two spiteful, malicious, pathological lying, narcissists once again trashing the Royals, 
this time when they’re grieving. It’s not even worth watching for the comic value .. I already know they’re a total joke and we’ve heard it all before from this pair of pathetic grifters 
😴💤💤💤💤💤
What a bunch of whinies. That village idiot grew up in a palace, with servants and stuff. He never had to work a day in his life. His C-rated actress has a very confortable childhood with 
private schools and everything. 
Get a grip, you privileged lot. Stop making money off criticising your in-laws. And go get the privacy you wanted. Shut up!
I think it’s time to cancel my Netflix account after this travesty of film making.  At least I was able to watch a good film, “Wednesday” before I cancel my account.
The part when Harry helps Meghan up onto the floating door as the giant ship screeches into the depths behind them…and Meghan pries Harry’s frozen fingers away, icy tears on her 
cheek as she whispers, “I’ll never let go, Hawwy. I’ll never let go!” As she boards the rescue vessel with the world’s biggest diamond in her pocket. How selfless! Sweepingly sacrificial! I 
wept for days!



The part when Megan teams up with Harry from her dreams who can travel across multiverses, to battle multiple threats, including other-universe versions of herself, which threaten to 
wipe out millions across the multiverse was just powerful! Blown away!
Omg, just please go away!!! 😱
You've been markled Netflix! This two talentless, vengeful Grifters are pissing off more and more people!
The part where they put their left elbows in, they took their left elbows out. They put their left elbows in and they shook them all about. 

They did the Hokey Pokey and they turned themselves around and screamed “that’s what it’s all about!”

Such talent!
Why did you want to make this documentary? Answer: 💰💰💰💰💰💰💰
What a disgrace! You wanted to protect your family? I see that...
Pff

What a load of bollocks - pair of greedy, nasty, self-serving grifters. They only make money  because people like car crash cringe. Wonder how long before these comments are turned off.
I'll pass
I often think, as I get up at 04.30 to drive my freezing cold car to a film set, and work until my back locks up, standing in all weathers, and work till 8:9 pm and drive home broken, how 
tough Harry and Meghan have it, how hard their life is and wish there was something I could do to make their lives better 🤮😡
🤣 got flash back of the “ ain’t nobody got time for that “ lady .
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
 @hsmd  Exactly.
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
🤣 🤣 🤣
👍😂😭👍
:face-purple-crying:
🤣🤣🤣
The part where Harry is crying about his mommy and Meg put on a blonde wig and 1 of her Diana cosplay outfits and sprayed her perfume to hush harry up I thought was so stunning and 
brave🎉
The best part is when we learn Harry’s beautiful kind Royal Family becomes the family MM never had… and then becomes the family H never had. Amazing plot twister. 🙃 
Downvote this P. O. S. trailer
The part where NO ONE CARES. Riveting for me.
I wonder who will get sued for libel/defamation first - Megan and Harry or Netflix.   Or will Netflix sue Meghan and Harry when they realise how bad the fallout over all the lies and spite 
will be.
blech
MeGain 🐍 & harry Markle 🤡
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
what a couple of fake phonies!! i will make sure to avoid this "historic documentary" at all costs. nice they decided to run the trailer when the prince and princess of wales hit american soil! 
shameless and tacky these 2 are!!
Who cares. Who bleeping cares? They've already told their story a billion times. Next please.



You two need to get back in your box you know the royal family can not fight back and Harry they are your family too and you are wrapping them apart you spineless spoilt brat
So why could they not just leave and go be married and live happily ever after? That’s right, because she’s arrogant and selfish

They're really starting to creep me out. They have a very dark side thats very unhealthy & all this captured on film for ever will only damage their children just like Harry was damaged.
The part where she was cast as Princess Leia, Dorothy Gale and Scarlet O’Hara, AND then woke up because those roles belong to talented actresses that do deserve them 😂
I felt awed by her yachting skill and the things that womaan can do with a banana are quite startling.
Really Netflix?🤢. Two proven liars telling their story?  We are sick of them and their narrative. Cancel them, stop the nonsense.
The part where Megan kissed her prince and turned him into a frog.I have to say is made me shed 1 lonely tear from my left eye.Very very moving
Love the part when Netflix opened their bank account and did a "What I bought V What I got" TicToc
But but but she wrote on a banana!
At 105k dislikes now, lol.

Edit: 234k dislikes 💀😂
😆😆
😂😂😂
This is awesome nearly fell off my seat 🤣🤣🤣🤣
LOL!  Great comment!
Harry has a very low IQ but I truly think Rachel is evil.
If I could vote on these comments yours would be at least in the top 5 😂
Did it take you 4 or 5 seconds?
lol
And had someone film it.
Screen shoot it! They'll want it for the mem-waaaaaas
They’ve been erasing the dislikes so it’s actually higher.
200k dislikes 💀💀💀
 @PJ  and it's only Saturday. 💅
 @PJ  thanks for the update!
I don't think either of them could do genuine if their life depended on it.
Apologies UK for our B-lister trashing your Royals and converting Harry to a social justice warrior and woke idiot.
So the traitor married a 304.
I'm so in love with comments, cannot stop reading this
You're my heroes, not h&m
An all lies show from a royalty gold digger.
The part when Megan wanted the heir but had to settle for the spare. Such a trooper!
She's an actress playing her biggest role ever.
Did she explain how she gave birth to to cushions and how her chuff looks like a venus fly trap
Which is worse?  Harry moaning on that his mum died,   Meghan rambling on about a dish soap commercial, or Netflix paying millions to grifters instead of trying to improve their image 
and attract new hits by giving others a chance?



Hate is contagious and very sad, Synagogue of Satan is this comment section. REPENT.
i will NOT be watching
When Meghan put her name in the Goblet of Fire, I was speechless. The real twist came when it turned out that she was the dragon chasing Harry!
No one will probably ever read my comment bottom line is she’s always looking for a camera wherever she’s at I say shame on her and yes you don’t know what goes on the Klein closed 
doors but she knew what she was marrying into there’s two sides to every story or three Megan and Harry’s and the truth
People in the comments seem real loyal to what I had already assumed was a commonly known racist & corrupt institution.. shout Harry, his mum must be smiling down
Netflix: I don’t get it, why is everyone cancelling their subscriptions?? 😤

Also Netflix:
A luuuurve story about a couple who are apparently splitting up. Well the $100m is needed so never mind about the real state of things. No thanks to this one Netflix. I'm cancelling my 
subscription.
The part where she won a Monopoly game and donated all Monopoly money and properties to hungry kids in Africa 😭 💸
I love the part where Meghan wants to tell the world her story after she's already told us numerous times.
I thought they wanted privacy?  Seriously laughable.  Thinking of cancelling my netflix account for supporting the Harkles on their destructive journey. They are taking away from real 
victims in this world by crying wolf
Netflix has exposed itself as a divisive force for evil.
Dude, that's not on us. They are the ones who gave her a title.
So mean of William to just fiddle uncomfortably with his scarf to avoid her, when all Meghan wanted was for him to divorce Katherine and marry her, so she could be Queen.
Ruthless 🤣🤣🤣
That’s part 2..
Be patient!
They need to film wide screen for the chuff and add warnings because Venus fly trap lady gardens are triggering
😅😅😅😅so funny
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
 @hsmd Me too.
I would rather have seen another season of Mindhunter than this crap!
No thanks
Heaven will be filled with people like you?
I’m good thanks
 @No Wire Hangers  ..
I read it and agree
With what proof ? 
Oh harry and the woman that he married have said a lot . 
But no actual tangible proof .
I’m black
You make zero sense
Ohhh the R word.  I’m shaking in my boots!



Well I heard , now I don’t whether it’s true. 
But she wrote a letter and got a sexist television advert about dish soap changed . I bet  you haven’t heard that one 😂
 @Foot Fox  powerful stuff!
 @No Wire Hangers  very it moved me deeply . So much so I had an odd sensation feeling like I need to vomit
 @Foot Fox  I had to get a bucket.
So moving..
My bowels are churning.
This is powerful stuff,emotional.
Deeply moving 
💩💩💩
 @No Wire Hangers  I am glad it touched on the same level as me . Stay strong ✊
Yeah, go research the truth about that one!
It’s interesting how she’s constantly talking about she’s been silenced.
 @Foot Fox  oh my God I so want that story to be part of the show!! Just so I can read the comments 🤣
Like Meghan made Kate cry story, right?
😂😂
 @Foot Fox  Singlehandedly...at age 11.  I have heard whispers and rumors of this but until I hear it from her mouth I won't believe it.  But you know Meghan is SO humble she would 
NEVER tell this story herself.  Thank God for Meghan...she has saved millions of women from dishpan hands....rumor has it.😉
 @Katie King  lol
😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹
 @Dale Moore  if only she had a platform. 
You know the UN or something like a global interview . Thank god for the reality show ……… sorry “documentary”
Well.... guess you're going to hear it again. However no one is making you listen to her. Js
😂🤣😂
I stopped using dish soap all together because a silent protest should be public
We've heard it so many times already we could tell it ourselved. And I hate it lol
And numerous versions and numerous lies
Didn't she say in either The Cut or Variety that this wasn't being told the way they would've done so?  Which is it?!  They are cuckoo.
It should be called The New Truth
Wonder which version she's shilling now? Liars are good but they're never that good. 
A judge would declare her guilty.
Wonder if her dad will be watching
Seriously! What else can they say?
 @Foot Fox  WHAT????????????
After she was silenced by Oprah, the Cut and View.. finally we can hear from her
In different versions no less. At wich number are we now. 5, 6, 7....? I have forgotten.
I loved the part when Meghan tied silk sheets together to escape triumphantly through one of the loo windows on the third floor of Buckingham Palace. All in a full face of makeup and a 
red ballgown. So classssy, soooo brave, soooo Meghan!



Indeed, but it depends what story she chooses to go with on the day 😂😂😂
 @Foot Fox  yes ,true that.  She truly was silenced by that evil royal family!!   Um I wonder if we could get them to do that again!  She can keep her car keys and passport, just please King 
Charles, take her voice!!!
It’s way too important to get only told a million times.
🤣🤣🤣
For real, the Oprah interview, this thing, omid and Harry books...the cut interview...lmao it's the only thing they have.
yes but we dont listen good!  that is why we are constantly being bombarded with other versions of the same old tired tale....
 @j c  eh don't worry. Everyone will bore of them soon enough and they will have no more income.
And she’s beating us all up with her ongoing whining and self promoting agenda 🙄🙄 PLEASE STOP PUTTING HER IN OUR FACES!
Please tell me WHY Meghan thinks anyone give a rat's arse about "her story"?  By her own actions it is clear the world would be a better place without her "voice" or her attention-seeking. 
She has no redeeming features, is shallow, boring, calculating, spiteful and insufferable. Just STFU Meghan and that goes for the feeble, trousers contents led traitor, Handbag Harry too. If 
they want respect, they would do well to keep their heads down, their mouths shut and QUIETLY get on with charity work. No one needs to know what they do. My comments are 
provided with the same sort of kindness toward them that they have shown for their own families and for the people of the UK.  Suck it up, Harkles.
 @No Wire Hangers  🤡
 @mother of one  the YouTubers that are making money on gossip and lies about Meghan will have to get real jobs!!!😜
She changes the truth in every interview.  This will be the December 2022 version of her story (give me a break, Harry's story won't be told).
Compassion in action eh ??
 @Foot Fox  Yes but it ended up not even being a true story! Tom Bower tells otherwise. Her stories repeated endlessly apparently aren't even true.
okay and? let her talk
And how many versions of the same events?😂
 @s.a  I hope they filmed when they visited Meghan's father after his stroke, that would be nice to watch, the reconciliation.
The best comment ever!
  @j c won't be lustening at all. I'm only herd for the comments.
 @Foot Fox  omg, hearing for the first time since Meghan rarely ever talks about herself… what a humanitarian
 @Diana Marčeková  and the compassion look she shot at little princess Charlotte at her wedding. The compassion that is so striking it melts so many hearts.
I love their story! Americans don’t “remain silent” Love wins! ❤Hey haters, try holding your breath while waiting for that divorce. 😂
I love the part where the trailer ends
 @S V E  Americans don’t remain silent - is that a compliment to Americans??? Or are you saying they are eternally badly behaved. 

Americans on this forum - please defend yourself because we know the nice ones are perfectly nice.
Glad she did! Women in America aren’t going to bring home the bacon , fry it up in a pan AND do all the dishes! My husband was doing dishes back when MM was 11!  Good insight for a 
young girl! Must be the reason she’s an amazing woman today! Love her, Harry and the cutie kids 🥰 Love wins! ❤
 @S V E  yes her amazing-ness is evident from the comments here - hahahah
Haley, No you have heard what trash magazines write, or bits and parts from Meghan and Harry. You have heard and read as much as me or anyone else. You are a bandwagon hater, like 
so many people, who actually believe they know what life is like growing up in or being part of the RF. You haven't got a clue!!!
 @O O  ooh Chile, did you grow up in the Royal Family??? Don’t think so
 @SASS  🙄



 @MECCA  I grew up in London, and don't even claim to know anything about what goes on behind closed doors at any of the royal residences, However, a late, and former Lieutenant 
governor of Canada was a very good friend of mine, and had a lot more insight into royal life, than you or I ever could. Not all of what he had to say was pretty - The Queen, whom he knew 
personally, was an incredible person, according to him, without a racist bone in her body, ditto for Charles. But other staff and family members were not so kind.  So, keep an open mind, 
instead of joining the bandwagon of haters.

 @O O  We kept an open mind for the longest - but actions speak louder than words.

I am an Indian, obviously against racism, but I can not stand race baiters. Using the race card for personal gain and to divide. THIS IS WHAT THEY DO.....

Use your brain. - You say you are fighting RACISM and then you name you child after the head of a racist organisation and you insist on keeping the titles of the racist organisation.......

They both have taken ZERO accountability for any of their mistakes and everyone else is the monster .....those are the traits of a narcissist....

With the recent race incident too - that woman FULANI, she hates the RF and had accused them of using domestic violence against Markle. Then why did she show up at the Palace when 
she hates the RF.....oh to create trouble and as soon as someone took an interest in her - an 83 year old woman, she cried racist...

Markle is also a proven  liar - she lied continuously about lack of her involvement in Finding Freedom only to take her statement back and apologize to the UK court or face Perjury....

I am so happy the wold can see through these to vile human beings parading around as humanitarians.....
this! 😆
 @Randy XL  "because when there's so much at steak (do I smell grilling?)".   Oooops, my bad - should be 'stake' - as in vampire!
 @O O Such is the world and you deal with it.  Why would you expect anything else?
 @S V E  it is too obvious these marriage is a parasitic one, I mean now it all seems just too good since they still have that connection to the family and people they tried to rip off to the 
max, but when that connection is totally broken off, detached completely. the parasite will find another to latch on to be able to live. and that day...harry will have nothing since he never 
works a rea job his entire life, and the talentless parasite only know that one game....there be alot of tears then. Now it's their game on....but it's not a unique game since there are lots of 
examples similar to this and it's always have a nasty end.
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
what is that plan of will and kate in the trailer
are they allowed to show them?
The part where Meghan fired up her podracer for the first time and said “it’s working, it’s working!!” So inspiring, it gave me chills
Bang bang to the pair. Can’t wait to see the behind closed doors…. The make up of the lies how the decide on the lies and how they decide to drop them lol
Meghan can never be diana or kate... Lol

This is vomit inducing garbage full of lies and fantasy. Hoping that you didn’t use subscribers money for this trash. Hope your company goes down the pan if this is what you produce 🤮
Who cares about their story she is a d list actress whining about how bad she has it.  I am sure the royals are sorry she ever darkened their doorway.  This is not going to end well for either 
of them.  She has his balls in her purse. Enough



Harry and his wife should be embarrassed.
I loved the part when they were illegally and secretly married in the backyard before the disgusting 35 million dollar spectacle of a royal wedding. They are so down to earth. They deserve 
an earth shot prize. 😂
Recollections may vary.
All world hate that c.nt
What pretentious RUBBISH. A SOAP OPERA. MMARKLE'S VOICE IS SO FAKE!!!!
MM, the most vile venomous being I've ever had the misfortune to become aware of or know. Its so obvious she is totally behind this release from picking that image of Catherine to 
releasing it now. The dumbass just provided proof that she made Catherine weep numerous times as she's attempting to now. Miles away even across the ocean Catherine is not safe from 
the cancerous tentacles of this witch. May she continue to burn at the stake as she has been doing. Looking forward to reading about Harry divorcing this wrenched woman. The realty 
show will slap her right back in her face when the divorce is finalized.
What a load of tosh, this is nothing more than a vanity project from a narcissist and her dimwit husband, if this a taste of what is to come you really have been taken for  fools, you paid 
millions for this, if I were you I'd be looking for a manager who will give you some real ideas and save you money because this offering is trash.
I knew Harry and Meghan were toxic but now you are just as toxic, you've taken this pair of liars narrative and given  no one else the chance to refute anything, I thought the crown was 
awful but this is one thousands times worse, don't think for one minute you've got away with running this teaser because of William .and Catherine's earth shot prize events un noticed 
because we know you did it deliberately, I'm totally disgusted and won't be watching this crap
Always their truth!!! When is this gonna end?!! Was the Oprah interview enough?!!
“beware of those that seek constant crowds. they are nothing alone.” /// “we only shout when we neglect what silence can do”
Isn't it wonderful hearing that Meghan can levitate and turn water into wine 🙏🙏🙏
I've heard that the next miracle she is about to perform is to give Harry some hair on the top of his head.
🙏🙏🙏PRAISE THE LORD🙏🙏🙏
This will be nothing but lies. Plus who moves to LA area if they are looking for safety and privacy?  I live here and wonder, don’t they know how many shootings we have here? Wish they 
would just go away
🤢🤮🤢
I stood up and applauded when Meghan found Waldo.
Great more whining. I wish they'd live the private life they say they want so badly and go away. They never have anything good to say about anyone. If it smells like shit every where you 
go, check the bottom of your shoe. I can't imagine they both happen to have families so toxic that they all have to be cut off. Sounds more like they're the toxic ones.
It’s like I was right there experiencing greatness!
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
😂😂😂👍🇭🇲
Best comment 🤣 😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
They deserve to be shot from the earth, right off to Pluto, never to return.  They can rename it Planet Woke and spend their days crying in private.
And if I'm being honest, watching the arch bishop being placed in the back of a squad car was fully satisfying.
Lol😂
I know, poor Harry and Meghan having to get through that "spectacle".  My heart utterly breaks for them.
Literally dying rn w these comments 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😅😂🤣 oh yeah!! The Archbishop of Cuntiberry completely denied it!!! Oh how we laughed at their stupidity😂
😅🤣🤣



😂😂😂😂😂😂 I wish Someone would do a clip dressed up like Meghan markle sitting in her white mansion and read out all the „I love the part when …“ comments from here…
And all of those rascts stood for hours cheering and wishing us luck, what a terrible country

 @Jen Ecks  🤣🤣🤣  I love the part when Meghan forgot She was not in USA, where the wedding certificates are private, and officially lie, sorry,... married Harry 3 days before making 
the bishop come foward to show the official certificate! How Brave She was to show to the world how forgetfull women can BE at 40plus-plus!? Also like The part when Meghan decided 
the Gregorian callendar was not usefull at all for her 45 years old self thus decided to invent a new calendar that puts all women Younger!!! How kind of her!❤🤣
 @Joana  😂 the ultimate woke wan;!r we all must aspire to😁😆
 @KnockoffHermes  😅😄😁fk that was funny
Fark in all seriousness. who the Hell would want to be in her shoes at this moment in time. christ imagine if they are reading threads. would be lovely if she shared some humour like us 
Brits do but know. there isn't an ounce of self flagellation. or spontaneous humour Harry...what a bloody Big fk up which your made BTW she is Nothing, nothing like Diana. so stop pushing 
that narrative
😂👏🏆
 @Hazel Bell  Id love to know what he. really thinks of her. I mean what attributes does she have which made a gooey mess, for sure😆
Wise words
😂😂😂😂😂😂
LMAO!!!!
I cant believe  you gave these con-artiest so much money are you mad. You could not pay me enother money to watch this.
Wow! What garbage. I am canceling my Netflix account right now. Shame on you Sussex roaches.
I like the part when they talk about  the spirt of Diana visiting them, and saying '' if you need to make some extra cash, just mention me Harry ''
vote with your feet people
I am totally amazed how a couple who wanted to walk away from the limelight just couldn't be happy living their own lives . They seem totally  consumed with what appears like hatred . 
What alot of energy that must take no wonder she is in tears . I hope that at some point the both of them find some sort of peace .

The part when MM is searching for a rich well known white English man and asks the match maker…’well is he nice?’ …because that’s all that matters, really moved me to tears. 😂
ginger idiot and a poor actress... disgraceful an disrespectful to the royal family...stay in America Harry your not wanted here and keep Megan in her millions...I hope there not invited to 
the Kings coronation... STAY AWAY
$100M  for a perfume advert.
The part where Meghan once again told us how a dish soap company changed their commercial due to her childhood activism. One brave voice can change the world. Thank you Meghan. 
Men do dishes too!
Oh how the mighty have fallen. From royalty to the Montecito Kardashians (but broke)....
My favourite part was when she volunteered as tribute to the Royal Family, so brave and inspiring and yep single tear in my left eye 🤣
The part where Meghan says, “No, Mr. Bond. I expect you to die.” That was the final blow to the patriarchy!
The part when Meghan shows how jealous of Catherine she really was just proofs that she knows exactly what holds women back. She's a true feminist.
A nauseating vanity project.  Nothing more.

When the stakes are high? What stakes? Ginger Judas “protecting” his family oh please and Markle pretending she’s crying with a Hermes blanket behind her she’s smiling “1 tear left eye 
and go” you 2 are so pathetic and jealous of true Royalty the Prince and Princess of Wales are LOVED in America and UK so go be big mad and pull more pathetic stunts whinge and Ginge!



If Harry wants to protect his family, why are they parading their lives in front of the world? I thought they wanted privacy? I thought they wanted to be a normal family, out of the public 
eye? And why is there a photographer seemingly with them 24/7 to capture so many "candid" shots. Is there a classified page with "personal paparazzi for hire" ads? Please, we are all 
ready for the privacy you say you want! Do it! Give up your titles and go away. That would show that horrible royal family who's in control.
I dont care abt them !!! What a f*u*k
My favorite part is where Meghan asked if she was getting paid for this at her own wedding.
The part where we see Harry complain that his life in the Royal Family was like a mix of the Truman Show and a zoo, then turns around to lead the Narcflix camera crew into his 
Monteshitshow bedroom. I am touched beyond words that he finally overcame his lifelong trauma of cameras.
No One:
Literally No One: 
Not a single living soul on this earth:
Harry and Meghan: We need to be seen and heard in our fight for our right for privacy on Keeping up with the Sussexes.
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
🤣
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
Bet Haawwy has to do more than dishes in the markle household. Poor hawwy
Rachel’s wife, Harriet, does the dishes.
😂😜
The part where she is on the Africa tour and there are women from the poor townships, where there is a lot of poverty and violence. Meghan says we are sisters because I am also a 
woman of colour and tells them about how oppressed she is by the evil Royal Family. The story about how the Queen won’t let her choose a particular tiara, but offers her a different tiara 
is so moving. The women cry because they recognize who is the real victim here.
To discover that it wasn't our patron Saint, St. George, who slayed the dragon, it was Megsy. Wow, I shed a tear from my left eye, just one though, I'm inspired.
Does anyone else think Oprah is probably behind the camera, holding cue cards?  "Tell the story about Meghan having cramps!"
So much for PRIVACY as camera clicking brings back memories for me & for my family methane & ginge are both money hungry grabbing  !!!!!!!! They make me sick wish they would do 
what they said they would do 
GO AWAY AND STAY QUIET
It figures that Megan would try to steal the spotlight while her in-laws are here in the US trying to do good things for our planet. Megan just always has to be in the spotlight. When will 
Harry wake up?
Despicable couple. She wanted to make the documentary for revenge, of course. Revenge that she was not allowed to be the star of the Royal family. Tom Bower very aptly named his best-
seller book.
That part where MeGain tells the world she's a vegan... And then later says she baked a chicken for her first date with Harry. That part really helped me see she was honest and had 
integrity.
No wonder Netflix are failing when they spend subscribers money on the likes of this.



privacy
/ˈprɪvəsi,ˈprʌɪvəsi/
a state in which one is not observed or disturbed by other people.
"she returned to the privacy of her own home"
Similar:
seclusion
privateness
solitude
isolation
retirement
peace
peace and quiet
peacefulness
quietness
lack of disturbance
lack of interruption
freedom from interference
sequestration
reclusion
the state of being free from public attention.
That is weird! Doesn't Meghan say that Netflix isn't telling "their" story, that this story is NOT portrayed like they would have portrayed it? Is this as freely portrayed as The Crown? Because 
I didn't watch that so I wouldn't get upset like I got upset over Harry Potter and LOTR.

And we see a lot of Meghan, Meghan and Meghan again. I hope this hasn't peaked with the trailer. But I'll watch commentary on this "documentary" because I can.
the likes of the daily mail exprees the sun piers morgan dan wootton angela levin to name a few will not like it, they'll continue to peddle their filth regardless
Here just for the comments! 

I really don’t need to hear their story for the endless time. Wasn’t last year Oprah interview a tell all and move on ? I guess they lied. Not surprised
I loved the part where Markle was sitting in the chair with a Hermes blanket behind her (great for a bit of merching) and crying hysterically because she'd lost a sock.  Tough life.
I know the nitflex is trash and every subject too show is trash and what tragic in this people live a humantrafi a slavery a sexuality accusation what sile and selfish people
The part with the bench... So emotional it should be adapted into a book!

OMG! When Harry tunneled out of Buckingham Palace, built a Biggles plane, flew to Qatar in a rainbow onesie and scored nine goals for England! And William gave him his medal.
This is not a documentary; it's a hit piece on the Royal Family (Northumberland Witch Tarot) No truer words have ever been spoken.
Excuse me where is the puke bucket?
🤢
i hate the coments starting with :" the part when Meghan..." I mean wtf 🥶 People very high nowdays.
Right on!!! you  have succinctly described one of her more precious traits.. shall we say? Her  pettiness and greed. The antithesis of what she wants her world to see



And when she insists they all sit on the floor with her - a massive cultural insult - you can see the young women roll their eyes and mutter under their breath.
Best one for now😂😂
No one asked if she was ok
 @Christina  Such sensitivity. 👎👎👎
And she graced the SA mothers with a tiny dingy onesie pulled out of a paper bag. So generous.
Allegedly, thet don't want her back in SA
I was so impressed with her bringing Archie’s used clothing to these poor women and then having them join her sitting on the floor. My left eye shed a single menthol tear.
 @Heidi Marie  I heard she pulled those clothes from the burning housing unit herself. What a legend, in her own mind.
Still tears in my left eyes
 @Heidi Marie  Dear God, I hope she washed them first!
 @rt66vintage  Very generous, especially as it was Archie’s used clothing!
Hank and Sk@nk
And she was living with her boyfriend at the time, who happened to be a celebrity chef. His name is Cory something. She met him in Toronto (she was filming “Suits” there) through her 
“best friend” whom she later called racist Jessica Mulroney.
It really broaden my perspective of their love like no other when I looked up "roasting a chicken" on the urban dictionary site. What an enlightenment and truly pays homage to her deeply 
held conviction to being a vegetarian.
And she also flipped burgers for Men's Health
Not a first date --- but later when they were together...
When did Meghan tell the world she was vegan? Quickly, tell what interview she said that.
 @Joe Hoe  actually she came out in 2016 taking about her perfectly cooked turkey. And then again, about how important it is to know how to cook the perfect roast chicken just a few 
months later. Almost a year before the engagement chicken story you're likely thinking about. Instead of taking about each story I lumped it into one example, because that's basically the 
story that was told. The point is throughout the entire time period she was claiming to be vegan, not even vegetarian, vegan, she was cooking several birds? And then got caught eating 
beef with Harry in that fake pub stunt they pulled. They lie CONSTANTLY and nothing is to be trusted is the only point worth making about those two.
That part when she said she was vegan because the staek 🥩 was high.
Baked chicken has another meaning.  Urban dictionary will explain.  H& M are freaks.
so I googled: 

"By definition, Meghan considers herself a vegan. But it's a lot more complicated than that. Yes, she's a vegan, but only on weekdays. Over the weekend, she reverts to a standard 
carnivorous diet but prefers to steer clear of animal protein on other days." 

 So she's vegan when she needs to be one. Just another personality of hers :))))))
 @Ang A  lies! What Meghan SAID was that she eats a vegan diet during the week and has her “cheat meals” on the weekends. Can you stop lying
 @truthfinder98  October 2018 - for 5 days a week
 @Oksana Smakovska  She is not a vegan then, just a picky eater.
 @truthfinder98  that wasn't how it was sold to the people for a long time she allowed people to say she was vegan and that Harry was being weaned off meat and that they wanted to 
raise their first born vegan.... Would you like a lollipop with all that SUGAR? lmao
They both love “roast chicken”. They were “roasting chicken” the night they got engaged, according to their engagement interview. 😂



 @Ang A  so it’s Meghan’s fault when the tabloids lie on her? Okay, using that logic when the tabloids sold the story she made Kate cry about the bridesmaid dresses…she corrected the 
story and said no, it was the reverse but the problem was rectified. You all called her a lair. Which one is it?
 @truthfinder98  LMAO you're acting like a child. Grow up. Get a grip on reality. She had several opportunities to set things straight. She was and still is using veganism as brand. Where I 
live you don't lie about what degree you participate. It's false advertising. 10000%. Just grow up already
 @Ang A  answer the question babe. You said she shouldn’t have allowed for the tabloids to sell the story that she and her family was vegan. So I gave you an example of her correcting the 
tabloids, and I’m childish? Stay on topic, Ang! Do you want her to correct the tabloids or not?
 @truthfinder98  but I’m confused  in Oprah interview didn’t she say she saved the chickens from the slaughterhouse ? So I assumed that was her take on being vegetarian 🌱 because 
she doesn’t eat them ! 😮
 @cat hughes  Truly, no one should do this.  I'm telling you, people.  Don't.
 @Yesha La  and what’s wrong with that statement? You can still enjoy meat while believing they should be treated humanely in slaughter houses. You are grasping at straws to discredit 
her. Give it up babe!

 @truthfinder98  I didn't say that to discredit. What are you talking about? From my experience people who keep chickens for their children i.e. Archie chicken House/ coop would never 
ever eat their chicken!! I think it's quite traumatic for the child! So You're assuming they saved them from the slaughter house for their own consumption makes it okay? Sounds dark. 
P.S. don't call me babe.  That's disgusting. vomit vomit vomit
 @marylebone  she may be vegan or not, it does not matter but HE WAS NOT -- by that time fully vegetarian : Harry lost weight and excercised more because of her...And at that time he 
was eating meat ---  so she probably made chicken - or MAYBE IT IWAS A LIE...that could be...
 @Yesha La  where did I say that she planned to eat them? Obviously she has a chicken coop for eggs. And you are discrediting her because you’re questioning her reasoning behind saving 
chickens from a slaughter house
 @truthfinder98  read your answer to me "can still eat meat" 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡 so I addressed that part . You are grasping at straws. Give it up babe.
 @Yesha La  do you think chicken is the only type of meat that Meghan eats?
 @truthfinder98  poor deluded Sugar.....the part where the Sussex Squad finally open their eyes and realize this non POC never loved them because asca narcissist, Markle can only love 
herself.
 @truthfinder98  oh good grief, is this the only Markle defense you have, arguing over chicken.  Surely your are intelligent enough to understand "create my own narrative" means lie when 
it suits Markle's purpose.
 @cat hughes  😂
 @Mamta  is that the new urban dictionary term? 😂
 @truthfinder98  Sugar, she ain't paying you enough to sell your soul.
What a lovely day on the internet. The level of hate here is astonishing!😳
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
I’m thinking Netflix is going to troll the Harkles with this documentary similar to The Cut…I don’t think the Hermes blanket crying scene was lost on them somehow
But thankfully there was a photographer in the bedroom all ready to capture that defining moment.
Under the Hermes blanket
Don’t read them then
It's because they've become a joke in society
Yeah, they get old quickly
Them: "All we want is privacy"
Also them: makes a Netflix docuseries about it 👏



I just loved the part where Meghan was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature for her critically acclaimed work 'The Bench"
Disgusting
The part where, a single tear glistening from the corner of her left eye, Meghan tells Harry, “Shut up. Just shut up. You had me at hello!” Such an emotionally powerful moment. Truly, a 
love story for the ages.
They’ve been spending too much time with Tyler Perry because this shit is corny and cringeworthy.
Who cares really attention seekers
The twist at the end is when Hazbeen pulls his trousers down and reveals that he has been a woman the entire time.
They had privacy in UK. Does anyone know everything the Waleses do in their personal life ? Did anyone know what the Queen did in her personal life? NO. Princess Diana suffered from 
serious press intrusion but that was a long time ago and the British press has long had an understanding with the Royal Family about their privacy. Harry's wife has used the privacy angle to 
ignite his insecurities and fragile mental health of Harry. The only person she's actually really kind to is herself.
Don’t you mean hear your truth (lies), disgruntled tantrums, and money-grubbing points of view?  These two are the reason I canceled my Netflix subscription.

I can't believe my money pay for this and Spotify 💩. This was a first mistake, a second one won't be allowed... Thanks for showing us some respect and leave the comments open. .
Always about the narcissistic woman
😳 WHAAAAAT?  Omg....was she asking that question for a response?  How many more lies do we need to hear?  The Oprah interview was bad enough, don't need to hear any mor crap 
that comes out of their mouths!
sorry, saw he old post shot with over 100,000 thumbs down. Reupload to suit your purposes? Duplicitous I believe.
Divorce coming in 5..4..3..2..1…..
Does Meghan have her own portable photo booth?  Asking for a friend.🙂
I love how Meghan's nose changes in the video.
The part where we learn about the evil monarchy and Meeee-gain decides to name their invisible second born after the evil monarch really gave me chills. So brave. 😂
The part where Meghan told the truth... Sent chills down my spine!
the part where meghan was hexed with a family curse and it was prince harry's true love kiss that saved her from the abyss really had me on the brinks of tears, bravo
One of the better parts of this teaser is Meghan's loving family photos.  Especially her love for her father.  So sweet.
love
And then a James Beard award for her famous "word salad"
This one actually make me laugh out loud!!!
I loved the part when she read it on YouTube and they had to turn off the comments because people were pointing out how awful the book was
Title is important duchess etc is less queen😂
It’s probably on her shopping list 😂
😂😂😂😂🔥
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
You bet it would be a very LOUD divorce hahaha Harry will have A TASTE of the same medicine he's giving to his family
It’s the pinnochio effect
🤣👍
That must have been while I was buying popcorn and a barf bag
Come on, you're just being silly now 🤣🤣🤣



Sorry, wrong documentary
I must have had so many tears flowing from my left eye that I missed that part.
I spat my juice at these comments 😂😂
I think I was too busy sobbing into my Walmart blanket to notice this part.
I missed that part.
You just nailed it.
*her truth
Was that when the credits rolled and it said “a written by Meghan Markle, Duchess of Sussex”
 @Piink Pantsonfire  The Duchess of Sussex. 😆
Yeah, wasn't The Tig full of sweet nothings about her Father up until she had bled him dry & didn't rely on him for money anymore?
 
So she can cut her Father out if her life because she's unhappy with something he did that she could've prevented by sending him security like she did for her Mom. Also for doing what 
she's done on MANY occasions, too. Even while dating Harry secretly she was calling paps. And she purposely outed her relationship with him without H's consent with that magazine 
article, it's now been revealed. Hypocrite! And H and the RF forgave her cuz she acted like she's noob & they're gracious. 

Yet her & H go on to do MUCH WORSE on an INTERNATIONAL level to Harry's family, even lying! And then she has a tantrum because The Queen preferred not to have Meg at her bedside 
when she was drawing her last breaths!!?? Especially considering they refused The Queen's invitations for many holidays and then when The Queen actually requested their presence 
because she knew her health was failing, they refused her TWICE!!?? Anyone with eyes could see her health was failing. 

But they have their tantrums and push themselves across boundaries that hurt & distrustful family members have put up, yet they won't have ANYTHING to do with her Father as they 
refuse to forgive him for doing less than they have? He's not even written books or given interviews telling all her secrets (which she has many, he's even bailed her out of a legal situation 
where she was at fault, as have the RF!) or made up lies about her or made veiled threats like H&M do. He's only begged for forgiveness in interviews and continued to beg her to speak to 
him to work thru this because he has no other way of talking to her.

So basically they're allowed to have boundaries when they feel wronged, but others who feel wronged by them or distrustful are NOT allowed boundaries?! Or they'll accuse them of 
racism. Real fair.
So here is the thing, no matter what you think of Harry or Meghan, if you hate them or love them. There is not one good reason why these two would need a Documentary, except for 
making money. This is purely a money grab. They already told their side of the Story at the Oprah Interview. Harry is publishing his Memoire. We get it you hate the royal family, you don't 
need a Million different ways to tell us.
I'm just here for the comments... 😂😂🍿🍿🍿
MeGain and HasBeen deserve all the pushback they get for this shameless self-promotion on the backs of the RF.
I'm here for the comments!  😂
That part where Harry & MeGain say they want privacy to hide fake pregnancies and "children"... But then they work for two years on a reality show to "show their privacy"... That part 
really effected me.
Scum. Hope they both rot. Vile degenerate grifters
I really liked when Meghan showed off a bottle of Harry's pickled balls.
Perhaps the best part of the teaser is Meghan's mother's bank account statement since the marriage.  I never laughed so hard.....



The way Megladon was able to change the shape of her pregnant belly from day day, even hour to hour was truly inspiring.   It's in moments like these that she shines a light on the organic 
way she survives in this humanity.  How dare people say she is difficult (a b1 tch)
The part when Harry destroyed the horcruxes and defeated you-know-who gave me chills
She could have her privacy if she voluntarily lock herself up in a mental asylum 🤣
The sea witch is at it again? What evil plot will she deploy next? She’s already stolen the voice of Harry. The level of cringe is hard with this one.
I just loved the smirk on Harry's face when he was shown photos of Meghan's yachting days and noticed his uncle in the pics.
What are the stakes she speaks of?
The part where Oprah appears and says look I don't know what's happening first my interview disappears from the internet and now no trace of the Netflix documentary....it must be those 
crazy Royals out to get us...then Me again and the spare say see see I told you so....they keep picking on us...then Me again covers her face and one solitary tear drops on her H H 
blanket...Harry is distraught and says don't worry...I will fix everything let's meditate ohmmmmmm....then they all start to sing....nobody knows the trouble I've seen nobody knows the 
sorrow la la la land....brought Me to my knees...wow....
Let my Netflix subscription expire without renewal due to the lack of integrity of its management re their part in pushing the fraudulent agenda of these two.
No one cares . They are an awful duo
Ratio-ed just like 
 Little Mermaid and Ring of Power
The part where I received an inscribed banana from Meghan’s very hands! The words she wrote on it were “Sx trade work is fulfilling!” I cried for days! I shellacked the banana with 
hairspray and mounted it in a picture box. It is my most prized possession. You’ll see this in the 12th minute of this historical documentary.

Meghan I know you’re reading this because you’ve got time, I can’t believe you plagiarized the Korean bath house story from the cartoon show big mouths. Do you have any shame?
I boycotted drivel like Netflix years ago. All they do is play lies like this crap doc. Enjoy rewriting history, Netflix.
Except for the Oprah interview, the book Funding Freedom, the articles in People and other magazines, the staged “charity” photos, and their sycophant Omid Scabie tweeting about them, 
we’ve hardly heard their story at all.
 @hsmd  thanks for the addition
I would love for that to be investigated.
The way H saved the day by quickly getting Meghan into a car when her baby bump came loose and fell around her knees.  Such a hero!
"Megladon"   Love that!!!!
😂🍌🤪
Spicy!
Hank and Sk@nk!
🤣 hahaha
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
Oh my days this is the best comment EVER 😂😂😂😂. I just tried to read it out to my husband, but was laughing so much I started crying😂❤   Oh Thank you, whoever you are, you 
are a joyous human being ❤❤❤❤❤❤😂😅😊
 @Cazza-Tea 🫖☕  agree completely, brought the oink laugh on.
I am literally crying reading this one 😂😂😂😂😂
 @joanna boon  I was choking, snorting, I couldn’t get the words out Joanna. Full on belly laugh with tears. All these wonderful people have cheered me up. I was so down and worried 
about P&POW and the absolute tosh they have to put up with. I hope it’s cheered you up too. X❤💐



A very selfless woman. She flies commercial, never brags or puts attention on herself, always puts duty and service above her needs, is not a hypocrite at all, and never overshadows other 
working royals. Most of all leading a very private life!
The best part of the 'teaser' is when Harry found out he's been taken for a ride by a hustler.  Very funny
You are money grubbing creeps giving voice to evil, lying, bottom feeding scavengers.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors" - except the camera crews
The part when Meghan undergoes lifesaving plastic surgery to erase all traces of her black ethnicity. Heroic!!
Ngl, this almost seems like a parody. “When the stakes are this high” LMAO.
To quote John Oliver on the British Monarchy, «  A bunch of fundamentally flawed people doing a pseudo job »
I just loved the part where Meghan shows off all of the royal jewels she stole.  Sweet!!!
I loved the part when they revealed that the moonbump was real. So authentic and organic.
The part where Meghan wipes away imaginary tears with her Hermes blanket, just got me. So very raw, so very real. 😔🥺
The best part is when Meghan's moonbump fell to her knees.  That was awesome!
When the comments section is better than the trailer. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
People forget, she’s like a weed. I mean seed. 🙄
Forget the trailer. I’ve actually come back here again just for the hilarious comments section! 😂😂😂
The part where it’s in the same wavelength as Casey Anthony’s “truth” trailer. Yikes
The best part is Meghan saving the Bronzer industry by purchasing semi truck shipments to store in her many bathrooms.
Critter bogans has come out quick and fast as they can crwl here😂😂😂😂
The thing that really gets me is here is a woman who wants nothing to do with her in-laws and proceeds to trash them on television but she bravely and heroically uses the title "they" gave 
her.  If you want nothing to do with the royals, drop your title, shut up and get on with your life!

🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Thoughtvm they wanted PRIVACY!!!! We heard your nauseating BS on Oprah stfu …you’re two ungrateful irritating people with your waving your VICTIM cards…you 
both should be grateful for all you have …health each other your kids ….you two who PREACH about kindness and forgiveness 😂😂😂😂😂😂 yeah right 🙄 …but u BOTH have none 
for your own families…people have REAL PROBLEMS….so go away with your crap 💩…if not for the ROyal Fsmily connection NO ONE in the entertainment world would give 2 turds 💩 
that u both exist …now please take a cue from your own mouths disappear…and go embrace the PRIVACY you both “preached” 😂😂😂 so full of it !!!!! 🤮
Any idea what those high stakes are ?
Now, don't go spoiling the sequel.
The Spare on The Bench😅
Organic 😂😂😂
 @David Rodriguez  like a banana with blank ink
I hope they include the part when she visits the old peoples home and says to the women “I’m expecting you know” and one of the ladies said “oh we know, the whole world knows you 
never take your hand off it” (at his actually happened I was watching a live feed!)
The moment they jetted off somewhere for the millionth time and saved the planet from emissions really was epic.
104K dislikes to 14K likes. Netflix, if you plan on existing into next year........LEARN what the people really want and not just what your woke employees tell you we want.
I love the part where Meghan tells the camera with big doe eyes that there are three in their marriage, her, Harry, and their photographer. But it’s never too crowded because they are so 
inclusive. 

Really touched me deeply in my left eye.



Me Me Gan is a 🐐 who always wants attention and do me me me
Here we go bunch of bitter bogans here😂😂😂
I don’t care about weak cucks or vapid money grubbing celebrity wanna be whores.
My favourite was when they were on the refinery-towing space ship 'Nostromo', being chased around the ship by the Prince and Princess of Wales who had sneaked aboard. That bit at the 
end where the ship's computer,  GrandMUTHUR, was counting down to the self-destruction of the whole monarchy, was real edge-of-the-seat stuff.
I really love how she went to Uvalde and used the death of kids for Money and Relevance. Brilliant idea!!!! What a Humanitarian!
My fave scene is them sitting far apart on the sofa, presumably after a quarrel: 
M: (wiping away a 4 second tear) “How could you hurt me so, H, you………..erm, I gave you everything!”
H: (exasperatingly throwing back head in agony, whispers) “Skippy, plee…aase, take me back, pl…ee..aa…..se!!”
I'm happy for them to have the freedom to share their experiences. Even if they have told some aspects, I'm assuming more details will be revealed in this special.
That girls a disease. Poor choice to date a liar and a "skank". Based on her bit parts on shows. Absolutely zero class
The question is… why are the stakes so high for her??? Huh??? Is it about business, or family, or worldwide perception? I hope this is not an illusion of grandeur situation.
We have a nation that is divided and hates one another. All the c0v!d stuff and everything surrounding that. Kids getting s&x changes. Violence is at it's highest levels since the 70's. Etc Etc 
Etc and yet netflix feels we will all benefit from listening to this self important blowhard and her cuck of a EXTEMELY over-privileged husband. She sucked as an actress and he sucked as a 
royal. They are failures. Not with finance but with "soul". We don't need more so called entertainment packed with vapid degenerates telling us how we should live when they damn sure 
don't follow their own b.s.
Noone is supposed to see what’s happening behind closed doors that’s why they’re closed moron !
Meghan: The Royal Family oppressed me. We left to find freedom.
Also Meghan: Hey! Why don’t our kids get to have titles?!
Sickening.
Any partner who publicly bashes their spouses family, is toxic. They only have accused BRF of racism, but the BRF has a proven (modern) track record of being anything but that.  I won’t be 
watching. Say what you will about MM & PH - but they were welcomed with open arms by PH family. PH father walked her down the aisle!! This is gross, mannerless, and a very gross 
display of a lack of class.
I wonder if the Netflix cameras will capture the exact moment they learn that their titles were taken away ?  
Maybe not in KC’s time - but in PW’s reign for sure. 
Now THAT - that I will gladly watch….
I love the part where she Pretends to be pregnant with that fake moonbump, while using a surrogate for both kids. Lying to the public because she knew her kids would Never get tittles 
unless she gave birth to them. Riveting reality show. No stars🤡
When the stakes are this high?
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
You people hate Meghan so much y’all are beginning to attack princess Diana, who y’all are supposed to love. Tighten up!
🤣🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  not all of us like Diana either. Only the media give this impression
 @Reggie Berger  Lie. I have specifically seen “royalist” compare Meghan to Diana and say she will never be like her. I have seen people say Diana faced true adversity and Meghan lied 
about hers. You people say Diana and Kate are “English roses” and that Meghan is a ….*checks notes*…narcissistic, lying, gold digging, ugly, Z-List American actress. Again, tighten up. You 
people change your opinions so much you can’t keep track
😂this comment is pure gold! 😂😂😂😂



😂
😂😂😂😂
DEAD at this comment!!! The left eye!!!! 🤣🤣🤣
And my stomach 🤮
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
🔥🔥🔥
 @truthfinder98  we don’t hate Meghan. She is smart, beautiful and fashion. But , but we are not stupid 😅
Omg what a sick fest

Oh yeah! That was deep. In years to come we will all have photographers ensconced in our homes, capturing everything for posterity. Otherwise how will we know that we have lived?
Comment of the day so far for me. Brilliant.
  @truthfinder98  😂😂😂
 @truthfinder98  actually I have never liked Diana. And I am royalist. I believe King Charles was vilified whilst Diana got away with far worse.
🤣🤣🤣
Great comment…spot on!
You win, this one got me 🤣
Brilliant 😂
Fotter's (hilarious!!😅😂) comment is lampooning Meghan, NOT Diana. Fotter's proposed scenario rings so true because Meghan, for years, has delusionally seen herself as Diana 2.0. But 
of course, the reality is that Meghan is nothing like Diana.
BEST comment, laughing so hard I'm crying from both eyes! Inclusive as in pink salt, white peppercorns... ?
🤩
 @truthfinder98  🤣 bs 🇬🇧
 @truthfinder98  how about you go cry a tear with your left eye 😂😂😂😂
Brilliant
Omg, burst into tear (oh am wrong, laugh) 🤣🤣🤣
 @Reggie Berger  Amen! That woman was no saint!  She had plenty of boyfriends while she was married to Charles.
You winz the internet with that comment!  Spot on!
 @truthfinder98  Ah, a Sussex Sugar, just upset y'all couldn't turn this chat into a Megan love fest, because no one loves her but delusional Sugars.
 @Elaine Leep  okay continue to be mad ❤ can’t wait to see you all cry when the documentary is released
❤❤❤😂😂❤❤❤
Ok, that was funny!! 😂
 @Reggie Berger  100% 
Diana’s dark side was whack.
 @truthfinder98 Diana was a bit of a tart. Never had any love for her
 @truthfinder98 doubt many people will be watching but most that do will be crying with laughter at how ridiculous Harry and his lying tart are.
😅🤣🤣🤣🤣👌
 @truthfinder98  Diana wasn't perfect either. We all have our demons...Meghan's are just larger and smarter. What a shame.



😂😂😂
 @truthfinder98  calm down man. They made their beds, now they can lay in it. All of them.
 @Glory  Especially, the LEFT eye......
 @Reggie Berger  They were both terrible.
 @truthfinder98  Ooooo...pins and needles...pins and needles.
 @J G  She had a good heart though....and that's why people loved her.
😂🤣😂
This is the best response. I think Meghan feels she doesn't exist unless there is a camera around to record it.
👍👍😂😂
 @truthfinder98  Diana was no Saint.  Nobody is.  Most people who know about the monarchy know this.  Many others only knew of her charity work and the interviews she gave.  Harry, 
instead of letting his mother rest in peace has dredged up all the not so good things his mother did. He is tarnishing her legacy.
 @truthfinder98  <----- 🤡  🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  take a LONG HIKE, TROLLL!!!!
 @truthfinder98  Find a more PC term for "you people" otherwise I'm going to blast you on social media and accuse you of being a RACIST. Haven't you learned that referring to others as 
"you people" is offensive?
 @Reggie Berger  I agree 100%
😄😄😄❤👏
 @truthfinder98  Princess Diana was admired when she was alive but her dumb younger son and his wife brought her back to life to be ridiculed.
LoL!!!!
Good one!
😄😄😄
😂😂😂😂😂
 @truthfinder98  and you, my friend, are a deluded sugar! If you can't see the true essence of this hateful woman, then there is something seriously wrong with you!
Agreed.  And I absolutely adore Queen Camilla
Lol
Hahaha...who wore it better Diana or MM
 @truthfinder98  You people ......
You people will forgive her for anything.
Much like George Floyd.
 @Ex Ay Gee Tee  your attempt at trolling failed. If you’re gonna bring up someone you could’ve at least said Trayvon martin. Try again.
 @M Chrysogelos  ya mama
 @Terry Hogan  yeah they are laying in the bed..together…in a multi-million dollar home funded from the attention people like you give them.
 @Suzanne Kirkwood  Prince William told the entire world that his mother was tricked into doing that infamous interview and that she was in a delusional state…but it was Harry who 
tarnished her legacy? Also Diana’s antics did far more to destroy the monarchy than anything Meghan and harry have ever did.
 @truthfinder98  
How about OJ then ?

 @Ex Ay Gee Tee  come on man do better. If you’re gonna be an internet troll brainstorm for better jokes. You could’ve at least said Kobe Bryant. Back to the drawing board my friend.



 @J G  you doubt many people will be watching? Look at the views on the video buddy.
 @Seonad Macleod  I’M the delusional one? You, along with the other people in this comment section, have viewed AND commented under the video of a couple you claim to hate.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 little crowded
 @truthfinder98  
Seems I've triggered you.
 
Won't be long and she'll have you out rioting, looting and burning your cities like a deranged puppet.
 @truthfinder98  Meghan IS NOT princess Diana!! Meghan is hated because she is a self serving narcissist hell bent of destroying the very family she is living off.
 @truthfinder98  .... Erm we love her son William Future King 🤴 not the pitiful moaning complaining self pitying entitled ungrateful youngest village idiot Hazzard
 @truthfinder98 ..No you didn't another delusional suger.
 @Terry Hogan  ..Tell that to Will Carlings wife..She broke up his marriage in-between her 7 affairs while married to Charles 😜

 @Ex Ay Gee Tee  black people rioting and looting that’s sooooo 2020 lmao. Again, do better with the jokes dude. At least be daring and call me the N word or a monkey or something geez 
lol if you wanna be edgy ask how it feels to hang from a tree. Obviously this has failed so find another Meghan markle video or a George Floyd one since that’s your thing lol and try again.
 @truthfinder98  ..Laughing at the couple 😂😂😂
hahahahahaha so good

 @truthfinder98  It seems that you are too dim to understand that we are here for entertainment purposes only! Boy oh boy are we laughing our socks off at this car crash of a video!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  sadly you have consumed so much of the Meghan koolaid, you aren't able to see the humor in the comment. I loved Diana.
 @truthfinder98  you people?  Well, you people only defend Meagain because she’s part black, never mind her horrible actions.
 @truthfinder98  
Ah yes.
Trying to project your american racism on me.
So 2022.
🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂🤣🤣👏👏👏👏💥
 @truthfinder98  don’t be ridiculous. No one is attacking Princess Diana. Meghan is a narcissist and a race baiter and needs kicking out of our Royal Family.
 @truthfinder98  you mean laugh don't you?  Do you honestly think that a Netflix PR piece is going to change the opinion of the millions of people who watched this nonsense as it 
occurred? They can try to re-write what happened but we saw her behavior. We saw what she was given for relatively little work. We saw her total lack of humility and gratitude and we 
saw how she treated her father, Philip and the Queen. We watched her lie on Oprah, proven to be 17-30 depending on who you read and how picky you are. We watched her perjure 
herself is sworn testimony. Do you think people are as stupid as you are?
 @truthfinder98  You need to tighten up your storyline, mate, because you've gone from moaning about all of 'us' attacking Diana to moaning about all of 'us' defending Diana all in the 
space of one thread where the only comparison with Diana to be made is that she at least had a legitimate, verifiable complaint when she gave her interview.



 @da ni  where did I get upset that you defend Diana? What I did say was that the hate against Meghan for doing “tell-all” interviews is hypocritical because Diana’s interview was FAAAAR 
worse for the monarchy than that Oprah interview. You can’t gaslight me, babe. I know what I said.
* I’d like to add that Meghan and Harry’s raised issues in that interview were legitimate as well. Like first, that their security was taken away because of their exiting as working royals. 
Royalist claims harry lied and over exaggerated the threats against his family…it took a former employee of the British police (im not British sorry I don’t know the names) terrorism division 
to prove that there in fact threats made against the Sussexes’ lives. Secondly, when Meghan said there were efforts made to keep their children from gaining titles, you all said she lied. We 
are now watching in real time, waiting to see if King Charles officially gives Archie and Lillibet their titles as grandchildren of the reigning monarch. Thirdly, royalist claimed that Meghan 
only wanted the titles for her children because she’s a narcissist and wants more fame…which is not true. She has said time and time again that the titles come with around the clock 
security, which is what she wants for her children.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣❤❤❤❤
 @truthfinder98  who said we are supposed to love Diana? And where is she being attacked?
 @Lynn D  yes, you people. Since I can tell you’ve read my responses, you would also see that I said “royalist” to describe the people in comments, which is not exclusive to one race. But 
since we are on the topic, why have royalist and the British media called Meghan and her children exotic, monkeys, and other odd racial terms and slurs?
 @truthfinder98  Gird your loins. There's more pushback to come for the Harkles and you bringing Diana into this won't bring a tear to anyone's left eye. Everyone's have had enough and 
there's no stopping the Harkles "haters" now.
 @Lynn D  TRUTH!!!!
 @Dancing Firefly  the tabloids lol we all know that’s where you get your information on Meghan from
 @Maria Maba  who said I’m trying to illicit tears? I’m calling out the hypocrisy and lies you people are spouting. Meghan and Harry have acted the same exact way that Diana acted when 
she and Charles divorced…yet Diana was praised for actions and the Sussexes have been mercilessly attacked in the media. I wonder why?
This one is  killing me 🤣🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  that’s the British press, not the royal family.
 @truthfinder98  most of it we’ve heard right from the source, meaning right from Meagain and hazbeen
 @truthfinder98  Who said you, specifically, were trying to elicit tears? Comprehension, my dear. Lol. Those two are absolute hypocrites in all this, make no mistake about that.

You want factual history? Camilla was Charles first love. Told his father and if I recall correctly, a much older uncle or advisor that he wants to marry her. Was tild cannot be because of her 
"colorful experience". Camilla moved on with her life and got married. The royal family found him an aristocrat virgin (Diana) and in all fairness to Charles, married her and sincerely tried to 
make it work.

Diana made the first transgression and then it happened again and again -- even stalking those men outside their homes as told by the family members of those men (plural). Yet, Charles 
and the family protected her. She had her issues but she never lashed out the same way this Megsy woman and her handlers anre doing. So don't you DARE compare Diana to that alleged 
despicable, horrible liar. Diana is rolling in her grave with people like you staining her name with that woman.
i hear pornhub beats.
 @Lynn D  I have yet to bring up the entire royal family so I’m not sure why you said that, I said royalist meaning supporters of the royal family. I’ll ask the question again: why did royalist 
and the British media call Meghan and her children racial slurs?
 @Lynn D  and you did not get your information straight from Meghan and harry. For example, harry and Meghan said they wanted to step back as royals to be able to control the invasive 
British media…the British media created a falsehood that they wanted complete and total privacy. You all continue to push that same narrative to this day.
OMG!! Classic🤣🤣🤣🤣



 @truthfinder98  But, H&M and their children are not entitled to much because they are not working members of the RF. Their children do not live in the UK as M&H do not. I could go 
through each of your points but, quite frankly, I am too tired to try to explain to ignorant and uneducated people. If you were able to do some valuable research yourself, you would not 
need someone to explain it to you. Just one thing  -  William,Catherine and their 3 children, also got serious death threats because of what H&M said in that interview. M stirred up the 
racist pot and coloured people (the world over) threatened their lives! When H left the RF, he was told that protection would cease. Charles has only been in office 2 - 3 months, is still 
grieving his mother, and surprise, he is bogged down with other more important issues and making the Sussex children Prince and Princess is low down on his agenda, but his reason for 
delay is more than likely due to waiting to see how incriminating Harry is going to be against the RF with the docuseries and his book. If Harry does not attack the monarchy he may well get 
the titles for his children, so it's up to H. If he does attack the royals, he can kiss goodbye to them, and rightly so. It also has to be proven that there are 2 children and that they were born 
from Meghan's body, which a lot of people dispute.  The thing is, M's lies are catching up with her and will eventually be her downfall. Also, the new photo of Archie  -  where has his red 
hair gone!?  You see, where MM is concerned, there are always unanswered questions to cope with.
Hahahaha
 @truthfinder98  I never said that. That is a non issue as far as I’m concerned. I’m talking about all the lies they told in the Oprah interview, the cut, vanity fair… they keep trashing the RF 
but keep cashing in on their titles

 @truthfinder98  it was one comment, in one paper. You’re making it sound like all of the UK and all journalists have said things. Meagain said that someone in the press called her child the 
N word. That’s a flat out lie. I don’t need to mention what all the lies were in the o interview, I’m sure you’re well aware of them, but maybe you just can’t comprehend
 @truthfinder98  look at like and dislike ratio…and then read the comments, buddy 🙄🙄🤡🤡
 @truthfinder98  Really? Do you think we are going to watch it? Hell no. I have much better to do than watch BS.
 @Rowena Audenko  and photo booths !
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Reggie Berger  Diana was a full on Sloane ranger! Look it up, she was a piece of work!
Thanks Fotter ! You  are brillant!😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
 @truthfinder98  one tear....left eye.
 @truthfinder98  I'll not be watching a load of crap from a known liar and former yacht girl.....oh, did a tear just well up in my left eye?
 @J G  well, for a goody two shoes, she's had more boy friends than I have hot dinners, and that's all the time she was a married woman. Shame on her.
 @Sarah Murphy  well remembered, and it wasnt just Will Carlings wife whose heart she broke.
They need a photographer specially to capture how hard they have been trying to avoid the intrusive paparazzi! All they want is their privacy!😢
 @truthfinder98  it’s 100% truthful n hilarious. It’s megan, Harry n the cameraman.
 @truthfinder98  hey, we are a very diverse bunch - the one thing we have in common is we don't like being lied to, and we don't like entitled bad behaviour.
😂😂🤣

 @Reggie Berger  YES. She was wronged in some ways, but there was a lot she brought on herself…was def no walk in the park to be married to an emotionally unstable woman (no doubt 
her marriage understandably intensified her behavior). Wish more ppl would talk about how she used the paparazzi to her advantage & played games with them ..tipping them off where 
she would be. Is Megan really using the old Diana quote of there are three of us in the marriage? 🙄 She would die without the public she puts such a show on for.
Brilliant!!
 @truthfinder98  The fact that you refer to everyone who disagrees with you as "you people" should tell you something about your level of arrogance.
Diana used the phrase "There are three of us in this marriage".  MM can't even make up her own anecdotes.



More iconic than Di!
Hahah the last part 🤌
😂🤣😂🤣
LMAO 🤣 🤣!!
Brilliant 😂
I love the fact their photographers  reenactments make it all soo so convincing that people love Catherine and William even more, for saying nothing
 @truthfinder98   Princess Diana wanted her son William to be King, why would you think that thrashing his beautiful wife and children would make Princess Diana happy?
 @truthfinder98  we can just read the comments, for the documentary they are funnier...
 @J G  I loved Princess Diana, I don't like women being called tarts for seeking love and companionship, she was human like all people, have a heart, stop speaking ill of someone who is not 
here to defend herself.
 @truthfinder98  whose behaviour* we don't respect
 @truthfinder98  all of the Royal family need security, why do you think that is?
 @truthfinder98  sources about the horrendous racist comments, that nobody witnessed?
 @truthfinder98  when did they call them those horrific racial slurs, it sounds like bs
 @Lynn D  nah, they get paid for it
 @еникеевазаһида  You lost me at "we don't hate Meghan."
 @Reggie Berger  I agree. Diana believed her own press.  She was not that pretty and her body was not that great.  And she acted like a spoiled brat most of the time.
 @Bahba  And most of them were married.  She even bedded her gay butler.  Desperate.
 @fairies r us  she may have been seeking love and companionship just as Camilla was. So make sure your compassion isn’t just one sided otherwise you’re a hypocrite
 @D. L. Dowdy  It's Queen Consort Camilla.
 @truthfinder98  Yes, but it's all hate-watching.
 @truthfinder98  Yes, but we are hate-watching.
 @Lynn D  That and they are being paid by her.

 @truthfinder98  Nope, I think calling the entire royal family racist (since she didn't name names, they all became suspect) is far worse for the royal family than tattling about Charles' affair.
 @Dancing Firefly  Apparently we're supposed to love Diana because she looks like "us."  Little does she know that only blacks play that game.
 @truthfinder98  You don't have to be a royalist to hate Meghan Markle.  She's absolutely unlikeable by the vast majority.
 @Kevin Goode  She poured sugar in her boyfriend's Aston Martin gas tank, and she was NOT a virgin when she got married.  What a liar.
 @fairies r us  If we don't like Diana, we'll speak our truth.  Deal with it, snowflake.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣  Brilliant!  And oh so true.
 @truthfinder98  Oh yes we are so gonna shed a tear... To our left eyes 🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
 @Christina G  each to their own, I would never speak ill of the dead, also your thoughts and words are more revealing about you, Princess Diana is at peace, may her eternal, bright and 
beautiful light shine on. The one thing about Princess Diana is how nice she was to the marginalised, in crisis and most impoverished people, she was a genuine, kind, thoughtful and 
sensitive person. She had no snobbery and treated everyone with equity, no airs or graces Anyone who met her will never forget that.
 @J G  I don't judge Camilla, what makes you think I do?
Good one! 🥲
 @fairies r us  It would be great if you could worship Diana without judging others who don't.  Only nasty souls feel the need to denigrate others.  Muting...



you nailed it!
lol. this is gold.
 @truthfinder98 it’s not an attack on Diana.
 @truthfinder98  they are not working royals so they don't get security. Not hard to comprehend. Eugenie, Beatrice etc do nit get security. Princess Anne , Prince Edward etc only got paid 
security when they were performing official duties. Doing lame Spotify podcasts, and hustling for money by doing Reality tv don't count.
 @truthfinder98  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @J G  👍
 @Terry Hogan  🤣🤣🤣  pins and needles 🤣🤣🤣
 @Maryann Lush  Well said.
😂
 @truthfinder98  you know what, personally I loved Diana, let her transgressions pass as she's long passed BUT H and her constantly, persistently using her name for his gain has brought all 
the not so nice things about Diana to the foreground, so blame them 2.
 @Maryann Lush   100% Agreed.  Very well said!  👍
 @Lynn D  👍😀
 @Oobie Doobie  Exactly. H continue  milking  his dead mother...🤢
 @elin star  👍
 @eeeandeee  🤣🤣 So very true!
 @Proud Filipina  👏👏🤣🤣😀
Wtf I'm cracking up 🤣😂
 @fairies r us  it is illegal to write racial slurs in British newspapers anyway. They wouldn't get away with it.
 @Reggie Berger  I agree.  She was not innocent either.
This is the funniest!
 @Terry Hogan  As staged as all of them are.  I am sure a lot was self-serving.  But I applaud her for being tough.
I love it when she steels scenes from Julia Roberts movies & uses them to brain wash the sugars
Priceless
Hahahahahaha
This comment section is better than anything on Netflix
 @truthfinder98  1.  The royals do not decide who does/does not get security.  The Metropolitan Police make that decision.  2. Princess Beatrice, Princess Anne, Princess Eugenie, et al only 
have security when they are at a royal function as working royals acting for the Queen or now, for the King.  Receiving/Having a title does not include 24 hour paid security.  3.  Harry and 
Meghan want Internationally Protected Persons [IPP] status which would guarantee protection in many countries and save them a great deal of money.  That is the reason for their suit 
against the UK government for protection.

 @liz johnson  I don't believe any media in UK made racist slurs, honestly they would have been sued by Palace and Markles if they did. Also to ignore the fact that QEII abhorred racism, 
the efforts she made to silence racists and sideline racists are apparent in her legacy. I don't believe Lady Hussey is a racist, I think she used an unfortunate turn of phrase, but we 
understand that elderly people say that to white people too. Who are you, who are your family, where do they come from, in my family my mother manages to find a relation from asking 
these questions, we always laugh and say, oh no she is going to find another distant cousin. When I met an aboriginal in Austrailia, he asked me where I was from, I was not offended, i 
actually was relieved to talk about Ireland, because in one year, he was the first person to be interested enough in me to talk and ask about me and my people., family and culture.



 @Faye Longo  I did not say the royal family themselves made that decision…harry and Meghan lost the privilege to security in the UK when they became “non-working” royals, correct? 
Which is fine…protocol is protocol…but when threats are being made on their lives and the lives of their children, what is the Metro’s excuse for not allowing them have security?
Either way you’re still proving the point that security from the Metro is purposefully being with held from the Sussexes’ for an extremely petty reason.
 @Christina G  I'm not judging you, just judging the behaviour, I'm sure if you think about it, or had a 'good soul' you would realise why people never denigrate those who left life. I don't 
worship any human, I only worship God. I did love Princess Diana, as she is not here to defend herself, I will.
 @Christina G  ❤❤❤❤❤
This wins the comments section. Brilliant! 🤣
Omg this is great! Hilarious!!!😂😂😂
 @fairies r us  It’s cringe when ppl bring up a woman who passed decades ago - good or bad. Let her rest. Hawwy keeps bringing up though. It’s just so off putting. It’s the disrespect that 
gets me. That he is the main person doing this to a memory. Before her legacy was well though of, and now via this association with him, it’s not.

 @truthfinder98  I will try to simplify:  The children of Meghan and Harry will not receive protection even if they have titles as protection is not linked to titles only.  Meghan and Harry do 
not have protection because they are not working royals just like Princess Beatrice.  Just like Princess Anne.  Just like Princess Eugenie.  Just like Prince Edward and Sophia.  They get 
protection only when they are performing official duties and engagements.  ONLY KING CHARLES III, QUEEN CONSORT CAMILLA, THE DUKE AND DUCHESS OF WALES GET 24 HOUR 
PROTECTION.  NO ONE ELSE!  The Duke and Duchess of Sussex are no longer performing official duties and engagements as they chose to leave the Royal Family and do not live in the UK.  
A title does not guarantee protection.  Harry and Meghan want top armed security which the Metropolitan Police [specifically SO14 Royalty Protection Group] can not provide in the U.S. 
that is why they are fighting for IPP so that other countries will pay for 24 hour protection specifically the United States where they live.  The Duchess of Sussex is either being disingenuous 
or she truly does not grasp the reality of protection services provided by SO14. Other famous people pay for their security [I read that George Clooney pays a VERY large amount of money 
for protective services.].  The Duke and Duchess of Sussex have to pay for their own security just like thousands of other famous people.
 @Faye Longo  how do I simplify this: the issue is not 24/7 security when ever where ever, it is only when they are in the UK! Why do you think the issue is only raised whenever they are in 
the country? And you are telling a lie! Meghan was pregnant with Archie when they were still working royals and they were being told then he wouldn’t be given his birthright. Based on 
the patent by KG5, in the event of the *then Queen dying he would be made a prince and given all the privileges with that title. For whatever reason his birthright was taken from him prior 
to them even quitting the firm. That’s the issue. Rather they continued to work or not their children were going to be at constant risk because of the disgusting things the tabloids printed 
and the royal family allowed to be said about Meghan and her unborn children in the United Kingdom.
 @Christina G  when did they call the entire family racist? I only remember them saying ONE member made a comment in relation to Archie’s potential skin color. Now I do know they said 
the British media is racist. That’s a fact.
 @Lynn D  it was more than one situation where racial slurs were said against Meghan and her children. I have seen for myself on sites like Facebook and Twitter were people are calling 
Archie and lillibet racial slurs
 @Maryann Lush  everything you just said is speculation. There is no definitive proof that harry will “trash” his family in his book or the documentary. The only thing I agree with you on is 
William and his family receiving threats. The same way that William and the Wales receive threats by Harry’s fans, the reverse is the same. Harry and his family have received similar 
threats by Williams fans and been attacked on a global scale by numerous media outlets. You can be ignorant all you want but people with common sense know the truth. It’s crazy 
because Meghan has been vindicated multiple times in the past 6 months.
 @truthfinder98  I did not say that Meghan was not pregnant with Archie???? Not sure if you have me mixed up with someone??? I do not like to be called a liar when I am trying to explain 
something so I will cease communicating with you.
 @Faye Longo  I called you a lair because you in fact lied lol…also I brought up Meghan being pregnant with Archie to make a point that prior to them leaving the UK and not being working 
royals, they were being told Archie would not be given the title nor security even though it’s his birthright upon the death of QE2.
 @Reggie Berger  true



 @Terry Hogan  nah.....that was just in front of the media
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
The best 😂 😂 😂
 @Ex Ay Gee Tee  See, this is ehy we can't have nice things.  We're all bonding over the ridiculousness of Meghan and Harry with their false claims of racism, and somebody has come along 
with a remark that is truly racist and cruel.  You are being a disgrace, and you ought to be ashamed of this vile behavior.
 @D J  I agree, but people were saying bad stuff, in reply to a planted remark by anastaisia, then I felt compelled to defend someone who is not here to defend themselves
 @D J  another point being she is the King Mother, and King Grandmother, in historical lineage, so please people don't disrespect the house, the people, when one offends the head of 
state, it does offend the people who support and honor that
  @SJW 57  
Whatever you say precious.
 @Ex Ay Gee Tee  I don't know who can help you be more human, but it's not me.  Blocking you now.  God have mercy.
 @SJW 57  
Lol .... Very precious.
 @T Ruth  Stumbled  Wherever she is, she does not need any one to defend her from where we are. Let’s allow her to rest. If h would not keep bringing her up, her memory and legacy 
would not be in the tatters that it’s in today. I am beginning to think it’s h’s way of getting back at her AND Charles. I refuse to take part in it. She was not perfect but did some good in the 
world. A marriage that failed decades ago, between two people who had completely made up before one of them passed, needs to stay in the past. After all, C is the one who went to Paris 
to identify D. The only way that could have been done is if C was listed as next of kin or point of contact. She could have asked her siblings, but he had the duty. Also, the divorce settlement 
was hefty. C made sure D would never want for anything financially. Whatever C did to D, it’s clear she did the same as well (affairs). But they made amends and it was their grievance(s) to 
“squash”, not ours.
 @truthfinder98  Megaliar has done this to herself.  Sorry, but Diana was no saint.  She, too, manipulated the media & had numerous affairs.    Get a grip.  Take Diana off the pedestal, she 
was only a human being with flaws.  She was a media darling (unlike Megaliar) & the camera lens loved her (she made money for the media).  Btw, you should read up on Narcissistic 
Personality Disorder.  We have an epidemic here in the USA.
 @Reggie Berger  Fact.  Diana on any cover would make bank.  People bought into her "innocence" & victimhood narrative.
 @truthfinder98  Like I said, when you don't tell the public WHO said the "racist" comment, the entire royal family becomes suspect.
 @D J  I agree with everything you say, I loved her, also nobody is perfect, I don't judge her or C or C for what happened, because life is hard, peoples private lives are their private lives, 
nobody knows what it is like to be in their shoes. It just triggers me the disrespect, but you are right, that comment that started the conversation whoever is behind that is totally stirring 
up toxic hatred I have no time for that behaviour, I knew it was a set up but then the conversation took that turn, I should have risen above it.thanks may she rest in peace. I felt sorry for C 
in Paris he looked devastated for her and his sons, and he done everything since to protect his children which is admirable.
 @truthfinder98  I always respect Diana, but she was a flawed human being and also rolled through the wrong sheets...
 @Bahba  But she was beautiful.  Being Beautiful excuses everything for an awful lot of Americans.
 @truthfinder98  With laughing - absolutely.  Comedy gold.
🤣🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  oh, yes - Harry and Meghan should enter sainthood!  With their photographer in tow to document their every saintly deed!
Using Diana's words..... There are 3 people in my marriage.... Obsession with Diana... Even the see thru dress pose. They should go away, shut up and be private because we are all si bored, 
so weary of constant bleating on. Trouble is mid range narcissist will never ever shut up with their side if the story.......
🤣🤣🤣🤣 just in the left?
Hank and Skank



 @hsmd  lolol 🤣
 @Nello Philton  😀
Can you believe this grifter? Hahaha her deep, silky voice, staged AF 🤣
The part where her dad had to undergo emergency life-saving heart surgery days before her wedding and she calls him to scream at him for stealing her spotlight. Imagining having a 
daughter like her is the best birth control I could think of.
Funny how Netflix took off the dislikes!  Netflix, what are you thinking?

Shame on Netflix,these two have been proven time after time to be liars,but you are putting out a six part series filled with nothing BUT their lies,it puts anything that you have put out as a 
documentary under a shadow of dis belief now,I also want to know,why Netflix seems so hell bent on bringing down the British Monarchy? Between the misinformation in the Crown and 
now this,which is filled with one sided subjective truth of two professional victims who have been proven liars is beyond me,you have lost my subscription 😡
The human embodiment of hypocrisy
More junk.
Think about it, Markle and H have been telling their side of the story for the last two years, on Oprah, (disgraced) James Corden, (disgraced) Ellen, The Cut magazine, her own vengeful and 
pointless podcast, etc. On Oprah alone they told 17 lies, including the utter nonsense of getting married before the big wedding that was funded by the British taxpayers they have trashed 
and betrayed… How would it make sense to hear this overly dramatic yet dreadfully boring lie-fest once again, told by them - again? What I’d be really, really interested in is to hear the 
OTHER side of the story! I would love to know what it is like to be members of the Royal Family and on the receiving end of Markle and H’s bullying, harassment and slanderous campaign? I 
would also love to know if Ms Fulani is a member of the vile Sussex Squad and whether the alleged racism happened as a targeted attack on the Royal Family? Did Markle commission this 
or all is just a coincidence?
The part where Meghan, at the last minute, ditched her obligations and her child to fly to New York to watch her “best friend” Serena Williams play in the final of the U.S. Open. 
Unfortunately, Serena lost.
You should’ve ran when you had the chance, Harry.
the haters and the karens all crawling out of the woodworks!
Kindly hit follow, if you respect your parents! 🙏
What stakes???????
I was REALLY hoping to see footage from her multiple nose surgeries and other fixes to her face. PRINCESS Catherine never had to as she is a natural, graceful beauty, whereas Harry's Wife 
is gutter trash.
I wonder if they'll show any dangling ppl from windows
gold digger
I'm so moved by this amazing trailer I want to send all my words of gratitude written on bananas to Montecito, if they are still living there
Vile ppl!!
Incase anyone is interested the current ratio on this video is...

14k Likes to 103k Dislikes
OMG the comment section made my day... My week... My year 🤣🤣🤣 sorry Harry but come on! Wake UP!
Giving airtime and boatloads of money to a pair of whiners and liars. This is why I will never subscribe to Netflix again. Disgraceful tat!
Makes me respect and admire William and Catherine even more...especially Catherine❤ what and elegant, classy and decent woman!
lol
thank you!



They started erasing the dislikes
16k Likes to 121K dislikes now
I canceled my subscription and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
don't care. Love them
That scene where they cried about security and privacy, then hired a film crew to film them crying about security and privacy?!!?! 💩
The best part for me was when Meghan solved the question: how pillows are born!!!🤣🤣🤣
I can’t wait for the part where they celebrate Nov 11 Remembrance Day in Los Angeles (US has a different name. I think it’s Memorial Day? And it’s at a totally different time of year) by 
going to a LA military cemetery, locating graves of non-American soldiers who served for Commonwealth countries, while stomping all over graves dragging their film crew behind them. As 
a veteran, I could not be more delighted with the respect they showed. Especially as Harry himself served in the Army. He obviously really learned the concepts of honour and respect. 
Disgusting.
Disgusting, vile duo! 🐍 What stakes?
"I made his documentary because I don't have any money"
The sheer hubris to marry into a family and to try to take that family down. It doesn't matter if it's the Royal Family or not, it's the idea that she thinks she has the right to do such a thing. 
Harry, she's never going to be happy. It's just not going to happen. This is a maniacally self-absorbed woman who probably spends a great deal of time Googling herself. She probably buys 
every magazine where there's an article about her and she analyzes all the photos of herself. It's probably the only reading she ever does.
🤢🤮
I can cry too for $88 million.  🐊
Oh Gawd!!  here we go. No doubt Little Lord Fauntleroy will be YET AGAIN harping on about his dead mother and his "genetic" pain. 🙄
While The Little Mermaid will YET AGAIN be regurgitating that letter she sent to P&G. 🤮
I think I need to go and lay in a dark room, and set my alarm for "a quarter past The Harkle's". 😠
I will not be watching the trailer nor the series.
The part where she has to explain to Harry how childbirth works and that babies all come from one factory in China. He was so confused how a real child can come out of a plastic moon-
thingy, but he understands it now. What a touching moment!
If you have not already cancelled your Netflix subscription, now is a good time to do so!
🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Surely no one is going to watch these two bums chat shit, if you do you’re an idiot for liking her
The part where Meghan got her fairy tale prince and happily ever after but threw it all away because she wasn’t crowned prom queen broke me.
Oh boy Oprah 2.0 coming, good thing I don’t pay for Netflix 😅
The part of that scene " alleviating poverty world wide" 💔 standing in front of the gates walking away with the empty bag.
Perhaps Netflix could produce a documentary from the comments section? Words into (click) action. The comments are way more interesting than the clip. Just my opinion.
I love when people get fed up with the BS and tell it all. I’ll be watching with my wine and popcorn.
That makes sense.  If you love them, you must’nt care.
Veterans Day
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
Me too!
 @hsmd  Same here!!
But, she was actually prom queen 👑 no?
 @MonkeyTennis74  no one gives a shit about prom queen



Not of the whole UK 😅
Ginge and Whinge: Part 1 - the grift
Harry needs to shut his trap and go have privacy like he wanted.
The part when Meghan saves the whole planet from an Alien attack by just marrying a prince had made me crying for hours! What a hero!
The stakes are high?  You are a legend in your own mind Meghan.  No way will I watch.  These two are beyond unacceptable with their conduct.  You got played Netflix.
It's literally watching a train wreck in slow motion.... They have truly destroyed themselves!
Dislike.. delusional incompetent people.. are unfilial anymore🤭😌
The part where Harry saved the island of Chunga Chunga and then he and meghan shipped penguins to the North Pole brought tears to my eyes
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣... attention seeking 🏝🏝. Angry, bitter, jealous palm trees. Always riding on the coattails of the BRF events..Your desperation stinks
They should just make a porn video and get it over with. This is so stupid and degrading.
The new kardashians 😝😝😝
Can’t wait to hear racial issue from the woman who married a man who openly wore the swastika.
This alone makes me want to cancel my Netflix account and subscribe to the Daily Wire content for something normal and wholesome
Meghan and Harry already told their story on Oprah. They wanted privacy and this isn't privacy by all means. Meghan and Harry are just trying to get rich and sink the royal family. Meghan 
& Harry need to take the back seat and stay out of the spotlight like they wanted. So much for Harry being worried about his family when they are still in the spotlight.
Gotta wonder why people who say they could care less or won't watch it are here, let alone posting. 🙄. Y'all care a lot if you ask me. 🤣 And who in the hell can even identify the brand of 
a rug unless you of course are familiar with it? Must have money yourself is what I think, fakers!
What a disgusting display of delusion. People are literally deciding which bill to pay or maybe starve and these two are complaining. Gross. Please go crawl under a rock in search of the 
privacy you claimed you wanted. We can’t stomach you two.
0:37 Kids from 1938 Queen Mary appearance. Why?
The part where Meghan finds out her dad has had a stroke but says “I don’t give two figs about that fat old man” made me weep with compassion for her.

"When the stakes are this high..." For who exactly?!? THEM. Literally nobody else cares. Cry me a river. I used to really like these two, but I'm getting really weary of the whining. Want to 
know about high stakes? Try being a single mom to a child with severe special needs, drowning in medical debt, living on beans and rice, exhausted, worrying about your child's survival and 
future. Add a hormonal disorder that causes severe anxiety and depression, but not having the resources (or the name to trade on) to address the issue.  There is no nanny, little sleep, few 
options to improve our lives. Most families have issues on top of their personal life challenges, but we would never sell them out for money. We have a modicum of self-respect and 
dignity.  Harry, Meghan, I love you, but you're really becoming unlikeable here. Try being grateful for what you DO have. Great wealth, connections, a beautiful, healthy family, intelligence, 
a voice, physical beauty, full bellies, hot and cold running water...etc. You have it better than 99%+ of the world.  The last thing "we commoners" need to hear is YOU whining.
they are not nice people and do not deserve the royal titles.
We've heard their story, from them, and it is rubbish.
Hank and Skank
😂😂😂
Oh my God... 😂
🤣🤣🤣 🤣🤭🤭🤭
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😭
😂😂😂😂



🤣
She kissed a prince and got a frog!
THANK YOU FOR SAVING US FROM THE ALIENS MEGHAN! WE LOVE YOU!
Yeah my left eye hasn’t dried since
 @Fatima Abbad  😂
From the left eye (crying)
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
And i do subscribe to the Daily Wire.
They come here for the comments honey. And the drama. But we all know that selling family dirty laundry is morally unacceptable for the majority of normal people
Oh damn I laughed so hard I spilled my tea on myself.
Thomas Markle is selfish POS for not thinking about his beautiful princess victim daughter before having a stroke that almost killed him! WE LOVE YOU MEGHAN!
 @Lucysmom26  😂
I do feel for them and the fishbowl the live in. I can't imagine the struggle there. Perhaps it is unfair to judge, but my goodness. They couldn't survive in most of our shoes, so it really is 
frustrating that they complain so much.
When you've based your adult life around acting like a demanding toddler! This not a documentary it's a  whining fest by 2 immature fools. Completely disgusting  behavior by netflix and 
the trashy lying grifter 🤥  an her cringe puppet ! Here's my review of the trailer! 🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑🗑
Netflix just cancelled. Congrats on giving me back a few $$ a month.🇦🇺🇦🇺👏👏👏
What-the-f***-ever! These two are so full of themselves they can’t take their eyes off the mirror even though they’re being blinded by the spotlights they shine on themselves!
“Reek and Teat - A Love Story”.      ❤
That part when Harry dons the n @ z i uniform then calls a soldier a r@g head p @ k i. Made me feel a certain kinda way.
I want to throw up
I am looking forward to seeing it. People should know the truth, the REAL TRUTH. And if this makes some people uncomfortable it is because of their actions, not because of the 
revelations. As the old saying goes, if you have nothing to hide there is nothing to be afraid of. But they are so scared they sent William and Kate to America at this very specific time, 
Talking about time...Time my dear friends is the biggest advocate of the Truth. Unfortunately royal family is racist, the latest scandal if anything has shown exactly that.
P.S. so many trolls down here, or the royals funding a troll creating these fake accounts...their comments start with: The part where..etc.
You guys are unbelievable. Trying to ruin Prince and Princess of Wales important visit to US. That is crappy ,shitty thing to do. Just like your "couple" you have no class. I hope, thanks to 
you, they finally loose their titles. We don't want this kind of self absorbed, manipulative, undignified, lying ( when are you going to show all the lies they told?) money hungry,  green with 
jealousy Royals.
Think I’ll give it a miss lol 😩🤮
They live an autentic life in Montecito Castle with all those leaks( from friends not ceiling), it was hard for them to escape Britainistan!

I liked the bit where Meghan looked really serious for a few seconds, stared into the camera lens and then shouted "Dracarys!" and 30 corgis came bounding out of Frogmore Cottage.
Wow… for a couple that hate the spotlight, they love being in the spotlight! “Protect my family” by exploiting them. The world hates dictatorship and yet we celebrate them by changing 
their titles. 

Biggest hypocrites in the Royal Family! Thank goodness the queen kick you out!
What a load of tosh 😮



Canceled my subscription just in time. How many more times does the public have to hear "their story"??!! What can there possibly be left to tell??!! We get it you two good, everyone 
else bad. 🙄🤮
Wow that super hero landing, huh? 

I almost cried.
These despicable race-baiting and woke narcissists are a part of why i no longer watch Netflix; I'm sick of no content relatable to White families, this doesn't help.
I hope you go under Nutflux. You deserve it. I still haven't forgotten the millions you have to those other narcissists D&D who ruined season 8 of Game of Thrones.  Your company is so 
badly managed, you don't deserve success.  Good luck with your shitty Harkles. They are loathed all over the world. Netflix, you have been markled, Congratulations fools.
JUST GO AWAY!!! 

WE DO NOT CARE!!!!
Most interesting comment section EVER 😂 Thank you contributors! I needed this today 😘
this comment section did not pass the vibe check
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
 @hsmd  Did exactly the same. 👏👏
Hank and Skank
 @hsmd  🏆
Nonsense! Time you say... 2 years of constant lies from her and it continues! So she is now getting another air time after Oprah and the over 17 lies, the cut interview, her terrible podcast 
(where she was only talking about herself being so infatued about herself), the me you can't see, finding freedom (full of lies too)... Etc... SHE IS a proven liar!! and a proven bully. she has 
even lied in court. People have enough of hearing from her constant bs and lies and this is why people comment. She has induced inadmissible nausea to everyone for saying so many 
blatant lies upon lies. You can believe whatever terrible fairytale you want about her that is your choice. But You won't stop people stating facts, actual facts not her delusional twisted 
truth. People won't stop being at a total disagreement with whatever fallacy she spews any minute she opens her contrived mouth. Enough of her and her lies. There is no racism involved 
in this, yet she's a race baiter, open your eyes.
Nooooo 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
It passed the vibe check. People have spoken with >100k dislikes
Can’t wait  for this train wreck to happen!
Left eye tears up…
Amazing 😂
enough
Pretty sure the comments are more entertaining than this drivel.
Not going to watch another coordinated attack on the British Royal Family. Harry and Harry’s wife are vile.
How can we know the number of dislikes on this?
I refuse to watch this garbage 🤮
The part where David Icke turns to the Duke of Sussex and says, "You're a lizard, Harry".



Someone needs to tell Harry and Meghan (I know, I know... how on earth do they not already know this by now) that this is not good at all for their image. That they must stop, get some 
help and admit that this is not the way forward. It's not too late for them to at least show the world that they understand that this level of obsession with the UK royals is unhealthy. If they 
just took some responsibility and stopped thinking about their egos and their wallets, then maybe, just maybe, forgiveness will be seen from all of us around the world. After all, many of us 
have to deal with negative thoughts and bad stuff all the time... I don't necessarily care about that aspect, because I imagine there have probably been times where Harry and Meghan 
have felt hurt - it happens to all of us... but the way they keep intentionally hurting their family in public is truly awful. And all for 💰📸💃🌟🕺 as well. 😞
Why have you removed the number of dislikes?    I’m even tempted to cancel my subscription now, do you honestly think Netflix that this is worth the millions you paid these two 
ungrateful couple? Last count of dislike was 65k!
Omg, obsessed with the scene when Meghan opened the briefcase and there was no deal. I was frothing.
How would Oscar Wilde have put it? “To lose one tiara seems like misfortune. To lose two seems like carelessness.”
Puke
how many downvotes to this? i see 14K upvotes…? can’t see myself thru the tears… 😂
The part where Meghan simulates oral sex in the front seat of a car because..... Well, Shes a feminist innit.
Unfounded racist claims put out by this couple....court proven liars.....Netflix you're scraping the very bottom of the barrel for these two dregs.
Edit: spelling error
Saving the planet.. one private jet flight at a time.  Bless their selfless hearts.
Netflix Aren't you tired of filming shit? Lately, there's nothing good but shit from your studio.
I loved the part when Meghan teamed up with Guyladriel and smoted all the racist, misogynistic orcs that threatened Meghan's real-or-fake children.
I think the idea of having closed doors is so no one sees. LOL  How many times are they going to tell this same story? 
14k likes, 103k dislikes
I canceled mine and told Netflix why.  I don’t want a penny of my money going to these grifters.
people say it is about 100k dislikes
Awful, horrendous, narcissistic people. Still waiting for any sign of them wanting the privacy they go on about so much. Nasty vile cretins. Blegh.
My best part is...The part where Meghan realizes that this trailer alone will spark all the Tiki Torches to make up their own conspiracy theories as to what it means to be American.
I’m so happy this is launched because finally their titles are gonna disappear and they will be banned!!! I love they are this stupid hahahaha
LOSERS
Thank you everyone for all the amazing witty comments.  Totally the best part of this fiasco.
I would LOVE to cry on a Hermes blanket
More of there liefest get a dam life and stop whinging.
STUNNING AND BRAVE. ❤ I always knew Meghan and Harry would end poverty and all child abuse, but to think they’d be the first to colonize Mars for the rest of us…. Amazing.
Meghan is is the personification of everything that is wrong with our current society.
This doesnt look like hairbrain at all. What happened to him? Brain transplant? Alien take over as in the bug in the farmer in the movie men in black?  My heart is breaking for him. He looks 
like he has a leach on his back sucking the life out of him. This is so what diana would have wanted for him. Go hairbrain and megatakeadvantageof everyone, and 
megauseeverymanyoucanget. Good job! Youre a great success. Many more podcasts, disney documentaries, elections won, race wars started, divisiveness, world oeace and domination in 
the future. Good job for humanity. Greatness in the future.
Only one remark: 🤮
The bit where Meghan wakes up and hears her husband in the shower and realises it all been a dream but then Prince William emerges from the shower and she screams and Eastenders 
duff duff duff starts



I like my steaks medium rare!

You people have not shut up since you left the real Royal family.
The part where megan wrote on bananas  you're loved and gave them to  women who work on the streets. .omg please
I will be cancelling my subscription to Netflix today...I am soooo tired of this nonsense from the Harkles and Netflix paying millions of dollars for this clap trap that I am done with them..No 
wonder they are losing money when this is what they show for a so call docuseries, it is all fake and a tale of two narcasists wanting fame
How many times do we have to hear their "story"? Finding Freedom, Oprah, Ellen, James Corden..... And they've been caught in so many lies it's embarrassing!
The part where Meghan wrote inspirational messages on phallic-shaped fruit to give to sex workers was just breathtakingly breathtaking and inspirationally inspiring!
He is also losing his mind; having a breakdown in plain sight as his narcissistic wife has isolated him and no one can help him. It will end badly for Henry.
I really liked the part where they were like, "You know what's more important than us? Global climate change. Maybe we should lay low and use our notoriety to give companies who are 
doing something about it a platform." Their thoughtfulness and self-giving, and looking at the bigger picture, gives me CHILLS.
The part where she squeezed out ANOTHER tear, absolute legend!
I hope they finally found the privacy they crave on Mars. But I guess we will have to wait for season 2.
It was William she wanted all along. She shows nothing but envy towards the Princess of Wales.
Maybe it's finding Nemo and their memory resets every second?!
It was so authentic but that’s because she is a human just being
bwwahahha these comments 🤣
Harry did look a little uncomfortable when she did that.
Maybe H had better ideas 💡 for the banana 🍌.
It's not her fault the ink was toxic
OMG, it really RESONATED!
The organic layered lens these responses are framed in is so authentic.
The bananatarian 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 such a joke
That is funny.  I did know she wrote on bananas,  but didn't know she gave them to sex workers. 😂
She was used to it. Very inspiring to the nutmeg.
Lol!!! 🤣🤣🤣
I pray that Meghan will sit in one of her 16 bathrooms tonight, reading these emotional, authentically organic comments so that she will see how much she has blessed us.
One of the most cringe things ever done ever. I'm still baffled by that.
 @Aunt Sally  don’t forget we are all humankind and she told us all to be both…just as she is kind to their families
And with such precision.... the left eye only!
That part where Harry’s wifes baby bump finally hatches and a fully grown white kid with red hair pops out..
So stunning !
So brave!
Why isn’t the 👎 count for this video being shown ? 🤔
People who pay for such rubbish from you should be ashamed. You have two proven liars who want to take down the monarchy. Shame on you too,  Netflix, for your part in a very ugly and 
self-serving enterprise!
The royal family is so racist that England is more than 22% people of color and London 57 % of people of color



If they whine like a couple of spoilt teenager ls like they did in Oprah show, this won’t go down well again. 
No one wants to hear ‘that’s not fair tantrums’ while they’re chauffeured around in jets and served by bunch of servants, especially now that a lot of people are struggling to pay their bills 
to survive.
Cannot wait for their divorce...gonna be SOOOO entertaining.
2.1m views and only 14k likes?   Bwahahaha! 🤣  RATIO'D Losers! 🤣
Meghan is bad news and very bad for Prince Harry. She is constantly playing “victim”, when I find her to be very manipulative.
The moment she said she is fighting the patriarchy, armed only with her Hermes blanket and her recently acquired MMA skills had me literally shaking.
The part when MeDiva saved all the people at Wimbledon from sitting next to her was so selfless and gracious, and inspirational. What a humanitarian she is! 😳
how many dislikes so far? can anyone see the number ?
Ludicrous nonsense.  Two adults behaving like teenagers.  Secondhand embarrassment here!
Nah these comments 😭
It's all so cringe
The bit were she gave her lifejacket to some Italian immigrant brought a tear to my eye.
These two are nasty especially Harry! I never thought that Harry hated his family and Brother to this degree! Why did they do this documentary? Because Netflix decided to pay millions to 
these two liers it’s crazy but true! Unreal!
UGH! Once again, privileged spoiled brats! It's funny how Meghan and Harry moved to the US for a “quiet life” but continue to discuss what a victim she is and the so-called “racism” that 
Meghan experienced. LOL! Complete joke! Wish they would move back and go AWAY! We don’t want you in the US!
Someone needs to be fired for spending 90 million on this trash
Harry & Meghan are pathetic! Get a life. Such narcissism and gold diggers. Nexflix you can do much better than Harry & Meghan. They are sooooooooooooooo old news.
My favourite part was when Meghan went into her garden in the morning and all the little birds and animals came to greet her to say hello, even a deer. A little bird even landed on her 
delicate finger! That was awesome.
They won't get the money back that they paid, that's for sure. Can't see anything else being released in the future by Netflix. More harm than good to Netflix as a company, and Harry and 
Meghan for trying to profit from and bring further pain to Harry's family in the UK.
Truth!
🤣🤣🤣
brilliant!
Her entitled act at the tennis. matchj took the cake.
Almost  bizarre. 
No. totally crazy.
She is nuts.
 @anne  I actually believe that she could see into the future and was preparing  us all for social distancing !!
It was the only time she insisted no photos be taken of her humanitarian efforts
 @Erin Coyne  great catch! 😂😂😂
And now she is banned from Wimbledon tennis
LOL!
 @anne   some one would say CRAZY
She wanted her privacy 🙄🤭
Word is that she was extremely intoxicated and didn’t want anyone to figure it out, so she booted everyone around her.



 @A Z  as usual, at the expense of other people's tickets! 😳
 @christineflanagan1  she's more than humanitarian then, she's simply saint! Isn't she? 😁
THANK YOU FOR SAVING LIVES AT WIMBLEDON MEGHAN! WE LOVE YOU!
“Keep everyone away from me, but NO PICTURES”
I just checked. 99,000 dislikes and only 14K likes 🤣
 @M Samson  thank you

I can't believe Harry is still going through with this. William and Harry were so very lucky to have each other, even Kate got on so well with Harry. Now Harry and Meghan have ruined 
everything. Such a shame when they could have either lived a quiet life in America with enough money to live very comfortably, or supported William and Kate in the UK. Who cares if you 
get given less important engagements, you're not the heirs to the throne! There were still so many perks to the job such as expensive fashion, trips to lovely places abroad etc. No worries 
for the rest of your life. But nope, didn't satisfy their egos. Such a shame, and it won't be long until nobody touches them again at this rate because they won't stop attacking Harry's family.
 @penguins  you’re 100% correct. William truly always brought his brother on everything he did. It was so obvious that he loved Harry. Meghan will destroy Harry completely and Karma 
will destroy her 
was that the same bird that sh*t on her dress at the Oprah interview 🤣🤣🤣
 @Julz  😂😂😂😂😂
I wept aloud!
especially the rescue chickens.
 @Julz  LMAO
😂😂
And they danced and sang just like a Disney movie.
Ugh
14k upvotes  101k downvotes!!!! HAHAHA 😁
You over spent for a documentary about the lamest people. Stop sucking up to these losers.
Love it.
Love the part when Meghan said "Good morning starshine!" then the earth says hello. What a goddess she is.
A little confused by the premise that I care about them at all to be honest. They left and that's great for them. Why is that not the end of the story? 
Leave the royal family for privacy and your kids...and then...sell a story to netflix...er...right.
And I'm someone who literally til seeing this trailer gave them the benefit of the doubt...talk about hoisted by your own petard.
I can't believe Netflix paid them actual money for this 😆
why did you want to make this documentary? to earn money, money, money
I do object to this black and white obviously it's racist against the other colours
Disgusting narcissist couple.
Netflix should not be left off the hook for its timing! Money, money, money!  Don't cry if it does not work!
Ew..urgh.... So cringe! And already  ratioed into oblivion. Good.
IM READY..LETS SEE THE SHOW....AND I CANT WAIT FOR THE CROWN TO CONTINUE ...YOU NETFLIX ARE PART OF THIS FAMILIES HISTORY. WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE H&M SHOW WILL 
IMO DETERMINE THEIR FATE.  VERY INTERESTING TWIST.
There are 101k dislikes
I know cause vanced baby



When Meghan said to Queen Elizabeth “You wanna know how I got these scars?” I shed a single tear from my left eye. Truly one of the movies of all time.
I think how Megan treats her own family is enough for anyone to consider her as a dysfunctional narcissist. She though Royal life is just glitz and glam and she doesn’t have to work? They 
remind me of the The Duke and Duchess of Windsor
Netflix - Why you wana make this documentary
Meghan - bcz i am a home Wrecker, bad actress , evil person and attention seeker .
I'm not sure why so many people are hating on this, there's got to be at least 13 people around the world who want to watch it... 😊
IM sure Meghan Will win an aware for this documentary BEST Actresses hahahaha
This is just another crap by these two .. Meghan is total Amber Heard vibes .. so fake and acting so badly to get sympathy and show how Evil rest of the British family is, shameful !!! .. 
C'mon Netflix you can do better ,improve your content you're losing subscribers already 🤣🤣
45 minutes ago it was 99K 🤣🤣🤣
Netflix have removed the downvote, guess only Meghan's truths can be allowed to be heard...
 @Nicola Foote  add the return dislike extension to your browser. You can see what the downvotes are.
 @MR X  thanks - something must have changed though because the dislikes were obvious earlier...
 @Nicola Foote  You can see it if you get the app YouTube Dislike Buttom. I'm checking it every hour lol
😂😂😂👍🇭🇲
Oh that made me 😭too.🌞✨
lol!!!
Only one tear. Touching
Left eye!😭
At least 11
And 10 of them are YouTube critics who can’t wait to shred it apart!
 @Drones Club High Jinks  hahahahahhaha
Correction. 2 people who want to watch themselves and 11 of their Nannies forced to watch it, Clockwork Orange style.
Not me I'm just here for the comments 🤣🤣😂😂😂
 @jacqueline Sento  me toooooooo!
🤣🤣🤣
Do you mean "BUY" an award? 🤣
Who knew doodling on bananas would stop all wars? Thank you your majesty.
OMG..have never had this much fun reading the comments section for a post. If only someone can compile them it wold be great!!! Too good..have been laughing nonstop
The part where Meghan insists on the dislike button being restored because she believes everyones' truths should be heard, even if there were over 80,000 dislikes before it was taken 
down
So hate for her in this world. Same happened with Diana. World is cruel. After the murder by royal family still people supports family. Disgusting
Poor Harry. When you finalise realise you've backed the wrong horse, but you have to keep riding it anyway. 🙄
Harry is a traitor. I think it must be very hard to except that your brother is now a billionaire and you are fighting for ‘security’ Megan sounds like she does in suits so it does come across as 
acting and not very believable… 

Sad that you want to live a quite happy life but destroying other peoples lives?



I love the part where Megain is captured (purely by chance by her private photographer) reading all these comments. Her face just lit up! The way she screamed out, “at last, they see all 
the wonderful things I do, and all my talents! They LOVE ME!!!”. I choked up!
Poor Harry. Taking so much emotional abuse from this woman. Such a sad thing. All she cares about is money and fame.
The Crown Season 7 Trailer came early
"When the stakes are this high" Yeah, that's your entire reputation on fire there. Let's add gasoline with a pompous, self-important, highly produced and stylized "documentary".
Twats
When background characters get their own spinoff series...
The part where they jumped to the left and then a step to the right was my favourite. This is how the magic left eye tear was created
After watching this trailer, I now realize Meghan is the answer to all of mankind problems. 
I also understand why they want privacy with a photographer and camera crew following them everywhere to make a  documentary about how they want privacy.
She must be a weapons grade cocksmith 😂
LOL oh please! Oh poor poor little Princess of Montecito!

Harry and William’s mother would have been heartbroken at the rift between her 2 boys. Great acting Meghan and Harry. Your family obviously means nothing to you. Such a shame.
The part that “makes more sense hearing their stories from them”, not from their evil twins who already told their stories in the Oprah interview, the podcast, the Finding Freedom book, 
the interviews…
And the part where Harry “did everything to protect his family” by keeping his children away from both her’s and his families, letting them grow up without their grandparents, cousins, 
uncles and aunts… 
It’s all so touching, I cried for 0.2 seconds
Our "story" being the operative word....

I love the part when a pregnant Meghan says no-one would help her with her mental health, but then is filmed going to an appointment with her 'hand-picked' mid-wife the next day.
Me too 😂😂😂 brilliant 😂
Game changer !
Princess Diana was indeed miserable in her marriage and suffered a lot, but she loved the Royal Family and she was a proud mother of the future King. Diana worked for more than a 
decade in many charities around the globe, showing genuine compassion and love for other people, without earning a penny for it. Meghan and Harry didn’t do anything in their lives, 
except trashing their own families while receiving millions of dollars for just that. It’s an insult to Princess Di memory to compare her with MM.
Diana never tried to destroy the Monarchy
She knew and understood the importance that her sons would hold in the world..
Harry’s wife is clueless.
Lmao 🤣🤣🤣
I sincerely hope she does read these comments! They're priceless.
Brilliant 🤣🤣🤣🤣
The sad part is you are right!  She reads any press as praise.
What stakes is she on about anyway?
She is loathed 
Game over
And fails miserably 😂😂



He’s a cuckold.. 
it’s a match made in heaven ❤
😅
Best comment😂

One sick couple who are the most delusional, is there anyway to shut them up. I don't want to follow them,but it seems that every media carries them and allows them to schedule their 
crap to try to hurt and take away from Prince William and Princess Catherine of Wales visit to Boston, the networks went crazy with racist untruths. I have never hated anyone as my 
mother was third generation English and manners and love were taught everyday to me and my 5 siblings.  Meghan creates hate which she has and has Harry under her spell. She will 
never be who she thinks she is,anyone who would go to hear her speak are lost. Meghan has so much money and only wants more, Trillions are her goal. No love for anyone,just money.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Left eye, one tear, go! 😂😂 

Who can take this filth seriously?
I'd keep them away from her dad's family, too, in a heart beat.
You should have cried more. Show properly that you are touched!
But you needed the aid of  a menthol tear stick to produce that very short cry?🥲
This is so so perfectly well said!
SPOT ON
The part that u have 2.5M views in one day  people are u just so obsessed  🤣🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant comment 😂😂
🤣
Perfectly put!
By now, I’m not sure people are interested in seeing their children. I love seeing pictures of George, Charlotte, and Louis because we’re seeing them grow up in front of our eyes and we 
now have affection for that lovely family. But not Harry and Meghan’s kids. I just don’t care to see them anymore.

On Oct. 19th, ‘22 the Duchess of Delusion is quoted as saying that this Docuseries (aka Reality Show) is NOT how she and Harry would have told it. Make up your mind Meglomaniac🤥
 @Anne Mihali  And only 15k are not ridiculing them for it 😂😂😂
Spot on 👍
 @Third Wisdom  Netflix views are 2.5M in 1 day on YouTube 😏😏please check it
The Hero..
... to think the children can appear & disappear anytime they want. Where in the world can you find parent  who hide their children and not being proud of them? The Archie changes 
appearance multiple times.
 @Anne Mihali  please go cry a tear from your left eye 😂😂😂😂😂
 @rpbphx  And her mom's family?
 @SJW 57  I don't know them personally, but from what I gather, she has a great relationship with her mother, so I think that she's a part of their lives.
 @rpbphx  Didn't invite any of her mother's family to her wedding, and there are photos showing a close relationship between Meghan and them when she was growing up.  They seem to 
be nice people, didnt make a fuss.  Since then, two of Meghan's uncles have died, and she didn't even send condolences.
From the left eye



When Archie and Lilibet grow up they can be just like their parents and do a tell all with Oprah about the genetic pain their parents created for them.
 @SJW 57  Just to note: You have no idea about her life.
 @Anne Mihali  obsessed because no one can believe how low and disgusting this pair have sunk, building their millions on destroying others with their lies, destroying the very people they 
owe EVERYTHING to! And no one can believe that there are people stupid enough out there to turn a blind eye to their disgusting behaviour just because she’s quarter black. That’s going 
as low as them.
 @rpbphx  Well, what do any of us know about anything in the whole wide world.  You know?
 @SJW 57  No. That why I don't deal in conspiracy theories, gossip, or malign people I don't know.
Edit: I don't malign people I DO know either!
Edit: Except politicians.
My left eye couldn't even squeeze the one tear out
 @rpbphx it’s nice that Meghan spends time with Doria after Doria spent so much time in prison
 @Mini Haha  whatever, mary.
 @rpbphx  whatever yourself
 @Anne Mihali  no not obsession. It's aversion, detestation and loathing. I could go on and on.
It's about time the global world realises that we are not fools and will not stand by and allow misinformation and blatant lies to go on being spread unchecked. 
We cannot forget or forgive the appalling behaviour of these two grifters and no matter how much they attempt to portray themselves as the victims, we will point out the facts and the 
actual truth; unlike 'their' truths.
From your left eye ?

I especially loved the part where Harry and Meghan FINALLY explain exactly what they mean by "protect my family."  From who? From what?  And when?  I've been waiting so long to hear 
the details to the greatest love story in the whole history of the human race.  And how it was almost completely destroyed by ... who? what? where? when? why? and how. 🤣🤣🤣
 @Roxy Bee 🇫🇷  especially from my left eye
 @Mini Haha  🤣 probably in less than 3 seconds!
 @Roxy Bee 🇫🇷  😂😂😂
I would not put it past this couple to try and blame “evil twins” for their actions 😂😂
 @Carolyn G  They already tried to blame Oprah😅
 @lily of-the-valley  😀😀😀 Kudos!  Well said! 💯%
 @Anne Mihali  Why are you acting like views correlate to support? The most disliked videos on this platform often have millions of views.
This brave couple are only 500 interviews away from the privacy they desire.
More lies from the Princess Pinocchio and her Hand bag husband. I know I will not be watching this crap. This is all my opinion!
They are vile! 🤡🤡🤡
She is a shit stirrer
What will the world be like without this Megan….
🤢 Give it a few years when the money train slows down, she will divorce him and make other documentaries over the divorce battles. 

She is not fit to be a royal and that’s the reason for the fall out, as it’s also about public service doing things you don’t want to do from duty, not just glitz like the lifestyles in Hollywood. 
She should have married a pop star rapper and not a royal. This wannabe Kardashian.



6 episodes of this?????? my god what else they have to say? More lies, more Meghan and her narcissism overloaded...because we all know it's gonna be alla about her! maybe 1 ep for 
Harry
We’ve heard ‘your story’ on Oprah, James Cordon, Dax Shepard, Apple TV/Oprah, The Cut, Variety….ENOUGH already. Nobody cares!! You got what you wanted -be happy with it
The part where she built an ice palace with her ice powers and sang “LET IT RAIN!” 💰 🎶 💰
I watched “Suits” up until I couldn’t stop laughing at Megan’s performance.    I’m sure this will have the same affect on me 😂😅
Who gives a fuck.
A rich brat with a psychotic self-obsessed and raging wife.
You couldn't pay me to watch this pile of crap.
After watching the trailer, I feel respect for Prince William, Princess Catherine and The Royal Family. I'm so lucky that my family doesn't have a member like Harry and Meghan
This is a joke right?
Wow. First time I have EVER seen a trailer jump the shark. That being said Catherine and Camilla looked amazing and polished. This is not really about the Harkles. Just put the Windsor 
Women up against Harkle and you will understand that this is about English Class vs. Gutter Trash. When you are a Prince I guess you always marry someone beneath you but wow 
Harry.....talk about marrying into the gutter.
I hadn't realized previously that they were releasing a comedy series. Mea culpa. I thought they said a docu-series. How wonderful too to name it a global joke. So clever. Are you aware 
that several YouTubers are establishing the real provenance of many of these images? For instance the camera bank shot that comes from the 2011 Harry Potter premiere is among the the 
Body Language Guy's finds - totally irrelevant to them. The Royal Grift has placed the school kids shot and it's a surprise, perhaps not how they had hoped it would be  perceived! I'm also 
surprised that there is a shot of the night, February 2020 I believe, when they attended the military concert, an evening if I recollect correctly when Meghan was feeling suicidal, yet here 
are two utterly joyful photos. How odd. Also marvelous to see MM, the eco warrior embark to return from Indiana on another private plane with that nice gentleman behind her carrying 
her handbag though most unfortunate about those garage photos which appear to show her berating an aide. Funny too in a way, when the  actual royal duo flew commercial. Just a piece 
of friendly advice here, perhaps it was not entirely appropriate to  put out your reality show trailer during the Prince and Princess of Wales' US visit to announce the winners of the first 
Earthshot Prize, don't you think? There are people in this world who consider actual practical initiatives to save the planet more important than the Montecito Duo. I know that may sound 
crazy to them, but perhaps it's because the remaining 8 billion of us on this beautiful planet feel that things that may help restore our beautiful home are of greater importance than a 
junior version of the Kardashians? I guess that's not so surprising when even RFK Jnr's response to H & M receiving an award in memory of his amazing father is 'baffled' and the host for 
the event is Alec Baldwin!
The part where megz takes her husband to the basement and shows him where she keeps his balls under lock and key was so moving
My favourite part was Meghan writing with a sharpie on a loaf of her famous banana bread - you tried to bury me, but I was a seed - before giving it to the local prozzies.  Stunning and 
Brave.
I thought they wanted a private life? This couple is a joke. I’ve known people like them in life and wow, they are exhausting.
The loveliest ❤❤



Guys stop writing all these mean comments about Meghan and Harry😒

Its too much work to like them all 😏
Oh God - the thought that they’ll still be whining and moaning and lying and spewing out daily PR puff pieces and virtue-signalling and jumping on bandwagons and calling their critics 
‘racists’ for years and years and years to come is just nauseating.
😂😂
Truth!
Oh no
This is absolutely serious
Sewer
 @No Wire Hangers  My Bad. You're correct. Sewer trash. Or is she sewage? Maybe we should consult Oprah.
The best comment yet!
Hypocrite
THE REAL CLOWN IN THEIR LIFE HAHAHA WHO'S SAID LOUD PRIVACY BUT YOU GIVE US BEHIND THE DOOR YOUR PRIVATE LIFE🤣🤣 MEMANG BANCI KAMERA ,GILA SPOTLIGHT, 
MANUSIA PENNYWISE CLOWN
makes me really puke seeing these hypocrites and money/attention grabbers
So they are protecting their family by showing their story in public and abusing other families on Netflix 😆🤣😆 do t believe her… why they’re so obsessed with royals… live your live 
MEgan 😆😆🤮
The part where Harry says "I would do everything I could to try and protect my family" as he's disrespecting his grandmother, grandfather, father, brother, sister in law, neice and nephews, 
and trying to destroy them all, even while some were on their deathbed.  Yeah, that part.....
It is so so scripted . Why say you want privacy and then make a documentary about your life. Meghan will always “ play the victim”. You married a prince , you bought a multimillion dollar 
mansion , you invited A listers at your wedding but instead of gratitude all you do is complain.POOR MEGHAN always
There was only one solution for Meghan EXIT ... just back away slowly .. don't speak ... stay low .. don't talk to the press and you would have won the hearts of people around the world ... 
but you messed it up by going public, speaking in Oprah interview, speaking about privacy 
(which contradicts your actions), ruining a family bond ... what were you thinking exactly?



MREKA GATAU MALU, NGEREKAM PAS DI UK , FROGMORE MASIH BAGIAN WINDSOR CASTLE KAWASAN KERAJAAN, TP MREKA NGAPLOD FOTO SM VIDEO YG KY BOKEP GT DI 
LINGKUNGAN KERAJAAN, MASIH MENDING ANAK KERATON SOLO , WLPUN TRJDI MSLH INTRIK KLUARGA , TP MREKA TTP BS NUTUP AIB+GAK BIKIN MALU KERAJAAN
Oh Harry, what have you done.
What stakes are they even talking about? 

Ma’am, people are living pay check to pay check. Struggling to feed their families. Struggling to find childcare. Struggling to buy their children warm clothing. Get the hell out of here. These 
people are beyond out of touch.
Imagine having them in your family just trying to make money bashing you.
best comment section ever 😂
Boy she put on her fake :-( and you all watch it I would never watch it it is so fake
When did your high stakes become our high stakes? The rest of us have real problems. Go away and deal with the mess you brought on yourselves.

I’m back. I didn’t understand the theme.

I love the part where Meghan’s high stakes are so much bigger than your or my high stakes. Did you see her left eye tear?
You got to be kidding right Netflix? Those tow clowns who live their whole life over silver plates SUPOSEDLY had a hard time living among a royal family living on a flipping castle, with all 
the resources of this planet at their disposal. This "lady" is nothing but a gold digger and this  "prince" a nothing but a cuck.
Shamefull.
I cheered when Meghan saved Brooke Shields from drowning,  then laughed when she hired Van Halen with the reward money.
No interview with that candle though!!! I really loved the candle...he truly saved many in the few hours at HRM funeral. I demand knighthood!
NARCISTIC CLOWNNN🤡🤡🤡🤡 BADUT BADUT DEMEN BGT LIAT SPOTLIGHT
The better Title should have been "TRAILER AND TRASH!!!!!
So hilarious! Each time we think they've reached the depths of trashiness, they find somewhere even lower to go. One would have thought that even those two would know that an 
attempt to take focus from the Earthshot Prize would paint them as the most declasse couple in the world! Never have two people spent so much time, money and energy to become a 
global joke!
A truly brave man.  😏
All hail Sir Candle for his service to the Crown
 @Amanda Wilkinson Tarot  All Hail 🤣🤗👏👍
Dang, all these haters 😂😂😂
Who cares all they do is look for attention exspecially her
Selling their own family out for money, this says it all about these two
Lies to cover up other lies. Nobody is interested in their truth.
is this a brazzers porn film?
People who can’t see her for what she is.... greedy and insecure.  Another reason we don’t watch Netflix.
Cry me a river is the best phrase for this documentary



Omid Scobie is now recruiting for the remaining roles to his stunning, unmissable and simply AMAZING Scooby Doo cast.

With all new word salad writing, that is guaranteed to send you absolutely flaming BaNaNaS, the new gang will be unmasking one horribly awful "royal villain" at a time. Stars include 
Prince Harry, who with his rugged good looks will be cast as Shaggy. And Daphne this year will be played by Meghan, as according to the writers she made a simply perfect damsel in 
distress ("Meghan, one tear, left eye, GO!").
Two sleazy liars people
Loved the whole story. 
Thrilled at the sequence when Meghan joined Mike Tindell in the Jungle and the alligators were so terrified that they sent an SOS note to that stressed cameraman asking for rope so that 
they could all hang themselves with immediate effect. 
Poor things were terrified that she might be selected to go on a Bushtucker trial and pick one of them either to marry or skin for a handbag.
All wonderful and surely must have a good chance for an Oscar next year.
That part where she couldn't withdraw from the spotlight. 🙈
This is the most selfish move ever. It's beyond disgusting.
A spoiled, entitled narcissist Prince and his gold digging, social climbing victim of systemic racism and misogyny. One Couldn't think of a worse way to spend my time. Hard pass.
The part where she explained why it's okay to bully 3-year-olds really opened my eyes.  Her compassion and authenticity knows no bounds.
"Every time I see a camera it takes me back to mother's death!" Then why do you two constantly take pics...do interviews...documentaries and ram it down our throats! And we have 
constantly heard your story...enough already!! Shame on you Netflix for continuing this disgusting farce of blatant narcissism for self promotion and blood money.
You can be one of the most beautiful women in the world in a happy marriage to a rich prince and still have so much trouble and trial in your life. I guess being in a happy marriage, 
incredibly wealthy, powerful, and beautiful aren't all that it's cracked up to be :(
The comments section just shows the magnitude of bullying embodied by some white people .I mean you guys are just sad people.Just remember no one owns this world.We came with 
nothing and we will leave with nothing even your racism won’t save your racist white ass from either being burned to ashes if your “superior “ white skin and body 😂get cremated or 
maggots devouring you if you get buried because guess what black ,white ,yellow or no matter your skin color is ,we will all face the same ultimate sweet fate .So chill and let people be 
,hatred won’t get you anywhere but closer to your grave maybe where you deserve to be based on your racist disgusting attitudes  staining this freely God given world . I hope y’all burn in 
hell
🤮
The part where Meghan tells Harry, “I AM your Wife.” And Harry screams, “NOOOOOOOOO! That’s not true, that’s impossible!” Truly one of the moments of all time
No, thanks.
No that’s another one of her productions
Fabulous comment! Have a thousand of my likes! 🙌
🔨🔨
OH yes! You went there!!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
When did she say that?
I hope Meghan is able to overcome her shyness and encourage everybody to bully three year olds, amd also polo ponies! I’m already so inspired by the way she treats her employees and 
the palace servants! This is true leadership!
 @Jamise Denari she has allegedly bullied Charlotte (then was 3 years old) and made her cry during the wedding fitting. During the wedding, Charlotte has avoided Meghan's eye contact 
by hanging her head low
 @cutie pie  allegedly is the key word. AND This was in the tabloids. Give me something thats not in the tabloids and not made bs claims through royal "insiders."



 @Jamise Denari  i didn't accuse her to have bullied Charlotte. Thats why I used "allegedly". The same word can be used for Meghan's accusation of racism of the firm  and the recent Lady 
Hussey case, as there were no CONCRETE photographed nor filmed evidences.
 @cutie pie  not exactly. If you look at the history of the royal family and their conquest you wouldnt say such a thing.
 @Jamise Denari  and yet H&M can "allege" anything at all?
 @molli elliot  never said that. Yall so weird . if yall had half a brain you wouldnt listen to tabloids.
 @Jamise Denari  their conquest was in the past, not now. And of course, back then, every country, state has its fair share of conquest. I am from Vietnam but my country also invaded 
other minorities as well; other countries like Japan, Korea, etc. also did. Not just the West. We all did, there is no exception. Besides, of course colonization and invasion causes bloodshed 
and brutality, it is no denying that colonization is essential to modernism and globalization. If it had not been for it, we wouldn't have electricity nor Internet to be able to comment on this 
video.
 @cutie pie  are you serious? You are making exscuses for colinization?! Just stop talking
The operative word, HISTORY! And where is history, IN THE PAST🙄
 @NoName NoneYa  see the problem with yall is yall act as if it doesnt have an effect on what is prevelant and relevant TODAY.! When in fact it does. There are people world wide that 
have protested the rf for their colonization for a long time. I need yall to wake tf up!
Detractors need a lesson in comedy. Lighten up sugars, checks will be deposited by cob today
I know right. smh I kind of wish the RF would just cut them off. I don't think anyone would blame them. This is just getting really embarrassing. They are basically reality TV show people 
now. I'm still waiting for them to go into private life....please do it for all of us.
 @Jamise Denari  no Im not making excuses for colonization. Dont put words in my mouth. My country was colonized by French and the US before. My previous generations were killed 
fighting them, and some were exploited by them. But there is no denying it that it has brought education, modernism, employment, and even wealth to us now. Vietnam has developed so 
much on the global stage and the Western influences were a PART of that. It has made us realized the huge potential of our resources that we did not even know of before. The electricy, 
the modern conviences that you use DAILY is the contribution from the West. Protests nowadays also need the Internet and modern communication to form and function as well. I am just 
stating facts.
 @Jamise Denari  the part where meghan jetted off to Uvalde after the massacre to have her photoshoot using dead children.. such compassion in action!!! Bravo to this 
humanitarian😂
 @Void_Gamer22  no you mean the part where youre a dumbass for listening to tabloid lies and not fact checking has to be nominated for a golden globe at least.
 @Jamise Denari  you are not at all a well informed person..
 @Olwen Rose  foh. You believe tabloids and royal correspondents over the people themselves and facts. But im not well informed. Ok.
 @Jamise Denari  what Facts lol? Meghan is a liar. Spotify even had to hire her own fact-check person for her podcast with Spotify to make sure she is consistent with her previous 
statements. Who needs a personal fact-check if they are not a liar?
 @cutie pie  you obviously dont know how buisness works huh? Smh. Yall all are dumb for real. Like get more educated on things before replying. This woman obviously lives RENT FREE in 
your heads so much that you cant breathe. I feel for yall derranged existences, its sad. Really
 @Jamise Denari  Hi Im completing my Master in English Literature and Media Communications so I know my fair share of how history, the media and the PR bussiness work. I also 
graduated from University of Melbourne, one the top schools in the world. I'm also planning to get my PhD in Literature/ History as well so I dont think I am that dumb. I just stated facts so 
far ^^
 @cutie pie  bye. Yall say anything.
 @Jamise Denari  not anything. but just facts ^^
 @cutie pie  youre trolling at this point. Get a life. I dont take you serious now. None of what you said is facts. Just stop cause you make yourself look stupid.
 @Jamise Denari  Jeez, you need to go do some night classes and learn how to write English! 🙄🙄🙄
 @Jamise Denari  give us some proof of the 20 odd lies that haven't come from the unbiased, balanced, challenged orca interview



 @Mer Mcd  see. The fact that you have to deflect tells me what i need to know.
 @Mer Mcd  where the hell did slavery come into this? Wtf???again. Yall say anything
 @Mer Mcd  and those were slave OWNERS!! Not those enslaved. So your point sounds really dumb.
 @Mer Mcd  omg. Dude you just said that england paid slave OWNERS! Thats NOTHING TO BE PROUD OF! Please have severall seats
 @Jamise Denari  you are really foolish
That 3 year old made Meghan cry, you see.
Who knew that was the thing to do, and there I was being kind to my flower girl and ring bearer, what was I thinking?
 @Jamise Denari  And we need you to shut tf up.
 @Jamise Denari  if you look at the history of Rachel Meghan Markle you wouldn't believe a word out of her mouth either.
 @Jamise Denari  you need to wake tf up and read some REAL  history and not that propagandist BS Americans provide in schools to indoctrinate the students into the whole "America is 
the greatest and the rest of the world is trash" mentality.
 @Jamise Denari  You do realise that the biggest colonisers in the world today is China, who are buying up Africa, India and South America with their 'Belt and Road initiative' - which leads 
directly to debt enslavement of those peoples and then the Chinese take over their industries when the Governments inevitably fall behind on their loans. Feel free to name anyone who is 
protesting the Royal Family over stuff that is four hundred years old at this point, because the Royal Family hasn't had control over invading anywhere since Charles I got his head chopped 
off, because odds on they are also in favour of inviting the Chinese colonisers in at the exact same time.
 @Jamise Denari  and exactly when did you sit down for a heart to heart with H and M?...cos I must have missed that on CNN, and Gayle didn't report on it, and I doubt we'll see it in the 
Netflix reality show.
 @L G  according to tabloids not facts.
 @Jamise Denari  it is on video
😂😂😂👍
 @Jamise Denari  what nonsense are you talking about
I am Indian, whilst I did not comment, but enjoying every single comment made by allegedly all white folks - keep them coming please.....we don't like LIARS be it white, Black or 
brown.....SCREW Identity politics
 @MECCA  Indians can be racist too ,and y’all wish your were white based on your white skin worship very deplorable .Can you validate your claims of lying by Meghan ?if they sue you for 
slander  and  defamation of character today in a court of law will you be able to prove beyond reasonable doubt that she lied ? I wish they could .How dare you speak on their experience 
and what goes on in their lives as if you are part and parcel of their every day living . You should be ashamed Indian



 @Victoria Kim  No doll, you are just VILE....with a vile soul, a part of the BLM organisation who want BLACK SUPREMACY,  who bully, lie and burn the world....

So yes I love Black people who do not self victimize themselves but if you are one of those who is TOXIC AF and lives each second of their life creating a divide by labelling well intentioned 
people as racist - FO....looser

MARKLE IS A LIAR, THE COMMENT SECTION SAYS IT ALL - 

SHE IS AS HATED AS AMBER HEARD....

BUZZ OFF

You want a validation - the woman lied about her involvement with Finding Freedom - the UK COURT MADE HER APOLOGIZE, or she would be rotting in jail for perjury......

I can not with these comments on this docu series....just such a happy day
I’m black

@No Wire Hangers  so ?who cares if you are black or anything racism exists in all races but my comment is based on the majority who happen to be white in this comment section ,KABISH?
 @Victoria Kim  No, doll, you are the RACIST here....and you just got found out - ANYONE who does not agree with you is RACIST - THAT IS TOXIC AF .so no Kapish.....
@MECCA  Got found ?🤣🤣what a ridiculous analogy🙄Sounds about Indian…Anyways adios amigo
 @Victoria Kim  Yes you racist prick, you so got found out - what a toxic low level one celled organism you are....ugly to the core
@MECCA  say something else original because that doesn’t  faze me  .I got got ?you sound  like you got severe mental retardation ,fix that
 @Victoria Kim  I don't need to Victoria, I can only pray God saves your soul....all the best
@MECCA  Amen to that ,now phuck off
 @Victoria Kim  it starts with F doll, and less anger, you’ll die of a heart attack. Whom will your mother spank each night if something happens to you
🤣🤣🤣 ....and Harry as he said those words GUTERALLY,  his lips curled back exposing his tiny front teeth  just lik Luke Skywalker did in that scene!😅
Aww yes, with the world experiencing REAL loss, the threat of wars, the economy downturn, death due to virus, uptick in violence etc, this tone deaf company dishes up what really is a 
rich couple crying  and whining , with a costly HERMES scarf in the background, about what amounts to very little and the fact that Harry’s father has cut off A GROWN MAN financially. Not 
in the mood to watch a Judas film project.
So powerful and moving!!!! I must find myself a family to destroy and an orchid and Hermes blanket to cry next to!
Who cares for these two boring people that live like we are in the 1960s?
The part where Meghan won the Pokémon League by only using her evolved Harryzard 🏆
I loathe Meghan. But I loathe the royal family as well. Seems like a lit of entitlement that no one on earth will ever deal with outside of the elites.
The bit where meghans hair extensions  leave her head and jet off around the world to all corners of the globe, on a private plane, to solve  world hunger and the energy crisis was my 
favourite
The part where Meghan opened a brief case and it had $5 in it. Powerful stuff



Please NetFix.  
Make a documentary on the other side you got to see.   EVERYONE would watch and you will get every award.
We all know this is just propaganda.
We want the rear story.
Do you Dare??????
Please 
The part where she forgot to invite the entire side of her African-American family to her wedding.
The part where Meghan wore the Infinity gauntlet and clicked away covid sacrificing her own life, had me in tears...
Al rato van a decir que los engañó netflix
I like the part where they dish out fruit with funny faces drawn on them, and Harry breaks down in tears at how many lives they just saved. They are absolute heroes.
Scammers

This is a vomit inducing pack of lies by the Hewitt's. Ginge is a supine, gutless fool that has allowed himself to be dominated by what Meghan could achieve with her sexuality. She never 
has, and never will be "marriage material". She will always be on the lookout for a bigger bank balance. This is all they have, and once they fail at attempting to destroy the Royal Family, 
after achieving the destruction of her own family, they will have nothing of value to appeal to the world's public. Ginge has burnt every bridge he ever had.🐍🐍🐍🐍
Meghan thinking we don't like her because we "haven't seen enough of her". No, girl - you're only giving us more ammunition.
I liked when Harry finally bucked up and created his own UK security team with soldiers he served with in Afghanistan.  It was cool when he was hanging with the guys over a beer and 
discussing potential security breach scenarios... Meghan eventually served buffalo wings from the kitchen.
i would rather watch paint dry

Thanks for sharing this private and sensitive part of you with us. I applaud you for being so brave. When Meghan lost har child I lost mine as well almost at the same time. When I read her 
sincere words describing how she felt, it was like someone took my words and feelings and wrote them dawn. She understood what it meant. Only a person that went through this type of 
situation would understand...💕 Mental health is also an  important point. And for myself even more, given I have a neurodivergent child and being neurodivergent myself.
Disgusting!
The part where Meghan looks at Harry and they both yell "Show me the MONNEEEYYYY!"
Gave me literal CHILLS.
Do be sure to throw in some fake pregnancies and knock off a nanna or two! let us know how it all works out!
Thoughts and prayers xxx
😂😂😂👍🇭🇲
Omg that's hilarious
That’s RACIST!?!?!??!!!!!
This made me laugh out loud! 😂
😂🤣
LMAO 😂
😅😅🤣🤣🤣
So brave!
Lol
🤣🤣🤣



😂😂😂😂
0:24 The part where she kidnaps 101 Dalmatians to create her Hermes Blanket… and succeeds! 😭
The part where Meghan fearlessly walks through Mordor and single-handedly kills the entire army of Orcs with her newest set of teeth.
What high stakes are you talking a out you diva uninspiring money ambitious "B" word?
to hear your story from YOU? You who have spread lies during oprah interview. You who just keep lying lying and lying. Shame on you NETFLIX for giving platform to these priviledge 
people who just keep whining. Yeah right a picture showing her as if she was crying? puhleeease.. i bet she was laughing in that picture...really, shame on you netflix!
good reminder to cancel Netflix. more lies from the 2 grifters
I like the bit when they felt emotional over their breakfast eggs being over easy, and quickly called the video crew in to capture it. Beautiful.
Basically regurgitating the same old victim narrative. No Megsy we don’t want to hear the story from you. You are a proven liar and a narc. Go away and save the world one private jet 
flight at a time.
oh lordy the comments in this section are just hillarious!! 🤣🤣
The part where Meghan invented Penicillin... So inspirational, so brave. And Harry doing the Star Spangled Banner entirely with burps... I have chills. How they're not King and Queen of the 
world right now is just beyond me
I liked that part where Meghan was kissing a frog wishing for a prince, but got Harry.

That scene where Meghan sniffed a scentless flower and likened the experience to the thankless, unpaid task of meeting and greeting members of the public was so deeply emotional, a 
solitary tear forced it's way out of my left eye and made it's perilous journey down my poised and sympathetic face while I contemplated the very meaning of my existence.
I’d rather shove a hot poker in my eyes than watch this shit show

It is hilarious how the amassed sarcastic comments of the public now are so indescernible from bot-generated bile that you can't be sure if anyone is genuine.  I mean ... 'that's how privacy 
works', we'll it doesn't when its all over the papers anyway does it? "The part where/when Megan/her [performs a miracle]. [emotive word] [emotive word]" search and replace terms 
from list of internet skimmed nonsense ... and that is wit in 2022 for you. Well done people, your entire contribution to society can now faithfully be replaced with machines.

As for the trailer, well, meh. 😂
ENOUGH with their soft focus  ‘mills and boon’ crap.
Toxic lying couple couple.
Spiteful timing
WE’ER DONE with them
Netflix: Why do you want to make this documentary?
Meghan: Cause I'm Meghan Markle
Me: I don't know her
Mariah: I don't know her
This woman is a con artist, a proven liar and manipulator… what are you going to do Netflix when all her statements are proven to be lies? When the “couple in love” splits and more truths 
about this woman you didn’t  include come out? You are going to look RIDICULOUS! You should be making a series about MM the same as Inventing Anna, you can call it “Lying Meghan” 
that includes all her antics, hate propaganda, fake victimhood and her thousands of contradictions.
I would not watch these two ungrateful, hate and race bating  creeps.  The fact that this trailer was released as William and Catherine are in the U.S. to promote something wonderful for 
our planet says so much about these two AND Netflix - I see Netflix’s stock continue to plummet!!



The part where Meghan witnessed Ivan Drago murder Apollo Creed, but then trained her ass off, to avenge him in Russia on behalf of all Women. Truly breath taking and awe inspiring.
We've heard it!!  We know where and how you pooped in Africa!!  What you can show us is your pregnant bare belly.  That's not a big deal; women show that all the time.  We have seen a 
pap shot of HRH Catherine's.  Interesting......
So moving when Father Christmas comes down the chimney and gives Archie and Lilibet framed photos of Meghan and Harry.
"Lol -- Harry doing the Star Spangled Banner entirely with burps" -- you just killed me with laughter.
That’s bonkers!!
Harry: “O, say, can you see? why fart & waste it, when you can burp & taste it?”
Some of these comments are comedy gold
Hilarious!
🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣
Penicillin???
 @Haide Sanchez  read on in the comments all the hit the ground running, groundbreaking things she's done

Netflix, no
LOLL
🤣🤣🤣These comments are pure gold!!
Looolll🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍
Seriously that killed me! 😂😂😂😂
O Netflix what have you done these comments 😂😂
😂😂😂 the Harry burping comment
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Well, after all, the 1st amendment IS “totally bonkers”…
Nearly spit out my wate! Toooooooo funny!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
Keep telling yourself it’s bots babes.
 @No Wire Hangers  🤣 to break it down for you more simply: 'indescernible' means you cannot tell the difference, not that something is something else. People are sounding like text 
generators, to the point they don't even seem to try to understand something and just download a 'witty' oneliner with a randomly generated single word punchline to end it. [Error, error, 
final sarcastic word missing, reset ...]
 @R Cor  keep telling yourself it’s bots babes .
Ellen: I don`t remember meeting Meghan , Andy Cohen : me neither , Howie Mandel :  I don`t know her , Andrew : when was she on the yacht again?
 @Ansunette  oh, I think Howie remembered her but his mother taught him if you have nothing nice to say...
Bubble wrapped, of course.
I just spat out my drink😂
If she hates this family and monarchy so much why does she still hold a title?  That would make a statement.  Otherwise massive hypocrisy
When Harry saved the world & used all his power & money to end world hunger I cried. He is such a hero.
We want our privacy..so let's do a Netflix documentary.....yep.  that's privacy.. Harry.  You have become such a fool...
The comments on this are priceless! 😂😂😂



People will watch this, but not for the reason Meghan thinks they’re watching.
Eventually the millennial wokeness fad will end. People will get tired of every male being accused of rape and every white person being accused of racism.
Cringy,
My favorite part was where rachel says, “I’m not a puppet of the evil, globalists overlords, sent to sow seeds of racial discord and victimhood! I’m a REAL boy!!!”
Compelling stuff, there.
The part when she participated in the Miss USA pageant to stop a terrorist attack 😢 AND WON THE FREAKING MISS CONGENIALITY AWARD 😭
No one believes them but we love laughing at them. This film should be labeled comedy.
The part where she gave a speech to a room full of young people and inspired them to be all they could be without mentioning herself or her dreams once. She's so selfless.    Oh and yes, 
she's solved racism. Yes, she did! Isn't she getting an award for it? That as well. Not all heroes wear capes people!
Harry may end up very lonely and isolated if he keeps burning his bridges with his family.
The part where Meghan went back in time and caused the fall of the Roman Empire by calling them out for racism.
Her "VOICE" 😬😱
Nero just called ,he wants his fiddle back!!!
the clip of me dancing in the street with Mandela when they got married three days before the wedding. So nice of them to show it
Am very excited for this.. Honestly
Go to hell Harry’s Wife and Ginger Bollocks. Long live the King.
The best part was when Meghan stood on the balcony draped in her tatty Hermes throw and sang “don’t cry for me Montecito.”

The bit where Meghan travels back in time to Paris and takes the wheel of Diana's speeding Mercedes-Benz to drive over Kate Middleton instead, is so selfless, stunning and inspirational.
Well, unless Hermes
Ha ha yes, that “detail” is a bit awkward. The Archbishop of Canterbury couldn’t seem to remember anything about it, although he refrained from calling them flat-out liars.
🎉
She probably fantasizes this 😂 She’s sick enough. Poor Kate! I can only imagine her relief when those two left the UK.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂 Okay @awkwardhoors your comment was perfect!!  Are you really Megan???
 @marshkoala  ahaha! Meghan wishes..!
Hahahaha
I’m cryingggg 😭😭😭😭😭😭😭
LOL!
 @Drones Club High Jinks  she is obsessed with Princess Catherine really creepy
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Siobhan Mckinty  yes, I’m afraid so. I’m glad there is a continent and an ocean between them, and I’m pretty sure they have no communication with each other. Meghan wishes she 
were Queen. Hopefully, Harry will be removed from the line of succession soon.
This is about greed and the "love of money" which is the root of all evil. Shame on them and shame on Netflix! 😡
The whole thing is disgusting all of them including Netflix should be ashamed of themselves if Harry wasn’t related to RF there would be nothing anyone who turns on there families like 
this deserves nothing I have no respect for them or Netflix I’m glad I canceled my service Netflix can keep them



Thanks Netflix for making this programme I had been totally unaware of these two brave individuals and the hardships and privations that they have had to endure. It's good that they get 
their, "truth", out there into the world!.

I see a great future for the executive who commissioned this landmark series, there can be no question that as a direct result of this programme that Meghan and Princess Harry will be the 
saviour of Netflix and their declining subscription base

If only Amazon had shown such foresight,  Poor Jeff Bezos must be inconsolable.

A magnum opus such as this promises to be,  will doubtless be the streaming event of the millennium.

Now where did I leave my Tramadol?
This is the quiet life they wanted, eh?

The part where she broke the palace’s window and said, "You will always remember this as the day you almost caught Captain Meghan Markle." And threw herself out the window. 😢
I loved the part when they took the kids to Burger King, just so they could BOTH get a crown.  And a cheap meal.
I like the part where someone says something ironic about the movie and contributes to the (spontaneous / on purpose) chain of comments.
The stakes are high? Sounds like narcissism.
Netflix needs to just go away.
Why did I watch this, why do I care!?
The part where Harry writes, "HELP ME" on a banana and tries to slip it to a producer...before Meghan intercepts it, exclaiming, "I am in charge of the banana messaging!"  And then uses 
the banana to make her famous banana bread.  I found the scene very a-peeling.
The part where Meghan covered Earth's homeless children in her Hermes blanket, cured world hunger, and put a stop to all wars. 😍
Just here for the comments 😂
I bet Netflix will manipulate the ratings to this sh*t show the way Spotify did for M podcast to try and justify their ridiculous payday.
I would like to see the bullying report now, to hear from all of the many staff that were bullied, some to tears. 
I would like to hear the report from Admiralty House in Australia and the tea-throwing. 
That would provide a more balanced truth, than this, which is just going to be one-sided. 
Would your mother be proud that you are constantly trying to overshadow your older brother?
I like the part where Harry, ever the genius, appears to have created a brand new guitar chord!  Pro tip: when pretending to play guitar for a photo op, hire someone to show you where to 
put your fingers.
Wow. So shook. The black and white shots are so elegant and classy. Who will they save next season? 🤔 instant classic. I love comedies!
How many people really dislike her?
BRING BACK THE DISLIKE COUNTER.
The part where she reveals the safe where she keeps Harry's man-jiggles.
Best comment ever!
😂😂Love it! Brilliant comment.
🤣
Laughter galore with your comment.  Thank you!



🤣🤣🤣
😂
I cry laughed so hard over this one…I AM IN CHARGE OF BANANA MESSAGING!!
Fantastic comment!
😂you’re killing me 😅
😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Best comment 🤣🤣
Especially family wars! She's so good at bringing peace to her own family as well as her in-laws! Meghan the Meek and Peaceful, they call her.
 @Maria W  Brilliant!
They will end up bloody starting a war
 @Maria W  So many acts of compassion😏
That blanket is currently retailing at £1,260. 😕.
😂😂
Haahaha
what an inspiration!
The Queen was so lucky to know her!!
🤣🤣
It was ABSOLUTELY hilarious 🤣
How do you know it's her blanket? Its a stupid distinction to make but it REALLY seems to matter to alot of you. Looks like a posh clinic tbh
 @Tamar Harris    And they managed to put the blanket in their FAKE movie
 @lindsay pyykonen     Ha. Ha. Ha. Smeg sells ‘her blanket’ in her online store.  She does ‘product placement’ - in that photo of her at her desk AND in that fake photo of her pretending to 
cry on the bed - same blanket she’s trying to sell.  Sugar. Sugar. Sugar
😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @lindsay pyykonen  poor deluded Sugar.....
 @Lucy Acorn  she is selling a hermes blanket in an online store?

Edit: just searched and cannot find a store that Meghan sells things on. The blanket it seems is hers but I don't understand why that really matters? I'm more interested in finding out who 
broke her old beagles legs when she moved to britain but do go on about the blanket.
 @Elaine Leep  sugar, thats some funny shit
Best comment!
 @Tamar Harris she got it for free so she can use it as a prop to merch
 @Lucy Acorn yep. And just like she had her laptop on top of a stack of her book that was relegated to £1 bargain bin in every bookstore
It’s H flat
🤣🤣🤣
 @Roger Mycock  good point!
 @No Wire Hangers  superb comment!! 🤣🤣🤣
 @No Wire Hangers  it sure is...



Millions
 @No Wire Hangers  hundreds of millions??
 @Danielle McIntyre  bazillions
It’s there, press the thumbs down
If you’re on a desktop, there’s a chrome extension to bring it back
Racism is so strong lol. They absolutely hate this woman because she is half Black, but want to hide it behind other things lol.
JUST STOP PLEASE! 🙏 
GET OUT OF THE MEDIA! 🙏
MEGHAN MARKLE IS SO OPRESSED! She must be crying every night under her Hermes blanket and wiping her tears with a Chanel napkin. 😂😂😂😂
Wow got to watch liars lying.
The part where she invites five children to her chocolate factory 🏭 And proceeds to eliminate them one by one excruciatingly.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Came here for the comments and was not disappointed. Meghan's brought people together.......just not the way she wanted to.
Isn’t what’s happening behind closed doors the definition of privacy? 😂. LMAO give me a break. I hope no one watches this crap. I’d like to see the amount of dislikes
Can’t help but feel this will age badly when they divorce
Wow, any couple that has to "PROVE" they are a "happy and loving" couple are obviously lying and trying to portray themselves in a different way then who they really are.
Streaming Narcissism. They never, ever shut up about their pathological selves, do they? This is shameful and it is way past time for King Charles to strip them of EVERYTHING! Shame on 
you Netflix!
And then she starts singing 'I'd do anything for love - but I wont do that for less than £32million .....' So powerful.
This is beautifully made, gives me JFK, Marilyn Monroe and old Hollywood classics vibe.
I don't understand why anybody would care about these useless people. She is a professional victim and he is an entitled brat. 

This should get high ratings lol
Netflix, you guys just got Markled😂🎉
This is unnecessary 💤
The timing of when these photos were taken is interesting and if I was a cynical person may lead me to believe this was a work in progress before Megxit, before the wedding?
14k likes, 96k dislikes. won't be watching that rubbish. piratebay next good show on netflix for me.. FU netflix

Everything about them is so staged. The crying pic with the expensive blanket -- like why have that in the background, do you always have to show off? The pic of Meghan crying and Harry 
dramatically leaning back is very cringe as well. 

I think Harry and Meghan need to understand that we all go through major hardships in life, but this is taking it to the next level! Take your many millions and be happy with what you have.
H, rache, arch and lill Ragland.
This will not end well, trust me
I like the part where everyone is accused of racism because they dislike destructive narcissistic liars. That's a really fresh angle...lovely.
 @Chris Fan of the Saints  If Megan was of a paler hue she'd never be on your radar, and that is a fact.



I’m black
Actually really black
I don’t even need bronzer black
This isn’t about race sweetie 
Take a day off
 @No Wire Hangers  "I don't even need bronzer Black" lmao tell me you grew up around only white people without telling me you grew up around white people. 🤣🤣🤣
 @Sarah  you're literally delusional. You assume everyone's opinions without having a clue about anything. Are you aware my family are from Jamaica? Clown!!!!!!
 @Sarah  it was a reference to Harry’s wife and her bronzer
Tell me your are absolutely clueless.. oh you just did! 😃
 @No Wire Hangers  It's you're honey, and you've never been Black a day in your life, and if you are actually Black I pity you.
I'm laughing so much at this there's a tear. Coming out my left eye.
>105k dislikes now
😭😭😭🤣🤣
But hilarious 😂
I definitely think they were mistreated in Britain but at the same time this trailer feels incredibly rehearsed and unconvincing. It’s a little corny, basically.
 @TGA  yeh the millions of dollars for the wedding,the millions she spent on clothes,travelling all over the world for her little get togethers
Shocking
Can’t believe they doing it again😂! Please stop. Go live your life and forget what people think. Please Meagan. Harry. We are soo tired of you trying so hard to show us you are normal, 
trying to win us over by sharing personal family photos etc. it’s not going to work. We see through the woke and manipulation. Harry wake up!? Maybe in 10 years he will wake up.. They 
are such victims🤮
The part where the Scooby Doo gang unmasks the Tower of London Ghost, revealing it was Meghan all along 😂
I loved the scene where she says, gulp, I see dead people. Can't stop crying.
I am anxiously waiting to see this. I want to hear from the horse's mouth.
I seriously hope H&M LLC read these comments.
Is this yet another reboot of "Their Story"?

Princess harry an meghan. Pfffff come on netflix. Is it so hard to figure out what people want to see?  Are you really that out of touch with the real world? Most of the world hate these two.

What stakes are that? Or is it the $100 million deal. These two think that we are actually interested. What we do know is that Meghan threw her family under the bus, then Harry threw his 
family under the bus. Then they trampled on their $32 million tax payer funded wedding. Lived a life of luxury, then left their royal duties after swearing to serve. Made the Queens last 
years hell. Removed their children from their extended family. Went on Oprah to spew out lie upon lie without it being checked. Including saying that she couldn't travel when she 
jetsetted all over the world. Lectured us on climate change while they go around on private jets. Started a charity that is more for tax breaks than anything else. Walked away from their 
royal duties, while clutching their titles and try to be American Royals. I mean come on, this "love" is nothing but a narcissistic destructive atomic bomb for anyone who dares come close. 
They have the most toxic fan base, they try to be relevant, but is so out of touch with reality. The worst hypocritical thing is that they say they want to go live a private life. Then we get 
planted paparazzi pics, podcasts, Oprah, documentaries, books, sharing their story, over and over and over again and they think we want to hear. Came to South Africa, saw real poverty 
and all she could talk about is her pain for nobody asking her how she is doing, when EVERYONE has been running around making sure she is ok. This is human gluttony, greed, lust all rolled 
into one. One day you will stand in front of the Real God and He will ask you, what did you do with the blessings I bestowed on you?



I thought that was what this freaky couple was all about , public exposure od their hypocrisy, spitefulness , dishonesty with memories that clearly do vary , in the most twisted defamatory 
way toward others . The sooner this couple go *silently into the sunset and get on with the private life they told everyone they were leaving for , the better it will be for the world at large . 
Doing anything for money has a name !
The part where she united the Muppets and played the banjo 😢 True rainbow connection!
BORING
They’re like a train wreck we can’t avoid to look 😂
I will watch it! Cant wait.. love this couple and the support they give each other to face the hatred and the jealousy from everywhere!
I like the part where she is crying her bitty eyes out but has someone take a photo 😢lol
Netflix :"how much you want?"
I like the part where Meghan builds a ship for Huck and Jim so they wouldn't have to just float around on a raft.
95K thumbs down.  These two are such a major turn off.
The part where Meg was so light that when she walked through the door, it didn't even register on the Afro-detectors
NO ONE CARES ….. canceled Netflix today because of this .
Pass me a bucket 🤮
And she will scream “You are just racist!”
😂😭🐸💖
Oh dear
I’m waiting for the episode when Pappy comes back..
Meghan is just sickening 🤮
The part where Meghan helps Manny, Sith and Diego protect the baby. 😢 Without her Hermes blanket to keep her warm… 😢😢
I really hope that madam is going to show her famous bad fitting moonbump collection.
I’m only here for the STELLAR comments 😂
“We want privacy.”
*makes documentary
"Why did you want to make this documentary?"
MONEY, I would say!
And just like that, my Netflix is cancelled. They have no interest in making content for people who are capable of rational thought. Only people who accept every stupid lie they are fed 
without doing a tiny bit of research. 

Goodby Netflix. Perhaps I'll see you again for one month, when you give us another season of Cobra Kai. Or, perhaps you will learn your lesson and start making MUCH more content like 
Cobra Kai. Instead of 99% garbage that is exactly like this stupid trailer.
🤮🤮🤮🤮
I liked the bit where Megan and Harry roasted  the chicken. Wow.  She's so good at that!!!!  So inspirational to young girls and setting a wonderful, selfless example for us all.
Oh my God,how beautiful The Princess of Wales is !!!!!!! .So sad to say but she makes Markle look like one of the ugly Sisters.
Looking forward to this documentary!!!! Harry has my biggest respect! Truth, AHU!
The part where Meghan broke into the palace during the Royal Christmas party  and saved Harry from the royal family was was holding him hostage all while barefoot.
Can’t wait to watch!
@BOTS comment section.



I can’t wait….. ❤🔥♥🔥♥
Meghan weeps amidst designer furniture, a Hermes rug and beside a single white orchid in an elegant vase, while the rest of us can barely afford to put our heating on this year.  
They, and you, are disgusting.
They have milked this way too much.
Cmon guys, you can see their “real” suffering at the 13 seconds mark. Don’t you see those super low ceilings in Frogmore (a home they had rent free)? Remember, their friends said that FC 
was sooo small that they could barely stand, and yet it appears that there’s plenty of headroom if you sit on the kitchen counter.
The part where  both Harry and Meghan, despite all the trauma caused by the royal way of life, decided to stay in the UK to help raise money for charities for the people that sustained 
their luxurious way of life was inspiring.
My favorite is the part where the people of the world are dancing in the streets because MM brought her own photographers to document the fact that she brought sandwiches and chips 
to people who’s children went to school one day but never got to come home.
That’s in the unrated director’s cut.
Was it trussed?
If you’re looking for truth you might want to look elsewhere
One of these days my dawling, I will save you from these awful people who can’t see that the way you grit your teeth when you speak to them is because you’ve got so much passion on 
any given subject that you must clamp your jaws shut to prevent them from escaping all at once. One of these days my love, I will make the world see how great you’ve repeatedly told me 
that you are. I’ll rescue you from all of that and I’ll save you from these dreadfully low ceilings. I promise on our love...
My favorite part was how after 17 brave months in the royal family, Meghan selflessly sacrificed herself, absorbing the entire coronavirus. Then the real left eye tear jerker was Meghan 
sealing herself and Just Harry into the upside down and closing the portal leaving us with a Harkle free world. If that’s not true heroism, I don’t know what it is.
That bit where they truly found freedom and no one wanted to know them because of Harry’s ginger hair and they lose all their money and buy a shack in the snowy American mountains 
buy a couple of huskies and harry grows a beard  and shouts freeeeedom!  and Megan skins a bore with her bare hands to keep the kids warm whilst crying for the Kates kids that are 
suffering in their bubble of racism 😢😢😢 truly brave and stunning what an inspiration 😢
That part where Meghan took the bullet for Martin Luther King. Heroic. Selfless.
The scene where Meghan realizes she’s running out of cash so she calls Oprah for an interview.  I felt that.
The part where Meghan reads all these comments and actually recites them as she thinks it’s really a real praise.
I like the part where they are so poor Meghan has to wear curtains and eat a sweet potato.

The part where it was revealed that Megsy was Wallis reincarnated and she was fuming because she was downgraded from almost Queen to just a  wife of a ginger childish Spare.
Wow, the hate is real in these comments.
That scene where Meghan said “it’s Meghan time!!” and then went mega Meghan all over everyone was truly an emotional moment
“Doesn’t it make more sense to hear the story from us?” 😂 It would be if you didn’t lie all the time.  So no, it doesn’t.
Oh! And this trailer is cheesy as hell. 😷
Wait are they famous?
Will never support this or subscribe to Netflix.
I'm here for the comments--and they did not disappoint!
The part where Harry becomes a real boy after finally telling the truth about his manipulation and grifting. 😢
Just her last statement already gets people pissed off. I guess Oprah didn’t pay them enough.
Does these two have a different definition for privacy…. Just two bunch of money mongers, shitting on ur family to make money, the wrong woman do destroy a beautiful family and 
meghan is the definition of that.



Stakes?  As in, money?  Fame?  Throwing your family under a bus?  Hurting your grandmother while your grandfather is dying?  Crying over stockings?  What, Catherine didn't take you 
shopping?  LOL.  
This is cringe from two middle aged adults acting like teenagers in heat and trashing a family who have not said or done ONE THING to them.
The part where Meghan tells Harry, "You've seen what I did to my father, that can be you too if you don't do as I say."
I have not seen so much coverage in a documentary and another series, this looks promising, Harry and Meghan deserve that great contract and even more 
Going to Oprah was so "protective", Harry is such a Hero! 😂
Amazing!!! 👍👍
i cried!!! 😢❤
😂😂😂
The best
And when finally realising what this is all about, hey presto! Her second series of podcast was created.
:washhands::washhands:
Lol
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yes I think she has a problem with irony. I'm wondering if that's why the sugars at Netflix have left the comments section up. Maybe they think they have thousands of hyper positive 
comments on their hands 🤣🤣
it's called karma. you get what you give.
The reality is real on these comments
right!
mega meghan 😂, this while comment section is bloody classic 👍
🤣🤣🤣
Mega Meghan which is short for being so Meghan that she couldn't be any more Meghan if she tried to be Meghan, Meghan 🤣
Every minute of every day is Meghan time as far as she is concerned.
OMFG LOL
Truly
Just tried to leave a comment asking “WHY” my “DISLIKE” was “NOT” recorded!?!? The comment was AUTOMATICALLY DELETED 😂😂😂
But when she morphed into the SuperMeghanPowerZord will be the most unforgettably authentic as it sits in its authenticity performance that was ever put on digital. I. Wept.
Brill love from uk
 @Michael Wilson  BRAVO laughed so hard ,really did have tears from both eyes
 @Third Wisdom  really interesting hmmm
I SNORTED
 @Jack Daniels  shows we weren't so Markled after all.
Me too 😂
Harry’s escape from the claw and his bid for freedom will be covered by Netflix in next year’s series...
Oh they’ll get more
Don’t worry about that
The best time to watch the documentary, we are ready Netflix 😍😎
This comment section is so damn good! 😂👏❤✨



The part where she teaches a MASTER class on Grifting?! I cried 😂
Makes me respect and admire William and Catherine even more...especially Catherine❤ what and elegant, classy and decent woman!
Harry never got over his mother’s death and the treatment she received. I think he has this impulse to destroy the British monarchy and avenge Diana, and Meghan galvanised him in this 
because she couldn’t adapt to their code either.
Thank you, Netflix, everyone will be watching, even their biggest haters!  Love this so much💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖
Barf…attention seekers. What story? We are sick and tired of your lies Meghan. No sympathy from the people. 
🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥
These comments are incredible 🤌
The part where she escapes from Azkaban and sieges Hogwarts with Voldemort 😮
The part where Meghan has that condescending and patronising faux British drawl of a voice in her cashmere jumper in her mansion just really struck a chord with me
I knew there was a reason I never took the Netflick.
oh Netflix you wasted your money......
My favourite part when she parted the sea and then went on to feed the five thousand with one slice of pumpkin pie……
Harry has issues..
What, and they just happened to have a cameraman around for all these “private” moments lol pull the other one it has bells on it.  HARD PASS THANKS.
The part where Megan gets on her broom and writes “Surender Kate” in the sky in green smoke…. So brave.
As you can tell Netflix, We do NOT approve
Not interested in hearing TWO PROVEN LIARS telling their story for “the first time “ -  when it’s actually the freaking 20th time. Give us all a BREAK FOR THE LOVE 🤔🤔🤣🤣
Must feel so natural & raw when you're crying on your bedroom chair & the camera crew is there with all their equipment. Give me an effing break
you guys are killing me omfg lmaooo
Exactly. This is a story of gutter trash that tried to bring herself up in the world by marrying Prince Harry. But you cannot take the gutter out of the girl. Meghan will always be low class. 
Writing on all the bananas in the world will not fix that.
although a bit lifeless, due to environmental impact 😮
Yes she and does incredible work for children all over the world
Adapt? She never even tried. Total manipulative grifter
Harry needs o get help if he still cannot find meaning in his life other than the death his mother. Don't get me wrong, I lost my mother at 13 and it's still a huge hole. but 20-30 years later 
you need to get a life, even with this tragedy.
 @Lil G  some people can’t get over it.
 @IamNeverWrong  Meghan’s a product of American culture where making money is god and fame is personal glory. It clashes with the British sensibility of not expressing yourself. Even if 
Meghan hadn’t dealt with the racial prejudice, she would have found herself stifled by it because she didn’t really understand how different the culture was to what she has come from. It’s 
not showbusiness.
She has no class
It’s as simple as that



 @TGA  I’m American and don’t think most mainstream Americans are as star struck as MM. A person like that takes it to extremes. There are Brits AND Americans who are obsessed with 
celebrity culture. I lived in London for over two years myself and know all about the UK tabloids - they are just as obsessed with celebrity and gossip as a lot of Americans are. 
HOWEVER. I know that well-meaning, reasoned people on BOTH sides of the Atlantic can Understand and appreciate the difference between a historical monarchy and fickle, fading 
celebrity culture. Sadly, MM was NOT one of those people. She didn’t misunderstand anything. She wanted to mold over 1000 years of history and try to cash it in so she could achieve 
fleeting Hollywood style fame. She has no manners, decorum, or sense of history and has a very immature understanding of what it means to be British. The Royal platform and everything 
it represents was WASTED on her because her greedy little mind couldn’t grasp it and see beyond her own sick warped sense of self importance.
No we watch the parodies on YouTube sweetheart
yes! I cried😢❤
that was definitely the BEST part, yes! ;-))
😁😂🤣
cackle
😂😂
😆🤣🤣
Good one! 😆🐲
I am sure in the UK no one will watch this. Netflix what have you done
I liked the part where Meghan went to Rwanda and dug a well with just a shovel and her two bare hands and saved the poors, then gave them all a jar of Lili Jam.
The comments section is more entertaining than the documentary 😂
I literally cried when such a private, publicity shy, entitled couple were forced against their will to share their inner secrets with half the world on Netflix. Won't be wasting my time watch 
that tat.
Ready for this! 😍
The part where Meghan is saving the world from good causes like the Earthshot by turning attention to herself. So thoughtful and selfless.
Intro: " Why did you wanted to make this documentary?"  Harry:  "DUH !....WE GET 130 MILLION EURO!"
It only shows how selfish they are! Why would you ruin your family on national TV? Whatever happens in your family you don’t expose their flaws in public eye! Disgusting! Sorry!
So dumb … not interested they are both privileged rich ppl complaining about being rich

I would like Netflix to do a documentary on Lady Hussy the woman who resigned because of her racist comment. One commentator actually said she has been part of the furniture for 60 
years. I would like to know more about Lady Hussy. What does a royal racist look like? A piece of furniture? Is that what 60 years of service gets you working in the royal house hold?
Horrible
The part where she saves the chickens . One tear, left eye, go !
🤣🤣
Despicable
The part where, after finding out that Harry is without money, Meghan O’Hara wraps her shoulders with her Hermes blanket, walks out the door, and says, “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a 
damn.” Powerful moment 😢



Love it! Can’t wait to watch. 

Just kidding. Wouldn’t waste my time with these two narcissists, especially with their gullible warming hypocrisy.
Такую самую  любящию пару разбили. Очень жаль. Я  на вас смотрела и радовалась. Я не знаю причины вашей разлуки. Но очень и очень надеюсь что вы в скором времени 
соеденитись и  навсегда будете. вместе. Ведь детям нужны и папа и мама. ❤❤❤❤
Why did you want to make this documentary because behind closed Doors your story does not make sense 🤷 two sides to every story Meghan 🙄
The comments 😂😂😂
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" 
Literally all we have been doing since you got engaged and we discovered you existed. 
We were actually wondering when y'all even going to shush. For a bit at least, please...
i realized we never really got to hear their story, which is weird...all that information being put out was always against them and even though i never paid it any mind. i just had a feeling 
both of these people didn’t do anything so evil to be hated as much as they are by their “people.”
Oh I thought it was a Starbucks card...nice
that's for sure. Meghan lacks of any humour.
 @Lil G  that's no lie!
they should definitely get a humanitarian award for this bravery! ;-)



The person who baited her - real name Marlene - was dressed up like she was proud of her heritage and called herself Ngozi, but cried racism when asked about her background. She has 
previously accused the royal family of domestic violence against Meghan.
It was a trap by a Sussex-Fan. She went there purposely, she speaks openly against the monarchy and the moment for this "race scandal" was perfect.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
The fakest couple on the planet
Gold Digger life
The part where Meghan hops on a palace horse at the palace door, looks back at Harry & asks, “are you coming?” Was so empowering & inspiring 😭
Their lack of self awareness is stunning!
What a couple of wankers. Can’t stand that manipulative little bitch or that spineless little ginger prick.
My favourite part was when Megan said “No body puts baby in a corner!” 

Saving the world from sexism, hunger and life without Hermes blankets😢❤
Can’t wait to not see it!!! 😂
She has destroyed his family connection and as soon as his money is gone she will be too. Then Harry will be left alone while she sucks up to Hollywood even if she has to lie to make herself 
look like a victim.
The part where Harry spends a day in blackface so he can truly understand Meg's anguish.
They are trying SO HARD.  🤣
A greedy, narcissistic rat, and her stupid, angry ginger poodle. Pathetic.....
When Meghan said "Let there be light" and there was.... A once in a lifetime cinematic masterpiece xXx
The hate you are all portraying for this woman for just being alive is embarrassing…
The part in series 2 when after having been rightly stripped of all Titles and patronages, and sucked everything they can by disparaging their own family with yet more lies, jealousy and 
hate, they have to rely on Meghan reprising her role on Deal or No deal and her dodgy bad acting in crap movies to make a living. No handouts from the family they despise or the UK 
taxpayer now!
WHO GIVES A ROYAL SHIT? Tone deaf for all us normies trying to pay bills. Boo hoo
These guys didn't leave the royal family looking to protect anyone, they were kicked out for bad behavior, and all this anger and revenge is because they were kicked out, they look like 
serial killers who return to work to take revenge by murdering their co-workers and bosses, they are sick psychopaths.
when Meghan yelled "they may take our lives, but they will never take OUR FREEDOM"...simply inspired, could have done without the blue face paint though
I like the part where she waved the watch in front of Harry and said, "Your eyes are getting heavy....sleep...buy me a new car..."
Boo! PROFESSIONAL VICTIMS!
I can’t wait to see this!
yes!! i cried!!! 😢❤
You mean STAGED tf 🙄🙄
LMAO!
😆😆😂
❤
I think she was referring to Harry 😂
🤣🤣🤣



😂😂😂😂
we don’t hate her we love her because she is entertaining  😂
Jealousy. I'm an annoying bitch as well but I have no netflix dollars, no Prince not even a hermes blanket. Woe is me.
😂😂😂😂😂
 @TADEJA U  your entertainment can drive people to commit suic…after that all of you would be crying and saying “people went to far”. Every time the same thing but people just simply 
don’t learn :). Scrutiny of Diana wasn’t enough for you apparently…
i cried 😢❤
The face paint was on point
Trash!!
How much can they sell themselves, and selling themselves as victims.
My favourite part was when the spirit of the queen visited her and told her she could have all her tiaras
"to hear our story from us?"= the only thing MM thinks the world is interested in today is "HER story", "MY story",  "OUR story". Who the f... CARES? There are scary climate changes 
happening everywhere, floods, wildfires, population migrations, droughts, and also unemployment, inflation, Covid, the energy crisis and we will certainly have electricity cuts this winter 
and astronomical heating bills... 
Wake up, silly woman! Stop it with the pity party when you are the most privileged woman on this planet! 
I AM SICK of your STORY because all this is SICKENING! 
YUCK!
YUCK!
YUCK!
I love them no matter what
When she says the steaks are high…were they off?
I guess Netflix isn't done losing money.
The part where harry defeated Thanos was so heart touching
"Alright, Mr. DeMille. I'm ready for my  close-up." -- Norma Desmond
Archie and lili : Mom, dad what are your professions?
Duos: sweet Pumpkins we do a really hard job to earn money. We LIE and CONSPIRE to earn millions. Sometimes we use you two and your grandma, who only loved your father as they are 
alike.
The part where we are told it is a love story but really it's just a horror film about how Kate made her cry.  Why put the pic of Kate looking in the camera straight after the pic of that 
woman crying on the chair, this isn't a love story, this is a shocking revenge attack on the RF, better not be paying those two traitors for this.
I liked the part where she took on a fleet of yachts and won victory after victory with her weaponised lady garden.
What really makes a lot of sense is this will be more whinny lies!  No one aspires to be Meg nor the spare.  They refuse to move on with their lives!  They are going to cash in until they will 
find themselves in terrible legal troubles.
appalling, shame on you both

I liked the part where Harry was sitting in the corner of the chicken coop scraping chicken poo off his shoes while Meghan told the story of eloping in their backyard in London and their 
framed vows hanging over their bed.😅😂🤣😳🤯
I love the part where Megan went to pee in the bushes to cure the drought in Africa! Such an inspiration
I loved the part where TW flies commercial, oh no wait, it may have been another reality tv programme I was watching? 🤭
When Meg called King Charles’ aide and shouted “SHOW ME THE MONEY!!!!!” - that was the best scene.



More bull crap, I won't watch it on principle
The part when Meghan taught Harry how to play the guitar.
yes, i cried 😢❤
*choked with emotion*…oh yes. 👑👑👑
And the climate change discussion that Wills and Kate are supporting is overshadowed by her conceited self interest again.
 @Ruby Mouse  Absolutely! This woman is clearly unhinged. The Amber Heard type.
That’s your misfortune
yes!!! i loved that too❤
Not sure about Thanos but he did serve in the British Military for 10 years.
yes so inspiring!!! ❤❤ i love her!!
😂😂
And the Kraken emerged from her darkest core and devoured everyone!
Amazing cinematography!
yes! 😢❤❤❤❤ i love her ! she is a true hero!!!
snicker
Very true! Her lack of hygiene also showed us what a carefree spirit she is!
😂
Haha 😄
read that in cuba gooding voice lol
I want to puke
Crying on a Hermes blanket, such a new rich move.  …. Classy
The scene where meghan fought for Justice and took a bullet in her chest was so painful, couldn’t bear to see henry hurt like that........ 
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The part where Meghan dies on a cross, rises from the dead, destroys the death star, saves the universe from Ming the Merciless, defeated a bunch of terrorists who took over a 
skyscraper, cures cancer, and prevents Thanos from erasing half of the universe all at the same time is so awesome
When Harry tells Meghan that the suit is literal perfection and she turns to him saying "It will be, when it fits a woman." I cried for over a hour.
🤮🤮🤮🤮
Might very well be the number one  garbage shit show Netflix will ever produce.
This is so consistent with the fact that they want a private life
I would like to invite the world to this comment section, it's where all the fun is at😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Better Call Meghan
There’s nothing new to learn about the Duke and Duchess of Sussex.  They keep saying the same things over and over again.  What a waste of Netflix’s money.  No wonder the company’s 
results are going down the pan.
I hope they bring back the free trials for a week 😅
I canceled Netflix over their woke crap awhile ago, but I’m addicted to the comment section of this absurd release, better than anything Netflix has ever come out with.
What are these high stakes?
Tiger King 3
Who else is here just to check out comments?



I am living for these comments.
New rule might do something about it. But I will watch this - feels good
Won’t be watching this self serving nonsense
Shame the Queen didn't live to see this, she would have loved it I am sure 😊
Stunning and Brave 🙏🙏🙏🙏

MY QUEEN!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣
You win 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
It was  truly a oscar  winning  performance 😂
😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹😹
🤣👍
When she responded with oh you love suits??! And he was thinking yeah actual suits, not your awful show lol
 @Katie B  🤣🤣
I wonder that too
She probably still thinks she will land on a throne one day 😂
Poor thing!
She’s so clueless
Not! Can you imagine how heartbroken she must have been at their antics.
If William and Catherine were to ever feel drained from H&M. I hope they come over to this video and read all the comments.
This is a drivel fest. I liked the part where Meghan landed on the moon!
What crap!
How many more times do we have to hear "their story".....what happens when there is no new material they can weaponise against the Royal Family ....make it up?
Love them!
What heroes. As a UK taxpayer I got to contribute to their nuptials. Lucky me!

What, it wasn't a real wedding?!
Truly one of the documentaries of all time
not paying for Netflix anymore
Com tantos problemas ambientais, fome, miséria. Essas duas criatura ricas, mimadas e sem brilho nenhum, a fazer mimimis, sinseramente 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮💩
The bit where she says I am Spartacus got me welling up 😢
I was mesmerized by that scene when Meghan bravely stood up, hiding her fear of getting mobbed and attacked, and revealed she was the one who has been scalping PS5's for the last 2 
years! Such a brave soul.
Ginger and whiney 🤢🤮
Haven’t they embarrassed themselves enough?
The part where she blew the alien out of the airlock. What pure emotion.
RIP Netflix Content



I loved the part when she cries from left eye and the tear falls on the cat and the cat starts SINGING! THAT WAS SO AMAZING!! I LOVE HER!!!
🤮
Q. "Why did you want to make this documentary?"

A. "Because we are running out of money and have no other marketable skills."

End of documentary.
How about no!!
Lady Susan is an 80-something who says things she shouldn't say. We made one of those president over here.
It’s what’s she’s done so far 
Yes but which wedding did you contribute to. Apparently I got seen off for two!
 @Roger Mycock  I hear her mate the Archbish did her a two for one deal on his fee😅.
😅 I'm STILL WAITING to buy one at a decent price.
 @Venus Star  You might be lucky getting one now she's exposed.
Apparently not
Isn’t it awesome 😂
yes!!! ❤❤❤❤ I love them!!
Just wondering if they know how to make money any other way? You know.. besides the constant whining about the RF, throwing them under the bus, multiple attempts to tarnish their 
reputation… it’s become sad, obsessive behaviour.
I loved the trailer and I've seen it multiple times already. Counting the days. Finally the toxic duo KittyKate and her unfaithful beau are going to be exposed for who they really are. I love 
prince Harry, his wife is my hero!
you want privacy and are moving to LA and montecito, giving interviews and trashing royals nonstop-Ginger is a spoiled brat and whiney are so ridiculous. Lost every respect even for 
Oprah- simply trash!!!!!!
Omg the cringey music. 🙄🤢
FYI...all the views are not for the trailer...they're for the comment section.
I heard this 6 part series is just the tip of the iceberg. They’ll be going over this story again in season 2 but in a lot more detail.
Let's be honest, is there anyone interested in watching this $hitshow??
They need to stop overexposing their lives like that
I'm just here for the comment section🤣
The comment section is gold!! We are here for the comments😂😂😂😂
My favourite part was wen Netflix accidentally found Harry's wife moonbumps lol
Aaah yes prince & princess woke, the 6 part documentary no one wants or is asking for.... Netflix throwing money at the wall yet again! Oh dear! 😂😂
Just because the crown was good doesn't mean we want to see Harry and Megan. Literally, no one wants a show with Mr and Mrs Wokester
That's my Netflix subscription cancelled.
Thing is, where's MY right to privacy from this tedious pair.
I see the number of dislikes is not shown.



My favorite part was finding out how racist people are in the UK…& how intolerant, deeply evil and ignorant so many of them are. Always choose truth over a facade. I am not a Megan fan 
but the constant comparisons of her appearance, the hatred, the obsessive bullying says so much about the sadness and insecurities of those that take the time and effort to post each and 
every comment. Wishing you all PEACE, self-love and Joy this blessed season.
The real funny story about it all, is that they will or have made millions through people's hate because all these very much same haters will be watching the documentary and therefore 
making them even more richer than they are.
Bravo to Netflix for keeping the comments section open! 

Proof that the whole world seems to despise this odious pair.
WOE-IS-ME. I, nor any other sane person with a life wants to hear this whiny, terrible little girl whine about being Uber wealthy and powerful, and oh no, some people didn't like her, so 
she says, she didn't hear anybody say anything bad in that family, she just knows what everybody is thinking, because she is a perpetual victim, she lies through her teeth all the time like 
it's ok, we all know harry is ugly, she married him for his money and power, and didn't like the fact she couldn't do anything she wanted at anytime she wanted, so now she is using her 
made up victimhood to make money, and Netflix of course jumped right on this terrible, disgusting super wealthy people complaining about wealth to normal people who work for a living, 
nobody wants to hear this but a bunch of  ridiculous woke little girls, that's who watches this garbage, real women do not watch this, children do,
The part where they show Marriott megs moonbump killed me...
They have no marketable skills or talents and are disliked worldwide
This is all they have got.
It’s hilarious
Oh dear ..
 @b berkley  sounds more like stupidity tbh
A truer word was never spoken lol. Working my way down and occasionally commenting. It’s pure gold
Most of us are! 😂😂😂
95k dislikes
Yip, me too
I am Asian, and I don't like Meghan because she always trashes our royal family without any evidence for attention. She is horrid.
 @Andrew  Thank you for your honesty. I too, believe Harry could have selected better and many of her and their actions are disappointing. My issue is Fergie sold out the royals for 
payment, Camilla is sadly a home wrecker and Megan (desperate for attention in my opinion) gets so much hate about her looks, comparisons to Kate and it is truly shocking to read how 
much people hate her. I don’t like the lady, but hatred?! It is an emotion I don’t understand towards a virtual stranger. You calling her horrid is respectful and I get that. It’s the comments 
on the Daily Mail and other platforms that allowed me to see many hate her beyond the “person”. Before she trashed the royals they attacked her when her family was attacking her. The 
hate started during the dating phase.
I’m black
She’s trash 
End of
 @No Wire Hangers  LOL Nope you can’t possibly be. I do agree she is no picnic.
He is not a handsome man
Love the part where Meggi attended the Oscars and all the A listers are clapping when she entered the room!
Well done, Netflix.  Keep screwing up and creating pure trash like this.  You are sinking fast.
This is all fake. You never know Markle's true motives. She's just plain selfish and is after all, an actress.
When Meghan created the universe with a single glistening tear - mesmerising, or dare I say - beguiling.



She wanted to be a Disney princess. Not a real one.
Catherine, Princess of Wales, looks stunning in Boston this week. Happy and pretty.
Absolutely disgusting liars. How many poses for those crying pictures?
CAREER VICTIM
Honestly, this is a train wreck. They are exploiting Harry and his position and he is letting them. Meghan is a self aggrandizing viper. I don’t care to watch any more of the recycled pity 
parties that celebrities seem to enjoy these days.
Комментарии это просто лучшее в этом трейлере 👍🤣
such a wonderful couple!
Wow, I'm so inspired, looking at things through Meghans lens, and  learning how to adopt her truth has taught me so much. My favourite bit was when Meghan levitated like a rising 
phoenix from the ashes of the BRF, generously hurling  inscribed bananas into the crowd worshiping at her feet.
never in a million years!  when she first was with the royals no one asked her if she was ok.....she was crying!  now all that work to find freedom shes still crying!  time to get over herself 
and build the life outside and not dependant on the royals.  after all shes a strong indapendant seed! and a joke!
I expect we’ll see their children on this trash reality show. Nothing is off the table, if they can make money from it.
I think looking at the comments section you get a clear picture of people hating on Meghan like the British tabloids. I don't support their move to leave the British royal family but i do 
understand that she was hated from the beginning. This is pure bullying. You people advocate to stop bullying but you go and do the exact same thing.
Came for the comments 😂🎉
This is so narcissistic...
Wait til y’all see the scene where Diana communicates via psychic medium that Meghan would be a perfect queen and that God personally apologized that Harry wasn’t born first. It was 
very redemptive!
The part where Meghan turned water into wine and fed the masses with 5 loaves of bread and 2 fish was breath taking.
The best part of this trailer is when Markle said “It’s Meghan time” and proceeded to meg all the paparazzi
Phonies clapping for one of their own.
 @Stephen R  the joke is she wasn't invited
I feel like her subconscious was giving us a metaphor with the 🍌🍌
People embraced her and where happy for Harry, at first.. But after all the interviews, books, what we all saw (£32m wedding, Charles walking her down the aisle, the press who embraced 
them except for one sole example of a guy that got terminated straight away...) compared to what she has done... she has been fact checked and called out by so many even the 
archbishop of Canterbury..!! That Oprah interview? At least 17 lies have been called out  debunked, proven being falsity in her narration. She is constantly lying and trashing people, 
inventing a scenario that doesn't exist it not even twisted truth. All that is coming out of her mouth is lies upon lies upon lies she evrn lied in court. She keeps on shoving this nonsense and 
woke garbage down our throats but enough is enough. All the staff and personal aids she has bullied are beginning to come out and won't be silenced, her family, her exes, her "markled" 
friends. She is a relentless liar, a proven bully, a narcissist grifter. And people call it out.
This is social commentary .
Society is commenting .
They aren’t liked.
It’s their own fault . 😊
😂😂😂
😂😂😂
what about when she performs first brain transplant surgery ever? I love her!!!!😊😊😊❤
Hilarious 🤣



Are netflix going to issue vomit bags  with this series it appears to be so nauseating and this is just the trailer. The pair have appeared to tell so many false facts is this just another fairytale
🙄 Who cares about the royals. They aren't even royals anyways. What have they done that is notable exactly?
My favourite part was when everyone in Africa celebrated when Harry and Meghan got married. It was so emotional.
Earthshot and generating chat about climate change is the loser here. Can't they see how spiteful and mean spirited they look??
Cringefest galore
The attack and the hate these two gets from media is unbelieveble.
I feel so good now, I know the pain of your constipation meghan, I myself also sit on the couch, with my special blanket, and start praying, for release of pain. High five girl.

This should be the last one Meggi. After this, go back to privacy already! We are so sick of your Kardashian level efforts. You have nothing to offer but your handbag’s connection to the RF.
I remember that time when that actress I cant stand produced a fake pr documentary about her stupid life and her wuss of a husband and I spent my afternoon trolling the comments on 
the youtube trailer ..said no normal person ever.  ya'll are pierce morganing the heck out of this one and its hilarious.
Meanwhile.......

The Counsellors of State Bill has been passed. Only working royal members are called upon. 

"The Counsellors of State Bill will modify the Regency Acts 1937 to 1953 by adding two specified members of the Royal Family to the “pool” of Counsellors of State to whom Royal functions 
can be delegated. These are His Royal Highness The Earl of Wessex and Forfar (Prince Edward) and Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal (Princess Anne)."

Harry is not called upon. So his Frogmore Cottage that he keeps the UK Residency address active is a loss to his finances.

Oh also the Removal of Titles Bill 2nd Reading will be sitting on 9th Dec 2022.
Once it's released, The amount of people that are going to have egg on their face. It's all controversy
I’m looking forward to listening to them. I just hope if they are rip people apart they are not doing it for money. Because that will cheapen their story and them.
That bit where Meghan stabbed Darth Sidious because he didn't ask her if she was ok, that was great.
Love they kicked that racist out of the establishment today, fancy touching a black womans hair etc. How gross and the queens best friend and Willis,godmother, don’t tell me the palace 
hasn’t got systemic racism.
I really hope everyone stays at the comment section and doesn't actually watch it on Netflix 🤣
Aaaand there they go again, the hypocritical couple
I like the part where Meghan waved her wand and the “Caucasian” disappeared from her ID and she became Harriet Tubman and led us all to freedom and then wrote the Pulitzer Prize-
winning book Finding Freedom about the triumph.
When is the documentary being released?
My favourite bit is when Harry tries to put the glass slipper on Meghan's foot and it breaks  into a million pieces.
How many times are you gonna tell your truth till you get your privacy. Spoilt self obsessed twats.
You make a good point I just saw the start of the trailer and by my reckoning Nutflix owes me a new  carpet!
Buckets
Vomit buckets 🪣



People, media, the UK embraced her and where happy for Harry, at first.. But after all the interviews, books, what we all saw (£32m wedding, Charles walking her down the aisle, the press 
who embraced them except for one sole example of a guy that got terminated straight away...) compared to what she has done using media... she has been fact checked and called out by 
so many even the archbishop of Canterbury..!! That Oprah interview? At least 17 lies have been called out  debunked, proven being falsity in her narration. She is constantly lying and 
trashing people, inventing a scenario that doesn't exist it is not even twisted truth it is fantasy and false victim Hood narration straight out of her sick mind. All that is coming out of her 
mouth is lies upon lies upon lies she evrn lied in court. She keeps on shoving this nonsense and woke garbage down our throats but enough is enough. All the staff and personal aids she 
has bullied are beginning to come out and won't be silenced, her family, her exes, her "markled" friends. She is a relentless liar, a proven bully, a narcissist grifter. And people call it out.
Florence, ask yourself why??? Study it, like really study and listen to all not only one view, opinion or story and you will see why
It’s quite believable
That ship has sailed.
They can’t get any cheaper babes
We all know that was a set up 
Nice try though 
And from one black woman to another- Take a day off.
Your victimhood is tiring to watch and embarrassing to see.
😂😂😂
Hoof
B*tch please. You think youre life is tough, with all your millions and luxury lifestyle.
When there's people like me with mental health issues and struggling everyday to make ends meet and hopefully see a brighter day.
Sorry!! Boohoo poor you, but a lot of people are worse off than these pair.
Have a nice day :)
Enter the raging Brit’s 😂
I'm watching the Neck Bulge Tamils.
The Hermès blanket is a real nice touch, well done Netflix! 🙄
Thats all we have been doing,is hearing your 'stories' from you... THATS ALL WE HAVE BEEN DOING...
Can't wait until CROWN reaches JAMES HEWITT will they got a Harry lookalike to play him in it
Cancelled my Netflix subscription as soon as I heard about this docuseries, not lining the pockets of these two, disgraceful! Strip their titles NOW!😡👎👎👎👎👎
Not really excited about this …but I will rewatch The Crown
Yikes🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
My favourite was when she found the stolen sankara stone from mola ram restoring life and crops back to the indian village.
But seriously, who on earth takes photos of their wife crying.  
Like "Sob, I'm so sad Harry Boo Hoo"
"OK let me just grab my camera"
I loved the part when Meghan single-handedly pulled Roman Grosjean out of the burning wreckage. Such bravery.
I cannot believe they allowed the comment section to be open, this won't last long. Speak your mind now before they take away free speech again
Netflix please stop making garbage. No one wants to see the elites in their fake drama
That bit where the alchemist bestowed the secret of turning sh1t into gold but handed the instructions to harry’s wife UPSIDE DOWN was hilarious. She now has the power to transmute 
gold into sh1t with just a touch or even by association to her.



The rough life of inbred royals... No thanks
Didn’t we hear the story from them already? Like more than once. Why not tell everything when you’re given the chance. Oh, right. That’s because if you tell everything at once then you 
can’t sell it to other platforms to make money. Gotcha.
The part where all ya'll heads explode because Harry has empowered Meghan and Meghan has empowered Harry to take control of their own lives, to tell their own stories and to write 
their own future. What they have decided is that you nor anyone else will ever take that power away from them regardless of how bitter and resentful and jealous you may be. He has 
rescued her...and she rescued him right back!  
And the silent majority is cheering them on! 

(ps, netflix is gonna make a boatload of money because every single one of you ladies who cant get their mates to hold their hands, nevermind stand up to their family on your behalf... is 
gonna watch it... alone.. and angry)
My favourite part is when one disfigured tough guy says, "You got a lot of nerve showing your face around here, Hauser." Harry responds "Look who's talking."
Gag! 🤮🤮🤮🤮
The entire commonwealth and other parts of the world are here honey
Expand your horizons
😆
And that hat!!
Kind of cheap looking but still…
nearly 12000 comments, 2 million views, I think you may be wrong
 @Derek Hannon  the views are from people reading the comments
 @No Wire Hangers  I'm just having a bit of a windup, but I bet the views will be massive, you'll see it trending as soon as it's released
 @Derek Hannon  hate watching is a thing too I guess
They won’t win any popularity awards that’s for sure
This is brilliant and should have thousands of likes!
😂😂😂
👏👏👏
I have a Brooklyn Bridge to sell you.
Keep on dreaming
Being jealous of a delusional narcissistic pathological liar that is  proven bully? No thank you. You want to believe this nauseating fake  victim Hood fairytale of hers, your choice. But people 
don't and will call out her lies!
Oh honey..
She’s ashamed of us.
You can’t see that?
None of her black family where at her wedding
She’s ashamed of us
She changed her nose,her jaw,her teeth,her hair.
She doesn’t even want to look like us.
What are you defending?



 @No Wire Hangers  what?  Im pretty sure I saw her mother there. eyeroll.   Her mother's parents, who Meghan said she had a good relationship werent there because um.. theyre dead.  
Her mother's siblings were not invited because her mother has a bad relationship with her siblings.  I dont like half my siblings either and no way would I want them at my daughter's 
wedding. It would go double if she was marrying a royal.  When I got married (to a white guy not that it matters) I had a limit of 100 on my wedding and I also invited my personal friends 
and family.  Uncles and cousins that i simply dont have a relationship with were not invited. Why should they be?  Why does not inviting people you are not close with mean you are 
ashamed of ... us.. (Im assuming you mean black people?). Or do you feel that Meghan should have invited people to prove that she likes.. us?
Humanity can sink so low. This comment section is just another proof of it. The saddest part: most of the people commenting here don't even have their own oppinion, just repeating what 
those before them said to be "in".
Dear Netflix,
I am utterly disappointed that you jumped at the opportunity to peddle this trash, of what is literally a concoction of lies and a bio of two self centred attention seeking drama craving 
nobodies. 
I’m on the edge of cancelling my account!
The part where Meghan jumps from a helicopter with a chainsaw secured to her left hand to take out the sharknado.......so stunning and brave!
Cobblers!! What a pathetic pair!!
CRINGE
I wud love to listen to their story so I can judge and comment

I just looked at the trailer again.. so while Meghan is having a breakdown, somebody is taking her picture?? These are all staged and made for publicity to earn more money!! 🧐🧐
Dreadful pair of lying racebaiters!
Getting tacky now and same old same . Its’s 🤮🤮🤮
Too bad we can't see the thumbs down...
To the thousands of commenters, you made my day but my ribs hurt from laughing.  I didn't even watch the trailer.
My fave part was when Meghan told The Queen of The World that she could ‘collaborate’ with her …
"Global Event"? only on planet Meg, meanwhile on planet Earth there's a whole wall of beige paint to be watched dry
Here for the dislike. Lame.
I too cry aesthetically in my fluffy chair with my Hermes blanket while starting at the electricity bill
Ok this is will not take them anywhere! Seems only talking about thier family behaviour towards them ! Then what will happens 🤔......
Race baiting cry babies.
Only came here to see Princess Catherine and Prince William
🤢🤮
The part where Meghan says “Harry, I am your mother” and reveals her true identity as Diana brought me to tears
The part when Meghan says, "who's been eating my tampons" and then looks at harry was just amazing
And here you are
:face-turquoise-covering-eyes::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-
blue-smiling:
 @b berkley  how can we know? How did you find out?
 @b berkley  thanks for replying - I disagree with hiding the information - I think if they have the dislike button we should be able to see the figures because otherwise dishonest people 
might say anything - and I just like to know the truth
 @b berkley  it’s a chrome extension for your toolbar



and the queen of the world immediately had tears in both her left eyes
😂👍
I am beginning to think that there is an "Oedipal" aspect to their relationship. If Harry has an Oedipus Complex going on it would explain a lot about his behavior.
I think you are very close to the truth
Well she tried to imitate Diana on their first meeting by wearing Diana's favourite perfume. Creepy much?
Beyond creepy
😂🤣😂🤣
Are there awards here? Cause you just won! 😂😂😂
😂😂😂
haha best one yet 😂
🤣 best comment!
Oh bugger,  I thought she meant  Padmé  . 🥯👩🥯.
👏
Ahhhh… now the perfume thing makes sense. It’s nice to have Di back.
🤣🤣🤣
Sounds like the dumbest ploy to smell like a man's mother in order to seduce him. Doesn't make logical sense yet for some reason dense Harry fell for that stupid trick. He's dumber than I 
thought. I don't know anyone who would fall for that.
Omg🤣🤣🤣
Dumb these two Netflix!!!!!
14k likes 92k dislikes...
Millennials. Self absorbed.
She sees herself as the victim and the champion of the underclass. When in fact she’s about as privileged as it gets by being married to a Prince and a member of the Royal family. Why 
anyone cares about these two insidious twats is beyond me.
she could be laughing at a cat doing a high dive through a rubbber ring into a pool on her phone for all we know
What a load of total bull shit.  Backlash is coming ............ good
Who is this Meghan? Is she someone famous?
My favorite part is when Meghan whispered in Harry’s ear, “Dracarys.” Gave me chills! Might have had a tear roll down my left cheek.
…Not when you are a proven liar and manipulator
I honestly have no intention of watching this train wreck but I am going to read the articles that grab and summarise the juiciest bits.
Ancient aliens has more merit than this "documentary" ever will
OMG, Harry, Meghan, just stop 🛑🛑🛑 it's soooo pathetic... 
They want privacy and beg for respecting their private life... but everything they do is a desperate call for attention.
Traitors, what stakes are at risk🤮
I'm not planning on watching this netflix, but keep the comments open: entertainment gold.
No. No more STORIES thank you. Like so many just HAD ENOUGH.
Nobody asked me if I'm OK
NO MORE WHINEING !!!!  STOP!!!!
🤮🤮🤮 haven’t they spilled the beans already? How many times are they going to tell the same story? This is the only thing they have going for them 👎



HOW PATHETIC! Always trying to steal the thunder from everyone else. Annoying!
I won't be watching this documentary 
Oh boo hoo hoo what a difficult life she has   NOT .   more attention seeking   money grabbing couple
great!
I popped in just to see this this morning. 👍🤣
they seem to wind up a lot of British people, it's caring, just in a negative way
 @Derek Hannon  the entire commonwealth 
And the rest of the world
 @No Wire Hangers  the entire commonwealth don't love the Royal Family, they had a very close referendum at the end of the last century in Australia to become a republic. Run it again 
and I think they'd leave. Other nations stay for the economic benefits.
 @Derek Hannon  I think you underestimate the regard the commonwealth had for the Queen.
And now the King.
Her funerals was watched by millions and millions of people.
And as an Australian- we are still part of the commonwealth and that won’t change any time soon.
Are you ok? Hugs 🤗
What a couple of rejects that everyone loathes. Im talking about netlfix and this couple.
"Prince Harry has said that every camera flash takes him “straight back” to the death of his mother, Princess Diana, in 1997".18 Oct 2019 Congrats, Netflix, your money did a miracle. It 
cured Harry of his fear of cameras. Worthy of reporting to the Lancet
OMG - what did that Hermes blanket do to her?  How cruel after what she has gone through.  That moved me to tears....well, one tear, left eye...
My very favourite part is when King Charles III rings them and tells them they've lost their titles. Yippee!
Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Dear Netflix, that's the sound of nobody caring.
I loved the part where Meghan screamed “I’m a real boy!” And Harry rejoiced because he finally felt seen as a Caucasian male from the upper east side
What a desperate attempt to grab attention. A grifter and her useful fool. Hardly Romeo and Juliet
All this comments are they real or sarcastic cus I know the show is still coming by so where are this I love where Meghan said this or that. Irrespective of it all, I have watched the royals and 
the crown and it got me saying that there is more inside than this all. Above it all no one is perfect so my big love to Harry and Meghan ❤❤❤❤❤❤
Money, money, money...and money. Only.
Alguém sabe qual a profissão deles?
The part when Meghan and Nelson Mandela were released from prison after 27 years
So many Likes!
No, it doesnt make sense,Meghan ! we ve already heard your side of story, in Oprah interview, which turned out to be full of lies only. We only hear your side of the story all the time 
actualy!  I feel like they never stopped talking. Those 2 are just so ridiculous and pathetic. They have nothing else to say, nothing positive? Only repeat the same story over again and again 
and hoping it will stick and become the truth? Also to get attention, but at the same time saying how much private they wish to be. What 2 horrible people they are. Example how wrong 
partner can destroy you slowly but completely. How low Harry can go? There is no more low level, i dont think.
In Great Britain we know who are the winners and losers in America you need to work it out,  but give you a hint William and Catherine are miles ahead of the two losers in America 
🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧



No it doesn't make sense to hear it from them - they cannot stop lying. Everything will be exaggerated and the victim narrative will be the sole focus. They wanted privacy, can we have the 
same from them?
Who’s actually gonna fall for this tripe 😂😂😂
I’m a real family person and I was always told from grandparents and parents this “what goes on behind closed doors, stays behind closed doors” and “keep your business off the street”.  
So sad to see this all happening more with damaging father, brother and the rest of the family.
I get it.. I would't want to be in the royal family either.
Trash.
Why have you included pictures of the Queen's coronation and from Lambeth in 1938 Netflix?
At 37 seconds.
bcs Hermblanket is a racist!
worthless titles anyway
 @Derek Hannon  then why don’t they hand theirs over ? 😂
 @No Wire Hangers  haven't got the balls, agree with you on this one
but you care
 @Derek Hannon  No. I'm sorry you got confused.
middle aged scammers
 @TADEJA U  Yes indeed. A bitter and twisted middle aged man and a vile scheming racist liar. Match made in Soho House.
Traitors
Shame we cant see total of dislikes😀
 @ajrin 7400  over 90k
Right? It’s a shame no one told her he was a prince. Good on her for rejecting the grace and favor home, Duchess title, 30million pound wedding and 1M designer clothing budget….oh. 
Wait.
Don’t mind me I’m just here for the comments  & I wasn’t disappointed ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ .. 🤣
Better paid Kardashians. Wait, nope, Kardashians still make more
Jikes, that photo of Kate…I have a feeling that trashing Kate is going to be a theme in this series….
My Christmas wish this year is that Spare turns out to be the story of Harry’s journey through the world of 10 pin bowling.
Pair of vapid plebs!! Woe is me!
My favorite scene is when Harry, in an Ukrainian war zone, avoiding bombs, as a true protecting family hero, looks at the camera and says "Your hair, what a vibe". I got emotional: one 
tear, left eye, go!
...very brave to let the comments section opened!
Auditioning to portray Elizabeth Swann in Pirate of HMY Brittania 🤔😏
I like the part where we find out Diana didn't die and was in hiding. She comes back and strangles evil Megain with her £1,000 Hermes blanket until she can no longer speak her crap. Then 
she takes Harryetta and the kids and goes back to England with them.
“Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us ?”  Is this a new statement or is it from the 2019 nobody asked if I was ok documentary ? Or perhaps, from the me you can’t see? Or 
finding freedom, the Oprah interview, Ellen , Dax Shepard, James Corden, the cut magazine, NY times opED, vanity fair, archetypes podcast, the up and coming book spare, not to mention 
countless other, speeches, interviews, press statements the list just goes on and on one on and on and on……………

That moment where Meghan single-handedly built an ark and saved all of those animals from extinction really changed my perspective in life. I have never cried so much from my left eye.



Remove the titles they don’t deserve them!!!!!
What a crock! The actress and her chump.
I’m so enjoying the comment section, people are not blind.
Love Meghan & Harry ❤ 
You haters obviously have sorry lives, I feel for you!
This is painful ,I never knew that racism can be so vile

The scene where Harry drops to his knee and offers Meg his special ring, right in the middle of attempting to ‘roast chicken’ brought tears to my eyes. Doors are closed for a reason Haz!
My favourite part was where Meghan was named this years miss Congeniality after foiling a plot to destroy the miss United States beauty pageant. Oops-scholarship scheme.
Yeah right..... they seem to have unbelievably bad memories, 
'cause they keep repeating their cr*p over  & over & over again!
Just accept that you keep visiting here again and again just to see the number of dislikes! 😝
y'all remember that one part when Meghan cried so hard it killed the final boss and saved the world from utter destruction.

'tHe MeSsAgE' is strong with that one.
BAAA 🤣🤣🤣
This is my favourite comment.
Tear, left eye, on 3, go
🤣😂🤣
I was thinking the same thing about the comments...really?  Netflix WANTS to know how we all truly feel about this?  What a laugh.  "We left the royal family for our privacy, but, HEY!  
Make sure those cameras are still on me!!"
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Don't Forget the Popcorn  Maybe Netflix are gearing up to dump the dastardly duo. I can't think why else they'd leave the comments open.
 @Ynys_ Mon  Meghan may have insisted, thinking she'd receive abundant support. Imagine her response when she realized Harry didn't hire the bots needed to praise her. :(
STAHP WITH THESE COMMENTS 😆
Lol! This is my favorite comment so far 😂😂
He wasn’t in Ukraine…but he was in the Middle East fighting for your freedom
Especially very brave of him considering how cameras cause him severe PTSD!!!
 @truthfinder98  Afghanistan is in South Asia, but he was there fighting heroically for your freedom and mine; tears are streaming down my face just thinking about it!
 @truthfinder98  Bollocks he was well away from the front line.
truth finder, not according to the men that have stepped forward to tell the real story!
 @Fluer  Spot on!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @NoName NoneYa  but royalist also say William fought on the frontlines as a pilot. So are both William and harry lying about their service or is it only harry?
 @Helen Scott-Tebb  let’s get this straight. Before Meghan everyone applauded harry for his service in Afghanistan, now he’s a lair?
 @truthfinder98 Men who served on the front alongside Harry have confirmed that he never saw active service. He was in a bunker under protection the whole time. Why hasn’t Harry 
sued them for lying? He and his wife sue everyone they think has done them a slight.



 @Tibouzankor  did they really or did unnamed sources say so? From what I’ve read, Harry’s military buddies speak extremely highly of him for his military service and he’s founding of the 
Inviticus Games
*actually you just lied. Harry did see combat action. He was forced to leave because the British media found out and threatened his and his fellow serviceman safety.
 @truthfinder98  He saw combat on his playstation in his bunker.
 @truthfinder98  EHave you watched Trevor Coult MC? He is a decorated vet. He’s spoken about this on his channel and his fellow Afghan vets have corroborated. Harry was pulled out 
after his presence was blown but it doesn’t make it any less true that he was never really on the fighting frontlines. If anything, from what those who’ve spoken out have said, his presence 
was a hindrance because he needed constant guard.
 @Tibouzankor  Trevor being a decorated vet does not make what he says true lol. He did see combat, as I said he’s fellow men have talked about serving alongside him and harry himself 
has retold stories. Harry went back to Afghanistan a year later in SECRET to continue his service.
 @truthfinder98  I’m not basing my belief in what Trevor says on his being decorated or not. Just stating a fact. You asked who had said Harry had not seen the frontlines and whether they 
were unnamed sources. I gave you a source. A person who served and was there and who continues to serve and fight for vet rights and to push legislation for veterans etc. He is a 
prominent person and if he was lying it would have been revealed by now. I know who I believe. Cheers

 @Tibouzankor  you said Trevor and other decorated vets claimed harry never served on the frontlines. Those are not direct sources, those are vets expressing an opinion. Prince William is 
an example of a royal who was protected from serving on the frontline, so yes I believe the sentiment that certain royals (I.e those in front of the LoS) are kept from battle, but that’s not 
the case for harry. Like I said Harry has retold his war stories, are you calling him a lair? Harry also fights to protect vets, he literally created an entire foundation for them.
Netflix will be loving all the attention it’s getting. But MM won’t!
 @Tibouzankor  and I’ve been trying to find the information you’re referring to and it does not exist. He may have before, but any video or article of Trevor and other vets discussing prince 
harry’s service while on active duty is not on the internet.
 @truthfinder98  
Good morning to you.
Seriously, now. No. He did not fight for my freedom.
Do you know how many British and American military cemeteries we have here, in Belgium? Many. Each, each belgian family has a World War II story to tell.
My grandfather, killed by the nazis because he resisted, he did. He sacrificed his life. My grandmother raised 6 children alone.
My other grandfather was an Ypres survivor, and died of bone cancer years later because a slight bomb part could never be removed of his leg. He did.
My grandmother, raped by nazis while her sister and her 4-weeks newborn were murdered, she did.
I could never imagine I felt obliged to justify myself about such a serious subject, under one of my humoristic posts.
And by the way, do not forget that PH chose not to go celebrate military veterans in London years ago, he chose the Disney Lion King Premiere instead. 
Loyalty is a military strong value. Loyalty that, to my opinion, PH does not represent because of his behaviour towards his family, the British monarchy and HMTQ's legacy. This is my 
personnal opinion and I have the right to express it.
Kind regards.
🤣🤣🤣
Literally lol
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
Men 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂😭
But she forgot the female unicorn!!!



😱😲😂😂😂 epic. netflix comment of the month!! and don't forget they had to have broken legs to enter the ark
😂
OMG!!! I snorted laughing. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Witty!😅🤣😂
Phenomenal comment!
one tear at a time
👏 👏 👏
In my left eye!! Lmao
Could someone please explain the left eye thing (it's in far too many comments to be random)
  @Ruth O'Hare a er the photo of her shedding a single tear from her le  eye at the funeral came out,  someone found an old interview where she bragged about being able to do exactly 
that while acting. "One tear. Left eye. Go!"
 @Stephanie Simmons  Thanks 👍
 @Ruth O'Hare  M had said in an interview that she was great at crying on command for acting. Her exact quote was “Left eye -GO!” Which makes it super ‘ironic’ it’s the one eye she cried 
from for photo exiting queen’s funeral service. 😜
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Ruth O'Hare  She was interviewed once about her acting abilities and bragged about how good she was at fake crying. Apparently directors just have to say, “one tear, left eye - go!” and 
she can control the flow and timing of her tears 👀
😂 😂 😂
You cracked me up 🤣🤣 left eye 😪😆😅😂🤣🤣🤣
You are a disgusting person.
😂😂😂
ONE tear was all that was needed.
 @Ruth O'Hare  Meghan can cry at will from her left eye. There's an interview from her acting days;  three seconds, one tear, left eye or words to that effect. Unsurprisingly that was 
exactly what happened at the Queen's funeral. A single tear rolled unstopped down her left cheek. Though it seems now she needs a tear stick - odd greasy smear on the index finger of 
her black gloves.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
It's because she's special, and we're all just plebs. 🤣🤣
But, but, it was only ONE tear at a time, right!?!?!?
Omg...I'm deceased 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Ruth O'Hare  MM said she can force 1 tear from her left eye . For acting of course! What a talent !
😂😂😂😂
😅😂🤣🤣🤣
I love you.  LOVE you.
🤣🤣🤣 omg this is hilarious 😂
 @Ruth O'Hare  Meghan once  bragged that she was such a seasoned actress she could cry on cue.  "One tear, left eye, go!" she said.  Actually the ability to produce tears at will is rare, and 
most actors have to use tricks to make themselves appear to be crying.  Like, glycerin can look like tears.
The point, though, is that shot of Meghan at the Queen's funeral with a single tear trickling from her left eye.



Love these "archetypes"  of true heroism....much more entertaining than Netflix nonsense
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😅🤣😂
😂❤
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 you made me spit my tea.
😂😂😂😂
This was so good!!
🤣
Omg. I missed that. Must rewatch. 😂😂😂😂
OMG Brilliant!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
The way your comment made me laugh so hard I shed a tear from my left eye 🤣🤣🤣😜
😄😅🤣😂
 @Trust me, my son is a Doctor    That’s why the photo of her having a ‘secret cry’ with ‘Just H’ and the camera operator doesn’t show her face.  It’s because she can’t cry, she  can only 
squeeze out 1 tear
 @Lucy Acorn  OMG that makes sense as to why she covered her face!!!!
Y
🤣🤣😅
I saw the tear and thought why is she of all the family members the one to cry?? Now it makes sense that she actually confesses years before that she can do just that by acting. I have no 
respect. And I wonder why so many cannot see through this.
🤣🤣🤣

 @Ruth O'Hare  Meghan bragged about being able to cry, "on demand," out of her left eye. And she did, at the Queen's funeral. That's what THAT means....cause she's such a saint.
 @Maureen Ingleston  I have been SNORTING through this whole comment section - it is PRICELESS!!!
Oh you know her (Noah) 🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
 @Krsna Krsna  😂😂😂😂 so funny
happy to read it too
super funny and creative
Racism? Where? When? Criticism and call out of a liar is not racism whatsoever. SHE IS a proven liar and a proven bully. she has even lied in court. Enough of hearing from her constant bs 
and lies and this is why people comment. She has induced in people nausea for saying so many blatant lies upon lies. You can believe whatever fairytale you want about this false victim 
Hood fairytale of hers that is your choice. But You won't stop people stating facts, actual facts not her delusional truth and people won't stop being at a total disagreement with whatever 
fallacy she spews any minute she opens her contrived mouth. Enough of her and her lies.
If its racism why aren't all these white folks ripping up all the other black peoples videos? UK music prize goes to Little Simz and all the comments are full of love. Instead of full of sh** like 
these 2
I’m black 
Take a day off
Doors were closed because they invented the vegan-chicken. Their next deal with Walmart!



Crying!😂😂😂😂😂
Roasted chicken to meghan the vegan....
 @Katarina Micki Braun  right?
She’s such a liar
Yeah and with the fact that Meghan claimed as a vegan really add some emotions to that moment.. it brought tears to my eyes
These 2 can't find a rock big enough to crawl under. Most of us see you as the scum that you are!!!
AGGGGGGGGGGGG ESTA PAREJAAAAAAAA
The part where she screams into the phone at King Charles “Show me the money!!!”  King Charles hangs up - queues the tears.
The Princess and Prince of Wales are looking so fantastic and doing such a brilliant, caring job.
OMG after reading the comments Meghan is so clever 😂😂😂😂
You have a real gem of a program on your hands Netflix 😂😂😂😂😂
You hear them talk once, you have heard them talk what they have to say always. Again the same story. Over and over again. They said the reason to move was to get privacy and work for 
their money but at the same time being half royals. Once they got a no, can't do; they say they needed to move because Uk was racist and the family was mean to them. But at any 
opportunity to get publicity on big events, there they are reunited with the family.
My favourite part is when they looked through a billion photos to try to find one of gorgeous Catherine, Princess of Wales looking a little bit less attractive.
The wonderful Princess who had looked after Harryetta until he met that horrid rotter.  They couldn't find one, so went for one where she was looking serious. Evil Megain found loads of 
herself looking her usual evil self. She decided to touch up the photo of her pretending to shed a tear at our precious Queen's funeral. She tried to add the tear from when she poked her 
finger in her eye.  What bloody hypocrites.
CANT WAIT.
All Megain wanted was to marry the dumbest royal so that she can be in movies but unfortunately she has to settle for a documentary. What a trauma
91k dislikes, wow
The fairy tale story, of the woman that blew a prince and turned him into a frog.
My favorite part is when Meghan cured cancer and world hunger and made an AMazing tiramisu for dessert.
Are there comments part of the ad campaign? 😂😂
The Part Where it's so popular to hate Megan is so sad
Can't stand these two clout chasing narcissistic pieces of sh*t
Up to 91k Dislikes and 14K likes.😂
The part where Meghan killed Thanos was epic.
Just here for the dislike
the part where they ask the royal family for forgivness it made my heart melt
Jesus, it’s depressing that the photographs with Harry are identical to the pictures with her other boyfriends and husbands. It’s literally the same poses! She fakes the same facial 
expressions! 

He’s thrown away his life, family and country and doesn’t realise he’s just her next victim.
Where do you see this?
It's not obvious why? wait until the US wakes up, the likes will go up
I can't see it
 @Lavender1985  install a plug in to return dislikes



No
This is reality
OMG, they start crying again 😢😢😢
😂😂😂😂
Legends :)
What are the stakes Nutmeg? Why are they so high? You two are beyond repulsive. I will not be watching this POS documentary even though I have a Netflix subscription 🙄💩
This just makes all of the horrible bullying stories about Meg seem that much more true- come on Harry you drop this on your own brothers head as he’s in the States trying to save the 
environment! But you insist on complaining about the 18 short months 😒of privileged life that you and your wife lived through!! Haven’t you seen real suffering Harry?! haven’t you 
actually seen people dying!!!?? WTF is wrong w these 2!  They act as if they have survived every bad event that ever took place! They make people sick and the comments show it! Bye bye 
Netflix!
I loved the part Jesus came down and said to Meghan and Harry you are the light of the world and all the angels cheered and the oceans parted and trumpets sounded and Meghan 
grabbed Harry and held him back so she could walk between the sea first, but had to call the paps to make sure they got it for this documentary.
Not interested in watching two liars, whinging about how hard their life is sitting in a mansion.
Boo hoo Meghan, fake tear, left eye now 😂😂😂
Harry your mother would be ashamed of you.
Hope King Charles removes all your titles.
We love the Royal Family, it doesn’t include Harry and his nasty wife.
The monarchy is almost as dead as the UNUNITED UNEQUAL kingdom
When Megan put on the gauntlet and caught that lightsaber, I literally got chills!
Harry really never was the brightest candle on the cake, but with Me-ghan, he has definitely proven himself as dumb AND vile. My heart goes out to his brother and father. Nobody's 
perfect, but they don't deserve this horrid behaviour. Must be shattering.
‘Hear the story from us’ I thought it was their story through someone else’s lense. She is a pure liar, evil and horrid. Out of all the classy woman out there Harry settles for a control freak 
who is clearly a  narcissist
For someone who hates media attention she sure is going the opposite way🤔.I wonder why🥸
14K Likes, 91K Dislikes . Damnnnnn, I'ma hit the Like button...Ladies, y'all still gonna pay & watch it
I am never going to watch this trash! Spoilt guy, jeslous of his older brother. Boo hoo! And I don't even want to mention his toxic, fake of wife! Very convenient to release trailer when is 
brother is visiting US. Shame on them!
This looks like the best MOCKUMENTARY since Spinal Tap!
No, the world don't need to see your fake suffering life and love documentary, while you live in a 13 million dollar house with 16 bathrooms and crying out how bad the whole world is 
treating you. Com'on give me a break!!!
That’s a NO from me. 👎
I never cared much about the royals but This actually makes me respect Kate and William so much. Mad respect for their tolerance
Will be the best comedy show in 2023! Unfortunately they forgot the laugh-tracks…
Truly out markled themselfs on this one 😅
The irony of Harry saying ‘he had to do everything he can to protect his family’ 🤣. Also, the timing of this as we enter advent and the time of year for forgiveness and bringing together 
family, not publicly ripping them apart ( yet again, again). They got what the wanted in the end, why the need to do this? What can they possibly gain apart from raking in yet more millions 
🤮. They are both vile and A-grade narcissists.
Oh honey no



🤣🤣🤣
Amen!  say it loud and proud! 
It’s gonna be so freaking funny when this Doc flops
How are you seeing the dislikes?? I can’t see that?
But I sure do want to?? Can you tell me how?
This will be a massive flop
And I’d rather watch myself bleed out
No comparison, no hurts.
Some people just do not know what the grace is and what the disgrace is.
Maybe as long as money and fame come in, even disgrace is not a big deal, or simply worthwhile.
💯
It's that reverse Midas touch she has.
DEMONIC
Meghan forgot the part when she says tear left eye go 😢 Prince William is a hero just for been the first born
Based on the descriptions in the Bible, that woman is evil, and the husband may have had a hint of a very Jelous Cain who took the life of his own brother 😧
Tolerance? He is intolerant and self absorbed. He and the palace refused to take a stand when the media was making relentless racist attacks against Meghan, yet issued a stern rebuke 
when the press reported on Kate’s silly Botox. Did you miss when William and Kate visited the Caribbean countries in the Commonwealth and were booed? That trip was a disaster, which 
is why they’ve stayed home since. The people in the majority black Commonwealth countries are sick to death of this royal family, and many are already moving towards leaving the union. 
By the time William becomes king, he will be monarch over a commonwealth with only one member country. Will has an opportunity to very publicly mend the rift with Harry and Harry’s 
black wife, and demonstrate with actions, not just words, that his is not a racist family, but no. He’s holding onto that grudge. And hey, what do we care if the Commonwealth breaks up? 
But William cares a great deal. He’s just not a smart enough person to have a clue about managing successfully. After all, he’s never had to manage anything. Servants have taken care of 
him his entire life. You can go on viewing this entire situation through the lens of a playground cat fight and take sides with your most adored boy if that’s the only lens you have, but you’re 
utterly missing the point.
Guy with Chinese characters (sorry can’t render them to respectfully use your screen name) - that is such a wise comment!  And so true 🙏
Me too
My feelings exactly
 @jandipeach  Markle is not black. She’s mixed raced, phenotypically almost Caucasian. Actually when I saw her the first time I thought she was a white woman with some Hispanic or 
Spanish heritage. Only in the US would people think such a person is black, the rest of the world manages nuances.

And what's behind their doors!!!...we will never be told because people like you want to believe the hype rather than the charade metres out relentlentlessly and you lap it up....wow, let's 
focus on saving the planet and letting people live their lives, make their own choices and not crave salacious gossip and untruths embellished by the unhinged and venomous media hype. 
Of course, it would be a different story  if WE found our lives picked over by the world. Who really cares. What have they personally done to you. Harry live your life and know not the 
whole world is against you and your family nor are they interested in the spin. We will never know the whole truth its all-out interpretation and what you choose to absorb and believe!
 @Randy   I totally agree with you. Harry is the modern day version of Cain and Judas rolled into one.
Ha ha same. I'm nor a monarchist but these 2 insufferable jackasses almost make me one. So much sympathy for William and Kate, who cannot answer back to the attacks.
tolerance, you say? You mean, they know where the money is coming from and they dare not bite the hand that fills their bank accounts....
barf



 @Fotter  you’ve obviously never met very many mixed ppl, as a full black person, she looks 100% black to me besides the fact that her skin color is lighter, and most, if not all other Black 
people would agree
 @CaliCajun  just like YOU 🤣
 @Randy  get on your broom 🧹 parked outside and get lost!!😜
 @Beatriz  get on your broom 🧹 parked outside and get lost!!😜
 @Barbara Collins   You don't like hearing the truth?
 @Beatriz  you online racist toxic haters, don't like hearing the truth, in how racist and pathetic soooo called adults are, that act like juvenile delinquents, and won't grow up!!🤡

Being "Obsessed" with racism and hate, towards 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU or your families personally or financially!!!🤡
 @Moonchild9    Meghan looks black?  Hahahahahahahahahahahahaha
You are delusional.

Such a slob of Netflix and the duchess of duplicity. You are shamless. Nothing true has ever come out of these betrayal.  The still live on their royal status yet they don't want to be 
responsible.  Netflix shame on you because if they were not royal you won't do this series. I need mine too done, since no one knows me and  I want to be known (as if you would)
BOYCOTT
The part where meghan, queen elizabeth and osama bin ladein had a threesome was good 😍
The two most annoying people atm
Leave the Royal Family alone please 😔 look within your own life before opening your mouth and opinions 🙄💕
0:23 perfectly depicts who they are.  1. 'Crying' on a $2500 Hermes blanket. 
2. Who even takes a photo of someone while they're 'crying'?
Car crash Trash TV, people will watch to mock and have a laugh lol
* For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.   (John 3:16)
* Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.   (John 14:6)
* Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house.   (Acts 16:31)
* Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.   (Romans 10:13)
It is a never ending story,  or what? 
It is so boring listening, watching their stories always in every platform..
What is the next, Disney will make a fairy tale about them? Just leave us alone! We know your story, it is enough!
92000 dislikes
The tasteful £1260 Hermes blanket crying scene was my favourite. Oscar worthy!!! Incredible.
Netflix should never underestimate people by allowing these false royalties to mislead the public.
Meghan, gal just stop🤦
I thought this was a John Lennon and Yoko Ono photo on first glance 😂
i love the part where megan and harry has 600 million of dollars in their bank account and a 15 million dollar mansion in the USA and gave all the 600 million dollars  and mansion to all the 
homeless people in america and ended poverty.  Its great to see no homeless people in america now.
I love ld the part where she saved Ukraine from Russia! Slava Unkrani, Slava Queen Megan
Vomit



Didn't we already hear their story on the Opera interview? How many times can someone tell different versions of the same events before people start calling them out on their  lies. Oh 
well , I guess Netflix has sunk millions into a sinking ship , and have decided to go down with that ship.
Amber Heard all over again!
I love the part where Meghan made the Underground Railroad and led millions of slaves to freedom. Also love the fact that she invented and made the thread of the that Hermes blanket 
she was crying into… the chic is genius.
I don’t think this will be very appealing to the wider public. Who wants to see disgusting and vile grifters who care about no one but themselves. I thought @Netflix was all about making 
money and making profits but by associating themselves with these two proven liars I think it will make them a loss. I’ve cancelled my subscription with @Netflix due to their connections 
with these two despicable creatures. I thought the company had more sense
I just find it amazing that all these personal, private, intimate moments just happened to be captured by a photographer. Cause we all take spontaneous photos kissing our partner in his 
uniform, in the kitchen. So natural.
I think they are so brave sharing all these private moments. 
I mean, I would always want someone on hand to take my photo whilst I'm distressed and crying sitting on my sofa with my Hermes throw.  
So brave, so staged!!
This is going to take hate watching to a whole new level.
People really film themselves when crying or in pain. 🙄 they letting their so called privacy wait until they run out of their own content. Releasing it the same day your brother is 
promoting a good cause. Trying hard to steal the spotlight 😂
Comment section is priceless! 😂
We've heard their bs for years....
That scene where Meagain single handedly pilots a nuclear carrying rocket ship and blows up the asteroid heading for earth, saving all life on our planet
The part where Meghan part the Red Sea.  Amazing!  She’s inspirational.
When Meghan shouted to Harry: "You've not seen what i've seen" and Harry replied "I've seen my share" 
i would immediately hire both to play in RoP as GuyladRriel and Sauron
Great, great GREAT comments! Restores my faith in humanity...
It's so sad. Poor Meghan... you deserve a better life. I will light a candle for you.
Pathological Liar: Season 1

Hey Netflix, did you hear that she's nominated for a kind award by Hello Magazine? So appropriate as she's kind of a liar as she lied in the Oprah Interview about her secret wedding, about 
her involvement with Finding Freedom, about the timing of and Archie's birth She was kind of a terrible wife to Trevor for the way she treated him allegedly. She was kind of a bully 
according to Palace staff. She is kind of an ungrateful daughter to her Dad and niece to her late uncle and the rest of the Markles. She was kind of disrespectful to the late Queen and Duke 
of Edinburgh with her conduct. She kind of selfishly cleared seats at Wimbledon as she was there in a private capacity. She kind of tries to upstage the royals whenever they have 
engagements. So would you please She kind of wanted privacy so why is she doing a reality TV show?  She kind of despises the royals so why is she keeping her title? So why would i kind of 
watch this show? Think I'll give them the privacy they so craved and not watch.  Think you've given me the encouragement to stick with Disney+ Bye, Netflix.
I love the part where Meghan split the ocean in two, so kids (but only kids of color) could pass. All the other kids deserved to die because they were racist. Then our Harry turns to Meg and 
says “You’re SO kind”, and our Megsy says “like, right???”.
It was beautiful! A dry tear came out of my left eye in 3 seconds 🥺
She gives me narcissist vibes
I love the part where Meghan says she couldn’t find a psychologist but fortunately she has her photographer on speed dial 📞 📸



These two clowns never stop to amuse the whole world; these two cruel grifters never cease to irritate people of the whole world. For whatever creature like the duo without any morality, 
there are still companies like to have contacts with them which shows how low our society has sunk.

Netflix I would have prefer for all the people and personal aids she bullied or reduced to tears to have a platform and voice out how they were treated by this narcissistic sociopath.
I just want to hide from everyone and cry, in front of a photographer - under $ 1500 Hermes blanket.
There is literally nothing I would not watch over this. Who cares about either of these insignificant individuals. A washed up actress and a formal royal. I look forward to seeing how much 
knew this projects loses as well. Streaming is racing down the drain
There are obviously three in this marriage - “Me, My Husband, and My Photographer”.
Lol😂😂😂
😂😂😂
BOOM 💥
And a camera crew 😂
Brilliant!
really brilliant!
LOL!!
You're genius! 😅
Genius!
Best comment ever!
But from the very beginning she had a psychologist for Harry...😸🤔
She seems to think everyone is stupid...
😮😮 
Omg 😂
😂😂😂 oh wow ahhhaaaaahaha 😅😅,,,, post of the day!!!🎉
🤝
So many bots in this thread.
Americans know how the Royals hate people of color.
Diana was not the 1st victim to this hate loving family.
Harry was right to get out!
So sick of this evil couple.  They have been trashing non-stop the royal family in the past couple of years, what more new lies could there be?!  Just get rid of them.
You all seem jobless - why are you so triggered by an Hermes scarf?? I'm actually really looking forward to hearing their side.
To all those people who love and respect princess diana so much ,why are you bullying trolling her children so much because not one of you trolls have a perfect life.
The total eclipse is beautiful - The Sunset and the Moonbump
When Meghan screamed "I have the power!" I was in awe
that part where she told Harry she was okay with him giving away her future engagement ring to Kate as long as he understood until she got it back he had to wear a piece of string around 
his wrist to remember and she would wear the slave bracelet all the time Trevity Trev Trev gave her and put pave diamonds in her "special" engagement ring to remind her of the one 
Trevity Trev gave her.
Sick to death of these two shitheads!



Meghan’s out for fame and will tell any lie, or use any person (including Harry), to get it. This trailer just makes me feel sad. William and Kate loved Harry. They gave him so much support 
and always included him. His betrayal of them is actually worse than anything his repulsive wife does.
oh it must be so hard to be born with a silver spoon in your mouth and as a royal elite living on the peoples money must be specially hard, yes please tell me all about how hard it is to be 
royalty and how thought you have it
The part where Meghan jumped up and down because she was going to be able to wear that black hat.
Dear Netflix: no one gives a shite about these 2 grifters!
❤
Cannot wait to see the part where my country was celebrating when they got married..apparently we were dancing in the streets like we did when our Tata came out of prison...
I Really Love this woman, who represents beauty wisdom and intelligence can really be in one person, her kind hearted and her modesty really inspiring.. Long live  CATHERINE PRINCESS 
OF WALES.. 🥰🥰🥰🥰
Why did you want to make this documentary?? Because we have no money and we have no skills. The only way we can do it is by thrashing the royal family. Is Harry blind ???
mmm nah it doesnt "make sense" to hear your story from you Megarantula because we keep hearing it again and again.  remember you published "finding freedom" lied to the high court 
saying you had nothing to do with it and had to apologise because you just remembered you actually ghost wrote the slushy saccharine word salad garbage?  We had your self aggrandising 
narcissist vomit "love story" of how you slithered into the royal family grabbed your prey grabbed some jewels and titles and nicked off for "privacy" lol.
I’d rather watch the grass grow than one minute of the Duchess of Industrial Beige and her hairstylist 🙄
Melodramatic lying piece of shit, wish she would drop off the face of the earth
The part where she goes to a retirement home and asks each resident how long they have been there made me cry a single left eye tear, so inspirational!
First actual people commenting are not bots, second they were more than welcome to leave , BUT they Won't freaking GO AWAY !!! Sheeesh.
I’m black
She’s garbage 
Take a day off
Sure Shaniqua
Everyone loves and respect Prince William.
 @Dorothea Antonio  indeed
😂😂😂👏👏👏
😂😂😂
🤣😂🤣
Exactly... 👏👏
Meghan’s Life Rule: If you can’t lie about something, plagiarise something, or take credit for something achieved by others, then just make up tall stories! 😂
Had us at the first half, ngl 😂
🤣🤣🤣
😂
Man they are a joke.
When Meghan Threw the One Ring Into Mount doom and saved us all from Sauron was truly amazing. Not even Frodo could resist the ring
Respect their privacy and don't watch this!
Wasn't Harry really close with Kate before MM came to picture? How could he do this? Putting it all on Kate? Just how could he? Afterall, we all have problems with extended families from 
time to time. but nobody goes around selling family probs/gossip for money!😅
Poor Harry, such a cucked soul.



Lets talk about the moonbump! This screams victimhood on a greater scale folks. Ironic doing this when they wanted privacy. Baffling
This has to be a joke? I'm paying £15.99 a month for this rubbish?? I ain't paying towards their lavish lifestyle and for a pair that want a private life, they sure are going about it the wrong 
way. 🙄

Edit - cancelled my subscription, sort yourselves out netflix, instead of producing crap you want people to see, how about you produce stuff that the masses are interested in, instead of 
wasting our money on rubbish like this.
Dirty disgusting backstabbing snakes!
Pictures in the kitchen
They are doing over 
50 shades of grey
The part where Meghan solves & reduces global warming.  Such an amazing woman, such a talented actress & world renowned scientist. Truly inspirational.
I'm so sorry William, feeling like your brother is betraying you like that. Megan tore him from his family, from his brother, from his father.
My favorite part was when Meghan did a vanity photo shoot at Uvalde. Next level martyrdom!
So much for wanting a “quiet life out of the spotlight”. No respect for this at all, can’t take anything they say seriously!
“Doesn’t it make sense to hear it from us”…. Well no Meghan, because last time you both did that you were found to have lied about most of the things you said. 
Not gonna lie, as soon as this trailer got uploaded, I immediately went to the comment section. Comment section is the best, kudos for keeping it open netflix hahaha
This is why American women are hated all over the world 😹
We don't want a rehearsed documentary. Do a big brother house version of Harry and megan's life. I want to see them in their true self where they go splashing millions of dollars on fancy 
products and get all antsy and pansty with one another when shit hits the fan
Mirror Mirror, on the wall, who is the fairest of them all? Catherine, Princess of Wales. It’s tragic that Meghan is throwing everything at the wall this week to try and overshadow William 
and Catherine’s visit to Boston and Earthshot. It proves how insecure and bitterly envious she is.
"When the stakes are this high."  😂😂 What stakes is she talking about?   Instead of focusing on herself and helping Harry alienate himself from his family she should go visit her ill Father 
and show him his grandkids before he passes away.
They even were brazen enough to add the Moonbump ....
Pretty sure Meghan IS Sauron...
Meghan IS Sauron!! 😏
hahaha 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I second this. Brilliantly penned my friend. Brilliantly penned. Lol.
One private jet at the time...
😂
She could make a HUGE contribution if she'd just STFU😡😡😡😡😡😡
This comment is more than funny. Great commentary.
Didnt watch the clip. The comments were far more entertaining. Don't have Netflix so won't be watching plus its my washing my hair day each time it will show.
That part when Meghan signed the US 19th Amendment, and gave women the right to vote!
I can't wait to see Harry fight off a zombie hoard using his military training to protect his family
yuck netflix cancelled
One of the worst decisions ever made by Netflix to hire these two moaning markles!
Harry is such a fool. He fell for the act of an actress and has ruined his life.



These two are disordered malignant abusers with a platform.
Absolute shame of Netflix to give oxygen to these narcissistic toxic grifters.   Joining the many cancelling Netflix subscription.
What a narcissistic couple 😂
Can't wait!!! 💝💝💝
She is just copying lady Di.. like the interview Diana gave..
Losers, to try to upstage his brother, The Prince of Wales. Such petulant children they are.  NEVER WATCHING ANYTHING TO DO WITH THSES TWO. 
Cancel Wetflix ASAP, bashing his family in public Shame, Shame, Shame
My favorite part was when she lead Germany to invade the Sudetenland.
Pfff it’s always the Americans causing problems
Have you covered the chapter about Harry's dead & injured Polo ponies, Netflix?
Look at 00:25 first shot of Kate+Will😂 trying to villainize much?
Disgusting for including a picture of Will and Kate. CLASSLESS.
The part where Meghan won the World Record for the most consecutive lies while pretending to be the victim. I never doubted she could do it. What a champion!
Disgraceful evil couple!
This woman needs locked up   😂😂😂😂
Oh dear 
Aim higher
 @No Wire Hangers  likewise! 😘

Aqui no Brasil, os dois também são vistos como mentirosos! Fazem tudo por dinheiro! Harry perdeu a dignidade! Queriam privacidade e agora fazem um documentário… são mentirosos!
Maybe she'll finally get that Oscar she's always thought she deserved! 🙄
Amber Heard dislikes this comments 😜
 @NI G  girl is gonna have to up her game! 🤣
😂😂😂
Honestly, she’s just revolting.
When you lie 13 times in an Oprah interview but need to create a whole docu-series to explain your lies as you cry into a $2400 Hermes blanket that costs more than most people's cars. I 
already cancelled my Netflix account back when  "Cuties" came out. I can't imagine why people aren't trending "burn Netflix" like "burn Balenciaga" 🧐🤔 nothing but p3-d0 Peter's 
getting together to make more inappropriate and trash content
Why did you want to make this documentary? Money.
No we don’t want to hear anymore of their lies!
The part where Harry and Meghan reach Mordor by private jet and throw the ring of power into the lava of Mount Doom, saving Middle Earth. Truly thrilling. What a precious moment. So 
heroic.
"Doesn't make it more sense to hear our story from us?" Didn't she say ( Variety Magazine) that she and Harry did not have full creative control over the series and that "it may not be the 
way we would have told it"? 
No Meghan, it doesn't make it more sense unless you're already paving the way for your tell all book with the final, final, final, final account of events (after Oprah, the "Me you can't see", 
"The Spare" and all the interviews in between ).
Whiny ass ADULTS!! Doing my laundry is more meaningful than listening to what these people have to say.
Harry has to protect his family from random crime and violence he's just like one of us.



'No one sees what's happening behind closed doors' except the photographers we engaged before any of you even knew what Megzit was
Now is différent harry réalisé is isolé and meggan she s tout mutch
God can these two insufferable bores just disappear into the abyss already. Netflix cancelled 
Narcissistic, self-indulgent, self aggrandising nonsense. Harry has been completely mugged over by a truly toxic person
It's so amazing how the photographer was in the right place at the right time to capture these candid photos
All we have heard for the last 3 years is these two tell "their story". What more can they possibly say?! We get it, poor them, they're victims, they've suffered sooo badly, no one is more 
hard done by than Meg and Haz. Their tone deafness is truly unbelievable. So glad I cancelled my Netflix when they threw such an obscene amount of money at these greedy, awful people 
🙄 I need it to buy food, not more Hermes blankets for Megain. Disgusting 🤢🤮
She is a narcissistic snake in the grass and He is a weak, watered down version of who he was. So pathetic
A shameless couple!
Distasteful. Absolute garbage. Dirty money.
Uninteresting privileged spoiled bad people
This never should have been made, they are horrible people. Megan has manipulated the whole thing, including Harry.
I love this video at large❤❤,. you remind me of what someone once said.. " Making money is an Action, keeping money is behavior, Growing money is Knowledge" . I once attended 
seminar and ever since then i been waxing strong financially, and i most tell you the truth....
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂
I see what you did there lol
🤣🤣🤣
These are all hilarious but you win with that one! 😂😂😂
😂😂😅😅
🤣
😂😂😂😂
Yes, so spontaneous and authentic and natural...🙄
LOL -- especially since they're so artistically executed! Man, even the Kardashians don't have artists like this.
Fear and uncertainty create major wealth. It's those who take the risk and have strong gut to endure the bullish days. When i notice extreme dips i tend to actually move more money to 
crypto.
 @Mark bills  Yeah!! Due to the fall in the stock market, I don't think it's advisable holding, it would be more beneficial and yield more profit if you actually trade on cryptocurrency I've 
been trading since the dip, and I've made so much profit trading.
 @Arnold's Wayne  How does this whole process works? I'm interested in investing in crypto but still confused by the fluctuations in price
Never you invest your money in any platform when you are not sure of making profit , that's why I strongly recommend mr Jake brukhman. Who trades and the market more to earn 
goodabome, I personally invested over $3k but now I've been receiving over 300% every week for my return of investment, .thank to mr Jake
 @Payton Krabby  "Jake brukhman" ???.....I heard alot about him, that his strategies are really good
No doubts! An expert like Mr jake is great ,I invested $5,000 and withdrew $15,000 in 2weeks (he's amazing and transparent).
Trading crypto with Expert jake brukhman has being a game changer for me.
To be honest I invested as low as $1,000 because I was skeptical initially. Receiving my profit gave me more confidence to reinvest higher.
 @Quimby streets  Please🙏 how can I contact Mr. Jake Brukhman? I really like what he does, and I also want to benefit from it.
he's active on what's app👇👇



With this ＋

𝟭𝟱𝟭𝟯𝟱𝟰𝟵𝟭𝟬𝟳𝟭
Mr jake brukhman is the best, recommending him to all beginners who wants to recover losses like I did
Really y'all know him? I even thought I'm the only one he has helped walk through the fears and falls of trading
I've searched about him on google and I have seen he is verified. I will place a call with the number provided above
 @Quimby streets  This is the first time I'm meeting someone real, l just messaged him, thank so much❤👍
Funny enough a friend that I referred to him received $35,050 profit after 10 days of investing.... I became jealous.. Lol
🔥🔥
They're as deep as a puddle LOL!! 😂
I love them both but I was really hoping they just mind their business,  live the private life they want and do their charity business. Just go about their business. But no they keep digging, 
they should have common sense. I pray God protect them. 🙏
The comments are comedy gold. Since you have now  hidden the dislike button, here is mine Netflix.👎👎👎
I love the part where she cleans 16 bathrooms singlehandedly, and arranges her orchids for a good cry later.
That moment when she opened Mandela's cell door and freed him made me dance on the street rejoicing. Such an inspiration ❤
PATHETIC! 🤡🤡🎪👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
0:24 I’m sorry but crying with an Hermès throw in the back. You’re worried that you’re unrelateable? Please.
Wonder if Megan will be up for an award for best actress
This is the most pretentious show I’ve ever seen
LOL 😂😂😂
Oh please do go away, you whiny, vacuous, thirsty, talentless, coat-tail riders.
The comments here are 🔥😂🤣😂
And in contrast, the Prince and Princess of Wales... grace, modesty, elegance, intelligence,
So dramatic LMAO
This is a joke right 🤣
Ita so nice to see they managed to find the quiet life they so desperately wanted. 😅
I loved the part where Meghan went to teach at an inner city school and changed the lives of disadvantaged youths while helping Coolio write a catchy song. Inspirational… “game 
changer.”
The part where Meghan donned camo, fired up her flamethrower, and rushed in to save Newt from the alien queen was epic! Oh, wait...
I miss being able to see the Dislike button. I am sure it would give this nasty hoar a shock if she saw the numbers.
John Lemon and Woko Ono are utterly ridiculous 🙄
Netflix maybe next time, hold back on millions of payment to useless, trust less, unworthy, no talent, skeemers, lying, pretentious people. Research and common sense should have been 
sending alarm bells. 
I hope it was worth it, but deep down I know it is not and will not earn you any brownie points with the consumer. 
You could have invested that money into new talent or new shows. 🤔
We all know what happened, our ears are already bleeding of hearing how hard life was in palace for a poor, black american woman. And moreover we know how cool the Prince wanted 
to be for her. He was trying so hard and made himself a clown out of it. Great couple with so high ambitions to make many Dollars....



As at 12:26 02 Dec:

14K Likes
91K Dislikes
with the Hermès blanket casually resting on the sofa...
🔨😭
😂😂😂
🤣😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Best comment ever, especially considering the circumstances and her (and only her) recollections from the King Lion premiere 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
lol 😂
Ok that comment wins!🤣😂
 @Cat Bialcovsky  😘
 @L S  😘
😂😂😂😂😂😂👍🇭🇲
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
Best comment yet, however I must say they are all brilliant, but this one had me in hysterics     Well done
 @Kim Taylor  😘
Another great comment. Netflix should make a documentary featuring ALL the comments - what a hit it would be!! Bigger than La Casa de Papel. We need Piers Morgan to host!
 @CAM J  😘
but maybe she's laughing...
Snap🤣
That's why she's crying! She knew he'd die.
🤣🤣🤣
Oooh love that song
🤣🤣🤣
🤣
Last time someone checked it was around 84k dislikes
91k dislikes
As at 12:06 02 Dec:

14K Likes
91K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  thank you (and others) for responding, I didn't know one could check it :)



 @P  You're more than welcome.

Update: As at 17.47 02 Dec:

15K Likes
109K Dislikes
no one really cares - just go away and live your lives privately.
man oh man, 3 seconds into this and I've a tear in my left eye. Definitely won't be watching it. The comments section is more entertaining.
My favorite part when Meanmeghan tuned a stupid Prince into a frog 🐸. At least she never fail to make us laugh with her stupid fake acting 1 left eye tear lol😅😂 living her dream life 
with Diana's money 💰 🤑 still complaining how hard her  life is.  and still playing the race card and the victims card lol. What a pair of disgrace. She's full of evil 😈 always lies about the 
RF to make many 🤑🤑🤑🤢🤮🤮🤮
Men and women, if your bored hates their own family, your family, their jobs...
RUN!
I am not sure she understands that we don’t need to hear their story. They asked for privacy, and now they want to tell their story…
I don’t think that people change their opinion in just one year… like in 2020 they wanted to quit royals because they needed privacy, and in 2021 they started to do all these interviews and 
now the documentary😂 How anyone can believe them?
'Don't look at us! Don't talk about us! Leave us alone! We want our privacy! Waah!'

'Buy our books! Watch our documentaries! Look at us when we tell you to!'
My favourite part was when Megan screamed "Number 5 is alive!!"  It was so beautiful and edifying that I am trembling while I type.
(Harrys 5th in line to the throne, comedy fans)
What about the part where Megan walked through a gauntlet of royal staff spitting and throwing things at her?
The part where Meghan convinced Harry he was a victim of his family, and his father and brother are a problem because they are the heirs to the throne. She wants to be Queen  poor 
MeGain!!! 😂
What cry babies. Princess Osaka wanted a private life and meant it. They can sod off
Is it going under the comedy section.What a load of bs and their voices go through me
Harry, here’s a guitar…. Pretend you’re serenading Meghan….
W E D O N O T C A R E
Who is this for? Who honestly wants to watch this?? If I want spastics I'd go to a mental institution not pay netflix!
I have no intention of watching the Trailer Trash Duchess, being a hypocrite.  Although,  I do not usually delight in the downfall of others & I celebrate the success of those who have 
overcome serious obstacles on their journey, I will celebrate the downfall of this evil little witch.
Cancelled my subscription after this disgusting trailer. Must say though this comments section is thoroughly entertaining
It's a documentary about fakeness.
No one cares about these two elitist hypocrites.
I loved the part when she took the ring all the way to mordor all by herself, so powerful woman
My cousin was present after the Uvalde school mass shooting when these two woe-are-we opportunists arrived with their PR and photographer team for a photo-op.  How despicable, a 
parasitical (IMO) and disgracefully crass PR attempt off the mass tragedy of those poor families.
Yes!  Princess Osaka!



Yeah and the bit where she drop kicked Shelob and Gollum en route
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂
And who can forget the well publicised news items about Harry repeatedly using racist slurs against an Asian origin squadron mate in the military?
Meghan is such an actress😂
Meghan is such an actress😂
Two teenagers on crack. They need an intervention.
When I was a little girl growing up in Kenya, I was crying in the back of my Rolls-Royce Phantom Silver Wraith, when Meghan came up to me and comforted me, she told me to always 
follow my dreams no matter how hard I have to work or the hurdles which may stop me. I then grew up to become the 46th President of the United States of America.
🤮
Comment section did not disappoint.
Harry all dramatic "I had to do everything I could to protect my family" saying this like he was from some war torn country with their lives in actual danger lol
The bit where Megan retired totally from public life and led a secluded existence away from the public was genuinely a brilliant ending.

The part where Harry says he actually feels bad about trashing his family because they haven’t done anything wrong. And Meg says, ‘Frankly my dear, I don’t give a damn’. So powerful.
She's SO fake. I think Harry is a bit dim and has been hoodwinked by her. Will he end up regretting it?
Disgusting. Harry, Rachel and Netflix. Trying to start a race war in the most non racist Nation in the world, is disgusting. You should be documenting the importance of keeping a Monarchy 
to our young people and the important work this brilliant family have done through history. Disgusting.
The part when Meghan told Harry: I am your father. I had goosebumps and tears of joy. Wow, Netflix!
You have sold your soul to the devil, Harry, and ruined your life. All for a vicious narcissist who thrives on drama and chaos and will destroy you when she leaves you. And she will leave you. 
Mark my words.
Does this psychopath ever stop talking about herself for even 1 whole sentence. Get over yourself you just married a rich dude 🤣🤣 No one cares about you woke elite complaining from 
you 15M house
What a load of tree hugging hippy crap,screw them 2,I'm going home TO WATCH ANYTHING BIT THAT
I'd rather endure the pain of having to watch a cricket match.
Idk them but i cant stand them - ill watch to c if it changes my mind but no way are they victims - just idiots - who leaves being a royal - how stupid
Hope they incinerate the bridge entirely - I don’t want to see them at coronation. Stay in America!
¿De verdad me tiene que dar pena la historia de estos dos? 
Uno que ha nacido con privilegios, que con la edad que tiene todavía no ha superado la muerte de su madre y lo peor ahora se está aprovechando de ello.
Y después tenemos a la otra que solo quería vivir una vida tranquila pero claro supongo que para ellos la tranquilidad es vender su vida y que la gente siga hablando de ellos. 
¿Desde que han dejado la familia real que han hecho? NADA solo aprovechar para hablar de la familia.
It looks like a fairly sell fictional film
This is incredibly inspiring and I can’t wait for that part in this Netflix documentary!
😂😂😂👍🇭🇲
IF ONLY …… there was a G-D
Sharon.... please. That would be a fantasy. This is real. This is truth. Catch up please. Catch up! 🤣😂🤣😂
If only
To bad THAT didn't happen.



I think you meant to say a layered ending with an authentic, organic lens of privacy in the public eye. 😋
And the Doprah interview was absolutely 100% categorically going to be their 'last word' on their 'truth'.
One can only hope!!
That would be the happy ending we are all hoping for!  
 @Smörgåsbord  that was typically hilarious...can't stop roflmfao!  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Still waiting for that happily ever after!😂😂😂
Next episode
 @thebeyonze  LMAO- I was about to reply the same but u already did!! 👏 👏 👏
Oh wait..
 @Ingrid M  It will happen only if/when she runs out of money. Unfortunately, she seems to be quite resourceful so the chances of it happening any time soon is nil.
Would be the best possible ending to this third rate Netflix drivel.......
😂😂😂
The bit where Me me was locked in a secure institution for her derangements would be my good ending,
😂
🤣🤣 Brilliant
 @urbantree  ... that week. Their last word on their truth that week... Obviously. It takes time to recreate new versions of truth, after all, and they have 16 bathrooms to locate in their 
housing unit. And, oh yeah, those darling children.
JFC, if she'd only shut her gob.
Can we fast forward them to that?  Please and hurry!  We are so exhausted from their nonsensical lies..
But then Harry woke up in the shower and it was just a dream.
 @Yvonne Wiggins  He wishes ... and he'd still have his balls if it were only a dream.
🤣🤣🤣
 @L S  It may not be 'fantasy' but the future???  Hmmmmm.  😁
 @Ang A  ... YET!!!
 @urbantree  👍👍🤣🤣
She will never shut up, not until King Charles takes some kind of legal action. They should have got her to sign one of her much beloved NDA’s. She must have a job lot of them.
 @Solange  lovely name!
 @Smörgåsbord  As long as she can still open her legs ,she’ll be fine! Lol
The best comment😃
Good point. It would seem the perfect path for these two but they chose limelights, Hollywood and vendetta instead.
If only. Won't be watching their crappy reality show. I can't in good conscience add to their clicks after what they did with Oprah.
 @Cleyenne  except Hollywood has no interest in these two creatures. Hilarious.
Fingers crossed!
 @M Chrysogelos  lol... I appreciate your passive attitude. Like many I'll be tickled pink when that happens. She's the biggest hypocrite and liar. Did you see they've been voted the most 
earth unfriendly if all the royals in a study? Their carbon footprint is the highest despite constantly trying to appear as tho she cares so deeply about the planet with her push for all things 
vegan, even paint. Just disgusting and gluttonous.
You'll be watching tho.
We all desperately await this ending...any ending, really. Just so long as it ends.



 @Janie Reader  True! also, they should have gotten her to sign a prenup! If only the royals knew what they know now.
If only.
🤣🤣🤣🤣sarcasm at its best
When did that happen? Please tell she did!
I think it’s incredibly brave of her to share what a private life with a film crew and professional photographers looks like. Even the queens of reality tv the kardashians break the illusion of 
being secluded by talking to the film crew. To ignore them entirely and be alone as they record her—it’s the kind of work families like the Kennedys strove to inspire.
 @Yvonne Wiggins  THANK YOU!
These attacks are all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so 
she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
🤣🤣🤣
One of the best comments
Done anything wrong?
😆😆
Excellent 🔨
I think she said something more like "shut up H or you'll be sleeping with the chickens again!"
They’re pathetic.
Yes.
She needs to be held accountable for the division she has caused
 @No Wire Hangers  I agree.
 @B. Lane  hope Bouzy is exposed and her as well
😂😂😂
I’m Meghan’s case it was more like harry I am your mother 😂
😂😂😂
That's not true. That's impossible!
 @Crafty in Qatar  yes, that's a bit closer to the truth!
Fake News!
Everyone knows she is his mother. Daddy duties apparently shift from Charles, to David Furnish, to David Foster, to Mohammed Al Fayed, to…
:face-purple-crying:
Literally dying 😂 🤣
More money for the dum grifters.
Will you be airing the show 3 days before it is advertised Netflix? You know, like their wedding that they said was 3 days before the 35 million pound wedding she described as a “spectacle 
“ that the British taxpayers paid for.  Asking for a friend.
Лайк, кто чисто зашел с попкорном в комменты.
This is going to be 🔥
This is war against the UK, I'm cancelling my Netflix subscription 🇬🇧
WHAT A JOKE!  BOOOOOO!!  Netflix should cut their losses and cancel this.  Their "Love Story" is a complete fabrication!!  They are narcissists, grifters, and con artists.
La nada
Wow! W and C is in US for the Earthshot, and they are dropping this trailer day before 🤔🙄



Hmmm,I wonder why youtube have turned off the DISLIKE NUMBERS,MAYBE,JUST MAYBE,people don't give a flying 💩 fkcu about these two morons.
These two self absorbed nitwits are insufferable.
🤮
This trailer is about two trash bags trashing their family
Just a bunch of Narcissists!
<the new indian British prime minister was boo'ed due to his colour in the uk .....so you can see Meghan face racism in the uk too>
the new indian British prime minister was boo'ed due to his colour in the uk .....so you can see Meghan face racism in the uk too
This is exactly WHY I quit Netflix
Wow this comment section it’s toxicity at it’s best. If you don’t like it don’t watch it.
🤮🤮🤮 Will this documentary be as full of lies as their Oprah interview? You’re literally making the bullies into the victims to cause more trauma to their actual victims; this is 
disgustingly immoral, Netflix. What are you going to do next? Make a documentary where you make Ted Buddy & Jeffrey Dahmer the victims & the people they murdered into sexist & 
racist Colonialists. 

So far every company that was stupid enough to team up with them has lost millions & millions because it turns out they have zero actual talent. Let us know how this dumb move worked 
out for your company financially.
It’s not a reality show…..It’s a docu-series!
I’m not a whore….I’m a sex worker.
How about a documentary interviewing Meghan's staff in the UK and some staff from Montecito
As at 12:33 02 Dec:

14K Likes
92K Dislikes
That’s incorrect 
Stay in America
Wow, your statement is really toxic. If you don't like the comments don't read them.
 @ritavng  you’ll are just bullies. If you have nothing nice to say just don’t say nothing at all.
 @Raquel Castelo  she’s trash 😂
My favourite part was when Meghan said she didn’t just marry Harry for money, it was for fame as well. So raw, so real.
So happy my Netflix subscription is now cancelled! No one wants to hear their made up "story"!
The part where Meghan is saving the world from good causes like the Earthshot by turning attention to herself. So thoughtful and selfless.
She seems very determined to destroy the  RF So far every thing they have said has been proved to be lies..The harm She is doing is to her children in the end.They will grow up without 
any family. She is a horrible  vindictive  narcissists..
Megain Markle was 17months in the Royal Family. She doesn´t know any of the royals personally as they smelled her as soon as she walked in and kept her at arm´s length. 3years after 
leaving the family, all she has to make a living with is the titles the Royal family gave her and her 17months in. Poor excuse for a person. Luckly, she has treated her own family who are 
poor, just as bad as she treats the Royal family which gave her relevance.

One hopes Harry never wakes up from whatever has killed the life in his eyes.
Nobody cares stop acting like victims when you've got your wealth and fame off the back of being a royal and now crying about it to make even more money



William and Kate are about to hand out MILLIONS to people who will use that money to help the planet. 

In the meantime Harry and Meghan release a trailer for a reality show where they whine and whinge about stuff they’ve already said a million times (and it’s always embellished and full of 
holes - I mean lies). These two are liars and sociopathic narcissists who are out here trying to destroy Harry’s family.
I liked the part where Megsy lay down a bed with 7 mattresses but there waS a pea underneath them all so she tossed and turned all night long. AND THEN THE ENTIRE MONARCHY 
ABDICATED AND SHE BECAME THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND. This woman is so brave, so inspirational, I could faint!
@netflix remember Meghan and Harry's Oprah interview where it was proven she lied more than 30 times. Do you really believe any of this is actually true or even near the truth.
Can’t wait to see them tell their story, with a backdrop of private jets, mansions and Hermes blankets. My heart bleeds for these poor victims.
And the truth is she intends standing for nomination for "President Of The United States' as, you guessed, a Democrat.
Woke Scum! Ban this documentary NOW!!
Nobody cares... reminds me of Amber turd
Can’t wait to see this ❤, Meghan and Harry ❤
Commenters, PLEASE keep this up... it is giving me much needed laughs!!!
What a load of old tripe.
Hideous! Not even watching it! Trashing your own family to line your own pockets is not exactly  setting high standards. It's gutter garbage.
Abolish the royal family please
Interesting how they shafted her dad for having a few contrived 'papped' photos taken around town. Yet here they are doing just that on a grotesquely massive scale. The hypocrisy is 
staggering. Shame on them both.
My favourite bit was where she stuck her finger in a dyke to stop the flooding.
😂😂
Harry is such a fool. He fell for the act of an actress and has ruined his life. 😂😂😂
😂😂😂
 @L Flower  fool but tool as well. So vengeful. If I can’t I have the crown, William also can’t
🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏
😂 good stuff !
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂 🎉
Omg the comments part are not disappointing... You're hilarious 😆
😅😅
LMAAOOO 🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Legit HOWLING at this!!!! 🤣🤣🤣
👏👏
🤣🤣🤣
 @psicocastillo  pure gold!!!!!
😅😅🤣🤣
Great comment!



Perfect comment!  so true !!
She dose so much for humanity ❤
Oh yes, such a pure soul......vomit! great comment!
 @Margaret Max- *Community*  LMAO
Hey she is doing her best. The other day she only took the private jet to Indianapolis for her three hour stay. She is cutting way back.
Stunning and so brave 🤣🤣🤣
Earthshot is a vanity project to greenwash that family's huge carbon footprint. I plan on starting a rival prize and project.
😂😂😂😂 brilliant
Bravo - you are absolutely spot on! Of course they can only get those news spikes by piggy backing onto true royalty.
She’s helping promote her in laws. Sweet Meg

This is absurd - two flaming narcissists grifters that take themselves so seriously. Even more absurd, the virtue-signaling executives, director and production people that gave them a 
platform. The most disgusting moment in their lives is attempting to harm Earthshot - and they claim they champion climate initiatives - because of their fragile egos and quest to prove 
their power. This shows they will never relent and never learn. In the words of the chief narcissist herself, allegedly,  (This is not widely known and lifted from a post before the account 
went private: "What would have happened to Harry and Meg's family with a NEW Prince of Cornwall briefing against them, spitefully jealous and controlling the Duchy? They would've 
been trapped under the financial mercy of W with not income, security or funding w/2 kids. It's an orphanage for adults. There are only a select few who are living well. I can count them on 
1 hand. Everyone else is expected to live hand-to mouth ..." FROM @strongwrite on Twitter 02/10/2020. IT WAS ALWAYS ABOUT $$$$.
As she travels to Indiana on a private jet!
Spot on.
OMG THIS!!!!! She has to be the most evil, about as far removed from humanitarian, pieces of trash to walk the face of this earth. Only someone as depraved, narcissistic and spiteful 
would try to detract from such amazing people and projects that Earthshot is celebrating. People not sitting preaching to rest of us from a vulgar, beige McMansion in Montecito. People 
ACTUALLY making a difference and doing good. I thought she was a gutter dweller, but these latest few days of PR stunts has shown just what a jealous, despicable shell of a person she 
really is.
 @R Thompson  for three hours for a cliché riddled monologue to a room full of moronic Sugars who were given cheaply framed and bubble-wrapped pap shots of her as gifts before she 
scooted off back on her private jet without even walking the room or talking to them. She's the bargain basement royal with billionaire habits and hypocrisy.
It's Netflix that released the trailer. The company obviously knew what it was doing, but a documentary's subject isn't the one who makes these decisions.
Поддерживаю полностью этот комментарий! Я тоже так думаю!
 @Margaret Max- *Community*  🤮🤮🤮🤮
Laura, read up on it before you run you mouth for a laugh! Deserving people who are working for solutions to problems like all the ocean creatures that are being killed from plastic waste 
polluting the waters. Have you ever seen a Turtle wrapped in a plastic drink carrier and other debris literally dying until a man seen it and worked hard to free it? I’m glad you think it vanity 
because it’s not!! The winner of the Earthshot prize will get a big grant to continue working to clean up this planet!
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
😂 Yeah, a true humanitarian!
As if it ever achieved anything
😂😂😂 love the sarcasm
Hear, hear!
Or the part where she checking her social and finds out Catherine's outfit got twice as many likes. She was so traumatised she had to wrap herself in her Hermes comfort blanket
 @Sylvia Mcdonald  That's what made her cry



Love your humour 😂😂😂
She’s such a narcissist.
 @L S  😂😂😂👍
CANCEL YOUR NETFLIX is real
 @Laurel Kornfeld  Great that you have been so inspired to do your own thing. I wish you every success. The important thing is saving the planet, no rivalry necessary just harmony and a 
common goal.
 @Jools Jones  Thank you so much! 😊
I was planning on donating part of my welfare check to the local food bank, but to hell with those people. I’m sending my entire welfare check to Meghan. She has convinced me how badly 
she is in need of support. Thank you, Netflix!
Aim higher 
And get a real name
Victims victims victims, I am sick of these mega wealthy people harping on about how bad their lives were/are, we all have challenges in life! Destroying others does not lead to happiness, 
neither does lecturing about the environment when your own greedy consumption would equal a small town.  Totally fed up with these people
Poor me me... Here we go again with the whinging! When world goes into crisis, recession, war. 'Perfect' timing. People will really feel 'sorry' for them two...🤦
Baby!! I have grown up...but "is his buddhahood so shallow that he will fall for kids"--2nd
The part where Megan went to Thanos’ anus and made herself a bigger than life ant-woman to save the universe. So selfless, Very moving! Love you 3000
They are two slackers who can only earn money by throwing mud at the royal family.
This is defo going to be the meghan show, all about how hard done by she is. It's all theatre and nonsense.
Well, this brought tears to my eye. Tears of laughter. Poor little Harry - no one cares what goes on behind your closed doors pal. You fled the UK because you and your narcissistic wife 
wanted 'privacy' and all the two of you have done since is do your best to inflict your sad little story on the rest of us. Boo hoo for you. Please retreat quietly into the shadows where you 
belong and never darken our doorways again.
I remember when i had only 1.2 million to spend on clothes.
It was one of the hardest periods of my life.
Oh please Netflix. How about you do a documentary on their "donations"
makes me want to cancel my Netflix account all over again. Oh wait, I did. I get Netflix now from my brother-in-law's account lol 😆 😂 🤣
Cheap and Pettiness are their middle names. They know they're nothing so hence the timing!
Such negative comments. People appearantly find it very easy to speak ill of people they do not know, or to just make assumptions and nasty comments. It is sickening
What a lovely image they chose of Kate and William lol
Have the royal family decided to release the bullying report from behind closed doors, karma is coming to these 2 and it won’t be pretty wonder how many lies we can count in this effort 
of being real and authentic
Do they actually understand the definition of a closed door? For a couple who crave privacy they certainly leave their doors open.., a lot! Making this docu knowing very well that the 
Queen wasn’t long for this world is so insensitive and self serving and knowing full well that the RF will not make one with ‘their truths’ always make the story one sided. They know this 
and the abuse this at every turn.
Everyone should Boycott watching it
When what stakes are high??
How can you build your own healthy family if you sell your fist family for contract with Netflix.
I see what you did there Netflix! Genius! And yes, I also think she believes it will "improve her image."
Has she won Bake Off yet?



Amen!
Or the alleged bullying of their staff members whilst  Harry and Meg were in The Royal Family. Now Netflix, I would watch that.
It is a reflection of Harry and his wife
i can't wait to miss this one from Netflix. Maybe I'll cancel it and replace it with Youtube.
netfilx i mechamato movie ok
I am so tired from reading and listening about yet another 'tell-all' interview and documentary. Please, please walk away from public life - there are enough problems in the world that 
need proper discussions and resolution.
why is netflix hiding the negative comments, of which there are 4x the positive?
Netflix would have to pay me to watch this documentary.
Boycotting
Going through the  comments, I can only feel sorry for people that carry such hate for Meghan and Harry. This is  a projection from the sadness and tumor from people's own lives. Hating 
Meghan and Harry won't fix your loneliness, emptiness, sadness and misery. They will continue to rise and rise,  while your body produces cortisol and poisons itself.
Now after they told their story for the 28th time they can walk into the sunset and DISAPPEAR,  as in completely disappear and not show us their faces for the coming 28 years. This vomit 
inducing self obsession is sickening. You are middle aged people FFS!
I thought they were going to give us privacy from their lives. They are so ridiculous.
LIARS, TRAITORS 😡

Promo: Finally...we will get to hear their story!!! 

Reality: They don't stop telling 'their story'...tiresome, narcissistic, self-indulgent...all I want for Christmas is for the couple who demand privacy to actually be private and shut the f*ck up!
I feel all her pain when she is crying because the Hermes blanket is the wrong shade of beige.
she is the rudest gold digger i've ever seen, and he is an absolute idiot for falling for her little sham. That's all the time i have to waste on these 2 neaderthals.
The sad thing is, viewers will watch this series and believe it. The Oprah interview has already flagged up 30+ lies. To quote a popular cartoon, "Shut-up Meg".
Unsubscribe
Answer to Meghan’s Question: NO
no one will believe you, guys
NOBODY CARES !! just go away I'm just trying to keep my lights on and have enough gas to go to work
And Kate and William are awesome 🙏💕👍
NOBODY CARES!!!! PLEASE GROW UP AND DO SOMETHING THAT IS WORTH TALKING ABOUT!!!
Thank you for your expert medical and psyciatric opinion, Dr. Sanctimonious! 🤣🤣🤣
The projection by these defenders are quite telling and amusing 😅
So many people don’t understand how traumatizing the wrong shade of beige can be. I’m glad that she has found a kindred spirit in you because she deserves all the best things in the 
world. 💐
Oh, you’re mistaken. I have an identical blanket and that shade is a lovely sand tone. It’s not “beige.” Beige, as you know, is quite flare. Like grains of sand, this fiber has a remarkable ability 
to reflect light and surrounding color so that it literally goes with anything. I’ve draped it over a chair in aubergine tones, magnifico! Then a bed in a charming aquamarine, perfect. And 
naturally it’s sublime against white. Really any color. It’s so versatile! So, no, I don’t believe the duchess is upset over the color of the blanket. I actually thought she was laughing after 
reading a funny text on the phone she’s holding.
 @jandipeach  oh how can you be so uncaring? It is obvious the poor duck is positively inconsolable



What a narcissistic video
This should be titled Cuck and Snake.:) Does anyone really care? Then again there are always sheep and lemmings.
What a waste of money spent on this two grifters - going to cancel my subscription because there are so many talented people out there and you have spent so much on these two
Please leave Meghan and Harry alone 🙏🙏🙏A wonderful couple outside the limelight and castles Honour their integrity trying to BE THEMSELVES 👍
The part where Meghan.. visits Ursula and gets her voice back…plot twist she was the sea witch all along!!
I hope the Royal Family's PR team download these comments.
The part where Meghan saves the universe with her pure authenticity and Harry becomes the man he has become
They are clowning themselves by doing drama like this....May God give them brain
So sick of these two whiners. They make a living off of complaining about everyone else. Boohoohoo. I will not be watching their shit show
What a way to disrepect your Grandmother's legacy of over 70 years spent in dedicated service to ordinary citizens globally.
This is embarrassing… these two are f clueless...
Can't wait to miss this!
I guess it’s jeolousy ha ha it’s to late she has put blackness in the royal bloodline😂
“When the stakes are this high” … what stakes?!?! Weirdo.
They think too much on what other people are thinking about them. Sometimes...we just need to have some deaf ears and life the best wonderful life.
My favourite part is when Meghan shouts "They can take our lives, but they will never take our freedom" and defends Scots from the vicious Royal Family. So emotional.
King Charles strip them off their royal titles especially CRAZY Ungrateful Megan. Even after they left the royal
Family they are still obsessed with you guys. Their life must be so hard now in a 16 bathroom mansion.
It’s kind of strange that every one commenting is white🤔 I wonder why that is
What pathetic garbage.  So this is the privacy they so longed for.  Pass me the sick bucket.   Many are cancelling Netflix, but let us look on the bright side and thank them for airing such a 
load of pathetic trash that will turn even more of us off the Gruesome Twosome.
🤣😂🥲🍿
Not a solace for being betrayed, but I think it would be good for them hearing 99% of people are on their side.
😂😂😂😂
YES!!!! 🤣
In a very organic way 😁😁😁🤣
her children are not royals. sorry
 @TADEJA U  why ain’t they 🤔
by stakes she means - figures $
It's almost like they're deliberately trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
🤣🤣🤣 in American
Most profiles on yt don't even use their real face so how can you tell?
How do you know? I dislike then both equally. One is dark and one is pale, so come on, what are you implying?
you just showed us you are stupid
Two POC avatars (and a cat) in the ten posts following your own...

Just because you believe something doesn't make it so. (That's how Meghan works.)



 @Dane Brass  I'm a bi-racial malamute. 50% white, 50% black. (lol)
 @Mandy Mac  u dislike him cos he loves her, so tell me what’s ur colour ?🤔
 @Dane Brass  so what’s ur colour then 🤔
 @Jay Mail  not sure why it matters. Don't care what your colour is either

- but I'm interested in how you can tell someone's "colour" without seeing their face, and why that even matters?
 @Dane Brass  I know ur white , this just proves my point😂
 @Dane Brass  your not sure why this matters
I dislike all of them, royals and mehgan equally. Won't be watching them this is just more money grabbing schemes and they're all behind it
The part where Megan said to Harry, " Come with me if you want to live"  gave me chills. Stunning and brave.
F that b
Can I please get some of that oppression. It might help me pay the bills this winter.
18 proven lies in their Oprah interview. I don’t believe a word they say. Thought they left Royal Family for a life of privacy? Living in a multi million dollar mansion with servants  yet they 
still whine on. Go away and live your private life you couple of over privileged Spoilt whiners. How is your poor father who suffered a stroke and heart attack doing Meg? Are you going to 
talk about why none of your family were invited to your wedding in the Netflix show?  (bar Doria). Yet celebs you didn’t even know were invited. What a joke!
Part whem William the cheating Baldie and his boring wife Katherine the Waitey workshy pretend they are special...sssshhh we know they are racists.
0:25 they make William's wife looks like a witch! 😆 
Megan is so fake.
⭐ !
At this point I feel bad for Willam, not for Kate, King Charles definitely not for Camilla but for Willam, I feel like he's been through a lot since childhood, and never publicly expressed his 
feelings.
J’ai trop hâte, comment j’attends ce documentaire 🎉
...this Docu. would be a a huge succsess for Netflix because everyone is able to see how Millionäres are suffering...OMG...war, hunger in the World etc....are nothing compares with the 
very hard life of HM...shame  on them...Harry how deep you drop...
Why ist she crying all the time?
“Because they wanted privacy…” 😅😂🤣
The comment section is cracking me up😂🤣😂🤣
How can two people make each other and everyone around them so miserable. They seem to thrive on misery!
My favourite part is where Meghan prevents the Titanic from sinking by moving the iceberg with the power of her mind. A hero we don't deserve
Moon bump 🤭🤭
Harry and Smegan are a total embarrassment to the Royal family. They should be stripped of their Royal titles. Megan goes on about wanting privacy!!! If this was a true we the public 
would not be seeing her pose for photos. She is a complete con. You've just got to look at the last time  a member of English Royalty wanted to marry an American. History will repeat itself 
the next time Megan decides to go on another blind blind dare. "HERES our Graham with a quick reminder" only uk citizens will get that saying
Loved that part where she battles adversity, resurrects from the deAd, saves African children, eradicates racism and saves humanity with an Hermés blanket as cape.
❤❤❤❤harry and megan🥰🥰🥰
"No one seeees what's happening behind closed doors.."
Hats off to the door fitters then. Great job lads!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂



narcs abuse, yes. very scary
How do you know? Where’s your proof?
 @Blowing smoke  why are you crying sweetheart? Did I hurt your love for the rycists royal family? Not my intention.
 @Fire Fistoid  lol no I’m certainly not, when you accuse or point the finger you need a little thing called evidence…or your point becomes void 😊
 @Blowing smoke  no sweetheart,  when you advocate for a colonising rycist firm and you want to lead it one day, what other evidence do you need? They obviously hate Harry for 
breaking the unwritten law of marrying outside the upper class and outside the pure superior race.
 @Fire Fistoid  I don’t know how clear I can make this … no one cares what colour Meghan is!!! It’s her personality nobody likes… I mean come on! You’re telling me everyone has got her 
wrong? Shes a grifter and married up and now walks around like she has the right to lecture us common people … please come back at me when you have a clue.. not everything is about 
bloody race! No one cares about race.. it’s all about character.. something Meghan is lacking she seems to dig herself further and further down a hole… she’s not a good person in my 
opinion maybe she does good things but that doesn’t make you a good person… deal with it sister/brother…we are all one race the Human race please stop using this all the time .. 
mistakes have been made but the people that made those mistakes are long dead.. live for today!! Not in the past!
 @Blowing smoke  I bet you're one of those crying that uncle Andy was persecuted by the media over his peadophia tendencies. Meghan is a humble down to earth princess who the likes 
of you can't fathom because of her colour. Luckily it's only a few of you Tony Robinson and Pies..sorry Piers Morgan follower who hate her. The rest of humanity has moved on from skin 
pigment.
 @Fire Fistoid  you lost me on princess…good bye
🤢🤮
She then did a podcast on how the iceberg is a physical manifestation of racism, sexism and anti-Meghanism. The iceberg was really hold back gender neutral icebergs.
Behold! The final death blow to the British Royal Family after hundreds of years of history and war, its brought to its knees by a single narcasistic 3rd rate failed actress who slept around. 
Incredible.
I'm only here for the comments 🤠 🤣
Hmmm so her family is toxic and she had to cut them all out. Now his family is toxic too and they've cut them all out. One common denominator here.
Six episodes, did you say? Jeez….
Closing in on 2 million views and only 13K likes.... Sure looks like this tongue bath of the two delusional cry babies is going to be a HUGE success, LMAO.
How absolutely vomit inducing!
Where did the 30K+ dislikes go Netflix? Are you contractually obliged to protect their fragile egos as well as waste money on drivel like this mockumentary?
Just so lucky a professional photographer was on hand to snap the moment Meghan was crying and many other snaps..........lol. 2023 definition - Harry and Meghan - deep fakes.
Dear Netflix, this trailer about Harry and Meghan. Then why our commonwealth representative have been this thriller…King Charles, queen consort, prince and princess Wales have been 
included? Did you company ask their permission?
Netflix, I cancelled my membership when you signed up these two fraudsters, and I will not be coming, at first I really missed Netflix but I have found replacemehts, how is it that Meghan 
can be found to tell not one lie but numerous lies and its a sad story when they got exactly what they wanted along with millions for selling out the royal family, but now we are supposed 
to feel sorry for them when they only fly private and I have to budget groceries so I can pay my power bills, she only wears designer labels where one outfit costs more than my years 
salary, if this is your idea of entertainment I really fear you have lost your base of subscribers!
Hallmark but with themselves. All fake.
That part where Megain traveled back in time and saved all dinosaurs was so brave and inspirational! My 3 year old son loves dinosaurs 🦖! Megain you are such a role model for all 
human beings for taking (down) family the first and talking so much and so hard to feed yourself (and your little prince frog). So inspirational and tear jerking! Give me three seconds for my 
diamond in left eye to come out then pause one minute for photographers. Bravo the greatest sh1t show! 🙌 😂🎉
The story I want to hear!! We need to give them a chance!! We don’t want another  person ending up like Daina!! Truth be told now or never !!!



No surprises the vitriol is off the scale. All this "they released this to coincide with Will's and Kate's trip to the US" but sweet FA about  Lady Hussey's racists abuse of a black DV activist at 
an event hosted by Camilla. The Queen's head assistant for 60 years and Williams godmother no less...looks like they telling the truth after all. As if they would like about something so 
serious.
i cant stand this girl!
Watch suits which she starred in ...... then watch this 😶 actress in both ? In one she has a script to act 🎬 to  ..... the other no script just acting!
Walking talking contradiction he wants privacy but he gets publicity he's protecting his family when he's throwing the other family under the bus go away
When being a victim is a career. $$$🤑

They got their chance to leave, because we know Meghan didn't want to do any royal duties and the queen was ok with it even if she wanted to continue acting. They were free to go. But 
No they had to trash both their families and for what? If they really have kids they took their family members away from them cousins to play with festivities and so on.....just horrible
Can anyone update on the likes to dislikes?
true
Those are possibly the "high stakes" she's talking about. 
I wouldn't be surprised if Meghan truly believes the USA will love her for "taking down the enemy" like it's 1776 all over again... : /
"His family is toxic so I named my kid after his grandmother". Yeah...
😂
its 100.000 dislikes now
What are you talking about? Dis likes haven’t been visible on youtube for a long while now.
A screen shot from earlier today….

😂
Give her credit where credit is due, how many other women can claim to have blown a prince and turned him into a frog.

Oprah interview with proven over 17 lies spewed from her own mouth, finding freedom book(full of lies too), the spare book, interviews/fictions here and there, her spot-a-lie podcast 
where she only talked about herself being infatued with herself... Do you you really think we need another 6 episodes of that delusional insanely fake and falsy narrative????? Do you?
over 100.000 dislikes
Most toxic privileged people on the planet!
Meghan Markle - Profession = Professional Litigious Victim 
Err... YouTube, as someone mentioned on Twitter, you turned off the number of "Dislikes"? I'm sure it's an accident... not.

Prince and Princess of Wales heads to US then this crap. Pathetic jealous behavior of narcissistic people. Who in sane mind be interested in irrelevant middle aged romance. 🤣🤮
Oh God what stakes? Their reputation is already shattered, maybe they're thinking a Netflix show is the cure? Well see!!
Comments are more entertaining🙃
My favourite part is where Megan struggles to get by but she still gives to the poor and volunteers to help the unfortunate people. She truly is a saint.
Who gives a
where do I find this? under fiction?
This whole soap opera is completely absurd.  So very regrettable.



Netflix, you messed up, big time by with this one.   I bet you had a lot of fun working with HarrysWife.  Too bad that you did not tune in to YT channel, HG TUDOR, about how to handle a 
mid-range narcissist, like THE WIFE,  beforehand.  You could have saved yourself a lot of grief, and money.  Well, after Cuties, and the Obama flops, and now the awful Crown lies, THIS 
failure will put the final nail in your coffin.  And we will be here to LAUGH at your greed.
Not gonna watch it, just here to see the funny comments.
My favorite part is, when Meghan walked into a gas station and called Harry "friendo".
They've told their story (or part thereof) numerous times eg engagement interview, Africa doco, Finding Freedom via Scobie, Oprah, The Me You Can't See doco, Spotify podcasts, The Cut 
interview,  this rubbish and soon the memoir.  She gushes in  the engagement interview about how welcoming the family was.
Can't wait NOT to see this garbage!
Well, the Queen apparently said that Meghan could continue with her acting career and she is doing just that. Most toxic pair on the planet.
I'll keep it simple....
What a flop kek
The people of Sussex want their titles back.
Im sick and tired of hearing about the royals. Let alone the mfs that aint even royal anymore
Hey here's a great idea, how about calling members of your family racists then turning it into a revenue stream, I mean that can't be wrong can it.
I’m confused, do you see dislikes on any other youtube video?
 @SOA  I did but apparently YouTube stopped showing the number of dislikes for all videos. Perhaps they want to tell "their" truth.
 @Edwin Bradford  Yes they removed the dislike count a long while before, but you only noticed it now?
Currently just over 90k dislikes. (You can get a browser extension to unhide them)
My favourite part is reading silly comments like this in the comments section.
You mean when she "donated" diapers to a shelter, but it was really the diaper company who donated the diapers. Meghan didn't buy the diapers. She just said they were from her. So not 
sure what kinda saint takes credit for other people's charity 🤔🧐
Yes, donated a box of fruit someone else paid for. An absolute angel.
yes. struggles in a mansion

I agree. Maria West Sussex. They’ve never done anything for anyone here.. it’s freezing children are going with out and she has the nerve to Moan..I’d like her to swap 1 day with me..
I guess most of the comments r Bots from MI5.. Whole world seen how eggs were thrown to King Charles n also recent racist conversation of Godmother of William
Is this going to be a comedy?
honestly they need to bring back the number of dislikes.
So much for privacy.
Good day
I'll pass. The lies again. Sorry bye!
Absolutely ⛲🙏🙏🙏
⛲♥♥♥
Meghan Markle is the most amazing person in the world, grace, beauty, intelligent, elegant, humanity and virtue, according to Meghan Markle.
the part when megain mended the ozone layer using a wand, so magnificent and inspiring.
What a load of rubbish. Two narcissistic arrogant children having a tantrum
🎵 I tried so hard 🎵 and got so far
🎵 But in the end 🎵 nobody gives a sh!t



My favourite part where Meghan was crying and Harry was like "quick , let's take a picture of you"
The ginger fool 😅
Overpaid and over-privileged  spoilt brats.
Bye bye Netflix. 
 These two are just liars and more and more people see this. They’ve told “their” truth like million times😂😂 and she already said that it’s not how they wanted to be told(their story).. 
wow, even the Kardashians are more of a “royals” than these two. Looks like Netflix doesn’t care that they’re a lot in debt already…. Ok, your choice. 
  But I’ve been to the UK many times and I loved it there- first time  during (now) Prince&Princess of Wales wedding and that was UNITED Kingdom. 🇬🇧❤
 No one had these problems, even H looked happier(and was already in therapy and other things) before M came along🤔🤮 plus fhe only racist in the RF is Harry himself. He was rude 
and used many nasty slurs against other soldiers in Afghanistan and his “costume” was……… no one was acused of being racist in the RF but Harry for many decades.
The comments don't disappoint🤗👏👍
Just here for the comments 😂🎉
Mr Markle is a Lucky man.
William and Kate, but unlikeable. 🤡
God, I can't stand them.
Disgusting people
Bots from MI5😄.  No, it's just real people having a laugh...
THAT is too absurd and just too stupid to take seriously.  Now adays, in the "Woked-Kingdom" of snowflakes, one is considered a racist, if one asks someone (who is BLATENTLY dressed in 
African clothes), "where are you from in Africa?" HarrysHarpies are race baiting-for-profit snowflakes.
 @b berkley  don't u feel shame for having Monarch still in this Modern era? Then What's the difference between u n Saudi Arabia!? This Monarch has stolen assets from Asia to Africa 
(whole world) n build up their economy.. blo*dy thieves
Let us all acknowledge the miracle of Saint Rachel Meghan Markle.  We must remember she is saving the world!!!
Holy Meghan, Mother of G-d....
Gamechanger, rrright?!
 @K K  exactly lol
LOL !!!🤣
And be sure to cover my ugly feet because I hate having them photographed.
Of course, it must be recorded for Netflix, everything is.
This comment is sooo brilliant
🤣🤣🤣
 @Autumn Autumn  thank you!
Authentic! Empowering! Grassroots! Layers! Lens!
I think she was making guttural noises too.....
 @Dyls Wife  nooo not the noises 🤣🤣🤣
 @Dyls Wife  😂
😂



Waiting for the last épisode
THE BIG DIVORCE
And than
My Now Husband 4
Meghan is so cringe. Everything that comes from her mouth sound so fake and unnatural.
I had to do everything I could to protect my family- he says shaking his head NO. He's a liar just like his wife.
Meghan is the product of a woman who basically abandoned her into the care of her father from the age of 9 to 16 and Harry is the product of a highly dysfunctional and unhappy marriage 
and the son of an unstable, emotionally unwell woman. Is it any wonder these two are sick themselves in their need to covet bottomless attention from strangers??? There should be a 
documentary not on their lives now but what made them become the Narks they are today. In my opinion, their non-stable childhoods are to blame.
The fact that no one, generally speaking,  'sees behind closed doors' is, surely, not such a bad thing.  We tend to see too much misery acted out on this troubled old planet to make us 
thankful that we can at least have a modicum of independence and privacy behind our own hallowed portals.
Mother's son.. Meghan got lucky to have him
I thought they left the Royal to have their lives in private....They are now minting out of it publcly. They are hypocrites. They left the Royal.....live like everyone, make money independently 
without dragging Royal Family. Megan is really in to mess this family
Utter garbage, do better netflix, this will be another whinge fest full of lies
Netflix should stop glorifying monarchy. No one really cares about them.
What a load of rubbish and nobody is supposed to see what happens behind closed doors Harry
i’ll get my shovel ready, for all of the B.S.!

* going to have some top fertiliser, i feel..
lol

🌏🇦🇺
Yes, because all true, “organic”  and healthy princess love stories begin when a two-timing D-list cable actress (she was still sharing a house with chef Cory Vitiello when she went out to the 
fist stage of the setup, sorry, I mean blind date with Harry) tells the poor sap with mummy issues within a few months of dating “if you don’t tell the press I’m your official girlfriend, I’m 
dumping you” 😂

No, Me Me Me Meaghan, no. It doesn’t make any sense AT ALL to hear the “stories” from you after the whole world debunked the several sociopathic whoppers you told on Oprah. 
Gaslighting doesn’t work when there’s witnesses. 

What I would love to watch on Netflix, and even pay a subscription for is a docu interwiewing your past employees, the family you’re trying to hide, your father, your schoolmates, your 
first husband(s). I don’t like fictionalized story telling 😂 🤡 🤥
This is exactly why netflix losing subscribers.
That part where she told Harry, "I guess I am a diva! Mariah was right after all." And then planted a tree for the rest of her life to offset their carbon emissions. Inspirational.
The only thing this makes me want to do is cancel my Netflix do this couple have no shame.  What a shame she didnt act this well in suits
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors"  
 No but you can hear her scream at him from the outside.



The staff, the men in Meghan’s life,  that’s who we want to hear from they won’t be silenced they won’t be silent, as we know Meghan’s memory is “shaky” even the Archbishop of 
Canterbury had to call her out on her lies
The music must be the world's smallest violin.
Pair of twats.
Why did you want to make this documentary.  To make as much money as possible..
I caught that too
Let’s get ready for Jackanory… Just goes to show her issue was she wasn’t getting paid for doing charity work! How greedy is she?
Well done to you both True grit 👍🏴             Veteran
Yawnnnnnnnn ! .. thank goodness for the World Cup !!  to think of all the positive productive issues that warrant some attention instead of this self indulgent rubbish.
Oh, great. Now I know what to watch if I need to voimit extra food on holidays
Harry and his wife invade their own privacy. I’m going to help them by not watching.
Racist mad because they telling their story. Bmedia royals been talking 6 years about them . Now hear from people that lived it. Loved it got haters and Ken Karen’s in their feelings. 
Bmedia and royals try to destroy them but didn’t.
Haha what a crap. I will never watch this garbage. I`m sure that even Meghan`s father won`t watch it .
These two Pigs are absolutely Disgusting.
They ll be doing this subject still when they are in their 80s…
What will they talk about after this. They ve done the book, interview, the series 😂 now they have nothing to say 😂
she says she wants to tell the story from herself.  But apart from them, nothing says anything.
I laughed until I cried while watching this bad soap opera.
The comments section we never realised we deserved! Thank you, Netflix, for keeping it open! 🤌👏😄
At first I thought it was shameful that Netflix was giving a platform to proven liars for their spiteful behaviours but having read the comments about this ridiculous trailer I’m really loving 
the comedy now🤣🤣🤣🤣 A more interesting documentary genuinely though would be about all their lies, grifting and manipulations so please Netflix start pulling this together 

These dorks playing the "couple in love" and thinking they will be less hated if they bare themselves for the cameras. Didn't they want more privacy? Pathetic.
Remember here. He is saying all this about his family, his brother, his father and above all the Queen. Who would want a family member like this. Hopefully they won t come to the U.K. 
again
no normal people will support this low class display. Can they be any more OBIOUS jealousy? Congrats to Will and Kate for class and royal posture amid this classless attacks
Why did you want to make this documentary ? USD $100 million maybe ??

It clearly seems planned from the word go....the day they met. Why would anyone click photos of themselves crying or have others click such photos of you! Great planning I must say!
Really entertaining comments! Yes amusing ridicule is the way to go.
Your job has nothing to do with this .. sorry
Again: Criticism and call out of a liar and a bully is not linked to racism, go educate yourself. I wish all the workers and personal aids she bullied would have a voice and tell their stories 
being near this grifter.



Racist? Well the main actress only associate herself with caucasian her entire life, married 2 of them, left the RF when she realised being a royal actually a non stop responsibility which 
she's not fond off, cried for so called racist treatment durijg oprah interview because it's validate her narrative without giving much credentials proof whatsoever, eventually their stories 
debunked several times from documentated videos, articles (not from tabloids), failed to invite her mother side of family at her wedding, not one, none, called beautiful huge mansions as 
"a housing unit they let us stay" when harry n her visiting south africa.. King charles walked her at the aisle, british people adored her right before she n harry did the oprah interview.. So 
who is tje villian racist here?.
You mad because he didn’t married a white girl get over it
This video will go down in history for the most amount of funny mocked comments
😂😂😂😂
Such a ridiculous puff piece. Full of lies no doubt. I cancelled Netflix because of this deal.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
losers
omg it's the gold digger and her tool again, being so very private 😆
What happened to the over 65,000 downvotes?  I just came here to down vote lol. Time to cancel Netflix!
Balaam's prayer "...let me die the death of the righteous".
For me my prayer is: " let me never be confused or misled to sell my birthright for a mess of pottage"

Or as they say in the hood "bros before..."
That part where Meghan puts on all the make up, inserts nipple rings, and tucks her genitals between legs looks amazing. She’s all dancing,  saying to the camera, “would you f^¢& me? I’d 
f^¢& me.” Can’t wait!
Is this version number what? I have lost count! 😂😂😂
Loving the way Meghan says about "hearing our story from us" 
I have a problem with that, and it's the word story........ Will they be telling us the truth, or as she says their story......

I'm waiting for them to slate everyone in their lives, the whole of the UK, and make out they are the only decent people ever.

If you had keep your mouths shut, followed some rules, we would never have judged you in the first place. We don't judge the rest of the Royal family as they just get on and do their jobs 
without having to thrust it all in our faces.
She sounds just like Wendy Byrd lol
two idiots! he has never worked a minute in his privileged life, she is just a dumb woke who plays the race card at every occasion, and you give them a lot of money for nothing. Shame on 
you netflix! you suck!!! after this I'm going to cancel my subscription immediately!

"I had to do eveything I could to protect my family" ...
So I threw my blood family under the bus for the highest bidder and invited cameras into the most private areas of my life because we want privacy and not to be hounded by the press.
They must see how pathetic, greedy and fekkin stupid they look.
When Meghan stayed “It’s Meghan time” It made me want to live
Haven't we heard their story like 3 times before ? The interview, documentary, Harry's book , podcast . Are they not bored of telling the same things again and again

Netflix must be desperate to show a "documentary" about these 2 grifters. All they do is lie and trash their families and if they're looking for racists harry needs to look in the mirror



I wonder how many paid subscribers Netflix have lost due to working with these two compared to how many they have gained?
When Harry said “It’s Meghan’ time” I knew he really did love her
The part where Meghan went back in time and saved the dinosaurs was so selfless. By sharing their truth and their lived experience in their space. I know helped them feel seen. 
Inspirational.
Yes, but you are protecting the wrong one.
Epic scenes where Armageddon is averted by MM teleporting into the future and diverting that killer comet from hitting Earth in 2081
🤣🤣🤣🤣😭😭😭😭
Ms. Joan, come on now, how many times have we been subjected to that soap story?  She never gets tired of rehashing a good li-, er, tale.
😂😂😂😂
omg i needed this 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Magic 💕
Indeed ! Poignant ! Touching ! Liberating ! Very perspective building .
This is nothing more than an extension AND expansion of the 13 lies she fed Oprah. 🤣👍 Great comment BTW
 @KT Rainbow  I bet if it was Kate you wouldn't say she was lying
loool 😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 I liked the bit where she caught the giant asteroid that threatened our very existence... what a girl....😅
 @KT Rainbow  exactly!
 @Anna  LMAO what makes you think I like Kate or Wills or Chucky or any of the monarchy? 🤔🧐 But here's the thing, I don't like it when people lie. And "little Miss Forgetful" has lied 
and awful lot about the alleged abus3 she suffered. Wanna play victim as a 45 year old woman who can't keep a job? And yes, she is 45 if not older. Cool, but I'm not paying for it. And from 
one look at the comments, the majority of people don't like these rich middle-aged jobless liars and they won't pay to watch it either. 👍
Another epic comment - this thread is a gold mine @RickyGervais

the part where she met and married Jesus, while having an affair with Moses, giving birth to Adam and Eve.... she truly is our creator. ourmaker,,, our saviour!!! God Save Saint Smeg
Gold😅😅😂😂😂😂😂
I enjoyed the part where Meghan parted the waters of the Red Sea and led the Israelites to freedom from Egyptian oppression, truly awe-inspiring.
Love a cheap fantasy romcom every now and then.
That idiot Piers Morgan is single handedly responsible for inciting hated towards to this couple, turns out the Met office has released a statement that they've received hundreds of vile 
threatening posts on social media, with so many nut cases out there it has to be taken seriously, well done Morgan nothing better than hate for uniting people 👏
Between that and The Crown I swear Netflix will eventually be banned from the United-Kingdom 😂
One of the video snippets is from Suits. Why would they put a video of her crying in that in a documentary such as this?
Hope this doesn’t give backlash to Kate and William, because then Harry will be doing the same thing the paparazzi did to Diana by invading their privacy imo.
If royal life was not favourable to them, the option to leave behind royal duties and move to the States was fine. When it comes to the privacy they needed, they should have followed that 
road and led private lives. They could've opened a business in the US and that would've been fine but thrusting themselves into more and more drama by exposing everything will be their 
downfall or rather is already their downfall.
Pair of utter muppets 🙄
Can't wait to watch!!! A lot of bitter bints on here, who will still be watching all six episodes on Dec 8th. 😂😂😂
Proven to have told untruths on many occasions so this is a work of fiction with the sole purpose of destroying the RF as her own family learnt to their costs.
I loved the part when they curtsied to William and Catherine.



take a picture when I'm pretending to cry
The ugly old not sexy lady, strikes again! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
She gives me the same vibes as Amber Heard
The part where Megain asked the magic 8 ball if she is the true Royal Princess and cried when the magic 8 ball replied not likely
disgraceful betrayal. SHAME on Netflix. You have been had big time, probably to the tune of $80M
Love her final question for us "doesn't it make more sense...."
No luv...none of it makes sense! Great entertainment none the less.
Harry is a traitorous little weasel  !! His "husband " is just a spoiled brat.
😂😂😂😂😂
Funny reading the comments section, The Brits hates these 2 so much,that they don't sleep without thinking about them. Here they re watching the documentary Trailer ,and I bet you 
they will watch the documentary as well. If you hate something so much ,why do you bother to care about what they do. But Brits being Brits, dumb as hell,they will watch it.make them 
money at the same time and slag them off. Hahahaha bunch of idiots.
Can’t stand these two 🤮
👏👏
Good one 👍
👏👏👏
She is going the way of Amber Heard..it's all over the internet..she can't even see it.  ;( Poor Harry...dupe the moment he met her.
Exact same vibes.
 @sunflower  When Diana was still alive she said she was always worried about Harry being easily led astray
 @Debbie Mason  Amber played the I’m a poor defenceless woman card and Megan is playing the I’m a poor defenceless woman who is also a POC card.

They make mockeries of real victims. As a woman I’m disgusted by both of them.
😂😂
We’ll watch it like we watched the Oprah interview, to see this pair of grifters tell more lies. The only idiots are the people who have swallowed the lies. ⬆⬆⬆
How rude!!! Seems no one agrees with you so luckily there is still hope in the world.
A disgusting couple
That time Markle guillotined Marie Antoinette and then said, “now let’s destroy the British monarchy.”
Netflix! Save your reputation! Burn this while you still can!
When Meghan said "I am Vengeance, I am the Night, I am Batmeg" I was blown away
Racist are mad because they telling their story. They lived it . The bmedia and royal family been talking no one complain about them over 6 years. I can’t wait   Loved it
That part when she saved Africans from a burning "housing unit" where an infant was about to go down for a nap. So heroic. I cried.
I feel so bad for Harry and Meghan. They were treated like dirt by the English people and that horrible rso called royal family. I have lost a great deal of respect for Charles and the lot of 
them.
The bit where Harry tells Meghan ‘you’re a Princess Meghan’ brought tears and dollar signs to Meghan’s eyes. Just beautiful.
Excellent. It's about time. Cannot wait.



'No one sees what's behind closed doors?' Hang on a minute, I thought we did already bc your privacy was invaded? 🤨 
'Why did you want to make this documentary?' Money bc daddy cut me off 😢 😭 😿 
'I had to save my family' from the word 'NO!' bc the Queen said we couldn't merch being royal and yet here we are with titles we refuse to drop even though we do sweet FA for the 
people of Sussex!? Pass me the chug bucket 🪣 😫 🤢 🤮
If the stakes are so high why didn’t you just do the private lives you claimed you wanted? Another lie, also who takes a photograph of someone crying in real life? Another lie. Someone has 
taken and staged all of these ‘fun’ photos they are not spontaneous, more and more lies from over wealthy people at their own pity party where it’s just them and their photographer 
against the world oh and let’s just remind Harry it was our taxes that paid for your lifestyle until you were 37 appallingly moaners.
Wallice Simpson V2
So the couple that wanted privacy now want us to see behind closed doors
Meghan and Harry only bang on about equality is because she married the spare otherwise she wouldn’t open her mouth!
Megan needs and award for her acting 😂
Meghan Markle and Harry ARE heroes!  deserving of the awards! They saved us from hunger and covid of this world.  Sold her hermes blanket, and mansion so poor people like us may 
lived. so heroic!
I just loved the bit when Megan ran up to that chap in the restaurant who was choking on his sirloin and did the Heimlich manoevre in front of all those applauding patrons. This is why 
they are saying the 'steaks' are too high! I could barely see for tears!
These two are not the good actors they think they are… then again is panto season 🤣
All this drama for 72 days working for the RF? Laughable!
Came here for the comments, I wasn't disappointed. They killing are me haha
“Batmeg” 😂 💰 👌
😂🤣 proper funny!
Howling 😂
😂 brilliant 🤣
🤣🤣
Barney or Batmeg? Lmaoooo
Batmeg 😂😂😭😂😭😂😭🤣 with her Hermes Cape
hilarious 😂 🤣
Criticism and call out of a liar and a bully is not linked to racism, go educate yourself. I wish all the workers and personal aids she bullied would have a voice and tell their stories being near 
this grifter.
And the anti-whites love to call everything racism. Tedious.
I really hope that is sarcasm.
It is!
She probably started the fire. She's caused friction and friction causes sparks and sparks cause fire. Well, it's as plausible as anything they've ever said.  😁
 @AggieC  If you listened to her podcast you would know that it is.... 🙄
Your dumb self probably think Africa is a country!
 @AggieC  no it happened, how can you be so ignorant?
Yeah she's a real Mother Teresa ain't she? 🤣🤣🤣
🤣 the expansive victimhood this woman experiences on an hourly basis must be stemed in "r4cisim" and the white male patriarchy... She should probably divorce him instead of making a 
docu- series



Are you buzzer? Upsie
 @AggieC  It's totally sarcasm ... there was no fire... just smoke... in England
I hope you realise that you're an idiot 🤡
 @F Crick  thanks for your feed back. Are you with SunShine Sachs or Netflix PR? Just so you know, the public doesn't like liars. And therefore, we don't like Meghan and Harry who are: 
liars. So stop trying to force the public to accept rich middle-aged jobless nobodies. 👍
 @F Crick  Take comfort in knowing you've proved you most definitely are!
😂😂😂 …..not the biggest lie she’s said, but one for the books for sure.
 @Charlie Greyfriars  😅 so true
Was it friction or fiction?
Housing “unit” thanks!
That’s a complete and utter lie.
Do some research please!!!
They BUY the ‘awards’ you naive nit wit 🙄🙄
😂😂😂😂😂
You right 🤣
Brilliant, my friend! 🤣🤣🤣
😂
They portray their lives like a movie I always liked Harry & Megan but this is wrong on so many levels somethings are better left unsaid and private if not for themselves their children Why 
is this the norm - it’s wrong and it creates more hurt and pain for others that they truly don’t need very sad to see this
I enjoyed that special moment on 90210 when Meggy had a mouthful of smeggy, bravo!
Seriously this get on my nerves. Though it's not something to concern about - them or their lives, it's a good entertainment to see a nice drama. After all, it's Netflix bro!
You want to talk about history repeating itself? Haven’t they told this same story over and over and over and over and over and over again! Go have a nice life, go be happy! Doesn’t seem 
like they are as false as they try and make it seem! No one happy does this bleeting on and on and on!
After they told their story on Netflix they will tell their story again on Disney then amazon prime then maybe hallmark 😊😅😅.
I can’t wait to see it.  It’s going to blow up, and Netflix will get their money’s worth.
The most hated people in the world, deservedly so.
I will watch it! This couple is more interesting than always unhappy Kate
The part where Meghan splits the Red Sea and delivers the Hebrew people to the promised land  Chef kiss 😘
Whining is this couple’s stock in trade. The rest of us are battling incredible cost of living increases and these two have an incredible sense of grandeur.  Narcissists to their core.
Let’s see a show of hands from those who won’t be watching this. 
The fact that Harry is doing most the talking in the teaser yet the comments section is all Meghan is very telling … The racists are SHAKING 😭😂
😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣omgosh, these two are ridiculous! Netflix, I hope you didn't waste alot of money with this trash! You guys were dumb to think this documentary was going to make 
money! No one cares for those two. They left the royal family to have a private life. Yeah right! Meghan is trying to suck up all she can from the title she thought she was going to use and 
abuse to maker  money!😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣 her ego is so big that she couldn't see she was for a moment part of the 1% of the most rich!😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣 she really thought she 
was going to make that much money with her moving back to the states with a title!😃 like what the hell was she thinking? Now she is trying so hard to bring down a monarchy because 
she is just salty about how she will never have want another woman have! Being future queen, a king, and power!
I’m so happy they are releasing  this. The world does not revolve around William and Kate. If the future king and queen can be upstaged by a 72 second clip the faults on them😂



This is a symptom of why we made a family decision to cancel Netflix. We do not care about these people. They mean nothing to us. We might as well watch our next door neighbors. 
There is nothing particularly interesting about them. Please Netflix, if you want us back, give us real entertainment without the woke messaging we keep our children well away from, and 
without documentaries about boring uninteresting people. Ohhh 85k dislikes, that's got to hurt. Not surprising though. People are not going to be interesting in watching two entitled brats.
Comment section is 10/10
The comments are so obviously fake
comedy genius.
Thank God William was born first and has Catherine who married him for all the right reasons, 3 beautiful children that are not used a chess pieces in some toxic silly game. Catherine, 
Princess of Wales, looks amazing on the US tour.
The part when they were on the bow of the ship with arms spread wide & Harry yelled "I'm King of the World!" - well, that was just pure cinematic magic.
They already have that in few episodes..Meghan have good connection with someone in hallmark no joke
85K dislikes = won’t be watching
I’ve not seen one comment about her skin darling.. she’s absolutely beautiful but that doesn’t justify the way she has treated so many people so badly and slandered the very people who 
gave her everything?
👏👏👏
PMSL.
The bit where Meghan selflessly climbed on the floating door and let Harry cool down in the sea was inspiring.
😂😂😉👍🇭🇲
 @Maddie D  😂😂
When does it come out? This is going to reveal how evil that fake freaky royal family really are
She truly knows no bounds. This will be terrible and full of lies because this is the only way they know how to make money. By bashing the royal family. My god just let it go and move on. 
We all thought you wanted privacy!
This is 
-A "wonderful" love story between a spoilt, henpecked, court jester spare who is great at nothing but juggling balls while his wife sips tea out of a porcelain cup and a former D-grade 
briefcase/yacht girl who "innocently" fell in  love with a guy who was "nice". 
-A "great story" of a middle-aged woman who competes with her classy and beautiful SIL and gets none of the crown jewels but her daughter, Lili's Toy Tiara. 
-A "sad and heart wrenching" story of a bully who played the "Race Card" when she couldn't get what she wanted in the palace grounds.
They’ve got no talent which  means no real net worth so they’ve got to make their money somehow. This will be their moment in the sun then once it’s told it’s down hill because what else 
is there.
We lost all respect for Prince Harry and his wife. We are very disappointed with their behaviour. They are not a good example for the family and society. God Save The King!
you can keep telling us your story  over and over guys, doesn't make it true
I love the bit where the Prince and Princess of Wales go to Boston for Earthshot and hand out prizes to people who will use the money to help save our Earth. The royals are not perfect but 
I am heartened and encouraged by how this couple are turning things around. Well done William and Katherine! Can't wait to see who wins.
I genuinely do not understand how and why do they get so much hate…
i really dont get the hate in the comments lol
Boycott netflix for allowing this parasitic woman to mock the royal family like shes a part of it shes nothing but a gold digging liar and should be locked in the tower for life
Garbage about woke liars, entitled propaganda trash of the highest order.
More whining egocentric utter shite from the excessively privileged.



The story was simple enough.....a D list actress married a Prince but didn't want to fulfill her duty as a member of the Royal family.
It wouldn't have been easy, no doubt, but better people than her have devoted themselves to the role and earned the love and respect of their people.
The royal family is a bunch of racists but please call me Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex at all times. And yes, I named my daughter Lili from the racist monarch because who doesn't love to 
name their daughter after their grandmother that they refused to check up on in the last 3 years ❤
So excited for this!
Tbh I feel like this is might be the last straw the royal family will officially take. Now it’s a matter of time that they will face the consequences and that’s possibly by losing their titles that 
they so desired😑
I admire them. Diana would be so proud. That's what she wanted for her children, to be able to live normal lives, not to play puppets in that racist "royal family".
…I wish I was back in 2010.
Netflix are lucky they have a lot of good shows; if not they'd have lost another family of subscribers.
Oh Netflix, you can seriously keep this absolute garbage.
Harry and Meghan claim to care about the environment. If it was true, they wouldn’t be doing everything to steal attention from Earthshot. They’re just self-seeking phoneys.
When Harry scolds people about saving the planet etc and he takes private jets, hypocrote, his Aunt took commercial to NYC William and Catherine did to Boston.
Me too 💙🌎✅
 @overthepond  yep go Princess Anne!
Lest we never forget the succexes handed out Starbucks cards (I cannot street this enough)
Despicable pair - not watching
We want privacy, let's us alone 🤣
We want to tell our old SAME story... All over AGAIN!
To Meghan: drop those Unbearable BRITISH titles you are sooooo independent strong seed woman don't need to be link to "racist" RF not after the millions they paid for your wedding 
dress, wedding spectacle (your words) expensive wardrobe btw ill fitted clothes, many travels around the world. &
Harry and Meghan wants to keep their life private from the media. Yet, they bring a photographer to their kitchen to take their pictures. Who in their healthy mind would need to have a 
professional photographer to shoot their picture kissing their spouse in the kitchen? Why the kitchen? Why not on the comfy sofa in the living room? Harry and Meghan are fake lovers. 
They keep their hands away from each other. Meghan never loves harry. She married him only to get Netflix help her making docu series because Hollywood will never hire her. Meghan is 
talentless. She wants to be famous but her behavior is very poor.
Lol 😆
Why does everyone hate Meghan? I don't understand. I have no infatuation with them, but I don't get the intense hate, either.
Well I’m sure someone has said it but I just can’t help myself....

Shut up Meg.
What high stakes? Is she delusional or am I confussed?
“When the stakes are this high” - what stakes?? Being paid to say hi to a few peasants every now and then and never have to worry financially about anything? Live in some of the best 
housing in the world, best schooling for your children, best healthcare…. These two are laughable
No Meghan it doesn't make sense to take a liar’s word for it. We see you, you're true colours shining through. Your actions are deplorable; dropping this on the day your brother-in-law and 
sister-in-law landed in Boston. Archie’s snapshot with you and your mum. None of it is a coincidence. 

Netflix subscription cancelled.



This is discusting,this is treason.the hate in this girl towards the english royals is too much.shes spiteful.we loved megan at first until she didnt want the job because she couldnt do the 
rules.nothing to do with racism.there was no racism only in her spiteful head taking everything out of context to make her like like a victim when she didnt want the job
Have your own family and have your own show made about you. You know they aren't gonna watch this shit 😂.
Leave us alone we are not interested!!!
I knew this trailer would trigger while folk. That’s actually the point of this documentary - to remind whites that actually we need a safe space and the systems of oppression, systemic 
racism need to be brought down. Megan was a victim of white supremacy and we need to have a conversation about it

The part where they planted the barrels of gunpowder under the Palace and then kissed while pole-vaulting together over the wall with the explosion in the background was exciting.
wow, trolls, karens and bots out in full force!
That part when Meghan drops the ring of power into the volcano.
So sick of these two , take away there titles and let them drift in to the obscurity they apparently desire. People are starving, can’t heat there homes and these two continue to grift for 
money, despicable.
Isnt it interesting that ofcourse netflix would waste money on producing yet another gay ass loser series.
Deary deary me - just what the world wanted and needed - we are so grateful to wander through your delusion and your photo presentation. Dripping with narcissism. Hey - we know what 
your story is and it's no biggy!
I’m so excited!! I just want to see them win!! They’ve definitely got beaten by the media. Finally we can get their POV
It boils down to those who follow and support the British monarchy have watched closely the countless actions of Meghan and Harry to upstage, disqualify, smear and attack the royal 
family.  And believe me when I tell you this has been years of non-stop, coordinated efforts. If they had left as they stated for their privacy and went off d and did their own thing - 
everyone would be willing to give them that space.  It’s not what they are doing.  I watched their beautiful wedding in 2018 and embraced them.  Now, after paying closer attention these 
past 2 years, I am stunned by the depravity of their campaign. Lots of examples out there.  I hope that clears it up somewhat for you.  If you wanted more info let me know.  I don’t mind 
backing up my words/feelings with receipts.
Because after all the interviews, books, what we all saw (£32m wedding, Charles walking her down the aisle, the press who embraced them except for one sole example of a guy that got 
terminated straight away...)... she has been fact checked and called out by so many even the archbishop of Canterbury..!! That Oprah interview? At least 17 lies have been called out  
debunked, proven being falsity in her narration. She is constantly lying and inventing a scenario that doesn't exist. All that is coming out of her mouth is lies upon lies upon lies. She keeps 
on shoving this nonsense and woke garbage down our throats but enough is enough. All the staff and personal aids she has bullied are beginning to come out and won't be silenced, her 
family, her exes, her "markled" friends. She is a relentless liar, a proven bully, a narcissist grifter. And we call it out.
They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
 @D W  I’m not a royalist so whether there’s a royal family or not doesn’t really bother me or affect 99.9% of the UK- unless employed by them.
But these two are just ridiculous. Two multimillionaires going after other multimillionaires all for being born to families that won wars and disputes over the last 1000 years- and Harry is 
angry he was born second. 
If they don’t want to me part of the ‘Royal family’ then continue a quiet life with the millions his mum left him.



bwahaha!! Racism? Where? When?? Criticisism and call out of a proven liar isn't linked to racism whatsoever. Go educate yourself. People dislike this proven liar. This proven bully. People 
dislike this grifter called Rachel. People don't like someone who fakes victim Hood and who trashes anything they touch, and in this field this so called meghan is a pro at it. Everything she 
spews out of her lying mouth in order to seem relatable, is false or imaginary. how desperate is that. How pathetic is she when she is - proven - being constantly lying and bullying but 
keeps on going like a lunatic? Tell me now how much people do like her, desperately clinging on her nauseating fake victim of racism fairytale of hers. Calling it a white supremacy whatever 
systemic issue shows your lack of brain and racism. Now I would love for all the people and personal aids she bullied or reduced to tear (whatever their color of skin, mind) to have a 
platform and voice out how they were treated by this narcissistic sociopath bully.
And Harry is a documented racist
Oh we're all real people commenting,  and doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us ? 🤣
Bet it won't even be pirated it will be that crap.
me giving them the privacy they want: pause the video from the first second and go straight reading the comments
"It’s a big mistake to think about yourself. No one is interested in you in the long run. Don’t court popularity, it doesn’t last. Remember attention comes because of the position you are 
privileged to hold, not because of who you are. If you think it’s all about you, you’ll never be happy." Prince Philip
Another truck full of lies ; a pseudo- reality show about the supposed love story from the now separated toxic duo . With so many genuinely interesting, creative and empowering stories 
Netflix could have chosen to fund ; they invest millions into puff pieces for these two lying hypocrites. No wonder your stock is fast circling the drain . Cancelling my subscription. Do better 
Netflix
The part when Megan scream “it’s Megan time” really got me emotional and on the edge of my seat
I just threw up
The part where Meghan fought Thanos and went for the head, ultimately saving half of humanity from being snapped out of existence
🤡🤢🤮🤮🤮
I already guessed this was going to be bad but this trailer is mind-blowingly awful.

Perhaps Netflix realise they've got a sh!t product on their hands and they've decided to try for the "so bad it's good" route that ultimately redeemed Tommy Wiseau's "The Room".
Meghan and Harry are nobody without their connection to the Queen and the royal family. Both of them are talentless. They only know how to incite hatred against the royal family. They 
hate the Queen very much. They rejected her invitation to visit her. When the Queen died, they rushed to be there as a part of the royal family. For what??? Obviously they expect 
inheritance. Harry and Meghan are hypocrites and elder abusers. Meghan gave an over the top curtsy in front of the coffin only for promoting herself. She's the lowest of the low. A 
disgrace of humankind. She doesn't know what kind is.
I can't wait for their divorce toxic behind scenes documentary , and when their kids come out with same bs against them.
Pure guff and nonsense from the prince of pink pancakes and his narcissistic wife ! Can’t wait to miss it
Thanks to the Prince of Woke & Megxit for some great propaganda.
That reminds me- I must cancel my Netflix subscription.

Yes maybe the first show will be popular but after that it will fade just like her podcast. Only people who love to be victims their whole lives will like it.  Both of them are so phucking cringe.
My fave part is that Princess Charlotte will not have horrible memories about being bullied by her "aunt" when she was just 3 years old because thankfully, her mother is a strong, 
emotionally stable and empathetic mother. I wish all the best to the Waleses, they are doing great work. Hopefully the Royal family is now seriously considering cutting loose those that 
betray and endanger the family, it is not a healthy environment, no one wants to live in that type of environment.
I'll pass on this one as I can't stand these narcissistic  pair of glory hunters.🙄
Love the scene when Meghan hit by pig
no, it doesn't make sense to hear your story from you. you're biased and it would NOT be objective. yeah, let a narcissist explain themselves. surrrre.



Wow I have learned something today and that this is how you lead a private life out of the spotlight.  How did I get out of that spotlight tell everyone my life story?
I did exactly the same.
Excellent quote!
Wow. This is the ONLY quote that should be at the top so that everyone can read it first. No jokes, just raw truth.
Don't forget the part where she teamed up with 2 Meghans from different universes to fight the Queen Goblin, Dr. Catheroctopus, and Sandcharles 🤔
 @Marco  you’re so right! How could I have forgot 😂
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
My favourite part was about the steaks. 😋
It's just pitiful that these two 40 years olds can't buck up and just move the heck on!! I bet they blame everyone else for their current state and take zero responsibility. It's like listening to 
toddlers. Move on!!!! People in this world have real problems. I'm so sorry you are rich and famous... not!
So fake, so contrived, so narcissistic and nauseating.  It all went downhill for Harry when he met that venomous snake. I’m glad sensible people can see through their nonsense.
The stake was 80million dollars that's high enough. Yes 😅 money rattles.
The part where they state they will never fly again to save the planet was so stunning and brave
Absolutely no way will I give money to these two disgusting human beings!!! Netflix should be ashamed of themselves!!!
The Spotify podcast was awful and had very low listeners. This looks awful and will also have very low viewing figures. $130M wasted by the media companies.. I wonder if any others are 
going to fall into the same hole (I'd call it a "trap" but those don't work when you can easily spot them in advance which every non-woke person did)?
Definitely, my favorite part is when the Harkles couldn’t fit on top of the door with Rose and ended up sinking with the Titanic.
My favourite part was when Peter said "Shut up, Meg!"
for those without the thumbs down widget, this video is currently 13k thumbs up, 85k thumbs down. OH THE SWEET RATIO JUSTICE FOR THESE LYING SCUMBAGS.
😪  Is the camera ready
These two are grotesque. I would say that Harry is worse than she, but I’m honestly starting to believe that he’s actually quite simple. Meghan is just gross.
I HATE THEM BOTH MORE THAN ANYTHING I'VE EVER ENCOUNTERED IN ALL OF MY LIFE.
More Respect for the Prince and Princess of Wales. This pathetic, self-centered duo are just too gross to watch
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Here come all of the jealous ww and simp wm mad about them for what again???? They are free to do what they want with their lives. If they say they want privacy and then decided hey 
let’s do a documentary to show our side then there is nothing wrong with that. Folks always advocating for a strong marriage unit but then get mad at Harry for defending his wife. He did 
the right thing
Rejoicing crowds of South Africans filled the streets after this trailer was released 🎉
Cait says "Is this a joke? This has to be a joke!"
Anyone notice at 26 sec the stern look on Kates face.  Freudian slip Meghan.  Interjecting a rather stern looking Kate  with William pic as if they are the problem.  I actually feel bad for 
Harry.   He is in way over his head with his narcissistic wife.  Run Harry run.
Finally dear old dad will get to see his daughter,  son in law, and  grandkids, on a Netflix show. How lovely for him......
Move over Kardashian's the Harkles are coming the Harkles are coming.🤣🤣
Yes but they didn’t mean it.
 @Jack Hawkin  should add the word commercial, they will never fly commercial again 😂
Netflix had to sack staff but found the $$$ for this pair - disgraceful....



Haha, NOT, defending his wife then throw his family under the bus, hated the RF sooo much but need to relate themselves with the RF whenever possible just to keep their relevance, 
everthing from the start, oprah interview, podcast, cuts interview, harry's book n now this all related back to the RF,  they both well respected when the oprah interview came out though 
its proven most of the stories evidently were found not true.. But to keep dragging n bashing your family on n on n on from 2020 until now and get paid hundreds of millions for it are 
lowest of the low.
 @Jules Mail  the same family that threw his mom under the bus. The same family that threw the poor victims of prince Andrew under the bus. Oh you mean that family. The same family 
who enslaved MILLIONS of black ppl. Oh that poor family. Whyte woman tears activated lol 😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣😂  Sure we did…  This crass perpetual victims couple’s obvious lies are simply laughable.

The bit when Harry realises he can stop climate change by flying faster and faster around the globe in his private jet is definitely my favourite part especially as he was wearing his polo 
jodhpurs with his pants on top.  If that wasn’t thrilling enough then Megan opens that huge closet and pushed past all those designer clothes to get to the back and into the land where 
they still have joy & hope, she kills the red dragon and takes all the joy and hope back with her to the huge closet from where it can never be released again. Awesome.

I can't wait to see the scene where James Hewitt( Diana's lover) says to Meghan, Markle I am your real father in law I have no money and no jewels but lots of love and Meghan replies to 
him you are too poor for it I was born to be a duchess and live off royalty and then she takes him for a ride to an uncertain place where this man can never be seen again.
Megan is evil incarnate! Trash. Best way to make a narc go insane is not give her the attention. Bye btch.

Ps. There are a lot of real struggles in this world and many need help...rather than this woman complains a lot when in fact she has a lot to offer. But i guess its never enough for her...so full 
of herself.
To the tune of Beethoven's 5th: ♫ Nobody cares. Nobody cares. Nobody cares. Nobody cares... 😁
Didn’t they move to America to get some privacy? Like wtf
My favorite part is when they said the family is racist and then named their kid after the matriarch.
Can anyone give us an update on total dislikes?
Oh dear, another episode of whining millionaire brats! Pure cringe expected.

Disgusting of Netflix and the Markles to drop this trailer during a huge climate change charity event. For all their posturing, neither party give a damn about the environment. Petty and 
vindictive. I won’t be watching. It will be a whine-fest. It’s old news which they have already spilled over months. And it’s their only news. Dump them Netflix or we’ll dump you.
Netflix please do a documentary on the making of this tripe. The public do not want to be gaslit by two grifters who are out for revenge against  the RF. We know Their story and I'm not 
happy this disgusting pair made millions for telling lies. I have not cancelled my subscription yet but I am Going to because of this tripe. You need to read the room and show the dislikes  on 
this trailer. Do better!
when will james hewitt finally be acknowledged... harry... I am your father
The new meaning of privacy.
But you left "public life" for more privacy,  right?

I am going to grant you your wish.

Ignore.
Just cringe. Noone is interested in the ginger and the whinger



She is on a mission to make money out of lies & poor Harry I think is so dominated by her he just goes along.  As he said in his Engagement speech I think it was “Megan gets what Megan 
wants” no truer words could be said & again to launch trailer on the eve of  William & Kate’s arrival was cleverly planned & deliberate.  Very sly
Yeah, the same day that Prince William and Kate arrived in US. Why are they making it so obvious! Hope it's clear what type of ppl Harry and Megan are... 🙄 once this doc and book is out 
they will do another and another by saying we weren't accurately represented. They continue to make money off of the royal family by trashing them every chance they get. STOP giving 
these ppl a platform!!!!
I love the part where Megrid looks at her husband and tells him, “Yer not a Royal anymore, Harry”
As always, all is staged!
Repulsive. Pathetic. Fools.
Harry comment behind close door is so strange close the door let's do reenactment and turn the camera on 😂😂😂😂 close the door and turn on the camera 😂😂😂
“… wearing his polo jodhpurs with his pants on top.” 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Liked your reference to the red (Welsh) dragon.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Yet here you are 😁
😂😂
👏👏👏👏
Almost crying with laughter at this comment. Too funny.
85000 and counting hahaha
 @woowoo wwoo  thank you!!!!! Love it!!!! Hehehehe 😂
86k now...
 @D W  hopefully past 100K now
Lol, that's when she asks for her divorce
yeah… and when she flies trough the sky and saves a bird from a plane? so good!
It makes more sense to hear this story from us? As Meghan is talking alone in this trailer shot.
Vomit inducing trash. Please stay overseas - we don't want you here - now is the time to strip you of your titles.  We have the most amazing Prince and Princess of Wales, dutiful, loyal to 
their families, honourable, diligent, actually do a day's work, non grifters.  Everything you are not.
The time she cried in front her hermes scarf…..”we need monies herrrrrryy”
I loved the part where Megan and the kids saved the world well done elastagirl INCREDIBLE!
Her crying sitting on a 20 thousand dollar Hermes blanket/scarf shows the idiocy of these people.

Heroes in their own minds.
Zero interest in the "Message" preaching royal outcasts. Bla bla bla gossip tabloids... what a waste Netflix.
is this for real
They wanted to escape the limelight  yet they are the ones creating the narrative, pushing it on the people..sensationalising it!!
My grandma loved the part where Meghaleficent cursed Princess Aurora because Catherine was more popular…
Hear their story, they never shut up. It’s all we hear. Blah blah blah
BOLLOCK COUPLE
Meghan said she wanted peace and didn't care about publicity. LOL!
That part where the house fell on her and her flying monkey......so stunning and brave. CINEMATIC GOLD I tell ya



Омерзительная парочка.
My fav part was where Pearl came bouncing from behind the palm trees and said Catherine is the most inspirational person in history and Meghan cry’s into her £3000 blanket.
84k thumbs down🤣🤣🤣🤣
It’s intriguing how many ‘private’ moments seem to been lit, framed and captured professionally. How long have they really been planning this for? Has a photographer always lived with 
them? BTW the Princess of Wales looks as beautiful as ever.
Omg a documentary on a rich ginger prince who couldn't even graduate high school without the school cheating for him and who had to leave the military b/c he was too dumb to pass the 
necessary tests to advance. Also starring his narcissist and opportunistic wife who has never achieved anything without having a man hand it to her ...  the struggle
self-pitying losers.
God save the king
lol yes
The world knows one of them is an actress... One tear syndrome! Quite an artistic Dramatic pictures....was she laughing or crying???
Prince Joffrey and Me-Again have a new show on Netflix. Yay!
a lot of yall in the comments have way too much unemployed time 🦦
Can’t wait to hear them talk about Mr Markle. What did he do so bad for him to be disowned?
Where the hell are they getting the Money to take ALL These Photos ? A professional photographer cost lot of money! And they claim to be broke!? I sick of them ! The more I delete sites 
that feature them, the more pops up! Ass my YouTube browsing awful! DISGUSTING people! When is SOMEONE GOING TO HAVE THE COURAGE T TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT THE GHOST 
CHILDREN?
Megs been telling her side of the story for 2 years...I don't know what's new side she will make up this time🤔😅😅😅😅

Hi Netflix can we have more interesting drama/ movies please. I really liked Wednesday. Even the stuff on Dahmer was better than this. Please focus on interesting and entertaining shows.
Hmnn.. no offense but I think Meghan uses the royal family as her milking cow.. making money left and right, saying all the negative things about the royal family. Visiting the family just so 
she has a new story to tell and make money with. Also, she is like a little voice whispering to Harry how to rebel against his own family.. she is dividing the  family  because of her selfish 
motives... but I am not surprised because if she could do that to her own dad, how can she not do that to other people?  A beautiful face with an evil intent.. horrible horrible woman!! 
Sorry, just my opinion.. 😧😧
Cringeworthy. This needs to stop.
Hear from them before we watch it on the Crown you mean?
All they want is fame
Omg the time where Megan was responsible for changing the constitution & getting women the vote because she sent them a letter...
Didn't Harry say in their engagement interview "she was capable of anything"? he read her well !! 
The comments are gold.



The part where Meghan confesses to Harry...

"What if I told you none of it was accidental
And the first night that I saw you, nothing was gonna stop me
I laid the groundwork and then just like clockwork
The dominoes cascaded in a line
What if I told you I'm a mastermind?
And now you're mine
It was all my design
'Cause I'm a mastermind"
 
That was my favorite part
These comments are the best!! 😂😂
I am only here for the comments 😂
Meghan llorando con la manta de Hermes atrás...jajaja..pobrecita que pena da con sus millones y sus lujos conseguidos gracias a la monarquía que tanto desprecia :face-blue-smiling::face-
blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling::face-blue-smiling: CÍNICA. CÍNICA. CÍNICA.
I’m here for the comment section which is, and let’s be honest here, a billion times better than this  💩-fest of a “documentary .”    Also, HazNoBalls is not even playing a note on the guitar 
in the promo shot.  We all know he’s a total moron, but couldn’t his Minder Meeeeghan MiMi at least place his sausage fingers on the right strings?
I'm waiting for the episode where uncle Andy shows up.
No matter what people say, I love this couple! Especially Harry! ❤There are gorkha soldiers who worked closely with Royal family and when they retired and came back they told story 
about how good and kind is Harry then other royal members. Much love ❤ If i was them, I wouldn’t give a shit what people say. Who cares? They’re living their life and happy together! 
Unlike sad people who envy them and has problem in their every move.
Allegedly, she wore his dead mother’s favourite perfume to their first date. Meghan is sick, a vile manipulator.
😂😂😂
Ok you really made her sound really creepy...do you really have to put into words what everyone is thinking? 🤣😂 but you have the best comment.
She even wore his mother's favourite perfume. Weird because how would she know? She never googled him LMAO.
Ok Taylor swift 😆 😉
pretty sure she was a plant from the get go.  great comment
LOL @mary -- and -- "I'm only cryptic and Machaevellian because I care!"
BOOM 💥
I read this in her voice and laughed!
Yes, that's in the prequel called 'Yachtgirl, the way I slept through Uncle Andy and Harry to earn my keep'
how many times do you say the same story...... what other parts do we need to hear now.... and you recorded yourself.
T.R.A.S.H
Well I'm curious so I will watch this
That poor Harry kiddo says the same things for 5 years now 😂😂😂
Favourite part was when Meghan had to pretend she actually enjoyed having sex with Harry, without vomitting!
Literally who on earth cares 😂😂😂 this is so cringe, i cant 😂😂😂



Why are all their very recent photographs in black and white and their childhood photos in colour? 😂😂😂😂 tryna show the oppression ? the sadness of the post RF life of megan 
markle who went from a talentless nobody to a talentless rich whiner nobody after marrying harry windsor??  😂😂😂😂😂
Thank you for keeping the comment section open 🤣
Fair play to Meghan and Harry for telling their story as they have a right to. The royals are not untouchable. Still would have been nice if the family all settled this on an episode of Jeremy 
Kyle 😂😂
Hear more lies from you? No,.. no it doesn't.
❤❤❤
Meghan saving Christmas at Nakatomi plaza  was very stunning and brave... Harry wanted to do the yippie kai-yay but meghan put her hand on his shoulder to move him aside to tell her 
story. the story. its like we haven't heard from them since they left the royal family. I loved that part of the trailer
Really Netflix, they can barely make a magazine cover down here in Australia.  It’s the same old , same old, over and over and over again. Yawn. I’m watching Alone on BINGE.
I feel so sorry for them living such hard lives. Poor little things. I will pray for you.
Meghan’s truth is no truth at all.
The comment section is a vindication how much the common public hate MM. Next comes the sympathetic paid PR portal headings supporting the plight of MM.
Forget the fact that Harry comes from a royal family, but it's despicable that he purposely wants to humiliate his family. And to think he was doing it whether his granny was alive or not. 
Have some respect. Diana wouldn't approve.
Meghan gives off Casey Anthony "believe me" vibes. 😒😒
They really needed their privacy they said, but i keep seeing them everywhere. What is their definition of privacy i wonder since they are now presenting what's behind the closed doors. It 
feels like they are in my face all the time.
A Documentary about Narcissism, and its consequences
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Andrea Malloy  meghan killed hans gruber... 😂😂
 @VeeWee  I'm dead 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
This is the best yet 🤣🤣🤣😂
I'd love a version of die hard where Harry tries to do something the entire film.. but meghan brings out the claw and stops him right to the end it ends with Harry taking a breath audibly 
and the movie cuts him off....and meghans reporter friend scobie could be the cop!
bingo
I’m scared to think what she has chopped up in her closet eeeeeek
I never in a million years thought I'd lose respect for one of Princess Diana's children like I have for Prince Harry! He has really dishonored his Mother's memory with the way he's been 
acting by turning his back on his family and his country. He should be ashamed of himself.
"I had to do everything I could to destroy my family" - here I fixed it for you Harry.
どうしてこの夫妻は兄夫婦が🇺🇸に来てる中で静かに過ごすことができないんだろ…
自分達の事ばかり考えて行動してる…
ヘンリー王子とメーガンさんの日本でのイメージはとても悪いです😢
Yeah out of the spotlight ammarite?
1.  Netflix should be ashamed that they sacked staff in a cost-of-living crisis but managed to find $100mill for this pair and their self-indulgent bollocks.
2. If you want to turn your fortunes around, you only need to employ the people in this comments section - far more entertaining than anything Harry and Meghan can produce.
3.  Likes 11k, dislikes 59k as of 6hrs ago.



The book, the podcast, the appalling Oprah "interview" and now a TV show all to talk about the same thing. That's some mileage for a one trick pony!
This just might be the most expensive cringe ever made.
Bravo Harry has lost his entire family and has officially become a pariah along with his lunatic  controlling narcissistic wife. The Monarchy will continue and they both will become irrelevant 
just like the old king who abdicated for Wallis Simpson who in the end destroyed him and hated him
The best part was when Meghan and Harry turned Kuzco into a llama and threatened to burn down Pacha’s house.
Can’t wait to see this!!
professional victims. No thanks!
I'm sure there's some paint in my shed i can watch dry
Talk about using family secrets to make money.
I can’t believe this is going to air. It’s so calculated and manipulative from two people who want ‘privacy’. This will ruin them. Good riddance. They just look like fools. Go away Meghan and 
Harry. No one wants you anyway.
That a Content giant like Netflix thinks that two narcissists wallowing in self pity, revelling in inflated self love and intent on revenge for nothing is bizarre. Not enough to proliferate lies in 
the Crown, this BS is beyond the pale.
L0L..what a couple of clueless dipshits
She does voice overs as well! Don't forget she does voice overs as well. Did I mention she does voice overs as well?

No apologies not fooling anyone; I wouldn't watch this for the sum you wasted on the Harkles. I want to see the footage of her controlling him, H being miserable, them bullying staff and 
neglecting the children and her trying to crawl her way to notoriety by any means ...... NF  missed a trick. TIP perhaps a fly on the wall of their divorce and her ensnaring her next victim.
BRAVO HAR💖MEG🍀
I think we’ll be able to compare the Oprah liefest with what will be showed in this mockumentary…🤔🤔🤔
"When the stakes are this high...."

Literally no one cares about you Meghan 🤣
I really love this doc. The part where Meghan spawned a whole ark full of wildlife, to counteract that BP oil spill, inspired me start by own dish soap commercial enterprise👏😊
That time when Meghan ended world hunger really restored my faith in humanity. I never would have thought she'd sell her mansion, donate the $600m she got from Netflix and Spotify, 
and sell her private jet. Stunning and brave!
Quiero ver la escena cuando agarraron a la piruja de la Meghan robando las joyas de la corona.
These 2 are disgusting for destroying the Royal families good name
Me coming to check the comments every hour because it's far more better and interesting than the trailer itself
What Stakes… what story. They haven’t shut up from the day they left. Why do they think they so important that we need another bombardment of their victimhood narcissism explained 
to us.

🙄
I have no sympathy for them. They just want to make money and stir up trouble.
The best part? When Meghan threw down her staff, looked boldly at the Royals and said, “None shall pass!”
Why yes Of course I want to hear "Your Story" again, its so unique and deeply relatable to all of us that work min wage jobs and have no prospects in this shattered economy.
I'm pretty sure that with all the lies they told in the Oprah Winfrey interview that this will be not much better. You couldn't trust him or her as far as you could throw them
The comment section has me dying LOL



The opening music score Frog Princess by the Divine Comedy ( when talking about Frogmore Cottage ) Epic! 😂❤😂❤😂 Go listen folks!
I just hope Netflix didn’t demand any simulated fornication for this peek behind the doors or whatever Firecrotch said in the trailer. Meghan was forced to and paid 40k and episode to do 
bimbo sex scenes in Suits, 90210 and other forgettable YouTube videos, but she’s a feminist now guys, and   including tasteless sex scenes or intimate moments between this 
classy,authentic, carbon neutral, non GMO, whole 30 approved,organic, fair trade certified couple would defile the dignity and decency of this reality show.
What a bunch of ungrateful, self absorbed idiots. One second they want privacy, then this. And honestly what was done to them that was so bad?? Meghan has been a terrible influence on 
Harry, he would never do any of this without her
Ugh these two AGAIN 😐😑🙄
They tell their story ever year!!!!  We are sick of their story!  Meghan is evil!
Meghan 1....Chuck Norris 0🤣
This looks boring. I’d rather see the earth shot prize than this 💩 
God save the prince and princess of wales 👑👑
God save the king 🤴
Judging by this trailer, this is going to be like watching paint dry…boring. I’ll pass.
You're a twit
When you put ads on YouTube, make sure that you show men using your dish soap because if women use it that’s sexist. Meghan changed the world when she was 11 years old by pointing 
this out. 🤩
Well, unfortunately, she is too poor to own a jet. She has to (OMG) RENT!!
Same 😂 pause the annoying teaser just reading comments
Me too lol
Not watching the nauseating trailer, but, like you, coming back periodically to read people’s hilarious comments. They have far more interesting content, in my opinion,  than anything that 
the talentless duo can produce.
I'm with you 🤣
 @Timber Lover  haha I've paused it as well can't handle harry and his wife.
FACTS
Me too.. its witty 😆
Same
Same 😁
Same 😂
I’m not watching this crap either!!
Right?
Absolutely!!
Right here with ya. 😂😭
The two of them truly have no awareness of the world, outside of themselves.
And their "story" once again 🙄
Her insincerity is out of control
Is this supposed to help us better understand narcissism?



Lol... i understand why people are leaving Netflix.....
This is just messed up !!!
What’s next a tv show ?  
Or a movie ?
There are important matters in the world that needs attention and this is definitely not one of them !!
NONE OF US CARE WHAT YOU DO BEHIND CLOSE DOORS OR EVER BASICALLY

This is why I cancelled my Netflix subscriptions you hired the despicable traitors to my homeland and Crown.  Not interested in anything this couple have to say, their lies and despicable 
ways have caught up to them.  Who on earth has a cameraman taking photos in intimate moments, when she is pretending to cry, all this does is make it look like she planned it all from 
the start as many photos included here were taken by another person in the UK.  Taking photos inside Buckingham Palace is also not permissible unless approved.
Boring as f........
This after a failed podcast??? Lol! They are worst than a YouTuber posting a video every day to make some $$
NO ONE CARES ABOUT THESE ASSHOLES PRINCESS DIANA WAS MURDERED AND HER SON DOESNT GIVE A SHIT
Narcissistic twats. BOYCOTT Netflix
This kind of garbage is why I ended my Netflix subscription.
So a traitor and the filth that brainwashed him to betray his country want the world to feel sorry for them? Hard f*ckin pass!
Will ArchieBucks and Adopt-a-Bet turn up ?
Megan's totally checking the comments lol
No one cares
Both names should be a name for a cash app..cus they arr cashing out..100million dollar's no be joke for documentary
These 2 are so gross
We have to hear their BS story again? Really? How many times, because it was boring the first 50 I heard it on Lifetime TV.
When what stakes are high....?

Hey Harry and Megnut, why don't you talk about your children???? It's NOT JUST YOU ANYMORE!!!! YOU'RE PARENTS NOW! Children come first, you pathological narcissistic grifters. I 
hope child services take your children away. That poor little boy yesterday looked traumatised, was about to cry and hated you. Fk right off and stfu. You don't deserve children.
But who honesty wants to hear it? 🤮🤮
Who gives a crap?!?! Just shut up already and stop crying all the damn time!!!
Lol this dropped a bit later than expected.
So she worked for 6 days straight, mumbled some words like 'light', 'trees',  'stars' .. formed a big round ball of dirt, threw it into the atmosphere and then rested on the 7th! Ah-mayyy-
zing!
Time to remove their titles.
How many hours was the argument about whose name will go first???? Yachtgirl lost. She doesn't realise that being a mattress actress doesn't make her a Royal
F U Netflix. Harry and Meghan are horrible horrible people. Pathetic.
boooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo



So they escape to USA to avoid media and keep their life private! But ever since then, they can't stop acting for media, giving interviews, willingly being in constant spot light. Wth! What 
do they want 🤔
What a load of BS! These 2 are forty, not fourteen! What a  waste of time and money! C'mon Netflix.... do better!
💵
The biggest issue during the pandemic when we couldn’t speak to our loved ones, millions lost their livelihoods and who economies teetered on the brink of destruction Harry and Meghan 
left one palace for another
I'm living for the comments 😂😂😂😘
Time to cancel Netflix. Who wants to hear about 2 wealthy narcissists crying over their spilled milk? When people are trying to afford milk?  They are a joke. I'm triracisl and I don't expect 
anything from anyone but my hard work!!
What a bunch of cowards are Netflix and the Sussexes! Grow a pair and show the dislikes!
Well - I will not watch because they said that they wanted more privacy.
The BRITS are MAD 😭😂
Looking forward to it winning an award in Best Comedy section.
Like Mother like son❤
Love this! 🥰
Protect family but the royal family is his family.
The UK taxpayers spent £32 million on Harry and Meghan's wedding. 
What other country would spend that amount of money on Meghan for just one day? 
All those you say they love and support her, would they ask the taxpayers of their countries to spend that amount on Meghan for her wedding, for just one day? 
It was a rip off!!!
Yes, attention seeking ill people.
Yup, I spent .00002 seconds a knew this was going to be a turd.
Scumbags
How to say Don’t look at them,  look at me without saying Don’t look at them, look at me. 😂
These two are so predictable and jealous 😂
Harry and MeAgain now on Shitflix
I want to see how Megan would treat family ? And how Kate made you cry? Oops Megan 3 seconds Left Eye!
Dear god is that the best you could come up with after 2yrs & how much money, I wouldn't pay them in bottle tops. So pleased we got rid of Netflix, can't even bear her voice & were the 
tears from her left eye, what a party trick but then it's better than her acting

You paid $100M for this garbage?  That money could have gone to new and aspiring writers and producers who have the talent and commitment to produce materials worthy of watching.
Harry said he didn’t want to live in a fishbowl anymore.  How’s that going for you Harry? Seems he’s gone from fish bowl to shark’s tank - what a moron.
From the lost episode of Suits. I can't wait to watch this cringefest.
The only high stakes are Netflix got conned by a pair of no talent grifters.
Stfu Megnut, we've heard your story, your truth, your lies over and over again. Both of you need to stfu, go away and live that private life you wanted. Spare protect your fake family, just 
go away and stfu. Leave us alone!!! Hypocritical and ungrateful idiots
surely it should be called 'Meghan and Harry" ? its a misprint ....
Time to cancel my Netflix subscription. Shame on you, Netflix! Shame on you, for providing them a means to which they can spread their bile



Please make more films like Ozark make more films like the documentary ancient apocalypse The only people that care about royalty in Hollywood elite are the people that watch Jerry 
Springer you know the people in trailer parks with two chromosomes you just wasted money making this crap
This is just like "John and Yoko" ... except people actually liked John.
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" - 🎶 Money, money, money, mooney... MONEY !🎵 😁
Sick of the hypercrite harkles
poor Megan............
Gross. I won’t be watching the whining Duch-ass and her Prince.
"I had to do everything I could to protect my family", so I made documentary for everyone to see how I 'protect our privacy' ...makes sense..
Not gonna lie... she makes HIM look good!  I don't care what yal say! She's breathing life into this man!  Leave them alone!
Ok. But what is it these two want? They gave up their life in a palace for a Belair mansion. Netflix pay them millions of dollars for this Mexican novela. Why are they playing the victim card? 
“Stakes are high”?! What is she even talking about?!

I can't wait to see the scenes where Meghan says to the mirror, mirror mirror mirror who is the prettiest in this little kingdom and every mirror replies to her of course it's Kate Middleton.
These comments are better than the teaser.
That bit where Megan told Harry " don't move, he can't see us if we stay still" gave me chills....
$100 million Netflix deal. Part I.
Narcissist liar and man with no back bone , shame on them both for trying to destroy their families.
Hmnn.. no offense but I look at Meghan using the royal family as her milking cow.. making money left and right, saying all the negative things about the  family. Visiting the family just so 
she has a new story to tell and make money with. Also, she is like a little voice whispering to Harry how to rebel against his own family.. she is dividing the  family  because of her selfish 
motives... but I am not surprised because if she can do it to her dad who is hew own fleah and blood, she could do the same to Harry's family. A beautiful face with an evil intent.. horrible 
horrible woman!! Sorry, just my opinion.. 😩😩😖
All they wanted was privacy but they wrote a tell all book, did a tell all interview and now another tell all book. Plus a tell all podcast and tell all interview. These grifters are sickening. 61K 
dislikes so far lol
I’so going to watch this. Good drama !😁 And then I will never watch them anymore probably ! They are really dull when they don’t trash the RF😂
love how they tried to take some of this out when the Queen passed. 

Meghan played the victim with her own family, and they tried to warn everyone how toxic she actually is, now she is "trying" to play victim with the royal family unfortunately Harry is 
caught in her web. Hopefully he wakes up before she completely ruins him.
A narcissistic sociopath who trapped a vulnerable man who had issues. Won’t be watching
Everyone cries when they hear Megan and Harry .
Two idiots talking...
Ohhh these 2 fuckwits!....
Who takes photos of someone when they're crying & distressed? And who would let them? It's almost as if we're being manipulatwd by this thirsty pair
Why did you want to make this documentary?

Uuuhhh.....Money?
"No one knows what happens behind closed doors - which is precisely why we take thousands of photographs and videos of each other and 'leak' them to the media". Give it a year or two, 
and he'll be back in the UK, his little glass pipe back in his pocket, and she will be the most fervently sought out trophy grind in L.A. Bank on it.



Time to cancel my Netflix subscription.
Drama
He looks miserable..look at him now🤣🤣🤣
Lo hace ver bien? pues señora tiene problemas de la vista? este hombre nunca en su vida se ha visto tan miserable.
Leave them alone? They just got stupid amount of money to sell their own lives. Take a hike
Then why are they presenting this shit on Netflix if they want privacy? Come on, they're better leave all us alone
Right? 😂 These attacks are all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her 
narcissism, and so she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
😂😂😂
gold
😂🦖
The weeping angel 😂👍
 @Kirki Sté  "DON'T BLINK!" 🤣 For this train wreck, I'm not blinking!! 🤣🤣🤣
 @KT Rainbow  😂 you got it! I know OP was referring to Jurassic Park?  But it reminded me of the "evil" angels. Glad to see another Doctor Who fan in here ☺
 @Kirki Sté  heck ya!! Doctor Who is the $hiz!! Geronimo!
Please rate the show one star while watching it.
 @Jules Mail  No problem with that. I have no doubt it will be full of crap/lies. I’m already slightly laughing at Meghan crying on her Hermès blanket ...they are so relatable !  Poor 
them!😂
Who will watch this!!! Lol. No one sees what's happening behind closed doors....and nobody cares.
Love you Harry and Meghan.  Easily my favorite royal ever except Diana.  You guys stick to your guns and let people know the truth.  Those who will listen will understand.  Your Mom 
would be so proud Harry!  Bump all those that cannot or will not listen or understand.  Your Mom has your back and you have angels watching over you both.  <3
Hahahahahaha hear what from you ? More lies. If they weren’t cancelled before, they certainly will be now.
Pathetic. The Show of a Narcissist woman and a weak prince.
Not watching. I thought these idiots wanted ‘privacy’? No Thankyou
Disgusting couple.
ME-AGAIN has had everyyyything orchestrated from the moment she started dating Harry.  The narrative was written long before it even happened.Fame & Money are her goals, lack of 
respect for not only Harry's family, but even her own family!
 Harry is just the poor sap who is getting taken for a ride and he's so naive to even see it.
Nothing big happened to them yet they talked it like something real big had happened, so damn drama
Two vile, disgusting, egotistical grifters who are constantly moaning & groaning about their lot in life when people are struggling to heat their homes and pay for food. A despicable duo 
who are race baiter’s in the highest order. He is not the brightest button on the blazer and a nasty vindictive jealous person. Her a manipulative narcissistic fraud who spouts word salad 
about caring for the world when she doesn’t talk to her very own family, she thought she could go into the Royal Family and manipulate her way to the top seat and because she couldn’t 
get the top seat she is determined to destroy it and bring it down. Boycott this pity fest from 2 of the most privileged people on earth.
I am here for the comments🍻🍻🍻🍻🍻😜
Oh please!
The part where Harry left the toilet seat up and Meghan scolded him for his white privilege. So brave!
ODIOUS POSIONOUS COUPLE ! Closed doors - yep shut them and have the privacy you so wanted. Stakes so high ! Perlease ! One word - SHAMEFUL !



Family ? Who the hell is he talking about, father, brother, cousins etc are ..? THEY ARE FAMILY,  What the blazes is that woman teaching him..and don't think he's the dominant one, she 
pushes in front and makes all the speeches. When my partner has trouble with his family u encourage him to not over think it, narcissistic woman will not be done till she's destroyed 
everyone's lives.
The part where Meghan's single tear from her left eye stopped WW3 and brought truce between Putin n Zelensky. Wowzer. Indeed the stakes were very high. Gave the woman an oscar 
for saving a nuclear war
I will always hate Meghan
And everyone will 
Just wait
Thanks Netflix. I now have a definitive reason to cancel my subscription.
Why do I have a feeling that the Netflix producers are really enjoying the comment section?
And what the hell is going on with like/dislike numbers?! You cant change reality even if you dont show this. Pathethic pair!
When Meg told that carpet it could show it a whole new world. bites lip
This drivel is the reason I no longer have Netflix, however it has made me wonder if that pesky photographer was present when Archie was supposedly conceived.
Don't you know the fired director is enjoying the ratio.
You could be on to something here.  Ordinarily a comment section with this much vitriol is closed.  With the number of ‘dislikes’ so high - are they letting it stay open to put someone in her 
place - once and for all? Nobody deserves it more.
That part when Meghan  cured  cancer with the power of their love for money was real authentic. I was so touched, it made me cry diamond tears (3 seconds left eye).
boring, i hope netflix lose money on this pile of horseshit
Who cares 😂
Son of Hewitt has done well for himself being laid by the cuckoo. You must be either blind or utterly stulid not to see Harry is Hewitt's love child
Who cares? Really. They're just money grabbers.
I love the part when Megan turns to her family and says "was I adopted because I'm surely a princess". Then family proceed to sue her
Because nobody cares PH!
HARRY MARKLE AND ME'AGHEN TRYING TO JUSTIFY THEIR POINTLESS EXISTENCE !!!
Love you Meghan and Harry
Greetings Harry and Harry's wife we   know you are here by reading the comments.
How does it feel to be such losers? Class, dignity, respect, empathy and the really important virtues can buy us.
They try by all means to reach the heels of the future Kings and that will never happen because the ego, envy, poison, bitterness and victimhood that they carry does not let them get the 
best of you to be true world leaders and they The only thing they achieved is to be the world's mockery.
Poor you, Meghan, having to endure knowing that Princess Catherine beats you in every way because her beauty is not only physical, it is also inside and you only have physics.
The money that you and Harry are earning by profiting from and smearing the royal family will not buy you admiration, respect, affection, elegance, dignity, titles, tiaras, true love, 
happiness and all that both envy the future Kings.
Your fans are bought or stupid and I sincerely hope Royalty strips them of their titles, Holliwood because you were never from the A list and your poor political aspirations are Nothing 
without your link to true royalty.
you believe harry little and I remind you that you are relevant only because you married the ex spare.
Thank God that Prince William was born first and for the wonderful woman you gave him.
Lastly, Meghan, I imagine your ardor when you see the affection that we have here in the US and in the world for your Dear Princes of Wales. attention, affection and admiration that you 
dream of having and that you can only get by buying or photoshopping.



She is so trashy
Coming here for the comments👍👍👍 hilarious 😂
Bunk
The part where Meghan exclaims, "You're a wizard, Harry!" brought a tear to my eye!
I can't wait to watch. Kudos to you Meghan and Harry.
Thanks netflix for letting the comments section open, ahahahhahaha. So entertaining
That part where she cured world hunger with a single tear from her left eye. Emotional. Riveting.

Harry - "Non one sees what's happening behind close doors. That's why we invited the cameraman to shot Megha crying in Hermes"

I seriously want to know what's Meghan's secret in able to wrap Harry in her pinky finger and swirl around. I mean at this rate the man will even sell his two kidneys if she demands
Trash
She’s spent more time and energy bad mouthing the Royal family then she spent as an actual working Royal. How many more times can we hear about the “racism” she endured?
😂😂😂😂😂
I thought it was right eye 🤔🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The power of their love for money 😭
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
😂
Your left eye
3 seconds
You guys are killing me 😂🤣😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣
Bwhahahahaha
to your left eye, or right eye?
😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @TADEJA U  this one 😢
Yes, that was good, but the scene where Wills and Kate pranked Harry and told him that Meghan had been kidnapped by the Dread Pirate Roberts and Harry climbed the Cliffs of Despair to 
rescue her only to find out that they were pulling his leg had me ROTFL.
LOL. Good one!



I enjoyed the part where Meghan fixed global warming by sitting in the back seat of a Land Rover to get to the fully gassed up private jet. 

AND 

The part where she screamed  WAKANDA FOREVERRR as we rallied behind her 43% Nigerian roots.
 @SA  kek
Another triggered brit lol
South Africa did not dance on the streets as she claims unless South Africa was very small.  She needs to tell us where she was in South Africa cos we didn't see any dancing - didn't even 
know they were here
Has she terraformed Mars yet? Oh no, sorry: that's episode three. Spoilers.
 @SA  Hehe!! 👏👏
O if wishes were horses , beggars would ride .
That part where harry killed so many animals for royal sport, he is such an animal lover
Someone will literally be in a mental health crisis and saying they felt suicidal and you'll still go against that and double down on disbelieving them and making fun of them? That's toxic asf, 
don't you get that views and comments like this are why they can't be quiet about things.
 @Ontheroxxwithsalt  you seriously just said rotfl in 2022?! 🥲
 @SH  you don't believe someone hounded by the public and mistreated by the royal family amongst other things would double down and lie about her depression? Why would she choose 
to lie about something like that when she probably already knew people would be even worse to her but she knew it was important to speak about her struggle.
 @SH  no one usually is ever really "cured" of mental illnesses they just learn ways to live with them. They detached from the royal family because it was so toxic for them but still people 
can't let it go with her.
All haters get over it he didn’t want a white girl. That’s what you mad about, you don’t want them to tell their story , but bmedia and royals been talking for 6 years. They lived it who 
better to tell it but them. But haters Ken Karen and racist people want to be silent why? Because the truth hurt any most of you are mad because Harry didn’t married a white girl. He 
didn’t want one so why are you so mad at Meghan. Harry chose her.
Almost as good as the Christ on the Cross one 
@ Anna so how did the royal family mistreat them exactly???
Lol 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Ah a documentary about their private life... makes sense.
Ugh ... no.  I saw the Oprah debacle.  Once bitten twice shy.
What a couple of complete a-holes. Lol
Just shoot me.
Wow! So many jealous and bitter comments comments on here. 
Shouldn’t love be celebrated irregardless, no matter who it is?
What’s the point of dropping all these trolling spiteful comments? 
Like ask yourselves how does this level of hate make my life better?
Can't get over how people just love to beat up on them...I don't think Diana would appreciate these attacks, Harry doesn't deserve them at all and frankly, neither does Meghan. Just trying 
to be happy and live their lives. So shove your jealousy, and judgments and just let them do what they want.
How dumbed down can Netflix go? I thought that daft boy and his grifter gal had left for privacy in the US not to be plastered all over tge tv begging for sympathy? This is a mess.



We’ve never STOPPED hearing THEIR story.  Ffs, enough already!

I find the timing of this drop and the cut to William and Catherine in this trailer absolutely despicable.

“I have to protect my family” - from 2 people who have literally exploited, used, abused and promptly discarded both their families.

For the record, an actual love story doesn’t need to be continually proven like these two constantly do.  Enough already - they are just embarrassingly desperate at this point.
The part where Meghan convinced Putin to invade Ukraine was disappointing and heartbreaking.
No no no 😡
More whining and groaning, more put downs and so much for valuing your privacy. Any excuse to have cameras on you.
I thought they wanted privacy! These two need to get real jobs!!!
The royals return home when bearing children has stopped
They are so annoying and hungry for fame,
Harry & Meghan - The Ginger and the Whinger.
Hell is not a nice place…….
I truly hope that this “documentary” will not receive the attention and the view counts they hope for so that this money making scheme of them breaks down. If this turns out to be a 
success, the antics will only continue to rise. His book is the same story. It’s so appalling how anyone could use private matters to make a “living”. Just gross.
Who gave Megan the right to feel like she can slag off a monarchy she knows no actual history about , spent five minutes playing the part, 
Why isn't she getting sued left right and centre , 
All I can say is
LONG LIVE THE KING

Urg this is so cringey and tone deaf. Netflix needs to do a "simple life" style series with these socialites and royal family members instead. Bring them back down to earth a little bit.

Ok already problematic! 
1. “Not everyone sees what happens on closed doors”- Harry, not everything are meant to be shared to the public. Family affairs are not public affairs. There are proper and other avenues 
to go to other than the television. 
2. “Protect my family at all cost” - from what?!!! From who?!!! You’re not any threat from anyone. You are the same people who put the target and threat on your own selves. 
3. “When the stakes are this high” - what stake? Stake on the money and power? There were no stakes… it’s family and service. You are not meant to fight with family or escape service!
Why don’t you ask THEM? Because you reap what you sow.
The "trolling spiteful" comments serve a purpose in holding a mirror to this absurd couple, asking for yet more sympathy whilst millions are genuinely starving in the streets. They also 
made me laugh.
 @Danny Brook  And who made you a moral judge? Like you don’t have your own shit to deal with.
 @Nina K  I don’t think they care about what you think. Sorry
 @Surely Ashley  exactly, everyone has shit to deal with. I just get on and do it, they do nothing and bitch about it.
I feel like they are invading MY privacy at this point in the game. I can’t open a single app on my phone without seeing their smug faces.
Both r becoming repulsive. They both quite royals life for privacy. Yet their stories is non stop on tabloids, Oprah interview, netflix docu. Harrys memoir coming next year. Phew. The only 
time they were lil private ws at the height of the covid when people were dying. Both suffers frm victim syndromes.



Stakes so high ? What stakes ?
The part where Meghan said she wanted an Oompa Loompa and she wanted it now—the look on Harry’s face!   Classic!  Counting the moments until this mockumentary drops…hopefully 
into a black hole.  Oh, wait—is that racist?
Couple of self serving narc grifters telling their ‘story’ , how many more stories do they have to tell. Privacy ha what a joke, they are pathetic. Spare should be ashamed of himself
Yes no one knows what’s happening behind close door. No one knows how you manipulated unintelligent harry😂 Your days as duchess are numbered megain!!!
Crying because they told her she couldn't be Queen.
0:25  clearly trying to frame kate and william
All their stories lack.... Consistency
There story lies after lie
My favourite part was when Meghan applied her bronzer, threw on her Hermes blanket-cape and flew off to fight prejudice against pathological liars. Brought a tear to my left eye
Nope!
wow...dropping the trailer on the day of Kate and William's tour AND showcasing grim faced Kate front and centre on the trailer. How much more jealous and insecure can Meghan/Harry 
show themselves to be? While in the UK, Kate and William invited them along for the walkabout. What stark maturity differences between the two couples.
How many versions of their story are they going to put out there. What are we on now, 5, 7?!
Such bs
They are both liars, they are both boring as hell 🤣 . If I hadn’t already unsubscribe from Netflix…. I would of for this rubbish!
Nope. Won't be watching these two liars and I just renewed my  subscription.
Meghan doesn't need a documentary to solve her “problems.” She needs to visit the Wizard of Oz and ask for a brain... And maybe some decency and class as well... 😂
Harry and Megan never said they wanted privacy.
Netflix you should do better . A 6 part series of this fake royals ? You should listened to your subscribers. We prefer the real royals. Perhaps you should have a show for family counselling. 
Bring in the real royals and let us hear their point of view as well. That will be fair and square. This is like a broken record of the same old stories. When you married into a wrong family or 
should I say you let a wrong woman into your family. Good job Harry. I do now believe you are your mum’s love child. You have validated yourself. Anyway I didn’t subscribe to Netflix to 
watch this soap opera and family drama. Can you bring much more quality show for your clients. If not time to cancel the subscription.

And since this company will not earn on this doculies, they are now earning from our views on this teaser, because they know that this will be a flop and many people will unsubscribe
Should have been the right eye, more impact.
😂😂😂 that’s brilliant 👍
🤣👏
Too much 💥💥💥
Brilliant
Another triggerd brit lol
The only one that got triggered is you 😂😂
😂😂
One tear, right eye, GO!
🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The pathological liar in this equation is… Meghan. 😔



 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  hey! Do you remember when Meghan was on Prince Andrews yacht with no top on? Yeah, something about yacht girls getting paid to 
"entertain" wealthy men on yachts 🤣🤣🤣 nothing like a village bicycle "everyone gets a ride" -Austin Powers

 @KT Rainbow   No because I don't know them, and I wasn't invited to their yacht. See, I live in reality and know, I'm not a part of their family or their friend or in their circle. I have a life.
meeowch 😹😹😽 I hope you write for a living!
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  🤣 and yet here you are, talking like you know these two 🤣 look up "Little Miss Forgetful" 🤣 it's a great story of how they lied in court. 
👍 If you are a victim, you shouldn't have to tell so many lies. The truth speaks for itself. Unfortunately I don't think this couple knows the difference between the truth and a lie because 
all they ever do is lie. They are quite sad, really.
 @KT Rainbow   No, I fully admit I know nothing about the whole lot of them. Unlike u who clearly wants to be an insider. Very desperate to be involved in their lives. Proof is in all your 
comments. Reality check, u know them as well as they know u. lol smh
🤣😂🤣😂🤣❤🇦🇺
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  is that you Megsy?
Take a day off sweetie
The REAL ROYALS ARE IN TOWN .
🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣
🤣
my favorite part is when people like u comment about her being fake and how you dislike them e but yet u take time out of ur day tc comment t and know everything about them . keep 
being hater . lol
 @Alvina Hurtado  read the room. Vvvvery few people share your love of H&M anymore because they've done their research on them. Just look at the shear number of "dislikes" and 
negative comments that are on this trailer. You are the fan they don't deserve, and sadly probably the fan they could care less about.
 @KT Rainbow  And what's up with the tattoo on her bum that signifies "enter here?" Is it a white bunny or something else?
 @No Wire Hangers  🤣😂🤣😂
 @MrsWhiskey001  Oh, she's a liar and a hypocrite. She should add that to her list of all the men she bedded...uh, uh, uh...I meant her resume!
3, 2, 1, go!
 @S Bye  🤣😂🤣😂 You should listen to HG Tudor's description of the Sugars. Makes the illiterate one look smart! 🤣😂🤣😂
You mad or nah ? 😢🤣
😂
The fake tear once she claimed she can 🤣
 @Mellow Yellow  Thanks! I'll check it out!
 @Nina K  😂😂😂😂😂
What about tearing her right eye at wrong time after blasting all internet about her crying talents?? ....  No one but her dim wit husband and racists like herself are impressed
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I don't think mad megs and Harry have a life despite their 16 bathrooms. They are always whinging about something. That's how we know so 
much about them. And it would seem they want to let us know more! Lucky us!
😂😂😂
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  did you figure out you're the only H&M fan in the entire comment section moron?
 @Alvina Hurtado  How about it not being hate that gets up people's noses but bad behaviour and lies. Have you considered that or do you have low standards so it doesn't matter.
 @KT Rainbow  They never ever said anything about Andrew not a word, strange that everyone else denounced his behaviour, that for  me is a very sticky one what does he know and 
where has he put his wicket one wonders?  Andrew could actually save himself by telling the real truth !



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
hahaha - very funny -  which all this is really!
 @Alvina Hurtado  we came her to comment and this like this trash like you🤣🤣🤣🤣
Her skin is whiter than mine. I would never have guessed she had a mother of African descent.
 @Rosemary Woolley  U know they don't actually go to ur home, come inside and brag about those things to ur face right. haha  You actually have to actively search for Harry/Megan 
content to be so bothered by their life and what they have. hehe smh
 @Alvina Hurtado  People who tell continually tell PORKY PIES get found out and NORMAL people will retaliate..IMHO
@ Tatum Van Heerden.  She was so relatable in that scene!!! It was my favourite too 💯😅😂
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  oh nooo, not another fake do gooder 😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Elenor Riley  have no idea what ur saying .didn't the family just get expose for being racist or are u still denying that
 @live life  ur laughing but ur comment doesn't even make sense . if that was supposed to offend me or hurt me try again . how do feel that the royal family just got exposed for being 
racist.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  
nope, I am African actually
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  So they are never front page news,! Stupid man you can't avoid them. They make sure of that. Not sure what planet your on. You also sound 
very childish. Are you still at school?
 @Rosemary Woolley  Didn't mean to trgger you. lol They are not on front page "legitimate' news. They are on supermarket tabloids and UK rags. hahaha smh
 @Tatum van Heerden  Anyone can say whatever they are on social media. lol Means nothing really but I'll give you the benefit of the doubt. ;)
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  They are on all media outlets and you know that. They even come up on you tube all the time. So stop acting innocent. That's why they 
trigger me but not you love. I'm enjoying having this conversation as you are not the type of person I would engage in serious discussion. This is just a distraction from reality. But I do have 
more important things to read and listen to so going now. Take care.
 @Rosemary Woolley  I think you have legit news sources confused with social media platform algorithms lol On youtube for example, what videos come up in your suggestions are videos 
you've either searched for or clicked on or liked or commented on. Or even based on what you've chosen for in interests when you opened your accounts. lol It's not news sources putting 
them in front of you, it's you. ✌
 @No Wire Hangers  Another royal watcher fanboy trggered. haha Megsy? creepy much? 😁Care too much 'mate"😉
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  You tube normally throws up what is in the news which is what I am mostly interested in. Fool. All you have done is proved my point. Bye 
now. You are no longer of interest to me so don't answer.
 @Rosemary Woolley  Didn't mean to make you upset with facts. lol Youtube makes money off things you're interested in and searching for. Happy Meg & Harry hunting! 😅
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  😂🤣 and yet everything I know about them is public for anyone to: read a magazine, read news articles, watch the Oprah interview, watch 
the court (I'm guessing you watched the Amber Heard and Jonny Depp case... why? Why were you invested in their lies? 🤔🧐), match the lies by just using a search engine to see if she 
really was trapped in the castle with no passport..... Oh wait, she went on vacation to over 15 countries with her passport 😂, what's the investment? Same as with anyone else; expose 
their lies. 👍
 @KT Rainbow  No cuz I'm not interested in any of them Haha Royals, depp, amber none  of them. Haven't read or watched anything on the kadashians either. Cuz it doesn't interest me. 
Unlike u who seems to be obsessed based on all ur comments about yachts oprah and... passports? hahaha I think ur projecting ur obvious preoccupation with all of it onto me. Sorry, 
wrong guy. 



 @Alvina Hurtado  OMG this is paid commenter!! 🤣🤣🤣 All of Alvina's subs are to white women who do beauty tutorials and one black man called "Nate Law" 😂🤣🤣🤣 how much 
are you getting paid? per comment? 🤔🧐 Next time, when Harry wears his ñaz1 uniform and one of the royals asks "yes, but where do your people come from?" I'm gonna ROTFLMAO!! 
Or perhaps a South Korean dress? 🤔🧐 I love not knowing what my ancestry is and then dress up as a random Asian and when people ask where my people come from I can act offended 
even though IDK,  but I'm wearing culture appropriation. 🤣🤣 GTFOH!
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  ok Meghan. We're all bored of you. That's why no one is commenting back. Enjoy the repercussions of your Tomfoolery 👍😂🤣
 @KT Rainbow  Need to get out of the house more lady. More to life than royals, oprah, people with yachts, court tv. haha
 @Alvina Hurtado  do your research😬
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  but you're replying. you must be interested :)
 @Elenor Riley  Not interested in the royals no. Very interested in the people who get trggered by them yes. It's hilarious to be so bothered and obsessed with people you've never met and 
act as if you know them and are personally hurt by them. hahaha It's comical.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  LOLOLOLOL should say the same for you you are also fixated with your own agenda LOLOL

 @Elenor Riley  U are obsessed with rich, pretty people who will never engage with u or even ever acknowledge ur existence and I'm entertained & dumfounded at the preoccupation with 
such elites. Ok, if in your mind that's the same, believe what makes ya feel better. hahaha smh Unlike William, Kate, Meg & Harry, at least I talk to u right? hehe ;)
 @Elenor Riley  Majority of the people here are obsessed with rich, pretty people who will never engage with y'll or even ever acknowledge y'lls existence and I'm entertained & 
dumfounded at the preoccupation with such elites. Ok, if in ur mind that's the same, believe what makes y feel better. hahaha smh Unlike William, Kate, Meg & Harry, at least I talk to u 
right? hehe ;)

 @Elenor Riley  Majority of the people here are obsessed with rich, pretty people who will never engage with y or even ever acknowledge yr existence and I'm entertained & dmfounded at 
the preoccupation with such elites. Ok, if in yr mind that's the same, believe what makes y feel better. hahaha smh Unlike William, Kate, Meg & Harry, at least I talk to u right? hehe ;)
 @Elenor Riley  Elenor Rley is obsessed with rich, pretty people who will never engage or even acknowledge her existence and I'm entertained at her preoccupation with such elites. That's 
the same in her mind? Whatever makes her feel better, I guess. lol Unlike William, Kate, Meg & Harry, at least I talk to her, right? lmao ;)
It will be a flop, but reached almost 2 million views on a trailer in less than a day. 🤔 If you say so.
 @Marie Joan  because of curiosity but it will just be here because people just wants to comment about this but i know that this will be a flop and people will unsubscribe just what 
happened to spotify and other companies that deals with them, no one wants to watch Ambers twin sister
 @Pia🦋  😂😂
 @Marie Joan  you wanna bet? People likes temporary entertainment but will never forget that Meghan Mandela Markle is the Queen of Lies🤣🤣🤣
 @live life  don’t mind her😂look at the likes and dislikes of the teaser, it has bigger number of dislikes😂numbers don’t lie but magaliar does😂
They have recently stated that they want to 'distance' themselves from this.... 🤔🤔
Mm and prince hairball are broken up
Little known fact about Meghan Markle...she gave me her kidney. And her liver. And an eye. Not only did she donate her organs to me, but she performed the surgery, too. On both of us. 
She is just such a giver!
Not interested in these two one bit, just clicked on to see all the down votes 81k as off 12/02
Unless they race swap Harry, I'm not watching.
" I created this documentary to get back at the Royal family because I am a narcissist'. Just remember dear "When embarking on a path of revenge, dig 2 graves".
Didn't the "The Meg" come out a couple years back?
Love beautiful couple perfect Sussex congratulations adorable good jobs 😍😍😍😍😍🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩😍😍😍
F the royal family. Racist ass counts



late breaking news...who gives a rats A$$
The Clown
Harry you utter disgrace - and Meaghan plays the ho she has always been
I still can't believe Harry and Meghan are almost complete with the cure for cancer. They are going to save the world. All the lives they are going to save is just amazing. They are true heros 
I'm dying to know about their arguments and sex life behind closed doors. Such a heartbreaking story of them
Wow 81K dislikes on this trailer and 12K likes.  Wow that's not looking good.
"We want a quiet life" LOL. Attention seeking liar. That said, the part where Megan walked into the UN and stood on the desk and shouted "ARE YOU NOT ENTERTAINED" sent shivers 
down my spine. So stronk womex, stunning and of course YASSSS GURL SLAY brave!
For a couple that hate publicity so much …
Harry I thought you haven’t been able to accomplish much after leaving your fam. I was wrong. You have certainly accomplished to push your fam away! I hope is worth it to you.
It's very telling to me that the vast majority of negative comments always cast Meghan as the villain. Harry has as much, if not more, responsibility for this situation because he knew how 
"the system" worked.
So is this their plan for the next 10 years? Make a living by trashing their family😄
please  go back to England WE don't need anymore freaks- WE already have the Biden Circus 10 ring horror show
but was it the eye that can cry in 3 seconds, that would be the real gift that keeps giving
LOL !!!!
You have diabetes.
 @Nina K  what does that have to do with my diabetes?
 @Scott Malkinson  “what does that have to do with my diabetes, I am Scott  Malkinson and I have a lisp and diabetes”
 @Nina K  Hey don't make fun of my diabetes.
Delusional Meghan Mandela Markle🤣🤣🤣
Absolutely.
Так вот как выглядит "ПРИВАТНОСТЬ" 🥴
Meghan the snake 🐍
Privacy and silence are not the same thing, folks.
We wait to see the inconsistencies of this verses the memoir
SUCH CR@P!!!..and, Netflix wonders why they lost 200,000 subscribers!! 😏
the amount of hateful comments 😑 what a sad world we live in . No one knows these two personally and yet have so much shit to say about meghan. humans are the worst
I can finally sleep after watching these two wanting their privacy and their truths. Such an inspiration. I too, am learning how to be a narcissist
The big platforms like twitter, Instagram, TikTok and now YouTube, wow it's amazing, Harry and Meghan you will always be famous 😎❤❤❤

If I wanted privacy and to take myself out of the public eye for the benefit of my family I would most definitely choose a fly on the wall access all areas Netflix series. Good choice H&M
Деньги не пахнут
Anyone that actually cares about this or is excited to see it... They need to find themselves. This is... sad.
This is a MASSIVE MISTAKE HARRY 
You are selling yourself for dinner tickets and speeches. You both could have done something worthwhile. The crown is 1000 years in the making who are you and your wife to be against 
this.



My favorite part is when meghan has to go back to being a yacht girl again (naughty) because her useless husband is not the man of the house and she has to take the role of provider and 
since she loves to share intimacies well what better than hers.
another of my favorite scenes is when harry and meg know that without being related to true royalty they manage to have relevance poor little losers.
Gar'bage
why did you hide the number of dislikes on this post?
Meghans so awesome, I love how she rescues chickens.. but also enjoys roasting them. I love how she's all about female empowerment & even wears the hair of impoverished women in 
solidarity with them. Her compassion knows no bounds, unless we count poor Thomas Markle living in Mexico having suffered multiple heart attacks & not so much as a phone call from 
the Harkles. She loves her rescue dogs, well except Bogart who got dumped because he didn't like Harry or the beagle Guy, who mysteriously broke 2 legs soon afterwards. Atleast their 
environmental concerns are genuine, those private jets everywhere & limiting their family to an only 16 bathroomed home for 4 ppl in drought sticken California. I enjoyed when they went 
to Africa & amongst the world's poorest people complained about how no one asks if she's ok.. the clearing out of the stands at Wimbledon.. spending millions of tax payers dollars on 
awful outfits & refurbishing frogmore cottage to the tune of millions before quitting as working royals right afterwards..ahh a true humanitarian & not at all an asinine vile narcissist playing 
Harry for the idiot he is .. love her! 👏👏👏
I will cancel my Netflix subscription since money is being spent to produce this drivel.
I came for the comment section because someone recommended. Wow. You got to give them credit for allowing it open. Very brave. Good first step to embrace some reality.
My sincere hope that the millions paid to make yourself the butt of public ridicule had been worth it.
i love the part where Meghan shouts out loud in a deep voice dressed in Greens,  " Get to the Chopper"
rate! Netflix coverage and commitment that Harry and Meghan's trailer have unleashed is impressive, I already see a sure success in the documentary 
I didn't know you need to personally know the liars to know that they are horrible liars lol
Once a liar always a liar..You can ask Meghan Mandela Markle about that🤣🤣🤣🤣
Famous of dislikes🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @live life  Do you only see them? 😂 Look how many views it has and not only on this platform and look at the likes and not only on this platform 😎 I'm sorry you can't create bots on 
other platforms hahaha 
all these things come from her not from harry since william and harry have correct education and meghan has no education she is very ordinary that saddens that harry has married a 
woman without any kind of education😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢
They are poor now ....they needed this money .... How will they survive w/o money
The part where Meghan performed a Stone Cold Stunner on Vladimir Putin and restored electrical power to all of Ukraine is awesome. So brave!
Lady Diana was the true royal. Meghan is nothing compared to her.
when the comment section will be more entertaining than wat they're pushing....
Two scammers who just can't stop the scam.
This gonna be so shit. Both need to go away and live in a tee pee somewhere.
Getting ratio'd by the way. 😂
and.. that's one more reason to cancel netflix subscription. You guys are terribly out of content that you had to make this trash!!
When Harry is faced with people attacking his wife and children the way you all attacked his mother, is disgusting. A boy who grew to be a prince met a girl who became a star. Changing 
commercials national campaigns as a kid. Always a fighter. Keyboard warriors say whatever the F you want. But america has Harry’s back. Meghan is always with us. Especially so. the ironic 
part about a bunch of colonizers, telling a person that was colonized  What to do it’s pretty sickening go look in the mirror.
People came out for Amber Heard and eventually realised they'd taken the wrong side of history. Do you seriously not see that you're doing the exact the same thing here? Stop now, 
while you can. Just like Amber Heard, the people now see what Meghan Markle is really like and just like Amber Heard, the only people left supporting her are the stalwarts who refuse to 
see what the majority of the rest of the world can see so clearly. This doesn't end well.



I am so hoping she tells the dish soap story again. While I was just messing around doing nothing at the age of 9, MM was heroically saving humanity from the evils of dish soap advertising.
Traitors
As an American I’m not big on Monarchs.  

People I care about less than monarchs:

People who are rich and do nothing to earn it (H&M)
Communists
Socialists
Woketards (H&M)
Traitors (H&M)

Notice I include Harry and Meghan in three groups of people I care about less than monarchs?
Outrageous that they've dropped the trailer when Prince and Princess of Wales have just arrived in USA. Looks like harry is extremely jealous of Prince William.
One day their children and grandchildren will look back on this and think about why their mom and dad threw their legacy and family connections away on the basis of a giant sulk.
Oh brother…
They both are jealous to Prince and Princess Of Wales. They have tried their best to put spotlight on them. What a shame. Privacy my ass
I hope she talks about being a Yate girl and shows pics videos of it! Lol
This woman 🙄
uhh ohhh..so sorry you are born a prince and married to royal. geeeshh
America??lol nobody cares about Harry in America..Nobody attended his UN speech..He is not and will never become the future king. Get over it.
I understand Anna. I too wasted my whole childhood playing with toys and going outside to play. This makes me understand what a true Hero Magnet is. But to be fair I too could have 
saved the planet from Dishsoap if my Dad had made up a story like that for me too. 🤣
I dont understand the trolls in the comments other than being victims of the kind of brain washing that they sued the Mail for and won (sheep) They are not on any UK payrolls at all , they 
even paid back money for restoration to frogmore house that they certainly did not need to do and as a result of shocking racism that was so blatant in the UK press they left the UK , of 
course they have to earn a living to pay for the ridiculous security they require after the Queen cut them off from Royal protection just as she did to his Mother Diana . Cue the relentless 
bullying from jilted Piers Morgan that became obsessive like a mental health problem he was having , and lets not forget this is a man who tapped the phones of murdered childrens 
Mothers as well as a ehost of other people and even was instrumental in a pay per listen phone in to listen to Dianas personal private and intimate love life AFTER her separation due to 
Charles cheating on her from day one of the marriage . The trolls here talking about a private life cannot differentiate between them being able to speak their truth and press invasion and 
pure fantasy bullying and lies hence the press losing the court case for defamation . The relentless trolling by these brain cell challenged sheep is completely nauseating at this point .. and 
there are def some green eyed monster jealous mean girls in the house  that's very evident ... All victims of click bait brain washing .. I Look forward to this documentary .. Best Royals ever 
!! Diana would be so proud of Harry .. the stuff he has done in his short life is truly astounding
Crap  like this is why hubby and i cancelled our Netlix sub. We would search for "Romance" hoping to enjoy an evening of Netflix and chill and if the vibes were good, an evening of Netflix 
and thrill. Total turn off when 13 out of the 15  movies that were recommended to us were gay, lesbian, trans or junk  celeb socialite crap like this. We didn't want your propoganda, so we 
quit giving you our money. So glad we aren't paying for this kind of fakedocusocialengineeringjunk now.
Jus wow.



Meghan hurray to you and Harry. The evil Brits don't sleep. Evil haters are full in this commentary. That is why the Americans booed Willie and Waite Katie at the basketball game. W&K 
evil fans continue to destroy their image all over the world.
Oh my…. It’s a sad indictment of no direction in life when all you can do is rehash the same story what actually are you hoping to achieve seriously???? You could have been truely great 
but sadly not. Your truth does not make it THE truth.
Love the part where she says that behind closed doors there is a photographer to watch her cry while Harry juggles balls
Netflix I sincerely hope they recorded every time meghan exploded with rage and jealousy when she saw the beautiful future Queen catherine looking phenomenal and meghan wallowed 
screaming: why can't I be her? I hate her! After her crisis, she would like to console herself by planning to wear similar clothes like the ones the princess wore at the movie premiere, 
dreaming that she would look better when not even in her best dreams. If they are in this documentary I don't miss it.
greetings harry and meghan are my favorite jesters!
So does this end their transition from "royalty" to "untitled public figures"? When will they stop profiting from the status they seem to despise so much? That Netflix is behind this is the 
punchline of the joke.
guess their pocket money got over, hence these jokers are back at doing what they do best - selling trash
Pathetic…we heard the story many times..broken record.  Nothing but Fake royals competing with Real Royals. 😂
and the best is yet to come, after the divorce Meghan opens up about Harry treating her like a Slave!!!, she even had to make him a cup of tea once,, well the kitchen staff she asked them 
to make it, but its the thought that counts.
Meghan states Harry is upset that hes not a real prince anymore, the boys back at the army barracks are calling them names like Ging n Winge,
Harry argues with Meghan , look what ive done for you, ive made sure the borders in the UK stay open so we can return anytime and you will feel at home now that white people are a 
Factual minority in the UK.
My support is with these poor víctims, and of course I will watch, those Hermes blankets are not gonna buy themselves
Why you wanted to make this documentary?

Why not? Because monarchy rocks.
🤟
😂🤣
Yawn 🥱
That scene where Meghan fought off a gang of poachers with just a nail file to save the last ever Capuchin monkey - with a broken leg and an eye patch, during a hurricane at night in the 
fog... Legend says that the Capuchin Monkey still waits for her return..
🤮🤮🤮
Netflix breathes a terrified sigh and releases it with a roll of the eyes…
You can’t judge! She’s going through a lot as she weeps into her Hermes throw rug, while the Buttler makes her an organic green tea made from tea leaves from the Burma rainforest, 
whilst she breaks down in her $3 million dollar Californian villa. She’s just like us, an inspiration to the everyday person and oh so relatable.
Love them ❤  i can't wait to watch this 🥰
such disgusting humans are these two blardy freeloaders. Harry & Meghan- go get a job, and live with ur own money instead of selling such trash.
Evil Brits?🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @live life  yes! Evilllllllllll as hellllll. The  haters have destroyed the reputation of the Monarchy and Britain. The old ancient monarchy not fit for the 21st century. Nobody gives a hoot 
about them. They are boooed everywhere they go and eggs thrown at the gargoyle king.
Harry has no balls
$15 million



Netflix really WASTED their money on this sh!tshow.
The tears cried into her Hermes blanket aren’t even real. Meghan ‘One Tear, Left Eye - Go!’ Markle is a phoney actress.
Great! Thought this would be delayed because William’s brother had to get his story straight between his book and this show.
I loved the bit where Meghan parted the ocean and led all the starving orphans to the promise land. What a woman!
This comments section is hilarious lmao
Wow. They really are a joke.
The comments section here is absolute amazing! Feels like a documentary spin off on its own! Some producers may want to take inspirations here!!! Hey yo!!

Hey Netflix, with Wednesday being a huge hit and then this? I have to ask who thought this would be successful? Obviously not us! This is as bad as having the woke racists obamas on!
Ummm so Harry left the royals seeking privacy for him and his family but is now releasing a worldwide documentary about his life??? Please explain to me how this makes sense...
Of course it is sad that Meghan felt like an outcast with the royal family or if she even was bullied. But when you are this rich you are not allowed to whine. Especially when you look around 
what is really happening in Europe (war!!).
I feel like she is just a dumb American who thinks the world revolves around her.
Thank God that prince William was born first!
The insane attacks on this particular group of people by you people only further drives the point.
I will watch that show but not from Netflix. I will watch pirated versions from Russian platforms, lol. So it will be for free and Harkle will get nothing from me lol.
My favorite part is where Meghan saved the entire universe from Thanos and his forces, ending their threat once and for all.  Utterly heroic and equally plausible.
🙄
Your truth.
Your story.
Others have spoken. 
NOW. 
It’s your TuRN. 
LoVE. IT!! Netflix!👏
A new low from the duo. Sad part is, she could have been the next Grace Kelly, but she chose to be worst than Wallis Simpson. She is the greatest achiever in her family tree and apparently 
the last one, she made sure of that.
She always, and I mean ALWAYS sounds so fake. It sounds as though she's  reading a script - it's  all so rehearsed. Nothing she says or does is natural or spontaneous. She is so damn 
disingenuous  it makes me sick. Take her last photoshoot for instance - whoever told her to lie down on her stomache waving her huge feet in the air in that God awful parachute dress was 
definitely not her friend. And in the same shoot where she put her hand over her mouth giggling and trying to look all shy was the worst I've seen of her yet. This woman just needs to go 
away and live her private life she wanted so badly and stop with all this garbage!!!
I just wish they would send Meghan to Russia to speak with Putin, and put an end to this war. Of course, right after she gets back from saving Africa from drought.
Pathetic and disgusting!!No class well if there was a class they wouldn’t be airing their dirty laundry for the world to see!!🤢🤮

This just makes me like Will & Kate even more.  Trying to overshadow earthshot where good people are getting awards for amazing innovations is truly pathetic, Harry is such a looser.
The comments here are a scream!!  Imagine the doco series remade to include all these various situations??  That would be worth watching!!  The tripe playing above is not.  Ditched 
Netflix weeks ago but keenly awaiting my favourite content creators to sink their teeth in when this rubbish is finally aired.
They can call it The Old and the Desperate. Netflix, call me.
It's gold isn't it? Yesterday after this dropped the comments were full of sugars being vile and accusing everyone of racism. This section today has made me feel much better 😀



 @WitchyWop  same. 
I've been thinking, why isn't Prime or any other production company taking this opportunity to expose these two liars in a docuseries of their own to rival the garbage that Netflix is 
producing. So many more people would tune in!
These comments are 100% more credible than the drivel in this ridiculous reality show.
 @Jeanine Amorette  hahahaha 🤣🤣🤣
 @WitchyWop  the part where the poor deluded Sugars opened their collective eyes and realized their idol is just empty space and never loved them because narcissists can't love anyone 
but themselves...
Thankful Netflix is allowing comments to get feedback. If they can break their contract, they’d save a lot.   I hope there’s a cure for narcism but right now it hurts everyone.
 @Angel Tarot  , as the Wife has shown the world she is the expert of, well, EVERYTHING!  Let's remember that silly cartoon that the Wife wanted to make was canned.  I am sure Spotify 
has Netflix on speed-dial and they compared notes.  The big bosses have finally realized their horrible, miscalculation.  The Wife edited this exciting, dramatic and heart wrenching 
masterpiece of a trailer. Nobody wants to deal with the "DUCH ASS".  She is literally a freaking nightmare.  I am also sure that Sunshine Sacks was in talks with the big wigs at Netflix, after 
SS fired the Wife.  When this disaster finally blows over (Even the nasty "Cuties" disaster had to die down), the lawyers will present the Harkles with a way that all will be finally be relieved 
(except the Mattress-Actress).
 @Elaine Leep  yaaahh. 😂😂😂
The comment section is healing me from the trauma of watching this crap too! We all want the REAL Netflix footage where she yells at Harry and breaks plates because she isn't getting 
exactly what she wants.
 @Angel Tarot  waiting to watch 🤣🤣🤣🤣 and hear it from they themselves, not the parasite lying royal authors

The comments are real life. Meghan can employ people like Bouzy to censor, doxx and defame detractors - label us all as bots - and use Sunshine Sachs and leftie outlets to do their 
bidding, but the people have spoken. The Netflix execs who sanctioned this crapfest are living in a Hollywood bubble the public are no longer blind to, nor care for. Read The Frigging Room.
And don’t forget, the wife, introduces it as, our Story, underline the word Story, not fact, just made up in their heads, in my humble opinion, just a thought.
Saturday Night Live, where are you?
this is so hiliarious and so spot on!  i could watch two hours of a netflix doco scrolling through the comments such comedy! but also so much truth
It's the best....I hope that someone shows them.
The trailer has 4million+ views coz everyone’s reading these comments😂 The most entertaining thing to ever have come from Netflix.
I so agree.  It is about time the majority were heard.
 @Elaine Leep  online racist toxic hater!!!🤡
 @Emcee Eß  🤣🤣🤣 great comment 👏👏👏 Poor hurt Rachel crying, lovey dovey photo booth pics, together in the kitchen in evening attire and full make up. RL TV trying to rival 
Kardashians. Didn't they say that they wanted privacy, life away from the public spotlight and prying cameras? Face it, Rachel, you married a spare and will always be asked to blend in the 
background
Why did Harry HARASS and HOUND his grandmother, the Queen, for money - when she was DYING from bone cancer - if he has made millions from SELLING HIS SOUL TO NETFLIX?
Its GOLD! I hope she reads it and knows how much she is despised.
I wish Netflix would make an extra episode of raw footage that was edited out.  I can't see Meghan being followed by cameras for days or weeks without bullying camera men or 
production staff.



If Meghan felt like an outcast in the UK she really needs to do some serious self-examination and perspective building (on her own). She was given a 30 million dollar wedding to Harry, 
walked down the aisle by the future king, gifted titles and properties, hand-tailored jobs to her interests in theater, women's rights, and animal advocacy, given whole teams of personal 
assistants and secretaries, invites to galas and so many more perks; holidays, designer clothes, private chefs and more. Meghan was given enormous privileges to pull off her dreams to 
make an impact on the UK and Commonwealth. Sky was the limit. But the problem was, in Meghan's own words, the work didn't match her ambitions. She also wanted complete and utter 
control over her image and PR, made it known she is equal to Catherine and answers to no one (including Her late Majesty) and staunchly refused to assimilate into the family with grace 
and foresight. Bucking time-honored traditions and expectations to make a point... (really... the flower girls could have worn nude tights... not even a compromise was made!) and, perhaps 
most notoriously, launching war with the free press in Britain. By many reports she created misery when she learned she had to WORK to earn trust and prestige (infamously overheard on 
the Australian royal tour, that she can't believe she isn't getting paid for all this hand-shaking). It became an almighty competition with this couple's failing relationships (family and staff) 
behind palace walls. Less than two years to completely tank out their reputations, mostly because the shocking pre-wedding drama ... By many accounts Harry and Meghan were a 
paranoid, reclusive, demanding duke & duchess and just very difficult to work with. One of the Queen's trusted staff members of many years, Samantha Cohen, said working for them was 
like working for a pair of teenagers. The games they played with the media, witholding stories and leaking false information was beyond unprofessional. If you are interested in multiple, 
corroborating accounts about the bad behavior and bullying in the royal fold, and who was directing it, look into Valentine Low's book "Courtiers." A hint, they even have their own self-
appointed name: Sussex survivor squad.
PS. ALL of this you see the "Finding Freedom" book, the "Escape the Palace" movie, Meghan's podcast, Oprah interview, Harry's memoir, this docuseries is all about THEM. THEIR one-sided 
experience, of which MUCH has been fact checked and found to be false and needlessly inflammatory. And this is more than "whining" its their epic revenge for not getting what they 
wanted - to be part-time royals with all the prestige and honors of being royal highnesses in society, as well as trade on the name and commercialize the whole branch of their dukedom. 
All they had to do is concentrate on representing the UK public and they would have lived much comfortable, luxe lives... why couldn't they? Meghan is actually quite intelligent, 
calculating, but image-focused and yes, grossly narcissistic. When she feels wronged she will cast you farther than the east is from the west...  All I can come up with is she must've felt 
wronged. We guess because of titles for her son, and lesser properties, etc. She wasn't going to be "second best" duchess. I find her quite dangerous - look at the pattern now on both 
sides of the family! Look at with what ease she smears all her famous in laws as racists! Harry and Meghan are isolated and growing desperate to make that crucial hook for public 
sympathy, selling out over and over again and this Netflix drama (that they've already distanced themselves from) has the ability to cancel them completely. It will only bring about more 
ploys, more efforts to divide people for them and who knows what they are cooking up next. I can't believe they didn't just largely retire themselves from the public eye and work on 
important topics for their foundation - like, yes! the refugee crisis over the globe. I can't and then I can seeing all these outlets they pursued for "their story" in just under two years was all 
about promoting and elevating THEM and their IMAGE. Nothing has changed!
 @LadyCymbeline  Oh, thank you for these comments. Very insightful! Good day to you:)
 @Lock Tay  most welcome. I hope you have a good day as well! 🙂
Wallis simpson just enjoying her private life after marrying her supposed heir to the thrones hudband, i mean different from what ever meghan is doing here.
 @Jules Mail  popularity wise as an American woman to enter a royal family
The comment section is magical 😁
My favorite part is how Meghan has kept practicing the same poses with different men so it’s perfect with Harry
Megan is a Snake & sadly Prince Harry is weak being led around by his …………… pathetic!
When Meghan rolled up and said, "Come with me if you want to live" it gave me goosebumps.
Disgraceful behaviour by the attention seeking hypocritical Imbociles Ginge & Winge , Harry you disgusting POS,, the way you treated your grandparents, WOW kids from council estates 
treat there parents and Grandparents better than that.
 OK so the King Charles is not your real father and your mother was a tart, but thats life Buddy deal with it like a man, hey have you still got your German Gestapo uniform, ,
You all hate them  but you're gonna watch it,,time to restart my Netflix account
I think everyone is just sick of these two narcissist.
What a croc!



How brave to talk about their love story
And ‘story’ it is.
“Recollections May Vary”
Who actually introduced you both?
Rachel? 
How’s your Dad recovering after his stroke?
How are both your families these days?
I guess this will all be answered in your ‘story of officially teasing’.
Loved the Hermes throw shot of you laughing Rachel.
Truth.Always.
What. Are. They. So. Sad. About. Still. 

The out of date Hermes blanket?
The best part, and as a mother this brought a single delicate tear to my eye, I could feel the cool trail as it meandered down my cheek. The part where after giving birth to their son, Archie, 
a village Elder held Archie up over the crowd, as we all jumped and cheered at the sight. It was so powerful and moving.
The shameless hustlers are at it once again.  They have to be the worlds most dislikable couple.  The cringe is radiating from this preview!!
I wonder what the count is for  because you got 1.5m views at the moment with only 12k likes.
An actress will always be an actress. These photo's are staged, honestly how many if us  have  petfect hair, scenery and dressed so well for our unexpected selfie? And a photographer on 
hand, she played Harry using the most emotional experiences in his life to drag him into this, can't blame it all on her he is so weak. Note he stands behind her in photos, she is always the 
voice, he is the one always giving her the attention and media stage. If she has been that affected, well I hope all those who are depressed, anxious, mental health can look and dress 
themselves like her. As noted by many, they didn't want media attention, never seen the likes of how they have taken to the media themselves in the biggest way possible NETFLIX & a 
Book- Spare?  Really... She deserves an Academy award for the role she is playing. I feel sorry for their children. If you don't want to part of the royal family JUST  withdraw like you said,  
she feels let down as she didn't get the royalty she expected this is a vengeance move from her. I hope they get disowned their action arent mature but rather childish, i wouldnt want to 
have them as a Royal or represent our country - 2 kids who chuck a tantrum if they dont get their way.  LMAO they don't but they do want to be Royals - Meghan unfortunately was the 
weakest link that broke them, just look at her relationship and treatment of her family. She is toxic, uses everything she can to move forward and power she is manic and will tread and use 
people no matter who they are  to get back at people or get where she wants...
Oh I sure do know this isn't going to end well
Pathetic
This looks intense.
Netflix you just wasted money on making this garbage and paying two worthless clowns nobody cares about at all. It's as if you WANT to go bankrupt and out of business permanently. If 
that's what you want then more power to ya because once you're gone nothing of value will be lost.
Let's see...things I'd rather do than see this steaming hump of dung. Uhmm...get a colonoscopy without any anesthesia, slam my genitals in a car door for 2 hours, give myself a vasectomy, 
drink bleach, just for starters.
I nearly choked with laughter when Meghan had to teach Harry how to tie his own shoes because servants had done it for him up until their marriage.  This show is filled with tender 
moments like that one.
And Harry is apparently ok with it.
Damn! 🤐😭
You go girl!



It takes a lot of practice.😂
😂😂😂😂
don't be jealous she got more action than you incel 😁
Haha 🤣
She cheated on Cory with Harry. Such a tramp.
That hilarious 😂😂😂😂
Harry doesn't know. He's kept in the basement at night. He only gets out on special occasions. That's why they couldn't film at home.
I agree! The pictures with Harry look EXACTLY like the ones with Trevor Engelson and Cory Vitiello! She’s mastered the pose of wrapping both arms around the man, giving a big veneer 
teeth smile, and crinkling her nose to make it look genuine. The pictures with her next victim - erm, sorry, husband - will look the same, too.
Hahahaha!
Plus the same sex.
Wow, what a funny and great comment
Sloppy seconds, thirds, fourths..
Every man you see her photograped with men she has this exact same clingy pose, especially her first husband!
In every one of those photos posing with men, she’s always turned at just the right angle so her butt will be profiled.  It must be hard to do, to get your mug and your butt in the same still 
shot.  It’s something that’s become fashionable lately.  I always feel they’re saying, “Heres my face, however, do you want to see my butt at the same time?”  It’s so contrived and 
curated…and funny.
😂😅
Niiiice

 @L Flower  OMG will Husband.#3 immediately be named the dumbest most gullible man on the face of the earth? I actually don't think there will be a #3. Most men are ok with a touch of 
crazy but no man is ok with a female that can never be satisfied and is never happy. Further, he will need to be a professional firefighter with all the fires this woman starts.
🎉
 @MsKK909  and which ones which 😂
It still doesn’t look quite right. Maybe she will get the look perfect with her next partner.
Omg lmao 😂
I may need to see the booty..
 @L Flower  Too bad she got the new veneers after. The new ones make her look more like a donkey's laugh.
 @Sue Poitras  Did you see how she gave herself away (like she always does) by putting her head on Harry's chest just because The Body Language Guy was wondering why she never did it 
with Harry but did it with all her other guys? That revolting Elton John video wishing him a Happy B-day. "we're so proud of you" Ah, girl, he's famous, you're infamous. There's a difference. 
Talented people don't need your patronizing platitudes.
 @Sharon Brown  The one with the tattoo that says 'enter here" is on her bum.
 @MsKK909  Dogs can do that
 @AggieC   are you sure, I thought it was Doria’s broom closet under the stairs.
 @Bs Hive   so can bitches.
That’s so true! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣, Poor Harry 😂😂😂
Acting it is, she is a piece of work
 @Ann Rhodes  Ha Ha yes totally get it



Your spitefulness is one of the reason why you and others here can't have a happy relationship. You don't even know what's like to be in a happy relationship 😂
hahahahahha
That's how the strongest & most empowered women do it.  It's called 'the independent feminist'
😂 Nice 😂
I love it how Every thing she does drives RACIST WHITE people crazy
 @Girl from Oz  Maybe Hawwy is a voyeur and likes to watch as he juggles balls outside the window.
 @AggieC  You mean with the kids?
Hahaha such well used woman she is but that's cringy 🤣 she's using him and will divorce him down the road
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @AggieC  …..in the basement 🤣😂
I bet she looks 10 times better then you.
On her engagement pose photo, it was the same as her suitcase girl pose, with Harry as the prop. Tacky thing to do with your future husband. I bet the Queen winced.
 @Hannah Reece  🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤢
  @Ann Rhodes  or maybe in the a c with his teddy bears?
Harry is going to come a cropper when she's had enough of him 😬
 @James  🤣🤣🤣
 @Gemini Lex  and finds a bloke with hair and a personality, capable of earning money without exploiting his family
 @James  haha… let’s see jealous racist… what did I forget…. the sky is blue in my world… what color is it in yours
 @Dorothy Ramser  Jennifer Coolidge in Best in Show comes to mind.  ‘we share many interests.. we both like soup…’
 @Seany  she doesn't look good at all
 @Mellow Yellow  exactly!!!
Hahahhaaha
🤣🤣
With background music “pu-dum, pum, pu-dum” 😂
😂😂😂😂
She is so full of fake. This has made a lot of people angry now. We used to laugh at her. Now we aren't. 
I can say what I want. Do you like that?
Its all going to hit the fan.
😂🤣
 @AggieC  😂 take a chill pill. It's really not that serious
and oh, do not forget to bring your millions and titles with you...
My favourite bit was when she shone a light on the whereabouts of the “lost” diamond earring and diamond bracelet the RF lent her. And when she peeled back the layers to shine a light 
on charitable donations, tax evasion and claiming expenses.
😂👍
 @AggieC  I can't wait! I'm kinda enjoying the train wreck!! 🤣 When you bully people and lie so much, you get what you deserve! And I'm waiting for that 💩 to hit the fan on anyone and 
everyone who she's in contact with! 🤣🤣🤣🤣

 @Mikha El  my favorite part is when Austin Powers was on Prince Andrew's yacht with Meghan and said "you're like the village bicycle, Baby! Everyone's had a ride! Yeah Baby!" - allegedly



AOT?
😂😂😂
 @AggieC   so what who are to dictate how another woman should live her life, mind your own business. All you have in your heart is hate. Let someone call your son a monkey in from 
pages of a newspaper, and gave you asbestos frog house in that back of all the houses they have,took away your security even though you're life is in danger, conspired with your own 
family to stop the wedding and tell me how you should react. So go ahead but remember everyone that goes after Meg Karma pays them a visit. God sees all good luck with your hatred 
campaign
 @AggieC oh please relax speak for yourself don't assume people follow you with your recist views. She doesn't know you, I'm sure never met you living her life and you are hear 
threatening her
 @AggieC  oh ps it's ok to be fake it's Hollywood we don't care. You can be real at home but in this city you have to play like movie stars smoke and mirrors ok so get a life
 @J M  ya missed an edit hear
 @J M  we’re all just telling it like it is … in the real world.
Yeah, from pirated acc of netflix🤣🤣🤣
Like when Mandela was released from prison, or better?
like simba... amazing stuff
I can’t
 @R. Bellbottom  as a South African, I can totally, without a doubt, 100%, irrefutably acknowledge that this definitely did .............. Not happen 🤣😃
Best comment 😂
79k dislikes
79k dislikes at the moment
Aren’t they lucky to have a photographer around all the time, to capture all those sweet, intimate, private moments?
It was heartwarming!
I’m just so excited to not watch this show! I know it’ll be full of lies and propaganda, so I still won’t subscribe to Netflix.
These two are the true definition of ungrateful spoiled brats, thorns to their own fam 🤮🤮🤮 That blanket can feed the poor, cmon give it to charity!
You mean a woman who used aex ti get her way and cheated on her bf woth Harry. Even now she's a train wreck coming
They are awful people!! Harry should be ashamed of himself!!!
People in my town danced in the street when they saw this trailer. After we watched it, the rains came and ended our drought. We are thinking of replacing our village deity with an image 
of Megain. She is the best.
You mean a lie after a lie
Just another reality show. At least the kardashians don’t trash their own family
I really wanted to cancel Netflix, but the British baking show stoped me - about this circus here, HARD PASS
The world is laughing at H&M
What were the high stakes? Does she explain that? I would be interested to know. But I won't watch 'the show'
When Meghan helped Tom Cruise to become the bigger movie star! Wow! When Harry met Sally was also a good movie.
This so called "war" between the Royal family and the "British Royal - American" couple is just an attempt to make the Royal family look interesting and relevant to the British public. The 
Sussexes drop the bombshell in the US, live in the US and make tons of money in the US. The Royal family in Britain will be seen as a "victim" and will gain the support from the British 
public, thus strengthening their position and wealth. Win win for both! The fact that they use paid articles in tabloids and clowns like Piers Morgan and Dan Wooton to write garbage and 
sway public opinion only demonstrates how low the bar has dropped.
Vomit 🤢 ehy is he still with that vile potato head cringeworthy embarrassment 😳



Oh, the struggles in life! The most delusional, spoiled and entitled couple on this planet! "Meagain" the narcissist victim and her puppet boy the prince! You guys have it so so bad! 
Unbelievable! I am crying my eyes out for you!
Oh dear, the bed shitting just never stops!
Here for the comments. You guys rocks😂
I love them❤
Imagine being their poor kid. Having a ginger eunuch as a dad and a cu*t as a mum.
🤢🤮
She crying from the left eye? 🤔
😂😂😂😂
😅🤣
🤣🤣🤣 you're good!!!
You win. 😂😂😂😂😂
Didn’t the townsfolk use Meghan’s tears to water their plants, thus saving the village from starvation? Haha!😂
 @Carey  I read that her farts actually powered their windmills, thus also saving them from mass starvation. She is such an angel! In fact, I’m so overwhelmed now that I’m going to go and 
have a little cry in the corner at how amazing and wonderful she is.
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
😂😅😂😅😂😅😂😅
Lol😄😄😄
😆😆
You guys are killing me!! 😂🤣😂🤣Think Netflix can be love-bombed again and give us 100 million dollars? I'll share!
Meghan told Jesus she is proud of him
 @Furious Furian  hahahaha!!
 @Furious Furian  omg I'm dying your so funny I'm proud of you for finding your voice :)
LMAO
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Oh my goodness it’s 4am and I can’t stop laughing 😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Indeed. Her one tear drop from her left eye has saved all human mankind.
Brilliant
Yes , she is the female Nelson Mandela.
This one wins 🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Well said
She is a true Goddess!!!!
 @Furious Furian  You've hit her level of arrogance, delusion, and self-importance square on the head!!
😆 🤣 😂



You are not being forced! Haters make them the most money. They can't keep away!.
Bullll…..
 @Furious Furian she told him? I heard she wrote him a letter in calligraphy when she was in 5th grade. Jesus still has it hung on the fridge.
😂😂😂😂😂👌
 @Tina Merritt  right next to his invite to their wedding.. 3 days before the spectacle

 @H.S  The part where the poor deluded Sussex Sugar open thgeir collective eyes and realize Megan, the white empty space never loved them, how could she, Narcissists can't love.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 In my part of Africa it’s very dry, we need rain bad. Do you think if I watch this again the rain will come?
 @Verkoiging  a tear from left eye only 😆
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Well - Megain will be in her element 😂. Surely being elevated to a divine goddess 🤩 is a serious leg-up from a mere piffling Duchess or Princess - this is so much more her true ambition 
😄.
 @Megan Carter  if you watch it with chickens you like to rescue because your in laws refused you mental health treatment, you might get a few drops but you’ll need to tell the 
Archbishop of Canterbury.
😂😂😂😂
Can you show a picture pls of your people in your town dancing because of this?
 @Verkoiging  🤣 ok thank you! I have chickens, they aren’t rescue chickens, but I suppose I can hack their heads off and get some rescue ones in the morning. Problem solved. I must be a 
rescuer like Meghan. Remember she said “I just love rescuing” she’s amazing like that, how she rescued a happy prince from his happy, close and loving family. That was an amazing rescue 
- look at him now! He’s miserable. Yay Meghan! Well done! She’s such an inspiration.
Sarcasm right?
 @Mb Repuya  yes, but you have to pay royalties to Meghan because she is à compassionate feminist who wants to make the world a better place for disenfranchised voices and money 
lets her buy more Hermes shawls that fight inequality.
Disgusting people. I really think we should ask them to leave America.
Are you going to ask her about the part where she she demanded Harry announce they were dating? No one knew yet, and she said she’d leave him if he didn’t go public w the info. Some 
private life
My favorite part are coments...😂😂😂😂
Still doing their upmost in seeking a ‘private life’ I see 😔 Presumably it’ll be littered with ‘their truths’ rather than the truth just the same as the grovelling Oprah interview
And yet, the trailer alone got 1.5m views so far. All they want is attention. Mission accomplished.
1.5M views on the first day and it's just the trailer. You bitter people will be watching the documentary while increasing their bank accounts. You can no longer hurt them, they are free of 
that family and have started their own.
Why did you want to make this documentary? “Because we need money and fame. The stakes are high, we need a hit show”
My eyes rolled back so hard I saw yesterday 😂😂
I’ve never seen one single picture of these two where Harry looks like the man in the relationship. Seriously. I challenge you to find one. He always looks like the doting, lovesick young girl 
hanging off the arm of her strong, powerful man. It’s so cringe my balls actually retreat inside me whenever I’m forced to look at it.
That doc-reallity show is as real as The Crown.
o yeah... now I remember why I cancelled Netflix...



I thought they wanted privacy??? So you go and make a documentary about your private life 🤔 these two are pathetic…

My highest respect to Prince William and Princess Catherine.
We love you Meghan and Harry
Hopefully this will be the last show these two are paid for. They are not interesting. They lack morals and to ability to speak the truth. Their hypocrisy is unmatched.
So sad to see Prince Harry and Meghan doing their best to destroy the royal family.  They are spoiled, ungrateful and vengeful. It is going to backfire on them at some point.
Omg people leave her alone 😁😁😁
Funny, all these people here making fun of H&M, but they won’t mis a sec of it! They will watch from beginning to end.  The proof is they are here already 😂😂😂
Pathetic overprivilaged whingers. What a waste of time and money
Loved Netflix, will never subscribe again.

I can see Meghan and Harry can combat the men in grey suits that run the palace.  They are doing a pretty good job of it.  What worries me is how many people hate on Meghan for no 
other reason than she is biracial or because she is wealthy or because she is gorgeous and worthy of their jealousy.  And because it's so many people, it saddens me that we have to come 
this begrudging, hateful way of responding to them and to others, as well, who we perceive to be "more" blessed.  So yes, I think this documentary is extremely important.
No they desperately want to be admired here 1.5 million people came to have laugh
For this phony ass whiny entitled delusional spoilt brat? Nah, but i will watch it from pirated version of netflix you can buy from shopee.. 🤣🤣🤣.
Me too
No people wont be watching , here to have a laugh
I came here to dislike🤣🤣🤣
 @Kasia  😅😅and you take time to reply 😅😅 you are here for it
Nope. Not gonna watch. Notice how after making jokes about the podcast in the beginning the numbers dramatically fell even with it being propped up? Same will happen with this. Would 
have been better marketing to not release a trailer so at the least the first episode would have gotten ok ratings. Now, no one has to watch to know what it’s all about. The trailer says it 
ALL. Funny that. You know, it’s as if netflop sabotaged it on purpose…
Hahahahahaha
🤣🤣🤣
Sorry to all you hater NOT you all are some vile people
Want to gain viewers?  Show the real story of these two bully grifters who conned the Brits into paying millions for wardrobe and weddings and private planes and given a platform to 
attack them out of pure jealousy knowing they aren't going to answer back.  Disgusting Duo. I hope karma catches up.  They do see whats behind closed doors but you insisted on NDA's so 
they couldn't report the ranting raving bullying behavior of the narcissist.   (Sussex survivor club is real) get that story Netflix!
Leave Meghan and Harry alone! All they want is privacy, everyone deserves a private life and a multi-million pound Netflix series and a podcast and a book deal and interviews with Oprah 
and merchandise with the Royal insignia.
Me encanta 🤩🤩
Fake Royals, MM is going to tell her story. Is it going to be like the Oprah interview,lies,lies and more lies?  Pathetic, I will not be watching
She is SO full of yourself. Her tone of voice is a big turn off in the preview.
Clowns 😂😂😂😂😂
Just when you think these two could not be any more insufferable along comes the trailer for their victimhood/scoresetting ‘documentary’. Could someone watch for me and count the 
lies?
Except we know they're liars from the Oprah interview.



Love this for them, I'll definitely watch it
Got to love the professional victims unit. Seriously are these 2 totally absorbed in their millionaire world? The entertainment factor had worn off now. How sad to learn that the incredible 
talented Liz Garbus directed a cry fest.
The story of a dumb, naive Prince who is put under a spell by a wicked Witch of the West. How did Disney not pick this up first?
Harry Potsmoker And  The Deathly Shallow.
How do you see the dislikes?
I wish Elon Musk would take over Netflix also.
why?
"We don't want to be in the royal family anymore." (But of course we want to keep our titles and use them for profit and fame and want our children to have titles too). 
"We want our privacy." (But just ignore these interviews, a podcast, and a DOCUMENTARY).
"We are telling our truth." (But just forget how we've already been caught lying).
"We need to make money." (But we can only do that by exploiting ourselves publicly via the media). 
"We want our children to have normal lives." (But we are going to do EVERYTHING in our power to keep ourselves as FAMOUS as possible so our children have the best chance at being 
dysfunctional Hollywood kids).
A "seed"?....  shes a "plant"...put there by the Globalists
It has to be rough as a Millionaire 🥺🥺💩
SHAMELESS! I hope no one gives it the time of day… If you want to  protect your family please become private, do the world a favor, or atleast your ROYAL family! America isn’t your 
GRIFTER’S playground!!!
Que te encantan? las mentiras de estos dos payasos! me matan de la risa!🤣😂🤣
 @minie 0627  asi !!
A Chrome extension is required.
I can’t see either I have an iPhone
 @pinky  Thx
Can’t wait to see it! Finally! ❤❤❤
What a perfect waste of money
Just came to leave a dislike.
Im only  here to press the dislike button to these 2 lying bast#%d n bitch scum of the earth elder abuse shits 😂😂😂😁😁
CRINGE
My favourite bit was when megan tries convincing the world she's not a narcissist but fails miserably.
i think netflix will have a better chance with THE LIES OF THE SUSSEXS.
When a largely unknown method actor lands the soap-opera role of a lifetime, and stays in character until the DVD commentary finishes.
Dang YouTube,  why did you remove the number on the dislike button.  That would have been a real bonus to see after reading the majority of the comments.  After all it's usually easier to 
hit a button than write a comment. Lol.
0:35 One tear, left eye go
I’m so depressed and bullied. Quick!! Take a pic of me sad on a chair for clout🙄🙄🙄 this is a Meghan doco not a royal doco. Her last ditch attempt to stay relevant. I’m guessing very 
little Harry in it at all. She’s trash trying to be class.



What in the world...? I thought their Netflix deal is for Harry's paralympics program, not this.

Some of the scenes are really out of touch 😂

EDIT: Also, is Netflix counting on HATE WATCHING that's why they left the comment section open?
They must be regretting this haha, thank you Netflix for keeping the comments open
Vile, nasty, despicable people that no one cares about. Boycott this 💩 and cancel your Netflix membership.
They’re already blaming Netflix for telling “their story”….I get it, they don’t wanna look at themselves any more than we do.. get over yourselves.. the rest of the world has..
I believe Harry I am not sure about his wife but I feel he is a good man.
Poor Meghan, the only thing she has in her time of distress is a thousand dollar Hermes blanket 😢
Tiny hungry children the world over can find solace and hope now this trailer has been released.
God Bless the Ginge and the Minge.
Wow I know this will get record braking viewership , look at you all in the comment,  make sure you all watch the entire Series while H &M keep bringing in the bag .lol
They need to give it a rest, the Palace have never spoken against them - what are they talking about? We only ever here from their side
Right? She needs hardcore treatment for her Narcissistic Personality Disorder.
Her NPD is realllly showing. 😂
🤣🤣
What?!? I disagree! I think the part where she climbs on Prince Andrew's yacht and he said "you're too old." Then she met Prince Harry and said, "I pulled up to the house about 7 or 8 and 
said to my Homey 'Yo Home, smell ya later!' I looked at my kingdom, I was finally here! Welcome to the home of Fresh Prince of Bellaire," probably 🤣🤣
Will the Invictus doco ever see the light of day?  I would watch that as long as it focused on the athletes and their families.
This comment section is the best thing about this entire teaser. Thank you for keeping it open, I had a good laugh 😂
When the stakes are this high? Are these A**holes for real? F them, F their hypocritical self-serving lives. They are spoiled human trash who should be thrown out of this country. If Netflix 
thinks anyone but useless twits with no lives of their own care about these two jerks, they are mistaken.
I won't even watch the trailer.  Gave it a Thumbs Down.   Nothing but trash.
This comment section is so negative, if you don't care, you have free will to don't watch it
Harry and what’s her name? Are disgusting
Oh Lord, please. This is such a cry to remain relevant it pitiful.
I imagine people who live in Sussex are ashamed of the Duke and Duchess that carry their name.
Behind closed doors she is really good in the sack is what that is. Barf!
MM is such a BAG!
Sickening.  Staged. pics of trying to look happy with each other...the so called vacation ones.  Just happen to have a photographer around.  Try hards.   No kids just the moon bump.    Who 
takes photos of your wife crying.  They Knew what they were giving to use that for.   Two . Loners who want money over Family.  Disgusting Degenerate.   As for the newest rent a kid.  Joke 
of the century.  Red hair to dark brown. Crazy Harkles
Just Waiting for their Divorce Documentry On Netflix....
Will never watch it. The Markles make me sick.
 Prince and Princess of Wales make me proud. You lost a customer Netflix.
DIANA WOULD BE SOOOOOOO PROUD!!! LOVE LOVE LOVE H and M ❤  
Harry and Meghan need psychological help.  I cannot imagine the hell their children must live in.



Currently 12k likes vs 76k dislikes.....faith in humanity partially restored
While William and Kate are out doing genuine good work for others these two are giving awards to themselves and obsessing over themselves. It’s sick and narcissistic. What stakes are so 
high? What a pathetic line at the end of what is a dull trailer about two vapid people.
Netflix should pay us to watch this trash
Harry’s wife merching at 0:23 🙄
You are amazing both of you as a kiwi Royalist thanks dad RAF what a crazy world love you always aroha aroha come and live in NZ 🙏♥
She married Harry for this. Selfish woman!
It makes my day 😁
Well I do not care about this two users and abusers but I pay netflix my money and I have the right to say something when they spent it on this rubbish
Holy crap 😂 that is so bad 😂
they turned off the dislikes - what is this, old Twitter?
Oh my...
really?????
Are bookies taking bets on when the sex tape is “stolen” and “released” to the public yet?
How is it possible to know the number of dislikes?
 @Chaparro  I think the dislikes were shown to begin with.  They're not showing them now, that's how bad they were.
It's more like an indication of engagement. The best way to proof your dislike for something is to ignore it
Now 90K dislikes
You’re only justification for hating them is lies? You gotta dig deeper
YouTube got rid of the dislike count on Jan 25, 2022 so unless you can time travel you are playing a sad silly game
 @Anonymous i think they used an extension for Youtube. I think you can get it via Google Chrome but Im not sure
Meghan is vile. A cruel, fame hungry narcissist and bully who has tore Harry’s family apart because she came second to the beautiful Catherine. There is nothing to like about her.
 @Anonymous  ironic you should say that when most people dislike them because of their constant proven lies. Even in court. I cannot understand how anyone with half a brain is still 
listening to such a pathological liar. She even wiped her dad out of her childhood pictures in this when he raised her single handedly. His only crime is being white.
Why hide the dislikes?
People who support H&M laugh at all this senseless trolling. MM clearly is living rent free in their heads. We see it for exactly what it is. We have the same kind here in America! We just 
don’t remain silent about it and never will!
EVIL v LOVE    LOVE WILL ALWAYS WINS in the end ❤❤❤
I can see the dislikes. Depends on your browser. 105k now.
I just clicked on the trailer to dislike it. I didn‘t even watch it 😂
I read this had 98k dislikes  but the  dislikes show zero. Well, I added my dislike.
 @S V E they doing what haters love to do stalk her and try to degrade her to fill good about themself all this hate on one woman is weird.
Can we ban Netflix now in those numbers?
 @Kimmy  same

Anybody who hasn't cancelled their netflix subscription already, for giving millions to these two vile creature's, please do so immediately!!! Hurting the profits of the companies that give 
them a platform to spin their ridiculous drivel is the only way to stop them!!! Why pay, when you can laugh hysterically at the highlights on youtube for free instead?!! 🤣🤣🤣
 @Anonymous  There is a way of accessing dislikes. Simple search will show you how to turn your on.



125K dislikes at the moment
 @Gradgirl1997  from memory, YT started hiding dislikes after MM read the bench online and it wasn't very popular.
 @Chaparro  it depends on your browser whether you can see it or not, unless YT doing some magic like SpitaLie
Well, The Netflix trailer is hiding the thumbs down so I looked at the views amounting to 3.6 million with only 1,700 thumbs up and 19,179 Negative Comments in one day! Doesn't look 
good! Pretty scathing comments but fun to read!
 @LoniLone Lony  The RF has it. Insurance.

 @S V E  ever thought that independent thinking people Do   not want H&M to Globally think and speak for them?  Arrogant broad brush strokes from their limited personal perspectives.!
Oblitterating unique, lived, knowledgeable experience.?
No Thanks!
We find it necessary, to find the time in our constructive days to counter this wave of BS.
 @Dabrinkdabrink  Thanks for the update!
 @D G  Thanks for the update.
Yes. It does restore your faith that truth will prevail.
Keep going both of you for your beautiful children give the rest of the world a ☝💕
Ghastly gold digging couple. 🤮🤮🤮
What’s the title again? ‘The Narcissistic Bit[h and the Whiner’ or ‘The Megalomaniacal Meghan & Harry NoNads?
Can't wait to see it... You are brave and courageous like Princess Diana.
The comments section is probably way more entertaining than the actual show 😜.
Money 💸 > Family ❤
I tried to watch once, I forgot what happened. I had to watch again, I forgot what happened. I then watched for the third time, guess what happened next?
We've heard Harry & Megs say the exact same thing a million times at this point. Boooring!! 😴
When you judge the royal family but you make a living out of it.........
I hope you're suitably ashamed of yourselves, Netflix. Not only allowing two people who have repeatedly told blatant lies to use your platform to smear some more, but actually paying 
them to do it. I hope you're keeping footage back for a future expose on these two. Their paid PR and paid trolls have to do what they request, I suppose but you don't have to host them in 
a series that allows more spreading of lies and veiled attacks, which will, no doubt, be included in this series. I'm sure my comment will be removed. Oh, and we can still see the YouTube 
dislikes. They're growing by the second. The likes...not so much
Left eye tear now.  She’s an actress a liar and a narcissist who destroys families. What’s to watch?
Seriously, we're expected to watch these twerps?
Oh Netflix, you turned off the down-vote counter. It was already at 72K
this lookes like a trailer for a horror film
The story of the narc and the professional victims that shud be the title.
The trailer isnt greatly put together but you guys have a story to tell and Im here for it. You have my support, I know what it is to be in an abusive situation and they all mostly happen 
behind closed doors. Thank you for standing up for yourselves and speaking up. Just remember you didnt do this for popularity and for the few people who troll you there are victims and 
survivors who are inspired because you came forward. Living in a "castle" doesnt make what you went through ok, abuse is never justified for the rich or poor or anyone for that matter. I 
hope you and your family will one day reconcile and heal, hurt and pain has been fuelled by misunderstandings on both sides but you have much in common. I hope you get to see the 
others pain from their perspective! Well done Harry for choosing to be your own person. Your mama would be proud!
Lol😂 poor Harry



Imagine being paid $100 million during a global pandemic when people cannot even afford groceries or heating, just to fake cry on a $25k chaise lounge with the Hermes scarf draped 
across the back. What stakes are high and for whom? These two have made a career of having no talent and slandering their only tie to relevancy- Harry’s family. The real royals.
Lol, more crap.
Why stalk everything these people do if you don't like them. It would help your life out if you refocus that energy on the issues you actually say you care about.
So much hate here. I'm interested in what will be revealed (or not) by this series. I would expect they have some pretty damning "revelations" and evidence... BUT anything less would be 
absolutely disturbing after they have painted their relatives as racist among other things. Apparently they faced death threats. 

I'm not going to jump to any conclusions. Maybe they really have dealt with serious  harassment, racism, etc from royals and media siding with them. 
Yes, you are - beautiful Princess of Wales, Catherine.  Great example of dignity, poise, class, elegance, kindness- you're awesome!
Don't worry, Meghan is sure to come up with a big reveal about the evil, racist royal family. She will get the award for it.🙃
Spoken like you were a fly on their wall. 🤣🤣🤣
this is hilarious
Oh please that is how they make their money to have people make them relevant
The same for them, why do they keep using titles of a family they despise? And they do not stop talking about them? The ones who have problems are them ah and people get in and talk 
about what they want it's called freedom of speech. You go paint a forest and get lost in it.
Are you sure it wasn’t Harry being racist. He has been the only one on record where his Father had to apologize for his behavior many times
Privileged narcissists whining about how hard life is with mummy and daddy issues - why should anyone care? They are not out curing disease, honestly helping the environment, or digging 
wells for the people in Africa. The only thing either of them now how to do is pander their own egos, give speeches that are about as eloquent as diarrhea of the mouth, and claim how 
hard their wealthy woe is me lifestyle is. I honestly believe Harry ruined what likability Meghan had, and Harry just keeps proving how much of a hypocrite he is. Meghan is honestly better 
off without the Prince who believes he's the Royal Whipping Boy and his severe mental issues.
This needs to be renamed “Mega tales!”Y’all have lost all credibility with your chronic lies, so anything you want to tell doesn’t mean Jack Shooky! Lol!
This comment thread has restored some of my faith in humanity. Someone pls get this to William and Catherine’s team for a good laugh
I hope King Charles strips these loonatics of everything!
came for the trailer stayed for the comments
This is fiction right?
Now's the time to bet against Netflix stocks. Lmao 😅
Reality show.  “Docuseries”…🙄🤣
The thumbnail omg they are so cute 😍
Fake.
Came to see the train wreck 🙌
Stayed for the comments sections😜
Kudos to Netflix for keeping comment section open! 

I worry Americans wouldn’t see Meghan textbook narcissism but phew, it seems they do! 👏
💰💴 …that’s what made them want to do the reality show



It’s a bird, it’s a plane!?!
No!
It’s the flying f#%k I don’t give!
12K likes vs 75K dislikes 2 December EST 12:12am
12K likes vs 70K dislikes 1 December EST 11:03pm
12K likes vs 67K dislikes 1 December EST 10:19pm
10K likes vs 40K dislikes 1 December EST 06:20pm
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 04:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 04:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 02:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 02:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 02:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 01:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 01:02pm
My favorite part was when Meghan ran into No Man's Land and defeated the German soldiers. So inspiring. 🥰
Can you imagine what it must be like to have Meghan as your sister in-law!?!? Just terrible.
lol why would I watch this shiiit
I'd rather saw off my p*n*s with a dull butter k***e than to watch H and his wife in anything.
ANY story from Harry and Meghan will be all lies!!! Sorry will not watch or watch anything ever on netflix again!!!
Looking forward to hearing about their hell behind doors. Bless Harry & Meghan. They tried everything to bury you but did not realise you are both seeds ❤
🤮🤮🤮🤮
I agree
Well, those photos definitely look like classic Instagram photos of perfect love. Such beautiful photos, always well taken. That will be because they are soul mates, the rest of us have our 
imperfect photos with our imperfect love...
Cringe
 @MrsCitrine  Hater
 @Charlo Walliset  nope just being honest. That is why they are celebrities not royals ; they are  like the Hollywood celebrities all over each other trying to convince people they are so in 
love
Why following
I’m not, it was in my suggestions. YouTube algorithm works in a mysterious way…
My favorite part was when Meghan stayed on the spaceship and detonated that asteroid. So inspiring 🥰
Well, that makes sense since she discovered Europe.
OMG - this thread is too 🤣🤣🤣
I'm sure that won't hurt Netflix , because alot of people don't follow the RF and don't care. They watch other things on it.
 @C  well you must do your research better , netflix already lost billions, but who cares right hahahahahaha
Yeah and those seeds sprouted horns🤣🤣



Seeds of destruction.
They fail to appreciate that
karma is a beautiful woman.
She always gets to choose 
the time and the place.
The part where meghan chewed with her bare teeth thru the shackles placed on her by the dastardly RF was my favorite part.
“When the stakes are this high”, Meghan still can’t be genuine to save her life.
I would be terrible to know that you will never be Kate and you are so jealous of her.
Two sick individuals!
This documentary is a godsend for bulimics. They'll be easily able to puke every time they watch it without having to stick fingers down their throats...
DEFAMATION LAW SUIT COMING UP. Let's hope they have the money
Queen Elizabeth II will roll over in her graves... seeing this royal family fiasco is about to happen
She married the spare!!!!!!
I DONT think she is as good or as bad as people say she is. She and the royal family are both focked up and that's the reality.
They claimed they wanted privacy but they can’t stay away from a camera. There are two sides to every story. I’d like to hear the other side not just theirs.
Dumb and overly drmatic
Netflix how you can pay the treacherous lying bullying ex royals millions for this crap, shame on you
I only came here for the comments lol
We have been hearing from u liars since oprah. 🤣🤣🤣
C'est mon beau couple Harry et Meghan ❤ ❤❤❤🥰🥰🥰🥰
These are the things that happen when you let an American into the royal family. So tacky.
"When the stakes are this high...."   What stakes?   They just love making fools out of themselves, don't they?  Liars and fakers, and everybody knows it
Protect his family??? From WHAT?  The family that raised  him? The family that  loved him?The family that is now betrayed and is exploited for H&M's narrative of 'victimhood'? 
They said they wanted PRIVACY and to get away from UK MSM, now they are courting ours and suddenly privacy is not a concern 
NEITHER OF them warrant anyone's attention. Who wants to listen to Meghan lie over and over about the RF? 
The best descriptor for these two is TOXIC DRAMA.
It's like watching a slow motion trainwreck!! Who does this to their family?? Honestly.. they don't need to beat us over the head with their sad story of how bad it is for them .. the 
dramatics is embarrassing.. they will never recover from these actions.. again who does this to their family??
when your in a real pain the last thing you do is publish the most vulnerable moments specially if so wanted your privacy ? they said countless of times they wanted privacy but they do the 
opposite wow their true colors are showing opportunistic fame hungry couple that eventually will tear each other in a laps of a few years so they then can bash at each other like they did 
with their family! Divorce in a few years then a documentary after a few months bashing each other
Just like yourself 🤮🤮🤮
Harry is a very likable person. And I support his side of the story
And neither can your dumb ass lol 🤮
No one said you had to watch stupid 😅🤮🤮🤮
 @Julia Ramos  haha we won't
Shame on you.
Your still giving the VIEWS !!!! I love it 😅🤮🤮



 @Julia Ramos  no I am not 🤣🤣🤣, view only counts if you watch it to the end, I did not
I like to see how many people say their not interested but yet follow every thing that has to do with them. Cracks me up, and when you comment on the haters they get so pissed off that 
you believe Harry over the British Media who love to gossip then they make money off the RF but think it's wrong Harry does. The haters are hilarious. I could just picture steam coming out 
their ears😂🤣😅

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
I know and you say you don't care, what would you do with your life😂🤣😅🤣
Bingo.
What you get exposed for the stupidity so many haters have. Showing Harry and Meghan were telling the truth about being victims by the Media   harassing them and spreading hatred 
and lies about them for over 6yrs. Yes you proved here it's still happening. Great job

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
The only liars I see here is you haters.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
From people like your crazy ass stalker🤣😅😂🤣
The prince is angry because they stopped giving him money, he wanted to continue receiving millions of dollars a year without working and without doing anything, as they did not allow 
him to do so, they live to speak ill of the family but don't stop calling her duchess because she is worth it.
 @Minmine  he even said I have to make money . Here we are
 @MrsCitrine  Yes, He has to earn money by badmouthing his father and brother, because despite his privileges He never studied and never prepared himself to be independent and do 
something for a living, He only devoted himself to drugs and partying all his life and the only neuron He had just burned out when He met the narcissist who makes him believe that she is 
Diana number 2.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
🤔🤣😂😅😂Your beating up your own head. Following everything that's put out. You haters are hilarious 🤣😂😅 the crap you come up with. 🤣😂😅
 @Minmine  You don't speak the truth here. And he's making his own money and your still pissed off 🤣😂😅🤣👌
 @Minmine  sad really. Harry actually was given a lot of room to pursue or get an education. Instead he didn’t take advantage of it. He never finished college so true he really has nothing 
to offer except his royal connections
 @C  yeah he sure does like many people who does it at the expense of others

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
Oh so now your his feelings. 🤣😅😂🤣. Good for him standing up for his family. His father never did that he was to weak.
The comments are gold 🤣  these two are definitely canceled
She is a the epitome of a evil incarnate demonic possessed being
Can’t wait to see The Body Language Guy rip this one apart.
You asked for privacy and then you aired all your dirty laundry to the world.  No respects for your family… royals or otherwise.  Just sad



wait these two claim to hate the spotlight so much, they left their royal duties, but they turn around and make a whole show ABOUT THEM featuring their daily activities? make it make 
sense.
Say all you want but we all came here to check out the trailer. Some of us are gonna watch it. Haters gonna hate though
I hope it’s placed in the fiction section given her history of lying.
My favorite part is when Megan told Harry to "Pull the lever" then yells "wrong lever!" its almost like Harry nickname is Kronk.
This is what i call a more private life. And the book? Icing on the cake. 😂😂😂
I won’t be watching because I don’t want to hear the story from them. We know Meghan lies through her teeth. We all saw the Oprah interview. Hoping the King strips their titles.
Put them on the Maury show!!! I wanna know who the parents are of the kids they pawn off as theirs!!!!! That’s must see TV
They wanna do a real reality show??? Have these idiots have to get a REAL job and live on that income and watch them crash and burn!!!!
I liked the part where MM freed over 1000 dolphins in that slaughter bay and rode off on the back of an orca.
Those lovey dovey photos were clearly in the honeymoon phase of their dating. Fast forward today, Harry can't even look in her direction anymore unless she is taking his arm and 
directing him towards her.
Please read all the comments they are very funny 🤣🤣🤣
No harry. Meghan is not your 'only' family. 
Who says the stakes are high? It has always been like that, you should have known that since youre not just married to Harry, you also married 'into' the RF. And its not an issue if the story 
comes from you, youre the one tryna make a big deal out of it, the RF has always been silent, youre the one trying to always open your mouth, put words into their mouth none of them 
says, and always putting it on their faces. Your story is not an issue, neither on both sides, it only becomes an issue if youre trying to twist it. Come on, youre not even okay with your dad 
and sibs, so before u try to mess with RF, try to fix the family you disdained - Markles.
Really??? My God, what a mistake to allow the Dummy PH to marry such a mixed up American woman desperate for  fame and money and now pushing the Rcard and causing nothing but 
problems for the BRF and society.  What don't you see Netflix ?  You are just letting this horrible woman push her racist narrative and causing nothing but problems. She should have 
NEVER even hunted PH. And, NO we don't want to hear about what happens behind closed doors. The woman is VILE.  I will NEVER EVER use NETFLIX and I will tell as many people to not 
use it as possible.  You people paid millions and you could have helped so many people or animals in need with that money but you paid this money hungry attention seeking woman.  
DISGUSTING!
More toxic garbage from M & H, Inc.
Enough is enough!
I loved the part where Meghan finally convinces Harry that she is his mother reincarnated and the whole world falls in love with her as The People’s Princess.
“When the stakes are this high…..”. 😂😂 Well bless her heart…..

😂😂😂😂😂😂

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
🥱🥱🥱🥱🥱🥱
Nope you'll watch look who's here, you.🤣
And your the one that birthed her !!! ARENT YOU A SHITTY INDIVIDUAL
That's a bunch of bull, that's how they make money off them to. So many cashing in on the royal rift. Harry might as well he was the one that was really there after all.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !



The dirty laundry already came out the Media is the first one's to do that. To make a buck off the RF rift's. So what's all the whining about. Dirty laundry was out to before Harry and 
Meghan ever were married also. It isn't anything new. Their reputation was ruined long before Harry was even born. So miss little girl look up the past dirty laundry it's there for everyone 
to see.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
Might as well everyone else is cashing in on the royal rift. Don't see you whining about that. So now you have something new to cry about. Besides it's different you being in control of 
what's put out, than others trying to control you. But someone could explain that 1000 times and you idiots won't get that. How would you react if someone spreading stories about you in 
your face every day spreading hatred to make a buck ??????
Exactly I'm sure if this was happening to them they wouldn't just take it without defending themselves. From all the gossip being told by Media for years.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
Well really
🤣 I see what you did there...

😂😂😂😂

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
Boy how long did that take you to come up with 😂😅🤣 your hilarious you all sound like broken records. How many more years are you going to repeat the same things. If you only had 
a brain.

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
That's why years later your still stuck and looking and writing comments. Hilarious.  King Charles he's the one who ruined his own reputation years ago. When he stripped off his clothes to 
jump in the sack with a married woman and he was married. And when a thirty year old man married a child and ruined the best years of her life . Not the best example of a good strong 
man. And when he was to weak to stand up for himself to marry who he wanted to in the first place. You mean the King. There go cry some more😅🤣😂

AND YOUR STAYING FOR THE VIEWS !!!! We love you racking up the rating and free publicity from y’all haters drinking that HATERADE for sure 😅 🤮 love to see the losers still losing !
I liked the part where Harry is disrupting the briefcase exchange while Tom Cruise is scaling the Burj Khalifa.
 @Fanta  😂
You must be a joy to be around, loving hatred so much.😂😅🤣
 @C   what you meant man i am the problem ?
 @Vishal Jadhav  I never said that. You did😅  but if you insist ok your the problem. Your hilarious 🤣😂😅😅
 @C  forget about this stupid shit messi or Ronaldo for me messi
His Grandmother talked him after he moved, his father wished him well, the one's who carry hatred are the Media and weak minded people who follow. And as for Meghan's father what 
kind of a loving father does that.
Aha lol
Lol
 @Sega Girl Adventures  same reaction
Loved the part where she put up her title up against the People's champion and go one on one with the Great one THE ROCKK



and then they made their babies... so relatable!
😂😂😂😂😂
oh, when they dig up and rebury Diana in the Pet Semetary
Wearing his mothers perfume….
That's what a narcissist does.
Yes, the soul transfer was complete and confirmed once Variety wrote that she was “Diana-like” under a bobble-head photograph of her. If you look closely you can see her eyes are 
turning blue!
Gag! 🤣
 @Nish  eww! 🤣
Yes, abd he gets to sleep with his mummy, nothing weird here at all.
Exactly
Who got the negative count? They are hiding the truth. No one likes the disgusting, self-serving, hollow, talentless, boring, soulless, heartless, non- royal, traitorous narcissist and her simp 
husband.
The part where meghan saved the world from the WEF, that was pure gold for me.
If Meggie and Harry REALLY cared about global warming there is one thing they could about the warming SHUT THEIR FREAKING MOUTHS ! The hot air coming out their mouth causes the 
temp to rise 10 degreees
The part where Meghan cries (or smiles) on her Hermes blanket is my favourite part of the trailer. It's so relatable!
I liked the part where they were raised in a box in the middle of a dump and fought their families to strive for success and how they saved millions by giving all of their money to help 
others while living next to poverty and shun media and notice to just do the right thing while being singled out and hunted for just being nice people.
The part where Meghan saved children from a charging Rhino with her umbrella, that was so awesome.
Meghan still a bad actress even in her own reality self-glorifying “doc” Just why Netflix!? Use that 100mil to feed families in need instead of some rich entitled crybabies  …
Since the 2 of them are "serial" liars,  I for one am not up to more ....
You know with Meghan this is what she’s used to.. acting. She’s come a long way since being hot girl No. 1 to being on suits and now a reality tv star. What confuses me is Harry. This guy 
was born into royalty and has now reduced himself to attacking the very institution that has made him interesting enough to watch. From Prince Harry ( Grandson of the Queen of England 
/ Son of the King of England ) to a reality TV star. Wow!
staged
My favourite part is when Meghan entered the Matrix for the first time and trained with Morpheus.
Who is she?
I always thought that MM was lying and exaggerating everything UNTIL the racist behavior by William's godmother, who was also tasked to help MM adjust to the royal life came to the 
light. I feel like there is no smoke without fire, and all the hatred in the tabloids could be the work of a royal family. Afterall they have the power to hold the narrative the way they want. 
Bravo to the woman who came forward. Lord knows how many people have suffered this fate, but chose to keep quiet out of fear!
I believe their are many Americans just like me who hate watching what Harry and Meghan have and are doing to the Royal Family and the monarchy.  The Prince and Princess of Wales 
continue to smile and thrive without effort!
When the stakes are this high - Yes, I too would be worried about my £88m contract with Netflix circling the drain because I’m boring with a terrible work ethic. I wonder how many 
underlings you terrorised during this?
I would much rather see a ‘behind closed doors’ doco with all of their staff (past and present)! I want their stories!
Evil oozes from the pores of Meghan Markle. Watching this trailer made my skin crawl. I will not put myself through the pain of watching the series. Their end goal appears to be an attack 
on Harry’s family. Make it stop, we all are getting tired of this row constantly in our faces.



I’ve never been more disgusted by two humans. Pure evil.
THIS IS GOING TO BE STUNNING AND BRAVE AND WILL GET TO SEE HOW MEGHAN IS OPPRESSED!!
Well done Netflix for keeping the comment section open
So why scrolling looking for something that has to do with them ????🤔😅
The HH monogramed is for Harry Harkle.
....and the photographer just happened to be there.
When people really cry, it’s ugly. Full marks for acting !
Like I said a few minutes ago in some other place, everyone in the USA is nuts (paraphrasing).
 @Israel Of Faith   That would be like me saying all brits are nuts,  BUT THAT WOULDN'T BE TRUE. Only the low life haters are Crazy ass people who just watch for every that has their 
picture on it to click and complain how they sick they are of hear about them. When the crazy ass didn't have to click on in the first place 🤣😂😅 😅
that blanket cost more than my first 2 cars. Combined.
Made me laugh out loud well done🙏
I laughed so hard 😂😂😂
Spat some drink out there. These comments are awesome!
yes!!! i cried❤ 😢
Black children.. she saved black children 😄 cos she ain’t racist you see 😌
Yes! I feel that way. I Hate the negativity Meghan brought to the Royal Family.
💯% YES. Now that's worth bringing out the popcorn.
PREACHH

Now that's an actual investigative documentary. This is a reality show lol
Uh! 🍿🍿🍿
Meeeeee tooooo! 😂😂😂👏👏
 @SaffyFoo  Translate to English?
here 
here

i’d pay top dollar for that.! 😉

🇦🇺🌏
And all her ex lovers
Yes to this idea. You’d actually be helping real victims not pathological lying bullies.
 @AggieC  and her ex-husband
this is where the real tea is fr
I'd like to see Harry getting a hiding from his banshee, he deserves it.
we wont get them unfortunately as they have all signed non disclosures, because they treat people and staff like shit, she is a class A bully.
now THAT i would watch.
I’m sure harkle made them sign NDA. She would hate the truth to come out.



Go make that doco then. Stay pressed.
 @AggieC  That might be a long series.
This 👀 
Now that I would watch.
 @southbug27  all of them,
Yes!  I'd resubscribe to watch that.  Netflix could've had a Tiger King on their hands but are kissing up to these two grifters.  I canceled after The Crown hit job anyway.
Now THAT I would watch!
Netflix Please do this!!
💯 YESSS
i would bring popcorn AND wine to see that one
And hear from all her old johns
I would actually subscribe to Netflix for that.
@netflix if you really want some mojo that’s what you need to do interview all the Sussex staff that worked for her
But then you would have the truth, and we can't have that.
 @AggieC  clients
That may take more than 6 episodes! 😂
 @southbug27  Dont forget Hubby #1 Joe Giuliano.
Now Netflix - hope you’re taking notes that THIS would be what people would be happy to watch. Go get on it!!!!!
Yes I’d like to see this too. Is anyone asking if they’re okay?
Yes!!! 👍
yes
Spot on!! Those are the stories that need to be told
Now that is what is gonna be so interesting 😉
I can’t wait for her ex-husband’s book to come out! Wouldn’t touch the Spare book (or any of their other twaddlevision/pod crap/Nafflix attempts at self-promotion) with a 10-foot barge 
pole!
Yes!!! In due time
Now THAT is something I’d watch!
Totally
If actually watch that one!!
 @AggieC  YOU DESCRIBED YOUR CHARACTER AND PERSONALITY PERFECTLY AND IT’S NOT A GOOD LOOK 👀 ON YOU! THAT IS HOW YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY! KAREN TROLL!
 @Cinnamon Girl  You described your character and personality perfectly and it’s not a good look 👀 on you! Karen!
 @No Wire Hangers   I love screenshots and I will forward them to Archewell Foundation Att: Attorneys
 @stephanie Newhouse  Liar 🤥 Liar 🤥 Liar 🤥 Liar 🤥
THIS!
Netflix might actually make a profit with that spin on the show! Hear that @netflix?
AMEN TO THIS!!!!!!
 @Slavica Grgas  you do that sweetheart
Tell em I said they can kiss my arse



 @Jack Hawkin  there’s a way around that. Especially if former staff can write about the President.
  @Slavica Grgas    It's all out there. Go and find it
Give me that docu now!!!!! 💯💯💯
 @Jack Hawkin  then maybe their neighbors???
Yes!!!
NETFLIX PLEASE!
Great idea! Netflix are you listening??
And they would deserve all the millions they payed these to wining, entitled duo!
Agreed. I would value their perspective the most. However...

The identity of the staff needs to be concealed in order to protect them and not face retribution from all the royalists. Then we can get the unvarnished truth.
I agree. Someone will no doubt think of this.
Yes!!!!
No. Trust me , you don't.
.....right? We all want the REAL footage where she goes full Will Smith on Harry.
 @AggieC  no one will watch a six hour movie
 @Cinnamon Girl  Hear Hear 👏👏👏
Smash the thumbs up! Oh the stories they could tell! 👀👂
Now that’s a series I’d watch. 😂
Yes!  THIS!
 @Jack Hawkin  🤣🤣👍
 @James Norton  🤣🤣 it seems not!!🇦🇺👋
Oh wow that is such a good idea!!! I definitely would see it
💯
No you wouldn't you haters are obsessed.
Yes perhaps a show on her pinching babies and kicking puppies would resonate more. Lol. She's so cringe.
Netflix should use all the backstage footage to make a docuseries about the making of this series .  That would be a great 180 on them....and world serve them right!
  @AggieC with whom she has identical photo booth pictures....🤣
Yesss I would definitely watch a real documentary with a real journalist that would ask the hard questions and call her out on her lies. These two are just pathetic
Wouldn't that be perfect. King Charles should release them from their NDAs and tell them to go for it!!
Are you actually paid to write this? Never heard so much praise of someone who has sold her soul to Netflix & separated 2 only brothers, I feel for Diana, my heart breaks at those 2 
brothers
I’d reopen my account to see this 🤣
They opened the closed door to Pandora's Box.
Buckingham Palace bot alert!
Now that would be a show to see!!!
 @Silvana María GA  I'm sure nutflax already have backstage footage already lined up to go ,and there will be nothing Cash and Carry can do about it. After all nutflax need to try and 
recoup some of their losses. Do you think the guy that actually convinced nutflax to sign these 2 up ,still has a job ? I wonder if he's reading the comments ?



Netflix needs to expose them for what they are.
No doubt!
Now that I would watch and even pay a subscription for.
I might resubscribe for that!
It would be like Mindhunter
Ooh yes great idea..that I would absolutely watch big time, but this BS definitely not. Disgusting individuals, they should be in jail.
Never use the word "doco" again. Thanks.
Lady Diana is probably rolling in her grave . Harry would have Never Never trashed the Royal  family  if she were alive.
Harry has forgotten Lady Diana is part of the Royal family Forever to eternity . 
So basically he has trashed her too.
Her yacht girl gig also
Now THAT I would watch!
What a fantastic suggestion !!
Now that I’d watch!
I'm waiting for that one. Still have hopes.
Let’s hear the staff stories!
Netflix can do a doco about that!!
I would pay for that! @Netflix we are waiting. We know you have some footage 😏
I'd settle for this year's Christmas card WITH the kids facing the camera.. and totally unphotoshopped 🙄
PUBLISH THE BULLYING REPORT!
Great idea. Maybe, with any luck, another streaming service will pick it up.
NEWS FLASH. Anyone see how the foundation president of Archewell Mandana Dayani has now scrubbed Archwell from all her bios as of Dec 2022. Hmm, add her to the Sussex survivors 
club maybe. And Mandanas assistant? Where is she. MM sure knows how to keep staff lol
oooh Netflix this is a GOOD Idea... make ya millions more than Mr and Ms Hazbeen.
 @Jude Picton  That's the one I would love to see... all the mask slips, micro aggressions, manipulation, bossing around, controlling, gaslighting, lying and failing to act like a nice person who 
is in love 😂😂😂  Still have a little pity for H as she bitten his 🥎🥎 off and completely emasculated and controlled him... Still unforgiveable how he's attacked and lied about his family 
though...
I won't be watching this or anything put out by this narcissistic and traitorous couple.
That scene where... NOBODY CARES!!!!!
Thank you Princess Diana for giving birth to William first 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 and Thank you Mrs. Middleton for Kate 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏
I love Mehgan because she gets under white women's skin so hard. They are obessesed with her 😂
A photo I saw of H & M with Netflix cameras inches from their faces says it all for the privacy they crave, what a toxic pair they do not deserve royal titles they degrade
The spoiled prince complains about his sooo hard life. His wife just is a nobody, wanting to be the most important person on this planet. Can it get any better? 🥲
The same people who wanted privacy are exposing themselves in documentaries and books! 0:24 what is this? Who takes a picture of someone like that instead of helping them? these 
two are capable of going way too low to be in the media!
I must be the only one looking forward to watching it 🤔😂
When Meghan traveled back in time and saved Jesus from crucifixion, I literally wept. So Stunning, So brave.
will be cancelling



No one cares what your story is Megan/Meghan
Spare-us your BS . We just don't  care
I’ve been scrolling the comment section for a solid 15 minutes. Hundreds of (hilarious, snarky) anti H&M and only 6 “pro”… and I was letting some fairly neutral ones count just to be fair. 
This is the real ratio of what regular folks think of these two. Speaks for itself mic drop
WHO CARES ABOUT THESE TWO!!!
Sick of this fake b!tch
when the steaks are high? I agree with her! Coupons may help,,,,,,,,,
i’d rather watch the crown’s non-existent 7th season
Thought they wanted a private life? 🤔
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
I cheered at the part where Meghan faces down the alien queen and says “get away from her you B****!”
100% They're amazing
I can't wait to see it. I want all the tea.
 @Olivia  same 😂
😂
Comments are funny as heck today!
🙄😅😂🤣
Walking over water to get there....
True but what about when she did the long walk to freedom in South Africa to say no-one asked her if she was ok, never mind about those pesky girls who live in danger of sexual assault 
and being murdered every second of their lives. Marriott Meghan is such a humanitarian, such a humble hero
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
If only she could’ve went back in time and stopped Harry from wearing a certain uniform to a dress party...

Now he’s getting a humanitarian award 🙄🙄🙄
But she wanted to be PAID for it....:body-blue-raised-arms:
😂
😂😂😂
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂 n after she saved Jesus instead of thanking her he probably said something racist to her
Dead 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Meghan's resurrected in the sequel and saves the world from Brits who are racist self tan deniers.
This one got me
STOP - you a killing me 😭😭😭🤣🤣🤣🤣😂
When the steaks are high? I just ask a tall person, or the butcher for assistance.
This couple that has made grievance-broadcasting,blaming the family for all their ills and virtue-signaling fashionable and profitable…



I like the part where they treat their family with love and kindness.
LMAO...oppps I must be dreaming.
These two really like the sound of their own voices more than anyone else actually does 🤷
Let’s take a poll! How many lies will Megan and Harry tell in this Netflix thing? I say 666!
No... and what for? 
Mug n Mug: WE WANT PRIVACY, REEEEEEEEEE

Also Mug n Smug: (doomy voice) Nobody knows what goes on behind closed doors....

Er....yeah. That's privacy, you fulminating great dickheads.
I feel sorry for Netflix who always insist on taboo and also immoral issues
Meghan and Harry's chosen closed door private life , now has an open documentry no one asked for 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
"Hear our story from us"  ---lmao! And why should we believe anything they have to say at this point? They've been caught in so many lies! 30+ lies in the Oprah interview alone! Give me a 
break.
In the time they’ve left the RF the world has been dealing with Covid, wars, inflation, job losses…do they think anyone going through that has sympathy for two millionaires who ran away 
from a palace to a mansion?
Who's the photographer capturing her crying scenes, and why?
I’ve always loved them as a couple❤
Lots of disturbing comments about this trailer! I hope Netflix turns off the comments section
Again,  wow so tone deaf as the world is struggling with REAL life & yet again the "Love struggle" of Haz & Princess Meg's  is somehow entertainment - bottom of the barrel..   I would 
rather watch "Shameless" ENTIRE seasons .
To everyone on planet earth, CHOOSE YOUR WIFE / HUSBAND WISELY!  or you'll end up like HARRY!!  SCREWED!!!
Cant wait!
Netflix knows that the only viewership that this useless documentry is gonna get is the hate viewership , so dont watch people. 😂😂😂 yes its entertaining af to see a dumb talentless 
woman entertain us with all her seriousness ,but dont watch. 😂😂😂😂
Everything she does or says is so fake! Her photos cringe!
I thought this toxic couple wanted a private life... 🤣🤣🤣



Releas date of this trailer is hugh part of the smear-campaign against the royals. 
Smear campaign is ..... posting 7 stories of a well orchestrated and planned PR-attack against the Walses in US and against Camilla (+ king) mainly in the 2 days that the US-visite is now 
going (30.11. and 2.12.22:. 
Which are: 
a) release trailer Invictus + release information about an upcoming book linking Meghan and royal racism (from a MEghan-supporter Professor) + releasing photos of a "complete privat" 
event of MEghan in Indianapolis + release of the "racist"-conversation in Buckingham (all on 30.11.)  
And release new photo of Archie (on the same Twitter-Professor-account concerning the book) + release trailer Netflix (on 1.12.). 
Some days ago the attack startet with manipulated cut-out-video of "racist" Camilla in a kindergarden who is taking a coloured girls arm (on Twitter).  All these stories are postet by Sussex-
Squaddies or very near linked supporters and friends of MEghan. 
Aim 1)) to spread the news that the royals and their friends are real racists so that a) the Sussexes have a good pass to go to their award-show next week and b) have a preparation for their 
upcomming accusations on Netflix (I guess especially against Camilla. And c) trash down Camillas big event with big female players around the theme "fight against gender domestic 
violence and abuse"  - a  theme that MEghan wants to monopolise for herself and don't want Camilla to bring on in public. 
Aim  2))  to bring the Sussexes completly  in the spotlight and in the headlines to destroy the US-visite of  Catherine and William, to overshadow them in any possible way, to undermine 
the importance of Williams earthshot-project. So it is a  perfect planned and timelined smear-attack on many different levels, against different persons. And by using many different 
supporters and supporting institutions especially from MEghans side. Extremly clever..
If the palace yet not act RAPIDLY and cut the connections and invitations to any possible por-Sussex or pro-MEghan orientated persons and intitutions COMPLETY, they'll get in more 
trouble. Yet they seemed even don't understand, who deep this destroying-energie goes and how far especially MEghan is willing to go. Seems to me that the palace is not smart enough to 
realy look through this war against them.
Why ? People are allowed to express how they feel. Get over yourself !
Yup...say it louder...some people are deaf...and then its too late...  ;(
So we have a story of a guy who is the spoilers of lazy brats who married a woman who was one of Epstein’s yacht girls who changes colors more than a chameleon whose baby bump slips 
to her knees and we are to believe they are super heroes???? Netflix ain’t no way I’ll ever watch you!!!! You are the white elephant Christmas gift NOONE WANTS!!!!!!!

Good grief this is appalling., Hey Harry, I've got news for you: nobody sees what happens behind closed doors in ANY normal family. It's called normalcy; it's called resisting narcissim-
fueled, self-absorbed, pathologically privileged exhibitionsim. "Why did you feel the need to do this documentary?" I'm sure a few hundred million dollars had nothing to do with it, huh....
Life is hard!!! WAAaaaa
I can't believe the comments are still open! Some of the best since Hilary Rose podcast snark!
Remind me why I'm supposed to feel sorry for her with her head in her hands and a Hermes blanket draped over probably a $10,000 chaise lounge! Girl bye!
You are revolting.   Just yuck 🤮
🙄
They should rename the documentry ‘Diary of a Gold Digging narcissist’
When the stakes are this high… like the high energy bills we can’t pay so we have to live in the cold this winter? Get a grip of what’s happening in the world Meghan. You actually think we 
are going to watch your series and fall in love with you two. Omg dry your tears with your hermes blankie. You are the least of our problems.
This is SO cringe and sickening to watch! Going to be a massive flop just like them
Didnt know the H stands for Hermes until I read the comment section. I thought its initial for Harry 🤣🤣
No one cares Meggie.
Refuse to watch this dreck
Lol this is the most narcissistic thing I’ve ever seen but get it ig



Insufferable crap
MM: "When the stakes are this high....Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"

Me: No. This is precisely why we shouldn't. Haven't you heard of listening only to objective third parties? -.-
I am so excited that the Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston. Mad respect for Earthshot.
The most tragic thing to happen to a human being EVER.....
Netflix Season two will be after the divorce where she will “tell her truth” about how awful Harry was to her 😢 
Always a victim never a narcissist.
My heart is breaking to know that they struggle to decide what designer goods they want to wear and which travel destinations they want to go visit .. it must be tough when you have so 
many choices!!! For those who don't have food in their fridge won't have these problems!
Harry and Meghan claim to care about the environment. If it was true, they wouldn’t be doing everything to steal attention from Earthshot. They’re just self-seeking phoneys.
Respect also to the good people of Boston, for the warm welcome, in all weathers. They were just great.
Fifteen great finalists, five wonderful winners. 🌎🌱 Kudos to all.
 @MB D  yes yes loved the enthusiasm Bean Town showed the Princes and Princess!
 @Bernadette  agreed very impressive winners.
AMBER HEARD 2.0
Mark my words, if she'll lie about the RF & racism...
agreed!
Or maybe they are telling the truth and are coping with what happened to them together!
Absolutely...
Said it from day one shes a lieing gold digger look how she mugged her own dad off she wont think twice about shitting on him when the times right for her she will divorce him want half 
of the money and tell the world how harry beat her and treated her like shit she already said one of the royals was raciest but no name of who shes a nasty bit of work lets just hope when 
shes taken the kids and half his money that harrys family forgive him and let him come home harry mate if u read this please get rid of her mate im a londoner and we still love ya bruv just 
not that old ripper the gold digger !!
“He filled me with his genetic pain..  now I’m the mother of two ginger’s for life 😢”
This show will greatly boost Netflix subscriptions!
Let them eat cake while I’m
Whining on my chair with a 3000$ Hermès blanket
I’m so excited to see this! Do people forget these are two real human beings? These comments are sickening. They (especially Meghan) get treated so unbelievably poorly. It breaks my 
heart. They have had a hard go. And people who can’t wrap their head around the fact that two royals can go through this are simply naive. Meghan expressed she nearly committed 
suicide, and yet people still feel the need to say and do these horrible things. People need to give their head a shake and have a heart
Throw this shit to the bin
They are so pathetic and disgusting
Harry and That American Clown both wankers are frauds
I love how Meghan gets THESE women....and Bots rattled up. That means Netflix is in for a treat. And they keep Meghan WINNING!  Hahahaha
🐍
Nobody is watching this Shit
I didn't notice the Hermes blanket the first  time hahaha,  didn't even know it's a brand!



The Spoiled Duke of Netflix and Spotify and The Fake Duchess from Los Angeles
Not sure I should watch, seems like an invasion of privacy, I'll probably just start a charity and keep 95% of the proceeds for myself instead
This couple can not love up without bashing other ppl and telling lies while can’t keep their jealousy to his brother. They’re simply the wild traitors of RF and   UK 🐍 🐍 
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
No thank you!!!!
What a joke. She is such a victim lmao. Let's see how many other lies they come up with besides the 17 confirmed lies they had an Oprah interview. Also is there a reason to show William 
and Catherine in church looking over while they're sitting behind them these two really have no couth whatsoever she's nothing but trash oh excuse me she might use that word in her 
archetypes podcast that went to crap after a couple episodes. I wouldn't want to call her difficult because being called difficult really means the b word and Megan can't say the b word 
she's too pure.
The most Attacked privileged woman in the world cry me river 🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄
Such a victim , ugh 😑 ! It’s getting boring !
Sorry I don’t see anything special about them , they’re just filthy rich whining about royal titles
It's been 2 (almost 3) years, are we STILL on this? 🤣 Slick trailer nevertheless
She ran away from her responsibilities and took Harry with her. She never intended to stay, she just wanted the title, riches, and fame. They claim to want a private life yet crave publicity 
all the time. Harry is a weak beta male who is, apparently, still loved up and totally blinkered to Markle's exploitive intentions. I said what I said 
Then again, if Matthew Perry can have a New York Times best selling biography, I suppose there is an audience for this NetFlix documentary too.  I just won’t be in it.
U serious????? Get a grip
That $32 million wedding was hard on her. And all those people cheering in the streets. Gosh, and she got said no to about that tiara. Things were tough.
 @11swans  I’m sorry you’re shallow enough to think that justifies the hate she receives. Just because she married into the royal family which puts on extravagant weddings doesn’t mean 
she can’t have mental health struggles, life troubles, etc. I can’t imagine how hard this has been for them. Please have some empathy
 @em  I meant everything I said. People are ruthless to these two. If you have nothing nice to say, don’t say anything at all
 @Faith H  commenting on the hypocrisy of the Privacy Seeking Reality TV Royals is not "hate" it is valid observation.
He sold his granny for that!!
 @em  sad
Also what gives them the idea that people are really interested???
Is there a couple in the world less self-aware than this one? Any sympathy people had for them is fading fast.
LOL nobody takes them seriously 😂
People are struggling to put food on their tables and pay to heat their homes yet these two live in a mansion with nine bedrooms and sixteen bathrooms with maids and nannies for their 
two children and a gardener to water the plants..and so many people out here can't afford their medicine..and Has-been and Me-again cry about make-believe paparazzi chasing them   
and they need government aid to pay for their security bill.
When Megan conned Harry.
Wooooaaaaaaa I bet half the trolls are paid bots the other half being just plain racists assh*les.
So impressed you have kept the comments open.
What tragedy they've endured!
Netflix really is scraping the barrel with this untalented actress and nasty Prince.

I am just thinking what a waste of $100M Netflix has just threw away. Highly suggest Netflix to invest more $ into your own films, because more than 70% of the N-made movies I watched 
is TERRIBLE. Some movies have only 0.5-2M budget, which can only get bad stories, D-list actors and very boring scenes.  Help yourself, Netflix, to invest your money somewhere useful.



I only wish that the campaign of hate and injustice that this monarchy has created with malice, out of jealousy and envy for Harry and his family, will return to the real villains and traitors 
within.  Karma with them.  The death of the late mother is the beginning of the end.  And they know very well that they need Harry inside to continue the business, but they want him 
alone, without listening to him, miserable and manipulated as they tried to have him before.  As they believe that they defeated them, after all with their plan and the true traitors and 
disloyals have already risen;  so be happy with that.  Although they throw eggs at them and even sick old men yell at them, together with the shameless Andrés they have obtained their 
greatest achievements.  On the other hand, what the queen did in more than 6 decades, allowed it to be thrown away in a single instant.  Whether by decisions or by blackmail, everything 
was lost.  That's my opinion.
That black & white shot of MM "pregnant" looks like it was taken with Vaseline on the lens!
8000 likes. At last count 67,000 dislikes. This was not a good investment Netflix. They are vile, disgusting, narcissistic liars. And I hope they are shown as such.
Looking forward to seeing this. 💕
So staged sooo cringe🤢🤢🤢
The Comments are better than the trailer
A pair of privileged whiners that can’t tell the truth about anything.
The photo of Harry & Meghan dancing in their wedding reception is everything. In the midst of pain, there is still joy.
The part where Meghan stopped a semi truck going 90mph down the interstate with her barehands to save a family of ducks. So brave! So mesmerizing!
HATERS are clicking so fast 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 I love that
Lmaoooo why is it so hard to accept that people simply do not like them and see through their bs?
 @Glory  😂😂😂
Heeeelllooo racist trolls and or paid bots. Hope u spend that money on something nice
Don't forget the moon bump lol
in the midst of pain of people paying tax for 32M wedding
Lmao
One of the funniest comments on this thread that is full of gems!🤣
....whilst knowing that it was this action alone that would stop the earth from falling into a malevolent black hole in 20 years time. Only she could see the future...

Much smart, huge brave. This world is not good enough for dearest Smuggie.
and then eats turkey on Thanksgiving.
 @Louisa Jean  vegan turkey, authentic and thankful
Your point?

There is more to see. She transforms into a magical girl and blows up the evil palace with the power of great love. But the scene where her husband was also blown away was unexpected.
Remember that time Meghan walked on water to save drowning kittens!
 @Kathy Kaveh  they are paid bots😆
YALL ARE HILARIOUS!!!!
 @Kathy Kaveh  omg, The comments are hilarious!! I wonder if Meghan is going  to shed  a tear from her right eye? Because I think the left eye might still need to recover from the Queen’s 
funeral.
These comments are all bots. I for one am looking forward to this.
Dead
😂



Bwahahahahaha
stop, im still crying!!it was so brave!!!❤❤❤❤😢😢😢😢 I LOVE HER
Meghan 🤢🤮
Omg wow so amazing smh
Why do you Brits make so much fun of her?? What has Meghan done of you?
 @Altamas Parsanov  It's not the Brits. It's everyone who has the ability to see through her fake, narcissistic persona. She's a vile, vindictive woman that won't hesitate to passive-
aggressively lash out if she feels you've wronged her in any way.
I always like it when Meghan says she is sitting in her being.
"doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" 
To put it simply, no it doesn't make sense. Yes you have a story to tell but you are telling it from your perspective and in the story you tell you will be talking about other people, people 
who have their own perspective too. 
I get that both have gone through struggles but, to put it bluntly, why should we care? 
They are both very privileged individuals who seem to be ignorant to the fact that though they have struggles, it really seems like nothing compared to what the majority of people deal 
with on a day to day basis. They are extremely well off and I really don't know why they always find something to complain about.

My favourite part was when Meghan shouted "It's Meggin' Time!" before jumping out of a plane into a swimming pool in time to save the world from the evil butler, truly inspirational!
Harckles are pathetic
slow clap 👏 stunning and brave 🙄
How to castrate a man in 10 days. Awesome. Nope. 🤣
Spiteful duo
Tell they side of story. Why haters making up lies on them . They lived it not let other speak for them. I love it keep maxing haters ken Karen racists jealous .😢😢😢😢
0:35 Meghan, camera's on you, left eye, go!

Brilliant for Netflix to leave the comment section open so that people will witness the harassment this couple went through... clever indeed as it will support their words. Well done.
OMG who cares?! 
No one...
Harambe was murdered.
Yuk please stop
“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors” is literally the definition of privacy lol
MY FAMILY is more than just my child and myself.(Yes, I’m divorced.) I place my parents, siblings, nephews, nieces and their children as part of my family. I guess that is my culture, we 
respect family.
I hope they burn in hell. Sooner rather than later. Damn them both.
Playing victim really has its perks.
Its very sus they decide to release this trailer when William & Kate are in Boston as well. "Look at Us, Look at Us!!" Meghan is the definition of POS
"Why did you want to make this documentary?"

"Because we're insufferable narcissists."
They showed a picture of Kate being so angry while Megan looks so naive. Please, Megan is sooooo fake!!



MM is crying in the trailer because she said, "Mirror, mirror on the wall. Who is the fairest of them all? Oh, no! NOT Kate. No, no, no, NO! It should be ME!!!"
🤣🤣🤣
You mean, "mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fakest of them all?" Then turns into stone 
Thanks for the laugh 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
The pool with a pizza 🍕 float.
Haha 😄
Hi Sugar
Boo hoo
 @Sandra Jayandran  Boo hoo?... my comment triggered you LOL. By the amounts of comments you post on Meghan you sound more like a fan or a stalker, the irony.
 @Penny Lane  Millions of people? Don't exaggerate please. It doesn't hurt me, it simply prove them right. Some people use their voice to do good, and empower/inspire others to do so 
while some are just mean keyboard stalkers.
 @Penny Lane  I don't speak in the air, I talked to some of Meghan's detractors and mean is actually a kind word to describe them. Just requesting for a tangible proof of what they are 
saying not just articles from gossip magazines and you get insulted for no reason. That's why I believe words from this couple directly that happens to be true with time, instead of made up 
stories with vague sources from tabloids that happened to be false as they both won their cases against that press, that's says a lot.
Excellent observation!
I know! I was like, isn’t that what they wanted?? Isn’t that a good thing?
And isn't that what they wanted, privacy, but their definition of privacy is the opposite of privacy.
I think they needed the Privacy from the tabloids,  they love poking their nose in peoples business without am invite and when they can't do it the started making up stores . Allow them to 
let their own stories and share what pieces of their lives they want to share, that's all the asked for, but some of you dumb bats are worst than the tabloids or you are  just being 
brainwashed with the lies, vitriol and hate towards the couple..
Let's see if it's their little family's privacy, or others'...
Lol true!!!

Interesting how the photographer was there when Me-gain was crying. Did she position herself so they got her best side? How many takes did it take to get the crying right for the photo?
Exactly! The privacy they said they wanted so bad.
Precisely lol
@K P and one of the shots in front of her designer H throw. It’s all so fake but that’s Meghan all over, not a genuine, unrehearsed moment ever.  I won’t be watching and I won’t be reading 
the book. This pair aren’t getting a penny off me.
Remember when she lied to Oprah and told her they married three days before the “spectacle” of a wedding?  

Remember her telling everyone that would listen how important the first months of their relationship were because it was private, special and just for them?

And now this?  Please God. It appears the majority of people desire you to have your privacy way more than you do! We don’t want to witness this BS spectacle either.

I will wait to hear the reviews from Piers Morgan, et al.

P.S. I’m not a fan of Piers Morgan 😂



Yet here YOU are thinking you already know what’s happened 😂😂😂 You just can’t make this shit up
Lmfaoo
 @K P  doesn’t she say three seconds for her to make a tear?
And bamm the video shows William and Kate 

Like we're to think they have something to do with that.
Wonder why ,you re here if you re not a fan of them. Lol ain't that make you an hypocrite?
 @Deen Folaji  Oh c’mon Deen.

We love comedy that’s why we’re here!

Tiger blood anyone?
Yes, I believe that doors were invented for privacy, that’s why you’re not meant to see behind them when they’re closed
Their idea of privacy is that they get paid, no one else 😂😂😂😂
Hahahahahaha oh my gosh

We see enough of your behaviour to see who you are Megain.  We don’t care what goes on behind closed doors, we just want you to shut up and go live your private over privileged lives.
I think you missed the point. This monarchy, family's life is not all private. In fact for centuries  a lot of it is in the public eye, with public scrutiny, with a narrative that is partly created by 
the media & public. Their point is this is their version.
And here we are all of us pretending like we don't care yet were here, 1.8 million of us and you know we're all gonna watch it right? lmao
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  on the contrary, even though I don’t like them, I’m very interested in what they’ll be trying to present to us. Very interested!
 @Kirri  Yes it's clear. To judge and criticize and to scapegoat them for all of society's problems... well Megan, so u can feel better about ur own life I get it.  Get in line, there are many 
ahead of u. lol
Photos so intimate they let a photographer sit in. Creepy! lol
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I think you’re over exaggerating where you think I’m coming from. Settle down and take a chill pill and don’t assume to know where other 
people are coming from. Seems you’re the one who’s upset and invested
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Who talked about judging and criticising? You did not me!! Me? I’m fascinated by the whole thing!! It’s like watching a car crash in slow 
motion!!
 @Kirri   You do realize you just wrote this about 28 min ago right?  "on the contrary, even though I don’t like them"   Pretty clear where you're "coming from" lmao smh

 @Leah M  THEY wanted RESPECT... Please STOP acting STUPID...I am pretty sure you have seen & heard what was going on...They will TELL their TRUTH...Have you got a problem with that?
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  She thinks she wrote that comment in encrypted. hahaha
 @FEAR No More  lol
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Please don’t try to assume you know anything about how I feel or where I’m coming from. You just do you and try not to let others bother 
you so much
 @Hmar Taetae  exactly showing that still of Catherine glancing to her left as if she’s giving them daggers 🙄
  @Kirri  As much as Megan bothers you? Ok Ka̶r̶e̶n̶   Kirri😉
 @Kirri  As much as Megan bothers u? Ok Ka̶r̶e̶n̶   Kirri



Not when it’s abuse!
And again another person ignorant to the meaning of privacy!
 @Kirri  As much as it seems Megan b0thrs u? Ok Ka̶r̶e̶n̶   Kirri😉
 @Kirri   Like Megan bothers u? Ok Ka̶r̶e̶n̶   Kirri😉
Y'all act like she's the only one in history to use that figure or speech. Love to nitpick every single thing this couple say or do. She's not saying a door doesn't make give privacy. Hahahaha! 
It's just like "hey, don't assume you know what you think you know"..... Is she allowed to say that? 🤣🤣🤣..... Damn son!
 @Kirri  As much as Megan bothers you? Ok Karen, I mean Kirri😉
Such a deep, profound statement too. It hadn't occurred to me previously, but now it seems so damn obvious! Thanks Hazza, you have changed my life.
 @Leah M  No!  They were talking about having and controlling their own narrative and life’s decisions,  apart from Royal Protocols and Intrusion.  They were not talking about living in a 
hole somewhere away from the public.  You dunces!!🤣🤣
 @K P  sounds like a you problem and you're verging on obsessive
 @Tess  I'm sure they'll see your comment and be heartbroken
 @K P  i thought she wanted privacy when she was crying
ah yes, privacy, the one thing they left the Family for, just to announce their life all the time on the media
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Oh give it up and stop carrying on! How old are you? Resorting to name calling! Tsk tsk!! Must be past your bedtime! Nite 
 @James Oakley  the queen's funeral was livestreamed like everywhere and the coverage was non stop and almost everywhere,  now that's extreme publicity.
 @Kirri  but here u are trying to assume things about harry and Megan hypocrite.
 @K P  I hope her crying in this is better than Amber Heard's on trial 😂😂😂😂
 @Kirri  You brits are so trggerd by her it truly is comedy. lol
😂😂😂Touchè!!!
Privacy is choosing what to show lol
 @Greengoblin Defoe  What am I assuming? No need for name calling, we’re all adults here, I think
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Another assumption, I’m not British!
Jajajajajaja
 @Kirri  Sure Karen... Kirri. No American is this triggered by Harry choosing Megan. Stop it. lolol
KP , excellent point, you’re an intelligent person
Some of you are willfully missing the point. Privacy is one thing; we don't need to know what they had for lunch. Concealment of scandals and promotion of smear campaigns? If the family 
business is actively trying to throw you under the bus and yet YOU were vilified I bet you wouldn't be so pleased either. Yet you prefer to focus on semantics? 🤡
Until they sell it likes these to scum with their total lies to flaunt their narcissistic, sociopath personalities whilst trying their best to bring down beautiful Catherine, Princess of Wales and 
our loyal, caring Prince William of Wales. They're both so sick with jealousy. They're nobodies. Liars, scum.
 @Anna  that's meant to be viewed. Harry and Megan wanted privacy. there would have been a public uproar if it wasn't broadcast
That’s true
 @Hmar Taetae  yep! They are blatantly using the Royal Family to sell their dull, documented pity party. Pathetic and cringe worthy.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I’m not American either, never said i was. Talk about triggered!! Now your ignorance is showing! I knew you were up past your bedtime , 
only children behave in such an immature manner. Assuming peoples nationality and their motives. Sounds extremely racist to me
For which they  never asked for. It is a tabloid fairytale. Proof please. I'll wait
Truth bomb.
It's certainly a statement of the bleedin' obvious.😅



The privacy they are talking about is opposite of privacy meaning
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  it's the taxation for an avowedly sham wedding that's triggered me.😅
 @Kirri  It's obvious to every American, ur not American. lol We don't worship the royals like that. Not bedtime, getting ready for work. Obvious u don't work either. haha
 @Kirri  It's obvious to every American, ur not American. lol We don't worship the royals like that. Not bedtime, getting ready for work, something clearly, we don't share. lol ;)
But it is also the origin of misconceptions hence don't believe what you see
 @Kirri  It's obvious ur not American. lol We don't worship the royals like that. Not bedtime, getting ready for work, something clearly, we don't share. lol ;)
 @Aunty Jo  Sham? They are married... still. haha Brits shouldn't be angry. They've been supporting this family forever. Can't complain now. lol
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  not complaining. It's a privilege to have helped such saints. Glad the wedding was real. ❤True love story. Thrilled for them, etc.

 @Kirri  Yeah it's very obvious American is not synonymous with ur name. We don't worship monarchies like that. Not bedtime, getting ready for work. Not familiar with that concept? lol
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Oh dear, and the gross generalisations and judgement keep coming! Grow up
Best comment EVER!

 @Kirri  Ok sweatheart. But I gotta get to work so u can be trggerd by my next comment or whatever Megan does from now or til I get home later this evening. Til tonight honey bunch.
I’m guessing a whole lotta 🍷 + 🍆
So they open the door - we not interested ...actually!!! And what stakes? Whose stakes?
Louder for the people in California!
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I'm not watching. Are you?
Don't forget that is coming from a guy who had to pay someone to do his Art A Level at Eton! Thick we think, oh very much!🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

 @FEAR No More  you are correct. The thing is- they have aired “their side of the story” repeatedly, knowing full well Katherine and Will etc cannot defend themselves. Hardly seems fair.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  my life is pretty good
I just loathe liars,hypocrites and those who abuse the elderly
So- Harry and his wife
 @Anna  she was the QUEEN.
You cannot be that ignorant.
Surely.
True, but you gave them none in the UK, so it is time you LISTEN!
 @Tess  Yet, you’re here watching
 @F Crick  they didn't though! They tried to support her and then she rejected and pursued a vendetta, with lies, half truths and insinuations. She got so carried away with her alternative 
reality she invented a wedding and put the Archbishop of Canterbury in a position where he had to diplomatically avoid calling her a liar but said that her version of events (eg a wedding 
she invented on Oprah) was not correct.
No one apart from the camera man who happened to be there at every kiss and every fake cry.
Their candid, private photos… with product placement! Did Hermes pay them? 😂
Isn't that what they so badly wanted?
They want privacy but also have to air dirty laundry on Oprah and interview with any magazine that will listen. Very private.
I think they are speaking about what happens behind closed doors and the abuse that also takes place. They can still have their privacy and do this documentary. I swear some of the 
negative comments are probably trolls/bots purchased by William and Kate. I can't wait for the truth to come out. Buckingham palace and Windsor castle.



 @postit note  no they are about to expose the royal family. You Brit's are so angered and triggered by Meghan and Harry.
 @Jessica Brewer  they can still have their privacy as well as do this documentary. They are about to expose the abuse that takes place being a part of the royal family. I love seeing so many 
Brit's triggered and angered. William and Kate are evil. The truth is coming to light. Meghan and Harry are so loved here in America.
They are so jealous of William and Catherine 🤫 sad really 😔
Said no one ever who has their Netflix camera crew in tow 😂
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  We want ALL THE ATTENTION, but we don't want you to have opinions that conflict with our self-delusions of grandeur!!
That's a really warped vision you have
 @K P  Not long, 'Meghan, one tear, left eye.'

This is absurd - two flaming narcissists grifters that take themselves so seriously. Even more absurd, the virtue-signaling executives, director and production people that gave them a 
platform. The most disgusting moment in their lives is attempting to harm Earthshot - and they claim they champion climate initiatives - because of their fragile egos and quest to prove 
their power. This shows they will never relent and never learn. In the words of the chief narcissist herself, allegedly,  (This is not widely known and lifted from a post before the account 
went private: "What would have happened to Harry and Meg's family with a NEW Prince of Cornwall briefing against them, spitefully jealous and controlling the Duchy? They would've 
been trapped under the financial mercy of W with not income, security or funding w/2 kids. It's an orphanage for adults. There are only a select few who are living well. I can count them on 
1 hand. Everyone else is expected to live hand-to mouth ..." FROM @strongwrite on Twitter 02/10/2020. IT WAS ALWAYS ABOUT $$$$.
“The stakes are this high?” whaaaat? 😂 😂 of what? Of having to go back to the work force because you want to receive money and no work?! “Better to hear it from us”???!!!! Double 
WHAT! These two are delusional. They are the only one doing the talking. They talk 💩about people who can’t come publicly to defend themselves. Lame! No thank you Netflix I pass! 
Better things to watch
Apart from a huge camera crew they invited in, to invade their precious"privacy"...
What a ghastly, evil pair of Royals-bashers the "Harkes" are.
Isn’t that the same Hermes blanket she had during her 40/40 birthday video with Melissa McCarthy?
NO, just No! This is going to be such a fabricated victimised BS, I can't stand it!
Don’t forget they are being paid 100 million dollars for this bag of lies. I will not be watching, I hate listening to Meghan’s and Harry always sounds like he needs to clear his throat. Just lies 
and cringe.
And yet people still talk as if they do know. I guess that's why Harry is setting the record straight.
 @Audrey Mealiff  yes but they want $$$$$ even more
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I won't be.
 @It’s Jen Again  It's a pity because I really liked both Harry and Meghan.
Maybe he is making reference to the treatment he gets from his narcissistic wife
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
Quite a stroke of luck that a cameraman happened to be there with them too to capture all these spontaneous moments.
Fortunately there were witnesses at the dress fittings with Charlotte.
 @Deen Folaji  it’s fun to mock Cindemeghan and her Prince Charming
Privacy - 
freedom from UNAUTHORIZED intrusion. THEY get to choose when and where not when you people do.
They want money 🤑💰
The privacy of all the people they complain about doesn't matter of course.



Can they try and keep it that way?
I live a private life. I don't call the paparazzi when I go somewhere and I don't hire filmcrews to follow me. 
Who does she think she is anyway? 
A KARDASHIAN? That is what they do because they are super fake. 
And LA Meghan does the same?
Curious and curiouser 
It's almost like there's some blueprint they all follow. Nah, not these girls, they're "reality" stars.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  who says we are all brits??
 @Danielle McNeill  What law says they can’t defend themselves? What is the penalty if they do speak out? Jail time? Sanctions? Prince Andrew spoke out in an interview right? Kate & 
William have done many interviews right? They & the Royal family have allowed many interviews and contributed to documentaries & tabloid stories which they control the narrative. They 
put out or reveal what little they want. The truth is Kate & William choose not to discuss what Meghan & Harry have brought out to the light. They choose to continue the status quo & 
keep up appearances. Lets be fair, Meghan & Harry aren’t the first royals to air out their laundry to the world either & any attitudes of not being able to speak out by Willam & Kate are self 
imposed.✌
Ohhhh yes 😀👏
 @K P  also, must show the Hermes blanket. Product placement, y'all!
Good spot 
NO one is claiming Hazbeen is a rocket scientist...Maybe his wife needed to explain the definition to him...
 @LoniLone Lony  read again the Vanity interview. it has more clues. She says what you stated She was collecting photos to sell later (to Netflix as we all now know) ... And She also says, 
something like this: "i know One day we have to come foward!". She was planning it before The word "go". Who does this things? A narc called Megan!
What a sad situation 😢
Haha too true! 😆
 @Deen Folaji  we are just here to dislike this trash video 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yep  a privacy they allegedly moved away from the royal family for, and yet here they are, revealing more about themselves when IN the royal family..
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  yes we will definitely watch the fact checking analysis of their trash docu in YouTube🤣🤣🤣
In their case, the cameraman is always there to see it, lol.
That you for Whitesplaining that for us all. How very Anglo Saxon of you.
They never wanted "privacy". They wanted only their spin to get air time. They really must think the public is stupid. We watched most of this go down and saw what they did. Very similar 
to the way they behaved just this week: Stepping all over other's events to grab attention and starting rumors about a racist royal family. They must not have read the book about How to 
Win Friends and Influence People.
😂😂😂 BOOOM 😂😂 😂 
 @New Mercies  lady I refuse to listen to anything they say. They can show me. But their words mean nothing since they lie as easily as breathing. What they want is for people to hear 
their SPIN, not the truth
 @Anne Albrecht  It is scary how much animosity Markle harbors for Catherine. I would put Markle on that infamous fixated persons list
 @K P  crocodile tears...
 @K J  boo effin hoo. How blacksplaining to tell the royal family how the biracial duchess demands things be done. After all it is only a 1000 year old institution and their "customers" like it 
just the way it is. Markle wasn't top dogs and she couldn't handle it. How hard was it to shake hands? In return she received a house, cars, luxury travel and access to the crown jewels. If 
that is "abuse" tell me where I can sign up 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Is their next release a Sex Tape ???



Isn't that what Harry and Megan wanted? Oh the irony. 
 @K P  😂right
 @Deen Folaji  all they are good for, Sistah Sugar, is providing a laugh....
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  all they are good for Sistah Sugar is providing a laugh
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  if only the whole world had all of the whining duo's problems ...
 @Dill Pickles  I'm America lmao. Nice assumption.
 @Kirri  it has to be the slowest car crash ever, but we are committed now and have to watch until the end ....
 @Kirri   oh, but tabloids (which are the bible for people who dislike H&M) are always “in the know, they know even their thoughts, apparently.
 @Kirri  relax Sistah Sugar, they deserve all the mockery they are getting especially for all their plotting this week to sabatoge the monarchy.
 @Greg Nicho  relax Sistah Sugar.  Haven't you figured out Markle could care less about all of you
 @Lisa-Marie Clarke  poor Sistah Sugar, hasn't figured out Markle is only in it for the big bucks
 @John Starr  well, the Sistah sugars have decided to even the comments to pro Markles.  Give it up ...the timing of this trailer was a critical mistake
Thank God!  My eyes would need bleach eye drops. 😝
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  no, I think pretty much the whole world except for Scooby and the Sistah Sugars hate her.  Face it, you all have been Markled
 @Meghana  well it looks like Markle wants to show it all, porn style
 @Verna Leep  I’m not a sugar, far from it
 @Verna Leep  I know right?!!
 @Sof Be  I don’t read tabloids but do my own research and who mentioned them anyway? I’m also sure no one claimed to know what they’re thinking either.
 @Verna Leep  “critical mistake”..to whom?..you??😂😂.  Who the ‘F’ are you?  Tell it to the Board of Directors and Shareholders at Netflix.  It was their Call,  Not the Client.  Get 
educated.
Who took those photos?!!??? Who was lurking in their kitchen ‘behind the scenes’?  Or did they use a timer and do it themselves?  In which case — WHY!!??  Especially when they claimed 
they wanted ‘their privacy’??!!  Hypocritical FAKES
 @Verna Leep  Verna Leep Joined Dec 2, 2022🤣
 @Deen Folaji    It’s a public movie.  EVERYBODY can comment — why are you here?  Oh I know, sugar sugar sugar - I hope Smegs is paying you well.
 @FEAR No More    You mean “their CURRENT truth’?  Like ‘their version’ constantly changes. Too many lies, Smegs can’t keep track of all her lies
 @No Wire Hangers  Reminder, you're not a part of their family or life. As a matter of fact, none of us here are. Stop acting like an insider to who they all are. lol smh
 @Lisa-Marie Clarke     Who took the photos???  Since it was ‘behind closed doors’ allegedly.  And the photo of them kissing in their kitchen was BEFORE they had either a book contract or 
a Netflix contract - Smegs is a grubby little media who*e social climber and had her plan BEFORE she orchestrated her fake into to H
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome    Sugar
 @John Starr    Sugar sugar sugar - Smegs lies every time she open her mouth.  Who took the photos behind closed doors?  And how many takes to get it like Smegs wanted?
 @Lucy Acorn  Who cares?!  Many others do the same,  including William and Kate,  and the Royal Family.  Hypocrite!

All you people are going to watch the Netflix series.  You can’t help yourselves!
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome    Wrong, sugar Sussex squad - we are ALL triggered by this hypocritical narcissist
 @Aunty Jo    😂😂. You must be brainwashed by the sugar squad. Mor Smegs is paying you - I hope it’s worth it, selling your soul to the evil narcissist
 @Lucy Acorn  “Smegs”...???  Are you 14yrs old?  Go to bed.
 @Lucy Acorn  Salt
 @Brian Baratheon    OMG I,laughed so hard I cried at your comment.  You are so brainwashed —mi hope Smegs is paying you big bucks to post her drivel



 @K LeGrand    So they can SELL it for the big $$$. Sugar, hope Smegs is,paying you well. If not, you should ask to be paid what the other sugars are getting.
 @vallee  Details
Location: United Kingdom🤔
 @live life    Yup -will watch Piers Morgan, it will prolly take him hours and hours to cover all of it.  😂😅
 @K J    You have no,idea what other people’s race is — racist
 @Sof Be    Hummmmm. CBS News is NOT a tabloid.  They could prolly sue you for calling them that
 @John Starr    Oh bullshiite the Harkles are calling ALL the shots on timing the drop.
Is that Meghan crying reading something negative about herself on social media or in the press? even though she's been telling us for YEARS that she doesn't HAVE social media OR read 
anything about herself, whether positive or negative. It's all "white noise". More proof that she's been lying to the world (again)?
 @Lucy Acorn  This may come as a shock to you.  Harry and Meghan do Not run Netflix.  They are clients...they are Not paying Netflix...Netflix is paying them!!
 @Audrey Mealiff  oh I know. I really liked them too, until they showed who and what they really are.
No one wants to, it’s bad enough in front of doors, she a pathological liar can’t believe a word out of her mouth, Netflix should start showing the true nature of these two starting with all 
the bullying and bs with her “pregnancies “ 🤫🤭especially how her baby could drop to her knees all on its own, she’d make millions sharing that trick bs.
 @Verna Leep  you simple person, do you think I am going after you racist pig because I think Meghan Whois very caring of others, care about me. No you fool. I am going after you 
because you are racist pigs. Besides, you don’t want people apposing you because you want a free shot at spreading your Meghan markle lies!
 @Tess  I wonder if The Hermes Blanket had to have it's own continuity person.
 @J K  Yup, just her and her Hermes blanky 😂😂😂
That statement made me question my sanity.... I thought, 'Was that not the point....? Didn't this couple.... 🤔 Hold up, wait a minute, am I thinking of the right couple that announced....? 
Wasn't it them who said they wanted to lead a private life....?' 

And then I googled and phew 😓 I wasn't going crazy.... 😅
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I couldn't make it thru Oprah interview (just got recaap from the pundits), will likely do the same here. Its like Trump speechs... the iies and 
propaganda just raise my BP too much.
 @Lynda Ryan  It’s been five years,  and you are still bitter and angry.   Harry married Meghan and they are moving along with their lives.  There’s nothing you can do about it!  Get your 
own life.
 @Lucy Acorn  tbh I was taking the p****. Pointless arguing with mad folk.

 @Imani+Arifa #KenyanGirls  you going crazy, you think you get to decide what is private to them. Well nutter, you do t, no matter how dramatic you lot behave, it’s their choice on what 
private means to them. You lot act as if private means going into hiding so your lies can become their reality. It’s quite obvious that’s not what a private life means to THEM!!!!
Well surely nobody wants to see either of them sitting on the toilet even if they can't decide which of the 16 to choose from.
 @K LeGrand  so Meghan didn’t like the unauthorized intrusion of her privacy when her family, father and sister, speak to the media.  How does she and what did she do to them for their 
intrusion on her life. She says in her opera interview it is not fair to speak about Kate because she apologized but a trailer is release of her story making with a photo making Kate look like a 
villain.  I guess she really didn’t want to be fair during the opera interview and tear into Kate after all.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  yes
 @Mary Briars  ???
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  Meghan Markle have a very bad influence on Harry. Harry is just like a toy. He is not fit to do some of the secene because very sexy and it encouragement 
young people to have sex... They have bad on young people.
 @Deen Folaji   We're here for the laugh, the Skidmarkles are hilarious.



 @Kirri  😂😂😂 🥰🥰
 @FEAR No More   But they're not the monarchy, are they?
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome   I'm not going to watch it.
 @Verna Leep I'm not your sugar..... and you still missing the whole point of what I was saying 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hilarious. Basically he’s saying, I want to show you wants happening behind closed doors, and we’re going to act it out for this reality show so you can feel sorry for us and worship my 
wife!!!!!! Worship her dammit!!!!! Worship her!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Please worship her. Please. Please. The stakes are high. Not for us hawwy, for you. You’ve made your bed with that 
narcissist, so deal with it big boy.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  Wow, you're so triggered.😂😂😂😂😂
 @Kirri  🥰
 @Lucy Acorn You are missing the whole point of what I'm saying 🤣🤣🤣🤣.... and of course there must be someone taking the pix! This is for a doccie! They will be followed! Lol! They 
need footage. How else are we gonna see 👀 😅
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome   And you're so triggered  by the comment thread. You're making me laugh.😂😂😂😂
 @Sandy No  Of course they are. Their still in the line of succession aren't they? Harry is by birth, u can't take that away from him.
No we want modern press.. the curated kind WE make and steer completely. Oh an privacy above all.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I shan't be giving them viewing figures. I'll read about it mostly, and see clips from sources (that don't pay them)  after the initial furore has 
passed.
 @K P  Really!!! You obviously don't know that the only way to genuinely cry is with a professional photographer  /s
 @Leah M  Exactly
Too true!!😂
 @FEAR No More   If h hates the rf so much he can take himself out of the line of succession, sort of abdicating that position.
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  no, it’s their privacy just the three of them, them and their photographer - and perhaps the make up artist.. and stylist… and PA, and the kid who gets the 
coffees.
 @Deen Folaji  no, this is comedy gold.
 @Anna  no, that is showing the British people and the commonwealth the funeral of a much loved head of state, for all of us who could not be there but still felt part of it - that is what 
monarchy is about.
 @Brian Baratheon  you mean the Oprah interview and the ‘finding freedom’ didn’t already do that?  They’ve been away from royalty longer than they were in it!
 @Hmar Taetae  Subtle, right?
 @Mikha El  , Well being the narc she is, HarrysWife told us...."Grilled Chicken".
SMDG:  I can't stomach HarrysWife's voice, or the incongruent, inane crap coming out of her husband's mouth.  I won't watch it.  I can promise you that, plus I do not have a Netflix 
subscription.
 @Stung  , seriously, were you actually taken in by that?  And don't you sussex squatties continually say, "You weren't there, you don't know what happened!" OR the other one, "You don't 
know them!"  Read Tom Bower's book, He is not getting sued by the litigious Duch Ass and her husband.
 @Emcee Eß  obviously not, that’s why I’m highlighting it as a tactic!
 @Greengoblin Defoe  :  You need to insert a comma, after the name of your hero, Harry's wife.  It does look like you are calling Harry's wife a hypocrite, and I do have to agree.  Harry's 
wife IS a hypocrite.  She claims to  be a feminist and used all of the males in her life, including her father to climb up that greasy pole of fame.  Harry's wife  is a hypocrite for claiming she is 
not into royalty, you know, that racist institution?  Yet she gave her nonexistent daughter the nickname of the head of that racist institution. And Harry's wife uses her title, that she only 
has because of her husband, ALL THE TIME.  How else would us plebs know how important she is.  So, I agree, Harry's wife IS a hypocrite.
Which is what they claimed they wanted...



 @Greg Nicho  Great engagement... Very constructive 😂😂😂 You make a good point as many have on the replies, albeit your's being quite colorful . It was to control their narrative, not
 necessary be recluse which I understand.  Still no crazy here... 
 @K P  that is true how is it there is a photographer when she was crying ?
🤣🤣🤣 You win the internet!!
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  It's not just the brits...these 2  burn bridges wherever they go

 @Audrey Mealiff  So did i....in fact, I thought Meghan was great & was happy for Harry.  My support stopped the day of the Oprah interview.. I simply can't stand the sight of either of them
 @John Starr  people aren't bitter & angry with this vile couple...they're quite simply disgusted by them 😳
 @Sandy No  yes...great point...step down Harry & just shut up!
 @Greg Nicho  neither of them can spell it though.
Brilliant
 @Sandy No  Why would he? haha If he does become king which is highly unlikely, he could changes things. Funny how many of you advocate for Harry to be removed but not Prince 
Andrew. hahaha smh

 @Vali  Body language? lol Why not a psychic. lol ;) I am not interested in the Kardashians, so I just don't bother watching anything related. They don't affect my life in the slightest.
 @Claire Livefreeordie  What business it is of yours tho or mine? Or anyone's? Seems like some live to be trggered by them or the likes of the Kardashians or Donald. lol smh
 @Nancy Stinson  left eye…
 @N Grant  Ok. The people who love them or are trggered by them will tune in no doubt. lol
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome   …I’ll be washing my hair….
 @Sandy No  Says the person who seeks out all my comments and replies to me 4 comments in a row. Lmao Who's trggered again?😁
 @Grandma Murg  🤔😉
Bunch of bozos!
😂this is hilarious! The hypocrisy is ludicrous.
@chosen1294  who do you think has seeded 95% of the tabloid stories?  The over privileged middle-aged couple who are selling a story of their oppression? 
Come on. 
They are insufferable but they need those tabloids for their celebrity.
 @Tess  contrived is the word that comes to mind.  This is all very contrived.
I wonder whats happening to him and the children behind closed doors???
 @vallee  ball gags and cat 0 9 tails? He seems to be a masochist.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome   I didn't 'seek out' your comments, I've read all the way through all the comments. I'd actually forgotten all about you.
 @FEAR No More   Prince Andrew is a different topic, you'll find plenty of channels devoted to him, and you might come across my comments condemning him utterly.
 @Sandy No  Sure... as u conveniently remember to reply with a 5th comment?hahaha Sounding more and more like rent free residence in someone's head sandy...😅
 @Sandy No  No thank you I don't want the bots to put any royal videos in my suggestions. lol But I see what you & many here are writing about Harry. The uproar about Harry. Not  
Andrew. There should be this vitriol against what Andrew has done, not Harry. What actually has Harry done in comparison to Andrew? lol Apples and oranges.
 @FEAR No More  I'm anti monarchy too, but I'm anti h and m as well.
Good thing for Harry and Meghan people can't see behind closed doors or all their lies would be totally exposed!



 @LoniLone Lony  I guess that's why Meghan kept calling the police to her rented home in Toronto (even though the neighbours said they saw nothing and the police couldn't find proof of 
any intrusion on the property) but hey it got a lot of PR her standing out on the street beside 4 police cars.  Some suspect it was just Meghan trying to get word out she was dating Harry, 
since no one in Toronto had noticed or recognized them around town. She's such a little firecracker!
 @Sandy No  No offense but based on all the comments of urs I've seen. It's anti h and m which seems pro monarchy.✌
Privacy brings a tear to my left eye.
 @FEAR No More   But it's not a contest between h and m and the royals ,  I don't like Charles, Camilla, the York's, and I've made many comments about that.
 @Sandy No  Fair enough. Like the Cardashians and Kayes  news, I also could care less about the Royals. Just interested in the history of it all.
But they wouldn’t let them in so… what’s the point of the statement?
 @axollot  he is evil to think I liked him the most
This should be under Netflix's comedy section. Or Fiction. But certainly not documentary!! Better yet, Sci-Fi
Can't wait to pass on this. But reading the reviews will be a hoot!
I will not watch this show, as a sign of respect for the long-awaited privacy that they sought😌
I love our real royals even more... these 2 are a total joke...get some dignity guys and stop making money by hurting other people. Cant wait to read your children's memoirs when they 
grow up!
Is this a joke? Two whiny bitchs 😂😂😂
this is cringy af as a trailer, wonder how much of a cringe the actual documentry will bring 😂😂😂😂😂😂
This is disgusting. Netflix should be ashamed. I will not watch this trash.
A narcissist and a dimwit approaching middle age  whining about how hard life is . Truly groundbreaking!
Man, Diana was more dignified, quiet and more realist than this, I know she made that Morton Autobiography of hers and the Panorama Interview which is justified but very miscalculated 
on her part. After her exit from her humiliating marriage (and receiving a 35 Million pound paycheck) she stayed quiet and didn't stir anymore cheapshots against the royals, doing relevant 
advocacies ies like landmines although it stir controversies in Britain, even making detante with the Prince of Wales and making good relations with him. It was the media that hounded her 
in the last 18 months before her car smashed in that Alma tunnel
They're sick
Boring nd propaganda
Seriously. DISGUSTINGGGGGGG
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮
Not looking good.

Narcissistic.
Nobody cares lol. Please for the love of God Netflix, don’t launch this mediocre 💩
Pathetic. I hate markle even more. This is not a first time she uses her acting skills to manipulate the public and portray herself as a victim. What a dishonest b****. Her expressions are so 
fake, no wonder she could never make it as an actress.
Biblical fail.
Didn’t they give their story in the Oprah interview?
I'm not against nor with them. The public and social media have made it so controversial that's disgusting. It is a shame  to  say things about a human being without even knowing them. 
Yes!, their public figures but the "royals" are more hypocrites because they go out and about proclaiming with their charity and proclaiming peace while in their own house their isn't any. 
People have shown so much hate towards them that they have to use the only tool to say their part of the story. Now society is mad cause their getting paid, then boycott the 
documentary simple as that.



Why this Doc? Definitely not money. Looking forward to see one of the most genuine couple on the planet in action.
Yeah...Sci-Fi is good...:hand-orange-covering-eyes:
Thanks for proving Harry and Meghan have and still are victims of harassment, hatred and lies and rumors. Great job. As you stalk out their picture and whine about it.
 @C  really is that why they put themselves out there...for ridicule?
Your sick for your hatred and scrolling to see what you can find on them just to harrass on the social Media
Why are you so obsessed with this then🤣😂🤣😂😅
 @C  Clearly only the ones willing to defend this trash are obsessing over it 
Why are you so afraid of the truth. Is it because you've lied so much🤔 And your stupidity just showed it's true they are victims of harassment and abuse and hatred for no good reason. 
And your really good at something at least hatred towards someone you don't even know  what a great quality to have. Bet your life is a pleasure to be around 😅😂😅
Yup and finding freedom too. Wonder how many versions they have
25 MILLION VIEWS ON THE TRAILER and it hasn't been 24 hours since its release.  
CAN'T WAIT, CAN'T WAIT, CAN'T WAIT!!!  I love H & M, but you're sure to make bank off the HATERS.  All you have to do is read the comments. They aren't going to watch, YET they're all 
here to opine on it... LOL - HYPOCRITE haters!
I see, Markle got rid of her father for NOT RESPECTING HER PRIVACY and it’s ok for her to talk to Oprah and NETFLIX and lie and RUBBISH HARRYS FAMILY! Isn’t that NOT RESPECTING 
OTHERS PRIVACY especially a family who dedicate their entire lives to public service, WARMLY WELCOMED HER INTO THE FAMILY STATED BY BOTH OF THEM, and value their privacy 
ABOVE ALL ELSE and do not defend themselves because they do want privacy! For Netflix to EXPLOIT the RF and allow this lying hatchet job aimed at a family who can not defend 
themselves is abhorrent! Just giving this vile pair the opportunity to lie again is unbelievable and irresponsible!
I definitely support Harry and the truth about what really happened. The haters and British  Media have definitely proved both of them have been victims of harassment, and hatred what 
ashame. I truly believe their are more people in this world that are decent, and rather support peace and compassion for others feelings and freedom to live where and how a person 
chooses to . Over 6 years now. What kind of people do that to someone else. Harry has every right to defend himself and speak his side of the story.

Another Whingefest of LIES, what high stakes, lol ……he is irrelevant to the line of succession, the poArn actress who covers her past,fakes pregnancies & is a court proven LIAR
I loved the part where William’s godmother had to step down from her royal duties due to racism.
They claim the Monarchy is racist but they want titles for their children. Now who resents something so much but still wants kids involved
Plus they were front and center at the Queens funeral all around the people they claim are racist
Why big fat lying hipocrits. I hope all their ventures fail. As it's all about bashing Harry's family and hers. They wouldn't get the time of day if not for their PAST connection to the Monarchy. 
Strip all their titles please!
Gross
Poor this two ex royal, they really want to play victims.
Neflix is a shark!



12K likes vs 70K dislikes 1 December EST 11:03pm
12K likes vs 67K dislikes 1 December EST 10:19pm
10K likes vs 40K dislikes 1 December EST 06:20pm
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 04:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 04:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 02:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 02:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 02:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 01:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 01:02pm
Harry is a disgrace say no more !
When are they going to go away for that privacy they wanted?
Ah yes the British racists are showing themselves in the comment section as they usually do lol.
Oh boy. I don't know what to say. They should'nt have done this....
Doesn't it make sense to hear our story from us...we did hear your story the first time on Oprah and no one believed you.
We should all boycott it by not watching it. I can’t stand these two traitors. Sell out the RM for money. What a low life. Despicable.
Crap.. woke pretty boy and his attention seeking wife.. nothing else..
Her level of self importance and victimhood is beyond....🙄🙄🙄
You have found your freedom... Live a quality life with your children... Stop depressing everyone. Please stop using royal titles too... Keep that private too...for well being of your mental 
health. Just Harry and Megan will do. Leave those titles in past too. You have the choice.
Are they related?
NOPE
People viewed it because its on YouTube. Most don't have Netflix
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣That's the total Netflix Subscribers on you tube. I
1.4M views indeed, but also look at the dislikes +72K 😂 , people are watching because of the morbid spectacle the harkles represent, not because they are liked 😂
Tell Megsy to go see her Dad
 @Sandra Jayandran  What kind of a father does that. A loving parent who never think of doing that to their own daughter or son.
What about the part where Harry's godfather was was shelved due to being sued for sex crimes?
 @Suzanne Kirkwood  or the part where Queen Elizabeth protected Prince Andrew from his sex trafficking and sex with minors.  Or maybe it was when Prince Andrew invited his best pals 
sex traffickers Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell to Balmoral.
Where r u seeing that

I think Harry and Meghan need some new materials. Same old tune but they sure love going around using the titles given to them by the royal family eh? Also, didnt they already bare all to 
Oprah? Guess that wasn't enough? They need to make a reality show with Netflix and repeat it all? What a pair of disgusting human beings. They really deserve each other🤮
This is the best comment section I've ever read in my life! Thank you all so much for the laughs!!!
What "stakes" are so high? That the Monti'deceit'o duo might lose their golden goose packed with lies and gaslighting off the backs of all their familes? Yes at a minimum $68 million is 
quite a gamble & investment to try to take down the Monarchy.
She reminds me of Laura Linney in Ozark...



More garbage
Thank goodness Harry is indeed the SPARE. 
This duo of deceit has made my respect for the true royals in Britain grow exponentially.
I can’t wait to not watch this garbage. Netflix, you should be ashamed.
I am SO looking forward to learning about their love and the things we don't know behind closed doors.  Will this docu-series explore how Meghan and Harry met when she was a yacht girl 
for his uncle, Prince Andrew? "Allegedly."
It must be so embarrassing to go through life thinking you are widely liked by the public when in reality people think you are spoilt, nasty, whingey, preachy hypocrites with very few 
endearing qualities.
What stakes?? 😂
Cry me a river
Ew!!
Thank you, Netflix, for showing us how wonderful King Charles III, the late Queen Elizabeth II, the late Prince Phillip Duke of Edinburgh, Prince William and Princess Catherine of Wales, and 
the rest of the real Royal Family are.
Protecting his family would have been moving into a modest house.  Changing their name and changing their appearance as much as possible.  They buy an expensive house and everyone 
on the planet knows where they live.  The house and grounds cover a large area.  It would take 8 or 10 security people to monitor and protect the grounds.  They would need 3 shifts to 
monitor.  Plus the large payout they are getting would add to the motive for potential violence against him and his family.  Keeping a low profile is the best way to protect them.  Money 
has a way of encouraging crime.He has thrown his family under the bus and lost the respect of the public.  Netflix is likely to see a loss of subscribers and most likely never come close to 
recover the money they wasted on these losers.
No weapon or evil words formed against Harry and Meghan shall prosper. All the enemies of their marriage will fail. Blessings upon blessings to Prince Harry and Meghan
I hate them. They never stop complaining. Enjoy your life and your children holy crap.
Is this what my subscription money is going to? I’m gonna go cancel right now..
Wow!! Cant wait to see it!!!     🙌👏💕
I'd rather watch an STD rotting someone's testicles. Oh wait, this isn't far off.
Thank you, Netflix! I very much look forward to missing this. 😂😂😂😂
You mean you should be ashamed for carrying hatred for someone you don't know personally.
 @C  riiiiiiiiight
You'll be the first one watching. What would you live for without your hatred.
 @C  Oh go away bot. Idiot.
Absofreakinlutely not
I am just a common observer and have nothing to do with the RF but I don't understand how is possible to document the spontaneous distressed and depressed moments in someone's life 
with such portraits of professional frame, lighting and composition.
It is quite staggering how so many waste their energy on a load of over privileged royals and their partners. Meanwhile people cannot put food on their plates and are losing their homes. 
Get a grip FGS they couldn’t care less about any of you. Some HAVE to shake hands and smile whilst others sell books and their souls to the media. 
Move on and get a life.
Is she still grumpy because someone asked her if her baby would have polka dots?
The part when Meghan asked her magic mirror who the fairest one of all was, and it said Kate, just about killed me.
Oh look how beautiful our life is, bla bla bla, drama.
This will not end in “Happily Ever After”!



Utterly contrived. It is no longer a genuine intimate moment of sadness, such as she is trying to portray in the Hermes blanket photo, if you get someone to take a photo of you. In my 
saddest moments my mind would not even think of getting someone to get their camera out and none of my close friends or family members would have the indecency to take a photo of 
a moment like that.
Have we ever not heard your story  from you? 🤔
Yes, thank you for leaving the comment section open, Netflix. Now we see first hand exactly what snarling, cracked-toothed possums the Sussexes left behind.
The bank of cameras at 0:30 was NEVER for them. They took that picture from one of the stories on his mother.  So gross...
LOL the stakes are this high !!! Stakes are this high for whom? Your ego? hahahahahaha
I hope the media does a story on this comment section😂
Can't wait! Bravo Harry and Meghan for charting your own path. Smart to make money off of selling their story to sustain their family. Also looking forward to reading Harry's upcoming 
book in January.
Wow so their feelings got hurt so what! There are people that are starving, struggling to pay bills and some fighting life threatening diseases/conditions. The fact that some ppl actually feel 
sorry for them when there’s ppl that are actually struggling is something I will never comprehend. They are truly disgusting self centered individuals and anyone who actually feels sorry for 
them needs to wake up and actually care for those that are in need not these brats.

SOOO.. when William and Kate do something petty its OK.. but when Meghan and Harry finally start telling there side of everything its considered petty? WOW.. when Meghan was being 
seen as a biracial PROBLEM that was ok?  When people in the ROYAL FAMILY started discussing the COLOR of Archies skin before he was born that was OK? When the media terrorized 
Meghan for the littlest things like about the way she dressed when Kate wore the SAME style a couple years back but was given all the positive media attention that was OK? With of all of 
this in mind, NO ONE  with a lot of influence on the inside supported them like William and Kate. Mind you there are A LOT of things we do not know about what happened behind closed 
doors. So leave all your shitless comments you want but the true supporters of such an amazing couple will support them and will want to hear more from them.
Game time - take a shot every time she cries in the documentary 🥴
Oh well ...there goes the xmas invite to the family castle 🤣🤣
Netflix shouldve just thrown their money in the garbage
1.3M views and 8k+ comments. Looks like it's gonna be a blockbuster.
You are not alone to wonder...   ;)
Good one! 😂😂😂
I’m pretty sure the mirror said ‘OH, HELL NO.. ARE YOU DELUSIONAL!’! 😂
Best comment 😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂
I am sure the mirror will be labeled racist! 🤣🤣🤣
 @Jen Graham  🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣
😂
You win this comment section 😂😂😂
Excellent!
She probably hit the mirror with a baseball bat when it said "Kate".
kate middleton is a mediocre gold digger and looks hideous.
 @Ana Nita  I detect some artificial sweetener in these comments. Why do you Meghan “supporters” spend SOOOO much time hating on Princess Catherine? What did she ever do to 
Meghan??



Hahahahahahahahah
Omg🤣🤣
You win the internet today 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
Yoooo! I almost fell out of my chair 😂😂😂😂
Lol lol yup and its TRUE
Love it.
Tragically, I think you have nailed the root of the problem.
Brilliant!
So funny . X
😆😆😆 THIS IS THE WINNING COMMENT!!
😂
Oh, that’s why she cried...that make sense...all those efforts for nothing...
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 👍
😂😂😂😂😂
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  or with a tea cup
😂😂😂😂😂 I can’t breath!! 🤣🤣🤣
Hey 😂
you win 🤝
You win!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I know you all hate Megan but Kate looks like a man compared to Meghan lets be honest. lmao
👏👏😁😁
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  I think they’re both really pretty but Meghan is not pretty inside … I’m not so sure on Kate as she’s quite… Meghan has shown bad 
personality traits from day one.
😂😂😂😂
 @Blowing smoke  Listen to how ntty that sounds. lol U dont know either of them, except for what u read in tabloids... u realize that ... right?
The comment section gets more and more creative 
Her definition of ‘suffering’ is coming second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny little Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and 
so she set out to destroy Harry’s family.
And what do you do to make the difference and a better world 🙏
This comment wins. Hands down! 😅🤣😅🤣😅🤣😅🤣😅🤣 🪞 🍎 👸
You are soooo disrespectful leave the Royal Family alone please, 🙏
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  it’s not nutty, it’s rational, may I remind you of Meghan addressing her father as daddy in a letter to pull on the public’s heart strings .. she 
may have pulled yours but not mine
 @Leigh Brown  ??? "Leave the royal family alone"??!?!? What are you talking about? Me-me literally fed 13 lies to Oprah. And when she was called out in a court of law for her lies, she 
said "I forgot." "Little Miss Forgetful is a liar, social climber, and a former yacht girl for her husband's UNCLE!! 🤣🤣🤣



 @Blowing smoke   I could care less about all of them. The Royals, megan, her father, Kate. It's just comical how some of u act like u are a part of their lives. Like u know intimate stuff about 
them. U only know what all of them leak to the public. Again, just listen to how you sound when u talk about them. lmao smh
👍best one!🤣
 @Blowing smoke  Again just read back yur last comment. Remind me, lol It's soo nutty. U act as if you lived it. NO, you read it IN a tabloid! lol Wow! smh
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  no I read it in official court documents 🙂you can find them yourself! please do some research and get back to me!!
So true Meghan is so jealous of Kate it's killing her inside everyday making her so twisted and bitter!
Fell about laughing….the best!
 @Blowing smoke  Hahaha yeah right. Food court documents, again you don't know their lives. Stop it. You're not a part of their family. smh lolol
"Sorry, you had on so much bronzer I didn't recognize you, so Kate wins the fairest trophy."
How can Kate be the fearest when Meghan is 10X better looking.
Tooo good !! Great comment
@ catdeal racist
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
You're right.. Meghan no need for magic mirror because she's such natural and graceful. I think better keeping it for Katy she needs a bit aura 😂😂😂😝
BWAHAHAHAHA! 

You owe me a keyboard. 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Cringeyyyy
How about the part where she teaches a masterclass on GRIFTING? I cried too!!😂
The mirror was framed....
BAAAAAA 🤣🤣🤣😭😭😭😭
BWAAA!🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Leigh Brown  WHY?  MegaLiar and Puke Harry do everything to hurt our RF.  THEY are vile.
🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏
Best comment
Wins the internet! Lol. Then she threw the mirror at Harry.
You win 😂   
😂😂😂
Genius!
Racist mirror. Obvs.
You win the internet today! I’m dying! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂🥂
Comment of the year 👏👏👏
y’all too funny I can’t 😭😭😭
You win!!
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
Hahahahahahaha



Can’t stopped laughing on the train and So proud to be British ( migrant from Cameroon) and support the royal family 100%.
Even the mirror says…. Oh noooo you again??? Stop just stoppp and go away!! We feel ya mirror!
Best comment ever 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I can’t 🤣🤣🤣
 @Hella Bella  🤣🤣🤣
 @Dwayed Pablo  🤣🤣🤣
Great comment! 😂
 @Nelson Sibiya  meghan looks like a drag queen who had a bad lip filler😂 sorry🤣
best comment ever, hilarious! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hahaha how dare the mirror? Must be RACIST 😅
 @Blowing smoke  after all Meghans plastic surgery to change her african nose and amsculine face features, teeth work, hair streightering and make up??
 @klara shehu  depends on your definition of natural.. plastic surgery to remove african heritage, hair straightening, hair extentions, new set of teeth, tons of make up, etc.
 @Randy XL  I don’t partially like Meghan but she’s very beautiful
Best comment 😂🎉
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Best one of all!!! 😂😂
 @Ramona Noseworthy 😂😂😂
Yesssss 🤣🤣🤣
👏👏👏🤣👏👏🇬🇧
 @Nelson Sibiya  after her botox and surgery?? No way Harry would even glance at the afro Rachel Meghan Mandela Markle 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
You win best comment 😂
  @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome we've heard it from Meghan's OWN MOUTH and ac ons, MANY TIMES! Where did you get Your info? Scobie's Twi er blog?
Ding Ding Ding, we have our winner!!!
🤣🤣🤣👌👌👌
Best comment 🤣
🤣 OKAY, IT WAS THE BEST EVER. EVER!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😅😂
Yes!!!
BEST COMMENT EVER!!! 🤩
Pure gold.
And the mirror said Kate..... I love it!
She must look up to Wallace Simpson I'm sure....
Racist mirror!! Making her feeling depressed and crying with a Hermes blanket 😢
This is my favorite comment
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant 🤲
Did you also mean when Meghan asked who will be Queen and the mirror replied Catherine, Princess of Wales?



 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  Not before she removed her sticky notes. She can't remember her spells!
 @Lindsay Smith  Nah, she'll just give back her mirror like Alyssa Milano gave back her Tesla!
 @Blowing smoke  Obviously you haven's seen a picture before the plastic surgery.
 @EleanaM  Love it!!
 @Leigh Brown  They don't lie for a starter.
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  It's on Netflix. Don't you have a subscription?
 @Nelson Sibiya  You can't spell. Another character trait of a sugar. Where's my list?
 @Mellow Yellow  Oh yes another Deranger, the supporter of Old-face-kate.
 @live life  LOL so you are proud that the so called royal family raise their kids racist.
 @Blowing smoke  Catherine isn't quiet. She mixes with many people every day. She does not publicise herself. She works for the people, and to uplift the causes she cares about.
 @Leigh Brown  This comment praises a member of the Royal Family. What are you talking about?
 @Social Media Do Gooder... You're Welcome  your mum looks like a man compared to Mike Tyson. Ta ta
 @Randy XL  I see your point.. Either way.. She had that light that you "white" Kate will never have because this light RF couldn't buy for her!! And they knew it, that's why  this family did 
everything to destroy Meghan. Now you can all  be happy Katy is the only "fade" star of the RF 😅
Love it!!! ❤🤣🤣🤣
 @Blowing smoke  Then stop dating her then! 😅Use the front door next time! ;)
 @Nelson Sibiya  you need some new specs 🤓
 @klara shehu  1. I'm not white. 2. There is no competition between them. Kate as mother and wife of two future kings will always be higher ranked no mattee what M does
That's right. She really think we are a bunch of idiots.... sad woman, who ruined a man's life. ;(
Why do you care, why does anyone care. It’s actually pathetic. Do you know them…Personally? They are all mega wealthy and milking the media for all its worth getting both sides all 
stirred up. Get a life.
To prove it's true that Harry and Meghan are victims of harassment, hatred on a daily basis for 7years already. Yes haters have definitely made that clear great job showing ignorance in 
following the hatred and harassment.  Give yourselves a trophy for the most pathetic behavior a person can have hatred for someone you don't even know personally. It hasn't been the 
first time the RF treated their own family's feelings like they don't matter and can be abusive to them they've done it several times in the past.
Bwah ha ha!
A Kardashian wanna be! Who is going to believe her poor acting, no wonder she never made it in Hollywood! "Suffering" in her mansion and expensive clothing, crying while eating her 
organic food  while others can barely afford groceries.
Super excited to watch it!
Oh God she's  LOVING it.
Money mongering couple with no loyalty to family
Are there any positive comments? hahaha
PLEASE just stop! Go to the island of Chunga-Changa. These two are disgraceful, disingenuous, traitors, liars, hypocrites, dishonorable, disrespectful, just gross!!Shall I go on??!!
Coming back tomorrow to see if they’ve closed the comment section😂 these comments did not disappoint!!!!! I would rather pay for this comment section rather than 
netflix😂Bravo!!!!!!!!
These 2 tried to make revisions to the documentary right after the Queen passed away. Netflix said “no!”  Good on you Netflix. May any repercussions by the royal family be swift and 
powerful.
There is no proof she is crying.  The photo looks staged.
I'd rather watch white paint dry.



Netflix wasted a lot of money on these grifters.
They've told their story quite a few times already. Started with the Oprah interview then dozens of interviews since then. They had input for the Finding Freedom book that told their story. 
Harry has talked about his issues on another Netflix series. During her Archetypes podcast Meghan told us lots about herself over the 11-episode run of the series. You have the Sussex 
Squad who tell their story on social media constantly.  I could be wrong but I don't see this being a hit. I won't watch it. I don't think people want to hear their story anymore. If the couple 
want to help their 'brand" stop telling it and just do some good in their lives.
Oprah
the Me you can't see
Finding freedom
book -Spare 
Docu series
Podcasts...
anything left to sell apart from Harry's royal underpants, Meghan???
I don't understand all the hate towards Meghan and Harry.
Why not to the royal palace? They literally do anything, just live off people's money... and here we are spewing hate at those who walk away from that.

y'all need to think about this... seriously…….
Boooooooooooooo
How low can you go Harry??
🤮
“Nobody sees what happens behind closed doors.”  Yeah, that’s how it’s supposed to be.  God, this is cringe.
Didn’t they get called out for lying 17 times on Oprah
The stakes are high?  What stakes?!?
I feel like the few positive ones are sarcastic ones. Who knows 😂
At least it’s not always the same story.
Do many watch Netflix any more jot much changes on it.
It's like begging the audience to believe them.
 @Joy Williams  nah
 @Christi D  LoL 💯
Well said.
An American company making a movie about an American who happens to be related to the inbred family that runs the British monarchy. I don’t quite understand what you people can’t 
understand. the hatred and vile rhetoric makes absolutely no sense, and looks like the rantings of someone lacking frontal lobes
Isn't the Princess of Wales absolutely stunning ❤
I will most definitely not watch it either. Not worth my time or view 😂
The is a held belief doing the rounds in uk that what they did affected HM the Queens health badly. No idea if it's true but British aristocracy are saying it.
Correct, it's the same story over and over again, this time looking a flashier
 @Christi D 😂
Well said!



That was last WEEK.

They need Attention, Affirmation, and Cash NOW.
When they want to be seen as independent individuals but continue to perpetuate themselves as victims, sends off a bit of a mixed message
 @MilesBrad 99  I’m probably oldskool side picking and I’m feeling extremely let down by PW as King Lady Hussey to step down and almost nàusea teu by Invictus who’d sunk so low to 
make way for the misses, they’re not even apparently in their own suppose d as anymore.
 @Christi D  😂
The comments have made me chuckle. But I don’t care - anything that makes the British RF look bad, I’m down with. So I will be watching with 🍿
Also Harry has his own book
 @Christi D  it's the same Story. 
Royals bad. Meghan innocent. 

Except she feels like she needs to keep repeating it until it's true
It will be a blockbuster, for all the wrong reasons.
 @Christi D  this is the most hilarious low-key take ever😂❤
 @KnockoffHermes  😂😂😂😂 Including the Hermes cover, for all we know, what the local Africans here call, “fongkong” (from Hong Kong).
Well said
Harry and Meghan are living off of trashing their famous family. They wanted out of the royal life, but now their cashing in, while causing grief to people they're using. And fyi - the royal 
family generate roughly 10 billion to the Uk  anually in tourism alone. Its a myth that they live off the taxpayers.
We all have family issues. How can you defend two people who are making a living off of divulging family secrets for profit? All they do is complain how hard they have it it while mist of the 
world is struggling in real hardship
 @JTrain  c’mon man! the royal family is real shit, they did horrible things to their mother, to them and surely to many people, they have the right to tell their story too after all the shit that 
was spread about them from the royal palace.. ...... let's be honest the royal family are not good people and it was demonstrated on many occasions. why defend them?
Don't you mean, Booooo hooooo? Lol.
 @JTrain  - not at all my lil’ snowflake dipsh*t, not at all . . .  👍
I heard 37?
 @pce12345  it’s hard to keep up with their lies lol but 37 times wow
It was a bad move to put the image of the princess of Wales to promote your series, Meghan. The king and the future king of England will never forgive you for wanting to drag her for your 
convenience. I don't mention Harry because he's always been your puppet, useless.
What a waste of millions for this pseudo-fiction of two whining self-entitled privileged tools. Thank goodness people are not falling for this utter rubbish! If it was so horrible, why did you 
keep and use the titles associated with the monarchy? Oh right…
"Why did you want to make this documentary?"  To make heaps of money of course. I didn't want to go and get a job in a factory, I need to live in a mansion and my husband can't be a 
farmer or anything productive he needs time for polo. The answer is so obvious why do you ask such a question...........
I'd rather sh*t in my own mouth and swish then watch this garbage
And the crowd goes wild booing and chanting USA😂😂meanwhile out from the locker room Joe Mazzulla says the only Royal Family is Joseph, Mary and Jesus which was the best line 
ever, LMMFAO this was epic maybe they'll keep their AZZ in the UK living off tax payers dollars instead of worrying about Meghan blanket she bought with her own money. The UK Doctors 
are prescribing heat to their patients as a prescription because they're freezing to death. Tabloids lying making money off them it's time for them to make money for their truth. And I will 
state it again Their Truth and not your fuking feelings or opinions



When you tell your story wanting to be the center of attention whether it is false or true, without the people you affect only with your truth being able to defend themselves, against 
attacking by telling their part of the story, it speaks volumes about the kind of people who they are H&M, the fair or unfair balance unbalanced only to one side the most convenient, they 
love this class of egocentric and extravagant humanitarians with such remarkable high family values, but since they H&M always run away from reality, finding a silly excuse. Just think that 
we are cute, intelligent and saviors, that's what MyH wants, as The Queen said very wisely Although some memories may vary.
Mega Markle the world’s most sophisticated pathological liar
Anything to try and outdo William and Catherine. Why send this trailer out in the middle of the American visit. EarthShot is a globally important event as well as Angelo American relations 
why divert attention away. It’s all rather pathetic. It could have waited a few days or did Meghan’s ego need massaging.
Katherine got absolutely stalked and put under the microscope when she dated William...kept quiet all through the break up.  She had to earn the British public's trust and respect - staying 
humble and the whole never complain never explain.  Joining The Royal Family she knew what it would cost.  Now the snooty, always distrustful of outsiders royal staff curtesy the lowest 
when they see her. Wish Meghan understood all of this when she joined.  Few years of no interviews and doing her duty, and she would have won their respect too.  It was given at the 
start, then slowly eroded as demands became unreasonable (Wimbledon). There is no coming back for Harry after this documentary.
Narcissist to the highest order. AN absolutely digusting individual. Meghan is a gold digging souless grifter that is a strange kind of evil that must be stopped!
I'm really happy I don't have netflix. Don't think I could take watching two major whiners. So much silliness in two incredibly
shallow people..
Well hells bells. This made me cancel my Nutflix account!   SMH- the whining pair is sickening!
Read the room Ms. Hermes. Child please-
This is why I canceled Netflix.
Harry comes off like a serious Simp and has married one of the worst versions of American women. Sis would would be a TikTok skank if Harry did not suffer from PTSD He needs to seek 
some help and figure out she is bad for him
Who cares.
Yeah Meg, I agree: it's been a long while since I've been able to afford steak too.
No thanks! Netflix is hitting an all time low with this garbage!
Does Harry still have a job as an "impact officer"? Whatever the cluck that is.
The fact that Netflix dropped this today justifies my cancelling my sub. This duo of whining, whinging narcs has been aided and abetted by these companies. Well I won't be paying for my 
sub anymore.
Criiiiiinge, lying, delusional grifters 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
Puke.
Enough with these two. Good lord.
Barf!!!!!
People can't afford food, young girls sell their body to earn but we need to pay to watch two ultra rich and famous people talking how hard their  life is.
The world changed Netflix and u didn’t keep up….waaay out of touch
My god Harry, you have sold your soul to the highest bidder. I hope all of this was worth it for you and you find some kind of peace in this awful mess that has become your life..
It's all fun and games for H and M now. When she’s finished with Harry  the same family he have kicked will be the one that will pick  the pieces  of his life.  How someone Can enter a 
family for 5 minutes and caused so much destruction and separation amongst family members is beyond me.  This woman is definitely an agent of darkness. Meghan girl leave the 
Windsors alone what rocked  their  boat may sink yours in the future.
Whine and Cringe are going to get skewered by the public and they deserve it.



25 MILLION views and only 12,000 likes?!

LOL that says it all
Tim Dillon is going be lit
liars
Let’s not forget cheating Charles and home wrecker Camilla the hag
Rich 🤡 got a hard life lol
Cancelled my subscription
No one wants to hear rich people whine about how hard their life is! It's so cruel to drop this when the Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston for Earth Shot. Very petty

"Hate them or love them  the underdogs on top"
People pay to watch this. Let that sink in for a second.

I'm so tired of hearing these two extremely wealthy, privileged, spoiled people whining about their life. They live in a mansion, fly on private jets, spend more on clothes than some people 
earn in a lifetime, spend more time playing polo than actually working, and they are making even more money by trying to make the untitled, common people feel sorry for them.
with the Hermes blanket!
For two people who supposedly left royal life because they wanted privacy, they are the most over exposed couple on the planet -- because they choose to be! No one, and I mean 
absolutely no one, would even think to bother them if they would just stop talking. The royal life ship has sailed, per your request, move on and enjoy your commoner lives in peace like 
you said you wanted.
Harry’s most important value in his upbringing is duty to his country Where has his duty gone?
Support for Harry keep soaring like an Eagle!!! WISHING you and your family happiness peace. Your life belongs to you!!!
the royal family should do something against Netflix and H&M  for using images of the Prince and Princess of Wales to promote this circus!!!
Spare us all just like his book. They think they're worthy of attention. I definitely felt Megan's pain seeing that Hermès throw blanket that cost $1,600 USD. 😂
12K likes vs 67K dislikes 1 December EST 10:19pm
10K likes vs 40K dislikes 1 December EST 06:20pm
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 04:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 04:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 02:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 02:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 02:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 01:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 01:02pm
Harry it’s about u making money
Shame on you!!!!



The way they’ve treated their families says a HELLUVA LOT MORE than six episodes of Netflix’s monumental attempt to paint (push) their false narrative ever could.  We get that this is 
“THEIR truth” - but we also get that this ungrateful, undeserving, pretentious couple is sickeningly DELUSIONAL.  As an aside, I hope Harry uses a minuscule fraction of the money they 
make off selling their association to the British Royal Family to buy Meghan a good old-fashioned dictionary for Christmas.  She needs to educate herself on the meanings of ‘stereotype’ vs 
‘archetype’, ‘selfless’ vs ‘SELF -PROMOTING’ (two very different concepts she clearly has confused), and ‘loving’ vs ‘LYING’.  Harry’s wife has a way of using a whole lotta syrupy words to 
say absolutely nothing.  A dictionary may help.
Poor Harry and Megan LOL I just had to put out money for a transmission I couldn't afford and therefore my kids are going to have a crappy Christmas I can barely keep food in the house 
bust my ass overtime every week just to pay the bills but let's give a damn about these multimillionaires with their blanket that cost more than my hole monthly bills and how poor poor 
and sad their life is give me a break go in a cave and hide out and have your privacy that you so claim that you wanted when you left the UK because nobody in the United States is 
interested you are not royalty you are just a wart on the ass of the Royal Family
Aren't the Obamas involved with Netflix? That's another couple of jerks.
This is their OnlyFans! Best comment ever!
The thumbs down are over 60k 😂
HARRY IS SUCH A CUCK
Well make sure you reenact the tiara tantrum.....lol
Do people still watch Netflix?
Tired of the same BS!! These two are the worse!! I’m canceling all family subscription to Netflix! Please do the same!
It’s gonna be disaster
What a disappointment. They had every opportunity to move on and create positive change in this world. these two are so self absorbed they can't get out of this negative loop of looking 
back and whining. I have never witnessed anything like this from a public figure. THEY CAN'T MOVE ON. They'll be 75 yeras old and still talking about her 5 minutes in the royal family. Lord 
have mercy.
What are the stakes? Why are they so high? I don't understand this narcissistic couple.
NOBODY WANTS TO SEE THIS SHIT!!
Awesome. Thanks for posting the TRUTH.
YT doing sneaky things!
How do you see how many dislikes the video has gotten?
Currently 12K likes - 79K dislikes. Chrome addon allows people to see the dislikes
👏👏👏
I saw on another post that the dislikes earlier were over 90 thousand. Don’t know how to find the current figures but it’s very interesting
😂😂
They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
This is definitely about them making money. Anything for a buck. What a joke
this isn't going to be anything. This is being shown on Netflix, the same company that produces The Crown, which is basically psyop propaganda. The last season couldn't have been more 
slanted toward making Charles look good. At least pretend a little guys, I mean come on.  Netflix couldn't be happier to be the one to bury whatever meaningless gutless story is going to 
be told in this 'documentary'



To everyone in the comments,
We are the real ones facing adversity every single day. We are all working hard, making sacrifices, losing jobs and loved ones to Covid…I applaud every single one of you! And Netflix, Harry 
and Meghan…you are waay out of touch. This entire trailer is offensive and disgusting to all the real people living in the real world. Why would u think we would want to watch two spoiled 
brats cry into their money?! No thank you. I will be canceling my subscription. I want entertainment and something that takes my mind off the four jobs my husband and I have and all the 
bills that are overdue. This is vulgar and gross. Well at least I’ll have a little extra money at the end of the month without Netflix.
Good for them! They have every right to say how they feel especially given this windstorm. Everyone else has a right to their voice  and so do they.
What a joke. They are so desperate. When will they stop.
All I want for Christmas is for them to go away.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors"
Ha! If only, Harry, if only we could.
Well, this was tacky and childish , not a classy move.   Waiting a week would not have hurt any of you, Harry, Megan or Netflix.

No one does see what happens behind closed doors, so shut the door and stay behind them! We don’t care what lies you’re telling Next!  This show should be a fact  checkers paradise!
I think the kardashians  do better “documentaries “  , but idk for sure , I never watched that show and I won’t be watching this one either.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
King William and Queen Catherine 
Did it not occur to these two ego maniacs that we could care less what they do behind closed doors? How they continually try to upstage the other royals is sickening. She is a textbook 
sociopath. She thinks she's the smartest person in the room and yet we all see through her. Her seething jealousy of Kate and William is what drives her. Even in videos of her as a child, 
she came across as a spoiled brat that was addicted to attention. I feel no pity for Harry, he did all this to himself. Buyer's remorse yet Harry? .🤔
"When the stakes are this high"...? What stakes? Who do they think they are? Are ordinary people's lives less valuable? This is so ridiculous and offensive! I have unsubscribed from Netflix 
because of the constant wokeness. This won't make me re-subscribe for sure.
We have heard it over and over again, why don't you do what you said you were going to do and live a peaceful, out of the public life????
These two are never consistent with what they say. 
In the Netflix trailer Meghan says:
"When the stakes are this high doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"
During her interview with Variety, Meghan was quoted saying:
"It's nice to be able to trust someone with our story.....even if it means it may not be the way we would have told it"
......"We're trusting our story to someone else, and that means it will go through their lens."
So is it their story? Or someone else's version of their story?? 🤔
What a pathetic pair of entitled scumbags
Really hope Meghan is reading these comments
What is actually at stakes for PH and MM? Why are they in danger? whom do they need protection from?
No Megliar i prefer Tom Bower true story!!!!
Like how Harry met her as a yacht girl behind closed doors for Prince Andrew?
They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
 @D W  It would be laughable.



They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
 @D W  so is that why they are in danger? Because the royal family is trying to cause harm to them?
Themselves
The part where "just H" takes Smegs on that magic carpet ride and tells her that he can show her the world... damn tear jerker 😭
All these comments about them being rich and this and that. So that makes them not human and with out feelings? I’m not taking any sides just an observation
Why SHOW the teaser while Prince William & Kate are in the US. THESE TWO ARE PATHETIC. I DONT UNDERSTAND WHY THEY ARE ALLOWED TO KEP THEIR TITLES.
Excited for this ❤❤❤🎉🎉
Currently 65,000 dislikes.
Wow it’s disgusting how much hatred is in these comments for a couple 99% of you haven’t even met…ppl in the spotlight tell their stories all the time..let them tell theirs without the vile 
judgment
You know why the Queen lasted 70 years on throne without the UK becoming a Republic on her watch? Because she never spoke to the press or spoke her truth to the press, she just let 
people imagine what her life was like. Harry really didn’t learn anything from his granny. Nobody really wants to know the truth from celebrities because that what they are. They act like 
they are handling with life or death issues. They both need to get real jobs. This looks so opportunistic and no sincere at all.

A venomous spiteful and jealous POS marries a lying, manipulative, bullying yacht girl who, when things aren’t going her way, claims to be a POC (after publicly claiming to be Caucasian for 
most of her life) so she can say that everything she is called out on is racism. She wears prosthesis to pretend she is pregnant, they refuse to release birth certificates and hide their 
(alleged) children from the public because their either don’t exist or are ashamed of them. They continue to give interviews which are proven to be lies, they continue to use their titles to 
earn money and push people around because they have nothing to offer, they continue to break their parents’ and grandparents’ hearts with their venom and lies, and now want us to 
hear THEIR ‘story’? Maybe if they had an ounce of credibility it would be worthwhile, but they have been caught out too many times. They are really bottom feeders of the worst kind.
I'm just here for the comments and they haven't disappointed
netfakex you're a fraud!!
Yes Netflix. Please tell us all about how these two elite members of high society, and about how they have it so rough.
Pure shite 💔!!!!!
What is this garbage?
What story!???😣
WHAT "stakes?" Oh, right: your REVENUE stream!! Meh-gain is delusional and manipulative, while Harry isn't exactly the brightest bulb in the pack. They claim they want privacy but 
PULLEEEZZZEE don't forget about their (let's count 'em up): podcasts, memoirs, TV interviews, Netflix special. Can you say, "hypocrites?"
No thanks I will be at my second job instead of watching multi millionaires cry about their problems
Could someone please tell this woman she will never be Queen.
Can’t wait!
No man shit like this make me love the Prince and Princess of Wales so much.. And to think i was planning on subscribing to Netflix 😂 no way in hell
The narcissistic manipulation is utterly repugnant.
But why keep whining about it publicly when so many literally can't pay their bills or feed their families in this horror economic situation. I agree they are human and entitled to their 
feelings. However to constantly cry in our faces looking for sympathy is despicable.
U don’t complain down…that’s pr 101
HM QE2 understood it wasn't HER who was of interest, it was her position. Royalty needs some mystery.  No one needs to know the boring daily details, there is no mystery left.
This trailer and your comment has reminded me that it’s time for me to cancel my Netflix subscription!



Glad I don’t subscribe to Netflix
I wish someone would have captured the Netflix crew lined up perfectly for her exit from the funeral where she could put her act straight on. Looking directly into the camera.  Because it’s 
just.  So. Believable.

She is the worst! I hope nobody watches this! She changed him and convinced him that his life was miserable. He’ll never be able to make her happy. There will always be an issue!
I’m here for it!!
A documentary about the most oppressed lady on earth god bless you Netflix
I came here for the comments. 🤣🤣 Bitter Bettie’s in force!
Only 17+ lies in the Oprah interview. I hope someone has a spreadsheet & analytical software on the ready to monitor the lies & mistruths in this clusterf@@k.
ReeeeerReeeeeReeeeee I’m oppressed and racially targeted she’s Whiter than me.ReeeeReeee😭
Bwaahaha. As if the Crown wasnt enough,,,What did the Royal family do to Netflix. They mad BRO!
Tell your story for yourselves and your children. You have a right to your PoV.
God these two are insufferable. They are nothing without the royal family, that’s why they have to keep attacking them to make a buck. You two should be ashamed of yourselves. Go live 
your lives privately like you said you wanted to in the first place.
I am considering to cancel my Netflix before this comes out.
Stunning and brave lady. And so is Meghan.
No thanks, the only Drama I am interested in is Korean, Kdrama 💜
Puleeeease. I am not going to watch scum.
We've heard enough already
Oh oh ....‼‼‼
I am Sussex born, my entire ancestry is from Sussex. I can even prove it in my DNA results. You two horrors are an utter disgrace to me and all of my ancestors. Remove yourselves, 
abeyance, you hate us so much please oblige us.
Disgusting
M
😂
She’s soo brave crying while on her Hermes blanket! What a rough life!
Here here!
Using a photo from Price Phillips funeral of William and Kate, to try and make them look cold hearted. That's a new low.
E
A
And a STORY they will tell.  Just like the oh so believable STORY Casey Anthony just released 😂
What a joke!



I'm not following this. Harry turned his back on his family and his duty to protect his family from the glare of the media spotlight....by literally moving to Hollywood where since arriving he's 
done Oprah tell all's, James Corden specials and now a friggin Netflix documentary?! In what world does that make sense? 

As for that last line about "when the stakes are this high" what does that even mean? Harry is like 5th in line to the throne now ( assuming his bother doesnt have any more kids) so barring 
William and his entire family being wiped out, I've got about as much chance being the monarch as he does. 

Not to be nasty but he's just a minor ( ex) royal now. So why are the "stakes so high"? Talk about delusions of grandeur.
She completely ruined this dude And she is the most narcissistic crybaby. Always wining about something. I’m getting rid of Netflix anyway so I don’t have to watch there crap anymore this 
did it for me.
Unfortunately he’s not very bright and still angry about a lot of things, and she’s opportunistic and calculating like a fox ….so this is the result of that union.
This couple is so fake.
If their privacy is going to be invaded and trampled upon and rumors are going to be erupt out of everywhere, won't the next priority go from protecting the privacy to erase the lies? They 
probably emphasized they wanted privacy because they did not get privacy at the time. Now, they want to show the truth because there is probably a lot of misinformation about them. 
Simple as it is.
70K Dislikes as of now.       vs 12K Likes. They need to spend more money on bots to fight human!😂
" When stakes are this high " as she says  

Genre - COMEDY
"Wankers: A Love Story"

Oh my, Netflix really stuffed up with this one. What a waste of money !!  Hopefully Netflix has learnt a good lesson here! Too bad this lesson costed them dearly (millions). 🤣🤣🤣
From evil
Country
Your
Protect
she should continue being in mvoies and tv. She's a better actress than I thought
To
😂😂😂
Everything
The self importance oozes.  It just oozes.  “Oh, we need privacy…please listen to my podcast, attend my award ceremony, buy my book(s) watch my interview, listen to our story…did we 
mention we need privacy and protection from peoples opinions and judgements of us.”  BTW we’re on our way to receive a save the planet award on our private jet.  These two are 
unbelievable.
Do
Can't wait to see how terrible it'll bomb. The amount of copium will be way more entertaining.
Vomit inducing.
Yuck - completely yuck.



Omg so dramatic but so detached from reality. Privileged but so ungrateful.. 

Imagine if you were one of those women who are struggling with two kids but zero on the bank account? A husband that is no prince and beating you up? And you have to go out find ways 
to feed the kids!!! Ok then you tell
Us how hard it's been.. seriously shut up!!!!
Jesus Netflix...Just how much money do you have to waste this year?
If this is a series, with whats going on in the comments section, it ain't comming for a second season. 😂😂
Why have t M and H gracefully decline titles??? a they don't want to be part of the family so...give the titles back and get on with it..
1.2M views and only 12K likes, come on Netflix, tell us the thumbs down numbers. Really, this BS is almost enough to make this home cancel their Netflix subscription.
They look like two idiots
I love how much these 2 wind up daily mail readers.... I'll have my popcorn ready.
The only thing positive about this is that Her Majesty the Queen is not going to see it! I knew when she passed that it would all hit the fan. There is nothing more disgraceful than tearing 
apart a family. Harry deeply hurt Queen Elizabeth which was the cruelest thing I have ever witnessed, and now to go after his father and brother and the rest of the family shows how low 
classed they are...anything for a $ and to stay relevant. This is disgusting.
And these are the people who wants to step away from the limelight and have a private life?  Wow
How can you have spent a 100 Million on these two vile self serving grifters! Haven't stopped whining ever since they got together and now they want usbto believe in their "greatest love 
story Eva" 🤣🤣 give us a break please
Just as many lies as the Oprah interview? Or more? What's the over/ under on that?
Alternative title1: The Soyals
Alternative title 2: The Rat and the Snake
Alternative title 3: We Need Our Privacy - An Intimate,Tell-All Epic in Six Parts

This looks atrocious. She is an anti-European parasite and he is a shameful cuck. If anything underlines how the royalty of Europe has been reduced to a decadent merchant class, it's those 
two. The only people in Europe who thinks that female is actually a duchess are the people who also like Disney Star Wars or Captain Marvel.
So Megan thought she was hated in Britain because British people are racist so what reason is she telling herself Americans can’t stand her either . She is unbearably false and her actions 
are contrived and I think people just naturally see through her narcissism
They wanted to make this documentary for Fame and Money.   Pitiful!!!   Harry is a weak Cuck that embarrassed his family
67k and counting
It's so nice to see these two getting all the privacy they moved to California for eh?  Good god they get more pathetic with each passing day.
They left their families and trashed them worldwide. Yet they keep talking about them and keep using those titles they hate, "just call me Harry ". They want privacy but can't stop airing 
their private life on netflix. Grifters. Hypocrites. Jobless.
I bet Netflix is enjoying the comment section😂. This is gold 🤣🤣🤣
Harry and Meghan are the type of people who would play themselves on The Crown.
This promises to be a farce like those of Moliere. This pair lives with the privileges and money of the monarchy, while they continue to bite the hand that feeds them. "Princess Pinocchio" 
is a better title for the serie. Don´t waste your time!
Good for them !!
When did youtube stop showing downvotes? 1.2m views with only 12k in upvotes would leave me to conclude this isn't popular.
He is a weak man. Don’t need to see this, it looks horribly boring.



I find it interesting how the same people who are coming to this comment section say..."this is how we feel about this netflix, we hate it" are the EXACT same people that will make this 
number 1 on their countries lol! as if you rats arent's going to watch it.
Happy for them. They had no POV when they were in the UK. That family let any and everybody attack them and didn’t even do anything or allow them the bare minimum in terms of 
clarifying things or defending themselves. Now, they get to set the record straight on the narrative that has been created around them. Do your thing. Haters can cry more. 😎

Come on Harry and Megan your story it's a fake story you know that right. You're just making up a fake story it's all fiction. These two are disgusting and to have this trailer come out today 
when Catherine and William are trying to do good in the world. And these two pieces of trash have to try to s*** on them. They are disgusting disgusting disgusting I am so disgusted
“Money doesn’t buy joy” - but they used their so called misfortune to make more money.
Thank you netflix. This docuseries/reality show is good for the psych channels or psych expert channels. I’m excited for their contents. 
I am not watching it. I will watch commentators tell me how horrible it is.

0:46 right there. That smirk and confidence . She knows exactly what she is doing. Also for the love of God we have heard “your story” about million times already . Move on already .
It’s sad how people are mad at them for expressing how they feel. Hate on her and don’t know her except what we read or see online. They are the only ones that know the truth and they 
are telling it and everyone is mad at them.
The want to be A lister who was on a 3rd rate show most Americans have never heard of is so transparently fake and a fame seeking gold-digger who has her husband completely under 
her spell.  No thanks Meg. It will be almost as bad as listening to Jada and Wills diluted red table talk. Maybe if you two actually did something besides play the victims. SUPER BORING. GO 
AWAY
Stoked for this🙌
With all the problems in the world with people not being able to pay bills, buy food, put a roof over their heads etc with problem. and you have a multi millionaires whining and crying and 
moaning about their life that's pretty sad and out of touch. Too bad they only really think about their poor little selves.
That pic of Meghan covering her face while looking at her phone, I assume was added to show her distress but all I wonder is who takes a photo of their distressed spouse rather than 
comforting them?
a LOT more entertaining than anything w/ Happiness and Joy....
Am sure meghan will be reading the comments 🤣
I' almost positive they kept it open knowing exactly what was coming. Who wants to bet she harassed a CRAP ton of staff over at Netflix?

Before this thing even came out she shaded her own director with passive-aggressive comments in a Variety interview. This is a well-respected director, too. Can't imagine how few shits 
she gives about the people even littler than that.
67k downvotes and counting - you can get a browser extension to unhide those
Yes, that is something to be grateful for in this scenario!🤣🤣🤣
Because nobody cares! They are insufferable! They “wanted privacy “ and have been shouting “their truth” nonstop ever since and they change the story as it goes along and spout 
outright lies! When will they stop? When will they realize people just don’t like them? I feel sorry for all of us because the way it looks they may never stop!
Wait, shouldn't it be "Meghan and Harry"?  How did Harry ever get top billing?
Maybe they wanted to escape the reptilians?
Sorry.  You'd have to pay ME to watch this.
Trash
She’s married to him less than 5 years, it’s too soon to give urself a documentary. Now wallis simpson, she deserves it.
So great to see REAL ROYALTY AND CLASS in William and Catherine! Thank God he was born first!🙏



I am so proud of this young strong black woman!!
Yikes...
These comments are waaaay better than that trailer!!  Hahahaha!!!
This trailer is embarrassing.  SMDH
Lololololol TRASH TRASH TRASH
Barf 🤢🤮 Great! more from ginger and whinger! Poor overprivileged people.
netflush so manipulative, using such stories for money. With goes around comes around
High stakes?  What are the stakes?  Are we talking about money?
Looks completely irrelevant to anything important happening in the world.
Tiger King 2022
I'm not sure many people are going to want to see this disaster about a narcissist and her effeminate husband.
Absolute woke garbage. Time to cancel Netflix
The amount of ugly comments on this page just shows how much hate and racism she has had to endure.  And why?  Because she dared marry a white prince of England?  She love him, 
and he loves her.  Get over it, people!  Haters are ugly inside!
this is just pointless. Megan is a snake and wears the pants. Thats why Queen Elizabeth did not support the marriage.
Imagine harry was born first. What a disastrous whingy and cringey lol
Nah I'm sure you meant Old Weak White Woman.. Lmfao
Who are u taking about? Meghan markle? She’s whiter than all the white people i know
Shes not black...
They're trying to take out the British Royal Family and the country's head of state. 
High enough stakes?
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Enough with the Racism! The reason she gets negative comments is due to her attitude and playing victim, wanting privacy yet doing the opposite. Harry needs to grow up already and 
move on quietly. Many people on earth grew up either with one or no parents at all and many of them did not dwell in the pain, they just learned to keep going with the pain and 
succeeding in life.
It’s her character.
The umbrella they're carrying in the rain is a photographer's silver reflective umbrella to light their faces during the shot. Everything is planned with them.
I can't believe Netflix wasted $80 million on these liars and grifters. What a waste of money.
Given these two whinging buffoons lie about just about everything and cannot be happy about what they do have, Netflix will find out just what a NAG they backed in this race.  I'm 
cancelling my subscription.  Oh, and how nice you release this drivel when The Wales' are in the States to promote real honest hard working people who care about the planet, 
conservation, stewardship.  Smooth move "ExFlix"
I think this trailer has broken the camels back for me. I'm going to drop Netflix. A second tier Royal and a D list actress? I'd rather watch paint dry. WTF Netflix? Noone cares....
No we don't want to hear the story from a liar and a manipulator. PLEASE won't this woman go away!
65k dislikes so far.
I think the comment section will have more views....lol...and hnm will probably get paud for this too...hermes gonna be rich, Meggie will buy more blankets to cry on...lol...lol...lol
what a horrible person she is, first disrespecting the Queen and then making a documentary $$$ and doing interviews $$$ does her self importance and selfishness have no limit? 😂 who 
even is she without the Royal Family
That's why Netflix is   the best streaming pla orm, it always gives the best content and from the important people, I liked it and now I want to see the truth about them.



PLEASE don't watch it
Jesus, they've been blabbing about "their side of the story" since ever. We get it!! You're whiners. Both narcissistic ungrateful whiners. I hope Charles sues and removes ther titles for once 
and for all. SO GLAD I canceled my Netflix subscription years ago.
Unbelievable they wanted to leave the spotlight from the Royal Family,  but they sure use it to make money poor poor Harry and Meghan such a ruff and Torrid life .

This trailer had a lot of clever and strategic editing put into it. If it was all Netflix’s doing and the content isn’t as dramatised as this trailer, sure it’s just Netflix doing some dirty publicity. If, 
however, the content is as whiny and reeking of drama queen as this trailer is, well these two have just taken a new low. that is very very unclassy—and that is being polite.
Awesome
All lies again. How can anyone believe her after all the lies she’s told so far. Netflix I won’t be watching it and I’m considering cancelling my subscription too you. This is utter rubbish 
realising this today of all days. I’m absolutely disgusted
🎻🎻🎻
Netflix is hiding the number of dislikes means it’s higher than the likes 😆. Harry has betrayed the Royal Family for 30 silver coins (now worth $100 million). Obviously, they’re doing this 
for the camera and money. Thanks but no thanks.
WILLIAM & KATE OVER THESE TWO WOKE FAKE VICTIMS 100 TIMES!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
I seriously would love to know how many dislikes this has.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
It’s the crying in front of the Hermes blanket that costs more than a mortgage payment or car for me😂
67k dislikes and counting
67k and counting
 @D W  love it!
Sorry, make that 217k now.... (lol)
That these 2 to try to show up William and Kate is despicable!! How could you stoop so low, Sharkles AND Netflix? !! Cancel my subscription! Evil!
I SEE ONLY WOKE GUILTY PRIVILEGED ELITES!
Why are their b&w pics so... middle class? dont they have like tons of money? :D
These two are such disgusting hypocrites and money-grabbers. I wouldn’t waste my time watching these two lying race-baiting narcissistic ingrates. Just go away and live your private lives 
you claimed you wanted Harry and Meghan.
You made your Hermes blanketed bed....now sleep in it.
Harry, dear Lad. You actually are NOT PROTECTING YOUR FAMILY. You are in full display for the world to see...And your cameras will always role and they the cameras will shift to your kids 
because you are and have opened the door to a lenses that will want a snap no matter what...here you are saying you did everything you could to protect them . But from WHAT....YOU 
AND HER BEING YOUR WIFE THAT SPECTACLE BOTH ARE DAMAGING TO EACH OTHER. YOU BOTH WILL END UP GETTING FED UP.....AGE DOES CREEP IN FAST FYI....ITS AN AWFUL VIEW 
FROM UP HERE LOOKING DOWN ON YOUR DUMB CHOICES....YOU GOT TRICKED BY THE JOCKER FROM LA.
Who cares about these anti-Semitic, bigoted, racist, fascist, socialist, Nazis ?
I'm loving that scammy Samantha Markle won't be in it. She doesn't know Meghan so she's only good for British & Australian tv and their tabloids.
Sharmuta married duchebag and destroyed families. No one wants to hear what you, loosers, have to LIE for self promotion and gain !!! Sell it to your sussex squad. 
1 billion down votes 🙂👎❗❗❗
“STORY” being the operative word!
If there was any semblance of a bridge left, this just torpedoed it



0:23 to 0:28 is an attack towards William and Kate
Looks like it is going to be as boring as bat sh!t.
They just want to live the normal private life of Hollywood celebrities so give them millions of dollars so they don't have to get real jobs.
Hypocritical yet hilarious how they won't un-hitch their wagon from an institution they purport to hate and are consciously trying to take down.  Yet that same institution is good enough 
when they want to make money off them though, huh?  The ONLY way this whiny, woke duo can make money.  It will be so refreshing when this "docuseries" and H's book become soon-
to-be faded memories.  We've had more than enough of these two, on both sides of the pond!
Why can’t I see how many people gave this trailer a thumbs down? 
I'm gonna be watching this. I want to hear their story from them. Thank you Netflix
Sure, I'd be crying too if I had that $1,625.00 HERMES blanket to sit on......
Mi parte favorita es 0:24 Megan llorando en su cobija de Hermes. La valentia de esa mujer es digno de admirar.
this could lead to battle between 2 nations??? so blind and in love🤣🤣 a love that ignite war... so weird😂😂😂 wake up...
It's  to protect the feelings of content creators and to also hide anything that goes against the narrative that is trying to be pushed.  There is an extension to the web browser that will show 
the down votes.  The dislikes FAR outnumber the likes.
67k downvotes and counting
Yeah......their STORY.  There is no such thing as "their/your/my truth."  There is only THE truth, and they don't tell it.
 @K Smith  you sure are an idiot. People should be free to tell their story, not the media.
 @K Smith  Actually, your comment doesn't even makes sense.
 @MoonBeam  it does.  Everyone sees a situation  based on how it effects them.  Everyone has their own version, but there is only one truth - what actually happened, regardless of how it 
made you feel.
😂😂 Verdad!
Ey, llora? Creí que se reía de algún vídeo divertido de YouTube...
Ella es hermosa y lo suficientemente rica como para permitirse estas cosas por sí misma. Los celos y la envidia son pecados.
 @Marlene AZ  Se estaba riendo!
 @Carine Gobin  So is greed and vanity.  And no amount of surgery can turn ugly on the inside into beauty.
  @Carine Gobin  y men r y abusar de lo ancianos que es?

Esta Mujer es un Asco y el idiota con el que se caso merece todo lo que le pase.. las vergüenzas, y la humillación que ha tenido que pasar por no tener bien amarrados los pantalones.

Pecado es lo están haciendo, atormentado a una familia. Si se querían ya se fueron pero seguir hablando, insinuando cosas. Ya basta. Que vayan a África q creo q a ido tan solo una o dos 
veces ayudar. Ellos tienen una venganza q no los van dejar vivir y ser felices. Como dicen no sabemos cuando se cierre la puerta y se cuando el equipo de Netflix se van de su casa.
 @I Am Swell  Greed and Vanity is what define the Royal Family in its entirety and history. So before they get the stone thrown at them, there's a long list of people together with probably 
99% of the human population to be blamed for too.
 @Nuria Araya  Mentir y abusar de la gente es exactamente lo que la prensa hace con la ayuda de los miembros de esa familia, tuvimos un ejemplo con Diana y el padre de Meghan. Pero 
nadie ataca a la familia solo ellos que viven sus vidas de forma independiente lejos de todos.
 @Carolina Reyes  Esa familia llena de pedófilos, mentirosos, racistas, secretos, que no saben proteger a los suyos sino que hacen de todo para destruir cuando no les es útil. Algunos 
familiares son dañinos y la mejor manera de ser feliz es cortar el vínculo. La prensa, con la ayuda del Palacio, publicó historias sobre ellos pero cuando deciden hablar por sí mismos de 
repente es un problema.
My favorite part was reading your comment and despite not being able to read Spanish I could tell it was funny 😂



 @Carine Gobin  Meghan is a proven liar and simply trash.  She thinks she is getting over on everyone, but she's a terrible actress and isn't fooling anyone but her dim husband.  Imagine 
believing she could be where she is without spreading her legs all these years!  That's nothing to brag about.
 @Carine Gobin  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Avísale a Meghan!!!!!!!
 @Marlene AZ  ¿Por qué, crees que somos mejores amigos o algo así?
 @Carine Gobin  Al menos parece que te cae bien, a pesar de ser tan abusadora y mentirosa...
 @Marlene AZ  Abusadora y mentirosa la prensa decía lo mismo sobre Diana. Ella también tuvo que decir su verdad sobre la realidad y el falso cuento de hadas que el Palacio vende al 
mundo. que la Familia Real es un desastre, un nuevo escándalo por el racismo. Meghan y Diana dijeron la verdad porque están haciendo todo lo posible para callarlas.
🐍🐍

This isn't going to be good!  I guess for me there is no way any of us know what really is happening but they do like the attention .  They should have known a marriage would be hard and 
not a typical marriage with all the rules to follow.  It is like the man or woman marrying someone with children and saying I didn't know it would be this difficult.  They have said some 
pretty insulting things for all to hear and it should have been  a private family situation.  The public can't fix their issues and only they can.  They are annoying at best for me.
I think it is absolutely disgusting that they released this while Prince William was here for the Earhthshot . So low rent . Can’t believe the Sussex’s are so low. If I were to evere believe them 
now I won’t. They are just obviously envious and want to destroy the Royal family. I have no respect for either of them and now I don’t believe her racist claims. I b believe she lied. And I 
am American.
Shes an actress for gods sake and not a very good one at that, this is nothing but fiction. What an embarrasment, I wish these two would just go away and get the "privacy" they so 
desperately seek. Harry's a pathetic wimp and meghan is a grifter
From princess to reality TV. Hahhaahahhahha
How blatant to release this while William and Catherine are in the US. Meghan and Harry will stop at nothing to grab center stage and to destroy the royal family with planted and baseless 
lies. Meghan is a textbook narcissist and Harry is a very weak man. Truly awful couple
The decide to leave the royal family and become non working senior royals for their privacy and then this the hypocrisy she’s a narcissist sociopath and he’s under the thumb
That rediculous pose of Madam M hugging Harry's neck is the SAME pose she had for Canadian chef Cory Vitello. Nothing new here. As for "Why did you want to make this documentary?" 
DUH, I think a multi-million dollar deal answered that one.
All my support for the Prince and Princess of Wales for their dedication to their duties. These two are just a fraud.
I can't wait to see the royals, the media and the derangers savaged in this documentary.😁
And nobody like her.

Keep in mind Meghan is an actress..
She can be very convincing ..She was trained in this field. She is only good at creating controversy and being the victim. ..One day Harry will wake up and realize exactly what he married..
This is such a disgrace.
When megan stomped her feet  at Harry and said " I want a golden goose now " and then fell down the shute .  Was such a tear jerking moment
Yes
Oh get real.  They are privileged, spoilt children who only whinge.  Thankfully I don't have Netflix.
Never go against your family.
What is this garbage
On 3... Left eye cry...keep crying...right eye cry...keep cry...both eyes crying...bravo...you wone an oscar....lol lol lol...pathetic
It’s been 3 years of telling their story. Are they ever going to stop?
I think he had already fallen in the chocolate river by then.



 @Gee  haha! A funny racist😂
naomimaria. What is racist about @angelhelen84 comment? Have you not seen The Willy Wonka film? People like you are the ones who just like to stir things up. Not everything is about 
racism. Get a life
That’s the best most freaking fitting comment for her! How much more freaking w whining and complaining are the gonna do?
good one
 @Gee  silly H must have forgotten to tie a 2x4 around his ankle before going in.

 @naomi maria  so what do you call a black person that just can't stand Harry's wife? Interested to see what you come up with your tired old stand by "That's racist!" doesn't apply.
 @naomi maria  , really? I can't stop laughing. Wow.
This is the best one
 @naomi maria  I know you are but what am I 😂
😂😂😂😂
 @naomi maria  Watch the film Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory (1971) starring Gene Wilder. 

Watch for the scene in The Golden Goose room with Veruca Salt & The Vhocolate River with Augustus Sloop. The comments have nothing to do with racism. Veruca Salt is the gold-
standard film character to represent spoiled brats who stomp their feet & demand everything they want.
 @King Charles' leaky pen  No different' same jealous, bitter, resentful, stupid, patheticly envious' or just plain hateful. Meghan Markle does not deserve the ugly vitriol hate she gets, ive 
known ugly nasty people who do deserve it and dont get it as bad as she.. Unfortunately jealousy is a huge factor.
They wanted privacy? Got a funny way of showing it. Since Meghan got the ring on her finger we knew who wore the trousers in the marriage. I feel sorry for Charles.
How nauseating.
Who wants to see the most privileged people on earth whine about hurt feelings? ‘Daddy stopped supporting us when we quit our jobs at the family company!’
Why are the "stakes high"?? What is she talking about?
What “stakes are so high?”
My God in heaven……just looking at Meghan makes one want to vomit! 
She and her pathetic husband need to stop the whining and grow up.
Can't wait 🔥🔥🔥🔥
as an over 40-year resident of Santa Barbara, I lived several years ago on the street these 2 now live. It is the oldest street in Montecito and this part of it once was called Spanishtown in 
the 1800s. All historic facts I am sure they have no idea of, nor really care. Though then it was a really tranquil, rural, historic to locals and peaceful place to live, with the likes of Oprah and 
these 2 nouveau riche Royals living here, the peace of it is long gone with every tourist, celebrity hunter and  'Royal Watcher' with their GPS on Red Alert hunting them all down for what, a 
glimpse of them ?! Constantly. Really kind of sad this is now all about Netflix and a 'documentary', which appears to be about them, well...really doing nothing significant here, other than 
'being famous for being famous' - quasi Kardashian Style. Loved living there for years, glad I moved a ways away just before they arrived, ruining the tranquility of this place that once lived 
here forever.
Two desperadoes and a multi-million dollar pound of flesh
As an American, I don't want the half price prince, yeah meghan is American but I don't want her either. I am happy for the British folks William was born first.



Racism is alive and well in this comment section. The fact that people who don’t even like them felt it necessary to first click on YouTube, seek out this promo to watch with the intentions 
of only going in the comment section to spew hatred and vile garbage all because she’s not white. If this woman was white and Harry reacted the same way and did everything he did with 
Meghan, he’d be herald as the prince of all prince’s and she would be adored and fawned over BUT because he did this for a black woman, it brings out the ugliest in these 
racist/colonizer’s… By the way, every reality show I’ve watched this blanket is someone’s home.. Oh, and they’re renting that house so it could’ve came with the house… Racist trash!!!
I wont be watching this program,  they are both despicable.  A lot of rubbish
Be a hater, scrutinize every detail you may see in them, but the fact is this his family along with his wife and children were threatened with being killed, messages of assassination against 
them, so he will talk, go against the status quo, and make everyone mad and uncomfortable. Exactly what his late mother did. I'm here for it!!
They wanted a quiet and private life but then realised they would actually have to do a days work for once in their life so are now selling their same old recycled story for money.
The N word is making them lots of money.
I couldn't be looking to anything less than this. More BS from this couple, when will they actually do what they say and protect their privacy and just go away.
Discernment tells me something deeply wrong here.
I feel like I lost brain cells watching this... No Meghan I don't need to hear you tell your story... You've both been telling it for the past few years. Your privilege is showing. Hint... You're not 
that special
Absolute garbage, I cancelled my netflix cos of this crap
Harry looked happier serving in a war zone. Nuff said.
Lets all give them the "privacy" they wanted, and not watch this whine-fest.
Yes, Naeem Rasheed IS racist trash.
M probably doesn't let him have a Playstation
God bless them!
Long live Prince and Princess of Wales ❤
I’m not saying she’s a gold digger… oh, wait, yes I am.
If Netflix wants to really make an interesting show they need do a show on how manipulative and abusing Megan really is to the people she employs.
Oh, those POOOOOOOOR multimillionaires GRIFTING with the titles of those who they claim to be racists! Who's kids are those you parade around as your own?? Harry is a simp and 
Meghan is trash! The only good thing will be the gold mine of comedy to come from this dumpster fire!
Deberia darles verguenza darle publicidad a esta pareja de mentirosos, desleales, egoistas y narcicistas
“Why did you want to make this documentary?” 

Me within 0.05 seconds: “money”
Privacy my ass. What a hypocrites.
"No one knows what happens behind closed doors". Yep, keep them closed.
So happy for them and their truth ❤
Meghan is historic: There's never been anyone more annoying and off-putting in human history.
The ultimate "Airing Family Dirty Laundry" and for MONEY. I, for one, won't be watching. This is going to be completely one sided, you can tell from the photo of the royals all sitting with 
angered looks on their faces, that says it all to me. ONE SIDED. Harry and Megan are nothing more than spoiled brats, period, end of story and I'm out.
From the few photos shared in this trailer, it’s obvious they had a professional photographer along with them on their second “date” in Botswana. The last thing I’d want is a photographer 
along with me during a vacation with my potential mate for life. Does anyone else find that weird?
Came here JUST to read the comments. I wouldn't watch this garbage if you paid me.



When the stakes are so high, wouldn't you prefer to hear the perfectly scripted and version of events as we tell you....

They have been caught lying often enough, I'll watch this train wreck but just for another laugh at the royal wannabes

Pathetic, cry more!
+ 63K dislikes says a lot 😂
Well she definitely got the fame she wanted hey?  Mission accomplished ole Megz
Disgusting that this has even come this far. Giving air time to traitors liars manipulative bullies. Lost my subscription Netflix. Hope your company gets markled like everyone else she 
touches.
They’re separating. She’s exhausting and he’s broke.
I don't care how rich they are. The amount of hate they were subjected to in the UK was the reason they stepped back, otherwise they wanted to serve and do good.  I totally understand 
why they would like to correct it.
I agree! Ill be awsome!!
That would be a good watch
I agree! The narcissistic bully has left a long trail of victims behind her.
That's Harry future project after the divorce
That would be fine if their beef was with the British Media. I agree that the Media definitely turned on them at some point and for some reason. However, they seem to want to bring 
down the Royal Family as well.
 @Sally Thorpe  Sounds like they could have definitely been supported better, they were basically being bullied by the world.  Will have to see what the doco comes out with.  Though I'll 
definitely be watching it rather than reading headlines.  It would be great if people could stop the judgement and criticism, and if eventually that family can heal.
 @allora allora  Yes. I think they both thought they could modernise the Monarchy and probably put more senior Royals off. I mean the Queen had been on the throne for 70 years. The 
time to try and make change would be now, though they’ve left. There is definitely a lot of hate for them both, even here in Australia. I hope it’s all sorted before their kids get older as you 
would hate them reading all the vitriol. I will probably watch it in the future, but not right away.
As an American screw the Royals on principle. Screw Andrew for being a pedo and going to a certain island. Screw Megan for being a virtue signaling twit. Screw Harry for being a spinless 
ponce. May this show and them burn.
People in China are being heavily restricted, Iranian women are being persecuted, US citizens are trying to figure out how to heat their homes, put food on the table, gas in their cars…so 
on so forth.  Sorry H&M, you’re problems are mightily insignificant.  Grow up you two!
why is everyone been so rude in the comments..? they are humans and have feelings
Can't stand this couple. I can't wait for the divorce so I can stop hearing about them. She's an opportunist and a narcissist and he's a sap being led around by the balls.
Meghan Markle is giving me the psychotic angry ex “ If I can’t be Queen, then no one can!”  in this sad, disgusting and pathetic attempt to over shadow the Prince and Princess of Wales 
stateside trip with this ridiculous release and while simultaneously trying to punch a hole in the monarchy at the same time.  
Just having a total crazy ex psychotic break.
Yuck. Megan Mackarel
Meghan is the worst actress! She’s a gold digger in the role of a lifetime… pretending to love a man child.
We want privacy! Come watch us pretend to cry in our home!
Steaks are high but I don’t need you to tell me that…this is a joke…poor rich people syndrome…also will not watch it
Omg what a pair of horrible self obsessed narcissistic people. Harry says I had to do everything to protect his wife and family 😅 from who a 90 year old woman.
OK BUT WHEN



So sick of these two whiners.  The picture of her "sobbing" is a joke. She's an actress! She can cry on demand.  Not going to watch and line these two spoiled, phony  narcissists pockets. We 
all know it is just going to be a bunch of lies since she is a master at lying.
When all this drama loses the attention from public the only thing that she going to use to keep herself on the public eyes is turn against him and he don’t see that coming he going to need 
a lot luck as Trump said

After all the drama between Netflix and Harkles, they still want us to believe that all of this is true😅😂😂😂😂 what the hack. Just film Korea variety shows and it's more interesting 
than  Harkles's lies. DON'T TELL ME why you watch this trailer. I don't want to watch the trailer but I just want Netflix to see my comments that they're doing shit project.😅🤣🤣🤣
It's wild to me people hate her the same way they hated Dianna and if she dies they'll flip like they did for Dianna
The comment section is spicy 🔥😁
She’s not crying in that photo, the corner of her mouth is raised. She’s laughing all the way to the bank and ordering more blankets
Yikes, she’s had a lot of plastic surgery. Must not be that proud of her ‘heritage.’
Show this ungrateful spoilt brats documentary in the UK and face the backlash Netflix. The queen isn’t even cold and this spiteful pair are generally despised by most people.
You're gonna regret this deal Netflix. Mark my words.
Yes, but only out of her left eye.
You are delusional no one hated DIana
People don't hate Meghan. People are just laughing at them; that's not the same as hate.
Yeap
Why would they regret it? If there's one thing The Crown proved it's that everyone loves hearing about the RF's dirty laundry. Everyone who loves Meghan will watch it, and half the people 
that hate her will watch it out of spite.  This is going to make them so much money.

 @Olivia  You do realise the Crown is NOT a documentary right? They've been found out many times for it's inaccurate story. People like the Crown because it's a drama series based on the 
RF. It's been over dramatised to make it more interesting. This is just a Docu series based on stuff we've heard a million times from these two. It's going to be boring as hell.
The most annoying couple in the world.
I quit Netflix because of this. Can’t believe you will air this trash tv serie about the 2 biggest liars of the universe. Shame on you Netflix
How many times do we have to listen to their side of the story??????? I thought they said to Oprah that they just wanted ppl to hear their side of the story and move on with their lives 🤔  
that was the only time they would do an interview... 
Rachel,  STFU nobody wants to listen.
🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤮
This trailer is pictures of meg harry having fun while kate and william is working.
I’ll watch this 👑
Love them ❤
Being wealthy doesn't make you immune to trauma.  This man has suffered. He wants something different now that he has the power to make his own choices. The vitriol is stunning 
really...
🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮. Netflix with their head in their ass again
Ugh, go away, you whining twits.
Why would anyone want to watch this? What a waste of time



Meghan always creates a sensation that the royal family doesn't respect her. Even though the royal family accepted meghan sincerely. Even after married , meghan  made prince harry 
hate his own family.
Prince William will not forgive meghan and prince harry.
In the end of the documentary they both will become LGBTQ
harry and megs are the best royals ever, the entire world is looking forward to this beautifully done documentary
🤮🤮🤮🤢
Spoiled entitled snowflake brats! Nobody wants to listen to them whine. And I NEVER want to hear Harry talking about our constitutional rights again! He's an idiot and should not speak on 
things he knows nothing about!
They gona say kate is evil, charles is bad dad, they want to get out from the castle prison. What's new? We already know. Bye netflix.
Dear God in Heaven!  Netflix- you’re just regurgitating the same old crap about these two! It’s just too much! Good luck Netflix selling this, it’s a dump👎
Prince of Wales and princess of Wales portrayed to be the villains , she is pathetic !
🤢🤮🤢🤮
If he's suffered he can go and get proper help. He doesn't have to make career out of his "suffering" to make millions. Just get proper help. 
This is all about money.
 @Dorothea Antonio  Interesting... he has been in counseling for years he says. Can't imagine how it bothers you how he works it out.
Most of the comments here don't think the same 🤣
"Best Royals" 🤣🤣😂
Said one person
Seems a bit planned, what woman has someone photograph them while crying more than once?
I do have pity for those who had to work with these two.  

Meghan herself has already said how it's not exactly how she would of done it.  Or words to that effect . A sort of disclaimer. 😂😂😂😂

I must admit we only watch out of a morbid interest.  
The narcissist and the simp Prince. 
Their privacy launch to prosituting their lives for money for the cameras .
Every line written and rehearsed.💩
The lies and plagiarism that pour from Meghans mouth is unbelievable, literally, you can't believe a word.  
Meghan and Amber heard should team up.
They love to play victim.

Someone who openly tells everyone that they are smart normally isn't . 

Meghans podcast was a self help therapy session.  So boring .  In the end her voice starting to grate on me. Ha. 
All the subjects was about what she reflected on in "her" life.   Nothing to do with the guests . 
It is always about "Meg" 
She came to Manchester UK did a speech mentioning herself over fifty times 😯😴💤.
It wasn't about her but she made it so.



This woman is the devil incarnated and Harry is too stupid to see that he’s been manipulated since day 1. Diana would be ashamed of who he has become!!!
Families do sometimes have many issues BUT Meghan should have made peace, moved away from the UK and still encouraged Harry to speak to his family even if she did not get along 
with them. You can always agree to disagree and show the royals that you have the class necessary to support your husband and fulfill your own dreams as well.
🤮🤮
Boo hoo hoo. Poor little rich kids. Cry me a river.
So looking forward to this 🥰

They have literally nothing to offer other than trashing the royal family. It’s the same old tired story. I believe this has and will continue to backfire on them. Let’s stop giving them airtime
This is gold. The image of her crying and Harry throwing his head back in frustration - was taken on the day they were revealed in the British court as liers. It was the day that Jason Knauf 
brought the email  proofs that they had collaborated with the writer of their hagiography despite their initial denial in court. After this relevation, Meghan had to apologize to the court for 
her lies. So, probable those were real tears being found to be liers by a British court with solid proofs.
They have no class at all.
No one cares what you have to say 🤢
Let’s get ready, guys! A new broadway musical has been announced called “The Markles” featuring Amber Heard. 😂😂😂 The musical was financed by the colossal inheritance Harry 
received from Diana.
She will claim she bought the Hermes blanket because it has an H on it… for Harry the man she’s obsessed with & life goal is destroying his entire family.
Over a million views…even the haters will watch!
I cannot wait to watch.
Lets all watch a Movie about her.
Is it going to be about their charity work & causes or just another whinge-fest about how they have feelings too?
SHAME ON YOU,NETFLIX! The Prince and Princess of Wales are trying to promote an intiative that can potentially save the world from environment disaster and Netflix instead, chose to 
join in with the two grifters to bury this initiative out of spite and jealousy. Now, we have confirmation that Netflix is out to bring down the British Monarchy.
BARF!  How stupid do you think we are?  This is garbage!
To quote Family Guy: Shut Up, Meg!
Who cares about these elite P.O.S.'s?   I'd guess this will not be highly viewed.  Nobody likes these two people...except maybe the hags on The View.  This is a money grab for these 
privileged folks - cause Lord knows, they need it.
haha! we can't stop watching the trainwreck of H & M- on the other hand, great respect for the Prince and Princess of Wales mission to bring solutions to the climate crisis!
I needed a good comedy with all the real shit going on....Ukraine, recession, starvation
I have no interest in watching this trailer of drivel. I’m no longer a Netflix subscriber but if I were, watching a couple of immature rich people whine about their shitty little lives wouldn’t be 
on the agenda. Hopefully this “love story” will be the final straw and King Charles will grow a set and shut this shit show down for good. The evil, vile bs these two low life’s spew about 
everyone in their families and the way they treat people in general needs to end. Strip the titles! If not for the RF and the UK, for the rest of the world. hopefully this is another dagger in 
the heart of Netflix’s slow agonizing death.
They need to find a real job Rich people create brands and products and work these parasites just want easy money
1.2M views and 11K likes.   That tells you all you need to know right there.
Omg stop whining and go quietly like you wanted sick of hearing about them
Low tide on a  hot hot day
When I want privacy I too go on Oprah, have a podcast, write a book, get a Netflix documentary. I love that Kelly clarkson is hardly in the news because she wants privacy for her and her 
kids. It is possible. Make up your mind you want it or you don’t.



Great, MORE exposure.  Lol.  I've never seen antibody so "silenced" while having so many media outlets, interviews, podcasts, websites at their disposal.  But this one they are getting paid 
a lot for to dish on family.
Another to cancel
I just get so tired of their constant victim narrative. “Nobody sees what’s going on behind closed doors” yes that’s called privacy. Isn’t that what you and Megan rattled on and on about for 
the last two years? “when the stakes are this high” Meghan and Harry are some of the most privileged people in the world. There are people out there in this world that are actually 
struggling there are humanitarian crises,  the war in Ukraine. And yet somehow they wanna go on like they’re these victims I realize that their lives might be difficult, nobody’s life is easy. 
But at the end of the day Henry and Meghan are going home to their Beverly Hills mansion.
I really like them and I admire them for choosing their happiness and the survival of their marriage and family over the monarch, but I don't know about this doc. It gives me "poor me" 
vibes.
So..privacy involves an oprah interview, a netflix "reality" show and spotify deals.  Also all those deals contents are just about themselves 🤢🤮🤮
I’m so excited for this. Finally they get to tell their story <3
🤍🤍🤍
Ick.
Here we go! 2 ppl who are trying to stay relevant and on the spotlight. I honestly think Meghan throws tantrums if she doesn't get her way! I think she talks so much crap Harry believes 
everything she says. She only wants to stay semi famous since technically she was a just a "B" actress at best. Harry was fine with his family until he met her, after that... it went ALL 
DOWNHILL from there. She only seeks fame and not truth. Really wish they'd stop using the race card all the time since she is half white. If he got rid of her I think his family would be 
whole again! Just a terrible waste of Netflix space and I think they got paid well! How else is she going to afford a million dollar house? Harry is an idiot and now he's stuck. I bet she was 
behind the whole book thing and documentary. He can sell fame because he's a prince, she can't because she's a nobody! I hope they both get stripped of their titles. See how far their 
relationship last after that. Always seeking fame. Shame Shame Shame!!!

Two grifters! One should know better. Shame on you Netflix for peddling this crap. Seriously. Stick to more meaningful documentaries like The Good Nurse. You know, something factual.
I thought they wanted privacy, but here they go again. Oprah part 2.
WTF… Doesn’t seem very private of them. Netflix you’re cancelled. No loss…
They are just pitiful. Pure disgusting evil. The two of them. I hope the royal family and all the commonwealth countries banish them forever!!!!!!!
don't forget the book they "never collaborated" Finding freedom
Not to forget that the cameras just happened to be there to take photos when ever Me-gain cried.
Well they want to let us know why they want privacy, and that's not easy in the age of social media, that's why they need to use so many platforms. Otherwise we might think they are like 
the rest of us who, when we want privacy, are just.. private.
You just woke up? 🤣
You can read it better in the book 'Revenge' by Tom Bower.
The greatest fantasy story since Lord of the Rings. Absolutely stunning and brave how she looks directly at the camera ....... and speaks! Should have used them as dialogue writers for the 
Rings of Power
The scene where Harry says to Meghan "I have to return some videotapes" put a lump in my throat.  I never felt so proud to be British.
Booo.. as a women had a farmer parents i woke up early daily so i can help my parents to their morning routine.. they didnt even buy me a good things when im growing up, i did send 
them money til now,but i didnt blame my parents..this white dude had a height and muscle but all i did hear from him is cry and whine all things that he had.
And why do we need to hear their story?
Oh these incredibly privileged liars are given platform again. 🙄🙄🙄
This documentary is fool of lies and staged, people know that the wife directed and manipulated the story as expected.



The decline of Netflix continues!
No one cares. 4 to 1 ration on dislikes
Good on you Meghan. Stay strong

She said that we "should get the story straight from them??? Well the problem is they have given so many FALSE stories about everyone and taken the stories of others and spoken for 
others, they never shut up! Many have spoken out about Her Bad behaviour! No matter how cute you think you look and act! You can never hide the REAL YOU! it follows along behind 
them ; polluting, corrupting all that they touch! Debased, you preach love and don't practice it with your own families!? It's all for show! I pray for those little children, whereever they are! 
HazNoBalz should be ashamed, your not a child, grow up, be a parent to BOTH of your...ummmm cannot complete that next word because they lie to much. Wake up! God sees all!
This is embarrassing.
All the comments about their Hermes blanket are hilarious. I got one as a gift too, what’s the big deal?
Why did you want to make this documentary?…
“ Because we BROKE AF…😅😅”
Thank you Netflix for doing mini unattractive TV series so y’all can afford us British empire, which should’ve been abolished WAY back, they do not deserve the hardworking Brit’s money 
by doing absolutely nothing but  clown.  Wake up
A 2 whining duck.. some of us cant eat properly but they dont whine and cry like them..
The comments section opened and i enjoyed it more than watching the trailer 😄
where is the privacy??? all is lies 😑
I wasn't among the critical crowd bashing them since years ago but I do wonder about this... Not sure of why they felt they needed to do that. Well I'll watch but I have a feeling they're not 
going to be endearing.
I would of cancel netflix if this air.
Looking forward to it.
I don’t understand what these people want. At first they wanted “privacy”, but now exposing everything. And that’s not how you protect your family. The more you exposing yourself, the 
little sympathy you will get
I think they did
Someone please throw them into the volcano…stop the madness!
Meghan, showing her delicate modesty, has been quiet about being the one who came up with the famous line of ROP Galadriel: “You have not seen what I have seen.”
ROP Elrond: “I have seen my share.” 
ROP G: “You have not seen … what I have seen.”
And she personally taught the actress Morfydd Clark that exact facial expression. The spirit of “angry ferret”. Stunning and brave!
Omg thanks 🤣 hysterical
If you are proud to be British , just looking at the face of the TRAITOR to the United Kingdom & the  Monarchy & the creature who has the blood of Queen Elizabeth II & Prince Philip on his
 hands , should put a KNIFE IN YOUR HEART  ❤🩸🗡
I hope he rewound them
And he did it despite the Zombie Apocalypse! Truly, the hero we need
Me, too! 😂😂 M and H are the gift that keeps on giving! Let the comments keep rolling! The best part of all of this!
It's not a British channel so of course the comments are open



I’m assuming the stakes she is talking about are their titles and the possibility of losing them after this $hit$how.  

How ridiculously entitled do you have to be (to work on this project to start) and release it the week your brother is promoting his work to save the planet?!?
Once again, Harry and Meghan prove they care only about themselves and money.
So let me get this straight this woman marries thus royal ready to serve. But the moment she became to popular for the family some members racist future comes out about her son skin 
color and she just wasn't pure enough for the in 👑 and she was anialated by certain behavior by them. Her husband said not today satan and people have problem with that. Listen Harry 
tell truth, make your money and keep up family 👪 safe. Bravoooooooooooooo.
I love this couple
The world's most despised couple! Meghan Markle is a pathological lying, evil, jealous Narcissist! The woman is delusional and Harry is simply her dim-witted sock puppet.  Will her reality 
show document her use of bot farms to swarm social media with fake positive comments about her and negative comments about the royal family? Will it tell how she pays individuals to 
torment, abuse and harass people that have a negative opinion of her? Will it document her endless abusive lies about her own family and in laws? How about her endless hypocrisy and 
long history of bullying behaviour?....
There are 2 sides to every story.
Nobody cares about these lizards.
Disgusting. What stakes??? Just go away already.
Why did I watch the trailer? Now I’m super annoyed 😂 aaahhh
I can't wait for it to air.  Because I would rather do my taxes instead. As if I gave a crap,  I wouldn't know Harry or Megan if they passed me in the street.
Oh The Body Language Guy is gonna be ALLLLLL over this 😂
Stakes for what?   Does she still think Harry could be king?   Why would he want to be king of such a “horrible” place anyway?  
Ugh these two are repellant
I enjoyed the comment section more than the trailer, thank you Netflix for leaving the comments section open.
They want us to watch this show.  Netflix put a lot of monies into them, and The goal and success for creating this documentary is the amount of viewers.  I’m going to watch it through 
snippets shared from the media and whatnot.
Harry going to have to become a commercial helicopter pilot to pay da bills
All of Great Britain must be thankful that Prince William was born first.
You know what will make money Netflix? a documentary featuring all the people that were chewed up & spat out in the making of this.
Show the number of downvotes YouTube!  Don’t protect these wankers from THE truth
When your on the short list of worst families in human history.
I wonder what story does Harry really have to tell. This is after all, someone who was born with a diamond spoon.

Granted that he served bravely in the army but other than that, Harry would never understand the struggles of the average bread winner trying to put food on the table.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
It's not a british channel, of course comments are open
 @Fernando Quintana  The comments are first rate funny today!
By the way..I suggest to drop Netflix and go on to CRAVE, much better anyway...way more original stuff. 💛
I think netflix is white hat
Yes…. Thank you, Netflix, for keeping the comments open…..so fierce, so brave!……..(literally!)



Yes Netflix, I was going to drop my subscription, but leaving the comment section open is comedy GOLD. 🤣🤣😂 Thousands will weep as Harry & Meghag tell their story for the 
umpteenth time. The world will stand still. People everywhere will buy a hat like Meghag’s, just so they can doff it in awe. 😂
It’s bloody hilarious 😂😂
Best comment section ever
 @Lar Alexa  hahahaha 🤣🤣🤣🤣 oh my gosh I just spat out my coffee this comment is hilarious!!!
 @Lar Alexa  BTW that’s her Panama hat… allegedly the hat she wore to signal availability while she was working on the yachts
The haters make Netflix and Prince Harry lots of money!
Yeah 😂
I imagine the comments are still open bc everyone at Netflix went catatonic after seeing 10X more dislikes (and still counting) than likes, and all of these wonderful, insightful comments of 
how the public really feels about the Delusional Duo. Ooops, Netflix!
I just came here for the comment section 😎🍿
 @Adrienne Clarke  and would make much more compelling drama....anyone off th e street could just read these comments as a voice over.....
 @H.S  Yes, and that's why the Markle grifters are so despised.....they are tearing down his family, conning gulible people out of money that they keep to support their life style....they are 
all talk and the poor deluded Sugars think this white woman cares for them.
I cried because of this. one tear, from my left eye
 @sunflower  Yet you are here commenting! 😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Lar Alexa   Yet you are here commenting! 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Squaddies do you see how carefully the deranged group is wording their comments! It’s hilarious! Bloody cowards
 @H.S  Yes they are! Have you noticed how carefully they are wording their comments it’s hilarious! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Loved your comment. ❤
 @Barbara Scott  Oh yuk! 😮😂
100%-- also instead of like/dislike, too bad there isn't a vomit emjoi
I haven't stopped laughing!! What the hell must netflix be thinking!? "We paid 80 million for this!"😭😭😭
They probably lowkey hate this if it’s true that they paid the duo millions but couldn’t get anything worthy.
I hope a certain person is reading all these hilarious comments,they certainly have more entertainment value than this upcoming appalling fabricated series about to be 
launched....hopefully into oblivion!
I concur—thank you Netflix for leaving the comments on.
I bet it’s as they assume or hope people will hate watch it.

That's why I'm here!
As a half-Canadian & born and raised in (& still living in) Southern Calif., I feel doubly ashamed about Megs. BOTH Canada & California turn out many great ppl to proud of; however, this 
woman is as cold & calculating as they come. To continually lecture us on OUR behavior about saving the planet while they jet all over the earth on their massive private plane is insane.
This shit is a trip!
👍😅🤣😂
 @Fernando Quintana  who cares, it’s hilarious, should be a tv series in its own right 😂😂😂
 @Dhelia Squires  apparently they do spend a lot of time trawling the internet to see what is being said about them
I am here for the comments
 . Didn't watch the trailer



 @H.S  pretty sure the "haters" will not make Netflix any money at all.  Oh dear. am I a hater? No, I don't hate them.  I pity them. They have made an unfortunate spectacle of their shallow 
souls.  I keep watching because I don't think they can come up with more embarrassments but here they are, week after week, baring their narcissism for all to see, refusing every 
opportunity to do something good and instead focusing on themselves.  What a contrast with Kate and Will who are working to improve the world and the image of the UK.
Yes, thank you to Netflix!
I didn't watch the trailer I just came for the comments after listening to The Royal Rogue reading some of them out!
Oh I agree!!  Very entertaining  and very true. Thanks Netflix! But I’m still not resubscribing until these two are far gone 👋
 @Cat Woman  lol ditto here 🤣
 @H.S  buckets of money does not necessarily result in buckets of love & respect….. I know which I’d rather have
 @Cat Woman  Me too.
 @Lar Alexa  I will weep tears of laughter. There will be so many unintentionally funny moments.
 @Dancing Firefly   Unfortunately I don't think they care
if we like it or not as far as we watch it. The trailer has more than 4 million views already.
The only hope of success for this series is that people watch it because it is so appallingly awful. That's obvious from the incredibly cringy promo. Take note, Netflix, these talentless, money 
hungry whiners are not appealing in the slightest.
It's to their benefit to leave them up. They probably agree with the comments too as they had to work with these people and know that the more backlash and buzz that occurs the more 
audience it will get!

Now Netflix has hidden the dislikes to this trailer of Harry and Meg reality show, because how many hundreds of thousands DISLIKED the trailer. Only showing the likes which is sad.
Same people making a documentary of lies about the 23 murders in Nova Scotia Canada.
 @Lar Alexa  i'm going to jump up in the air doing jumping jacks. just like h&m. well maybe not...i'm too old for that.
 @H.S  no. we're just making comments. we aren't going to actually watch the series.
Wonder if we see the children in this doc
 @Barbara Scott  lol lol lol thatºs gold!
I came for the comments only, I’m not even watching the trailer. Why Watch an advertisement for propaganda?
 @Asuman Yildirim  I watched the trailer trash twice. 🤢🤮 That's two, too many times! Just like you I'm here for the comments. I fast forward through that trailer so I don't have to suffer 
through that NONSENSE, not one more time... YUCK!!!
Yes!!
 @Asuman Yildirim  I think everyone immediately pauses it to start reading.
 @Lyre N.  👍
 @Asuman Yildirim  👍
 @Abby Smas  👍
 @comment1ism  You must be more than 11 years old then....hmmm? ;-)
 @Joanna Dikme   children?
 @Lyre N.  Me too, it's brilliant!!
 @Lyre N.  me too ,comedy gold .
 @Slavica Grgas  and so are you...🕊💛
 @H.S  nutflax have a great deal to recoup,or they go bust



 @Wendy Holland  LOL - there's gotta be one somewhere!
 @sunflower  I haven’t heard of Crave; not sure if it’s available in Australia.
 @Wendy Holland  LOL - there's gotta be one somewhere!
 @comment1ism  ...and so are they!
Oh dear! You just KNOW we are going to be blamed for their divorce, right? We are all so mean for telling our truths...
they havent they have shut comments down
 @Lar Alexa  and compare the lies told in this series with every other one she has told each time she wants to rewrite her narrative.
 @Bella_therapy Corinne R  Nearly peed my pants laughing. I must practice more pelvic exercises before reading any further!
 @Barbara Scott  go back to your street, corner!!!🤣
 @H.S  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
😂😂😂😂😂
Will do ! Netflix is getting desperate with these two !
 @Dancing Firefly  the haters are pathetic!!🤡
 @Elaine Leep  🤡
 @Smiley Shizuka  🤡
 @Wendy Holland  🤡
 @Dhelia Squires  she wouldn't waste her time reading posts from ignorant toxic haters!!🤪
 @Jennifer signsoflife  they don't know who the hell you or the other haters are, and don't care!!🤪
 @Amanda Lothian  you wish!!!🤡
 @Abby Smas  they don't know who the hell you are, and don't care!!🤪
 @Claudia Matolcsy Torrington  your right, they don't care!! They will make more 💰 regardless of the haters!!!🇺🇸💯🎉👍☺
 @iggle  why are their 2 beautiful children, on the Succession Chart??☺
 @RD  their marriage is between Harry, Meghan and God!!😇
The online haters opinions, don't matter!!☺
 @anna dillon  🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
I was laughing so hard, I started crying…out of my left eye only!
This comment section deserves an award of some sort....
.....unlike a certain Royal couple that I won't mention.
 @Smiley Shizuka  This comment takes it ALL!! Tears running down my face funny!! Both eyes! 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Kat Bar  Hahaha, you and me both then and never drink while laughing ;)
Thank you netflix for this hilarious pathetic movie about the harkle victim couple 😅😢😅😂😂😂😂😂🤡
 @Joanna Dikme  Doubt dim and dimmer see the children
I love where Meager rejected her father, and the racist King, former Prince of Wales was forced to standin and move the pitiful victim down the the church walk in her marriage to the 
spare.  Such racism, that is really offensive to sensitive souls.
 @Cathy Chats  🤡
 @Lar Alexa  I might go dance in the street in my American town 🤣🤣🤣



 @Kristina Anderson  not necessarily. Buzz doesn't always translate into paying audience. Ppl are watching trailer to get a feel for the series. Series ⁉🤣🤣🤣 Will be a huge stretch of 
repetitive shots disguised in different outfits and chairs. Rachel crying, juggling clown worried, nannies and household staff nowhere to be seen and eschewed story about racism rolling on 
and on. Is there racism in the world? Yesss, unfortunately. But the way Harkles are talking about it, from a very narcissistic and narrow minded point of view, will not improve racist culture 
and help eliminate the problem
 @Carolyn Hasenfratz  me too; here for the comments because a friend told me how hilarious the comments were.  Not watching the trailer nor the show.  And sorry, I don’t see it as a 
docu-series, not when told from the mouths of the two; more subjective statements of the feelings of two self-important spoilt and petulant very ordinary folks.
 @iggle  She's special, she could easily have at least ten more.
 @Irish Rose  Netflix is wondering whose heads are going to roll when the Board and shareholders realize that some fool paid the Harkles $100 million for a total disaster that has made the 
Harkles and Netflix international laughingstocks! 😂😂😂 Oh, to be a fly on the wall! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Me too. Didn’t actually watch the trailer.

 @Barbara Scott  See, THAT'S the real story, her yacht girl days. She wants to make a fortune telling her story, that's the story she needs to be telling. She just doesn't get it, not very bright. 

Fun fact: she was listed as "bj girl" in the credits for that 90210 episode, you know the one.
 @Tina T.  Bless your heart. The Dastardly Duo are obsessed with what others think about them, especially Meghan. She wants to be extremely rich and famous, wants worldwide 
adoration, and that can only happen if she has wide scale approval. Why do you think she paid millions to PR  companies to craft her brand? Without public approval, who will want her and 
Harry as speakers? Who will want to see her face on magazine covers? They must have popularity to attain fame and fortune. Without popularity, they can't earn the millions they long for. 
Therefore, they desperately care what we think of them, and desperately crave our approval. Rest assured that Meghan and Harry are both reading all of these comments and are fully 
aware that this trailer currently has 10 times more dislikes than likes, and it's driving them mad. 😊
 @H.S  They work hard at making themselves "hated."  Wouldn't want to see them disappointed after all their hard work.  They are quite possibly the most hated of this century.
 @Lyre N.  Me Too!
 @Smiley Shizuka  did you use Stage One Tear too?
 @Slavica Grgas  definitely, who doesn't want to share in the comedy gold being made about these two losers?
 @Claudia Matolcsy Torrington  isn't it 4 million dislikes?
But the dislike  numbers are not shown 😅
Best part of this trailer are people giving us their worst comments of Hairy & MeAgain! 
Awesome. I love it.
After this trailer, I cancelled my Netflix. Anyone else?
Calling it a documentary. Call it what it is. propaganda.
 @Barbara Scott  You're absolutely right. 👍👌I really enjoy reading comments section.
Checkmate, Netflix! Well played after 2+ years of tolerating a narcissistic, obnoxious bully. I see you!
 @Adrienne Clarke  This is the best comment ever! ; )
 @H.S  Oh really, why are they still struggling?
When others go high, Hairy & MeAgain go low. The question is >> How much lower can they go?!
 @Claudia Matolcsy Torrington  Trailer has 4 million views. Most is people coming back to read the comments.
 @Tina T.  it looks more like you are the clown idolizing moral lowlifes like these two. LOL 🤣
 @P6   That would be awesome 👌



@Abby Smas  Abby, pity is a good word, I always wonder how they can be so self-aware? I know she is a narcissist, but surely if they so read the comments they get a self of how and why 
people don't like them.
 @Yheng Rodillas  They are getting dislikes that are shown on the Netflix page. It is getting shredded. This docuseries looks worse than the Spotify Podcasts.
 @Tina T.  and of course the cameramen, photographers, nannies, personal army and slew of personal assistants which are essential for the couples everyday happiness 🤔
 @Trust Trust  👍 a recent interview with senior (bi-racial)counter terrorism officer in UK reports previous 'right wing threat' at 5% in 2015. Now 20%. The us-they narrative Meghan insists 
 on is growing. Apparently disliking a single 12.5% "black' is impossible - the entire race has to be included.
 @Rochelle Marshalla  👍😊

But Nerflix removed the Dislike Count and turned Dislike off..so think about that..the number of negative comments, hilarious as they are can also be used for the " Racism" narrative..
Let's see..
 @RD  The Royal family has the same, so take several seats!!!😜
 @Billy Sava  your the 🤡 being "Obsessed" with racism and ignorance over 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU or your family personally or financially!!!👎

Do you see the royal family bashing Meghan and Harry on the "devil's playground aka social media"? The answer is NO!! The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and 
Meghan, their way!!!☺
The online toxic haters are just
"Outsiders looking In"🤡

Get the point online racist toxic
haters!!😜
 @Tina T.  what about my comment was racist in the slightest way? It seems you have reading comprehension problems because I never said anything racist whatsoever and I don't hate 
anybody. That's a bold accusation to make against somebody you know nothing about. It's pretty ignorant if you want my honest opinion. By the way any race can be a moral low life. You 
have a problem with making assumptions. You've made several assumptions on many other people's comments in this thread as well. You should comment back based off of people's 
comments not your emotions or ignorant assumptions. Have a blessed day now Tina.
 @Dancing Firefly  🤡🤡🤡🤡
 @silla 2018  go back to your street, corner!!!😜🤣
 @P6  how evil to hate two people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU or your families personally or financially!!!🤡
 @K A  🤡
 @K A  they don't know who the hell you and, and don't care!!!😜
 @Adrienne Clarke  they don't know who the hell you or the other haters are, and don't care!!!🤣
 @RD  racist 🤡
 @Carmel Gleeson  and most of the negative posts are from ignorant toxic online racists!!!🤡
 @Billy Sava  of course most racists won't admit they are racist and ignorant online, but their ignorant comments prove it!!!🤡

Free speech KAREN, and if the online racist toxic haters don't like my responses, that makes me smile even more!!😜
 @Dancing Firefly  are you really that "stuck on stupid " to think Meghan and Harry would waste their time reading such racist and ignorant online posts!!!🤡
Meghan and Harry are still living their lives making more 💰 while the racist toxic online haters are still "whining " that Meghan said this and Harry did that!!!👎



 @Tina T.  I could care less whether the "online racists" think of your ridiculous comments. My point still stands. Harry and Megan are moral lowlifes and their races has nothing to do with 
it. I don't think you even know what a Karen is. A Karen has nothing to do with free speech. I'm all for free speech like the overwhelming majority of Americans even if it hurts your little 
feelings. You'll grow up someday kiddo. In the meantime brush up on your reading comprehension. It's very poor. Have a blessed day now Tina.
@Tina T.  Pitiers, we just feel sorry for how unaware they are and how they have destroyed the platform they could have done used for targeting real issues instead of having a Pity-Party 
all about themselves
 @Adrienne Clarke  and how is that affecting you or your family personally or financially???
 @Billy Sava  what's wrong KAREN!!!😜 It doesn't matter what you think of 2 people that don't even know YOU EXIST!!!🤣
You need to worry about how GOD views YOU!!😇 GOD is a GOD of love, and he states at Matthew 7:12 that we should treat others the way, we would want to be treated!
Satan the Devil loves idiots that think their lives are soooo perfect, and have the nerve to be racist and judgemental towards 2 people that don't even know they EXIST!!!😜
Thanks for the laughs cupcake!!!🤣
@Tina T.  If you understand the legal systems of the United Kingdom and many countries of the Commonwealth, you should understand how destabilising/removing the monarchy could 
impact all our courts, laws and parliament systems.
You sound like a Meghan.
 @Tina T.  Behaviorist. I'm against anyone behaving badly.
I refuse to watch it on Netflix, I won't give them the clicks
Absolutely. I will never watch it.  The most train wreck pieces will be shared.
I cancelled Netflix!

 @Jacqueline  Cancelled Netflix a while ago because of crap content, reckon lot's of people have.  If this is where their money went then they have already lost viewership because of this.
Nobody should watch this garbage show and give it views. Im not watching it. I dont wanna know whats in it , its the same shit she always says, everyones a racist and she is the victim of 
media hatred, oh how hard her life is. give me a break from this 42 year old three time married cry baby
What a waste of subscribers money.
Too bad he failed his pilot's license test then!
We are. We are also glad he chose Catherine...I cannot think of anyone who could do it better than her.
We are. And happier that he found Princess Catherine.
And we Americans want to know when we can send your prince Harry back to you. We've been babysitting him long enough. Its your turn.
Not only GB, all the Commonwealth and probably the world. I'm so thankful they changed their minds; originally,  Princess Whinger wanted to move here in New Zealand. Thank you God 
she didn't!
The entire Commonwealth is grateful
If you guys prefer Peggy and mean girl Khate, you’re more than welcome to them. The US prefers that charismatic and hard-working Sussexes to the work-shy Wails.
🤣🤣
As an American I definitely am
 @Music 4 Lainey  me too !
 @JTrain  🤣🤣
they are saying God you saved us from having another king George 😅can’t repeat that story again lol😅
 @Paulina  if you don't want to do the work, don't effin apply for the job!! It's that simple.



 @Paulina  were :they" biased when she had that multi million dollar wedding? Were. they covertly against her when she spent more on tacky clothes than any other royal in Europe? 
Were they against Meggin when they let her barge in front of the Queen? Were they biased when she flew to NY for a celebrity packed baby shower? Were they out to get her when she 
was offered Frogmore Cottage? Were they biased when they gave her a royal title? Were they biased when they said she could go on acting even though she had very few screen credits 
because she was such a horrible actress? Was the the RF biased when Rachel trashed the Princess of Wales on TV knowing Katherine could not go on TV and call Goofy out on her BS?
 @JTrain  pleaseee, kept them forever.
 @Himmiefan  harry n meghan charismatic?! Not only meghan is delusional, her diehard fans also the same
We are
 @JTrain  Send them to the moon. We have had enough of their 'stories'.
I am American and I am grateful! I hope I live long enough to see King William and Queen Kate!
 @JTrain  100% agree with you. Take that nasty little ninny-baby back to UK.  We'll throw in Mega-liar for free.
 @Himmiefan  No we do not.  I love the royal family and especially William and Kate, the Prince and Princess of Wales.  I despise the race baiting Megaliar and Haz-been former and FAILED 
royals.
You Bet !
100%
And the Commonwealth (posting from Australia).
Absolutely not
We are
 @Himmiefan  oh no we don’t! Read the comments!
 @Paulina  The UK taxpayers spent £32 million on Harry and Meghan's wedding. They ripped off the UK! 
Harry is far from honest, they are proven liars, far from brave. All they want to do is makes lots of money by betraying his family and selling their souls. They care for no one.
 @Himmiefan  Anyone can see that Catherine is far from mean. She is sweet and gentle, a loving, devoted mother. 
Meghan clearly is mean and overbearing.  Her "softness" comes across so fake.
We are.
No just Britain. The whole world 🌎
We most definitely are.
Causes a wouldnt know what hard work was if it slapped them in the face.
Im pretty sure the only one who gives a Prince a peggin is Meghan.
 @Cheryl Weiner  No ta. First Wallace, now Meegain. He's all yours 😘

 @P Grace Also were they biased when the then Prince Charles walked her down the aisle, when her own father was a no show? Were they biased when she decided to do things her way, 
like holding garden party for the grenfell fire survivors.. racist or not, the RF did everything in their capacity to make Meghan feel at home, knowing the implications.. they made sure their 
son Harry in the absence of his mother had the best wedding. Yet they didn’t blink an eye before calling it a “public spectacle” that was ungrateful & below the belt, not just for the RF, but 
for the millions that gathered that morning to see their beloved Prince Harry marry the girl he loves and also millions world wide who tuned in to watch the wedding.
 @JTrain  🤣🤣🤣
Oh God, can you imagine?!
  @JTrain  err, sorry but you can keep them both!
 @P Grace  👏👏👏 Don't forget how rrr@ist the Royal Family was that the future King of England walked MegaLiar Yacht Grsnny down the aisle.



All of commonwealth 😂
Hallelujah!!
Utter relief.
You have no idea how greatfull
  @JTrain  😂😂😂😂
LOOOL but what does your previous Prince William even do for the country other than taking our tax money to build their expensive homes when so many are homeless?
💯
Not just GB
 @Himmiefan  no one believes that nonsense.  Look at the reception in Boston. Better than any outing the Sussex have had in the states.  M&H should just take the L and stay out of the 
spotlight.
 @Himmiefan  wrong! We know a con artist when we see one. I bet you believed Amber Heard too. Meg's and Amber have the same psych profile personality disorder.
MAMA MIA….YOU CAN REPEAT THAT AS A PRAYER!!
The clip where he hands his testicles to her on a plate…THAT’s MY FAVORITE🥸
The entire world!
Oh we definitely are 😂😂😂
We so are!!
We'll celebrate when he dies too just like we were thrilled when the Queen kicked the bucket.
 @JTrain  😆... what!!
William and Kate are such an inspiration 💓 love them ❤
Don’t forget Haz’s wife, Hazbeen has to go too!
We are
 @Ally  Reported
Pretty much, yes
Ain't that the truth.🤣
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
Yes!!!
The ginger one would have run away with the Crown Jewels
 @Himmiefan  LOL
I started to believe in God, because Ginge is  not the first born.
As are all the Commonwealth of Nations, especially the Constitutional Monarchies like the neighbour to the north. Sorry you had to take them from us. It was a sad, sad point in the 
documentary.  And sorry about closing the borders right after you got them.  It really was the pandemic and not Canada locking the doors behind them (maybe).
 @Cosmic Girl  Crap, that just might be enough to get me to ... nah, not even because of that.
You better believe it!
 @Himmiefan  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣You’re funny.
 @JTrain  lol no we have given him to as a present
 @Marie Gay Opinion  well ducked
 @Himmiefan  work shy lol muppet



 @Himmiefan  No, we don't like malignant narcissists like Meghan at all. We also don't like seeing a once loyal, purposeful man whose family worked very hard to protect when he acted 
scandalously, worn down into a petty, resentful, shell of himself.
More and more thankful every day!!
We are!
 @Himmiefan  no they don’t lol
 @Cheryl Weiner  hopefully by then people will get the message that her name is Catherine. Kate was given as a cruel nickname and still people use it. NEVER will you or has she been 
heard to refer to herself as Kate and neither does anyone who knows her. INCLUDING horrible Henry but he does now.
Amen !
We in the U.S. are immensely grateful that Prince William was firstborn and that he had the vision and foresight to choose a wife who compliments him.
 @Himmiefan  Is that you, Meagain?
 @P Grace  👏 oh!! So beautifully put. Well said, P Grace.
👍
Indeed 🤣
Alleluja🤣😂🤣
We are, we can't tell you how thankful we are. William found a fine wife and they will rule together soon. Their kids will also have a great grounding as well.
That is for sure.
Did you miss when William and Kate visited the Caribbean countries in the Commonwealth and were booed? That trip was a disaster, which is why they’ve stayed home since. The people 
in the majority black Commonwealth countries are sick to death of this royal family, and many are already moving towards leaving the union. By the time William becomes king, he will be 
monarch over a commonwealth with only one member country. Will has an opportunity to very publicly mend the rift with Harry and Harry’s black wife, and demonstrate with actions, not 
just words, that his is not a racist family, but no. He’s holding onto that grudge. And hey, what do we care if the Commonwealth breaks up? But William cares a great deal and Britons care 
a great deal. He’s just not a smart enough person to have a clue about managing successfully. After all, he’s never had to manage anything. Servants have taken care of him his entire life. 
You can go on viewing this entire situation through the lens of a playground cat fight and take sides with your most adored boy if that’s the only lens you have, but you’re utterly missing 
the point of this moment in history and how it is already backfiring on Charles and William. Don’t you understand WHY Charles is sacred to death of Harry’s book? Because his grip on the 
monarchy is so tenuous he cannot afford a single ripple. That’s why the palace has deployed surrogates to rant against The Crown’s depiction of Charles’ and Camilla’s infidelity. He has 
spent two decades and millions of dollars paid to publicity firms trying to make Brits forget how destructive his behavior was. This family has rot at its core, but as long as the queen was 
alive, her stature protected them. Now she’s gone and Charles’ position is very shaky. William is not helping at all with his stupid obstinance. Again, you’re completely missing the point by 
focusing on these silly playground personality aspects.
 @Himmiefan  work?? 😂 how’s Meghan’s 40x40 going? Who were the 40 women she helped??
 @Himmiefan  Meghan is the bully mean girl and in the US nobody but her squaddie give a crap about them.
 @Ramisah  yes your £1.29 per year.
 @jandipeach  A couple of people booing is not the majority.  Two islands expressed thoughts of leaving the commonwealth, but did you other countries are on the waiting list to join. 
Some countries already independent of GB but are still members of the commonwealth.  Harry and Meghan are not interested in making peace. They just want to perpetuate lies and 
playing victims.
Amen to that
 @Catherine  Point taken and henceforth, l shall refer to her as Catherine, Princess of Wales.  That is until she becomes queen.  Hey so you know, I am just a dumb American.  I truly didn't 
know any better.  I do now.  Thanks.
Hell yes!
 @Cheryl Weiner  thank you



I think the world is grateful
We are 🎉
 @JTrain  no returns no refunds. Warranty expired.
Britain and the Commonwealth as well … she could not believe she wasn’t being paid to tour Australia despite the warm welcome from an entire country. She only understands money - as 
Netflix is well aware 😂
You win the comment wars! 😂🎉😅
Dont forget us in the commonwealth, very thankful down here in Dharawal country 🎉🖤💛♥
Sarcasm or delusion?
 @JTrain  Perhaps we can agree on an extended trip to Siberia for the pair.  😉
 @Himmiefan Polls beg to differ, the US has turned on Meghan and Harry to. Just look at this comment section 😂
Oh yes, we really are. If Haz-mat took to the throne he'd think it was where one does one's business 💩🤣
 @Gee  God looks after his own :)
 @Jen  haha!
 @Amy Carr  We've babysat them long enough. If you don't want them back... maybe it's Australia's turn then??
 @Ramisah  William is upholding a thousand year tradition.  Also, the royal family generate billions yearly in tourism alone. Prince Harry is throwing his family under the bus to make 
money. Shameful.
 @Siobhan Mckinty  a "present"? I hope you kept the receipt because we'd like to return them. Lol
 @Gigi Pretty  maybe we can "re-gift" the Sussex's to our Australian friends.
 @P Grace  well said
Absolutely 💯
 @Ramisah  uhhh..yousaidwhatnow?
 @jandipeach  well off you go, sugar, we'll be sad to see you go...NOT.
The sooner the Commonwealth is rid of people who cannot think for themselves, cannot actually look at history and see the truth of what actually happened without trying to make up 
stories to fit their twisted narrative, and decide to worship narcissistic sociopaths as gods,the better the Commonwealth will be. Just don't come crying back to the Commonwealth 
countries to save you when your narcissistic sociopathic ruler turns out to be Idi Amin personified.
 @JTrain  NOOOOOOO...that's a resounding no from us...Christ, she couldn't believe she wasn't being paid to visit children in a drought stricken country town who treated her like a  
celebrity that she wasn't and isn't. They treated her well because of our regard for the family she married into and is trying to destroy. We've already started a petition to stop them visiting 
us again ( like they have threatened to do).

 @JTrain  trust me, we'd put s stop to their bloody shenanigans if they did try to invade our shores again. At least our media generally shows the truth, not just the positives depending on $
  @Himmiefan 😂😂😂😂love your sarcasm.
 @JTrain  How about we all chip in on a getting Musk to ship them to Mars for us. Australia won’t want her, she threw hot tea on the Governor’s staff and was insulted she only got one 
wing of the Governor’s House, instead of the whole place! Such humility.
My dear, most of the world is happy Prince William was the first born.
We really, truly, profound are. Phew, close shave!
 @Sim V  exactly;y. the RF made the mistake of trying to make Meggin happy, when she had no interest in being happy, much less ethical.
 @Frockabyebaby Shabby Chic  why ty! <3
 @Himmiefan  you don't speak for the US. Typically the only people in the US who have anything good to say about meghan also comment on justin beiber and 1 direction videos.



 @L G  <3
 @Amanda Wilkinson Tarot  LOL Yacht Granny.
 @Ramisah  William has never built a home. Every home he's ever lived in has been over 150 years old.
 @Catherine  not true. Her mother, and William, called her Kate, even in her engagement interview. After they married William started introducing her by her formal name, catherine. 
Because she is the future queen of England, it was decided to try to stop referring to her by a nickname.
 @Cheryl Weiner  it's not true. William calls her Kate in t heir engagement interview. Her mother called her Kate. When they got married, William started referring to her as Catherine 
because as a future queen he felt the public shouldn't call her by a nickname. But the press had referred to her as Kate the 10 years they dated, so old habits die hard. She doesn't mind 
either way.
Great Britain and the rest of the world too! Can you imagine these two as King and Queen? I shudder to think about it and I’m American!
 @Wendy Meacham  I say Mars - one way ticket for Yacht Granny and Puke Harry!!
 @JTrain  What did Australia do to deserve these 2 idiots?  We should get Elon to send them to Mars!!
 @Gigi Pretty  Agreed
 @JTrain  , send him back. As long as you keep the toxic sista there
 @JTrain  many "non racist white Americans" love and support beautiful Meghan and Harry, and I can't wait to see their upcoming documentary on Netflix and have to subscribe 
today!!!🇺🇸💯🎉👍☺
 @Jules Mail  you haters keep listening to your Leaders that BEG for clicks and subscriptions to keep feeding the online toxic haters, gossip and lies that goes on and on and on and on, 
without facts!!🤡
 @Frockabyebaby Shabby Chic  Meghan doesn't waste her time reading these pathetic, racist ignorant posts!!!😜
 @Himmiefan  WELL SAID 🎉💯👍
 @Ramisah  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
 @Colleen Oehme  🤡
 @GP  🤡
 @jandipeach  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
 @Sirlewishamikton  only the Racist KARENS!!!😜
 @Mel  🤡
 @a b  🤡
 @Gee  ohh because she is white right?. And u wonder why Harry is speaking up . When we have racist  delusional idiot like u clowns .
 @P Grace  go back to your street, corner!!!😜
 @Dirk Diggler  racist 🤡
 @JTrain  No thank you
My preference is that the 2nd one hadn't even been born at all. But now we're all stuck with "it".
 @Peter Henderson  🤡
 @JTrain  He won’t come here, it’s too scary for him! The flashing of bulbs, the clocking of horse’s hooves, more trauma than he can cope with!  Just don’t mention the 3 occasions he’s 
been back since
 @Ramisah  you really don’t know how this works do you?
 @Barbara Collins  , yeah nah 
 @Himmiefan  you poor delusional Sussex Sugar......
 @Himmiefan  poor Sussex sugar.....Who is in Boston doing great things for the world and who is plotting in California to destroy those good works.



 @Ramisah  Those homes have existed for hundreds of years and I doubt you pay much tax, certainly not as much as the monarchy brings in as tourist dollars.  Visitors don't come to 
England to see you.
People of the Commonwealth are happy too!
I'm from Australia and I'm so very glad and thankful Prince William was born first and even more thankful he married Catherine.
I agree! I’m glad we got Harry! ❤
 @Barbara Collins  no thanks. I don't need to hang out at Harry's Wife's old place of employment.
I love H&M! Beautiful Amazing couple. The UK treated their own Prince like shit, his mother like shit and his wife and family. Happy to have them….speak for yourself!
Sure do! Love H&M ❤
Gladly!
You haters are all the same. Prob RWNJ. Scream at the sky at their every success! I love the way she lives rent free in their heads 😂😂😂
 @Himmiefan  Baby, drugs are never the answer!
 @S V E  yes that is what people are doing: speaking for themselves. I think the UK was very forgiving of Prince Harry for donning a swastika at a fancy dress ball. Ion addition to the racially 
charged comments in the past, they were incredibly supportive of Harry and his wife.
Thank God! I shudder to imagine!
Sad the way the UK royalist tabloid trash media & their anonymous palace sources had to pit Kate and Meghan against each other. So jealous because the young people adored Meghan. 
The haters in the UK should be ashamed of themselves for how they have treated their own Prince H&M and their kids. Denying the obvious proven racism they faced. I’m glad I got to see 
it first hand. We have the same type haters here but at least Americans call it out! If you think MM is going to remain silent about racism, you have no idea who she is. What an epic fail for 
the BRF. Had they had the balls to stand up against the. bullying and racist hate esp of the children Meghan would  have been the first to praise how the institution has changed. The UK is 
obviously going through the same reckoning we have had to go through in the US. Guess no surprise there, they started it here.
Great! Harry and his kids are better off here
You’re Welcome! Many people live H&M here. Just keep PA out of the US and away from our vulnerable teens please
Yeah seeing how he’s bashing the Sussex for their racist accusations and now it revealed to the world that his own godmother a senior royal position was caught acting racist yesterday and 
forced to resign today  I wonder what he has to say about it now. I love god for his malicious hitting to the core 😂😂😂
 @JTrain  funny that he hasn't seeked asylum in the US.... Ha ha.
That’s debatable. They “remain silent” and let the royalist tabloid trash media and their “palace sources” do their dirty work. This time it backfired. They tried to break MM…they failed! 
Now they scream at the sky while she lives rent free in their hating heads. It truly is pathetic. I hear it’s just a minority of the RWNJ like we have here in the US
Racist or not. Sigh 😔 Typical
Why won’t you people open your eyes and see that there is more behind the royal doors then u know….. are you afraid that Harry and Meghan will expose the truth?…. Look what you all 
did to his mother…
Need to upvote this more so whinge and cringe can see this themselves
 @jandipeach  You're not seeing the situation the way the majority of other people do. Look at the comments. Also your 'facts' are very skewed. A small select portion of people booed. 
The trip was a success.
As an American, I think the way they have treated Harry and his wife and family is an utter disgrace. They expose themselves.  They are the same RWNJs we have in the US. All this drama 
because the young people loved MM.
 @JTrain  please nooooooo
So true
 @JTrain  Australians are not fans of The Sussexes. They are roundly despised here.



I know it’s a tough job they’ve been given. Jet setting around the world with stolen wealth and precious artefacts. Having to leave one of your many castles to open a hospital or shopping 
centre or whatever else it may be. Please won’t somebody think of the poor little king and queen or the poor little prince and princesses. The best type of ‘royal’ is a dead royal. Two gone 
in a year, may the rest follow soon after.

 @Susan Read  stop pretending you speak of all Australians. Turn off sky news you clown. The sooner we leave the commonwealth the better of ‘all Australians’ as you would put it.
The naivety is ridiculous. You are all swayed by the media. If Harry had been born first the UK press would have his corner, and you would all love him and hate William. The first-born is 
due to be your King. Do you think it is a massive coincidence that you all love the heir and hate the spare? 

None of you have met these people so you no nothing about them. You are being manipulated by a venal press corps and you cannot even see it. Sad. Ask yourself this; in the absence of a 
personal relationship, how did you come to hold the opinions that you hold? None of this is rocket science.

And don't say you hate H&M because of Oprah or Netflix etc.. they ended up in that position after the hate campaign against them in the UK. Any missteps and mistakes they made later 
on are the result of what happened earlier.  I'm not sure how any of you would stand up either in the face of a coordinated media attack on your character.
Amen!  Could you imagine!
NETFLIX, I will cancel my subscription the day you air this travesty
 @L G you mean you are glad Harry wasn’t first born and next in line
So grateful and thankful. Love Kate and Will.
The royal family is racist Meghan and Harry are the first one who bring so many black people in the palace.
 @JTrain maybe they could set up in Antarctica.  Far away from everyone.  No one in the commonwealth wants them either
 @PepeLaugh  ground breaking stupidity ladies and gentlemen🤣🤣🤣
 @JTrain  lol ..sale and no returns ..keep him please 😅🤣😂
 @Raissa  the only problem with your statement is everything I said is true. How did you say it again, “groundbreaking stupidity ladies and gentlemen”.
 @Himmiefan  I'm glad this OPINION is yours alone.   If you are not ready for such a responsibility, don't take up the role & then try to rebel against it
for sure.
The People of the whole Commonwealth are very relieved too…
 @Himmiefan  keep Harry's wife, she's a FAIL
Well said.  (Mike drop.)
 @Ramisah  Presious!!! ..He does alot more than back bite and stab family members publicly in the back for a few quid ...William & Kate are class ..unlike the wanna be attention seeking 
narcissistic money grabbing  pair that he has  unfortunately  having to term them as family ...that didn't want to work as royals but yes any excuse to sod if but cry because us British tax 
payers won't pay into the purse to support them in America  ..and you say what does William do ...his  many charities ..representative  of country serving his father with respect..like he 
dud his grandmother..William and Kate ain't afraid to work for there country and there keep ...
💯 agree. Best comment ❤
 @Smörgåsbord  sadly Harry was the making if his own destiny  ..so the choices he makes and allows his wife too makes he has to swallow it up and live with himself ..he just wants to hope 
he don't get the elbow when the wife of many many  partners ..gets fed up and needs a new drama...
 @Himmiefan  you can't fool us Meghan Mandela even you have one tear left eye 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @JTrain  Luckily for us she is reported to have hated her trip to Australia 🙃
Long Live Future King William and Queen Queen Catherine.  These two. H and M...are just simply throwing tantrums and who would ever believe them after their Oprah Interview?  Wrong 
move.



 @JTrain  nah we are good thanks, netflix and spotify can keep paying the babysitting fee.  I will just leave him there and pop down the shops for some milk, be back soon... promise.   Exit 
stage left.
 @JTrain  speak for urself . you can go to uk and be with all the haters .
 @Himmiefan  typical Meggy sugar, no intellect just insult and attacks on two people who have never uttered a word against megamouth markle. All unfounded rumours, utter lies 
denigrating prince William originate from trailer trash sugars
 @Himmiefan  love how you presume to speak for the entire US just like your heroine, likes to think she speaks for the entire planet - like anyone with a brain listens to a mattress actress, a 
b rate one at that
Well said
 @Ramisah  what homes have they built with your tax money ?
 @jandipeach  keep taking your medication !
Meghan wants to play the underdog but the truth is, she is a beautiful face with an evil intent!
Oh yes, so much! Sad thing is we all loved Harry and Meghan too, until they made it impossible to.
I am, indeed now. Bless him, what a young man, lovely and sweet with huge sense of duty. He is like his mum. Lady D was proud to serve the Crown. She would have be so sad for the 
deplorable behaviour of her 2nd son, despicable and nasty like is wife.
 @Jules Mail leave some silly simple minded people alone, how they deserve
 @Himmiefan  you wish...don't you?🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Scarlett O’Hara  ??
why?
 @Himmiefan  As an American here, you should stop following the trend of lying, you take too much influence from Meghan, the only thing they are hard working at is lying to the public 
for 💰💰💰
 @jandipeach  thank god somebody finally said it. Thought I was going completely crazy for a moment there. To the rest of you nutters, please stop using the word ‘we’. You absolutely do 
not speak for me or other people who are able to form options based on their own critical thinking.
 @jandipeach  when Charles ascended to the throne he had to visit all the nations and have them affirm his sovereignty.  Almost all did.  Though they may be thinking of leaving they 
decided this is not the time.  That speaks volumes.  I have faith the HMQ instilled what is good and right in Charles.  I have faith in him.  He’s never had to stand on his own before.  I think 
he’ll make a fine king.  And William after him.  The other should be jailed for treason along with his narcissistic show girl of a wife!  They aren’t fit to wipe his arse!
We are 😂🎉
 @JTrain  Australia still hasn't enjoyed them. Send them there.
God did save your country 😜
 @Barbara Collins  😂😂😂😂😂😂 I know, I know. I'am 🤡 about The Prince and Princess of Wales.💕 I love them so much. 😍 Georgeous couple inside and out. 😊😊
The best part of Harry slipped down Diana's leg
You guys are so sad 😂
So glad 🎉
 @JTrain  no way 😂 he is yours now 😂
OH YES!
We certainly are
Amen
Everyday Jessie
 @Himmiefan  using insults instead of names speaks volumes about what type of person you are. Guess you still think you are in the playground.



 @Frockabyebaby Shabby Chic  or Omid
 @Marie Gay Opinion don’t be ridiculous; the commonwealth wants to leave the royal family behind. Except the Bahamas which is reliant on old white British men to sustain their 
economy. 

Throw the whole royal family away.
 @P Grace  YES! well said.
Colonizers be like...
 @JTrain  Sorry, he's yours to keep now, love Britain.
👏👏
 @agentju  cool

 @JTrain  mate, as a British person, this is your American punishment for inflicting the Kardashians upon the world. You can keep Harry and Meghan for us lol, we don't want them back.
@JTrain  Keep him in us soil forever. UK is too dangerous for his family
Lol Kate Middleton the real social climber in the whole story and you guys are mad about an independent woman who did not want to be dictated by an archaic institution 🤣 I don't like 
the new Queen escort but at least she was already in their entourage  but the Simpleton made sure that she goes to the same school as the Prince and made it a life goal to be with him 
otherwise she'd still be working at party pieces lol
 @Erin Dorrell  👍🤣🤣🤣
@Emilie Emilien  just highlights few mistakes in your comment. First she is officially Queen  consort. Next she doesn't have lady in waiting. 3rd social climber is a strong word, we are living 
in 21st century not in feudal system where only upper class can inter marry. LASTLY, if you fancy a man or woman is it wrong to approach him? Isn't that equal rights in 21st  century. 
Summary you need to change your thinking to 21st century that's my friendly proposal to you.
Right!!!
We are very happy he left but very sorry for the USA.
Lol.  I'll take Harry and Meghan over all the rest of the Royals combined.  The food alone would have me leaving GB.
We are Jessie,  we certainly are!
 @Himmiefan Well as you don't speak for the whole of the US we know that isn't true.
 @feministj  aww the colonisers upset you babes?
You can always put down your phone(that the colonisers provided)
Leave your house (provided by colonisers)
Strip off your clothes (thanks to the colonisers) and go live in the jungle.
You won’t though
You love what colonisation has given you.
Now say THANK YOU 😂
 @Himmiefan  speak for yourself, I prefer a hard working person (Royal or not) over a wanna be celebrity.  How many times does MM&PH have to tell us their flipping story, I was appalled 
by what they did during the Oprah interview throwing your own family under the bus regardless of what they have done is simply sad
 @Emilie Emilien  sweetheart- a Princess doesn’t need to “social climb”
She’s already at the top of the ladder. 😂
 @Ramisah  Which home did your 96p go towards exactly?  Americans pay 5x what we do per head for a President.
I agree



 @Jake A  <3
 @GP  and many "non racist white Americans" 🇺🇸 are glad beautiful Meghan and Harry left racist 🇬🇧 and are living in peace, in America!!!🇺🇸🎉👍☺
 @Elaine Leep  poor toxic racist online hater!!!🤡
 @Dirk Diggler  very racist and ignorant!!🤡😜
 @Barbara Collins  Living in peace in America???
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @GP  better than living in racist 🇬🇧😜
 @Barbara Collins  Nonsense!
I'am not from the UK myself but have visited the country 4 times. Brits are awesome people. I can tell you that. 🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧

 @Erin Dorrell  30 years ago he called her Kate. She has only ever introduced herself as Catherine and he clearly calls her that EVERY chance he get. Are you really that slow to catch up
 @GP  not for all the black people that live there!!!👎
 @No Wire Hangers  Sure, we're all pricesses lol 😆
 @Soo Reed  Lol, sure first Queen escort in the waiting🤣, the same one who committed adultery and is now with the other adulterer who is the head of church of England,  hypocrisy at 
its finest and you're right,  we're in the 21st century, maybe you prefer the term Gold digger which goes more with our time? But also where People are working hard to earn a living, 
paying taxes and looking for equity and equality in society and where these stupid archaic institution which is built on invasion of other countries, exploitation of their people and land, 
genocides and mass murder have no place anymore!! Kate is definitely is social climber, she didn't even have a career before and if it wasn't for her Prince, she would probably be looking 
for another rich man I am sure!
@Emilie Emilien  I pray for your soul their no one can choose where they were imagined today you are born in the Royal family would you make similar comments also no one can change 
history it is the past. If the royal family still practice like old feudal lord then we should remove them forever but are they???? Who is working hard to campaign a green world? I respect 
your views but will pray your your wounded soul. God bless
@Emilie Emilien  regarding working I have a lot of friends with high qualifications never worked a day and now married well are u classified  them as gold diggers? My aunt back home a 
qualified accountant never work a day and she had similar life style like royal family with entourage of servants are u going to classified her as gold diggers for her husband is in position? I 
see you have grudge against unfairness, Buddhism will give u answer for your inner soul anger
 @Barbara Collins You sugars are pathetic.
Brits are awsome, kind people !!! You guys are stirring the pot nonstop. Btw, i don’t even believe you’re from the UK. Using an inglish name and pretending to live there. You just use that 
as disguise.🙄
 @Soo Reed  how come you're not preaching to all these Royalist lol they are full of hate for a woman they love to hate and compare Simpleton! Royal family is useless, lol we have 
governments to govern now, we do not need them in the world,  we have scientists to educate us, and people use to believe a king /queen is sacred and chosen by God, after all the 
atrocities they committed,  God left them a long time ago, lol! And this new King adulterer is certainly not chosen lol! But hey if you want to support him and his dysfunctional family, and 
his paedophile brother who was the queen 's favourite, you go ahead and do it and be their "subject" serving them lol! But don't expect everyone to feel the same about them, I'd rather 
support those who want out and showing their true face! Keep your prayers for these haters, because there are so many of them, who would rather listen to daily mails than the actual 
people voicing their experiences!
 @Emilie Emilien  As I said in my earlier note you must have so much internal anger and you portray yourself as Meghan and I understand your anger and frustration. As you know we live in 
a democratic society, provided you are English if so we all have 1 vote. you can petition to your local MP to call for referendum and will see how the whole UK voters voice. Regarding 
Meghan if you think her so highly why on earth Michelle didn't invite her to Obama birthday when ALL Meghan's big shot friends been invited. You do know Barrack is close to Harry. That 
's all I am going ot say and if you wanted to know the answer read Michelle Obama's book to find the answer (indirect answer is in her book) I sincerely hope you have find INNER PEACE in 
yourself. Again God Bless



 @Emilie Emilien  I forgot to add on my earlier reply I totally agree with you Charles is disgraceful man, immoral and don't deserve to be head of the church plus Camilla. Unfortunally I like 
William and Kate and this young family a lot and I see they have created a harmony in the family, you shouldn';t deny that there isn't any leak that Kate is not getting along with anyone. 
Plus she is a lovely mother. I do agree with you if God wish I love to see William on the throne  asap. But I don't agree with you Kate is gold digger I think this is too broad a term unless you 
think she is either GOD or has black magic to make Willaim married her. Don't you agree?
 @PepeLaugh  Every Australian I know despises her. And we all started out as fans. We even had a party for their wedding. Why are all squaddies so vile?
 @Susan Read   ironic isn’t it? When you someone else is vile, yet you just stated you despise and Australian you you despise her. I guess I should ask you this question. Why is Susan and 
every Australian she knows so vile?
 @GP  you online haters are pathetic, and need to stop being "Obsessed" with 2 people that don't even know YOU EXIST!!!😜🤣
 @Barbara Collins  The Harkles don’t know you either, honey. It’s you again attacking people with words like haters, pathetic and more. I dont hate, i just don’t like people who sell they 
family for money by telling lies and disrespect their parents, brothers, grandparents and all the other family members. It’s dispicable.
 @GP  of course they don't know me personally, and who am I to judge 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to me or my family personally or financially!
If anyone should be on the "devil's playground aka social media" bashing Harry and Meghan, it should be the royal family and they don't!!☺
The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!!☺
The online haters are just
"Outsiders looking In"!🤡
The online toxic haters act like their lives are sooo perfect and they don't lie or make mistakes, which
is a NO!!🤡
The ONLY One Harry and Meghan have to answer to is GOD!!😇 The online haters are NOT GOD!!!☺
 @No Wire Hangers  get over it haters! 🤡
She married a Prince almost 5 years ago, and the haters are still "whining" that Harry did this and Meghan said that!!!
 @Barbara Collins  There you go again, calling people haters. Harry and his wife ARE the haters. They are selling their own family for money on global tv for the world to see. They are two 
disgusting liars.
 @GP  when you constantly judge 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU or your family personally or financially, that is being a hater!!!🤡
Their so called lies have NOT affected you or the other haters personally, so you and the other haters need to take several seats!!!😜
 @Barbara Collins  There you go again. It’s their own fault that people don’t like them. They are trashing their own families for 3 years on a row. On both sides on national tv. No decent 
person likes that. If you do like it than you’re no better than those two disgusting liars. Family is everything!!!!
 @GP  do you see the royal family bashing Harry and Meghan on the "devil's playground aka social media"? The answer is NO!!

The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!!☺
The online haters are just
"Outsiders looking In"!🤡

The ONLY One racist toxic haters, Harry and Meghan have to answer to is GOD, and the online racist toxic haters, are NOT GOD!!☺
Bunker harry
These two disgust me
They are sooo cringe! 🤭 What a pathetic downfall from where they started to what they've ended up as.
Harry creating his own “ TRUMAN SHOW “ 😂😂😂 oh the irony ! 😂😂😂
the only people watching this shit are gonna be middle aged liberal wine moms, and even most of them won't have standards this low



Pictures of Meghan crying look like were cut of those bad rom-coms she used to act.
Time to move from Netflix.
I CANNOT WAIT!!! Netflix may crash when this airs. Harry and Meghan are 
superstars!!!🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉
I don't give a single 💩 about the royals but even I'm embarrassed watching this.

Children are dying in Syria.
Where harry and megan stay in the boat with a tiger and fight through a storm is my favourite scene.
How can you believe a single word these proven liars say? It will be more of ‘their’ truths - in reality more lies! What a waste of money!
The sick need to compete with her brother, feeder of the narcissism of a woman who doesn't know where to fit in, two poor souls who need help.
PARASITES AT LARGE!
Came here for the comments. Did not disappointed

I commend them for standing true to their convictions and advocating for themselves; everyone should do so. Everyone seems to forget what happened surrounding Princess Diana’s 
death and how she was dragged in the British press at the hands of the Royal Family. The same thing was happening to Megan; hence him saying, “I needed to protect my family.”
We've heard your story. Over and over and over. Get over yourselves!!!
Looosseeerrrrsssss. I was holding out a small flame of hope that harry would change but nope. They are both pathetic whingey twats

hahaha what stakes??? she grew up well off and with more than the majority of kids in the us and hes a damn prince of the uk for goodness sakes.  perpetual victims and me me me.  yuck
What stakes? theirs makes no sense.

I think the monarchy is a horrible organization. I think Harry is honest and free and they don't like it. Just like they didn't like it about Dianna. I'm glad they left. I think they need to break 
down that whole stupid organization. They pillaged nations for their wealth so they could put on crowns and walk around and drink tea. They're useless and stupid - Get rid of all of them.
Oh good Lord. Why do they think we care?? They had everything and they threw it away for a chance to be a pale copy of a Kardashian - and they couldn't even manage that. Honestly, you 
two: live up to the promise you made to the Commonwealth and live a private life. We're not interested in two work-shy slackers.
super stars of your big az,zz,z,z
Oh my gosh these comments have me snort laughing. 😂😂😂
This is life of pi… I almost swallowed my dentures…. Lol …. Stop.
yes that was the best scene!!!
Didn't they steal that scene from Life of Pi?
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Lol! Clever! 😂😂😂
Please stop !!!!!!!!!!  no one cares about the B.S. you are spewing!!!!!
go f.v...''''''.c.k with them
If the monarchy is so bad why does this person insist on calling herself a duchess...if she hates it so much why doesn't she call herself by her name...and went and knelt before the queen 
when she died...you are a hypocrite just like this pair of smelly, sick parasites.
 @woowoo wwoo  that doesn’t even make sense you twit. What the hell does me thinking the monarchy is stupid have to do with her kneeling? Her actions and what she calls herself has 
doesn’t have anything to do with how I feel about the monarchy you stupid stupid stupid idiot.



The director didn’t do them any services by filming her “crying” in front of Hermès blanket 😂 I am so embarrassed for Prince Harry. The money was not worth it, because it will never be 
enough.
Adore you and wish happiness to the bone.  ❤💗❤
Harry should have taken Prince Philip's advice, "You step out with actresses, you don't marry them ..."
Cry more.
Deberían dejarles contar su historia y punto, si ellos quieren compartirla
the stakes ?
A reality show about a couple that wants privacy… 
Harry complaining and wanting to protect his own family from the bad media. But now, they need the media and public attention for money
Que horrible ver tantos malos comentarios en inglés
He lost his mother when he was a child. Now he has found a strong beautiful woman to love him & support his journey towards healing ❤
This made me cancel my Netflix subscription
Yeyeyeye…. It’s harkles again.. shamelessly washing their dirty laundry in public since 2020… netflix should name this documentary as: Harkles- Money cannot bring Class..
There’s literally nothing I’d rather watch less than this…
She should of just married Rob Kardashian, since that is the life she is looking for!
You wanted your privacy. Now shut up and go away. They repulse me.
Next!!!!!! 😂
Not interested in anything those deceptive and fake royals have to say. Their true story is one of division, lies, deception and greed. Heard it all already.
we can all make our lives look the way we want with staged photos, "When the stakes are this high?" what stakes, The Markles of California
They are constant victims. Ungrateful liars and traitors
Cancelled my Netflix subscription.
Llevan dos años contando “su historia” solo falta que salga el musical

with a really borring love story nothing really adventurous or original . A wanabee that wanted to find a healty brit and a desperated harry who has been rejected by all his girlfriends
Para mi no son horribles, son canciones de amor. Estos dos son horribles🤡🤡🤮
that want his money and fame ....
LMFAO
Right? I keep telling everyone, "I can't WAIT to miss this!!"
Lets all give them the "prvacy" they wanted, and not watch this whine-fest.
Yeah right 🙄. You and everyone one else on the planet will watch this docu-series.
 @Fran Marie  like you couldn't wait to miss commenting on it? You'll be watching...
 @Pinky Almeroth  you don't have to watch. Guaranteed millions will.
will there be anything worst than Riverdale?
 @Olivia Cowern  eh.. no I am not going to watch it
😂😂😂😂
There is one thing. A documentary about Amber Heard 😂
 @Olivia Cowern  I didn't watch Oprah I won't watch this. I didn't even watch the trailer just read the hilarious comments.
Yet here you are 🤣



I would rather watch my cat throw up a hair ball, after her tuna dinner, over my new rug, than listen to these two, totally lacking in authenticity people. Netflix  you've done your money.  
To bad so sad.
No we won’t. Most of us ditched Netflix and those who didn’t will be taking one for the team, telling us the lowlights and downvoting these ex Royal  nutter’s whinge fest.
😄😄
Although I doubt Rob would have ditched his entire family for her
I won’t watch!!! Don’t give them ratings or attention! 😂
What a waste of time...no thanks
Ginger Simp and the Golddigger is a good title. Sad little people…….
Their are people dying of poverty and sickness! Sorry your not suffering! 
can't wait for the shit show to begin hahahaha
what steaks? im, hungry
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”

Because neither one of us has any marketable skills and we want to make easy money😂
🙄 The stakes are SO high. Life has been SO hard for them. 🎻
It’s the crying under the Hermes blanket for me.
The Hermes blanket beyond hysterical….I’m a native Los Angeleno and this looks like a typical branding effort.    They are beyond fortunate and pretty delusional.  The usual Hollywood 
interpretation of a “desperate” life.  No thanks
The arrogance. The vanity. The delusion. Spare me. I’d rather watch paint dry.
How many versions of their story does it have?
That trailer is the only footage I will watch of that jackassery of a documentary. I was thinking of renewing my Netflix subscription. But if this drivel is what Netflix would spend my dues on, 
count me out.
And the stakes are....what, exactly? 

The stakes of being able to pay for private jets, perhaps?
And because of these 2 liars I quit my subscription with you! Who needs this cry fest of spoiled dimwits?
Oh my fairy godmother…these more😑
What an absolute embarrassment these two are. How self indulged can you be? Release this load of waffle and see their titles get taken. Wrong move for the ‘outcome’ their seeking. I 
personally can’t wait to watch them walk head first into Checkmate.
Boo hoo poor little rich brats, complaining that they’re not rich or popular enough. Seriously, didn’t they want their privacy? And to be able to make their own money? 

Why not get job or go back to school and learn to code or a trade? Instead they want to use their connection to the Royal family to make money. They want to be rich like Elon Musk but 
the have neither brains, talent or real work ethic.
I hope this brings more people to the Netflix website.... To CANCEL SUBSCRIPTION!!!!!!
I love meghan n harry
Agree!
hahaha



Must of been really hard to live in a palace as a millionaire with private security 🙄🙄🙄 the only issue you had is you couldn't run your mouth to inflate Megan's ego 🙄🙄 poor you.
Disgraceful, low rent and tacky.
This is absolutely embarrassing.
The elites smelling their own farts. No thanks.
I love the negative ratios...currently 11K up and 51K down...
Could it be that they seem like nothing more than mediocre instagram wannabees?
They're disgusting 😒. King Charles, please 🙏 strip them of their titles now.
So Netflix increases prices to drop more 💩
God do I hate the royal family
All I want to know is, will we continue to hear the same exact thing we’ve heard for the past few years but told in a different way/different terms or will we hear completely new struggles 
they faced while in the royal family? Backed up with just a little proof? If it’s the same exact story it has been for two years, it’s time to give it a rest.
Someone please explain. Why do they feel the need to tell the world about their lives in such a way?  Who benefits, does it help anyone and how is it helpful to society or their so called 
humanitarian work? So many people have had their feelings hurt, lost someone they loved, lost their job, their home and we get up and move on.  They have so much more than 95% of 
the people in the world, and they have the ability to enjoy and experience  so many things most of us will never have the opportunity to do.  Or, we save for years to enjoy a dream 
vacation.  Harry and Megan  expect us to think in their lives they’ve suffered more than the rest of us.
what stakes?
The couple that wanted privacy to be left alone to live a normal life.
The snake and the simp
Anything to make a $$$ , right Meghan and Harry?..All because of ROYAL name.
He's not even a royal, he's a love child. Doesn't look like any royal and she's just a horrid human.
Maybe if the tabloids, the so called royal experts, and judgemental posters would leave them alone, they wouldn't feel the need to tell their side of the story.
Sickening drivel - cancel Netflix for peddling this filth
I hope William and Kate are reading this comment section, laughing their asses off
Guys, seriously, the first thing I saw when I entered the comments was people saying bad things about them.
Because y'all can't stop being like that, I'M SURE that if it was William and Kate in their place everyone would be applauding them for the "bravery" of recording a documentary, now just 
because it's Harry and Meghan everyone judges them.
for real????? HELP ME UNDERSTAND THIS FAVORITISM OF YOURS
Why would Prince Harry or anyone be cruel enough to take a picture of Meghan in despair instead of getting her help?  Who took these intimate pictures in England and why?  Did they 
have a camera set up all the time just in case they were intimate?  It’s weird.  I would not recommend watching something that was obviously fake.
Mistakes...and there are many!!
they should leave royal alone to get royal experts leave them alone 
If they went for pricacy what they didn"t nobody were talking about them anymore
They are better than that. I'm sure this brings them no joy and even pain that this is all happening this way
I think Wills and Kate will feel pain for their fam
Just imagine the wrath Harry will face when she sees people curtsy to Kate ans William. Wow some will be thrown atbthe tv and Harry.
They are not as stupid as you are, laughing at stupid hateful comments
 @037emka  exactly



 @Joy Williams  your comment doesn’t even make sense. Try harder at typing or writing English
If they do..I want to tell them... " Keep your head high, you are both awesome "💕
the point is that William and KAte they would never ever do this kind of documentary
 @Yowonderlandd d  The point is that if it was William and Kate nobody would say that kind of thing, it has nothing to do with the fact that they would never do it, because if they did you 
would be applauding, that's called favoritism
i totally agree it reminds me Amber Heard taking pictures of johnny Deep drunk and asleep ... Totally WEIRD if you a normal person who is just enjoying the moment
Harry the naxi wants to protect his family? How? More spotlight, same sh!t different vase.
Naw.
No one cares 😂
No one cares about your story.
Please please boycott these two vile attention seekers.
how many times do we need to hear words from the mouths of these two? golly, can some other country other than the UK and US please take them? take them somewhere far and 
private. 
thumbs down; not watching. entitled, narcissitic brats.
Doesn’t it make sense to hear another biased narrative? No not really.
That’s what really ticks me off about these two. Every adult has to “perform” at their job. You think we love having to fake smile at random customers all day? At least you get paid millions 
to do it!!
🙄
NO, meghan, because You are full of Lies.
For God sake!!!!1  LET THEM STOP CRYING!! I can't believe, all the envy that  Harry had hidden  toward his brother and that was perfectly empowered by his wife, who hates royalty, but 
loves to be called the Duchess of Sussex. Disgusting people.
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”

“Because you offered us $100 million…”
Vomit inducing👎👎👎
Always playing the victims and whining. No Bueno.
I CAME HERE JUST TO SAY THAT THIS IS AN ABOMINATION, POOR HARRY THIS MEGAN IS A MONSTER!
What a bunch of horse 💩. Worry about feeding your family or better yet not getting cancer treatment because you can’t afford the copays. Can’t stand these two idiots.
It’s been a hard life for them. Truly it has. Living in a giant palace with servants and loads of money. . They should work a RETAIL job, we all PERFORM. It’s work, that is every job, smile & be 
nice to customers.
Yuck. No thanks. Cancelling my Netflix subscription.
Can’t wait to see more of the Duke and Duchess of woke … not!!!!
The rich and privileged arguing and we're suppose to take sides, thanks but no thanks.
I will.
no thanks we don"t want them here we already have the previous king with Wallis :)
yep 😉
hahahaha so true!!!



Why wouldn’t you let us film in your home? 

Because you were only paying us $100 million.
When the comments section is more entertaining than the 💩 Netflix is delivering

OMG!! The comments are far better!!  Thank you to Netflix for keeping comments open!!  Hopefully you'll have the final laugh exposing them for who they are!!  That people would watch!!
"And then, like the absolute bullying bastards that everyone else is, actually wanted something for it. God, it's all SO unfair! "
🤣🤣🤣

I've never seen a comment section as this kind, there's unity in them all, this is better than a James Bond movie...so entertaining! I love you all wonderful commenters LOL 🤣😂🤣😂
EXACTLY!!!!!!!!!! DESPICABLE CREATURES - BOTH OF THEM.
Money revenge and attention
That would do it,  yup.  It's ridiculous!
😂
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  Someone should make a youtube video of just reading all these comments. They are brilliant!
For money, sure. But the biggest motivation for these attacks is because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope 
with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
BOOM 💥
That's more like it!
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  love that these creative, ironic comments which merely point out the Markles own thoughts, words, and actions have beaten most of the deluded Sussex 
Squad back because they can't do irony.
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  So do I.  At least she has unified the world - in hating her.
:rolling_on_the_floor_laughing:
😂👌
😂😂😂 "Right?!!"
 @Dorothea Antonio  TBLG just did exactly that a few hours ago. Someone commented on his channel told us to come here and see the rest of them.
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  maybe that's her contribution.  Making us all put aside our differences and come together in unity in disdain for her.
👏👏👏👏👏👏
There is already a podcast that reads bad reviews, it’s a riot!  Comments are almost always better than content these days. I don’t even read stories if there is no comment section. The 
comments are by far the best part most of the time.
 @Elaine Leep  I've seen a few comments by the Sussex Squad, either their typical 5th grade "oh yeah, well you're stupid!"  (because they can't actually debate or argue intelligently, so 
they just fling immature insults around) or their gushing "Meghan is so sweet and they're so in looooove!" However, these are few and far between, doubtless lost amongst the thousands 
of hilarious comments by we who despise their Mistress of Darkness and her Spare.
Love it!! Always about the money with these two.
Why did you want to make this documentary?

“ well we didn’t want to, because we want privacy, but it turns out you actually have to deliver something or give the $100 million back!”
🤣🤣



Really 100 mil for these shitheads? But paying money so that Final space can get a proper ending. Or Santa Claritas Diet or Happy! or The Dark Crystal? Nah lets spend it on two nobodies 
who want "privacy" but dont seem to understand the meaning of the word.
 @Green Cloud  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😢
And a personal vendetta on the RF
 @Dancing Firefly don’t forget their fallback argument of racism
Exactly!
I thought it was a Hallmark Movie Trailer for a simp prince who wifes a failed c list actress.
MEGGIE will go though that Fast! 🔥
 @Waka  your comment could have been a better title 😊
🤣🤣🤣
 @MrChickensnatcher  Z list mattress don’t you mean
Two horrible people. They are perfect for each other.
Netflix, 👎❌👎 from me. What are you going to do when the house if lies come crashing down? Repeating codswollop from the duo is what I see
Oooh!  Pass the popcorn!!
Doesn't it make sense to hear..... one side of the story?  Not really.   I've never used the term "beating a dead horse" more than with these 2.  Holy smokes. Let it go already....seems these 
two really want to stab and twist, and keep stabbing.  Facts don't come from just hearing one side.
Thought these two wanted out of the spotlight? What a scam.
You've gotta be kidding me...🙄
These two need to GO AWAY! 🤢🤢🤮
They are brainless and lack insight to their behaviors!! Go and live the “QUIET” life you so yearned for you tow sickos! You can’t hold a candle to the Prince and Princess of Whales-they are 
the true Royals!! Give it up already!!
The only reason they can even can make this film and that anyone cares is because he is from the royal family.  Period.
Privacy????? 2 books, talk shows, Netflix, Oprah and  spotify. And sticking your nose in public events where you should NOT. Go AWAY liars !!!!!!
God Bless William & Kate😊
How many times are they going to tell these same lie filled stories? Netflix you should have invested in people with actual talent and something interesting to say.
Ex royal WOKESTER's and also losers!
Who was taking a pic of her while she was crying? Gimme a break. Everything she does is phone
What a pair of devious aresholes. Shut up & GO AWAY.

0:14 the pic on the right looks EXACTLY like the pic she had when she was dating cory vitiello - same angle the way harry/ cory was kissing her! Narcissists have the same pattern 🤣
Love it! The Royal family has the tabloids in their pockets and have been using media to spread lies to make themselves look good. Now we will hear the truth. I love Meghan and Harry! 
❤❤❤
The sense of loyalty in these two is in the gutter. hope they rot in hell
Really? Lately you haven't released good content and now you want me to keep paying for this nonsense 😱
It's nice that Netflix made a documentary only Harry and Meghan will watch.
They're making lot of money for acting like victims in their self creating drama 🙄
What planet are you from? Tabloids, in the RF's pocket? Oh dear.



 @senecasgroupie  Yep, Like when they spread the lie that Meghan made Kate cry, instead of what really happened. Kate made Meghan cry. To squash the rumors that would make Kate 
look bad, they turned it on Meghan before the truth could get out.
 @Generation X  It may have escaped your notice, but Meghan was an active senior member of the Royal household at that time. I know Meghan fans don't want to hear it, but she had the 
easiest time from the tabloids, far more than other members. And, at the same time she was employing the services of a promotor who placed stories about her in the same tabloids, they 
still do.
 @senecasgroupie  I don’t know where you have been, but I have watched the English media slam Meghan since the beginning. And I’ve seen plenty of people bashing her on English talk 
shows. And there are all these body language people trying to guess what evil she is plotting with every move of her eyebrow, or whatever. It’s too much to the point it has lost any 
credibility of being real. I’m so over it. Meghan has done NOTHING wrong.
No I think the world will be watching..
You think Meghan means the world to Harry? That's cute.
 @Khobotov  the fact your hating on them is just weird let them be who are you to judge there relationship? If you haven’t got anything nice to say then don’t say anything at all.
As as person of color I gotta say that the more I saw these two came out, the more respect I have for the Prince and Princess of Wales 🙌🙌🙌🙌
Oh my gosh, who even greenlit this?? Why?? Lmao I'm dead
We all know that Meghan just wants to be a Hollywood celebrity. But making a documentary about themselves? That's some next level narcissism lol
Diana could have never foreseen that it would be her sons who would become enemies on opposite sides of the Monarchy.  The younger wanting to SAVE MANKIND, while the "heir to the 
throne", wanting to SAVE THE MONARCHY.
Bunch of hollywood drama from whiney billioners, all they,ll say cant be proven, its just a gospel, soap opera. I dont care for the royals, (sorry for bad english)
I think the harsh but fair court of public opinion has spoken: no one cares about these two idiots or their family. But thanks for making an ultra spoiled rich couple even more spoiled and 
rich, Netflix.
Why not just go away and shut up Harry and Meghan? We all have families and relationships no one cares about yours!!!!!!! You don't need to explain to us for 60 million... We don't 
care!!! Go back to the U.K. and cry to your family, you both are useless humans.
NETFLIX I THINK MAY HAVE A PROBLEM, I WONDER HOW MANY ACCOUNTS CANCEL AND IT MAKES YOU LOOK JUST AS BAD AS THE .... ME ME ME SELF INVADING HARKLES.... METHANE 
AND HORRID WILL NOT BE GETTING AN OSCAR FOR THIS BS.
Re: neil sean on "archie is this really him"
No similarity at all to royal. Meanwhile, they are causing a lot of ruckus to block william and kate's earthshot trip - the racial issue w susan hussy which looks like a set-up and a blow up, the 
netflix trailer, the "award", this picture of "archie" amongst others. Check up on sue smith and richard eden at daily mail, body language guy, amongst others.

In the trailer, megain asked "if the stake is so high, wouldnt you want to hear from us?" What stake? How is it high? They chose to leave the royal family and in any case, titles are 
meaningless, so where is the stake high???
Ya’ll sound real hurt in these comments, hating on 2 ppl who have no idea u exist mean while the earth is literally slowly dying yet THIS is what gets ya’ll popping veins and outta breath? 
Ass backwards..
Can’t wait to see a documentary about narcissistic multi-millionaires that suffers from victim complex.
Vapid celeb garbage for the lowest common denominator. She is like an anti role model. A beacon for all young women to study and avoid.
So excited to see them again soon 😍  
I’m gonna watch some one review this on YouTube . I’m not watching this garbage myself . Lady c will probably review it episode by episode or Trevor coult ex military guy . Should be fun 
none of em pull any punches against these 2 slime balls
They couldn’t find better timing for that documentary. Post-covid recession and during largest military conflict in Europe since 1939… 
Looking at the comments section they will not get any sympathy from people struggling during those difficult times.



Ah great, a sequel to the Geordie Shore
Who F cares bout these attention seekin trash...Neflix stop pushin propaganda.
🍑💨
63k Dislikes! Chrome has the function to see!   Just wanna know how many Dislike now 😂 thank you Netflix! You made my day!🎉
Harry and Megan are the only Royals I have any respect for. Abdicating royalty and rejecting monarchial rule was truly a brave act. People have been so horrible to them for years, looking 
forward to this documentary.
Nope never watching.
Agreed!
Same.
Question: what does "person of color" have to do with your opinion?
Me too. All these roadblocks they are throwing out during the Wales's tour tells me about Harry and Meghan's need to compete and lack of class.
What color are you?
 @Cat  Where on Earth in their comment did they say they were speaking on behalf of every poc? Has reading comprehension become a lost art? They simply said they were a poc.
 @Music Stream  Because contrary to what the Harkles camp suggest, not all of us poc buy the crap they try to sell.
 @Cat  exactly assuming that all people of one color think alike and all share the same opinions is racist..
 @Cat  Just like Lady Hussey doesn't speak for all white people or the RF.
 @Dee TheGardener  yet Marlene Head,ey speaks for all POC 😏sure
dont you just love Harry's gestapo uniform and the way he paints his face black for party dancing is wow.
Millions upon Millions of brits agree with you.
She aint no princess they both lost there titles
Same. They did the amazing work of getting me, a monarch atheist who never once cared about the royals before, to develop deep respect for the some of the people in that family. 
Meghan definitely got more people interested in the official royals
Thank you!!!
💞
“As a person of colour” … okay Sharon 😂
Well done!!! She 100% tries to play the minority victim card and unfortunately some people eat it up

Hooray for the OP, CC!!   
His/her melanin level has not warped his/her ability to think critically!   In a culture that gives weight to one’s opinions based on skin color, that’s a triumph and something to be admired.
 @A W  How very right you are.  Their actions are having the opposite effect to what they planned for.  They are forcing people to declare sides and strengthen their opinions that were 
otherwise dormant.  What a legacy for these parasites.
I wish H&M would just move on... leave William and Kate out of it.
 @Music Stream question: Why is Meghan the only person that can mention race?
100%
As a human being I feel the same. I hate the way this grifter has engineered a race agenda just because she was not allowed to turn theRF into the kardashians.
Hallelujah ❤
Respect
 @Krsna Krsna  absolutely



Yeah ok well what kind of 'person of colour' are you exactly. Because us real 'people of colour' just say our actual race/heritage when referring to ourselves and not this vague crap.

I genuinely believe a lot of time it is just weird white people writing this stuff when I read comments like this.

'As a person of colour' means literally nothing.
Everyone is a person of colour, unless you're the invisible man.
Also known as Will & Kate
100%!!
Harry only wants to save himself, and even then he's failing miserably at it.
According 2 taz also
 @Maxim I  ex army Paz as well
I have read bit down in the comments : 11k likes 58k dislikes ✌
 @Elise backwards  thank you 😊
Simone, may I ask, how old are you, and where do you get your news from, please?
Can’t wait!! Their life their story!
Tarnishing your whole family in front of the world with a woman you met yesterday! Well done Harry 👏
For those of you wondering. 
11K Likes vs 54K Dislikes
At the time this comment was posted.
Oh dear god! Wow!.... and for all those who didn't install the chrome extension to bring back the dislike counter: 11k likes and 58k dislikes currently.
we do not care!!!…life is hard, please get
over it ….poor couple …spreading hate all the time …hope they can find peace in their hearts …instead of sending swords
Oh please stop....we’ve heard all 50 avatars of their story.  Please make it stop.
can't wait to watch this not
Wow a double shot of Narcissism on the rocks... the last line gets me .she claims it's their story.. yet couple weeks ago she kind of backed away saying Netflix is telling the story
She is truly insufferable. As one author put it, "weapons grade narcissism." Unreal.

She will run for public office.  And she will probably win.  There’s a real thirst for professional victims.   And the more victim-y the better.  She lovesssss to hear herself talk.  Her. Kamala 
Harris.  Alexandria Ocasio Cortes.   Lina Hidalgo.  Look  ‘‘em up.    She’s just like them.  Zero substance.   None.  Lies.  Lots of talk about racism and women empowerment ..   yak yak yak yak
Harry & Meghan: We want to be see as independent individuals who stand on our own two feet

Also Harry & Meghan: Continuously victimise themselves for nearly 2 years so you can never forget their "trauma"



I'm with Piers Morgan and Megan Kelly!  What phonie bolognies! And who really cares about the Royal Family? They are figure-heads. That is IT!  It's hilarious drama-rama!  These two 
knuckleheads are not fulfilling their "privacy" needs, but gushing with narcissistic behavior in every aspect by "look at me, look at us...we have suffered so!"  OK NutMeg - you finagled 
marrying a prince.  Whoopie ding- dong!  You live in a $14 million dollar compound in Montecito.  Goodie two-shoes!  You have beautiful clothes and lovely jewelry. You have two kids. 
YIPPEE!  And what else is it you do other than cause media chaos? A little charity?  P A L E E Z E
Harry- dump NutMeg before she dumps you....because she will one day! 
She is a BBD gal. (bigger, better, deal)
I heard once their lives were so tough that one of their private jets ran low on champagne. The fact that Meghan and Harry still have the will and courage to fight all of the oppression they 
face every day like this gives me hope. So stunning and so brave!
A bit Ironic Harry when you blame paparazzi for your mothers death 
(Although she was killed by a drunk driver)
And now you want to put your family all over the media, 
I bet you and M call the paps in the U. S before you step out 😂😂😂
We really want to see how this poor victims have suffered. It must has been terrible to be a second son living on the clothes your older brother left you, your family could't afford to pay for 
your education, not knowing if you will have something to eat , and then your wife suffering from the same terrible life!! 🤡
Oh good... a documentary about a hoebag ditching her hubby for a rich guy, and stupid rich guy. Riveting.
What stakes crazy ass delusional fart u are filthy rich scum hope she breaks that beta cuck heart
My god these two... Entitled brats
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂TRUMP FOREVER
I miss the time when Harry was single
Yes
And a woman who threatened to leave him if he didn't announce their engagement...very ladylike.  You got a real gem Harry.  Lol.
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  it's been reported she threatened to leave him if he didn't release the love shield statement in November 16, only months after they met ( allegedly)
He has failed miserably
Great comment!!
Harry, you're vile and disgusting to treat your family this way.  Shame on you
How can you see it’s only showing like # for me
 @Maxim I  It's a Google Chrome Addon called
Tooooo funny!!
One more thing.  NutMeg apparently doesn't get along with her father/family and now she doesn't get along with the Royal Family!  Hello?  This is called a pattern.  There is something 
seriously wrong with her.
👆....
👆....
👆....
👆....
👆....
The witch put a spell and the Prince became a frog.
Dear God. Stop the M & H train of lies, deception, victim hood,  and hate. Amen.
Rick James: “I wish I had more thumbs so I could give this trailer four thumbs down.” 



We must not have concerns for anyone's life. If you cannot become cause of anyone's happiness, then don't become cause of anyone's sadness. I also don't like them but avoid these 
sinister remarks. These comments are enough to hurt anyone.
The moment I clicked on this video, I immediately paused it because I am more interested in the comments below. So tired of these two!
Netflix you are out of touch with humans.
Love Harry and Meghan. Stay blessed. Stay safe.
Simple They finally realised they are out of money 💰 and they started this .
Ugh-I’m so bored of these over privileged and dedicated victims. 
No one cares about your story. 
Just go away.
These two make me nauseous. I just came to NOT like the trailer.
The queen was respected because she said very little and when she did she said it very carefully. Something these two idiots don't seem to understand.
HARRY.....YOU NEED PROTECTING FROM HER!!!!!!!!
🤢🤮 protect my family?? Really Harry….🙄
What's the stake? They choose to leave the royal family? What high stake???
Wow. Is the premise of all the hate directed at them the belief that privileged people can’t have problems?  That if you have an Hermes blanket, you have no reason to cry?!  Spoiler alert: 
Having an Hermes blanket does not make life perfect.
I am going to be sick 🤢
Thanks, but I’m not interested in watching this dumpster fire. These two are grifters, way to go Netflix, you’ve been taken for a ride.
When your communist pro-pedophile propaganda is so incredibly popular that you're forced to disable the "dislike" button...
Megan looks just like Jenifer Lawrence but with brown hair and has Amber Heards charming personality.
Megz: “ I'd rather cry in a Jaguar than on a bus.” 😢
Meghan - you’re an awful woman who is eaten up with jealousy - things will get worse now
Harry - you’ve done it now kid, Dad’s really gonna cut you off by the short and  curlies - say goodbye to the titles
Netflix - what were you thinking?  You do realise that the catastrophic loss of subscribers is down to these two?  Excellent investment!
👆....
👆....
👆.....
👆 .....
👆....
👆.....
👆....
👆.....
👆....
👆....
👆....
👆.....
👆......
👆.....



👆.....
👆..
So why is sweaty nonce not getting his own show?
👆.....
👆......
Many of these comments are so mean, let them be understood and share what they're going through to clear up misconceptions. The media and everyone else has been too harsh on 
them and we shouldn't add on to that. It's already difficult for them having to be hated and judged by all these narrow-minded people.
Netflix you need to be a shamed of doing this.
If this is another tiger king scenario, could be interesting otherwise, just another yawnfest from your resident saints of victimhood, hazbeen and townbike!
Meghan and Harry are using your hatred as currency. Please dont watch the documentary! Let the views be low.
ew
What a load of shit 
We're not interested in what goes on behind closed doors 
Every family has their issues 
You are just over indulged 
And always crying poor 
Harry isn't the only one that lost their mother at a young age,  
Sick and tired of hearing about 2 ppl that don't want attention,  yet do as much as they can to recieve it 
It comes down to the mighty dollar for these 2 
Money grab once again
It’s now up to 238 million dislikes
How many netflix staff and editing employees were abuse by Markle for this one?!?!
She's so privileged 🙄
I just totalled my truck and now having to walk. This garbage is the last shit I want to see when I'm trying to forget how hard life is atm.
What narcissistic, selfish clowns they are.
F..k that rather poke needles in my eyes.
I just loooooove the part where Meghan has been in the royal family for 5 seconds and has a "story".
55,000 dislikes to 11,000 likes.
Who cares!!!
I am puking already.
I couldn't even bring myself to "hate watch" this! Total loser couple, a disgrace to their respective families. I can only hope and pray this represents the beginning of their end. They are 
"not waving, but drowning" - and it can't come a moment too soon.
I can't afford to put my heat on this winter. My heart really bleeds for these two over privileged fools.
This is gonna be trash
Wtf the hell with both of them.
You are sad and delusional
I do not hate them i just think they are hateful jealous childish people
👆...



👆...
👆...
👆...
👆...
👆...
👆..
👆...
👆...
👆...
👆...
who actually needs netflix when you have the youtube comment section ;-) i will not watch it, sorry not sorry.
file it under professional victims and narcissists, search tags pathetic, attention seeking, and trash
Hear it from us? We did... You did the Oprah interview. You did some Apple TV interview, you have a podcast currently, and a book coming out. Wtf r u talking about? We are only ever 
hearing it from you.... What are you on? Btw you are biased about yourself.
The very fact that this was released during The Prince and Princess of Wales’ visit to America is appalling.  It’s trying to overshadow a good cause and for this I find Harry and Megan 
repulsive.
Why did you want.. to make this documentary??

That big fat check  obviously; gotta fund our lifestyle somehow
MeGhengis Khan
Omg how pathetic!
The narcissistic hag has done everything she could to destroy Harry's life.....  Let's see, here's a downvote and a oh, hell no!
They're revolting. And so is Netflix for producing this garbage.
So cringe. MEghan Markle and Harry have overexposed themselves. They are yesterday's news, especially since they are no longer official royals. What's more interesting is Kate and 
William as Prince and Princess of Wales and the future King and Queen of England. Not the wannabe Ex-Royals MEghan Markle and Harry. Netflix should do a documentary on MEghan as a 
yacht girl.
I don't know what guitar chord Harry is trying to play with those fingers, but apparently she wants him to stop.
Nahhh…no good. “When the stakes are this high…” What’s she even mean by that? These two could easily have lived a quiet and privileged life like they said they wanted. Thanks Netflix 
for killing us w garbage while “the stakes are this high” I’m trying to feed my family and heat my home. I’m sorry…this is extremely tone deaf.
So who took the photograph in the Frogmore Cottage kitchen in 2020? Seems to me this whole thing was planned long before they went public with the whole ‘we’re victims of the nasty 
royal family and need to run away to Monteshitshow’. I mean seriously, who has people photographing you in ‘private’ moments?? Total sham.
Hey Netflix, i aint't going to watch this s*h*t snoozefest!
They could've easily named this The Gold digger & The Simp!
Hear the truth from us? No hear YOUR truth like on the Oprah show. What happened to Harry going mad at the sound of a camera, and her wanting privacy?. Then we have two multi 
millionaires living in a mansion in paparazzi heaven, when so many countries including the one they are running down has to decide whether they heat their homes this winter or eat and 
all the family living in one room. Two spoilt brats disgraceful.
I just wish we would stop hearing their story. Enough already.



Babies don't gestate in front of your rib cage!!!!!!!  Weve seen enough of these two thanks!!!!  Where are the two children???????????
She wouldn’t want to know him if he lived with his real dad…….she should be more grateful
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
👆..
👆...
👆...
👆...
👆....
👆....
👆....
👆....
Your just here to prove they weren't lieing about the harassment, hatred and lies that they faced. Thanks another one who proved that its true.
👆....
 @C  👆....
 @C  The gruesome twosome harras, hate and lie and then complain when they get the same treatment.
Wow a lot of people who prove Harry and Meghan didn't lie people really do harrass, bully and show  hatred towards them for no good reason. Great job proving that.👍
So why do you stalk them 🤣😆🤣
 @C  I don’t stalk them. I do have the right to make public comments about things I don’t agree with and I think are wrong. And you have the right to disagree with me w/o accusing me of 
“stalking.”
I wouldn't worry about what she means she can't even make a difference between the word stereotype and archetype...
 @C  also “Stalking” would require effort on my part. These two are all over the place just putting it out there for all to see. This is not stalking. This is having an opinion.
Your proving right now they are victims . With hatred and harassment. Great job many people are showing up to prove they weren't lieing. And you think your smart. 😆🤣. Here 🧠have 
a brain you seem to be missing one.
So cancel Netflix, many people will watch anyway. Most People dont even care about the RF. Netflix will do just fine.
👆..
Now that’s a more accurate synopsis than anything else!
And another one proving Harry and Meghan speak the truth. For saying their liers you people sure are making things clear they are victims. All the hatred. Why are you so afraid of the 
truth.
 @C  They're victims? Oh please tell us how a couple of narcissist who fly around on private jets on other people's money are victims!  They both are beyond privileged!
👆...
Your proving the truth. Yes they were and still are victims. I believe them more than the MEDIA  who has also proven the Media  can spread hatred,harassment and assumption about 
Harry and Meghan on a daily basis. For years the harassment of haters. Great job proving you can be just as ignorant as the Media.
It also was a fact someone did make  a remark that was racist. If you don't want to be accused of that then why make a comment  like that especially if it's about someone who married in 
to the family. There's been rumors about who made the comment. From the Media but I wouldn't call that the truth, because they like spreading gossip.
 @C  There has never been a fact as Harry and Meghan both told different as to when it supposedly and have never owned up as to what really went down. But it doesn't seem to matter 
now a days because if I say my poo is black then I'm being racist it has got that ridiculous.  So until they get their stories straight then there is no truth in my eyes. Because the truth can't be 
with two different stories
👆...



Simple solution and intelligent ,don't stalk them  how have heard this it just came out😆 and people also think they know what in Harry's book and it's not out either.😆🤣😅  So what
 your hearing is the British Media put things out about them on a daily basis which is just assumptions and gossip
👆...
So why are you clicking on it. Thanks another one proving Harry and Meghan are victims, harassing them again.
👆...
Showing your ignorance must be something your proud of.
👆...
I actually like Harry and Megan.  But please.....ENOUGH.!!!   Every family has problems and is dysfunctional to one degree or another.  When I think of all the people who have lost loved 
ones (young and old), the children that go to bed hungry (in America), people who have no place to live while working everyday, I don't have a lot of empathy left for this.   I wish Megan 
and Harry the best, but it's time to forgive and move on.
If you don’t want to help them financially don’t watch it
“recollections may vary”
I am so watching this!
That scene where Meghan created a time portal to save the earth from invading aliens, that was awesome
They should have called it :"people are mean and selfish because they don't like me whn I force them to". Miserable ridiculous duo ("couple" is not appropriate)
Do you even know what the public wants to see? It’s not this. Spoiled Chad and Karen 1% problems are of no interest at all.
Privileged suffering is having Hermes blanket on your chair. 
Is she crying or laughing on the chair with her £1600 Hermes blanket? Probably laughing and thinking ‘haha bet you suckers wished you could afford an Hermes blanket’ 😂
Judging by the viciousness of the comments You Tube isn’t great at upholding their own community guidelines. About as good as the Royal palaces are at not providing a racist 
environment it would appear.
I really wish they hadn't made this, I was hoping they would just be happy, yet this makes them look like they have an axe to grind, I'm of the mind that people who are privileged to live 
the life they choose shouldn't throw stones, they'll end up always alone, just my opinion, hope them well!
The comment section showing why they needed to tell their side of the story 🙄 Imagine claiming not to care or being over them but watching their every move 😅
Speaking of protecting ones family...MM family should have Netflix do a documentary for them.
Making a documentary most likely bad mouthing his deceased mum and complaining about privacy, stag classy you two
Cancelled Netflix last week. You can keep this trash.
Two rich, entitled, self-absorbed people talking about themselves? Really? No effing thanks.
Plus we know she's a compulsive liar.
I hope King Charles the Third takes their titles away and remove Harry Harkles and his children from the line of succession.
If you were constantly bullied by the world for every little thing, wouldn't you also have a need to tell your side of the story (again and again? )
Time to cancel my Netflix subscription.
I think I just vomited into my nose.
👆..
They already got paid so….
👆...
 @Let’s try this again  Its really hard to think you know what your talking about with that thing on your head 🤣😅😆😅 that made me spit my tea out my nose. That's funny 🤣
👆...
👆...



👆...
Oh my god I can’t take it.  The comment section is the best!!!!
Truly empowering. She’s a real life superhero 😂
👽 who else will save us from them 👽
 @Rose  :face-purple-crying:Mygain Markel will save us all!
😂😂
 @Rachel Reilly  and I hope Netflix is reading the comments LOL...probably smacked their forehead and said what have we gotten ourselves into?
Oh and she single handedly defeated the Daleks and the Borg in her next "waste of trees" called a book.
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂dead
Game changer 🙄
Lol I remember
❤❤❤❤❤ yes!!!❤❤❤❤😊
Wondermeghan!!
🤣
BAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!! BEST COMMENT!!!! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
RACIST ALIENS!!
 @PaintByNumber MonaLisa  true. But it will get them crap tons of views.  Poor Harry and miss me will miss the point.  EVERYONE is laughing at them and shaking their heads.  They are too 
narcissistic to realize they are idiots and doing so much wrong.  It will turn out to be ratings gold. A royal making a current day idiot of himself.  I’ll be making a massive bucket of popcorn 
for this shit show of self absorption.
Nope good thing your not involved in the title. To long. And it was funny or insulting just lame.
Oh someone gets 3rd degree apparently. Miserable pitiful blinded  sugars. You sheeps.
I will definitely watch. Don't ever watch William, kate   or anything with king Charles maybe just once   their pretty bland and boring.
It's having only ONE, but luckily there is an H on it, like ""her husband"".
Your not funny. That was quite boring.
Oh, you poor thing apologizing for some of the richest people on earth you’re a useful idiot
yet another sugar who has no clue but repeats the lies of harry's wife.
 @Lil G  speaking of racism…….
Stop bullying people why are you harassing people? This is racism I’m reporting you.
it's 2 years that they continously tell their lies, that's the reason for this comment section. where have you been the last 2 years??
 @Lil G  and where did you read it was a lie let me guess the british tabloids or morning shows and here you are in the comment section of a documentary the British media swore wasn't 
going to happen because Netflix had dumped the sussexes 😅😂
 @plop pill  honey are you okay ? 🙄
 @Lil G  Not lies. The truth they are still victims. Try  since  they were dating being harassed by the Media and add spreading hatred on top of that,  and someone who did make a comment 
about the color of your skin,  why say that in the first place,  especially about someone who married into the family if you don't want to be accused of racism. That's just plain ignorant.  
Now there's years of hatred Brewing for someone you don't even know personally. Don't stalk them if you don't want to hear about them
well done!



Netflix will survive, most people don't follow the RF,  and don't care about them away. You should cancel this also that way your obsession with Harry and Meghan will be under control. 
Obsession has taken over you. You saw the video it had their face on it and you didn't have the will power not to click.
 @C  Enjoy your delusions, C. The rest of us are watching because we are waiting for cosmic justice. It will come.
No, I would move on with my life like adults do
People that are determined to hate her/him are not interested in listening to their side. All about bashing and mob mentality
harry's wife is known as bully. And she has no intention to stopp.
 @plop pill  🤣😅🤣 That's why your following them. Hilarious that's the funniest comment I've heard so far.😅🤣😂👌
It's probably shit you, have your head so far up your a-- you don't realize you don't have to click to watch
This trailer looks like they just dumped a bunch of photos and video clips, on MS Powerpoint slides and just randomly applied the transition effects. Global event my ass.
Dumb Harry and Meghantoinette are their own worst enemies.  Any one of us on God's green Earth would appreciate the untold wealth, palaces, access to the best of everything the 
World has to offer. These dastardly grifting ne'er-do-wells should count themselves the lucky. 1% of the 1% in terms of status and wealth. They could've done so much good for the needy 
and those without a platform.
The tears will remove the spray tan tho….

Lol at all these negative comments blasting Meghan and Harry, but joke's on all y'all because you're here watching this trailer and you're probably gonna watch the documentary too. 😂
What a joke.
This is sickening. How many times are they going to tell their story of victimization? Meanwhile, in the real world of non-royal millionaires gas is out the roof and we can’t afford to buy 
groceries. But boohoo for Prince Harry.
Just wait for the divorce. It’ll be awesome.
This will be a much better fantasy series than The Rings of Power was. I bet there will be more provable lies in it than an Oprah Winfrey interview.
Why did you want to make this documentary ?  Money and to hurt William and Kate, but we've only made ourselves look like clowns.
These two are pure poison. BTW, that image of her with her face down, she's laughing with her phone up to her face.
Pathetic... 🙄
They removed the dislike button 😅 last time I saw it was 35k thumbs down
Who on earth wants to know about those commoners? They are no longer Royals, they wanted out, they got out and are now bitching and moaning that they were shoved out. They are 
pathetic. Dianna will be turning in her grave seeing what became of Harry. The poor sod got caught in a simp trap and I'm sure he's regretting it deep down. The people of the UK 
welcomed Meghan with open arms and worshipped her during their wedding only for her to sh1t on the same people. I hope this series is a flop. I'd rather put my scrotum in a blender 
than watch how our Royal family was damaged by that horrible woman (harry is forgiven because he's ginger and was happy to get with anything)
Dropping this trailer on the same day the country is watching real Royalty, The Prince & Princess of Wales😂😂😂 So obvious its pathetic!
What high stakes is Megan talking about at the end? Why the crushing glass theatrics when a photo of cate and will appears random and then a single photo of Megan (unflattering angle 
by the way)?? And then the comment “no one knows what goes behind closed doors”, I thought he fled the uk for privacy from the paparazzi who were trying to get behind their closed 
doors for the public benefit. 
It’s sad that Harry has to do this to himself and his family - EMBARRASSMENT to see how he’s acting , no class.
"doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us". Can't get more bias. Obviously anyone who tells their version of their story plays victim, ask murderers, most of them still think 
they are not guilty.
The comment section proves humanity failed
Oh, so this is what we do when grandma dies, we don't get paid for doing nothing, our kids don't get titles and when we want privacy..  okay okay, got it.



Oh, aren't they sweet...looks like they're trying to imitate John Lennon and Yoko Ono.  Posers!  So sorry mates, I dropped my subscription to Netflix.
Who is taking the photos in their intimate moments?  What monster takes a photo of (maybe their wife) crying?
You seem obsessed
Being rich with material things, doesn't mean your rich in life if your being abused, harrassed on a daily basis by the Media and ignorance of others. Getting out of a situation that's causing 
that where you can find peace and live your own life is better than material things.
 @C  I totally agree with what you have stated. It rather begs the question, why did Harry accept a public wedding (when he said that flashing cameras re-traumatised him) and declined a 
private life (including an estate anywhere in the Commomwealth) apart from a couple of formal engagements annually. The BRF also encouraged, prior to the engagement that Meghan 
carry on with her career. Reason being after William and his heir, the working royals would decrease. Happiness as you've stated isn't measured monetarily. Harry made a mistake in 
seeking the very thing (publicity) he detests.
The jokes on your mom because she gave birth to you
Exactly
 @plop pill  Are you still in grade school
If the Media can put hateful things up on a daily basis and haters can comment.  Then if they choose to put something out daily also they can do it.  How long are you going to have your 
obsession with them?
That's literally impossible lmao, YouTube got rid of the dislike button on all their videos in November 2021. You just enjoy lying on the internet for likes?
It's very obvious the haters, they watch for them daily.  Why because the other Royal's are boring to you.
 @C  Just because the family is boring does not make it right to be disrespectful. That's a silly excuse.
You want to know what's pathetic William couldn't do his climate thing were he's from he was jealous of Harry so had to go all the way to the states to follow Harry's shadow. How pathetic
 is that.🤣😂 Who cares about him, he should have stayed home and did his thing. 🤣😂🤣  If the British people would start giving him some attention maybe he wouldn't have to 
travel so far to live in Harry's shadow.  It's  a big world  he could have done it anywhere.  Poor William and Kate thier boring give them some attention.
@c yeah good joke.
And you’re here …..just think about that
 @plop pill  you're right. I'm as low life as anyone else around. We all clearly deserve extinction 😂
looks crappy
Probably full of crap.
Nope.  Nope.  Nope.
Yet another shitshow in the collection of dumpster fires Netflix comes to spew out of their anal opening.   Looks stupid.  I am so over these two idiots.  No thank you.
awe poor elites have it so rough guys. Lets all be sorry for the rich and famous. They have it so much harder than we do.
Catherine looks STUNNING - tall, beautiful, elegant, poised, regal (i.e. everything Meghan will never be).
I actually have to pinch myself sometimes recently, nothing feels real on the screens anymore. I cannot relate with anyone I see on TV. I feel stupid even clicking on this, they're looking 
down on us expecting us to worship them and we are paying for their extravagant life by doing so while people can't afford to heat their house. There is nothing inspiring about their story - 
we've heard it all now, please stop. We all understand what your intentions are. We're not that gullible. Sick of seeing your condescending faces.
Megan and Harry can make 100 docs about their life and I’ll be sat and watching 100% of the time
🗑
THIS IS WHY I DON'T DO NETFLIX ‼💩 oh and he SOLD his family out and created a story FOR MONEY 💰 🥱
Wow, already at 98 million dislikes
I'm here for the comments 🤣🤣🤣🤑



UK Daily Mail let all their haters out of this one.  Where was the rage when they had a photo of Meagan leaving the hospital with a baby monkey in her arms ?  Where was the outcry and 
support when lies were being created about her/them?  Where was the outcry when they published stoney faces of Meagan out of context?  If you want to go way back where was the 
hysteria when Charles wanted to be Camilla's tampon?   I think the palace cleverly created  this conflict with the help of UK Tabloids to keep the Monarchy alive... e.g. Good guys vs. Bad, 
Them vs Us.   She was beloved,  they were even about to surpass them in Instagram followers, then the spin came and stuck.  Ultimately, it's just sad and on all sides amends could be 
made.
Woooow
How many more times do these two have to tell their pathetic story. I thought they wanted a quiet life, I thought they wanted privacy. Why won't they just go away. Nobody cares, nobody 
feels sorry for you, you rich, spoiled, whiney brats. Go away once and for all.
Meg keeps indirectly attacking  kate, so who’s the real bully? …… Last time i checked, kate was being greeted by Boston very  Loveling. This just goes to proof how far envy and jealousy can 
get you to act.
I will be watching!
No God …. For the Love of All that is Holy - Please No.
Two airheads with millions of dollars complain endlessly. Can't wait.
interesting. It was 54k down votes and 11k upvotes, now there are 53k down votes and still 11k up votes..
Catherine looks old and worned out everything meghan isn’t (young and beautiful)
 @Jaira R  that's a swing and ...... a miss
 @Jaira R  🤣🤣 THE PRINCESS OF WALES is younger that the model deal or no deal
 @Nora Rodriguez  younger and looks older than meghan 😂😂
 @Jaira R Meghan is a porn star
The Princess of Wales is perfection
 @S T  waity kaity had her fair share too
 @Jaira R  and weird feet, dont forget meghan has those weird feet with that ugly toe!

 @Jaira R  Megaliar had every plastic surgery and rejuvenating treatment done, and she still looks average. Catherine, Princess of Wales is a natural beauty.  Megaliar can't beat that.
 @Buddy  yeah in your imagination 😂😂 meghan doesn’t need any procedures the woman has always been beautiful since birth. Kate used to look good until she started aging rapidly 
after marriage and now looks older than meghan
 @Jaira R  Sure... "Megaliar doesn't need procedures or had them done"  🤣🤣🤣 you're either blind or stupid.. sugar.
Catherine the Princess of Wales is a Natural beauty, she's the epitome of class, grace, regal, elegance, beautiful within and out. 
Real royal material.
 @Buddy  aww you’re a waity Katy fan good for you 😂😂
 @Jaira R  Yep, I'm not a fan of liars, hypocrites, frauds, grifters, vile and fake people like Megaliar.. I know you and the squad are... 🤭🤭
 @Buddy  everything you mentioned is exactly what the royal family is so there you go hypocrite 👏 get well soon or not
 @Jaira R  But you don't have any proof for your claims but when it comes to Megaliar there's more than enough evidence.  Fact!🤭🤭🤭
 @Buddy  nah hun your royal family is way worse than meghan will ever be. No one can take away their dirty past and people hate Meghan for exposing their truth.
 @Jaira R  🤭🤭sure sugar fan of a yachtgirl 🤭🤭 that's were she met Andrew 🤭
 @Buddy  it’s funny that you think you’re insulting me by calling me sugar 😂 keep supporting your pedos 😙
 @Jaira R  No on supports Andrew, but you keep supporting the Yachtgirl, liar, fraud, grifter, thief and hypocrite! 👋sugar
 @Buddy  hahaha you sound like a broken record on repeat 😂



How sad for you
 @plop pill  i aim to please x
You tried but failed
she is burning with anger that she is not in the position of kate, she just cannot help it. it's what keeps her going. i find it surprising that harry is going along with all of this.
We have grown with Catherine for a number of years and saw nothing toxic. Only class. And for the five minutes we were introduced to Medusa, we saw red flags all over the place. And 
it's beyond her that we "don't like her".
4 days later and 18k upv.and 157k downvote lol
They already shared it on Oprah. Harry shared it on "The Me You Can't See". Harry going to share it in his book. How many times they'll seek to get pity from people😏. Same story... "We 
are victims, pity us" 100 times repeated... Thank you for keeping the comments section open🙌
Love and respect to Prince Harry and Princess Meghan!
I am shocked they haven't diabled the comments yet
They haven't any shame.
what stakes?  What on earth is she talking about?  She said herself she was entrusting someone else to tell their story....pure evil.  Anyone with deep authentic love in their heart would not 
exploit family in this manner.  This will not end well and as to for whom, remains to be seen, sadly.  I see now that Harry suffers from a deep mental illness. Meliar is a sociopath.  Super 
scary and of course I will not watch it and don't think anyone should.  Why not work together to make it FLOP!  Then Netflix can dump them too.
Def gonna watch ❤❤🥰
The stakes are so high uhh ok
What loser of a husband allows his new wife to bad mouth his family on the world's stage? I think the big question is her FAKE "KIDS"
We're is the bucket, they really are a bunch of cry babies. 😂😂😂
At least Wallis was decent enough to stay out of the media and live her life more quietly - but we all know MeGain has all those plans to make loads of💰
This whole thing is LOL
must be 900,000 down votes on this 😆🤣
current like:dislike, 11K likes:54K dislikes
Pathetic and embarrassing. Utterly cringefest
"look at me" award of the year goes to.
They always try so hard to be relatable and have sympathy from people but we see through all the bull 🤣 I mean they have to support themselves someway and why not sell their privacy 
to Netflix

Holy shit. Why the hell does Netflix think we want to see 2 of the most insufferable people on this planet have a circle jerk and talk about how "Normal" they really are? Or how "Hard" 
their lives are? Bravo Netflix, you went from Dahmer to this.... That's like leaving a Black Sabbath Reunion Tour to go across the street to see a homeless guy kick a can down the sidewalk.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Sorry, don't care about them enough to actually spend my time watching this. She 's just a clever adventuress, like that Irish woman who called herself Lola Montez. That one managed to 
hook the King of Bavaria, and was shortly sent running for her life during a revolution. She ended up dancing in saloons in the old west, and died alone and broke.
No
Shamelessly begging the people to love them.
😂😂😂😂👍



She is not a princess 🤣
 @Phoebe  bots don't know that ;-)))
Why? You don’t know them and you casually toss out your love and respect to complete strangers?
It’s around 55k hahahah!!!
update - 14K likes : 104K dislikes
15K : 112K
18k : 140k
20K : 233K
LMFAO. thanks!
Soooooo self centered. Hope it bombs.
The same people who’s are talking shit on here will watch it lol 😂
I don't understand these couple, they want there privacy but they do interviews and Netflix
I don't particularly dislike them, but didn't they leave the UK because they wanted to live a "private" life? Her premiering a podcast and a documentary is a little much...
No one likes these two people. Why bother
It's all fiction and whinging, I'm not re-joining netflix to watch this crap.
Let's drink everytime they lie during this show.
You should prépare several bottles.
A lot.
Could you two make a guest appearance on The Kardashians?
These people are insufferable… 
I smell a flop, and crap 💩
😂🤣🥴😆🤣😂😅
lol
Let's elect one person, just one, to watch this documentary and ask them for full review of it. The rest of us, should ignore it.  You know we will all hate watch it and the number of views 
will make them think they are loved by many fans.
I don’t understand why people hate them. They are the real ones, i loved them
They want out of the public life but are doing so much that contradicts this.
“We wanted to make this because we want to use our limitless victim card to gain access to benefits and rewards that neither of us is qualified enough to earn for ourselves”
Not watching it. Everrrr…
god, she is gross ... and he ... is a ginger cuck
oo meghan I think that Henry VIII would love to send you to the Tower, but not to pick a tiara...
I really hope Harry and Meghan read the comments. Need a tissue, Meg?
It would not surprise me to see the mighty Netflix fall and the British monarchy flourish. Markle has poison in her veins. She's going to take YOU down NF, not the monarchy.
It definitely will. 
People don’t care about celebrities anymore.
I won’t be able to stand if I do that!!!
Exactly 💯 %
poor bot, must be hard to not understand



😂😂😂😂 these two are spoiled babies…
No idea what real struggle or real pain even is.
 @Lil G  right?? Bots= 🤡
 @Lil G  wtf ? I’m a real person, wtf
 @hello  bot
Hey Harry & Meg, if you’d like to know what it really means to yearn for privacy, check out any biography (note NOT an AuTobiagraphy) written about Howard Hughes. Displaying yourself 
on Netflix is the epitome of ‘look at me’. Anyone can disappear if they really want to….
Who asked for this?
Some of you don’t know the realities of racism or been attacked by racist people.   Its scary whether ur rich or poor.   No one wants to talk about it because it’s still happening
I thought Henry had PTSD from cameras and flashes - boy, this documentary must have sent him over-the-edge. 🤨🙄
We have already heard their story on Oprah. And I certainly don’t want to see a documentary that aims to sever the two bothers apart for ever, because that’s what this documentary will 
do. Diana would be heartbroken by this, shame on you. I will be cancelling my subscription.
Despicable race, baiting duo !!!! whingeing and whining while they were in Africa amongst people that really are suffering. These two are deplorable.
Hypocritical, manipulative, lying M&H have blatantly contrived this trailer and it's release to grab attention from the real royals. THEIR BEHAVIOR IS DISGUSTING.
Was Meghan treated like low rent trash? I guess it’s possible considering that she acts like low rent trash!
This documentary sucks bullocks.
Protecting WHAT family??? What a joke!!!
This isn’t about protecting his family. It’s about making money and trying to give his wife the fame she couldn’t attract on her own. Shame on them.
Alle Enemy's of Humankind will be put on a eiland with camera's and without food so we can watch the Hunger Games.........
It looks like she takes it in the azz hahahahahahahahahahahahaha
Nothing says "We're just like the common man" like a Netflix documentary.
Hmm
It’s not even a good trailer hahahahahahah
This couple is so petty .. no class whatsoever.. they can NEVER be like William & Kate !!!!
Reason I boycott Netflix.wont support this service
Nobody asked for this garbage
She ruined his life… that’s what he gets…
Harry and Megan probably… but that’s it.
His psychiatrist prescribed him £1000000 3x a day...hes on the mend!
Seriously he disrespected his entire family… these people are insufferable.
And getting back at his family.
Basically. Also, covering up for the mistreatment of their staff whom the bullied. They are playing victim because it was found out. It is very common for narcissists to do that.
hahahaha best comment ever
BEST COMMENT HERE!
If others make money spreading gossip and hatred daily on Harry and Meghan and write books with assumptions to make money off the whole RF. Then why do you think it's not ok for 
Harry to tell his side, and make money off the truth.  Your all such hypocrites.
Best comment😄



 @Darlene `  And why not? They pulled security when they knew that there were credible, real and "disgusting" threats against his wife from England's extreme far right. I might tell my 
family to eff off, too.
 @Darlene `  Harry doesn't need to get back at them. They're destroying themselves amazingly on their own.
 @Gee  That bullying crap was just that...crap. You do know that was all smoke and mirrors, right? Meghan didn't mistreat anyone and their is proof of it. She has it, her friends have seen it 
and her attorney's have that proof. No one is concerned about a bogus bullying claim that no one believes....no one except people like you, that is. That narrative suits your bias, so truth 
goes over your head.
  @Central City Ci zen  the RF don't make the decisions about security. It wasn't their doing.
 @Central City Citizen  oh good grief when they went back for the.Queen's Platinum Jubilee that goofy broad rolled the window down, waving at the crowds like Miss Piggy in her nurse's 
costume.. She flitted around NY, lied about not being allowed to go out, has not problem showing up for the opening of a closet door, and keeping her name in the media 24/7. She hogged 
the flowers at the walkabout after HM QEII passed, knowing this was a security risk to her but she actually thought the crowds came to see her. If Meggin is that worried about security, 
she is happy to overlook it to make sure she gets her close up.
Spot on!
Yes Harry... the family that needs protection is your Birth family...against your own wife.  ;(
This is all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so she is trying 
to destroy Harry’s family.
So true, Meghan couldn't break through on her own, Ima get me some of them titles to get Hollywood/Netflix to notice me.
 @Central City Citizen  they do have millions though
😂😂😂
Great comment!!
“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors“   well no sh*t Sherlock fn Holmes.
It's so interesting reading these comments from people who claim they can't stand this couple - yet watched this trailer and took the time out of their day to comment.  There are PLENTY 
of public figures I can't stand - and I simply don't waste my time watching them, following them, and leaving comments underneath videos depicting them. Yes, they're wealthy. Yes, 
they're both attractive and privileged beyond compare. And they're also still human and they have the right to tell their own story. The obsessive hate that yall are directing to these 
people is so WEIRD when there are tons of other people out here who are way more problematic, dangerous, and outright evil. I don't know every detail about this couple but it seems to 
me these two did nothing but get married and leave what they felt was a toxic situation - reading these comments you'd think they'd engaged in mass genocide. Geez. Get a life people. 
Have some dignity and channel your jealousy and hate into empathy and go out and do some good for somebody somewhere.
can these two ever stop complaining
This is trash
The photos look like a true crime pre murder docu series, and no we dont give a damn about your opinions. You narcissistic self satisfying jackasses.
Yes your life is so hard especially because you forced and manipulated your husband into not having a relationship with his only family. LMAO
This will be the lowest watched doc hahahahahah and they want to take stuff out of the doc now hahahah what Hippocrates
Seems Netflix got hoodwinked just like Harry. Will not watch this malignant narcissist and her lies.
Stunning & brave ..
Spoiled rotten adults
He was an officer in the military too he was able to get whatever he wanted while he was in
Disgusting human beings
I do like that Netflix used Meghan  talking about "hearing the story from us". She's already tried to distance herself from it, saying it's "through someone else's lens" and not the way they 
would have told it. Didn't they (Archewell) make this film?



Yes, I feel sorry for them as well. That pair have taken a path of auto destruction. Winning some battles, maybe; but will never win the war. As Allen Weinstein said "Life is like a 
boomerang; whatever you throw out there will always return” and with full force.
Ah, two of the most privileged people on the planet whining about how hard their lives are.  Anyone planning a drinking game for every time Meghan cries, make sure you have a buddy 
with you just in case you get too drunk to function.
I’d rather watch a documentary of Will and Kate!! They are both so beautiful and so much more entertaining !!! Just seeing pictures of them make me literally smile!! The are such a 
respectful couple ❤

I love you Netflix but this is one documentary I WONT be watching
Spoiled kids after they grow up
i would rather dig my eyes out with a blunt spoon and drill out my ears than see/hear any of the crap from these 'creatures'.
All the bitter haters... you people are obsessed with Meghan. It's creepy.
will this be about how mind-numbingly stupid & self-important they are?
lol
So do you mean there's a chance there will be ANOTHER documentary made by her on the same topic?????       
don't feel sorry, they deserve everything that will come
Zero sympathy they are spoiled brats.
1st day on the internet??? 😂😂😂😂
Happy to see so many people have their heads screwed on straight. For the rest of you woke idiots, HA! People are sick of your dumb shit.
What stakes?
Eternal pity seekers.
So much of privacy, lols!
when the steaks are so high, where are these high steaks? I wanna eat one
Everyone should boycott this series….cancel subscriptions! Don’t even give them your viewing time!
Dislike hahahahahah 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Ya filthy liars!! Meghan you will go to hell for all the evil acts. Harry gets a pass because he is clearly mentally ill. Just look at him and it's obvious he is not well. I bet she keeps him drugged 
up on every depression medicine there is. 😂
Who cares about these 2 self righteous morons
Apart from all the obnoxious and absurd aspects of this trailer, the one portion that stood out to me as the most shocking, is the photo of W & C where they are looking very serious and 
not happy ( which taken out of context could be for any reason) but in the trailer this is made to make them look that they are exactly the problem and how mean they are to H & M….I 
truly find that utterly false, disgusting, disturbing and cruel - almost liable! And the clarity that’s proven as to what this all comes down to is pure jealousy on the part of H&M - how 
pathetic are they! Who knew the narcissistic manipulative money-grabbing selfish BS’ers could sink to such low depths. 🤨🙄
I want privacy. 
Now I will make sure you see what's behind closed doors. 🙄
Not interested at all in her lies
She’s disgusting and he’s become a SIMP!
I feel sorry for Harry.  He is so whipped.
Boohoo. Life is so terrible. Life is so bad we couldn't afford color for the film.
Think it's time to delete Netflix 👹😠👹😠👹😠👹



ugghhh
Absolute garbage from absolute garbage Humans!
Hey Meghan, we know scrolling through all the comments on here. So here's my comment: You're an uncouth, hypocritical, manipulative, self-absorbed, always the victim, social climbing 
golddigger. Everyone sees right through you. No amount of PR will EVER fix that.
I think the real question here is, "Do we care???".

It is almost biblical - Harry in his role as Judas, a once trusted confidante, selling his brother and Catherine (who was like a sister) down the river, to media slaughter, for '30 pieces of silver'.
Well said.
Not to mention that they have deliberately dropped this one day before Earthshot Prize.
That was the Commonwealth Service. There was a whole ta-do about who would get to come in as part of the procession, the Prince and Princess of Wales said they wouldn't to try to keep 
the peace. So extra shady that they're now the villains in all this.
 @ss  hahaha! Like really!!! Earthflop, it was presenting and award of a million $..nothing of great importance, youve got to understand' william is under the rule by old fossils living on old 
money..what! The American envoirmental minister and caroline kennedy didnt turn up, those old godgers' get this stuff wrong' and are not learning a thing in the 21st centuary..So far 
theyve on given 3m away over 3years out of 12m, so there was a helicopter bought around same time at a cost of 8mil..and at same time flogging the cost of harry house' sometimes that 
KP lot' can step in their own cowsh*t..oh you mean harrys house was over the top at the same cost of Williams new helicopter.
trueeee
You got all of “that” from a picture 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂. It appears that YOU are the deranged one.
Also when they showed W and C there was a metallic sound like knives being rubbed together...
They're unbelievable those two insufferable cabbages

I hope that, if any RF members persona is shown in a negative or derogatory way that they will sue Netflix for hundreds of millions in damages & donate it all to Earthshot, domestic abuse 
victims, abused animals, old folks homes & homeless shelters 
This  farce that calls itself the Douche & Douchess of Sussex has made one saying a common catch phrase, with a sigh of relief people say           “ THANK GOD WILLIAM IS FIRSTBORN”
When H and M said in Oprah interview that they faced racism but they didn't disclose the name of that person that's when I understood that these people use this race card to hurt William 
and Catherine. They are just waiting for William to become king. Mark my statement they won't leave any stone to tarnish William image.

They said they are good with queen Elizabeth and Philip. They have good relations with king Charles but they never said anything for William and Catherine. So everything they are doing 
just to defame future king. Harry is very much jealous of his brother so sometimes I feel that he is using Meghan for his own benefits as well as Meghan is profited with this. Why he chose 
flop actress to be his wife and not some famous actress? Because he knew no sane woman will help him so he chose least known actress who will do anything for him . Sorry for bad English
 @Marly Witt  you sound like a bitter old hag 😂😂😂😂
Also you noticed only Meghan is active all these year and not Harry. Because he is coward to face people. So he is pushing Meghan under the bus and keeping himself safe.
This makes sense and was so clearly written. It is starting to seem like the CORE motivation deep down, is just jealousy of the position of Will & Kate (for Harry brewing within him all his life 
it seems)

How entitled!



 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  Oh god you’re right. I forgot about that.

They are seriously like over the top Disney level villains at this point. 

If anyone told me ten years ago that Prince Harry and his future wife’s antics would make me feel bad for the Royal Family and have respect for the Kardashians I would have soiled myself 
and died laughing.

Yet here we are...
 @ki lla He might try to make amends after their inevitable DIVORCE.
Because M is so so so jealous of Kate. She wish she was like her but she doesn't have one bit o class in her.
I did, I knew she could sink this low. It’s all been leading up to this point
I agree - their recent behaviour has made me pity them in the same way i pity the 'elephant man'. They are beyond tragic and psychologically deformed.
 @Green Energy Solar Solutions not to mention his autobiography is "Spare". He is so bitter and resentful that he wont become the crowned prince and that consumes his life. Almost 
obsessively at this stage
These attacks are all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so 
she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
If you can’t beat ‘em, take ‘‘em down is M’s motto
 @Alice Cristani  she acting out a BJ scene in a Car. She will never be Kate.
Wasn’t this the Commonwealth service where William and Catherine didn’t walk in the procession bc H&M had a fit bc they weren’t allowed to? This after the program already had W&C 
listed as being part of the procession. At the moment of the photo I think the Queen’s procession was about to start.
 @Valerie McMullen  Yes I hear something like that too. Netflix may end up cancelling themselves with this type of crap. It's just low vibe.
The sickening thing is that they are using a photo that makes the Cambridges look evil when in fact it was they who caused the stress on the Cambridges' faces by throwing yet another 
tantrum.
One picture that is part of 1.12 minute  trailer  is utterly false, disgusting, disturbing and cruel - almost liable but I guess 4 years of racists and sexist articles published based on  off record 
comments made by Royal aides  and so called Royal experts is A ok.
Netflix / Meghan are using subliminal messages to harm the Prince and Princess of Wales. It's easy to miss if you're not looking out for this kind of evil manipulation.
I think on this picture, Catherine is looking at the camera understanding it is the Netflix crew and feels disgust... but that is just my theory
Yes.  They’re disgusting.
MM was sitting behind them in that shot so she cant blame is was directed toward her.
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty I don’t think so. The last Commonwealth service they attended she had on that nasty green goblin cape thingy🎉
Well said ❤
Someone has added more photos of that occasion to show the context. MM and PH  are just sh*t stirring as usual!
@joanneethridge   Yes, you're right! I was trying to remember where I saw that photo, and you're exactly right. Catherine, William, and the other Royals looked stressed and grim bc the 
Harkles had raised a fuss about the procession. Harry sat there with an angry snarl on his face the entire time.
😂😂😂😂 look at all these salty, unwashed Karen’s & Ken’s hating. Your bitterness is funny to me. We all know you are going to watch it come the 8th and then moan & bitch about it. 
Thanks for the views in advance and making the documentary a 1 hit. 😂😂
Yes, it’s super messed up. William and Catherine are working royals - in that picture they are WORKING. OMG they don’t play such petty screwball games as these two 🤡🤡
And that photo was taken the year before Megit. There are photos of Kate and M embracing and laughing together on that same day. Misleading much?



Well what about the photo of all the Paps taking photos (supposedly of H&M)......  But NO it was  actually a photo taken at the Opening Night of a Harry Potter film in 2011 showing the 
amount of world interest in the film.
 @Alice Cristani  No Class, No Manners, No Style, No Empathy- sadly failing every time!
 @Dancing Firefly  That was the same function that MeAgain almost threw chairs out of the way to jump in front of Edward & Sophie lest they forget their place and try to walk in front of 
H&M, even though Edward & Sophie were seated on the end of the row so should have left first..
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty   Also on Commonwealth Day, The Queen asked everybody to wear red, white or blue. M turned up head to toe in green.  Talk about giving the finger. Probably 
another reason why people were less than happy. 
I just can't understand how they are twisting everything out of jealousy and hate, and are getting away with it!  Just because she now choses to be a WoC, everybody is frozen with inability 
to say anything for fear of being called racist.  I keep hoping that somebody will uncover something really despicable about her, or at least stop covering up what they do know.  Then I hate 
myself for sinking to her level, but it's just too much.
 @Kelli  When The Queen had asked them to wear red, white or blue.
I love how when they left for Canada after told no in half in and half out she said…. it didn’t have to be this way. Knew it was a declaration of War….and it has been since the money 
stopped and she didn’t get her way. Oh and how she said during a trip representing the Queen…l can’t  believe we are not getting paid for this.
 @Gerdi Schaefer  That was Australia where she demanded staff bake many versions of banana bread that she pretended she herself baked. Megadragon also threw tea at a staff member 
and told the Governor General's wife to eff off. Such good manners make my left eye water in awe of her.
Biased editing - royals bad Harkles saoints
All irony aside, other channels are saying Markle will give us all lectures about CRT and structural racism in this so called documentary....
They also included the pic of what are seemingly paparazzi but the pic is in fact an older picture of photographers taking pictures during a grand opening of one of the Harry Potter films. 
The lower section of the original includes a head shot of Rupert Grint that has been cropped.  :)  More on this from the Body Language Guy.  😀
 @Valerie McMullen  That contrast is a great catch, I didn't pick up on that.  😀But I did notice how the rest of the trailer included constant gentle and touching background music that is 
intended to help keep the audience emotionally engaged.  😀
Time to cancel Netflix subscription …
 @Lynsey Adams  You are not on her level. I understand how you feel... We (not sugars) all want her to stop! She's hurting soooo many people and we have to witness this abuse. Netflix 
and Spotify are giving her a platform for her vile attacks on the Royal family and are paying her millions to do it! When will it end? It's sickening!
Right,  Cancel Netflix until this ridiculousness is done.  I'm not renewing.  Call everyone who has morals to do the same and ask them to call everyone they know and so on.  Fast, today, 
right now.  Please..
Maybe time to cancel Netflix subscription
ANSWER: NOPE 👎
Nope.
Harry...We want our privacy
Also Harry... Lets make a documentary
Harry ... I want to protect my family
Also Harry.... lets make a documentary and expose my family
Harry ...No one sees what's behind closed doors 
Also Harry ... We want our privacy

I am confused does he want his privacy or what?
SO why did they they want to make this documentary. NO CLASS. I feel sorry for  the children.



Worse piece of shit I've ever seen, shame on you Harry & Megan and shame on Netflix!!!  William and Catherine I have the most upmost respect for you both....crap like this just makes my 
true admiration for you both grow stronger and stronger XXX
Two lying grifters. Your mother would be proud...of William and Catherine.
Nerflix, how can you have the couple make fake contents? I unscribe you because of your deal wirh them
11K likes vs 52K dislikes 1 December EST 7:13pm
10K likes vs 40K dislikes 1 December EST 6:20pm
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 4:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 4:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 2:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm

I love the part when Meghan says, "I know you don't smoke weed, I know this, but I'm gonna get you high today, 'cause it's Friday; you ain't got no job... and you ain't got shit to do".
eventually they will have to be stripped of their titles.   there nauseating.  America will catch on soon the way the UK did.
Another paid photographer. Another reincarnation of the Oprah Interview. 
Will it ever end.
"we want privacy" releases private pictures, but this is our story.
I hope that Netflix loses a lot of money from this
Having to make a choice to what family to be is a tough one.
Harry if you allowed Netflix to use any portion of The Queens funeral where you and your wife participated either publicly and especially privately you will have much more neg comments 
about you and basically your rep as a decent sane human being will all be lost. I guess its a wait and see how bad this doc will actually be....smh
Can't wait to hear about what a victim the millionaire princess is for splitting up another family. Why would anyone watch that narcissist. I just feel sorry for Harry.
these 2 should be ashamed of themselves - the absolute worst of human characteristics came out in these 2 leeches
She is one of the most pathetic, transparent, attention seeking losers I have ever witnessed.
Oh brother...indeed. Oh, brother William...hope you don't mind. Wait until father sees it. Father??? You mean...the King??? That father???
Quit whining Meghan and Harry.  It's exhausting.
Once again it's all about her and barely about him.
Just... why?  I really don't get why people give these attention whores what they want.
He’s allowed to talk about his family and she’s allowed to talk about her family AND his family but no one is allowed to talk about them. They are the world’s biggest hypocrites.
She also said they were leaving the RF for privacy yeah right it looks like now over the past 2 plus years
even soon after the queen has died, WTF
Privacy NEVER includes a full time photographer and a netflix documentary crew.
They never said they wanted their privacy. You’re repeating a tabloid lie.
 @Kazzer W  Nope, they never said that.
 @Rose  They never said the part about wanting their privacy. If you’re going to condemn them, please know what you’re talking about.
 @Freedom Fyre  and the British public is allowed to take away their titles.



 @Himmiefan  they may not have said it explicitly but they implied it, what else would you call what they wanted, they wanted to be shielded from public scrutiny, relieved of the pressure 
from public duties and escape the publicness of the royal family. If that isn’t wanting privacy, please what is.
 @French Potato  I hope they do! These two are beyond annoying.
Everyone has and knows the time they want to talk about things 
They shouldn’t be forced to let people know if they are not ready to speak
Their life, their time
I just hope people can respect their truth rather than condemn them!
 @Tuyiri Ugborogho  their time has always been at the same time the British Royals have engagements.
You forgot she said in the trailer who better to their story than them but just recently she said it's not how they wanted to tell their story
 @Tuyiri Ugborogho  their truth has been proven to be lies… in court even.
Well summarized
Don’t forget she GOT RID OF HER FATHER FOR 2 MEDIA PICS AND NOT RESPECTING HER PRIVACY, WHILE THIS PAIR DO THE OPRAH THING AND NOW NETFLIX SO THE SAME RULES DONT 
APPPLY TO THEM! I can’t wrap my mind around anyone backstabbing their families like this, especially when the RF CAN NOT DEFEND THEMSELVES which this vile pair count on!! They 
KNOW HIS FAMILY WONT SAY A WORD WHICH IS SO SLEAZY AND SLIMEY!!
You all need to understand what privacy means. Privacy doesn't mean they disappear, never to be seen again. Privacy allows you to live your life freely, and share what you're comfortable 
sharing with people. It doesn't give anyone the right to invade your private space. This is what the British tabloids did to them on an almost daily basis. And I don't want to hear the "this is 
what they signed up for" crap. NO ONE signs up for a reporter to invade their private space!
 @Freedom Fyre  you won't find it anyplace where they said no one can't talk about them. I don't know where you people get this mess, but you all need to check yourselves!
 @Kazzer W  first and foremost, they left because their lives were constantly put in danger! And everyone is entitled to a basic right to privacy. You need to review the definition of that 
word! Wanting privacy DOES NOT mean they hide away, never to be seen again! The British press were constantly intrusive into their personal business that they had no right being in! If it 
were YOU, you'd feel the same way!
 @Jinzo  so what?? Who cares that this is released after she died? She's dead! Ding-dong, the genocidal monarch is dead! Pray for her soul, because she's going straight to hell!
 @Rose  Privacy is sharing what you're comfortable sharing while living your life as you see fit. They never said they were going to hide away forever. That isn't what privacy means, and I 
challenge to find ANYTHING where they said that was what they were going to do! I guarantee you won't find it because it doesn't exist!
 @Himmiefan  agreed! The tabloids put that out there, NOT Harry & Meghan!
 @French Potato  then let them take their titles! I believe Harry & Meghan have shown they don't give a rats a** about titles! They ARE going to tell their truth, and rightfully so!
 @Jessica Adaora  Privacy: is the ability of an individual or group to seclude themselves or information about themselves, and thereby express themselves selectively. This is the true 
definition of privacy. It doesn't mean they were going to hide away. It means they would share what they wanted about themselves, when they wanted to share it and how much of it they 
will share. So no, they did not imply a single thing. They simply wanted the tabloids to stay out of their private affairs.
 @Trinette Mitchell  um, her dad and sister aren’t allowed to talk about her. That’s literally what she said she cut out her dad for. Maybe you should pay attention.
 @Trinette Mitchell  they were scared to do it beforehand, these two are a disgrace and should be banished from the royal family
 @Trinette Mitchell  yeah yeah they don't give an a** about the titles and yet prefers to be called by her title. Lol go talk to the wall
 @French Potato   1st of all, you're the one saying that they prefer to be called by their titles! At the end of the day, they are their titles and they can use them if they so choose! I have 
nothing to say about that, you have nothing to say about that! But if Charles wants to take the titles, he can go ahead and do that! It isn't going to make a difference in their success! 
They're still going to be more popular than they are and that'll never change! That is what they don't understand, that is what people like you don't understand! Titles don't mean s***! 
Actions do!
 @Trinette Mitchell  How can you say they're more popular when you've never seen a crowd like this when Ragland Markle and Mrs Harry Markle went on tour in the US? 😂 If titles don't 
mean sh*t, it's sh*ttyyy she has to call herself Duchess right.



 @French Potato   Titles don't mean s*** sweetheart! And we've seen the crowds when they're on their tours! What started it was when they were in Australia! We all saw those crowds! 
At the end of the day, Harry and Meghan are the most popular British royals, that is a fact! And they can simply be called Harry and Meghan, they don't have to use the Duke and Duchess 
of Sussex but those are their titles! That is who they are, that's what people choose to call them, and that's it! But again I stress, Charles can take the titles if he so chooses! The phones are 
still going to be ringing off the hook in Montecito, and nobody is checking for the Royal family! That IS a fact!! You have the Kennedys, who is American royalty that checked out on the 
Cambridges! If that doesn't tell you something, then not only are you blind, deaf, and dumb, your delusional!
 @French Potato   And I will say it again, the ARE more popular because people like you are giving them attention. But to add insult to injury, you....people like you, can't stop them! That 
must burn your ass, doesn't it???
 @Trinette Mitchell  And William and Catherine are both Prince and Princess of Wales. Meghan is not. Catherine will soon be Queen, Meghan will never be and she and her kids will have to 
curtsy and bow down to Kate and her children. Those are their titles. Those are their ranks. That is who they are. Here, I'm merely using your own words.

 Prince William and Princess Catherine has a bigger crowd in Australia. And they still have a bigger crowd in the US, Meghan Ragland Markles home country. How sad that even your fellow 
Americans do not support you. 😂
 @Trinette Mitchell  It burns Ragland Markle's a** that she will forever be of lower rank to Princess Catherine. It burns her a** that she only married the spare, her kids will never be Prince 
and Princess and that they have to curtsy and bow down to future queen Catherine and her children.

Harry should have bought more Hermes blanket. One Hermes blanket and a couple millions of dollar from Harry's daddy is just not enough to comfort Ragland Markle. I feel sorry for the 
penniless and blanketless people living in the streets of California.
 @French Potato    You're a delusional b****! You're not here for the Royal family, you hear because of your own racism and bias! That is it and that is all! You've got all those other royals 
who've had their titles since birth and they've chosen to do absolutely nothing! It's very telling because Harry and Meghan are redefining what royalty is, again fax! Her presence in that 
family only exposed their ineptness and laziness! The last thing the Royal family need or want is the public realizing it! The windsors are a waste of space, they are a waste of taxpayer 
money, they simply need to abolish themselves. Their obvious racism is only ruining themselves! And nothing you or trolls like you, can't do a damn thing about what Harry and Meghan 
choose to do! You can't do anything about their titles because that's their names! You can't make them hide in a cave, you can't do anything about it! You only prove them right!! 
Everything they've said was the truth, and all you do is prove it to be true! You trolls are idiots!!
Y’all need to learn how to project ur insecurities in therapy. Majority of y’all foaming at the mouth because she ain’t pretending to b middle class..🥴🤡
Omg 😱 who gives a 💩 about how these fools meet
Garbage..
Bitterness is ugly
she is the epitome of a toxic useless human who can't stop self-victim processing.
I think this is gonna be very controversial. On one hand, I have a deep respect for the Royal Family so this might be insulting. On the other hand, I am very curious to hear Prince Harry and 
Duchess Meghan’s point of view.
These people are a complete waste of air
Is there a World Series of whining that I'm not aware of? These two have been crying and telling their tale of woe for years now. Grow up. And releasing this today earns them the trophy 
for most passive-aggressive duo on the planet. I would stick white hot needles into my eyes before I'd watch ANYTHING containing these two parasites.
Netflix wasted alot of money on this , nobody cares.
Y’all are so toxic and miserable. Kate never got this treatment. Mad at her EXISTING 💀🤡
Who is the woman asking Markle "why did you want 'ta' make this documentary"? She sounds uneducated.
Big pile of steaming toff shite.
How do we see the dislike count? They show only the likes.



While Markle weeps next to her Hermes blanket, I’ll blow my nose with my $2,000 Louis Vuitton handkerchief 😂😂😂 

SO RELATABLE!!!!
Oh please 🙄
These people are sickening.  Whatever happens, they will make millions for feeling sorry for themselves.
It must be nice to not have to work and live in the ultra privileged lifestyle , then make a docuseries about how much you're suffering. I really feel sorry for their mental illness.  Acute 
narcissism.
Why did you do this documentary ? $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Is there a disorder that causes a person to not feel embarrassment? And if so, what are the chances that two people with the same disorder would meet and fall so deeply in love and 
embarrass themselves worldwide. Amazin!
The sob story 😢 and private life of an entitled and conceited prince and his wife telling their truth from their multimillion dollar palace in California. Oh! the horror to be surrounded by 
wealth, servants, plenty of food, private planes, free designer clothing,  jewelry, countless trophies and fat checks from Netflix 
while we peasants are facing unemployment and struggling to put food on the table. A must see! not 🙄
Y’all need to learn how to project ur insecurities in therapy. Majority of y’all foaming at the mouth because she ain’t pretending to b middle class..🥴🤡
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  I think I found a bot! Hahaha 🤡 🤡 🤡
I hope you had it monogrammed 🤣🤣
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  I guess we could say the same for you too. What’s it have to do with me? Weirdo
Narcissists don't feel embarrassment or shame.
It's called narcissism
Narcissism
Narcissists think they can convince anyone of their version of events, andHarry is lacking in intelligence (Diana commented that she worried about him as he was so easily misled).
Love this!
Narcissistic.  I'm told.
@treece01 You might want to look up HG Tudor's channel. He addresses only narcissism  has been producing videos on "Harry's wife" for a couple of years now,  explaining narcissism 
through her life actions and decisions. Information everybody should have before/during/after falling prey to one of those.
Mid range narcissist due to her low intelligence.
 @Karma D  ugh another M&H lover. Gross.
Narcissist and victim... hes under her control
Narcissism, somewhat like Amber Heard
Yes! 😂
Yes "Folie a Deux" - also known as "Shared Delusional Disorder" it's even described on Wikipedia!
 @Jen Adams  Precisely - and why should they?Nothing is EVER their fault! Total lack of self-awareness.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Priscilla A.  yep another sugar lump
Narcissism at its finest.
Folie a deaux



 @Karma D Oh Meghan, lighten up dear.
narcissism
Yes, its truly amazing... ! am so with you on that one !
well one of them is in love, the other one is just milking him for all she can get
 @Karma D  and yet here you are without a brain
I guess the best reference to check is what Dr Curry said about Amber Turd on court. Megain is like a Turd 2.0
Narcissists don‘t feel shame, they play the victim card and blame everyone - the harkles teach the world about narcissism. Isn‘t that wonderful? And very entertaining 😂
Best comment … having the biggest chuckle here because it’s so true. Thank you 😂
This comment section deserves an award.
Always the histrionic victim, that Me-Again is.  I wonder.....has anybody asked her if she's okay???    ;)
The duke and dutchess of lies.
Narcissists.
In just a few months after his Grandmother died, they do this.Its despicable. Thank god she will not see it.  I hope the King removes every title, every bit of cash and that they stay away 
from the country that was excited for them both, and has been dumped on. Harry, you may have served , but William is 100 times the stronger man, and Catherine is a true Royal beauty, 
and will be a fantastic future Queen, unlike this plastic actress you have married.
$100 MILLION for this. ONE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS.
Crying with your Hermes blanket 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Hahahaha 1 million views, 11k likes.
Harry used to be cool now he's woke
I personally don't mind them spilling the "tea" on the ongoing of a royal family...a family that wants to come across as perfect...no such thing. So I'm happy to know that they will give 
another perspective. Good on them.
I love Meghan and Harry!!i want it now

I wonder what is the glue that keeps Harry and Meghan together?  I mean there has been so much drama and turmoil from day one since they went public.  They seem to be living this 
drama and turmoil still.  It would be really sad if that is what is holding them together.  I mean they never let up about the drama.  This can't be healthy for their relationship.  Hopefully 
they'll drama themselves out and find something more solid, good and honorable to base their relationship on.  I do wonder what kind of woman would want bad feelings to exist between 
your husband and his family.  It will be a sad day for them both down the road if they miss out on having real family in your lives and in the lives of their children.
Meghan : My in laws are racist meanies. Britain is full of racists. The royal family is structurally racist. Also Meghan: CALL ME DUCHESS. PAY FOR MY SECURITY. IM A ROYAL TOO! WHY CANT 
I WEAR ROYAL JEWELS?? If I hated my in-laws as much as she does, I’d cut off all ties, geez.
Harry married the most narcissistic person in Hollywood. The attention seeking and lack of self awareness from the Harkles is vomit inducing. 
Side note - Will and Kate looked great today in other news.
Oh yeah. This is just what we want to see. lol
In the words of The Royal Grift… “Shut up, Meghan!  Just shut up!”
We already know their story. More of the same I’m guessing .. It just feels like they have a bitter vendetta and William and Kate are not allowed to tell their side - 
His family is still grieving as well. It’s so sad they feel the need to do this to them
Well if there one thing we can surely say. Harry is a better man than the Britishs' King would ever be. For whatever Meghan is, he stood by her and his family. Not like Charles who screwed 
the woman who gave him his heirs with an only dream on being a Tampax tampon for a ditrty old married hag. The British people deserves a King who can put his brain higher than his 
balls.



What stakes?!!! And why are they ‘this high’?!!!!!!!!!!! 😂😂😂
The gossip media has being defamating them on a daily basis for years. They have the right to defend themselves! I'm very happy, they're doing it! 👏
who actually needs netflix when you have the youtube comment section ;-)
She made sure that big H was showing, didn’t she 😆
so you like to watch a manipulative toxic couple to spill the tea, right? ;-)))
 @Lil G  No. And they are not toxic to me. They have their own experience and perspective. For him, growing up in his environment and for her entering into that environment as an 
outsider and adult. By "tea" you know, it was sort of a play of words...english...tea...anyway, it's their lives, I don't know what people are responding as if they personally did anything to 
them. I bet most people here will watch this documentary.
It’s their mutual hatred and jealously of Kate and William that keeps them together. Harry and Meghan are deeply insecure.
It is already sad, and already too late.She ruined it for the both of them.
he’s gotta make money some kind of income. His family is disgraced with him right now.
Every couple have heartbreak and joy over the years. They are not special.  Most of us accept our family support and dont blame them for everything we dont like.
Megan "does it make sense to hear the lies I've made up in my tiny mind from myself?"... or the tabloids that I leak pictures and sob stories 2?
As a netflix customer, am I paying for this bs??? I expect better content!
🤣
This is Babylon Bee material here. 🤣
So desperate for attention! Narcissistic liars!! Wasn’t there 30 proven lies in that horrendous Oprah interview? Netflix and Spotify: you got screwed because NO ONE CARES!!
Sorry I can’t watch this utter shite - I don’t watch reality TV. Can this couple stop trying to gaslight the rest of humanity into believing that they are remotely ok people. Just eff off you 
insignificant irrelevant turds.
Just let it go and move on you pair of w……kers!
My favourite part is the look on Kate’s face in the church. So loving and kind isn’t it
Why Netflix why??? 🤡🤡
no one cares
The fact that this woman has done so much work to look more white, never dated any black man, has one black friend, self-identified as Caucasian and named her daughter after the white 
great grandma and grandma but left out her own mother the black grandma already have said enough about her.
If the Royal Family is so bad, why do they cling onto their titles in USA?  Give them up.  Hypocrites.  All about merching and grifting.
Stunning and brave
“Stakes”?? Are you guys sure she didn’t say “steaks” 😂
They want privacy or money making with their story.??
I thought privacy was #1? I guess Netflicks had Megans magic word "cha-ching" - My hockey buddies in Toronto told me that the magic word could get you 15 minutes in the back room 
with Megan at Goodhandys... ssfly she had the flattest ass and chest...
I'm just here for the comments and the down votes. 🍿🥤
These two make my skin crawl. Please just go away! 🤮🤮🤮
i prefer the fake tears of harry's wife, that's hilarious;-)
So ‘loving and kind’ of Harry and Meghan to include an off shot Catherine (which we all naturally can have!). Family and girl code broken
I never thought of it that way. Youre so right.
She only uses her AA genetics when it is convienent for her and she plays the victim card, instead of genuinely identifying more with that side of her family, she treats her white dad 
horribly tho so not great all around.



Yes, true!
Not
I would watch a documentary about all the speculation and fodder regarding her desire to marry an Englishman, wealth, and to change the monarchy "for the better" whether they liked it 
or not. I would pay quite a bit if they included all Harry's sordid crap when he was out with prostitutes in Vegas and wearing swastikas on his arm
“When the stakes are high” or did you mean when the checks get high??? 🤑🤑🤑
All I see is an Amber Heard and the bastard son a gold digging wh*re called Diana.
This is a chaos. How can they protect their family by selling their privacy ? 🤔
It's so crazy how not one of you learned from Princess Diana's story. Let them tell their story. How does this affect your life? Clearly, they feel compelled to get their side out. They know 
the consequences and they appear ok with the risks. Stop giving it attention. 
This is ALMOST peak narcissism.
"we want privacy" 🤡🤡🤡🤡
I had to check out the trailer because a couple of co-workers mentioned it was so cringe worthy. And they are correct! Just unbelievable. It's embarrassing to watch two so out of touch, 
spoiled losers.  And remember folks as fun as it is to watch those shows we love to hate - DO NOT GIVE IN! This will just drive up their ratings. These two are already under the belief that 
people care and are interested. However thank you Netflix for keeping the comments section open. I have yet to find one comment that defends these two.
Show the thumbs down count 😂. We don't care about your rich people problems. Get over yourselves and actually go work a job like the rest of us. Being useless is not a talent
Yeah no thanks 😆
Stakes Megan? What stakes? I would understand steaks 🥩 . See you in the next divorce documentary where you turn on Harry and scapegoat him.
Gold digger hypocrite failed actress +  Omega male. Wow. That's a hard pass. @Netflix doesn't care for their stocks holders.
And they do this knowing that the royals can't respond. How nasty. To think they welcomed that nasty woman into the royal family, all for her to throw it in their faces.
Let me talk about myself and more about myself
🤢🤮
Why would anybody be interested in watching two whining narcissists?
They make me absolutely wretch.
Didn't these two have a podcast that miserably failed?  I thought it was pretty clear by now that no one gives a shit about this woke, narcissistic, hypergamous, gaslighting harpy or her 
whipped, pathetic, brow-beaten, milquetoast, ex-royal, husband.  The only time they stir up any of that attention Meghan desperately craves is through hatewatching these elitist assholes 
when someone is ridiculing or calling them out.  I don't think this is that type of documentary.  

Get Woke, Go Broke
I love the part when Meghan Markle turns into an octopus woman, screams, “You’re too late!” and proceeds to kidnap Ariel.
A stripper who opened her legs up & got a stunt on make a deal from bending over gets a netflix deal?  She must have the magic p-y to get a rich moron like harry.  Good for her.
😂😂😂😂
😁
😂😂😂😂😂
My favourite yet. 😂😂😂
You win. I have always thought her little smirk makes her look just like Ursula when disguised as Vanessa.
Omfg 😵
 @Ashley H  yeeeeeeeeeesss!!
😂😂😂



Seriously when she walked down the isle the first image that came to mind was Ursula from the little mermaid.. She reminded me of Ursula
😂😂😂😂 I was not ready for this one
Top notch 😂😂😂
Bruh
😂
Ouch...lol
 @Dagger⸸  lol
Why would I WANT to watch a pair of narcissists play the victim for a bunch of hours?
I'll save everyone the time - B actress puts pampered royal on a choke collar and breaks ties with royal obligations. Then tries to get the world to worship them as special, and fund their 
new freewill pampered lifestyle.
I will never pay for Netflix again.
Race hustling pays after all. They should let Juicy have a cameo.
How many LIES will they tell in this rubbish docu-lies??
she wasted such an amazing opportunity by defaulting to the victim narrative over and over and over again. so frustrating . GTF over yourself already.
Great..more rich elitist telling us how great they are. Just what we needed.
Is this the new spin-off show THE CLOWN?
This trailer doesn’t have anything interesting that would make me want to watch “her” sob story. She knew what she was marrying into. She could have said NO.
I couldn't hate these two more! It takes a very special kind of monster to spent 50 million dollars on their wedding, when people can't even afford to put food on the table, and these two 
monsters want to stand their and victimise themselves. LOL. It's because of people like this the world is so screwed up!
go away you suck
Netflix wants to check what we think, 44k dislikes serves her right
And this is why I don’t have a Netflix subscription and never will, because spoiled entitled brats like these two are given a podium to spew their nonsense
i loved the part when meghan says henshin and turns into kamen rider  Sylphi
Utter shite
I loved the part when, after Meghan kissed Harry on the lips, he turn into a frog and yell out, I'M A REAL PRINCE NOW!
BORING.
NOPE and the dislikes are almost 4 times the likes
She is so angry and discontent in time of crisis like this! The audacity!
Yes! I want to hear the real story of your children .. are your children REAL or REEL?
I think you are spot on!

There is hardly any video in this trailer - only photos. Are there perhaps different versions of this "documentary" ready ... and Netflix is trying to get a sense of which one will attract the 
most viewers?
How can you see the dislikes? I only see the likes
 @Natasha   You have to get it added to your toolbar. Look it up online. It's called "Return YouTube Dislike." It gives you the ability to see the dislikes after you tube took it away.
 @Defenestrate  But it's only some sort of math based dislike expection or something like that... (?)
How many dislikes atm
LOL



🤣😂🤣😂
Bro that's racist asf
LMAO
Best comment on here!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Yb Better   is everything racist now?  So tiresome.
 @Yb Better   To Frogs?
LOLOL! I cried it was that good. 😂👏👏👏
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂:)))
😂😅🤣good one,
😂😂😂
 @AnuViation   no because I see what u tried to do
 @Jacqueline  yeah
 @Yb Better   I didn't "TRY" to do anything. I made a joke about the Frog Prince with ease.
i hope they are not real. because if they are real they don't have any family except of their parents.
In the words of Isaiah Whitlock Jr. From The Wire…..”Sheeeeeeeeeeeeit…..”😂
Good Harry and Meghan are telling people that the UK media and the BRF are totally capable of destroying them and their children.
They are such heroes, giving up all their riches and being part of the monarchy, to still be part of the monarchy and still be super rich.
Is she going to address and apologise for bullying her staff? Is she going to apologise for all the lies she has told?
What a joke!  Disgusting!
I would rather be skinned alive than to watch this show
🤮
Well Meghan is the first Girl that manage to kiss a Prince & turn him into a Frog🙄!
Nobody is interested of the lifes of Prince Cuckhold & his narcesistic Trollop...
W&C k ow the event they're attending isn't about them, they're there to support the nominated and winner. They're Not there to steal the attention away from them.
Someone hold my hair while I hurl. I’ll return the favor 😀
This is M.'s Hollywood moment that she always dreamt of, produced by her. Why is H. so dim that he doesn't see this??? I don't get it. It's blatantly obvious to the rest of us.
Well, I don't currently have Netflix...and this isn't quite enough to change my mind about giving Netflix any more of my money. The only thing worse than watching this is having to watch it 
with advertisements.
Why have they turned off the dislike counter 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Is this the Dahmer sequel?
And THIS is one of the reasons I cancelled. No one wants to hear this except maybe those with low IQ's & victim mentalities😂 I wish I cancel Netflix all over again, even if you offered it for 
free.
Meghan is going to milk as much as she can out of the woke agenda. She's an opportunist. I hope Harry wakes up to it and moves on. He can do better.
“I enjoyed the comment section more than the trailer” 😂😅😅😅😂
Grifter race-baiters who lie about the British people and the people of the commonwealth. These two narcissists wanted to be revered as royalty in America. Only after they wore their 
welcome out in Canada and wanted desperately to kiss the ass of every pedo in Hollywood, CA.



Really?
We couldn't care less. Privacy? Lmao.
But just destroying his family in between!!!! Absolute heroes!
That’s insensitive! She has tons of monogram stationary to use up.

It’s got her initial with an institutionally racist crown on it.
he does not seem the brightest guy
 @Lil G  No he certainly doesn't ...
I kind of hope C and W do to...
I was actually glad that it was a bit quiet the last weeks, but hey, here comes MeMeMe again, damn, just go away
The Crown Season 6 apparently dropped in the comment section...
No one feels bad for you!
Nobody cares about the sanctimonious narcissists known as Meghan and Harry.
OMG......Megan how now taught Harry to sort of act?! They went to America for "privacy" and all they do is air their dirty linen in public for as much money as possible! Harry is not the 
Prince and lovable man he once was.....she has changed him for the worse..........Really sad!  Prince William & Princess Catherine are a true credit to the Royal family in United Kingdom, 
selfless people who put other people and their causes before their own wants and needs......unlike Harry and his boss Megan.
"Why did you want to make this propaganda piece...oh I mean, documentary?"

"Well I feel as a woman of questionable colour that I crave, sorry, need, oh I mean feel it's very important (to my ego) to share my journey of privilege, sorry, oppression with all the little 
peons and cash a big cheque"
Way to Scupper a positive enviorenmental impact mission.... M&H or Earthshot... Hmmmmm
Here they go.....playing victims again....I'm gonna click on that thumbs down button so bad in Netflix
How many times are you gonna tell your story. Looks pretty desperate
The new season of the crown looks shit
But they supposedly hated the limelight and want to leave england and live quietly lol. These two are a joke
@netflix NO ONE CARES ABOUT PRICK HARRY OR LY'ING MEGEXIT
Pair of self riotous whingers. Should be stripped of all titles.

Why did they want to make this "documentary"? Because the zir is an egomaniacal "actress" and best person ever in her own small ignorant mind. The truth is she is as dumb and woke as 
they come, an eternal victim type and just plain stupid. Then there is the other half, the zim is a tard and a emasculated twit who turned on his own family because the zir said so.
“Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us” 
I mean, no one else cares enough to tell it 😂😅
My God Netflix...you used to be a titan of quality programming. Now you are shilling for these two self absorbed used diapers of humans??!!  The ratio has spoken already I see.
Is this Rings of Power season two?
I’d rather die
Oh, God! Here we go..😫  and No Meghan I don’t want to hear your dam story. You were blessed with a good father, and married him to the royal family. And it wasn’t enough for you 
because you are a narcissist that doesn’t care for anybody but herself.
“We want privacy.” 😂😂😂😂😂😂



Haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!!!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Just her smug face when she said that makes me want to 🤮
😂😂 No one else cares is right !! 😂😂
Lots of us apparently ARE interested in their story, Marco baby.
 @Brian Contreras  Learn to read, read the comment carefully, then comment... Baby
 @Brian Contreras  You don’t read much do you? 🙄
They think if they tell their story enough times then people will feel sorry for them. It’s not working.
 @Tiffany Feild  And gasp believe them.
 @Tiffany Feild their Story is so freaking old 🙄
We’ve already heard it, plus she lies so much why would anyone believe her?
I’m American but I’m team Will and Kate all the way!
😂😂😂
WOW,! YOU OVERPAID THESE PEOPLE. should have been 1/10th the amount u spent. Does Netflix REALLY think people will enjoy this and relate to this? Do they really think most British 
people will get behind this? YOU OVERPAID BIG TIME 😂
Horrible revolting pair of fake using narcissistic whores these two are. Hawwy the simp & mememegain .. well i do not need to say what a disgusting creature she is.  I hope they enjoy 
satans home after life since that is where they'll go
We did hear their story, along with the 17 or so proven lies.  They are hypocrites and liars.  I'll be cancelling my Netflix account now.
Trash
And just before Christmas.. Hatsoff to the timing of Netflix to release this trailer
are they winging again and trashing our Royal family? When will King Charles stripe them of their titles?!
Soooo over this 🤮🤮🤮
I can't believe netflix is spending time and money on this. I haven't seen something fun from them in the while. Maybe it's time to move on.
Titles stripped please King Charles 
Horrible woman imo. The more she pushes her boring story at us the more I dislike her. Won't someone please tell her that less really is more? We are SO fed up with her narcissistic 
whingefest and her never ending self promotion.....when she really is talentless and shallow. Go away please...
Whiney lying race baiting hypocrites----NO THANKS! Both of them are proven liars.
Yech
Can't wait for season 2..."The Divorce"  Start stashing money now Harry.
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"  Well, no, not when you've been proven to be a compulsive liar.  And the fact that you've told "your story" countless times already.  
 People are sick of hearing these two rich, lazy nobodies whine about how difficult their lives are.  Harry needs to go live with Andrew in banishment and Markle needs to slither back into 
the swamp she came out of.
A Tale of 2 Narcissists.
I think she is actually laughing not crying..everything is fake.
All these people in the comments in love with hating them. ALL of these ppl who actually searched this video up to watch and comment will watch their docuseries probably 20 times to 
analyze every scene without even realizing they are 100% supporting them by doing this.
Wow just WOW... yet another successful venture by Meghan and Co just like Archetypes.



What a bunch of rubbish I am canceling Netflix. These 2 could of done good in the world instead all they do is whine about their victimhood and trash their families. Shame on Netflix for 
giving these 2 mean spirited people a dime.
Really Netflix?  WHY..
you forgot the " around "successful"
Good lord please save us from all these elites and their real world problems. “When the stakes are this high” how embarrassing . Not interested NEXT
Harry and Meghan are about as genuine as a £15 note.
Hermes is the worst company when it comes to animal farming for fashion. Hope that PETA comes for her.
It's so good to see that they have been able to stay out of the limelight and been able to keep their privacy, these two certainly are a trustworthy and honest couple.
🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡 Clowns full of ego and insecurities !!!
My heart goes out the Queen for her having to put up with such small minded imbeciles such as these two.
Selfish self absorbed Fortune hunting opportunist social climbing stalker. Her narrative is Destroyed by the Truth. She can't stand that we control the narrative, not her.
Liars capitalizing on their self inflicted pain and they pain they have caused the people formerly known as their family. Disgusting.
For several years all we’ve heard about is how they’ve been silenced & no one knows their story. We’ll ignore the countless times the couple have spilled personal content - including 
provable lies - into everything they do. Certainly doesn’t seem like two people who have been silenced. So fine, this is it. This is your story. You can’t go on & on about it anymore. What I 
find most interesting is that the two people who are screaming about being silenced are the ones with the microphone; their families, who doubtless have their own stories, are the ones 
who have been silent out of the decency & respect that people usually have for their families & people they love or even loved.
No it doesn't make sense, because all you do is lie. Also, no one is really interested once you've left the family. It's royalty that lends the glamour to you, not the other way around.
I love when he said I did everything to do to save my family well buddy you shouldn't have married her that's for sure
Disgusting pair of grifters.
Princess Sparkles and her glove puppet can go to hell.
She is starting to be a good actress.
Still not seen his DNA results.......just sayin
William: Future King of England
👑 
Harry: Current King of clowns, posers and liars... 💩
Performance Trash.
In order for me to be curious to hear your story, you need to be trusted first.
Over 30k dislikes 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🤡
Go away cry babies
Especially her...her smile is so fake...trying hard for the camera..Harry is so innocent..he really thinks she loves him...kind of heartbreaking to think that she managed to bring him so 
low...to the point of disowning his own birth family. :(



What?! I've got one of those! Are you telling me it's not real?!! 😳😉🤣😂
She has a terrible case of Narcissistic Personality Disorder. Get help, Meghan. Seriously. You are destroying too many lives.
My favorite part was her saying "with stakes this high..." What's at stake? Royal funding? Princely inheritance? Titles? A 16 bathroom house? Her father-in-law giving a middle-aged 
married couple Millions to pay off their PR company? I mean what are we talking about here? Being caught in her 13 lies she told on Oprah? I mean what is it!?!?! I guess I'll need to watch 
this "private" couple in a tell all journey as she gets kicked out of places trying to impose her unsolicited thoughts and idea on the public. Kinda like what the Netflix moderators are doing in 
the comment section. Hey Netflix PR! We don't like these middle aged jobless humans! And you can't make us! So stop shaming us for not liking millionaires who victimize themselves! Go 
eat a doughnut! Take a break and think about all the lies this woman has told. All the fake "charity" she has taken credit for when it was from a company and not them... They are 
fraudsters and the public doesn't like them!
Yet here you are commenting away.
all world loves them
 @VIRMALINE108  is that you Meghan? People hate the couple, it’s clear form the comment section
 @VIRMALINE108  Delusional like Meghan and Harry ,aren't you?
 @VIRMALINE108  I don’t know a single person that can tolerate these to whining anymore
🤣🤣🤣🤮
Not Traitors, not a bit TREASONOUS at all. Their truth.
 @L C  🤣
 @L C  “their truth” = lies.
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D   @Karma D  yes, we are commenting BC we enjoy reading about the damage this entitled couple are doing to themselves.  It's more entertaining than any Netflix  
documentary, book, Scobie media bs or Oprah interview!
They will probably go on and on about it as long as there is one person still willing to listen.

 @Karma D  Yeah, I’m allowed to do that. I don’t just comment on things or people I support. And last I checked I’m allowed to have an opinion, just as you’re allowed to have yours.
So well said Carrie !💛
 @Karma D  and yet here you are without a brain
 @Karma D  Anyone is entitled to comment, and most of the comments are anything but complimentary.
WRONG WIFE...
You mean he ruined his birth family... ;(  plus she ruined his life...all together a nightmare for his dad.. brother.. and sister in law, who loved him so much.
she never will be a good actress. we all see through her and she does not realize it ;-)
I am so excited for this.  I can't wait.  Love this couple.
Do they mention their creepy uncle at any point?
I hope these two worthless human beings enjoy still mooching off of grandma, even after she has passed, and all the while still bashing everything she stood for.
That scene in the photo booth was just amazing. Oscar worthy sunglasses moment.
Garbage trash humans...this nobody zlist hag is LITERALLY  syphilis with a weave..her cuck boy is as  weak and pathetic as she is deluded
Between this and the book he’s planning on releasing they need to have their titles taken away a SAP the games need to stop.
I don't like you both. shut your mouths!
Clearly, no one asked if Meghan was ok.  This is why this documentary of the evils done to her is necessary! Have some sensitivity everyone.
"why do you want to make this documentary" ... Because Meghan Is a narcisist that craves attention?



"Why did you want to make this documentary" 

Answer: narcissism
The crown's TRASH🖕🤮🖕
Trash documentary about a wh*re than emasculated her husband and now scams the world into whatever narcissistic drives she has... what could go wrong?  Go cuck somewhere else for 
this b*tch if you going to comment. I don't live in your fantasy world of celebrity worship you low IQ moron.
What a crock!  Both of you, have a cup of grow the f**k up!
Same story over and over and over and over again. What happened to leaving the royal family for a more private life? I feel like I know WAY more about them than I do the royal family. 
Perhaps because it's shoved down our throats every single day on every single platform.
I would of never of guessed she was an actress turning on the tears like that.
They are so beautiful together
This Harry & Meghan drama exists only because Meghan is Black! Period. There's no chance in hell the royal family would allow their bloodline to be "stained". The couple had to be purged 
one way or another.
Who gives a sh!t...
Continuously slams and insults his family; mind you, his father and his brother, and Harry legit wonders why William won’t speak to him. He’s turned into such a clown.
No one wants to watch a narcissistic documentary that uses the Royal family for fame.
LOL
I'll pray for you.
Yet here you are commenting away.
For all we know they could have taken them yesterday...

Oh look angry bots in the comment section!
 @Karma D  Why do you keep posting the same comment?
 @Karma D  what is the actual relevance of your reply? It makes absolutely no contextual sense to the original post. Hardly surprising though.
So much stun... so much brave...
She has the exact same photo with Corey vitiello
they definitely deserve each other
probably he has always been a clown.
What is he protecting his family from?
Meghan crying with a Hermes throw behind her is absolutely ludicrous.
Filthy rich people flying on private jets,  while the rest of us are struggling with inflation trying to feed our families and spending our savings.
We are supposed to feel sorry for THEM?
They tell lies and are caught, but nobody faces them with their fantasies?
They don't want titles but use them for fame.
Many people lost their parents because of a drunk driver.
Harry should use HIS fame and represent MADD.
That would be a positive step.
Shame on them and this sham.



what is she talking about "when the stakes are this high" --- stakes on what, exactly
Look at me I am special
Poor Meghan, can't even have a private cry without a reporter taking her picture!
i think im gonna throw up.
Super excited to see this. The hate comments in this video is disturbing. This goes to show how vile their haters are and how ignorant and hateful they are that they don’t understand 
where Meghan and Harry are coming from and why they need to do this documentary.
This is the epitome of 'tell me your broke without telling me your broke'
Comments will either be censored or closed down in less than 24 hours
We have heard the whining and poor me already bla. Netflix  really has gone downhill
I'm just here to give it a thumbs down...👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Trash. Liars and elder abusers.
Oh! Another paid reality show, about privileged people showcasing their victimhood! Hard pass.
Narcissist$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
No schadenfreude here. I’ve got to be honest. I am not gonna watch this self-aggrandizing docutrash. There’s so much going on in this world right now. There’s so much that really needs 
our attention. The last thing on almost anyone’s mind is “their story.“ They need to grow up. They need to live and let live. They need to forgive, and be forgiven. That’s all.
This is bad... having Queen Elizabeth as your grandmother and Lady D as your mother not.a word.more should be spoken.  This is a money grab and a woke movie... thats all. NETFLIX invest 
your money better this will be a flop.
What terrible people
No one sees behind their doors, but we've all seen how Harry stabbed the Queen and Prince Philip in their backs, in their most vulnerable times... Bye bye to my Netflix subscription! You 
are paying millions to these frustrated, unhappy terrible spoiled brats. They should be stripped of their titles!
Anyone who is unsure what CRINGE  means , just watch the trailer.
This is sick... Let's vote with our wallets. Cancel Nextflix. Enough is enough.
Can't wait. Love them both
I love you for this comment.
lol. meghan is it you?
Money.  That's where they are coming from.
You mean "you're"  NOT "your."  You're welcome!
AND Posers
Yet here you are commenting.
LOL. What exactly do you love ablut them?
Bless your little heart.
Ah, love all the angry brits
 @Roseand Stem  , I'm American. Most Americans cannot stand Harry and Meghan... unless they are aligning themselves ONLY because of so called "skin" color, which is racist in and of 
itself.
Disgusting
To hell with these people.



Most ridiculous thing I’ve ever seen!  Obviously; we as the public should feel sorry for a millionaire couple! 1 with mommy issues and an inferiority complex and the other who is a social 
climbing narcissist! Yeah yeah so much pity for them meanwhile the world is in crisis over energy and regular people are struggling to make ends meet! So right my heart bleeds for them!! 
My heart actually bleeds for us the public because they never shut up!!
How has Netflix given us this crap but not a season 3 of Mindhunter 😠
What are the “high stakes” she’s talking about specifically?  They didn’t mention anything but privacy as their reason for leaving. Now we hear about them every day! Also, one of those 
black and white shots is an exact replica of a photo she did with a previous boyfriend!! Cringe
44k dislikes so far.
:hand-pink-waving:"When the stakes are this high"??  What stakes? What is the life-changing decision they're addressing? It's a reality show that costs a RIDICULOUS amount of money, 
fools. HRH's Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston, and both look stunning.  Prince William's mother Princess Diana would be so Proud of the causes he helps and his pick of a dignified, 
respectful Princess as his wife.
Came for the trailer, stayed for the comments! 👀
A perfectly healthy 38 years old man and his 41 years old wife keep complaining how unfair they were treated after they got married and lived in a mansion with huge income... What a 
tragedy 😢😢😢 it totally makes me forget that some of us worry that we can't even afford some basic need in our life
Should be renamed "Narcissist & Simp"
If I'd want to watch garbage I'd go to the dump. No thanks, Netflix.
Oh, how Harry and Meghan climbed the social ladder to become the Duke and Duchess of Netflix is truly inspiring...said no one, ever.
Guess what? No one cares!
Why allow these horrible people to spew known lies and hate?  Please stop them from making money off of lies
let's hope it will be as "successful" as her podcast ;-)
What a load of crap! Hope it flop’s.
Cancel your Netflix people!
Neither of these people know what it means to even remotely protect anything. NO THANK YOU!!!
ew
I really dont get it. I thought they want privacy and a normal life? It’s been how many years already since they left the “institution”, how many more documentary, exclusive interviews, 
magazines and tell all books will there be? What is the goal here? Like ok everybody gets it by now why you left and what has been allegedly done to you.
Or another season of Anne with an E 😢
I didnt even watch the trailer..i went straight to the comment section. 🤣🤣🤣
her podcast IS successful!! 
Yuck. Can these people just take their money and go live somewhere we don't have to watch them.
Messy!!! and I'm here for it. Although, I thought they just "wanted their privacy" ?
Yet again portraying the victims.  eye roll

She is desperately trying to do the same to the royal family she did to HER OWN FAMILY: burn it to the ground.  She has a dark heart and Harry is a total fool.  His IQ must be zero

They are both about as aspirational as a migraine
Narcissistic pampas woke 
a$$clowns



so how much lies would work? 

Harry & Meghan: Yes )
Unpopular opinion............. Nobody cares !!!!!!!! XD
‘The stakes are this high’? What is she on about? Who she married is somehow to be equated to importance of politics or international relations? I’m genuinely confused.
Still trying to claw their way into pop culture. But nobody cares...
Don't call this a documentary! it's a reality show just like Flava Flav and The Bachelor.
Who else is sick of this stuff?
Trash.
Here we go!

Let’s hear it. 

I’m curious… Are you going to watch this docu-series? 🙌
Unsubscribed from netflix.  Disgusting.
ME ME ME ME. Megan's just gonna talk about here self.  She is not gonna talk about Duty.
“When the stakes are this high” what does MM mean by that??
I wonder why Netflix is falling...it's a TOTAL mystery.
Megahn so beautiful 😍
could you please do a docu-series about the manipulative behaviour of harry's wife and harry, show her real self, her histrionic personality disorder, their PR madness. I would watch! This 
time I have to pass, sorry - I have just had enough of their fake stories.
Nobody wants to see this. 🤮🤮🤮
Um not sure if this appropriate I don’t want anymore drama and people to be exposiies
They can't even claw their way into poop culture 😂😂 Freaking posers
for her age ;-))
It doesn't matter how pretty 
you are.
If your personality is ugly,
you're ugly.
(paraphrasing Morgan Freeman)
These two are rats. Cancelling Netflix. Will not support this rubbish anymore.
Damn, what's with the hate lol
I would respect Harry & Meghan if they handed back their Royal titles. It's fine not to support the British Monarchy if that's the way they feel BUT you cannot then make a living, using 
Royal titles.
“When the stakes are this high”

Huh? What thuf is she talking about? Get over yourself. No one cares that you dragged an English prince over here. It doesn’t make you look amazing. It makes him look braindead.
Staged to perfection…it’s their truth. God help us all



Not if you're a lying conniving bitch it doesn't
oh, you poor ones! I'm so sorry for you... not! Liar! You just want attention and our money! So that Meghan can continue to live in luxury
I think Netflix is going to go bust faster than we realise
It’s no coincidence that this was dropped on William and Kate’s first full day in Boston
'Harry & Meghan' The gift that keeps on giving. 🤣
🤮
Call me a conspiracy theorist but I find this very convenient timing to release this trailer - 1. Within 48 hours of Kate & William arriving in the States for their tour 2. For Lady Hussey to have 
been reported for saying inflammatory racist comments at this time 3. For Megan to be awarded a “fight against racism in the royal family” award. ALL AT THE SAME TIME. I mean is this a 
perfect PR stunt or what 😂
Insufferable twosome. Will it include Prince Harry in his 1939 German Socialist Party uniform he wore to a friend's party years ago?
Estos dos de verdad que se hacen odiar con sus interminables quejas que no tienen ningún mérito. Por Dios, si son uber ricos y ultrafamosos.  Aun asi, siguen con las quejas.
My favorite part of the trailer is when Megan sang a cover of Kid Rock's "Don't Tell Me How To Live." YAS QUEEN!!!
Omg the picture are in black and white stunning and brave 😍 just stunning and brave...................... for this gorgeous show cried just like Kevin Smith the love for this show I can't wait for 
it to come out 😊 💗
I'm just going to sit here and cry into my Hermes blanket while someone films me
Just here to say that I won't be watching this narcissistic garbage. Who gives a remote crap about what these self-obsessed asshats think or do?? What a complete waste of time and 
money Netflix.
vomit
I feel so sorry for them.  They had such a terrible time.  It must have been awful living in a Palace, having servants and millions in the bank.  I don't know how they got through that 
nightmare.  I salute their courage and strength.
its and orchestrated smear campaign... bunch of trolls and bots.
mmh, you don't know these two, right? otherwise you wouldn't be asking. or do you like by chance amber heard as well?
You are right.
It's not a perfect publicity stunt. A perfect publicity stunt would not be as transparent or vengeful as this is. They are both worthy of public contempt.
😂 😂 😂 😂
Then she shouldn't be a part of the Royalty
They owe everything to the Royal Family they can't stop bashing.
Thanks
God gives His toughest battles to His strongest soldiers😂😂😂
People in refugee camps are so lucky
You had me for a sec 🤣
Best comment!
 @Marco  Great comment 😂
yes right, so horrible living for free in a palace, no worry about rent, food, clothes, you are kidding or what
How did they survive? Same way they run about today....DRUGS.
This Harry & Meghan drama exists only because Meghan is Black! Period. There's no chance in hell the royal family would allow their bloodline to be "stained". The couple had to be purged 
one way or another.
😂



 @Alexandra K  😝
 @Marco  😂
 @WhatRheaSays  😜
Thank you.
 @Katja xxx  moi? kidding? never!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHhhHhaaaaaaaahaaaaa!!!!!!! 😂😂😂
Well, and the stakes were so high!
Stunning and brave.
Their suffering is an example for us all. I pray that their Hermes blankets are always extra soft and just that bit still warm from the dryer. I’m sure some nameless peasant did the wash for 
them so they can maintain their elevated status.
 @Jane  And to think those whiners in Ukraine keep moaning about bombs being dropped on them.  They don't know real suffering at all.  They haven't lived in a Palace.
 @Luke Skywalker  😊
 @Let’s try this again  Meghan is the new Mother Teresa!

 @Blessed_Lana  those refugees don't know real suffering at all.  They haven't had to cope with being photographed getting out of a chauffeured limousine.  Meghan has known real pain!
Luckily she has Hermes stuff to blow her nose in.
 @Jane  and smell nice too. Cause otherwise some poor yet willing assistant will have to sew one him/herself with her own perfume.
 @david thomas   Well, Ukraine is the world’s biggest money laundering operation right now, so I feel bad for the average Ukrainian who is being sacrificed to maintain the narrative and to 
start WW3. But living in a palace and being catered to hand and foot must be an absolute torture.
Don't forget their all expenses paid trips to Africa and Australia where the high and mighty feted them and the natives danced with joy being in their presence.  Unbearable.
😂😂😂 thank you
Stunning and brave of them to share their story even though all they've wanted was privacy.
You made me cry!
They certainly deserve a docuseries for all of the pain they suffered riding around in private jets and having millions thrown at them for their harrowing story.
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
Courage under fire indeed.
You win best comment! 😂😂😂
imagine what the Queen had to put up with on her last few years on the planet,
 @Brian Contreras  Oh Brian that is ok to love them..just like some people loved women roller skating races in a ring way back in the 1970's.  However, it's not nice to call people names 
because of the sport they dislike...put Meghan in one of those  1970 leather outfits and put skates on her more people may love her too.  That is more exciting.
For real, Meghan wasn’t allowed to ask for designer freebies!!😱😱😱 It was terrible – just terrible, I tell you!! She cRiEd, one tear, Left Eye - go!! 
Then, and this is the hard part, then she didn’t get to choose her WOrK aSsigNMeNTs!! She was more popular than Kate, dang it!! But she had to LET Kate choose first dibs because Kate 
was Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, now also Princess of Wales, and poor little meggie was not first in line for the throne, regardless of her popularity. Speaking of her popularity, you’ll 
notice that by definition of Her popularity in the UK, means that she was Not treated poorly by the British public. At least, not until she got too big for her britches and started making 
waves, thinking that would get her what she wanted. Too bad all it did was show the public what a nasty piece of work she really is. No wonder she thought she had what it takes to make it 
in Hollywood.
 @afroaphrodite  She isn't even black, she is blackish. She is a fraud.
😅😅 same ...it must be such a hard job to have !!



OMG LOLLLL
 @Marco  😂😂😂
 @Marco  this just hits
 @GRMLS5  😜
 @Tracy D  😄
Don't go driving in any tunnels you two.... You know how that ends... I gonna get Netflix now defo.. Harry n megs are growing on me
Do we get to see where meagain keeps Harry's balls  ??
Oh, Netflix, do you really hate the royal family this much? Which leftist newsletter told you that the royal family is a deserving target for media manipulation, disrespect and contempt? 
Even if so, why use two desperate attention-seeking narcissists to make your argument against a British monarchy? You make me miss torrenting.
It must be so hard being rich, dumb and woke. Not gonna watch, sorry.
The snake and the cuck. Sounds like a Disney movie, that they lost millions on.
Oh hell now, there is nothing that will make me watch this.
This gives me the ick
My favourite part is when Meghan Markled all over the Royal Family as she screamed 'IT'S SCANDAL TIME'. There are tears in my eyes and chills down my spine as I observe this. Purely 
iconic.
Poor Uber privileged whiny couple. No one cares! So sick of these two crying about how hard their life is. They are privileged beyond what most people could even imagine yet they 
continually whine about how hard done they are.
Anything that damages the royal family is a positive in my opinion. Vile privileged malignant people.
I never thought there would be someone with even less credibility than Rachel Berry 😂😂 
I Don’t think anyone in their right mind would happily watch a pair of posers weep as they dive into their Scrooge McDuck gold coin pool!
I respect them for going their own way. But I was hoping they'd live a peaceful and happy life in private not try to be on tv and in papers and books and podcasts all the time.
Megan is clearly a  narcissist,, using Harry’s trama to her benefit. He needs to wake up!
Hahaha, so much for privacy. These two are pathetic. If it's watched, it will only be because of their slow, rabid fans and people who like to watch trainwrecks.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Stakes are high for Harry and Meghan.  For Netflix and everyone else, not so high.  When's the release date, Netflix?
How lucky is Meghan that always has the camera recording when she is crying 😭
This is how you repay your family, shame on you Harry the UK will neverforgive or forget
Who?
For people who are complaining about Kates's “Angry” photo, it's not like Harry and Meghan are the ones who edited the trailer.
Yet here you are commenting.
until now they have not gone their own way. maybe in 2023?
One eye tears
One tear, right eye, GO!
Can you even imagine? I want my privacy but I also want the camera on me when I’m crying. Hey camera, did you get that or do I need to do it again?
So It’s ok when white women do it but not ok for her?
She actually looks like she might be laughing. That would make more sense
Un ojo en el gato y otro en el garabato 🤣🤣



She looks like crying but there were no tears showing her eyes, only hands in her face. These are the couple who left the Royal Family for privacy. Their meaning of privacy is podcasts and 
documentary.
Well she can cry on cue, you know. She bragged about it publicly, apparently movie directors love her because she can cry any time she wants.
 @Heather Boo  yess! Exactly, bye Royal Family, we are out because we want more privacy. But oh let me call Netflix to let them record our most intimate moments to show to the whole 
world😂
She’s an actress 
😂
Have to say🤣🤣🤣🤣
And it’s always the one eye 😂😂
 @037emka  I really think she is most definitely laughing
That luck happens to professional victims. Which Meghan is.

She didn't even cry during Oprah when it was the first time she was speaking out. I'm sorry, I don't know if I can see the tears she sheds in this as genuine. It's just to add some drama.
 @037emka  My thought exactly. But, of course, it's portrayed as if she's crying for greater impact. (at least in the trailer.)
"Do you know it is possible to cry so hard, that your tears turn to blood?"   -A. Dawes

"Really?  How?  Do you squint really hard or something?"  -M. Markle
yeah...unreal, she is so lucky, to have a camera, right there, wow... she really is something. 🤨
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
Lol
 Yes. It is truly inspiring how spontaneous and unscripted this documentary is. 😂
It’s such a breathtaking coincidence!!!! Not staged or contrived at all!!!! 😂😂
 @037emka even if she’s not laughing, we’re all definitely laughing…unfortunately for her l, we’re laughing at her and not with her
 @zaina wolf I think you left out D list before the word actress
 @037emka  she is laughing at the taxpayers that bought her £1 million wardrobe. She is saying you pay i buy get that suckers 😂😂
This is called forced self-inflicted victimhood.
Here's hoping the candle has a starring role!🕯🕯🕯
People Hating on them go get a life you guys are just jealous
Always support Harry and Meghan 
MEGASSHOLES!
Lol. We wont watch this
Omg!! Is in black and white you guys!! So stunning and brave!!
Sorry but this show is The Rings of Power meets Strange World documentary version of Nobody Cares about these elitist failures or Mrs Memememememegan Unremarkable and Prince 
Cuckold
Netflix, this is your nail in the coffin, may you rest in peace ✌
I hate people in the comments section complaining about them, like who are you go get a life and let them live their life the way they want .
Such narcissistic bull. If only he'd been in the car along side Diana we would all have been spared this
Also my heartfelt condolences go out to prince William and princess Catherine. Good luck in Boston!



10K likes vs 40K dislikes 1 December EST 6:20pm
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 4:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 4:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 2:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
Nothing says love like publicly slagging off your family members
Utter trash from lying narcissists.  Zero self-awareness.
Yeah, this is a hard pass from me. Quite honestly families living on the streets or people making the hard choice between paying outrageous heating and electric bills or putting food on the 
table for the family are far more concerning to me than these two crying because of hurt feelings. Like I said hard pass.
This couple is gross

Wow, have not seen one comment defending or questioning how horrible H&M are.  Personally I recall how biased and cruel the UK  Media and tabloids were during the time  M&H were 
in the UK. It was dispicable how Meghan was treated and I believe that she was treated every bit as cruelly as Princess Diana by the RF and staff.  
If you were Harry, would you not have deep feelings of resentment toward your father and especially Camilla for their behavior and their abysmal treatment of Diana?  It is shocking how 
judgmental this entire comment section is and how envious everyone is of this couple.  Perhaps we have heard their story before but obviously a lot of people are interested in this 
doumentary as evidenced by so many comments.  And to those predicing future divorce...how many of you are in lasting enduring marriages?  Probably not many.  As far as phony...how 
about the prefection of Kate, William and their children?  You all seem so impressed with how wonderful they are but remember they were both groomed from birth how to behave royally 
and avoid criticism.  Of course Kate never publically causes conflict or demonstrates any demeanor that could appear less  than perfect given that she will be a queen in the future.  The 
continuation of the Royal Family depends on their behavior.  This is not to say that they are not good hard working caring people...we cannot know what goes on in their private lives but it 
is probably less that perfection...that's their job.  Last note...M&H probably had no control regarding the Netflix decision to release the teaser during Wm. and Kate's Boston visit.
They literally sold their souls for money.. how sad and disturbing.
When the stakes were so high? 😂😂😂 Girl, y'all are thinking way too high of yourselves. Harry and his offspring were never going to be King or Queen. And that role is the only one 
anyone cares about. William and his offspring is where we are invested. 

You wanted to be left alone, why are you trying so hard to be a celebrity? 🙄
Brilliant
😂
LOLOLOLOLOL!!!!
The candle has been nominated already for a best supporting actor award
🤣🤣🤣🤣
the candle in the diary room.
If you know you know 😂
Love the candle, it deserves a knighthood
Jealous of what? They deserve to be hated.
Even in their lies.



Brave by making by bashing the Royal Family? 😂
 @Blessed_Lana  Whot?
Bye 👋
You are absolutely right ! I am going to Crave...Much better anyway !💝
It's actually them who should get a life.
😂
Boston hates them 😹😹😹😹😹
My condolences to Kate - tough having a husband who cheats.
 @Karma D  lmao markle literally came up with that story and leaked it to the press. Suckass squad really gets around, i hope you at least get paid
 @Karma D Must also be tough for you not having a brain, yet again
Spotify said Joe Rogan numbers were lower than Megain's ratings. Which I thought... WOW they all need to stop lying!!! No one likes Megain and Harry!!!!
🤣😂😂😂
No life much?

Keep it up! We all know Netflix, YouTube, or both will be scrubbing the dislike numbers. How many comments? I’m shocked Netflix is keeping the comment section open. Bravo to them!
This is the YT I miss! Thanks!
Why don't you say that to the Royal Family rich in billions. They could feed the whole country with that money and shelter all the homeless with their castles and cottages. The Wales have 
3 homes for themselves to use but no, let's get grumpy over the one family who bought its own house without taxpayers money. Typical.
You know, people can care about more than one thing at a time… No one is saying only care about this documentary and nothing else happening around the world ever.
……but ……but…. But…. “When the stakes are this high…..”🤮
 @Carine Gobin  All the jewels that the Queen & her family members wear , DO NOT BELONG to them. 
They belong to the Crown Estate too. The British Royal family are merely the CUSTODIANS  of the properties of the Crown Estate. 
The taxpayers pay only £ 1 plus per year to pay for the most basic necessities of the family , with Security being the highest cost.
But the revenue to the GOVERNMENT that the BRF brings to the UK is worth much , much , much more than that total amount collected in taxes.
They NEVER make money from private companies  & merch products. 
When Meghan claimed that she wanted to "modernise" the monarchy,  what she wanted to do was to MONETISE THE MONARCHY , FOR HERSELF !
🤑🤑💰💰💰💰💰💰💰💰💰💰
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE H AND M! Diana would be so proud ❤ it’s time!
 @Julia Ramos  LOL Please...stop, my face hurts from the laughter from the sugers that are commenting on this post.  I wish I was this delusional, ignorance is bliss, eh?  🖍:text-green-
game-over:😜
I agree with this so much. I feel as she is another dumb American who thinks that the world revolves around her. If you are this rich you are not allowed to whine.
 @Julia Ramos  Can someone make a Douche chill emoji? I really need one.
 @Carine Gobin  Becasue the Royal family are not turning up every 5 minutes to tell us how hard their lives are
 @Carine Gobin  Yeah, they just used the money Harry inherited and didn’t work for, to pay for their own house after Charles funded their security for their first year living independently. 
They didn’t work to pay for their own home. That money was literally given to Harry!!
 @Carine Gobin  The real Royals work very hard to shine their light on good causes and try to help people. One of the things that Meghan probably didn't expect is that the Royals aren't as 
rich as many private individuals. Many of their homes aren't personally owned anyway and belong to 'The Crown' which is another speak for publicly owned.



 @Ynys_ Mon  Lol "work"... Kate was called out live by the same organisation she is patron of because she didn't have any contact with them in 8 years. Other would have been fired 
already for lacking this much professionalism.
 @dff935  Lol, you didn't hear about Charles, Camilla memoirs lol if the press talk about them every 5 minutes it's because they are interesting. The tabloids can't write an article without 
associating the Sussexes because they know the only couple that sell is them.
 @Susan Lombardi  This is amazing, a hater that click and watch a video about the person they despise, then take even more time to write a comment, what logic is this? Lol
 @Carine Gobin  My opinion differs from yours.  I guess that makes me a hater😂. I’m ok with that😘. Have a nice day
 @Carine Gobin  Because the Royal Family aren't making docu-whine dramas but these two are... that's why.
 @Carine Gobin  You can’t just make such accusations without evidence. I’ve been a long time Royal watcher and have never come across such a story.
 @Scooby Dee  Its called a docu serie and the Royal with their Royal Reporters have released plenty and the Royals even had a reality show back in the days lol
 @Susan Lombardi  You are entitled to your opinion like everyone else here, but its your logic that make no sense. Why would you waste your precious time following someone you 
obviously despise?
 @Ynys_ Mon  Well internet is free and available to all, and as a loyal Royal watcher or whatever that means you wouldn't come across those stories in the British tabloids because they 
work hand in hand with the Palace in order for the latest to have good press.
 @Carine Gobin  My comment was in regards to MM stating that “the stakes are so high”🤮 so I truly have zero idea what it is you are talking about.  I’m not “following” anyone.  I’m just 
commenting on that particular statement that she made in a video i happened to click on. I dont “despise” her, I just think she overestimates her importance and think she’s quite full of 
herself.
 @Carine Gobin  You do you, Boo! I'm not watching it. I could care less about these two and their whining. I don't know why you keep replying, is it to get people to watch? I think from the 
comments it's clear, no one except maybe you and handle full of others are going to tune in to the whine-fest. Grab some cheese and enjoy! LOL
 @Susan Lombardi  Then I guess you didn't really read what the press said about them all these years. And without knowing facts, your comment show your obvious bias because you 
didn't even understand why "the stake are so high" before jumping into conclusions. Research matters too and luckily Google is free.
 @Scooby Dee  I will watch it, together with the detractors who pretended to cancel their Netflix account after the Crown trailer but still went on commenting on every episodes lol. And 
I'm sure you will be watching too and commenting on the serie because you just click and post a comment on a content about Meghan, meaning that you sure are interested if not, you 
wouldn't even click but you did.
M&H mistreated the staff. Many have resigned because of them stop lying. The media mistreated Fergie, Diana, Kate and Camilla. So Meghan has no place to play the victims.
Lol
Let’s try to guess how long it’ll take for the comments to be turned off,  followed by lashing out against the (insert favourite *ist word here) viewers to cope with the already growing 
backlash?  I say two days at the most.  What do you all think?
Pathetic.
A mattress actress z list hollywood wannabe, marries a dim witted balding ginger idiot. The end
Im just happy netflix is ordering more chapelle standup.
She just can't stop making a fool out of herself. A positive, I have never in my life been as supportive of TRF King Charles, Camilla, Prince William and Kate as I am now. Long live the TRUE 
Royals! Love from the States
Go work at McDonalds.
They’re just rehashing everything they told Oprah. Here comes a 6 episode “poor us” whineathon. I can’t stand them
No one cares
Meghan is an out of control, egomaniac, narcissist with delusions of grandeur and Harry is a fool in love - or trapped in a nightmare. I'm amazed that anyone buys their woe-is-me line while 
they live in a palatial mansion and hob-knob with the rich and famous.
Oop



The best part of this documentary seeing the facts of William Bligh and Fletcher Christian that is often ignored by the media establishment. This will be an eye opener.
Can’t wait to see it 🔥  
The Libtard Race Grifters in the chat pretending that Meghan isn't a Succubus! 😂👌

Uhhh, these two people, especially her, have to be the worst, most annoying virtue signaling dumpster fires.... who cares about their nonsense. More "amazing" content from Netflix, 
what's next, "the misunderstood  life of the Subway spokesman Jared Fogle", considering Netflix now has a weirdo obsession with children predators and glorifying murderers. 🤔

Pathetic, gross, disgusting, classless, that Meghan is full of jealousy, and aggressivity.   Nobody is going to take this documentary seriously.   Shame on them both and shame on Netflix.
Stupid crap. Nobody cares about these two scumbags. Go away!
And why did Netflix choose to show Catherine, Princess of Wales upset and Meghan so sweet?  I believe that was after Meghan bullied the Princesses 3 year old daughter.  I would have a 
resting b face too!  Meghan is so vile and smug.  I hope no one watches these 2.  You know it’s only lies.
Good Lord, how much more whinging and whining do we need to hear from these spoilt brats! It will just be another Oprah style lie fest with nobody having the balls to call them out 
despite the many inconsistencies in their fairy stories. 

For a couple who claim to be so in love and thriving, why the ongoing bitterness and attempts to discredit the royal family? Just get on with your lives and use your platform to do some 
good for a change rather than the wilful attempts to destroy the work of others. 

Let’s be blunt here, if it wasn’t for the Royal Family, they’d be nothing. There would be no Netflix or Spotify deals, no interviews, no photo shoots and magazine puff pieces, no CHIMPO 
position with Better Not , no phoney paid for awards. Because the bottom line is that they are a talentless, narcissistic, spiteful pair, who offer nothing
and help nobody but themselves. 

Their deal with Netflix was why I cancelled my subscription. I can only hope that after this lying, race baiting, whinge fest airs, that other subscribers do the same in droves!
0:24 I would be crying also, if I spent $2,275.00 on a blanket.
Exactly.
"True royals."  Oh please.  Chuck and his side chick - Cowmilla.  William and his side chicks.
 @Karma D Are you four? Funny how Meghan and Harry always complain about tabloids lying about them when their supporters are the one that love spreading unfounded claims about 
other royals. What does a loser like you know about their private lives?
She wants to be kween of hearts by any means necessary.
I agree
So true. Me too.
Me too!
Same here
 @Karma D  Harry has his side chick Nacho
Well said.
 @Karma D  Very classy, Karma. Exactly the type of response we've all come to expect from a fan of Harry's concubine. Well, at least you spelled all your words correctly; that puts you 
heads above the usual Sugars. Good for you!!
Your comment is perfect
do bots have netflix?



"My God what Have I done?" 😄😄
She spent almost 1 million in her first year as a serving royal, 5 times more than the next highest spending female Royal in Europe. That was from a 2.5 million allowance given to Harry and 
Meghan from Charles and his Duchy estate profits.
It's such a beautiful night tonight , I went on a lovely walk. Think I will put my Christmas decorations up tomorrow.
I love the part where Harry says that he’s the family she’s never had and then goes and trashes them and throws them under the bus knowing his family can’t speak out. She’s so 
thoughtful. That will be a big fat NO for me 😅

Looks like they were right about the racism.  Can't wait to watch this! I'm gonna make popcorn and stalk the comments here for the whiny jealous white british ladies who are mad he 
didn't marry a "nice girl from his homeland," and picked an American mixed race woman who has independent strength and opinions just like his mom had. Totally see why he married her.
The timing of this being released is chef's kiss
So glad to have cancelled this crap
I read the comments and see the amount of hate been spewed by bitter people. I look at the number of likes the trailer has and I remember not everyone is miserable. It's just that the 
empty barrels WOULD always try to make the loudest noise. 

I can't wait to watch this documentary. Hopefully it'll bring them (Harry & Meghan) a semblance of peace and fulfilment.
Harry you are pathetic.
“Members of the Royal Family are racist.”  That’s a serious allegation, let’s hear the evidence. Who, exactly? 

Er, uhmmm…
What a loud of absolute crap theses two are are a bomb waiting to go off. Watch this space
😂😂😂
A British simp prince and a privileged lily-white airheaded un-princess: Worst Disney fairytale romance evar.
NOT INTERESTED IN THESE STUPID, AND ENTITLED BSTRDS..
vomit.
I can't believe you gave these clowns money!
Yay I can’t wait to watch!!
A couple who wanted privacy makes a Netflix show. You can’t make it up!
so how much publicity do you want?

Harry & Meghan: YES!!!!
Time for new leadership at Netflix.  This is definitely not worth $100M and the subscriber is stuck paying for it with rate hikes.
🤮
As a mother, grandmother, retired investigator/mediator, etc., I would love to hear their side of the story, straight from them. Interesting, but really non of our business.
Meghan and Harry gets back the hate they spew themselves. The video has more dislikes than likes. Meghan is a bad person that's why.
@Blessed_Lana  I need you to give me CONCRETE proof of this. I have watched as many videos  and read as many reviews as I can stomach of the reasons people dislike/hate on this 
woman. Absolutely NONE of them make any sense and are undisputable. 
So, please, give me your CONCRETE proof of this woman 'spreading hate'
Yet here you are commenting.



 @Karma D  Yes that’s the wonderful thing about YouTube. You can comment!
hiding the fact there is like 40 k worth of thumbs down .. Nobody cares about them anymore. Shes toxic
Hahahahaha what is this shit?!?
This made me cancel my subscription… these two are vomit inducing. Lucky the privacy fairy follows wherever they go 🤢
SO TIRED OF THEIR WHINING
No one cares!
Won't be watching this drivel or buying the spare book as I already have a door stop.
These two privileged self aggrandizing hypocrites want us to care. Crying for attention because they are victims of lies. Perhaps another photo shoot or private jet will help. Service if 
selfless not self serving
Yes, they are people, and they shouldn't be bullied, but my lord... let's stop feeling sorry for celebrities that are millionaires with mansions. There are people in this world without anything, 
and yet we are supposed to watch this and feel sorry for ROYALS of all people? I'm sorry absolutely not.
For goodness sakes give us a break. We heard your story from you. Now what? Just live your life.
What's next..
He supposed to have his brother's back..
As he said he is out from there , but his brother doesn't have a choice... he is  the next king
Have to live and face with people attitude and comments of all sorts..
Specially after that interview 
And interview didn't  get him any money and now... he wants his procents up
They are mentally sick couple and people are just using their disease to get some cash and audience.
The Royal Family and the UK taxpayers paid for Meghan and Harry's multimillion dollar wedding. Queen Elizabeth bestowed on them a royal dukedom and they became the Duke and the 
Duchess of Sussex. Meghan, following her marriage to Harry, became a Royal Highness and a multimillionaire not to mention a world-famous royal duchess. The couple was given a royal 
residence on a crown estate in the UK. Harry gave Meghan some of Princess Diana's jewelry and she had access to the Royal Family's jewels. H and M travelled abroad as representatives of 
the Royal Family and Queen Elizabeth. And Meghan and Harry are the victims? If the above constitutes mistreatment of Harry and Meghan by the RF,  where do I sign up for this 
mistreatment? And you pay them for this garbage and total non-sense.
This Looks Like S••t. Meghan Markel F••••d His Life Up.
That’s enough for me … 1.12 and I’m done.
I am so sick of these two, please stop, an old washed up almost actress and the dumbest man alive yuck
annnnnnnnnnd Vomit
I wonder how many lies will be in this version of their truth?
They’re being paid lots up front to make sure they dish the biggest scoops. Why would we believe any of it after all the lies they have been caught in?  Well, here’s to those titles their kids 
probably aren’t going to get.
Story from US?? Meghan you are the biggest Hexe ever🤮 Verschwine🤮🤮
Exactly.
Don't won't talk about it in their doc because it doesn't fit with their victim narrative.
0:03/1:12
And one day their kids will see all of this.  I wonder what they will make of it?

 @Suzanne Kirkwood  They will see Harry and Meghan whining in their mansion while Kate and William are confidently fulfilling royal duties without saying anything mean about H and M.



She'd better turn off the crocodile tears before she shrinks her Hermes blanket
America does not care about these fools.. any interest in the royals died with Diana .. ratio this into oblivion.
What? To hear the lies spew from their mouths 😂 proven compulsive liars. Traitors, bullying people, putting the elderly and the dying through hell until they die. Pregnant stomach 
deflates constantly (in my opinion, they could have got a better moon bump the way it kept dropping)🤣 clinging onto titles because they have nothing to offer 🤣 For the way they 
treated her majesty during her cancer and also prince Philip during his cancer… they will never be forgiven. 97% of British want all of their titles stripped and the good news is it’s just been 
put into law this week. We’ll fight to have Harry removed from the line of succession for what he did to the Queen along with his children as they are not British. Won’t be watching this 
drivel and Netflix, if you have painted our true royals negatively, based on the drivel spewed by these two idiots, you will lose the subscriptions of the British and the Commonwealth. Good 
luck with that.
"I had to protect my family" - not the one that gave me everything for my whole life though, that family I'm going to destroy 👿
What a shame.
Scumbags.
Congrats to them both. They deserve to tell their story and not put up with BS tabloid claims or the silence of the royal family. This is exactly what happened to Diana, she too was forced to 
conduct that amazing BBC interview, we finally got to hear her story and now Harry and Meghan’s too. Harry is more like his mother than anyone else, he married for love and knows the 
true meaning of being a husband, a father and a member of a loving family, a concept his father was unable to grasp.
What stakes?  They have a perfectly fine life if they'd only lead it and actually cut the past loose with Harry's family as they have with Mehgan's.   Oh.  Money.  That's right.  Money.  Those 
are the stakes that are high.
These two need to grow up. Nothing but spoilt brats who didn't get their own way and is now vengeful and committed to liars and manipulation tactics. Babies do this  only they scream 
and lie on the floor, not big note their victim hood on the world. I really hope they get their comeuppance. Can't be too soon!
Short of actual despots, dictators, mass murderers and the Kardashians, Meghan and Harry are the two worst people in world.
How long before they close the comments?
And now, the Original Netflix reality show “Toxic Narcissism”. Subtitle “You have no idea how exhausting it is to be a perpetual victim”.
💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩
She is so fake. A family wrecker. Cut ties with most of her family and now Harry is doing the same.
Immature, cringy, and desperate. I'm just here for the train wreck! 😂
Make more sense to hear the story from them? Not if they are all lies!
They lied 30 times on Oprah interview.  Buckle up!
If you want to see the total number of dislikes so far, add the Return the Dislike Button extension in Chrome.
They are very ugly and hipocrite.
Based on how the royal family treated them during the Queen’s funeral using  in the tabloids and UK media, i applaude them for standing up for themselves!! Bravo prince Harry and 
Duchess Meghan
They killed his mum.
 @Karma D  his mum died in a car accident. If you twist the reality then you are truly a Meghan fans
He repeats this sentence like a robot.
 @Karma D  how so?



Diana was trapped by the journalist to do this interview. It's led to her ultimate death.

Harry is not like Diana. Meghan is not like Diana. 

Harry married a user who uses him for fame and money. Once she finds another white man who could serve her interest she'll ghost him just like she ghosted her father!
Based on how the lied about the royals during the Oprah Interview it was normal that the family took their distance. The best solution if they are unhappy is to give up their royal titles. No. 
They keep it because that's the only way for them to exist.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Is this science fiction ?
What happened  with their wish -staing away from the lights....
Then a interview, not enough 
Then a book , still not enough Lights 
No 6 series on Netflix..Really !!
I think all they are looking for is a raiting , because they they are on provent From Netflix, isn't on apple+ or somewhere else that they not gaining money..
Well I'm looking forward to hearing their story instead of what the media prints and what people assume.
My favorite part was when the wrong door was opened!😂
She'll be telling us next that she was too poor to be born, she was knitted by the Californian womens institute.
NETFLIX Stop this garbage from the lying, manipulative Harkles.
They had it all and she threw it away.
These two are simply two of the worst human beings on the planet. What a pair of self-serving, entitled nut jobs. We will all be so much better off, once we stop listening to stupid people, 
especially celebrities...
These 2 Hazbeenz are so pathetic.
We have been hearing their story for the past 2 years, it is just tiring already. Move on.
Save your money NETFLIX and place it on creating better movies and content! 
This is garbage!
Ok they released the documentary because they need pay the bills
"tHe MeDiA kILlEd mY MuM"
Anyone else super confused why Harry decided to do a documentary with Netflix after their portrayal of his mother and father in the series the crown? 🤧
How many times do these two have to be caught in blatant lies before major streaming networks stop allowing them platforms? Shameful and disgusting, Netflix
Poor things they moved to LA to have a private life 🤣
I am so OVER them!  For a couple who said they wanted to be out of the limelight, they sure are enjoying it. I have no use for the Elitist ilk with their snug attitudes.  Netflix, really you 
bought in to their garbage?  shaking head
What Stakes!?
They have hit rock bottom. Definition of hypocrites.
Just here to give dislike

enjoy it 37k
Their story is always made up with lies.



Because she told him he was doing a documentary. She’s a malignant narcissist and has brainwashed Harry.
His money lover wife takes the decision. He obey.
Money. I wonder if he's realized yet that he made a deal with the devil.
William watched what happened when his mother overshared her private life with the media and has commented that he will never let them in too far, otherwise, you cannot get them 
out. Harry, well, he has learnt nothing.
Because he is just consumed by jealousy and not too bright up there either.
Harry realy only cares about Harry, and Megan only cares about Megan 😂
Or that he is excepting an award from DUI lady despite his mum being killed by a drunk driver.
Nah, the photo to make Kate look evil...I lost all respect I had for Harry. I believed they suffered with some family members but this is too much like wtf
Wow, a lot of despicable comments here.  Good day for the trolls. Christmas is here early. Fill your boots
Oh BS they are either playing the race or  victim card …. They are victims of themselves!

I don't know what is more pathetic. A couple who wanted to distance themselves from royalty and the media, only to use that very thing to make bank or the people who claim to not give 
a hoot, but rushed to see the advert and trash them.  It's  hypocrisy all around.  I can't wait for the documentary. I'm hoping it will be enough to bring more scandal and finally bring 
medieval idiocies to an end. It's quite entertaining watching scandal after scandal laying it all bare. It should have ended with Elizabeth II, but more popcorn moments await.
Yes Meghan Kelly…Meg Markle bagged the gorilla.  So happy for her and Harry.
How much longer can this victim hood go on.  Let’s not forget Harry and his racism calling of his colleague in the army.
Deport Harry! Foreign Agent interfering in our electorial process. Didn't we settle this with England in 1776?
It's not a documentary when you have full, one-sided control over the narrative. It's an infomercial.
What are “the stakes”? Bad press?
Who are these people? Is this the reason why I pay for Netflix? No way. I shall cancel my subscribtion. I want to watch interesting stuff.
🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿😎😎👏
"why did you want to make this documentary?"

Narcissism
Are they still talking about the 12 months she spent in the Royal Family, which is about 4 years ago now??
Love it! Can't wait to see it!
Guacala! Yuck!
Alot of you are jealous & miserable these comments smh 😂
The stakes are not, in fact, very high at all for most of us

For you, maybe — for us, meh

I'm not sure I should hit the dislike button or not ... I mean this is going to be an unmitigated trainwreck of epic proportions. On the other hand, the holidays are coming and I can't think of 
a better way for me and my family to spend a festive evening than watching Harry and Meghan imploding for 2 hours straight. In Many ways Netflix is providing a public service.



“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors”

Harry, like the rest of us. That’s where it belongs. 

Answer to the first question. 

No doubt 💰 💴 💵
This SHOULD be the worst thing i’ve ever seen, what are you doing Netflix?
😂 😂 😂 Harry out of America...
Brilliant! You are absolutely right!
👏 👏 for theses 2 bullies
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  it was a trailer on Netflix, am I not allowed to talk about trailers I see on tv? 😂
lol
The only jealous are Meghan and Harry who always seek to sabotage the royals.
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  and here you are commenting on people commenting.
😁😄😆  imploding
 @Karma D  and again need we say it, you have no brain
After this King Charles should take another look at Harry and Meghan and their titles. Their actions speak volumes.
Dispicable and horrible people Harry and his wife ! Wow smh
These two make my head hurt Go away!
This is one of the videos where I wish YT kept the number of dislikes visible. 10K likes, to what, 100K dislikes? Who knows!
Looking forward to this. I still like them and I want to see what they have to say.
Spare me ...these two want "privacy" and then do everything they can to make $$ and put themselves in the world spotlight. I hope no one watches this fiasco ...I know I won't!
What stakes is she talking about?
Umhhh... Who asked for this?... BTW.. Wanting privacy and making Netflix documentary...... I think it's safe to say they are attention seekers who want loads of cash...
It is kind of the middle with these type of people. Like they are so hypocritical, but they have a right to do as they please. They are just confusing. Like give me privacy and I want the 
paparazzi to leave my family alone, but here is my life. It is just mind boggling and confusing.
It’s very clear that they left the firm for privacy 😂😂 my heat bleeds for these millionaires who feel so hard done to!
Don't like her think think she's a cunning person and dragged her husband down a rabbit hole with his family! And she likes to be vocal about it! They aint short of a bob or two.... but....I 
will still watch it 😂
"Why did you want to make this, documentary?"

Money.
They are making a Netflix documentary about them for what exactly? Telling us the struggles and all the drama since 2018? I just want to understand about all this. I mean from doing 
Oprah interview, thought it would have been enought but no they have to do a documentary ? I get it, but kind of tired
Excellent to see people saying how much they don’t care to hear their story...after rushing to watch the trailer and take the time to have a moan about it.



They are  so pathetic to watch
Does anyone REALLY believe these two are in love with one another still?   Like - really?!!   Do we actually believe the children came from NutMeg and not a surrogate?  C’mon.  I won’t be 
watching this train wreck, sorry Netflix.
So boring. So bored. I'm tempted to cancel Netflix if this is that garbage they are producing
They say that they want escape the media and here we are again making films in Netflix 🤣 what a shame they're pathetic
I can't seem to control my gag reflex after watching this.....
What stakes you deluded fool?
36K 🙂 I can see them.
you can get the extension
Probably just the same old same old. "Woe is me!" "The RF are awful!" "How dare the RF stop Archie and Lilibet from having HRH titles (and the subsequent tax-paid wages), even though 
we chose to leave the RF!"
Don't do that! You're literally lining her filthy pocket!!!!!! Please don't watch it. Everything will be out in the media anyway
Markle wants universal adoration. She won't stop until she gets it (it's not gonna happen).
We're here because she deserves pushback and to be challenged. She's going to hear it.
I actually almost hate them now. I wish they would just shut up and disappear. She is disgusting but Harry is doing this to his own family! Unbelievable. He was so close to Kate amd 
William. Such a shame.
You don't do a documentary on yourself.  That's not impartial or independent.
Nobody cares
I Love their Love!❤💯❤
Kate is a star. Nobody can steal her markle- I mean SPARKLE 😉
Kudos to Netflix for allowing open comments... and to their impeccable timing 🙄 

H&M: We're outta here! We want privacy and to lead normal lives.
Also H&M: Watch for our books, tv shows, documentaries, interviews and podcasts to be released!

So... relatable and normal, yeah totally.
🥱🥱🥱
We need privacy!!! Except for when we are airing our dirty laundry of course…
Rats



que natural puede ser  ese  enamoramiento  si  están con un fotógrafo tome que tome  fotos.. ademas,   jumm sin contar  cuantas  tomas se  realizaron antes  de escoger  la mejor...  pobre  
harry    ahora  si que es  el verdadero   REPUESTO  de meghan.. jumm sin imaginar  cuanto amedrentado estará  por esa  mujer. que definitivamente  no tiene escrúpulos.. ni limites.  ni  un 
tris de dignidad por ella  sus hijos..jummm    cuanta  ridiculez. de ella.  una mujer   que debería estar  apoyando  a su esposo  y dando  un ejemplo de  honrades  emocional..   el ejemplo de 
estos dos para el mundo:.". traicionar a  la familia  da $$$$$$$$$  hablar  mal de la familia es  productivo... sacar   todo resentimiento da $$$$$$...   meghan ,me recuerda a un personaje d 
e una  miniserie  en netflix " como  VUELA  EL CUERVO"   ESA SERIE  muestra  que  todo  lo malo.  el chisme. la mentira.. es lo que  produce $$$$$. LA  desinformación..  la deslealtad..  en 
fin esa es    la idea.. meghan  esta  introduciendo  en la mente, en la siquis  del ser  humano un concepto.. que solo le renta $$$$$... que solo es  beneficio para ella... por ejemplo eso del 
empoderamiento  de la  mujer.. no entiendo el concepto desde  el punto de vista de ella...  a que tipo de sociedad  aplica su empoderamiento... y de que empoderamiento habla? . 
generaliza  su  vida  como si la vida de  ella fuera  la de todos.... cada  ser  humano es único es sus apreciaciones, conceptos , y formas  de vivir...  todo es  relativo según  las  circunstancias... 
de vida.. en fin.... ella es  como  una  TRILOGÍA... pobre harry.. igual de débil que su madre.. igual de inestable..
Genuine question... Why, when anyone talks about Harry on TV, do they reapeatedly use the word "incredibly"? Please expand on your use of adverbs
I think what Netflix will notice more than likes or dislikes is that this posting has generated almost 5k comments. That’s alot of engagement one way or the other. If nothing else H&M stir 
interest! So yeah, keep the comments coming.
I hate that in 2022 there is the existence of a white af Royal family that I will definitely support these two clowns! They are all crazy but I hate the royal family more
So saddened by Netflix. Throwing the British Royal Family to the wolves. Many in 🇬🇧 will never forgive you. Subscriptions will be cancelled forever. So very very unnecessary
So there just happened to be a photographer to hand every time this moaning, privileged couple shared a private, intimate moment behind closed doors….  Get real Netflix!
🤢🤢🤢🤮
wE wAnT pRiVaCy 🙄🙄
🥱🥱🥱 same old stuff, and who cries in front of a camera anyway? Oh an actress that’s right…Anyway Netflix, I watch this clip and that’s all I’m watching 🥱🥱🥱
Sending thoughts n prayers 🤪
More meghan drama
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  it’s called free speech, or being allowed to express an opinion. 
I hate their F'n guts. Meghan is a complete narcissistic fraud and Harry is a miserable imbecile. The both of them together are a toxic pile of sludge.
 @Karma D  We see you Sussex squad.
Narcissists brainwash their victims and separate them from their friends and families.
Sussex Squad Sugar alert ⚠
Karma will come!…
She's embedded her nonsense so deep into Harry's mind that at this point Harry is long gone. Now we see a man filled with irrational fears and hatred of his own family.  She came in and 
broke him from his family all because she apparently wants to be seen as Diana the 2nd. She keeps vying for the public to pity her. For what? Marrying a Prince. Having not one but two 
multi million dollar homes. You know what's disgusting? I can only imagine how often she's used memories of his mum to manipulate him.
They literally don't want to be seen as victims, yet consistently victimise themselves
 @MilesBrad 99  That's what SJWs do.  Professional victims.
 @Karma D  It is called being curious, we know now how pathetic these two are!!!!
I feel the same way!!!
Families aren’t always great relationships.

I wish you threw that same amount of hate towards rapists and murders and not people that are simply telling their story however they want. The fanatism for you royal saints shows



 @Karma D  and so are you, on several postings.
I think Harry is a user.  He was close to his family because they gave him what he wanted at the time. When he wanted something else he ditched them.  He still uses his connection to 
them but he doesn't care about people - he only cares about himself and what he can get out of using them.
It's not a British channel so of course the comments are open
who needs netflix when you have the youtube comment section ;-) important is that the docuseries will be as "successful" as their podcast on spotify.
Ohhh the racists are coming out now….
What’s your problem with white af people ? No one can help the colour they’re born!
Luv them
Harry & Meg. Vindictive, immature, entitled, jealous liars. They’re hypocritical brats. Harry should hang his head in shame how he’s allowed his trashy wife treat his family. And Meg is a 
nasty bully. Harry’s too stupid to see Meg will dump his dumb ass as soon as the money runs out. Those 2 will get a nice visit from karma one day.

I saw through Markle from the start. Alarm bells went off when I saw her on a magazine cover when they were merely dating, entitled 'Mad about Harry'. I thought it was attention/ lime 
light seeking and deeply disturbing. I knew she was career building from the get go. It therefore didn't surprise me that they ended up exactly where the biggest spotlight in the world is, 
California, to cash in on her new found fame. It's that simple. 

It's unforgivable what Harry has done and is doing to his family. I think one day he'll get clarity and realise what he's done & it'll be very painful for him. Never choose a life partner who 
encourages disharmony in your family. Chose one that brings harmony, and brings people together. Markle is a destructive force in harry's life. He's an idiot for dumping his family for her.
The new Kardashians are here 🥳
It definitely does NOT make more sense to hear your story from you, because you LIE your heads off!!!!!!!!
Protenting family by constantly exposing them to the world?
3. 2. 1. Netflix. You're banned
'why did you want to make this documentary?'
'Money... and to further spread our lies'  
What a joke they are. At least we can watch Will and Kate and the Earth shot prize instead. Love those two 😍
This washed-up C-lister and her equally irrelevant ginger are not oppressed 💀
This documentary is about Meghan  Netflix do you not realize your company was already going downhill before signing with them  this attempt at a “sad” trailer that their life is so 
hard is far from factual and isn’t going to make people want to watch more lies being spewed out of this woman’s mouth.
I thought they wanted privacy.
Megan and Harry make me sick.  The creature was never pregnant.  If the kids do exist, they were born of surrogates.  I have never witnessed two more ungrateful narcissistic monsters in 
my life.  King Charles would be crazy to ever take Hairless back.
Im puking
Groan. Crying by an Hermes blanket says it all really. This woman is a full blown narcissist.
not often you see comments with more likes than the video
NO, it doesn't make sense to hear the story from YOU.  You guys are proven liars!!
HAHAHA great timing you pair of needy C--ts
10k likes 35k dislikes
Just saying
I'm cancelling netflix now, this is trash



the youtube comment section should be shutdown forever this one is proof of that
she destroyed her own family as well :< she wants all of the limelight and the cash but not the duty
W&K - saving the world!!!!!   Too bad he cheats on Kate.
 @Karma D  No, he doesn't.  That was a sick rumor started by a follower of Markle's.  He publicly admitted he made it up.
 @Karma D  nasty to say that, when proves to be incorrect
 @Karma D  How do you know that rumor to be fact? Don’t just repeat it if you don’t have first hand knowledge.
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
Thanks!
and the rest!! most videos have around 10 - 15% like to view ratio. 800k views, 10k likes must be over 100k dislikes
That’s assuming Netflix hasn’t removed some dislikes
It's about 13k likes 84k dislikes now
 @Michaël Deleau  delightful
I cancelled mine because of this

Didn’t they leave the Royal Family they wanted a “private life” and now they’re doing a documentary about their life …?? Can somebody please explain and help that makes sense ?? smh
Does anyone else feel like this is a funny way of “protecting one’s privacy” or is it just me??
Can't wait!
Quieren privacidad  PERO les encanta que todo el mundo los vea en las revistas.......eso se llama Hipocresía.
Nice to see so many down votes.  35k down an 10k up lmao
So much hate. I personally haven't heard their story; only the made up and hateful stories of the tabloids and from people such as yourselves.  Maybe I missed something. Which of you 
have spoken with M & H personally instead of just repeating what you have heard from the tabloids and people who just hate her (for no reason as far as I can see). SO ONCE MORE, 
WHICH ONE OF YOU HAVE ACTUALLY SPOKEN TO M&H? JUST PROVES TO ME RACISM AND HATE ARE DEFINATELY APART OF THE BRITISH CULTURE AND THE FIRM.
People should really be shamed for how hateful & judgemental they are to other people - SHAME SHAME!!
It feels like everyone in this comment section just hates them for being rich and famous and I hope you carry that same hate for everyone who is rich and famous
The Royal family gave Meghan and Harry a spectacular wedding. Were they happy?  No. The Queen gave them a spectacular house, fully refurbished and free. Were they happy?  No. They 
had staff. Were they happy?  No. I honestly don’t think anything would make them happy other than moaning about how hard done by they were. It’s no wonder people have absolutely 
no sympathy for them.
Wowzers. Out of all the days to air this… 

Just goes to show what kinda people these two are. Petty
Recollections may vary…
God harry made a massive mistake marrying this narcissist
Can't stand these two. Wanted a private life and have then craved publicity ever since. Meghan has no class, just plenty of crocodile tears.
William and Catherine have class
The same time as Kate and William in Boston. God and Meghan doesn't look in love with harry. Very fake
🤮🤮🤮
WE WANT A PRIVATE LIFE…. WE’RE LEAVING ROYAL DUTIES FOR PRIVACY… hypocrites!
Prince and princess of Wales are pure class compared to these two grifters.



Meghan is a vile bully and no real feminist 🤮
Anyone remembers Gilderoy Lockhard saying "Harry... Harry Harry Harry. Fame is a fickle friend!" to Harry Potter? I bet this is what "H" hears from his mentor Meghan at Montecito now 
"behind the closed doors"🤣🤣🤣
Yet here you are commenting.
The UK taxpayers spent £32 million on H&M for their wedding. 
What other country would spend that amount of money on Meghan for just one day????
Yeah, you missed something.
no we did not need tabloids and their manipulation, you can search her videos on youtube and there are a lot of evidences that she lied like A LOT. Her own behaviours and her own words 
are against her, not the tabloids. We are in Vietnam and normally we dont care that much about the British Royal Family but we still dislike her, due to her inconsistencies in her word/ 
actions that show shes a hypocrite!
I’m not ashamed. They are whiny juvenile narcissistic grifters, at best.
it means that it is their character that we hate, not because we are jealous of a person's fame nor wealth
 @cutie pie  I never said anyone was jealous the only person who mentioned anything about jealousy is you. Most of the comments are just making funny of the fact that they have 
expensive things and still sad that they have to go through public critique.
SHE didn't want to play  the second instrument! She wants more and more🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Hopefully Harry left she (my English is terrible!🙈
Free?? Nope! Taxpayer funded!!
trust me, they are not even happy now!
 @Lil G  😂
Yet here you are commenting.
She didn't want to be the spare's wife
King Charles walked her down the isle and made sure that her mother was involved too
They don't even live together.  William cheats (but he does it with class.)
 @Karma D  lol!
These comments are brutal. Barely any in support of this duo and so many praising the PPoW for rising above this garbage 😂
yes the story Netflix paid you £100M to make... this looks more like its the wives than the brothers... too much rivalry and pettiness. Carefully selected photos and video clips to make 
HarMegh look cool and sophisticated. America you can keep them!
The competitive pettiness is astounding. They “just happened” to release this, AND the trailer for invictus games the second Wil and Kate got to America? Geez… grow up.

Stop whining and playing the victims. Why not just choose to be happy instead of constantly trying to one up everyone? The reason Wil and Kate are so much more appealing is because 
they aren’t up in peoples faces CONSTANTLY saying “look at me!!!!!!” They do their job and they serve others and their country without complaining.

Are they the perfect couple? No couple  is. But they also don’t pretend to be …which in my opinion, is lovely.
Screw you Netflix, I'm cancelling my subscription!!!!!
"With so much at stake..."  No, there is nothing at stake, Meghan.  The only thing at stake is how long you can milk this cash cow before you have to live like the rest of us and get an actual 
job.
Poor millionaire people! Praying for them 
Narcissists 🤢🤢
She’s damaged the relationship Harry had with his family



More important than this docuwhine is the Earthshot Prize being held in Boston Dec. 2 with William and Kate. Please watch those being honored for caring about our planet.
Cringe
netflix wasting my subscription money!!!
Liessssssssss why don't you get real people with stuggles
Talk about making a mountain out of a molehill 🙄
No thanks. I'll stick with The Crown.
Pretty :)
I'm just here for comments, good luck Netflix, that's probably the only thing that's gonna help you.
Gross.
What a joke and hypocritical. We want to leave the UK to protect our family and have a private life. Let’s move to California and do a Netflix fly on the wall documentary taking about our 
private lives grrr 😡 Used to have. Lot of respect for Harry and his work to support the military but not anymore.
Why did you want to make this docu? Coz it’s $1M per episode! Why not?

Even if Harry hates his family, I wish he thought of at least his brother. Like, William is your brother and you’ve both been through a lot together.

The Kardashians are even way more authentic. Lol
It can't have been easy growing up in the Royal Household, but honestly EVERYONE has their own problems and I seriously doubt they were being treated horribly.  I rather suspect MM 
didn't like or even understand the restrictions that come with being a member of the royal family.  It's a lot different than being a minor celebrity.  Plus being American, we have a whole 
different set of rules we play by.
and with her own family as well! Even her brother predicted her toxic behavior and warned Harry prior to the wedding but he didnt listen sigh
Right - the stupid contest will "save the planet!"
I liked ‘docuwhine’- hilarious
Sure, the two laziest royals to ever do it... the two have to mimick everything Harry and Meghan do because they have no personality or desire to be together....lol.
bunch of scammers
hosted by william and kate that fly over on a private jet. lol. such important ambassadors. not
 @catherine moore  Only they didn't fly on a private jet, they flew commercial, as they are known to frequently do. It was Meghan who flew on a private jet for three hours to a private 
event just days ago - as she is known to frequently do.
 @catherine moore    they flew commercial!!! keep up!!
I did, it was awesome ! 💛
 @Karma D At least they are flying commercial and looking for solutions instead of saying HOW DARE YOU! Or throwing soup on priceless paintings.
 @catherine moore  Inform yourself and don't spread lies!    The Prince and Princess of Wales are traveling on a commercial flight…they are worthy and deserve to fly privately, unlike a 
hypocritical couple who associate themselves with royals who only fly privately and lecture others about the CO2 emissions footprint and then start whining about the criticism they get 
and so they call the press mean and racist, that's one of her reasons for leaving...
 @catherine moore  Might want to get your facts straight, it wasn't a private jet, but a commercial airlines. The other two do the private jets.
had to be horrible for them to leave
 @diane carder  no her own brother warned about her toxic behavior to Harry and the Royal Family PRIOR to their wedding. It means that he knows that she would leave anyway, because 
what a narcisstic does is to isolate you from your own family. AND SHE DID, The predictions are scarily true. And of course it is her family that know her character best.



I can't wait! I love them so much...so glad they are taking control of the narrative. The haters need to calm down and get a life, & maybe ask themselves why they are so obsessed with a 
harmless couple. This world needs more empathy. I'm glad they got out and seem safe.
WHAT stakes?!? What is she even on about?
The stakes are extremely high… they urgently need to upgrade from their  very humble abode in Montecito.
I'll be back here in ten years time to hear her truth about their abusive marriage and divorce. Watch. This. Space.
Shame on Netflix for filming and profiteering from H&M’s mental health issues….. they should be left to work though these issues in private without them affecting so many innocent 
people ……
Their next stop after this will be the Real Housewives franchise.
Don’t watch this docudrama. Just give it a thumbs down. Tell your friends.
Leave the door shut. We don’t want to see in there and you told us two years ago you didn’t want people bothering you who’s trapped now? This is a rich couple living in a mansion in 
California this girl married a prince and has done nothing but complain from the minute she did, she’s famous for lying, self promotion, only inviting one of her black relatives to her Royal 
wedding; ignoring her handicapped, father and sister; and slandering her husband’s family. We’re sick of hearing their complaints we’re sick of hearing about this couple shut up! Shut up! 
Shut up!!!! please
“Why did you want to me this documentary?”

Harry & Meghan : for money and as a desperate bid for relevance.
The most public attempt at privacy.
They wanted out, they're out.  Enough of the whining and carrying on; they sound like petulant teenage girls.
I do not care about this documentary about the 2 bullies won't be watching but the comment section is gold
WOW HOW BRAIN DEAD ARE THEY ??? READ THE ROOM, YOU ARE RICH!!! Dudes gonna wake up one day, divorce her, and marry a proper english woman.
The *only* reason Netflix would bother with these two grifters is precisely because they are connected to the British Royal Family. Harry's wife would still be an unknown D-list actress if 
she didn't social-climb, dumping her ex-husband, discarding so-called 'friends', and gatecrashing events in order to 'date' a Prince. Now these two entitled brats are claiming "the stakes are 
high"? Get real.
Harry would garner more respect if he actually did become financially independent by learning a trade and living with his family in privacy, which the couple claimed they wanted. Harry's 
wife doesn't want privacy though, otherwise she wouldn't have clawed her way to marrying into royalty.
😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣😂😂🤣😂😂🤣🤣😂😂🤣🤣😂😂🤣😂😂🤣 wondering what more they can say about their 4? year relationship 😂😂🤣🤣😂🤣 soooooo are we 
expecting the same old 🐃💩 or some new revolutionary lies about say Harry nearly drowning in a tragic jet skiing accident the day Louis turned 4 and NOONE IN THE FAMILY CARED or 
maybe Lilibet was devastated by her lack of titles and how raaaayycist it is that her cousins get them and she threw herself from her cot in despair how about the time Meghan was racially 
abused by the people in the housing unit in Africa because they don't understand her trauma 😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣😂
Oh God… here it comes 🤮

Any chance you could please quickly summarise it as not a hope in hell of wasting my time watching this in realtime. Also haven't watched and no interest in watching the crown either.
Sorry for your loss(es) Netflix :D



Waste creatures on earth !!! Jobless !!! Pennyless!!!

And Netflix can stoop to any low !!!! For money !!!! Even drifting families apart !!!!!

And it's just few months queen passed away, can't Netflix show some empathy towards the royal family for losing HM Queen .

Harry and Meghan can better have money taken from royal family than Netflix for good.
Lying treacherous  nasty ugly hypocritical  pair of clowns nobody believes  a word out of their mouth now . Can't believe  I took an hour off work to watch this vicious  pair get married  here 
in Ireland.  Can't stand them now !
Bless... why are they doing?

FOLLOW THE MONEY

Greedy woman has used Harry, not one is fooled. He wanted to get away from Public glare .. which had given him vast privileges .... FINE... BUT to share family confidential stuff is sickening 
.. SAD to see. Princess Diana brought him up better than that.

An odious self centred narcissistic woman is behind this.

He was gifted MILLLIONS from The HM the Queen Mother, Princess Diana, AND Charles ....Trust funds that will protect his family for generations... and this is his thanks.....   

Such a shame... betraying his own family and HM The Queen (RIP). 

Sad that Netflix have appeased them.
I don’t hate Harry and Meghan, but you do need to question why are they doing this documentary. Money or to destroy the royal family? Either aren’t kind choices.
exactly.
You wish.
Yep. She'll find a way to Johnny Depp him.
 @miniprepper  they will live together with a constant undercurrent of suspicion about each other. Any time they are ready to split up, both will wonder what the other is capable of. What 
a way to live
I hope this backfires big-time for Ginge and Cringe 💩💩
They’re a laughing stock. Can’t wait for this to end so they can go away forever and live out the rest of their talentless days in a cold dark mansion. No family, no friends.
Hear her story ? More like a bunch of lies
Megan is so fame hungry
Already ratiod and now having to hide the dislikes lol
Harry & Meghan, you are pathetic. Grow up, stop blaming people for everything, get a real job.
I can't believe you paid them actual money for this, Netflix!! Awful.
The NPD and the Simp. Pass.
Meghan's suffering really puts the plight of grooming gang victims into perspective



I literally can't believe Netflix entertained such bull crap. She should be speaking on pedophila if she loves children so much.    She is a narcissist and Harry is an absolute moron!!!!! Cancel 
them alone with the kardashians.  Such toxic vultures
BS !
What happened to moving to America for privacy
I don’t see how this release is bothering William and Kate’s trip… they are getting a big, warm welcome and lots of press. I think the news out of Buckingham Palace regarding one racist 
godmother is more embarrassing and distracting to be honest.
Kate looks stunning, as always 😍 she does not age! RF is lucky to have someone like her
what doesn't sense to me is why they continue talking and trying so hard to be viral and exposed if they were so desperate to run away from the media, they are begging for attention 
every single day since the quitting
Poor Netflix. They really bet on the wrong horse with these two. They gotta eek out some profit out of their contract with these two and hopefully part ways asap.
Lol. I WANNA THROW UP.
Breaks my heart to see how Harry is separating himself more and more from William 💔💔💔💔😪
Long live the king 👑
The racism in these comments is genuinely disturbing, but unsurprising.
She really is the best thing that has happened to the monarchy!
 @Megan Carter  I hope they appreciate her.
 @Franny Fisher  from the way William, Charles, Camilla, Sophie, Edward, Zara, mike and Anne all interact with her, there is so much love and affection there. You can tell they are a close 
family who really love each other. This must be so painful for them. Especially thinking back to how close Harry was to William, Catherine. Mike, Zara etc - it’s devastating. But the rest of 
them have each other at least. They must be hurting so bad from all this.
😹😹😹😹😹😹
Botox poster girl.  Brave face while hubby cheats away.
Fairy tales aren't real!
 @Karma D  You just leave the same comment all over the place because you're a hater. Your proof of that? Zero.
If you mean Rose, the person who started that rumor admitted it wasn’t true and pulled it from their account. And Rose and Catherine were pictured together afterwards being very 
friendly. The Waleses seem close as a couple and have been together nearly twenty years now. Seems pretty unlikely at this point.
 @Kiki M  And the person who told that story was journalist Giles Coren. He tweeted it after returning from the opening of Soho House in Amsterdam and there's a picture of him at that 
event sitting next to markle, giggling and whispering with her. Now I wonder...... where could he have got that rumour from?
Prince William was very lucky to have met the Middletons. They were able to give him a true sense of family.
that's their new job, they don't have other projects
 @Lil G  there are thousands of jobs they could do, slackers
It’s devastating
It is sad, but Harry do not love his family, and that is a fact.
William I am sure is happy  along with the rest of the family!!!!!
Tampon Charlie!
Criticism isn't racism
The most embarrassing part of the royal family and you try to make their image look good. I know that netflix hate anything about traditional values, but keep your american ass out of 
british royalty
Dislikes are coming in hot, this will truly show how much of a liar harkles are. They are the most annoying celebrities 🙄



I will Not watch it because I Fully Respect their precious Privacy as they claimed that they wanted so badly to avoid the public attention years ago. Even interviews after interviews, book 
after book, many episodes of self-pity podcasts and stories on some strange magazines I never heard until their big faces on cover, they still have so much to tell with same or different 
versions of stories. What an amazing Non-stop stories telling couple with perfect acting skills! 😂
Is harry talking about protecting his family from the press and public scrutiny…..in a TELL ALL DOCUMENTARY?
More victim narratives from these 2 entitled brats. They are only famous for their titles from the RF who they hate so much. The hypocrisy.
Unintelligible! The *stakes are only high in their own minds which is why they are constantly caught-out lying and exploiting their families. So no, it makes no sense to hear their fiction 
from them. And don’t blame Netflix if this vainly constructed story is a failed attempt at public manipulation. This means the *stakes are potentially higher for Netflix… maybe Netflix 
should be telling their *story about H&M and the sheer horreur inflicted on them!
It’s like watching a car crash in slow motion. Except I will not watch their show. They have deluded themselves in their importance. I see it as Harry walked away from his duties but more 
importantly he walked away leaving William and even Kate alone to shoulder the real work. These two are beyond entitled.
Harry is selling out 
So crude

Influshitters with a budget. Lowest of the low trying and failing. Claaassy girl and a dumb traitor. If the BRF has to fall please let it be done by someone great like Blas de Lezo not this.
Poor acting with dramatic music- hopefully nobody will watch it
The division they’ve caused will be their legacy.When they’ve finished trashing his Family and are counting all their money,karma will knock on the door.
I live and work in Hollywood. No one cares about these two. The mention of them elicits eye rolls in this town. Plus, smug Markle in her chair: "Isn't it time we hear the story from us 
(H&M)?" What? They are the ONLY people we EVER hear from! They never shut up! Is the Markle girl suggesting The Royal Family or William and Kate have somehow shared with the 
world their side of the story and now it's time we finally get to hear from H&M? This woman is delusional. We all heard their myriad of lies about their side of the story in the disastrous 
Oprah interview and doesn't Markle's husband have a book coming out? Just please go away already! We Americans do not claim these two. Go to Canada.
Of course, Will & Kate are Stateside today.  Awkward dinner conversation.
I love the comments section!!! 😂 these two are nuts!
They will make an irreversible error attacking Kate. They will never be able to walk back from that mistake.
I’d rather see them tell their own story, over reading about them in some trashy state sponsored rag of a newspaper
Okay, I don't mean to judge beforehand but I find it hilarious how convenient everything is with these two: Prince William and Princess Catherine visit the US, the trailer drops; HM Queen 
Elizabeth dies and Meghan does a podcast; King Charles is starting his duties as sovereign and Harry decides to realese his autobiography; It's funny because they are demanding privacy 
every step they can and yet they are the ones exposing every single detail that happens behind closed doors. It's like they are trying so HARD to copy Princess Diana and it's simply looking 
tacky.
It makes total sense and I look forward to hearing your story from you!
Sooooooooo much cringe
Guys let US wait and See. Nobody of US really knows what was going on. Maybe still not after the Netflix Doku? I really don't Like Meghan. Nevertheless let her Tell her Story, and Harry 
tells His Story.
Laughing because watching at These days a Doku/Film about Henry 8 and Anne boleyn. Today No one of the Royal Family is killed because of not doing so well. 
But Guys, think this  is big enough Not be nice to new members of the Family (maybe Not really wanted from Moment one) and there are still enviants servants today, who, however, can 
No longer send anyone to the scaffold
His family = Megan and their kids
This! The incongruence.



yeah, he’s an IDIOT! I hope he’s prepared for an ONSLAUGHT ATTACKING HIS FAMILY CONSIDERING HE HAS NO BOUNDARIES WITH HIS OWN BROTHER AND KIDS.. ETC.. DRAGGING HIS 
FAMILY THROUGH THE MUD, CAUSING THE SUGARS TO THREATEN WILLIAMS KIDS LIVES, AND THE HURT HE HAS CAUSED.. ALL BETS ARE OFF!! I can’t stand this pair of nasty HYPOCRITES!
harry's wife hates kate, she wanted to become queen herself. she has never understood how monarchy works, she never cared.
 @Karma D   @Karma D  yes, we are commenting BC we enjoy reading about the damage this entitled couple are doing to themselves.  It's more entertaining than any Netflix  
documentary, book, Scobie media bs or Oprah interview!
 @Karma D  and so are you..what’s your point???
 @Karma D  You've said the same thing every comment thread, Meghan. No one cares. PLEASE give us the privacy u tell us you desire. You are a entire piece of 💩.
Yes, like they've told us their story and what's going on.... so many times since they left the royal family. Bah. It's just another money grab.
Can't wait! Love em!
How many ways do they need to tell their story ! We had Oprah ! We had Apple TV! We had Dax Shepherd! He’s got a book coming out ! Now this ! They left the RF 3years ago, isn’t it time 
to move on and get on with your lives !
It’s clownery, your honor
HARD PASS
YUK…..🙈
This makes me hate them less but it's alittle coincidental that this comes out when William and Kate's big trip to America is happening.......too why did you make this?! Harry already said it 
was for money lol
"Ok 2nd Grade take your seats, today you will be learning about contradiction and previlege"
🤮🤮🤮🤮
Meghan reeks of jealousy! I’m not even British but it’s blatantly obvious that she cannot stand the popularity Kate has and will do everything in her power to destroy it. But she’s only 
exposing herself in the process. So desperate for attention
Whining whining and more whining and o so in love... How many divorces we have seen of couples just like them and all their poison now directed at others will then be directed at each 
other. Indeed pure karma.
I grew up in the  UK in the 70s, 80s, and 90s as a mixed race (black/white) lad. Most British people are not racist, the vast majority to be honest.

The UK has done more than any other country to expand the definition of nationality. In the UK, if you are not white but say you are British, English, Welsh, whatever, most reasonable 
people don't bat an eyelid. Most people nowadays don't care. Redefining nationhood in this way is incredible progress. It was not always like that. And that's certainly not how it works in 
China or Japan or wherever where your physical appearance determines whether you belong just like how in the 50s and 60s a black person could not claim to be British without pushback. 
Times have changed. The ugly "no, where are you really from?" interrogation at the palace that is in the news right now is only happening because the woman asking the ugly questions is 
old, really old. That is not the Britain I know.

So I will not have it said  - particularly by people from the US who need to get their own house in order first -  that the UK is a racist nation.

On the other hand, the look on Kate's face at 0:25 is one I do recognize very well. It is exactly how some upper class people / privately educated people look down their noses at the 
"lower" classes, whether they be black or white. What we have in the UK is a class problem, not a race problem.

You only have to look at our entitled politicians - all from the same schools - to realize that.
Meghan Markle is the most unlikable women on planet earth. A complete and total phony/fake/fraud



I cannot wait. It's brilliant that Harry & Meghan will speak on their own terms, haters be damned. ❤❤🙏💪👏👏👏👏🥰🥰
Stakes high? What? Lmfao
Still mad he didn’t choose one y’all 😂
Vomit. Who wants to watch these two jealous sociopaths?  I hope Netflix loses their shirts with these liars’ revengeful tosh.
I think its beautiful to hear from them
Considering Harry loathed the media because of what happened to Diana, it's amazing he married somebody that will stop at nothing to court as much media attention as possible.  As a 
low-grade actress it seems her fame is built on courting controversy with "royal revelations".  Narcissism at it's worst.
I'm just going to skip this one.
I thought the RF threw away MM's passport and she was crying herself to sleep every night. All I see is pictures of exotic travel locations and smiles surrounded by a lifestyle most can only 
dream of. What a vile pair.
lol
Don't forget the podcast that was all about her.😳
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  yes, we are commenting BC we enjoy reading about the damage this entitled couple are doing to themselves.  It's more entertaining than any Netflix  documentary, book, 
Scobie media bs or Oprah interview!
@Karma D  We all have a right to comment.  Stop being a  troll. You're in EVERYONE'S comments saying the same thing.  Just pathetic.
It’s hard to move on when it’s your only source of income
Whinging about the royals IS their life.
They left to stay out of the spotlight don't forget haha
Exactly! Well said
That look on her face at 0:25? That ain't actually a glare. More of a solemn expression (like everyone else! Just look at Camilla, William - even Harry! Would they be "glaring" too, if they just 
happened to be looking at the camera in that particular instant?) whilst glancing at the camera. My, such a big deal. Why, it absolutely reeks "looking down her nose", especially towards 
someone who is sitting behind her. (Face palm). 

Also, while on the note of that picture... between Kate and Meghan, Meghan is more the one that seems to be "looking down her nose". One could almost suggest that she even looks 
smug.
well i have read a lot of racist articles in BP and uk commenters so you are wrong
 @diane carder   There are 60 million people in the UK. A few thousand people can write racist nonsense and create a storm online. If you read thousands of comments you will feel that 
you are drowning in a sea of racism. But you need to remember the size of the original population. 

In day to day life in the UK, far fewer people care about your background / race / ethnicity than almost any other country in the world. Race issues are certainly handled far better in the US 
than the UK. In fact many of the problems re: race in the UK that do exists are imported from the US as a result of the dominance of the US media, which poisons our well with US 
problems. 

Where are you from?
This is going to backfire badly.  No amount of money is worth this!
I will be blocking this program as soon as it debuts on Netflix just as I did with The Crown. I don't want to see those two grifters anywhere on my Netflix homepage.
Why does she assume the "stakes are this high" to the general public? To me, that is the distorted perception of a narcissist in a nutshell.



Why is this being told??  Makes no sense. I guess something to make money.  They are still young...seems irrelevant.
wow! no shame, what a pair. $$$$$  is all they know.
I very much look forward to missing this.
"When the stakes are this high"...Oh please Meghan,  your husband was sixth in line to the throne before the Queen died and you were a D list actress. Neither of you deserve the titles of 
the role you choose to ditch for your victimhood dribble. I refuse to support woke Netflix.
BOOOOOOO!!!!! 
WHAT STAKES YOU WHINY NARCISSIST??????
The comment section is more entertaining 😂
So, when Harry and Meghan said We Now Honour My Father In His New Role as King Charles III after The Queen passed they were lying?  Because if the blurb from Netflix accompanying 
this release is anything to go by then they're going to stick the knife into the RF and twist it for all it's worth.  A truly horrible and vindictive pair.
Wether you like it or not They have the right to defend themselves , to tell their side of the story💯for what I have seen the Royals  can’t help themselves, would be less damaging for 
them if they will openly admit Black people are not of their likes
Seriously people- if you hate them this much then don't watch... it's truly sad that this world is literally full of HATE! It's so easy to put others down- whom we don't even know- regardless 
being rich/poor/color/greed or other which seems to be the norm to make ourselves feel better- when did we get here?  The fact we/most were already there! So Sad....
“No one sees what happens behind closed doors” = “No one sees our trauma/pain and we want you all to feel sorry for us” 🙄



So the dislikes have been turned off cz last time I checked there were over 21k dislikes. But brave to keep the comments section open and let people express how they really feel. And if 
rumours are true, and Haz stays up at night scrolling, maybe you will come across this comment, so here goes: 

Harry,

You are in a a relationship with a narcissist. She love bombed you, and then gas lit you and manipulated you into leaving you entire family behind. Things will never be what they once 
were, she will give you respite periods and dangle treaties for your good behaviour here and there, but mostly she will make you question your reality, be paranoid and angry and insecure 
and sad. She has used your mothers story to mirror it back to you through her, which is so sick. The world can see it and you can’t because your in it, in this cycle of uncertainty. She plays 
victim constantly and needs your full attention constantly, and everything is your fault. Always will be. And I feel for you. But. 

Problem is Haz… that you’ve lied. You lied many times in that Oprah interview and smeared your family calling them out as racists while your beloved grandfather was on his deathbed. You 
did a couple of pretty petty things after that, embarrassing for you but then… and you tried to be royals in New York which bombed, you called out the monarchy saying you know who 
should be around your granny and it was all just so ridiculous and un self aware. Many snide digs at your family just made you two look worse and worse, meghans interviews and podcasts 
exposed her more… 

Then while your beloved grandmother was lying on her death bed, what did you do? Visit? No. You then made it all victim hood and petulance, that ridiculous comment about your 
uniform (no soldier wears one when he no longer serves, you sounded like a spoilt little boy-no doubt your wife made you put out that statement - bad move) and then you brought her to 
that walk about after she did the in the cut interview and had that not so veiled threat against your family. You forced her onto the British public. After she trashed their royal family. Your 
own family. People don’t like that. The world doesn’t like it. It’s gross. 

You’ve made so many mistakes and you keep playing victim-victim and you never take any accountability for your lies or your hypocrisy (where’s that privacy you said you wanted huh?) all 
you two do is complain, and have these swipes at the royal family, or royal way or royal life yet use the titles for fame and fortune. It’s so hypocritical and so transparent - the world sees 
you don’t want privacy, you want to be worshiped. 

And how you could let your wife attack Catherine like that is beyond me. The sister you never had. I don’t know how you are going to get past all this. With this ridiculous award coming up. 
With your book, no doubt not filled with the truth but your wife’s. We all know she’s read every page and been there to approve or disapprove and perhaps use some flowery these words 
Come home Harry, this girl is no good for you. We continue to love you, and we acknowledge your hardships, but this is wrong. You should be with your family.
I guess Netflix enjoys losing subscribers.
SHAME ON YOU NEFLIX FOR PAYING THESE 2 GRIFTERS MONEY TO LIE ABOUT  THE ROYAL FAMILY!!!! HARRY IS A TRAITOR  AND MEGAN IS A EVIL,LYING,MANIPULATIVE WOMEN WHO 
ALWAYS PLAYS THE VICTIM AND BLAMES OTHER PEOPLE.SHE IS A PROVEN LIAR.SHAME ON YOU,I HOPE NOBODY WATCHES THIS GARBAGE FULL OF LIES.RECOLECTION MAY VERY AS THE 
AMAZING QUEEN ELIZABETH SAID!!!!
Sooo dumb. Nobody cares .
I can’t wait for this 🥰
Yep!
Grandiosity.  Very common with narcissists.
If their royal titles had been removed when they left as working royals, Netflix wouldn’t of made the series with them. Their worth is their titles - and without the titles, they wouldn’t stand 
a chance of winning the court case they’re in for free protection and security everywhere they go. Those are the stakes…..Along with wounding to her ego, being the narcissist she clearly 
is. (See HG Tudor)



Yes!!
yup!👍
H&M seem to be implying a possible assassination plot.
Oh please........Meghan may be disliked, but she's not that important.

You're an idiot. The stakes were high because she had threats against her life from far right groups in the UK. Its not like any royal has ever been targeted before has it.... Oh wait...
Rubbish. They were just mouthing off. Extreme Right wingers expressing hate, nothing more. Blown up out of proportion no doubt. The only credible threat would be from extremist 
Islamic Terrorist group like ISIS.
🤣 same
Defend from what, whom,all they do is  they atack atack and atack
Aren’t they tired if playing victims again 😂?
Lucky for them they look beautiful in black and white photographs in the grief and sexy moments.
Behind the closed doors they bully the stsff
 @OG13  I love the comment about the Hermes blanket
He’s with his wife and two children. They are his family.
 @Judy Lind  A family perhaps, but not the family. Our Royal family.
Canceling my netflix account if this is the rubish they have to offer.
The haters will watch this documentary just to have something to say 😂😂😂 but we’re here for it?
Well done, Harry and Meghan 👏Don’t worry about the negative comments. They probably come from a small number of individuals who have multiple accounts set up just for these 
occasions. Envy is a powerful motivator and bitterness is prevalent in the lives of the empty.
Wow not one positive response. Of course I’ve only read the first hundred comments.
The Dull and the Bull
Rather watch Days of our lives
More believable story lines
Deliberately attacking William and Kate now is it? These two have released the Invictus trailer and now this in the same week William and Kate are in the US. It's so obvious that they are 
feeling inferior. It's embarrassingly pathetic to watch. Low class American tries to outshine the Royal Family and accuses an entire country of being racist. Yes good luck Meghan, try being 
famous on talent (got any?) rather than piggybacking off your in laws.
10K likes vs 34K dislikes 1 December EST 4:54pm
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 4:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 2:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
No, Netflix, it generally does NOT make more sense to hear a story from proven habitual liars, but thank you so much for teaching us that wealthy, deceitful, egomaniacal whingers, who 
perpetually find themselves in ideally lit locations, might have feelings, too. 
Where's duty? Where's sacrifice? hahaha Harry, William is your only brother!!! This can't end well.



YouTube Comment Logic.

William and Kate live off benefits paid for by the UK taxpayers. No actual real life experience - Saints.

Harry and Meghan - Don't live off the states money, make money for themselves. Live a tiny bit closer to the real world - Evil.

Take a second, think about it. We're writing comments on YouTube, they're living it up in mansions, all of them. Wake up.
They need to dish out which member of the RF questioned the skin colour of their son. Was it Billy?
Hey netflix, I just sold all my shares bcs of this teaser. I just bought Apple shares worth 10K dollars. Next time, Think Twice about the content you want to produce.
There are 3 sides to this story
1 - Harry and Meghan's side
2 - The palace's side 
3 - the actual full and objective truth
For people to side with Harry and Meghan without knowing the other two sides of the story is plain biased and stupid
That said, in my humble opinion, trashing your family to make money is just not right.
I'm so excited!!! I can't wait!!!!!
Megan and Harry are milking their relationship hard. And why there is a series about them? is there something worth documenting about their lives other than being celebrities and rich 
(both of which are neither interesting or worthy)?
The stakes are high for them, not for us regular people. We happily will let you live in privacy. We don't need royals living in the US.
@32seconds, did anyone else notice that when Harry says "I had to do everything I could to protect my family" he is literally shaking his head incongruently? 🤔🤔
Yuk. I’m not going to dignify it by watching it. They are a pair of revolting, self-serving, money-grabbing, self-pitying brats.
Won’t be watching these two whining grifters.
I hope the nude scenes are tastefully done.
Yeah people love nasty drama. It’s sad but true.
Hahahahahaha
wow you can count
BRAVO!!
Then don’t watch, dear. It’s that simple.
 @Himmiefan  if you dont like negative comments,  then stay off YT. It's that simple.
I don't follow or care for the "royal" family, but what makes these two habitual liars? Isn't the whole royal family a bunch of liars? (with the exception of Diana of course)
 @Himmiefan  apply the same logic to yourself and dont read the comments 😂😂😂😂
 @Himmiefan  you’re in the wrong place if you came to support that lying woman and her red-headed husband coming back to sell us more lies.😂
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 Brilliant
Proven habitual liars?
 @JTrain  awe snap.
Probably William's godmother that was just fired for being racist towards another Black woman!
It was Harry
 @Name  not to mention all their friends, like William's godmother (who was charged with heling Meghan adjust) turning out to be a raging racist.



wait together with you bot buddies!
 @Lil G  with my what? What's wrong with you?

This privileged people should be a shame on all mankind that had struggle for money just for the basic and this woman is crying over her Hermes Blanket. Your disgusting! The Prince and 
Princess of Wales are better than you, maybe behind the door not, but at least they are not crying about their privilege. Your just like your daddy Charles III. Príncipe mimado
I scrolled down too much in comment section, i hate to break it to u netflix, but it might be a flop 😬
She's so ugly.

I sincerely mean this and with no malice or forethought intended, that the pair of you bolloxed up the greatest opportunity to truly make something out of your lives by serving the public 
instead of serving yourselves, and by so doing you denied your destinies. I shall conclude by stating that you are both quite mad, and undeserving of even the slightest attention.
Why do they think we will all be enchanted by their love story? I think we’ve already seen and heard enough from these 2 self centered egomaniacs. Seeing a reconciliation with her father 
would be much more entertaining. Better yet, have them address the many lies they told in the Oprah interview 🙄
We are sick of hearing your story.
They could have made a life for themselves but instead decided to trash the royal family for cash. Here's just another moan from the ex-royals, and of course dropped the week of 
Earthshot. Tacky as hell. Do you really think people want to hear another Oprah moan from these two publicity hounds? Btw - did the Prince and Princess of Wales grant permission for 
their photo to be used in this?
And shame on you Harry, you should know better.
I think it's very sad .I got the feeling from the very start when Meghan  joined royal family that there was going to be something   n I didn't think it would be good  .like now
The comments aimed at tearing down Harry and Meghan for being wealthy are a little misguided, considering the colonizing and theft of resources of the entire globe by the Crown. They 
walked away from that 💩. The depiction of the Royal Family in this documentary should be met with the same energy most of you had when the UK and USA media was using every racist 
trope to depict Meghan and her family. You undercover racists and colonized puppets look like 🤡🤡's.
Guys in the comment section: Have you all lost your minds and humanity? We don t need to read your hating comments.
If Netflix wants to regain their subscribers, they need to stop peddling this BS. No one is going to buy into these lies except the extremely gullible.
FRAUDS
Harry and Meghan: left the royal family for “privacy”
Also Harry and Meghan:

this is all i need to see to see it's just them winging , the act like they have  this big story to tell . They have northing . This looks shit . More lies and victim hood ., These two are a joke
LOVE YOU Meagan and Harry- You both deserve a wonderful life together 💙
They just want the British taxpayers to fund an extravagant multi million dollar lifestyle.  If they truly had sought out a private life I would listen to them - as it is every time they open their 
mouths another lie comes out
This trailer just proves how tone deaf and out of touch with reality they really are.. Actually quite sad, What would their careers be, if not moaning about how hard it is to be a royal? I 
wonder what will happen when this narrative runs dry, divorce maybe? It wouldn't surprise me, anything to stay relevant!
Sinceramente, me parece muy asqueroso que estás personas lloren sobre sus privilegios como si todo el mundo no se estuviera yendo a la miseria. Esperemos que no terminen como 
María Antonieta. Trucha.
Wills and Kate arrived in Boston today, they are looking wonderful!  It's lovely to see them together, smiling and bringing some fun to the city.
Hmmm let's see how this will end for H and M and Netflix.
So much for wanting private lives 🙄



BOOOO!! Nobody but rats like either of you!!
Thank you for your Ted Talk,  Deana. There are a lot of us who were also colonised. Fortunately, we found a profession where we can make a living which doesn't require us to be new age 
inquisition & professional victims & race-baiting liars. There is more to life than constantly looking for people who offend you because something someone said without malice offended 
you. The only thing Meghan and your woke type do are to make the rest of us ordinary people put a 1000-mile distance between you and us. 🙄🙄
They certainly deserve each other 🤣🤣
No complaining,. no whinging. just getting on with the job. no matter how much trashing they get from Grifters Harry and Megan, they remain calm and unfazed.
I have so much respect for Kate and Will (coming from a Non Britisher)
The prince and princess of Wales are our pride and joy. Both humble, genuine, kind and funny. True royalty. The opposite of his brother and his wife. Both ingenious, both liars, both 
spreaders of misery and gloom. Both jealous of the Wales’s.
And actually doing good
I love the kindness and compassion which is the foundation of all they do. They are dedicated and humble. Handing out awards. Not paying to receive them
Too bad they are separated.
 @Tee Mac  What "good"  does any member of the RF actually do?
 @Karma D  ?  Sorry but who
 @Karma D  actually a lot. A lot of charities would not exist if it wasn't for the exposure and fund raising that the Royal Patronages provide. Actually look into it without bias. You'd actually 
be surprised. Hence why they dedicate their time to it.
 @Karma D  🙄 oh God  you're one of those. Really? Get a life
Will and Kate: Now there's a classy couple,
King and Queen right there!!!
 @Karma D  You just leave the same comment all over the place because you're a hater and MeghanMarkleBot. Stay mad, Sugar.

I’m kind of disappointed with these comments we should try to see more of their perspective and how much heartlessness and stress the royal family can have on people trying to be 
themesevelves. Doesn’t mean i agree with them making this a doc but it would be interesting to see what they went through especially Harry because that’s basically his family.
0:44 "When the stakes are this high. Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"
Can anyone explain the stakes, and who raised them so high? Personally, it went right over my head.
Respect and Trust earned. She lied so much during Oprah's interview that I have chosen not to believe or watch anything from their productions with Netflix. Peace out !!!
Yuck 🤮
Let's call this what it is. A reality TV show . Following a pair of woke whiny manipulating condescending hypocritical narcissists. Meghan falls out with EVERYONE including the first 
filmmaker on this project. Diabolical control freak obsessed with controlling her image. This is going to be a messy work of self serving fiction. YuCK
shameless! taking their perpetual victimhood to Netflix! and shame on you Netflix! And the acting?!? Girl, stop!!!
Why?
Their children will be in college, and these two will still be screaming racism and oppression & producing ( by then YouTube home made) documentaries to bash the BRF. What a strange, 
unhappy,  vindictive, 
wretched couple. Also, Harry doesn't seem to have any issues with the world watching him tongue his Mrs. What a tosser!
ok, when is this coming out?
Sometimes we all need a good cry in front of our Hermes blankets…
The fact that these 2 people have only known eachother for like 5 years 💀 if it’s THAT hard maybe it’s time to call it. Also therapists exist for a reason
Yeah, no.



Nmarcle is like a female DARRELL BROOKS  she just won’t shut up and go away 😂😂😂
A 2nd comment. I've cancelled my subscription to Netflix today. I hope everyone else on here complaining on here, like me, do the same. Let Netflix feel it in their pocketbook.
This was then, soon a divorce is on the cards
Who has someone take a photo of them crying and then shares it with the world? A narcissist who is overly thirsty for attention!
This is so evil..
🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
And here they are again: The Haters with no Life
Grotesque.... terrible music like in a horror movie...
Well the RF went true a lot to cover Harry's alcoholic escapades,  the drug use, naket pictures of him and women, his laziness,  lack of education,  the list goes on and on , so they went 
through a lot , Harry had fun and disrespect to everything that was gifted to him
they are legends in their own mind..
I haven't a clue. Word salad and gobbledygook casserole.
The stakes are so high right now because they are down to their last few millions. at the rate they are going, they will be homeless in a few months, that's why they are doing this, selling 
out his family again, so they can make money while leaving destruction everywhere they go.
Her need for attention at all costs?
I was wondering, what stakes?
Yet here you are commenting away.
It’s probably far too deep and meaningful for us mere mortals to understand
My thoughts exactly! I came here not because I have any interest in watching but to read the comments instead. Did not disappoint!!
I know I commented that too…what 🥩 🥩🥩🥩🥩🥩🥩🥩
 @Karma D  Oh wow! you got them good. They may never get over your clever retort. Job well done.
Maybe he meant the price of stakes? We're in a recession after all, and money is tight for them these days. Maybe they're literally high up and he can't reach them off the shelves, because 
he's down on the floor, grasping for a crumb of attention?
Money. It's all about money.
😂my thoughts exactly! WHAT STAKES?
 @Karma D  what does this comment even mean 😂
YES! I just said the same thing. These comments are great. What steaks? We don’t have steaks in my house.
She's making the bad press surrounding their final year or so (out of maybe 2 years of service) out to be a "life and death" situation.
Why? Will just be more lies like Oprah’s nightmare. They can’t seem to tell the truth. Not watching this or reading his book.
More of their story ....yawn ...more lies and rubbish
 @Karma D  They asked for clarification as to what those stakes are and you can't even state them. Maybe the stakes are them trying to get away with being friends with Jeffery Epstein. In 
Ghislaine Maxwells biography, author Kirby Sommers said that Meghan met Prince Andrew through Jeffery Epstein before she met Prince Harry. 
Aren't you glad you brought up that can of worms by acting like a twit?
No body cares about them so no worries about any steaks !!!!!
And didn’t we hear her “story” on Oprah, in finding freedom, in the stupid lifetime movie and H’s upcoming book? How many stories have they got??
Shes trying to be like princess Diane, selling herself as a victim and that she´s being watch and threathen (not saying that diane wasnt persecuted, just that megan is desesperate for being 
relevant)
Of course the stakes are high for them.  How else are the going to make a living without pimping themselves out?



They are out to destroy the British Monarchy for their so-called liberal backers.
They suffer from delusions of grandeur.
 @Karma D  They released this trailer to garner interest and commentary. What isn't clear? Oh... we have to love it too... ?
He is not even the Spare anymore. He has been relegated to below Princess Charlotte and Prince Louis. What stake????
 @Karma D  Nice to hear from you. Would like to hear more, thanks.
I think she means because she’s such a VIP. So what’s happening to her should be very important to us.
The traitor married a compulsive liar!
Just Me-Gain being dramatic again.
you will not understand rich people's problems 🤷
🤣🤣
Who can tell their story, its all lies, can't keep track of their own truth! 🤣🤣🤣
You are just 1 person that doesn’t count, can’t you see that? 🤣🤣🤣. If you had a bit of interest in them why bother to even watch or read anything about HER/them?
Their lives.
 NOW,  move to the back of the class and put on the pointed cap.
Haven’t they been telling their story since 2021.  How many more lies can they make up?  Just shut up!
Yes that's what I though what stakes is she spewing now. Most unlike able creature she is. Seriously it's time for Charles to act.
 @Jen Adams  👍👍👍
They can’t decide on rib eye steaks or sirloin
 @Raoul Duke 😂

 @Queena Mic  In response to your question, I watch her/them the way you're drawn to the scene of a bad car accident. As for being 1 person who doesn't count...well, no, I definitely 
don't count in the way that they do. Nor would I want to. Because counting in the way she does, comes with a responsibility. But she chose to count in that way and do nothing but draw 
attention to herself, her false victimhood and her lies, instead of using her fame and platform to better mankind the way she preaches us about. Is that a good answer for you?
 @Brooke  Did somebody say Steak?
Too high then? Thanks to everybody taking one for the side. Came to give my down tick on account to the drivel I saw so far, but couldn’t bring myself to actually watch the crap.
The stakes are losing her titles and titles for her kids, I guess. That's the only thing I can think of and the only thing I'd think she'd care about.
 @Karma D  yep😂🤣
😂
😅
The stakes she keeps to stab Kate with 😱
Eat steaks while high
she forgot its not a gameshow.
I thought "Huh?"
I think shes setting the svene to talk about her having suicidal thoughts. but agreed shes already told us about that.
😂😂😂👏👏👏👏
 @Christi D  wise decision :face-pink-tears:



 @Lisa Rodier  Don’t underestimate Harry’s wife’s ability to change her story for the next iteration...

I’m more interested in how long it will take for Tyler, Oprah et al. to abandon ship - they are running out of life boats...

I am also waiting for Alec Baldwin to step aside from this upcoming award ceremony because this pair is too toxic even for him 😂
Well, they need 16 loos for a house. Presumably that costs a fair bit. So, if trashing your family can $$$-tize, then doing this show will mean 16 loos or no loo at all 🤕
Exactly my first question after seeing this garbage. What are the stakes and why are they so high? The usual word salad rubbish Meghan uses.
What stakes.
High from a lowly creature's perspective. A woman who has morally stooped so low all her life to get all the material possessions for herself and a pathetic prince who has no grey cells in 
that red haired balding head of his. The worst creatures on earth....
The subtitles I had read "steaks". It was truly a gut wrenching moment when I realized all of Meghan's personal efforts to end local hunger everywhere the private jet they arrive on lights 
down.  It's been a real game changer for Marriott. Hotel 6 is in talks to book her even as I write this, I'm sure.

I laughed.  I cried.   It...it...it changed my life.
Exactly! WTF is she talking about?  What stakes?
 @Christi D  me too.
Harry allegedly always told his mother if William doesn’t want to be king I will.. Megan wants to Rule
Mind-boggling how they don’t even realize that the game is over, and they’ve already lost everything.
She created her own script for the biggest role in her life. The star of her own show! Has to pile on the drama.
What are they going to be saying/ doing for the other 5 episodes
 @Kathy Kaveh  so how is your bullying or negativity HELPING MANKIND? I mean when we do not have anything positive to contribute,  however keeping out sad and awfulness to people 
we know? Try it , its worth the try! Have a great weekend
 @Queena Mic  pls stop supporting liars and/or pls leave us alone to defend against them.
The stakes are high because Netflix want their money back if they fail to deliver!
 @Queena Mic  collectively we do count … I think you can see that there are many of us who see right through the rubbish, lies and scheming that these two try to fool everyone with. I 
truly can’t understand why people like you support them when they are clearly so morally bankrupt. It astounds me.
The stakes that Netflix might come to their senses and not pay them for this six part fantasy?
its the same blanket she used to wrap herself up in, after a hard day yachting !!
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  yeah in this cost of living crisis, I need the comforting hug of Meghan and Harry’s love story to get me through my sorrows.
I’m doing it now with my costco blanket
Whahahahahahahaha 😂
 @Winter G  😅😂😂
And a camera.... 🤣🤣🤣
 @Karen Levendoski    😂
🤣
 @Karma D  and here you are too🤣😂
 @Karen Levendoski  me too! Costco blankets are awesome and don’t cost as much as a car🤣



Thought it was H for Harry!
 @Karen Levendoski  😂😂😂😂😂
there should be a meme about this sooooooon LOL
Even Karma D can’t defend the absurd
Not to forget that we need our photographers there to catch the moment.
I hear Mother Theresa is coming back from the dead to counsel poor Megs.
I did that every day this week. with a different blanket at the back of me... its all about priorities during the cost of living crisis you know. just one tear and dark sepia or black and white 
tones.
 @Karen Levendoski  😂🤣 howling
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  I am allowed to comment it’s called free speech 🙄
I just did. enough is enough.
I'll be renewing mine 👍
good point!
Meghan hahana it is always a good idea to have a photographer on standby
Nope, not watching.
Can’t wait. Harry fearlessly achieved exactly what his mother wanted so badly for herself ❤
How embarrassing 😳 from royalty to reality TV.
All the haters are here and you will be watching. 😂😂😂😘😘😂
So is this where my subscription money is going to? 🤨 good to know I’ll cancel my membership
So are these two just going to do interviews and documentaries for the rest of their lives crying victim and trashing the royal family while living in their multimillion dollar mansion in 
California?
they have been the only ones talking!!!!  Nah, its their version... again.
Aww, Harry’s poor wife 0:23 sobbing into her smartphone/well-manicured hand with a £1,5000 Hermès throw draped over her chair. Life is so very hard.
These two leeches continue to ride on William and Catherine's coat-tails (and the royal family) to make headway. 
This is yet another failed project that will tank like everything about them. Netflix tell your accountant to begin preparing the Loss statement for this mediocre, revolting production
Desperation and Jealously is showing immensely.
Nothing in this trailer has anything to do with Invictus Games. Shameful
They trained him to be a king...just in case. They brought him up from a literal cradle to be ready always to end up King of England and all the rest, at a moments notice, yet to also live with 
being only a sick-kick instead, with all the training. He is not the former King Edward VIII aka the Duke of Winsor, and never shall be. "They" have treated Harry & Meghan as if they're 
Edward & Wallis, using the same royal punishment, but instead they got the fully trained Prince Harry who could lead like a king. What they got was Prince Harry, not a puppet. Exactly 
what a king should be, not a puppet. And a man who knew how to pick out his own wife, Meghan, stand by her, and love her. A man who can lead, and provide, and protect his family. Not 
merely with wealth, and diamonds, and property, but with true love. They are Harry & Meghan. Duke & Duchess of Sussex.
Gross. Absolutely obscene.
Meghan Is a example of autodetermination. You that hate her, take care of your soul , you can live without hate.
Dear god.   Never has there been a more entitled, narcissistic couple.  We do not care.  At all.  The majority of us are focused on how we’re going to pay for food, utilities, etc.  Is it possible 
to go a week without hearing either one of them whine??  They never shut up!



Sick to death of these 2 people,  making money off their family, they have nothing else to talk about.  Its always poor me , feel sorry for me...when will they learn stabbing your own family 
in the back will get you nowhere. Who's going believe Megan after the lies she has told and got caught  out. They are coming across as desperate for attention , at any cost.
gag me with a spoon
Nobody cares about Megan Mark horse Nobody forced her into the family
hey @netflix read the room! much more important things currently going on.  the emphasis on self importance is off the charts here.
So ya got in-law problems.. we all do. Does anyone actually care? Yawn
What his mother wanted from him? Why always using his mother? His mother wanted him to bully his older brother? 😂 His mother wanted to be under the total control of a narcissistic 
witch? 😂
his mother wanted him to bash his brother, marry a manipulative bully and have no real meaning in life, really? where and when did she say that??
Yet here you are commenting.
Nope just having fun now
me too. just did.
I don't really care about door handles, but you don't see me seeking out a marketing video for them just to comment on how much I'm not interested in them.
 @Phillip Parr  Some of us hope that maybe, just maybe, Harry and Meghan or a Netflix director will see these comments. They've been complaining about the same old same old since 
they left the Royal Family - and all for more money.

 @Caelum   Nobody is forcing anyone to watch it, and Netflix is a business. Ultimately if it's not making them money they'll stop, but it looks to me like this may be a money spinner!

 @Phillip Parr  More likely that it will be more like the podcast. Lots of people weighing in at first, checking it out - and quickly losing interest once they realise it's the same old same old.
 @Phillip Parr  well I am paying for netflix so they are spending my money , do you get it now
 @Kasia  Could be worse, you could be paying for a TV Licence!
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Phillip Parr  it appeared in my timeline.  That’s why I commented.  Since it’s a marketing campaign, I’m sure it’s being pushed by Netflix for all eyes to see.  Hopefully a documentary 
about door handles shows up in my algorithm as that would be much more interesting.
 @T K   you could just ignore it
That's an easy way for these "humanitarians" to make an impact... Pay for groceries for families in these hard times.

But instead we get... This. 💀
Just wonder if they’re really happy.
I want a Season 2.. Will and Kate's perspective . Now, that will have alot of attention I am sure.✌🇨🇦
I enjoyed the comment section more than the trailer
There is nothing wrong about you wanting to tell your side of a story. Nothing more and nothing less… stay strong 🙏
It's a shame Harry wasn't able to defend his wife without having to attack his own family.
I think it's great that they've chosen to do this. Better to set the record straight than letting the press keep getting away with all the vile things they say about them.
100 million from Netflix and they want us to feel bad for "her"?
Leave these people alone let them live
We have enough shitty reality TV shows, we don't need anymore. These two attention whores need to retire to the private life they claimed they wanted.



Wow. Look at all the photoshopping. Harry and Meghan will never be able to distance themselves from the lies and propaganda about to hit the fan.  What pathetic whinging people they 
are.
Boycott this stupid show.
pathetic
Hahahahahahhahhahahaaahahahaa
Judging people for being born privileged is just as backwards as judging those who were born without it.
First they gave their interview with Oprah and Now netflix? Is that a joke ? I mean …
My highest respect goes to Prince William and Princess Katherine.
Enough with the hurst families bring out dem Greenberg’s 😜
I just can’t… with these two. What exactly is he protecting his family from? 🙈 If they went off and just lived their lives like they said they would in the beginning, nobody would be 
bothered with them. But they keep adding fuel to the fire. It’s just old now. They would do anything at this stage for money. Glad I cancelled my Netflix subscription
Soon to make a sex tape 😂😂😂😂
They haven’t shut up since they left the royal family. Are we supposed to feel bad for rich royals who are living the life they chose to lead?
The trailer makes it look like they have escaped a war zone 🤣
Only they not do reality tv, it’s not really royal.
 @Megan Carter  I know😔 wishful thinking on my part✌
No prince and princess of Wales have to say nothing they need to stay above it all not get in the sewer with those two, keep to what his grandmother said stories can vary his brother has 
lost what ever class he had
They're too classy to do that though 😉
That would be so great lol
I doubt they would lower themselves to the level of Harry and Meghan.
They have a rule - don’t complain, don’t explain.
@JC more, go and check the Uk tabloids, Morgan, the daily mailand the sun
I'd actually resubscribe to Netflix for William and Kate
that would be worth watching
Especially since they are separated.
 @Food and Friendship   aka, comic or gutter press.
Yup😎
Will and Kate have too much class and self respect. Leave H&M in the misery of their own making.
You may watch it alone, no one else is interested about your W and K.
 @Valkyrie  me too actually…
No, they Do value their privacy.
Right! That I would watch!
William and Catherine are  the Real Deal, there is not a couple in the world that have the kind of power, influence and impact they have.  You never hear about the things they do all very 
quiet so dignified, modest.  They take the criticism on the chin which almost always has nothing to do with them. They are So focussed on their purpose. So much like Queen Elizabeth And 
while completely private they are so very relateable in public no airs, fun accessible.  Netflix that'll be a coup.
 @Gilli Dee  Yes, if you call living off taxpayers money and having illicit affairs as classy.
Or an expose of the real Harry and Meghan. I would watch that.



I'd watch it!!!
True, but they have too much class to becone reality tv stars.
😂😂😂 yes!!!!!
Remember Boston 🤣
Absolutely
Prince and Princess of Wales are not inferior and lowly like these two lying traitors. Their job is charity, protect the environment and inspire people. No need to constantly complain, "I", "I", 
"me", "me". Cheap
Every time the Overseas go low, our graceful, classy The Prince and Princess of Wales will keep going high.🇬🇧🌹🌹❤❤❤
No they can't and won't...because they have dignity and class, which the 2 characters in season 1 don't have.
They will never come on any show like this ....They have something called "Dignity" and "Class"
When those two bollock go low, Prince and Princess of Wales go high, this is ursula revenge to RF and stupid ginger is digging his own grave
Love Will and Kate.💞
 @Joan rowe  Taxpayers don't mind, there are lots of public services and officials who receive Taxpayers money; if it benefits the country people don't mind.
Lot of people would rather have the Royals than not have them. 
The rumour of William's supposed affair was actually a rumour circulated by Meghan's PR team. Meghan was so jealous of William and Catherine she tried to split them up.
What Taxpayers don't like is spending £32 million on one day on a couple that had no intention of serving or committing for a life time. Taxpayers trusted Harry and Meghan but got ripped 
off.
 @Dorothea Antonio  Well said.
NOW you’re talking 💥💥💥

YESssss Please
 @Karma D  Shut up MegaLiar
me too!
Me 3
FAR more!!!
Me 4!😂🤣
I didn't even watch the trailer! I only came here to read the comments!
I jumped to the comments section before finishing the trailer.
Same
Me 5
me 6 LOL
Me 7
thank you
I am looking forward to watching YouTubers review this.  That'll be fun.
Because we are the people and they are rich trash.
I only made it through half of the trailer, the comments tell me everything I need to know about the rest of the trailer.
So shady 😂
Me 16



Me 17
Truth.
I know 🤣
I skipped the trailer and went directly to the comment section. 😂
Me, too! Didn’t even bother to watch! I am here for the comments, and they are entertaining! 😂
I hope Netflix takes note of all these comments
 @Channelchen  Me 8!
samesies
Truth!
The comment section has more life than those 2
100% here for comments.  Haven’t even watched the whole trailer, I can't stand her voice. 81K dislikes on the trailer and 12k likes and counting
Totalmente agree!!
Me too 😂😂
Me too,  so much more fun than that whiny spoiled pair of brats.
Oh totally 😂
Word.
This is popcorn entertainment
Me 164 ❤
Me 165 🥲
Me too🤣
💯 I hope Netflix execs are reading it.
that´s not that difficult. I mean, the comment section is pure gold, the trailer is garbage...

 💯
Me too.  The comments are very witty 🤣
Same! 😂
Omgness!  I'm STILL scrolling and laughing
I'm another one who can't bear to watch the trailer and just came here as I'd read the comments are hilarious - they are too. 🤣
Best comment section I have ever seen on YouTube! Well done Netflix to keep it open, for now!
So savage! 😂
@netflix Pin this!
😂😂
 @Deborah Wylde  lol
Right on.............its a belly laugh:face-purple-crying:
😂😂 Best laugh ever reading the sarcastic and ridiculous comments 😂😂 Netflix could make a complete comedy series using this content !!!
Me too this comment section is the best thing on Netflix 😂😂😂
 @Better Living  Only on this site to view hilarious comments.. could not bear to watch puke worthy trailer
As soon as I heard the sad intro music 🎻 😢. I stopped the trailer and went straight to the comments 😆.
 @Jacqueline  Best laugh ever 😂😂😂😂😂



 @by Corina  VERY TRUE .. PURE GOLD entertainment
Me too LMAO 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
Didn’t watch the trailer, just enjoyed the comments
 @Watcher  Comments are brilliant, trailer is absolute rubbish
The best part of the internet is the comments sections
Me too. I actually didn't watch the trailer just came here to enjoy the comments.
Trailer? What trailer?
What trailer? ☺
Me too! I can't stop laughing at all the pure gold comments....
This comment section is pure comedy 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Me, too.  But where are the "dislikes"...only seeing "likes"
They are brilliant.  We're reading them at work during lunch. My whole office is dying.
Me too
Yes!!!! The comments are ABSOLUTELY GREAT!!!
15k likes. 
71k dislikes. 
Interesting. The people have spoken. Majority rules.
And me the great awakening 🤣👍
 @Venus Star  🤣
 @Deborah Wylde  Yup. Ditto 🤣
 @Kim-Maree Hardman  Interesting that all the 'Dislikes' have miraculously disappeared...
Comments are pure gold!!!
 @Barbra Luce  They've been 'disappeared'...
All 81k++ of them. Must be the magic of MeMe 
@Amanda K  , evidently.  She cannot handle anything vaguely negative about her.
What trailer?
 @Barbra Luce  Yup. Narcissists & their healthy ability for insight, accountability, self-deprecating humour, forgiveness, and personal growth 🤣
Am in awe,..feel the left eye welling up in gratified emotion  🤔
You are gonna love the memes. What a gift to comedians she is.
Me toooo! Big thank you to all of you. Speaking my mind. Great breath of fresh air and critical thinking big laugh and clear vision.
A book has to be made of all those comments. Cheers
Just fabulous 🤣
Same here!! Priceless!
Don't need to watch the documentary at all now, you've all given me the best version🤣
 @Anne Lorraine C. Adorable - Inton  so much better and honest than the trailer
Spot on! Me too!
Thank you for guiding me the best part of my evening! Where shall I send venmo because agreed. The comments are fantastic! 😂



Haha yep

I just went to this trailer just to put a thumbs down and indicate my extreme displeasure with Netflix for giving these nasty people a platform. I have been a subscriber since Netflix 
debuted. I can watch and stream what I want with my prime membership. Too bad. There are many quality, well written and performed shows. But as someone who believes the royal 
family is THE reason England has so many visitors AND the amount they do for the populace, I am appalled. I think I’ll cancel my membership now. What I don’t know I’m missing, won’t be 
missed. These two are rich, entitled AND hopelessly out of touch with the people they say they speak for.  Hopefully they will soon be UNTITLED. Bye bye Netflix!😢
Me too! Hope this toxic narcissist reads and her idiot husband reads them and gets the grip on the reality.
Anyone off the street reading these comments would make for more compelling drama than the Markles drivel.
We are all going to love the comments more than the series, if we even make it past the first 15 minutes. Sure to. Be Excruciating
😂😂😂
I didn‘t even watch the trailer 😂😂😂
Did Netflix shut down the ability to add new comments?
Same😁
I also came to read it 😂 the best ever comments section in history so far…
 @Deborah Wylde  Same here.
 @Deborah Wylde   😂😂me too!!  And what I’m reading makes my day!! 😂😂
 @Deborah Wylde  me too😂
Same 🤣
Same here .. this is so entertaining. Haven't even watched the trailer , just came to the comments and honestly , I am 100% sure this is better than the trailer.
Me too  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Same! I’m just here for the comments! 🍿 I swear more talent in these comments than in that narcissistic duo who  insist on sharing their ‘story’ 🤮🥴
Saturday morning, December 3rd, latest count is 
Likes - 17,000  
Dislikes - 105,000
I haven’t seen the trailer, it is in mute mode. Can’t stand her voice. Just here for the hillarious and spot on comments!
Dear Netflix : This is not a documentary. This is propaganda. 
Documentary is based on truths. Propaganda is based on delusional manipulation of the truth. 
Shame on you Netflix! Shame on you! For forcing propaganda, ramming it, shoving it down our throats as a documentary. Shame on you!
I’m literally howling 😂
There’s not one thing to like about the trailer. I hope Netflix execs never wipe this rotten egg off their faces
💯!! If I’m having a bad day or stressed from work, I just come back here and read the comments...voilà! I instantly lol and feel better!😊
If people dropped thier Netflix accounts for promoting and providing  thier pathetic way of making an income this nonsense might calm down...
 @S T  u think they care about comment of few racist people. Look the views across board. Even only on YouTube. 🤡😂
Best part of the doc!
What he said 😂😂
Paused the trailer so I don't have to see or hear it, and spent the time scrolling through the comments
👍💯💯💯💯💯



 @Deborah Wylde 
Me too,  I even turned off the volume ,
I’m tired of hearing the Sussex’s voices.
 @S T 
Exactly we totally love all the comments. 
Not the Trailer!
Just started reading them, they’re brilliant x
maybe Netflix would like to do a follow up program about the reaction of the audience
The people have spoken- and agreed. We don't want this from Netflix 😂
 @BKRR Becca   reviewers are recommending the comments here.  I have not been able to bring myself to watch this trailer, although I have seen parts of it elsewhere.  Ghastly.  The trailer 
is ghastly.  I don't see how it is that NO ONE told M&H how terrible the whole idea is --- unless Netflix is made up of heartless brutes who take advantage of stupid rich royals for the sole 
purpose of making fun of them while collecting tons of money from subscribers.  That could be true, couldn't it?
Me too
 @K K  Markle will be for sure, she reads everything written about her. I wonder if there’s anything left for her to smash in her housing unit.
You watched the trailer?
😢

 @InMyOpinion  And I hope you Racists and Haters for once karma gets you back. Go Worship your Royals at least they are managing to make a living without living under peoples Taxes.
I didn't even WATCH the trailer!! I came for the comments!!!
 @Deborah Wylde  me too lol 😂
But am using so much Kleenex since the tears keep falling…..out of one eye.  She taught me that. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I enjoy the idea that more people will watch the trailer than the whole series.  Many of us are subscribed to people who will review it for us, we will have a fun time, instead of watching 
the two misery-guts.
I keep coming back for the comments. This uh… “documentary series” is gonna be the gift that keeps on giving. 🎉
He was able
Shes a victim of the evil racist royal family don't you know !  She's bonkers !
Why can't they live us hahahahahaha enough 😂 🤣
cancelled my Netflix already
For what exactly? Kate was an ordinary member of the public. Why have a system where the entire status of a woman depends on who takes a fancy to her?  Why should people be socially 
elevated because they marry into or belong to a particular family? Of course that applies to H & M too. The whole system makes a mockery of "all people are created equal" and "everyone 
is equal in the eyes of God". 

Get rid.

Yeah,  Meghan was a Royal 2 months, and has been complaining ever since. While Catherine and William signed up for LIFE and can't defend themselves because protocols  don't allow it. 
So they have to just move on and keep themselves in place of public scrutiny graciously.  Meghan has stories of two months imagine how many stories  Catherine wished she could tell.
 @missymani  almost as if they weren’t treated the same😂
Ditto!



Mine too. They deserve better than this.
Too bad William cheats.
 @Karma D   lies
 @Karma D  troll

Yes, I have the utmost respect for them given that, in THEIR private lives, I'm sure that many tears been she's over the horrible treatment from the Prince formerly known as their brother.
 @Soph  oh please, megs never wanted to be accepted by the royal family, that would have ruined her victim brand 😂
Mine too
Yup they cured cancer and stopped world war 😂😂😂😂
 @Karma D Meg is that you? You've been everywhere in the comment section. What a joke spreading lies just like Megthane
William y Kate 
Mainly they deserve a monument for putting up with Meghan for 18 months.
 @AJ  Kate married into royalty and took on the role with dignity and respect for the tradition. Meghan married into royalty to use them to promote herself.
Yea because W and C have kept quiet, classy and sophisticated, while these two won’t stfu and keep bashing on their family about “how hard their lives are..” 😑
They're the best, love, love, LOVE Will & Kate🌹
Catherine wirh a C 😉😁
 @Karma D  to bad you thrive on rumours,😏stay pressed 🧇🧠Squaddie
 @L N  Victim Brand 
 @L N  yeah give minutes I. Shecwas complain  complain complain.
  @AJ  the Princess of Wales is an extraordinary roll model of service and loyalty. Any commoner can become special...only should understand about ethic before.
  @Karma D  and guess who started that lie?
For what exactly ?🖕
Same. They are the best of the Royals and they deserve so much better.
😂 yall so triggered
Agree me too i love Kate & Willl
absolutely, my highest respects also.
How you know that?
Totally!!!
Here here 👏👏
Why? He’s a globalist fuckwit. Abolish the whole damn pedofile loving thieving family.
Carrying out their duty with their heads held high. Just like the wonderful Queen did. She would be so proud of them.
Even more now
These attacks are all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so 
she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
They are the latest version of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.  Self-centered, frivolous individuals.
Ok ..Harry and Meghan have made REVENGE of The Royal Family ….their life’s work ..
it’s never ending and has made them millionaires ….



I’ll never understand how people have undying empathy and admiration for princess diana (rightfully so) and yet disregard her son and daughter in law so quickly. They deserve the same 
empathy and admiration
Unsubscribing from netflix and hope they lose everything for promoting two delusional liars.The nerve they have.And now the whining duo need to lose their titles for good.
This is despicable! Privileged people living a privileged life, making their own money by playing the victims every second of their lives. In a world of war, inflation, hunger, global warming, 
post-Corona pandemic etc And they pretend to care about the real world? Simply shameful! Whay they did not understand yet is that after all of this (Oprah, Netflix, biographies etc) there 
will be nothing left for them to do!
I hope you threw shedloads of your money at them - you've Markled yourselves.
Disgusting grifters! This will be ALL LIES!  Go away Mee-Gain and Hawwy!
Crock of crap. Bye netflix.
This has already been ratioed pretty hard.
Poor lad so desperately in love with a toxic person.
Of course megain had to put this out when the prince and princess of wales is in the US her narcissism couldn’t help it’s self. I’m glad the queen is not here to see this. What a shame. No 
wonder King Charles said they wish them the best they are going after the commonwealth and I will do anything to protect it. How disgusting Henry. Shane on you. You know you would 
never be king and no one was interested in your wife and that was the problem. You needed the publicity for your brand. Shame on you
They have no ideas.
🤮
I've seen his birth certificate - who is this Harry they keep talking about???   Thank goodness we won't have Henry IX as King,  Henry VIII was bad enough!
Why won’t you share the dislikes, Netflix?
How many times are we gonna "hear their story" ffs
Harry is as bad as the paparazzi who took pictures of his Mom dying in the backseat of that car. The Crown = Harry’s $$. Shame on you Harry!
I ended my subscription when I heard the deal they had made with Snotflix. When I called up to cancel and was asked why, the customer service person told me loads were cancelling for 
the very same reason
Love it!
‘Why did you make this documentary?’ 
‘Netflix paid me $100mil. I bought a house in California. A chicken coop. Bought some palm trees. Paid medical insurance. All money gone. Can’t issue a refund. Sozz mate.’
When megsy stops changing the narrative, I think 😂😂
very good!
These two are so envious of Prince William and Katherine.
Is this a doc or reality TV? 
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" 
"Because we wanted a TON of money"!! PLEASE suddenly the "We're escaping for privacy" line looses it's credibility... 
Netflix drops this whilst William & Kate are in the US, planned of course.  Then there is his book next. So Oprah, Netflix doc & a book ALL on the same subject of how hard their life was... 
wasn't Oprah enough moaning? Once all of these 3 things have been released & all the blah blah dies down we can assure Harry & Meghan that the royal family will still be carrying out 
their royal duties & getting on with their lives & H & M will then have to figure out other ways of drawing attention to themselves because by then the whole world will be well & truly over 
their tedious moaning about their lot in life!! He had to 'protect his family', don't be silly, for what?! They've moved to a more inherently racist & violent country so please stop with all that 
too. The ONLY outcome that is 100% assured is that they have 2 children who will not know one uncle, aunt, cousin, NO family member apart from Meghan's Mother & that is how she 
wanted it from the get go.
I won't watch. She has No Credibility left. She has lied too many times.



HARRY Harry Harry you little boy...YOU sold YOUR soul now YOUR  screwed privately and PUBLICALLY !! $$$$$$$$
Can’t wait. Disgusted w/all those one sided angles from the nameless royal experts who clearly became the monarchy’s mouthpiece.
This is trash…. Cancel Netflix
The 2 grifters want privacy. Lmao 🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣  2 jokes
oh, also: “doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us?”. sis, there was literally one word from palace which states “the memories may vary” or smth like that. everyone else is minding 
their own business, c’mon
Will it show H & the wife calling granny because they where soooooooo concerned for her 🤔🤔 naaa that’s right they wouldn’t let you film them in there what 16 bathroom home 
because they where worried about their privacy …… HYPOCRITES
Look her at acting like she's crying but smiling in the car - gosh she's an awful actor
Get the bucket ready….🤢
It is sad to see these two choose to live in and define themselves by their perceived victimhood when they have so many resources as their disposal.  They just come off as spiteful and 
bitter individuals with no real job skills.
Have you heard of the Markle touch, everything she touches turns to 💩
Prince Harry nobody care about you and Megan  so called problems dumb and dumber. Not even royal material
I’m getting Wendy Bird vibes from her at the end.
I'm honestly curious how many people in the comment section are going to watch this. I know I won't be one of them.
Enough already!!!!! There are people out there with actual problems! Go cry in your Hermes blanket all you want just stop yabbering about how hard your life is!!
Netflix this was a mistake - it's going to be a flop. Who on their right mind will watch Megan the biggest narcissist. You could not pay me enough to disrespect my family and its funny that 
none of her family are ever mentioned?!. The lack of any awareness from Megan is unreal and Harry just seems to jump when she says so. The best thing Harry can do is run away from her 
and return to the UK. Imagine growing up in America as a’black woman’ and the first time she claims she experienced racism is when she entered the Royal family - do me a favour!! She 
plays white when it suits her and black when it suits her.
When will this train wreck end??!! She was only apart of the royal family for what? Two years? How much more can she possibly say?! 🙄🇺🇸
Distasteful 👎
She's so desperate and money hungry 😅😅😅
This is why Prince William and Catherine will reign over a kingdom, while Harry and his wife stoop to selling their lives through book deals and docu-series. A pathetic attempt at trying to 
stay relevant. History will remember you for what you are, Harry. A sell-out.
Harry and Meghan want their privacy....that is why they have a reality show with Netflix. H & M are now the Bullies.
To the majority of us in the UK, we know what you two are - should have just lived peaceful lives in privacy
Kate looked like a witch in that photo
I hope this blows up in there scum faces and does more damage then good. These people are insufferable, opera wasn’t enough ????
Please.  These whiny, spoiled brats.  They, and this "docuseries", are a slap in the face to those of us who just get on with life everyday facing real challenges - heating our homes, feeding 
our families, struggling to make ends meet.
Other people's negative energy and hate can be pure poison. To the hater and its target. So much hate in the comments. So volatile. It makes sense why Harry and Meghan had to leave. 
Imagine living in a sea of this kind of vitriol. That they survived it as long as they did is mind blowing.
Is this a new kind of privacy that they always wanted?
Such a joke. @netflix has been Markled.
I'd want to point your attention on the fact that Germany is OUT OF FOOTBALL WORLD CUP....OUT!!!!
No dislikes? Based on the comments…would love to see the sheer number of thumbs DOWN!



Hilarious!!! 😂
Even when proof is coming out from OTHER PEOPLE that their side of the story IS NOT A LIE because others are experiencing the same thing from the royal family Harry and Meghan still 
get hated on 🙄. WOW! Charles' Godmother just got booted for being intensely racist 😒 🙄 😐 😑. Apparently we are just going to ignore the truth then? Just so we can believe 
misogynists like Pierce Morgan and be on his side? I definitely wouldn't want to be the ones agreeing with that creep but please go on. Also privacy doesn't mean not on Netflix or doing 
public things it means things are only public WITH CONSENT! People who get confused about public figures wanting private aspects to their lives creeps me out about their actual 
understanding of consent too! Sorry but you all sound like echoes of the nasty people in the media bagging them out and it doesn't give a good impression of your understanding of racism, 
discrimination, sexism, misogyny or mental illness. I don't know how people who keep up to date with royal news aren't starting to see the revelation of just how the royal family can be. 
Especially taking the ER off Harry's uniform THAT IS DISRESPECTFUL OF A VETERAN 😡. They basically treated him worse than Andrew or similar to at that funeral ANDREW IS A PEDO ALL 
HARRY DID WAS MOVE AWAY AND HAVE A BITCH ABOUT THEM THOSE ARE NOT EQUAL THINGS! The only egos I see are the royal family if they can't accept negative feedback about 
themselves! They are doubling down and refusing to improve their actions. Geez Louise I don't know what news the rest of you have been watching but clearly not the same as me or you 
would have witnessed Camilla clawing that black child! 😱 Now the Queen is gone I haven't seen anything that actually disproves what Harry and Meghan have said in the gross behaviour 
of the Royal Family YUCK! I'm sorry but there NEEDED to be an opposing opinion here the echo chamber was getting uninformed and gross 🤮. I mean I was willing to believe Harry and 
Meghan were being overly sensitive until I saw the actions of the Royal Family in relation to the Queen's funeral. That cemented for me what I believed! Treating Harry like his pedo uncle 
😡🤬. I don't have words for how messed up it is to think those things are the same! It's massively messed up 😡. Not even close! It concerns me to see so many people who obviously 
agree that not having nice things to say about the family and TOUCHING KID'S ARE both the same level of disrespect to the family 😨. That is a serious worry! I would rather not be on the 
side of people who think that either!  🤮
Me Me me and me again
"We just want to be left alone!"
They seem childish and dramatic.
This is why I cancelled Netflix! I will not pay $ for these horrid creatures
Pathetic. Are they donating the money they were paid to charity?
English royal family really feed Netflix so well
Dislikes are not visible anymore, however, there is a Google Chrome extension which shows them.
About an hour ago it was approx 10k likes to 33k dislikes according to a comment on the thread...
Nobody asked you.
 @Alexandria G  I am using my voice.
Hear hear. Netflix messed up big time associating itself with these two.
Then why do you stay watching what Netflix has to offer?
Hahahaha clowns !!
King charles tough love take their titles off them already
"When the stakes are this high..." Can someone explain what stakes she is talking about?
They never stop sharing their story. So tedious.
They are way too privileged for the entire world to care. A big pass on this show. Netflix please bring up some more interesting documentaries! You can do it! 😅
Got ready. Popcorn, Kleenex box and something stronger than coke. Three seconds... One tear, left eye, GO!
The Whinefest Ultimatum. Also didn't the "bombshell" interview already cover this?
I love how petty or coincidental it is that this trailer came out while the prince and princess of wales are in the US. 😂
Losers. Merkel is a scam artist.
Hear the story from them let me think.  NO COS ITS ALL LIES



This is stomach churning when so many people facing a life threatening cost of living crises. Such people are the true heroes who are trying to protect their families. Shame on you two 
deluded people
I just love the way they lie.
31K dislikes, let's go 😝
Ghastly creatures.  I will watch this - but only because they are such a train wreck.  Such privilege, entitlement and total total lack of self awareness..
Strewth....... what a pity fest.   Yuck.  We can hear what is put out - does not mean we have to believe any of it.  Once bitten, twice shy.  
Thank goodness cessflix is being bboycotted.
Keep your family safe? Yes, Harry, William thanks you for your selfless contribution of airing dirty laundry in which "recollections may vary", and so does Charles. Your late grandmother the 
queen also appreciates you not visiting her for her "safety" a week before she died and holding up the family going to see her in her final moments because Meghan wanted to be the only 
spouse of a prince present to see the queen die. And let's not forget the safe tell-all interview you allowed Oprah to air while your grandfather was in Hospital dying, I'm sure he felt totally 
safe and secure in his last moments.

What a Joke! We don't care! You've done enough.
How will this man ever be able to sleep at night? What an absolute disgrace to our Country.
How will this man ever be able to sleep at night? What an absolute disgrace to our Country.
How will this man ever be able to sleep at night? What an absolute disgrace to our Country.
who is going to watch this garbage???!!!???!!!!???? Kanye West was right btw...

She wants to be worshipped. And people call her out on her narcissism and lies and awful vapid behaviour and because she’s a narcissist, she can’t self reflect, so instead she blames the 
royal family and calls it a smear campaign and us paid bots instead of real people who see right through them. The stakes are that with all of us seeing the truth, she cannot be Diana.
Maybe watch the show when it’s released?
Makes me admire the Jane Eyre character even more, when asked to tell her 'tale of woe' to Rochester, she says she has none.  Bravo for adulthood and personal dignity!
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  lol!  Do you add this comment to every post!
 @Karma D  are you mentally challenged?  or is that you Harry?? 🤣🤣
 @Lee Howard  😂😂😂😂😂. The Sugars are lacking in brain power so a cut and paste job is easier for them to cope with.
 @Karma D  I’m here for the comments.  Far more entertaining
I care and I'm not a privileged person. The rest of us just have hearts.

 @Alexandria G  you are not being called  privileged honey, they are and I hope Netflix can bring more documentaries that can fill not only hearts, but also brains. Have a lovely day. ;)
😂
Also releasing the Invictus Games 2023 ad video yesterday and showing Archie’s face in a Zoom call. Cue their Christmas card, undoubtedly the day after the Prince and Princess of Wales 
release theirs.
Petty
 @Franny Fisher  Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  whats wrong with commenting? I hope everyone comments so netflix will see that they wasted millions on these privileged whiners.
They are desperately threatened even posting a photo of merchie
Then stop being obsessed with them and go watch something else on YouTube.



Shame they got rid of the dislike button.
Hope it sends a clear message to Netflix.
They wanted to Bury her like Diana these racist are pure evil individuals and karma is not going to be kind to these racist mark my word God hates evilness
This is "their story" take #42? More acting, lies, and fantasies from the cable actress and the not-so-bright Hazzard.
Any news on their separation agreement? This will be even more awkward after the divorce.
I can't wait to hear THEIR story.
hope there's a clip of harry playing guitar, not just a photo. 🎸
THE Best soap . Full of nail biting suspense, romance,  lies and betrayal. Of course its a bit like the Crown..it's a drama with a lot of poetic licence and  a lot of tence scenes for dramatic  
affect.
Megan in the chair  crying with an Hermes blanket . Anyone asked her if she's ok ?🤔
I m interested in who or what  he wants to protect his family from . Who aftes his family? It s very much annoing. Why they unhappy constantly.?
People struggle with starving  cold disease blackouts.. This bloody women has everything she wants but it is not enough 
 Maybe she wants to be Queen?
 Shame on Harry. He is weak and I feel sorry for him. He lost his masculinity and charm. .
9.6K likes vs 32K dislikes 1 December EST 4:09pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 2:52pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
Eugh no.  I can't bear it.

Racist Karen khate and bulliam did everything to destroy their marriage and ever since they those 2 racist have walked into one racist set one after another. I see their children will have to 
make changes and not depend on taxpayers money with palaces while family die. Bulliam and khate it's time to take responsibility for your own racism towards Meghan and Archie now
So many tears in these comments from those still trapped on Salty Island - thoughts go out to you 🤣🤣🤣
GIVE UP THE TITLES - YOU HYPOCRITE!!!
No thanks. I’ve heard their story… over and over and over again. Why Netflix now? Oh, money- that’s why.
I had goosebumps when she stood in front of the Queen and said: "I am captain now!"
they’re only making themselves look worse than they already do 💀😭
Seems that they sold their privacy to Netflix. Got a good price for it though: $100 million.

It's probably tempting to make it all about yourself when all the focus is on you. I think, however, they should have done something completely inspiring and surprising - they should have 
focused on a few great and unknown people who do fantastic work for those in need. It would have been a shocker. Naturally, however, they made a six episode series about themselves.
There is never a low too low for this money grabbing duo. If Charles has any sense, he should revoke their money-making titles ASAP!
Let the liefest begin!
Don't be silly.
 @Jacques Lannoy  You think racism is silly? Are you serious?
she moved to california for a reason.



We've heard it over and over again.
 @Jacques Lannoy  I guess you won't be watching and that's fine.
Looks like a toy guitar. Too big for a ukelele.
 @Tamar Harris  possilby. whatever it is, i want to hear it. 😄
Well, Megs says he’s better than Clapton so can’t wait!
What does a Hermes blanket have to do be being bullied and harassed? Are you OK?
So when a man stands up for his wife he is now weak? Really? So only when a man stays silent about the abuse his wife is enduring is he now charming and full of masculinity? I don't think 
that viewpoint is okay and you shouldn't either.
We are not paying a single penny for these kids.
Any proof? Didn't think so.
This coming from you, a Squaddie worshipping the most bitter loser on the planet
The UK taxpayers still remember the £32 million that was squandered on H&M wedding. Totally rip off!
You seem to be tired of hearing their story as you put it...over and over and over again. But yet you spend your free time clicking on content that is titled Harry & Meghan. I don't think this 
is a "them" problem I think this is a "you" problem.
SHE NEVER SAID THAT!
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D   what's that got to do with his comment?  doesn't even make sense you dope.
Have you somehow missed out on the work Harry and Meghan do every day to lift up people in need? It is literally their life’s work and is featured in magazines and news every week. 
Invictus Games. Sentebale. World Vision. They work in soup kitchens and encourage people to vote and visit families experiencing disaster to help. Despite all that, you begrudge them a 
film in which to tell their side of their own story, a story that the entire rest of the world is trying to tell for them? Wow.
 @jandipeach  sis, those are photo ops. And poor ones at that, lol. A recent story shared that their foundation took in tens of millions yet only gave a tiny fraction of that to charity.
Yeh..but your forgetting...we've seen him juggling his balls on the patio...thats his only talent!!
Oprah interview, book by Omid Scobie, Vogue mag, Archetypes podcast….They haven’t shut up talking about “their story.”
I’m so excited!
Yeah I really want to watch a show about two narcissists. 😂
30,000 dislikes
No one knows what happens behind closed doors and guess what? NOBODY GIVES A SHIT EITHER!
If they are so distressed over how they perceive they were treated and want to live private lives, give up ALL their titles and stop being fake whores.
Oh shit, here we go again....
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Cannot believe that racist tampon cowmillia bulliam and khate took security away then told the racist the location these racist will never find peace and they know it
Haven’t they had enough interviews, magazine articles, and podcasts to tell their story?
I came here for the comments.  
🤣🤣🤣
Oh here we go 😂
I can't wait!!!
Thank you Prince Harry for standing up and protecting your wife and kids. I am happy Harry and Meghan are going to tell their story.  Bigoted journalists and folks out here want to 
manipulate public opinion with their racism, hate, lies, thoughts and projections. Go Harry! Go Meghan!



What do you think the Like/Dislike ratio would be on this video? If we could see it.
Something is very wrong with two people feeding off each other’s victimhood and making money while doing it. The only reason ppl tell their story is so people know more about who they 
are and why they do what they do. But who really cares? What are they searching for? They will live insatiable lives trying to get everyone to like them and believe them and listen to them. 
It’s actually quite sad all the wreckage left behind the two of them.
The crying shots look like Chrissy Tiggy tiegan and her abortion l/miscarriage/whatever she’s calling it today pics. How very narcissistic of them 🤣
All these comments sound exactly like what Princess Diana went through... y'all don't have a clue what happened to either we one of them. But making a lot of assumptions.  Harry didn't 
ask to be born a royal he was forced into that life. How the hell anyone faults him for having money is beyond me. She fell in love with him not thinking in the least that it would turn out 
like this. Have you people read up or seen anything about the royal family. I have and I believe ever word that comes out they mouth! That family and there old traditions don't work in this 
century but folks want to continue to hold people to that backwards traditions. It's ridiculous. Not being able to live your own life on your own terms in a shoebox must be agony! A hell 
which non of us could imagine. 

They have money so what , they have problems too.
Stop giving this woman a platform to sing the same tune over and over again. She is so disingenuous. They make their money by bashing his family. How sad.
Someone is jealous. 😂
Don’t forget the me you can’t see, the in the cut interview and their documentary in Africa which they made all about themselves and their victimhood instead of on my country which 
needed it so.
I forgot the books also
The thing is with storytelling you make it us as you go.
What story?
But people haven’t really bought their narrative yet, so they gotta keep on trying
And to think that when they divorce, we are going to have to live it ALL over again...
They'll be doing tiktoks soon.
They are the human equivalent of the iPhone - they need constant new updates to correct the glitches (lies) from the previous version.
never enough $$$$ even she married into royalty for $$$$ that wasnt enough $$$$
Yeah, but they keep thinking up new porkies to tell
They think they haven’t been herd 😂
Yes, but they will continue to burden us with more of their truths lol
Oh dear, there are at least three people here who think like you. Rest of us see them for who they are; grifters and narcissists pretending to be victims so they can earn millions.
We can see it. 32K dislikes at the moment. They're getting destroyed
 @D'arcy  Oh. I can't see it.
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D   @Karma D  yes, we are commenting BC we enjoy reading about the damage this entitled couple are doing to themselves.  It's more entertaining than any Netflix  
documentary, book, Scobie media bs or Oprah interview!
 @Karma D  well it’s all over the news so .  They aren’t any worse or any better than other vapid celebrities. Just my two cents. Don’t get it twisted.
I don't think women crying about having a miscarriage is anything to laugh at. Grow a heart.
What Diana went through was COMPLETELY different. Couldn't be further from Markle
 @D'arcy  She went through the same ridicule, controlling and policing of her life that Meghan is going through... the only difference is Meghan is a black woman. She was under the 
microscope just as much. Harry himself said it was because of how they treated his mother  he didn't want that for his wife. So yes they were treated the same.



 @Sunne S  No, absolutely she did not. Diana was a vulnerable teen who spent decades in the Royal family, when times were very different. She was having a lot of conflict with Charles, 
and they simply didn't have a happy marriage. She has tragically passed away because her driver was drunk and she wasn't wearing a seatbelt. Markle spent a total of 72 days in the family, 
which is honestly laughable, was a crusty dusty divorcee and cable TV actress looking for a prominent British man to trap and live off of. She succeeded. Harry has mental issues, and he 
never got over the death of his mother.
Exactly

I’m excited to watch this!  Love Meghan and Harry.  He’s never looked happier.  I do find it interesting how Meghan has been an actress for years, she was on a hit series.  Never once heard 
a bad thing about her, quite the contrary, they spoke extremely high of her.  Meghan then moves to England, and all of a sudden she’s a prima Donna? Doesnt make much sense.
CHARLES IS NOT MY KING
My condolences to the royal family, being subjected this pariah of a woman who duped the family idiot into marriage. Now everyone else suffers. She’s toxic!
"The Crown" opened my eyes to the petulant and snobbish behavior of this bloodline of clownish "royals," and now they've added a self-absorbed actress to the family. Good luck Harry, 
you're cooked my man.
Why did you want to make this documentary?
Netflix gave us  US100 million in advance almost 3 years ago, so there 🤣
The world will now learn the whole unvarnished truth....
I scrolled down and did not find a single supportive comment for the Harkles. Who is watching these shows then? If they really are so detestable, why doesn't everyone just stop clicking 
and watching? I should be the first to take my own advice!
never complain never explain
Am sorry William you have a brother called Harry 😞. Why would anyone believe anything they say? After the lies they spoken in the last interview! The pity show is exhausting. Can they 
not just go live quietly and happily without making their income from trashing the royal family.
Sooooooo fake!
Hermes blanket.....seriously. Also they wanted privacy and now this!!
Just when you think boy we cant possible find people more shallow and less interesting than the Kardashians.  Harry and Meghan come over and say "hold my beer".
Amber Heard

I wonder what Wallis Simpson and the Former King of Englad would have thought of this? He literally followed his uncle's footsteps. This time though things are a little different. To think 
that a man loved his wife so much he gave up everything to protect her. That takes guts to do with the world watching. To know the backlash they face because they are living their truth. 
That's a lot to handle and tremendous pressure. To hear racial slurs aimed at his wife before they even married is disgusting. Kate isn't black. That is why there is no issue with her. If Harry 
married a white woman the publicity wouldn't be nearly as major. That's the real truth. When has there ever been a black royal in the entirety of the British Monarchy? She is the first and 
it is causing a stir.  I wish them the best. Diana would be proud of her son. I do hope the brothers can heal in time. People are so brutal to this couple.
I will not watch it out of respect for their privacy .
Stop lying Meghan and Harry! Your traitorous parasites!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
👀👀
So tacky of Harry..and his wife .well water finds it’s own level
I can't wait and also scared of what kind of response this will bring
Harry has never looked more depressed or sick, Suits was a Canadian cable show no one watched. You never heard a bad thing about Megain because NO ONE had heard of her before she 
started stalking Harry.



Uhm actually people did come out and speak about her behaviour pre-Harry. She was an arrogant, entitled moron
(literally, I ain't british)
Nope. The royal family has always been toxic. All I've ever learned about the royal family for centuries has been nothing but drama.
we already know that harry's wife is a manipulative, bullying, toxic liar with histrionic personality disorder. which other truth might come out?
Idiot teens on Netflix. They're completely brainwashed and woke
😂
lol
I'll join you!
I see through you both.
I'll watch this with my friends for a laugh. We just love analysing that narcissist!
the victim show  of two rich ungrateful spoiled brats , in todays times, when people around the world have so huge financial problems , or live in war zones , its just really pathetic
This Ladies and Gentlemen is going to be the biggest pity party the world has ever seen. 😴😴
😮 that shot with Kate & Will is so shady…
It's shaping up to be even more biased and inaccurate than the Oprah interview.
Why would she have pictures of herself crying?
Embarrassing
Slime balls helping slim balls. Best thing netflix  did was hire Harry and that wife . It encourages me to cancel my subscription to Netflix. Pleased to see stocks and subs haven’t risen 
and that Netflix  has wasted on this absolute DRIBBLE!!! Couldn’t of happened to better entities. 

Given her track record of outrageous lies and deceit over the past 2 years I don’t really think anyone except Omid Scobie and her Meghan moron fans will believe a word out of her mouth. 
We have also watched him emasculated by her & as far as the ‘I had to protect my family!’ Bs catch phrase, the other Royals don’t seem to have a problem. I think HASbeen may have over 
estimated the public’s interest in him and her & the invisible children. 
No one cares!!! Single tear I can do on command 😢
Henry you bellend!
This woman is vomitingly disgusting and Harry oh my god, he is more stupid than the word stupid
Can anyone update on the likes to dislikes?!!
What an absolute load of tripe from a pair of shameless attention seekers.

These promotions have been in progress for months and the monarchy knows it well. Kate and William are sent on a mission to feed the hate campaign they have against Harry, the most 
dignified and honest there, who are jealous and envy because all of them gathered in one place did not achieve what Harry can do alone. Carlos sees Harry as Diana herself. Because they 
don't do the same with the shame of Andres, NO nobody wants him, nor does he look for him, he is not a competition like Harry. Meghan and her children only use it to hurt Harry. If he 
did so much evil, why was he invited to the queen mother's funeral? Days show to promote the obsolete monarchy. There it was good and they used it to attract people and the press, 
something that the true traitors inside cannot achieve alone. They already see that even the eggs and screams of sick old people are taken for Machiabelic.
Netflix is really brave for leaving the comments section on.
Let’s see how many more lies, Harry and Meg spread
🤮 🤢
I'm going to respect their privacy and not watch this



yeah, it kinda makes sense given the savagery of the brutish British media, credible death threats, lies, misinformation and baked-in racism of the whole affair to tell your own story. If 3 PR 
firms within the palace can't stop talking  about you--  seems like it compels one to speak.  And if it destroys a centuries old relic of racism and imperial colonialism that is the 
monarchy...well.... then.... that was easy.
All sane people do but it’s a fascinating study in narcissism. Thankfully many clever YouTubers will be watching so we don’t have to give them the streams.
If you hate them, ignore them.
You can do that without watching it in full on Netflix though, many YouTubers cover her narcissism etc and will be watching to give us all the details on their pathetic attempt to be 
worshipped.
Then you don't know what a real narcissist is. Seriously, do your homework.
Oh shut up cry about it😂
As of 21:41 1st Dec:

9.9K Likes

33K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Thank you...
 @b berkley  Update - As at 12:06 02 Dec:

14K Likes
91K Dislikes
Shame poor babies  I think they each  need a pacifier
I had to sign in and make comment. this is disgusting. Netflix is giving a flat form of these two habitual liars.
Let's count how many times she will cry in this documentary. It's basically all about Meghan. I love how the camera is always suspiciously there to catch these moments.
Oh God theese to Still moaning
This is what happens when a dominatrix tries to fight her way into the royal family and fails, massively! This movie should be banned, along with the book that goes with it
I’m not going to comment until the documentary comes out, let’s see how it goes but I know there’s a security spilling the beans about the Death Threats Meghan and Harry received and 
the racists allegations proven so we’ll see.
Oh my chuffing days just STFU!!!!! I'm so sick to death of these 2 whinging about how horrible their lives are
I'm conflicted.  Do I laugh or do I throw up?
they really get 100.000$ for this shit? 🤔
This is cringy
Bravo Megan.  👏      We hate looking at ourselves in the mirror when similar conversations or circumstances reflects us.  Instead we deflect with the same hatred talk  and feelings to 
others ....
What stakes? Why did you make this documentary... Money money money!
The haters in the comment are thick!! Lol! Such haters..
Glad I don't have Netflix.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Their story is like those little spinoff cartoons of popular kids movies. No one wanted A Very Frozen Christmas but we got it. No one wants this tacky bs but we got it. Can she tell us the 
truth about which truth is actually her truth? Can he stop playing the eternal victim? Stay tuned for the next 30 "docuseries" about these two useless twunts.



Lets see. No job. Live off others money. Makes sense.
Meghan and Harry are pure CRASS!!!

How many times are we gonna hear the line “I had to do whatever I could, to keep my family safe.” SAFE FROM WHAT? Heavy crowns and diamonds? Please let me find my tiny violin !!
What story?  Grifter meets Moron, Moron Acts Idiotically, Grifter Overestimates her Appeal and then Grifter and Moron toddle off to life spent doing grand openings for Big Box Stores… 
no thanks.
Well then do us all a favor and please sign back out.
 @Alexandria G  liar enabler!
Great actress. Can force a real tear out of her left eye.
Best not mate. Not even a drinking game. Too much. 😂 saw bits of the trailer. Need a 🥃
Yet here you are commenting away.
Looks like she's been having a camera crew follow them for quite some time.  But I thought Harry hated cameras!  Either he's a liar, or he's allowed Nutmeg to trod over his feelings yet 
again.
It looks like scenes from Suits. She’s acting. Nothing is genuine about this awful woman.
 @Karma D  Yes, how dare someone voice an opinion.
Let's place bets on how many tears come out of each eye🤣
Sharing information about abuse is not whining. And if you really are "sick to death of these 2" why click on something that says Harry & Meghan? I'm going to need you to start taking 
some responsibility for your own actions.
 @Alexandria G  oh bugger off lol
yes!!!
you really have to ask that question?   the daily threats about them have been proven
 @diane carder  Well....if they would have stayed where they were they would have had the IMMENSE security the rest of the family gets. Please stop- are you telling me you actually feel 
sorry for them?
😂👏
 @diane carder  Meghan went to a gravesite with a bodyguard, I’m sure she’ll be just fine
 @Rachael  You’ve got to be an idiot. Staying in jail for food, shelter and security is not freedom or thriving. They’re adults and deserve to make their life whatever they want it to be. The 
monarchy is a rotting whale.
Do I feel sorry for people who receive death threats? Do you have a heart of stone? And what evil crime has anyone committed to be threatened this way? Look at yourself please.
 @Ina Anderson  PEOPLE SAY THINGS ALL THE TIME BUT DOESNT MEAN IT.I DONT BELIEVE FOR A SECOND THAT SOMEBODY WOULD HAVE DONE ANYTHING TO HER.LOOK AT YOUSELF 
AND WHAT KIND OF EVIL LYING MANIPULATIVE GRIFTERS YOU DENFEND,YOU SHOULD BE ASHAMED OF YOUSELF!!!
 @diane carder  Oh please. Tell that to the BRF. Sugars are ON RECORD for threatening a CHILD. Wanting to k*** a THREE YEAR OLD CHILD that your gal BULLIED.
 @diane carder  all royals  receive threats though. Like any politician or celebrity. They are just upset because  Meghan wanted to be popular. If you want to feel sorry for someone Cate 
and William would be in the top list, they are still  WORKING royals, unlike Meghan and Harry who can CHOSE  privacy and security.
 @diane carder  all Royals have daily treats. The men who Gave that interview did this manipulation: "She had treats! Many treats". Which i do believe. But in the same period of time, how 
many daily treats did William/Catherine/Charles/Camila/Sophia/Edward/the Walles little princes/ Royal Princess have recieved? I Tell you: pick One of these persons, i can garantee you 
whoever you picked had many more! How can you know if a number of treats She had was hight or low if you don't know the "normal"/the Stander to compare it to? This is Pure 
manipulation! Worst of it: this men knows he is manipulating the story!
 @Joana  I actually loved that your comment had "treats" instead of "threats", it made it so much more entertaining to read 😁😂



 @diane carder  FFS they were given house in millions pounds house in Windsor, and that was not enough? Threats of what? Princess Anne was once kidnapped, and had more balls than 
these two, still she rejected royal title for her children and raise them well (Zara turned to be Olympians), carry on with her duty while still maintain her life private. These two are just 
ungrateful moaning bratz!
And, in the meantime,  putting their mother, father and brother in danger with their lies and agenda.
Save them from the word 'no' i expect... these two never wanted to actually leave, they wanted to be in the RF and still make money from it, the Queen said 'no,' you are either a working 
royal or not, and they didn't like it so they left. He now likes to tell this story about how he was saving his family 🙄
 @diane carder  Sussex squad out running interference.

 @diane carder  every member of the royal family has threats; hence the level of security they have.  Harry's threats actually decreased due to him no longer being 'the spare' while King 
Charles' have increased since the Queen died.  They were 100% safe in the UK.  Now they live in the US where protection from the media doesn't exist, they've had drones flying over every 
property they have lived in, and they have been increasingly pissing of the citizens of the Commonwealth with their entitlement.  Even monarchists are pissed off at these 2.
What are the high stakes? And why should anyone care?
Let's hope for the best and this "documentary" gives Netflix a boost in stock price it so desperately needs 😄
this is so fake and pathetic duo of narcisist .
I need that soundbite.  We all have to break the silence at one time or another when enemies 'narrating' ones life story.   Then close the door and move on.
The only way this makes me feel is... anyway... except feel sorry for them... They complained for media but they do the same with his family 🤔... how low you can fall? They will explain it 
in this reality show... 
They could have hired the best coaches and psychologists for counselling instead of complaining and washing their dirty linen in public.
OMG I was just sick in my mouth 😭 😫
I love that Will and Kate are being used in the trailer to promote their documentary, it basically confirms that the RF is the only reason why Netflix is working with them. They better find 
someone else's coattails to attach themselves too though if Will and Kate are trashed in that documentary because King Charles funeral will most likely be the last time they ever set foot 
on royal property, be invited to a royal\family event or ever talk to Will. They seem to forget that Will is going to be their access to the Palace and historical royal events someday and the 
one in charge of the money if Harry is still receiving an allowance from Charles.
I'll never forgive Netflix for trying to bring down my country's constitution.
Hei Netflix , i love you baby  but you really f... up with this 2......professional victim, liars ......you know how many people unsubscribe because of this 2 clowns ?......Do something better for 
us
I can’t wait to see the fallout from this, it’s not going to be pretty 😂😂
The trolls and bots are hard at work in this comment section.
Most realtionship that's under public eye end up in divorce. God forbids but thats what usually happen there something on internet do to merried couple i call internet curse
Can they just go away and be private as they alleged they wanted?
I'm a fan but even this is a little too much, some things need to be kept private. I get the Oprah interview after their exit, makes sense but it's given me history repeats itself again with 
Prince Edward VIII and Edward Wallis. At a certain point, where do you draw the line? The exit. Oprah. The podcast. Harry's Book and now a documentary. How do you preach about 
archetypes only to become one? Seems like a catch 22.
00:45 yessss ma’am!!! I can’t wait for this 🥰🤍🤍
woke garbage.
Released this  when Prince W & C are in town. I see your Meghan!
🤢🤢🤑🤑🤑🤑



Fake, broke ex-royals who are on the brink of divorce IRL playing like they're just a newlywed couple, all in love.  After checking out the trailer I wouldn't watch this snoozefest for anything.  
 It's all lies. 

And what a coincidence that it came out at the same time as the Prince and Princess of Wales began their US visit for Earthshot.
in their dreams ;-)))
Yet here you are commenting.
i do not think they care
They have the part they want, wealth  and the media drooling over them
Wonder if they asked real royal family members if its okay to feature them in their docu what ever it is...
Here's hoping that disgusting adulterer's reign is a short one! That throne should be William's!
Ummmmm… news flash…Meghan and Harry are the Royal Family. Clearly they are the most interesting and only “working” Royals 
 @Chris Church  the question is how long will it last, the interest in them has been dwindling & as time goes by H&M will unless they call Backgrid, will nowhere to be seen
Remember everybody....They are the "Modern Martyrs" here...(Well that's the script anyway.)

 @diane carder  Oh, they care alright. They hate this racist family, but insist on still being attached because that's the only way they can make MONEY! Both are talentless grifters.
Why can't you take responsibility for your own actions and stop clicking on content titled Harry & Meghan? That will make them go away even faster. But you won't do that because you're 
obsessed with them.
 @Alexandria G  so what does that make you, commenting on others comments.
Stop trying to silence people who have undergone extreme mistreatment. The world was watching and they have no choice but to share since everyone has an opinion anyways. If you 
don't like it, mind your business.
They don't control the Netflix YouTube account.
although it’s a tiny detail i still find this funny. in the picture of harry sitting with the guitar his fingers aren’t in the shape/ position of any chord on the instrument that is pleasing to the ear. 
so they’ve given a man who can’t play a guitar a guitar in an attempt to give his character more depth so us “normal people” can relate to him. just adds to the disingenuousness of them. 
pretty sad. the worst part about it is that harry is probably the best of the royal family. speaks volumes of the type of people the rest of them are. or who knows maybe i’m delving too 
deep into a shot that only lasts a few seconds?? or maybe i just have bias against the monarch institution. who knows???
These two are pathetic always always the victims milking their angst against working Royal family. This is all we are going to hear and see for many more years it seems as they keep 
bringing it up. Move on or shut up it's getting boring the same ol same ol whinging. The real royals are in their country promoting good causes for others not for themselves but these two 
promote themselves.
Not a subscriber but if I were I'd cancel.  Thanks a lot for forcing these disgusting lying grifters on the world.
Umm I understand why they made the documentary, everyone else is making money telling "their" version of the story soooo H&M can speak for themselves....I agree.
Hey! I have some dirty family laundry, is everyone interested? These 2 are a both of Entitled Royal Cry Babies.
How many times for crying out loud do we have to see and hear two of the most privileged people on the planet complain because for once in their lives they were told no! They've been 
throwing tantrums ever since! The Oprah interview has 17+ lies in it. I wonder how many will be in this! 😬😐
The world knows these two are liars..been proven so many times🤣🤣🤣🤣
Seeing this repulsive duo drooling all over each other is enough to make anyone barf.
This makes me want to puke bucket loads,  get prepared for poor me, poor me, poor me. Look at my moon bump 🤣
She is an actress



the fact that everyone here is judging astonishes me (not really). they are willing to share their side instead of let ever speculate. which EVERYONE has been. not matter what age people 
are "we are bullies" "we noisy" and it will never be enough for anyone. damn if they do damn if they don't. are people of this era born to be so ugly on inside? some people are fortunate 
enough to born into privilege and it is what they do with that privilege is what make them great or just be. i ask how many of these negative commenters live a righteous life in order to 
condemn others in such a nasty way.
SHE MEANS HER MADE UP STROY NOT THE TRUTH.
What  stakes? What Netflix paid them. And by them, I meant her. She’s the one behind this circus. Leave it  to Meghan Markle to sell her soul, her husbands and family to make a buck  and 
still try to make us feel sorry for her. Cancel her.
Two rich dolts thinking the world wants to hear them complain flanked by Hermes luxury items in their chateau is just incredible.
Two very disingenuous, ignorant and self-centered individuals. They keep thinking that by sharing their extremely skewed version of the "truth" we will finally see their side. But the thing is 
we have already seen exactly who you are, how you treat people when cameras are not around, and your motivations. The more you show, the more you validate the feelings of the 
majority of people around the world who are just sick and tired of your endless complaining despite your immense, unearned privilege.
Let me count the ways I am not going to watch this.

Terrible, looks like they are just spewing all their wealth at us and now want us to feel bad for them. Nope! I won’t be watching this crap. Cmon Netflix give us something worthwhile.
Netflix is just garbage now with all this crap. In my family the only one with Netflix is my retired mother and the only reason for that is because she is retired and has the $6.99 subscription. 
Everyone else I know has HBO OR HULU. Bye bye Netflix. 👋
I have second hand embarrassment by just watching this trailer. These two are just sad... and professional victims.
What a hot mess those two are
It’s not even a proper full sized guitar! Do they think we’re stupid?
There is no chord like that in the 1st fret that will sound like anything.

Here is some advice since you can't seem to come to this conclusion on your own. STOP clicking on content titled Harry & Meghan if you don't like them. Problem solved. You're welcome.
 @Alexandria G  look at you trolling comments about the disgusting duo 🤣 arevyou a Sussex squad member or maybe you're the wh*** herself. Toodleoo troll 🖕
 @Alexandria G  I click on it because they are a never-ending train wreck and I study them from a mental pathology and sociopathy perspective.  But I won't support their phony series.  
You're welcome.
"look at my moon bump" wow you sure hate women don't you?
 @Alexandria G   🤣🤣🤣  you're as deluded as the toxic duo. No dear I don't hate women, but I despise liars. Bye 👋👋
So you hate Netflix so much, but at the same time you stay watching to see what they release next? Why? Seriously why?
❤❤❤❤
The pair of them are utterly disgusting
Hey let's profit from titles ...half in/half out.. queen says not today ... your all or out.. so they walked out... 
God's sake get therapy... 
Revenge gets bitter... Meghan wants Revenge... Harry wanted peace... they got neither
D@mn, wished I could see how many down votes the Entitlement Princess has received.
More of Meghan's 'I have a voice' self styled victim narrative.
Personally I can’t wait to watch it 😂 I love practicing my eye roll 🙄
Geez. Calm down. If you don't like them don't watch. Everyone can do whatever they want with their money. He was born a prince and worked/works hard.  She's worked/works hard and 
earned her cash too. They both work with multiple charities to help people. Don't forget that you're no better or worse than them. I know I'm not.



I’m so happy I don’t have Netflix anymore!!! They have stopped to lies and trash.
I’m not sure I’ve seen any positive comments . This will be fun
They have guts to keep the comment section open🤣
He should have found himself a more submissive woman. Like his brother. If you become a part of a royal family you need to understand your role.
Complaining about privacy in a documentary they made about themselves, yikes.
What stakes what are they going to lose 🤔 will not be watching anyway as I cancelled Netflix uk would rather watch paint dry uk
You can't go on Oprah and make a Netflix documentary about yourselves and then complain about privacy.
Blahblahblah meh😑
Can't wait to see this!  I can hear the shaking in the boots of those anticipating THE TRUTH!! 🤣
Shame on these two for victimizing themselves whilst in their multi million dollar surroundings. Shame on Harry for turning his privileges into a reality show
WHAT STAKES..... you wanted to be private citizens... but half in wasn't ok with HER ROYAL HIGHNESS ALLOWIMG YOU TO USE "HR " titles to provide from... you walked away.. be happy.. 
find peace... 
Now I feel my opinion they want to bulldoze the bridge they walk across for spite, for revenge...
You walked away Netflix paid $$$$$$ so here we are harming the family Harry LOVED his whole life ❤  ... was she bullied
.. I do believe e she was.. did she feel stress, sadness,anger,,resentment probably.... they both had therapists so why not use them in her "DARKEST HOUR " AND ACT LIKE THEIR PHONES 
AND COMMUNICATION WAS CUT TO NOT GET HER HELP..... 
This is a revenge show they last minute tried to lighten up when HARRY realized he wanted his family but have Meghan and get revenge... hurts everyone and truth has 2 sides no matter 
how flat that pancake gets....
What stakes is she talking about? This stuff is so Hollywood trash.
Let me be your dislike button.
As at 21:51 1st Dec:

10K Likes
33K Dislikes
let's all not watch it!
We should have a drinking game...
😂😂
Yeah me too...I love rolling my eyes lmao.
Extra big chuck bucket needed!!!
Oprah, articles in the NYTimes, interviews, podcasts, soeaking engagements, Netflix documentaries. Everything is about their goddamned story even when it is supposed to be about 
something else. You would think they were the first two people on the planet to experience love and conflict with the in-laws. I used to really like Harry, but he sounds like an insufferable 
simp
Exactly
Well apparently you can, especially if you never get contradicted by anyone.
Now that I know how much she is suffering, the shortage of food in our home doesn't feel that bad
Será una oda al narcisismo 😌
I feel so sorry for these millionaires flying around the world on a private jet getting paid $100 million to complain.
This can not be real??!!!😅😅😅



I am nt looking at this fake story and probably i resign from Netflux
🥱🥱 When this circus will be over finally? Is anybody knows?
Megan just can't let go of getting publicity. Like others have said. They should have gone quietly to the US and no one would have bothered them and they could have had all the privacy 
they wanted. Instead every few months something else comes up to put them in the limelight.  They need to go away.
Oh no, I feel so sorry for these rich people and everything they did to themselves to get here. Boo hoo. I do not think her delusion of becoming the next Michelle or Oprah is working out 
for her.
wew, excited for the tea..😄😆🤣
I love this couple❤❤❤
WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN??? Forgive me for shouting but do those children really exist?
These two are repugnant. They have become professional complainers in a world with so much real suffering. What a fall from grace for Harry!
And to think non millionaires believe they have it tough dealing with similar and in many cases far more profound issues!
What stakes exactly?
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Posers
Such crap. The self-overexposure of these two is reaching a mental state. This is an embarrassment for Netflix. What a sellout.
These 2 self obsessed, lying millionaires are absolutely nauseating!
I wonder if Netflix will have a disclaimer 
"the show is a fictional dramatisation inspired by real-life events."
AKA: wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah .... "We need more money from the Duchy of Cornwall." 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 "Also… We are rich and we're bored, yet want to 
feel significant. So we create problems in our imaginations so we can "save" the peasants."🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Not being able to get my kids much for Christmas this year is nothing compared to their pain and suffering 😑
You could even buy her something, like an Hermes blancket to survive. You are so selfish.
Seriously I can’t comprehend how they think this is a good time for this. So many of us are dang broke going check to check and I have a decent job. My kids will have a happy Christmas 
because they are spoiled jerks.
They are the mother of hypocrites!
😂😂😂
Rich people can’t be sad now? Don’t you know more money more problems?
 @Elle Kay  🤣🤣🤣
 @Jen Adams  would you say the same thing if a whole institution drove you to near suicide? Is that more acceptable for you? Just curious....
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
See…it’s about perspective. You hear the horrors of their lives and you realize how lucky you are. What is a little food insecurity, crippling student debt, or unattainable housing compared 
to having a palace, servants and unearned riches? It’s really hard to be privileged. The 1% have it so rough.
 @Trinette Mitchell  theatrics. I believe the 59 other people who said she never showed or acted in distress, just bossy/ bully.
 @Shelley Sprouse  59 people!! Yeah, right!! How is it that people like you are the ONLY people to hear this, and yet that isn't being said anywhere else?? Her own husband was there to 
witness and has corroborated everything she said, and still she's a liar!  You people are absolutely sick in the head!
 @Trinette Mitchell  so you admit she fails at everything she puts her mind to?
 @King Charles' leaky pen  you just proved my point. I didn't say anything close to that. Quite clearly she hasn't failed at anything, but we know who has, don't we?



 @OG13  she whines and whines through the Brazilian forest fire and the pandemic, give her Hermes stuff NOW
 @King Charles' leaky pen  All of you idiots here taking the time to comment on a docuseries you say you have no interest in??? You have an interest because you're HERE commenting 
about it! AND you'll be watching it!

You want to know the difference between people like you and people like me?? I don't seek out info on the Cambridges or anyone else in that disgusting family because I DON'T CARE 
ABOUT THEM!! I'm not going to waste my time and energy going on to their social media, or seek out any platform that's focused on people I don't care about! It's a waste of my time and 
energy!! 

YOU and any other lunatic with something disgusting to say about a woman you don't know are nothing more than FANS! Otherwise you wouldn't be here right now! And yes, you WILL be 
watching that docuseries!
 @Trinette Mitchell  no the F*CK I won't! I simply pulled a page out of your Sussex Squad playbook. Saw people talking about people I don't like, (like your dislike for the disgusting royal 
family, as you put it. So are you racist? For disliking people you never met?)hit the down vote, and gave my opinion. Are you planning on prying my eyes open and forcing me to stare at 
this stupid piece of 💩...whatever the hell it is? Yeah. Didn't think so.
 @Trinette Mitchell  poverty is the number one factor that drives people towards suicide, this documentary is way out of touch
 @soapy  Stop making excuses and dismissing someone's experience with people that deom them to think of ending their own life and that of their unborn child!! BULLYING is also a 
reason for a person to have suicidal ideation or commit suicide! You're being dismissive of something serious! You're crass, crazy and a racist! Yes, I said it!!
 @OG13 H&M among other things are arrogant and not that bright
I concur
 @Trinette Mitchell  ok then… I bring up statistical facts and you go on a psychotic rant  yet I’m the ‘crazy’ one. I don’t feel the least bit sorry for these extremely privileged people who 
continually profit off this sob story, while there is real suffering all around us every day.
 @soapy  well said.
 @Trinette Mitchell  people like me you say? Don’t stop there, what people am I? Look, I just read the news from various outlets. It’s that simple. The one thing that consistently comes up 
and she’s a difficult prima-donna. Not Martyr Meghan.
every week
Every day 😂
Wow. I would hate to run into you in real life. Grow a heart. Abuse is a serious topic of discussion and it's not always about money.
 @Alexandria G  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 get a life saddo
They are not just speaking for themselves they are speaking for many. The royal family has a long history of abuse.
definitely should have!
I'm just here to laugh a Karens who think wealthy people don't have a right to be emotional, sad, depressed or frightened.  Who am I kidding, I'm just here to laugh at all the whingeing 
Karens.
Convenient timing on the release of this trailer don't ya think??
Jeez nobody has a decent word to say about them & they’ve done zilch wrong except walk away from the royal family & make great money - good on them! This link is obviously watched 
by so many jealous small minded loyal royalists - who have no RIGHT to be royals AT ALL but folk are still too blinkered & have been so long subtly programmed to think of what the royals 
do is for US - yeah YOU & ME! But in reality they’re thieves & murderers & laughing at a country that still looks up to them! Get over it & leave Harry & Megan alone. But I doubt you will - 
but ask yourselves WHY?
Netflix - Why did you want to make this documentary?
Megan - "Because we were contractually obligated. And they already payed us. '



Oh pleassssssse what a load of crapppppp!!!!@
CONTRIVED!!
Go William & Catherine…. You guys rock🙏
Narcissistic personality disorder, everybody. It’s a documentary about NPD
I’m confused ! They already told Oprah their story .
This is getting pathetic at this point .
I’m no fan of the Royal Family but Harry and Meghan are no saints either . There is an air of self righteousnesses that surrounds them .
When the stakes are this high ???  Ummmm … what stakes is she talking about ?  She fell in love … didn’t like the family . Moved . But now you realize you can’t take the wealth with you 
??? SMH . Not watching this … if they both have family problems take care of it privately .  Everyone is to busy WORKING !!!
So a documentary for two whores? Wow Netflix
NO THANKS.  In fact......STAY FAR FROM ME!!!
She's brainwashed him, manipulated him, turned him against his whole family. This is her story not his. She was a z list celebrity who needed publicity. How else can you do that apart from 
marry a Prince.
He won’t be able to come back from this. I don’t think his father or brother can be more understanding than they have been already. Let’s also not forgot how William had to state that 
they weren’t racist after the Oprah Interview.
Oh Netflix...how the mighty have fallen. What were you thinking signing up  these two?
Let’s boycott this nonsense … just don’t watch it! Period.
Just cancelled my Netflix subscription!!!!!!
Clever PR Job. William and Kate in USA and in the same time this Trailer ?😉😉
Who just takes an image of someone crying? Is this real life?



What stakes?? Why is Meghan making their leaving the work of the Royal Family into a life or death thing when the future King and Queen are literally walking around and greeting 
Americans in Boston, safely and with smiling faces. The Prince and Princess of Wales, the King, Queen Consort, and other royals just get on with it. None of the public interest and reporting 
in their lives is so earth shattering to them, and indeed there are press rules in place to protect them and their families! Meghan, yes, received coverage with regrettable headlines in her 
VERY short time as a royal Duchess, but she also received AMPLE good press as well. A 30 million dollar wedding that literally took over national news in order to celebrate with them was 
the biggest one lifting her up for months as the newlywed. Later, she wasn't hounded by the press, and there wasn't a press pen following her around as she claimed, threatening her and 
her kids. There is no evidence of this at all and it doesn't match the living experience of other royals. And, please, I don't mean the tragic death of Princess Diana, nor do I mean extremist 
views, which can affect any public figure. The bottom line is Meghan and Harry and their kids were better and legally protected as UK working royals. A simple charm offensive and 
cooperation with the royal networks and journalists covering them would have worked wonders and been far louder than any tabloid rag stories. Meghan and Harry handled their 
relationship with the Royal rota with shocking unprofessionalism... I watched it with my own eyes. I don't need her or him to tell me how it went. 

I read this tidbit once and it clicked with me... In the initial exit announcement from Meghan and Harry, they stated they wanted to be half in/ half out of the monarchy and still perform 
royal duties on behalf of the Crown. Think on this for a minute, if things were THAT awful and stakes were that HIGH (insinuating that you might not even survive) why would you fight to 
stay in such a toxic, harmful place? I can't help but see their entire narrative of being victimized by the UK press and a lack of family support is based on the official DENIAL of what they 
highly desired in their favor as the late Queen wouldn't let them cherrypick duties for a new role and commercialize themselves and their Sussex dukedom. What this boils down to is a 
family feud, battered egos, betrayals, and burnt bridges ... mostly an epic loss of trust to continue to collaborate together on common interests. I'm sorry, but I can't see it any other way. 
Meghan even says in her own words on her podcast that her ambitions were squelched when she was (again, *briefly*) an official working member of the Royal Family. THEY (and their 
1,000 years of tradition, family ties, and historical legacy in the UK) couldn't keep up with HER as she assumed this honored position from abroad and through marriage. The result we are 
seeing on Netflix, on Oprah, with Penguin, etc. etc. is their spiteful spin on things to blame, smear, and discredit what they couldn't strong arm for themselves. Its also another bid to draw 
attention and interest to them, so people continue to buy in. In the end, it's still all about --> $$$$
Meghan Mandela Markle is the QUEEN OF LIES..big difference🤣🤣🤣🤣
"payed?"  Haters can't spell.
We LOVE you Prince William & Princess Catherine.  WELCOME TO USA :)
👏👏👏👏
William cheats.  Too bad they're really living separately.
 @Karma D  you sound like you are on the H & m payroll! Leave W & K alone!
 @Karma D  Sussex Squad right!! How elegant! Please have some manners!
 @Karma D  Your proof of that? Zero. You just leave the same comment all over the place because you're a hater and MeghanMarkleBot
Why does it have to be a competition? Oh wait, it doesn’t! Unless you fall for the media narrative, who only care about selling ‘news’ papers.
 @Leilani Lee  😂😂😂😂
People are allowed to talk about the suffering they have endured any amount of times they feel like it. If you don't like it stop clicking on YouTube videos titled Harry & Meghan and mind 
your business.
 @Alexandria G  of course !
 But sometimes healing comes from moving forward and choosing not to re-live it .
At the end of the day , they can talk privately to therapists, but hey ; that doesn’t pay you millions of $$$$.
Families are complex - reconciliation and forgiveness doesn’t come from this , just more Benjamin$$$$
Did she fall in love , I must’ve missed that bit 🤔



You’re so triggered 😹😹😹😹😹😹
 @The Princess Diaries  Meghan is triggered. All she does is talk about how racist everyone is haha. Thank God we don't have her over in the UK anymore
 @LivvyBeth 2K18  Well based on how you think racist people are something to laugh at I would say Meghan was right.
 @Alexandria G  Of course she is lol. She's a narcissist. She wanted privacy and then moved to LA. For someone who doesn't like publicity she's very convincing
Well seeing her fake one tear cry at the queen funeral you know she loves acting sad.
Er Netflix
No, this is just a fantasy
One tear left eye Meghan go! Her words
She is an actress, there’s a photographer/camera crew there… it’s a pantomime 🤣
Pantomime season!!! Behind youuuuuu Harry… 😂😂😂
And there was me thinking she couldn't act lol
 @Minaryeon  😂
Meghan's whole life is a big fairy tale that she makes up as she goes along.  Just listen to her meaningless word salad.  "Women don't need to find their voice.  They already have a voice.  
They need to use their voice."  What does that mean?  It's gobbledygook.
Probably re-enactment.  Only she didn't have to work hard at it, the director let her hide her face.  What I'd like is a re-enactment of is Harry upon seeing the two entwined palm tress at 
the front of their house saying to Meghan "My love, it's us".
It's officially the Twilight zone...
 @ckp2ator  Yeah!  Me, too.  I wish a Greek god of the forest would turn them both into intertwined palm trees, their roots sunk deep in the California soil, muted, but always looking 
yearningly forever eastward toward Windsor Castle and the fairy tale life they left behind...Sigh... I'm going to shed a tear out of my left eye now.
Because going on Oprah knowing full well the family can’t comment wasn’t enough… That’s the part that gets me most. I had sympathy for their apparent struggle with the media BUT they 
lost me completely with how they went about things.
Lets talk about the same story they've been talking about for the past 2 years SHE IS DESPICABLE
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮
Waiting for everyone in this comment section talking against this documentary and how much it would end badly for Harry and Meghan to come back here after 'watching' it, lol.
Not worth listening to the story from them when it is all lie.
So desperate to be Diana 2.0.
Talk about a royal egg on her face 🤣😂🤣
She reay sounds like someone who never worked or had authority figure to answer to her whole life. Oh wait.. She never did.

Never realy worked till age 31.
Waiting around in a trailer for Suits is the most 'work' She ever done.

Omg it’s been years since they left. Everybody now knows why. How many years will they keep schlepping the same story. Move on. Do good. And don’t ask for attention. End of story.

But... haven't we already heard their story. How many times are they going to share the same story? Also, what stakes are so  high that we have to continue hearing this story?? Ugh!!



Three sobbing pics accidentally captured by a photographer and Netflix videographer against a backdrop of casual luxury.
Meanwhile my 73 year old mother who worked (cleaned hospitals) all her life is scared to put the heating on in her 1 bedroom council flat!
What on earth have they got to cry about? Count your bountiful blessings. Infuriating. They have a partner who adores them, gorgeous children and wealth beyond most peoples 
imaginations. A sad tale indeed!
They are revolting! How Netflix can contribute to this BS! Really!!!! 
Bunch of dollar crazy Harkles🤮
What a crock!  This latest drama of Lady whoever seems appropriately timed to conincide with their story.
She controls her narrative. This dropped today, on her command. Predictable, pathetic, vindictive and juvenile...
She’s diabolical.
This docuseries was for the $$$$$$$. No doubt Meghan’s idea
“….hear the story from us?” What other story have we heard tho? The whole Oprah debacle and every single tabloid is all biased on your side. Yeah?? Piers Morgan was one story that got 
some air time. Everything else has been your story tho Hermes Princess.
A lot of broke people in these comments are still salty Harry never chose them. I wasn't the biggest fan of the couple in the beginning, but the racist, colorist, and just plain rude attacks on 
complete strangers to the common person is just wild. Are people really bashing her in the comments and then saying her life isn't hard? I don't have many friends or a mansion, but I 
certainly don't have millions of people weighing in on my choices either. People need to get over themselves. If no one wanted to watch it, it wouldn't have been made. If this isn't your 
thing, don't buy it, not that difficult.
Isn't never enough for this golden digger?
Meghan and Harry live your life and continue to rise above the hate.  You will have a love story that will outlast all those that dislike you. God is on your side and you will be like a freight 
train coming through; nothing is going to stop you!
Well that looks shit pardon my french
❤
Marrying into the royal family, you need to become one of them. And she never wanted that.
the RF had their say through the BP
Netflix clearly told them, they better deliver something. They were paid a lot of money. And she never did anything.
Yet here you are commenting away.
Right?  And they think we're all dumb enough to believe that the story they're trying to feed us is authentic.  Looks awfully scripted to me.  Once again, Markle fails at acting.
omid scobie, is it you?
Yes, every women wants a balding middle aged man who is obsessed with his mum and plays the perpetual victim.
Let me fix that sound track - should have been - Money Money Money by Abba
Netflix I want to make also a docuseries. Please give me also a deal. I oromise you every lie you want I will say.

Whining, being a professional liar and moaner,...,... I surly can do better!

The new privacy is NETFLIX DOCUSERIES!
So excited!
Someone’s gone squeezed the last drop outta this lemon.
i have been supporting meghan since suits and she is such an inspiration to all.  she is the sweetest human and has the biggest heart. we love you meghan and people hating have no idea 
what they are talking about.



I just can't wait to watch full blown narcissism on display. Think I might sit this one out. 🙄

A charlatan and a pampered child. They have zero class. I'm going to cancel Netflix.
What a shit show!
Give up title
You know you're spoiled and entitled when even royalty say "damn, she's spoiled and entitled". All I can say is Harry... she ain't worth it bro, she's using you and she'll take everything 
you've got.
Go Harry & Meghan!!
Better late than never.. If I had any doubts before, with this move.. I finally understood who Netflix people are: greedy misers, deeply anti-monarchists and I understood who the Sussexes 
really are.. frustrated idlers and pathologically ill and self-fueled with envy. What a match!
That's pretty low including that photo of Kate in the middle of the trailer. You two get worse every week.
This is a toxic couple.  No thanks.
they are going the most genuine and beautiful couple ever. i love to see them happy and with especially everything they have been through they deserve nothing more. i love them so 
much and cannot wait to watch ❤❤
pathetic , disgusting liars and hypocrites
The True Crown of the Hearts rules the World, 💞💋🤴  🐣
That they use the picture of the funeral of Her majesty the Queen just proofs all critics right. She staged the whole I am in grief thing. I deleted my Netflix account do not want to support 
such grandiosity. When MM says doesnt it make sense to hear it from us it sounds sooooo passive aggressive
Cant wait to watch this! We love you both from philippines❤
why?
 @Lil G  why not
she is her father's daughter for sure
I don't think so.

When royalty calls someone else “spoiled and entitled” they’re most likely projecting. Not defending Meghan at all but royals calling others “spoiled” is just a pot calling the kettle black.
This comment is under appreciated
It’s weird how you’re trying to defend those pedophiles.
Netflix, please send this comment to Harry, asap.😂
Tru dat
I think he is even worse than her. She is nothing more than trailor trash. He is trying to destroy his own family in the media.
Harry's also using Megan to spite his family. In many ways he's worse than her.
Boo hoo 
Idiots the pair of them
Ummm yeah…. Let me know how that goes for you after y’all tell “your story” cause this has Rachel all over this. Lmao 🤣
Lawd Jesus lol

Meghan asks whether it makes more sense to hear their story from them - Problem is, Meghan & Harry are very devout liars.  And we all know it.  Why do so many lugheads deny it?
What a crock.  Netflix has been Markled.  We're tired of hearing Her story and truth.  So many lies with these two.



I'm just here for the ratio. And so far it isn't disappointing. 🤣🤣
In their royal life, I had sympathy for them. Then they withdrew for privacy. So I don't understand why they pop up every few months publicly talking about their private lives?
@Netflix pls stay away from this kind of stories .. I get negative vibes when i see that couple .. always tries to portray as victims . BTW every home will have closed doors .. Contact me will 
give more interesting story
"Stakes are this high..." What stakes? The stakes that you'll go back to being as irrelevant as you were before you used a man to get ahead? Netflix is trash for giving them money for this 
crap. Probably all lies like they gave to Oprah. I've cancelled my subscription.
Yes, they really came out here to CA to hide & live a private life.  Instead, they've moved into not one but a few CA mansions, thumbed their noses at the rest of us, are helping themselves 
to the natural resources in this  drought-ridden state & making another lame reality series.  Just can't get enough attention while attempting to flush their family, who supports them, 
down the drain.  They'er trash.
No one sees what goes on behind closed doors. Yeh it’s called a private life guys 😂
😁 Drammmmmmaaaaaaa. I will be watching this
I mean they could've at least removed the Hermes blanket, before posing for the camera to cry. LOLLL
I wish Harry would have met an American girl from a small town in Connecticut. And they would have gotten married. And he would have stepped down from the monarchy and lived a 
nice simple life in New England with his wife and kids. And we only saw glimpses of them when they posted their holiday family photos on IG.
And the Oscar goes to ... Not Harry or the Meg
Entertained more by the comment section more than the teaser. I'm sure it was hard for them but normal people have it harder on the daily. :face-turquoise-covering-eyes:
How desperate to drop this trailer the day The Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston for Earthshot.

That shows the playing field they exist on and the low  PR tactic they employ.

How many more scores of lies will be disproven in this whinge-fest, just as they were in the OW interview?

No wonder Netflix is going down the tube.
You want privacy? It’s a joke
Looks like absolute trash. And to release this teaser the first full day the Prince and Princess of Wales are in the states is in poor taste.
The narcissism the victim complex the unearnt privilege. These two are the perfect symbols of everything wrong with the world.
Well we do actually Harry because you never stop showing it 😂
😂
As long as you realise that it's all lies 🙂
I know. Just anyone that would treat him right and let him have the privacy he said he wanted.
and i am sure you wanted her blonde and blue eyed too
 @diane carder  Um, no. I have no preference for her hair color or eye color. I'm a woman of color with black hair from a small town in Connecticut. It's a very diverse area. What a weird 
comment.
 @diane carder  Uhmmm, ok little Ms. Racist.
 @diane carder  what’s wrong with blondes?
With his wife and REAL kids!



‘Why did you want to make this documentary?’

Harry and Me-gain: ‘Because we need and want money.’
Cheap yacht girl kind of Sleaze from someone who was once a 'Born Prince'
HRH William annd HRH Catherine so so lovely. Love u to bits ❤😘 u deserve each other. Stay blessed ☺👼 stay safe from the racist Pinocchios the non working ones (henpecked 
chicken🐔 and his maggot🐛 boss)

THESE BITTER TROLLS ARE MENTALLY SICK, TWISTED, PSYCHOTIC AND HATEFUL, BUT YET THEY ARE HERE AND OBSESSED WITH EVERYTHING THAT PRINCE HARRY AND THE DUCHESS OF 
SUSSEX DO. THEY ARE SO FULL OF HATE AND JEALOUSY THAT THEY CANNOT STAND IT TO SEE HARRY AND MEGHAN THRIVE ABOVE THEIR HATRED AND RACISM. WELL, THEY HAVE AND 
WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO, BECAUSE THEY LOVE AND ADORE EACH OTHER, AND YOU HATERS WON'T AND CAN'T CHANGE THAT, SO GET OVER IT! THEIR LOVE WINS!💞
I think there's a lot of misconceptions about H&M - the majority of their story has been told by the media. Media that has stalked her family, distant family, friends, co-workers.. to tell a 
'story' of 'who Meghan is' and how she has 'manipulated Harry'. It'll be interesting to see their view/perspective on everything that has happened and their decision making process to get 
to where they are. At the end of the day.. Harry was never destined to take the crown and making the decision to have a family and live in the States doesn't give the media or anyone the 
right to criticize his decision or his partner/family. I'm excited to watch.
laughably dramatic
Why are people in the comments mad? 😁👇
One idiot and one manipulative woman ‘looking’ for a privacy. Thanks God this one is not the future King of Uk, he is the wife in this relationship! Thanks Netflix for making us realize what 
a trash people are those two.
Waiting until Kate and wills  comes to the states to release..  
Also we’ve heard their side for over 2 years now and most of what we’ve heard is provable lies… 
Self indulgence reigns ...yet again.
At this point they’ll end up starring as themselves on The Crown 😅
Whining hypocrites. Get a real job and shut up already.
This is why I don't like them anymore. (This whole production is so sad, illusional and disgusting.) I'm honestly sick of Harry and Meghan bullying and firing against William and Kate (and the 
Royal Family) constantly.  It's not funny anymore. Grow up and move on. And please become more realistic. Your problems are other people's dreams! X
Who gives a shit about this two crybaby ?:face-purple-crying:
Shes a RAGING narc, you can see it in her eyes
Shes a RAGING narc, you can see it in her eyes
This Woman is trying everything to make money out of this family. Disgusting.
I hope they include her yachting days
Netflix it looks like I will be disappointed. I was hoping after working with them and realizing that they are just spoiled brats that you would turn it around on them and show us the truth. 
…. I mean didn’t the director quit?!
The fact that they deliberately chose a picture of Catherine looking “angry” - juxtaposed by Meghan looking all cute and innocent behind her - is just disgusting. Everyone else in that 
photograph is looking neutral- the inclusion of that frame is a deliberate attack on Kate. So much for Meghan's  “feminism”
Omg omg..... I'm just out of words now......
And we want to make them all pay for not thinking we should be king and queen.
correction: they do not need them because they are already ridiculously rich. They are just attention whores and greedy grifters.
"We bought a house beyond our budget and made a oopsie there."



Harry and meghan
 @Karen Cyrus  A pain in the butt no matter how you say her name.
but H and M aren't thriving. They keep telling us how oppressed they are!
Yes, but they could have just left. They didn't have to try and break the monarchy. I used to like Harry but now he is just a loser.
And still give a flop performance. Lol
 @A wild Rose  yep just like the plopcast.
😂😂😂❤❤❤
While forgetting about her father!
😂🤣😜
that would be Kate
Meghan is so jealous of Kate. She can't stand it.
Haha! Kate just being herself why not show it to the world
well it shows how things really are
Meghan has never gotten over the fact she had to settle for the next best thing, the Spare. Kate got everything.
A single frame of someone’s life is not them “being themselves”. Catherine has given no one any reason to believe she is fake or a bad person- but with Meghan’s every attempt to prove 
she is “the good guy”, she just makes herself seem worse. Period
Only one of these ladies ooze class, and it ain't the former yatcher.
There are several photos of Meghan shootinh daggers at Kate from behind.
Nobody has to know anything about royals to know Meghan is a spiteful bitch who can’t watch another woman do well near her. What she needed to do was know her place and take her 
seat. For that alone people would have adored her! But no. That’s too much work.
 @Ellyn Collins  there's also eye witness accounts she bullied little Charlotte.
Megs can’t stand how Kate is gaining more and more popularity so she HAS to villainize her
Meghan and Harry are not competing. The RF are. Pretty expensive clothes, jewels, palaces do not mean happiness.
 @Anna T.  Nobody is angry they didn’t get William. Kate looks miserable every time you see her. Take that fantasy somewhere else!
Seems less like an attack and more like just fact?
Meghan had this planned from the start.
Funny thing is if you asked me what race is she I probably wouldn't say black. 
More Latino.
Nobody hates other women more than Meghan Markle.
Even like that... Catherine looks gorgeous! That's beauty!
It's not like Harry and Megan did the editing for the trailer
 @Andreea Andreea  Yeah, I remember how you and Catherine didn’t get along in school.
We aren't falling for those tactics.
 @Sabrina Brown  😂you are delusional if you truly believe that.
Kate is a hag.
 @Andreea Andreea  ooohhhhh somebody sounds very jealous 🤭😆
She’s such a feminist she targeted and bullied her young female staff into resignation and nervous breakdowns. Not to mention her 3 year old niece. Can’t be easy being an ageing 
narcissist.



And sisterhood.
 @Samm  and it won't make her more popular
I love that a few bots are trying to say spiritual things. It's my favourite kind of bots.  they are so sophisticated nowadays.
Meghan is a crazy person i swear 🤬 🤡
 @SHOSH 2609  Harry and Meghan produced the docuseries.  They absolutely had a say in the trailer.
They need to show all the shots where Megs is staring at William adoringly.  Sorry you got the loser bro, hun
 @loveGG3  yep I bet the thought of Kate being Queen someday keeps her up at night 😂
 @JTrain  yeah it’s not that easy
That line is so scripted. Yawn. 
What exactly are we supposed to be hearing from them? Also very hypocritical of them saying protect our family from the spotlight and security issues when you go out into the spotlight 
and take your kids out with no security so whatever
O hypocrisy documentary 🤣
Yayyyyy.
How pathetic is this. Only want publicity they can profit from
Interesting coincidence that Megan's documentary comes out on netflix at the same time as the new Pinocchio....
the strategic stare from Wills and Kate, don't believe any of it for a second and continually selling their royal titles and his family out for cash is disgusting behaviour! Also with the fact 
people are struggling to afford to live at the moment, it's really not good taste to parade their obscene wealth around like that!
Crocodile tears 🐊
Anyone that has to flaunt their relationship like “H & M” … know that’s it’s fake & just another publicity stunt for attention
I disliked you both intensely before now I cannot adequately describe the contempt. Your timing in releasing this is abysmal. YOU LEFT after copping a free wedding and you have MOANED 
AND UNDERMINED the RF ever since. You left to leave a private life. So let’s add liars to the list. Thumbs down. NF you are testing me.
We heard your side of the story "me again" and you where proven to be a compulsive liar!
Yes, just what the world demands: a movie kissing the arses of these two spoiled brats
Dan asco.....usar su privacidad para ganar dinero ,usar su familia para crear fama ,usa su herencia y título para hacerse mártires....asco de personas...
Eles não queriam privacidade? 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Harry is a shell of the beautiful man he once was before meeting this monster. He has lost the love of the British public since bashing his family so publicly. I believe he has both Prince 
Phillips's and Queen Elizabeth's bloody on his hands.
this genocidal royal family is nothing but trouble to this world...
I really hope this isn’t a ‘poor us’ documentary. The majority of the world are struggling to adequately take care of themselves and their families at the moment financially. All that trailer 
showed was two people living the high life and monetising their privacy 
If The RF, Charles the Turd and Will of Whales would stop getting their henchmen & women in the UK to leave them alone, they wouldn't have to.  Fortunately they have A LOT to say and 
people want to hear it from them, not RF henchmen.
This is pathetic.
More Boo freakin Hoo from these two grifters. Netflix how low can you go???
👏👏
😂😂😂😂😂
Best comment in the internet today! Gold Star! ⭐
I thought she was the new Pinocchio



😂😂😂😂
These 2 are after money & fame.
They might get money but popularity and admiration will never follow them now.
He is jealous of his brother.
They don’t have a lot to say, they have a lot of lies they already said that they will now be regurgitating PLUS some exclusive new photos 😉
Going to be some cringe acting in this I'm sure, plus the inclusion of the Prince and Princess of Wales in the trailer is very distasteful
Yawn!!
They are trashing the family for money, create lies to stay relevant and u all can’t see the amber in her…@thebodylanguageguy will open many eyes
No matter what anyone says, I love Meghan.
Yes !!! ❤
Sorry..Not interested
Awful decision by Netflix to deal with these 2. Will not buy Netflix stock any longer because they deal with frauds like these.
Give gives a rats ass about theses phones phucks
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
8.8K likes vs 29K dislikes 1 December EST 2:52pm
Why don’t you just shut up and let us enjoy the real royals on their U.S. visit 🤫
To American that don’t under stand in the royal family the moment prince William had Prince George, and princess Charlotte harry and his family are no longer important they can go live 
there lives freely and no one care what colour there kids would be cuss they would never be king so doesn’t matter and the royal didn’t like not cuss she was as light as skinned as u can get 
but because she American actress and they new she would pull this shit and she hasn’t proven any of us wrong has she now last American wife was prince David and we all know how that 
turned out history repeating its self
I thought u already did that in the interview
Havnt we heard their story, from them, over and over for the past 2 years? When they left England for privacy?
Nah…I’ll pass
Nice timing lol Jealous much? So glad PW was born first. No one cares about these 2 grifters!!
This takes the narcissist smear campaign to a whole 'nother level.
🤣 this comment section
Wow so woman of color aren’t allow to cry, feel pain or express sadness while at the same time have expensive clothes and complain because we must stay in our place, and be grateful 
like seriously wtf😒 why do you people constantly feel the need to tell people how to feel, or live? Leave them alone
SNOBS
SNOBS
Folks in the comments section are not very bright. You can have all the money in the world and it wouldn’t matter. But that requires a bit of critical thinking and the comment section 
seems full of Americans and Brits—two groups not really winning the game on thought.
Not surprised by the dislikes , just can’t believe there’s 8+ K eejits hitting like 😂
Uk and  the Commonwealth family all breathe a sigh of relief that William in the Heir 😊
They'd be left alone if they didn't constantly seek publicity.



They’re the ones telling people how to live lol. Virtue signaling about carbon emissions and then taking private jets everywhere….
 @rip midnight martin  Quite right. They are the biggest couple of f**** pillocks going.
The royal family is racist like everyone in that family is white no diversity. Megan gets bullied everyday by the press, and if she speak out she’s terrible.. we support her
Here comes the bitter bots
lol smarty pants, speaking English doesn't make me a Brit or American... but figuring this out would take some brains
 @Xon Dominique  You took it upon yourself to imagine that I said “everyone in the comments section.” Notice how I didn’t? Please reread if you need to. If that’s not you, no need to 
force any outrage, beloved 
 @Tori Ashley Matos  oops, a deranged one! sorry, didn't mean to get involved
 @Xon Dominique  You can just say you’re not bright enough to engage and rushed to a fight you weren’t prepared for. It’s okay.

 @Tori Ashley Matos   i don't know if know what projection is. it's when people like to ascribe their own deficiencies to others. that's what your case is. don't want to deal with it, thank you
We have already heard your story. These people are only concerned about fame and attention. This trailer was released to take the spotlight away from Will and Kates trip to America. I bet 
they wont show their kids in the documentary. Can Harry and Meghan even parent children?
They are both utterly despicable.
omg the privileged , get into the real world, self victimhood at its finest
They clearly just trying really hard to bring down the monarchy which is by this time people are not cruel enough to fall for tbh and also for attention which is just an absolute bad idea 
there just gaining more and more hate because of this
yessss Can’t wait
Damn. There are some miserable people in these comments 😅 are y’all ok!? You know the existence of this documentary isn’t hurting you right? 🙃
Ohh the hard life of rich people.. LOL two whining bit***s .. thats what these 2 are! Not wasting a minute on this documentary!! PLEASE KEEP YOUR LIVES PRIVATE!! Spare us the 
nonsense! We don’t wanna know!!! How much more victim playing??? Ungrateful narcissists!
Looks like their achieving that privacy they wanted
Everyone loses. Whether you like it or not Meg and H hold a level of influence bigger if not equal to William and Kate especially especially outside the western world. With all the problems 
we are facing in the uk currently, it is wise to stop speaking bad abt them and at a minimum heal rift. This starts with us stopping commenting negatively abt these couple. Let’s stop 
creating enemies by bashing these two because there are ppl out there that support them.
The stakes are not high! This pair impact the lives of so few. This is purely about earning money, nothing more.
She’s despicable, he’s a bi***.
The end.
Not interested
All the haters here commenting. And not over on the Fails’ Formal Flop Tour 😂 you’re a fan 💋
looking forward to it
Grifters and liars the pair of them. They need to lose their titles if they hate the royal family that much, not profit from them. They are making money out of bad mouthing their families, 
knowing they are too classy to retaliate. They should live in privacy in the USA as they wanted. Sick of the negativity
Meghan and Harry are causing racism . Their disgusting traitor's Harry your a traitor to your country. Shame on you. It's all about the money 💰.
Imagine being from the top elite of people, having more money than countries, and still complaining about your life. I don’t like the royal family at all in general. But seriously hearing 
wealthy people whinge and moan is getting tiring.
Why did you want to make this fictional documentary? Greed, celebrity, profit off my family name, professional victimhood, more lying story telling, and because we have no talents, skills, 
or professions I selling a reality TV show! Same BS, different day🙄



Hallelujah… my life was getting so empty. Now its complete. The stakes was SO HIGH. Thank you Netflix.
So much of what they say are proven LIES, why should we trust anything they say?  They either are outright pathological liars or so self-absorbed that their perceptions of events and 
interactions are completely warped.  PS: Harry has done the most clueless outright acts of racism of anyone in that family 🙄
I'm not from the western world and we despise them. We value family and we believe in respecting our elders. 
I don't believe they have equal influence as the Prince and Princess of Wales for the simple reason that without the crown, H&M are irrelevant.
“No one sees what is happening behind closed doors” yup, isn’t that exactly what they wanted though? 😂 so ridiculous.
Looking forward to Charles stripping all their remaining titles, support, and any other benefit that comes with being a royal.  

It is fine to walk away, if you must.

It is better to walk away, and KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT!
The stakes are high??? What stakes? Spoiled brats.
Zzzz..
If they pay me some money then I’ll fake some sympathy.
I am sick to death of them. Always a pity party. Meghan has no class and certainly doesn't have my respect.
Wow. How to remain out of the public eye by Meghan and Harry. Step 1. Sign a multi-million dollar deal with Netflix. Step 2. Have them film your private life. Step 3. Complain about how 
horrible your life is in the mansion while there are people struggling to eat and live. Sounds about right for them hypocritical asses.
Disgusting of both Netflix and them
Just looked up privacy: "the state of being free from public attention"...

Hmmmm.
I'm no brit, I have no interest on the royal family but like cmon guys, find something better to do
I won't even hate watch. I am thisclose to cancelling Netflix for financing these racist grifters
It's so criminally cringey that it's basically another Netflix true crime doc.
No it doesn't make more sense to hear your side since that's all we hear your side and your side only relentlessly fed up hearing meghan markle the seed she is giving pictures of herself at 
women's speech there who does that incredible heres a picture of me  truly unbelievable I'm Irish so have no love for rf but truly fed up to the back teeth listening to that whiney 
egotistical meghan
Who cares. They need to get a job.
Well it’s about time they had their say. They’ve been pretty quiet up until now.
Wow, so private. Thank god they filmed their privileged life for us all to respect their privacy while they struggle. Oh wait…
She's such an attention "lover". And like a real "lover" she gets paid for it.
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
8.6K likes vs 27K dislikes 1 December EST 2:37pm
These comments are hilarious, omg these two are a  joke , thanks for the laughs Netflix!🤣
His is he mother son



The privacy they talk about is having all the attention on themselves and bad mouthing their family for money. Poor harkles, daddy won't give him money anymore. 40s yrs old couple can't 
grow up.
 @Minaryeon  Mayhem is 45.  Hairless stated to Oprah, "every threat was met with silence."  Take about no self awareness.
You all are here,  commenting wow!
That's the way the rest of the world wants it. These two need to go away
Completely the point - it’s all so absurd🤨🥴🙄
And isn’t that what doors are for!?! 🥴😆😂
 @Dominique Wyatt  I'd rather read the comments than watch the silly docu-series.
flying plates and yelling from Meghan
WHY do we need to see what goes on behind closed doors with them??
The whole point of this docuseries is trying to keep up with the Kardashian's $$$. I don't see this moving in their favor though. Keeping the curtains shut as a Royal would have kept the 
speculator masses.
A Spotify podcast, 2 recent front-page interviews about her life, A conference (yesterday) to meet with her fans, an upcoming autobiography by Harry just this year alone and they are 
quiet? If anything she has been babbling non-stop
Sarcasm clearly isn’t my forte 😢
 @Aaron Holdstock  omg im so sorry maybe i was too rush and didnt get the sarcartic tone. It is just that Meghan has said that she is "silenced" by the firm and wanting to "find freedom" 
and many ppl buy into that 😂, so naturally I had to rant but I am sorry again for offending you 🥲
Haha no offence at all. Let’s just respect their privacy that they asked for, by not watching it. And will probably cancel my Netflix account too
Can’t wait ❤
Why did you want to make this documentary? Real answer: we want the money to live our lavish undeserved lifestyle.

Dear God, more victimhood surrounded by designer goods and opulent living. Boo Hoo. While his brother actually gives awards to work toward climate change, this talentless dude and his 
thirsty talentless wife are getting paid by Netflix to cry about how entitled they are. The world is coming to an end when two people can give you newfound respect for the Kardashians and 
their problems. Give it a rest Hollywood. Not only do we not care, we know lies when we hear them. These two can’t get their story straight and can’t pass a single fact-check so then they 
call it “my truth.” These two exemplify everything that’s wrong with the world and why my beloved Democratic Party can no longer win an important election. Please make it stop.



When the stakes are this high???  

What stakes? 

Hear the story from you???

You already did that with Oprah.

Everything possible to protect your family? 

Have you considered being private citizens....for real....private? 

Clearly, Harry and Meghan  are here to do more royal family bashing.

More lies.  More distortion.  

Epic fail!
How many more versions of Rachel’s truth do we have to endure. For God’s sake please go away and have that private life you said you wanted.
That they released this while W&K were in the US tells you all you need to know about H&M and Netflix!!
Lmao Netflix is about to get Markled  big time.
This is another pathetic attempt to be “privately relevant” isn’t it? 😂
harry and meghan are appalling - cannot believe that netflix are supporting their twisted and toxic narrative. SO MUCH RESPECT FOR WILLIAM AND KATE.
That’s sealed it for me!  I shall definitely be watching…NOT!
What stakes are so high? Why do we need to hear your story? What relevance do you have? I'm so confused.
i thought they wanted a private life
Nobody feels bad for you.
Poor Netflix……. what a waste of money 🤮
so sick and tired of these two moaning privileged morons! What do they actually do when they don't cry about how hard their life in their Montecito mansion is.
Puke
Millions from Netflix, Spotify, other ventures   Are they paying the correct taxes?  Harry as a non US citizen, Meghan with all her designer "gift" clothing.  I hope the IRS are doing their job 
when it comes to the rich and entitled.
"How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is to have a thankless child!"
No, Netflix!! Why can’t you make more seasons of The OA?!!
I feel like they've shared their side of the story about how the royal family/British press treated them. I was hoping this docuseries would be more positive & happy: focused on the joys of 
their new life in California, their life as parents, as newlyweds, enjoying their pets, their projects past, present and future (invictus games, Megs podcast/children's books etc. Obviously this 
is a short trailer, but it seems more focused on the negative aspects of their time as a royal couple. I dont think they have much to gain by focusing on that publicly, especially if they want 
to mend the relationship with Kate and William. Just my opinion.
there are many bots in bot farm apparently waiting ;-)



Us!! At first I was annoyed because the content from Boston is so inspiring and happy, but now I realise it shows them up for being desperate and pathetic. Trying to coat tail on The Prince 
and Princess of Wales, and trying to overshadow their trip (and the fact that they think they can shows how deluded they are) but wow Harry. He’s never going to come back from this. 
He’s made “only child” adults who wanted a brother or sister their whole lives, be grateful they never had a sibling.
They always drop something on the same day as H&K doing something big. Dont tell me its coincidence. Its just so obvious.
this was planned long before that trip
 @Chubshie xox  It’s because they are seething with jealously and are desperately trying to outshine them. Anybody with half a brain can see that the Prince & Princess of Wales are a far 
superior couple in every way.
Netflix is complicit in the plot to bring down the British Monarchy. Cancel your Netflix subsciption.
Good god H&M didn’t decide or dictate how or when this was marketed. Netflix did, and Netflix did it to egg the likes of you complaining on. So the controversy would get the word out. 
That’s just Netflix marketing team doing their job well. Having the teaser drop literally the day of W&K tour is just smart marketing period…it’s not a personal attack on a public tour. I love 
W&K but why would they tour the US right now anyway?
 @Joannee75  hahahaha! You cant be serious. H&M are insufferable complainers. Their popularity is fading fast. Just liok at all the comment here.
 @Leilani Lee  good God - Harry and Meghan are the producers. Of course this was planned to outshine W&K's visit. These trips are planned far on advance. Netflix and H&M planned it this 
way. Shame on Harry for doing this to his family.
 @JTrain agreed their stooge Scobi all but admit they had a hand in this. Meghan really should drop him he screws up every chance of plausable deniablity she has.
 @JTrain   When were they popular, on their wedding day?  Their first royal engagement m threw hot tea at staff!
Pathetic!
 @JTrain  What? I was saying it’s H&M that are seething with jealousy 

 @JTrain  you obviously don’t understand how little influence H&M’s level of ‘producer’ has on marketing, not even the director has control at this point in the process…it’s all Netflix.
No way I’m supporting this victim festival by streaming it, no way.
You’ll be tuned in, you’re obsessed
Shakespeare always wraps it up so beautifully!
What hurts the most is not being stabed on the back but who is holding the knife!
What?
 @Joana  stabed?"
Yeah I think you have a point. If they focused on their real lives after leaving and dealing with the positive and challenging parts of having a family as private citizens does actually sound 
decent. 

Unfortunately because Meghan is a raging narcissist, she needs to paint herself as the victim.
You mean you thought they would get over themselves? Yeah no that’s not happening
it may be when we actually watch it
How do you know that’s not in the film?
They don't want to mend their relationship.  They are trying to tear down the monarchy.
the priblem is, they don't have talents, they don't have an interesting life. Without the royal connection they ars nothing, only boring.
 @diane carder  True, there hasnt really been much detail about whats in the series, just the trailer gave me a vibe that its going to be more focused on the past. There were rumours that 
Meg and Henry wanted to make changes to it after the death of Queen Elizabeth and that Netflix didnt want to. Meghan made a statement that basically said the director was telling their 
story in a different way than they would have told it. I'm just kind of speculating and guessing😂. I'll have to watch it and see!



Angry Brittish propagandist in this comment section...wow, I see why they left.
Permawhiners permawhining. Ugh. Won't watch.
ABSOLUTELY Love them and cannot wit for this doc to come out.  I pray for them as they are dealing with so much slander.  I will 100% support this doc and anything they put out.  God 
bless you Harry & Meghan!
This is so embarrassing, Harry what were you thinking?  MEghan loves the attention even though they said they wanted to be left alone...Two privileged, ridiculous people, Harry will regret 
this.
Pure garbage.
How bloody boring. What more have they got to say of any value? Couple of whingers!! This might make me finally cancel my subscription!!

I’m glad to see that so many people see the kind of pathetic, narcissistic people they are. “Why did you want to make this documentary?” They desperately needed the money to afford 
their lavish lifestyle. And titles get you only so far when you walk away from your family and don’t really have much to offer. Simple. I won’t be watching a second of this show.
Didn't they say it out loud and clear that all they want is privacy .
She's nothing short of the worlds best real life algorithm. Pre programmed to entertain her own interests at the expense of everyone around her. The highest level of selfish. The movie 
itself is clickbait.
Uwful already...😒
This comment section isn’t it. Y’all try being in their shoes and see how well you make it! Have some compassion!
Yes!!!!!!!

This is just trying way too hard and looks really cheap. Like honestly, who in their household is ready to take pics of Meghan crying? How did they know she was going to cry, why would 
they think its a good time to take a picture of someone that vulnerable, what would be the purpose of it at all? Also what does she mean by "when the stakes are this high doesn't it make 
more sense to hear the story straight from us?" What stakes?? Didn't they already tell their story on Oprah, how many times do we have to keep hearing 'their" story?
Are they really filming at Frogmore Cottage (a mansion gifted to them by the royals) and earning $100+ complaining how hard their life was behind closed doors? They had staff (chefs, 
nanny's, cleaning) and now live in another mansion in Santa Barbara, if he's so happy w/ Better Up why put this negativity out in the world? It's lovely to see Kate & William using their 
platform for good, highlighting quiet, impactful work being done around climate change w/ Earthshot. Happy they'll be together forever and their family is complete (2 kids max). - 
Samantha (no name) Blaze
Almost 3 years after leaving and they’re still bursting with bitterness. The divorce will be spectacular 🍿
They are showing their mental health is still quite unwell. Bitter and angry is no way to move on and live your happy life. Their children are being subjected to a vengeful way of behaving 
when things don’t go your way. So sad Her Majesty’s love is returned with such spite. Canceled Netflix.
Pathetic duo continue whinge whinge lies lies me me victim me me.
Meghan and Harry’s bots are 💯 trying to do damage control in the comment replies 😂😂😂 you can’t stop the truth, sugars! 😊
Disgusting pair. Boycot it!
This was a vicious, brutal coordinated attack against the British Royal Family. Are they FINALLY going to do something, or just continue to let them crap all over them?
No im from Vietnam and we in Vietnam also dont like her. We are socialists (we are not biased with the Royal Family) but we still dont like her. And you'd be surprised by how much she is 
hated here
no, we are from all over the Earth - I hope they leave it as well
Remember the UK taxpayers spent £32 million on H&M's wedding. What other country would spend that amount of money on Meghan for just one day???
 @Dorothea Antonio  I know right, especially even after Meghan's own brother warned the British Royal Family weeks prior to the wedding about her toxicity (his letters were published on 
major magazines and newspapers) but the BRF still decided to believe in her and let her in. I think BRF should have listened to Meghan's brother



 @cutie pie  You fool NO ONE you bitter Brit.  Id bet $4,000 you are an angry white female brit.  The envy must eat you up daily.  Praying for you people.  Kinda sad to live with that much 
jealousy on a daily basis.  Feel so sorry for you.
 @Jess  No haha im Vietnamese. Now give me $4000 as promised as you have lost your bet. You'd be surprise by how many Vietnamese hate them :>
 @Jess  Hi, dont ignore my comment? Where is my $4000? Not y'all delusional but you are also fraudulent as well haha
Alllllll of this. Thank you. I just wrote my own comment but quickly deleted it after reading all of the others and realizing how hostile this comment section is. Ultimately it’s just proving the 
hostility against Meghan and the two of them as a couple, truly. I’m interested to see what they have to say.
Virtue is not something PR companies can manufacturer. If you spend more money and time trying to create an image of yourself, rather than putting in the work.... people will call you 
out!!
Hopefully a Markle will come into your family and someone will have compassion for you and the hell it is to have a narcissist like her.
I would love to be in their spoiled, privileged, ungrateful shoes!
Their £1,500 shoes?
I can’t wait for the up coming divorce. Wonder if Netflix has already started filming
 @Lee Evans  that's part 2 on this docu series
 @B.B.S  that’s the only way Netflix will be able to recoup their losses on this duo. Everyone will tune in for the divorce episode.
  @Lee Evans can't wait.
That Will be "The" Divorce! She Will re-write the narrative all Over again. And by now, we have had 4 different versions told by themselves! . i can't imagine which new version She Will 
make-up!🤣🤣🤣 A narcissist being a narcissist!🤣
😂 ye, the divorce is on its way. It will be a shit show of lies. Megain the pretend victim and Harry the clown. Both of them are a total embarrassment. I can’t even stand seeing their faces 
anymore. Disingenuous couple of idiots who need to grow up. I pity their children 🙄
You wish, hater.
Instead of War of the Roses (movie) it will be war of the fake royals (Chapter 2 Netflix)
Exactly! Meghan will stay with Harry as long as they can make money trashing the Royal Family. They'll be loads or interviews, a mini-series about Harry's book & more books. Probably a 
Diana conspiracy film, etc. When that cash cow has run dry Meghan will find another dupe, divorce Harry, blame the Royal Family & do another Netflix 'docu-series' about it. All titles, 
includiing Prince need to be stripped ASAP.
Particularly because they going portray themselves as the perfect couple who are victims of the others. They truth is Meghan just wants to make money and to gain public sympathy. 
Bashing the Royal Family can responds to theses 2 needs.
 @Lee Evans  She was taking happy pictures with her ex while cheating on him with Harry.
 @Blessed_Lana  haha, Harry too stupid to realise he should taping and taking as many photos as possible for the upcoming divorce because she would have started hers at the 
engagement considering how she had everything mapped out and the divorce would have been her priority 💰💰💰
That’s what abusive people do is take away spouse’s independence and family, so all they have left is that one person. 
I don’t see a divorce in the future because Megan is in control.
Just love the comments. This one made me burst out laughing..  thank uou
 @Blessed_Lana  you’re sick
 @Lee Evans  oh but this couple won't divorce - that's so lower middle class, no this couple will do the conscious uncoupling.. megs loves a good quote to plagiarize
 @Tater tot casserole with salt  they will probably stay together no matter what, as long as she can use his status and titles, and he can benefit from her making more and more money like 
this
It's not like he even has a choice now, he is basically alone with her far away from everyone and everything he knows
 @Daisy Reina  😂



can everyone just stop wishing bad things for other people?
☕👀
hopefully xDD
Can court be televised and we watch amber turd 2.0??!
You know it!!! 😂🍿
The divorce is inevitable, as is Markle writing LOADS of books and having LOADS of interviews afterwards about how ''racist'' everyone was and how oppressed she was.
🍿
 @Nina PK  I shan't say what I REALLY wish.
They’re literally energy vampires 😂
 @Lee Evans  I think Netflix is secretly hoping for the divorce cause that is the only interesting content this pair is going to create
So what don't we know that wasn't in the Oprah interview? And Finding Freedom? And why are they demanding titles for their children from a systemically racist institution? Why do they 
insist on keeping their titles and thus ties to a systemically racist institution? Will we see them finally talking about where Archwell's money goes? Will there be a special episode of their 
trees decorated for the holidays to use like the Yule Fireplace? Are either of these two aware that many folks are struggling right now to put food on the table and that their whinging horse 
puckey shows how spoiled and out of touch they are? Will they admit that Princess Charlotte is REALLY The Spare now such as Prince Andrew was The Spare until Harry was born? Is this an 
attempt to sell us all on  Real Royals of Montecito?

Does anyone know if Bethany Frankle will be having a watch party on social media I can join?

Shame Netflix. In a world of streaming services you are no Disney+.
Is this supposed to be a joke? Satire? Comedy?

I used to support them but this ain‘t it.

If it was not for my husband who likes Netflix  series I would have cancelled because of these kind of shows. I will not watch anything these two say or read their books. A 1000x no for me
Down with the monarchy!
Lame AF.  I thought they wanted privacy?  None of their "troubles" had to happen.  They literally have everything they could possibly want or need to be happy.
This is the last straw. The Memoir and This - their titles will be cut. They deserve it too. They can’t have it both ways. You can’t smear and constantly defame an institution and expect get 
the privileges - ESPECIALLY when you don’t even work their anymore! The selfish narcissistic energy is off the chains!!
So she is crying in her blanket that cost $1,625 ? Wow.........poor little thing.
'the tabloide wont gives us privacy'  moves to la and makes a documentairy............ I mean that says it all really
‘When the stakes are this high’….what stakes? I think the stakes are only high for Meghan.



This is SO contrived!
The trailer's FULL of DECEITFULNESS!
They're  NOT at all in love ... and she was NEVER pregnant!

SO BOGUS!

And again the mega-narc's just trying to UPSTAGE the Prince & Princess of Wales visit to the U..S., so of course they put out this preposterous trailer the 1st day of their official visit to the 
States to try & steal their limelight...... as always!

Everything this witch does is contrived, underhanded, cold & calculated!
- She's a REAL PERSONIFIED MEGA-DEMON!

And Harry's the BIGGEST NIMWIT on the planet!

They are both CURSED, having went up against an anointed monarch, so it ALL BACKFIRES on them as will THIS, as will their shenanigans behind the scenes in the Crown as will "Spare", 
Harry's preposterously titled book, which wreaks of jealousy & resentment towards Prince William!

Absolutely ROTTEN to the core Harry is!
And nothing proves it more than his book title!

It's not just his witchy wife that's vovertly wicked!
They are one horrendously TOXIC, WICKED, UNSCRUPULOUS & UNDERHANDED DUO!
They are VERY BAD for EACH OTHER!

Everything that witch puts out is to fir image management! 
Nothing is AUTHENTIC!
God be with you guys.
Ohh shut up Netflix!! Canceled my subscription because of the trash content you are now putting up!! Seriously!! You are just as disgusting as THEM!! 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Waiting for all the memes to be made😂
Here's the tiny violin they ordered: 🎻

I am dedicating this performance of "My Heart Weeps For You in F minor" to the couple.
Please, just don’t watch this. Don’t feed the attention machine.

Markle was an arrogant woman with a superiority complex when she met Harry. After that she became the flow-blown narcissist that we see today. She idealizes herself and no one else.
Why did they put William and Katharine in the trailer? This is disgusting. Time to unsubscribe from Netflix.
Oh come on
So privacy wasn’t really an issue at all for these two 😂



'We want to be private and out of the spotlight'
And then continue to make a whole documentary about your private life because no one saw it? The life that you wanted to be PRIVATE? Does anyone understand the logic behind it?
well said
😂
lol
Thank you for this comment I laughed so hard
🤣
where did you get that quote from? When did they actually say, "we want to be private and out of the spotlight"? You're repeating something they never said.

Also, check your definition of privacy. Will and Kate fight tooth and nail for the privacy of their children while also taking them on tours, in front of cameras, and releasing photos of them. 
Privacy doesn't mean the public doesn't see them, it is about consent and seeing them on their time.
Doesn't every family have its problems .Get over it.
😅lol no, it does not make sense to hear the “story” from you because you lie and have lied every time we hear it from you! But haha you will tell them anyway 
I love that  the Princess of Wales has gotten access to all of Dianas jewellery  & wore it so well in BOSTON .  Her emerald choker  alone has the same value as markles horrible house in LA 
what an own goal they have scored here.  I love how  their stupidity knows no bounds.
Wonder how the like to dislike ratio is on this one 😉
She is horrible
Keeping Up With The Sussexes.
So sick of hearing about these 2 and the "royal" family. Stop it. No more.
Setting up to be the most insufferable cringe-fest of the year...
It’s amazing to me the energy people have to hate this couple.. I guess haters are gonna hate 😂
Congratulations Harry and Meghan keep using your voice. ❤
WHYYY all the black & white?!? It’s so ridiculous in 2022, not artistic, not special. Also, it’s gross releasing this now, trying to take away from the royal visit in Boston. Looks desperate and 
pathetic.
Can’t wait for this just know all the haters will be the first to turn it on December 8th love you Harry and Meghan  🏾
So excited for this!! 💗 Team Harry and Meghan forever xo
Tacky, gross, and out of touch considering there are people with real problems.
Storytelling
wow you leave us because you dont want to be in limelight etc then all youve done is moan about everything your not being allowed to do anymore and done anything and everything to 
be in the limelight make your bloody minds up guys fgs!!!!
I'm practically going broke at the grocery store because of inflation, trying to support a 1 year old, worried about layoffs etc. And these two are crying about family drama from the comfort 
of their multiple mansions and bloated bank accounts.  People loved Diana because she was painfully self aware and humble... These two on the other hand make me sick.
Hear the story from yourselves, shame all the truth we have heard so far has been pure guff. Moreif God same I presume
If only the deranged had a love in their life like Harry and Meghan they wouldn’t be so obsessed with hating them. I can’t wait to watch this   ❤
C'mon everyone, they have to sell books, interviews, and Netflix shows to travel and afford all the Hermes blankets
Omg it's so sad to be super rich and privileged.
26k dislikes to 8k likes (I have a browser extension that shows both)



 @Susana M.  TFS! Looks great 🤭
Lol I feel sorry for you.
 @maiblume  Your the sad one wasting your time spewing negativity onto people 🥱
Diana was sincere as well, meanwhile Meghan is full of contradictory lies and manipulation
Yet here you are commenting.
Agree 100%
I couldn’t buy a measly four foot Christmas tree this year their $89 but Netflix can flush $100 million
Funny, I would’ve thought after the success of Meghan’s blockbuster hit “the bench” they’d be set for life.
Don't forget the round trip private jets, for 3 hour grift-a-thons.
Amazon has those for $50…identical.
Well at least we know who gets custody of the Hermes blancket...
 @ln2675  The palm tree parents deserve that blanket, they do more work 😂
Especially if she’s going to cry and blow her nose all over it 
I feel like Meghan got money and immediately ordered everything she had seen on Keeping Up with the Kardashians.
What stakes is she talking about? She screams racism yet runs right back to the US where racism is at a high. She's a shitty actress so naturally a podcast is her next step. She's a trash bag 
human succubus and he deserves every bit of Hell her old tired ass brings him
They obviously hate the royal family but won't let go of their titles. Releasing this while William and Catherine are promoting Earthshot (an advocacy focusing on saving our planet) is 
basically proof that they need the RF drama for clout.

I will probably praise this couple and have respect for them if they just focus on advocacies without titles, without mentioning the RF, or their barely TWO YEARS experience being working 
royals. Besides, I thought their Oprah interview was their ONE AND DONE??? Will they still talk about their 2 years in the RF when they're 80+ years old?
I hope the joksters trash talked the Cambridges (and others) and as a consequence will lose what is left of their titles
this is why the Royal family has to go - completely out of touch with the public
What are the stakes Meghan? There is nothing to protect your famiky from Harry. The delusion is off the charts. Meg and the Spare live in a fantasy land and will never strike a chord with 
ordinary folks. Please just go away and be private.
I may have missed something but aren't they the only ones talking about their story? 
And what high stakes are these? She must be referring to the money, for sure. 
Really, how delusional must one be? And who buys into this crap?
What a pair of liars and attention seekers.  Really second rate.
🤮🤮🤮🤮
Ridículo
Harry & Meghan....the Milli Vanilli of the Monarchy😥
I don't think it's harry that need all this I think it originated in genuinely wanting to protect his wife from what his mother might've endured.. that being said Meghan looking more and 
more fake and a story teller as time go by. I hope that Harry is ok..and the children. I hope the family mend, and most of all Harry find his footing.
will there be harry and Megan biscuits..maybe a snack range?
bout to be the #1 show on Netflix. haters gonna be even more mad. here for it. overshadow the lovers Wales bc they cN
Look at all the haters in the comments! Losers projecting their own self loathing.



so proud of meghan and harry for speaking up and about about their troubling times. Everyone goes through it, it shouldn’t matter about their status or money, but their mental health!
Cringe
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" To make money and get attention, duh!
H&M , 2 ridiculous clowns ! 
Crying next to her Hermes blanket pretending to be saving the planet 🤣! Also releasing this when Kate and Will are in the US it’s such a desperate cry for attention! 
They wanted privacy so they are showing their life on Netflix!
These comments actually really make me sad. How did we get to be a society without compassion and utterly judgmental? Just because you have money, doesn't mean you don't have the 
right to be sad, or set the record straight and tell your own story, on your own terms. I'm glad they are speaking their truth, in spite of the ironclad judgement of all of us who watched a 1 
minute trailer and then decided swiftly decided we knew best about their reality.
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
What's wrong,  You don't want  your fairy tale version of the royal family to be exposed.  I'm afraid that happened a long time ago.  Fairy tales aren't real!
It may take some time, but I think they will drift into oblivion.
It’s not just this lil trailer making people dislike her. There’s been a bunch of borderline disgusting things she’s done since she got with Harry. One of the worst for me was when she went 
to Uvalde for a photo op at the gravesites of children. Her wedding cost more than the future King, and it didn’t have to, she could have had a smaller private wedding like plenty of other 
royals. She went on Oprah and hurled spite at an elderly man who was literally on his death bed. She’s a fake feminist and fake humanitarian. I’m sorry, I could go on and on but I’ll stop 
here. Maybe just look up some of it because trust me, she’s earned all of these negative comments.
why would people speaking their truth make you sad? You just said you were all for it?! lol
They didn't release it you imbecile Netflix released it and they need to tell their story people need to hear their side everybody can't be brainwashed by the British media
A money hungry lying bitch. You guys make me want to throw up. 🤮
Will definitely not be watching this and will be dropping the Netflix subscription. These are the most privileged people in the world and all they do is whine and whine.
Me me me 😡
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
WHAT A LOAD OF HORSE SHIT
Who has the negative count? They are hiding the truth!
She hugs all her lovers the same and laughs too much, MM the best actress of our times
I really hope that next time they’re interviewed, they are asked about what is their definition of a private life?
This is going to breakdown the Royal family. I don't care what happened but I hate to see family drama played out o publicly like this. This is just wrong😢
She is toxic and destructive. I cannot imagine a woman who would purposefully want to destroy her husband's family, unless she is a narcissistic psychopath.
The entertainment industry owes a huge apology to Taylor Swift and Katherine Heigl. These two take the cake for victimhood and difficult.
Celeb and royalty obsession. I'll never understand it.
abel and cain, can anyone tell which one is which.
I cannot imagine why anyone would want to watch these entitled grifters moan about how hard their privileged life is. C’mon Netflix. You made a bad deal. Cut bait.
I wish them well.
Harry and Ms Spoilt Brat “we are stepping away from the monarchy for privacy and create our own life.”  In translation - We are moving to USA , still want our privileges of royalty and to 
create a documentary and write books to trash the monarchy and make money.



Wrong timing and wrong message imo.

People all over Europe are afraid of freezing to death this winter because they can‘t afford heating and Meghan & Harry want us to feel sorry for them? Crying in Hermes and Gucci?

Please read the room.
I just feel sick! I will never ever watch this! (actually, no one need to watch it, all reporters will let us know everything about it).
The distressed picture of Megan in the chair with an Hermes blanket behind it is worth more than my salary.😂
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
8.2K likes vs 26K dislikes 1 December EST 2:06pm
 @Name  Thanks mate!
🤣🤣🤣
Don't worry, they'll come up with some new "my truth" LOL
They mean it's the version of their life that they sell to the highest bidder...
Agreed and we all know they will never allow anyone to ask them that question or the question, 'why did you tell do many proven lies in your Oprah interview?'
they have told it before, you are either illiterate or deaf
Cameras everywhere, focused on  me Me ME.
Telling what they want to tell...
Whilst being photographed 😮😂
Seriously. The fact that she doesn’t realize how this might come across says it all. The delusion is real.
…the blanket is less than $2,000… not unattainably expensive 

Money doesn’t buy joy. That’s the point.
She orchestrated that, she’s an actress she knows what she’s doing
She always stages her photos with that blanket, because none of the rest of us own the $1625 blanket.  Where’s her $950 matching pillow?  I certainly would have thrown that in for extra 
floutiness!
Body Language Guy did a close up. She's smiling. 😂
 @Susan H  I’m sure she had to try to hold herself back not to be too flashy
 @Jamila Crockett  2k for a blanket is ridiculous
It’s called product placement. They get paid for this. The cynicism is breathtaking
We love a distressed Hermes moment.
 @Jamila Crockett $2,000  expensive to most working people who probably don't take that home a month. She probably got it gifted..
And? Stop projecting
 @Nicola B  I'm sure there were endless retakes to get the correct angles.
Sounds like jealous to me.
Just like when she said, "Not many people have asked how I'm feeling" against the backdrop of impoverished and starving children.
The worst part is they are crying with money



Good one! Just made me watched these crying rich sad a*ses again 😂
 @Jamila Crockett  money does buy comfort which they have
 @Seize Theday  I don't think Hermes will pay for such bad publicity it is really the top brand here in France!
A close up shows she is laughing.
LOL Nicole Islas: you caught that too. I thought I was the only one who saw the Hermes blanket behind her!!! LOL
Who calls a photographer to take photos of yourself when you're upset?? Also, i thought they wanted to keep their lives private?
Pretty sure she's laughing there
Yeah Hermes blanket. And we're supposed to feel sorry for her. She's disgusting
Meghan’s tears are more expensive than our tears 😂🤣😂. Nothing in this show seems real. The Sussexes are doing these for the camera and for money.
Who took the photo?
that pic as orchestrated as AOC at the empty border parking lot
 @Nadine Williams  he has some good videos
Yup, I thought the same thing. Po' Meh-gan. Can you say, "stage crying?"
 @Carren Palmer  That is very funny..that is the image I had when I saw the photo..AOC crying over a car park..
 @Jamila Crockett  you're so right. In Meghan's case, nothing will buy her joy. Except, of course, getting to chronically play the victim & convince the rest of the world as such.
 @JSS  You mean William  wanting attention in the US🤣😂🤣😅👌 . Go home William quit chasing Harry.
 @Nadine Williams  😝
Well I just cancelled my Nutflix account!     No one cares about these two grifters.
 @P P  No the worst part is the British Media harassing and spreading hatred for 7yrs already. And weak minded people followed the Media with hatred for someone they don't know 
personally and wasn't even at the actual place where things took place. Their just going by gossip and hatred. What a shame.  And why say something in the first place if you don't want to 
be accused of being racist.  That alone is ignorance. Especially if your talking about someone who married into your family. Why do it. That shows Harry  and  Meghan aren't lieing and have 
been victims of hate and harassment till this day your hateful comments here prove that.
Pardon my ignorance. I thought the H stood for Harry and wondered if he had a blanket with an M on it. Seriously. 
She’s laughing embarrassed because she’s got no make up on. She’s not crying there’s a smile behind the hand. She’s not capable of real tears she’s a psychopath with narcissistic 
personality disorder.

Who took the picture? Was she laughing or crying? Maybe laughing right? Who would say I’m so sad.. oh let me fold this nice blanket and seat here to cry and take the picture… 😂
 @JSS   well it sound like silly to believe someone who is sad and crying make someone less take her a picture or takes a selfie… but yes… must be jealousy
 @Nora Zolezzi   Sounds like somebody's jelly because they can't afford a Hermes Blanket.
When I cry ,  I never ever ask people to videotape me or take pictures of me. This docu is sooooo fake, cringe and crass
That's your bar... Low
 @GRMLS5  🤣
If you look closely, she’s actually laughing in that image. They’re milking it.
Yes...quite a kick in the teeth to people that are really distressed at not being able to buy groceries in view of the financial situation in the US...and worldwide! I feel so sorry for Harry and 
Meghan...not the Duke and Duchess because in the US we have no royalty. We actually fought a war to not have royalty...surrounded and enjoying a wealthy life style, private planes and a 
throw worth over  1K...Poor entitled whiners! NOT! This will be very counter productive for Harry and Meghan and NETFLIX.
 @Nicola B  Don't forget...left eye, go! She's an actress!
 @Jamila Crockett  You are totally right! That’s what the picture is saying.



 @Cristina🌸  and not a very good one for all her lies she still hasn't seen offered a movie. Oh so sad to bad
 @marilyn  never seen suits but itcwoyld be interested now to know how many scenes she has recreated
 @Cindy Zins  Me too!
If you look closely at her mouth she appears to be laughing
Well this doesn’t looks like a narcissist fantasy 😑. How rough was palace life Me-again?
still stress with all that luxury. she should have stayed out of limelight if she wants the press to stop meddling with her life. thats basic commonsense. I guess sense is not so common 
anymore.
Are you serious? Less than 2000, would buy a lot of groceries.
 @C  ahaha, that's the best comeback for your dearest meghan n harry, "William wants an attention".. Omg
😂😂😂
 @Joy Williams  of course not she’s a horrible actress as well 😂
Hey, that's a cheap throw to her 😀
 @Jamila Crockett  Let them eat cake!
I thought was monogram with Harry's intial🤣
Jelly?
LOL!!!! So true
 @Jamila Crockett  she gets money from the company just for using it the photo. We all dont need a $2000 blanket
She's laughing check the mouth area. Cut to make it seem like she's crying

Thank you Netflix.🎉❤ You have just given me my first Christmas present in 2022.  So excited to watch this and hear from H & M.  Two people who dare to live the life they want to live.
 @Terintia Flavius  Only in your world. If your mommy had left you a trust fund that was worth 40 million by the time you turned 21 this is pocket change. Meghan's dress for the 
engagement photos cost $100,000 so this was a small purchase in their world. With people in Europe struggling to keep the heat on this is going to really go over well. Tone deaf multi 
millionaire executives and 2 completely narcissistic fully grown children. The real question is how many executives will lose their jobs over this disaster? Now that number might surprise us 
all.
 @Cristina🌸  Albeit not much of an actor
Netflix has got to be trolling her
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
She is laughing. You can see it.
 @JSS  how about you cry a tear out of your left eye 😂😂😂😂
 @Sylvia  Your mother should have swallowed you.

Harry, you chose your wife and children over everything, it’s beautiful! Megan, your voice is beautiful on Archetypes. And here come William and  Kate…. Be strong. God bless you both!
But aren't they telling their story nonstop for the last two years?????
Wa  wa wa wa cry babies very pampered spoiled brats people have way worst lives but stick to their families even if they are not good
Wow! MORE DRAMA!! Yaasss girl...Karma hits the Colonizer!! :D
DID YOU NOT WANT THEM TO RESPECT YOUR "PRIVATE" LIFE?
Couple 🤡🐍
I guess 'private life' didn't pay well



🤮 who cares. Royal grifters, go away please.
Oh God. Another “woe is me” fest by these two. Looks like they really suffer doesn’t it
When the stakes are this high... this doesn’t make sense at all. Totally inappropriate when their are thousands of people in Ukraine trying to survive the winter without fuel.
Lawd have mercy!!  Harry is allowing an even bigger wedge to be put in between himself and his family. Narcissists always take the victim away from the ones that love them so the victim 
becomes dependent only upon the Narc.  Don’t worry Harry they will take you back when she is done using you and the rest of your inheritance.
It’s just more of the same I guess. We’ve heard nothing from them but ‘they’re story’. Had enough quite frankly.
R.I.P. british royal family.🤫
Village Idiot who married the Village Bicycle who both cannot spell privacy
She’s such a conniving abuser. And the two of them are absolute garbage.
Oh Netflix………. You were once so respected
I love whatever they bring out, Africans don't mind this time.
Meghan crying on a hermes blanket, wearing Dior and a cartier watch breaks my heart. Are you ok Meghan? Life must be so tough huh. Seriously though the perpetual victimhood from a 
$14 million mansion with 16 bathrooms is disgusting.
FRAUDULENT, fake, full of shit. You’ve done nothing but trash all your family, especially your family with Nutmeg Megaliar! Nutmeg never loved you, you obviously don’t have a working 
brain cell, and your wife only has two. Frauds all the way! Don’t believe you now, and never will. You both are the ugliest people out there. Ruination to you both is coming soon, and you 
both deserve it! All my opinion of the biggest laughing stocks on the planet. H, you’re the only one who believes Nutmeg ever liked you. You are gullible and weak! Gross! Netflix is garbage 
too! Should have dropped them long ago! Again, all my opinion!
This makes me respect William and Kate even more.
Yup. And I for one wonder when they'll shut up.
Not about his dad and Savile

They are doing exactly what American style Psychology does all day long, in "therapy" rooms all over the USA. Only they do it bigger and better than 99% of the US population because 
Meghan appears to be somewhat of a pro at it. And Harry is making sure he and she (and 2 small children of theirs) do not end up like Wallis and Edward. That's the plan that the 
Monarch's are using there in good ole England, the same script Elizabeth II got from her mother, and together they let Wallis & Edward have it. Harry & Meghan didn't quit, like Edward 
did. They asked to step back for their mental health and because they had a new infant (with plans to have another soon). It's one of Regina's mistakes that she didn't let them.
 @Israel Of Faith  ahem, their mental health is still a big issue and not in a good way! Qualified comment here…..
No, this will be a new story.
3 years.  3 painfully long years.
 @Michael  it's a spin on their Love Story and the media struggles. About her getting her mermaid voice back. Saving a family from a racist institution. How everyone did them wrong and 
they lost everything and everyone. All in the name of love. This should have been signed with Hallmark. I love Hallmark btw lol
Yes - so many lies
Sadly these are post Covid years. So if it feels more like two decades of them droning on, that would be why.
 @The White Sanctuary  This is the USA. Ever read a DSM V or any of it's earlier versions? We don't have people who aren't MI here. No one is Not mentally ill according to that thing. 
Except for that one diagnosis of "no diagnosis" which no Therapist, Clinical Psychologist, or Psychiatrist, gets paid to tattoo invisibly onto someone. What American Psychology does do is 
teach patients to own their narrative or the MH pro will. If it can sell, all the better. Then, if a movie can be made from the story, whoo hoo. Sussexes are only doing what the APA 
(American Psych's Associations) have been grooming our grandparents, parents, teens, and small children to do for 50 years at least. Own the narrative. Really, all royal families do it, or 
have done it better. That's what keeps them on top of whole nations. Putin's working real hard to keep owning it in Russia. I rather enjoy how the Sussexes are every bit equal to England's. 
Like I said, they trained Harry.



Getting paid for it too.
LMFAO
She wasn't until she married into the BRF.  Without that she would be some actress in Hollywood.  Funny how she never acknowledges that
Millions will feel the same, respecting the WORKING royal family.  And losing any remaining respect for M and H.  I still have hope for Harry after he leaves  her.  God help us if she gets into 
US politics.
 @Caroline B.  how silly she is not going to enter politics.  she has no intention of doing that
 @diane carder  No - she just releases photos of her meeting with political strategists ...
Same. She has class
Same! I’m not particularly invested in the drama however I do respect Kate more than I’ll ever respect desperate Meg
 @diane carder  that would be actual work

Totally. Imagine what a WORKING Royal must endure if this couple have done nothing but complain about only TWO months that they were serving. William and Kate are there for LIFE.
William cheats.
Yes
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
 @Karma D  Your proof of that? Zero.
YES!
Oh, they're the best, LOVE THEM🌹
Makes me want to hate William and Kate even more 🤗
I'm glad Will & Kate were BOOED at the Celtics game tonight.
Same!
Yup
 @Caroline B.  waving their hands, cutting ribbons and staying at an engagement for an hour pretending to care isn't work. And you can continue to project as you wish. Harry & Meghan 
are solid, the royals know it, the media knows it, everyone knows it. It's a wrap. You idiots need to let it go. Harry has, on more than one occasion long before meeting Meghan, that he 
didn't like being part of that institution and wanted to get out. This treatment of his wife gave him the incentive to do so. It's very simple: they should've left her alone! The royal family's 
problems are self-inflicted. And one thing we aren't going to let them do is blame their crass and disgusting behavior toward Meghan on HER!
 @missymani  curious, have you been following anything??? Harry and Meghan served WELL OVER 2 months! What are you talking about??? The delusion of you people is quite 
machiavellian, and these claims of yours that can very easily be disproven, only makes you all look mental.
 @diane carder  , just watch.
 @Caroline B.  Don’t worry. If living in a palace with serpents made her want to off herself what do you think Fox News would do to her?
Me too 🧡
William and Kate are the best! They seem like such good, decent people. Harry and his wife only have hate in their hearts and come across as bitter, jealous and malignant.
 @Karma D  girl, working overtime. Give it a rest no one gf



How awful of Harry of doing this to his older brother. Seems that Harry forgot that both of them lost their mother and both need each other and He's doing the contrary by throwing dirt to 
his brother path.

 I think Diana wouldn't be happy for this.

I hope William never speaks to Harry again after this. This is the final blow

Will Meghan also write a scorching book  or documentary about her own family..or is there no interest or money in that? And how about some compassion for others which you so go after 
for own self.  I do not know what happened between you and  Kate at the dress fitting; but I do know this…at the fitting Kate  had just a few weeks earlier given birth to a new baby and she 
had 2 others at home.  Why not cut her some slack!Does Meghan not remember how upset she was having just one baby at home and no one asking how she was?
I can't stop laughing at Meghan - "when the stakes are this high...."  Like she's talking about the Cuban Missile Crisis or something LMAO!
No one wants to hear "their story" they've been telling "their story" Shame on you Netflix for giving them a platform it's disgusting
The amount of white fragility and racism in these comments is unreal. It's sad
She is the fakest person on the face of the planet.
What a beautiful couple. Princess Diana would be so proud of Harry for getting his family away from the Toxic firm and the Racist British people. Good for them.
I am so ready for the tea to be spilt here.
i wonder how many takes it took for the final scene of this trailer
Woe is Harry's wife and Harry
Cant wait to watch this documentary of such a sad case of two greedy, insecure and jealous individuals who had it all.

The pair of hypocrites! Instead of genuinely living a private life, they choose to KEEP giving interviews and now a documentary to show how hard it is to be a privileged spoilt rich brat
There is a difference between privacy and letting that privacy down just enough so that you can say your truth and your story. I think it shows even more courage to speak out about your 
struggles through the bitter noise of the haters than hiding away in the shadows which was what so many - including a lot of these comments - want them to do. It’s so much harder to 
voice your opinion in a world where people shame you whether you open your mouth or not. Regardless of what has or hasn’t been said; Harry and Meghan have suffered so much trauma 
and I hope that through their endeavours, they find happiness and meaning in this new part of their lives and use their privacy WHEN they want to, instead of ALWAYS having no privacy 
with or without their consent.
Fun story, I never knew Meghan was "black" until the media started cramming it down our throats that she was black....  Also, "when the stakes are...."... such reality televised nonsensical 
drivel.
Yay can't wait for this to come out ..love this couple
Docuseries vs reality tv?
didn't we hear their story during the oprah interview?
Omg I can’t wait to watch this documentary.I’m glad I have Netflix 😂
Really looking forward to it, love Harry and Meghan.
Sometimes behind the humility, there is the crying.
Diana is spinning in her grave!
excellent point!
😂
Only she knows what she’s talking about lolll



LOL
Maybe she’s thinking of Nelson’s long walk to freedom…
Laugh away - asshole.
Why a tosser she is
😁
🤣
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
She hopes people will just follow and accept her narrative, because she is using dramaitc language, without questioning it. This is actually a trick narcissists use, they use hyperbole to wind 
people up, so their 'audience' is caught up in the drama without really thinking about whether it is really an issue or not.
😂😂😂😂
Agreed, sooooo full of herself
🤣🤣🤣
For her, the stakes are high!!  She lost everything after social climbing to the top.  A delusional narc, high on herself.
 @Antoinette H  Word salad!
Right. Because by stakes does she mean the risk of her losing her titles and titles for her kids?
❤😂😂😂
What stakes is she even talking about?
You are indeed stupid
I think she's talking about her super mega hollywood career.
🤣
 @Ana Nita  actually all colonised country's are better off..notice that?
😂 sounds like she is the US president already. So delusional
Lol
😂😂😂
 @Ana Nita  grift grift grift.
The Commonwealth consists of former colonies that hated us & our presence so much that when they had the chance to go, they opted to stay aligned with us.
Britain fought the world to stop the Africans selling their people to transAtlantic slavers
Some of my British ancestors were captured from a Cornish village by African slavers.
You make me laugh with your - only white people do wicked things.
Grow up. The living cannot be held responsible for the past. Read some history. & get that chip off your shoulder. You:ll be a lot happier without it.
Right????? 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Same exact thoughts lol.
I mean really, the stakes must be considered very high indeed when one is merely “one plane crash away from the throne”…
She’s referring to that plane crash she prays for.
🤣🤣🤣
Same! 😂🤣 what stakes??
She thought she married into royalty...no he married into commoner. That's why he left his family.
Exactlyyy



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
the "stake" is her being a princess now.
The Duchess of Histronia
is she about to challenge a duel to the death for the throne?  this "game of thrones " is a nasty business
Well stakes are high because after all the complaining and accepting award for Royal family racisicm,  poor darling is still clutching hard onto her Royal titles and crying a river over her 
children's Royal titles.  So very anti rasicim, so very much about equality.  It's hard to keep up with lies so stakes are high for them. Btw it's mainly harry who is at fault here mostly. I 
wonder how unintelligent and jeolous is he actually
Wonder what stakes she was referring to. Comparing her to the Princess of Wales? 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
 @Brian Contreras  Why are you a racist for calling out a complete joke of an over ambitious, lying, manipulative, vindictive narcissist who just HAPPENS to be mixed raced? Believe me, 
were she even ‘whitier’ than she already is, I would laugh and ridicule her exactly the same given her appalling behavior. 
It IS possible for people with African heritage to be awful people to the same extent as it is for people of any other race, their heritage doesn’t turn them all into saints by default. 

Racism is a horrible thing that we should have left behind us by now, throwing this accusation around like glitter on a parade completely devalues the severity of the accusation and makes 
it really difficult for real victims of racism to be heard.

Why are the stakes high and why do they need to share their story? They live in fantasy land. Curating a fake fanbase to trend and people reacting to your lies is the infamy they want?
😂😂😂
 @joy what kids? Archieficial and Invisiblet lol
 @Sandra Smith  lol I don't like her but I don't buy into the conspiracy
😂😂😂😂😂
i still try to figure out what stakes she is talking about, unless story that she is only one plane crash away from the throne are true..
Maybe if she hadn't already been caught out in so many lies it might make sense to ask her. NOT NOW
 @Ana Nita - get you facts right. The Commonwealth choose to be members - it’s not forced on them as colonies. This includes countries who were never part of the British Empire. The UK 
were the first country to end slavery (decades before others) and we have only just paid off the reparations to free them. I doubt you have ever set foot on British soil - a very tolerant 
country.
There speaks the supreme narcissist that is Meghan Markle
lolololololol
😂😂
This is the same women who said South Africans were dancing in the street when she married royalty, so it makes perfect sense that she thinks her drama with the royal family is the most 
interesting, highest-stakes thing in the world.

Things like the pandemic and Ukraine war are mere distractions from the story of Meghan Markle.
No but what are the stakes though? The money from the documentary cos I’m genuinely confused
Probably referring to money - as usual. Those private jets don't come cheap, nor those publicists whose job is to perform the impossible - make her interesting and give him the occasional 
mention.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Happy Traveller  and paid for a squadron of the Royal Navy to intercept slave ships and return the slaves to Africa, to impose the abolition of slavery on the rest of the world
Hilarious. Silly moo!



She needs psychiatric help I think
Why are you watching just to troll? Get a life

She’s talking about seducing her husband into just cutting off his family when he so clearly longs for acceptance back into that family (naturally). This happens to so many “normal” families. 
The spouse (usually wife) absolutely manipulates into abandoning the ppl he loves to be w 1 person he THINKS loves her/him most. It’s not a competition. No decent human (wife or 
husband) would ever keep siblings apart, parents and children apart but it happens. I’ve seen it first hand. This isn’t a unique story. Its a sad tragedy, Royal or not.
 @joy  that's EXACTLY WHAT SHE MEANS.
😂😂😂😂😂
Exactly 😂😂😂😂
 @Gee  not working
Yes, she could say that. She used her humanrian brave heart walked through old dangerous mines field to safe poor disvantage children and women. She sacrificed and risks her life fighting 
injustic dictators. When she did that she always presents herself in humble low key flea market casual. Never seen her with Hermes blanket, cartier jewellery questionable Arabic prince gift 
diamond earrings.
 @Awake Space  maybe we are misspelling ‘steaks’…
 @Gossip and Grigio  because we’re tired of watching real housewives…
Oh the humanity!
they will imply they are both suicidal because people don't like them and don't believe their lies
 @Gee  It's not narcissistic, it's publicistic. It's what PUBLICISTS do to sell books and movies.
 @Tamar Harris  that was hers- please! get it right. Hers!
 @Timber Lover  😂
We listened to them on the Oprah interview and what a load of nonsense that was!  No reason to believe this will be any different.
Why watch at all if you hate her, the mental illness haters have. I don't watch things I don't like🤔
 @Nick Gelso  💯 everything you said. She's the poster child for narcissism. Isolates you from the ones that might talk some sense into you after you fell in lust.
She meant to say, ‘when the cost of blankets this high…’
Yeah, I mean her life is in constant danger from white nationalists encouraged by the constant smearing in the uk media. This was confirmed by someone high up in Met police. I’d say 
those are pretty high stakes. But go ahead laugh at death threats! It says a lot more about you than it does her…
 @Lee Francis  Agree.  I direct people to watch "Don Lemon Gets EDUCATED About Slavery on His Own Show" when they throw in the slavery misconceptions!
 @Patricia Anne  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣Hermes yes!!
her high stakes are only as high as her iq
😂😂😂😂😂
😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
 @Happy Traveller   Yes, absolutely correct.  I ask people to watch "Don Lemon Gets EDUCATED About Slavery on His Own Show" here on You Tube when they throw in the slavery 
misconceptions! (It won't let me post the link but easy to find.
What a nutter.. high steaks my ass. You STEPPED AWAY. Because Charles and William can’t escape and were born into it. Yet, you desperately want those kiddie”born into it” titles. Still 
talking out of both sides of your face, I see! 😂😂😂
 @Helen Alison   Yes, absolutely correct.  We were the first to abolish slavery.  I ask people to watch "Don Lemon Gets EDUCATED About Slavery on His Own Show" here on You Tube when 
they throw in the slavery misconceptions! (It won't let me post the link but easy to find.



  @Ana Nita   Please check your facts and not inaccurate lies and misconcep ons.  The Bri sh were the first to abolish and fight against slavery.  Please watch "Don Lemon Gets EDUCATED 
About Slavery on His Own Show"  He is put in his place by historians who have the true facts.  African chiefs sold their own people and were heavily involved in their own country's slave 
trade.
😂😂
Exactly 😂😂😂
😂 I don’t understand what stakes she is talking about
The stakes are high for the no-talent to grab as much money while she can
Agree!  She’s a legend in her own mind.
😂
Bwahahahaha
Her “high stakes “ refer to her “winning “ and totally dominating the the royal family .
lol glad I am not the only one who caught that.
Yes!!! What are the high stakes?  😮
 @joy  no doubt. The titles and pomp and circumstance she claims she cares nothing about yet is clutching with 2 hands and fighting like the devil 👿 for. That’s the thing about narcissists 
and hypocrites…they count on others being stupid or under their spell. An objective observer can spot them pretty quickly
 @Awake Space  fame, fortune and world 🌎 domination 😂
 @GozerTheGozerian  Right on point 💯!
 @Rainbow Ruby  no. She knows she’s a crappy actress. What she wants to be is a political power broker
Just a rich through-birth&marriage entitled boring and nothing to say people moaning. I thought they wanted to stay private - these duchesses of “I hate those people I cannot control but 
I’ll keep use the titles to get more attention and money”… yeah, private life of nobodies
Yeah, what stakes?  Why are they so high?  Will she be able to protect us?
Such poor taste and shows how jealous they both are.  SORRY NETFLIX, You thought you had a thoroughbred, but you in-fact got the donkey!  Go away Harry and Megain, we don’t like you 
and we do not  want to hear your 💩
 @EstherO  oooo good one!
 @siti shaiza  perhaps the wooden ones she no doubt fears.
😂😂😂😂
 @Rainbow Ruby  but who even is shee in Hollywood before Marrying Prince Harry?? 😂😂😂😂
 @Happy Traveller  You have got to be kidding! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

 @Linda Gillatt  It looks as if you can’t help your self by fallowing Harry and Meghan and commenting a rude comment! Harry and Meghan control your life! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @joy  Yup.
 @fip62  Don’t say we don’t include everyone in your comment only speak for your self
 @Gossip and Grigio  we are watching to troll because it is the only way the public can make their voices heard. We want Netflix and the couple to know that they can’t PR their way out of 
their behavior. We watched and no leftie director is skilled enough to make us unsee what we saw 🤡
 @EstherO  What are you babbling on about????
 @JeanEliza   Watch it yourself don’t push it down our throats!



 @outerrealm  it’s narcissistic to marry into a family, accept a job representing the family business despite knowing nothing, by her own admission, about said business, and then not only 
demanding top billing, but to be equal to the effing CEO! Publicists didn’t do that. Markle and her lapdog did that. They thought they deserve equal status to the others. The privates 
thought they should be generals because they demanded it. Who tf did they think they were? No gratitude for all they were given. It was never enough 🤬
 @Awake Space  I think she meant steaks. I do prefer mine medium to well-done.  She is a faux vegan you know. 😂
Z list actor and spare  one. People with no charm, education  skills, just vicious, jelouse one looking fir revenge. No thank you
 @Barbara Scott  My thoughts exactly 😂
She’s ridiculous!
And Meghan is still here and not allowing any of you vultures to undermine her voice. I can’t stop laughing how you Keep watching and hating her! While Harry backs her and defends his 
family!  LMFAO!!!!!
 @Slavica Grgas  This site invites comments.  It was a polite invitation to see some correct information.  There is no need to be ill-mannered.  Defensive or what 🙄
 @joy  hopefully they will for sure now.
 @Timber Lover  president duchess of Sussex England? 🤣😂
 @Slavica Grgas  Maybe you should educate yourself. Learn manners, get a life. Have a Blessed day 😁
 @fip62  and scooby book...
😂😂😂😂
When the stakes are this high, the bigger the lie...
The stakes of getting a royal title or not. Even if it means nothing to them - and they disrespect everything it symbols..
Meghan loves word salad   Accept her narrative or get sued and silenced. Such a remarkable kind woman.
The stakes are high for her because if she succeeds on bringing down the monarchy, she’ll probably get a huge bonus.  I think it would be foolish to believe they’re paying for all that 
crap…mansions, private jets, etc….themselves.  They have a backer or backers with  very deep pockets.  It’s probably a consortium with people like Murdoch, Oprah, al Fayed…. People like 
that.   It’s a very real danger.  It would be a mistake to underestimate them.  The monarchy’s only hope is to have total support from the people….they must reject the Harkles……and 
where the hell ate MI-5 and MI-6?  Ate they still on the monarchy’s side?
 @joy  nah, she means losing her 16 bathroom mansion and private jets if they don't make enough money bashing the royals
🤣🤣🤣
Her narcissistic grandiose self-image.
What's there not to love? Meghan is my favorite victim in the world. She is a real champion at that.
😂😂😂😂
Hahaha
She said in a very unpleasant way. She's so unlikable
She was talking about inflation, she actually said "when the steaks are this high..." Meg loves a good steak.
 @Gee  Perfectly said. Its word salad... same thing Trump does. Throw the narrative out there and hope it sticks. Self important only in their own minds.
 @Maja Padfield - W stronę światła  the stakes of bringing down the RF or losing any relevance......and they are losing BADLY
I know!

 @Lar Alexa  You know this scenario is likely exactly why  QE2 chastized Will for flying helecopters with his whole family! They have got to do separate transport in between their houses.



 @K K  Really think this is so correct... when the new spouse is being way too high maintenance at some point you need to quit providing the appease and enable crutch, say get help you 
need, or maybe its time to give up & move on. I find myself thinking their behavior is about the level of that of  20 year old kids... like they're unable to think outside themselves & totally 
ignorant to the consequences of their really poorly thought out actions. There's a reason for the royal Stay Calm and Carry On slogan... so true and takes dedication, high principals and a 
large dose of focus on the common good.
She meant "steaks" - but really, it was the 'shrooms.
 @joy  Think you hit the nail on the head... M's just not a likeable person, self absorbed, rubs people the wrong way, seems incapable of maintaining good relationships, etc. That's ok... lots 
of families deal with persons like this (mostly by avoiding.!) Just need to call it what it is and move on.
 @Nick Gelso  Well said... exactly what think is going on.
She probably thinks she ist Maria Magdalena
 @fip62  Ophrah was the biggest mistake. Their CA experience would have been so different if they had kept their grievances private. Total miscalculation and any more "poor me" 
pronouncements will dig their holes even deeper. Like Trump's self serving actions and narratives, dont see a path back from the toxicity they created.
The narcissism is through the roof. What stake? Her basking in some narc story happening in her own head. Awful,, lowly creature.
 @Awake Space  Destroying the Royal Family?
It actually doesn’t make sense to here your story from you. You’re a proven liar, and hearing more lies is not what anyone wants.
I have to agree with you on that one
 @siti shaiza  There is no comparison, Princess Catherine is the real deal, Meh is just a cheap want to be…
 @Barbara Scott  Of course! She couldn't afford steak at the Sizzler Salad Bar, but now she can!
 @Sandra Smith  ignorant racist online toxic hater!!🤡
Making fun of 2 innocent children, that are on the Succession Chart!!!☺
 @Gossip and Grigio  well said 🎉
 @Patricia Anne  At first I thought that the H stood for Harry then the penny dropped (a few thousand in fact) and I realized she was merching for Hermes!
 @Barbara Scott  "miserable old racist hags" are the main online haters!!!🤡🤣
 @fip62  were you there living behind closed doors in Britain, with Meghan and Harry, and know the facts??
No you wasn't, so take several seats!!!🤣
 @EstherO  so are YOU!!!🤣
 @JeanEliza   🤡
 @Rita B  🤡
 @Nutellabrot  🤡
 @NavyFam  🤡
Are the stakes high????    Are there stakes???   What stakes?   LOL!
 @Shally b  🤡
 @Donna V  what has Meghan and Harry wrong, to YOU or your families personally or financially? NOTHING!

The royal family are not bashing Harry and Meghan, on the "devil's playground aka social media" like you haters constantly do! The royal family will handle their family situation with Harry
 and Meghan, their way!!!☺
The online haters are just, "Outsiders looking In "🤡
Rich people problems
 @Lori Black  she doesn't know who the hell you are, and doesn't care!!!😜



 @kana dop4  she doesn't know who the hell you are, and doesn't care!!!😜
 @The Last Relevant Sage 2  she doesn't know who the hell you are, and doesn't care!!!😜
 @Daisy Macias  she doesn't know who the hell you are, and doesn't care!!!😜
 @Happy wife  Neither were you, however we are both entitled to our own opinions.
 @andreabag11  you need to learn how to proofread your sentence, before judging someone else!!!😜
The dirty bunch are angry because H&M wants to tell their own story and not from the royal parasitic author's with their lies 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 fantastic   love ya Harry and Meghan 

 ❤ 💓 💕 💗 💖
Do not comment if you don't have a NETFLIX ACCOUNT  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😜🤪😝 .ohhhh messy NETFLIX 😉😇
 @Be’be’Cakes  I guess to a malignant self-absorbed barista who thinks the world revolves around her, the "stakes are high."
Absolutely - so entitled!!!
Exactly! It's like, good God get over yourself.
MM's talking about the CREDIBLE DEATH THREATS by white supremacists against Harry, Archie and her. Lilibet might be included now.
I know it’s so ridiculous
Right?!? Wtf does that even mean - their leaving was stakes for them and basically nobody else. She’s super special 🤣
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA
"I'm such a fraud..." MeMe loves her little catch phrases. 🤣💊🍸
 @Lori Black  Lori, it's best to leave MY President Trump out of this. Unless you want me to talk about YOUR President Biden, then all bets are off.
 @Happy wife  She has been complicit in getting people I respect and admire booted from social media. She has conspired to elevate herself at the expense of others. She has degraded the 
culture to the point where I don't want anything to do with anyone who would support this narcissist and is fool enough to be unable to see through her. Her sticky fingers are all over a 
whole lot of unethical and nefarious bs
Yes, what stakes? I was confused too. They have had tons of money lavished on them, huge mansion, all the designer clothes they could want, Princess Diana's jewels, celebrity friends - 
ALL for FREE - and by all accounts could just live a happy private life without the public caring. They've done this to themselves by being incredibly greedy.
I usually like her but there are times her level of self importance is off the charts isn't it?
I shed a tear.. left eye of course
Narcissistic behavior!
She’s such a bell end!!
 @Beverly Anne  The United States was in a better place under Trump. Hoe biden can't even ride a bike and he running the country 
 @Donna V  what has she done to YOU personally or financially? NOTHING
You can make all kind of excuses to hate her and be racist towards her, just to make your ignorance more acceptable!!🤡
At the end of the day, the ONLY One Harry and Meghan have to answer to is GOD, and you and the other online haters are NOT GOD!!!😇
 @sweetie knock  we just subscribed to NETFLIX, and can't wait to see beautiful Meghan and Harry!!!🇺🇸💯👍🎉☺
 @P Grace  🤡
 @AtStressageDiva  🤡
 @ArnieS1984  🤡
 @Ann Johnson  she is super special!!!😜 You online haters are "Obsessed" over everything she does!!!🤣
 @Gigi Clements  🤡
 @Beverly Anne  trump was voted the WORST president ever!!!🤣



 @Happy wife  keep dreaming, toots. Can’t wait for the lies to be exposed after the narcissism is on full display. Love the stock paparazzi pics from 2011 used in the trailer - the paps were t 
following her AT ALL. Cough Backgrid cough
 @Happy wife   go troll someone else....loser.
 @Happy wife  And how is YOUR President Biden rated? 

Why can't we all just be friends? Every President has supporters and non-supporters. Why does it have to divide us as a country? Aren't we all just basically human beings trying to get 
along the best we can? I don't hate you just because we disagree on politics. I follow Jesus new commandment to love one another, to the best of my ability. Sure I'm here poking fun at 
Meghan and Harry and their hilarious but shocking behaviour that they should be ashamed of. But I don't hate them or wish them harm.
 @Beverly Anne  my personal opinion, Biden is way better than trump!
Glad to hear you don't wish harm on 2 people that haven't done anything wrong to YOU, or your family personally or financially!!!
It's just ridiculous to see so called adults, being so racist and hateful with their posts! The royal family doesn't even post on the "devil's playground aka social media" because they will deal 
with their family situation with Harry and Meghan, their way!!!
Thank you for your, "very rare respectful post", and have a nice holiday!!!🎄🎀🎁
 @Gossip and Grigio  why are you here then to respond to trolls?
 @Gigi Clements  👈 Satan's favorite ugly child!!!😈👺🤡😜
 @Happy wife  apprentice;y Meggin does care, because she cannot stop taking about herself to anyone who will listen.
 @Happy wife  oh Meggin does care. She cares so much she cannot stoop talking about herself, Anyone so desperate that they go after an entire family who did nothing but support her, 
oh she cares. Her narcissism demands that she caress.
 @Happy wife  that's it, that's the best insult you can come up with down there in your mother's basement trolling people on the internet waiting for your Hotpockets to finish cooking in 
the microwave???? Grow up
 @Happy wife  Why yes, Meggin does look like a clown next to Catherine, the Princess of Wales.
 @P Grace  poor thing! 😜 Sooooo "Obsessed" over a woman that doesn't even know who the hell you are, and doesn't care!!!🤣
 @Happy wife  and yet you seem to care enough to follow me around, whomever you are.....
 @P Grace  nothing happy about happy wife...she probably getting paid to look like a clown online. In person she is probably a miserable person. Nothing better to do than get online 
putting her clown face everywhere. Funny how they grow balls behind a keyboard.
 @EstherO  oh I agree it is some paid sugar.. You can tell by the limited vocabulary and the writing style that displays a 2nd grade reading level - at best..
 @Ann Johnson  and they will still have more 💰 than you will ever see!!!😜
Remember sugar britches, they also don't know who the hell you are, and don't care!!!🤣
 @Happy wife  oh please! 🙄We have never seen the ‘invisible children’,if they exist they could have brought them to the Jubilee to meet their cousins etc.. until they produce them I 
don’t believe that they exist,IMO. As for me being a racist,you don’t know anything about me ,my son’s Carers are Nigerian so if that makes me a racist,whatever 
 @Sandra Smith  so are you saying the royal family is soooo stupid, that they will just put invisible children on their Succession Chart!!?
 @Slavica Grgas  clearly no idea of history or facts. Live in your own world like your heroes.
 @April Smith  haahaaa!!! Yeah- imagine her getting a blanket for sentimental reasons!!!😂😂😂
 @Scott  Meat and two veg? 🤔😉
Racist yourself calling out one's color. Also, educate yourself, criticism isn't racism.
I think Harry is much like Princess Diana and wears his heart on his sleeve.  I'm looking forward to watching this and learning more about what his life has really been like as opposed to 
most everything coming from the filtered sources at Buckingham Palace.



Yeah, that's the problem.  There's no such thing as "your truth".  Only THE truth.  And that "bitter noise" is more like people fed up with the hypocrisy of a woman claiming that the 
monarchy was harmful to her...yet she clings to the Duchess of Sussex title with an iron grip.
How many times do they need to voice "their truth"? It has been them going on and on and on and on about their truth. TV interviews, magazine articles, podcasts etc. They have literally 
been able to speak, without any of their interviewers challenging their claims. 

I mean my God she was even proven to have lied in court. 

What else is there to tell? She even added another "truth" during her podcast about her baby's room being on fire (which was verified to be UNTRUE). She even made a veiled threat in The 
Cut. And she was still not challenged or silenced. Was still allowed to go to the funeral, was accompanied by the Prince and Princess of Wales so Meghan and Harry won't get booed, was 
still told that the King loves them.

What more do these two want?? What more do they have to say??

And just to add to their privacy claims. It's been shown that Meghan stages her paparazzi shots because no one even tries to intrude her privacy. But she desperately wants them to. I 
mean be reasonable here. They've said enough. We've heard enough. And we've heard it over and over and over and over and over again.
Same thoooo
how timely to release this while the prince and princess of wales are doing so good with their US trip 😂😂
Wow, lots of haters out there who don't know what they are talking about.   The Royals at the top have consistently proved to be a dangerous lot, i.e. Diana etc.  They are taking all your 
money people, you don't need them!  Much Love to Harry and Meghan for trying to change them.
Why are the dislike numbers hidden?
Nope.
GOD still raising up some people to stand! Harry and Meghan STAND even if the world don't see it your way. The road to God is not the broad Road it the narrow path. Continue on this 
path. Far too long the Royals and cover up their evil ways. We saw it this morning again on the news . so shameful
Either Netflix had no idea what they were getting into with her rampant and ridiculous narcissism and have ended up polishing what they could of a turd or they knew exactly and have 
hung her out to dry for those who won't be able to look away from this trainwreck. This will be an absolute PR disaster and will have exactly the opposite effect to what she intended. What 
a sh*tshow.
For all the people talking crap about them, if you hate them you should hate the royals as well. They are all attention seeking, money hungry talentless privileged people who were given 
everything in life and never had to work hard a day in their life. If you say you hate Meghan and you love the royals you are a hypocrite and you are defending rich people for no reason, 
and you look ridiculous do so.
What a load of boll ox
So much for wanting privacy.  Fame whores
The trailer is enough for me. No need to watch this so called documentary. Personally, I find this shockingly horrible that two people are set out to do harm to their family. And to 
themselves. 
Every family has it's problems. But to air them so publicly! Yikes! Take the trump children. Be assured they know how hurtful and corrupt their father is but they don't publicly air it. Why 
hasn't Netflix contacted them for a $20million documentary?  Well the last movie for Meghan. And Harry's first and last.  As I said, not something I want to watch.
Netflix, there’s people that are dying.



I love it! The more H&M whine, the more psycho and unhinged they appear. Go ahead, Harry and Meghan, keep showing us how the worst of society (you) thinks and feels. It is certainly 
entertaining to watch your train wreck in real time. Doesn’t say much for the rest of us hoping for your downfall. This is what social media has become—a platform for mentally unstable 
people to act out their worst behaviors and mentally bored people to applaud it.
For people who complain about not having privacy, they sure do everything in their power to get publicity.
Yes. It makes a lot of sense to hear your story from you. So many people are here trying to turn their valid request for privacy against them. This series happened because 1) it's clear that 
the request has been denied and 2) it's an opportunity to tell their story their way and if they get paid for it, no big deal. The working royals get paid to shake hands, cut ribbons, and lend 
their royalness to improve their country's economy.  No matter how deeply people put their heads in the sand regarding this couple, there is truth to the things they've said about how 
they've been treated. There is an audience for their story. Good on them for ignoring the haters and doing their thing!
The Tiger King  more interesting and believable..
I rarely comment on anything but is this supposed to be a joke? The Duchess crying in her designer luxury home while a lot of us can‘t even afford heating? Or grocery shopping? And we 
are supposed to feel „sorry“ for her?

Give me a break. So insensitive…..
This is sociopathic narcissism at its finest. We want privacy but here’s our story. It’s a train wreck and the beginning of the end for these two spoiled brats.
You can always tell who is racist by how what they feel about Megan. Anyways enjoy hell ❤
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”

$$$$$$$&$$$
How about just shutting up about how life is so hard, racism exists etc. while living as multimillionaire celebrities and the rest of the 99% of humanity are trying to put food on the table and 
warm their homes during an inflation crisis?

He released his documentary the day his brother came to the states to promote a project he loved. He has a chip on his shoulder about not being heir the size of Buckingham palace.
Because they rose to over 25K

Yep. That can’t pay their bills, there is war in the world… but we will look at Meghan with her Hermes blanket staged crying and feeling sorry for her and cheering on her sad life story.
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  yes, because they put themselves out there to be commented on…then complain they have no privacy. (Hopefully that was dumbed down enough for you since my initial 
comment obviously went right over your head.)
🤢
i don't have netflix and never will so i won't watch this. but i'll watch my favorite youtubers report on it. can't wait for them to decimate it!!
Next level cringe.  Fairly disgusted by Netflix using a USA visit by really hard working Royals to spew this trash at us
Oh whatever. This is such a money and attention grab. If they really wanted a private life, they would stay out the media and go and live in the middle of now where like many other people 
do. They just want to be celebrities. Boohoo. No one cares or feels sorry for you
After todays dramas in the UK, important Earthshot press being compromised, I cancel my Netflix subscription
Yuk
Where is the dislike button
Hurrendous, so glad I dumped Netflix..



These comments represent just a fraction of what this couple has gone through since shortly after their wedding. Let that sink in.  Some very influential people never got over Prince Harry 
falling in love with a woman from the wrong family, the wrong school, from the wrong family, who didn't play by a predetermined set of rules, and it shows.
I love Harry and Meghan. I will be watching this for sure!
Sadly when Meghan and Harry pass away, their children will carry their torch and continue burning down their own family because of their parents unnecessary poison.
Intresting timing ! When the Wales are in the US😂 such attention seekers
These two are revolting, selfish, cruel, low IQ grifters. Go away!!!!
I’m waiting for Netflix to block the comments due to so many negative ones 😂😂😂
Harry is such a typical younger brother. William, who for all his faults (does anyone have some to share?) is just trying to do "the right thing"  Damn him for it, hate him for it,  but he is not 
prostituting his soul for money. Of course he does not need it. He is trying to hold up a tradition, something he believes helps people. Of course he may be totally misguided. But his almost 
pathetic belief in this lost cause shows his character. His brother is just a lost soul, seeking any way possible to gain some recognition

Ugh, not ONE teacup or tantrum. 🥱 Now you'll never make your money back. I'm out, just came for the comments anyway. Besides, how many times are they gonna tell us their story?
It feels fake. Like we are being sold a version that they want to convince us is true so that they can turn it around. Unfortunately they just don't get it. The public doesn't like hypocrisy, the 
British people love the royal family and nobody likes a Karen. The pity party is uninviting and for somone like meghan to have the wonderful opportunity of becoming a princess and she 
turns it into a victim story rather than a success story it grates on us all. Especially when we see Kate and William do it with such grace and gratitude. Who wins the lottery and complains. It 
just doesn't sit well with well adjusted people
Harry & Meghan ---- PROFESSIONAL "VICTIMS" FOREVER.  If nobody knows what is "going on" behind the closed doors, you can say anything you want, because you know the OTHER side 
have too much class and culture, and treasure THEIR privacy too much,  to deny it. Harry is suffering complex of the younger brother. He hate the idea he will not be sitting on the throne, 
so he will rather destroy his own brother with the rest of the Royals, who gave him EVERYTHING in the world.
I'm so happy they were able to afford an Hermès blanket, but unfortunately not security😔
CRINGE
They are multi millionaires and should be paying for their own security! Sort yourself out!
Seriously. I didn’t know what those blankets were until I looked it up. Poor Megan crying in a $4,000 blanket 😢
Life is full of hard choices.
🤣🤣
They are garbage.....
Years from now, the family will love and accept their children....titles or no titles.  And Megan will be like the acceptance of Camilla or Sarah Ferguson who was invited to the Queens 
funeral. In the end, the children will heal it all.
Please Netflix take these 2 off ahhhhhhhhh horrible horrible pair and do not want to hear anymore
Wow. A trailer for traitors.

They are pathetic always crying in their million dollar mansion and harry trashing his family on national TV is disgusting. They don't want privacy they want the spotlight. Definitely won't be 
watching this trash. But I will say excellent marketing by netflix putting it out the day the real royals arrive in Boston. Won't be watching this trash cause that's what they are
Why are you releasing it right now because it’s convenient to overshadow his brother and his wife the Prince and Princess of Wales
don't they realize they're only consolidating support for the RF with their cheap, mean, and low attacks!?
All for clout. They are not helping themselves look better or gaining sympathy from people.  Futile attempt
NO MEGAN - NO, we don’t want to hear it from you!! We’ve heard enough - go live your private life and shut up, we don’t care - the world already knows your a disrespectful, fame hungry 
nobody!! AS ARIANA SAYS - “Thank you, next” ⏭



SMH 🤮
She single handedly destroyed the monarchy. And to answer her question about the steaks being high… No, I don’t want to hear from you!
Makes me sad how they treated Harry and Meghan. I really love them
ooops the squad troll have been unleashed in hopes to counteract the popular sentiments
that s really sad for Kate and i really think she is not the devil here
I’m LIVING for these comments 😂 ty everyone for speaking your minds truthfully👏
Um, I thought they didn't want to remain in the spotlight?  Yet here we go again.  I feel like she's pulling all the strings and he's just nodding.
Netflix, we want a real documentary on Doria Ragland or whatever her real name is, the years she disappeared when Megsy was a child and teenager, where she bolts presently and what 
she does at present for a living and everyday life. Why just focus on the British Royal Family? She had a family too, oh, what? she says she didn't?
Garbage just like her
Pierce morgan at the moment 💥💥💥💥⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡
What stakes?! They wanted to leave, they left. They wanted to live life their way, they are. How many tell all, bashing family projects do they need to do to feel better about their choices. 
Stop defending yourself and just go live life. No one is stopping them. Jeez.
I'm reading this section since 10 minutes now and it is one of the best evening ever 😂
 @Soso same!
Indeed! 😂😂😂❤
been reading gossip rags have you
"why did you want to make this documentary" .... "Because I signed up for it when pissed off and couldn't back out of the contract when things were finally trying to be mended"
Only logged on to thumbs down it
This comment section makes me sick. You can have all the riches in the world. All the privilege in the world AND have depression, anxiety, mental health issues. You can still be treated 
unfairly by family. You can still speak your truth. Diana did it years before. Riches and status don’t cancel all of that out. The monarchy is outdated and it’s time for changes. If I had a 
platform to speak out on items like this. I would do the same thing.
To all the people with heartless mentalities in the comment section, just because someone is rich, does not make them oblivious to human feelings  Even dogs have better 
understanding of this
Why are they doing this? because they can $ and are complete sell outs
🤡
We want privacy!! 
Now lets make a documentary about our lives and secrets!
Netflix paid millions for this?  Then no excuse no to give us a third series of Mindhunter.
Meghan you are such a hypocrite, you claimed you want privacy, how do you call this? telling the world what happens behind doors? come on !
Two nobodies desperate for attention.
Calls the RF and institution racist, still drags along the expired ‘Duchess of Sussex’ title with her everywhere she goes that came from the exact thing she condemns….
Wow this is the documentary that bought them their Montecito estate! I can't wait to watch a multimillion documentary. Must be first rate!
A note to say we're watching the likes and dislikes. The dislikes were 24k against 6.9k likes then suddenly the dislikes have dropped to 23k because although Netflix left the comments 
open, they're feeling some type of way about your reaction and are now trying to manipulate the numbers. They believed the Twitter Bot Hype. So please: Keep saying what you're saying 
and making Netflix second guess itself! 🤣🤣
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" ... "because we needed money. and attention."



Great! More mud slinging.  Can't they just move on with their lives?  For a pair who claim to hate the media so much, they sure love to generate a lot of attention for themselves.  When 
someone is always crying as the victim and has isolated themselves from BOTH sides of the family, one has to wonder...is it really the family that's unreasonable or them?  They could just 
do their charitable work quietly, live their lives in peace and help bring much needed attention to worthy causes, but they don't.  They talk, talk, talk and work super hard at building their 
brand and only working with charities because it looks good.  At the end of the day, it's not about altruism for them, it's about money and making the most possible to live a lavish life.
She’s pathetic, he’s pathetic, Netflix is now looking pathetic. Won’t be watching this load of drivel, if it follows her usual trend it will just be full of lies and “her truth” anyway.
Meghan is doing an Amber Heard to Harry for sure
God, stop the hate.. why don’t you try being in their position!! It’s not sickening, just like you guys have something to say all the time, they are also entitled to freedom of expression so just 
let them do that, we talk about mental health and swirling escalation of depression in the world, maybe they were impacted largely by negative criticism and and tabloids so how would 
you react to that? Wouldn’t you want to know what actually happened? You don’t want to watch the documentary, don’t watch it.. STOP SPREADING HATE!! That is what is wrong with 
people nowadays
SHAME ON NETFLIX. WHAT GARBAGE. WITH MEGHAN'S FAKE FAKE FAKE MEAN VOICE. A HORRIBLE WITCH.
This may be what finally sinks you, Netflix. I know people are cancelling accounts in droves over these two charlatans. I hope it was worth it!!
then get lost

If they don’t like the RF, then they can go a away and just STFU. Instead they pull the victim card, bite the hand that feeds them and shit in the nest they came from. They are a disgrace.
Speak "your truth", don't sell "your truth".
This is such a displaced comment, something like people still supporting amber heard.

 @Nina K  I personally don't support her or condemn her behaviour. But making fun of people is not right in anyway. We can never know with the celebrities who's wrong and who's right 
because we only know what we're told through media and as we all know media is not always a reliable source of info. Picking sides is different and internet bullying is different
Yet here you are commenting.
🤣🤣🤣
Exactly Mindhunter left everyone hanging and instead we get Conversations with a Dope
And now they have moved them
Update: 13k likes to 88k dislikes. Omid Scobie was right although not for the reasons he imagined. This is an amazing halftime show. 🤣🤣🤣
🤑😂👏👏👏
Harry and Meghan are so unpopular.
😂😂😂shame on you Mrs. Brooker...dont you have a grandkid to babysit?
Yes, got a few things on the watchlist, should be finished in the New Year.  Don't want to cancel but can't bear they gave money to this awful couple when there are more talented and 
entertaining creators out there.
A bit cringy
Who cares about this skank.
A doormat and a narcissist. Even the pictures are so staged, fake and nauseating. Just wondering what they think to accomplish by this documentary.

Good Lord... haven't we ONLY been hearing about 'THEIR TRUTH' since the moment they chose self-exile? They've quite literally dominated the conversation - even to the point of 
dropping this trailer slap-bam in the middle of William & Kate's Earthshot visit. This couple desperately hangs from the coat-tails of the RF to maintain some modicum of relevance.
We really didn't need Oprah's sloppy seconds... 🙄



I lost respect for them, they wanted a private life does anyone remember that!? Stop playing victim already! We know and we see nothing but “feel sorry” vibes, leave William and Kate 
alone. They left and that’s it, the drama is them!
He is sooo dumb and she is so manipulative lmaooooo
What we already see is a pathetic Harry being publicly belittled by Meghan. We don't need this cover-up now. Had she have some respect for him, we would appreciate them both. To view 
this is to enable them. They need no more encouragement with their public lies. No one should look at it. Is Netflix now owned by Oprah?
Hope the couples children are safe
0:03 I wonder why...

Se tiene que ser tan miserable para sacar este tráiler este día, aún sabiendo, queriendo causar drama, opacar la visita de tu hermano ( príncipe William) a los Estudios Unidos. Una visita en 
la cual se está promocionando sobre el medio ambiente.  Vaya manera la de Harry y Megan, quieren llevar la fiesta en paz.  Espero que el Rey Carlos lll no le tiemble la mano para quitarles 
sus títulos.  Harry quería privacidad, se salió de la familia REAL. No hubo problema, pero en cuanto piso estados unidos dio una controversial entrevista a Oprah.
so not only didnt harry get help for meghan when she supposedly needed it but he took photos of her crying? class act. is the rest as cheesy as this?
I liked how they used the funeral picture but left out her fake left eye tear. That was a famous tear. Why leave it out. I will no longer support a company that gives people like them millions 
for this trash.
Hours of moaning and whining.  Just the thing for the holiday season.
In what way are the stakes high? You've left the royal family and have set up your life in the US. What is the issue now?
I cry over medical bills that Hermes blanket could pay for. I'm unmoved by their machinations disguised as "telling their truth".
And the photo of her 'crying' with Harry in the background as per with his head thrown back in despair could be titled 'Dear God not again!' lol
Let this documentary be a warning to every red-blooded male out there. Marry the wrong woman and she will neuter you.
Blaaaaahhhhh go away!!!!!!!!!!
There’s no way I would watch this. Meghan makes me gag, she’s nothing but a pot stirrer. And she enjoys all the attention she gets from it also.
we have been hearing the RF mouth daily thru the BP.  did uoi not know THE BP is the RF mouthpiece?
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D  yes, love reading about their disgusting behaviour of constantly complaining about their families. Love reading the comments to see how much they are hated! They are a 
horrible couple making money out of bad mouthing Harry's family whilst still using their titles which they do not deserve.
Netflix please make a series telling the truth about these two. It would be so much more successful.
 @Darlene `  Now I would love to watch a series that tells the truth about the Harkles. Moon bump and all.
 @Karma D  Call it karma.
 @diane carder  We've received responsive commentary from journalists & 'royal experts', yes (half of which have been supportive / defensive of the Sussex branding strategy). Surely, this 
cannot be equated with the regular interviews done directly with Montecito's Mountbatten-Winsors about which these responses were based? We've, quite literally, received 'their story' 
straight from the horses' mouths.
lol dead on!
Chrissy tiggy tuegan also has pics of herself crying. It’s pathetic.
Don't forget she is the one who got him into therapy but could find no therapy for herself.  In the Oprah interview they both said they were too embarrassed to seek help but in separate 
interviews/podcasts they said the other got them therapy.  They lie so much they can't keep it straight.
That's how harry protects his family
Y’all love rich people until they aren’t saying what you want.
Like Ziwe says “stop being poor”



Are you mad because you don't have hermes
Stop whining over a damn $1600 blanket.  Do you want one?? If you got medical bills, either you save your money, look for supplemental insurance, cut back on useless spending, pick up a 
second job, or ask for a raise or get a loan....stop complaining about what someone else has. You sound bitter and jealous. Fix your own life.  Stop complaining about your struggles and 
make it happen for you and your household.  They don't pay your bills so stop stressing over people you don't know. Geez!!
The reddit detectives have pinpointed that New York skyline background to last November when Harry did another video in the same shirt, same background.  It was when some 
unflattering things were emerging about them in the news cycle.
Cambridge class, Sussex trash
I thought they don't like the spotlight, that's why they left the royal family, I guess it is just the responsibility that they don't like.
After all, if he is not a prince and this is not a Cinderella story, who will want to watch a docuseries on a soldier and a c list actress?!?!? 
Hard pass for me!!
Mendacious Meghan, my dear…we’ve heard you bleat on (and on, and on, and on) about “your story” for years now.  It’s ugly, tiresome, and YOUR OWN recollections vary depending upon 
the needs of the moment.  I won’t watch this, but I look forward to media commentary.
I care about Bella and Edward Cullen more than I care about these two.
Well last time you told “your story” to Oprah you ended up getting caught with a bunch of…falsehoods.
👹🤡💩
Can these two whiny cry babies shut up and go away to live their lives privately already? Good grief, the level of privilege and tone deafness is ASTOUNDING.
so you guys wants sympathy now???

But we've already heard ''their story' repeatedly. Because talking about the BRF is their only source of significant income!!!!! When will they just shut the F up and live that life of privacy 
they claimed to crave?? Harry should hang his head in shame. He, and she, are profiting off of lies and embellishment. No family, no genuine friends remaining. That speaks volumes...
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
7.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 1:28pm (removing dislike numbers?)
What stakes? Someone please enlighten me
Can any person be more hated and more delusional at the same time. 
Yes it makes sense to hear zero lies from your side of the story. 
Honestly lady you are no lady just a hyena who bitten more than she can chew, and you know people will Clap at your downfall. Cos you are just that dislikable. If you tube dislike button 
existed there would be a black hole in a place of it.
I need a bucket in two rooms.  Harry is an idiot meg is cringe.  Most people laugh at them. Meghan was trying so hard for a fashion brand during this years invictus.
What a load of utter tosh.
Can't wait to see this
Since there were 38 untruths in their Oprah interview, who is going to believe their story told by them! Harry and Meghan are a very ugly couple!
The Markles are traitors and grifters. There’s been some questionable stuff on Netflix i.e. Cuties. Now we have a pair who, like O.J. Simpson before them, I’ve done more to setback race 
relations than any law on the United States books that has happened over the past 45 years. Netflix is enabling and promoting deterioration of race relations, as well as the (s)exploitation  
of children. It really is time to cancel my Netflix subscription..
Surely they must be drained from these countless attempts to tell 'their story'?  How many times do they want to tell it?  I thought they wanted to live their life away from the public eye?  
Why not move on and be happy?!???!!  Aah I forgot, cash talks.
Nobody asked for this.  In fact, these 2 fools asked to ha e privacy, so most of us will do that.  By skipping this shitty show.  Rachel is pathetic and Harry lost all of his respectability.  I hope 
your networks takes a big hit on this vanity project of theirs.



Why did you decide to make this documentary. Well…. We needed money! Lots of money.. duhhh
As a black American woman, we have no identity with this chick. She's too scripted, manicured and fake. Could see it from the start. And HE is a fool- but he'll see that as soon as he breaks 
the trauma bond. Why should we care about these Hollywood nose-rubbing multi-millionaires?? People are dying. WE DONT CARE about them. Let us live without having to see their 
narcissistic faces all the time, please.
I just realized I think she's talking about the Tom Bower book and a few unflattering tabloid headlines. 
But that's it. Beyond that they are constitutionally irrelevant.
When the paycheck from Netflix is this high, does it makes sense to hear this story from us XD
How much did Netflix pay these two for this?
The result of when you take 2 years of “suffering” and turn it into a brand worth $100’s of millions of dollars to line your own pockets with. 

Charities? What charities?
this is not how a „we want a more private life in america“ looks like …. i get it, they want to get their version of events out. but this will only achieve the opposite of privacy. i am sure they 
would have plenty of resources to live in a luxurious hideaway on an island or so. to me, especially SHE wants to be SEEN.
Gotta love all the haters getting the views up, always commenting  and proving their point.
Because we want our privacy. Oh wait…
100% sure I’ll cry watching this at some point. 😅
Didn't they tell their truth in the Oprah interview? This is so cringe!
Why did they want to make the documentary??? MONEY  They bash and try and compete with the royal family every day, but they say they dislike them, but they certainly make sure to 
use their "Sussex" titles at every turn.  We've been hearing about their drama for three years now, I'd rather watch paint dry. thank you very much!!
No one see what’s happening behind closed doors cause I want that private but now that I’ve ran and need to keep up with royal $$ let me start selling behind closed doors in my wife’s 
version and I’ll just sign to it.
0:23 "Meghan, one tear, left eye, GO!"
They told us Oprah would be their last word on it 😩
No one's interested in your lying story🙄
LETTSSS GOOO!!! (Queue all the hate in the comments) Hahaha you all be judging while they be collecting 💰💰
Remember when everyone called her a liar for experiencing racism, and now it's been revealed William's godfather (who helped Meghan "adjust" to palace life) is a raging racist? Cannot 
wait for this documentary.
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us" ... she asks sitting all alone pulling focus on herself ... yet again!
Everyone already get it that all they want its MONEY show me the MONEY , WE DO NETFLEX OR ANYTHING FOR THAT.. pathetic couple 🙈
Cannot wait, I'm sure those who dislike them will watch every second because they're desperate to get a look into their lives. Anyone exposing the British welfare royal family is the good 
guy.

What they did to princess’s Diana, I think it will be good to hear about truth instead of abusing harry and markel. What’s the point of crying and saying good after they die like diana
It's a bit weird someone took a candid photo of her crying...

This seems like self-absorbed cringefest already based on the trailer.
View only counts if you watch for 30 seconds. People want to be heard, they are sick of the self pity from two of the luckiest people on earth when so many are struggling.



They better enjoy our "hater" views since they'll only get it on this trailer. I bet Netflix will be so happy to know this vanity project will tank hard and the company will lose MILLIONS.
 @TheTurbofran  everyone has different struggles, i don’t see you getting thousand’s of threats everyday, threats that happen even before the interview that they did, so don’t even 
mention it.
 @Sam Brian  I’m sure you’ll be there watching just to find more excuses for your hatred.
you're the actual hater, hating on people you don't know just because they have an opinion! i'm using adblocker - they getting nothing form my views
 @Xon Dominique  why are u here if you don’t like them, using time of your day to comment. Everyone is entitled to their own opinions I’ll give that. I would’ve like to see this kind of 
energy when she was a target of racism and tabloids.
 @Celina  she's attacking the RF, i'm here to support them. no one would be paying attention to H&M if they weren't spewing hate at the RF all the time. they can try to direct their energy 
at something positive and creative.

 @Xon Dominique  they are telling their story, the royal family could be telling a bunch of lies and you would believe every single one of them. You have not seen the documentary. And I’m 
sadden that you would defend a racist institution. I mean after all, racism claims still hunt the family just like the news recently. How are you defending them about that?
 @Celina  yes, and their story is full of hatred. the RF is not racist

 @Xon Dominique  i wouldn’t call that a defense. The claims exist it’s not enough to say they are no racist they need to prove it. So what’s really their excuse for their recent allegations?
 @Celina  the RF need to prove nothing. they don't pay attention to haters

 @Xon Dominique  also don’t pay attention to racist claims apparently. I thought they represented all the people of the realm not only white people. So they do need to prove something.
 @Celina  they do represent all people and millions of supporters of all races proves that beyond any doubt. there'll always be haters, no one cares about them
Crying from laughing so hard at how nonsensical it will be? I can see that. Look at the junk in the trailer!
Hahaha 🤣
😅
And a photographer just happened to be there.
 @Anna T.  yes the photographers were all over there.  it was not Meghans photographer
they run out of cash lol
Another lie
Judging from the rumors in Lala land, the money is rapidly getting dry. And judging from the majority feedback, Netflix won't be working with them again after losing millions on this reality 
TV show.
let me clarify - not a fan of any of the "Royals" lol I think the narcissism of this couple has become unparalleled. But let me tell you, I LIVE for the REAL-ass DRAMA the media and trolls bring 
daily about people who will never give two shits about you all in real life. 
Now I get it, these are real people with real feelings, blah blahh blah whatever, but its truly fascinating how much we all care (whether positively or negatively) about people who were 
born or married into a life that we were led to believe was "more than" our very own. Like lets be real, all the people leaving hate comments here, WILL probably be watching this shit 
when it is released lol
Remember when out of all the living royals, only her husband is the documented racist?
😂
Me myself & I  😂😂😂
😂😂



Because she doesn’t want to be called out on her lies. The one time I really want to see the Royal family speak out against them is NOW. Shut them up for good. I don’t know them but it 
looks like Harry (no Prince) is messed up and she went after him. Destroying the family was her purpose along with being a billionaire. It’s sad H won’t see her for who she is. She studied 
him and his mom to get her act down. I think she deserves to be in jail!!
her 'sad face' she tries so hard looks more like a smirk!  Poor H, he is PW
No, it doesn’t. Not when it’s riddled with lies and can’t be trusted.
She's the mastermind after all 😅
Maybe she is them they 😆 😂 😆
Her multiple personalities all want a say...
She's forgetting we know that there were many lies in the Oprah interview!
Ha. We know Harry isn't getting much screen time in this. At least no speaking parts. 🤣
The "Queen's we"
😂😂😂😂
You're aware most of us who dislike them will watch the royal commentators channels, right? Because we won't be giving their show our views.
 @Sam Brian  So you admit you'll be watching it through others...how pathetic. Your basically supporting them.

 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  no one cares about them - they're dead boring and cringy. we care about the RF they constantly attack - their only claim to fame - now that's pathetic!
 @Xon Dominique  Oh then why are you here...please you people are obsessed with them. You love them.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  haha keep wishing. i'm here to support the RF
 @Xon Dominique  Your ignorant then.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  keep your poison to yourself, hater
 @Xon Dominique  Ironic when you people are the haters...speaking ill about their children like a bunch of snakes and creeps.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  sorry your talking points don't work here, you're the one insulting strangers - how low, just like your favorite duo
 @Xon Dominique  Lol, you people are crazy. Meghan and Harry are strangers to you and yet you insult them and their children every day. What bunch of whackoos.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  haha you ran out of talking points so you're stealing my words. that won't help you because harry and meghan are not strangers. they've spent years 
oversharing personal information ad nauseam. meghan makes sure we get know her well in hopes that we'll like her but we don't because she lacks any sense of boundaries and propriety. 
and no one has ever insulted their children - to the opposite - we're sorry and worry for them. so when  you make accusations, they need to be based on some facts, otherwise you're 
being the whacko hater.
 @Xon Dominique  Wow, you can't even see how far gone you are. It's really sad.
 @Xon Dominique  And yes you guys have accused the kids of having disorders or made fun of their eye shape. Please escape this cult before it's too late and all you think of is Harry and 
Meghan over real life.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  lol look who's talking, go get a life
Why the hell would they die? A constitutionally irrelevant ex royal is hardly a target. 
If anything, the people who may actually hurt them would be the sketchy people they're having shady dealings with.
Unless they actually say who said it and what the exact phrase was then its just more talking that I think I have enough of an idea.
These two are lying grifters. Anything they say should be questioned as a lie.  Hopefully no one will watch this junk
Mueren por atención y dinero
I'm gonna refrain from commenting until I watch.
every life decision they make, they should think to themselves, "what would diana do" and only do what queen diana would have ngl



Also. Did Kate and Will really have to travel to US to hand out awards highlighting climate change? 😂
I would love to see their royal titles taken away. I know the people of Sussex would love that one!
I feel more for Princess Kate then Meghan , Meghan and Harry are doing nothing but making money off of this while Princess Kate and Prince William are trying to do good. This is nothing 
but a publicity stunt and having it release at the time of their arrival just proves it. I could care less about Meghan and Harry... They chose to be and live as regular people so let them find 
REAL jobs to live their lives by..
Yeah!! I don’t believe them, I feel sorry for Harry !! I won’t watch it I don’t like Meghan  
Wtf is dis sh*t!?  Netflix is really starting to go downhill.  Who cares about this sh*t!?
What a pair! Sad sad disgusting people. I bet cry in a Hermes scarf is easier than millions around the globe dying in wars hunger, they want pity but they are despicable.
meghan back to Mike Ross
They’re both a joke. Harry will eventually wake up and realise what kind of person his wife is
Garbage humans.
lol "the stakes are this high" lol - poor thing with a misguided feeling of self importance. you're no one, nutmeg, get over it
Not this completely irrelevant and boring pair again, can’t they catch the hint that Nobody cares about them, another blunder to their already long list of failures. Netflix keeps green 
lighting crap projects, canceling my subscription next month.
Why doesn’t Meghan ever wear her hair ‘au natural’?  Must take alot of time for those long, straight locks.  What’s up with your True Self, Meghan?
I thought they wanted Privacy? why did they make this documentary...oh right Money smh
‘When the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make sense to hear the story from us?’ 😂😂😂 You mean like we already have via Oprah, Apple, The Cut and Variety? And now a reality show 
and a book. How to flog a dead horse! All they have is gossip about the Royal Family and they’re milking it for all it’s worth.
Hermosa pareja Harry y Meghan 💕💕💘💕❤❤❤❤
diana gave her interview
 @diane carder  and that was good enough, a documentary is so unnecessary now 😭
William needs to mind his privileged business trying to tell Africans what to do. He knows nothing.
Eew are you tellig a POC woman on how to wear her hair like the slave wives forced slaves to wear scarves.
 @Wilted Willow Art and Decor  exactly. so weird that they don't realize how racist they sound when they talk about black/half black people's hair this way..
not to mention her dreadful podcast and the upcoming autobigraphy by Harry
The non-crown trumping the crown
They are just distracting you from Prince Andrew's case
Nope. I won’t be watching these two rich twats who are constantly griping about how unfair life is. Regular people are struggling to pay bills and to feed their families. But these two 
perpetual victims who chose to quit the monarchy won’t stfu.
We're calling reality shows "global events" now?
A privacy-obsessed couple peddles personal details of their life to media. Got it.
Please go away.
What happens behind close doors is called private life. Keep it to yourself. That's what you left for. That's what you begged for. But instead of being private, you two hypocrites force it in to 
public. Sickening.
I know thats right, f*** the royal family.
Usually it sucks to live a "western" lifestyle. Depression, Anxiety, Money-related Problems... Loneliness..BUT just imagine...living in a tribe in the amazon rainforrest and missing THIS 
historical peace of GOSSIP!!!!!!!!
I don’t recall hearing their story from anybody other than them..



Frankly who cares!? There are much more serious issues going on in the world like mass starvation, war, abuse etc..
So hated 😂😂
My man married a Z-lister. How he didn't know it would end up like this is beyond me.
I feel real empathy for Harry. Traumatized by his mothers death. I do wish the best for him and his family. He does appear a little lost after cutting ties with the monarchy. I don’t think this 
documentary will help their cause. However the key is to keep doing what you love, loving those you love and keep the projects your beloved mum, Princess Diana advocates for. Cmon 
Harry!!!! You got this! 💕
😢
🤮
Love ❤
🥰🥰🥰
I can't wait for this. love always wins 💗💗
And just like that they’re no longer any different from the reality tv stars. Privacy is just an illusion to a wannabe Kim Kardashian.
Lie 🙄🥴
He barely graduated from school, he had people do his work. He has never done anything on his own. The charities he used to work with were all planned by William for the two of them. 
The palace has always had Harry’s back that’s why he can’t understand why no one is protecting his true evil self anymore
"You go out with actresses, you never marry them."
He’s a functioning idiot
your man?  she stole your prince
Wow, they just had to put in a pretty nasty photo of the Prince and Princess of Wales? IMHO, they're poking the bear and have no idea of the consequences.
People may watch but I doubt it'll change anyone's mind. If you hate her you'll probably hate her more and if you love her you'll be defending her.
How many lies did these 2 tell in the Oprah interview? I lost count! Netflix I have a bridge I can sell to you!
Truck off .... recollections clearly vary 🙄
Will unsubscribe Netflix when this rubbish go online.
Uuuuuugh! Blah, blah, blah. They're so gross.
Harry & MeGAIN are the most empty famous people without any real cause. The only thing they bank on is trashing the royal family and it’s only going to cash in for so long. Everyone can 
see through their pathetic and unrelatable victimhood. No one feels sorry for them and no one gives a shit about their “struggles”. I hope this documentary (reality show) flops as bad as 
Megan’s Spotify disaster podcasts. It probably will because she is extremely dislikable and has nothing to say expect what a victim her and Harry are. No added value, no class, no new 
ideas… nothing.
Disgusting.
Bravo to Netflix for keeping the comment section open! That's all I'm going to say here.
These two are so trashy. I’d hate to have family like them. Two faced backstabbers. I wish you all the evil in the world.
so many stories from you MM. Your never ending stories are unbelievable.
Ok these two are milking this a bit now
I just realized if Netflix wants to make their money back... They should release all the behind the scenes showing who Meghan really is. And do a tell all from Meghan's family. And do a 
docu-series verifying all the LIES Meghan has told over and over and over again. Like literally show us the process of getting to the TRUTH. 

I guarantee they'll get their millions back. If not more.



Disgusting. Narcissistic. Wicked. Liar. Bully. Please STFU and be private - that is why you left.  Shame on you Netflix - and Netflix - you KNOW first hand - how toxic this dynamic duo is. 
SHAME.
LMAO WTF IS THIS
WHEW CANT WAIT

The haters in these comments are absolutely disgusting. 

Serious threats have recently been made against Meghan. 

Are you all going to keep going until someone physically harms or kills her? I bet you're all going to plead innocent when it happens. "It's not our fault, we weren't responsible. We didn't 
tell them to do it." 

Your hate, your atrocious online behaviour towards Meghan and Harry IS what's causing the threats and WILL BE RESPONSIBLE for any harm that comes to her or her family members.

It is time to step back.
Enough is enough!

Take a long, hard look at yourselves in the mirror and get some integrity.

Shame on every single one of you! 😡
Lost losers pity.
Can't wait to see this.  British living in the States.  I got the best part of the deal with Harry and Meghan living here!  Reading the negative comments, I assumed they came from people 
who actually had lived under the Royal Family, but no that's probably not the case.
Will we be hearing about Prince Harry’s racist history?
Yet here you are commenting away.
these trolls/bots want her dead. harry said himself that they won't stop until she's dead. it's sick..
What threats are you even talking about?? She literally stages her own paparazzi shots. She's so desperate for someone to care, she pays for it. 

If she dies or someone kills her, most would probably assume she had some shady dealings with sketchy people. Her husband is constitutionally irrelevant and she's white as hell (she only 
has dark skin when she tans herself to death). It makes ZERO sense to target someone who 1) is irrelevant 2) not influential (people do the opposite of what she promotes) and 3) will have 
very little impact if she does die.
Oh shut up... they keep shoving their whingefest in people's faces
 @Glory yeah this part I do agree. I dislike them both but mainly because they won't shut up. Now if they live a private life, 100% wishing them both a long and happy life.
Brats
You didn't tell the truth before. Why would hearing your side mean anything now?  $$$$
Wow, cry me a river, people struggling to heat their homes and feed their children but meanwhile these two pathetic saps want us to feel sorry for them living a complete life of luxury. 
Tone. Deaf.
Can’t wait to see it 🎉



What stakes!?! She is delusional.
Behind closed doors... uh, Megnut was taking photos of the Prince and Princess of Wales' children's bedrooms!!!!  She and he are both despicable, imo.
Harry is the biggest hypocrite feeding off his heritage and birth yet at the same time raking in the cash from talking about it,
As for his wife,this is a woman who has fallen out with every single member of her own family,except her mother,then she gets married and falls out with every single member of her in 
laws,
Yet there are morons out their who think she's an angel and that she is the one who has been wronged by all these people,the evidence tells a completely different story than the absolute 
bile this woman spews out.
This woman makes me want to feed her stones and concrete 😩such an attention seeker
Is there a more hated couple out there? 😂😂
I thought they left because they needed their privacy 🤣🤣
Two of the biggest narcissistic people ever  in my opinion. 
I wish he'd stop going on about his mother you weren't the only one who lost her that day. Oh, I forgot its the only way for you to try and stay relevant 🤣🤣
This two are liars !
He a traitor  a prince turned to an ugly poisonous frog he become after marrying that old worn out wife !
She a social climber divorced for so many times !
Both of them are jobless,  only Neflix and Spotify are their source of living when he didnt inherited millions of dollars from the Royal Family. 
She spent that inheritance  as if there is no tomorrow!
H & M 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
Out there somewhere... Piers Morgan is furious
It’s disgusting to see they brought Netflix camera crew to the Queen’s funeral. So disrespectful and inconsiderate.
Que patéticos , ridículos , los que "según" querían privacidad 🤡 Harry que según quiere proteger a su familia, wey no la estás protegiendo al contrario más los van a atacar ( la gente) ellos 
ya habían dado una entrevista ya con eso era suficiente. Se ve que necesitan  🤑🤑🤑 y estoy segura que Megan está atrás de esto.
A wild guess: Ratings going to be great, Twitter will explode with negative comments, Meghans acting gets - lets say - Not the best Reviews which will lead her to distant herself later from 
this documentary and as usual she will blame  Others. Did I miss anything?
Can’t wait to see! Will and Kate are WHITE! They don’t suffer from racism! Ppl are all butt hurt that Megan is Rich now for a black women but Kate was always rich….. when she cries or is 
sad ppl don’t use her money against her… the racism is so obvious!
The same time the Royals are in the US, Netflix? Really?
I love how there using queens death to be apart of dumb ass documentary
What a pathetic excuse for a man. Simp behaviour.
I think it's going to be:
Views will be terrible (definitely not enough to make up for the cost) 
Twitter will be mixed (fans and haters) 
Left wing media will probably have a lot of good things to say 
But definitely most companies will not be working with them moving forward. Since they're generally not good for business.
She didn't even identify as a black woman until it was convenient
I remember hearing the racism angle when they were just dating. My first thought was "wow people are racist against Harry?? Why? Because of his red hair?" 

Then they say Meghan is mix. Huh??? I literally watched her in Suits and woman's white as hell. Let's not be delusional here.



 @Sam Brian  I’m an ethnic women’s don my husband is a brown man when we used to watch suits (not after she met Harry! We loved suits waaay before all that! We KNEW she was half 
black it’s so obvious to us) and one of the first articles about Megan was racist so ya… and one of Harry’s aunt I believe literally wore a black face pin when they all first met her…. So umm 
ya I love how all these white ppl are acting like they understand what it’s like to have racism against them….

 @S J  Lmaoo when?? I used to watch suits when it first came out and knew she was black the second I saw it and in the show her dad was black… you white racists are sooo telling
 @themuslimah1993  bore off you racist pillock
 @S J  classy
Always trying to compete ..
The problem is that the Prince and Princess of Wales have more class …
I so enjoy the foaming at the mouth from some in the comment section. Lol go live ya'lls life
Jeezus on a skateboard!  Will they ever go away!
I love how you guys in the comments are taking the "behind closed doors" line and twisting it like morons.

The comments are not it… the reason why they had to do this was probably because there’s so much negative press about them and even with privacy they are always stories about how 
“Meghan did her hair the wrong way” etc somehow people always find a way to hate her, so them doing this is basically them clearing there name and setting the story straight.
sad how two brothers become enemies due to misunderstanding or whatever Diana may crying if she knew this situation sad sad
Imagine if they get divorced after everything...
I really despise Meghan. She makes me sick
I thought the Oprah interview was to tell your “story”. How many times do we have to hear your story?
We don't want to put in the work but we want the money, the prestige and the titles.  If we don't get them we'll drag you all down!  -  sums up the whole d@mn thing.

Spill Harry! Spill that tea....The Sax Coburg- Gothe are a rats nest of dysfunction and elitist whyyyte privilege. Generations of these in bred aholes bulldozing anyone who gets in the way of 
their rediculous wealth, soft but influential power, and racism. Spill it Harry, break the patterns of dysfunction that ruined so many people. It is not a family, it is a business. Bravo!
the saddest thing is that people will watch that crap.
No one cares to hear their story! Lies, all lies!
Well I won’t be watching that then……utter narcissists
OK them making this documentary makes no sense
7.2K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 1:02pm
William and kate troops are all sent to comment on the trailer. It's so bad to see the reality of the people you worship, we all know that.
Lol! Insane.
Bull
These trolls and bigots don’t seem to realize that by commenting on everything Harry and Meg does, you promote them lol😂Stay mad y’all.
that was only the tip of the iceburg
Yes they even said that was the end of discussion.
Right?! Usually talking to Oprah is peak "telling my story". 🤣 Get the popcorn and barf bags ready. It's gonna be a bumpy ride of lies. 😎
They’re like a train wreck..you can’t help but look. Weird that you think this is something to brag about 😂
They think they are so important.
She could of become an Ambassador for the MS Society, since her sister Samantha is wheelchair bound and has suffered MS for years! But no all about making money for herself!



Very interested to know if they kept even HALF of the shit Harry pulled during his life. Seriously. They have warped perception of themselves and privacy.
I'll watch. I think it is important to end the lies and be open about mental health.
Shhhhh!
🤥
Leave us alone to live our lives! (but please watch our Netflix special first!)  Self-absorbed rich people.  Yawn.
This is going to be Meghans biggest role yet
So many people admire the Royal Family. Maybe there's some real ugliness/racism going on inside. Diana marched to the beat of her own drum, and didn't want to conform. Now Harry is 
doing the same. And just because they have money, doesn't mean they can't have real mental health issues. Depression doesn't depend on race, age, gender, or the size of your bank 
account.
Racists and royalist are sh*tting themselves today honey 😂
I wonder if Harry is doing this because of the anger he feels towards his father for what he and Camilla did to his mother and also because now she’s becoming Queen consort ( although I 
don’t blame him)
What an absolute shame. Let's be grateful that her Majesty is gone and won't have to see this. This one's worse than Wallis Simpson... Absolutely disgraceful!
Well done Harry and Meghan
Something else for me to cry while watching
The photo of Kate at 0:26 is so great 😬. 

This Meghan hate narrative is getting old. Can’t wait to see this documentary 🙌
Time to drop netflix ... not much else they have, so they added this?
'When the stakes are this high'. The stakes is literally them talking about the public drama they had with their world-famous family - and using it to become rich. What stakes Meghan 
Markle?!?! It's literally 2 people selling their story for $$ so they can live an opulent lifestyle and promote themselves as respectable public figures - when its all a bunch of hot air. This is 
why these people are unpopular.
Excited to watch!
How many more times does the world need to hear their truths and story ,they are a pair of self entitled publicity seeking, spoilt brats
I might be with the minority opinion here but these two just make me cringe all the time. I find it hard to take them seriously. It's like they wanted to step away from the royal spotlight and 
keep a "private" life but at the same time, keep vying for more attention. To me, as an outsider (non-British and non-white), the British Monarchy is a hereditary sovereign chain that's 
been around for thousands of years and lives in a bubble. I don't doubt they had some biases against Meghan but what else do you expect from that kind of environment? Sometimes I 
can't even expect my own grandmother to put some filters on when she speaks her mind that's stuck in the 1940s.
When are these two going to stop whining and griping about their first-world problems? Also, didn't they walk out of the RF for the sake of privacy? They've been flogging their wares ever 
since. God Netflix, you don't want to go Oprah's way. She avoids them like the plague these days.
And she'll still find a way to flop at playing herself 🥴
shows how mature william is and how immature harry. will he ever grow up and get on with HIS life?
👆
Eww, pass me the vomit bucket
 @nicky stedman  ew why are you commenting?
👆
👆
👆



With all due respect to Harry and Megan, but we've heard the story a million times, there is no need to add more when there is nothing, they moved away and people moved on, why are 
they still dragging it!!!
7.1K likes vs 25K dislikes 1 December EST 12:57pm
Not sure if the real mascot are the royal family or the average Britisher
This is a joke right
And this is why I no longer have a Netflix account or a Spotify account.  If you're going to put such drivel out there why should I waste my money.
🤮
Now they just want attention LMFAO I can’t
So happy they finally speak on their side and not tabloid gossip. Over 7 million views, you people are her biggest fans. It's very bizarre, of you don't like her then just ignore her, but it 
seems like you're obsessed.
You are mugs for entertaining this pair of venomous snakes. Netflix is struggling enough without promoting cheats, liars, bullies and perjurers.

Subscription cancelled again.
Im interested in hearing their story. The other side been rammed down my throat by the media.
I don't even think anti-monarchists or feminists want to hear anything from Meghan anymore. She's such a complaining, privileged, hypocrite!

How are a bunch of black and whites photos a trailer for a documentary?  This was an IG carousel at best.  Where is the real content?  Seems like this will be a lame filler documentary.

The only thing they can offer is their constant whining about the Royal Family. Gee I wonder what they will offer next when they have milked that cow dry? I cant wait for this 2 to 
dissapear into nothingness as that is what they claimed to want in the 1st place "privacy". Nobody sees whats happening behind closed doors? Thats cause nobody cares about you two.
Backfire
I’m here for the comments
Invading their own privacy but left because they wanted private lives? This pair of griffters are vile
Cheap Trick!
Another "tragedy" will strike this family, you heard it here first
❤❤❤It’s good to see Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan Living their Best Life in California❤ Yea I SAID IT… You can Hate me for the comment and I Don’t Care And I Will said It Again for 
the People in the Back ITS GOOD TO SEE PRINCE HARRY AND DUCHESS MEGHAN LIVING THEIR BEST LIFE IN CALIFORNIA❤❤❤❤
"When the stakes are this high...." What stakes?
👆
until the uk media stop bashing and villainizing them daily..
No, Markles agressive PR campaign is the only thing ramming things down people's throats.
🤣🤣🤣🤑🤑🤑🤑🤮🤮🤮🤮
Cringe. This is such a bloody - diarrhea - inducing trailer.
documentary? it’s a reality tv show! 🤣🤣🤣
Oh just can’t wait 🎉🎉🎉🎉
I think they are great and I am excited for this documentary.
Lol, Edward and Wallis, enough already.



The comments are so funny
Some of yo are acting like Meghan and Harry are breaking into your living rooms and forcing you to watch at gun point 
If you don’t care, go on with your business 
Clearly there are loads of people interested.
Problem is, these two lie. Made up victim narrative from the strong independent couple. Zzzzzzzzz
'Recollections May Vary' Queen Elizabeth II
😂😂😂 load of shite by the looks of it. So glad I cancelled my Netflix account, especially if they're giving these two lying  scumbags a platform to spread they're lies and fake woke 
bullshite. Can't wait until this pair and their invisible children fall of the face of the earth. Pair of grifters 😂
What rubbish
These comments clearly show how ignorant everyone is
Why am I being shown this shit?
Already unsubscribed  to Netflix and  I am so glad I did.
LIARS
The prince turned wife’s pet pooch ! .. using ur royal titles to milk money or why else would anyone care for these guys !
Went straight to the comments 🤣
Lies, lies and more lies for Marcle. I don't trust a word she says.



"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life."   
 -John 3:16
God gave us his only son Jesus Christ who Lived a sinless Life then died on the cross to endure our punishment, he rose again on the 3rd day and is currently seated at the right hand of God 
the Father Almighty. 

We have all sinned against the Perfect and Holy God that gave us Life, we all deserve the Punishment of Hell for our sin/rebellion against him. 
We have all Broken the Moral Law in our Hearts, even if you don't believe in Jesus, or have never heard of him or the Law of Moses or the Bible, you are still sinful and on your way to Hell. 
But the GOOD News is that Jesus Christ took our sin upon himself on the cross and shed his Blood as payment for our Sins. 

He took our Punishment and gave us his reward of Eternal Life in Heaven

Jesus is returning to Judge the world soon my Friends

When Jesus Christ returns, he will take his children home, and hundreds of millions of people will disappear in a brief moment! When you see this event take place, please remember these 
words, and understand that the Rapture has just taken place! Please remember that the Christians tried to warn you of this coming day, and that God is real, and his name is Jesus Christ!

Please Repent and believe in his sacrifice and Love for you, believe in him as your Lord and Saviour, and you shall be saved.

"And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be." Revelation 22:12

May God Bless you all  with peace, joy and Love in Jesus name!

Maranatha!
From royalty to reality stars…
👆
👆
Yep. After this they can disappear into obscurity.
👆
👆
👆
She was such a boss for that. May she Rest In Peace.
She was so savage
most negative comments are trolls/bots. they flood any video of meghan to leave negativity. it's an orchestrated smear campaign..
They’re unrealistic wannabes. I wouldn’t call them reality stars just yet... it depends on whether the reception this ‘show’ gets is good (doubtful), and whether this gets them 
renewed/more gigs/a bigger following (also doubtful). Judging by the comments section, it’s unrealistic wannabes all the way.
That's what motivational speaker talks about, change your thinking.
except there isn't much reality in any account depicted by these two.



What about all the documentaries the royal family has done since the beginning of television? What about Mike Tindall going on 'I'm a Celeb'? What about Charles and Camilla literally 
providing exclusives to the DAILY MAIL of all papers?
From royalty to jokes
 @Donna Marroni  God is the only one, his robe fills the temple.
 @Dinah  Do you see the people that you've mentioned ink multi-million dollar book and streaming service deals to sell palace gossip? Do you hear those same people trashing the Royal 
Family for money? Do you ever hear the Royal family fake crying about unsubstantiated victimhood solely for sympathy and publicity? 
No 
No 
And No.
 @meL Lo  They're the furthest thing from both reality and stardom if you ask me😂
 @Dinah  The difference is that Mike Tindall, King Charles ,etc., aren't trashing other people when they go on TV.  M&H's only claim to fame are their royal titles, yet they use the prestige 
of those titles to gain an audience to then trash and vilify the RF.
The whole royal family are celebrities
Who also wanted privacy ….🤨
 @Donna Marroni  jokers, jesters  you meant?
Trashy reality tv stars.
unless we see Meghan raging on staff and throwing things at Harry it's not going to be much reality.

They had so much potential and a great platform from which to support their worthy causes. It's mind boggling that they've thrown all that away in favor of a Kardashian style PR blitz.
Stars they ate not do not come close but in there dreams
 @Tom Ryan  one sided opinion on just assumption  made by the Media
 @Fanni  🤣no one ask you. What would you know you aren't in the RF 😅😆🤣
 @H B  They left because of harassment, gossip and hatred spread by the British Media. Who in their right mind wouldn't want to get away from that. And since they were dating the Media 
is still at it on a daily basis years later even after they moved. Pure evilness on the MEDIA'S part. The Media has made lt very clear that since day one they started a campaign of hatred 
towards Meghan before they even knew what she was like. Makes you wonder why??? Was it because of fact she didn't match their color?? Why spread so much hatred on someone you 
personally don't know?  It just proves Harry and Meghan weren't making up stories but in fact those kind of things to this day years later still continue. So would I want to hear their side in 
order to make a fair opinion of course. Other wise I would be just as ignorant as the Media has been.
I think "stars" is a bit of a stretch.
 @P K  yes
 @Fanni  LMAO I mean... they’re non-public servants who are SO cheap they can’t even pay for their own security bill without crying ‘...bbbbbut my dad is king and my mummy was a 
princess’. They’ve sued the UK government twice in order to retain taxpayer-funded privileges they do ZERO public service for, and yet I’m supposed to call these people ‘stars’?

Beyoncé, Rihanna, Viola Davis, Lupita Nyong’o, Cynthia Erivo and many more have far more clout/talent/acclaim/awards than the Sussexes, and they manage to pay their own bills in a non-
Commonwealth country as financially independent WOC. Yet a spare kidult almost 40-year-old—and a very light-skinned biracial woman—have to falsely claim to be IPP and sue in order to 
afford their Hollywood lifestyle? Lol Zendaya is far younger than Harry and Meghan, has built a far bigger following, and can easily foot her own bills... Harry and Meghan should be utterly 
ashamed of their ‘financially independent’ lies. True stars pay for themselves!
 @Deb Reichert  how do you know they’re gonna trash them on here? This is mostly gonna be about their life together and also exposing mistreatment from others isn’t trashing they 
didn’t even mention names.



 @C  The tabloid press is awful to everyone, the relatively few racist pieces and their authors were rightfully dealt with swiftly. If royal life was as bad as they now claim, why would they 
want the half in, half out proposal they said in their initial statement and that the queen rejected? Narcissists who can't keep their stories straight, and that opinion of mine is based on 
their own behavior and words, not the tabloids.
how MANY MORE times do we have to hear "your" story????  nobody cares and 99.9% of what you have to say (...over and over and over again...) are LIES!!!!! 🙄🙄🙄
The Crown Season 7 just dropped!
THAT’S BATSHIT
Oh how predictable that this is released today when the Prince and Princess of Wales have Earthshot…
Am glad they'll say something about all that happened. Sharing ur side of the story helps u sleep better at night. Those hu will watch with open minds 
This is not a documentary. It's a scripted reality show like Keeping Up With The Kardashians. Meghan is the most toxic and most insufferable celebrity that Hollywood has ever produced. In 
a few years Meghan and her divorce attorneys will bleed Harry dry and rip him to shreds in the California courts and Harry will have no family to turn to. Harry is destined to become 
Meghans third ex husband.  Just wait and see. Pierce Morgan calls her Princess Pinocchio for a reason. I also believe the royal family will eventually reveal the identity of Harry's biological 
father. The royal family is non longer obligated to protect Harry.

Everyone responds differently to trauma. Harry experienced a horrifying trauma at an impressionable age. It haunted him his entire life, then when he met and married the love of his life 
the same horror seemed to be playing out again as the papps harassed and vilified his bride… and he got no support from his own family. I don’t blame him one bit for striking out in his 
own, making his own money and his own rules. We all wish to be the captain of our own ship. We all wish to have the power to protect ourselves. Good for Harry and Meghan.
Seriously? Netflix spends money on such bs? Next in line to be markled.
Gözün arkada kalmasın elizabet çocuklarına iyi bakıcağız
Wow, most people commenting here are so judgmental...such brave keyboard warriors!  Personally I think they have the right to speak out if they want to share their story, especially if it 
will help others.  Meghan was suicidal while living life in England as a royal and Harry felt helpless, only to do what he needed to in order to save his wife and his family from his biggest life 
long fear, which was having the same thing happen to them as had happened to his mother!  Yeah go ahead you perfect human beings, you've walked in their shoes ... you should judge 
them!!
I'm so tired of these two constantly complaining and moaning about their overprivileged lives. Move on, be happy. They need to stop spewing their poison into the world.
Nauseating
the fact their showing their trailer for their new reality show the minute william & catherine are in the US to promote Earthshot is sickening. two trash bags who can stay faaaar away from 
our RF.
Meghan and Harry seem to think that once we hear their story, we'll learn to love them. What they don't seem to understand is that they're both fundamentally unlikable, and the more 
they reveal about themselves, the more we dislike them. Stop trying to make fetch happen.
Not all the hater-ation in the comments! Bitter ass people Lmaooo
We just want our privacy!  ...but please watch our Netflix special.... & our Spotify podcast.... & our countless prime time interviews, documentaries, guest appearances, etc...
I thought you wanted to leave because you want to privacy yet you’re making a Netflix documentary about it so I have an ultimatum for you leave and shut up or stop saying you want to 
privacy
I’m guessing most if the people in this comment section are over 35 and tabloid readers
I cannot wait! ❤
Obviously I'll be watching this

Harry's family did help. The best way they knew how. Generations of royals have been through this. They told Harry, lay low. Never explain, never complain. Harry's bride thought that was 
ridiculous. She knew better, right? Just reading through this comment section has to be some proof....she was misguided. You can't cash in on unearned virtue! It's NEVER going to work!



most negative comments are trolls/bots. they flood any video of meghan to leave negativity. it's an orchestrated smear campaign..
Exactly!
I'm guessing you think you're the smartest person here.
bots have netflix?
The comment section is just further proof of what they were saying if you don’t like it don’t watch it’s as simple as that
LOL all these miserable brits in the comments section...
By the way, nobody is forced to watch this! I dare you all to not to watch!
Well they already distanced themselves on this documentary claiming it's not how they would have told their story. Allegedly the book contradicts this docuseries. If that's the case, will be 
even more abundantly clear these two are lying once again and out for revenge. Cashing in...grifting...They better come with receipts.
If we believed anything you two ever said, yes, we would want to hear it from you. As is, no.
didn’t they want their ‘privacy’??? they’re basically kardashians at this point the amount they shove themselves down our throats.
Lol so dumb
I'd love to get paid millions to tell my story, where do i sign up??
You suck, Meghan!
Cancelling my Netflix
false narrative.
Y’all are so mean, moral and psychological abusers.
Who are we to judge. Watch it or not. Just be kind. A little understanding and kindness is what the planet needs.
Not if you're not telling the truth!
Netflix realizing they got scammed.😂
Ginge and Cringe. I know a narc when I see one. Wise up Hazza.
Didn’t we hear all of this before?  Rich people’s problems.  Spare us!… the book too.  Am done with this.
Go away Meghan.
Solo quieren opacar la llegada de William y Kate a los EUA 🇺🇸
omg . She makes zero sense at the end. So dramatic we must send generators to California, help them!
The comment section is proof that's is never a good idea to try to cash in on unearned virtue! Simple as that!
Remember when Harry told Oprah, he thinks William is 'trapped'? Is it normal for someone to 'find freedom', only to turn around and attack their sibling that is 'trapped'??
 @Penny Lane  😂😂😂😂 lol because saying your brother is trapped is an attack bravo 

 @O’SAMM  Are you really trying to pretend that's the extent of what Harry has PUBLICLY said about William and William's family??? Sit back....watch this unfold. It's about to get deep...
 @Penny Lane  I quoted what u said. And like I said y’all are just abusers.
Cannot believe all what they have said! As long as it is just one side of the story. Their family problems should have been mutually shared and fixed within their family, not through public. 
In my own perception, It is just shown that deep down, Harry has felt unloved and has been mentally jealous of his brother (popularity, attention, family life, success, being lovable, etc.) 
while he cannot accomplish ones. Now he has found his best match such Meghan, to disclose all his miseries, jealousies, and angers toward his brother by disgracing him and the rest of the 
family over the medias and still requested for their “privacy”. They’re totally toxic!
Is this going to be a comedy because I’m already laughing!
Secretly anticipating that Netflix all along intended just to show “Has”been and Me-again hanging their selves out for all the world to see. It’s already so cringe!



The entire reason they left the royal family in the first place was for PRIVACY and a NORMAL LIFE... how does exposing what's "Behind closed doors" and signing a multi-million dollar 
Netflix deal demonstrate any of that? Hypocrites!
Fake news Harry and Megan lies lies 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮
Why did you want to make this documentary?? They need the cash and were looking for any sucker to buy their spoiled brat story
Time for Harry and megans titles to be removed.
We heard your story a million times. It's boring and filled with lies.
No it does not make any sense at all, unless you wear a lie detector during an interview.
A boo hoo! We want privacy.
lol, how much luxury can you cram into one trailer about being oppressed?
Give me a break.

OMG, what an COINCIDENCE, with William and Kate in Boston and this realease, really UNPLANNED and ACCIDENTAL, Harry and Meghan have really bad luck with releasing things
PARENTS PIT PRISON PALACE JOURNEY   Genesis 41:39-40
Joseph’s journey from ‘pit to palace’, as most pulpits phrase it, was no mean trip! It actually started at home – parents. He didn’t know his mother (she died in childbirth) and was the 
favourite of his father. Jealousy landed him in a pit facing death. He was pawned off and put in prison for passions. Then came the palace. What does your journey look like? As average 
Joes we think there are plenty of pits but no palace in our lives but we forget heaven – home with JESUS forever is the palace of all who will go in faith now. Your journey, no matter where, 
is ordained by Almighty GOD. Hallelujah hallelujah hallelujah hallelujah!
Netflix please disenable the comments section. So much hate and racism in the comments section
🙏💞🙏🙏💕💕💕💕💕🎉🎊💏💏💏💏BEAUTIFUL AND BLESS
Oooo boy, these two again...sharing their story with zero selfawarness...greatest victim's alive
I'm glad they are sharing their story. The media and the masses want to hate on them so much and dismiss the toxicity they've been through. They deserve every right to share their side. 
There's always multiple sides to a story and of course the higher powers will always try to silence those they deem below them and what goes against "tradition". Good for them for 
standing up for themselves.
Love Harry and meghan so much better then William and Kate
William and Catherine are trying to give a platform to and celebrate people trying to save the planet this week and Netflix drop this trailer - low blow. More whinging from people who 
can’t stop telling their truth 🥱

Weird coincidence when William and Kate is in the US. I honestly don’t think people really care about their stories. Just do good and be good people, people are not as stupid as they think
Netflix NEEDS to get back the money they spent on these two professional victims. If they turn off the comments, it's going to have even less engagement. 
And where's the racism???? Pretty sure most comments have been very succinct in why we dislike these two. 

Liars. Manipulators. Abusers. Bullies. Cruel spiteful vindictive brats. Greedy. Social climber. Narcissist. Whingers. Etc. 

Where in that had anything to do with their skin color. If anything Meghan's white as hell.
I hope we will hear the authentic real story.
Why did u want to do this doc?
HM : We are broke
And the smirk on her face when she said isn’t it important to hear our side of the story or whatever she said she had a huge smirk



the shot where William & Kate are staring hateful is not at Meghan, you pause it and see that she is sitting right behind them.
NETFLIX YOU ARE PATHETIC!
Oh dear , he’s burning bridges big time , but he is so under the Megan spell he can’t see it. But I suppose he loves her so much he does not care.
woow how low is Harry , he went down to her level, we all know that her family is low low for money.
So excited to see this! I'm happy they are telling their story as I'm sick and disgusted of hearing it be twisted through the mouths and book flops of bitter , jealous, racist, misogynist royal 
reporters and envious Karen trolls on YouTube.
May this Docuseries be the „nail in their coffin“! These two are appalling. Their attention seeking for any price and hypocrisy is not only mind boggling, but has reached a point and beyond 
of being actually pretty disgusting. And the one who is paying the highest price for this spectacle is Harry. He has not only sold his family to the „highest bidder“ but has also sold his soul to 
the cheap and passing circus of Showbusiness. 😢
Me-gain
Use me as a unlike button
Why did you want to make this documentary??? Ummm because daddy cut Harry off. That's why!
Will she be discussing her yachting days? 🤔 Or is it just more moaning aka Oprah interview 2.0?

Keeping up with the Duke and Duchess of Sussex
How ironic that they wanted to protect their family and keep their life private yetttt their releasing a documentary about their lives !!
Not even a surprise that markles PR team made invictus release a clip yesterday, today netflix this clip... Sad, sad, probably a bad documentary made by netflix since they NEEDED to use 
the arrival of prince and princes of wales to get the attention to markle's victimisation documentary
When will this woman stop showing her existence down our throats?
😫
Let Diana  cry in heaven...  Bravo Meghan  !
The royal family has really become the next kardashians
Sending much love and support to the Prince and Princess of Wales in Boston right now, trying to make a better world for all.  ❤
The Behaviour Panel call it ‘duper’s delight’.  They did a very interesting review of the Oprah interview.
This! 😂 May this backfire and boomerang back on them in every way possible.
Thank you Hazera Chowdhury.  I thought I'm the only one who notices M "want to be" sad face.  It's a smirk not a sad face!
no matter what expression haters call it a smirk---all in your mind
Absolutely, just chosing stock photos.
Did anyone say they were staring at Meghan? No. Does it have to be a picture of Kate glaring at Meghan to still tell a story? also No.
Its edited to look that way. Add the narrative Meghan has pitched, and its pretty clear. I used to be married. Women are usually pretty good at reading between the lines. Not you. And it 
seemed to upset you.
😆😂
Respect 😊
Right - W&K - sooooooo heroic.
Горките…
All for money ruthless did we already hear enough  not watching it the trailer is enough of a turn off for me
More lies.
I support Harry and Meghan tell your story on your terms



"Leave us alone! No really, stop looking at us! Stop watching our show! Stop talking about us...." SHEESH
What. The. F***. Was. That?!?! What did I just watch? Excuse me? Where are we here? My goodness. Talk about CLUELESS.  EVERYTHING about them 🤮🤮🤮
We see behind closed doors invisabet and archie don't exist they refused film home I pray school in harlem the one shooting sues there backside where's 3 million for elephant gone like 
archewell never donated a cent
All so false and staged.
William and Kate 👎
Tone deaf again, I think  these two need their ears checked.
Are the stakes this high though. Are they really.
I have a feeling that this isn't going to end well. Bravo for keeping the comments section open 
Can’t wait for this. Looks fantastic.
Remove their titles  now
What steaks? And umm... no we don't really wana hear your side of "your story" you don't see other royals doing this... they have too much class and not after the $$$$$ or the fame... it's 
all me me me me me again with this pair... always playing the elite victims... 🙄🤮
this is the final blow of brothers relationships
🤢
I love them they have kids and they have to work to secure their future. The royal family thought this two people will be poor when living the royal family. I’m happy they stop working for 
them and become financially independent
Trash
Narsastic methane nutmeg and clown 🤡 Harry liars delusional parasites kiss goodbye to those titles and no show of invisible children they don't exist in montishito or anywhere else in the 
world now they trying distance themselves from there truth haha there truth lies debunked daily let the  💩 💩 commence
😂😂😂
😆😆🤣

These two have no principles. They are the scum of the earth, and full of the sickest envy. Full of lies and innuendos. Purposely doing this to attract attention away from Prince William and 
Princess Catherine upon their arrival in Boston.  It is disgusting. Take away all their privileges, and titles,  and have them never set foot in England again. They deserve it.
Racists: Harry and Meghan leaving the UK is about privacy, not about the insidious racism of the British press and their readers, members of the monarchy, and these mouth-frothing racist 
bullies spamming these lying online comments, and their bots.
 @Gondola  wait, so they left because of privacy? How do you explain the Netflix show?  If privacy wasn't the cause, then it must be the racism? Or could it be they don't want to serve, but 
want all the benefits of money and celebrity?
 @Kristin Arnold  Are you dumb? I'm quoting people like you.
and yet here you are watching and commenting
 @Natalia  yes, I am...just to bother the little trolls under the bridge and to voice my opinion. You obviously are butt hurt about it.
leave us alone! No really, stop looking at us! But Keep Watching us on Netflix so we can make more millions.....
No, it's privacy in the sense that they get to choose what they share. Not the press totally taking any ounce of that away
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Natalia  you need to hook up with Karma D
 @Karma D  I just found your love match Karma D, her name is Natalia, you both know the same 3 syllables
 @Karma D  Non sequitur, I was pointing out their logical inconsistency. I didn't say we should stop talking about them.



Let Diana  cry in heaven...  Bravo Meghan  !
 @Daisy Ray  this isn't about Diana so keep her name out of it.
Not end well? Just because a few disgruntled trolls show up on a YouTube page to vent their jealousy and resentment. Harry and Meghan got more money from their Netflix deal than 
Charles was worth before becoming king. They are free to live their lives as they wish. They’re doing their charity work, hanging out with their wealthy, famous friends (with whom they will 
develop more lucrative endeavors and do more charity work). They’re happy. For whom, exactly, is this not going to end well?
they can disable this section at anytime ...
 @jandipeach It won't end well for them. There will be no resolution with their families of the ongoing divide. Money doesn't guarantee happiness, Harry of all people knows that. If they're 
happy, best of luck to them.
 @P K  good way to test the water.
 @jandipeach  a few? Nobody likes thos couple except the mentally ill cult members
@Laura     I was very surprised as well
How it could end well? I'm not from UK or Usa but i am very sad for Harry and Meghan...he is losing his family
 @jandipeach  exactly. these trolls think youtube comments are real life. the royal family have been getting dragged lately for racism that had nothing to do with harry and meghan. this 
netflix docuseries will do incredibly well, their haters will continue to talk bs.
I mean it will. It will be a #1 because the idiots in these comments are vapid and idiotic and brainwashed so they'll fall for the narcissistic manipulation
 @jandipeach  A few instances of criticism? Are you blind and deaf or deliberately obtuse? This thing has QUADRUPLE the dislikes, they're being slammed on social media, people can't 
stand them. It's you guys who are the minority. You're so pathetic you have to but bots to amp up your Master Markle
 @maddalena erriu  they could handle this privately as many other families do. Both William and Harry are incredibly headstrong and stubborn men. Just a shame to see brothers clearly at 
odds with eachother who used to be incredibly close
I think it’s going to end well for Netflix though. I can’t wait to watch it.
 @Laura  Who seemd to be incredibly close ...there are things that we don't know.
 @maddalena erriu  William and Harry
 @Olivia  Netflix are the absolute winners in all this.
 @jandipeach  they’re free to live as they wish but you do notice that everything they do involves the Royal Family. That photo of William and Catherine was deliberately. People are not 
haters. They’re simply commenting on what has been presented to them by Harry and Meghan. These are all their own actions. They can’t seem to accomplish anything without dragging 
the Royal family into it. It’s getting old and people are sick of it.
 @Laura  yes....William and Harry
exactly I was thinking for sure the comments would be turned off! haha

@janipeach you mean taking advantage of the US tax system..in other wards avoiding paying taxes, using foreign banks to hide money, and using donations for their luxury , privileged , 
pampered , irresponsible , outrageously high carbon lifestyle! Meghan used a private jet for a quick speech and flew right back via private jet right away…..hypocrisy and narcissism.
Netflix tired of their lazy asses too
 @Laura  The British Media didn't let them handle private family disagreements. Now Harry has every right to defend himself and tell his side.
 @jandipeach  If you have to hang out with Alec  Baldwin.. 😭😭 yeah the going places
 @jandipeach  I'm well aware of how the Establishment or The Firm works. It's not sour grapes, negativity or wanting these people to fail either. Harry and Meghan filmed this before the 
Queen passed away and then they wanted power over the final edit. Why? Have they said too much? Something that will absolutely cement their position as outsiders? Something that can 
be proven to be factually inaccurate by said Firm or Establishment? Who knows! 
Your presumption that I don't like them and I hope they fail is baseless. At no point have I said I wish them any ill will. As I said before I wish them well.



 @L N  The British Media puts crap up on a daily basis. Don't see Harry and Meghan doing that. 
 @C  the British media, in particular the newspapers aren't exactly the most trustworthy. Quite alot of Brits don't read the tabloids. Harry can defend himself but he's got to be smart about 
how he goes about it.
 @P K  yet they haven’t🤣
 @maddalena erriu  you’re sad for a lying woman and her deceitful husband? Feel sorry for those she’s lied about!
 @Olivia  hhahaha you’re the loser they are looking for🤣 well done 
 @Not Today  but also for Harry...they are always his family! I don't think he is too happy
 @maddalena erriu  lots of folks wishing they have a family loving them as his family has shown him supports. i am sad for such folks and despite harry and megain.
 @maddalena erriu  lol the RF enemies are so glad that the RF keeps harry as 'their family'.  'who needs RF enemies, while they have harry'
 @P K  😂🔝
@Laura329 Right. Posting “this will not end well” is a way of wishing them the best. Got it. 

 Of course this was filmed before the Queen passed away! She only just died. Films like this take months or even years to complete. The Queen’s passing will make people even more 
interested in watching it. It’s timely. Of course Harry and Meghan have control in the final edit. They made a deal giving themselves control over their own narrative. A huge reason for 
leaving The Firm was so that they’d no longer be muzzled and could control their own story. I guarantee you millions of people will watch this and value it BECAUSE it is Harry and 
Meghan’s story in their own words.  I know I can’t wait to see it. I know of 11 watch parties already organized through fan sites for people to watch it together. And Harry’s book is going to 
be a bestseller. I’d say things are turning out quite well.
They turned off the dislike button a few hours ago it was at 21k dislikes
 @jandipeach  it's not going to end well if they were trying to have the release pushed back and have a say in the final edit which was denied. This is Netflix and they put alot of money into 
this. It looks like they (Harry and Meghan) panicked. I wished them the best of luck. If this series is about this couple talking about their private life, feelings and reflections on difficult 
moments in their lives, a 'watch party' cheapens it like it's the halftime show. This isn't sport, this is their lives and the futures for their family on the line. But hey enjoy those snacks whilst 
they cry. This isn't season 6 of The Crown, it's real life.
 @jandipeach  Well said
 @CarriUSA  Can you prove  any of your ludicrous accusations. or do you just like posting libelous things?
 @Daisy Ray I’m sure Diane would have loved seeing Harry and Meghan trashing her other son and his wife and making life difficult for them. 
Meghan is a fame hungry narc and Harry is envious of his brother.
@Laura329 Wow, you so desperately want to project a negative narrative. “Won’t end well.” “Panicked.” “Said too much.” You have zero idea how the launch timing of this documentary 
was determined. You haven’t watched it. Do you honestly think there’s ANYTHING that can be revealed in this film more controversial than what was revealed in the Oprah interview? And 
that interview only made people more sympathetic to the couple. It revealed the racism and lack of support they experienced behind the palace walls, in addition to abuse they suffered at 
the hands of the press and Fascist members of the public. Oh, I know that in Social Media Trolldom some people hated them even more, but that’s a minority. Harry and Meghan are 
wealthy beyond words and making new deals every month. They’re madly in love. They have two beautiful children they’re crazy about. They have global support for their charitable 
initiatives. Their relationship with Charles is healing, and they have unwavering support and love from Doria. They have wealthy, famous friends who adore them. These two are living a 
fairy tale. There’s always a conflict of some sort in a fairy tale, but in the end the Prince and Princess live happily ever after. Now you go right ahead. We can all see you are compelled to 
keep amping up the predictions of doom, so let’s hear what ya got next.
 @jandipeach  oh dear 😂 narrative? Enjoy your watch party
Fairy tales aren't real by the way.
*Your essay disappeared 😂 *
I agree. Shocked that they kept the comments section open on this one.



 @jandipeach  a few?  The only jealous one is Me Me Megain.
 @Janet Claire  I think it should remain open.
 @Megan Carter I was one of them
@Laura329 Perhaps your fairy tales aren’t real, but Megan’s came true. ❤❤❤  So did Harry’s. For years he was very open about wanting a more normal, non-Royal life. That’s why he 
loved the military. He could just be Captain Wales. Both Harry’s and Meghan’s dreams came true. They had to endure hell from the press and Fascist public, but they’ve come out the other 
side, happy, able to tell their own story and make their own choices.
@officeyoga4679 Why shouldn’t Meghan get everything she wants out of life? That’s what we all want. Her dreams came true. I’m happy for her.
 @jandipeach  money won't  buy them self-respect and decency
 @jandipeach  oh yeah they look delirious. Fairy tales aren't real no matter who you are. He needed a purpose in life besides being a tourist trap. It's not unheard of within the Royal family 
to join the armed forces.
No coronation invite, lost of titles, no title for the kiddies all Before end of 2023..
 @L N  
Mannnnn this is goung to be a BOMB
 @jandipeach  Who are you raving at you absolute bore?
 @Laura  stay mad
 @maddalena erriu  they are more a firm than a family anyway.
 @Sof Be  I'm not mad babe. I'm good thanks 
 @Laura   the "other side" filters to the press, and even a courtier went as a witness for a tabloid which was being sued by Meghan. He went as a witness against Meghan without even 
been called or forced to, with obvious permission from the palace he belonged to, making his and Meghan emails and text public. And still with all that,  she won against the tabloid. No, 
not such a family, more a non supportive, not very human firm.
 @Laura  I hope it does.
 @Daisy Ray  😂 If you say so. And don't mention our Diana in the same sentence as that woman.
 @jandipeach  😂😂 Yeah, yeah.
 @maddalena erriu  Don't give a damn about the one who has the Narcissistic personality. As for Harry, more fool him.
Netflix doesn’t care. Their business relationship with the Sussexes is poor. Netflix is  going to milk them dry and leave them by the side of the road when they’re done

@hamasakibibou7433 They already have self respect and decency. Also, wealth, fame, love, happiness, beautiful children, great family and famous friends who adore them, royal titles, a 
foundation through which they do good in the world, and they get to annoy people like you by having their story broadcast to millions while your comments are seen by only two.
@laura329 Perhaps fairy tales aren’t real for you. Don’t be mad about it. Don’t begrudge others their fairy tales. Don’t try to throw doom on theirs. Go out and make your own come true 
and be happy for yourself as well as others.
Right now it is only about ratings for Netflix and H & M.  They don't care about anyone's opinion, they just want watchers.  The comments section will help boost that.
 @jandipeach  🤣 your "advice" wasn't needed.
 I see you insulting another commentor comparing their comments seen by 2 people to Harry and Meghan's fame and fortune. That's quite sad
Can't wait. And for people who said shame on Harry to speak like that about his own family,you hurt you father and brother feeling,Meghan you're liar,bla bla bla..well I believe every single 
person,royal or not,you have every right to tell your side story,on any platform. Why Harry and Meghan can't tell their story on Netflix? When the press and trolls out there can speak 
whatever malicious thing about them for years,even tho its not base on the truth. Harry and Meghan have EVERY RIGHT TO SPEAK. And who comment or denied their right to tell their 
story,you guys just don't respect other person RIGHT to speak and defend their right.
For now



 @jandipeach  😂😂😂
 @jandipeach  a few? Maybe look at the dislikes lol it's at 48K down likes as of a few minutes ago & you have what? 13? yeah lol I think you are the few.
  @jandipeach  But Meghan herself said to Variety magaizine: Asked what viewers can “expect from Liz Garbus’s docuseries,” Meghan said, “It’s nice to be able to trust someone with our 
story—a seasoned director whose work I’ve long admired—even if it means it may not be the way we would have told it. But that’s not why we’re telling it. We’re trusting our story to 
someone else, and that means it will go through their lens.”
 @susan mccormick  thanks for that.
 @jandipeach  If they are living their "best lives" why aren't they busy living it instead of constantly complaining and trying to one-up people? Why don't they get on with their life's work? 
It's appearing that their life's work is nothing more than whining.
 @maddalena erriu  He held his family down and kicked it in the nuts. He's a spoiled brat.
The best thing about this comment section is you know Harry and Megan are scrolling through hoping beyond hope to find racism and misogyny so that they can blame white supremacy 
for the upcoming backlash, only to find that the real reason people hate them is because they’re weak, entitled, woke, hypocritical morons who want to play victim. STUNNING AND BRAVE 
GUYS!
I'll be shocked if they keep the comment section open. Haha...too bad we can't see the thumbs down. 🤔🤣 lying 🗑 for 💰 there will never be enough money or attention for that thing. 
... just my opinion of course.😂

 @jandipeach  They will get divorced when H realises what a social climber she is. And famous friends?Are you kidding? They're not friends.  Desperado meghan uses anyone she meets.
 @Daisy Ray  for what exactly? Wrecking a family?
 @jandipeach You won't either. So, why do you care som much?

I always felt that after the honeymoon period, when no one is interested in them anymore, and they can no longer make money off the royal family.
Harry will resent her for giving up  everything because of her, he doesn't really have any skills, and not capable to make a living on his own to be able to support the lifestyle they want!
Will see when they will sell portrait of their kids to the highest bidder!!
 @jandipeach  
Frauds fake charity charlatan duchass dimwitted traiter former prince surrogate offspring
 @Momotora  
karma's a bitch...
& so are you yacht slug
 @C we've heard it, in south Africa, in Oprah's interview, in the apple interview.  We don't care, get a job, go help people. Follow in your brothers footsteps.
I hope the show is more interesting than the trailer.
 @L N  the photo of Prince William and Princess Catherine was purposely made to look like they weren't getting along but if people actually looked at "receipts" as in the video from that 
service they'd see all of them standing together hugging, cheek kissing, smiles, laughing, conversing, more than a split second photo which means if you're judging it you're making  .... the 
video includes, The Prince and Princess of Wales, King Charles and Queen Camilla, and Meghan and Harry...no drama and it's soon after this photo was taken. People that are taking Split 
Second photos and making it out to be what is happening need to take a communication class simple three-credit course at Community College less than $300 and you learn a lot especially 
in Multicultural communication
 @L N  blah blah blah, keep repeating the lies...
 @Megan Carter  Thank you!!
 @Fran Breedlove  Thanks you for the update on the dislikes.



 @Daisy Ray  news flash Harry is more like Diana..

William more like his father
 @jandipeach  well said Jandi!!! 😊
 @Momotora    Too bad Harry didn't drop his book Spare on same date as his sons birthday.. Same day as coronation.
The rest of the planet because they will not shut up!
No…he left his family.
 @MpBradz  
Mental issues inherited by hawwy...
 @Kathleen McCarthy  sounds like you can get in line.
 @jandipeach  Not ending well for all of Queen Elizabeth's racist friends. Next up, King Charles.  God don't like ugly.
 @maddalena erriu  And all the racism is coming to light.    Meghan could have been an asset as a working royal, but they chose to stay true to their racist legacy.
The funny part is all you haters will be watching.  You all are racist clowns 🤡 .
what a horrible person she is, first disrespecting the Queen and then making a documentary $$$ and doing interviews $$$ does her self importance and selfishness have no limit? 😂 who 
even is she without the Royal Family
 @jandipeach  You must know the only people planning on watching this whine fest! Every one that I know is sick of those two losers.
 @jandipeach  they didn't need to be such whiners about it! The Royal Family would have been happy for them to go "live their lives privately" but it seems the sussEXs lied about that too! 
They aren't telling '"their love story" so much as try to destroy Harry's family. Meghan's experienced at that...in her blog she raved about how wonderful her father was, and how much he 
did for her.  Now she hates him! Nice
Excellent point! For once someone from a major corporation had the courage to hear the public's opinions. I too commend them for that. Too bad that same person wasn't in charge when 
Netflix offered M&H a billion dollars to complain onscreen. Heck, call me. I have real issues & I will explain them for only a single million dollars.... A bargain

 @jandipeach  I'm thinking it's not ending well for the family that MM destroyed. She has trouble with her family and she created trouble in Harry's. Do connections not register to you?
 @jandipeach  its the hypocrisy that makes H&M so unlikable.  They want out of the royal life, but  arenow milking it for profit. We all have family issues - only a dirtbag airs it in public for 
money. Shame on them.
 @maddalena erriu  harry betrayed his famous family, to make a profit. Shame on him.
 @Olivia  you and Harry and Meghan will be the three viewers.
 @Laura  i think Netflix is sorry they made this multi-million dollar deal with H&M. Their popularity is fading and their sob story is getting old real fast.
1.3 Million views in 15 hours... regardless of haters or fans.. it will end well for Netflix and H&M.. ROFL.. it would only not end well if no one watched it.. I have a feeling its going to go #1  
or #2 on NEtflix and def in top 10
 @Toni Wall it won't be, we've heard it all before and MM has been speaking about it longer that she was in the family😂.  I think in the current environment during a recession and 
people losing their jobs, I don't think ppl are going to appreciate the showing off and faux victimhood.
 @jandipeach  Not going to watch it.
 @Sof Be  Of course they are!  They are royalty after all.  It's a business.
 @jandipeach  they’ll probably forget to wear safety belts



@ln4130 How to break this to you? Harry and Meghan are part of the Royal Family. He is a prince of the blood and will be his entire life. His children are of royal blood. Meghan is a royal 
princess and a duchess, and will be as long as she’s married to Harry. Nobody’s “dragging the family into” anything. The family and Harry and Meghan are one and the same. I realize you 
people who live completely in reaction and ignorance, rather than information and reason easily lose track of fundamentals, like the fact that Harry and Megan never left the family; rather, 
they left full-time royal employment. Big difference. One is a job and by definition temporary, and the other is family which by definition is not. There are dozens of members of this family. 
The vast majority are NOT working Royals, yet nobody ever says of them “Why are they always dragging their family into everything? I’m sick of it.” This sort of language is reserved for 
Harry and Meghan and is spewed by hate addicts who lose their minds when the couple dares to do normal celebrity things, like documentaries, books, and interviews. Every other 
celebrity does those things and y’all scroll on by, but let this couple simply act normal and suddenly your scroll finger is broke and you completely lose control like crackheads who hate the 
drug but can’t quit it.
😄 That took guts on Netflix part!
@laura329 You may not THINK you need advice but show up here with your silly predictions of doom, made in complete disregard of the fact that this couple is prospering, and you might 
as well hang a sign around your neck saying, “I need help.” Don’t be sad, go conquer your own dreams and you won’t feel so jealous of those whose dreams have been realized. I know, I 
know. You don’t get that you’re manifesting sour grapes and jealousy… but it’s clear.
 @jandipeach  Actually, in Africa, specifically Rwanda, Meghan pranced around in safari getup and had her picture made with the local poor folk.
 @Laura  He is smart he moved away . Agree the Media isn't a good source for the truth. Many people seem to follow the hatred gossip they put out there. I for one rather hear Harry's 
side he was there. If you treat your family with love and compassion they won't have any bad to say.
I Hope Netflix turns off the comments section soon. Extremists are flooding the trailer with hate comments and vile

@mc.9839 A family destroyed? Oh, please, spare us your theatrics and drama. The Royal family is not destroyed. Harry and his father have mended their relationship, or did you somehow 
miss the king’s mention of Harry and Megan in his first address? Harry never had any issues with his aunts, uncles, and cousins. Yes, William is pouting, but he’ll have to get over it. Every 
time one of those royals makes a racist remark, latest being the late Queen’s lady in waiting who just had to resign over her racist comments, the imperative for William to get on with his 
brother and black sister-in-law is greater. They’re fine. The monarchy is fine. Nothing is destroyed. As for Meghan’s family, she and her mother have relationship closer and more loving 
than half the people I know. She never had a relationship with that trashy half sister, so nothing lost there. In fact, good riddance, and the same for her father who was hateful and 
deceitful and acted like a lunatic. Better Meghan learned what monstrously poor judgement and back stabbing he’s capable of so she can keep her distance.
 @Whitehat  Harry has done things also to help others. And this isn't the first time the RF has mistreated and has been abusive to their own family members it's happened more than once. 
And if the British Media and press hadn't have got involved in the first place the family could have resolved their own family matters in private. Then Harry wouldn't have to defend himself 
came out and told his side. He had every right to defend himself. He has every right to sell his own book, if others who aren't even in the RF can make money off the RF than he has every 
right to make money off his story also. After the way the Media was bashing and harassment for 6yrs already why on earth would he want to follow in William's footsteps. He's better off 
some where away from all of that.
 @Not Today  you do realizing that by watching this video and commenting you are directly gicing H&M money? Looks like they got you too
 @JTrain  you are directly contributing to their views by watching the trailer and commenting. You just gave them revenue!
 @Laura  THERE IS ZERO similarity between Diana and meghan.
 @jandipeach  Anyone not buying the toxic duo's victim narrative is a troll 
What a BRILLIANT argument lol
 @Daisy Ray  Diana was an attention seeker as well.
 @Laura  I dont think it will e d well for Netflix probably lose a lot of money.
 @Olivia  it just joins all the other boring programs Netflix has
 @jandipeach  williams owes him nothing except maybe a punch in the mouth.
 @maddalena erriu  well hecrarely smiles now



Diana is the key, for erasing her legacy is that they are persecuted unfairly and have created a bad image for them that many around here believe and do not analyze beyond what they 
have in their noses.
 @jandipeach  From your description it won't end well for them. You make it sound like they are earning a one way ticket to hell by many standards.
 @C  that's all very well and true but no one in the family is above the Monarch and that's why they will constantly have problems with them.  This is not just any family the UK is a 
constitutional Monarchy.  They are the UKs premier Ambassadors they represent the people. MnH only represent themselves and that's fine.  But you can't be a celebrity and expect the 
UK to take care of you and pay your bills.  Every penny they make us not because they are HnM it's because of the Royal family.  They have no story so they make the story about faux 
victimhood..   How many times must we hear the same story we've heard his rant about this his whole life.  Hasn't William been through as much or worse.  He doesn't talk about it, so let's 
just feel bad for H.  And MM has been complaining about the family longer that she was in it.  If they are so angry about this racist family they should give up their titles.  Because they want 
celebrity.  I mean how tone deaf is this documentary.  At a time when people don't have jobs, can't pay their bills or even eat food  these two money grubbing jealous privileged narcissists 
want people to feel bad about what exactly?  That they can have everything they want and still complain.  Are these the role models we want? People who divide their families and publicly 
humiliate them knowing their family cannot talk back because of the role and power they hold globally.  Ok so is this trash talking getting them more admirers ? NO it's only  making the 
BRF and esp Prince William and Princess Catherine much more popular on the Global domain and people want to emulate their stoic behaviour.  As opposed to being narcissistic like 
everyone on the net. People are just fed up of their wining. Poor little rich adults.
 @jandipeach  Charles was worth over a billion dollars before becoming King.
 @jandipeach  Charles was worth over a billion dollars before becoming King.

 @jandipeach  all the money in the world will not buy them happiness and freedom, if they try and go out shopping in London Harry will be smashed to pieces, hes a ratbag of a person
 @Megan Carter  they didn’t turn it off. People who have the extension to see the dis,Ike’s show that the dislikes are over 60,000.
Agreed. Maybe they're looking for feedback seeing as how they made such an uninformed bad business decision with the Harkles. If Netflix wants their money back they need to make a 
proper documentary exposing the Harkles for what they are. Subscribers aren't happy about the 💵💵💵💵 the Harkles are paid at the expense of genuine talent.
 @Daisy Ray  please don't associate Diana with this, she would be horrified at what Harry's doing, absolutely horrified. Keep your ridiculous fantasies to yourself, you have no idea what 
you're talking about.
 @jandipeach  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Poor bairn and her high stakes risk of moving her family to California milking mugs like Netflix for millions…

Stunning and brave
 @maddalena erriu  he's not losing his family, he is abandoning them, just like Marriott Meghan did to hers. Typical narc move from Marriott.
 @C  that's a ridiculous thing to say. If you seriously believe the British royal family keep the media informed of their private business there's no hope for you.
 @PrettyNerd  you could well be right. People love watching a trainwreck but it'll get boring really fast.  It might end well for  Netflix but it'll be the end of Marriott Meghan and her hapless 
husband
 @Daisy Ray  Because Meg is ruining her son's life. Yes, Diana would be crying hard
 @C  lol, you're hearing Markle's voice though 🤣 She worked, very part time, 72 days, spent £1 million on clothes and bolted.
 @Amethyst&Feathers  Wasnt everything prior already the end for them.. the Oprah interview.. I mean I guess they are suppose to get attacked constantly and just say  nothing and smile.. 
its like someone spitting in your face all day everyday and you just smile and say " Its all good".. I mean they are darned if they do and darned if they don't..



 @jandipeach  Let's see what will happen. Meghan will divorce harry after the royal family kicks him out and he becomes irrelevant to the media. Sure, the media would run after them for 
a month or two to get their reaction about being kicked out of the RF. But their sob stories have mostly become irrelevant already.

The only market value they have is the prince title of harry, and they seem to capitalize on that at every chance they get, while constantly bashing that family from whom they got the title. 
They left the royal family on their own. Why still using the titles? Only makes them look like needy and disturbed people.
 @Laura  "Netflix are the absolute winners in all this."?,,,,,,,, the true measure of who are the winners and who are the losers won't be known until the court cases for libel and slander are 
settled??????????
 @Anna Richter  that’s so weird that I can’t see them. Oh well.
You know it almost makes the few secs before I pause the trailer bearable.
 @Kathleen McCarthy  nah. Karma is my good friend..😉
 @Olivia  This will end up a cult classic for all the wrong reasons.  Like Grey Gardens.
 @Laura  Is that prophecy? Why are you talking negativity on other people?
 @Gloria Mkhize  calm down I'm not bashing them!
 @M C.  I hope her sisters trial is televised!
 @Laura  Forgive me if I am misunderstanding you. The " won't  end well " is what worries me.
 @Kelli Hernandez  and racist!

I love my British family and I have to tell you they would never be discriminatory against a black person. However, the things that come out of their mouths about “gingers”...
 @Gloria Mkhize  I don't see this show healing any rifts.
 @Pamcakes  13K 👍 87K👎!
They’ve kept the comment section open but keep removing all the dislikes!
 @Krsna Krsna  so does half of the world.
 @jandipeach  😂😂😂😂 what. are you nits? ahahahahah, when those two pay taxes  for this amount they are left with half and btw. this is it for them. Nobody else will hire them. 
😂😂😂😂
It's funny how Megan triggers so many brits lmao
Nobody is jealous of you Megain lol.
If Netflix silence me I will NEVER go bCk to them.
This is all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny little Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so she set 
out to destroy Harry’s family.
 @Katie White Greene  so yes the royal family keep abusing them and make their their life a living hell . U know they are more to this than money and wealth . U know what happened to 
his mother diana . But I guess u people are too stupid and dumb .
The Netflix PR team must be working over time! 🤣🤣 "We need people to like these middle aged spoiled adults who don't know how to hold down a job and spent their entire 
inheritance within 2 years. Let's say they are victims. Yeah." -Sunshine Sachs and Netflix PR, probably 🤣



 @jandipeach  when a grown a$$ woman publicly announces 13 lies on the Oprah Winfrey show, a know trafficker in South Africa, allegedly, and then says "I'm a VICTIM!!" But all her 
victimhood stems from lies... Makes ya go, hmmm 🤔 no one is jealous or the yacht girl who shacked up with Harry's uncle Prince Andrew. We are just enjoying this woman's ability to 
climb the latter and spend a Prince's entire inheritance on a 16 bathroom house, paid PR firm SunShine Sachs, and all the lawsuits she lied in and then said "oh I forgot." No, she lied and 
got caught. Now you can pretend all her lies are truth, or you can admit you are part of Netflix PR attempting to recover this train wreck... Which is even funnier, cuz we are all loving the 
lies coming out of her mouth and then being hit with truth. She's just making herself the victim because she's bullying and lying about herself. This is pure comedic gold! So why try and 
take a different spin on it? Unless this is a Markel fake account 🤔🤣🤣 like when she would pretend to be her own secretary when she was a C list actress 🤣🤣🤣
I best part is when Megain goes to the bank and draws out a few dollars of her 100 million dollars she's made lying about the family that feeds her. When she bought a cheap bag and give 
it to a homeless man sat outside her mansion starving. I wonder if she let him use one of her many bathrooms to have a wash and use the loo ?

 @Laura  Lololol Harry never shuts his trap about his dead mother, you know the mother he wouldn't leave his game for 5 minutes to speak to her on the phone the night before she died?!
 @jandipeach  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤡🤡🤡
 @J M  that's unfair. He was 12 years old and wouldn't have known what would happen. Same for William.
@khernandez46 Nah, just the ones like you. 😂😂😂
@madameisking And Harry is worth more. Please keep commenting here because every comment drives interest in the documentary and makes Harry and Meghan more $$$.
Not end  well? why not?  It's gonna end well for her..  I mean while you're probably in your trailer park  right now in using your government Wi-Fi
@tadejau3325 Guess you’ve been hiding under a rock, or perhaps you’re simply illiterate, but they’ve already made more deals. Plus Harry became an executive with a startup that has a 
ton of venture capital. That means he has stock and when it sells he’ll make bank. But even if he never made another penny, the couple’s first deal was worth $100 million and Harry 
already had wealth from his mother estimated between $25 million and $50 million. It’s tiresome always having to educate you people.
Hazbeen and Beggin will go down as the biggest train wreck in history.
Crying on the phone with your head held down and bang, someone took a beautiful picture with of it, grow up meghan, this is real life not some hallmark movies that you use to grab a role 
for😅
 @jandipeach  Ah...a sugar has descended amongst us like a fungus. There is no point in trying to explain the reality of the situation to you because you have no concept of reality. You can 
learn a lot by observation and the reality is that your goddess Beggin and the third mate on an American tramp Hazbeen are on the precipice of a cliff be and are about to go over it into 
the abyss.
 @jandipeach  if they’re so « happy » why have they been whining, crying and complaining for 4 years? This trailer is full of poor put upon Megan crying.  On what planet is that happy? So 
much for never having a reality show.  You can call it a documentary… I suppose Keeping up with Kardashians is a documentary too 🤣🤣
Clicks mean coinage. It's really the ONLY way they will make back the wasted money they paid these two morons.
Muppets
 @jandipeach  chill, Meghan! No one is jealous, you and Henry are merely laughing stock 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @jandipeach  because they suck
 @NicciNik  🤣 I'm not in a trailer park using government wifi but thanks for your 💩 insult 
jandipeach
You aren’t very informed about real royal life of Harry 
As for Megan she’s a huge fake and one day everyone will see this 
The Princess Megan is naked
 @jandipeach  You’re absolutely nuts, get help.
 @maddalena erriu He is also losing his mind; having a breakdown in plain sight as his narcissistic wife has isolated him and no one can help him. It will end badly for Henry.



 @Russia is a riddle,….  😓

 @jandipeach  Jandipeach have you hit your head and do you need help? No one in Hollywood or any upper echelon of the US or Europe will have anything to do with these two morons. 
They have become untouchables. Everything they touch is Markled.  It was a nice try on your part but we all know that the sucksquad is paid by the PR machine. You cannot
 @jandipeach  You really had the wrong end of the stick. Time will tell.
Both are ugly harry and megan
@ C and I for one would love to hear the royal family’s side of the story for once but we know that’s not going to happen unfortunately
 @Daisy Ray  I think it's a great
But they removed the number of dislikes !
 @Megan Carter  it's still active at almost 100,000 dislikes
 @maddalena erriu  Meghan disrespected our Queen hugely.
 @jandipeach  Happy? She just showed herself crying. 🥴
 @C  that is absolutely false. PH & MM did not have to speak about anything publicly. They wanted a “private life” and instead chose to drag his family through the mud. Is BRF free of 
wrong, no; but the modern BRF is not racist. She is a proven bully and has done the most to extract a man from his family. A family who was nothing but kind to her. Tried to help her 
through the media onslaught. His father walked her down the aisle.
People having an opinion doesn’t make them a troll.
 @jandipeach  maybe they want to know what the world really thinks about the dirty trash
 @maddalena erriu  list gone finished done. He made his own bed and he can rot in it
Yes thats interesting. It makes wonder if there may actually be some shade for the Harkles here.
 @Natasha Franklin  so weird doesn’t show it for me, I hope those 1000 people don’t watch it and rather watch YouTubers like the body language guy, river or hg Tudor, according to taz, 
or pidina give all the content so they don’t get views. Otherwise it doesn’t matter because dislikes don’t count as long as Netflix makes money off streams.
 @jandipeach  the Duchy of Cornwall is worth £1 billion. It was Charles's until he became King. Now it is William's, the new Duke of Cornwall and Prince of Wales. The RF has a net worth of 
£28 billions.
 @Megan Carter  , well, Netflix is silencing dissent.  How democratic!
 @jandipeach  OMG that was the most hilarious of all the joke at Megain's expense.  You are the master of sarcasm.
Thank you Netflix. It is the most fun I have had in months royal watching. Awesome of you.
 @jandipeach  😂😛🤪😜
 @jandipeach   "a few"???🤣😂 There are literally thousands of negative comments and about 120k down votes for this 💩💩 show.
I hope KC will strip off titles of these 💩
With a brother like Harry Markle you’re better off alone
 @Daisy Ray  he can not do this....only parlament
With a brother like William who has never defended his brothers wife when she was being harassed with racist death threats or his nephew who was compared to a monkey by media I too 
would run away...
William is better off without him at this point
it seems to me , Harry was always very jealous of William and too dumb not to see how Meghan uses his jealousy for her and their own profit
They’re toxic and burn bridges where ever they step foot. Never to be trusted by the royals, persons near them,  or any country…..ever!
 @CrazyCat Lady  LOL. meghan, is it you? ;-)
Well no regrets. And farewell.



Why do we need this if the book is coming out? I'm confused 😕
Im no fan of royal family, but how much money are these 2 goint to milk off of the royal family?
I would like to remind everyone she was probably with the Netflix team in Uvalde... There was professional photographer with her, she woud not hire him to make photos just for her 
personal memory...  If they really exploited death of these children in this reality show the backlash will be enormous...and deserved.
Not going to watch this nonsense.
They're a 41-year-old and 38-year-old whose relationship began with cheating. 

Netflix is out of touch for airing this during a time when they could have highlighted the 6.6 million dead from COVID, the 100,000 dead in Ukraine from a war, or the millions of starving 
people around the world right now going to work half dead from food shortages and prices. Instead Netflix decided that the most "global event" they could think of is two mentally ill 
narcissists stuck in a sick relationship where the only two people left in the world... are themselves.

Instead they've chosen to air a disgustingly out of touch PR piece from two tabloid trash reporters who are isolating their children from their grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, and 
nephews to film Netflix pukefests about "their love." Because clearly that's the most important thing in the world right now?

If a teenager aired this on TikTok, it would still be a pukefest. But two middle-aged PARENTS airing this during a time where there's worldwide suffering and real causes/issues... it's 
disgusting. Netflix lost half their value this year. "Harry and Meghan" lost all of theirs. This waste of bandwidth is literally a docuseries featuring two people answering questions that no 
one was even asking in the first place.
My favorite part is her crying in front of her Hermes blanket ✨
The "we want to be left alone" duo just keep coming back for more attention because...?
Meghan’s latest Archetypes podcast is currently being beaten at No.92 by a compilation of baby lullabies. Enjoy your last shot at relevance, no-marks. It will be over when Harry’s book hits 
the bargain bins in February.
I adored Diana and both her sons. Charles should pass the Crown directly on to William. I LOVE Harry and Meghan and support them in all they do.
I liked the photo of Megan crying with her blanket because they can't afford their heating bill. So relatable....these two are sickening.
Loving (<-- This is called sarcasm) how everyone is assuming the worst and coming up with what they "know" is in the documentary. Personally I don't like the royals and care less about 
their story, however the comments here show ignorance. They have been hounded by the press since they got engaged, and because they refused to talk then, but instead come out with 
a documentary on their own terms and in their own time, the public wants to crucify them. This is part of the problem of the world today. So hypocritical. Just remember the old addage: 
“If you don't have anything nice to say, don’t say anything at all.” The trailer is a teaser meant to get people interested from both the good and the bad, and is always cryptic. It definitely 
worked on the people making unfair/unkind comments.
Will she cry in this documentary only from her left eye 😢?
Disgusting.
Sad all the negative vindictive comments here about people that have nothing to do with you.
I wonder if we will finally hear about how Procter & Gamble changed a commercial.....
Family is important, then why this docuseries dude

We have heard from her estranged Father, from her bullied staff members, from the numerous journalists that have shown "her truth" to Oprah be a string of basic lies and now there is 
more??? After months working with spin doctors, a trailer launch timed to upstage Kate and William's  worthy trip to the US,  please go away and stop being such a nasty couple!!!
Good bye illusion of the royal family, Harry you are a plonker but thanks for destroying the head of state of the UK.
Good for them! Their story deserves to be told! ❤



I glad this is coming can't wait to watch it. Good for them. Privacy doesn't mean they have to keep their mouth shut. Bravo to the Sussex's
Because they’re running out of 🤑
They need to tell their story... Again
A lot of 🤑
Because there's too much bullsh* t to air all at once!
With a photographer conveniently nearby...
POETIC HAHA
hahahahahah 🤣🤣🤣
Shes an obvious narcissist
Duke and Duchess of Windsor Part 2
I didn't even catch that part 😑
You mad you can't afford one?
😂
 @Darth Papa  i genuinely think she makes Wallis Simpson look like a saint. For all her flaws she at least had some respect for the Royal family. This hoe bag has zero
Lmaoooo
it'll be a good comedy anyway
She’s a caricature
😂🎯💯
 @Sandra Smale 😂🎯💯
Cringe AF
 @Not even a little  You're pathetic for thinking an Hermes blanket makes a difference. Markle is a miserable moron.
Is that the point she discovered she married the spare not the heir?
 @Not even a little  man w the way I spill things- I wouldn't want one. I'd rather buy something else tbh 
Guessing from the curtains this at a posh clinic, not her home. So much opinion based off a luxury rag, don't really get the entitlement of this comment section. Rich people aren't allowed 
to cry?
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Not even a little girl nobody is jealous of nutmeg and hazbeen
Hahahahhahaa
You mean faked cried in front of the Hermes blanket
Shhhh shes suffering😂
she’s literally had a miscarriage then 
You mean a Harkles blanket!
 @Not even a little  Not even a little 

🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
 @Natalia  pretty sure that was a lie too
Yawn



 @Natalia  and so let someone photograph her and also gave them permission to publish the photo. Sure. I think We'd all do that during a miscarriage 🤔🙄
You can buy one yourself
 @Natalia  yeah monetizing her suffering and making it sensational must make her feel better, and richer  very classy, and mostly very private
LOL! Right!!  I will definitely be skipping this one.
With her one tear on demand
 @Adam Craig  When did you examine nd diagnose her, and how long have you been a psychologist?
Meghan “poor me”
Hermes blanket worth over $1000.00 dollars.
poor person here: you made me look up hermes blanket. at least it is made from UK, that they support UK in that sense.
 @Natalia  BS. Who hires a professional photographer to film them crying over a miscarriage?

She has never given birth. They used a surrogate for both children as she is very old and it would give her stretch marks and sagginess. 

Narcissists value their appearance above all else.
Right? Feels rather staged, the blanket is so perfectly folded and draped on the chair. If I’m crying in a chair with a blanket its going to look messy 😅
Don't forget the SoHo house candle she's merching.  All of these intimate photos where there just happens to be a photographer there.
 @Natalia  that is a lie
So painful
she could be laughing
 @Sam da Silva  the heir could die, God forbid. His heirs could die, God forbid. But don’t speak like God wouldn’t allow it just to humble people like you.
Interesting that You would Notice the Hermes blanket, i could care less what kind of blanket it is!
I thought that was AOC!
 @Isa1394  😂😂😂😂
 @Not even a little  
Not even a little!😂
Miss Markle to photographer
Have you got my right side now.right I'm going to put my head down now.does the blanket look alright.good let's go!
Such a huge discontent from the real world go away Megan go to dleep
Reminds me of woody harrelson crying in zombie land and wiping his tears with $100 bills 😂
Crying or laughing? Misinformation... But what really bothers me:  the plant Over the books! Why?!?! It Will ruin the cover!
It’s actually a brilliant photo. It shows that she has wealth and opulence however…that isn’t shielding her from everyday human emotions and vulnerability. It’s a contradictory photo and 
well captured! It’s beautiful symbolically
lmao ☠
It is art. Sad, lovely and melancholy art
upstart
 @Bunny  Hi, Meghan!
Sammmmme!!
She's actually laughing...the Body Language Guy did a close up of the photo and the laughter creases at yhe side of her mouth are clearly visible



Jeez, yes ...
It is the "H"arry blanket.
Artfully displayed with the big H showing. Surprised she didn’t have the price tag on display too.
That's not Hermes that's an h for harry u must not shop at Hermes
 @Natalia  ‘myth-carriage’
 @Tenitrus Bethel  she is laughing
She totally didn't have to use a tear stick beforehand, I'm sure.
Sounds like jealousy to me
$1,625 blanket. I saw on The Body Language Guy. She is laughing.
 @george meyer  It costs $1,650.
😂😂😂
pfff ahahahahahahah I just noticed
Good job Harry was there to get that picture tho eh🤔
She's actually laughing, if you look closely. She's on her phone.
 @Natalia  who is so cruel to take a picture of a miscarried mom? only mom who desparated of money would allow her picture to be taken then ... (yes speaking from experiences.)
I know right?!??!?
Lol
“I'd rather cry in a Jaguar than on a bus.”
 @Not even a little  well I can afford one, but no way will I pay $2000 dollars for a blanket that cost $20 to manufacture, if that.
😂😂😂😂😊
 @Not even a little  not even a little 😂😂😂
I thought we have already heard “their story” on Oprah 😂wtf are they gonna cry/lie about now ?
What does this comment or the ones beneath it achieve? 

They're very wealthy people and probably own (or have been gifted from friends or directly from brands) a few expensive things, what's the issue? I'd never buy that shit because it would 
be an insane waste of money in proportion to my wealth. If you can even call it that (bank balance currently sitting at -£76).

The scene they're in honestly looks like it's more of a hotel than their private home, though ofc I could be wrong here. That shitty marble table that's not really good for anything, a few tiny 
books stacked up, and a [probably fake] orchid flower. Big hotel vibes. 

People saying "with a photographer conveniently nearby"...it looks a lot like a pic taken on an iPhone or something, not a legit SLR or professional piece of kit. And even if it was, you don't 
know the context for any of what's happening in that moment. It could have been in the middle of filming this doc? Subjects and/or the Talent of an observational documentary almost 
always have a photographer as well as video cameramen following them at all times. 

Let's all try to be less spiteful and shitty. None of us have seen this programme yet.
She was probably just told that her favourite desingerr cldnt run to her beck and call. Or Netflix had just dropped pearly...it's all so scripted and fake
Gawd I hope she reads these comments! 😂
The body language guy shows a close up…she is grinning.



 @Not even a little  yes.
 @george meyer  they are jealous of her and Harry and the power/popularity they have. They wanted Meghan to just shut up and take the abuse from the media, palace staff and public. 
These people calling her a victim could care less about her, Harry or their children and how they were threatened, attacked and lied on by right wing media and racists in that country on a 
daily basis.
Same day she found out that her former private secretary Jason Knauf had presented proof to the court that she had lied. Tears for being found out.
 @Dids the cat  I can’t tell, for a bunch of nobodies that claim they don’t care you guys love to keep their names in your mouth.
Meghan isn’t crying in that photo, if you look closely she’s actually smiling.
what a horrible person she is, first disrespecting the Queen and then making a documentary $$$ and doing interviews $$$ does her self importance and selfishness have no limit? 😂 who 
even is she without the Royal Family
 @Isa1394  Please God let her suffer in silence🤐
 @Tossle  I can easily afford them too, and have seen these ugly tacky blankets so many times in person... you’re totally right. I’d rather buy a wallet/bag from Hermès than buy a cheap 
looking blanket that immediately depreciates in value once unwrapped.
Yeah… not staged at all 🙄
Just like the Kardashian private jet blankets and Chrissy Teigen' s.  Meg has arrived.
 @Not even a little  I don't think anyone's mad that they can't afford the worlds ugliest & most ordinary looking blanket. I think that most of us aren't clueless or dense enough to want to 
spend our money on one. Ya know, the money we actually worked for.
A picture is worth a thousand words
I thought she was laughing there
The thing is, it's true that money doesn't buy happiness and I know a lot of wealthy people who have some very serious problems...but the "problem" with these two is that they have no 
problems, serious or minor. Their only problem is their humongous egos...that's why their Hermes blanket is insulting to our intelligence...that they have no real problems, have all the 
comforts and best of every aspect of life, all the resources and platforms to help others, and all they have done for 7 years is complain and play victims in one form or another. It's actually 
quite disgusting.
With orchids on the side table...life is so hard
 @Sam da Silva   no married you.
 @Dids the cat   You are
 @Not even a little  crocodile tears..
 @ElledieWildAndFree   you don't have to be a psychologist  to spot a fake
 @Bunny   because she values her privacy so much that there's a photographer available to capture it all.. for the family photo album of course
Don’t we all do that, so relatable 😂
 @lindsay pyykonen  yeah, conveniently there is a photographer nearby, how poetic.
 @MissGabriela829  She's not fake
 @Natalia  so much for a private life huh...who would have thought haz n megs would have been forced to suffer making a victimhood doco that makes the Royals look bad (every chance 
they can) and for only a lousy 100 million...and then be made to release it the day that Prince William and Princess Catherine are in America...Meghan even had to release a photo of 
Archie....and then they were made to plug some table tennis thing...and meg's had to give photos of herself at some dinner she attended for a full two hours...plus megs was literally forced 
to make excuses for her behaviour through more than ten podcasts, shareing so much of HER life and opinion...yet all they wanted was a private life...🙄
It is just Outrageous.
The tears she cries onto her Hermes blanket aren’t even real. Meghan ‘One Tear, Left Eye - Go!’ is a phoney actress looking to manipulate us for pity.
 @Sandra Toro  $2500 to be exact



 @Jules Mail  they had crews following them around for months, how do you think documentaries about people's lives get made?
 @Natalia  and the photographer was JUST there at point
 @yvette mens  no she cant, she needed to marry a mental-ill prince in order to
they are in california... no need for heating...
😂
The Hermès blanket!
 @Juniper Hill  the 1600 dollars blanket! Crying or laughing? Misinformation!?! Where!?!!🤣
THAT'S why she was crying? 
🤣
🤣
Yet here you are commenting away.
I actually think that she might be laughing, and so do some other persons. Because what kind of sick individual would have a photographer permanently with her and let her picture taken 
in an intimate moment of pain? Oh wait...
Kinda like defending people who don’t have anything to do with you.
 @Tom Ripley  Not defending these two people. Just pointing out all the negative needless comments about two people NOONE on this post knows or has anything to do with. Humans 
would rather say negative things than positive things. And that is sad.
 @Fatfredkid  most negative comments are trolls/bots. they flood any video of meghan to leave negativity. it's an orchestrated smear campaign..
 @11:11  Thank You
Their story is so stunning, brave and inspiring. The high stakes of being public servants for 72 days lol
... and that's one way to spin it....
Trust me no one is really interested on “your side”of the story you have already showed us your side many times. Plus I’ve never hear the RF side so to me there keeps on only being one 
side of the story 🙄. By the way was  the Oprah interview not ENOUGH for you????????????? What do you want to GAIN after telling “your side”? A Disney princess movie 😂 because we 
did hear Harry say you do voiceovers on movies. Honey I have not seen on the credits your name anywhere 😂
Absolute smut...will not be watching
Scumbags, the pair of them.
I honestly they spill it all.
In public: *No way I’m watching this self serving nonsense*. Behind closed doors: *checks release date*.
Puke!!!! No one cares Harkles!
I'm so happy that they are telling their story. It's about darn time! The tabloids have been brutal to this couple for existing. I support Harry and Meghan!
M&H: Leave us alone. We just want a privacy!
Also M&H: We're going on a full Kardashian mode!
6.6K likes vs 23K dislikes 1 December EST 12:27pm
I'm so glad they're telling their story and not letting the media and outside sources dictate the narrative! 
*Side note, most of the negative comments have to be from bots, Brits, or people under their rule. I don't think Americans are paying that much attention in trying to tear these two up like 
that.
He lost his mother because due to the monarchy and the press and people. He lost his childhood because of them. They tried to do the same to Meg. The monarchy wants control and 
order. They deserve to do what they want, and they deserve to tell what happens to them and what has happened within the family ( that people admire so much). The royal family is a 
family full of coverups, corruption, abuse, etc.



🤢
🤢
The royals and the ruthless british media have been dominating the narrative for years. Harry and Meghan asked for privacy, but they were bombarded with racism, threats and hate. It's 
only fair they get to tell their story, since it's already been so exploited. All these monarchists in the comment section, istg... I'm glad this couple had the gall to leave that weird "firm". That 
family is not happy and should get a job.
💩
Bloody drama seeking woman.  I have not a thread of empathy or sympathy.  Sorry. Not sorry....
💩
Documentary about what exactly? So over these 2 acting as though they survived the holocaust. I hope they get it all out of their system in this documentary and they can go away and live 
happily ever after in private.
GROSS! Spare us the poor victim act Meghan and so much for the so called privacy they wanted. I've never seen such a pathetic, disingenuous, fame chasing, attention seeking person and 
her husband is a disgrace.
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  and yet here you are commenting

 @Glory  Sorry, but that family is part of an organization (cult) and the people under their rule are its worshipers. You should read up on cults, fascinating read.  They made up stories over 
there about Meghan and tore her up for no good reason. She certainly had three strikes against her though, 1. Half black, 2. American, 3. Actor. Harry was brave for leaving that institution.
And if they tell all of this about his family?  Then what? Do you think monarchy  will dissolve? 😂😂😂

Sugar, just accept that  these 2 are attention  seeker.. 💩
To Spread hate and division..  👏👏👏

 @Daisy Ray  hate and division are a big part of the legacy of the royal family's violent colonial history, which they have never apologized for formally and, in fact, paid reparations to former 
slave owners that came out of the pockets of taxpayers. The British tabloids have been relentlessly racist, mysoginistic and unethical for years. THAT is hate and division.

So more unfounded claims from these two clowns?? IF they had REAL claims of abuse/racism from RF they would be able to provide PROOF!!   After all the claims...zero proof...ridiculous!
Yuck, I won't be watching this dibble.
SOY MAN and PHONY WOMAN
I thought that wanted privacy wtf
And again with this BS
What's it going to be about? Yawn.
The more I see/hear Meg, the more she gives me Wendy Byrde  vibes with that plastic smile
So sad that the Ukrainians in Lviv facing a winter without power won't be able to see this documentary so they know what REAL victimhood looks like.
“When the stakes are this high”.. what stakes?
cant wait for this!
The drama queens again.
Disgusting human beings. They are both absolutely vile. Shame on you, Netflix!
But yet the said they wanted privacy 🤣🤣 such Hippocrates



Wonder if Netflix is going to include her BJ scene in 90201.
Ginger Cuck
How about her bullying people behind closed doors?
We want to move on & be left alone.....sounds awfully familiar. Also if any of the racist remarks are true is it connected to Susan hussey???
It's just disgusting 
I'm sorry if I offended someone by this it's just not okay...The Royal Family can't say their side of the story but Sussexs yes? 
You don't treat your family in that way...all of issues should be disscused behing closed door, not publicaly
I don’t care what the press says…I like these two and admire them greatly for leaving.
The bravery they've shown in the face of lets be honest here, mostly racist, completely unjustified criticism is something we can all learn from and take to heart.  Bravo Meghan and Harry!  
Hip hip hooray!
Omg nobody cares about these rich people
0:42 - So much  fake drama😂
How high?
Could not give 2 f*cks about these and sick of hearing about them 🙄
Reading the comment section gives me hope that people see through this utter manipulative and narcissistic nature of Meghan. 

Poor Harry!
Totally down to watch this!
Will it be more porkie pies ?
This is like voluntarily watching your parents get it on. 🤮

NOBODY wants to see that.
Thank goodness the Queen didnt have to see this breach of so called "privacy".
Two attention seekers.
For a couple that desperately wanted privacy and distance from the Royal family they do go public a lot to talk about them..... if it was that bad your free of it all now so crack on with your 
lives.
Meghan is a professional actor.
Omg. I can't wait 😊♥♥
This looks beyond cheesy.

SO BORING is Harry's and markles life??? that they can SELL their story only if it's about the royals or about them beeing victims!!! you dont have any talents, nor anything else to talk 
about? You said you want your privacy, you prove even that it was a lie! Harry, no person and no family is perfect, not even Diana was (whom i loved), nor am I, nor are you, but it is MEAN 
TO TRASH YOUR FAMILY, IT'S HEARTLESS. I am sorry that you fall in Meghan's trap, she is heartless... a person who turns her back to her own family, who is concerned only about herself, 
who doesnt even talk to her family is hearthless. Nobody should hate their parents no matter what, without them they wouldnt have even existed. She made you turn against your family, 
she isolated you... because she didnt get the attention she wanted, she wanted more than beeing a dutchess, she wanted the life of a future queen... Markle is the kind of person that 
doesnt see the glass half full, but the glass half empty, she is a very negative person... I pray for you Harry that one day you open your eyes and see the real her.



Harry: My Royal family are racist
Royal Family: Wait Meghan isn't white 🤣
Me: She's the fed ex girl from horrible bosses. Pretty sure that's a white girl
Crazy people: that's so racist
we will be SEATED!!!!
I’m so excited to see this! These two do so much good work in the world.
I Love Them!!!  He’s getting to live the happiness and REAL fairytale that Diana never had the chance to live.  Harry and Will deserve to be unconditionally happy.
I'm gonna barf. I'm gonna barf 🤮
Harry is a grown up man. He made this decision as well, and he turned back to everyone and everything willingly. Because of that, I can't say that I'm sorry for him. He basically dug his own 
grave...
👆
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  why shouldn't I, I neither like or dislike them it's an observation 
That might be a stretch.
Hi Meghan
DO NOT CARE...
These two have a very different meaning of the word ‘privacy’.
Privacy Please!
We want a documentary from Thomas markle’s  perpective too
Damn yall mad.
And the sad part is, the attention you're giving *even the negative*.... Helps them.
Even the hating is inept, because if you really want to affect them, you'd ignore them.
They are ridiculous…. She sounds so fake, like she has planned everything from the beginning. Poor Harry :(
The post-QE2 reboot, with all of the predictable throughlessness: what are these "stakes" that the mink is talking about?
Can’t wait!!!
Hahaha, finally a good comedy show on Netflix 🤡🤡!!! (I'm cancelling my subscription right now). There's nothing else to watch on this platform... Just gossip.
Reminds me of what the Queen said... no matter what CONSTANCY, STABILITY... DUTY is what is important before everything else... Shunning their duties has brought them both disgrace, 
and now they are trying to justify themselves.
They are promoting and making money on their relationship and by creating this narrative. Of course there is a lot of racism in the uk and within the royal family. But they are using it for 
fame and glory. They are making that narrative the foundation in order to become rich. And they dont talk about any of the critism they have gotten and take no responsibility for their 
behavior. But yeah, if you are a fan of very privilege people that have no morals or if you are one your self you are going to adore this couple.
Please respect their privacy!
Goosebumps! And that they dropped this WHILE Will and Kate are Stateside? I'm living for itttttt
So disgusting to see that Harry and Meghan can sell their family for the sake of money 😡
With the recent reports coming out about racism in the Royal family....😂😂😂
And they said Meghan was lying. ASSHOLES! Karmas a bitch.



That last part from Meghan gave me such Amber Heard vibes. Yikes. More than likely manipulating the truth to fit their story, in doing so making the RF look bad or hoping for pity. Seeing 
as the trailer shows an image of Megan visibly upset and right after shows an image of Prince William and Kate….we likely know where this is going. Plus dropping this when W&K are in the 
US for the Earthshot Prize Awards is so calculated. eye-roll
The black and white filter over fairly recent photos taken with cutting edge tech to make it seem deep is just chef's kiss
Harry deserved to be able to tell his story , y’all are just some haters
Professional victimhood isn’t a good look. These two have zero self-awareness.
What a coincidence these cockroaches crawl out from under their rock on the Prince and Princess of Wales’ visit to the US. Devious, jealous narcs.
And form the Ragland side of the wifes family.
Now you're talking
Do we?
No we don’t
👆
👆
👆
Get a life.
👆
👆
It's scary how similar MM and AH are
I read their book (Omid Scobie). It’s OMG😅 so Harry is pure and Megan is pity, I’m so sorry their now! 🤣they have millions 💸 and are begging us believe them 😅
Can't wait
I saw this on facebook thinking it was a joke. Sigh...
So was Netflix filming at the Queen's funeral too? It showed an image of Meghan at the funeral. I guess they're truly burning every bridge to make money. It's petty as hell.
Videos like these is why the dislike button was removed
Yeah, this is starting to bore me a bit. I'm not sure why they think this is something the whole world needs to see tbh.
Not a fan of either of these people. I get in disagreements with my family all the time. We hug it out eventually and move on. These 2 dragged Harry’s family through the mud and think 
people will sympathize??? Also just gonna say Markle has no relationship with her family which seems suspicious to me too.

She never wanted privacy she planned all along to go back to America and destroy the royal family to make money I hope nobody watches it and its a massive flop so Netflix drop them
Not worth watching
Everyone has their own perception
OHH MYYYY GOSH
Far greater Sob stories than these 2 living their life of privilege...
Sold there soul to the devil
How self absorbed can a D-list actress be?
They both need to hand back their titles. Enough is enough.
King Charles This is your chance to abdicate and make William the next King.  It'll be fun to watch.  I'd like to see how else Harry and Meghan can draw attention from William and Kate.  
Because being a victim is quite boring.
Keep with Kardashian's



They release a fictional docuseries. The reality is they are heading divorce.
Go away and shite!
Megs wanted to have privacy, she try's to get people thrown out of their paid for seats,tables at restaurants so she can be seen. Harry or H as she has shortened it to, is suing for more 
security yet she rolls down the bullet proof window which was up to keep them safe. So much for wanting privacy. She wants notoriety, cash and power. 

She has been so obvious and outrageous she's gotten what she does to people her family, H's family her children for God's sake in the Urban dictionary. She wanted to be seen well her 
notoriety as a nasty bit to everyone she's used and thrown away is here

Urban Dictionary's newly published definition of 'Being Meghan Markled': a 'verb for ghosting or disposing of people once you have no use or benefit from them anymore, without regard 
to genuine human relationship'.Jul. That says it all.
👆

It's hilarious that all of these people trolling M&H for this trailer are going to be the first one watching it. 😂. Like Honestly if you don't care, show it by keeping your comments to yourself.
Get a grip and get on with your lives.
Disgusting.
I hope they are not planning on using a helicopter anytime soon.
guys, lets give them the privacy they wanted and not watch it
All the people who are hating on the comment will probably be the first to watch this documentary
These two are sick
Keep it coming Harry and Meghan, but I say be very careful! lol... Would the crown ever take them out?
BOOOOOOOOO!!!!
Boy, girl meet. Get married. Have issues with in-laws. Move abroad for work. There you go! Whole story in a nut shell. What I do find fascinating is watching individuals that are so unaware 
of how self important they think they are.
so this is the privacy they wanted. a netflix show. Big BS😂 nobody cares anymore
And the queen can't even rest in her grave in peace. The saga continues...
Some people love the drama & will perpetuate so they continue to receive attention while crying ‘my poor life, poor me’ … what’s that word … manipulators 🤮🤮🤮
Epic private life fail 😂
No self-awareness while draped in riches and luxuries while the rest of the world work through Covid. Sickening.
What is this story ? You have lead a luxurious lifestyle and yet your complaining. 🎉
Awful how these self-centered people make their lives into soap operas and think they are special.
No thanks, won’t be renewing by my Netflix subscription for this crap 🙄
I like these two, but this is just not classy at all. We heard your story? We all moved on? The queen just made it to the grave, don't make money off the drama. You're not Diana :D
Impossible to watch.. they are a vomit inducing duo
Nah, won’t be taking the bait. Read the room. They’re over. Almost zero positive comments.
 @Tom Ripley  and that's fine. But there is no need to sit here and laugh at another failure. Especially, when a lot of these comments are claiming they don't care.
 @Kay Simmons  There’s every need. These two need a big brash message to STFU and go away and enjoy the privacy they claim to want. These comments will show Netflix that these two 
aren’t worth spending money on. This feedback will help them with their decision to ditch them.



 @Tom Ripley  I doubt Netflix cares, all these comments (Negative or Positive) are giving them attention. And in that industry ( Attention=$$$) .So how about we share our (hopefully 
positive) views on something that actually impacts the world, like the environment?
Why?? Their actually having the real Royals look good when they look like a pity fest. Bla bla bla😭😭
I actually can't believe I've become a troll because of these two. I can't stand their victim hood.

That's totally not true!! That's what people thought about her Spotify...🤮🤮 turns out the people that said they wouldn't tune in didn't.  I won't see this GARBAGE and won't 🤢🤮
Mmh yet here you are... taking your unfascinated time watch and comment...can't help your self lol
 @Tricia Samuels  you're also taking the time to comment back, so what's your point?
Girl have boy. Girl meet other boy and cheat with him. Girl and new boy pretend to meet after other boy is dumped. New boy dumps girl. Girl crashes boy's friend's wedding to beg to be 
taken back. Boy somehow takes girl back. Girl convinces boy that he's special to her despite the warning signs. Get married. Boy's life falls apart around girl.
 @Opposite OfNinja  Touché!
You forgot about the blatant racism and hate part of their story
Girl manipulates people to be set up with boy.  Boy is blessed by the golden period. Where his pink pods are regularly emptied with a gobble gobble. Girl is a spoiled brat. Girl manipulates 
to get what she wants. Girl demands more she’s told NO for the first time in her life. She hates it and cries racism. She exploit’s and manipulates her husband to get more of what she 
wants. Sh lies abs lies and lies and then gets on tv again abs lies and lies and lies.

Typical Narc love story.
It really is a fascinating study in narcissism.
 @Opposite OfNinja  wait what is the part about the friend’s wedding and the break up? I hadn’t heard this
 @Franny Fisher  Look up Tom Inskip's wedding (2017) and how Meghan's presence took up most of the coverage about it. It surprised me at first when I first heard about it last year, but 
then I realised it was Meghan.
As much as you wanna make them. Cause you had the option the mind your own business and not even think about there name. Yet you are acting like a fish wife attacking them whilst 
you could have watch the real housewife. But instead you CHOSE! to watch! this clip. Think! about your comment. And write it.
 @John Atan  I have a hard time taking you seriously when you obviously forgot to run that by your proofreader.
 @Rexx Havoc  😂😂😂
🤣😆🤣 show your stupidity, cause it hasn't even aired.
 @Opposite OfNinja  Why do you stalk them if you don't care about them? Just to show they were telling the truth about the hatred and harassment and racism towards Meghan. Thanks 
for making that very clear it was true!
 @Angela  my point is highlighting the absurdity of it all.Its also fascinating to me
 @C  Megan was widely embraced at first. The future King walked her down the aisle! It wasnt until her agenda came to the surface that the punlic turned against her.  How the F is that 
racism????
 @C  wow, you're another one of Megain's 'racism'  woke friends... Idiot 🙄
 @C  Where is the racism? People dislike her exclusively for what she does and how she acts, not the colour of her mother's skin
 @Susan H  HUH👀😯
Didn't you understand anything? Cause you are reacting to the comment, aren't you?😂
As far as I know, Harry took money from Charles after leaving royal family. And now he is bullshitting about him and his life. You know, my dear prince Harry, the day I realised my parents 
don't treat me well, I became fully independent and stopped getting money from them. 
Why you, an adult and a father, can't do the same?



Oh i cant wait for this to drop, love the sussexes
Man I totally forgot that these two exist 😂 what a corny couple 😳 attention seekers, I feel ashamed watching this
And we are supposed to feel so sorry for her 🤮🤑
These two are nothing but manipulative, gaslighting narcissist's and it's a shame they are given a platform at all. I hope as time goes on, more people become aware of what they are so 
that they may finally shut up and live their private life they wanted so badly. As someone who grew up in a abusive, narcissistic family, I can tell pretty well she is manipulating Harry so bad 
that he turned out like her. Or maybe he always was this way. They will end up truly alone and those poor children..
However I think these two should be taught in schools all over the world as examples of narcissism because it is one of the three dark triad of personality disorders that does not get the 
attention it needs. Its so much more common than sociopathy and psychopathy but it is so dangerous, peoples lives are ruined by narcs. Mine included.
“I must protect my family! Here’s a bunch of behind-the-scenes footage for public scrutiny.”
We want privacy Netflix privacy money the root of all evil
"Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and Duchess of Sussex"
Being royal is bad? Ok, leave and have your life.
Bullshitting around about your father and brother is mean as f*ck. 

Your dad didn't love you properly? Ok, stop talking to him and have your life apart from the family.
You don't share the same views as your brother? Ok, just meet him at family gatherings, smile and forget for the rest of the year. 

All of us are having complicated families, dear Harry. All of us. But we don't go around and don't tell bad things about our parents or siblings to everyone who is eager to listen.
"No one knows what goes on behind closed doors"

Well, we do since you're always talking about it 🥴
Isn't the antithesis of protecting your family CONSTANTLY putting you and, by proxy, them out in the public's eye...nay, shoving them down our throats?!?!  Just a question...
My gosh, they’re never going to stop the whining pity party, are they? Enjoy your 30 pieces of silver, Harry!
Recollections may vary.
Finally. I cant wait❤❤❤❤❤
Gosh, just because someone wants privacy doesn't mean they can't show the world who they are in their own terms! For goodness sake, Harry and Meghan deserve a chance to chart the 
course of their lives. If I could make a comparison, Beyonce is a public figure, she also gives snippets of her life on instagram and in her music. It is not an either all! WHAT'S WRONG WITH 
THIS COMMENT SECTION. YOU CAN HAVE PRIVACY AND ALSO SHOW PARTS OF YOUR LIFE TO THE WORLD THAT YOU ARE COMFORTABLE SHOWING. Stop being judgy hypocrites and 
accept that Harry and Meghan are also humans with a story to tell. Coming from royal family doesn't lessen the dysfunctionality of it. With recent reports of Beatrice disengaging and a 
member of staff resigning over racist micro-agressions, it is important for Harry and Meghan to tell their story!
So excited for this!! Happy harry and Meghan HAVE LOVE. SO MANY SHOULD BE BLESSED..
What a bull of crap man.
Her crying.
This B is the cause of all the problems with her damn lies lies lies.
She is pure EVIL.
Meghan is a social climber, a SLUT of fame and money.
Its not my opinion, its facts.
I have been following this shit for the past 2 year. She is a gold digger of this era



The markles, especially her, have somehow released a Pandora's box in the collective unconscious, manifesting in the flesh all the spite, envy, avarice and narcissism that's suppressed in 
the first world. That's their fascination for us, and that will take them down as well.
I can't wait to watch the drama 😁. Plus Meghan and Harry look cute I'm sure the documentary is good.
Yikes that picture of Kate with the sharp screeching sound effect was like a horror movie for a sec.
😆🤣
Actually we do BETTER than them.
Said no one ever
You wish.
lol... noone who really in the state of mental breakdown even think to take photos of themselves or their families.
that shows how insignificant and unimportant your mental breakdown is Meghan. 😂

a staged photo and fake one for publicity purpose 😅

i wonder... 
is there anyone who hold camera for taking photos when there is someone who is about to jump from the edge of tall building?
NONE! 
so that is RIDICULOUS for you to have that photo if you really have mental breakdown problem 😅
unless you take that photo in a happy mode 😅
She's more privileged than 99% of human beings that ever existed.
They wanted to leave the royal family and be independent and they make money talking about royal family. Now the can do reality show and tell anything they want knowing that the royal 
family cant. Well done guys very independent 😄😄😄😄😄
Deal with your affairs privately, you are only significant to yourselves and of NO significance to anyone else. You want privacy but are all too happy to trade privacy for obscene sums of 
money from media interviews and documentaries.
6K likes vs 21K dislikes 1 December EST 11:55am
You want privacy, that's why you make a movie about yourself on netflix 
Logic left the room
Now this comment section is REAL PROOF how people really feel. No sensoring or taking sides in the tabloids. This is how people REALLY feel. Thank you Netflix for leaving the comment 
section open. Real eye opener
Finally this 5 year tale is being told
Omg just finished watching the trailer. What a b rated hallmark actress she continues to be!

0:46 But didnt you already do that on your interview with oprah? Plus that podcast thing you are doing? How much can you squeeze out of that 2 year experience you had in the palace?
The little prince who has been pampered by his family all his life.  and women who crave the spotlight and want to be famous.  There is nothing more pathetic than this couple.  Their lives 
seem to be nothing more than making up stories and playing victims for a living.  I want to know when these two will stop talking about the royal family.
Okay, Meghan had it tough, but who didn't? Life is not a fairy tale for anyone. At least Harry and Meghan have the advantage of having a lot of money. The rest of us have to work hard no 
matter what. Without titles, without a rich father, without the support of a partner and often at the cost of poor health. They have found love, they are healthy, they have their children, 
they have their freedom and a full bank account, what more do they want? They should learn to appreciate what life has given them and stop complaining.



Who gives a flying fig about your story Meghan? I cancelled my netflix subscrition because it makes me sick watching you and I will not pay good money for a service which is inadvertantley 
giving it to you. You are a greedy narcissist and have even walked over you own father to get what you want -  so NO, I for one don't care what your story is.
this is going to bomb like everything else they've tried to do.  People are just sick of their whining.
The gruesome twosome are back it. The timing of this is desperate.
Why do you want to make this documentary?
: I need the whole world to know that I'm upset with being a spare 😭😭
What’s the point of wanting privacy and yet make the whole documentary abt it ? RIP to the Queen of England that won’t have to see this
‘Doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?’ 
Lol! Depends on whether you’re telling the truth that day or not! In all likelihood, your ‘story’ is likely to be literally just that! 
How desperate for attention they are!
No one wants to hear their BS story. Why do these two think they are important or relevant. Harry never worked a day in his life , Meghan was a D list actresses so what is it they are 
selling.  Their lies? Shame on Netflix for this whole lot of codswallop. Unsubscribeing.
While the Swedish and Danish Royal spare families rightfully have privileges cut (due to government cost-cuttting), and ex-Princess Mako Komuro chooses to live a normal life with her 
normie husband rejecting her title/privileges/royal payout...

...here the Sussexes are suing a government twice to retain taxpayer-funded benefits as non-public servants (whilst monetising royal titles in a non-Commonwealth country). Not sure why 
anyone needs to hear the story of spares who refuse to do offical public service, and thus deserve to be cut off during a time of austerity, looming recession, war, and global pandemic. 
Celebrities with infinitely more talent, clout, followers, awards/acclaim pay for their own bills in America... it’s about time the Sussexes keep their noses out of taxpayer’s wallets and do the 
same.
99.99999999999999999%
More privileged than everyone except those phony royals
And she's still crying..😂
 @Atiya Ishaq  privileged doesn't equal happiness
And equally as narcissistic
Spoiled brats both of them selling out the family for money  many people had bad lives and don't whine like them
Let's not forget where her privilege comes from...her husband, yep she is still working that duchess title.  Who honestly was interested in the actress before she married into British 
royalty? She keeps going on about female empowerment, yet she married well.  She "hates" the BRF but still calls herself Duchess.  She's a show pony.
 @Alexandra  if you have that ammount of oppertunity and money, being sad is your own fault.
And she always has been despite her Sizzler salad bar nonsense
Hello???? Noooooo!!!! Didn't you know??? She is the biggest victim of our generation... 😅😉
@Sam da Silva and she’s delusional! So she sold Harry on coming to the USA and profiting off the royal titles and family. We aren’t Britain and aren’t brought up with the adoration for all 
things royals. In fact legally we don’t recognize royal or aristocracy titles. Harry is not even a prince here, no royal titles in any legal document..NONE! If Harry applied for citizenship he 
would have to denounce all titles including prince! They’re selling and demanding royal privilege in the wrong country! The more they act like spoiled demanding brats and victims,  the 
more Americans dislike them.
 @Alexandra  you make your own happiness in this world, if you choose to continue being ungrateful and highlight the negatives rather then the positives in your life then u have chosen 
sadness yourself, we all have problems, people are suffering so much but yet they choose to smile and be grateful, she has a lot to be grateful for but she chooses to be petty and spiteful. 
Many people in her position would relish the good parts and choose to ignore the bad, I've been through mountains of shit with my in laws but I've forgiven them and moved on, and we're 
all much happier now that we've learned to grow as people.



That privilege that she received from the family she trashed.
Well, she's the victim of racism.  People are horrible to her.
And therefore she should be and act decent, grateful, humble & dignified …..plus just shit the f🌼ck up forever!
 @Alexandra  but she should be fricken grateful and do genuine good in the world with that privilege!
And that was true even before she grafted onto Hazbeen
That depends on your idea of what “privileged” means.   I wouldn’t trade places with a toxic narcissist for all the money in the world.
 @Julie Nicolazzo that’s ridiculous. Utterly, completely ridiculous. There are sooo many reasons to Not like her, yet the only “defense” is that she’s experienced racism. She’s experienced 
sooo much less negative press than any single other royal yet she cries that she’s had it sooo bad. I want you see just one instance of the press hounding her like they’ve done to other 
royals. Meghan has been treated with kid gloves compared to the experience of Princess Catherine, and Catherine had YEARS of it. Meghan has a few things said about how “SHE made 
Kate cry” and she couldn’t take it. It was never about the racism – it was always because she thought she was better than anyone else (… ahem, Kate).
Ah, no
She changes colour more than most people do to 🤣🤣
After she married Harry, very true.  Prior, she had it good compared to 60% of us, but Harry elevated her lifestyle beyond her ability.
 @Tortuga agreed! All that money can afford him and her the doctors they need to help them.  Most insurances only cover 10 visits to a psychologist or therapist.  After that, you’ve got to 
have monies to afford it.
Privilege can have a minus-sign. I know what I'm talking about.
She’s a human being. Why do you all go after her?
 @Karmaindustrie  being born in poverty, born into a country as women with no rights, born with disabilities and so on and on has more than a minus 1.
And yet.. she’s still human. And has her own challenges you or I can’t imagine. You can say that about any celebrity.
EXACTLY
 @Kelley Bryan  if someone goes after your family verbally, what would you do?  If you throw a boomerang you know it will come back at you.
 @Kelley Bryan  believe Harry’s family are human beings too
 @Terri L  Everybody gets his chances to awaken to sin and repent and forgive with emotional operations on the soul in order to grow into happiness.
She's crying with a Hermes blanket behind her. Sooo sad 😢
Does that mean she doesn’t have very real human moments? No it doesn’t. She bleeds, has losses just like the rest of us. To be upset that someone is rich and yet telling their story is crazy 
ness check your head
 @nyannyan sounds like you’re jealous? Yes she has a Hermes blanket, does that mean she doesn’t experience loss, sadness, anger, you people sound INSANE
 @Alexandra  yea. Of course the world needs to care how miserable the special prince is. You got problems you go to therapy. Not making a Netflix show sugar
 @Alexandra  no but it keeps the heat on and food on the table and gas in the car
just bc shes rich it doesnt mean she cant have problems
So is he
 @Kelley Bryan  because when people do not have the power to destroy you all they have left is their tongue.
 @Aesha Alberts  think you’re misunderstanding the ridiculousness of it all.  What purpose does it have? Who benefits from it?  Why in the world would you tell the world about your 
family drama? Why?  And yet, you expect people not to speak up for the other humans who likely have their side of the story?  It’s a sad affair is the point of it all, and they keep it going on 
and on. Sad in itself they cannot move on.
 @Kelley Bryan  because they keep inserting themselves into the public eye. They are attention freaks and do nothing but whine about how hard their ultra wealthy and privileged lives are. 
How can you defend them?
That doesn't mean she is not human!



 @Aesha Alberts  um we all experience loss, sadness and anger but we stay strong and we overcome the difficulties in life and stay positive. If you can't deal with those, go see a therapist. 
You don't see people crying and btching all day and trash their own family while enjoying the fame and privilege from the titles. Stop acting like they are common people. Jealous? Oh sugar 
of course not. They are so ungrateful and unhappy and spiteful.... pathetic
 @Aesha Alberts  they know that the RF will not respond so they keep pumping out lies. You are still blind to why people dislike them. People don't whine all day and yet they make it into 
their source of income lmao. You see the difference between them and normal people? Gotta smarter man what world do you live in
 @Aesha Alberts  so many suffering in the world and yet they make it on top of everything else. Why should people care about them? You got an answer to that? Who makes a living by 
spreading lies and drama ? At least the Kardashians work hard. What do they offer? Teaching the whole world how to tell lies and trash your own family when your grandfather is dying? Or 
refuse to meet you own grandmother? Complain about your dad not giving you money? Try harder sugar
All of these racist comments under your post towards a black woman for what??? Name 5 GOOD, HONEST, and FACTUAL reason you don’t like her? The British media is racist! Europeans 
are RACIST. Then you all get upset with us for standing up for ourselves ? She received death threats just for being black yet she’s so privileged? Wow. Give me a break just admit you’re 
racist and go on about your day. Instead of making stupid comments about a lady who doesn’t know you exist.
 @Aesha Alberts  btw jealous? Where does the prince get his money from? Proud of getting all the wealth from the people of your country? There are so many princes and princesses in 
the world. Do you see them going around whining? Why should people even care about these two? Trying to be the next Diana?
Truth!
Agree. One thing she wanted the most AFTER she got money and fame is, people's love. But sorry, we have some better persons to love.
So are all white people. She's just too black for you.
If she was full white, none of you would have negative comments. You people have racism in your Double Helix.
 @Pinky Almeroth  guarantee I’ve personally known more of them than you, & that’s a very silly generalization that isn’t based in reality. There are many, not dissimilar to any field where 
notoriety, popularity, etc is part of power. But your assertion that “most” has nothing to do with anything. It’s like me telling you what “most” Africans are like from the other side of the 
world, never having gone there or personally interacted with them.
 @Nobody’s Business  Meghan has no idea what racism is...she looks whiter than the driven snow and passed herself off as white, until it behooved her to be black so she could play the 
victim race card with the RF and the media. Now she spends a lot of money on bronzers to look Nigerian....
 @Kelley Bryan  Because she bullied and distressed 2 old people who gave her everything she could ever want. HMTQ and Prince Phillip.
 @Aesha Alberts  Sure if what she says is true, but is it????
 @Alexandra  she will never by happy, nothing will ever be enough
I've something to show you all 🎁👆👆
👆
I love that they are obsessed with reading comment sections on themselves so are seeing all this.
Yes the comments here validate the hate that continues to manifest into real threats on their lives as we learned this week. Since they were cut off from security and have to pay for it for 
the rest of their lives and for their children, they’ve found a way to do that.
Not everything is about feeling. These are abusers,users liars.And both evidenced Racism Harry and Meghan. Pity.
It makes zero sense to hear 'the story or their story' from a proven liar and/or someone who lies by omission on behalf of their partner.
They can buy as much positive PR pieces as they want, people still won’t buy what they’re selling
I imagine they can’t understand how the more shit they throw at the royal family just makes them even more hated 😂😂
Reich wing bigots big mad.
It's almost like a scientific poll. Lol I mean who doesn't come to the comment section to check the pulse of the world looooolll
 @Mark S  Really...let's see the evidence because that would mean that the majority of the world should actually give a flying efff about the adulterers, p@do befrienders, p@do adjacent  
individuals that you call a royal family



24k dislikes so far
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  it's not hate. If they want to go PUBLIC with yet another version of their truth then the PUBLIC will express their opinions. Not many people want to keep hearing 
about how Harry saved his family, we know that. Great. Now live your happy lives. What is the point of all of this. Oh wait yea... $$$$$$$
This comment section shows how a few thousand triggered trolls feel. The population of the US is 333 million. The population of the world is 8 billion. I wouldn’t view this comment section 
as indicative of any trend.
 @jandipeach  Then your comment can be safely ignored.
 @nve Fau  the evidence is 99% of comments trashing Harry and Meg 😆🤣😆🤣
 @Mark S  very scientific indeed. Lemme write this method down for my PhD thesis
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Calling out blatant hypocrisy is not hate speech.
 @jandipeach  you can't possibly be living under the rock and not realize most people don't want to hear a privelaged couple negative perspective of the cruel world. Yea we believe you 
H&M you've been done wrong. Now that you have gotten it out of your system maybe move towards healing yourselves in a positive manner. Harry saved his family. We are happy about 
that. Now please go enjoy yourselves

 @RANESTORY PICTURES  no, we just called out her lies and behaviour and her disregard to tradition and life in the UK.. Her whole life is linked to the RF, she has nothing else to offer
 @037emka The mean comments are fuel for hate. I get it. Folks don’t like them because they think if you’re rich you are somehow immune to emotional distress.
 @nve Fau  cool  good luck with that dude
This comment section shows how racist and bigoted so many are. This comment section shows how we have lost kindness, compassion and empathy towards others, no matter their 
station in life. This comment section proves how judgmental most are and how they continually make assumptions based upon wealth, race and a very biased media. The British media is 
disgusting. So racist.
@jrobs1133 As can yours and all others here be ignored! I see you’re finally catching on! 😂😂😂 

Do you imagine the very media savvy folks at Netflix are unaware of how these posts work? What counts is viewership on Netflix and I guarantee you this documentary will be watched by 
millions. A quick glance at Harry and Meghan’s followers on their foundation accounts tells the story of their million of global admirers. Their features in leading magazines are testament to 
the fact that people are interested in their lives and work. The fact that more and more big companies are making deals with them, and global luminaries working with them means the 
wingers here on YouTube are a tiny, disgruntled minority.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  I'm not saying that. Maybe others are. We had Oprah interview, Oprah The Me You Can't See, we had Gale interview, Dax Shepard podcast, the book Finding 
Freedom - all about their truth. Now we have Netflix and then Spare. I'm sorry but they are bluntly selling their struggles for big $$$$. How is this ok? Is this supposed to inspire us? Show 
how their strong love is? I don't get it
 @037emka   So the question is, what would you do to make enough money to protect your life and your family from violence or kidnapping? Harry is the King's son and as such, he and his 
family will always be in real danger.
 @jandipeach  no doubt that's all Netflix cares about. They want all the viewers and they will get them. So Netflix wins here. But how is it any good for M&H is beyond me



@037emka You seem triggered. You don’t have to be here wasting your time, yet the mere existence of this couple has you so activated you had to take time out of your day to go on 
social media and insist they move along, shut up, stop being visible, cease to trouble you. YOU! As if you matter to anyone. Let me let you in on some math. Netflix doesn’t invest in 
material that won’t sell. This documentary will be watched by MILLIONS of people around the globe and will drive revenue for Netflix. There’s already data to confirm that. When Harry and 
Meghan appear on magazine covers, sales rise. Their Archetypes podcast has been at #1 multiple weeks in 10 countries, including USA, Canada, Great Britain, France, Australia and others. 
To their original monster deal (worth more than Charles’ entire net worth) they’re adding deals and ventures with Oprah, Elton John, George and Amal Clooney, and others. That’s 
because, unlike this unhappy little cabal of disgruntled YouTubers, there are millions of people who admire Harry and Meghan for their commitment to the greater good, for their courage, 
for their survivorship, for the fact that they’re doing life on their own terms. Better get used to it. They’re gonna be on magazine covers and TV for a long time. If you simply can’t bear that, 
better find a rock to crawl under.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  The British government, not the  RF, sets the criteria for qualifying to receive taxpayer funded security. Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan were treated no 
differently than Princesses Beatrice and Eugenie, Prince Andrew, etc., because  all members of the Royal family who stop doing work on behalf of the Royal Family must start paying for 
their own security. When Harry and Meghan were still working Royals, they (along with Archie) received 24/7 taxpayer funded security only because Harry's father was direct heir to the 
monarchy. Members of the Royal family who do work on behalf of the Royal family but are not in the direct line of succession to the throne , like Princess Ann and Countess Sophie, only 
have taxpayer funded security while they work events.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Why not do a Netflix series with THEM in it bringing attention to other people struggling. Not a podcast of the offesive words in the dictionary. Bring awareness 
to all issues, not just THEIR issues. Why does it always have to be about them. They have such a platform to showcase real life people (not just rich female celebrities re:podcast), have real 
conversations from ALL points of view not just a me, me, me type of agenda. Just saying
Netflix are not relying on viewership via M & Harry fans. They’re cashing in on those who can’t stand them and want to keep the drama going. Not keeping it going and cancelling your 
membership is the only language that M&H, Netflix and their PR reps understand. 

They will fudge the ratings like they do with everything they are trying to platform and Joe-public can’t stand.
 @jandipeach  i'm in USA and no the archetypes was a flop. Went down very quickly after the curiosity went down after the first 2-3 episodes. Not sure where you get the numbers from. 
But most importantly Meghan and Harry got their voice back and they are using it and so is the whole comment section
No PR or BS in the world of these two can stop what the world really thinks of them!!!
@milap1127 I don’t know where you get your numbers, but the overall series has consistently remained in the top 25 and individual episodes in the top 100, multiple times at #1. There 
are literally thousands of podcasts. For one to consistently place at these levels is an unbridled success.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  folks don’t like liars who engage in race baiting and bullying and playing victim
 @037emka  yes it is hate.  come on now
 @037emka  you havent seen it yet.  meghan did that on her podcast yet haters still trashed her and twisted everything around
 @jandipeach  it was a very good podcast too
They switched off the visability of the dislike button. It was going rampant
 @J Robs  yes lad 😀
 @037emka  so true!!! Cancel these evil chancers
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  ummm.... She could go and act, she could go away in to oblivion and noone would know where they are. Some initial ideas 🤤
 @jandipeach  🤣🤣🤣 Triggered trolls
 @Mila P  What is the "archetypes??'
Absolutely
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  keep drinking that coolaid



Obviously they are not trying to change the minds of people in Britain who hate the fact that a bi- racial commoner has upset everything they thought they knew about the class order. 
However, these two have a global audience and fan base who admire them for being disrupters.
By the way, race-baiting isn’t a thing, racism is. And it’s actual racists who folks don’t like.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  all Royals have daily treats. Do you know how many daily treats does William get? And Catherine? And the Royal Princess? And Sophie? And Prince Edward? And 
the Wales'kids? Pick One, randomly. Whoever you picked have more treats that Tos and TW combine! By the way, when Harry wins the lawsuit for security, just remember that by 
internacional law, TW Will be given life protection payed by American taxes! As She is an American, USA can not Kick her out!
 @037emka  precisely!
 @jandipeach  You’re right about that.  My neighbor said Prince Who? And Meghan Who?
Absolutely so TRUE! Can’t wait for their PR team to read this all😆😂🤣😂
 @Emmy Scott  I’ve always wondered if this is really true - did either of them actually say so? Im not challenging you, just want more info - as I have heard that before, but I just can’t 
imagine that they would admit that considering how much negativity is out there about them!
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  seriously!?! Have you been paid by them or are you brainwashed? What total BS
 @J Robs  😂 🎯
 @Mark S  I don’t hate them - I’m just bored of them. They’re not interesting or relevant enough to hate.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Oh my, how will they ever afford security.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  😂 ALL the RF members have real security threats 😂😂😂😂 They have the money to pay for their own security and since they aren't Royal anymore and 
soon to be sued and lose their titles they have no need for it.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  😂
 @Ina Anderson  😂😂😂😂😂 please
 @Ina Anderson  Oh yes it is!!
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  We are not the ones putting death threats on the wales family and the children.  Cry me a river.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  not move to California but they did of all places and I'm pretty sure the reason to that is that they wanted publicity. Meanwhile there are celebrities that live off 
the grid for real privacy and protection. I really hope that the rumors of her abusing staff are not true because if it is, it should come out to light.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  lol they aren't getting mean comments because their in "emotional distress" theyre getting hate because they lie
I feel sick. 🤮
 @037emka  the public or the mob?

 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Yes, they have to pay for their own security because they are celebrities and no longer work for the British public. There are other royals who don’t have security, 
except when they are working as state representatives.

If you go off and make reality shows for your own gain, you can’t expect the British public to pay for it.

As for the threats, there aren’t comments threatening them, simply stating that they are faux Hollywood activist who tried to align themselves with civil rights movements for financial gain.
 @jandipeach there are opinion polls done quite frequently, the public’s opinion of them has been falling consistently since the Oprah interview. I don’t know anyone who likes them, and 
I’m a black woman, the demographic they do pedantically try to appeal to. I’ve come to the conclusion that their fans are middle age white women with an inflated sense of self and a 
white savior complex.



Shows me just how far behind humanity is. WHICH is why the world is probably in the way it is. So many are so negative,and negative loves darkness. Lol people need to get outside more, 
breath some fresh air, lighten up. Find some more love and light.. Who cares what people do.. Live and let live.. Peoples negative comments aren't changing ANYTHING  but showing your 
low level density selves. Sad actually.
 @AlejandraRgz  I'm buying it, I can't wait for his book I'm so interested! 😊
 @Liz Flynn  " from a proven liar and/or someone who lies by omission on behalf of their partner."    Exactly, why watch a liar telling her story! 😃
 @MpBradz  World salad… if someone says something I don’t like I’ll just discredit it by saying they must be unhappy and full of hate (while knowing nothing about that person). I guess 
actually looking at the many reasons people no longer believe this couple and questioning the narrative you are so attached to requires more time and cognitive energy than writing a 
bunch of platitudes.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  is it illegal to dislike someone? Have you ever thought of why so many people find them disgusting? Lol
 @Liz Flynn  ah yeah  king chuck accepting 4.3 million pounds from Qatar. Is?? Corruption..
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Why are you an apologist for such awful people? You seem weak.
 @Mark S  There was a point about the RF being racist' about a babys skin colour' where they more concerned over skin colour or race heritage and mixing bloodlines...William said we are 
very much not racist' his godmother blew that latest theory, you cant stop the ignorance of colonial rascism, its to engrained in them' to think of about their moral compass, this generation 
are dying off, thank God.🙏
This comment section shows the deranged people who've always wanted to harm Meghan since you found out she was dating Prince Harry.
 @naomi maria  if RF was a racist family they wouldnt have allowed a black mixed divorced American to marry into the family. it could have been a fat NO due to the fact she was already 
divorced. Don't you think they thought everything through before Harry and Meghan got the blessing? And King Charles even walked her down the aisle. Yea that's a racist family right 
there! Please
 @Mark S  For me its the other way around, how much shit is the royal family are allowing their media banquet buddies to write and spread hate through their gutter talking 
channels.Under that Royal Umbrella alot of mouths to feed' and alot of shit be written of the Sussex's, instead of congratulating Harry and Meghan for doing well' and being reconized for 
those achievements of their charities and philanthropies, and dependantly making their own way' they are bagging them for the good charities they are involved in and more influentual 
people are jumping on board with them, but under the institution its all a competition with the older RF members C&C hungry for power' william will sit with impatience...im looking 
forward to Harrys book and their doco's.
what a horrible person she is, first disrespecting the Queen and then making a documentary $$$ and doing interviews $$$ does her self importance and selfishness have no limit? 😂 who 
even is she without the Royal Family
 @J Robs  thats ok, ive come from a channel where there 3mil likes.
And thats not counting the trolls.

Not at all. Netflix left the comment section open cause they along with Harry and Meghan bout to get paid and I love that for them. Nobody cares what hateful, racist people got to say. 😎
 @037emka  They just want certain people to leave them alone, get off the Sussex's backs' Daily Mail' Express and Sun would be a great start,  stop baiting them..British Media' you push 
peoples buttons' never complain never explain, but the royal rodent gutter trash reporting can bully the sussex's on a daily basis.
 @Porter94  

“Reich wing bigots big mad ” —— quote by  @porter9494

well well well, you just can’t imagine that anyone human can have an unflattering opinion of Meghan Markle without invoking the not zee bomb, can you?? 
I hope that everyone who reads this nasty comment of yours reports your comment for being hateful.



I'm sure it be will turned off soon 😂😂 the thumb down is at 60k now
When Princess Beatrice(by birth) was 5th in line to the throne, her security was removed. The Princess Royal(who was almost kidnapped and people were injured during the attempt) only 
has security when she is doing Royal duties the same with Prince Edward and Countess Sophie. So H&M are non working Royal and choose to live in the USA, so why should the British 
taxpayers pay for it? Maybe the USA taxpayers should.
 @Andrea S  money already made. The same people who took the time to come here and give it a thumbs dumb will watch and seethe. Clown behavior. 😎
 @J Robs  well said
 @J Robs  last time I checked it 53k
Netflix have left the comment section open because they’re giving H&M exactly what they deserve. They’re getting their pound of flesh.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Princess Anne was the Queens daughter……after she was almost kidnapped did you hear her whinge ….Harry is irrelevant to the crown, regardless if Meghans 
lunatic words “We are only one plane crash away from the throne” would become reality…….It would be the end of the monarchy, NO ONE wants a traitor as a king & certainly not a Poarn 
actress sullying the Throne with her Dirty ar$3, he’s a dimwit with a negative IQ & she’s a hustler……but hey I heard she want to run for Flotus lol have her
 @jandipeach  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  It was their choice to quit being working royals & loose taxpayer funded security. They're celebrities now making multimillions trashing Harry's family & country 
for profit. The threats against the rest of the Royal Family has skyrocketed since their lie-filled Oprah interview.
 @Ina Anderson  😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Joana  Harry won’t win IPP, he isn’t entitled to be ….no other none working royal is……he made millions through this new Whingefest coming up, he can pay for his own security, no 
taxpayer in the world should be burdened by this entitled spoiled brat & his icky wife
 @naomi maria  his godmother was conned by a Markle & Shola sympathiser, a known anti monarchist, Marlene Headley picked on an 83year old lady, who travelled the world with her 
late majesty fir 60 years with a stellar record, just to have her 15 minutes of fame & it already went down like a lead balloon…..race baiters are common among us .
The camera footage tell a different story then Marlene😏
 @Jinzo  a nobody, failed aged actress who never made it to Hollywood
Someone needs to let H&M know that this dislike doesn't come from what we read in the media. For some reason I still feel like they think the media portrayed them in a negative light 
and they have the need to straighten things out. No Harry and Meghan (especially Meghan with the constant victimhood about every word in the dictionary) the bad press is YOU,  YOUR 
words and YOUR actions
 @jandipeach  you're trying to work the numbers? Numbers can be manipulated. Just pay attention to elections. The USofA has an incompetent senile old man as their president. H's wife 
had the help of Spotify to aid in her numbers. Too bad they didn't in a way that it was obvious.
  @RANESTORY PICTURES  it is not about money, it is about truth.
 @Marly Witt  85k now lol.
 @nve Fau  Judging by your spelling and grammar you won't be writing a PhD thesis any time soon.
 @naomi maria  Give it time.
 @Neards  Their faces are known worldwide. Oblivion is not an option.
 @J Robs  You are aware that non-native English speakers can pursue Ph.D. studies, correct? You'd be shocked at how many non-native English speakers there are in academia. lol
 @Lacrosse  Not an apologist I’m pragmatic.
 @Maridith MacDonald  Beatrice is no attention magnet
Probably helps them to realized they made a big mistake. They will loose a lot of people. They were not doing so great in the first place...someone needs to loose their job...they must know 
who...  ;)
@RANESTORY PICTURES  well the USA taxpayers can pay for them or better yet all their supporters and themselves since they are celebrities like all other ones. They are not working 
Royals they gave that up.



 @Pinky Almeroth  hey pinky there's this cute feature called "block"
@RANESTORY PICTURES  the whole entire monarchy could go away and a lot of people would be extremely happy with that and H would get his wish and not be a prince anymore and he 
could be happy.
 @Ina Anderson  The UK taxpayers spent £32 million on Harry and Meghan's wedding. The UK trusted Harry and Meghan but have clearly been ripped off. 

What other country would spend that amount of money on Meghan so she could have a lavish, luxurious wedding for just one day? 
It was a rip off!
 @naomi maria  you mean Marlene from Hackeny dressed up by appropriating african clothing? Wearing it to a function where she spoke to the Queen?  An brit from Hackeny  pretending 
she doesn’t understand English, nor a polite question of interest so when she speaks to Camilla, lady Susan will have apprised her, so Camilla will have something kind to say.  Poor Marlene 
the rude race baiter?
👏👏👏
 @037emka  MegaLiar is a mid-range Narcissistic Victim and she used her Pod Crap to settle scores by trying to clap back at any truthful  comments about her behavior
 @Neards  It's almost 100K
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Then he should kept his family in the place where all Royals live in the UK!!!!! What are you saying? That the UK police and British taxpayers should foot the bill 
for security while H & M live in CA?!?! Even Canada a commonwealth Country would not pay security for them. They LEFT their security. That's not the world's fault and we in the comment 
section are sick of hearing about it.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  Megs & Harry are absolute professionals when it comes to emotional distress. Indeed, they continue their brave journey towards refining emotional distress as 
the latest art form. Thousands remain in awe.
 @Rachael  😂😂😂 oh yeah! “Triggered trolls”, I died! In true keeping with the Alliterate One! All hail! 😂😂😂
 @naomi maria  nonsense
How many dislikes now peeps. I'm checking if it's matching the likes on twitter.
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  all brought on by their own actions, are they not!!
 @jandipeach  EIGHT BILLIONS, more delusional than MM to presume world pop know or gf about MM. Those that gf are here and present which is 94k dislikes
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
 @037emka  her podcast also conveniently refuted every “stereotype” she was ever called, how convenient
 @RANESTORY PICTURES  The only thing being "fueled" is humor. If you can't see that humor, perhaps you are the one guilty of hating?
Thank you again Netflix. I needed this. And it is full of BRILLIANCE. Hope you save the comments and offer them up some way. Classic moment.
Only that Hallmark movies are far more believable 😉
 @NI G  word
Too bad she's like a D list actress at best
you are such a kind person to give her a b grade. or do you mean b rated for being 'b.tchy'?
Haha 😂
Stop insulting Hallmark actresses! 🥴
 @Charlotte🌹  lolz
B?!! That's too much for her
Hey! I like Hallmark movies. Insult Meghan all you like, but leave Hallmark movies out of it. They bring joy not narcissism.😉
 @Greenwillow  me too ☺ especially the ones in which this normal nice Girl meets a real Life Prince from a country far away. They fell in Love and live happily ever after together with his 
Family which adores her for being perfect for him. Its a shame these fairytails do not happen in real Life 😉



She's really a piece of work!
 @NI G  All fantasy but a nice Hallmark fantasy. Reality is a bitch fest.😉
 @NI G  exactly the plot is right out of a cheesy christmas movie. If they have so much as one christmas tree I think I may die laughing!
it’s people like you that made them leave and speak up. what a mug you are.
 @Matthew W  coming from a A list star Matthew himself
 @Natalia  I mean if you are morally the kind of person willing to support a woman who disowned BOTH sides of her family, attacked another while an old ladies husband lay dying in bed, 
whose self serving promotions have shamelessly seen her saying things like the people in South Africa danced in the street for me as they did Nelson Mendela ( meanwhile insulting South 
Africa by calling her residence a hut and exaggerating tales of a fire), who always arranges press releases at the same time katherine and william have something planned, and is AN 
ACCUSED BULLY- the accusations of which caused people to leave their jobs-- well then you are morally beyond help and are easily manipulated, Enjoy your fake cinderella story, as long as 
she is making headlines based on lies there will be people like me here to mock her.
also lets not forget about her lying under oath about being involved in a certain book
B seems generous
Yet you watched it. You’re a fan
Yet here you are commenting away.
 @Karma D   @Karma D  yes, we are commenting BC we enjoy reading about the damage this entitled couple are doing to themselves.  It's more entertaining than any Netflix  
documentary, book, Scobie media bs or Oprah interview!
You mean z rated right?? Because she's terrible 
My grandma and I were doing what we usually do together, watch Hallmark, when all of a sudden we saw a movie with Meghan! Something about a Dating Handbook? She was by far the 
least talented actress I’ve seen on the channel. She had zero chemistry with her co-stars, both male and female. She couldn’t even be a convincing friend.
plus an upcoming autobiography from Harry plus her recent interview/ modelling with The Cut and Variety as well
Preach!
I'm not even sure why they still have those titles. They live abroad and are no longer representing nor serving Sussex. But have no problem monetizing it. Shameless.

"and ex-Princess Mako Komuro chooses to live a normal life with her normie husband rejecting her title/privileges/royal payout..."

This is silly. You are uniformed. ex-Princess Mako Komuro had "zero" other royals to chose from. Japanese royals never marry non-Japanese, because that is what they are like. If she 
wanted to marry, marrying an ordinary guy was literally her *only* choice since there are zero Japanese royals who are not members of her immediate family. She can't marry her own 
brother. Seriously, look into it. There was no other choice for her. It is strange that you would use Mako as an example of "nobility and sacrifice" to bash the Sussex's. 

I'm not even a fan of royalty at all. But it just goes to show how much nonsense and misinformation surrounds this couple that you would misunderstand the situation in Japan and use an 
example of a Japanese princess taking literally *the only course of action she had available to her if she wanted a husband* as a stick to beat them with.
Swedish and danish Royal have a LEVEL! But NOT THIS PERSON M.M.!
 @AJ  As an Asian WOC myself, I’m well VERY well aware of Mako’s situation. Komuro had to sacrifice FAR MORE for true love. Japanese women who marry commoners must leave; the 
Imperial House only allows male succession. The Japanese rules for women forced on Komuro were FAR stricter. Especially when compared to a spare white male from the West like Harry 
who’s free to marry whoever he wants, isn’t immediately forced to leave if he marries a commoner, and is currently demanding taxpayer-funded benefits whilst monetising royal titles. 
Komuro, whose choice I fully support and respect, has rightfully chosen to completely reject royal privilege, and live a normal life in the same country as Harry. She doesn’t expect 
Americans—who reject the idea of monarchy—to call her a princess. She has not abused her royal status in the way Harry continues to, and for that Komuro should be applauded for her 
bravery and true financial indepdence.



 @A wild Rose  ITA it’s surprising they haven’t had titles stripped, or chosen to let go of them themselves. They do no official public service, aren’t UK tourist draws, and live far from Sussex 
in a completely different continent. Why are US residents still in the Line of Succession whilst monetising titles in a non-Commonwealth country that has rejected monarchy since 1776? 
Surely the Sussexes should chose to be Mr and Mrs Windsor if they truly want to distance themselves from royalty altogether like ex-princess Mako Komuro has?

Also, I’m not monarchist at all, but even I can recognise how beneficial the Earthshot Prize is for different communities around the world. Meanwhile, the Sussexes trailer is a symbol of 
pure monetisation of royal status alongside a big US corporation. This project is an extended advert about a 1 percenter, non-working royal adjacent couple who badgered Harry’s 1 
percenter elderly father, and 1 percenter dying grandma (dealing with bone cancer as well as her husband’s death) for money. The private jet addicted Sussexes bought their McMansion 
from a Russian oligarch, their extended stay in Canada involved staying at another Russian oligarch’s mansion (whilst furious Canadian taxpayers paid their security bill), and now there’s 
this pic of Meghan crying next to an Hermès blanket. In this economic climate, the monetisation of royalty and tone deafness of this project is utterly bizarre.
 @meL Lo  Spot ON! They're so far in their petty self victimization and revenge plot that they failed to notice all the ironies and sheer hypocrisy they're committing. I can have empathy for 
the 1%. Everyone goes through something but these two are much too far removed from reality and are beyond tone deaf at this point. I've seen the like to dislike ratio of this netflop 
feature and it's insane. But yet will they stop! I thought it was an MM issue but both of them are equally complicit in this. The fact that grown adults staged a whole manifesto to be 
independent but had zero clue on how to actually make money besides badger bank of dad and bank of grandma is the most shameless ridiculous thing. They say they stand for one thing, 
but do the complete opposite. Parliament should go ahead and demand their titles stripped. The people of Sussex should demand proper representation or their absolute removal. And 
KC3 needs to step up. Actions have consequences and the optics of having these two act this way is already a stain on his reign.
👎👎👎
Wow, a lot of these comments don't pass the vibe check. 😪
Will they ever just SHUT UP??????  Gosh.  This is tiring!
We are not interested in their victimhood. She said she understood, but she had her own agenda all along. Read Tom Bower's book Revenge. This documentary to do more damage to their 
own  family is a DISGRACE.
Judas
I love how people act like they can't fathom why they want go give their own side of the story, when the British media make up stories every second about them. They have Meghan 
Markle as a drop down option other online New websites and you want to tell me they are not obsessed.

Some of ya in the comments throwin hate soundin real stupid. They been said from long ago they was gonna come out with this! ya haters literally stay pressed about them. Pipe down!
“No one sees what goes on behind closed doors” yea Harry that’s right, because that’s how you wanted your life, that’s what you begged for and wanted to “escape” royal life for so WHAT 
ARE you DOING?! All I wanted for you what for you to happily life a quiet life. What you’ve started has led you to the point of no return. What will be left once the networked squeeze out 
all the bitterness frustrated and hatred all the family secrets? What will happen then? They’ll dump you and move on.
I don’t care what everybody says, I want to watch it 😍
The Hermes blanket
They are so gross. Self obsessed narcissists.
🙄🙄
Very sad that Americans care about Royal elites.  The whole point of America is rejecting the ridiculous mythology of kings and queens and a ruling class.
Will be a top watched documentary! Can’t wait to see it! 😄
I thought they wanted privacy?
Seriously! Who wants to .... tf



love story of 2 people hitting 40 lol
No, Meghan, it doesn’t make sense hearing the story from you. After so many lies, who believe in you?
Lying liars who lie!
I just hope the kids don’t get titles
Lying isn't the vibe.
🤮🤮
 @B Perez  if you don’t like Harry and Megan what are you doing watching the trailer? 😂😂 go invest your energy somewhere else
I'm going to admit it, I've become a troll because of these two. How can prince Harry do this to his own brother when he already didn't let prince william see his grandmother before she 
died. Releasing this trailer when his brother is promoting Earthshot here in the US?? As an American that is very family oriented I'm sickened!!💔🤮
Poor meeeeeeee 😩 Poor usssssssss 😩
Day ☝ one, I’m there 👍 yasss 🙌💕🔥
Very lovely couple.... Power couple.. Yeah👍👍👍
Amazing how the camera man just happened to be there when Meghan was crying🙄 she is as fake a $3 bill.
Repulsive
I gotta give it to Netflix. Everyone will watch this so they have accomplished their goal but how is this any good for the Harkles. We shall see
Princess Pinocchio will manipulate you? Let’s see!
Looks interesting. I'll watch when it's available.
Aren't they divorcing or something?
?!?!?!?! Stupid !
Who cares!? There is war, economical crises and still virus everwhere ! I had enough of this greedy family in the UK and the extension in California as well. Please don’t watch it- it will make 
the rich super rich … it is time to turn the focus on teachers, nurses, doctors! Everyday normal people… they are hardworking and real heros! Not these one be celebs, who had to marry a 
prince to be famous or to born into a family which is disfunctioning for decades now!!!
The only reason she is hated so much is because she's half black and she's a strong woman. That's sad and disgusting, face it the good looking prince is with a half black woman and he got 
half black kids 😂😂😂😂😂
But I thought they didn’t want to be on the public eye 👀 I mean, that was the reason to leave the royal family… right?
Lies lies and mores lies
This is getting really old.  And boring.  There is nothing interesting about either one of these people.  They’ve accomplished nothing.  Netflix you got sucked into their scam.
Lotta haters in the comments
Wow the vitriol in these comments….  Hmm wonder why they felt the need to speak their truth. Anyone here ever been in their position or walked their path? I have empathy for others 
no matter their backgrounds or struggles. Hopefully someday as a society we will stop judging others.
🤢🤮
They could have gone to Iowa and no-one would even know or care. It's a misconception they are so loved and well known here. I love in Pennsylvania and if I say their names rarely does 
anyone even know what I'm talking about. They're in a bubble. They could have gone away with their chickens and be long forgotten by now. People move on. They could do charity work 
from iowa. But no. They love all the staff and security around their clown show. Who takes two years and 28 producers to put out a podcast which is completely pathetic. No-one cares 
about their Love story.
Okay, so after spilling 17 PROVABLE lies on Oprah they expect us to believe anything they act out in a Netflix docuseries??? What a joke! I guess they are going to re-enact the wedding 
which happened 3 days before the wedding as well? Hopefully they added footage of Meghan pushing a baby from her loins as well...seeing will be believing (NOT🤣).
The narcissistic women is on the move....again and Harry the puppet is stringing along.



She was treated badly at first now they have both behaved so badly, no sympathy...

The comments on here are making me smirk.  "I thought they wanted complete privacy", even though neither of them has ever said any such thing.  If there are public figures that I don't 
like, I tend to ignore them.  Why are you here?  Is someone compelling you to watch? You want them to go away, but every single one of you is going to watch that documentary.
My violin for these two grifters is microscopic
So many people struggle to heat their homes this winter, in the UK - give us a break! Take your millions and just go.
They are so two-faced! We want our privacy! Of course you do:(
Professional Victims
No Meghan it doesn't  make more sense to hear the story from you two.  You are proven liars, trouble makers.  Your atrocious behavior over the last 4 years says it all.
Yes Meghan and Harry you are the victims of the evil Royal family!! Yes you want to protect your family by exposing them to millions of viewers. Common you only want to draw attention 
and more money!
I'd bet my entire Christmas on the fact they aren't all lovey dovey when camera's are off & that Harry is in fact miserable. His wife is a narcissist & he's in the de-valuing stage, soon this 
marriage will end like I and everyone else I know have predicted. Netflix I hope you've learned working with these two are impossible and if you want a true hit on your hands again, 
release the footage you have showing what a mega narc b*tch the wife is, how she berates not just her husband the former prince but everyone around her, is a control freak and how 
Harry is wanting out but hates to admit to all his family and friends that he's lost that they were right about this witch. It's coming. Release the real tapes Netflix, everyone who's dealt with 
narcs know as often as your cameras were around the mask slipped several times and you have it to show the world, if you did you might get an increase instead of a loss of subscribers 
and return to having a hit show.
Would they ever just please take a rocket ship to another planet. Absolute vile poisonous people.
I guess Netflix is out of ideas to gain back those subscribers losses
BRING BACK MARCO POLO, BY FAR YOUR BEST SHOW
Well good for them! Everyone in the world has everything to say about them all the time (good or bad), why shouldn’t they be able to talk about themselves if they want? Everyone else is. 
I could see how it would be important for them to tell their story from their own words. 
If some people disagree, simply don’t watch it, but there’s no need for nasty comments. 
I wish them the best ❤
So here for it!
Oh not another pity fest & faux love story . What a waste of our money Netflix!!

0:23 Do we even know if she was sobbing with that Hermès blanket by her side? 😂 And who takes a picture like that unless they WANT to document perpetual victimhood? So on brand!
He's her puppet.
A lot of people here in Germany ask why are they doing all this?
The comment about “when the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make sense to hear the story from us?” - actually no Meghan, it’s important to hear the “story” from all sides, because each 
person often has significant bias. And hearing your “truth” has proven to be just “how you felt” and not actually the truth at times.
I like watching stories about narcissists and murderers on Netflix. Of course I'm watching it 🍿
Yet here you are commenting.
That's right. Knowing that the royal family wouldn't be able to make any responses, this is such a genius move 👏



I agree with you that they can say whatever they want but I hope you understand where the nastiness is coming from. It's not just a random petty thing. People are tired of these two and 
are now speaking up. 

It's also sending a clear message to Netflix that people are not only tired of these professional victims but that we also do not like any shows they create. And everyone is free to air their 
anger as well. 

But thank you for your comment. Very sensible and balanced.
 @Sam Brian  Respectfully, disagree. It sounds like all the people who constantly complain about Harry and Meghan are the “professional victims”. People literally spend chunks of their day 
stalking any content relevant to the Sussex’s just to leave hateful, nasty comments that are not justified. People in these comment sections act like Harry and Meghan personally insulted 
them or did something to them, despite having never even met them; and yet these people behave as if theyve been inconvenienced by them speaking for themselves, or hurt by their 
very existence. 
Harry and Meghan have done nothing to these people, and yet they never stop complaining about them, sounds like “professional victims” to me, but that’s just my opinion.
I think it's when she lost the baby. Allegedly she was pregnant and had a miscarriage.
Pretty sure if you just suffered a loss, you wouldn't be photographed alone??
Money and I suppose general narcissism and nastiness of Markle.
Yes! Im so glad you said that you read my mind!
You’ve heard it from the royal side lol they run the British media 😂
 @H S So true.  They have had an agenda against her as well as the British media.  They go hand in hand.
Everyone has a different perspective. No two people in any given situation will see and feel the exact same thing.
 @H S  Yeah, sure, like the archbishop  of Canterbury... The man had to publicly correct that he had committed no crime and had married the Hakles three days before the actual marriage, 
as Harry's wife claimed with one of her many lies.
“at times” 😂 you have a generous spirit.
 @H S  Which is why meghan and harry are in it all the time. PS Murdoch is neither part of the royal family nor British but youre close enough in none of your comment
But hearing all sides might reveal the actual truth and they can only get paid for selling lies
ABSOLUTELY!!
“Recollections may vary.”
we hear the RF side daily thru the BP the RF mouthpiece
let's start from basics people: is there any story to tell at all?
and Meghan is a proven liar.
Just like how they got married 3 days before their official wedding!  Megaphone is pathetic!  Queen Elizabeth was spot on when she said "recollections may vary!"
But more importantly, what high stakes?! Nobody cares.
17 lies on Oprah interview or were their more?
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  yeah maybe I was being too generous. I wanted to at least acknowledge that she’d been truthful once or twice 😂
 @Sofi Roniki  exactly. What stakes are we talking here? Millions of royal money? Castles and jewels?
No one wants this.

For the love of God! :)))) so the People Who wanted privacy made a whole documentary :)) they lied Time and Time again and they are Still not done! What an absolut insult to his family....
Professional grifters.  Enough.



Never trash family no matter what…we all come from different levels of broken families but trashing them especially if they are the reason you have a platform is just low
Its actually kind of impressive how powerful a hold this woman has over Harry. She's got her own personal royal puppet.
Protecting family by releasing private footages. The hypocrisy is staggering. Vile couple, their envy of William and Kate is very apparent
I can't wait to watch this.  There's a reason why he left and people should know.
We need privacy and I need to protect my family so I’m making an invasive Netflix documentary to make more money than I could ever spend.
Now just a thought but I think they would rather be in the public eye and slightly richer (they would already have more money than they can reasonably spend) than have any kind of 
privacy and be the tiniest bit poorer.
I'm living for this comment section! I literally came here to say all of this.
Can't wait for the tea ☕. Release date December 8th
0:25 The way this passive aggressive pic centers the future monarchs shows how bad Meme is trying to provoke the future king and queen of England since she’s so obsessed with them 
cause they are the reason she will never be queen. Too bad for her the dynamic duo will not even dignify her existence, much less her drama.
Lol. And this is why you had to go to school shootings with your entourage? To get that Netflix footage. But we won't see that because of the strong response to it
What a TRAINWRECK!😅😅
Os admiro totalmente! Ansiosa pra ver ❤
"I had to do everything I could to protect my family"... Aren't William and Kate family?
Yawn 🥱  
I will take great pleasure in not watching thanks
Thank god I cancelled my Netflix  subscription
Disappointing. Harry was a nice Prince before Meghan was in that family for just two years, why continue to talk about his inlaws. She doesn’t talk about her ex husband. If Netflix 
continues with them I’m canceling subscription.
😭 wah wahh, daddy only gave me 25 million to move to Cali 😢wah 😭 wah 😫 

Harry, you’re a disgrace to everyone. How dare you treat the family WHO GAVE YOU EVERYTHING, Like this. I’m sure your reality show “love story 🤮 “ will be absolutely friggin ridiculous 
bc that’s what you are. And this is coming from a liberal
Minded American. Yes we see right through you too.
🤢🤢🤢🤮
well the RF has been trashing them through the BP for years
 @diane carder  what rock have you been under..show me the Oprah interview, Spotify podcasts and Netflix shows that the royal family has done. Show me the interviews they have given 
where they even utter one word about Meghan and Harry. How nuts can you be to support these 2 frauds 😂
Perfectly stated.
 @diane carder  the British press trash the RF too 🙄 just yesterday they jumped on the Ngozi race story real quick. They only care about the money. And drama always sells
Yea we already know. She gets offended at everything. Even when Mariah calls her a diva. No wonder she was so miserable
He left because that‘s what narcissists (Meghan) do = alienating their victim (Harry) from their family.
He left because he got trapped by a narcissistic manipulative wife that controls the narrative.
harry's wife spends the money very fast, so they will need more than 1 netflix season.
The Bible says that when a man gets married, his priorities are no longer his birth family, but instead his wife and children



 @Isla Caney it never said that. You are misreading it. It just says that a man will leave his parents and be joined with his wife. It doesn’t mean that just because a man marries he abandons 
his parents and other family members. The Bible also says that children should respect/honor their parents. Have Harry and Meghan behaved honorably towards their parents and other 
family members. Instead of resolving their issues privately they have continued to publicly trash them much the same way Meghan’s siblings and dad went to the press about Meghan
 @wiggly103  good points but the Bible also says parents should not provoke their children. Respect is a two way street. And when your child gets compared to a chimp by the British press 
and your future king dad is too posh to have your back, and condemn racism to the press - that’s pretty hurtful. Or when your other dad is so desperate for attention, he airs out all your 
dirty laundry - that’s pretty loathsome. I see Harry and Meghan’s side of this as well. They have a right to tell their version of events, just like the rest of us do.
So just how exactly does making a documentary about their lives protect their family?  🙄

This is outrageous. Couldn't this have waited? Or even better: Not happened at all?! The late Queen Elizabeth's funeral was just a few months ago, Charles isn't not even crowned King yet. 
And BAM there's another lash at the royal family. Harry and Meghan are so privileged and yet they keep complaining and telling the same old stories over and over again. They wanted 
privacy and still try to be as public as possible. Yeah they had some struggles, but we all jolly well have! There are worse things in life. Get a grip and move on!
5.7K likes vs 20K dislikes 1 December EST 11:35am
Total trash
Go on Netflix be brave.  An hour ago there were 50% more dislikes than likes!  Show us the numbers...
Blah, blah, blah. Not watching it.
Here comes the dead witch’s worshipers whining in the comments
I can't wait ✨
I am so excited for this   ♥
Why did they decide to make this? $$$$$$$
They wanted privacy so no one could see behind closed doors but they are making sure those doors never close. We have never stopped hearing their story. Their story has been nothing 
but lies manipulations bullying race baiting and cult syndrome. Go be private and disappear like you wanted. Your number has been called out so many times. Time for charges of traitor to 
the crown and country and stripping of titles.
(Day 4) of asking to be on season 2 of Wednesday
I hope they included her burger commercial, because that’s classy .
I don't think William and Kate worry about what Harry and Megan are doing.  I think they expect H & M to pull something in an attempt to 'outshine' them.  The problem is, they can't ..... it 
just looks sad and pitiful for Harry and Megan.
🤢…..🤮
Harry "I want my privacy" also Harry "here's the trailer to my new Netflix doc"
Have we not heard NOTHING but their story ... from them?!?!?!  Who else is talking about it BUT THEM ???
Why did you do this documentary?  💰💸💵🤑
Harry is only selling his private life just for the desire to be a millionaire in the easiest way, he says he wants to protect his family but the reality is that he will end up exposing them and the 
press will not let them.
Flaunting such private moments with millions people over and over again is almost never a sign of a healthy relationship. 
You can see everything wrong with today's modern world through their actions and behavior, and their "story".
A truly happy person usually doesn't feel the urge to do something like this.
5.7K likes vs 20K dislikes 1 December EST 11:35am
 @Name  Really?  Thanks for that.  Very telling.  Can you keep the comments section updated?



And the 90210 BJ scene
Lol
I don't think the rest of the royal family is any classier- tampon king, sidepiece queen, prince of pegging, yacht girl Kate , pedo Andrew...
NO she is against women objectification. She is an icon of female empowerment, an activist and a FEMINIST. She is a 🤡 queen. Y'all jealous cause you can never be as smart and feminist 
as her. Stop draggingg her down. She is the classiest 🤡 ever
 @Daneene Postell  don't forget all the times she was a bimbo, oh wait that's everyday
 @cutie pie  I'd love to ask her, if you could go back in time would you not do the Deal or No Deal gig? I bet she would still do it cos she wouldn't be where she is without having objectified 
herself and without the beauty she was born with. You can't have it both ways
And the cringe worthy Ellen skit
So glad people are clocking him(and her). Personality issues galore.
😂
Strange innit?
Dont forget his book too
Harry and Meghan are negative and are making money out of it... what a legacy for those 2...
 @Fa Ver  Deflection of your negativity due to jealousy.   if you had more money than they do you would not be here making dumb comments.  See Luke 6:45 so that you can off load your 
negativity and use positivity to make the world better and maybe you would become rich at some point.
This is the exact description of privacy. Show, and tell when they want it and how they want it.
when was the last time u saw a photo of Prince Archie or Princess Lili? you guys r obsessed with Harry n Meghan . notice how they didn't use their title bit you guys still find shit to bitch 
about and u all r gonn watch every minute and make them richer. lol haters r payers. stay mad
 @Anita Juhász not really this is freedom, private is keeping your problems for yourself and sharing with people close to you- not the entire world like a tv star
 @Felix Rudder  And this is a "dumb" comment, including your twisted, convoluted logic. THEIR negativity is literally mind blowing. As for "jealousy?" Grow up and put on your big boy 
panties. It's not about money. And as for quoting Scripture, stop using one text to make your bizarre logic stick. Long ago I married into a wealthy family, that I also left LONG ago. I am no 
longer wealthy, and am by far happier. My BEST decision ever. Scripture makes clear (look it up yourself, ALL verses pertaining to wealth), that most rich people will NOT be in heaven. It 
actually says "...scarcely shall a rich man enter the kingdom of heaven..." and "The love of money is the root of all evil." These two are raking in mega millions via trashing BOTH families in 
world wide media, professional victims. Meghan can cry racism; however, she also has nothing to do with her own family. She and Harry have fired numerous employees, or employees 
have quit due to their abuses. So, basically everyone that stands up to/disagrees with her is racist, etc., SHE is the suffering victim of ALL these people that have stood up against her, she's 
right, everyone else is lying? Give me a huge break!

 @Felix Rudder  I don't have the desire to be rich or famous, nor am I jealous. I am perfectly content with literally saving people's lives every single day. Why would I be jealous of 2 people 
who are not able to get along with their families (yes, both sides) and who are so self-absorbed... They could have done something great, but they chose this instead, sad, really sad...
Harry "my only job is to be eternal son of Saint Diana" , Harry "Im so dumb and its my family´s fault" , Harry " I just want royal money for no work"
Harry has zero saying in this, it's all (about) her.
Like you wouldn't let carefully chosen pictures of yourself be aired for $100 million dolllars? I let my sister do it for nothing.
 @Anita Juhász  did you mean complain a groan about everything.



 @Felix Rudder  Right, just as they are using their "positivity" to make the world a better place. Yep. Totally. Not bashing in their family at all... and definitely not for money, either. 

Isn't it funny how outraged they were when they learned that Lilibet and Archie wouldn't get the HRH title (and associated TAX-paid salary) - even though they chose to leave the Royal 
Family. For privacy. Oh, wait-
There's a difference between letting people see parts of your life, and invasion of privacy.
They disgust me.
 @pam0626  Why?
Exactly 😂 doesn’t make sense does it?
Harry is the chihuahua of 🤮 M.M.
 @Felix Rudder  So you’re saying rich people wouldn’t comment here?  And your third comment sounds pretty hypocritical, like Harry.  Millions of dollars doesn’t stretch as far as it used to, 
and they are barely millionaires, especially spending part of it on a mansion they can now barely afford the mortgage on.
 @Phillip Parr  Please explain that to the Harkles.
 @Susan H  I do not know what this is.

 @Taylor Monte we don’t have to find things that they do, they shove it at us all the time. They a whiny crybabies who wanted out of the RF so they can tell crap that they know is false.
He is telling his part of the story and he needs to live too so what it is to you
 @Felix Rudder  "honour thy mother and father" I guess harry and meghan missed that one

 @SHOSH 2609  what is it to United States Citizens?  He is suing to get his International Protected Person’s Protection back. That means we would have to pay for it with our tax dollars.
It’s not him. It’s her. She’s a malignant narcissist and he’s completely brainwashed.
As he should he should profit off them as much as he can.
Ben
But that's not a real quote. Though I'm sure he does want basic privacy, just as Will and Kate have asked for privacy directly, he never actually said this.
 @JSS  he should profit off his own business not his family’s.
 @Teresa Davis  Nope he should profit off his family why shouldn't he because they are royal and can do no wrong. We have to respect them no matter what look at their history at least 
Megan and Harry are not living off a taxpayer's dollars.
Harry: "Cameras give me PTSD." Also Harry, stars in a reality show and opens up the closed doors of his personal life to the cameras. 🤪
 @JSS  that is a crock of shite and you know it. King Charles paid for their first year away from the family, all his money was received from either his dad, late mother or his late Great 
Grandmother. Sounds like he has already made money off the Royals. He wanted to walk away, now he wants to be a extension of the Royal family. It does not work that way. Like The 
Queen said you are either in or out, they chose out. So they should get out and stay out.

 @Teresa Davis  They are out of royal duties but Harry will always be royal he will always be a prince. He wants to be an extension ha please he has royal blood he royal and his kids are too. 
Plus they have every right to tell their story and profit off it. Why shouldn't they why do they have to stay silent and not tell their story. But the royal family gets to look like the angels 
when they are not so what if he did get money. From his dad and grandma if that is true he is owed that money after his years of service plus pain and suffering.
And who makes a documentary about themselves????
 @My SIMulation Channel  you "that's not a real quote" Gandalf "no shit welcome to the internet"...
 @Teresa Davis  u r obsessed



 @JSS  it doesn't bother you to hear a millionaire privledged guy bitvh and moan when ppl are truly suffering?  A guy who says I had to protect my family, as if you don't? A man who wants 
free security off of commoners hard earned paycheck? and tough luck in u?  If not, Netflix has just what you need. I deal with terminally ill ppl who are broke because they got sick. I came 
here for the light hearted laughs but the drama is real
 @Sofi Roniki  comparing paparazzi cameras to a documentary Camera is how we know u deranged haters are haters for the saying of hater. stay less, stay mad pressed bitter n obsessed. 
the Duke and Duchess of Success will continue to thrive while you haters stay mad. lol loser bum bitch 🤣
Yet here you are commenting.
Lmao they’re not forcing you to watch it so why do you embarrass yourself by commenting and giving them more clout??
Exactly this. We’ve all had hard things at some point but we do not all feel the need to flog the hard things publicly for millions.
 @KermitTheFrog  I guess some people are willing to do anything for 💸💸💸
But I think their problems go further than that.
 @Tamara Velkovski  yes I agree they do, it’s pretty sad
And they've been doing this for YEARS
 @Angela  Yes and we’re all tired of hearing about it! Just go to therapy and stop whining on giant platforms
💯👏 Yup. Genuine people don't have to flaunt their sincerity.
I've felt the same thing for awhile. On social media, the couples that post tons of pictures of themselves looking so happy and in love are the ones I know have bad marriages
Its healthy 4 us.., that's your opinion...
I have always felt like their chemistry is forced.
Cry me a river. What a load of self indulgent waffle. Struggle to feel sorry for 2 spolit selfish twats.
Clowns 🤡
This is gonna be fuckin huge....
No, I’d rather not hear a story from proven liars
.....snooze fest....................
Netflix, bring back the OA
Glad they are sharing their truth.💓
Meh!
you gotta do what you gotta do - let them decide how they want to earn their own money, it's their life!! Just mind your own business if you don't agree and don't watch - IT'S THAT 
SIMPLE!!!!
WHO takes a picture of any human while "crying?" Is this how they handle an "emotional moment?" Is this supporting of mental health?  Sadly, these idiots will have their show watched 
by many, as comedic releif for most. They will, however, beleive it reflects on their popularity as the "world Saints" they think they are.  Simply discusting.
Diana would slap the hell out of these two if she were still alive. She gave one big interview only in her life because she was tricked, but then zipped. PRIVACY.
These two went on and on and on with Oprah, books, podcast, documentary ... JESUS! GROW UP!
The time for the release is interesting...Prince William and Princess Catherine are in Bosten, get attention and were loved by people....
MM and PH are so jealous...
Not interested. I love the Crown but you have chosen to give a platform to two PROVEN liars whose goal is to dismantle the monarchy. Much of what is revealed here will be lies and spin. I 
hope you are all prepared for law suits.
This trailer feels more like a psychological thriller about them being like psychopaths lmao
An absolute cringe fest
Where are the kids?



No, thank you!
I just realized something! Isn't it funny that Meghan is the only one who gets to have individual photos of herself? ... I mean, the only time Harry is alone is in the little fragment in which he 
is speaking and the fast photos series of images since he was a child until now, but he has no individual photos like Meghan. So... is this about " 'Harry' & Meghan " or about " Meghan & 
Meghan "?

P.s. It's a bit low to do that when the spotlight is meant to be on William and Catherine (just my opinion). It seems that someone loves being always the protagonist.
God bless the disclosure movement.
Their whole career is just crying about how hard being an ex-royal is with their multi million Netflix and Spotify deals 😂
Oh okay...🤡
"Truth" 
They should have just called it their feelings. Because that's all it is. They want to share their FEELINGS. Fine go ahead. But truth? Verfiably false.
WTF.  It's on a paid streaming service that subscribers pay for.  They should have put it on pay per view cable program.  So it is the business of Netflix subscribers.
 @Nick Ford  considering the amount of trash contents they're already paying for... this could be high class entertainment...just saying.....
One of the point of posting a trailer is to get the feedback of the market. So it is well within everyone's right to air their anger. It is also in the best interest of Netflix to know what sells and 
doesn't. Hopefully they learn and make better business decisions in the future.
Please tiger king them Netflix...... PLEEEEASE
Haha 100%
Yet here you are commenting away.
HAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA
 @Karma D  I'm sorry what year do we live in? Can't voice my opinion?
 @Karma D  you are pathetic
and what about Meghan repeating the poses she once had with her exes?? i mean Harry is an empty shell
This is such a good point
Its always about Meghan and Meghan 🤮
So true
Lady C said they would have been lucky to get $2 million from Netflix
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
And out of that 2 years, she only worked for less than 7 months.
they are humans and just because they are rich it doesnt mean they dont have problems
 @Nina PK  if they've got problems they can go seek help from the right people who can help them. They don't need to make a career and millions out of it.
 @Nina PK  Why are they making money out of their problems? What REAL problems do they have? They are obscene and you are an uneducated moron.
 @Judith Payne  i am uneducated moron? who was rude here?



 @Nina PK  You posted an answer to my comment to you, which for some reason isn't showing, in which you accused me of being rude. I disagree, I say I am not rude, I am being forthright. 
If you can't see that then you give further credence to my original comment and if you cannot take being challenged and defend yourself in reasoned, logical debate then perhaps this is 
not the place for you.
If I may paraphrase markle, you are not here to be coddled just as it wasn't her place in Kensington Palace to coddle staff.
Your original comment was banal, trite, and meaningless rather like her banal, trite, meaningless word salad and your response to me was passive aggressive. Reminiscent behaviours of 
markle herself. Was your comment on the list of comments she gives you people to post? If so, start using your brain to think for yourself.
P.S. Just so you know for future reference, a sentence always starts with a capital letter. 'i' should be 'I' and 'who' should be 'Who'.
Trashy reality show 😂
She wanted to make this documentary because she is a social climber, it is nothing to do that she is black, none cares, she has a trauma of having a black mother, she should deal with her 
issues. Long live the King

So this is how privacy works for them? They demand to live in a quiet and private life and yet film a Netflix documentary about their life behind closed doors? It doesn’t make sense?
Desperados  🤑🤑
Millionaires complaining 🙄 pair of clowns! 🤡
She’s a narcissistic pathological liar. And he is the ultimate beta cuck of all-time. The Prince of Simps. 

Together they are an absolute and utter disaster!
The crown season 6
The Harkles: “We just want privacy, we don’t want titles anymore, we just want to live normal lives”
Also the Harkles: here are all of our intimate photos and moments for $100 mil and demands for titles for the kids. 
This is gonna be juicy … Poor BRF, decades of privacy now gone for money and fame.
Won’t be watching these two!
This is true love
These two attention whores are disgusting! And right after the Queens death …they have no respect ..😤😤
This couple is sooooooo very disgusting it's HORRIFIC!!🤮🤮
To come out with this GARBAGE when the REAL Royals are actually promoting a good cause to the world NOT just THEMSELVES!! 
Wow it's LOW and  pathetic!!🤡🤡🤮
And that right there ... one minute and twelve seconds ... is the total time I will spend on such narcissistic inanity!!  It’s really quite unfathomable, their self-centered delusions!!
Why can’t they show the dislikes.
Petty to drop this trailer on the first day of Will and Kate's US tour. Hopefully, these two get stripped of their titles soon enough
Poor lambs
Prince Harry you deserted your family !! Your brother and dad you say are trapped but here you are sharing your story ! Why not share it all then even your brother's perspective. Duty as 
you know is what your grandmother faced every single day!! Queen Elizabeth we sadly miss and I pray that you do not disrespect her because if you do then you are nothing but a disgrace 
!!
The professional victims
Can't these two just disappear like the privacy they 'claim'  to want. Who wants to listen to a pair of lying moaners
God these 2 are insufferable.
This is why I dropped my Netflix subscription.



WHAT closed doors????
Yep. That's exactly how privacy works. It's about consent. Just like how Kate and Will fight tooth and nail for privacy for their children but they still take them on tours, in front of hundreds 
of cameras, and release photos of them. It's about consent and setting boundaries and showing themselves when THEY want to.
 @Dinah  Seriously? It's not just about the children. If you believe that, I've got some swamp land in Florida to sell you. They both claimed they left the royal family because they wanted 
privacy. They now live a life of complaining in world wide media, trashing BOTH her family and his; raking in mega millions as professional victims. Wow, their behavior is a great example 
for the children they claim to care about. Give me a break!
 @Donna Baardsen  ARE they complaining or are they setting the record straight after not being able to while they were in the institution? And when did they "trash" the royal family? Go 
back and listen to their exact quotes and what they've actually said about each royal. They NEVER trashed them. They told their truth. Also, if I were a child, I'd be proud to see my parents 
standing up for themselves. I'd be grateful they're not raising me in a toxic institution built off of colonialism and racism. I'd rather not live in a family that pits heirs against spare siblings, 
where everything is based on an outdated hereditary model. SO yeah, I'd much rather be free than stuck in a welfare institution.
Ummm yes?
How many times are we going to hear "their truth"
 @Dinah  There is no privacy with consent in a world with the current technology (smart phones and the internet). This is just packaging - controlling the narrative. Clearly they want fame 
and fortune.
 @Dinah  You clearly do NOT understand how the system works.  Shame on you.
Still haven’t seen heir children as well, it’s just them , very weird
100 000 000 usd will open many doors
They can do whatever they want
And don't forget their constant public commentary on the lives of other people who do want to preserve their privacy. Hypocrites.
Nothing about those two makes sense. Their actions and words are all contradictory.
I agree with you.  Poor them, they are struggling, living in a shack, and the children, wherever they are, are barefoot with snot running down their faces. They are having a rough life, we 
have no idea how they struggle.  (yeah right, bite me.)
 @Ann Meyer  they closed the door. They could've got paid from the royal household if they worked. They valued money over serving the people. They had a handsome reward for that, 
inspite of other huge rewards, and a privileged life, most could only dream of. Greed and fame, and self indulgence, is the culprit of these two amoeba's.
They protect their privacy, so they can sell it. Piers Morgan’s words. Make sense now? 💰
Yeah Harry complains that people don’t know what’s going on behind closed doors but at the same time he wants privacy? The math ain’t mathin.
F*ck all the Meghan-hating racists.  We love Harry and Meghan.  We don't mind William and Kate, but Harry and Meghan are more fascinating.
YouTube took that away. You need a special app to see dislikes. 😏
Harry, take off your revenge dress, time to move on.
“When the stakes are this high - doesn’t it make sense you hear the story from us“ - What stakes?
Willy and waity Kaity are getting booed in Boston, this is doing them a favor 😂
5.5K likes vs 18K dislikes 1 December EST 11:23am
The comments here are so vile. No wonder they made a documentary to clarify some things. And her being rich or an actress, you know, her JOB, does not mean she isn’t human with 
feelings. And for the people, who criticise the „behind close doors“ sentences: their privacy doesn’t stop you to have an opinion, say extremely terrible things about her and make wild 
assumptions, without knowing ANYTHING. The tabloids really did a good job to vilify them and you idiots, sorry but you are idiots, believe all that crap. It’s almost exactly like in the 90s 
with Diana, only now every damn person needs to scream their stupid opinion out on the internet, ffs.
“No one sees what’s happening behind closed doors“
Wow what a coincidence. Same with my non-famous family.



And the comments herein illustrate why they left the UK.  Maybe if the British media would just stop monetizing their hate for these two they'd go away.  And, let's face it, Meghan and 
Harry know millions of people will tune in simply to bash them.  It's called "crying all the way to the bank".
We jumped from S5 to S9 and with "Original" Cast
Yes the cámara man, hairstylist and nannies can see what’s happening
Oh that Hermes blanket!!! That’s all I see from this forthcoming drama/Mexican telenovela that stars H&M! 😂

All staged people!!! 😂😆
Harry and Meghan continue to make all these racists feel sick. Many people are rooting for you. Congrats on your new show :)
0:42 not when you're a self-absorbed, sociopathic liar.
If she is going to die, make it quick.
sorry, won't be watching.  may actually cancel Netflix.
Do we need this?
These two are so calculated
Maybe we can see some of that entitlement and trying to push woke agendas from the two of them in the US...
The timing of this advert, as well as the other desperate attempts to gain attention is pathetic!!…
Whinge, whine, moan, groan......rinse and repeat.
More lies coming to Netflix sooon
Their privacy 😂
I guess a raging pandemic and the cost of living crisis isn’t all that high stakes for these comfortable millionaires.
She must be referring to how she bet it all on the one card she had to play (that’s right the Race card) and now is persona non grata on two continents, hemorrhaging money with no future
 prospects in sight because of what a failure EVERY ONE OF HER PROJECTS has been. 
the ones that she stabed the RH with.
Seriously trying to figure that out 😂 probably some stakes she’s lying about or doesn’t fully understand lollll
Stakes to get her mermaid voice back... Privately 😂
When there is this much money involved. That's what she means.
I think she also wants to clap back at unflattering articles, the Tom Bower book and bullying allegations.
I nearly spat out my wine (didn't) "when the stakes are this high"?  Does he really not see his privilege? Does he really not understand his privilege?  He thinks it's a poker game?
They think they are important.
Exactly. And no it doesn't make sense to hear it from them, as they only ever lie.
Their egos
What stakes.? What Netflix paid them . And by “ them” I meant HER. She’s the one behind this circus. Leave it to Meghan Markle to sell her soul, her husbands and family to make a buck 
and still try to make us feed sorry for her. Pimping her husband like there’s no tomorrow. Cancel her.
 @Laura S.  I know Harry isn't too bright but he is still a grown man who has/had more wealth & power & fame than Meghan could have even dreamed of before marrying him. He's just as 
responsible for the circus.
Whenever people actually care about them or not
 @Antoinette H  The… Belmont Stakes? 🤣 My ‘patron’ <— means ‘boss’ in at least 15 languages - used to tell his wife we were attending auctions at Sotheby’s and I used to drive us out 
to Belmont in the Towncar and we would bet on horses all day - this man would GIVE ME $500 a day to learn how to play like him. 1990s $500 😳 He never had any children. Meghan and 
Harry behave as though they never had any parents or family and that is a Godforsaken lie.



 @Susana M. nailed it
Filet mignon perhaps? 🥩🥩🥩
 @Elizabeth  great now I'm hungry
 @Minu Ishaq  100% agree with you !
You nailed it!  What stakes???
Waiting to be the future king and queen 👑💖
 @Glory  only ppl mad are the delusional waiting Kaity fans angry that Megan is prettier and outshines her all day .
😂
NGL, if people's business is out out there my noisy butt is gonna listen & watch.
The jealousy that oozes from this comment...
Keyword... nonfamous  
Your family isn't famous, so no one cares. The narrative is gonna be there for them regardless because unlike your family, they are famous.
And that’s the whole point!  Nobody WANTS to see what happens behind closed doors
 @MuvaofPearl   Lol Exactly! The haters are having to work overtime with the award and now Netflix preview. They are just overworked running around leaving nasty comments on every 
video they can’t not watch about people they “don’t care about.”  😂
Said the person, who always felt he was in a fishbowl and therefore wanted privacy - and is now selling his private life to the media (which he also claims is responsible for his mother's 
death).
Well obviously you want to see, because you are here watching this video 🤣
 @MuvaofPearl  Same applies to celebrities'  private lives. They should up do their photo ops with whatever charity they want to highlight. The Sussexes and others like are no more special 
than anyone else on the planet.
So it is easier for the machine to create lies about them.
Exactly. Your family aren't _famous_. Why would people be interested in them. No offence
 @MuvaofPearl  duh. It’s a situation for ALL families, whatever your status are or how famous you are. They are stating a normal family setup but they made it sound dramatic lol

FYI I don’t love nor hate the royal family just found that one remark funny/weird
Hahaaha exactly 👏😭😭😭
😁😁😁
But does anyone speak about your non famous personalities 😒 are you followed every where? Threats sent to you? Media debates happening about you?
 @TobalinaC  speak for yourself. I'm absolutely interested
 @MuvaofPearl  The only jealous one is Meghan.
😅✅
except that lots of media make their living out of inventing stories about Harry and his family. When they are doing that to you and yours, come back to complain.
Quite right - we only see what's happening behind closed doors when people want to be famous - like all reality TV shows! And of course they want to 'control the narrative' - tell us what 
we should be thinking about them. I'm not buying it.
Interesting take. 
Now tell us......does the media and hateful nasty disgusting morons in the Public & even your own family attack you, hound you, make up all manner of salacious gossip about you, slander 
you & push libelous claims against you... which millions of hateful nasty morons believe and spread and use as a reason to hound you, slander you libel you  & try in every way possible to 
utterly destroy you, your family & your career?......no?  Then shut your mouth & take several seats.



Get a life
Why can't they leave it that way?
Lots of Zoom meetings with Meghan doing the dealing.  While Harry is juggling,  playing polo or playing with their three therapy dogs.

 @Dem  Yes you made me see the obvious nonsensicality of this cliche uttered in her portentous dramatic voice.  I'd say the door has been fairly open already with their interviews.
Right
Seems to suggest with the "Cut-To-Meghan-With Hat" - she saw! Like in drama, impeccable perception, astute free mind. But ... haven't all the measly few moments been recounted? Who 
is interested in Harry changing his socks and Meghan being mad at him, while he cries - - - surely what's going on behind closed doors in Montecito.
His mother died because of that family, he has every right to protect his current one
Nor do they care, cause it’s none of their business.
Isn’t that the point of privacy and choosing to live a private life? These two are the pits 😂.
 @Kris LV  She died because her driver was speeding and drunk.
🤣🤣🤣
So stupid - she only married him to destroy the Royal family. She loves publicity and they didn’t give it to her.
 @Ellie5621  I went  to this site just to comment! I never liked her.
Your not supposed to see what goes on behind closed doors
 @Office Yoga   Well, keep viewing those videos and perusing the media and enjoying all the real estate that jealous person who doesn't know you exist takes up in your mind.
 @Vici Payne   Yeah we know. That’s what’s so nuts. I mean there are definitely celebrities I don’t like but when I see them online or on tv I move on to something else. I don’t go to videos 
about them or follow what they are up to just so I can comment on how much I hate them🙄
 @Ellie5621  It's hilarious.  They are obsessed.  Honestly what would they do with their time w/o Meghan? 

Hating Meghan and ironically boosting her with attention is helping the person they supposedly hate.  But they can't stop or hide their true feelings.  They love her so much...they can't 
look away.
 @MuvaofPearl  doesn’t know you exist either and wouldn’t stop to help you of you were on the ground dying.  You are pathetic it’s sad.  You have a sick fascination with me.
🤣🤣🤣 the same thi g came to my mind 🤣🤣🤣 Belky laugh!
 @MuvaofPearl  But she is only now famous because of Harry, before she was just a Z list actress on a show nobody had heard of. But now the most they are famous for is moaning and 
bitching about their families and it's so hard to live financially. Give me a break.
who even is the woman lol, she just married a prince but just selfish horrible personality it seems
😂😂😂 quite a hilarious comment.
🤣🤣
 @MuvaofPearl  😂 Exactly! You know the first thing they’re gonna do tomorrow is check their phones for more videos  so they can spread more hate. And in the meantime they are 
Giving the videos & post more views and more traffic…..Oh and also in the meantime, Harry and Meghan don’t even know they exist Lol.
 @MuvaofPearl  keep commenting on random people like the desperate loser you are. Maybe Megain will invite you over to go shopping or something.  Lol.  She wouldn’t p!SS on you if 
you were on fire.
 @MuvaofPearl  and you keep being obsessed and jealous of the Princess of Wales just like MeMe.
 @NTL68  and no seatbelts
They are famous to you, because you wants them with that status but for me they are two opportunistic. All this is acting because how they said we don’t what is happening behind Netflix 
leave their home.



 @Rohan Machado  I'm not sure seat belts could've saved her. But, maybe.
 @Office Yoga  Who?  
I'm asking because whoever that is doesn't mean that much to either of us, given this video and comment section isn't about them.
 @Office Yoga  But she sure is taking up all the real estate in your head.
 @Pinky Almeroth  Too late.  I'm sure if they gaf, they'd thank you all for the free attention and publicity, tho.
 @Kazzer W  Okay... I really don't care why she's famous???  BUT YOU DO, which means, she won.
 @TobalinaC  Sooo, you're calling yourself a nobody?  If nobody cared why is this comment section full??

That's what's funny. Yall claim to hate but the fact is...if you did, you'd ignore her.  But you can't, even when it benefits her.
 @UnMemorableUsername  Do they have to be famous ? Harry and megan are claiming that no one see what goes on behind closed doors, like every other billion of families on this globe , 
and they claim they want privacy ,but they are shouting out to the world look at me look at me we suffer like you do, but they forget the rest of the billion people in the world suffer behind 
closed doors too and they are not running around shouting look at me. They dont have 15 million dollar mansions and $5000 blankets, drive in limousines, have luxury life style like harry 
and megan do.  They brought this drama of being kicked out of the royal family themselves and now they are whinging about how they are suffering behind closed doors.    If megan didnt 
want this drama she should decided to marry a homeless man.
 @MuvaofPearl  its more people are watching to see how more stupider she and harry can go.  No one is obsessed with her, she is the one who is obsessed with being the next "princess 
diana" and she is obsessed with attention seeking even more now because harry got kicked out of the royal family and he has no money , so they need to make money by creating more 
drama.  They want privacy but they are sure keeping themselves in the spotlight even day  isnt it
 @Ellie5621  I want them to get what they deserve like the rest of us. No sympathy. If they wanted to be treated like royalty they ought to put up and shut up.
All right, that's enough of the comment section for me. I literally LOL and woke up my household. I blame you hilarious internet people!! 🤣🤣🤣 Keep up with the truth and blow the BS
 back in their faces! ❤
 @MuvaofPearl  So famous they gotta work with Alec fing Baldwin 🤣🤣
 @MuvaofPearl  She famously put 'Caucasian' as her ethnicity in her bio when she started out in Hollywood, you defending a grifter 🤦🤦
 @Ellie5621  👍14k  👎93k     
 @MuvaofPearl  and I’m taking it all up in yours.  You are sad and pathetic.  Move along sugar.
 @MuvaofPearl  you are such a loser.  Next comment gets you blocked.  Stop stalking me psychopath.
😅
 @Kris LV  that doesn't even make sense. She died in a car accident in France.
but hang on, they apparently had no privacy!
 @Frances  she was hunted down like a prey animal…you have no idea if you weren’t an adult around that time,..there was no regulations for the paparazzi when it came to Diana…are you 
for real…it was a disaster waiting to happen. If it wasn’t in 97, someone would’ve gotten hurt …it was a ticking time bomb with the paparazzi and Diana
Actually, I've been watching you this whole time through your keyhole.  I see what happens behind your closed doors.

But don't worry.  I won't tell.
 @doubleOT  YouTubers get paid 💰for views, not for likes. Sorry.
 @N.G  Hmm Let’s see🤔 Coming to a video just to give a thumbs down and comment on something they’ve never seen actually makes them the simps and insincere, not me Lol. But 
thank you for clearing that up and showing why all these haters should not be listened too.



 @Vici Payne   Uhm then they actually are getting what the rest of us get. I mean unless you’re a psycho murderer, rapist or child molester etc. we all deserve sympathy & compassion. But 
all Harry and Meghan did was give an interview that put the royal family in a bad light Lol. As if the royal family needed much help. Oh and Harry dares to talk about his mother in speeches 
and Meghan talks about her self too much. How dare she!🤣 So yeah they ARE getting what they deserve in life.
 @Office Yoga  Why threaten? Why not just block me?  Oh yeah... because you're lonely and obsessed. The same reason your commenting on a video for a person you "hate".   

Please do block me. I don't gaf either way stranger.
 @Office Yoga  There is nothing more psychopathic than spending all your free time on a video for someone you supposedly "hate".

But you and I both know that's not true...You want Meghan to be your woman so badly...but too bad she's someone else's wifey.

Again, all of you haters are dumb af.  The attention you give fuels her rise.  If no one cared? She'd go away.

But you can't ignore her because you all secretly love her.
 @J K  Again, it doesn't mattter what you infer of what she's feeling toward whatever other royal... She doesn't know you exist.

But all the attention you're giving is just turning more cameras her way.

It's stupidity incarnate.
 @doubleOT  Why wouldn't someone with w/ a caucasian parent claim that?
 @MuvaofPearl  👍19k  👎 214k Sussex squat wheyouat 🤣🤣🤣
 @MuvaofPearl  nobody is a hater except Megain and it is psychopathic to follow people along in the comments section trolling.  No one made you a psychiatrist so stop acting like you are 
an authority.  Move along loser.
 @MuvaofPearl  sounds like you are the lonely obsessed stalker you just can’t get enough of me.  Why don’t you block me?  😂 😂 😂
“When the stakes are this high, doesn’t it make more sense to hear our story from us?”

WTF is she talking about?
What high stakes? I guess she’s referring not to her own perceived victimhood but to broader problem that it points to and how she’s trying to generically… I mean organically give a voice 
to
For a lot of people who doesn't understand the point of why they are talking about their issues... It's a different type of issue cause this is the way his mother felt. It's equivalent to the 
interview her mom did in the 90s or 80s I think. Sounds like it is the reveal of why they left the royal family
Ok Harry, you've protected your family, we know. Now go on about your life. Please. I wish you and your family all the best ✌👋
...life was so bad... see..I cannot even cry alone but instead I  had someone took pictures of myself in such wonderful setup and light..
How much more "story (bull 💩)" can there be?  These two are giving middle-aged people a bad name.  Releasing this during the Wales USA tour is a major PR mis-step. It only makes 
them appear more jealous, out of control, pathetic and desperate.  They should face the fact that they are WAY DOWN on the line and that they can never compete with William and 
Catherine in ANY arena. EVER!
YES. I will be seated. Getting my popcorn rn 🍿
I completely don't understand just what this couple has done to be touted as much as they are. What humanitarian action? What worldwide women's empowerment? What fight against 
racism? Wtf is really going on here?



And who exactly are the stakes “this high” for, markle?! These two would get a lot more credence if there weren’t so many lies (not least of which was the whining for privacy) or if they 
were actually trying to help people rather than doing everything for cash or to further their brand.
They're both delusional AH
She is even acting (badly) in her own real life documentary. 🙄
Conveniently released when Wills and Kate are in the US. What A holes...
Avoid at all costs.
0:24 this is so Chrissy Teigen, sharing private moments of her miscarriage, then you wonder who took those photos? Who is the third person in the room?
Really? With his brother here in the US. Riigghhtt🙄🙄🙄🤮🤮🤮
It is crazy how many Royal Loyalist are in this chat. William has literally cheated on his wife throughout his entire marriage and Kate has a history of being a nasty, do-nothing woman, but 
you guys still think they are flawless, in a perfect marriage, and above criticism. Charles was implicated in a financial fraud at best, collision at worst, but you guys seem to care more about 
a Hermes blanket. Personally, I am glad that Harry & Megan are giving their side of the story so that it is out there.
When your loved one cries on the chair you don’t film it for Netflix.  It is not what people normally do in the family life
The complete lack of self awareness  on display here is quite astounding.
Jesus ... these two will never ever shut up, won't they?
That's for all the haters who hate on Harry on Meghan
His mother would be so proud of him! 🥰
Wtf is she ever talking about?  🥗
 @Keira S  It just bugs me so much how pleased she is with herself. You know she spends hours gawking at herself in the mirror.
They already did that on the Oprah interview. Keep up.
and on James Corden, Apple TV, Dax Shepard's show, Variety, The Cu*t, Spotify... keep repeating their lies
lol I also noticed the convenience of having a professional photographer present for all those intimate private moments.
yes. sobbing in her hermes. How sad. 😢😢😢 all of us can relate
not to mention the beautiful orchid and the soft blanket that is probably 10k
Yessss 😂
 @Lilli C  that's a Harkles throw! One of a kind!
LOL
And my maids who cleaned my house, my ground keepers who take care of my house, yard, garden and those chickens, my personal shoppers who buy everything we use and need, my 
pool boy, the Nannie’s who care for my children….you don’t honestly think she’s scrubbing 19 toilets and doing laundry?
With the luxurious blanket behind her
 @CarriUSA  at least they’re paying for all that and not living off daddy
 @Sam luca  don't forget merching the SOHO House candle.  Are they paying her?
🤣 🤣  no one can see her sad acting if there is no camera
 @Koinonia  I think you missed the part when they went on tv and complained that daddy wasn’t paying for them anymore
Lol yeah 🤣🤣🤣
@Koinonia, negative. Charles gave them three million post Megxit. Most people would consider three million as absolutely living off daddy.
no proven lies
You have proof Prince William Cheated? And the Princess of Wales what proof do you have that she's mean? you have nothing
she would disown!!  both need shock therapy.  sociopaths



Yes
❤❤❤
The Hermes blanket 😂
Nothing but haters and you wonder why they left because of people like you you make me such to the stomach
🙄🤢
Gosh why can’t they shut up
So they were desperate for privacy and now there is a book AND a documentary on Netflix. Yeah; that makes perfect sense. Everyone who wants privacy writes books and does 
documentaries about themselves.
Hearing they were going to film this was the reason I canceled my Netflix subscription.
And they have to earn a living to keep themselves they don't get no tax payers money so shut up you earn money don't you Joe public well Harry needs to look after his family he was 
chucked out with nothing so shut up and leave him do what he has to do you haters
That’s Prince Harry life after married the wrong woman. He is living in life full of drama with the main actress - Meghan Markle. I feel so sorry for him…
Encore ce couple de pleurnichard , tout le monde il est mechant sauf nous  !!!
Ils sont tous vilains. ,na , 😂 nous on est des anges.!!!
Ils sont complètement beteaux ces deux là,  derrière le beau décor d amour qu ils nous offrent ,les gens aimeraient bien voir l arrière du décor !!!
Ils veulent redorer leur image comme on redore un blason.
Maaaaaaiiiiis ,devinez !!! il est trop tard les gens on tout pigé d eux et savent qui ils sont et ce qu ils sont capable de faire ces deux traitres et grande bouches.
Si pour une fois dans leur vie ils pouvaient fermer leur grande......  ca ferait des vacances a tout le monde,a la terre entière !!!!
Ils se montrent pour essayer de se faire a nouveau aimer du public mais c est mort!!!!
Ils ont pleurer pendant des mois pour avoir une vie privée et ils la vendent pour du fric ces hypocrytes et en plus lunatiques.
La vieille et le naïf sont a côté de la plaque!!!!
J ai radié mon abonnement Netflix quand j ai su que ces deux là y avaient des intérêts,et beaucoup d autres personnes que je connais aussi.🤮🤮🤮🤮
It amazes me how upset people get with these two while the media stays silent on British taxpayers paying millions to settle Prince Andrew’s crimes. After everything these two have been 
put through by their own families and the public, I’m glad to see they’re still going strong while the monarchy is slowly crumbling apart.
Booooo
Here's hoping that their titles are removed after this comes out
These two are a fraud.
Demands privacy, does a reality show.
Will be alot of 💩
Another sad thing about this, is they know none of the RF will comment. They are throwing fits and telling lies about people who won’t/can’t react. It’s disgusting
This looks sooo good - I can't wait to watch to hear thier story. What a scoop netflix!
Meghan and her Prince are just two lovely people... praying for longevity.
Netflix sure are messy. Just when the Prince and Princess of Wales are on tour in the US
Who gives a shit...
Me too
I know right? It feels so unfair to only hear their side, but the RF is keeping it classy and not engaging with their inane drama
Oh they can react..they definitely reacted when people were saying Kate had Botox...
👏👏👏



as usual the RF will have the BP comment for them
you like fiction?   plenty here.  gross.  strip them of their titles - they are useless.
get help.  they are the hired help. irrelevant,  money grabbing liars.  not at all interesting!
 @AskNExpert  you sound like a lost case, cause or whatever the case. If you have such a problem with two adults living their lives then seek some therapy and get over your high horse. 
Throwing Stones to say the least, you're SOOOO PURFÉCK
5.3K likes vs 17K dislikes 1 December EST 11:12am
Ellos los que queria privacidad ellosss jajaajajajjaa
she knew that she would b number 2 and never number 1 everything else is just b..... she needs to show off! poor hary!!!!
Can someone post the like to dislike ratio please?
Can't wait for the DIVORCE episode!!!   Any please, we're waiting for the Markle family series!!
This is a joke..... right?
I bet her pile of BS is higher than the stakes lol
AND ITS NOT ABOUT COMPARING THE TWO BROTHERS AND WIVES I LOVE BOTH WILLIAM AND HARRY KATE AND MEGHAN ITS SO EVIL COMPARING THEM THEY BOTH HAVE THEIR GIFTS 
BOTH ARE EQUALLY WONDERFUL AND BOTH WIVES JUST SICK PEOPLE LIKE TO COMPARE PURE EVIL ITS SHOULDN'T BE ABOUT COMPARING ITS CELLOBRATING BOTH COUPLES AND 
RECOGNISE THAT MEGHAN WAS TREATED UNKINDLY BY PRESS AND ESTABLISHMENT SORRY BUT RASISM IS REAL AND IT HURTS
Give over
Cut off family. Abusive to staff. Grifter, never worked a proper day in their lives, sitting on private jets preaching to us about the environment. Netflix you are scraping the barrel here. You 
should be ashamed for giving them a platform.
Surely not a coincidence to drop this at the very same time his brother and wife are shinning in the US. How predictable those two..
The Duke and Duchess of Victimhood strike again.
Massive pari of virtue signalling narcissits.
Between this and the little mermaid trailer y’all are heated 😂😂😂😂
Isn't it interesting that Netflix drops this trailer the same day that Prince William and Kate arrives in the US?
Pffftttt ... so predictable of the silly Sussex. Everyone knows a petty person like Meghan Markle.
Why did you want to make this?  Great question!  They swore all they wanted was privacy.  Wanted nothing to do with photographers.  Far, far from the spotlight, yet they do anything to 
have their picture taken.  Pure desperation!  Look at me dammit!  Wanted out of the royal family yet, don’t you dare take away our titles!  Without the royal family they’d have nothing!  I 
wonder what the lie count will be.  Will make the Oprah count look like a joke!
Really wish these 2 would bugger off into obscurity like they said they would. How many iterations of the same story do we have to hear about?!
I can't stand that narcissistic bitch anymore.
Dear God take her and give us back Diana.
Oh look my wife is upset and crying. Just let me take a candid photo for no reason at all.
5.3K likes vs 17K dislikes 1 December EST 11:12am
 @Name thank you. Sounds about right.
 @Name lol where we at now?
Me either!! And I hope H is smart enough to make it back to Britain with his kids before!
Yes, because family is so important to them!
be careful of karma when you wish ill on others



MM wanted to be a reality star but didn't get chosen when she audition. Now her dreams have come true.  😂 
From royalty to reality star. What a downgrade!
They dropped it on...December 1st! Who cares if William and Kate are here in the U.S.!  I look forward to this docu-series!
 @george meyer   absolutely! And they arrived yesterday not today.
I don’t think it’s a coincidence 😔
Nobody cares about William and Kate in the USA but British people. Americans barely notice.
I love the fact that it’s also dropped the same time it’s revealed Will’s godmother, who was charged with helping Meghan adjust to royal life, is actually super racist!
Netflix usually drops trailers a week before the air date. We knew this documentary was coming. Who cares if boring Wills and Kate are in the US? I find this more interesting.
 @Olivia  I'm really interested in your comment.
Because they need that royal drama clout.
Nope.
Not really, its the marketing team who puts stuff together and it was probably scheduled because its 7 days prior to release. The marketing team doesn't post stuff live lol - this is planned 
months in advanced.
 @ubax0107  is that you Meghan Mandela ?🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Olivia  she’s not racist for asking the Caribbean / British / African/ whoever she purports to be woman questions about her origin. I am an African woman and that lady overreacted to a 
normal question . What is wrong with people these days?
 @Olivia so? harry’s godfather is a pedophile. What does that make Harry?
 @ubax0107  Hi Meg , nobody asked again If you are OK ? Run to Oprah with another pathetic victim show
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  So if a very rich white woman who's supposed to be welcoming you gracefully to an event being held to honor YOUR WORK walked up to you and moved your hair 
without so much as a greeting, that wouldn't bother you? And when she refused to accept your answer about your own nationality multiple times until she had a piece of information 
confirming her opinion that you are actually a foreigner in your own homeland, that seems totally normal? I am a white American woman, and it seems completely uncalled for to me, 
especially in a person who has been attending high protocol events for 60 years.
 @live life  is that you Wills?
 @Theresa Carreiro  first of all she moved her hair in order to see her name tag. The Caribbean/ African /British lady was gaslighting the old woman, she knew exactly what she was being 
asked . Which is not racist in my view . Guess what , she was dressed in full traditional regalia, so what do you expect ? Stop
making  a mountain out of a molehill. We have bigger fish to fry as a black race . Sheesh!!
 @ubax0107  how is it more interesting? Its the same  whinefest over and over again. unless you yourself love playing victim, oh poor them, poor me , like them
Megan has nothing on Kate. Megan is trashy while Kate keeps classy with her silence and will not play into Megans attention seeking behaviour.
It’s pathetic, it reeks of desperation on their part. Whoever decided to, I’m glad cz it shows up their jealousy and they just can’t handle what’s happening in Boston.
Im curious why thats suspicious or interesting.

 @george meyer  because its unfortunately taken away the spotlight for the people who were actually putting effort in to Earthshot.  these people worked their asses off for this, and Harry 
could have had Netflix wait another day or two....but he didnt...and in his greed, he sabotaged a group of people he has no connection to who are actually trying to make a difference.
Horrific that the Harkles did that! Disgusting behaviour
 @Olivia  Its all calculated.  there's also a new promo for Invictus mostly featuring Meghan that dropped yesterday.  They are shameless and desperate.
They've paid 100 million to Megan and Harry so they have to try and get their money back, hoping that this will... (NOT)  EVERYONE DISLIKES MEGAN SOOOO MUCH
 @Mar Mar  True there are a lot of delusional people out there who think she's a humanitarian who married for love. 😂🤣😂
Will & Kate could arrive any day and nobody would care.



Reaching
🤣🤣 I knew someone would say this 🤣🤣 you are all to predictable and pathetic thier Netflix documentary is not going to stop thier vist to the usa stop being dramatic 🤣
Isn’t it interesting that Charles lobbied for Camilla to be made a Queen, when she split up his household and ruined his kids’ lives?
 @Abundance  who said she’s silent. She lets the daily fail do her dirty work for her. They do that by selling fake Meghan stories to the press. Nothing classy about her and she looks like a 
granny at 40 years old. Imagine what she will look like in 10 years. Same thing goes for Wills.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  you are definitely not African lol
 @george meyer  so true lol
 @Rita S  I find it interesting that you think Harry has that much power over Netflix of who he and Meghan have a 5 year deal to say hey i want you to do this, and that. No, they dont have 
that kind of power over Netflix, you kid yourself!
It's called Marketing!
I know right… attention grabbing at its finest 
Meghan has always done this
 @Koinonia  Except for the thousands who greeted them in Boston
“The trip has been overshadowed by a racism scandal that erupted in the UK while they were en route to Boston. Prince William's godmother, Lady Susan Hussey, was forced to resign as a 
Palace aide after making offensive remarks to a British charity boss. Ngozi Fulani, of Sistah Space, Britain's leading domestic abuse charity for Black women”
Meghan made sure of it , she times it perfectly she’s so jealous of the real royals but this has been her plan the entire time , Harry is very malleable and whipped he do anything she asked 
of him
The RF always kicks themselves in the foot, they don’t need H &M to do it for them.
LOL do people actually follow this stuff?
I'm sure Megs has been locked to her phone checking comments all day. It isn't as if she has a career anymore.😆
  @live life hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh you cracked me up! You're a real baddy! I love how your mind works!
...you should have seen the pathetic attempt at a hit piece on ABC News last night! Some woman who kind of knew the Queen back in the day asked a black woman where she's "really 
from" and ABC News tried to use it to overshadow William and Katherine's visit.
 @Abundance  Too bad Kate and William are really separated.
 @Mar Mar  Not me.  I really like her.
 @Ina Anderson  Yeah she said nothing wrong asking where she is from. Kensington palace overreached
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  👏👏👏 🇦🇺
It's done purposely
 @Olivia  Super racist, what makes her SUPER RACIST?
 @george meyer your actually looking forward to this ?  I wish they would complain about there life somewhere else so it doesn’t show on my feed. There’s actual people struggling in the 
world, not gonna waste any emotion or tears on these 2 🤮
 @Theresa Carreiro  The woman was 83 and worked as a lady in waiting for the Queen. She most likely had no idea that woman would be offended.
Very suspect
 @george meyer  they dropped it because they need that BRF buzz to get people to notice. They are nothing without their connection to that family. She was no one before she met Harry, 
she only gets the time of day because of the BRF.
Smart on them 
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Speak for yourself
 @Abundance  Hateful comments won't help w&k. this is why the world will not accept them. All countries read these remarks.



 @JSS  Smart? More nasty and vindictive.
 @Victoria   More power to them  they should profit off the royal family. Any way they can they have every right to tell their story.
 @JSS  Well they have nothing else to profit from. She was a z list actress in Canada. What a grifter! And they already told their story on oprah...and they lied multiple times...
 @RRD Creates  yes, planned months in advance when they also knew of PoWs earthshot dates
 @Theresa Carreiro  
It Was The Way She Was Dressed, In Complete, What Looked Like, Some Kind Of Native African Garb, With Th
 @george meyer  Re: neil sean on "archie is this really him"
No similarity at all to royal. Meanwhile, they are causing a lot of ruckus to block william and kate's earthshot trip - the racial issue w susan hussy which looks like a set-up and a blow up, the 
netflix trailer, the "award", this picture of "archie" amongst others. Check up on sue smith and richard eden at daily mail, body language guy, amongst others.

In the trailer, megain asked "if the stake is so high, wouldnt you want to hear from us?" What stake? How is it high? They chose to leave the royal family and in any case, titles are 
meaningless, so where is the stake high???
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  fully agree.
 @Koinonia  By nobody you mean the many people who’ve arrived to see them at various events around Boston including the a president himself?
 @Olivia  just like William’s N  a z i   Uniform wearing brother 😂
 @RRD Creates  to the poster’s point… as was their trip. It’s been planned for more than a year that they’d arrive in US right now.
I believe the term is “coat tails” 😂
Netflix are sick fucks too

The woman from Willesden dressed as an African, whose charity refuses to help anyone but black women, in a majority white country , entrapped an 83 year old - that racist do you men?
🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢
Netflix is complicit in the plot to bring down another country monarchy. Shame on you Netflix!
Families do sometimes have many issues BUT Meghan should have made peace, moved away from the UK and still encouraged Harry to speak to his family even if she did not get along 
with them. You can always agree to disagree and show the royals that you have the class necessary to support your husband and fulfill your own dreams as well.
Its called, riding on the coat-tails of their famous family to make a buck
 @ubax0107  interesting???? You're life must be pretty dull if you want to watch these two crybaby millionaires. Find a hobby.
They would probably see in it England. They got YouTube over there too.
And Americans don't want Will and Kate here in America
 @vidinman  Everything and everyone is called racist so it's lost its meaning.
 @10hooper  You don’t speak for every American
 @Ina Anderson  Ngozi Fulani... you mean Marlene, set up the whole act.  In her former tweets she made clear she hates the RF and is a Megaliar supporter.
Not particularly interesting.. Just common sense by the marketing department.
 @Kong akau  👏👏👏
Will and Kate are so dull the local weather report could overshadow them.
I thought the same thing
Brings in more attention doing anything around the same time that W and C do anything lol
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  the lady had every right to feel that way. I think that Some Black people have built their walls as a coping mechanism that some people do not realize when someone 
is being racist, be it overt or covert racism or even ignorance



 @Olivia  someone is … oh that’s Harry
Netflix is an American company. They have no allegiance with the royals, hence they can and will do as they please.
 @george meyer  who cares if dumb & dumber are here in the US??? No one! Not even their so-called deranged fans.
 @Sarah G.  coincidence or not, no one cares when it was dropped, only the fact that it did drop.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  I'm an African-American woman and she did not overreact. One thing you don't do is touch a black woman's hair. There is racial history behind that. If you were 
actually an African woman as you claim, you would know this. It was classic micro-aggressions.

 @Theresa Carreiro  this @globalcitizen1138 person is a troll. I'm African-American and any woman who is African or of African descent would know this was a racial micro-aggression.
 @Abundance  you mean Kate the mute? Sorry, sweetheart. Kate is trash, and heads and shoulders beneath Meghan. This was obvious 6 years ago.

 @Megan Carter  clearly you missed it. Ain't nothing happening in Boston except pissed off people who can't get around normally for insignificant royals that weren't INVITED to be there!
 @Heather HHvS  pedophile Prince, money laundering monarch, cheating monarch in waiting. And they all hang around or have God fathers for pedophiles. So this behavior is acceptable 
to you?

 @Mar Mar  if memory serves me right, their contract amount was not announced by Netflix OR the Sussexes! And the British tabloids put a dollar amount on something they DON'T know 
about! They don't have access to the Sussex, and no one in their camp would every speak to them, so stop! No one other than the Sussexes and Netflix knows what that contract is worth.
 @Office Yoga  well I watched that video, and it it only shows Meghan at the end, so you're a liar.
 @Office Yoga  over 2 decades of humanitarian work prior to meeting Harry. And they look in love to me. The way I see it, people like you are the delusional ones, and always projecting as 
usual.
Yes but I appreciate catherine and William even more now... they are a shining example of how to behave🥰
DISGUSTING!! Trying to jump on the bandwagon of the admiration for the Prince & Princess of Wales. I don’t recall the crowds in NYC for the Over Seas whiners being even close.
 @Victoria   you're clearly a troll. Of course she knew! She's 83, has been part of that household for decades, and it's likely this isn't the first time. This woman was charged to bring Meghan 
up to speed on Royal life, and both Harry & Meghan said there was racism behind closed doors. This isn't an isolated incident, this is a habitual offense!
 @Katie White Greene  That family is nothing without Harry & Meghan, period! Titles don't make leaders, ACTIONS do! Guaranteed the phones aren't ringing off the hook for the 
Lamebridges. Give it up already!
Absolutely planned. They wanted privacy, but never shutup.
Not surprising miss attention  seeker
Extremely jealous woman is Markle.
And of course "they-haters" blamed it all on Meghan...coz Meghan own Netflix, coz Meghan made the lady that received racist comments in BP to told media on the same day W&K visit 
here. coz Meghan created Crown S5..lol...funny how ppl who pro H&M united bc we inspired by their love story n their cause-driven work. W&K fan is a racist hate group spewing racial 
slurs, misogyny and conspiracy theories across social media in the hope of driving Meghan out of RF...but why? coz shes American, not aristocrat. not white enuf? Keep shining M&H ❤🌟 
coz deep down those hatets actualy ur fan bc they keep watching u. Ha,!
So what if this was dropped the same time the wales are on a trip. All the haters say they won't watch. As a matter of fact they should have been giving their undivided attention to their 
favs.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  it's all about the publicity the idiot wants ans needs. Markle could never get this amount of pub for her acting.
 @Abundance  Kate knows the saying it is better to keep your mouth closed and be considered a fool than to open it and prove everyone correct. She has learned that lesson.
 @ubax0107  They say trash attracts trash. 😁
 @live life  "Meghan Mandela." LMAO 🤣🤣



 @Theresa Carreiro  Well she was wearing African dress and shell necklace and headdress. I would think that she would be proud to educate the Lady on her African heritage and be 
pleased to have been asked and offered the chance to share and make it a teachable moment. Apparently and IMO she is overly sensitive on the matter. For God's sake she is an 
octogenarian. Ngozi Fulani (fulani meaning one of the largest ethnic groups of west Africa) changed her name from Marlene Headley as I understand. She should be proud to have 
opportunities to share and educate on her heritage.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Spot on...I see it as a teachable moment where she could have educated the Lady on her African heritage.
Who is William and Kate?
 @Kong akau  Totally agree...they are pulling out everything to be relevant.
 @Bea K  BUT Meghan has no class!

 @Trinette Mitchell  some posed pictures?  Harry looks miserable now.  she wasn’t a humanitarian before.  That’s a lie.  She even said she thought she should be paid for engagements 
meeting underprivileged people.  She’s a fraud.  Always makes sure there’s a camera if she does anything.  Sounds like you are obsessed and desperate just like your Kween.
 @10hooper  You must mean we do not want Harry and Meghan here in America.
 @Trinette Mitchell  nope.
 @JTrain  The term has been terribly diluted since everything is "racist."
 @ubax0107  lol boring?? No way! H&M are Boring. Cry babies
 @Trinette Mitchell  well she’s not a veteran so she shouldn’t be on there at all.  It’s always all about her.  And I didn’t lie.  Are “speaking your truth”😂😂😂🤡
Why yes, yes it is. H&M think nothing of exploiting and tearing down family for publicity and a quick buck

 @GlobalCitizen113 '  I agree with you.  I'm South African do you know how many clans we have and each clan has their own traditional dress code.  . When we have heritage day here I 
have asked women what clan they from because the traditional dresses are colorful and decorative and amazing does that make me racist.  How are we supposed to get to know each 
other if we can't ask simple questions.  Secondly we didn't dance on the street for their wedding.  To compare herself to Nelson Mandela was a huge insult that man went to jail for his 
beliefs came out and by some miracle decided not to treat us whites in the way we had treated people of color.  If he had I wouldn't have blamed him but he didn't.  .
 @Trinette Mitchell  😂  the comments on Twitter say it all.  No one likes her or them. People are wondering why the money being donated to Invictus is being used for PR to overshadow 
The Wales.  They reek of desperation.
 @Koinonia  I don’t think that’s true at all!
It shows how obsessed they are with Kate and William at this point...
No...lol! Who cares that William and Kate are in the US?
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  ohh really? What country are you from?
 @Katie White Greene  Connection? They are a part of the Royal family genius. Go be jealous elsewhere. Nevermind... stay here and stew in your jealous for the world to see...lol
isn't telling that narcissists william and kate came all the way here on the day when this trailer was scheduled to be released? and not even go to visit their brother and family in California? 
in the meantime, another scandal with the racist royal court in UK no amount of kate middleton's wardrobe malfunctioning would be able to distract from.
Who fking cares. I look forward to watching these doc series. The haters will be watching too and commenting their liver juices away full in jealousy and envy
 @Midsnaps  privacy doesn't mean a person shuts up or is never seen again. You people need to revisit the definition of the word privacy.
Like it you haters
 @Olivia  is that you Rachel?
 @Office Yoga  Nothing is about her, but rather about THEM! Haven't you been paying attention??? They say Earthflop is about saving the monarchy and nothing about the environment! 
And yes, Harry and Meghan are telling the truth, they always were! The royals only know how to lie, and then double down with another lie. That's what they're good at! But it's all good, 
we know you'll be watching.



 @Trinette Mitchell  you are delusional.  Earthflop.  That’s cute.  There are literally thousands of people lining the streets of Boston to see them.  Screaming and cheering like they are Rick 
stars.  You are pathetic and jealous just like the desperate duo.
 @Trinette Mitchell  I canceled Netflix when they signed them so no I won’t.  Nice try loser.
Don’t you think that a platform like Netflix have all their stuffs planned months ago 💀
Ya CRAZY and the dramatic music these 2 are cringing!
Netflix is disgusting for promoting liars.
 @Olivia And Prince Andrew is Harry’s godfather. Your point about that?
 @live life  you got megiliar😂i think she is or a paid bot😂
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  i agree, and who knows if she is paid to do this, since she is a Meggyliar supporter
 @Office Yoga  everything that the villain duo promotes will fail😂
 @Office Yoga  she actually uses charities to make her look kind and humanitarian what a lowlife trashy z lister actress
 @Trinette Mitchell  Speaking the truth doesn't make me a troll. And you are proving my point. She was part of the household for decades, she probably didn't mix with many people of 
colour. Asking someone what thir heritage is doesn't make you racist. AND she was wearing a traditional African outfit! The 83 year old wasn't allowed to notice it ? This woman was 
vindictive.
 @ubax0107  same as her idol pretending and associating herself as a victim😂

 @Olivia  it’s absolutely ironic how the palace and the firm are reacting. Trying to find anything to cover someone that’s been in the family for 70 years. the whole entire group is bigoted.
Yes!!!
 @Valkyrie   and i bet she couldn’t even sleep😂
They said is Dec 8. But now they are not sure. Very suspicious
 @10hooper  only you because you are a paid bot😂if not you have same trashy attitude as your idol, many people would want to welcome the real Prince and Princess
 @Rubber Ducky  that one is a paid bot or a narcissist
It ain't that deep.
 @Himmiefan  atleast they are genuine and they make a difference in the world, while you and your meggyliar is happy to ruin and destroy someone
 @Pia🦋  she never does anything with out a camera crew to document her acts of “kindness” she’s a con artist
The same they did when they drop the news for stepping back,it was a day before Kate's birthdsy
 🙄 
And this documentary looks so fiction. I don't know. I hope their story doesn't end into a divorce. And then still use the race as an excuse.Too much ego is their biggest enemy.
 @Office Yoga  i strongly agree, i see it as an act of insanity, i wish that every bad things they do to other people will bounce back to them, shame on her that she has the nerve to take 
photos on every charity, she even uses them for photo op
 @Pia🦋  the Uvalde massacre the worst.  Not one other celebrity showed up but she was there with camera crew.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  I question yal black folk up in the UK. Not trying to start nothing but yal sound extra colonized over there
Netflix's  "Harry & Meghan Bombshell"...  😱😱😱

Hmnn.. no offense but I think Meghan uses the royal family as her milking cow.. making money left and right, saying all the negative things about the royal family. Visiting the family just so 
she has a new story to tell and make money with. Also, she is like a little voice whispering to Harry how to rebel against his own family.. she is dividing the  family  because of her selfish 
motives... but I am not surprised because if she could do that to her own dad, how can she not do that to other people?  A beautiful face with an evil intent.. horrible horrible woman!! 
Sorry, just my opinion.. 😧😧



Netflix's  "Harry & Meghan Bombshell"...  😱😱😱

Hmnn.. no offense but I think Meghan uses the royal family as her milking cow.. making money left and right, saying all the negative things about the royal family. Visiting the family just so 
she has a new story to tell and make money with. Also, she is like a little voice whispering to Harry how to rebel against his own family.. she is dividing the  family  because of her selfish 
motives... but I am not surprised because if she could do that to her own dad, how can she not do that to other people?  A beautiful face with an evil intent.. horrible horrible woman!! 
Sorry, just my opinion.. 😧😧
 @ubax0107  ooo darling., would you like a blood sample ? Who are you to tell me whether I’m African or not . I use my mind to think unlike you who jumps onto every plight of every 
victim  that’s thrown out there .
 @Jazz  I am speaking for myself . Did I mention that I was speaking on behalf of you ? Why are you so triggered . Relax, sip some tea it’s not that serious .
Tell that to this pair lol
 @Natt's Good Eats!  Just like how America colonised the natives? People in glass houses…
 @RRD Creates  as was the earthshot prize

 @Trinette Mitchell  good for you being African American . I am African and have American citizenship . If a white person were to ask me where I was from considering i have an accent I 
would gladly tell them because I am proud of my roots . {FYI- I am also asked the same question by most African Americans therefore your argument doesn’t even make sense}. The 
British/African/Caribbean lady knew exactly what she was doing, she was looking for trouble and she found it . We as the black race will forever be behind if we continue to dwell on 
insignificant issues . What black people don’t realize is racism has nothing to do with us but it has everything to do with people who are being racist. They are projecting their own 
insecurities , self-esteem issues etc. When you realize that you’ll stop focusing on these people and better channel your energy on growing yourself emotionally , financially , mentally etc. 
If not , you can continue focusing on negative people and continue being stagnant.!
 @Theresa Carreiro  hearsay
 @lovinglife  crap
Clever Netflix marketing
Omg shut up 🙄 who cares about William and Kate! Many are excited to see this
 @Teri Neckel  also, she could have just answered the question . Unless she is embarrassed of her ancestors and heritage .
 @Theresa Carreiro  well if you’re in African tribal-ish clothing even though your parents are from the Caribbean, and you’ve changed your name from Marlene to an African name, and the 
lady who has visited Africa a lot wants to look at your name tag and say something nice about where your ancestry is from, I hardly call that racist.  It’s more like race baiting, Marlene…. 
Why is she going there when she has made it clear she doesn’t like the RF and loves MM? Seems very sus is all I’m saying
 @Teri Neckel  my thoughts exactly .
 @Lorinda Eastes  please say it louder . I know racism is still an issue but my God we have to practice discernment in some cases.
 @Natt's Good Eats!  I’m not in the UK my love . Let’s not get started with y’all in America .
 @Sarah G.  I want William & Kate to feel the pressure...I watched in HORROR Prince Harry's WIFE being bullied relentlessly on a daily basis whilst pregnant...God is good all the 
time...KARMA 🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏🙌🙌🙌 😂😂😂
They have no profession to live off except trashing their own family.Hope King Charles takes their Sussex title from them
 @Sam da Silva  WHY??
 @ubax0107  why are The Prince & Princess of Wales boring???
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  YOUR OPINION!!.. Would she have said it to a WHITE person??
Fully agree with @ubax comment. More interesting than boring Kate and Will who don’t do any work at all!



 @Trinette Mitchell  actually I’ve been watching it live. Thousands of fans screaming just to touch them. Gutter media is awful, they were awful to Harry and Meghan and they’re awful to 
William and Kate when they go on tour, it’s really shocking, they thrive on drama and chaos so I get it but it’s just so wrong. Especially when the truth is live streamed at all their events. 
Some places hundreds, others thousands, just going mad to just get a glimpse of them, and Boston news is doing a good job of mixing amongst the crowds and interviewing them, I like 
that part cz I get to hear why they are so excited - they all give different answers but most of them say it’s because it’s a historic moment, the future king and queen of Englands first visit to 
Boston. I hadn’t thought of it like that, so that’s made it even more exciting. My focus was on the actual Earthshot initiative.it’s the best thing, so Inspiring, when I watched the finalists for 
saving the oceans I cried, I don’t know why that particular one gets me anyway the solutions they are all coming up with brings me so much hope. Anyway sorry I’m going on and on, have a 
lovely day. ✨
 @Eugena Stevens  She sure would have said it to me as I'm white and from Africa.
 @B.B.S  It's of INTEREST to ME... WHERE were YOU when Prince Harry's WIFE was being bullied relentlessly on a daily basis..The bullying continued throughout her pregnancy...Where 
were YOU???.. Allow US to teach the RF that it's about time they learn to play Nice...
 @Eugena Stevens  my dear. I’ve encountered my fair share of white British people born in Africa . The first question we ask them is where they are from . She was dressed in traditional 
wear, even I as African would ask her where she was from given that Africans have thousands of traditional gowns and you can’t really tell unless you ask them.  The lady was clearly 
embarrassed of her roots and ancestors.
 @Abundance  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣Dream ON...Kate the puppet...Why is MEGHAN a threat?... Biracial?... Intelligence? Beautiful? Married to the Best Prince?...???
 @Mar Mar  I LOVE Megs ..Speak for YOURSELF!!...YOU could NEVER stand in Meghan's shoes... Meghan will NEVER be chased to her DEATH... That's what YOU want to see??..It will never 
happen.. HARRY WILL protect HIS family... YOU go & protect YOUR family.. RUDE individual!!!

 @GlobalCitizen113 '  It's sad because she came to our country and not once did I hear her talk about the grannies that walk 10 kilometers to get water and back or the children that have 
to walk 20 kilometers to get to school then come home and study by candles.  Yet you want to compare yourself to Nelson Mandela.  An as for the old lady I'm white and from Africa she 
would have asked me where I'm from I would have replied Africa and she been an intelligent woman would have asked again because white people aren't originally from Africa.  An I would 
have answered and not got offended.  Do you know how many people say but you white you can't be from Africa and not once have I been offended.
 @Theresa Carreiro  Sometimes when I get all worked up and upset about stupid stuff I think about my ancestors that were killed in concentration camps, or my brother that died of cancer 
when he was ten. It really helps me to put things in perspective. You should try it sometimes.
 @Lorinda Eastes  spot on . Let’s not even get started with Rachel Ragland .
 @Koinonia  they don't need people to care.....they are there to promote an essential project aimed at saving the planet.
Who cares?!  Harry and Meghan live in America..it’s Not about William and Kate.  It’s actually a good move for Press, which is the point.  It’s business, MF! 😄
Reality series of 6 🤣
Part of a pattern.
 @Olivia  Super racist is a big call. Do you know anything about this elderly woman?
 @Eugena Stevens  she wasn't bullied, she was the one who bullied and she thought was better then everyone eles. 

If the RF was THAT bad, why still engaged with them at all. Use your brain for once. The fact that she has repeat over and over again is beating a dead horse that was never alive in the first 
place
 @Olivia  so far we’ve heard one side of the sorry. Let’s hear the other. Oh that’s right we won’t, recollections May vary.
 @lovinglife  Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II made it HER wish the the Queen Consort be “Styled” as Queen Camilla not KCIII. Do some research.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  The woman said she is BRITISH!!!!  What more do you white people need to know about her.  I guess,  only white people can be British born!   Move on.

BTW,  the black woman is Not a Citizen of the Continent of Africa.  She IS British born.  Get it through your thick heads!



 @george meyer  thank you!!
 @Sarah G.  COHENcidence
 @Olivia  shes not super racist. You have been tricked by anti white media.
 @Trinette Mitchell  ever the eternal victim arent we....
 @B.B.S  You are DELUDED!!..Lost for words like ALL the other COWARDS 😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @John Starr  would this case also  apply to white South Africans . Many white people are born in Africa and we automatically assume they aren’t African, unless we ask certain questions . 
This wasn’t an issue whatsoever . It goes to show the lady isn’t proud of where her ancestors are actually from.
Aren't more important things going on in this world going than prince william and princess kate? Seriously who even gives a fuk besides dumb people who care about celebrities
 @GlobalCitizen113 ' she’s not African. She has Caribbean (Barbados) parents and😅 her name was Marlene Hadley till she changed to Ngozi Fulani to make more African 😅..At party she 
wears African Tribal outfit 🙄🙄 ..She hates RF and big supporter of Harkle . Her so called charity supports only African-Caribbean domestic violence victims..No white or Asian women 
and not even biracial because as biracial they’re elevated of their privilege 😮😢. Her charity is funded by BLM and she pay herself £65000 year salary...
No one care about Kate and Wills, irrelevant
 @Office Yoga  it funny how stupid like u are . So u know them better than they know themselves.  U do know Megan was a wealthy actress before she married Harry. Their marriage able 
to last this long . Should tell u that indeed they married for love unlike their parents.  So shut the hell up.

 @GlobalCitizen113 '  You missed the point.  What is wrong with white people?  (Not all).  Many white people believe that they have this inherent right to question and interrogate black 
people about their genealogy etc. Where is the old white woman’s “people” from..?  Get it.   

Keep it simple.  Stop overthinking it.  The black woman told the old white woman that she is British. Move on!!!!   I would have told her again...I am British, b*tch!!!😂😂

This is why she lost her job.  The Royal Family got it...and King Charles lll said,  the old b*tch got to go!! 🤣🤣.  
BTW,  white South Africans are Africans.  The old white woman would probably have asked the white South Africans....but ‘our’ people are from Europe (smh).  The woman is a bigot.
Pair of nobody grifters. This is gonna be another poor victim chunk of bs as per. Netflix is gonna go bust lol
 @Katie White Greene  Megan was an a star actress who was on a popular TV show before she met Harry. So shut the hell up.
These attacks are all because she came second to the beautiful and glorious Catherine. Scrawny Meghan - ugly inside and out - couldn’t cope with that, it wounded her narcissism, and so 
she is trying to destroy Harry’s family.
 @John Starr  I should have kept my mouth shut. I can’t have a mind provoking conversation with you . Also, no need to use the B word. It’s tacky! 
Yes, their people are from Europe . I don’t get your point . Are we supposed to engage with other human beings without asking legitimate questions ?? The absurdity of it all.
 @Eugena Stevens  don't you ever get tired of people whining about the same thing? Oh wait, that's probably what you do.
 @Trinette Mitchell  she wasn't in charge of bringing her up to speed, that's was Harry's job you idiot
 @L Flower  yes I wish the media were pushing for William and Catherine like they are those two grifters.
 @Abundance  * Meghan but also no you're wrong
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Speak your peace.  This is a public platform.   I have two words for you concerning this simple matter:  Wisdom and Discretion.

Figure it out.

BTW,  the old white woman would have gotten the message with the introduction of the “B” word....and stopped the inquisition.



 @Ladyjojo  Netflix will never go burst everyone that say they not watching will watch and it will be the hit of the century whether people like it or not the viewership is the most 
important. So stop acting like a dumb blond

 @L Flower  “scrawny”...??  Have you seen Kate Middleton lately?  She needs to eat some rice with buttered beans and oxtail..don’t hold the gravy!🤣🤣.  Meghan has a more ‘full’ body 
and rear end than scrawny Kate.  Real talk.

BTW,  Meghan and Kate were Never in a competition with each other.  This was/is a media construct to sell their rags.  Meghan and Kate two different women on very different paths.

You are overreaching to satisfy a personal bias.
 @ubax0107  nope..this is Doria Mandela 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Ladyjojo  Aren’t you the bitter one and nasty!!  It must be eating you up.  Flog yourself and move on! 😂😂  

There’s nothing you can do about it.  The Royal couple is moving on with their lives.  Do the same.
 @ubax0107  you cant fool us Meghan Mandela. Now, what can you say about the number of dislikes? 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
All I care about is that Harry and megles stay in America
No coincidence
Yacht Girl and some of her close allies (PR working overtime), have fake online names who post positive comments about her. Oh dearest, you're constantly trying to control the narrative 
aren't you Yacht Girl? No chance Megsy-Baby - the truth is just starting to come to light. Us "commoners" see right through your falsehoods. Smiles from 🇨🇦 .
 @Darren Steele  They plan to...the UK has proven it’s not for them!
They hate Meghan because she’s an American. They hate Harry because he chose the wife he loves — an American — over his country.
 @george meyer  why? Why do you care what happens behind closed doors in someone else’s life.
They are as desperate as she is. They bought a pig in a poke and it serves the right.
Great!
 @Office Yoga  i saw that too, she is so heatless and shameless
Not a fan of Harry & Meghan, but that doesn’t make Will & Kate saintly
 @Olivia  that's because you're as deranged as meghan is if you don't see this is fake then you're probably mentally unfit to be commenting on the internet
 @John Starr  Good. We don't want Meghan and her wife here.
Riding on the coattails of the real royals as per usual. When this “documentary” 😂😂😂😂 has been wiped off the platform when all the lies get exposed just like the orca fail what else 
will the wife try, she’s already failed at the 40x40 her book tanked oh yea can can “donate” a handbag or two.
 @Theresa Carreiro no one cares if the older lady is rich or poor. If Ms Fullofme didn’t want questions about her ethnicity then don’t wear “ costumes “. People automatically think it’s an 
interesting way to start a conversation. Maybe the lady thought her questions were not being understood because fullofme does not understand English.. seriously… too much is being 
made of nothing at all.
Why would anyone watch this? It’s garbage! Who cares about Harry and his black wife.
 @Victoria   I think the “victim” planned it in advance for publicity
Too many sugars on this comments, Hi sugars.... are you okay today? 🤣🤣🤣
 @Greengoblin Defoe  no I don’t know that.  You are the stupid one.  Meghan was renting her house and spending all she could to put her in the circles that got her to Harry.  Catch a clue. 
Meghan is a liar and grifter.  I can’t fix stupid.
Yes, classic mean girl move to get attention away from an important global event that actually is helping the planet.



 @ubax0107  considering the Earthshot Tour was announced months in advance, everyone in the world knows why Netflix decided to drop the series in Dec and the teaser a week before. 
What came first, only people like you are too thick to figure out.
 @RRD Creates  sorry to burst your bubble. The Earthshot tour was announced way before. Why do you think Netflix only just now announced the release date.
 @Office Yoga  learn to write a proper sentence next time, before making yourself look like a fool idiot . And you're right I can't fix stupid people like u.  who just make baseless assumption 
that comes out of your empty head with no fact whatsoever.
These 2 are such idiots. I cancelled Netflix anyway. You sugars that care about them wouldn’t give you the time of day😂😂😂
 @Olivia  set up by MM
 @Olivia  she asking for money, she’s a grifter
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  exactly, that women need’s investigated. It was a setup.
 @Office Yoga  H took seconds and thirds, she’s been around the block many times.
Service is universal
 @Ina Anderson  she’s a grifter
 @Karma D  no that’s MM and H
Whilst I can see what you're saying here I put it to you that rather than using the word 'interesting' I would say it is 'typical', 'blatant', a weak/obvious marketing ploy.  Rather than come up 
with a 'fresh'/'exciting'/'new' PR strategem they went after the glaringly obvious low-hanging fruit, if you will.  Knowing all of that, though, they would obviously put this out one week 
ahead of the air date.  

As for "Lady SH" whom Ngozi said she did not want to name except that you literally and figuratively named her!!!  That poor poor 83 year old woman, nay Lady.  Race baiting at an 
impressive 👏 😲 level by Ms. Folani and she went on J. Vine saying she had "NEVER tweeted about MM."  (The capitol letters/exclamation is how she verbalized the statement.  She was 
VERY adamant about her never having tweeted about the grotty little grifter.)  Yet, she DID and she even signed her Tweet.
 @Darren Steele  They are in beautiful California.  The next step is for the British Press and you people to stop talking about them.  Leave them alone.
 @Himmiefan  😂😂😂😂jealous much😂😂😂
 @Racharina B.  😂😂😂😂🤮🤮
 @kevin certe  okMM
 @Salamander Sal  exactly
 @Theresa Carreiro  oh look. A white woman being offended on a black person's behalf. Colour me shocked.
 @Olivia  It's the thing with those kinds of accusation you seem to believe: one day, your son, or your brother could be accused of rape, just like that and his life will be destroyed, even if 
he is innocent and the woman who accused him had an agenda. 

Or someone could accuse you of racism and you will lose your job. Good luck to you then.
Interesting indeed
 @Karma D  🙄 Absolutely no evidence of this. Their marriage is rock solid. Clearly, you just pulled this comment out of thin air, but to what end??
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  ❤❤❤ thank you
I'm sure Meghan had something to do with that.
 @Olivia  Its coming out now that poor Will's godmother was set up by a woman who's been backing Meghan for some time. Why that woman attended an event in the palace despite 
already having declared the Royals are racist is a mystery. It didn't stop her having a nice chin wag with the Queen though. Clearly a woman with an agenda.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  You are right, I often get those questions and I take it as a compliment that people are interested in my background!
 @10hooper  hate to break it to you, you don’t speak for all Americans.



 @Olivia  and the best part is the government passed a bill removing Harry and his GODFATHER Andrew are removed as CofS
😂😂😂😂 I certainly won’t be watching it. We have the real royals.
 @Olivia  use the grey matter before u brand someone racist
Shameless
It's what they do
Ride and piggyback off others popularity and hard work. Let's face it..they just "don't have it" ..they know it, Netflix knows it!
I'm sure they were on their knees thanking  God that William And Catherine showed up
The beautiful thing is how The Prince and Princess of Wales, is being received in Boston! Folks are shouting with such happiness that they are on our soul. True eligance and grace shown 
from the true Royals!! 
Welcome to the USA Prince William, and Princess Kathrine of Wales. 👏 ❤
The Duke and Dutchess of the Monticeto Chicken Coup 👎 🤮.
Since when is asking Where are you from  racist FFS!
The beautiful thing is how The Prince and Princess of Wales, is being received in Boston! Folks are shouting with such happiness that they are on our soul. True eligance and grace shown 
from the true Royals!! 
Welcome to the USA Prince William, and Princess Kathrine of Wales. 👏 ❤
The Duke and Dutchess of the Monticeto Chicken Coup 👎 🤮.

 @Judy  The whole world must know it, especially the cynical movie world that they so desperately want to rule, but never will because they playing the victim and spilling mean beans.
Done 100% on purpose.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  you are not African 🤮🤮🤮
 @LysLysLys  the royal family invented salacious drama. Toxic losers the lot of them. Harry broke free thank god for him
 @RRD Creates  yes but the Esrth Shot Prize was planned at least a year in advance..
No coincidence, really!
Despicable!!!
 @BethAnnC  you are here. You must like her 😅😅
 @ÄÅÏSHÄÃ D  ooo Aisha! Do you know that you have a swahili name which means “living prosperous “. I can teach you some swahili if you are up for some lessons . Whether you think am 
African or not  is none of my business but yours . Take care dear!!
A definite calculated move on all people involved! Par for those people!!!
As usual the sugars are in overdrive defending the indefensible.
 @Theresa Carreiro  Where you there? I doubt it. Yet you write as if you were a witness to what happened. There is no evidence that this conversation happened as Marlene Headley 
claimed.
Yes because asking someone dressed in African garb where they are from or where their ancestors are from is sooo racist! Odd how that leftist cow who hates the Royal family turned up 
at a Royal event! She’s Harry’s American cheap trollop fan club member.
Only as expected for maximum PR...they realise the outrage it will cause
 @Koinonia  Actually millions across the US . and the world for that matter.. did care!
No1 is interested in w&k
 @Sarah G.  Of course its not a coincidence, whether H&M selected the date or not, Netflix certainly wanted the free publicity of releasing it when W&C arrived



 @Olivia  I really dont get this obsession with the fact that it was Williams godmother so that makes him look worse. Did he chose his godmother? Has the choice of godmother got 
anything to do with him? He was a baby for goodness sake, how can he be blamed for the godmother?
 @Abundance  The Royal Family know that the best way to deal with an attention seeking narcissist is to be their WORST NIGHTMARE and COMPLETELY IGNORE them
They tried to steal the spotlight but failed
 @InMyOpinion  They can remain silent but they need to remove their titles. Funny they both want to keep the titles even though the Royals are apparently "racists"! You could not make 
this up.
 @Abdunace128  I agree those titles NEED to go .... let them be known by their real names Henry and Rachel Windsor
 @InMyOpinion  LOL!! Did anyone else realise narcists Megan said that this was "through someone else's lense" and in the trailer she said "doesn't it make sense to hear our story from us". 
Pathological liar. She had no problem when King Charles walked her down the isle - what a horrid person.
 @Greengoblin Defoe  You are the only one who looks a fool.  I'm not writing an essay.  And your word salad essay to me would get a D-.  Move along sugar and stop being obsessed with 
me. Stalker!
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
 @Abdunace128  They only added "through someone else's lens"  to deflect responsibility and set up a scapegoat for the inevitable backlash. Narcissists NEVER take responsibility
despicable grifter
I won’t be watching it🇨🇦
 @Ina Anderson  
 @Office Yoga  I can see you're a mentally challenged idiot.  I mean we are in a YouTube comment section. What does u grading me a d have to do with anything.  'What a weak comeback 
'. And considering u can't spell u should take your own advice and give yourself an F . What a sore loser.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Speak for yourself.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '   Thankyou 🇨🇦❤
 @Ina Anderson   she excludes whites from their charity. Dresses in African dress and changed her name to an African one . Get a grip
Absolute rubbish . They are desperate
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Marlene Headley said she had no idea what her name meant or why she was wearing a costume.  Maybe she thought it was Halloween. Not her best day to billy a 
senior woman whom she picked to get her 15 minutes of fame. Dispute what she said.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  Dressed in African traditional wear but ashamed of her roots and ancestors. How utterly ridiculous. Twisting and turning to excuse racism.
 @Victoria   why? Because she lacks common sense? 🙄
No, it’s not interesting - you just obviously leave a sad life.
unsubscribing as we speak
So what? There are millions of headlines every day in the news...
  @RRD Creates  People see conspiracy everywhere while knowing nothing about the world.
 @Theresa Carreiro  it was a set up. She was not invited.gate crashed and recorded the whole thing. Race baiting by.wearing African traditional dress is inviting a comment to ask Where 
you are from that is not racist  Yes 83 year old ladies living in palace for 63 years could have worded it better like what is your ethnic heritage but it was not racist
 @ubax0107  so how do you explain dropping the Invitus games trailer 8mnths before event. 
It's all staged!
Everytime the REAL ROYALS have birthdays, weddings or are promoting a cause close to their hearts, this dreadful duo release photos or puff pieces to try to take the light away from 
them..
Go on ask for proof! I have plenty.
 @george meyer  lol all hail the King And Queen of the sick bucket



No, it's not interesting that cant & wont are in the US when a scheduled trailer drops. The global docu-series' release date was set for December. Earthshot awards originally were 
scheduled for Sept, but QE2 died of bone cancer. The scheduling of "Harry & Meghan" is up to the streaming giant. Perhaps wont & cant should have done the awards presentation in 
October while on vacation after that PROLONGED mourning period for the beneficiary of white supremacy, colonization & stole gems, etc.
So happy I dropped Netflix in 2020.
Who cares if these two are boring shits. William and Catherine are trying to do something positive for the world, and this stinks of collusion and the i want it all culture that comes out of 
the united states.
 @ubax0107  no stupid, our royals do not do such crass things on social medis, only ex royals.
 @live life  🤣😂🤣😂
 @Koinonia  like we dont really care for your president.
 @lovinglife  Nothing of the sort. The pictures prove that charles loved both his kids.
 @Koinonia  A lot of people care.
 @ubax0107  Why because she used her senses to see what is happening?
 @Karma D  Nope. But we know Meghan and Harry are.
 @10hooper  You, one person does count. Tell that to the thousands who came out in pouring rain and very cold temperatures to see them🤡
 @Karma D  Sure, Jan 
 @Himmiefan  Meghan and Harry are dull and reap the same things
The Lady Hussey palace racism exposure was the amuse-bouche for the trip and you are worried about the trailer?
 @Trinette Mitchell  just because she doesn't your view doesn't make her less Africa. Some people just use the reasoning abilities.
 @JSS  Knowing the family will not publicly comment on their “truth,” these two can - and do - say whatever they want. And people like you will believe them, facts be damned.
Uhm no. It’s called methodical. So what?
 @10hooper  The tens of thousands who’ve thus far turned out to welcome the Prince and Princess of Wales seem to differ in opinion, lol.
 @george meyer  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
 @ubax0107  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
Why don't people realise Prince Harry or indeed Megan would not have said what they did on Oprah if it wasn't true, if things were as they should have been  Diana would never have given 
that interview, I'm quite sure she held back a lot she could have said about the "Firm" the Royals are even competitive with each other, Jealous if a brother sister or Aunt gets more 
exposure or asked to be patron of a charity, l totally believe what they said, this will be an interesting Docu., and the Queen was extremely controlling and power hungry &  though she 
came to the Throne in her early twenties still held on instead of stepping down in favour of Charles,
 @live life  you wish!!!☺
Meghan doesn't read the ignorant posts, from online racist toxic  haters!!!😜
It's not coincidence. They intentionally did it. First the Invictus trailer and now Netflix one
 @Theresa Carreiro  WELL SAID 🎉💯👍
No. It's not that interesting.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  that was her decision, to choose not to answer questions she didn't want to answer, so you haters need to take several seats!!!😜
 @ubax0107  🤡
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  get over it! It happened and the palace fired her!!!😭
 @Abundance  your trashy!!😜
 @Megan Carter  they would visit Boston known for being very racist, towards black Americans!!!👎
 @Office Yoga  they don't know who the hell you or the other haters are, and don't care!!!😜



 @Koinonia  WELL SAID 🎉💯👍
 @Betsy Twigg  of course they would visit racist Boston!!👎
 @Valkyrie   Meghan doesn't read the racist ignorant pages like this!!!😜
 @Geri🥀  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
If it was designed as such that's actually a brilliant playbook to maximize search engines and press to promote this very expensive project.
 @Pink Noise  WELL SAID 💯🎉👍
 @Betsy Twigg  And there was some boos in there too,not all Americans love William & Catherine!
 @Sandy11 Brown  of course they visited Boston, known to be very racist especially towards black Americans!!!👎
 @Jimbo  Trump was voted the WORST president EVER!!!😜
 @Valkyrie   No but she has two children to care for!
 @Barbara Jones  if she didn't want to answer questions from that old racy, that was her choice, and the old racist got fired!!☺
 @Nan  the old racist got fired, so get over it!!!😜
 @Barbara Jones  she did, so take several seats!!!😜
 @Victoria   She asked what part of Africa she was from when she is a British citizen after repeating where you from many times!
 @Lynda Massie  ....while wearing an African outfit. It isn't a bizarre question to wonder what someone's heritage is.
 @Mrs dimples  Don't strain yourself on that stupid reach. William did not personally made that arrangement. They would have gone anywhere the organizers chose. They will go to a 
different country each year. 
" This year, the ceremony is being held at Boston's MGM Music Hall. For Earthshot Prize CEO Hannah Jones and other organizers, the city was a clear choice because it has been a leader in 
addressing climate change."
Omg and the interview with Oprah was when Phillip was admitted to the hospital! Life keeps moving!!! You don’t shut up because of it!!! You scream louder!!!
 @Greengoblin Defoe  Green with envy Goblin.
 @Mrs dimples  What are you even going on about. I think you are replying to the wrong person.
 @Mrs dimples  well that’s hilarious
Indeed what awfull people
 @Melissa Monroe  You scream louder about what??? She was treated wonderfully by the royals. She was even invited to Christmas with the queen before their marriage which is unheard 
of.
 @Sandy11 Brown  they chose Boston, the most racist city, especially against black Americans!!!👎
 @Trinette Mitchell Dear God woman, give it a bloody rest, the total and absolute garbage coming out of your fingers must be exhausting! I have never read such uneducated ramblings. 
You know nothing 😂😂😂😂 so stfu.
 @Mrs dimples  she was invited to a royal occasion and one of the hosts asked her very simple normal questions . The fact that she didn’t want to answer just showed how classless she is. 
She needed to read the room and act accordingly .
The center of the universe needed to stomp on saving the universe…
 @SirenaXVI6  the garbage comes from garbage people like yourself, love. And I'll give it a rest when you lying bastards decide to stop spreading your trash!
 @Olivia  not racist at all, based on Ngozi Fulani's previous tweets it was obviously a set up ... she went there specifically looking for trouble.
Exactly.



 @Olivia  or just an old lady being a bit rude and pushy... but if that woman chooses to dress like an African Queen and give herself a fake African name I think it was just showing an 
interest in another culture.
She is 83..she didnt pick up on the signs... and o.. it was all a set up.
You who choose to see race in everything are the racists
 @Koinonia  I think the crowds in Boston show that's plainly not true. Same as the walkabout at the funeral. I was on Meghan and Harry's side and the noise coming from the other side 
was drowning out any cheers on my my side.
Kate and Wills just have that star quality and are good people. Meghan was a wreck....no charisma..no style.. no nothing
 @Pink Noise  The royals don't have to make a public announcement because they control the media. That's why everyone sees them in this Halo light control the media control how 
everyone views you. They have every right to say what they want the royals are not exempt from scrutiny because they are who they are. Facts be damn please just because news and 
media says it's a fact doesn't make it a fact.
It isn't interested
 @live life  Ew.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  You can't really deny another person's experience. It may not be the way you would have reacted, but the conversation was really uncomfortable to read, let alone 
experience.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  You don't touch another person's hair to read their name tag. What a ridiculous statement.
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  well she didn't, so move on!!!😜☺
 @Trinette Mitchell  keep drinking the cool aid you total melt
 @Abundance  Wish this forum displayed your downvotes.
 @Office Yoga  I am wondering why you married or why not?
 @Valkyrie   Good lord!  Just BEING Meghan is a job right now.  She is never without people she must deal with even at home and when she leaves home, it's the papparazi and celebrity 
followers.  Do you ever dress in an evening gown or tuxedo?  Silly as it is, that is work also. 

She is a mother of two, a wife to one incredibly public figure, works with Harry on their mutual charities.  

Why do you think you are so important to say she has nothing to do?
 @Bea K  How do you know exactly what Meghan's position was on this?
 @JTrain  Not true!  I wonder where you live to feel that way.
Such compassion.
 @Christine Betz  you are just indenial Meghan Mandela..At least, William never made a speech at UN without audience🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @rpbphx  Once a liar, always a liar.. Nice try Meghan Mandela..how many dislike in this video again?🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @rpbphx  indenial🤣🤣🤣
 @lovinglife As opposed to Diana sleeping with dozens of married men? At least Charles was only with Camilla.

 @Dawson Cees  When it's not asked of someone who is white. The woman answered that she was a British national, yet was asked repeatedly where she was from. It really is a textbook 
example of "institutional racism" when someone can't see that what they are doing is, indeed, racist. The elderly woman hopefully can reflect on this now she has stepped down.
 @Victoria  What exactly did they lie about?
 @live life  No, very much in reality.
 @Karma D  I think you’re confusing the brothers.



Excellent timing.😎😊
 @Olivia  Particularly wonderful that evil has stung itself. 😎😊
 @molli elliot  I don't think that anyone is blaming the Prince. What I think it shines a light on is that there is behavior that happens in the inner circle of the family that is indeed racist. I 
don't think that this elderly woman meant to be racist, but since no white person's hair was touched or was asked their country of family origin, it shows how insidious racism can be. If 
nothing else, it is a great learning for others.
How interesting that willy and Kat thought to drop by at the same time as they knew the documentary would be released. Almost as if they are trying to pull off some desperate damage 
control PR or upstage the event. 😎
Just their normal vindictive, calculating selves. I'm sure they didn't have complete control of when Netflix released the trailer but I'm sure they didn't object. The queen is barely 6 feet 
under.
 @live life  Is that you Waity Katie, or perhaps you Willy 'I have 3 progeny but preach population control Wonka', or perhaps you Charles and Camilla Tampax?
Isn’t it interesting that will and Kate decide to come to America the same day the trailer drops
 @SirenaXVI6  lol, you're a waste of complete air and space! It must suck to be your miserable ass!
 @Olivia  Who happened to be very close to Diana.
 @ubax0107  how about you cry a tear out of your left eye 😂😂😂😂
 @Olivia  Please! Anyone with common sense can see she's not a racist and that Marlene Headley went to that event looking to cause chaos.
Life doesn't rotate around Jed & Ellie Mae Clampet, the grifter's  from the UK😒
Meghan and Harry are the worst, but Netflix has proven they have no integrity! I hope their subscriptions tank!
 @Sandy11 Brown  her "opinion" derives off of false narratives that are based off bias and racism, period!! I don't care what she thinks and, quite frankly don't care what you think. But 
when a lie is being told, I'm going to call it out, that's it!
 @AMA7 EFC  Oh do shut up. Can't you find any small children to scare?
 @SirenaXVI6  sweetie I knownit all! You know racist trash because it suits your palate! Either that, our you're a paid troll! That's it!
 @Ina Anderson  Marlene Headley went dressed in Ethiopian clothing, changed her name to a African name, then ran bleeting to the press offended because someone required where she 
came from. She spent the next day changing outfits in between all of the interviews she gave about her Victimhood.
 @Trinette Mitchell  there is only one troll here and that's the one calling everyone who disagrees with her warped truth trolls.  You do amuse me.
 @Theresa Carreiro  Is that what actually showed up in the video?
 @InMyOpinion  Very true.
I AM SO HERE FOR IT, HARRY AND MEGAN!!! I can’t wait to watch. Team Diana!!
 @marigold beam  why are you triggered by criticism of H&M?
Dale a Dios, lo que es de Dios y al Cesar, lo que es de César!!!!
 @Koinonia  think they got booed at the Celtics game. Think Americans are going to take the side of the Brits over our own? Think again! Team Megan and Harry, bitches 😂
Since when is it racist to ask a PoC where they and their people come from?  Of course this must be a" white person's' fault. There is only on account of this story, we do not know 
everything. Now that we know more a out  Headley/Fulani's past, I wonder why she went to an event in the BP if she is so against the' racist' monarchy as she has posted in the last few 
years.
It is interesting that after this, their subscribers will drop their subscriptions too😂
 @lovinglife  Takes two to tango. Diana wasn't an angel and had multiple affairs, even with married men. So she didn't do the same?
 @Ina Anderson  I believe Lady Susan resigned from her unpaid service to the monarchy. The woman Headley/ Fulani has accused the monarchy of racism in the past on her tweet. Why go 
to an event hosted by the ' racist' monarchy?
 @ubax0107  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣❌⭕❌⭕



Not interesting. Calculated.
 @Ina Anderson  say it 🔊🔊🔊🔊 louder for the royal raccistts and paid bots at the back hired to harass  Meghan for the past 6 years
 @10hooper  Really? I saw some footage where William and Catherine  were greeted by cheering. Didn't you see the little boy, dressed up in royal guard uniform, and you didn't see the 
Princess of Wales talking to him and his mum( I assume). You didn't hear the cheers and clapping? Sounded like a large crowd
People here act so dignified when half of them have asked other “where are you from? Where are you really from? Like ethnicity? Like your background?” Why? Bc our accents don’t give it 
away. I’ve been asked that question by American’s so many times. Never has it crossed their mind that its discriminatory and belittling? But…ppl do ask, and should we take it to heart. The 
majority of times I think the question is asked in ignorance and not in bad faith.
 @Lorinda Eastes  I was wondering if each clan ( as in tribe) have their own colours or patterns. Maybe Lady Susan recognized something as she would have been with HMTQ on her travels 
to many different countries and that is why she made the ' bee line ' to that woman, or, as they were sort of at the edge of the crowd, wanted to make conversation to make them 
welcome. I really can't  imagine that she had sinister intent.
 @Ana Nita  Their coming to Boston was planned at least a year ahead.
 @Trinette Mitchell  you do realise real people from the continent of Africa are fed up with black Americans calling themselves Africans particularly as virtually none of you have ever been 
near any of the countries of Africa. Americans are incredibly ignorant and arrogant. No wonder you are detested around the world.
 @SirenaXVI6   The troll is you b***! Period! Your dumb a* isn't even here for the royals! You're here for your own biased, racist reasons! That is it and that is all!
 @Karen Samilow   Who the f*** do you think you are?! We don't have ever go to a country to know that that's where we're from! And no, black Africans aren't fed up with the d*** thing! 
So stop trying to pit black Americans against black Africans! That isn't going to work!
 @Trinette Mitchell  ahh and there we have it, I do hope you enjoyed your reach there, do not presume to know how I think but how predictable to use the racist card. People like YOU are 
the racists, YOU and people like you do so much harm to people, whether they are white, black or brown, you are a nasty little orc and need to grow up. Happily for me, people like you 
don’t have any impact, you are nothing and never will be anything. Bye Felicia.

 @Office Yoga  You can’t expect ignorant Americans to understand queries about other cultures. The woman was dressed in African garb she was wanting to be questioned about her 
ethnicity. Ethnicity is not synonymous with nationality. Cretins like Trinette have no idea about such matters. Everything is deemed ‘racist’ because their limited vocabulary can not express 
their disdain for other cultures or their history. Racist has now changed meanings due to mad Americans who use  it ad nauseum as a synonym to, I don’t like you nor agree with you.
 @Trinette Mitchell  silence cretin no one is interested in your illiterate ramblings.
Not interesting but a pre planned attach by the insecure Harkles. Disgusting duo. I’m sure it if filled with lies like the Oprah interview.  At least we can be done with them before the start of 
2023 and they can fade into obscurity.
 @Karma D  You really are desperate, aren't you...
You got it backwards. Won't it interesting the William and Kate active on the date this trailer drops?
Not sure what stakes are high, u never gonna be queen 👑,  this is jelousy at its best
 @Patricia L  I doubt they will fade as their constant whinging is their only source of income. Neither have any real talent. Harry’s wife was a Z list failed cable TV actress and dabbled in 
porn. Harry has 0 qualifications. He left Eton with nothing in spite of cheating on exams, having his tutors do his projects for him. Harry is and has always been a dunce.
  @ubax0107  not sure what u find interes ng, load of bollocks
 @Laura Davis  God you people are stupid. The Royal schedule is planned    more than 12 months in advance.
  @Theresa Carreiro  how do you know she is rich, she has been in service 60 years hard work. MARLENE IS THE ONE WHO SHOULD BE AXED FROM HER JOB DISGUSTING SHOW
  @Megan Carter  absolutely
  @Mar Mar  who could like a liar? She ro ng in her own wig
 @Karen Samilow  Thank you “Karen”
  @Office Yoga  nice one, she's one dangerous person



 @Spider-Internet  No, you idiot.  Because the Queen's death changed a lot of media schedules.  Release dates are discussed in minute detail.
  @Ina Anderson  really? I don't think so
  @JSS  not so smart, never gonna be wearing tiara again , bye 👋
  @Big Sam!  We. Got tower of London jewellery too!!! Ha ha
  @10hooper  Biden certainly does
 @Olivia  she super racist because she asked the crazy lady wearing teeth around her neck where she’s really from? That’s racism??
  @Tuyiri Ugborogho  coping from what famous 15 minutes, Marlene we see right through you, you are an abuser yourself of the elderly, go back to the moon if u don't know where u r 
from and have no records
 @AMA7 EFC  Why are you triggered by Harry and Meghan existing darling? You wear your envy badly, like an ill-fitting suit.
 @Karen Samilow   Why don't you ignorant b***** start telling the truth! Oh I forgot, you don't like to!
 @Carrie Taylor  Your mother should have swallowed you.
 @AMA7 EFC  Oh, and I have always disliked bullies. Since you seem to thrive on their inability to answer you back it gives me distinct pleasure to do so in their absence.
 @Trinette Mitchell  Silence cretinous illiterate Cun*. You wouldn’t recognize truth or facts because you’re ignorant beyond belief. I blame the US educational system that teaches you sod 
all. You people can’t even answer basic questions about US history and geography. It is hopeless for one to expect you to know anything about world history, geography and certainly not 
Royal protocol. Having a tête-à-tête with Megnut supporters is like trying to get a reasonable response from a 2 year old.
 @Mrs dimples  who are you fooling Meghan Mandela? Let's pretend she is not using a dummy account like you..oooopppss🤣🤣🤣
 @rpbphx  reality like when people in Africa dancing in the streets on your wedding day?? Nice try Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Love the fact that Harry's wife is using different youtube account to reply and convince herself that people are buying her lies🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Anything to boost the ratings. No matter who you step over or on
Interesting isn’t the word for it.  Shameful is.   Why include the picture at :25?      Haz and Mags aren’t in focus?     To make the others look bad of course.    They look great to me
Don't you think it's funny that Wills and Kate chose to visit the US the week after Harry's book was originally scheduled to be released???
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  She over-reacted? I could by that one person over-reacted, but SEVERAL guests in attendance CONFIRMED the comments were racist.  Tell the whole story not just 
part of you.
It doesn't matter, they will NEVER outshine William and Catherine.
William and Kate didn't have to come to this country.
 @B Bodziak  listen moronic yanks the Royal schedule is planned a minimum 12 months in advance.
 @Trinette Mitchell  It is not false narrative. The woman overrated. The poster said she is a person of colour, but because you think she should support another person of colour, you are 
calling her a liar and a troll. How is her opinion based on bias and racism?  You are only showing your own bias.
 @live life  whatever, Mary.
 @marigold beam  LOL the slightest hint of criticism and it's "bullying". You, are a "compassionate" narcissist to a tee. Over emotive language at the slightest hint of descent.

I'm sure the irony of these two megalomaniac narcissistic troublemakers taking out their vitriol on people they know cannot speak out in defence or in rebuttal, has gone way over your 
head.
 @AMA7 EFC  😂😂😂There is no such a thing as a compassionate narcissist you doughnut. Go and look for a small child to try your amateur gaslighting techniques on. You are the bullies 
and narcissists, and like all of your ilk you cannot bear to be called out or challenged once you have set your sights on your targets. Miserable,  embittered, twisted, racist, toxic, 
menopausal old harridans. I'm not Meghan honey, you can't bully me. I am in a position to give it right back to you and I will.😘
 @Christel Grimmer  Yes they do its beautiful to see . Even their head scarfs and hats are different.  Even their beads have different meanings.
 @TR Wall  well that’s weird



Yup the self obsession is absolutely palpable
Probably crying cause she didn't get her own way 🙄
 @nicky stedman  or someone said ''Meghan left eye 3 2 1 go''
Netflix we want a documentary from Megan Markle’s family as well!
New definition of privacy according to these two whinger
If it’s all on camera, it’s not behind closed doors. How idiotic. Who takes a photo of his crying wife? Oh yeah, someone selling out for $$&.
Nothing against Harry as a person, he seems à genuinely nice fella, but it does make my blood boil that we wasted tax payers money on them and their crappy wedding and months later 
they abandon the royals. Wish they would just keep quiet and just live happily in the US. We Brit’s are fed up of them and don’t need them.
Such hypocrites. They left UK citing the need to have more privacy but now they are launching a "docu series" exposing their lives to us, albeit in a selective manner. They are a walking 
contradiction.
Aren't they already exposed with so much lies in Oprah interview? And they're here still trying so hard. Oh my days. Why can't they just stop. Live those private life and move on 
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Meghan is such an attention seeker. Talentless, forgettable, narcissistic. You're no victim. Just a wannabe celebrity following a Publicist's direction to further your 'brand'. Yuck
Wow,the comments are harsh,...Megan and Harry do yr thang,speak your truth and walk all over those dumb rules and titles....y'all got this
Yesss❤💯 King👑 and Queen👑
Can't wait for this!! Looks really good.

The royalists in the comments are fuuuuuming LMFAO!!
What the heck, the trying to make the royals look like beverly hills housewives reality drama 😑
Hasn’t she already said her version of the story on Oprah?
Oh, now that the truth will be unearthed, the derangers are all in arms!!! Oh they are going to attack bulliam and kkkate!!!
Let the world know how racist the brutish colonizers are! As you continue to attack Meghan britons, please remember that most of your people are all over our African countries (colonies, 
or in sweeter words....commonwealth) 
We shall deal with them nicely!!! 

LET THE TRUTH COME OUT!!!!
I get the feeling that they are trying to copy the love story of John and Yoko. Especially looking at that first pic of H with the sun glasses and M with her Yoko hair. M is a terrible actress and 
it shows. I wouldn't watch this crap even if they paid me.
YESSS SLAY UNRAVEL ALL THE HATE AND SHOW THE RATS YOU’RE AMAZING😜❤
I think everyone in this comment section is a Brit,  the hate!!!!

This is exactly the sort of high drama promo I expected. And why I won't watch. It looks like Drive to Survive. Based in reality but certain things are over hyped, or misrepresented. DTS 
gives casual F1  fans many false impressions that are easily corrected by simply watching the race. It has introduced a level of toxicity and tribalism on social media that has to be 
repeatedly commented on by teams and drivers and has certainly contributed to at least one person losing their job. It keeps going because it makes F1 a lot of money, even though the 
world Champion has said he won't be involved because it isn't accurate.
Sadly this trailer gives me exactly the same vibes. It's Netflix's interpretation, and they have a financial investment in the Duke and Duchess, as well as other shows like The Crown.



Wonder if Netflix will document Harry and Meghan when they have been stripped of all titles, audited by the IRS, and issued a warrant for treasonous acts against the crown?  Now that 
would be a show I would gladly sit down and watch with popcorn in hand! Until then, I think I'll continue to watch other channels until Netflix comes to their senses and stops giving these 
proven liars a platform to speak from. With the number of people canceling their subscriptions to Netflix because of this narcissistic pair of entitled race baiting liars, you would think that 
Netflix would get the message that these two are an extremely bad investment, but NO!, they continue to give these two liars millions of dollars and a platform to preach their woke word 
salad and tell their lies. Allowing them to speak their false narratives on everything from a to z, all the while their constantant bashing of the royal family. I'm certain that the British Royal 
Family have their lawyers on speed dial, so Netflix, Harry, and Meghan, good luck! Your gonna need it! This documentary may be YOUR TRUTH, but I doubt very seriously it is the ACTUAL 
TRUTH. It would be nice to hear the Royal Family's side for once. It's time for the "Never Complain, Never Explain" rule of the royal family is to be set aside and the real truths to be made 
public.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
So indirectly or directly they just want us to spoil our discreet nature by peeking in their private lives thus spoiling our image and not theirs. So why ask for privacy and then make their 
privacy public.
Now that will be the real content with millions of views
Wow, now that would really soar the ratings!!
On her mother's side.......
Both him and her are at odds with their families... I believe that says more about those 2 than about their families...
The corrupt and media bought white side of the family? Cause the black side has been quiet. Just saying.
Yes please! They deserve to tell their story also
😂😂😂🤣
Wouldn't that be hilarious
I would so watch that!!!
Yessssss!
Then ,why don't they give up those titles and place in the line of succession?
 @K.M. Rose  your funny,they can do what they want, freedom!!!!
 @ginger taylor   How exactly? When you have royal titles or any title really, they come with rules and privileges. You can't have the privileges without the rules.  They can speak their truth  
without having the titles.  I believe it's in everyone's best interest for the Duke and Duchess of Sussex to give up all their connections to British Royal Family completely. Everyone can move 
on and focus on real problems like combating poverty, homelessness, etc.
Oh stop your babbling on, 😂 lol
waiting for the divorce soon.  the hired help.   two total losers - STRIP Harry of his title - Migraine is no royal so she is irrelevant - a lying donkey
 @Trade Show Gifts  kan pes traila hul blo u jealous nogat marasin kan susu Satan's bendover💩
And literally everywhere else!!
The money, eh I mean Stake, wasn't high enough.
No. I'm not. I think she's a narc
No,, I'm not.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....



👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
Me me me me me me me me me me me me
I can't wait to see all the journalists rip apart all of their lies! 36 lies in the Oprah interview. 
I hope the King strips them both of their titles.
What’s at stake? They have already destroyed their own reputation, trash both their families, alienated friends, lied about everything. They are done, they need to crawl away and claim 
the privacy they said they so desperately wanted. This is already vomit inducing garbage.
🤮🤮 they have always been dying for attention and are so jealous of William and Kate
What stakes are high? What on earth  is she talking about😂
We've been "hearing your story" for two years.  My god, move on.  Didn't you want to change the world and all that?  Humanitarians?  Yet, you spend nearly every second of your waking 
lives talking about that family you couldn't wait to be rid of.  You're free.  Go do what you planned on doing.  Or is that trashing Harry's family is all you guys have to market yoursleves and 
make money?
Protecting my family by making a Netflix documentary and sharing tens of private photographs
Am I the only person in the world who doesn't understand the fascination with the royal family?
Came here just to dislike.  The two of them are just pathetic losers in everything they do.
The only way these 2 are able to get exposure is by piggybacking on The Prince and Princess of Wales and the royal family.  How about showing their victims behind closed doors crying due 
to being bullied....  Harkes, you both are the perpetrators of abuse and not the victims.  Shut up and go live privately please.
Pathetic narcissistic bad people.
Oh shut up
🤑🤑🤑🤑
Meghan has zero relationship with her own family and now she has made sure Harry has no relationship with his family.
Hmmmm
Pathetic 
These haters dont even have facts straight. But harry and meghan live rent free in your heads otherwise yo wouldnt be here. But more shine for them. Haters are such losers man.
They left Britain so they could live a life so they could leed a live away from publicly and the glare of the media. They then go on a TV programme washing all thier dirty laundry in public. 
Now they are making a documentary. If you want to live a private life live a private life.  Long may they stay in America. Its about time Harry was removed from the line of succession. But 
as he is 5th in line he is irrelevant now.
I have cancelled my Netflix subscription hahah

“I had to do everything I could to protect my family” 
At the expense of your blood family. Without that family, Harry you would be nobody and Meghan wouldn’t give you the time of day. It is because of blood family you are making money.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....



👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....m
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
God these 2 are insufferable.
This is why I dropped my Netflix subscription.
They can share what they want and chose under their own terms, what is it to you?
Protecting my family by telling the world the truth. Secrets don't solve anything, bringing things about in the public so people are held accountable for their actions protects more than 
letting them get away with things.  More and more the RF are being exposed and I cant wait to watch this and for all the naive people who turn a blind eye to all the atrocities the royal 
family have gotten away with for years not just to Harry and Meghan but to countries still in its commonwealth.
🙄 why do people think they have a right to criticize what, how or if Harry and Meghan share anything about their own lives. 
Why do you care?
 @OMGitsShrimp  they are public figures and therefore people have the right to call out their bs and hypocrisy.
Hypocrisy at its best - now there is one thing they are both good at - that and lying to get what they want.
 @OMGitsShrimp  try reading the comments
"who better to tell our story, than us?"  or SPIN....
 @Yuu_Ren  When you over share like this, you're exposing yourself and your private life to critics. Why do that? I don't understand why people over share on reality series like this and in 
social media.  It takes away from all the good things they're actually doing.

It's okay. He just wants a nice, quiet life away from the drama of the royal family, and the best way to give that to his family is by releasing a 400-page autobiography trash talking his 
famous family (HIS CHILDREN'S FAMILY who will one day read what he writes) and throwing out a Netflix Docutrash series detailing every moment of his love story with a person who 
started out their relationship by banging around on her boyfriend. Truly, their love is the most important thing in the world right now, given that the whole planet it turned upside down 
right now. But self-awareness isn't a narcissist's strength.

The Royal Family is probably thanking God he's in America right now. What an embarrassment to humanity. They're both mentally ill. Nothing over 21-years-old would think any of this is 
sweet or relevant right now. I can't imagine how strapped for cash they must be. And to do this humiliating tour right after the Queen died, Jesus Christ, what drugs are they on?
Letting you know what I want you to know and you taking pictures and writing lies is 2 different things learn something
Yeah the man is knob
Protecting their family by attacking the hands that cloth and feed them.
Netflix. The platform that are tramping on his mother's legacy
Protecting my family by not living on taxpayers money in luxury, creating an income for myself, deciding what and when to share parts I feel comfortable sharing. Education has failed 
many. I have a good book suggestion for you...the dictionary



 @OMGitsShrimp  People have the right to criticise whom they want but I mean no one is listening. We're just here arguing amongst ourselves while H and M are happy and healthy lol.
 @Gary Dauphin  Instead let's leave it to*checks notes* the tabloid media to tell it HOW IT IS lol. Efff outta here
 @OMGitsShrimp  Because they never shut up about their own lives. Why shouldn't anyone have an opinion about that? Why do you ask why people care enough to comment in exactly 
the same forum on exactly the same topic as you do?
 @nve Fau  If they're so happy and healthy, why do they do such ignorant things all the time? Suing the Home Office, lying in court, whining at every opportunity. They seem desperate, 
fake and unhappy.
😂
@OMGitsshrimp Well where should we start. They did it to themselves. First they disrespected , bullied, and insulted Brit’s and Britain, then the royal family, then they came to the USA 
and insulted, degraded, lectured and took advantage of Americans and America. So they put it out there , so we will call them out for the little bitches they are….and they’re avoiding 
paying taxes to boot in America! The majority of Americans won’t take their BS here.
It’s protecting his bank account because now he’s getting paid for “universal service”
 @LongeyMusic  much of what is said about them is false
 @K O  you have not read his book yet nor watched the docuseries
 @P K  they are not living off tax dollars
 @Zara Dyllenwalker  I have yet to hear what they lied about. You might not like that they are suing the home office and you may think that them sharing their story is annoying but many 
other people like them and actually like them for it. Why are you so worked up. Don't take it so personal
 @Zara Dyllenwalker  Damnnnn girl. It really ain't that serious lmfaoooo
 @Gary Dauphin  Yes it's their version but as the Queen put it rightly "recollections may vary" OMG I love that phrase!
 @K O  Ditto. The deplorable duo are a couple of clowns. Prince and Princess of Whales are genuine, dignified, compassionate and full of grace... all traits that Harry and his handler have 
none of. 😝
 @Yuu_Ren  Exactly people need to learn that
Hmm, I'm pretty sure you're not who he's protecting his family from... unless this is someone with The Firm.  KC3, is that you?!
 @K.M. Rose  They need the money. I don't believe they're as rich as some think.
 @Adam Craig  You can blame Harry for that.
 @OMGitsShrimp  the question is why do you care ?
 @Yuu_Ren  what happened to wanting to get out of the limelight? These two are hacks with no talent and desperate for attention that they apparently didn’t want lol
 @Yuu_Ren  they’re not sharing but selling it for money to Netflix
Meghan will do anything to keep herself in the public eye. If she truly didn't want any part of the royal hoop de la, she would have quietly stayed out of it. Why make a documentary ? I feel 
bad for Harry. Meghan is a phony and an opportunist.
 @OMGitsShrimp  maybe it's because people don't like hypocrisy
No way would I watch anything about these two!
 @Sam da Silva  exactly !
Y’all are so toxic and miserable. Kate never got this treatment. Mad at her EXISTING 💀🤡
Bogart needs to be protected.  He was dumped because he didn't get on with Harry.  Now he's in a Netflix doc.
Yep! You'll learn to deal with it. His family is protected and a selection of photos won't change anything.
 @K O  So, you've managed to get an advance copy of his book have you?
 @K.M. Rose  because people are negative and don't think they should be able to speak about anything at all.



 @K O  I haven't gotten the book yet and I'm sure you haven't either.. What's he trash talking about?
 @PinkCookie62  whales or Wales? 🤔
You mean the private photographs that are literally his? You sound idiotic, can’t think straight with that boot down your throat probably.
 @Janet Petersen  But here you are
Harry was not as rich or as important as Meghan thought. So now she has turned him into her moneymaker.  She's doing a good job.  When as Meghan Markle, suits actress did she live in a 
multi millionaire house, wear inherited jewelry worth thousands.  She was a low player before she met Harry.    Her "female empowerment" comes from who she married.  Duchess?  Yep 
that will be the royal title she loves.  If the RF is so bad, why has she never said I don't want a RF title? She loves being The Duchess of Sussex.
It counters tabloid narratives that Meghan somehow has 'ruined' Harry and that he's deeply unhappy with her. People here in the UK cite these articles so often as reasons for hating her. 
"she's not good for him" bs like they know a damn thing. H&M sharing a couple of snaps doesn't put them in more danger (unless they were posing next to their street sign or 
Boomeranging their home security code) so how is one contrasting the other?? Answer: it isn't. And it's sad that 1.5k idiots out there actually agree with your (and many other's) take on 
this.
It is a joke - they got someone to take pictures of them at their most private moments. I guess when they can sell their fake stories anymore, there will be a sex video to come.
Lets all give them the "prvacy" they wanted, and not watch this whine-fest.
 @K O  👏👏👏👏
photograph by camera man taking photo of her crying in front of hermes blanket LOLOLOL
Jealousy causes wrinkles.
 @OMGitsShrimp  that BONKERS First Amendment, at it again.
Pleas noone watch the doco she wants privacy and can't get it poor love😭🤣
 @Joy Williams  go tAkE a nAp jOy.  Nooonne is iNtersTed in yOuRe oPin Ion. Also spelling is an important skill.
 @nve Fau  Let's see... where to begin: that Meghan was not allowed out (she was and she went out often, ie her NY baby shower), their contracting stories about baby Archie's complexion 
(Meggin and Haz gave two different accounts to Oprah), that Megs is an only child, that she paid for her education (her ad has the receipts), that she did not know who Harry was ( she was 
a Princess Diana fan), that she and the Queen were close (she spent very little time around the Queen and did not even bother to see her when she was in Europe before HM passed away), 
that she loved the Queen (the Queen was the Monarchy and yet she called the Monarchy racist), and her lies about how close she was to her mom as a kid ( leaves out that he dad raised 
her). There is more but this is getting to babe a drag, and I have a feeling you already know this,
 @Yuu_Ren  you’re right. They can share what they want of their own lives, but they don’t have the right to lie and try to destroy the Royal Family. But they have nothing else in their lives 
that’s worth of interest, so they have to make money from digging the boot into that idiot Harry’s family.
Harry showing the documentary producers a picture of him getting pegged by Meg.
A lesson to us all to also do when entering a new relationship.  Cameras, recording devices, diaries
“From Living in a regular 5 bed, 3 bath house…” < the unspoken bit
 @thebeyonze  as if any regular house is 5 Bed,  especially here in the U.K..  most are 2 to 3 bedroom.  If you have a house with 5 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms here your doing very well 
because houses are very expensive here. The average small 3 bedroom house is around $150,000 to 183,000 here.  They were living in the queens estate rent free in a cottage that was a 
wedding present to them from the queen and Meghan asked if she could have residency in Windsor castle instead, so she was spoilt and ungrateful in the extreme and in NutMegs head it 
didn’t seem to sink in that it is our queen that wears the crown on her head not NutMeg.  She married a prince had a fairytale wedding and wanted the fairytale castle to complete her 
dream.  The queen ever so polite said nope.
 @nve Fau  None of her American supporters know what she was like over here she was welcomed and adored at first then started the lies and manipulations and the people changed their 
minds about her gradually until we saw her for who she is a manipulating lying power hungry hypocritical narcissist and now you all are starting to see it over there thank God.  I can think 
of 3 to 5 proven lies just off the top of my head.  NutMeg is a manipulator and a lier and contradicts her self tripping up on her lies.  To be a good lier you need a good memory something a 
narcissist like Meagain Markle does not posses.  Harry is the third wheel he just hasn’t realised it yet.



@UCGPLOg8LE4x6ga9SG6iSq_QAn entire fxcking dissertation. I'm not reading all that. Tip: remove yourself from this chokehold that Meghan clearly has you in.
 @Drax  Nothing is good enough for MegaLiar Yacht Granny.  She is a disgusting mid-range narcissist who continually whines about everything.
 @Amanda Wilkinson Tarot  Yacht granny I’ll have to remember that one lol.  NutMeg is like a bag of pampers self absorbed and full of shit.
 @Drax  IT is one of my personal favorites.  Indeed she is.
 @nve Fau  To be fair, lying about his family and trashing them on a global stage, is about the only thing Harry CAN do to create his own income.  He’s not very bright, and didn’t exactly 
leave school with high marks.
And best yet- that all these private moments just happened to be captured by their own private photographer! Wow! Even the photo of her ‘volunteering’ on thanksgiving was copyright 
by achewell. 🙄
 @Julie Hyde Mew  family? 😂 trashing a publicly funded institution that is known for protecting and befriending p@dos. An institution well known for mistreating his mom and wife. An 
institution that is now confirming the institutional racist issues that we all knew was there.... That is not a family. But hey what do I know
 @Julie Hyde Mew  he went to Eton one of the best schools in the U.K. although I don’t remember his exam results being made public knowledge his actions in the public arena do show 
he’s entirely under equipped for life outside royalty so his only worth is to sell “His Truth” what ever that entails so in other words almost anything he can come up with along with that 
lying manipulating little trollop.  Harry’s “truths” can not be verified he knows this because the palace has a code of silence so he gets away with lies.
 @OMGitsShrimp  Probably because they don't talk that much about themselves most of the time. They just put other people down and try to smear their names with lies that are not 
proven. They are the ones who started the name calling.
 @Angelina Libby  yeah I’m sad with the King now 🙄🙄
 @thomasfy4  Ah, so you aren't KC3.  Disappointing.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
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Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
I swear to god , she’s gonna just cry and cry and cry about her miscarriage . I know how it’s difficult to go through miscarriage, but on the other hand she have waited for her Prince 
Charming to get married this late and obviously it’s high risk pregnancy and I’m sure doctors have said that to them . But no she’s gonna talk only about how he suffered and how poor 
royal family have treated and victimise herself over again . She’s a snake and she’s turning Harry a snake against his family.



At this moment i wanna remember the unknown prince Edward and his family (i haven't seen them much in scandal), and then we have these two. (I actually liked prince H but now, meh 
😑)
0:10 the markle claw even when he is playing guitar 🤣
Ya as expected bit of competition with the real royals
Wait I thought they wanted privacy. Now they don't? I don't care for her, anyway
Harry I love you and your wife and I want nothing but happiness don't think on none of the haters just know you done the right thing by leaving and speaking out you were both treated 
badly by the press and the establishment and boo hoo to those who don't like it if like to see them go through all you been through they are blind
Isso é uma vergonha
The more I hear these two talk, the more I love and respect Prince William and Princess Kate.
Just cancelled my subscription.
The most deluded couple on earth!
Just so happens they release this the same time as will and Kate visit America...it all about her and her fake tears, hes been hoodwinked ..so America keep them over there cause we're glad 
to be shot of them..
Love ❤ them
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤬🤬🤬💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🙄🙄🙄
Tell the truth. Shame the devil.
This is so funny given they said they were only addressing this on Oprah, clearing the air and revealing their truth. That was years ago.
God we’re gonna keep hearing about this well into 2050 and beyond.. a “how much content can we squeeze out from those 2 years with the royal family challenge”.
I cannot wait!!!!
Won’t be watching I’ll wait for the media to pick out the utter garbage and lies and watch the video clips will not entertain giving the pair any more screen time or money for trying to 
destroy their family’s and frankly I’m sick of hearing poor me me me
Oh disgusting pair ..
5k likes vs 16k dislikes 1 December EST 11am
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Same
100% Agree 
Right 👍👏
If Harry had stayed in Britain and supported his brother and dad, he would have been loved beyond measure throughout the land and all over the world.
Absolutely, this series is great PR for the royal family, as we see what they really had to endure from this pair of liars.
Facts
Same
Then, why TF are are you here trolling like a sick psycho Bi*ch that you are?
Same. 
Didn't much like Charles before, but realizing what it costs to have a rancid son like Harry, I respect the King. Long live the King.
I agree, but I wanted to let you know that the likes are now 666..
Same. I didn’t care for any of them but thanks Harry and Meghan I have come to love and respect the Prince and princess of wales 💕
👏👏🙌🙌
100%. It’s because of their actions that I even compare the two couples and prefer Kate and Will!
Yeeeessss!
Too bad William cheats on Kate.  Just saying.
Me too! How does that happen? Akh poor Meghan. Just like Charlie and the football!
 @Karma D  YOU WISH ,YOU IDIOT!!!! HE DOESNT ,THEY ARE HAPPILY MARRIED FOR 11 YEARS AND BEING TOGETHER FOR LONGER THAN THAT!!!!
A royal simp you are.mmmm
They put good into the world. Interesting that Netflix always trashes them.
 @Karma D  And if he does or does not, I don't give a s***; that's between them.
 @CoffeeCocaine you are really stupid
 @Darlene `  NOT NETFLIX IDIOT,JUST THE 2 GRIFTERS HARRY AND ME-GAIN
you need help
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤..
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I can imagine old Harry talking bad about his dead relatives
I am soooo over them can we just move on? 🙄🙄🙄
I feel like eventually she (or them both if he never comes to his senses) will become the new Fergie. Well into their 50s. Still trying to milk her royal connection while everybody has moved 
on to covering the Wales children and their partners. Lol



And how long will the people who claim to “not care anything about Harry and Meghan” immediately run to any video or article they can find about them just to leave nasty comments? 
🤔
 @Iamamousee   Is that so? or is that the "evil" stored in you that is doing the imagining - see Luke 6:45
Shit you’re right😂😂😂
 @Richie Rich   You have been brainwahed.  Fergie and Meghan are like night and day. Meghan is an intelligent person with advanced education from a prestigoius university ( not one that 
gives degree once you pay the tutiuon) ,  a charasmatic personality, a busissness woman at age 10, an author at age 10, and a worldclass speaker with engaging articulation, a Fashionista, a 
foodie, a blogger, and much more  (never created a royal scandal.  Fergie  created a scandal and crawl back on her knees  and beg Piers moron to interview her after he bashed her.  How 
many people bought Fergie's book even with the TV appearences to promote it. Meghan;s recent book was number one before it was release, so is  Harry's.   Fergie needs  the royal family 
attachment to survive .   Meghan does not need it. The royal family needs Meghan more  that she needs them.  The royal family cannot compete with Archwell , Harry and  Meghan.   They 
raise money that go directly to the charaities , not 10%.
If the British ass-hats and monarchy were to leave them alone and stop writing back about them, perhaps. But let them tell their story. Don’t like it? Stop commenting on their docu-series 
trailer. Just ignore them. But stay mad
And we're here for ittttt. They even got you to comment. 🤨🥲😅😆
 @nve Fau  Thank you! These trolls are so stupid they don't realize that them commenting on everything H&M only continues to promote them 🤣🤣🤣🤣 They're gonna stay mad 
because we're gonna watch and we're gonna purchase Harry's memoir.
 @AverageDay  I wish 
 @robert7567  good for you and I'm a VERY proud troll, thank you very much 😆😊
 @AverageDay  move on buddy. If you’re so over them, why comment on a post about them? You nitwits have an IQ of 1
 @robert7567 we don't mind giving them this view and engagement since it's a chance to voice our anger and frustration. 

However.... The views will only really count when the show airs. And that's when we'll be sure to not watch. Any "hater" will know if they're curious, we'll just watch other YouTube 
channels. Considering how horrible her podcast went, I know even her haters don't bother to look at her work.
What goes around comes around. Their kids will despise them and write books and do movies of how insane it was to be props in their insane world….mommy dearest 2.0
You mean her 72 days! 
Be more interesting to see a doco on how she managed to spend more on clothes during that time than all the other Royal women put together!
 @Sam Brian  her podcast did quite well
Hahahaha spot on! Theyre desperate for attention
 @nve Fau  and we got you to comment.  How pathetic are you. We aren't even famous.
Don't worry, they'll be broke and divorced by then



NO! ONE IS FORCING YOU TO.
DID ANY ONE PUT A GUN TO YOUR HEAD AND SAID TO YOU;
-THINK ABOUT HARRY AND MEGHAN
-GO TO YOUTUBE
-SEARCH EVERY STORY OR -CLIP ABOUT THEM
WATCH IT
-COMMENT ON IT
-READ OTHER COMMENTS
-REACT TO COMMENTS
THAT'S QUITE AN INTENSE PROCES FOR SOMEONE WHO  !PRETEND! TO HAVE HAD ENOUGH.
STOP BEING A HYPOCRITE 
Bnt nihad.
 @Felix Rudder  Stop quoting the Bible.  If you’re David Jeremiah you shouldn’t be here.
 @robert7567  If you can scrape up the $9.
 @Sam Brian  actually her podcast went quite well.  bet you judged that too with out listening to it
 @Office Yoga  bxtch I actually like them. You most be slow
 @nve Fau  and you are vulgar and stupid.
:face-blue-smiling: 😄😁😆😅😆😁😆😅🤣😂:face-blue-smiling:
 @Iamamousee  😄😁😆😅🤣😂
 @Richie Rich   LOL, ha, ha, ha, LOL.
😂😂😂😂😂
 @AverageDay  It would help if Charles would strip their titles now that the bill passed Parliament. Remove them from the RF website, too.
It was 18 months and 72 appearances
 @robert7567  1? That’s being generous 😂
 @diane carder  the first Ep now it’s a ‘no show’ on all ratings list for top 20 and higher
get a therapist.  they are the hired help!!   total sociopaths
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤..
Good of NFLX keeping the comment section open. 

Love the hypocrisy..  "When the stakes are this high..." What stakes? A C-list actress fading into oblivion?

A show about their truth?,guess it took them this long to make it so they had a chance to make up more lies and more digs a the monarchy,it’s time they had their titles taken from them



"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?"

Bruh. You both have been telling your stories from you since you stepped away from the monarchy.
At Oprah?! Didn't you tell your stories from your own mouth?
Nobody in the royal family talks about you or your stories. 

You've been telling about you for years. Doen't it make more sense to stop? Doesn't it make more sense to live your life in private just how you wish it to be? Doesn't it make more sense 
to just shut your mouth now?
Harry and Meghan 💖🔥🥰
Just imagine how miserable some people have to be to HATE the fact that some people they don't know is that in love? Tells you so much about this society. But God got them. The devil 
can't destroy what God has.
Why won't these two just go away?
Wasnt a very "cliffhanger" type trailer. Thought it wud be more interesting. After watching the trailer, it doesnt make me want to watch the whole show
Que asco
She must’ve asked someone to take a picture of her crying!! 😂😂😂
You two created a cottage industry out of your "abject misery" the second you hit US soil.  That isn't helping with credibility.
Already “watch parties” are being arranged to laugh at the lies, Harry thinking his wife is in some danger as he lets her roll down bulletproof car windows to get her face on film, nonstop 
whining, her psychotic need to hurt W&C because he rejected her flirting, and now, bringing out her photographer’s friend to race bait at Camilla’s fete. Boston vs Montshitshow. One 
couple gets roaring applause, the other gets public guffaws. Wish Netflix would’ve asked them if the monarchy is so horrible, why do they want the titles so badly. “Her” truth is she’s a 
victim of domestic violence because she was expected to work for those millions she got from British taxpayers.
Wow Que conveniente lanzar esto cuando su hermano está de visita y mostrar una imagen de ellos como los malo, si usted decide dejar a su familia decir que quiere privacidad y 
autonomía porque reclama manutención y protección? Busque una profesión y póngase a trabajar los dos que ya del drama de victimas todos estamos cansados, ustedes viven en una 
mansión con todas las comodidades no saben que es pasar hambre ni vivir en la miseria dejen de quejarse con sus mantas Hermès de fondo y sus joyas caras
Everybody's comment on their privacy 😆 daaang now we be talking about them in public 😅
Are they delightfully happy living their truth or are they persecuted miserable victims? I’m confused….
This docuseries had so much potential. The Sussexes could of highlighted the various causes they support. I would've definitely watched that. Instead, they gave us another "reality series" 
about "celebrities who want to have a private life."
Netflix creating drama so they could use their own footages for The Crown Season 23!
Another American from a failed marriage screwing up another royals life ,first one made him lose his kingdom, this one made him split from is family  ,
I don't care a bit about royalty. They are simply unimportant. I do care that someone is made a target by the Mail and Murdoch's goons because of their skin pigmentation.
Looking forward to this ....
The pictures of Meghan with Harry… are just like the ones with Trevor Engelson… are just like the ones with Cory Vitiello. She pulls the exact same faces and poses of ‘love’, but I do not 
believe that she has ever genuinely felt it.  The men are all interchangeable. She uses them to get ahead, then cheats on them and discards them. Harry, you’re next.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤..



👆👆👆👆
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👆👆👆👆
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Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤..
two grifters - the hired help
are you for real? they have been telling lies during the last couple of years, we all know their stories by now.
 @Lil G  I said what I said. :) Don't like it, take a hike.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......
Or set the camera on a self timer.  Because... authenticity.
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The only cause the Harkles support is the almighty dollar. Woke Ono and Haz so original
 @Michelle Fairbanks  That's not point. The point is their continued whining about the past is taking away from the work they are doing NOW. It's sad and pathetic.
Interesting you’ve already reviewed something from a trailer 😂😂😂😂
maybe you need to wait and watch and then have a comment of if they do or do not speak about the causes they support.  That Queen stripped him of his roles as if he served in the British 
Forces and it meant nothings.  That is some low rent behavior.  Then they don't give the title of Prince or Princess to Harry's kids but William's kids all get it along with endowed lands and 
money.  Yes.  No hate from the British Monarchy at all.
How would you know? It's not even aired yet! 🤣🤣🤣🤣

 @Not even a little  you might want to read the Letters Patent that have existed since 1917. Harry should have known how titles worked but pretended he did not and lied about it on tv.
I think they really overestimated their appeal in the US.  We think the monarchy and everyone related to it is a joke, all of it.  Old fashioned, racist, but also not newsworthy.
 @K.M. Rose  they arent doing any work
Let's be honest it never had potential. These people are boring losers with way too much money and time on their hands
 @Not even a little  which part of quitting dont you understand? she didnt strip him, he stripped himself



 @K.M. Rose  which work?
 @K.M. Rose   ".....work they are doing NOW" 🤣 I'll have what you're having.
Don't you want to learn about how hard their lives are and the struggles they've been through? /S
I didn’t realise that you have watched it already before it’s even been released 👀👀
You're such a hideous liar. You wouldn't watch a docuseries about charity. You never have. You just jumped in here to throw mud at the Sussexes whichever way you could think of. Gee, 
it's strange how a darker skin tone brings out the worst in white nationalists.
 @Sta Cey  We have had years to see what Meghan is like, the lies she spins, and the bullying she inflictscon the women around her.
Maybe this will be an exposé where Netflix caught all the nastiness as they trailed the pair, and this trailer is a bait-and-switch, but I suspect Meghan is trying to fabricate another 
transparent puff-piece.
Bruh. It's a one minute trailer. Why don't you wait to see the entire thing before your form conclusions about it.
 @Opposite OfNinja  i honestly don’t know where you are pulling all this information from. You have obviously read so much media posts bashing her that you believe it, because I doubt 
that you have been in her company to have witnessed this. The media lie about everything! They have no proof of anything.
 @Not even a little  It's literally in the patent, 😂 so it wouldn't have mattered if Harry married a white woman. His kids still wouldn't get royal titles till Charles was on the throne. Besides 
both M&H refused the title that was actually bestowed on Archie (Earl of Dumbarton) so why are they whining now? They said they wanted to raise him out of the spotlight and pressures 
of the 'Firm'. So what's the issue here? Lol.
Exactly. Why would anyone be interested in their "love story" or how they met? Nor Harry, neither Meghan are famous for who they are, they're well-known because he's a (second) born 
royal and she married him. End of story. Since they're not interesting and successful on their own right, I don't think their prviate life would be worth watching. It's another money-
grabbing opportunity with the never-seen-before pictures of them in their private life.
 @Sta Cey  You don't know where I've gathered this information,  but you know I got it from media lies? That's so sweet.
how do you know they wont
 @WinterChoir  obviously he told the truth
I said the same thing.
The whole royal family are celebrities with crown
They would have to do something worthwhile without profiting from it. They are incapable.
That's the thing, they really don't support anyone but themselves.
 @Fanni  u clearly are interested that's why ur here and yes I am many others are cry about it😁
absolutely.  excellent point.  even if i dont like them, at least it would have been about "service to others" which they go on and on about.  massively missed opportunity to bring awareness 
to their causes.
 @diane carder  except he did not and you would know that if you read the letters patent.
When did it come out? You have said it doesn't highlight any of the many causes they have supported, but it isn't available to watch yet?

Also very good point. They have supported many good causes and raised a lot more awareness and money for any of those than you will ever do in your entire life.

And just read your profile description on YouTube, then read your comment. You might want to Google 'define hypocrite'.
LMAO inconveniently, that would involve them caring about or being involved with causes. as if meghan has the time to care about other people. uplifting herself is a 24/7 task
She is trying to "Kardashian" the Royal title. 🙄
They only donate 5% of their 'charity' to actual charity, they keep 95% themselves. Haven't filed taxes for a few years either. Scam artists.
These two are always shining a light on themselves rather than other people.



They don’t support any causes. Their charities aren’t legitimate.
That's too much work
 @Not even a little  when you quit your job you are no longer able to keep any roles your employer gave you
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize.🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
see a therapist
Subscribing to Netflix just to see this documentary
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
Dislike times 1000!
Oh vomit.
Go away, Harry and Meghan!
In other news....
Never let the truth get in the way of a good story....
All of these negative comments! You have no clue as to what they went through! What Meghan went through! And what her husband sacrificed to put his family first and get them out of 
harms way! Away from that racist family!!!!! People over looking this, YOU ARE THE PROBLEM and need to look at yourselves in the mirror. You’re disgusting! Meghan was never 
“accepted” and will never be “accepted”, because she’s black!!!!! WE know different. WE know what racism looks like. WE suffer through it EVERY SINGLE DAY OF OUR LIVES. Those that 
chose to over look this, chose not to acknowledge it… again, YOU ARE THE PROBLEM. Shame on you. I can’t wait for this racist family to be truly exposed for what they are and what 
they’ve always been. A truly “restricted” society. Have a blessed day.
This could be a commercial
The repetition of the bot comments on here must have cost someone enough money they could have actually bought themselves the blanket they're so obsessed with! 🤣
God, Harry is such a stud.
Grifters and narcissists.  Hopefully this will all end very badly for both.
"When the stakes are this high..." 😂😂😂😂😂 You're both non-entities. The only reason people talk about you is because your lives are a trainwreck. Kardashians are more important 
and classier than you.
I am in 🇺🇸 and you Harry, called our first amendment bonkers. You two have trashed your country and my country. You are the cause of your followers trashing your and my country. If you 
want to do something positive stop this! Your voice will be heard if you drop the woke agenda (not the actual definition your wife thinks it is but the term it has become to be in recent 
years) and start bringing people together by showing your strength rather that your whining about how everything is oh so bad
WAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH 😭😭😭😂😂
my goodness these two are obsessed with themselves.
They said they both wanted a private life lol but we keep seeing them in TV and newspaper!

Stories to make millions lol!



Well I guess I'll be watching😁
meghan markle crying in front of a hermes blanket … life must be so hard.
En vez de hacer esta porquería hubieran continuado anne with an E..estos dos son un par de patéticos acomplejados con una vida resuelta y llena de lujos y todavia sienten que el mundo 
se les viene encima por que la corona británica los puso a trabajar🙄
Didn’t these 2 constantly claim they want to leave the limelight behind ? 😂 once I saw her interview about how she’d be a princess I could see the raw fakeness behind how terrible of an 
actress she is. But somehow all the Americans fall for her as if she’s some poverty stricken commoner who escaped an abusive household.
What are the stakes exactly? What is it you two are trying to gain or accomplish? You wanted your freedom and u got it.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
i wont. if I wanted to see trash, I would go to the garbage dump!
Why won't these two just go away 😫
Excited to watch this. Wishing all the blessings for such a lovely family.
I am here for the comments. 🧐
Down with the monarchy!! It’s as simple as that.  The monarchy is an antiquated construct who’s days are numbered.
how gorgeous HRH, the Princess of Wales is looking! 😁❤
Our obsession with celebrity knows no bounds. Pass.
They are so fake and so money hungry
Honestly I'm sick to death of these two! When are they going to be stripped of their Royal titles!

It will be like her podcast in Spotify, she has shown the real MeMeMe and lies lies and more lies, nothing but ME and Lies! This ClownShow will be a visual confirmation of the same.
Let the yanks have the bullying always the victim.... good ridance least we won't be paying for them now.... for someone who wants privacy... wow.... pathetic couple... his grandmother 
will be turning in her grave



They are so cute
My favorite royal couple
This is literally the most narcissistic thing I’ve ever seen. I mean, come on!! Who show a staged picture of them crying? Who even takes a picture of someone Curled over in a bawl? 😂. 
Grandiose narcissist. Lies, manipulative, uses people for position and power and discards when she’s done with them. This is grotesque
More lies like in Oprah 🙄🙄😡🤢
We all have issues and all have to take responsibility for them and our own lives....  that's how transformation happens....  Royalty should be about something more than big egos with 
victim complexes.  When Me-again opens her mouth her entire vibe oozes arrogance/condescension/self entitlement/resentment...   I'd image William and Kate have their moments but at 
least William and Kate don't seem to publicly bash them... the opposite is not true...   but in America you can make $ being a victim.  Hopefully we'll transcend this collective level of 
consciousness soon
After the MI5 came out and disclosed what was really happening.  Please let this private royals speak their truth.
I bet this is a very very clean version and just a waste of time to watch unless you’re into cringy chickflick love story
F'em both. You knew exactly what you were getting into. Entitled brat.
Can't believe you've spent millions upon millions of dollars on the gruesome twosome. Their long line of achievements includes lying, elder abuse, fraud, racism, race baiting, bullying - I 
could go on. Hope this spectacle is the biggest flop!!
🙄Good thing I never watched the LIEFEST on Oprah, this trailer/ documentary seems to be the LIEFEST 2.0
Nothing original, nothing genuine,more trash unloaded …….Ginge & Whinge
They are the hired help. Meghan is the cleaning lady & not Royal.  LAUGHABLE!!
Gross.
Very classy Lady...
Unlike Meagain
Kate is pure class
Yes, all class coming from Kate and William.
 @Mark S  sure going commando real classy
 @diane carder  Its people who point cameras up women’s skirts that are lacking in class.
Yeah she simply does not age, she’s stunning ❤
Botox!  Too bad her husband cheats.
are you blind??
Gross couple
👍perfect description
Is it grotesque? Because that’s what powerful men have been doing for centuries, and are still doing today. And they’re applauded for it. So the fact that you find it grotesque because it’s a 
female who’s being assertive and aggressive in order to get what she wants, speaks volumes about you. 

As for the photo, I’ll tell you exactly who takes a picture like that: a film crew for a documentary. You may not be aware of this, but in order to make a documentary, cameras typically tend 
to be involved. These cameras film and take still shots of the subjects of the documentary, thus producing the content.
100% agree... Where's the privacy they wanted soo badly???? Oh splashed all over our screens!!!! Hypocrites. Feel sorry for Henry, but he was warned lol
 @Melissa xx  it’s nothing to do with sex. She is a narcissist. Her family, old friends and ex husband are testimony to that fact. It has nothing to with female empowerment. Those pictures 
were taken before the camera crew. She is manipulative a proven liar and a social climber.
It’s vomit inducing



 @Melissa xx shes aggressive but she also plays victim as well. Choose one
I think she's laughing. If you look closely, she has smile lines, but at first glance she appears to be crying. I think that's manipulative!
Such lies they tell...  Absolutely shameless people. Try to have some of the qualities in reality that u tell the world u have...
pathetic, from two irrelevant grifters.  LAUGHABLE!!  Maybe I'll cancel my Netflix account and stick with Prime Video.
ERGH
Finally....a reason to unsubscribe from Netflix. For no other reason but the evil deed of releasing this trailer at the time they did. I will not finance cruelty and hate.
Riding on the coattails of the Prince and Princess of Wales. There's class and then there's the $ussexes. And just like that I cancelled my netflix account.
Canceled my subscription when they canceled Ozark for this pos reality show
💝🤝💞🌹💐🕊🕊🕊🕊🕊🕊🕊🕊
I see folks who don’t like H&M posted in here. You don’t like them yet you constantly keep tabs on them. An example of insanity.
They're still trying to shove these two imbeciles down our throats?
Its a well edited trailer but i wont be watching it as i cant stand these two
I can’t believe they did this
It is tragic that this has been timed for the Prince and Princess of Wales’s US visit. Harry and Meghan have nothing but hatred and envy in their hearts. We can all see that Meghan is a 
narcissist and personality disordered… but what is your excuse, Harry? SHAME ON YOU!
Is it only me that thinks this was intentionally dropped right when William & Katherine are in the States?
Love you Harry and Meghan egnore the haters I know you have endured so much just your beloved mother Harry and Meghan every blessing to you suffered for your ethnicity by the 
papers the establishment and you are right to speak out and you can have privacy but still speak out and tell your story of what happened and how your felt egnore the rasist brigade they 
have hearts of stone Harry well done you done the right thing for your beautiful wife and children your mother would be so proud of you she was never protected but you have done the 
right thing for your family and even though it must of hurt having to choose over kinn and country you done the right thing father please place a hedge of protection around Harry Meghan 
and the children with the precious blood of Jesus and their dwelling and coming and going in Jesus mighty name

Harry is throwing his brother, father and children under the bus. All for a greedy wife who threw away her own father and siblings for more more more. Great way to protect your family!
I love them so much❤
Is that it what a load of rubbish talk about ME ME ME I for one won't be watching
New level of delusional, when whole world sees the truth but you so desperately try to be the victim
Privacy!!! 🙌
Cringeeeee
they always drop something when the royal family has some news or engagements.
you need help!!  see a shrink
“Doesn’t it make sense to hear our story from us”- well yeah but every single time that lady opens her mouth nothing but LIES come out. She’s a pathological liar and he has become so 
weak and manipulated- I absolutely despise seeing media refer to her as “Duchess of Sussex” and as “Black” because she is truly neither. I wish we could just wire her mouth SHUT & that 
Harry find his balls she has hidden. love and support to HRH William and Kate
Gross !! Never going to watch this “documentary” and will reconsider my subscription to Netflix - don’t want to support the production of this garbage
Fantastic!!!!!!
Absolute bovine excrement........
bitch, get out of here!! please don't give them attention! NOT WATCHING



"When the stakes are this high..." what stakes? Really, what is going on with these two that the stakes are so high? I can't think of anything of value that this couple have done together 
that is valuable to society.
"No one sees what's happening behind closed doors"
Unless you film it and sell it to Netflix for a big sack of money.
And HOW does this series make the World a better place, exactly ??! Its all about the Money for Meghan ! Let's be clear that Every Family does NOT air their Grievances in Public ! Also, to 
do a REAL Docu series - You should have interviewed ALL 3 of Meghan's EX- Husbands for them to give you their Viewpoint of on DIfficult and Demanding the Aged Actress Meghan Markle 
really is !! - ZERO RESPECT FOR THIS ACTRESS USING HARRY'S FAMILY TO MAKE HER MONEY - AND RUINS HARRY'S LIFE AND HERIRAGE FOR HER QUEST FOR FAME, MONEY AND FORTUNE 
!!!
Fake + liars = harkles
'
will their 2 children included in this documentary or they still hide them?
OMG 😍😍😍
Haven’t they told “their story” before. $100 million for this whinefest.
Lying on Oprah wasn't enough. More BS for world to hear. This will get them exposed and hopefully they can shut up for good. I didn't know privacy meant telling lies and betraying family 
on Netflix
Как же достали эти обиженки!
Selling Popcorn 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿
2 of the most drab ppl on the planet
Meghan's line at 0:40 looks so scripted. 🙄
The last part was cringy  
PATHETIC attempt at being relevant.  They are the "hired help".  Migraine is a FRAUD. A malignant narcissist.  A sociopath. a liar, a money grabbing discredited inelegant donkey.  
Laughable.
Definitely cancelling Netflix because of this and the poorly made season 5 the crown. No one wants to hear them whining with all the wealth and privilege they have. Queen Elizabeth must 
have been hurt by them
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
That's exactly what I thought! What are the "stakes"?
Everything they say is verbal diarrhea and is cringe
 @D Pagne  and delusions
Maybe the Tom Bower book and bullying allegations
The stakes are their multi-million dollar deal with Netflix that requires them to produce content that Netflix tells them to.



Their ability to be worshiped and hugely rich and famous
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize. 🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
faaaaaaaaaaake
This is ridiculous, all their private moments up until now just exposed after saying they wanted to be private. They wanted to be private so they can sell to Netflix. Like when celebs who 
don’t show their baby because they’ve already sold the pics to a magazine, but at least they don’t pretend they want privacy. 

Whatever you think of them as a couple, they are complete hypocrites and sell outs.
Such an absolute privilege little baby. BOTH of them!
If they keep telling “their” story over and over how many versions are we up to. Gets exhausting trying to maintain all the versions (lies).
Looking forward to this
“Why did u decide to make this documentary?”
Harry and Meghan: “because you paid us 30 millions dollars”😂
Narcissism on full display!  Harry must protect his family. Then go away and stop getting yourself in the limelight at every possible turn.  Rich, self-indulgent babies.
No one cares to hear two liars feeling sorry for themselves. Self entitled twits I certainly won't watch this BS
Another reason to NOT renew my subscription to Netflix.  The other reason is they are the most "look at me!!!" Then " How dare you, I want privacy!!" The fact that they reside in the USA 
and flaunt their wealth and problems while this country is still in bad shape makes me gag!!!  You can shove it Netflix!!
Ahh yes... Privacy, privacy, privacy... And ohh, let's make the announcement of the reality show (which they're actually trying to distance from) on the same day as Earthshot. Speaks 
volumes



It's obvious that 🕯 bullying got the exiled from the royal family. At the beginning of the investigation, they did Oprah to threaten the royal family and manipulate public perception. When 
the investigation was over and the Palace refused to release the findings, these pathetic grifters decided to play like they won. Theyve been demanding apologies and titles ever since. And, 
Netflix is an accomplice and co-conspirator to the sabotage, must be proud. She came at you just like she did the royal family. She over promised and under delivered. Then she made her 
entitled demands, expected millions and tried to tell you how to run shit, ex. Joe Rogan and vaccines. See what she is doing to the royal family now? You're next. Karma is a bitch
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?" No, no one wants to hear what either of you have to say...
Megan: Does it make more sense to hear our story from us? 
Sure Meg, before it was only Kate keep telling us your story for last 2 years
Reports are H & M have issues w/the directors & are distancing themselves from what looks like "Keeping Up With the Hazdashians".  How long can you sell a now 4 year long millionaire 
whine festival?  We're about to find out.
Zzz…
I'm sure the world would love to hear a spoiled prince complaining how miserable he is lol
This new season of keeping up with the kardasians needs more Kanye
No Meghan, it makes zero sense to hear the story from you! We all know that if your mouth is open then a lie is coming from it.  Where are your invisible kids?  What a pair of attention 
seeking liars.
Is this a Mockumentary ala Spinal Tap?
Non story, but nice pics.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
That's what narcissists do. They keep telling you to try and look at things from their perspective, to be empathetic, to try and understand. But they keep hashing out different versions 
hoping one would eventually stick
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....



👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
Yeah Meghan flew 6 hours on a private jet to be in Indianapolis for a 3 hour event. Oh feel sorry for me
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
😂
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
He may be the stupidest man alive.  He truly thinks with all his wealth and the titles he sells to the highest bidder that somehow we are going to feel sorry for him.  He thinks because his 
mom died he gets to play victim for the rest of his life.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
I'm here just for the comments...
Question?
Why is Harry in the Titel?

It's sure only meghan 😔
🤮 🤮
🤮 I’d rather clean a porta potty after a weekend hippy festival then watch this whining scrapbook on steroids
Didn't they tell "their story " lies on Oprah and they're saying the same thing it's our time to tell their side well these two are nothing but liars
Oh dear! More drama for The King right at the nick of time of the Hussey scandal.  RIP Elizabeth II.  The boat is a-rockin!
These two grifters need to drop their titles if they want any respect.



Such a Hollywood epicness, feels like Jesus himself decided to tell his story in a documentary/ interview
They want us to see them struggle and cry all in the name of love. This is what it's about. What they don't understand that people dislike them not for leaving the RF but for how they 
whine about their problems in PUBLIC... all.the.time! Meghan gets offended when she is called a diva! Put a freakin helmet on! Life is not fairytale
she is a scumbag, he is pzzywhipped and now a FOOL
God how much more narcissistic, vom inducing drivel will we have to endure from this ridiculous couple claiming victimhood from their multimillion pound mansion. Bore off.
They want privacy? Or publicity?...
So oppressed
They are legends in their own minds
Disgusting
Fellas buckle up your seat belts. The sh*t is about to get crazy 🤣🤣
Cringe an Weird. Constantly contradicting themselves
GCSE Drama vibes
Yeah but u do know! Because you couldnt wait to air your dirty laundry all over the flipping place. This is going to be poor us all the way. Harry I know you're this...u cant help comments 
can u? ......I hope no one watches this shite. Now jog on
The "I don't care people" all up in the comments 😩
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize..🎁🎊🎉🎉❤....
Ok and?
Well you got that right.Megs and Harry are important only in their own minds.That is on display for all to see and clearly we have.
Meghan has Narcissistic Personality Disorder. She lives in her own little world of fantasy and delusion, and will never see that she is a failure and how loathed she truly is.
Seriously
 @xoxo, Akouto   irrelevant grifters
Truly!!
 @A Better Idea  again and?!
😂
 @xoxo, Akouto  What don't you understand?
 @xoxo, Akouto  they are lame and you're lame for liking lame people. Are you stupid like them? Must be
 @A Better Idea  yea if they were were irrelevant, you wouldn’t be commenting on them right now.



 @B.B.S  yes I am stupid and lame! And what about it?!
100
 @xoxo, Akouto  🤣🤣🤣🤣
Folie a deux 👹🤡
Their fantasy virtual reality minds
 @xoxo, Akouto  I think a lot of people are commenting on them here as it is a known fact they like observing comments on themselves, and one would hope eventually one day, instead of 
all meghan's hair dye that seeps into her brain, perhaps these comments might seep in and she may realize with what little mental aptitude she has that everyone is sick of their one 
dimensional whine fest.
 @dff935  ok boo
Fo sho!
CRINGE
Harry brought this on the family- Remember that......All this drama and toxicity is because of Harry.
The comments on this video alone show why they felt it necessary to do this. Do or don't, they can't win.
Just how classy Kate Middleton has been for the past 11 years. No drama from her.
13 793 dislikes（75%）so far. Source: YouTube Dislike Viewer 😂😂😂😂😂
14K disliked this 🤣
I wish them both well ...cannot wait to hear their truth !
Can just tell what sort of nonsense this will be.
give ma a break!
Definitely not watching this!  I'll just watch tiktok. Never gonna give them mileage for their crap
It's all Bull shit
I still don't get what they're trying to prove 🤔
Do i have to know~~~~
Garbage at it's best!
Yeah, I can see why Netflix didn't promote this sooner.  The "stakes"??  What stakes?? They left the royal family 2 years ago and they're STILL whining about it.  

No, we don't need to hear your story.  You've been telling it over and over and over again so we know it by heart.  The UK is racist, the royal family is racist, they were going to put Meghan 
in a car and drive it off the road just like they did with Mommy.

Oy.  Give it a rest already.
If being rich doesn’t solve your problems please share your problems with me
Lol. Pass.
Can’t relate. Too poor to understand rich people’s problems.
Haters time to say whatever 😅
I know absolutely nothing at all about this film, yet I'd bet my next paycheck within a day of its release Harry and Meghan will be out acusing the production team of betraying them and 
engaging in racism/misogyny for reasons which shall remain extremely vague.
Lol sure
😂😂 your so dumb. Tunnel vision. My only wish is for the cambridges fans to keep up their support and hopefully keep digging until they get themselves in trouble.



Catherine:  CLASS ACT!!!!
Really? Are we forgetting the naked pictures?
 @Azra I-G  missed the point completely mate.
 @Azra I-G  the naked paparazzi pictures that they went to court over and won? It was a total invasion of her privacy she was in a private holiday villa and the shots were taken from very 
very far away with a massive zoom lens camera
she is busy doing the real work unlike these ones looking for freebies
She is safe, white, from a rich family to begin with, baby maker
 @Azra I-G  No one forgot about those pictures but the point is that she didn't tell lies about them, did she? I haven't heard the Princess of Wales bitching about stuff in the media... THAT is 
what people refer to when they say the Princess of Wales is CLASSY!
 @Assoma muhamed  Where have you been for the last 15 years? The press slaughtered her... They referred to her as "Waity Katie", as being lazy, as being a golddigger (because her 
mother was an air hostess at one time and her mother and father have a business in selling ordinary party stuff) ... They scoured her family for some problematic members ... They 
harassed her big time... Obviously you didn't read the press.
 @Assoma muhamed  Yep she has cute kids, comes from a stable upbringing and family, was the mind behind Heads Together and is now advocating for the Early Years of Childhood 
Development 👏 Future Queen 👑
 @Rach Gregory  nobody gave 2 shits about those photos until the palace started to sent letters to different newspapers to not publish. Many of publications didn’t even know about them. 
Streissand effect
 @Fa Ver  she wasn’t bitching? Why would she, since palace sent letters to many publications/ newspapers forbidding the publishing of the photos, and mind u before their letters many 
publications didn’t even know about it
Kate and William are pure class
 @Assoma muhamed  she was from a normal middle class family, had a career before she married into the royal family. Not rich.
Catherine is the superior Duchess in every sense of the word. All round class act.
 @Azra I-G you mean the ones paparazzi took without her consent, Meghan and Harry’s fans are just low scums.
sure class---going commando and showing all
 @Rach Gregory  no there were some that were not in a private place.  her whole buttocks show when the wind blew her skirt up and her front exposed in a car.
 @Fa Ver  she has the BP as her mouthpiece.  dont be naive
 @nadia m  what career?  Yacht girl?
She’s busy earning the respect of thousands of people. She’s so above all this petty drama



 @Azra I-G  why, because Meghan is so much better, huh? 

1. Meghan was paid $50,000 for each episode of Suits - basically an annual income of $450,000 a year… so she wasn’t exactly poor either before she joined the RF

2. decided that she didn’t like doing the work that the Royal Family does - she wanted to be a princess with all the benefits but without the associated work. 

3. So… let’s leave the RF! Yes, and we’ll say it’s for privacy!

4.  Uh oh. Charles has stopped sending us money and has stopped picking up the phone… because every single time we kept asking for more money.

5.  Ooh I know! Let’s try to become Diana 2.0 and give a “tell all” interview about the RF! Everyone will love me, and I’ll get soooo much $$$!

6.  Hmm. I still need more money. Ok… podcasts! About how wonderful I am! Documentaries, about just how atrocious the RF are! Ohhh and Harry’s memoir Spare… because he’s totally 
the only “Spare” in the world. Not that He liked the work associated with the role anyways.

7.  What? Lilibet and Archie aren’t going to have HRH titles (and the subsequent TAX-paid salaries) - even though we left the RF? How dare they!!

Honestly, everything Meghan has done screams “attention seeking”, especially with her “woe is me” attitude. Read between the lines, my dude.
 @Azra I-G  you mean the pictures taken with a telephoto lens while she was on a private vacation with her husband.  Oh wait I thought only Meghan was abused by the press.  Which is it?  
Did we also forget about Meghan's nasty sex scenes on suits?
Except of course when the press reported on her Botox usage and she demanded the Palace issue a statement claiming otherwise. And then there’s the topless pictures. But here’s the 
thing. Everybody wants to control their own narrative. Nothing wrong with that. Kate has the palace to defend her and ensure positive things are published about her and pay for clothing 
and a glam team so she always looks stunning… and that’s fine. But the palace did not similarly protect Meghan, so why do you all begrudge her for wanting to set the record straight and 
tell her story her way?
 @Assoma muhamed  hmm racist much
 @jandipeach  did you seriously just try to shame Kate for the press taking pictures of her topless in what was supposed to be privacy? That's literally sexual harassment and it's disgusting 
that you're trying to minimize it and victim blame her.
 @jandipeach  also the botox got shut down because you can't use the royals for unauthorized advertisements for private companies. They did the same when Meghan's image was used to 
promote earrings.
 @jandipeach  "And then there’s the topless pictures." Yes... from more than a decade ago. In a PRIVATE villa. Wonder how exactly you'd be feeling if someone snapped a picture (then 
proceeded to share it online) of you nude when you're at home? Add to that, of course, the weight of being a public figure. 

"But the palace did not similarly protect Meghan" That's only because Meghan was pretty much there for all of two months. Oh, there was bad press about Meghan in that time was there? 
Guess you're forgetting that Kate had it pretty hard too. She quite spent years winning the crowd over. 

Instead of doing the same thing, Meghan decided that she didn't like having to do the work associated with being a princess - and decided to leave the RF. For privacy, of course. Privacy. 
Didn't realise releasing tell-all interviews and memoirs and documentaries are... privacy. LMAO.



 @Azra I-G  not naked but Topless. Different things, just to start. They were inside a private propriety and that's why the photographer and the magazine were find "guilty" by a French 
court with severe consequences for both.
Good ole Plan B Kate.  Such a shame her husband cheats.

 @Assoma muhamed  she gets along with her family,in laws and does not have baggage or drama like the relationship destroyer Meghan.I forget that you people look up to Meghan 
because you love drama and worship women who loves breaking up family.And before you accuse me of racism Iam a brown Asian woman when I say you people I mean Meghan's fan club
 @Karma D  if you really believe William would do this after living through what his mother had to deal with idk what to tell you. The man who made those statements have literally 
admitted to the rose story being fabricated.
 @Karma D  He never did. Meghan's PR team spread that rumour as Meghan was so jealous of Catherine she tried split them up.
40 748 dislikes（79%）
It's now 60K... lmao
Who died at the end???
It surely makes more sense to hear the story from the horse's mouth.  May God continue to protect and bless the Sussexes.
Huh? Why?
The crown, multiverse of madness
I cannot wait. They are so wonderful!
They left for privacy and provide with even more materials!
Yaap am ready to know who asked about baby's skin colour 😍 🤣🤣🤣🤣time to expose people
Whatever!
Most nauseating couple on earth. I’m cancelling my Netflix account.
Dear God make it stop!!!

The Harkles are SOOOOO predictable. Dropping the trailer right in the middle of Earthshot.   Tell me you are jealous AF of William and Kate's Boston trip without telling me you are jealous 
AF.
desperate for money
13k dislikes and counting..... lol
Don't worry William and Catherine are in Boston right now actually doing some good.  Can't imagine what these two were paid for their continued lying and drama that absolutely nobody 
needs.
Will be watching and supporting Harry and Meghan.  Can’t wait for Harrys book either.
Please, give them privacy



I don’t understand - what did she expect she was getting herself into? 

Did she grow up on a commune where television was banned? I mean, every 7 year old knows what to expect from marrying into a Royal family (see every fairy tale - usually something has 
to be given up to have a “dream life”). 

As for the racism - whose to say it wouldn’t happen in a different family. There are no perfect families. (I was constantly being reminded by my ex MIL how comfortable I must be when 
sitting as I had “extra padding” - despite being well below the average weight of American women. I got comments like “you’d never be able to find clothes in to buy in Japan”).

She’s no different than anyone else. Harry thinks she is because he was raised very differently than the rest of us.
Here for it. I LOVE Harry and Meghan!!
Pitiful. Two children who no longer even hide their devouring jealousy. pathetic and childish.
If this was the first time we would be hearing about their story, this would have made more sense. But now? Really? After the Oprah interview (with verifiable LIES), all the other 
succeeding interviews, the podcast, the book, the articles. 

The desperation of a d-list actress wanting to be a reality TV star. Also... WHAT STAKES???? If not for Meghan's own narcissism and desperation, they wouldn't even be relevant tbh. If you 
want to protect your family, live within your means, focus on doing good honest work and build your life in private. There are no expectations from you anymore. You are not working 
royals and you're also constitutionally irrelevant. You can LITERALLY live in peace. 

These two are out of their minds.
The royal family has moved on!!! Even while they try to dump on them at every turn. F them and F netflix
Scratch that.... make it 14k...
26k......
Right - their  stupid contest will "save the world!"
This part ‼
Heaven wept.... They have no class at all...
Has everyone forgotten that they wanted half in half out? They didn’t get what they wanted so now we are all subjected to their entitled bleating. Disgusted at Netflix for backing these 
liars. Cancelling my subscription today, don’t want to burn my eyes watching this rubbish. 
Shame on you Netflix
What are these "high stakes" she's talking about?  If she means race relations in this country, I guess that's true and she's contributed vastly to a new low in that respect. But I feel she's 
probably just talking about herself. Again.
If they really wanted a private life they would have done what Edward the 8th did, disappear to some quiet part of the world.
Will do my best to not watch this cr*p...
I can’t wait!!!
I'm so excited to watch a documentary about how "organic" their love is 🤮 and remember there are many 'layers' to their "truth". The sad part is they believe they are doing something 
great when in REALITY they are dividing people, hurting their own families. Some things should be attempted to be worked out behind closed doors not in front of the public for some 
serious money
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!



These two are embarrassing and love to play the victim
Then drop the titles and live your life. Hypocrites.
This is so embarassing
who asked ?
Isnt the previous story also coming from them? What more stories to tell?😂 the follow up? The cold treatment they got at the funeral? The seating arrangement?
Yawn
what is there to see, these folks have had a million interviews! and these are the same folks who want privacy, the whole point of privacy is NOBODY sees wahts behind the doors.

i also notice meghan has different voice tones, as wronged woman or as a nerdy mom
Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz for just this I shall not be subscribing .
This is the type of "privacy they wanted" after all.
I was considering to subscribe Netflix. Now I won't. What do you think your viewers are? fools? I have no interest about royal family, but this much of hate and obsession towards one 
family? I don't want to pay people who encourage this type of behavior. Unsubscribed the YouTube channel as well.
I loved the part where a middle-aged man whined that his daddy cut him off, leaving him with ONLY the millions his mother and great-grandmother left him!!  So stunning and brave!!  Did 
you know that their hideous McMansion only has 16 bathrooms??  How they do it, I'll never know.
That umbrella holding picture of meg/harry with rainfall in the background is such a beautiful shot
Migraine is a FRAUD. A malignant narcissist.  A sociopath. A liar, a money grabbing discredited inelegant donkey.  Laughable.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
It's overused. Been done in film, photography and paintings.



Gonna love every minute of this.  It’s amazing that no matter what H&M do they’ll be abused for it, yet, someone like Prince Andrew can literally live half of his life in proximity to his close 
friend Jeffrey Epstein with teenage girls EVERYWHERE and they just sweep it under the rug.  BUT, Megan and Harry….they are real trouble makers. How dare they choose to live their own 
lives outside of a dead crown. Wonder why this old antiquated system is so threatened by them 🤔
I hope this reality show will be their definite downfall. Can‘t wait for it 😄
Why are some people mad about them telling they story. People who wasn’t there talking. Let the people that lived it tell us what happened to them. Ken and Karen are racist mad and 
jealous white people can’t control the narrative on h and m live anymore. Love it can’t wait keep making haters mad
What stakes they have there live in America with two kids and dogs and a house they have money and deals or are people starting to work it out they are two nasty 😊spoilt twisted 
people and twisted loves twisted
Harry and Meghan deserve this opportunity to voice what really went down ‘behind closed doors’ in that firm because it’s an institution where everything has to be hushed up, but now 
they both have the chance to tell their side because they both lived within that institution, those will still claim they left because they wanted ‘privacy’ no they left because harry was afraid 
that archie would have to walk behind his mothers (Meghan’s) coffin so he did what any loving protective Husband Father would do he broke the cycle.
Why not hear it from you Meghan? I’ll tell you - because you’re a bitter avaricious lying narcissist sociopath on a vengeful crusade because your vanity couldn’t bear to walk behind 
Catherine and your greed wanted to turn a 1000 year old institution into a merching opportunity. Hell mend the pair of you & when karma comes calling know that you’re the architects of 
your destruction. I’m disgusted by you Harry. Your grandparents and your mother would be ashamed. Weak, pathetic, self pitying man child.
As if their lives have been SOO HORRIBLE!!! Cry us a river. This is nothing more than a PR stunt.
Professional victims lol
These two are trash. It was bad enough when Meghan’s sister, brother, and father talked to the press. Now they are making millions at the expense of their family. Lowest of the low. Hope 
Harry can handle it when she dumps him and gets the kids.
I hope they got permission from the Prince and Princess of Wales to use them in this
Love the timing on this teaser
I sure hope they interview the archbishop who “married” them days before their wedding.
I want to see the number of Dislikes, please
These comments do not pass the vibe check. Y’all will never let these people know peace.
No one wants to see this drivel.
Vai ver babado em
So privacyyyyyyyyyyyyy
OMG cannot wait for this series....not because I'm going to watch it, just like I didn't watch the last lying Crown season.   No-one can really take these two seriously but the delicious fodder 
they provide for language and behaviour analysts is pure gold.  Those are the ones I'll be watching as they take down these two narcissist losers, but not you Netflix.  You  and Spotify really 
picked the wrong horse.
Beautiful meghan princess of the Wales
I think the best part about this documentary is that the queen is an alive anymore so we get to see how Charles handle stuff… I would love it if he threw a hissy fit
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.....
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......



👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤........
These two don't ask for permission.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......
Pure class isn’t it? 😂
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
Like the hissy fit he threw during an assassination attempt? Keep calm and carry on Your Majesty 😎
Racists/royalists are really pissed off with these two.
Oh it's these two clowns again asking us to buy tickets to watch their circus, well guess what I think everybody is done with these two and I'm certainly not wasting my data to watch their 
"sob story".
4.2l likes 12k dislikes
Cringe. Great timing in the release - makes them look like the coattail riders they are.
GOLD DIGGER BITCH!
she will be murdered by the english.
For fukc sake! Exactly how many times do they have to tell "THEIR TRUTH"?  They've already covered all sorts of media to tell their WOE IS ME STORY.. 🤣 Princess Harry and Ms Markel 
are like a shallow river making so much noise.. on the other hand, the future king and queen are silent and just go on with their duties.
I reckon after this show airs, popularity for the these two drama queens will PLUMMET!!!
Oh boo hoo.
They wanted a quiet peaceful life. Why can’t they do just that? Ever since they left all they’ve done is stir up more drama. What do they want to gain from all of this? The two of them are 
slowly becoming reality tv stars in my opinion. After this documentary, what’s next?
Will they do a follow up documentary when they divorce?
One more money grab for Meghan and Harry!
When is it too soon to gag.



Ugh… Hear the story from them? She has been caught in so many lies!
So much for privacy that their equivalent is 100 million paycheques . That says it all about them.
Again, always playing the victim and being hard done by. But all we see and hear are their constant, non stop attack, trashing and humiliating their own family and we never hear the other 
side of the story from the RF. Who is the bully here????
Will never watch it . The Neflix and this couple are both disgusting. Hope Harry is happy now.
King Charles and the Parliament MUST REMOVE their Royal titles. They cannot let this two clown bringing the Monarchy in disrepute all the time and get away with it.
Who would actually watch this. Probably full of lies. Not watching this.
no one cares
Harry and Meghan 🧡🧡
I didn't think Netflix would be such a crummy company to overshadow a charities effort to raise awareness and recognise hard-working people who are trying to change the world just to 
promote an arrogant self-abusing moron and his money-hungry narcissistic wife. It is disgusting, downright underhanded behavior and we see your hand! I am all but out of care for this 
company and that toxic couple. You deserve each other but not my money.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤........
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
Don’t see how it can go any lower, but I guess it’s possible lol
 @KermitTheFrog  exactly 😂
Possibly, but after the Oprah interview their ability to increase the sales of magazines by appearing on the cover increased. Plus, plenty of people don’t watch Netflix.
You wish.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......



👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.......
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
Yes tell your story I love it
This crap is why I cancelled Netflix who give a shit about these two wannabes
These two don't deserve royal titles, and nor should their children receive them!!
Director : I have soo much money, how do I waste..
Netflix : hold my beer
I never ever had a Netflix right now now I already got it ,,,,,, i love this so much ❤
“Enough about me, let’s talk about me!” - MEghan Markle 🤮🤮🤮
Bad acting by bad actors.
If you want privacy then stop doing podcasts, books, interviews and Netflix shows. And how predictable, so envious of Prince and Princess of Wales that dropped the trailer while they are 
in the states. And did you guys even take permission to use W&C’s photo?
Hey, I'm going to watch this because I'm interested. But, didn't they specifically state they wanted privacy? Total contradiction.
Beautiful! I cannot wait to see it!! 😍😍😍😍
the context of their desire for privacy really be eating y’all up in these comments. whew. 
i can’t imagine bragging about lacking critical thinking and reading comprehension like that 😂😂
yikes.
A day in the life of a narcissist part 2
Omg what story? The one you created?🙄



the fact that they were allowed to get married is a sign of non-racism. Seriously, are you saying that the royal family went and thought: "If only a mixed child wasn't born from a mulatto!"
Love Meghan and Harry!
Time to abolish the monarchy... starting with the freeloader branch in California.
All I see is a privileged wealthy couple crying simultaneously “look at me” and “whoa is me”
Perfect timing when his brother and sister in law is in the USA . Smh
🤥🤥🤥🤥
I will be watching for sure
Facts.
👆👆👆👆
Thanks for watching and leaving a comment you have won 
Telegram me to claim your prize🎁🎊🎉🎉❤.
These two are disgusting
Just in time for the Wales visit to the US
Blimey they're throwing everything into the mix now the Prince and Princess of Wales have hit Boston, Megsies get together with the girl scouts, Megsies pics feeding the down and outs at 
thanksgiving, the invictus games trailer yesterday and this today...when will it end???!!!
The actors for season 8 of the Crown look spot on
What a joke,who gives 2 shots about the fake royalty
Its old story.. At least make some productive documentary Netflix... not like these. Enough the drama.. They are now living in Montecito Mansion with 13 bathrooms .. if Harry wants to 
protect his family, so why every chance he and his wife  have , are all over the news about themselves.. They already told that in Oprah interview ,how "racist" harry family , right? So whats 
the deal now. look at them..... living a lavish life . Harry will regret one day .Hope he change to a better person.
I remember someone saying in defense of Meghan and Harry somewhere along the lines of "But it's their truth... It doesn't matter if it's been confirmed or not. What's important is how 
they feel."
Harry & Meghan are the WORST!!!!! Stealing the limelight from William & Kate is just what you'd expect these two losers to do. When will they stop?! NETFLIX, pleeease stop torturing us 
with the nauseatingly whiny Harkles!
Society: deals with pandemics, wars, awful recessions, economy, and inflation that made us all much poorer overnight. Netflix: Let's pity the lives of multi-millionaires because some 
tabloids were unkind to them
Narcissism on full display here. hypocrisy too.. if they wanted privacy so damn much, why are they constantly doing things to keep themselves in the press? Just stfu and disappear already 
into the private life you want... also stop using your damn titles here in the USA, we don't recognize that shit here. ;)
Omg this really happened 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯 a little ridiculous
So will this be like Oprah, where no one questions the contradictory things they say 🧐 or?
Yes, this couple is definitely the MOST suffering people of THIS year🤮🤮 stop whining - go to work!!!
shock someone other than Diana gets to tell their story
She is playing the Princess Diana card but the problem. She is cashing on it. I'm sure she had difficulty maneuvering her way as part of the royal family but her concerns are becoming 
ingenuine when she is making a money out of it. Cashing out on it.
Now if this isn't a pathetic excuse for attention and sympathy, then I don't know what is. Seems to defeat the whole purpose of leaving the Royal Family to 'get out of the spotlight' huh. 
Now they're throwing themselves back into it to make a buck or two. Not interested.



I don't want your trash on my feed. Don't want to watch a lying couple and fake kids. 
Time for class action lawsuit for inflicted trauma.  Millions can join.
Do they have anything else to talk about other than how hard it was to be in the royal family? 🤡
CRINGE!!!! Harry & Meghan should just zip it!
I"m from Germany. Sorry for my English, that isn't perfect. 
The problem was the press. After the Wedding they started to criticzize Meghan for everthing she did. Piers Morgan was the badest of all. She was targeted every day and  nonstop in 
public, allthough she represented the crown on their journeys so well. She was mobbed out. A handfull "journalists" were paid very well for this. 
When Meghan and Harry noticed the attacks would never stop, because  some very mighty people in the background decided so, they went to America.
They have the right to tell their story!!!!!
Yet here you are commenting.
 @Karma D  and?....
Hahahaha😂
Hmmm, and this is why assholes roam free in this world. When I was a med student volunteering at a DV and homeless shelters, I felt like choking a lot of people. I didn't become a doctor 
but a biologist instead, now I still want to choke and slapped the hell out of people. Should I because I feel like they're scums on this planet? No. Just because I should doesn't mean I can. I 
still have to think about the consequences.
Yeah, now we have to believe a lie. There are days when I feel like a queen, so am I? 😬
 @Paula Alves  Exactly
there's the truth and there's their opinion, there's no "their truth"
Never let the truth get in the way of a good story.... absolute disgraceful
 @Anna  Exactly!  Took the words right out of my mouth.
And that my friend is the new societal standard of the 2020s - my feelings are all the truth, how dare question it!
 @Paula Alves  it’s your truth so you are now. Just make sure to bully your imaginary courtiers like Meghan did.

 @Paula Alves  they really have their feet on your neck huh? Got you triggered crying under every comment 🤪 not even a day since the trailer dropped and you’re already camping here
Except the Royal Family keep showing how racist they are so who's lying again?
You could justify any lie that way, this is the worst take ever
👏👏👏👏
what are you talking about??? it was because of the racist unfairness that the Duchess had to endure 😢 she was the bullied not the bully 🤡
 @cutie pie  I never said that she is a bully, I don't know her and I don't want to know anything about her. All I said is that we live in precarious times with a lot of uncertainty and hardship. 
Most of my friends have university degrees yet struggle to pay the rent. The elderly that I know don't go to the doctor because they can't afford most procedures that are recommended. 
Netflix isn't making any shows that are relatable to ordinary people, instead, it's making overly dramatic shows about how multi-millionaires feel. And that's why Netflix is losing subscribers 
and profit.
No not shock only They will be telling it till they die. Diana did  once; she was rich enough not to be selling out the royal family over and over and over like these two
 @MrsCitrine  grow up. Absolutely anyone can tell their story should they wish. I'm indifferent and not choosing a side. But given the current events with the RF we need to hear this 
account. a LOT of people in the UK feel the same. I guess you won't be watching, Oh no - that's right you'll still be watching it 😀
 @Parker Chin  I have never watched them since after that Oprah debacle and this anyone can tell their story . Well anyone can pick their story with a find comb and make give their 
opinions. As for what current event about the royal family May that be🙄 and since you are from the UK I assume that would be you. 🙄 and yeah grown ups do not cater to these two. 
Nope



I really like both of them and I can't wait to watch.
I'm from Europe, and I think we get the concept of monarchy better than Americans (understandably, my country itself was a monarchy for 900 years). This showbiz stuff Harry and 
Meghan put out constantly might make great entertainment for a variety of reasons, but nothing will change the fact that William will be the next King of England and Catherine the Queen 
Consort. This is not American Idol or Dancing with the Stars, no popularity contest could change the line of succession in constitutional monarchies (there are 27 of them worldwide). The 
only outcome I see here is Harry becoming totally and forever isolated from his family and country, and Meghan ending up as an extremely rich divorcee.
Prince Harry and beautiful intelligent lovely stunning gorgeous sexy educated Meghan is just mesmerizing ❤❤❤
Interesting this trailer came out during his brother’s 1st visit to the US in 8years. The whole thing with them is just so cringe. You can’t help but question their intentions when they publicly 
say they want privacy, but then…make a documentary? And a podcast? AND a book? Something is just soooo off.
Every girl dreams of being a princess but Megan over here acting like she didn’t win the lotto with Harry. No one feels bad for her. They just did this for the pay nothing else.
From Royal demeanor and Regal privacy to yacht girl kind of sleaze... Prince Harry has surely come a long way from the prince that he was born
The trashy sussex-ian couple versus the classy Wales meeting head of states and keeping up the excellent work!!
Everyone is hating about this documentary. Also: everyone is watching it...
That woman is a total idiot. Why would they ruin the Wales Earthshot prize? Jealous witch.
This looks so good! ❤ H&M!
They want privacy but they want money more 
Meghan Wallis Simpson lấy prince harry vi 💰💰💰💰💰 Trevor 😢😢😢😢😢 ông Thomas 😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢
I think Meghan n Harry are the competitive ones who get offended when the Spotlight is not on them. Meghan has no class.
J’adore ses photos ❤❤❤❤
Great ! I’m looking forward to watching this. Why should they remain silent when their family keeps on leaking and inventing stuff through the press ! As you should Harry and Meghan 

No thank you. What have these two actually done but cause Strife ?
Leave the royal family because they “don’t like press intrusion” and “need privacy for the safety of their family”……but then invite a film crew into their home to let the entire world see 
their most private moments…hmmm 🤔
Is the money for this doc going towards their own personal security?🤔
I ´m really excited about this! Yes, they wanted privacy, but people and the media don’t give them that chance. There is always a trash article about them so… it’s their lives and they want 
to tell their story.  If we were in their position, I’m sure we would want to do the same. They have the right to speak and defend themselves.  I can’t believe people are so naive to think the 
royal family isn’t toxic. Look what Diana went through. I don’t see people criticizing Andrew for the things he have done.  So, don’t be so harsh with people you don’t know and try to be 
more empathetic.
Get this Satanic Bitch off my screen.
I'm American, and I can't stand Meghan & Harry's constant lies and narcissism, so will definitely not watch this series!
If you know you know 
ha ha ha
The Duke of Sussex is whining man child who hasn't grown up.  He hasn't dealt with real problems.
gross couple -  two losers
They haven't been silent. They've been talking to anyone who will hear them out.  The British royals are the ones trying to keep  their private lives private.
What exactly is this about and what for?
We never hear from WILLIAM AND CATHERINE. Not a HA or HO even. But these two keep advertising themselves. Like these commercials on YouTube that keep interrupting while youre 
on it. The drama king and queen of America. They should join a reality tv.



Netflix literally would have showered them both with millions to sign for this documentary
Netflix please Hindi dubbed knives out please 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏
I can help translate!
What she said:  "When the stakes are this high ..."
What that means:  "I need a paycheck."
Well, this isn't going to go the way Harry & Meghan think that it will lol
This told me absolutely nothing! I think I’ve seen every bit of that before in other stuff they’ve done. How many times do you get to tell “your story” of 2 yrs of your life?
"When the stakes are this high" what?  Get over yourself...
Look at how the ugly evil of jealousy and racists hate age a woman and a man. That gold digger social climbing Katie Middleton woman and her Mammy scheme plotted planned and 
manipulative to get that lazy money grubbing woman Katie Middleton into Prince William's life and his stupid bald head ass fell for their schemes, and now look at them old looking and 
ugly racist haters🤬
I for one will respect their wishes for privacy and not watch this.
Just when we needed the dislike button the most....🤪
Where’s my sick bucket?
it's all fake they are acting ! pathetic !
Low EQ for this couple, settle issues with your family not anywhere else. Immature acts from Harry and Meghan, obviously using this platform to get more money. If they want to be free 
and they want privacy, living in the U.S. on their own without financial support from the Royal family is more than enough if their intention is to have freedom or justice as they claimed. 
This is not an intelligent move, it will backfire on them. Destroying your family is sick and wrong. Sad.
By all accounts, unless it’s a success PR ploy, according to Lady C, the couple have separated and Prince Harry has finally seen the light! 🙏
They deserve the best and deserve a chance to tell their side of the story .they are good people .they are telling how they dealt with the stuff .a persons story is not always about hurting 
other people.
Harry and Meghan RUNTs of the Royal Family I don't believe a word from there mouths.
I'm picking King Charles will be having a bad day in the Castle after seeing this trailer.
🤮🤮🤮🤮
We've all heard your LYING story ad nauseum.  Go away, LIARS.
Yeah... dirty money!
unbelievably really
She also said that their separation "news" is another stunt by the pair. Until there is actual court documents saying they're divorced, I wouldn't believe it.
 @K.M. Rose  yes I know, I have seen lots of other news too, whether this is true, we shall have to wait and see!
He deserves a life sentence with her.
 @margot lisette  Yes he has done wrong, but I also believe he needs, a lot of Mental and emotional therapy after living with Her, being taken from Everyone including his mates and 
surrounded just by her emotional mental lies, that would of been spilling out of her mouth, while love bombing him, which I can see her doing, we have to have some compassion, if he 
HAS Finally seen the light and sincerely apologises 🙏
I can’t wait to see this train wreck. Thank you Netflix!!!
I cancelled Netflix after the disgusting "Cuties" movie, and I am almost (but just almost) tempted to sign up so I can cancel it again because of this "documentary" about the two tiresome 
cry babies. Oh well, have my dislike and eternal contempt instead, Netflix.
Yikes!
Thing is, we don’t care about the ‘stakes’, so there is no need for us to hear that story. Bad argument.



I wonder how good Duchess Pinocchios acting is and how many lies will she tell this time! Proven lies! So sad Duchess Pinocchio, I feel is destroying Prince Harry 😢
Look at that evil jealous hate filled face of that lazy lying leaking smearing Katie Middleton woman, this is what the evil of jealous and hate do to a face, the evil ugly jealous and hate of that 
woman's heart has caused her to aged and look old, the ugliness in her heart is revealed for all the world to see🤬, how dare these two racist come to America to promote their made up 
Earth shit mess, they created that mess in an attempt to compete with Harry and Meghan. They don't like America because America is low class and too loud. Americans do not need their 
fake propaganda made up shit, they have world glass highly educated climate scientists who have been working hard for years to really make a difference unlike these two racist hate filled 
idiots🤬
She is so fake. I hope the titles will be removed.
I think this couple epitomize prevalent narcissism rampant in society . Their egotistical  exaggerated disgruntled distortions and intentional targeting of the monarchy is rooted in individual 
psychological pathologies and ultimately , most importantly — marketable.  Harry retribution for his Mother and Meaghan failed acceptance in England  coupled  with basic primitive 
sibling rivalry and  parental anger.
Meanwhile Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston for Earthshot, flew commercial (unlike anyone), still being classy af that's what's going on 👑
And of course you have to drop it while the real royal duo is in Boston.  So predictable that it's embarrassing.  I have just discontinued my subscription with you.
I can't wait!
They just want privacy
This should have been titled 'Woe, Is Me'
💙
They want to live on their terms and they should
It’s a whole lot of hating in these comments 😂 now I see why they feel it’s necessary to do a documentary. YALL ARE WEIRD
Already I have the feeling this is going to be a continuation of the Oprah interview (more lies).  If you really want privacy you wouldn't be doing all the BS to get attention she does.
Love it. We know the royal family and William are racist classist f$cks who live off their subjects. Birthright privileges, for what? Cutting the ribbon at a grocer? Harry got out. Good for 
him and Meghan.
Family clown
Middle aged people " in love". There's a reason Shakespeare, Jane Austen, Emily Bronte, John Keats wrote about young love. These two minor royals going on about their " love" will surely 
give viewers diabetes. Get a hold of yourselves, your toupee, your wig, your fillers and Botox none of that is going to restore your youth or  interest me in your boring relationship. I don't 
watch much Netflix as it is. This is its death knell for me.
And again, H&M release something just in time trying to overshadow them.
..although William has been flying his private helicopter. Let's have a perspective.
flew commercial NOW. did they always in the past?
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  Harry flies private to a f**king polo, Meghan flew private this week for a 3 hour !! event in Indiana. P+POW flew commercial from one continent to another one. And 
yes, I'm sure they flew private in the past. What about it?
Only reason they did is because they don’t wanna be called hypocrites but majority of the time they’re flying in a private jet
They were booed.
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  yes, they do fly commercial, but don't call the paparazzi  for it. Just the odd passenger that recognise them
 @I see raspberries  so William and Kate flew private in a past and you are ok with this but when Harry and Meghan do that you have got problem. Hypocrite
The Prince and Princess of Wales are a CLASS ACT. Unlike the hired help MeGain and Harriet.  What a pathetic attempt at being relevant. Money grabbing grifters!!
And actually working.
 @Trade Show Gifts  class act? Please don’t make me laugh. Changing their names showing what kind of person you are. Sad. Pathetic. Money grabbing grifters? How about William and 
Kate that live from our taxes? They do nothing. Just travel and talk with people. Anyone could do that for less money



 @Debbe B  working? William and Kate? Travelling and speaking to people. Working? 🤣🤣🤣
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  no they sure flew private usually and helicopter
 @diane carder  they didn’t say they want privacy. 
Media lied to you. Media created that lie.
Oooooh asooooo classy!  Saving the world!  Too bad he cheats.
 @Karma D  who cheats? William?  Yes.
No, the weird ones are the ones who spit in their families faces publicly and then expect to be paid millions of dollars for it.
Weird is shouting we want privacy, move to a whole ass different continent for said privacy and then do everything else than be private like shootin a documentary about private matters 
for everoyne to see smh
The c**ts still have the titles, because they are a pair of nasty back-stabbing grifters.
Glad Harry and Meghan are telling THEIR story. God knows many esp the tabloids, royal rota, derangers, fake body language experts and the other liars who have never met them have 
made millions off their name for many years now.  
Let their rh heads spin now.
Good on you, Harry and Meghan 👏
People are complaining and they're still going to watch it 😂😂😂😂 Lord have mercy 🥱
Cringeworthy.  Sometime in the future Harry will look back in shame and wonder "what was I thinking". For heaven's sake turn the spotlight AWAY from yourselves and try to do something 
constructive with your life.
I can't wait to not watch this!
The stakes are high in Ukraine, love. Not so much in SoCal.
The people who wanted a private life...ehm NO!!!!🙄🤔🤣
This 2 are the people who want to control the narrative I believe. 🤮
Love them! So excited!
🤮🤮🤮
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣ALL THESE MFS WHO HATES HER STAYS UP AT NIGHT WAITING FOR HER TO BREATHE ONLY TO COMMENT SOMETHING NEGATIVE ABOUT THE WAY SHE 
BREATHES WHILE SHE IS LIVING HER BEST LIFE🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Can't imagine picturing myself crying.
Not gonna watch and thumbs down for financing this video, you showing this without any solid evidences, just the words of the couple liars, gonna unsubscribe to you too. The title should 
be business partners or How to milk the Royals😂the next season of the crown should show how villain they acted against both sides of their family and how they bought their awards and 
please do not sugarcoat and don’t make them look good.
Excited for this  story to be told. Beautiful.
Didn't they already tell their side during that interview?
No thank you. Thanks God I canceled Netflix is pure trash 🗑
Well this is nauseating. But I'm SURE the Simple Sussex Squad will love every fake minute of it!
Disgusting. Harry could not take the time to visit his grandmother when she asked him to come but made it to her funeral.  Horrible
Prince Harry continues to be my daily reminder that being an only child is truly a gift.
I hope his family file for an Order of Protection from these two. They have more than enough to bring to a judge.
7,2K likes
24K dislikes



The timing of everything they do is intentional.  If you don’t see that - you need to look closer.  Jealousy drives MM.  It’s a propaganda piece to buy THEIR narrative.  They are both so 
predictable.
Hopefully he’ll be taking enough alcohol and heroin to blot out any perception.
I can’t wait either! I’m going to watch my fingernails grow.
If only a stake was high. 

Up her asshole.
Haven't they told their story already to Oprah?
yes totaly weird!!! like Amber pictured Johnny drunk and asleep Calculated pictures with "this can be usefull later"
She is an acrtess...
Its posed. Sympathy shot for doc. Besides she could be laughing  not crying.🤔
Maybe from laughter at bad acting

Well, no, you’re not supposed to picture it.  You’re supposed to buy a PR team who hire the lighting person and photographer.  And the stylist who picks out the perfect picture to cry in.
Yet here you are commenting away.
Thought they wanted privacy? LOL!
Yes, but they have spent that money so now they have to shit out a new story. 🤮
They told lies
they are disgusting.  losers
The best thing they could have done for themselves is disappear quietly.. then, and only then.. might the public have found some favor in them. lol
OMG love it...the triple S
I always hated being an only child, but in this case, you are SO RIGHT.
Doesn't matter if he is an only child or came from a family of 10. He's just an entitled brat who turned into an "expert" at everything overnight and people love it 
Being nice to other people is good not being only child. Learn to love your siblings unlike harry
😂😂😂😂
Bruv…. To be slightly fair I think it’s more about the family he was born into
Not all siblings are like Harry
lol Ive always hated it but now I have a newfound appreciation - thanks!!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yes!
Your story?You’ve washed your dirty laundry in public repeatedly since you were let go from being “kidnapped without phone or passport” 
The Windsor family and the country welcomed you with warmth and grace, and you make a Netflix show out of your suffering from being the .1%
This is a disgrace on Harry. Meghan we expect nothing from her except for the same deal or no deal, blowjob girl, acting like a chipmunk for Ellen etc…. Harry, don’t you know any better 
than entertaining the public with your grievances?
 @Moss piglets  it's ok it's his life. So please spare us your amateur analysis. HM keep on keeping on we love you
 @Eugenia López  what are you smoking crack, welcome her please spare us the nonsense. They welcomed Diana what happened
 @J M  she was welcomed and i liked her! Up until the Me-Me show began! Read the room. This is ridiculous. Im sorry for you your job is to manage PR for whinge and cringe. 



 @Lavender1985  Me too!!!
I have several siblings and still feel like an only child
Why are you even watching this if you just wanna hate?
Nah the second child is always better and he just proves it.
Where in this trailer did you see anything about William?
I honestly hope Harry reads these comments!
I mean, they needed a spare at the time so….
Same forever!
What an absolute POS he turned out to be
😂

I’ve always wanted a sibling until reading your comment. Then I realized how right you are and I’m thankful for being an only child 😂
You have NO idea.
 @r k  Not all siblings deserve love.

Oh, I agree. His constant whining and complaining in world wide media while raking in mega millions is absolutely awful. Add Meghan to that, and you get a perfect storm of negativity.
So proud of him!
 @Eugenia López  the nasty media got to you
 @Lavender1985  You always hate what you don't have. I've made myself one because my siblings are horrid. Enjoy your life... if you were meant to have siblings, you would.
My daughter is an only child so I’m glad you’ve said that 😆  
Harry is truly a despicable and envious person.
 @J M there are 30.000 thousands dislike and 9.000 likes on the video. People most defiantly don’t love them, just look at the comments 😅
no its not!
True!
Double points if you’re unmarried. Imagine trying to keep a wannabee princess happy
 @Janice Marie Jewels  everyone deserves love. Only some are not  kind enough to show love when the other person needs it the most which eventually makes them less deserving in your  
eyes. What makes you think only harry deserves love. He had the opportunity now to say whatever he wants. The other person william  will never have that chance in this lifetime to say his 
side of the story because of his position which makes him more deserving
Four for you Glenn Gogo! You go Glenn Gogo!
 @r k  I beg to differ. Some people - who abuse others mentally and physically - do not deserve love. I wasn’t talking about them. I couldn’t care less how they feel about each other. I’m 
here for the drama.
 @Sirlewishamikton  Thanks for the dislikes update..
 @J M  Oh please, Diana was as bad as Harry. Constant whining and complaining. She also had numerous affairs. 
Meghan was welcomed, period...then decided to play the racist card for money and attention.
 @J M  Like Meghan, Diana turned into a constant whiner and complainer. Meghan WAS welcomed... until she and Harry fled, claiming they wanted privacy. Then decided to pull out the 
race card, trash his and her family, and make mega millions playing professional victim's. OF COURSE they're not welcomed NOW. Duh!
 @Yuu_Ren  Opinions aren't "hate." Put on your adult panties.



 @Yuu_Ren  Oh, right. By being a whiny baby, both of them playing professional victim's. And raking in mega millions accordingly, including trashing BOTH families. You, like them, have 
very low standards...if you have any at all.
 @Andreea Andreea  Who?
 @diane carder  no, the “nobody has asked me if I’m okay” got to me.
How can you see the dislikes. I can't on mine
 @037emka  i use brave browser on my PC.
 @Darth Papa  thank you
 @Darth Papa  any update on how it is now?
 @037emka  7,2K likes
24K dislikes
And she married him for the fame and money, the end.
Hard Pass, lying phony frauds
Thought Harry left the royal family because he didn’t want publicity? 🤔

About a person who couldn't handl being a princess:))) - I feel soooo "sorry" for you megan. Half soup opera actress,  half princess...are you able to do something 100% in your life? :)))
Meghan should be careful with the level of drama created.. if Harry decided he has had enough she will be outside for sure.
Why should we believe them😡
Based on what are we going to judge the Royals, and for what? Every house has a story to tell,then Netflix 🥶 idiots should and must direct every house.
Only shameless people will play with the sentiments of their parents 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬
Shameless Harry and an cheap adulteress Meghan 🤮🤮🤮🤮
I cannot wait and I will watch it a million times, I have never seen the right forsaken
🤮🤮🤮🤮 these clowns need to go away
The Queen said she could go back to acting if she wanted to but she turned the offer down!! She's  acting well now but we all know what a great manipulator she is.
Looks like Harry and Meghan were doing it tough in the McMansion they bought from a literal neo-colonialist Russian oligarch with Harry’s multi millions in structurally racist royal 
inheritance... oh well. At least they have some Hermès blankets to wipe away their 1 percenter tears whilst Ukrainians suffer through blackouts.
Guys the background music reminds me of another background music used in a trailer 🤔😩could you help me out please
Spoilt privileged people complaining how bad their lives are!
What “stakes”? There aren’t any, only the money MH need to make.
I’m looking forward to seeing their story.
They already spilled their guts on the Oprah cringe  sobfest.
Who takes photo of people crying in their own house and personal space? How Chrissy Teigen of Meghan. I hope they have photos and videos of them bullying their staff too. Now that’s a 
money shot. The title should be Meghan bc this little teaser seems to be all about her.
This is faker than anything the Kardashians have done.
Complete bull 🙄
WHO ACTUALLY CARES???  I DONT.
Another Shitshow from the Barkley geez!!! Cringe!!!
Of course she can. She can 100% whinge, moan, lie and grift.
Hollywood doesn't want her.



I thought Hawwy’s life was the Truman show? How does that work if no one sees what happens behind closed doors?  Do be quiet .Both of you despicable sociopaths.
Wow the timimg. So predictable! 🤣
Wanna know how many dislike of this video?
Abominable! Should be ashamed. This should be abolished!
Yay can't wait to hear their story
It's gonna a lot of people angry. I'm ready. 😂
By Rachel's lies - are the South Africans in the streets, celebrating again this f-ing narcissistic duo's puting voluntarily by themselves spotlight on their privacy? Why just not stfu and actually 
be private?? Smh they are Forever Victims fame wannabes. So clear

It seems the people who are giving definitions about "privacy" in the comment section below have never understood what Harry and Meghan has been trying to interpret. They had no 
problem with them being televised. They were against the misleading, false stuffs that was being televised about them. And as nobody stood by them they stood for themselves. We really 
don't know what goes on behind closed doors. That's why we will not believe what Meghan says but we will believe what the so called "sources" and "royal experts" says. 
Now my question is:
Who are being hypocrites?💅
another lie again 😂
Selling one's soul for 30 pieces of silver! What a shame
My heart is breaking for these multi millionaire celebrities
They really trying to outshine Will and Kate. Noone cares about your love story.
I'm groaning in agony. What a bucketload of utter BS! :hand-orange-covering-eyes:🤬
Nobody wants this….
"Why did you want to make this documentary ?"
"MONEY"
-end
As H&M are proven pathological liars, expect more of the same with this rubbish
when will these 2 give up? almost made me want to quit netflix, thinking that they're supporting this trash
So great more people are finally seeing the truth and get to hear straight from Meghan and Harry and not "sources" and tabloids. Love them, hopefully they keep doing what they're doing 
💜
Oprah, Apple podcast, the cut interview, the book, Spotify podcast and Netflix 😂😂😂 how many times do you want us to listen to your "personal" story????  left the royal family in 
2020 after working for them for 72 days and have been crying victims ever since 😂😂😂
Why are you not showing dislikes??? Harry has to protect his family right before he flies private to play polo.
They've already told it to Oprah. Didn't you see it? It was fascinating! I mean, hearing a 38 year old man winning about being cut financially while living in a multimillion dollar mansion is 
truly life changing. So much to learn, so insightful and organic!!!
What misleading things? So far only their stuff and words has been proven as lies and neither one of them faced consequences. What they want are money and not to adhere to any rules 
and actually do anything.
 @I see raspberries isn't  'meghan made kate cry on her wedding morning!' misleading enough! This is just one of the many examples that proves she had been treated wrongfully
😂
she acts like she is the only one who has problems in the world



We should all cry for them, the poor souls. It must be hard waking up each morning deciding which designer bag or outfit they will buy that would cost the amount to feed a few hundred 
unworthy souls🤔
Lol well considering how they have been badly treated I am not surprised and wish them the best. But c’mon they are not the super villains people wish them to be, no the real people to 
criticize and deserve more flack are the Jeff Bezos and Elon Musks of the world.
Please stop hating,, Anthony Bourdain was a millionaire worked for CNN, traveling all over the world, his Mom was a giant in New York times but he hung himself in the most expensive 
hotel in Paris. So being rich doesn't prevent you from pain, depression, mental health issues, Elvis, prince, Michael Jackson, so many people. So being a human being is hard enough with 
out being touched. Especially when you're Mom went under a tunnel and never came back home dead Diana anyone?????
 @Greenwillow  you are always talking about stuff not life . Mental health anyone
😅
I think it’s a great reminder that money doesn’t mean happiness. Meghan was truly suffering and she had everything but nearly every offed herself because of how unhappy she was and 
how she was being treated. We forget that behind the money there are real people.
 @ThisGirlConnie  Stop watching the Crown and actually read a book.  They weren't treated badly at all.  They wanted half in and half out and were told no.  Meghan wanted to be more 
important than the Queen herself.  Yeah...don't let the door hit you on the way out.
 @J M  Are you a stalker with issues yourself?
 @Lauren Gresser  Real people? They could stop talking about themselves and actually help out real people, or at least, they could honor the ones who do without fanfare   from the 
general public.
 @Katniss1975  wow!  I'd like to see the documentary on that.  Why do you care so much?
 @Lauren Gresser  If she truly wanted to move on, why does she cling on to the things that remind her of the oppression? Aren't these the chains that hold her back?  It has been almost 4 
years, she is still stuck on this.
  @a wam  sk in other words shut up and put up if people whk have been oppressed kept quiet about it there wouldnt be any his-tory
😂🤣🥲
 @Lauren Gresser  would love to hear it confirmed by a doctor/anyone other than Harry that Meghan was ever actually suicidal. I think she hit the jackpot and is loving her life and will do 
and say anything to evoke sympathy. Even Oprah wasn’t buying it. You don’t just “get over” depression like she magically seemed to in the span of 3 months. Takes years of intensive 
therapy. Especially if you were actually going to take your own life.
 @Katniss1975  How do you know this? Were you there with Harry & Meghan at every meeting and phone call they had with members of the royal business people (aka the firm or 
whatever they call themselves)
They’re broke 😂
That’s why they keep selling the same fake sob story.
 @Lauren Gresser  yes money doesnt make you happy,but we say: its still better to cry in a villa, or in a ferrari,than under the bridge 😃
she came into this family a victim- to join the family 'she never had' as if everyone on her side of the family was dead. Her wedding had only one family member her mother with mostly A 
list celebrities she had never met but wanted to associate with- How she treated her family is a testament to who she really is. She will do anything for fame and to be known till it does not 
serve her. In this case she quickly found out that service to others is part of her role as a royal (for which she had no intention of doing- without getting paid or no intention of remaining in 
the background) I have zero sympathy for her- the perpetual victim. As for Harry- He did this, He opened the door and allowed her to attempt to reduce his family to her level. If truly they 
were in search of privacy they would leave and not look back, but no.... it can never be
 @a wam  well said!!!
I know they’re Oprah’s neighbor it’s devastating 😂
💀
 @K.M. Rose  if they do that, they'll break out in hives 😂



 @VenturesOfJanee  right back at ya
Sorry, I didn’t realize there was an income cap on speaking out against racism and abuse and sharing your experiences.
Let's support them by all subscribing to Netflix!
😅🤣😂🤑😭
 @a wam  sounds like something that an ex oppressor would say about ex oppressed person/people...interesting
 @VenturesOfJanee  how the hell do you know.. U ain't there either lmao gtfoh
 @Hannah  broke he worth 60 million dumbass
🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @ThisGirlConnie  I don't believe either Jeff Bezos or Elon Musk - metaphorically speaking - spat in the face of the Queen of England!
 @Sincere Williams  worth is not the same as liquidity. Dumbass.
Yep ! Because regardless of how rich you might be or how famous you are, you are still human, you can still experience hardship, trials and tribulation. Harry& Meghan are no different, 
they are just on a bigger stage for all the world to dissect.
😄 🤣 😂  haha
Yeah cause money is everything...
😂😂😂😂 they just want the money with as little work as possible , poor them 😢
 @Lauren Gresser  i would caution you quoting someone who is a proven habitual liar.    The climate in the UK is nothing like LA, she got what she wanted…a dim witted royal and living in 
the sunny US with a title.
  @Maggie Cole    Perhaps the person to whom you replied cares because they think truth ma ers. It seems to ma er less and less these days with people relying on subjec ve feelings and 
statements of "my truth" and social media dishonesty/illusions. It's disturbing that Meghan/Harry lied to a court of law by commission/omission and it's barely a blip. Wealth and privilege 
cover their sins while those of lesser means are charged for less. It's also not believable that the institution and family are as bad as they now say, but they wanted the half in, half out 
proposal that was rejected by the queen and even now still cling to royal titles and events. So, yeah, truth matters.

I don't hate them and think they had the potential to do so much good. But they've turned into Kardashian style celebs who will do anything for a buck.
 @Katniss1975  🤣🤣
 @ThisGirlConnie  Are you on drugs?? 🤣
Surely you are being sarcastic
 @Maggie Cole  Read Tom Bower's book instead of wasting your time on Tik Tok, love.  A mind is a terrible thing to waste.
 @VenturesOfJanee  Read Tom Bower's and Valentine Low's book. Tom has ironclad sources.  He has been sued several times and won every case.  He begged MegaEgo to sue him so she 
could be disposed in court.  Guess what? She won't sue and she and her Ginger idiot have issued at least 7 lawsuits over the last two years.  Guess what that also means?? It is 100% 
verifiably true.
 @Lauren Gresser  Obviously you’ve fallen for their crap. Poor you !!
I heard once their lives got so rough during the pandemic that their 4th home ran low on caviar.
she not a celebrity, what has she done
Shut up
 @Alyssa Holland  um I don't think there's an income cap, it's just that generally we want those claims of abuse and racism to be real, founded by evidence, not just some mumbles of 
unnamed people by a wanna be princess.



 @Erin H  well said.
 @White Wolf  😂👏👏👏
Just think only like 20 people's lives were ruined during this documentary.
😂😂😂😂😂
 @ThisGirlConnie  They are worse, perpetual victims while being the villans.  She is a narcassist and until you've been abused by one you will never understand.  
She treats people horribly, like they are less, but I guess that makes her a good guy because she is only a multi millionaire and not a billionaire and lives off the clout of an alleged racist 
"firm" that she cannot seem to stop using to climb the social latter.

Being a Royal for 72 days and complaining you were suicidal, lol because you had to actually serve people is so laughable its pathetic.
The reason these two will never change is because of people like you; you feed their false narrative and help fuel their victim mentality.  No, they are not just people..they are millionaires 
attempting to pretend to be one of us while abusing the peons along the way.
you mean reality tv stars
Best comment right here.
🤣🤣
 @Lauren Gresser  hahhahahahhaha
Exactly 😂😂😂😂 and crying in a middle of a pandemic told me every about this two 😂
 @Erin H  Do you know that two days ago a member of the Royal family resign from public duties because she was caught saying racist stuff to a charity organizer at Buckingham palace? I 
can't judge these two because I wasn't there. But base on yesterday reports, it could be true. 
If you want prove, it's on the news everywhere in Europe. I saw the news in Italy. Even Prince William spoke person issued an apology. The Palace issued a public apology yesterday. So, 
please don't be quick to judge someone based on Media platforms. We both don't know anything about them nor the Royal family. Just a thought. Anyway, we all have family issues that 
should be kept between family.
 @Sincere Williams  I never said i did know. lmfao. prime example how people misread things and run with it .
 @Katniss1975  a mind IS a terrible thing to waste.  Such a shame you are so vested in the lives of others.  Instead of using your tiny platform for the betterment of society, you are faulting 
someone who has a rather large one for using that platform for what they see is good.  The cool thing about platform use is if you don't agree with the message or messenger, you can turn 
your back and not watch the spectacle.  Instead, you are focusing on bringing people down.  The Invictus Games are an amazing use of resources for a generally ignored group.  Yeah, we 
trot out war heroes once or twice a year, but the Duke has highlighted all these wounded warriors CAN do.  Be better! Sad.



 @Maggie Cole  Spare me you ridiculous virtue signaling, cupcake.  

Is it good to bully your three year old niece and compare her unfavorably to your friend's kid and then lie about her mother on TV?? Is it good to ghost your entire family, including your 
much vaunted black side, who were nothing but supportive of you?? Is it good to tell 17 provable lies during a TV interview and perjure yourself in court?? Is it good to falsely accuse your 
husband's entire family of racism for one ill-considered comment?? Is it good to constantly whine about the the same family who gave you an incredible platform, yet you squandered it?? 
Is it good to booty call behind your boyfriend's back?? Is it good to bully your female staff so badly that they shake before having to deal with you?? Is it good to smear yourself in bronzer 
and self tanner to blackfish??? Is it good to have your so-called fans send 1 million death threats to your sister in law??? Is it good to have been caught crossing your fingers that said sister 
in law's entire family, including small children, all die in a plane crash??? Is it good to think that you should be the star and constantly have the limelight and be jealous when others get 
attention???

Yeah no.  And by the way, cupcake, said Duke copied the American Warrior Games who did it first.  Meanwhile his better looking and smarter brother came up with an idea entirely on his 
own and everyone is talking about it tonight.  

Save it, Sugar.  I don't give a fig about your cult leader and the Ginger idiot she calls a husband.
She only has the platform she has because of her husband. He has lost his entire character because of her. The brits loved him so much as he was a normal dude. Then when he met her, he 
became such a soy boy. That's why the brits do not like her. She destroyed that man and turned him into a hot mess.
Oh go away already 🙄
Damn they're so private 🙄
😍😍😍😍

Reeks of desperation that this drops at the same time his big brother is in Boston to give an award. How pathetic. Aren't they supposed to be philanthropists? Get on with it already!
Some of the scenes look like from Suits 😂
Wah wah wah wah privilege whiners
Not to be lousy but didn't they want a private life? First the podcast on Spotify and now this.....
Granted most are knowledgeable about the history of the Royals.. There's grave yards in the closet.  No one is naive.. When kids are involved it's not about you. One thing I respected 
about Diana. She may have not choose the best direction for somethings.. but when it came to her kids.. She didn't play. She was on it. Reason being.. they have choices in life. I don't think 
for one second she would be pleased with the behavior and direction both William and Harry are going in. These boys lost their protection when they lost their mum.. All we can do is keep 
them in prayer. The turn of events in the future will impact the world. We are just people,  not perfection.
So hard done by whilst preaching from your mansion / penthouse hotel floor. How about actually comparing your situation to those poor Ukranians who are living through hell at the 
moment. You both have no shame, disgusting.
For all of you with negative comments, if you dont like them then dont come here.....just avoid the documentary...its simple....
Crying just from a teaser…gonna be sobbing during the documentary
Omgggg 😂😂😂😂 The Cringe Fest has started just like how everyone predicted! Right when the Prince and Princess of Wales are in the US having a fabulous time 😂😂😂😂 so 
predictable Markles so Predictable 😂😂😂 The victim's had a camera follow them around so they can film them crying 😂😂😂 oh please Rachel oh Please
Jesus that shot of W & C. If their bond wasn’t broken already it will be now
Nope
She really did not understand what she was marrying into. Abolish the monarchy so we are freed of this media circus. They can't continue it into the present-day wokefest they are having 
to become.



I love them. I don’t care if they did this for the money.
Absolutely sickening pair. How anyone can stand these two professional victims is beyond me
People of YouTube, do not confuse privacy with how others control the narrative about you. Sometimes what goes on behind closed doors needs to be brought up to light.
HARRY AND MEGHAN WORK AND PAY THEIR TAXES. THEY DON‘T DEPEND ON TAXPAYERS SO THEY CAN DO WHATEVER THEY WANT.
morons
Exactly my question 🤨
They have to fund their lavish lifestyle as Daddy cut off the money
And the tell all book... It's never ending with these two. Exactly what the wife actually wanted. A reality star in her mind.
Not forgetting the several hours of complaining to Oprah
Not very respectful of other people’s privacy are they?
 @Fiona Mohr  so what they start when they put a veteran and his family in danger taking security a marine is always a soldier 🪖🪖🪖🪖 buyaaaa
W&C? Who is that? William and Camilla?
That shot is also doing a slow motion zoom in of William and Catherine faces directly after a photo of Meghan looking distressed or crying. Harry and Meghan are certainly implying that 
William and Catherine are a negitive part of "what goes on behind closed doors."
King Charles it’s time to remove those titles!
0:24
 @IC   William and Catherine
If I were W or C I will never forgive them, this is the true definition of throwing someone under the bus.
 @Carla  Yep. I bet William is furious at that picture. It does seem very intended to make Catherine look horrible, they’re throwing a narrative out there without saying anything but it’s all 
implied by the pictures they’ve clearly selected.
 @IC  Catherine
 @IC  Catherine, the Princess of Wales
 @J M  Sorry, I don’t speak whatever language that was.
 @Sunny but maybe W&C or the firm threw H&M under the bus for good publicity.
It’s a picture of them looking angry, where’s the lie?
 @Ina Anderson  it’s not and if you’ve actually seen the context of that you would know she wasn’t even angry. There’s a clip on twitter that this was taken from and it’s her just looking 
around. Not angry at all. A one second pic amongst many others. She was smiling seconds after this. It’s without context
And isn't Netflix controlling the narrative right now 😂😂😂
not in the past with her extravagant wedding and her spending the most when it comes to clothing lol. A normal job wouldnt be enough to pay off their 32 millions pounds wedding
But you all wanted privacy. Now you don’t? Make up your minds.
🤢🤮
Didn't Meghan cry for privacy early on? To stay away from public? 🤪
Why did you want to make this documentary?
Money Money Money
All these saying "didn't they want privacy" erm yes but they still need to work! Oay for security for themselves & thier children...they are trying to clear the air from all the lies in the press 
and hopefully get less hate of you pathetic bitter people 🙄😒🥱
3.3 likes vs 9K dislikes 1 December



OMG.. been 3 years   they want their " truth" to be heard ... They went to different platforms to trash their family... Whats new Netflix.??????.. nothing !we heard already.. They are so 
entitled .So much has happend to our world and we dont want to hear "their truth" anymore.. How many platforms they gonna use just to show how relevant they are... How insensitive 
these two creature.. WE DONT WANT  TO HEAR THEM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...
Two classless grifter mongrels.  The timing is PATHETIC - 5 years ago they were on top of the world.  They trashed and disrespected their families to become reality show D list sell outs. 
Disgusting.  I will be watching the REAL ROYALS in Boston this week!  Bravo PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES - a class act in kindness and grace.
There's something very depressing about all this, she gives me bad cringe, Its hard to imagine them still married in a few years after so much stress and drama, she's causing extreme 
division. He needs to live at peace with his own world, she's just walking all over what he is and his background.
❤
A new subscriber has arrived. I can't wait to experience this.
desperation in action
Her best role to date has been victim!! She told her “truth” to Oprah - majority of which were lies!!! Wonder what BS they will be peddling this time… go enjoy your private life you wanted 
so bad - jeez they are just the worst!!!
“When the stakes are this high…” LMAO
All you hating are pathetic...go worry about your own sad little lives 🥱🤣
He is a lot like Diana. She, too, had a love/hate relationship with the press. Not shocking at all that he would do this.
“it’s me… hi! I’m the problem it’s me”, Meghan & Harry. And at teatime, everybody agrees.
disgusting and boring...poor Netflix had a really bad deal with these two talentless grifters
What happened with: We want a private life?

Nah I don't need to hear the story from you. Nope
Who are these harry and meghan? Some random people? Video description is useless too
Ty
Just what stakes are so high? The 11 million from netflix perhaps?
Ya, she really thinks she's something, doesn't she?  She is so BORING.
What did she mean by that?
Who knows? Hee entire vernacular is regurgitated catch phrase, sound bites and refrigerator magnet platitudes…
She means whether the Monarchy will live on or die a death because of her 😂 The ego has landed 🤪 Long live the King! 👑🏴            💖
A delusional statement if I ever heard one.
She meant "when the steaks are high". Inflation, doncha know!
But they’d never admit that their part of the problem. It’s always somebody else’s fault.
If Taylor Swift can develop a bit of self awareness maybe these two can as well....
this should totally be the theme song
They could never be as self aware as Taylor come on now
funny you should bring up the other narc that is taylor swift (according to HG Tudor)
Gimme a break with the picture of Princess Catherine looking like she's glaring. It's ridiculous. How many times do we have to hear this narrative? Ok, so you had security threats in the UK. 
I get it. Everyone's safety comes first, even if that means moving. But can you stop throwing your family under the bus.



M & H:          "We just want to be left alone to live our lives privately." 
EVERYONE: "Okey doke, take care now." 👍
M & H:          "Erm.... (panics) wait! Here's a documentary about our private life!"
EVERYONE: 🤨
All I'm seeing is a spoiled, whiney brat and a narcissistic manipulative social climber, once again painting themselves as the victim. And you know what makes this beyond messed up? Will 
and Kate can't put out their own side of the story, or even reply for that matter.
How pathetic....so much for privacy....lol
They think they’re making Diana proud…But people didn’t love or care for Diana because she did that ONE  interview about charles's infidelity. She was one of the most charitable selfless 
people to ever live..for decades she used her fame for noble causes and then she earned peoples interest/respect for her own struggles.
they picked an interesting picture of Camila, William, Catharine
it's like the evil trio being mean to poor MEghan in white sitting in the back of the bus
I'm so sick of perpetual victims Harry Meghan. It's a worn out soap opera.
Juicy!!! I cant wait to renew my Netflix subscription.
Seriously? Can't they just live their lives? In privacy, like they demanded?
Thats what they called privacy..... so pathetic.
Stop giving these two attention. We don't care

I thought this trailer was a joke! I can't believe this is the real one... The audacity of these two... Doing a movie acting like they were abducted and their lives are constantly on the line... 🤔
It would make more sense to keep your story private….
She’s the worst
Just find it annoying that they wanted to leave the royal family and live their own lives away from all the press. Makes sense I would’ve wanted the same. But they’re constantly in the 
news!!
Just how Diana went to the BBC to get her truth out. History repeats itself. I truly hope at least these two get their happy ending and can finde some peace at last.
And the Academy Award for biggest narcassists of the century goes to the Markles!!
Omg. They wanted a private life, so just literally GO AWAY.
Who gives a fk about watching this narcissistic liar.  All she does is lie and make up stories about racism and being a victim of something or the other. She is pure evil drowning in her 
jealousy over the royal family.
yawn I thought they wanted private lives? To be left alone?  They’re going about this in a strange way aren’t they 😂. expect more drama people, the saga continues 🙃
Think if Netflix had the guts to do something like America's Sweethearts and show them as they really are. The reality show would be so successful that Netflix would have all the money to 
compensate them legally and  wouldn't lose all these subscribers as they are doing now😂😂
Privacy: to be free from interference and intrusion. to associate freely with whom you want. to be able to control who can see or use information about you.
LMFAO
did they say they want private life or media said that?
They never said that but let me guess you read the BS UK trash tabloids… they want to be able to share what they want when they want which is what any person wants.. they never said 
they were gonna disappear off the face of the earth.. how long are you people gonna keep using that as your defense to attack people you’ve never even met?!
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  media that quote is not real
 @Kendra Petrick  just like media informed us that they will loose titles. They never have. They never will.
Such simple minded folks on here commenting.



 @Hina Javaid  agree
Spot on.
 @kevs  read a dic dude 🙄
 @kevs  are you just trolling everyone's comment.  The point is dummy, they said they wanted a private life and that is not why they left.  They left to sell the Royal brand to the highest 
bidder.
 @Hina Javaid  yes you are
 @Angela  I read actually. More than one, and i read the privacy laws too. But thanks for the suggestion. ;)
 @Office Yoga  Source: Voices in your head. If i trying to stop the dumb shit people say in the comments is trolling than i will troll it even more. Privacy can have specific contexts. I can have 
privacy in some things and yet divulge certain aspects of my life. You guys just want to hate, it is actually pathetic.
 @kevs  Nice try.  Documented facts.  you are the delusional one.  It's not trolling to express an opinion about a video.  You are the troll going along in the comments arguing with random 
strangers.  I doubt they are paying you so you are just that pathetic.  Makes sense why you would defend these two liars.
That’s exactly what it is. We know Camilla has no qualms about bullying in case you forgot how awful she was to Diana. Same with Charles. You can dubiously give Kate and William the 
benefit of the doubt but Charles and Camilla have a history of being problematic. In case you needed a refresher of recent history.
Meghan’s face isn’t exactly looking like a poor bullied woman, its equally as bitchy looking.🤔
 @Amelie Says Hola  Diana also had a history of being problematic and bullying people.😉
 @Greenwillow  Diana was 20 when she married Charles, he was 33. Let’s not pretend the power dynamic wasn’t always in his court. Diana did what she had to do to survive.
 @Amelie Says Hola  My point is that as much as you think the sunshine came out of her arse, she had mental problems and could be quite nasty so to blame Charles and Camilla for this is 
juvenile. It was rooted in her from a young age.
 @Greenwillow  shutup
 @Sumidipta Dey  🤣
 @Amelie Says Hola  the only bully is Meghan, she didn’t even stop at a 3 y old child, the turnover of their staff & bullying of staff should give you a clue
 @Amelie Says Hola  Diana was no Saint but why dig up the dead mother again? Profit or because you have nothing on Charles or Camilla but rumours spread by the 🧇🧠squad
 @Greenwillow  sure, Diana fought back, she wasn’t a saint. She had affairs too once Charles went back to Camilla. But it still stands, Charles and Camilla both waged war against Diana and 
they both have a history of bullying which goes back to my original comment. You can try to deflect about how Diana behaved badly but her behavior against Charles isn’t relevant to Harry 
and Meghan’s situation because she’s dead and she never met Meghan.
It's called framing. Only the trash channels do it, apparently Netflix is one of them.
 @Amelie Says Hola  And yet you brought up Diana.🤔
 @Marly WiVi  that is a lie.  she never bullied a child.
 @Greenwillow  in relation to Charles and Camilla being bullies, yes. Pay attention.
 @Amelie Says Hola  You should pay attention to  the truth instead of what you see in The Crown. Dear. Its not all as simple as black and white .
 @Greenwillow  I don’t watch The Crown but nice try! Stop deflecting.
 @Amelie Says Hola  Bully for you. But if you wish to harp on check out what  Diana did to her Step mother and defend that action to me.
 @diane carder  Go find the account of the Givenchy employee who made the statement & read  Tom Bower book, she bullied Princess Charlotte…..she has NEVER sued anyone making 
that claim, not Valentine Low not Tom Bower or other papers that wrote it……wonder WHY? Because it is the truth & Meghan can’t handle the truth
 @Greenwillow  😂
 @Amelie Says Hola  I see you can’t🤔
 @Greenwillow  😂



 @Amelie Says Hola  I am also seeing you are so ignorant you can’t give an answer. Which tells me you are not so insightful with your comments and there fore should not make 
accusations you can not back up.🤔Please feel free to show your ignorance again with a laughing face it will only prove I am right😉
 @Greenwillow  you asked for it so here you go 😂 just got to have the last word?
 @Amelie Says Hola  Thank you. I knew I was right. 😉
 @Greenwillow  you aren’t but that’s ok
Princess Diana tried that too but they still murdered her.
Did they actually demand it.... or was that the media that painted that picture?
They need to earn money too while living their lives in their own terms
When yall are constantly talking and attacking them? Everybody has the right to share what they want and keep what they want private. How entitled are you to think that you can decide 
how someone else’s choses to live their life ?
Nope....they are too busy attempting to look like victims
They are, but why are you so interested if you don't like them? 😂
That’s exactly what they’re doing – living their own lives, sharing the information they want to share when they want to share it and keeping private what they want to keep private, telling 
their story the way they want it to be told rather than being muzzled by the palace. Looks to me like they’ve gotten exactly what they wanted. I’m happy for them.
How can we miss them when they won't go away?
Yeah only of Charles and his son would stop hosting and catering to newspapers and tabloids that still spy on them despite them coming to US 🙄
 @wig 5000 constantly attacking them? How? When they don't do or post anything people generally don't care and leave them alone. If Meghan could resist being such a fame hungry 
social climber, people would have forgotten them by now.
 @Brenden Wright  they said it with there own lying faces
 @Brenden Wright It was the media!
If you’re so disrupted by this, you could just scroll on by.
'when the stakes are this high' lmfao....what stakes. Give me a break lol
 @Boxy Brown  Why are even here? If you don't like them, just don't listen.
Just go listen to William and Kate, leave these 2 alone. You've and your people have done them enough damage, just because you hate Meghan.
 @Boxy Brown  yeah what did she mean by that ??!
They're repulsive.
@wambui jacobs
Megan has made herself hateable.
 @Wambui Jacobs  We’ll leave them alone as soon as they leave their family alone oh wait-
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Of course Diana has been treated unfairly, but at least she did not lie and sincere about her feelings. Meghan, on the other hand, has a vindictive mindset and her own narratives have 
been inconsistent and full of lies
Grandiose narcissist. I mean like full blow NPD. I lived with one and can see it a million miles away!
She won!  :trophy-yellow-smiling:
Having everything but always complaining about everything. Can you grow up and become a real man, Harry!!!?
LOVE IT LOVE LOVE MEGHAN AND HARRY ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤. THEY WORK HARD.
I'll be watching it, I love seeing rich people complain when half of UK is struggling mentally, financially in a decaying democracy
I can’t wait I’m ready 🍿❤❤❤❤



Just go away and find your privacy
This all show harry cant do anything with out his wife say
And the clown show continues.  If this isn't a reason to cancel your Netflix subscription I don't know what is.
Oh boy………..
Drama queen... drama boy... Give me a break! This is a JOKE lol 😂😂😂😂😂😂 liars upon liars and more drama and more liars and more attencion and more famous... and more and 
more and more..    🤢🤮
Welp. That was 1:12 of my life I’ll never get back
🤍🤍🤍🤍🤍 love conquers all, and the truth will always come to light 💡
they chose the worst picture of the family in church lmbo!
And to think of all the terrible things happening in this world and Netflix gives us this tone def drama about a wealthy couple bitching about their privileged lives. And the cherry on top is 
Meagain ‘crying’ on a Hermes blanket that cost a few thousand quid. And photos of all the fabulous places they got to go…and all the amazing experiences that weren’t good enough for 
them.  Btw, didn’t she say her passport was taken away? How was she allowed to travel?
Booo
Yeeeees
This pair are utterly SHAMELESS. Deciding to release the trailer when The REAL Royals are in Boston doing ACTUAL charity work.  STOP RIDING ON THE COAT-TAILS OF YOUR BROTHER 
HARRY. 
YOU Pathetic SIMP of a man. 
AS for you megain? We know all about you. Tom Bower's book was brilliant. 
Given the shoes you stole back yet? 😁
No desire to watch this dumpster fire.  She is caught in so many lies.   This is about as real as the real housewives…. That evidently she wants to be part of.
“When the stakes are high…” Well, US100m is high, very high indeed 😡
I would love to see the pieces on the cutting room floor, now that would be worth mega bucks for Netflix.

Go on you know you want too.....
Meghan an harry  are such narcissistic  people! His brother is after 10 years for important earthshot price in the US  and now he has to steal the spotlight again  !
Not interested  in the idiotic love story all lovey dovey I can't stand them anymore. Making money by trashing the royal family but hold on to the titles cause that's all they have to make 
money  ,I dont understand why they even have the Sussex  title they dint love in Britain the don't do anything  for Sussex!
Vote reform
The are humans too
 @SHOSH 2609  sure, conniving, manipulating humans. Do you know King Charles bought that mansion in Montecito for them? and this is how they repay him?
That's what I don't get about all the comments talking about how Netflix is going to regret this: of course they aren't. So many people that hate H&M will watch it anyway, the same way so 
many people that hate H&M watched the trailer and commented, boosting the video. Netflix is making bank off this.
 @Clive James  so what let him buy it for him he is his son after all
Same❤
you don't have a life, do you?
Exactly, and they want sympathy.
 @Jennifer Burton  LOL, you totally missed the point of the comment.
 @Jennifer Burton  let me guess, you're one of those dull literal types.



@Kat  No we didn't
 @Jennifer Burton  If you can’t take the heat then get out of the kitchen. Don’t start with me and then tell me how to express myself. You sound as sensitive as Meghan. So stay in your 
corner girl.
 @Jennifer Burton  You should live by do as you say because you’re very immature and childish yourself thinking you can come online and tell a stranger what to say or think if it’s not 
according to your liking. Sounds like a brat to me. Grow up or the world is going to eat you whole and hurt your pretty feelings.
They want them to go so they gladly let them leave without her having a passport - go go go and never come back
 @Jennifer Burton  😆
Netflix setting them up for a fall. Netflix will only profit from the publicity and the backlash.
Yes please!!!! The outake reels. Plus and interview with both directors, the uncut version.
 @Karenina44  Let's see the real MM & PH and there tantrums and  demands.

My Truth 🤣
"Doesn't it make more sense to hear our story from us?".. No, because you've been caught lying over practically everything, therefore people globally do not trust your version of anything. 
Repercussions of being a narcissist.

Dear Netflix, 

I pay for your subscription every month and I would rather have  seen a few more documentaries on ‘real people’ combating real issues in life. 
Racism is something that effects us all on a day to day basis - yet we don’t have the privilege like these 2 to be protected adequately with money. 
The fields of science, history and cultural awareness is something humanity needs to be woken up to - with compassion and love, tell real stories by real lives that everyone can relate to. 

You miss the boat on this one. No black and white trailer can affirm only there reality, that they keep on telling us over and over again.

This is just a disappointment - not a prince who was cut off from his country but his dad - the king - personal bank account. And this is what you want us to show empathy and relate to?
Omg beyond excited!!!! Watch Party at my house!!! 🎉
Hopefully they interview the Archbishop of Canterbury
Ugh.  Why am i supposed to care about their story?  They left the royal family and yet keep using it to make money. Will not watch.
Right on cue, as everything with these two shameless grifters. Disgusting.
🤢 A docu-series on this proven liar?!!!!!! How nauseating and fake can you get Lieflix?!!! Stop trying to make her happen she's a phony, a sick narcissistic grifter, and the biggest liar this 
earth has ever ever seen, never happened for her never will, end of. Stop giving her a platform where she can spew more lies about her delusional fake lying contrived and disgusting 
person. 🤮
you guys. its NETFLIX who decides of the release dates. NOT THEM. they have no control over that.
here we go again, Oprah rubbish only longer
THIS IDIOTS ARE EVERYWHERE
i just don't believe any word that comes out Meghan's mouth... seriously....   she always talks with such insincerity.
So they release this on the same day the prince and princess visit Boston?
She so badly wants to be Diana 2.0 but its backfired in her face big time HAHAHA.



Crying already 😭
Can’t stand these two!! What ever happened to the private life they craved. How about just focus on nurturing better relationships with your relatives rather than just throwing them 
under the bus all the time!
same stories being told by the BLM organization?  the race baiter and the redhead
What a pair of idiotic humans they both are. They have done nothing but try to tear the reputation of the royal family down all by extremely embarrassing THEMSELF. Harry you are better 
than this, leave her, be happy and go home to your family. She is a fame hungry fake human.
Meghan at her finest performance 😂
Absolutely shameful.
The timing
She’s a full blown NPD her. Evil
“Recollections may vary”
this pushed me toward cancelling netflix
Why pay a subscription to Netflix, all they show are horror films and extreme violence, also the film that played for paedophiles, I cannot remember the name, now this rubbish !! You can 
find other channels to enjoy, please unsubscribe. x
Is he still alive?
One can only hope hahaha
 @Karen Timberlake  yep!
Who is the one lying, like almost every other actor in the British establishment. But people who fall for their games like you peasants, don't deserve to be treated any better than the 
subjects that you willfully are.
 @Project Gaia  earthshot is happening this Friday. You should tune in!
And the bullied employees
😂😂👍👍
About what?  He had to step up and say he DIDN'T marry the couple before their official wedding because it would have been illegal for him to do so.  H&M should have publicly apologised 
to him for this but they didn't.
 @A P  I'm so excited!!
Banterbury
 @Renee Bloggs  This shows how classless they are. They implicated a person in something illegal and didn't apologize or correct themselves on public record.
He's still getting the bus tread marks cleaned off his vestments.
She’s always been a sh!t actress. No wonder she never got far in her career beyond D list
Sadly neither of them are credible. I won’t be watching this “tale”
Ahahahahahahahaha. Sod off!!
The Sussex’s have sunken to a new low. Hope all of your Netflix $$ was worth it Meghan.



How many of their side of 'story' that they need to tell the world? 
In summary, so far we already know that:
RF is racist ✅
Catherine made Meghan cried ✅
Not many people have asked Meghan if she is okay ✅
Harry still traumatized of his mother's death ✅
Harry still traumatized by the sound of camera clicks and horses hooves✅
Armed security officers issues ✅
Meghan feels suicidal from the pressure being a royal and no one support her ✅
Meghan getting hate from many people because of her skin color✅
Archie will not be given the Prince title because RF is so racist ✅

What's next?
Q: Why did you want to make this documentary?
A: Mo money, mo money, mo money.
🤢🤮 feel bad for us please
Out of respect for their own demands of privacy, I will not be watching this reality show about their private lives.
All you ranters sound unhinged. 🙄 Seek help
I'm here for it! Can't wait 😍😍
CANNOT WAIT FOR THIS !!!
And once again while seeking privacy, PH and his wife look for it in worldwide TV exposure.  Boo hoo
Harry sees Meghan as Diana. Right down to how she wanted to commit ***** when she was pregnant.. he has got it in his head that to save Megan would be to save Diana. Meghan was 
welcomed by the UK at first. Just look at their wedding.
Her  cringiest  OTT acting job to date. How embarrassing.
No matter what meghan and Harry do…they be portrayed as the ‘bad guys…’ I feel for Meghan as she thought she could make a difference with the royals…we all know the royals are racist 
awful human beings…
😅😅

Que triste Harry y Meghan se han vuelto ese tipo de personas que tiene UNA sola historia interesante en su vida y cada vez que te ven se sienten en la obligación de contártela 😒😂😂
"if the stakes are that high?" .... I mean . I get it for Ukraine right now ... but for millionaires ?
Mano Diana deve estar tão orgulhosa. A única que teve coragem de falar a verdade sobre o sistema que é a "família real" e agora o caçula dando continuidade.
Performance art at it's finest
Well done Netflix!! Actual buzzing for this!! Can’t wait to watch.
😂😂😂
No one could pay me to watch it. It’s cringe level is through the roof.
Yes you will
I love your comment!
And also thumbs down if you don’t like or watch so they know we don’t like it.



Amen. Certainly not going to watch the dribble of two B-actors.
They only one in desperate need of money.
 @Dorothea Antonio  You know that's not why.
 @Luanderson Guimarães  Why can't they tell their story for free? If its that important. They don't need to be paid millions to tell their story. Just tell it, why all the money?
Harry isn’t an actor and he has never been able to hide how he feels. He’s spoken out about how he feels for years, even before meeting Meghan
Ya.. we should watch the "show" to support the comeback of our D-list artist
I love them
I thought they moved to the US for privacy reasons. What a farce, these two care about nothing but money. At least the other royals do a better job of hiding how money obsessed they 
are.
tell me your life is boring and you can't move on without telling me. hope you enjoy every penny from this megs! you're right when you catch harry. you can milking money from being his 
wife.
Already being ratio'd: 2.9K likes vs 7.8K dislikes
To hell with these lying pieces of $hit!!!!!!!  I want to hear the story about Harry removing the ring from his nose and moving his ass back to the UK!!!!
Did they rush to get out their “love story” before they announce the divorce?
God I can't wait to scroll past this.....
Talentless attention whores.
Oh course there has to be a Hermes plaid behind her. I bet she watches the Kardashians and is envy of their wealth.

Firstly, not shocked by the decision to release this whilst William and Kate are busy with Earth shot (which is important) in the states, there isn't even a release date on it..a bit petty, 
they've been releasing everything in their arsenal since William and Kate arrived in the States...but any ways, I mean it's definitely going to be watched by people out of curiosity...but 
didn't they already make a bunch of content with the same subject matter? And they had Oprah, so did we not already hear the story a few times? And it's the same talking points "I had to 
protect my family" "you don't know us in private" "we want to tell our own story" "we are in love".... I'm looking for a different narrative from these two. It's stale and surely this isn't all 
they can give us over three years? In addition, this just opens them up for more scrutiny...and fans the flames...so for people who left that family to escape scrutiny and tabloids...well 
...never mind. Let's hope after this they can close the door on this story and finally move on. Because the drama is now dragging on longer than Meghan was even in the royal family.
Literally no one cares about the royal family or these two clout chasers.
Pair of grifters.. Meghan call your dad !!!
No thanks!
teaser was all bout me me me me😂
LOL! Glad that this is coming out! Atleast the world will see how fake and shallow these two opportunists/grifters are!
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Why is there no haha react on youtube XD

. God Save The King 🇬🇧
MeMe has already thrown the second producer under the bus in the Cut interview. So that's a ringing endorsement of this soap doc.
Certainly won't watch!
Waiting for the “didn’t they want a quiet life” brigade to start commenting. They didn’t say they would stay out of the media, they said they wanted a break from the media lies and spin. 
Any royals who make their own living, have paid back much of the taxpayers money spent on them, have fought and won against the tabloid lies deserve our respect. People are so easily 
manipulated by what they read.
Perfect timing imho



 @ncubesays  I think attention should be given to Earthshot winners, and their innovative ideas as it's something of global concern. But yeah, it shows Harry and Meghan might be a little 
obsessed with William and Kate at this rate and that they actually do care what they are doing.
Nope. Harry's book, 'Spare', is still coming next year. The coronation also next year and these two will still have something to say. They can't move on. Their entire identity is this.
 @A wild Rose  and then their fans want to say they are living their best lives minding their business and happy when they are clearly not. It's obsession at this point and creepy.
 @joy  Exactly right, an obsession. It probably bothers them that the Royal Family doesn't even respond to their actions. Almost like they're irrelevant. That's why it eats them inside. They 
want to provoke so they can get a confrontation. But that's the difference between class and trash.
I read they had conflicts with the first one too. She and Harry must be control freaks or something 
To the trolls who are going to show up in waves. Cry more!
To all the Brits, Australian, Karens that are racists, please move on and stop with the negative comments. Why watch the trailer or comment if you don't like them.
just come to dislike, thank you
Synopsis - Royal ginger scragend finally finds someone that desperate for money/attention she has sex with him (yes, that moron who everyone else dumped ) and it all gets very dramatic 
for the cameras after they run away to for erm...privacy?  Some might say it's setting up a stateside Royal franchise engineered by a Z list nobody using the names of those rotten racists. 
There will be Lilibet corpse milking later , mark my word. I'll give this a miss and watch Wednesday instead because Tim Burton really has talent.
Honestly there are bigger things happening in the world than these two. People are homeless and dying and these two are just whining all the time. Like no one cares go do service stop 
dragging others. How is their story going to help people being killed by police brutality.  Gun violence? Or actually feed snd house people. Or you know what child trafficking. Do something 
with the millions of dollars instead of complaining.
And this drops the day before Prince William and Princess Catherine’s big Earthshot do in Boston? Netflix, Netflix, how predictable and pathetic.
INJECT THIS IN MY VEINS
I don't really care about them or the "royal" family. But I'm here for the drama this is going to stir up. The "royal" family has screwed others countries for generations and this is a small 
price for them to pay! Lol
Given the shot at 0:25 I'm guessing Harry and Meghan are making it very clear here that Camilla, William and Catherine are the bad guys (Charles too but the shot seemed more focused on 
the other three). Interesting how the release of this trailer is just one of many times where Harry and Meghan pull something off while the spotlight is meant to be on William and 
Catherine (Earthshot Awards/Boston). I'll reserve more judgement for when the doco is released in its entirety.
It’s all for monetary gain and attention this, you can’t convince me otherwise. Making deals with Netflix, television interviews, podcasts and now a book on the horizon. When these two 
were back in the UK it was all about wanting privacy … oh how things change.
😂 here’s me thinking it could be a new 7 days that shook the world 🌎 documentary due to its contrived epic imagery and music! 
But no it’s just the most annoying celebrity couple hasbeen and scratch!
Money money must be funny lol
these two want attention so badly
I'm happy they did this reality show because it will end in the same way as the Oprah interview. The only difference is that we already know they are two liars and the RF hasn't got two 
elderly people to protect.
We all have a right to voice our Pain, Happiness, and Challenges to the world the way we seem fit..whether it be behind close doors or on a public platform to help and support others. 
Harry and Meghan have a story to tell. You will never please everyone but you will always know your truth
Has to be the most uninteresting trailer. It’s like 5 photos in a slide show 
We get it .
"We want privacy!" they said! HAHAHAHAHAHA
They  got paid $88 million for this documentary.
Нетфликс совсем тупые? Эта  лицемерная парочка одна из лживых в мире. Один сын конюха, другая отвратительная актриса. Мне жаль их детей.



Prince Harry has donated £1,500,000 to Sentable, an organization he founded in his mother's legacy...
And £300,000 to WellChild
As well as visiting Africa, to do what his mother did
And much more things
His memoir will be out next year, and the outcomes will be donated to the same organizations his mother helped
If you want the spotlight on W and K all you have to do is to put the spotlight on them. simple.
Netflix controls release dates and this is being released after William and Kate’s Boston visit anyway. I guess King Charles should also sit at home and do nothing while William and Kate are 
doing their “tour” of Boston?
Driven by so much jealousy, envy and hate, the Susseses.
more focused on Kate and William
If we hear your story from YOU (from 'us') we all know that you are spinning it.  You are the biggest VICTIMS ever. Jeeze, just get on with your lives! The world is not the place to get 
therapized.
 @emde  The Sussexes are simply fighting fire with fire. The royal family thought they'd abuse Meghan using the British media, much like they did Diana, and Harry would  shrink and fold 
and leave his wife to fall apart. Instead, the Sussexes are fighting back. I say well done!
Who the f**k cares of the others!!!they cried for help,while in that so called family, derangers  and haters all were enjoying the hate.Sussexes give us,this well docuceries,,I can't wait.THEN 
THE BOOKIN JAN 10
I think it will vilify Camilla and Catherine.
Is that picture from The Queens funeral??
 @Amelie Says Hola  😄 You make it sound as if William and Catherine's Boston visit was days or weeks ago when they only just landed in the city mere hours ago. Even if Harry and 
Meghan are given the benefit of the doubt on this occasion, there have still been many other occasions where they have pulled something off while working Royal Family members are 
doing something big. If it happens once or twice then it could be totally coincidental. But when it happens repeatedly then I think that's cause for suspicion. And it's not about 'sitting at 
home and doing nothing'. It's about, what happens to be in my opinion (and I could be wrong but I don't think I am), not being able to tolerate the limelight being on somebody else that 
you need to pull something off in order to have the attention on you.
yeah, couldn’t be more blatant about what this shit show of pack of lies is leading to…
yeah, couldn’t be more blatant about what this shit show of pack of lies is leading to…
 @Heroic Dale  Definitely not. I believe it was a Commonwealth Service at Westminster Abbey in 2019. Meghan was pregnant with Archie at the time.
 @bellebells  even if it was intentional on Harry and Meghan’s part, they’re living their lives doing whatever they want whenever they want however they want. That’s what pisses the 
Cambridge now Wales fans, that they don’t get a say in how Harry and Meghan live their lives. And every time someone says “they’ve done this before it isn’t accidental!” I ask for proof 
and no one offers any. Weird.
You mean kkkate??
And Charles is off over to the right of Camilla looking at a take out menu in the program instead of the actual program that everyone else has.
 @Amelie Says Hola  In my observation, no one has ever been bothered about not being able to 'have a say in how Harry and Meghan live their lives'. Anyone in their right mind would 
know that it's not up to them to do that. Criticism has been targeted in a very different direction. As for the proof, the freshest example in my memory would be in early October when a 
photograph taken on the eve of the late Queen's funeral of Charles, Camilla, William and Catherine was released and the Sussexes released their own joint photograph immediately 
afterwards, something that they rarely do yet on the occasion that they do release one it had to be then.
Willy and waity Kaity are getting booed in Boston, this is doing them a favor 😂
Eso no fue casualidad.



The way they had Catherine as the center of the pic while she’s in the background and you can barely see Hawwy. If that doesn’t scream I’m looking for war with the future queen of 
England, I don’t know what does.
What do you mean " the spotlight is meant to be on Will and Kate"
Nope.......not everything is about those two. Meghan and Harry as much as I dislike their victim narrative have a right to do their own thing too. It's up to the public to decide between the 
two couples which one is more interesting. If Kate and Will want the spotlight on them 24/7, then they're going to have to come up with something that captures attention. That perfect 
couple routine is getting rather boring. 
Living one’s life “doing whatever they want whenever they want however they want” and not caring who is hurt in the process is the very definition of selfish!  The way these two act is 
deplorable.
 @Efia Ahimah  It’s not about William and Catherine and only William and Catherine having the spotlight on them 24/7. Totally not the point. Any individual or duo could be undertaking 
something quite significant, therefore public and press attention will naturally be focused on them. I just find that it’s best for that individual or couple to have the spotlight on them or, 
more so, the cause they are trying to highlight, during that period of time rather than someone trying to seize the opportunity and conjure ways as to switch the attention onto 
themselves. Again, this is just what I believe Harry and Meghan are doing, how I perceive it. Once that individual/duo’s time is up, then the other party can come forward and showcase 
what good they’ve been up to. In Harry and Meghan’s case, I just see it as them being unnecessarily competitive and petty/superficial.
 @bellebells  Wow!   Seriously, do you think that Harry and Meghan are competing with Kate and William for publicity?     Superiority does not compete with inferioriy.  It seems to me that 
the royal PR is doing the competing  by trying to demean Meghan's awards and describe  William's and Kate's as revolutionary and adorable.
You mean the same way Charles decided to have his coronation on Archie’s birthday? 😂😂 ya’ll are too funny and sucking up to those royal inbreeding racists
 @Lisa van den Hoven  could be. But let's look at track records. Meghan has a history of being a bully. Harry has a bad temper and well documented issues. I think this will backfire on H&M 
as they are the ones creating drama while everyone else gets on with it. They need to get over themselves.
They want privacy with added money. C***s, the pair of them.
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA    What a JOKE!
They could return the $45 million that was spent on their wedding back to the UK taxpayers.
No matter what people say about this couple  I still them Period
Acho difícil este casal se separar.Eles se amam
I'm here to watch all the mess😂😂. Hate them or love them, you will watch and it will be talked about. They are the only interesting thing about the monarchy 😂😂😂or do u want to 
talk about Andrew?
who cares
Did we need this?
For the longest time, I've been very sympathetic towards Harry & Meghan. But for someone who craved privacy, this is distasteful. If the objective was to just clear the air, just use your 
own website where interested folks and come watch it. Making a Netflix documentary and of course making money out of the private behind the doors matters of your own family feels 
like a Kardashian type reality show. There is no grace in this. With all the freedom you've got by leaving the Royal Family, take up a legit job and work your ass off like normal people. Stop 
milking the Royal family issues for sympathy and royalty money. Geez.
Idiots.
7.3 dislikes? not enough!!! Make it a million
Let's remember that Diana and Fergie did this first... they said nothing different to what Harry and Meghan are saying!
I love them..I don't care what anyone says.



It's all been downhill since they let an American into the family. So tired of hearing about these two... It'll be one of the very few things Netflix has done that I have zero interest in. The only 
"drama" is a royal marrying a heathen colonial actress known for showing skin, but not for her acting chops...

I mean come on, the royal family really lowered their standards! We're not talking about Halle Berry here...
Time to cancel my Netflix account 😂 not with my money 💰 to support this shit
Why did you want to make this documentary?
We needed the money....
Just makes me really sad. There was a huge amount of goodwill for Harry and Meghan in the UK and opportunity to make a real changes for good. Instead there appears to be attack after 
attack on the royal family and the country. Worst still is the personal rift between Harry, his father and his brother
They left the UK because of media attention, They are now in the media 10x more than before gofigure
I hope this is about them and not the royals. How long are they gonna have “victim narrative”, jan makes it three years since they’ve left the Royals. It seems every interview they have or 
project is somehow related to the royals one way or another.  How are Harry and Megan the ppl and their brand independent of royal family.
“Why did you want to make this documentary?”

Um…money…! We have expensive tastes and just got cut off from the family trust. Duh.
I can’t wait and I love Megan Markle ❤
Since it became known that Harry and Meghan were dating, the British tabloids have written their story, from November, 2016 to the present.  Now we'll see and hear their story, from 
their own lips since they experienced it and we have not. It'll be interesting, but when the truth is told, more times than not, some people won't believe it; others say "you're lying;" others 
will be hurt, but they know it's the truth; others will wonder why they did it and others will be glad the real story has been told.  People will fall into certain camps, but it's there story, 
especially if they bring factual and documented proof.
She's not even a true witness to her own life

That Oprah Winfrey interview was riddled with untruths
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA... o Harry realmente ama ou amou a Meghan! Já a Meghan, só quis a fama mesmo! Essa aí é uma narcisista de mão cheia! Oportunista e MENTIROSA!
THEY ARE NOT GOING TO SEPARATE EVER. DON’T LISTEN TO HATERS
 @Connie Balmer  hahahaahahahaha...just wait! Meghan is a horrible person! Harry is not a saint, but he don't deserve this crazy woman in his life!
No but they need money...
No we don’t care. Omg
Yes. Yes…I do.
There's about as much need for this as there is the Royal Family in general.
 @mother of one  no, not really they just want attention
Nope, thumbs down to this video😂
Celebrity and rich elite worshippers do 
 @T La Ross  who cares. Needs v wants. You may not need or want it but plenty of folks are interested in it. Folks can just not watch if they don’t need it. Plus I’m certain Netflix could care 
less about needs.
Yesss...I nedd fun in my life...I like to see HOW this 2 are SO PREDICTABLE.... Drama Queen...  drama boy! Princess Pinocchio and Banana telling lies are one of my favorite moments of fun 
lol
yes



yes and no
no
Is it mandatory?
I did!
No
Nope. They needed they attention. And the millions of dollars to keep up their extravagant life style.
Hell naw to the naw naw naw…hells to the naw… 🎶
YES! But only if there will be live comments allowed during the release so we can all get together again- bc this comment section is Pulitzer worthy!
Are you serious, GTFOH, it is their life and if the racist media can exploit them, if the racist Monarch with King Jeoffrey can exploit Princess Diana, if the Brits and the world can support a 
racist monarch or rather a fairytale built on colonization and black blood, then surely the only real working royals or rather Harry and Meghan can do what they want. That's not distasteful, 
it's called living in America and freedom.
You can make it a billion, it will not the trillions that will support them, you don't get, you are the minority.
 @truth2295  look at the numbers and FACTS. But I guess you prefer lies from this couple
 @Name  Well, they are ones that won their lawsuits against the lying racist media, this is a trailer not the actual show, people don't have time to be simple as you.

Kate was bullied as well but she powered through. I dont know about Fergie but Diana's talks were at least sincere and not full of contradictory lies. The same cannot be said about Meghan.
If you had the same bias towards Diana, you would have found contradictions. Kate was bullied by the press not the firm.
Bye
As long as the racist media and racist Monarch and Brits keep coming for them. Burn it down Harry and Meghan
 @truth2295   racist but Harry and Meghan continue to use their titles that come from the royals. Racist but named their daughter after the head of the monarchy. Racist but renewed 
their lease on their house in UK which is on family owned land? Who are Harry and Meghan without "racist" royals? HM are not as popular as Diana, and if the family continued to exists 
after her, they will survive Harry and Meghan
 @Pop Culture Kingdom  The same as you, living off of white people evils
 @Pop Culture Kingdom  The family will not survive, nobody cares about taking care of a fairytale while others are suffering
 @truth2295  ppl have always suffered. Royal family has and will always exist. Yhey have real life support and the latest polls show 70% brits are in favour of it. Will and Kate have 80%+ 
approval rating. Ppl suffering, but two millionaire are complaining cause they don’t get there way. Lol had they gotten their 50/50 they wouldn’t be complaining and still actively be apart 
of the monarchy
 @Pop Culture Kingdom  Stop promoting those raggedy fake white people, girl bye, nobody respects King Jeoffrey and his sidekicks, his own mother worked to she died because she knew 
he is useless
Please, the ignorant Brits are literally paying for a fairytale Monarch built on colonization
 @truth2295  I don’t disagree. The best thing the current monarchy could do would be to realize how their wealth has largely accrued from the subjugation of other people and to establish 
some type of charitable trust, personally divest their fortune into this trust, and use those funds to rehabilitate culture and economic growth in places  that they have unfairly benefited 
from. That would be the beginning of jusitice IMO.

…But I still think Meghan is a sociopathic narcissist… 😝
You the only person



I think this is disgusting and Harry should not be allowed to come back to United Kingdom is a traitor
Do United Kingdom public monarchy and the royal family.   Slandering and destroying And fabricating 
For his own personal gain       

The British public used to love Harry and now They Despise him
 He’s a traitor and wants to use his propaganda for his own personal profit
How are you can tell a story 

Settee should not be using his royal title selling his self to every media what would touch him for big chunks of money
only real people without above all we understand them...The rest of humanity loves to live in a fictional and false reality here and forced to live kate e. William..it makes me sad..she 
doesn't eat. To keep herself annoyed and to be able to maintain English tourism...Without the monarchy, England is over and cold, it always rains.
Can’t wait 😊
What a shit show sob story lie fest this is gonna be !!!!!!!  Can you say " VICTIM " ! THINK IM GONNA VOMIT NOW !!!!!!!
HARD DAY FOR THE HARRY AND MEGHAN HATERS.. BUT ITS THE SAME EVERYDAY 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Can’t wait not to watch it and give it a straight thumbs down on my Netflix. The trailer says enough.
"Why did you want to do this documentary "
H: "I need cash"
We demand to be released from public duty; but please make us public.
Look, I think its a good thing they got out of the Royal family, it's a toxic, unloving and outdated way of life and I'm glad that they're happy. But my sympathies for these multi-millionaires 
with a successful media empire only goes so far and you can only play the victim card for so long.
I'm so excited!!!
I didn't know you could make Victimhood an actual career. I'm a biracial, bisexual, American woman of color who married a British national as well so, where's my million dollar check 
Netflix???
Why did you want to make a documentary ?

You mean besides the 100 million offered by Netflix and the fact that Harry & Meghan have established themselves as professional whiners ?
Absolutely no one: 

Meghan and Harry: LOOK AT HOW HARD LIFE IS FOR US 

After the Oprah interview, they’ve already had their say, you’d really assume they’d just want to get on with their lives by now. Be more known for their philanthropy and charities. But 
nah. Apparently we all still need to hear about how tough life is for them, as millionaires, living a privileged life, while the world is facing a cost of living crisis and people are struggling more 
than ever.
look at the number of dislikes. lol another showcase of the harkles victimhood this will go until year 2050 because this is their source of income. :)
background soundtrack?
I’ve never seen such a public attempt at privacy.



Oh shut up a pair of liars
Welcome aboard! I adore Harry and Meghan❤❤❤
so many envious comments for Harry and Megan ... Anyone who chooses to be free and not choose the masonic prison of the Windsor family is a problem .people love to reflect 
themselves in the ideal of the normal princess
💕❤
no its a good day since it shows how petty they are. Haters of Meghan do not need to work hard since she already shows how petty she is to the world 😊
Exactly!
And the royal family taxes because they need money and stole large jewels  from India and Africa because they needed money too, what’s your point? They’re rooted in greed and 
corruption, these two individuals are not
Daddy cut him off 🤪
Good one
All while Prince William and Princess Catherine are presenting an award for William's foundation to people making huge strides to combat climate change... 💀
 @FAA  You’re so brainwashed
They did it because of the global interest in their story that til now has been told by everyone but them and for profit. Why aren’t you going after the British authors and daily rags for 
profiteering off their false and hateful commentaries on their lives, you hypocrite!
Nailed it!
 @Still Here  What have Harry and Meghan done to benefit those who are struggling/will struggle? Please, I'd like to know.
 @Sandra Williams  No one gave a damn about their story until they began to pour fuel on the fire💀this "documentary" is gonna flop.

Fair enough. It must be so annoying to be a public figure through no choice of your own and be bound not to make any money from it. He was and is completely trapped by them and 
deserves his own life and happiness. The whole institution is outdated in the era of the individual. I'd also rather abolish it than watch it turn into a wokefest. Which it already is really.

 @FAA  Did you even bother to google it? I guess not. The charity work that Harry and Meghan do is huge. Even after leaving the royal family. Do your research. Google is very easy.
 @FAA  Harry founded the invictus games and Meghan has championed several charities including World Vision and Women’s rights organisations well before she even met him. This is just 
a fragment of what they are involved in. The fact you didn’t even know that proves my point re brainwashing. The media are gunning for them because they have defended themselves 
(and won court actions against the lies). Sadly people like you are lapping it all up.
 @Sandra Williams  Thank you 👏👏👏 M&H stood up to a huge machine and have been slandered ever since
😂😂😂😂 HAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHA
and what is wrong about money?
 @FAA  I have already watched the trailer 4 times. This documentary will be huge!!!!!
I need cash because my dad cut me off financially 😂
You’re right! And?!
😂😂😂
 @kevs   Then, why not make a docuseries about the various charities they help? That would be far more interesting than talking about themselves again.
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  nothing wrong, we all need money to survive. However, they earn money by bad mouthing his family (also some of the thingz they complain of are false)
I mean….. 😂
 @Sandra Williams  If it goes the same way as Archetypes, no it won't.
 @kevs  I will look into it, thank you. You can also do some research on the numerous lies and exaggerations they've told.



 @FAA  This comment is an example of blind ignorance. A simple google search will give you that answer. smh. they have done tons of philanthropy work.
 @FAA  Archetypes topped that racist guy for no 1 on Spotify, so I don’t know what you’re talking about.
🤣
 @Elaine Johnson  not make any money while living in the lap of luxury, traveling the world??? You're as delusional as they are. A £40 million wedding, really??? £million wardrobe...??? 
And their only job is to help others??? Wake the hell up
 @kevs  yeah and 5%goes to their charity the rest in their pockets, duh. IRS needs to audit.
 @Still Here  what slander sugar?!!
 @K.M. Rose  they don't 'help' any charities, it's ALL ABOUT THEM.
 @VenturesOfJanee  FOR THEMSELVES. HARRY HAS ONE SHIRT AND SHOES W HOLES WHILE SHE SPENDS MILLIONS IN HERSELF.
 @STJ  I’m British and I saw what the press did to them. Well before they even did Oprah the lies were printed. They were used as a bargaining chip between the media and the Royal 
household to distract from stories such as Prince Andrew, who incidentally is allowed to live his life without made up stories every day despite what he did “sugar”
 @Sandra Williams  It flopped. It's not even in the top 20 right now, and none of the episodes are in the top 100. Word on the street is Spotify isn't renewing it for a 2nd season.
Edit: Her latest episode that was released one day ago is down at #37. None of her other episodes are in the top 100, a Joe Rogan episode is at #1. I am not a Joe Rogan fan at all.
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  do you mean they speak truth about his family? They speak thing that many of us already knew. They speak truth that royal family want to hide. 
When I see toxic family I want to be called out.
 @FAA  No matter. It is still a favorite of mine and countless other intelligent, sensible, and enlightened individuals.
Yes but I no longer have to pay for them with my hard work so I'm waiting for others to join them
yet you are here
They didn't demand.... they asked for part time.  And they were asking the RR to be truthful and stop the racist BS...

Yes, Numbnuts, You pay 200+ million pounds for people who give you a wave and a smile. They're are others who do perform duty and service to humanity and don't cost us a cent/pence!
did they say they want private life or media said that?
 @Robert Collins  yea but at least the royals bring in a lot of tourists to your country though so.....Harry and Meghan haven't brought anything to the US but drama. I hope they pay the 
right amount of taxes. Their nonprofit is already shady with less than 1% of the actual donations going into the people they supposedly "help". It's no different from other bogus charities 
that claim to help children but don't really receive much.
Finally, the hypocrisy.
And please pay us millions dollars so we can enjoy the same benefits we did before!!
 @Moss piglets  France boasts more tourism without a monarchy in place.
 @Robert Collins  they bring in absolutely way more money in than they take out !
The UK is in the shitter; Sunak is going down; what has the monarchy actually done for "its subjects"?
 @Robert Collins  That is false. The royals are funded through the income of The Crown Estate which they give 75% to the government and retain 15%. They are not using people's taxes. 
The taxpayers only fund security from the Met Police and the government decides who gets security not the monarch. And tax funded security is also available to other government 
officials in the UK and foreign dignitaries who visit the UK. Read a book.
 @Richie Rich  The Home Office would beg to differ. You need to get the head out of your a.. and read a book!
 @Richie Rich  in the long run it is the taxpayers money
Yes, that’s they’re choice. You all cried when they lived off tax money, you cry when they live off their own money. Grow up!
 @Sheri Trowell-Young  You can't be a part time Royal ethically -  you are just making profits out of being a Royal.
You sound bitter 😂



Write your story and submit it🙂 biracial bisexuality married to British national but not a royal should still sell.
No one knows who the hell you are, Terri. Maybe do something cool and we might care...but probably not cuz you seem like a bitter brat
 @Benjamin Bunton  This what H&M fans always say when a person makes a sensible argument. "You sound bitter, jealous, troll, hater" 🤣🤣 so predictable 🤡
 @Nymeria  Who the hell knew who Meghan was before she opened her legs for a Prince?
Your story sounds much more interesting.
Exactly, well put.
You do not have to listen. Millions around the world are interested in hearing their story hence the Netflix documentary.
They need the money. Interviews, books deals, podcast, Netflix. IMO that's all this is. If you want a private life so bad why keep putting yourselves and all of this drama out there for public 
consumption?
It’s just so hard for them. Sending thoughts and prayers that they make it through this “tough” time.
 @Carol Amsterdam  I know, because people love a good drama. But I can definitely criticise them buying into people’s love for drama by agreeing to make this documentary, and making 
people feel for them while they make loads of money off it, even though they’re already disgustingly rich. They both are involved in charity work obviously so they see real world suffering 
yet they genuinely believe that the world should see how much they’re apparently suffering. It just doesn’t sit right with me. (I say this as an avid anti monarchist by the way and I in no 
way care about the royal family’s reputation)
This is so true, they cry in their gold plated bath tub whilst we travel to work everyday and ruin our health for a paycheck.
 @Ellen    so true!!!
100%
At lease they not depending on tax payers money good on them
 @S M  Meghan and Harry work for their own money they don't live off taxpayers hard own money this is what I call real life
They're BROKE.  Needed the money and promised Netflix content and access.  Two losers who will hurt anyone to get what they want.
 @Carol Amsterdam  In fact if there are any decent ratings at all it will be because people can't wait to confirm yet again what a lying, narcissist pair these two are.
I hope this tanks. Netflix cancelled so many great shows for this. Those who work on those sets lost their jobs too but now we gotta hear more pettiness from these two who were paid 
$100m to throw their families under the bus.
 @Carol Amsterdam  I doubt "millions"  around the whole wants to hear the. Maybe just folks in developed nations.
 @Christine Burke  they live off of a huge portion of the “charity money” so technically they do. That’s money donated for charities not 95% for them and rest to the charity.
 @Moss piglets  Show the proof.  I'll wait...........⏳
 @Christine Burke  Where do you think the wealth of the aristocracy came from?
 @Carol Amsterdam  I would have believed those numbers if her podcast didn't fail so hard. But given the appalling numbers from her podcast (considering she even had actual celebrities 
as guests), it's reasonable to assume this Netflix one is going to fail in a much much more catastrophic scale. Considering the cost to produce. 

There have also been reports that the money Netflix gave, a substantial amount was spent on her numerous outfit changes.
They are public figures. The BM publishes numerous articles of made up stories about them daily. Why should they remain silent?

And I’ve never seen such a gross disregard for public answers while remaining private to Andrews gross misconduct and pedophile actions - please don’t act like the royals are blameless
When did they say they wouldn’t have a public life? The Royal family have their say all the time through their PR teams links to the media. Why can’t H&M have their opportunity?
Privacy: to be free from interference and intrusion. to associate freely with whom you want. to be able to control who can see or use information about you.
 @kevs  From Oxford Dictionary: Privacy is the state of being free from being observed or disturbed by other people; the state of being free from public attention. This documentary very 
clearly draws public attention and observation.



💯💯💯💯
 @Still Here  Well said!
 @kevs  Well said!
@zaggo Yeah and the cambridge dictionary says another thing and privacy law says another thing. And even sometimes when a famous person demands privacy is about not being stalked 
by paparazzis in the window of their house. The point is that privacy  has a lot of meanings, is not simple and people forget that. I can demand privacy in a certain scenario. That does not 
mean i dont have the right to divulge certain aspects of my live AND STILL demand privacy. Is not this or that. And influencial people/tabloids have a ton of shitty things to say about them. 
They need to control de narrative about their on life.
 @Zaggo  I think the point is that they didn’t want blatant lies written about them constantly and want to build their own life away from all that. Not hard to understand really, is it.
 @Still Here  sure
Sure🙄
 @kevs  did you invent this definition?lmao We KNOW what privacy means dawg, stop trying to gaslight
 @Zaggo  🤣🤣
🤣 Spot on
 @Dina Rahm  AHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAA that was a stretch. Well, it seems google is gaslighting, cause all the definitions, perceptions and interpretations i took are from there.  There 
are a lot of proof in the comment section showing that people dont know what it means or dont know the extent of what it means. And i suggest u search what gaslight means before using 
frivolously in something that has nothing to do with it.
 @Still Here  At the end of the Oprah interview they said they had said their bit and they were done. But in every single interview thereafter (The Cut, Variety, the ABC interview about 
Invictus), on Apple TV on the podcast, they're still regurgitating the same things. Talking talking talking taaaaalkiiiiing about the fact that they've been gagged. What we've never heard is 
the other side of the story. I'd love William and Kate to sit down for a tell all. They won't of course, they're too classy, and also, they're too busy changing the world.

 @Taji T  Because the tabloids twisted everything they said to create a narrative that was not true. E.g people still  say they accused the queen of racism when they only spoke glowingly of 
them. The royal household leaks fake stories about them in the press every day even now. They are asked a question by the poisonous media. They give a basic answer and then that is 
blown up an twisted. And people like you allow yourselves to be brainwashed. I’d rather hear their full story from them because second hand information is nonsense. Plus in the U.K. we 
are regularly bombarded with spun documentaries about how fabulous 🙄 the Royals are. Why can’t they do a doc of their own. Open that mind of yours and stop being a sheep
And as an FYI Will and Kate get their points across through their PR doing deals with the press. You’d be really naive to think otherwise
 @Still Here  Dude, the called the institution racist and the queen was head of the institution. Either she was racist, or the institution wasn't racist. Either Or. Of course they didn't want to 
tarnish the queen because she was the queen and they wanted to curry favour with her. But the head of a cult is a cult leader full stop, no comma, c'mon now, you call the institution 
racist, you call its leader racist.
 @Taji T  They said certain members of the family were racist not the institution as whole. They did say that aspects of the staffing would not supportive her need for mental health help. 
They also said THE PRESS were racist and ruthless. And the royal household did not protect them in the same way they buried stories for William and Andrew. Basically M was used as a 
distraction. Also the queen was his grandmother for goodness sake, he knows his relationship with her better than you do. 🙄
When you’re constantly being vilified and being lied day in day out over so many years, even you on your high horse may want to speak the truth.
Watching paint dry suddenly seems a lot more appealing.
Racists: Harry and Meghan leaving the UK is about privacy, not about the insidious racism of the British press and their readers, members of the monarchy, and these mouth-frothing racist 
bullies spamming these lying online comments, and their bots.
Acute insight; Will Richardson, well said!
You don’t get it do you. The British press has spread vile lies and insinuations about these two. They printed a picture of Archie as a chimpanzee. They printed personal letters. They hacked 
their phones. How would you like that?



Will richardson Can you mf buzz off.
They will never have a private life but they can at least control the narrative
Exactly, and Amen!
And remember how they initially announced the Netflix series as a documentary about their so called work and charity deeds? That would've been a laughing stock as well but this... 
ending up with a sickly sweet love story of this two which most of us aren't even interested in. I guess their hard-core fans will be obsessed with this rather than the work/charity so they 
got what they wanted. Just like Meghan snatching the Spotify podcast from Harry that was supposed to be their joint project😂 Maybe we'll also see Meghan co-writing Harry's memoir as 
well?
 @Still Here  First of all, she was a member of the family and the HR of the firm does not handle the family, it handles the staff. She went to the staff knowing full well they could not help 
her just so she could say they did not help her. Meanwhile her husband was co-patron of a mental health charity and had been seeing a therapist for years but somehow he couldn't give 
her a number. 

Second, it is her hereto unproven contention that they were burying stories for William but I don't believe it because there's no way to hide the kind of stupid salacious stories people 
spread about William in these days of ubiquitous phone cameras and social media. Even in his mother's time when the times were simpler there were numerous stories of all her affairs out 
there and proof galore. 

The only thing we can agree on is that the press racist toward Meghan. They were, often times. They were also horribly classist toward the current Princess of Wales.
 @Still Here  exactly!!
 @LeKis  no, it's not well said at all. They wanted privacy, we (the educated adults) want them to sod off and shut up.
Please do shut up everything’s said about these 2 in press by right wing media is DELUSION and LIES Meghan has been telling truth this whole time the right wing media and YouTube users 
are telling lies threatening her for no reason just to get PAID and there FACTS
 @Taji T  william and Kate changing the world.  LOL they are too lazy.
Don’t you know, it’s not private if it’s not documented on camera.
 @Fanni  all you saw was one minute of a trailer.  hold your horses till you have seen the documenatary
They never said they wanted privacy, the tabloids did and privacy and intrusion are not the safe

 @Taji T  you do not know anything for fact except about the racist press and the RF could have and should have put a cap on that.  they sure put a cap on what was said about andrew
 @Piink Pantsonfire  your comment does not make sense.
 @diane carder  And yet, they're out there doing all the things with EarthShot and The Early Childhood Programme. May we all be that lazy. meanwhile, there's an overseas pseudo royal 
who took two years to work on twelve episodes of a podcast with 2 (!) production teams (eh, why?) and couldn't be bothered to interview her own guests, with most interviewed in a 
separate studio by a producer. Go figure. Give me lazy William and Catherine and their big hairy projects any day.
 @diane carder  Neither do you. 🤷
 @Taji T  I corrected what you said about the queen in the documentary. I am not pretending I know these people like you are. Your essay is based purely on speculation and your opinion. 
You don’t know these people, stop pretending you do. This is the point of the documentary, to put a stop to ridiculous speculation like yours. Also if you work in the press you will know 
that stories can be sold to bury stories - we rarely hear a peep out of Andrew, there is a reason for that.
 @diane carder  I know right! Changing the world 😂. William dressed up to sell the big issue on the street “for the homeless” with a camera prepared despite taking £100 million in tax 
money last year. That money could support more than just the homeless. They are such hypocrites and the public that support this are brainwashed
Privacy on their terms. Not hard to figure out if you got a brain.



They never said they wanted privacy but you can continue down the thrope.
Got em!
 @Still Here  nothing has changed. Pointing out their hypocrisy is not lies and the press is still reporting on their bad behavior.  Nothing has changed.  That is not why they left,  They left to 
cash in on the royal brand.  In her own words Meghan wanted to be paid for appearances and charity work.
I am disgusted with the pair of them.
I wouldn't watch this load of garbage if you paid me.
In fact I would walk across the road to avoid it.
It seems all about a 3rd rate actress who couldn't make it in Hollywood with one almighty chip on her shoulder dragging her weak husband in her wake.
For God's sake she's not even black.More olive skinned than anything. More Latino than african looking. 
Thank you for destroying our monarchy America. We'll done.
Well said.
 @Stephen Woodhall  nice one.
I go for traffic lights changing myself.
She couldn't make it on Hollywood. 
If she hadn't married into royalty she would probably remain on the b list for all her career. This is just a way for her to extend her fame.
The royal family is not racist they just don't tolerate sycophants abd winers lightly. 
For God sake she's not even black!
 @Maake Klein  Keep your monarchy and your archaic racist bigoted ways. We'll watch from, afar as your monarchy go down in flames.
 @Office Yoga  The press is gunning for them because they fought back and won their court cases. Show me the source of her quote. I’ll leave you to your ignorance. Keep believing what 
you’re spoon fed each day
 @Still Here  Exactly true

 @Still Here  I'll leave you with your ignorance.  You are the one believing a proven liar who had to apologize in court for lying about her involvement with Finding Freedom.  No one was 
gunning for Meghan until her attention seeking agenda started showing.  Catherine, Sophie, Fergie, Camilla, and even Diana had it worse than Meghan.  You are clearly delusional.
 @Zaggo  They have every right to share their side of the story. You just want believe the MEDIA'S gossip about what is just assumptions.
 @Stephen Woodhall  and this coming from a Britisher. Go f yourself
 @Dina Rahm  Your not very intelligent are you.
 @Fanni  I have no problem watching their documentary. You probably are more interested in watching fake relationship between Kate and William. Their relationship looks a lot like 
princess Diana and her ex husband. Unhappy and forced relationship. And I am sure Harry and  Meghan are doing plenty charity work, just not announcing it to public for your 
appeasement. You put bad name to all britishers. F your  stupid fake monarchy.
  @kevs  None of us have control over who can see or use informa on about us - it's called the internet.
 @Office Yoga  keep your blinkers on dear.
 @Still Here  you are in the minority here.  So you are the delusional one.
 @Taji T  The Media reports every day  harrassment, gossip, hatred. You don't see Harry or Meghan doing that on a daily basis. They have the right to respond on the allegations put out on 
them.
 @Taji T  No name was mentioned by Harry or Meghan. There has been rumors on who said things. Why make that kind of remark to someone that has  married into a family away if you 
don't want them to think your racist. That's just ignorant.
Absofuckinglutely 💯



 @Office Yoga  😂😂  I don’t even know where to start with this comment. 😂
 @Stephen Woodhall  so go watch it
 @Heather Creighton  Very simple solution Don't follow them.
 @Taji T  You just want to see one side. You already formed your opinion on one side. Others with more intelligence in able to form a fair opinion would care to see both sides of it.
 @C  I don't, you Smartarse. I also do not tolerate bull💩.
 @Still Here  little emojis.  So cute so original.
 @C  As though you have shown any inclination whatsoever to want to see both sides. Please, take the tree stump out of you eye before going after my little speck.

 @C The not naming was the worst of it. They should name. I hope they do. Then at least there's an individual who can sue them hell out of their Netflix advance. But because they didn't 
name anyone, they cast aspersions on everyone. Deliberately. And called the institution racist. Shame on them. They called their beloved grandma racist. And although they were in the 
UK. knew she was sick, and had a day off, they made no effort to go see her until she passed. And then of course they were desperate to go. Horrid little pair of narcissists.
 @L Castellano  You mean privacy that is publicity seeking? Just like her personal truth? Then she should include a warning when she speaks that she's speaking Harkle English that no one 
will understand because she ascribes her own meaning to the words or doesn't know the meaning of words, which means she's the one lacking a brain.
 @Still Here  And I corrected you. You are pretending to know that the BRF are like. You don't. Stop it.
 @charly Hammond  🤣🤣🤣 There there. don't cry. Or do. The YouTube numbers and comments are wonderful. No twitter bots to lie here. Isn't it wonder?
 @Still Here  I think the thing is that were it not for these attention seeking releases no one would even be thinking about them let alone talking about them . I can’t think what on earth 
there is to say : they are creating a narrative around a non existent situation for their own gain .
kevs ...Stop. What's wrong with you? 😕
 @Taji T  That’s rich, you didn’t correct. You wrote an essay on speculation. Read it back. And still with the “calling grandma racist”. Why lie to force your point?
 @Still Here  Ummm they said they wanted a private life! That’s the reason they gave for leaving royal life, straight out of the horse’s mouth! Yet they’re almost putting out PR puff pieces 
daily now. How sad
 @kevs  Umm actually no, by law you can’t have a reasonable expectation of privacy if you are deliberately offering yourself up to the public as a public persona. Plenty of stars can expect 
privacy, but they’re actually trying to BE private. Not parading around and courting the media all the time. They’ve invaded THEIR OWN privacy
We don't hear the other side. Only one side of story. No good to tell public about own family. Looks bad for all.
 @Taji T  What about racism in your own country? Shouldn’t you focus on your own backyard before you start criticising others? Also, just because H & M called the institution racist 
doesn’t mean it’s true. If you’re serious about it give specifics and address them with the people concerned. Don’t go on Oprah and Netflix, or it just looks like you want $$$
 @Kirri  This is exactly why this documentary is necessary. They didn’t say that. They wanted control over their privacy, there is a difference. Geez, all you have to do is see their statements 
first hand, rather than through the press to know this.

 @Still Here  I saw their statements first hand and they said they wanted privacy. They wanted to take a step back. Yet they go to live in LA, probably one of the most media saturated 
places in the world. Don’t tell me what I did or didn’t read! That’s the reason they gave, now that they look like hypocrites people like you are trying to change the narrative to justify their 
actions!! They have a history of being dishonest as proven in a court of law for example. They DID say they wanted privacy but clearly they were lying. Take your blinkers off
 @Kirri  Maybe talk to the education people in YOUR country about their reading comprehension curriculum? Because there is nothing I have said that can be interpreted in any way as a 
defense of the narcissistic Harkles. Quite the opposite.
 @Still Here  Never once did they say “we want control over our privacy” NOT once!!
 @Kirri  Jesus Christ, look at their lawyers statements. Read everything fully and then tell me they said they intend to completely disappear from public. You don’t have to be this ignorant. 
Go read things (other than the tabloids) with an open mind.
 @Taji T  I’m sorry, I clicked on the wrong name. That message was for someone else! Apologies



 @C  You’re basing this on the fact Harry and Meghan said so. That doesn’t make it true and they haven’t backed up this accusation with any facts. Not one
 @Kirri  Got it. Happens.
 @Still Here  I didn’t say they wanted to completely disappear from public. Stop saying things that aren’t true. I said they claimed to want privacy yet the behaviour they display shows the 
opposite. Please stop changing what was said
🏆 best comment
 @kevs  the whole world is tired of these two nutmegs . They just want to stay relevant based on the very little time she spend in UK . TBH only her blind fans want to hype up this series 
🤣🤣🤣

 @Kirri  My point was that privacy has a lot of meanings and scenarios. And even in law there are other aspects besides what you just pointed out. Oh and Meghan actually won a legal 
battle against a tabloid. It was about privacy infringement. And they sued some tabloids for allegedly phone hacking. That's about privacy too, but not in the sense you presented.
Priceless!
Oh do shut up
And I bet you will be watching every sec of it
😂
 @Still Here  You are 100% right, exactly this!!
 @Still Here  I repeat. They called the institution racist. Heck, they're accepting an award for this 'bravery' next week. Therefore they called their grandmother racist. And she sent them on 
their way with their half in half out nonsense. Good for her. Why should they want to hang with the racists?
 @Racharina B.  so true
So nace

How much is this deal worth again?
So brave to leave the comment sections open
🌟So Proud of them and the Archewell Team.
Can we sign a petition or something to stop these two brats from popping out every time they sense people forgot about their existence?
Insufferable. That about sums it up.
“ When the stakes are this high - doesn’t it make sense you hear the story from us “ I mean the Royal Family kind of minds it’s own business.. you’ve had an Oprah interview and several 
other opportunities where your story has been put out.. we’ve BEEN HEARD your story.
Seriously, we have to hear their story again. When are they going to grow up and move on? They left the royal family over two years ago. 🥱
looking forward to this.
I do not like these 2. But I will watch to see what other lies there telling, just like the Oprah interview. Let's see how quick the real truth comes out after this rubbish documentary
the number of dislikes of this video is astounding. lol
I find it interesting that they have tried to stop this mocumentary from coming out but Netflix is pushing forward because they are on contract. I bet King Charles will rethink their "titles" 
and their "children's titles" once this sh!t show airs! 🤣🤣🤣
Hmm great timing
For some reason I find her very unlikeable...
im gonna watch this because these two brats are victims.... hahaha i cant believe theyre doing this documentary... are they trying to be relevant?
Thanks but no! I`m not interested in this toxic couple.



Don't you think we ( the world) have seen and heard enough from Harry and Meghan. How many more times do we have to hear THEIR side of the story! Do us all a favor......stop telling 
your lies, stop preaching your woke word salad, stop your race baiting, and please, just go away and live that private life you so desperately harp on about! Go count your millions Netflix 
gave you and leave the rest of us peasants alone! No one cares about your millionaire pity ass problems. The rest of the world have more important problems to deal with like putting a 
roof over our heads and food on the table than listening to the whinings and temper tantrums of two narcissistic over entitled spoiled people who are pissed off because Daddy won't 
continue to fund their extravagant lifestyle and won't give into their demands. Boo Hoo! Go cry somewhere else, we are sick of the Sussexes and the  cruel racist cyber bullies on their 
payroll.
how high are the stakes?  does the fate of the universe hang in the balance?
Oh the racist brits is gonna lose their fucken mind!
So Netflix canceled some great shows for this!!!!
😂😂😂 bold choice
Just here for the comments ;)
Why shouldn't they? They want feedback whether it's positive or not it's still feedback 
yes, poor little rich girl🙄
They want a little taste of what's coming
I swear
It won't last.
 @Seven Deadly Chins  nope
The Sussex Squaddies are on alert to defend their faux royals 😂

Nobody needs to hear your version of truth cause just like last time, they’re all lies
 @capthook  doubt they were all lies but I see where ur coming from
 @Lavender1985  I am sipping my 🍷 just going through it 😂
Yes, very stunning and brave of them.
😭😭😭😭😭😭
We need the dislike counter
😂😂 very brave. I noticed @goodmorningbritain close theirs….. advisable after their reports this morning! Embarrassing journalism
 @Moss piglets I think Netflix knew exactly what people’s reaction would be, under every project the couple released people have been brutal, rightly so internet opinion. 

People will hate watch like they do for the Kardashian.
 @Lavender1985  lol...me too!
NETFLIX loves drama
I don’t think they care what the reaction is as long as people watch it and it does well on Netflix
I bet Hazbeen & Megaphone did not want the comments left open.  I hope they read the comments to see the damage they are doing to themselves.

 @Sadie D  I think that the couple does, they seem to have huge egos and subsequently cannot fathom not being able to control what others believe of them, especially when the public 
opinion is so negative. They continuously try to frame themselves as trailblazing activist, but to most their are more like Kardashians. 

I think Netflix gave them the deal believing they would be as loved as Diana, they turned out to be nothing like her but still, hate watching sells, so from their perspective it turned out fine.



they just haven't woken up in US yet, they will shut it down
It's not a British channel so of course the comments are open

I know!!! You know Harry and Meghan are trolling through reading every single one of our comments too! That's priceless!! Fk off H and Yachtgirl, stfu, we're sick of you. Just go away!!!!
 @Minaryeon  Surely, this will come under Comedy.
I was wondering as well, what stakes are so high? hahaha she really is in some parallel universe
Yep, the "Finding Freedom" book that they collaborated on. A LifeTime drama "Escape the Palace" they endorsed. The Oprah tell-all interview. Meghan's subtle reveals on her podcast. This 
docuseries. Harry's upcoming memoir with Penguin... ALL that in 2 years....
 @hmhmhmwell  If this documentary flops, Meg will have to look for a soap opera to be an extra in so she can still get a little camera time with no actual work involved.
Their pack of lies more like.
Maybe it's a good thing the Queen passed. Imagine if she was still around for this and his book. She'd probably die of a heart attack! Smh. It's sad that some people are willing to be this 
petty to earn money.
What is she talking about when the stakes are this high???!!!!
Look up the interview Neil Basu (UK's former counter-terrorism chief) did with Channel 4. The stakes on their lives are extremely high. There's a lot we don't know.
I wish princess Diana was this vocal when the stakes were high, she'd still be alive today.
 @grateful  Princess Diana died because she didn't wear a seat belt.
 @Andrew  nice one delusional
Ad nauseum...
 @Dinah  🐂💩
I’m still trying to figure out what stakes she’s talking about 💀
 @LadyCymbeline  not to mention the daily, weekly, monthly press leaks of info (from her) constantly since she joined the rf
 @Andrew  mostly because her driver was drunk driving 😢
😆🤣😂
 @grateful  yes exactly! They expect anyone outside the palace to be quiet. The most dangerous thing for the palace is a woman with a platform. Diana said it in her Panorama interview 
about the Palace's issues with her: 'They weren't quite sure what to do because "she won't go quietly," that's the problem. I'll fight to the end, because I believe that I have a role to fulfill, 
and I've got two children to bring up.'
 @Lynn Cactus  Exactly - what stakes?? Why is she making their leaving the work of the Royal Family into a life or death thing when the future king and queen are literally walking around 
and greeting Americans in Boston, safely and with smiling faces. They and the king, queen consort, and other royals just get on with it. None the public interest in their lives is new to them! 
And indeed, Meghan wasn't hounded by the press, there isn't a press pen following her around as she claimed, threatening her and her kids. It really is so preposterous. Someone said this 
once and it clicked with me... In the beginning they wanted to be half in/ half out of the monarchy and royal duties. Think on this, if things were THAT awful and stakes were that HIGH 
(insinuating that you might not survive) then WHY oh WHY would you stay in such a toxic, harmful place? Their entire narrative is thus based on the DENIAL of what they wanted (best of 
both worlds) the late Queen wouldn't let them cherry-pick a new role and commercialize themselves. This is their epic, public tantrum, trying to blame and smear and discredit what they 
couldn't strong arm for themselves.
And that story always smears the royal family. It is all they have.

 @Antoinette H  money.  The stakes are high because they need this show to succeed so they can earn money.  Netflix only pays out for completed projects.  H&M have to pay for the 
production, then they sell it to Netflix or Spotify(podcast).  If it flops Netflix/Spotify/magazines etc won't be as interested in any further content.  The multi million dollar contracts they 
signed are not paid up front, they probably got a retainer but the deal is really just that the company gets dibs on anything they produce - if the company wants to buy it.



When will the BM, haters and derangers leave them alone?
Even worse, almost three years ago now. Really tired of seeing privileged celebrities complaining about how hard their lives are from their multi-mullion/billion dollar mansions, especially 
during a cost of living crisis.
 @Carol Amsterdam  when they stop doing stuff like this that opens them up for scrutiny. When they finally move and when they finally seem content their lives.
 @Carol Amsterdam  what is a BM?
yes we  do. never to much
 @Carol Amsterdam  when they stop giving the world so much material to work with😆
Someone finally said it
@carol Amsterdam
Leave them alone??
You say that as though anyone is approaching them.  These two are the ones approaching the world and demanding an audience. And most in the audience can see them for what they are 
and rightly can’t stand them. They present as very spoiled, very selfish, very ungrateful, very vindictive and very whiny.  All assessments they could avoid if they wanted to be genuine and 
decent people and NOT force their fictional woes in a very public and attention seeking manner!
 @jab dude  British Media.

 @Chien Po  demanding? They are just speaking truth. Sometimes truth hurts. 
Spoiled? How about William and Kate? Travelling and speaking to people. Living from our taxed. Some of us need to save money on electricity and they live like nothing happened. Spoiled.
Yet Netflix will be making millions from it.
 @Carol Amsterdam  i doubt it. lol
 @Tumbellena  -I watch them too. The dislikes already double the likes🤣🤣
 @Glory  - There is an app that makes again the dislike visible. I learned it from Taz's video.
Do you really believe they care about titles? He can take them and they will be more popular. Harry will remain a Prince and Meghan will be called a princess.😀
 @Carol Amsterdam  I absolutely do. It has been all about gaining titles for Megain.
 @Carol Amsterdam  - She could only be called Princess Henry.If this is what the feminist wants, let her have it. And by the way, she pretends to be called duchess always, even with 
children, nobody believes you: she cares a lot
Yeah I want Sabrina back!
Every show is better than this. Hell, I would gladly watch a documentary about the history of pooping instead.
 @S M  right? Can't believe that was cancelled! I was invested! 

But then again they paid Harry and Meghan so much money! those two also had a fall out with the original producer I believe or was it the director? Can't remember. Then there's the 
editing because what Harry and Meghan said didn't one up with his book and other interviews. So, yea, I can see why Netflix had to take $ from somewhere else. I can't imagine how much 
it cost to produce this "very important documentary" 😑
it's netflix not regular channel.
they don't have to cancel anything for this.
do not manipulate
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  You do realize this is literally a Netflix documentary?
 @Kuora Official  yes I do know. So? Netflix is not tv channel that has got limited air time.



To be honest I am not interested in their love story or what is behind it - however I do disgust Megan wants to enjoy the halo of being part of loyal family, but refuse to take any 
responsibility- nothing comes for free
🤣🤣🤣😴😴😴🙄🙄🙄🙄
Thank you Harry and Meghan for trying to free us from the monarchy and enable us to be a republic where there is no glass ceilings
What a vile, vindictive couple !
two perpetually spoiled, entitled, narcissistic, privileged brats with no hope of achieving the throne.
They want privacy and in the meantime they shoot a documentary with Netflix. Hypocrisy level god 😏😁😳
I really hope Netflix don’t edit out the comments they made about Charles and camilla, they paid them a lot of money they should stay in
Another trash documentary
These comments look like bots bought and paid for by H&M BFF's; The Obama's, Bidens, Hilary, Oprah, and Chinese Party propaganda.
Didn't they say they wanted privacy?
Cringe
After all the things these two horrible people have done, can't believe they still have fans. Oh well, enjoy Megaliar's show. 🤣
At last, a real life example of the marriage of a sociopathic narcissist and a co dependent narcissist in action. A fairy tale of gaslighting.Well done Netflix for bringing this to everybody's 
attention, a company driven by money rather than reality and integrity, displaying synergy with the traits of the two subject matters. A perfect marriage all round!
Urgghh! What a pair of idiots!
This will be interesting ❤
Isn't the point of a private life not to see what's behind closed doors?
Uh



Only weak men allow their wives to destroy their families. Yes it’s Everyman’s duty to protect his wife/ family and unite it with his extended family, but not at the expense of destroying or 
washing the dirty linen of your overall family in public. 

Harry is a weak beta man who allows his wife to bring division between him and his family, and congratulations being disrepute to his family. 

Questions: 

1. Why are they not also talking about the disfunction drama that also looms large in Meghan’s family?

2.Why not talk about her family dirty linen too? 

3. Why have they focused only on Harry’s family? 

This just shows that Harry is a weak one-sided man who can’t stand up to his wife when she is wrong, and that’s how weak men behave; they tend to please everyone at the expense of 
destroying the very family that has made him to be the man he is, whom Meghan got attracted to in the first place. 

Gentlemen, especially young unmarried men, be careful who you marry or bring into your family, they are capable of destroying the very foundations of unity and love of your family. 

“To be male is by birth, to be a man is by choice.” Ben Kischlow. Harry is a weak male...
Wow huge Mistake by Harry. I’m sure he will regret this one day.
Princess Diana would be so Proud ! 👸
...and could you please pay the UK taxpayers the £32 million that they spent on your wedding...you certainly ripped them off....
Using the titles to make money jajaja
 @Dorothea Antonio not too mention Meghan squandered most of the Royal Family budget on her clothes lol. She was the spendthrift one!
Privacy: to be free from interference and intrusion. to associate freely with whom you want. to be able to control who can see or use information about you.
You clearly don’t understand the concept of privacy.
did they say they want private life or media said that?
I hope they kept everything 😂
What was the comment? Can someone fill me in please.

 @Richie Rich  I don't think it's known. There's speculation that after the Queen died they were scrabbling to get stuff removed since Charles is the boss now. Both this and Harry's book.
 @Richie Rich  Harry said that daddy cut him off when Charles was still financially supporting their new life in the states.
What? Your comment makes no sense.
 @Richie Rich  Netflix paid Harry and Meghan over 100 million to do this series but they made negative comments about Charles and Camilla and they want Netflix to edit those comments 
out but Netflix refused
 @Donna Baardsen   Netflix paid Harry and Meghan over 100 million to do this series but they made negative comments about Charles and Camilla and they want Netflix to edit those 
comments out but Netflix refused



 @Ahlamm -  you dont know.  only gossip
ikr!!!
They want publicity. Not privacy.
They are losers
No, actually.
Nah, they just want to control the narrative... Nothing to do with privacy. ;-) Yet, another lie. 😂😂😂😂
🤡
 @Skeptical Maiden 2 clowns indeed 😂
🤡
Omg haha did anyone ever told you you have a way with words? Bravo 👏
Agree.
Yet, 
here you are.
 @Julius B  and yet, I'm not the one who claimed to want a private life. Not sure what your point was, but nice try!
What's behind closed doors is nothing but lies and vanity
They fled threats no one said more privacy
 @Kat Deluxy  the threats in their fictional minds.
HAVING PRIVACY DOES NOT MEAN LIVE IN A HOLE BUT THE CHANCE TO CHOSE WHOM TO SHARE MEWS WITH. CERTAINLY NOT UK TABLOIDS.
 @Kat Deluxy  threats to meghans ego.
Privacy: to be free from interference and intrusion. to associate freely with whom you want. to be able to control who can see or use information about you.
They wanted privacy from the relentless paparazzi. How hard is this to understand?
 @Julius B  Why are all their fans here too? Most celebrities, who have real private lives, don't keep inserting their private lives into their public ones. This reality series shows the Sussexes 
are more like the Kardashians than the British royals.
Yes keep repeating that dead line. I understand it now. You all can’t control them so you interpret their words as you want. So what if they said it? It’s not like the UK press is leaving them 
alone. Way I see it, they can do whatever the F they want! Tune out if it bothers you
 @Connie Balmer  exactly!
 @Jennifer Burton  it’s not hard. They choose to be dense and they don’t like her.

 @kevs  people are so silly and clearly don’t know what privacy means. Just because they want to share their side of the story doesn’t have anything to do with safety and privacy people!
 @MR X  no the threats reported recently by a high ranking police detective stationed within palace. He was on the news in case you say I'm a liar. Everything she said was true. Stop 
looking to people like Piers Morgan and the daily mail for your news bites
 @Connie Balmer  a lot of these people don’t get that apparently 
Them sharing things on their own terms whenever they want is what they wanted in term of privacy 
They didn’t want the media exploiting every second of their lives and making wild stories villainizing them 
Sharing does not equate loss of all privacy
There will still be things that they won’t let the public know and see
did they say they want private life or media said that?
 @Kat Deluxy  and delusional to think



🤣

 @Grzegorz Kmiec  The media said they wanted to be private.  Harry and Meghan didn't say that.  They wanted no more media intrusion and made up narratives like the media is still doing.
 @Connie Balmer  well shared with the public nothing is private, just like her poARn tapes they’re not private …..desperate
The people in these replies still defending them 💯 would join a cult 😂 just admit you were tricked and move on with your life.
People don’t like her because she is insincere and self-centered. Because she lies.  Because she lives in a world of delusional fiction. And because she’s just flat out annoying!
 @Dina Rahm  a royals worshipper is making cult jokes 😭 the irony
 @Nick  Yeah because you lot talk about things you know nothing about. Yet you claim it's private, how could you possibly know? Or you hate they are telling their version of their story 
that probably don't side with what you and your tabloids think. It's so easy to see through you people nowadays
 @wig 5000  not you assuming you know absolutely anything about me lol cult behavior 101: if I disagree with your leader, I must be the enemy
 @Marly WiVi  ur mumz tapes you mean 😆😆😆
 @Julius B  they are shoving their privacy in my face so I really couldn't help it 😂
 @Marly WiVi  uuuuuuuuuur mmmmmmuumz-zzz tapes you mean? 😆
 @Connie Balmer  Lots of former foreign royals live in the US. They work in the private sector and have private lives.
I don't think she really understands that - or that saving the planet means you fly everywhere in Private jets. Or accepting awards you havent really earned. Because what Meghan wants, 
Meghan so obviously gets, no matter who she uses to get it - Harry being her main source now. She would not even get a mention without him.
Privacy is where you get the share what you want. Go open a dictionary
IT ISN'T AN EITHER ALL. STOP BEING A HYPOCRITE. EVERY HUMAN DESERVES PRIVACY AND EVERY HUMAN ALSO DESERVES A CHANCE TO TELL THEIR STORY! PRIVACY MEANS TELLING 
YOUR STORY IN YOUR OWN TERMS NOT BEING HOUNDED BY A BUNCH OF WEIRD PEOPLE LIKE PIERS MORGAN.

 @Alex Canning  i honestly can't believe you people are so ugly in your perception of two people you don't know. Atleast they are working  for a living and not living off British taxpayers. 
The Royal family are racist and so are the royalists.  Oh how the mighty is falling. One by one  the house of card's  is toppling one by one. And the whole world and commonwealth is 
watching 👀😳. So evil will all support evils 😈 You people needs to leave both Harry and Megan alone. They are no longer here. It's so funny how all the big mouth royal rota and cotton 
brain royalists are quiet about Megan and Harry were telling the truth. about the racist and evil royals especially Prince Charles and William household. God don't like ugly.
Alice Canning!! Sorry this wasn't meant for you it was meant for the brain dead royalists.
You really don’t grasp the word consent do you?
 @Dina Rahm how about you accept their reality and move on. I don’t know why random ass ppl online hate these ppl . Maybe you should get a life
This is all a distraction so that the public forgets about real scandals of that family.
 @MR X  Read what the deputy police commissioner said about MM yesterday. Not sure how much more proof vile people like you need
Except that the British press is run by the Royal Household so nothing is private when they have leaks to make certain Royals look bad.  If you don’t like it, don’t read anything about them 
and then you don’t have to worry.

Private life doesn’t mean you don’t have to work private life means you have your own house, own car, own security, own business and you kids don’t need to expose to camera every day



 @Still Here  Good timing wasn't it? Very convenient. And the following day a self confessed fan of meghan tells the world she has been abused by racists!!!! At the palace!!! just as william 
and catherine (THE REAL ROYALS) are going to boston to do ACTUAL charity work and not lining their own pockets for netflix. What great timing!!!

If you want proof of actual death threats and racism against the monarchy from you VILE sussex squaddies ,we have all the screenshots. 
I even have a recording of the ss podcast of you people saying you advocate the extermination of the white race in a holocaust. You people make me sick

Who's the racist now?
 @MR X  British counterterrorism would differ, Honey!
 @Robert Collins  Don't worry, we have it all documented and saved. Years of it. I would be very worried if I was a paid Sussex squad member. Threats against the head of state are taken 
very seriously by mi5 and mi6.  Have you got your xmas bonus yet? From the monteceito couple? I know there was a problem last year when some of you didn't get paid? Quite the 
commotion amongst the squaddies 😁
We all know meghan is tight with other peoples money.  🧐
The trailer is a cheap shot by two cheap grifters.  They'll disappear eventually.  Not soon enough for most of us.
Get over it. It simply means they take control of their lives and dispel the lies being spewed by a bigoted and corrupt British monarchy and tabloids. Stay mad.
 @Kat Deluxy  they didn't flee - they wanted to be half in and half out, this was published by themselves on their own website - but when they were told no,  the narrative changed.
 @MR X  Tell that to the two in jail for threatening Harry with assassination for being a race traitor!
It depends. A private Life means you decide what to share on your terms but arguing that behind close doors individuals can go through pain, depression and hard times is not exactly a 
new take which is the point that is being mad here.
 @Robert Collins  There is nobody in jail. If they were? It would be all over the news. What are the names of these people in jail? I can't wait to hear this!! 😁
Let me guess it's john smith from 10 downing street. Am I right? 😆
what royalties have private life? their life is heavily documented by modern media and historian.
 @MR X  There are 2 in British jail, Numbnuts! Confirmed by recently retired head of counterterrorism.
 @Debbie Miller  wow judging someone you know nothing of.
 @MR X  wow judging someone you know nothing of
 @Connie Balmer  instead the world tabloid and tmz's.
 @Robert Collins  What are their names? Where are they from? By law in my country. if you are convicted of a crime you are named publicly. Never happened did it? 

I'll file your fictional story under recollections may vary!
They never said that they wanted privacy. That’s a narrative that was put forward by the media. Hopefully they will address that in the docu. Can’t wait
Isn’t the point not to smear a perfectly nice human being just because of the color of her skin.
 @MR X  Do your research! It's been in the news.
Private life doesn't pay well apparently
 @Julius B  You really think you just said something cool, didn't you? lmao context flew right over your head.
Racists: Harry and Meghan leaving the UK is about privacy, not about the insidious racism of the British press and their readers, members of the monarchy, and these mouth-frothing racist 
bullies spamming these lying online comments, and their bots.
 @mel n  So, You're telling us that's your sorry state of life!
 @NJ  They are telling their story to the public.  So do you mind the positive opinions/comments from those who don't personally know them? Omg!  Meghan the Good had her driver stop 
and give granola bars to a homeless person!  She is so wonderful!



 @Robert Collins  Name them then!!! What are their names pinhead!
 @MR X  Google, Asshole
 @Robert Collins  Markle bots out in full force🤖🤖🤣🤣🤣🤣Hope she's paying y'all very well🤡🤡
Controlling what you want to put about your own  life is totally different than,  others saying what think happened from hear say.
Yes it is, but just for the rest of the panet 🙄
 @MR X  It is very clear to see that harrassment, hatred was true the British Media made that very clear.
 @nyannyan  Easy solution to that quit following them, that would be the intelligent thing to do.  Your very funny your the one shoved it in your own face 😆😅🤣
 @Dina Rahm  Talk about a cult. The haters from British Media formed their cult for hatred and weak minded people to follow thier false information and one sided assumptions.
 @C  they brought any criticism upon themselves
 @Robert Collins   There is nothing on google no arrests absolutely nothing. You are a Liar just like your boss megain.
why lie?

 @Dina Rahm  Believing someone who actually lived the life, instead of believing hear say is less of a cult. Not so weak minded that before they hear both sides of a story, form an opinion.
 @MR X  They've been in prison since 2019. You  can't do the research,  Asshole!
 @buttercup  Exactly
 @Dina Rahm  nonsense
 @Robert Collins  Are you simple? Were you dropped on your head when you were born? You cretin. There is no one on public record arrested for said offence. That is a fact you  cretinous 
bell end.
 @jf horton  Stop stalking them than.
 @mel n  Your looking at the wrong video. You should ahead over to Angela levin the biggest hypocrite and lies club. To hear a one sided report.
 @C  nooo sugar I'm not gonna quit following them. I always love stories from narcissists. Not gonna watch the doc but I'm gonna check out the comments section haha. I'm gonna see 
much love and support they receive 😆
 @Elize Hannah Preston  because they’re manipulating the public to make money. I hate that as a principle, has nothing to do with who’s doing it
 @C  we’ve only heard their side of the story 10 different times yet you seem to have a strong opinion 💀self-awareness is key
it is for normal people, just not narcs.
Money is their priority ££££
The part where Meghan kicked down the door and did the Stone Cold Stunner on Vladimir Putin is amazing. So brave!
So what are you doing here ??
 @Nick  they never claimed they wanted a private life.
That's a term the media coined
Not when the British media is trying every day to drag you through the mudd and do character assassinations constantly, like TF they also has the right to defend themselves
 @kevs  amen
 @Marly WiVi  you mean Kate's porn tapes .. lol
 @Dina Rahm  clearly you are a monarchy fanatic freak... stop the lies we can see through you butt kissing comments, stop being weird
 @Kat Deluxy  what threats ? She was able to walk around London without security on the busiest weekend of the year buying baby formula,open the window of a bulletproof car
They moved to get away from paparazzi,  not to have a totally private life
 @MR X  I wonder how much was your Christmas bonus from stuck up Mr. Tampon guy aka Charles, and his lovely virtuous hooker sory I meant wife.. and they little mini replica little Will 
and Kate the Prince hunter herself. That check must be fat for all the ass liking your doing. Smh fr



 @jf horton  funny the people that keep saying they wants them to disappear are the one clicking on every video about them, that's how obsessed and weird you are 🤣
 @Jackinthebox  I don't need a xmas bonus because unlike YOU. I have MONEY!😁Ask the monteicto couple to up your salary to 10 dollars a month. That would be better than the current 
5 dollars a month payment from the moonbump mattress actress. 
Being a sussex squaddie doesn't pay very well. SUCKS TO BE YOU!! 😁
 @Simon Evans  I never saw any photos from paps other than when they were on official royal duty, strange,how William and Catherine and the children can walk around London,go 
shopping in the local supermarket and IF there  photos they are usually from a member of the public not a member of the pap squad following their every move… Also, I knew an ex Pap 
and most of them only turned up after a phone call from person/agent saying where they would be… the stories I could tell 😉

 @MR X  🤣🤣 the fact that you are assuming that am poor, or broke or not part of a wealthy family and has an established well paid job, is beyond me, nice try though 
unlike you I express my opinions free of charges, but hey give me your account number, I'll send you some pocket changes because you've just made my day by making me laugh this hard
 @Jackinthebox  Nah  I'll pass thanks. I only take money in 3 currencies. The currency your country uses is worthless in the western world. That's why the mattress actress uses you for 
cheap  labour  😁
 @MR X  hahaha again the fact that you assumed that am not paid in US Dollars is just making me laugh harder, I would tell you my yearly income, but that would be to easy, anyway keep 
up the good job marketing the Royals make it worth the $10 per month you received
 @Connie Balmer  nothing says privacy like intimate pics for 8 billion randos 😢
 @Jacqueline Gomez  yeah unless it’s private PROVEN lies distributed on Oprah & proven in court 🤣
 @MrsAzlChang  how often do you think HER truth will be told? How many more deals do you think she can make on her dead mother in law & the RF, that she briefly met & slanders since 
she got the boot? She is a manipulative proven LIAR ,this is damage control & the Oprah interview 2.0
 @C  I less of course you are already caught telling proven lies in another interview….it will be a bit harder to convince people with common sense your actually telling the truth this time 
…….it’s called being a habitual LIAR
 @Carmena Turner  I think you replied to the wrong person lmao
He will have no need to. Telling his love story is a beautiful thing.
 @Carol Amsterdam  “love” story. Hahahahahahahahaha. One does not love vipers, one succumbs to them. Harry is prey caught in a web.
Whatever happened to wanting privacy!
Luckily I don't have Netflix, these two are sickening
How contrived and desperate 😂
They knew what they were doing with the shot of Kate
This looks so wonderful ❤
while i don't understand how in this century is it possible to have 'royals' and all this medieval sh*t, i'm all up here for this! love good tv drama!
“No one knows what happens behind closed doors”
Yeah, that’s how privacy works
And the pity party continues with memememeghan and her husband who had no name recognition before this. Wait….
Ah shit this should be interesting
I cant wait❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
How come this is called Harry & Meghan? They love using the Prince & Duchess of Sussex title everywhere else, why not here? "Stakes are this high" what now? What more drama and lies 
do you have left to share?
Big yikes



God awful.  Could it get more "unreal" and staged?  There is a problem in a couple when they are trying too hard and these two are trying way too hard.  Now had it been "unstaged" I 
might actually think there was some truth in it.  I watched exactly 49 seconds of this and it was nauseating.
The true story of an influencer getting a dumb prince - removing also him from his family - and milking the Royal status for cash  to the MAX. Beliving it is their personalities, and not the 
crown that keeps people interested.  Can't wait!
Harry look so sad
Is it one episode or a series?
For a couple who complain nonstop about living in a fishbowl, they sure do invite people to tap on the glass an awful lot.🤔
What stakes are high? 
The whingers are back again! 🙄 MeeeGain, the professional victim, is a desperate, attention seeking narcissist & sadly Harry's insecurities made him the perfect target.
This will no doubt get huge views, but I bet 90% are purely hate watching.
So excited for this beautiful love to story to be shared with the world. I adore them and appreciate their incredible work ethic.
Its sad to see them bullied by the media all the time, especially because its on the directive of the other royals.
She shat it out and signed the Netflix contract with it.
100%. It's vile.
That zhot as  you call it is in the pu lic domain
They didn’t need to do anything, waity kate is a bitchhhh
so.... shots have been used of meghan and harry
I noticed that too. Very evil timing.
 @VenturesOfJanee  ah yes, we must’ve all missed that documentary William and Kate did where they also used Harry and Megs photo without consent…OH WAIT..that never happened 
because William and Kate could never be that vile.
 @L N  lmao.
And the real bully is now revealed
"medieval shit" lol tone down your lack of culture please
Absolument 👌 
I agree for your comment 💯💯
Omg that’s right! What happened to the privacy they so desperately wanted. Remember when she went to that tennis match in a “private capacity”. This couple is such a comedy duo and 
we’re all here for it 😂
 @H M  I laugh so hard at their privacy lies.  oh Megan, you could do so much good for the people being in the royal family, but you chose cheap theater on television.  sad just sad
But I can’t make coin off privacy. 😂 blah hah hah hah.
 @Mimi Cook  Lmao..how the was she going to do anything in that mess of a RF while Lizzy was around. Lizzy got jealous of the attention Diana received and she sure wasn't going to allow 
others and her own family to do it. Pompous Charles is even worse.William looks like his dad's lapdog
Why should it stay private? When things are going on that shouldn’t be…they want them both to be silent…they use Meghan to take away the fact that Andrew is a pedo, got away with 
grooming young girls & his ‘dear mum’ signed to say no women/girls can talk about what happens to them…disgusting

 @Ash louw  oh dear, meghan didn't marry harry to change the world.  all she needs is publicity.  she was unable to build a career as an actress, so Harry turned out to be a real lucky 
lottery ticket to a new life.  the kind of life where Beyonce and Jay Z stand up to say hello to you.  that's what she needs.  she'll never be an aristocrat like Kate, Megan is cheap
hahah Exactly!!!
They still need to feed there children and oay for security...they are trying to set the record striaght because of bitter and hateful people like you lot.



😅
 @DB  They are NOT hurting and never will be. When you have a multi-million dollar net worth with assets, you can not work and still live lavishly off of the interest alone.
 @Mimi Cook  The Royal Family is a crock of shit! "she could do so much good for the people being a Royal!!! lol, you want another Lady Di figure? it didn't work out too well for her did it? 
If they don't want to be part of the Royalist System why should they? And when the Media attacks them, yeah they are entitled to give their side of the story
@Jessica Xx Karen Stop whining your jealousy is showing stay bitter knowing that she is the mother of Princess Diana's grandchildren whine all you like it's not gonna change anything bitter  
 Henry is building his own Empire get over it he was never gonna marry you stinky *
Who cares to know what happened behind doors of these two narc person.... Every family has their own drama.  Hellllooooooooo !!!!!Meghan is really conniving.. so ungrateful. Theyre 
been to different countries , they saw the poor to the poorest .. They have evrything to help and be example to the world.... they chose to be like as if they were experience the most 
devastated in life.... WAKE UP NETFLIX.. this gonnna flop. Who likes Meghan anyway ????? maybe the Sussexes squad but marjority no ones  like them.... Until when they will stop talking 
about themselves.
 @H M  
What Harry and Meghan clearly stated was that the want to chose which parts of their private lives they want to share. Stop being a tabloid fodder regurgitator.
That's actually not, getting dictionary shouldn't be too difficult right?
 @Mimi Cook  
Stop lying.
 @OC J  
I guess you would work for free, eh. You facking hypocrite.
Privacy: to be free from interference and intrusion. to associate freely with whom you want. to be able to control who can see or use information about you.
 @Leon Boinczak  oh please, I'm tired of reading this next nonsense.  Megan had the audacity to complain about her life while on tour in Africa, complain, Carl!  when the life of local 
residents is simply on the verge of starvation.  so your posts are just some kind of surrealism
😄🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

 @Mimi Cook  yes it is easy for you to say, you are not one being abused and dragged through the morning shows, tabloids, news papers and you were pregnant with Archie. What privacy 
they tell lies on HM to the media Meghan make Karen cr please give us a break. They chased their own son and wife out of Uk now they are here. Please take your pegging prince and his 
Karen wife back to the so called palace of hate. Meghan is home USA, California born and raised she good ok. As for telling their story it's a free country we don't worship humans only God
 @mar C.  it's ok we love her for it, Meghan keep on keeping on say hi to Lily, Archie and Harry love you always. I'm still watching suit's. Ha ha ha haters take that 😜
 @mar C.  we do so step, we are good take your hatred and shove it. Love you Meghan. Wow love it can wait the book, podcast, movie keep it coming. They messed with the wrong Hussy 
love this
 @J M  you need to have at least a little bit of intelligence to understand what I'm talking about, baby.
So true because i didn’t know what happened to their privacy issues and how they earned tons of money for being mean to their own families
 @Mimi Cook  oh really I didn't know that being on television on my favorite show is not publicity enough for you. Live in LA believe me we love suits any law show we love for seven years 
not one . So take your hatred and your pegging prince and step
I’m sure that isn’t what they meant. “No one knows what happens behind closed doors” but people is ready to take sides and talk bs about them. So, if people want to talk , they need to 
know the reality of things.
 @J M  I laugh at how ignorant you are 😂😂😂



@ASTARA EDWARDS TAROT  are you stupid so you think because someone has millions they can't be sad or depressed....not to mention being very famous is extremely lonely opening the 
paper everyday to see people slap you off! Dose not help your self-esteem or mental health! They was worth before all this between 20 -30 million there security for them and there 
children every year is estimated to be over 10 million....shut up and look into what you are talking about before commenting utter rubbish! Harry us still a high profile memember of the 
British royal family & so our he's children what comes with many dangers alot of terrorist groups seem them as targets or bargaining tools. Like I said educate yourself you muppet!
 @Mimi Cook  yes she has every right to and please stop putting South Africa down with your poor comments. Start with your own country please. UK and South Africa have over ten billion 
dollars trade every year, diamonds, minerals , etc ok. They have Rich folks and poor folks just like in UK. I saw South London a lot people. I don't see you complaining about royals parading 
in stolen jewelry while the poor NHS etc suffer
 @Mimi Cook  They can do far more good being out of the royal family and earning their own money. The royal family took £100 million from the public purse last year, when they already 
have the funds 
to support themselves. All this while the public are starving and can’t heat their homes.
 @H M 😅😅😅😅
 @Mimi Cook  oh come on now, She was asked a question by the journalist and she answered it in a very basic sentence. What nonsense
 @Pia🦋  what family they one that took Harries security a veteran even though the treats were all around them. What kind of a king does that to their. I've raised to son both doctors you 
couldn't pay me enough to put their life in danger never. I don't even they are taking to me or not you do that as a parent never
 @Still Here  you need to study it better.  if the royal family demands back their lands and lands, which by law belong to the Windsor family, then the UK will have to pay billions of pounds 
sterling.
and where bulling happen
 @J M  you mean threat?, they are just making that, they just want the security to make it look like they are VIP’s in the US, plus people in UK pays for it and take note that they are non 
working royals, why would people pay for their security?they should pay for their own, what kind  of King does that?a King who is a father will never tolerate his son, then what kind of son 
does that to his father and the family?🤔
Well said
Why are most of the comments here so mean? Meghan, so many used to like you but please do not influence Harry to stay away from his dad and siblings like you.

 @Andrea Miguel  I think comments like yours are exactly the reason they have made the documentary. To set the record straight. Who told you she was influencing him? The media……
Are u dumb?
 @J M  None of the royals, with the exception of KC and PPoW, have full time security. Not Anne, not Edward,  not Beatrice,  not Eugenie, not Zara, not James and Louise.   They are all 
children/grandchildren of a monarch. 

Only the monarch and the heir get full time security.  It isn't rocket science.
 @kevs  to some privacy means  banish yourself and never be seen that is some want to impose to Harry and Meghan 
I
Né? 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  Oh...you mean were Meghan bullied three year old Charlotte by calling her fat a d comparing her unfavorably to Jessica Mulroney's kid???? Or the bullying of several 
female members of Meghan's staff???
Why y’all here watching? Don’t watch, simple 😂 haters are truly secrecy admirers, evidently
Maybe we should have a family counselling so everyone have their right to tell their side of the story. That will be fantastic. Always careful who you let into your family. Like a termites 
destroying a home.



 @Mimi Cook  it's ok we love her lies and all . So step they whole family are going to Germany, bought ten of the Spare can wait. As the Netflix planning a viewing party 🥳🥳🎉🎉 love 
Meghan beautiful in Minneapolis
 @Katniss1975  any evidence for that or just someone said that ?
 @Mimi Cook  just let it go , do you let her live her life. If she all bad just mind your own business ok. No need to lecture us  about intelligence ok. We get it you are so smart let the 
dummies alone in our ignorance. Please
Shut up you are a hater they have every right to say what happened to them and still have privacy you are heartless and don't care about people s mental health
 @Still Here  they doing a lot now with out they unholy royals taking the credit. We are ok with the Arch well foundation. They are in so many communities doing great work so stop 
spreading hate towards HM
 @Pia🦋  oh really so the guy on BBC from  the intelligence office is not telling the truth about what treats was directed towards Meghan
 @Andrea Miguel  please get a life, Harry is grown Man stop spreading crazy shit like this. He knows the family in and out
 @Katniss1975  really so why are you here .
 @UThaya KM  you are the termite spreading hate towards others. So start with your own family let them be
Really?

 @J M  it’s more of a massive hate than threat, people were so angry at them because both of them doesn’t respect their family and what they say is always different from what they do.
She’s turning the lights on on them roaches 💡
 @J M  You are talking to an Indian Asian who always have very close knitted  family culture and for us family always come first. If these two have problems, go and talk to your family. Not 
go around in the media talking about it. Is embarrassing. Have you seen someone have so much hatred for their own family members? And now I have my right to share my comments and 
I don’t expect you to reply to my comments. Off you go. Tqvm
So much for escaping and leading a private life hey..
 @Mimi Cook    is the is your comment based on racist jealousy?   ThinK! Think! Think!   Meghan is doing more good than other royals even though she step down., such as finalncial 
support for english women studies and  Smarktworks , among the few.    Ask the royal family why their charities are in the red and Meghan and Harry 's are in the black.    Checkout 
Archewell. From the age of 10, Meghan has always try to do her part in making the world brtter and she has done so..  Meghan's pre-royal resume and accomplish ments are far superior to 
any royal.   And she has continue to do so. All of her royal charities that she owned are stil  being supported by Meghan and far better than the other royal patronages - that is why they 
treat her badly.  They do not want to compete with superiority with their inferiority - plain and simple.   Obviously, if they had given her protection and fairness she would still be doing 
work as a senior royal.  But now she has no silly jealous restrictions she will continue to serve the world as she has been before she became a royal.   Your comment should read, The royal 
family would have benefitted from Meghan work ethnic because she has not stop.
Why they're contradict their statement and what they did? If they wanna be famous and popular, just say so, like "Heyyy guuyss, we wanna be celebrities, all the attention to us pleaseee" 
🤪🤪
 @Andrea Miguel  i guess they are mirroring eachother
Sounds like something a bully and abuser would say
 @Felix Rudder  what racism?  I am a musulmanian!  and stop being like Meghan, who plays the racist card every time it suits her.  Megan has done nothing for people, absolutely nothing!  
she was an actress of small episodic roles.  she stalked the royal family, and then brazenly lied that she knew nothing about the royal family or about Harry.  hypocrite.  and as if talking 
about racism.  God, Megan, yes, all your boyfriends and husbands are WHITE!!!  Megan is not a feminist, not an actress, not a duchess.  she is an ordinary narcissist who knows how to play 
the game and evoke a feeling of pity on the topics of the modern agenda - racism, feminism and more.
 @J M  Bless your heart......
God these 2 are insufferable.
This is why I dropped my Netflix subscription.



 @Andrea Miguel  This is characteristics of deflections (see Luke 6:45).   Obviously, you have never follow  Harry.  Long before he met Meghan Harry was looking for a way to full ill his 
passions without the achaic restrictions that did not want him to outshine William.    Why did you think he spent 10 years in the militray doing actual work rather than pretend stuff? Listen 
to his words when he met Meghan (he had to up his game) . He knew that he and Meghan could fulfill their passions with our without the royals.   

It sem the the BM smear campaign has done a brainwashing on you.  You should listen to Harry words.   Do you have any understanding what an accomplished,  well educated, intelligent, 
confident and articulate wife means to  husband?    A woman that do not play drama games , that is "what you see is what you get" and that can survive all the things the haters throw at 
him.    Harry is supper Happy  - Montecito neighbours are happy and protective of him and his family.   Their propetry values are soaring because many want to live in that paradise where 
paps  will get themselves into trouble easily
That's not what they meant and we all know it! Let's not make this about something it's not! No one truly knows what is really happening in someone's life. Just because they both share 
some moments with us doesn't mean we are untitled to judge them. Let's not hate!! Everyone has their voice Let's respect that.
 @UThaya KM  Deflections see luke 6:45.   In case you missed it, Harry and Meghan started a new family,    Wht did the Brits do to breaj up their family, they put the Markles on their 
television monthly to breakuop Harry and Meghan.   Your point is as vacuous and as stupiid as can be.  God seperated Abraham from his toxic family,  kick  out the toxic ishmail from 
Abraham's family, seperated the toxiic brother from Jacob.    What does close kntt mean?  - that parents selects one's spouse and that family allegance is demanded by decree and not by 
love?    In case you do not know, all cultures have close knit families   some the members decide others  the parents decides.    Rules and cultural demands do not produce meaningful 
deeds only love does that.
Of course they should keep the racism and the disgraceful way the RF treated them a private isn't how the British are. They like to commit their crimes in secret and everyone keeps hush 
about it. Glad the story came about them being racist let's home more comes out and takes the royal family down. Maybe they will give all the countries they stole from back their 
belongings too.
I am rooting for them. The monarchy needs to go
 @Felix Rudder  Quoting Bible 😅. I don’t believe in your fairy book where three Abrahamic religions fighting among themselves due to family crisis ? But I do respect Jesus and 
Muhammad as prophets though. Om Namashivaya 
It’s how doors work. 😂
 @J M  Did you read my comment properly? I’m supporting H&M. Please read it again 🙄
Hahah brilliant!
😅🤣😂🤭😐
 @Kay  Celebrities need to go too. They're useless.
Racism is hard to combat, even in these comments.
 @Lady Bibliophile15  And how do we know they’re not lying. They’ve lied million times before. The notion that we have to believe everything these two entitled brats are saying is beyond 
ridiculous.
And yet there are so many articles, books, etc. being written about them as if we do know what's happening. They're taking back the narrative and telling their story, and then maybe 
others will stop believing the nonsense coming from outside sources. At least those with common sense.
Works both ways
Imagine hating your own brother this much that you release your reality show trailer on the day he’s just out there trying to help the climate.
Sorry hun.  I don’t like Andrew but he is not a pedo and didn’t groom young girls. Virginia Guiffre is a self confessed liar and prostitute and she was the one grooming young girls, the real 
victims.
 @Gary B  Wow this is a mature comment.  For the record, I can’t imagine anyone other than a hustler who would want to marry a balding thick ginger who has been emasculated.



Yeah but every tabloid, racist brit and that institution insisted on pushing their door open so guess what.  They took control of their narrative.  They left that family and are making money 
on their own and yet folks are mad.  I am so proud of them.  Not so proud of the Royal Family including his brother, Cate the Hate, King Charles or anyone else who has a problem with 
them.  They are welcome here in this country.
@OC J  Exactly,absolute hypocrites,and a woman who has fallen out with every single member of her family except her mother,
She gets married and then falls out with every single member of her in laws,
Yet some morons still think she's the one whos been wronged by all these people,the evidence says the exact opposite.
 @Not even a little  You are very very welcome to them.  Just please answer one question which puzzles me.  Why do they cling to their royal connections and titles when the royal family is 
so racist and toxic?  Do explain.
But when the so-called "pundits" sit on trashy tv shows and blabber away or write nasty articles, y'all believe that, right? Even though it happen behind closed doors and their privacy has 
been violated. So, why shouldn't THEY tell their own story in their own voices? Pressed? Don't comment on anything about them and move da ** on. Dumbskulls.
Oh a documentary about the couple that left the Royal Family in pursue of a more private life! Bravo🎉
 @Mimi Cook  thank you. Couldn’t put it better myself 😊
Never heard of her, not even about Suits, until she started dating Prince Harry 🤠
 @Mimi Cook  don't forget selfishness
Hahaha
nobody knows what happening in my personal life either lol
Netflix should have spent their money on another season of Mindhunter
 @robert7567  @robert7567  how do you know what we all believe,in any case thats completely irrelevant,the point is the astonishing hypocrisy coming from these two,Harry is making 
money from being a former  royal member yet wants nothing to do with them and he keeps slagging them off,
I think most people wish they would just go away and stop slagging off the UK.
 @David O'brien  they have gone away you nitwit. To America where they are free to earn their keep. Why don’t you tell the British tabloids to stop writing about them? Why don’t people 
like you stop commenting on every damn post about them? And they’re not slagging off anyone who hasn’t slagged them off either directly or indirectly. Let. Them. Be. And. Tell. Their. 
Story. Don’t like it? Stop commenting and making these posts trend. Simple.
haha! you nailed it! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
“ doesn’t make more sense to hear our story from us?” Errrrrr ummmm I thought we already did via Oprah. Yet that was a sack of more that 2 dozen lies that were verified and to be 
honest y’all have not stfu since you left to seek privacy. Honestly there is something to be said about over saturating your market Mrs. and Mr. Markle 🙄
 @Ms G  How am I a hypocrite? Did I incessantly ask for privacy only to reveal family secrets on Oprah? Did I complain about being in the public eye only to make a documentary about my 
life? No. They did. Learn the meaning of the word hypocrite.
 @Jenn Celtic  what do you have to say about the old hired hag who was let go for her racist ways? Did they also lie about that? Did they lie about “making Kate cry” when it was the 
reverse? Did they lie about the white supremacists worrying about their children’s color?
Racists: Harry and Meghan leaving the UK is about privacy, not about the insidious racism of the British press and their readers, members of the monarchy, and these mouth-frothing racist 
bullies spamming these lying online comments, and their bots.
Petit conseil: on dit en anglais, “I agree with your comment.” Bonne journée! :)
We are tired of these fools.
Precisely. That's the norm for everyone. Nothing special about these 2.
Well mostly we know he was castrated and is the joke of US😂😂
They are so envious of William and Catherine that they needed to release this precoisly while William and Catherine are here for the Earthshot. Harry and Meghan are really despicable. 
They are vomit inducing.



 @Anna Meyer  and you honestly believe the Royal family and the UK media haven’t told lies? Im not telling Harry and Meghan are saints but Im sure everyone around them are not saints 
either. Im not telling you HAVE to believe what they said, I’m just saying it wouldn’t hurt anyone to listen to their part of the story. And then everyone can decide whether believe them or 
not.
Leave it to Meghan Markle to sell her soul, her husbands and family to make a buck and still try to make us feel sorry for her. She’s behind this circus, pimping her husband like there’s no 
tomorrow. Cancel her.
Don’t expect a woman like Meghan’s who’s front door resembles that of a shopping centre turn style door, to ever close or be private about anything.
Lol, that’s what they wanted at first

🥂
Nailed it. Best comment ever.
Good one. They are so hypocritical but I’m here for the comments section, faith in humanity - we see through this couples crap. More winging about opening up. They’ve done so many 
interviews, and all those podcasts that she made all about herself, how much more do they have to share? Then a book… good lord. So much for wanting privacy? They just want to be 
worshiped.
 @WalrusRider  they never said they want private life. Media said that. Media lied.
Oh god, excellent point!
 @Mimi Cook  She has to be dragged from the spotlight with her teeth marks still in it.
They want privacy yet the keep flauting how sad their life is while flying private jets and moving 20 million dollar houses.
The point is no one really knows yet wrote narratives in magazines and newspapers like they do.
Y’all will def be watching!! Haters😂😂😂
So now they can kiss their privacy goodbye..
 @Minaryeon  they never said they want privacy. Media said that. Media lied. Now you manipulate. Disgusting
Actually.
I just wrote the same…. Spot on.
And….. he hated the press hounding his mother, don’t feed the beast.
You can't see what happens behind their closed doors, unless you've paid...
 @J M  😂 clearly as delusional them. Wait until all their titles get taken. We’ll be celebrating! The Law was passed today! Won’t be long 🎉😂
 @Kay  😂 how many billions watched the queens funeral? The monarchy won’t go. The titles of the traitors will go though. Can’t wait 🎉
You'll never get what being in control of what is being said about you, Is about. Your just being narrow minded.
 @Mimi Cook hopefully they weren’t too hungry when they were dancing in the streets celebrating the royal marriage that reminded them of Nelson Mandela’s fight for freedom.
Your to ignorant to get what controlling what is said about you is about. And the whole reason why they left , Even if it's explained 100 times .You just want to hate someone you don't 
know personally. And believe only the Media. Not what really happened.
 @Pia🦋  What about all the hatred towards them. Your at it now. The Media still at it. Harry's book or the Netflix series isn't even out but yet people like you already think you know 
what's in it, just as you believe assumptions.
 @Hina Javaid  control freaks
 @Pia🦋  Like the RF hasn't mistreated anyone, their track record isn't even the best with their own family. So many scandals in that family, for being Royal's they sure ruin their own 
reputation great all on their own.
 @Virgoblaketv  And this a great example of the truth being bullied and harassed. Thanks for proving that! Pure hatred towards someone you don't know personally or even the truth of 
what happened.



 @C  i don’t assume, i know the facts, no one buys the book bible of lies, thats why they were giving it for free, i don’t hate but i have my reasons not to like them, i am born respecting 
elders, i do what i say and i don’t destroy people in order to earn money or get attention.
and how corruption spreads.
 @C  as if Meggaliar has treated anyone with genuine respect, she cannot even respect her own father, well i am not a paid bot😂i have my own opinion not dictated by money, just truth 
and it hurts people similar to Megaliar
 @Mimi Cook  It's her chosen profession:  Actress.
 @Lady Bibliophile15  we’ve heard the reality of things…we’ve been ‘threatened’ with Meghan spilling the reality of things…and then no results. As she says herself, they didn’t make her 
sign an NDA so why all the secret threats? Just say what it is that is SO TERRIBLE about the RF and Meghan and Harry’s torturous life, and then please, can the Harkles for the love of god 
PLEASE go away into privacy and leave the world in peace.
Families do sometimes have many issues BUT Meghan should have made peace, moved away from the UK and still encouraged Harry to speak to his family even if she did not get along 
with them. You can always agree to disagree and show the royals that you have the class necessary to support your husband and fulfill your own dreams as well.
 @UThaya KM  don’t mind JM because he is a paid bot
 @Emmy Scott  he is a very shallow and brat, always complaining and since he will never be a king, he just wants to destroy the monarch, the Royals should strip their titles  so that they 
know where they both belong
 @OC J  don’t mind her because she doesn’t know that, she is just like the couple who always play know it all
 @Donna Marroni  i agree
 @Kimberley Musson  hey i wanna celebrate too😂i can’t wait for the Royals to strip their titles
 @robert7567  as a biracial woman myself I am bored and tired of the race card…especially by women who lived their whole lives denying they had anything to do with the black 
community. Wake up she is using her one drop to get y’all riled up and righteous… just ask her black family when the last time she saw them… not at her wedding that’s for certain…that 
was too much blackness for her to invite her family.
 @J M  merchy and invisibet
Oh yes, more defenders of the wicked witches of Windsor
 @Still Here  it's their narrative they want to project - to make money.  The truth is not what we will see. It's just their perspective. Sure throw it in the mix but its not going to 'set the 
record straight'.

 @H Russell  I don't think racism has ANYTHING to do with it. They are just kinda woke hypocrites - flying jets while promoting climate activism, trying to make money off their connection 
to the royal family that they criticise, woe is me rich folk. I'm just not buying it.  They clearly want fame and money - but would not have either but for the connection to the Royal Family.
Love how they are privileged by the UK Freedom of Information Act of 2000 (Royals are exempted from it) yet interact with the media like some sort of actors in a west end stage
Or, perhaps, when you get to live a lavish existence off of taxpayers, who then expect some thing from you, they have more of a right to understand your decision making than you have to 
understand theirs. They should’ve titled this documentary “Narcissism: An In Depth Look”.
Wow, not one but two good one liner
 @J M  She's definitely a hussey alright, so astute of you to realise this!  🤣😂😆
Exactly
 @AvaWarrior  getting words & articles together to form literate sentences shouldn't either...



 @ASTARA EDWARDS TAROT  I take it you’re not in finance. It’s not the 1950s where interest rates where sky high.  I Bonds are flat. Inflation is rising. There are countless stories of people 
winning millions in the lottery and ending up broke a few years later.  Could the average person live comfortably on that for the rest of their lives? Absolutely, but not this pair.

With security costs, private jets, etc. they are looking at a minimum income of 10 million plus a year to sustain their lifestyle.  MM spent 1 million plus on clothing alone whilst she was a 
“working”  royal. Unless they come up with some interesting original content fast they will be circling the bowl - two dookies holding hands as they disappear from sight. 😂
Fully agree
 @Mimi Cook  hear hear
Precisely no one knows what goes on behind closed doors that’s why the mean commentators here add their hate. I’m sure the firm have lots of terrible tales locked away and it’s now 
time to expose them! Good on Harry and Meghan!
 @Lady Bibliophile15  spot on!
They WANTED privacy right? All they do is show their dirty laundry. These two are pathetic
 @Emmy Scott  well maybe it’s William who is the one who is not so nice and reminder for you will and Kate don’t work … all they do is appear and given scripts to read!
She is so fake...thats smile is not genuine. It's written all over her face  that she is using Harry. ;(  He can't even tell. Harry, why hate on your parents, sibling, and a sister in law that you 
used to adore. What happened to you ?💛

I knew this trailer would trigger while people. Surely thats actually the point of this documentary - to remind whites that actually we need a safe space and the systems of oppression, 
systemic racism need to be brought down. Megan was a victim of white supremacy, as we all continue to be, and we need to have a conversation about it. Even if it’s uncomfortable!
but their lives aren't private as royals!!
No such thing as privacy anymore technology is great but invasive 💩
Their point is that everyone has an opinion like they know what’s happening when they don’t! Jeez!! Doesn’t matter what she says or does. You people will always find something wrong, 
so sad for you.
Hey Jess it's called respect and zippo if you care for others 🙏❤
Yeah... And they didn't even want to film in their house.... I mean.... Something suspicious right
 @RANDOM VINTAGE FILM  it’s actually people like you and the press including the PR press machine from the firm that are feeding false dirty laundry. People here love reading it! 
Basically they have kept to themselves and earn their own money unlike the firm who live free from tax payers. Every move they make is talked about in the most vile way. So good for 
them for defending themselves.

Jess how does privacy work 🙄 der!!  Public figures they are what they are WE DON'T KNOW THEM OK!! Sorry leave these two lovely people and children in peace please 🙏🙏🙏❤
 @Just Random  because the press keep writing false stories about them! And people here feed off it and love to hate. Sad really!
The point is the royals don't get privacy. lol Their life is played out in public, this is just their version.
 @LoniLone Lony  ….THEY ARE WORTH $120 MILLION, AND HIS FATHER IS THE KING OF ENGLAND. You cannot apply your own concept of finances to their reality. They will never need to 
do a thing!
 @kevs  but certainly not to allow others that same courtesy



 @J M  Where in South Africa you from.  I'm from Durban and my blood boiled when she compared herself to Nelson Mandela.  We  have a lot of people starving here so don't even lie . 
What she could have said after coming to South Africa was do you know how far some kids have to walk to school then go home and study by candles or how far grannies have to walk to 
get water what about the tiny government pension they get and must still sometimes feed a huge family on that little bit of money.  Or how about sometimes there are over 60 kids in on 
class . How about kids that have died in drop toilets at school.  So yes we have huge problems   She could have helped bring all these things to the international space.
 @ASTARA EDWARDS TAROT  as I said you have no clue about finance...maybe stick to tarot?

While they will never be homeless, 120 million (if true) will not go far given their cost of living. They must be hemorrhaging money.  Rumor is they cut ties with their PR company because 
they had racked up a two million dollar bill they weren’t paying. Any contract signed with Netflix etc. would not have been paid to them outright - they would need to pay for production 
cost, staff, etc. with those funds. In addition to any taxes they owe...

If the amount you claim is true,  they have the approximate equivalent of MC Hammer in the 90s - you can read about his cost of living, and his subsequent bankruptcy filing if you so 
choose.  

I hope your saving for retirement. Rule of thumb is you should have at least three times your salary by the time you reach 40.  

It been a blast but I HAVE TO GET TO MY JOB (hint I work for one of the largest financial services company in the world).
Y'all act like she's the only one in history to use this figure of speech. 🤣 Y'all love to nitpick every single thing this couple says and does (more than you would any celeb or public figure). 
It's actually comical how much she's been picked on for things most people would get a look over when saying or doing! Geez Louise! 🤣 Yes, a closed door gives privacy, but she's like 
"Hey, don't assume to know what you thing you know". Is she allowed to say that! Lol! Is she allowed to use a figure of speech 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
The privacy he claimed they wanted...
 @LoniLone Lony  ….You have absolutely NO CLUE what I know!! 🤣🤣 Clearly you cannot use logic. Stick to trolling. ADIOS.
 @H M  stop spreading hate towards HM, they living their lives. Remember Netflix cancelled HM, their podcast is not working it's number one global, Harry book will not be released it's out 
sold out number one. So haters give it a rest they are blessed Diana is looking down on him son. We love you HM keep on keeping on
Does it involve a blond wig...
But we keep telling everyone, why doesn’t anyone believe us?
Literaly... hence the action of closing doors.

 @kevs  privacy - a state in which one is not observed or disturbed by other people.
the state of being free from public attention
"a law to restrict newspapers' freedom to invade people's privacy"
 What you describe there is autonomy, which is what you give up when you become a senior working member of the BRF, You become a public servant to the crowm and its realm....
 @Lady Bibliophile15  All WE HAVE BEEN IS LISTENING TO THEM, ALL THE HEAT THESE 2 GETVOS BECAUSE OF THEIR OWN WORDS ...
 IF THEY WOULD JUST STOP COURTING THE MEDIA , NO ONE WOULD CARE.
stop acting dumb. it's clear they are talking about behind Palace doors
As above, I’m guessing a whole tank of 🍷 and a lotta 🍆🍆
 @Pia🦋  💛 🦋💛
The doors weren't closed...open just wide enough to let photographers in.



 @J M  hussy is the correct tem for the yacht girl, she's made victimhood into a multi million dollar franchise, pity she's as toxic as arsenic
 @Pia🦋  doesn't help that they lie constantly either
 @Chronicles Sparks  the problem started because they wanted fame and money, she complained she wasn't getting paid for going to South Africa and shaking hands, she wanted to 
monetise her self but that's not allowed in the RF, she was secretly accepting gifts and asking for freebies, again not allowed, her spite is because she wanted to make money from being a 
royal, she's greedy
Exactly
Not for this pair of money hungry jealous wannabees
Exacrly!
They want their privacy respected. Interesting. You have to also respect others privacy too. These two have serious ego issues.
We have all already seen that anything the untalented duo has tried to do has always always flopped. This docuseries won't be any different.
 @kevs  so that's the reason most of us don't want our children or grandchildren to marry into the British Royal family.
Spot on 👍👍👍
 @Hina Javaid  just here for the comments
 @J M  Rich folks and poor folks in South Africa, yes.  However, when Harry and Meghan made that documentary in which Meghan complained that "No one asks I'm  okay" they were 
standing in one of the most poverty-stricken areas of the country.
 @Firebyrd  lying is in Megaliars blood😅
 @J M  better to appear a fool than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.
Stop wasting your tears on this duo of narcissists. It just shows how gullible you are, sugar.
 @Still Here  its cute that you believe that.
 @Emily Galimba  no.. that's what they said they wanted...to be away from cameras and to live a private life.
 @Hina Javaid  its cute you believe that too sugar
 @Lady Bibliophile15  we have ALL  heard their side of the story in the last two years....no one has heard the RF side of the story. Are you and the other sugars willing to do that?? Never in 
a million years!!!
 @Grzegorz Kmiec  yousaidwhatnowwithastraightface???   How gullible can you be, sugar? Now you're spreading their lies for them.
 @C  whataboutisms just prove you have no valid arguement. It's just bait and switch.
 @Natasha Nyoni  everyone has a right to their own opinion. Only you sugars are attacking others for not accepting the gaslighting from ginge and cringe. Says more about you than it does 
about anyone who doesn't agree with your delusion.
 @L G  whydidyouwrotethatsentencewitoutspace??? What lies?
"the true story" is a wild concept for them 🤭
Nah they both entitled brats and narcissists that found each other. Was she well known before dating him? I think not.
And important: If their ego gets hurt, the revenge is all they think about.
They wouldn't know how to cope if they were forgotten about by the public for even a moment. Must be so hard!
Well said. I can't wait to scroll past this.
Brilliant comment!! 👏
 @y2k survivor×²  Agreeed, they need the attention so bad they’re making a netflix documentary big lol
👏👏👏
Indeed ~ Agreed 💫🍀🌠
Work ethic?? Are you talking about the same people? Wow, just wow. SMH 



You mean workplace bullying?
what work ethic?!

 @Stop the nonsense!  There was no workplace bullying. There has never been an allegation of inappropriate language or behaviour by Meghan in any of the work or charitable 
organization settings she has ever been a part in any country EVER except by these couple Kensington household employees who were unaccustomed to working with someone who has 
an informed/aware/woke mindset, feminist opinions and decades of real world life experience. This whole manufactured storyline reflects the perpetuation of the racist laden myths of the 
angry black woman, the over-dramatic entitled American actress, and the girl ‘straight outta Compton’ click bait driven messaging to diminish the impactful projects, patronage 
contributions and successful Royal tours that Meghan was delivering, despite being so new to her role, the country and the Royal Family itself. The Buckingham Palace team adored her and 
her team(s) at Archewell do too. Why? Because her and Harry hired them and were able to talk about both of them preferred to communicate and work in a hands on capacity. No one at 
Kensington Palace thought to do the same. Too bad, because they cost the Monarchy two incredible resources for change. The BRF’s loss is the World’s gain and WE ARE THRILLED TO 
HAVE THEM! But no really … keep attacking them for funding their own humanitarian work and security for their children - it looks really good on you, The Crown and The Commonwealth.
A quote to sum up this documentary from ‘The Crown’ itself; “A spoilt, immature man endlessly complaining unnecessarily, married to a spoilt, immature woman endlessly complaining 
unnecessarily… and we are all heartily sick of it”. That’s all.
Good for them. The way the british media n peeps bully meghan is sick. The amount of times she has gotten hate for mundane things that garnered praise for Kate is insane.
they are fantastic and it is always better to mix culture and race and not have the sense of being different, like so many English people from the kus klun kan who want to denigrate them 
using a weapon that no longer works: false video editing.
Omggg this is so cute 🤎
God I love them so much
Well that's my subscription cancelled. Well done Netflix. 👏
Sobbing with her Hermes blanket draped over the chair 🤣🤣🤣🤣
I HAVE CHEELS. im so so proud of them.
will not be watching - they hang on to their royal titles from a family they claim are racists - you would think they would ditch the titles - hypocrites
O wtf grow up you two middle aged narcissistic tossers ffs the creme bulle wasn't quite done lmao 😂 two goofballs
Having everything, always complaining about everything. Most of the time talking about themselves. Worldchanging.
Can't wait! 🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰
Yikes!! The picture at 0:26 just looks so telling and horrifying !
hear our story from us? ... are kidding? all youve been had is your story. the book, the opra inteview, the magazine interviews, the chat shows, and the podcasts....they signed up for netflix 
for the $, its hard to stay relevant.
they so obviously coordinate everything they do to obscure william and kate that is kind of sad now!!! anyway, good luck…
It makes more sense for them to keep quiet!
Why did you want to make this documentary? 
Money.
Oh sh*t I'm here for this! All those behind the scenes pictures! 
Will definitely watch
Netflix this is awesome, best gift ever, Harry and Meghan are the best, their love, their story, all 8s perfect 😍💖
🫖🍵
speak for yourself.
Agree



Agree! Such spoiled brats.
agree
Jp!!!! Agree!
 @Carol Amsterdam  oh Carol. Poor naive Carol. Bless your heart lol

A miserable person filled with hatred and jealosuy letting it all out.   That is good even you can offloasb the stored evil in your heart and replace it withy love - see Luke 6:45 for help
 @Carol Amsterdam  they did. That is their opinion. OP literally did speak for his/herself.
You clearly didn’t see how Kate was treated and genuinely harassed by the press. She had her phone hacked more than 200 times, had photos illegally taken of her topless whilst she was 
on a private holiday and published across the internet, had all sorts of vile things written about almost everyday and was genuinely stalked by paparazzi on the same level Diana was (you 
can watch actual videos of her stuggling to just leave her house or get into a car with dozens of men swarming around her harassing her with their questions and cameras). She’s been in 
the public eye for almost 21 years and only recently (probably for about the last 8 years) has enjoyed more positive and relaxed media coverage. She just stayed quiet and patient and 
waited out the storm (for years), eventually earning her public respect and loyalty. She knew if she followed the rules and never complained about how ‘hard’ her life was, she’d be 
favoured in the long run. It’s safer in the long run to aim for media respect than it is to aim for media sympathy, which eventually wanes over time like it already has for Meghan & Harry, 
especially if you’re in a position of extreme privilege like they all are. Unlike Meghan - Charles, Camila, and the Queen constantly had ACTUAL assassination attempts and were relentlessly 
mocked, with shows made about them. Watch sketch shows like The Windsors (look at the way Charles & Camila are portrayed 🙈😂) , segments on Mock of the Week, etc to see how 
they’re really vilified or in Meghan’s words ‘bullied’ by the press. Then you’d see how Meghan was treated better than any other royal. End of the day, news about her is in the tabloid 
sections of the media like any other celebrity, whilst the senior royals have to actually undergo genuine political scrutiny, in addition to the tabloid attacks and even Television shows that’s 
are made about them. And yet they don’t complain about how hard they’ve had it.
not only british media peeps but media in Vietnam as well, and we are independent lol. it just shows that her character does not seat well with ppl overall, not because of the manipulation 
of the british media.

 @cutie pie  I think even if her character doesn't sit well with some it doesn't justify the hate she gets just for existing. If she had done something then it would've been justified. But pilling 
hate on someone and targeting that person based on personal dislike isn't cute . There's something known as ignoring ppl. It's not Meghan's job to be some sort of entertainment to people
 @Labiba Binte Mahabub  but she has lied and played victimhood so many times. I would not hate her had she not portrayed herself as an icon of feminism and activist while clearly she 
has not contributed anything great to the society. Not to mention the hipocrisy when talking about feminism and sexually objectified her through the burger ad, and the game show. She 
has this illusion that everybody in love with her, and when the evidences came out that she had lied (the Lion King red carpet case), she even tried to make ppl like her even more through 
desperate attempts. And its human nature to dislike someone. Have you never disliked anyone before?
The Ku Klux Klan was an American thing, nothing, absolutely nothing to do with English people at all.
In 1865, after the abolition of slavery in the United States, a group of Scottish emigrants founded the Ku Klux Klan, one of the bloodiest secret sects in US history, which set out to defend 
white supremacy. they came from scotland under the english kingdom then.information
same!  lols
Having money has absolutely no effect on emotional/mental struggles.
 @Kaylee Maendel  so true! Just look at the Kennedys, a family that’s experienced so many tragedies people say they are cursed. Money doesn’t ever buy happiness.

and that is usually the first thought for normal people: oh look, received some bad news, she is crying, let's take a picture to remember this moment and post it for everyone to see 🙈
 @Pinky Almeroth  they sure do.
And a huge video camera shoved right in her face recording her. Ohhhh so sincere!



 @hmhmhmwell  when people make documentaries most of  their life gets filmed, or maybe she wanted  to recreate an emotional time with a photo bc at the time it wasn’t filmed obvi. 
And actually went you look at current Instagram trends/reels about mental health, you see so many videos where people photograph or take videos of their breakdowns, etc. so it’s not 
abnormal. If there is such a thing as normal. 

Try not to judge what you actually have zero clue about.
I thought it was a Harry Potter blanket 😆😆🤦
🤣🤣
someone took a picture of her while she was crying?

 @Kaylee Maendel  Many have mental health problems because of the way the world is today, with social media and all the circus. there are many scientific articles on mass and social 
media's bad influence on mental health. read some. It shouldn't be an Instagram reels trend, that's part of the problem. everything is distorted, insincere, and posed. "...all of life presents 
itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. Everything that was directly lived has moved away into a representation.” Debord probably couldn't even imagine how far it will go.
Life is so difficult for her, poor thing. 😩
 @Kaylee Maendel  Of course money has an effect. It cushions the blows. What would you rather be, depressed and rich or depressed and poor
 @Kaylee Maendel  Most of their problems, they created themselves but they never took accountability for anything; instead they just blame the entire world for it. Well in that case their 
mental and emotional struggles will never get better.
 @Kaylee Maendel  They have access to the best mental health providers money can buy. Why aren't they getting treatment.? Why are they giving away that money to help others who 
can't get access to mental health treatment?
Oh my! I had to go back. Didn’t notice that. Just so gross!!!
So what people with designer things can't cry?!
She could be laughing in that pose🤔
 @Amelie Says Hola  except the Kennedys went through far more and didn’t ask for pity and make money off it
Exactly!!! Who TF takes artistic photos of themselves in a hospital with a miscarriage???  NO ONE!!!
 @Kaylee Maendel  Tell me you have never been poor without telling me you have never been poor.
Everything is staged with these two mentally ill hypocrites. Who has their private crises photographed and broadcast except a couple of narcissists? And releasing this when W&C are 
drawing bigger crowds and cheers than these two sulking babies? MeGain is no victim. She’s a plotting jealous shrew.
Jealous much!!!! She used to have most of those things even before the racist royal family were in her life!!!! She could afford them
 @Mitchamcommonfair   Kate Spade committed suicide.  What does money have to do with softening a blow. Geez!!!  Depression and mental anguish does not care about dollars in a bank 
nor does it care whether your career is successful.  Mental illness does not care nor is cushioned by any of that.
 @Max Godfrey  they were not seen as villains and, I’m sorry.  When did the Kennedy’s stop making money off their name? Lol! I haven’t seem a broke Kennedy yet that is associated with 
JFK.
Do we even know if she was sobbing? 😂 And who takes a picture like that unless they WANT to document perpetual victimhood? So on brand!
If she’s even crying. This doesn’t mean anything. 1 tear left eye, ready, go.
@Kaylee Maendel
EVERYONE has a clue about it.  These two don’t shut up and have put themselves in the limelight for the world to observe and make  some very well-informed assessments of their 
behavior.
 @Njambi Erastus  Hahahhaa!!! She had at most $3 million from Suits and her divorce from Trevor.  She also spent money like water.  No. Dear.  Megsie didn't have access to most of those 
things until she married the Ginger idiot.



 @Don’t come for me unless I send for you 🤷  I don’t think you understand how documentaries work. Cameras are involved to both film and take still shots. This creates the content for 
the documentary.
 @Amelie Says Hola  if you're miserable w all that money, think how you'll be without it. Duh.
 @none none  one tear, left eye
 @Kaylee Maendel  It makes it harder for people to empathize and sympathize with them. If they weren't royalty/ celebrities, more people would feel for them.
I think she's actually smiling though...
 @K.M. Rose  yeah, I realize that. That sucks man
 @K.M. Rose  so just because Someone has access to MH care it means they aren’t allowed to feel? To have shitty days? To be struggling?? MH help does not solve everything.

 @Mitchamcommonfair  no, no it does not. I am very much part of the 1% most privileged people on earth, and I can tell you that it does not make my MH struggles better or worse.
 @hmhmhmwell  social media is a tool that people use. So don’t use that gambit phrase “ social media is to blame” for MH problems in todays society. It is the way PEOPLE use it.
 @Amanda  try and have some compassion. Even if it is oh so difficult for you.
 @Pinky Almeroth  you have absolutely no reason to think that they don’t.
 @Amelie Says Hola  love this.
I suppose I'll understand one day when I have a 2-billion dollar home in California.
 @hmhmhmwell  is it hard or easy for an actress to cry on cue? this reminds me of joeye in Friends talking about how he made tears.

 @Amanda  Are you a five year old that do not know how documentaries are made?   Think about your comment and see how silly it is.   Hatred and jealousy makes people into fools.
 @Amanda  Have some sympathy, she had a miscarriage! what does it matter what blanket she brought with her
She likes having the $3,000 blanket in shot. 40 by 40 video or maybe they’re all over the house 🏡
 @K.M. Rose  they have gotten treatment and they have donated a lot of money to help people
 @Chien Po  to be fair the media has hounded Meghan and told lies about her from the day she started dating Harry and they said nothing for a long time.  many racist things too. i cannot 
blame meghan or harry for speaking up now
 @Kaylee Maendel  Its so nice to know you fully understand them and their family struggles. Please, tell us more......
While her Soho House candle wafts through her 15 million dollar mansion.
Hahahahha poor nutmeg. 😢 life is so hard, she can't cry without luxury.
It’s truely pathetic isn’t it
 @Kaylee Maendel  I like your comparison to instagram bc Megan and harry are that couple that’s constantly trying to prove how in love they are and how perfect their life is. It’s sad what 
they’ll do for money. They have no integrity. Pretty pathetic if you think about it.
For selling their 'private moments/pictures' to the highest bidder? This makes you proud? Your value system might need rewiring sorry.
 @QuokkaDoctor  im proud of them for sharing their story after the british tabloids, royalists and british royal fans and his family abused/abusing - ESPECIALLY HER - them since 3years 
now. im proud of them for sticking up together no matter what and be loyal to their truth after what they have been through. im proud of them for their resiliance and strengh that are 
unbeatable. im proud of them for spreading good in the world even when purest vile from the internet tried to put them down. im proud of Harry for assuring the legacy of his mother. im 
proud of him for saving his wife and child from this vile people when his father wasnt capable of doing it for his mom. and people like you that feed, eat what the media, tabloids and 
royalists accounts says by supporting and participating to this propaganda of hatred will regret it, i can assure you that.
 @Melina   "spreading good in the world"? oh dear. A worldwide interview slaying family members without a debate is - "spreading good"? Suggesting there were instances of racism in the 
family without bringing forward evidence and names is  - "spreading good"? I feel embarrassed for you. 😕
Yeah sure … that’s why they asked Netflix to delay???



 @Deanna Driedger  One doesn't negate the other.
 @Deanna Driedger  They are the producers. Of course they had a part in this.
No chance of these sad cases obscuring William and Kate
absolutely not.
 @Carol Amsterdam  without their connection to the crown they are  just “ the influencer & the fool “ Netflix next fall
Can not wait for this 🙌
Drama addict. We’ve all met one.
Harry, when your "own" father thought you under the bus (scarify you to the media), and your whole royal family turn their back to you, what you have been thinking? Meghan, when your 
own father from hell sold you out for money, what have you been thinking?
😴😴😴
OMG 😍
2 Clown 🤡🤡🤣🤣🤣
If you have Netflix - I think you can block individual programmes under settings.  Just off to do that now - can't bear to see their smug faces!
What? I thought they desperately wanted privacy? It has been more than two years since they left the RF and I thought they were "healing" already from the pain? I thought...oh who are 
we kidding. Lols! Btw, the timing of this with the visit of the Prince and Princess of Wales in Boston is such a coincidence. Again, who are we kidding. Lols!
I won’t be watching this pathetic piece of attention-seeking from the traitor prince and the failed actress. They should have followed the example set by the Prince and Princess of Wales - 
thank heavens we get Will and Kate as our next King and Queen instead of these two disgraces. God save the King.
If she’s a liar, then so is he.
The CROWN could go on for years given the never ending cockup's this family produce
Why is this being released after Queen's death? Is this a new conspiracy drug for us? :face-blue-smiling: Yeh toh wo hi hogaya ki saas k jane k baad buraiya karo
Can't wait for this !!! Love them...
So booooring!!!!
Yuck.

The royals all get criticism!!! Way more than those two!! And the royals weren't going to ENFORCE censoring the public  Because it's TYRANNICAL and the royals aren't Authoritarians like 
Meghan and Harry ARE. Including this propaganda piece of them just whining about saying we need Censorship of free speech and media. It's proven they are obsessed with reading 
comments online about themselves. Gross. Meghan and Harry are obsessed with censoring any form of criticism of them. That's all they talk about and what this is about, too.
I cant get past that these two are knowingly making money off of creating something that is meant to hurt and disparage his entire family and country of origin. I don’t care how “touching” 
their love story is; everyone knows that this film is meant to bring them sympathy and more fame at the expense of the people he grew up knowing and loving - his own father,  brother, 
cousins, nieces, nephews, etc.  We all heard the Oprah interview. We don’t need ANOTHER rehashing of their victim story so they can make more millions to fund their lavish lifestyle in 
Montecito. Why don’t they try to figure out a way to make money that does not involve this victim story and the ruining of his entire family.
I LOVE IT already ☺😍
It is telling that the only thing that people want from Harry and Meghan is constant tea spilling. They don't seem to have anything else to offer. Netflix passed on some other project from 
them. It is already feeling stale. I couldn't even get through season 4 of the Crown because it was more boring rehash from 1990s tv movies about Charles and Diana.
Bunch of whiners. I hope people come out of the woodwork to call out all of their lies like they did after that Oprah interview. 

Meghan only started crying racism when the Queen didn’t allow her and Harry to be part-time royals. They didn’t get what they want so everyone is racist. Nice!
Thank you! I will try that now



🤡
Privacy is out the window when the 💰💰💰 comes in
They wanted protection not privacy
and they still have privacy. unlike before, everything they now put out there is their decision. when they were working royals they had no choice or say on what went out to the public; now 
they do. we all have things we share with people, that doesn’t mean we don’t have or aren’t entitled to privacy.
 @savvyspidey  protection from what?🤣🤣🤣 I can assure they're not that important. Harry is now a D list celebrity in Hollywood just like his wife was before royalty they don't need IPP 
status plus they have millions which they can use to pay for security
They have been complaining more time than what they actually worked for the royal family
I can't wait to watch Harry and Meghan documentary. I always had a feeling that Harry and Meghan held back alot of things doing their Oprah interview.
Shameless people…
I'm sooo excited 😊😊😊😘
I LOVE THESE TWO! BEST LOVE STORY EVER ❤ PRINCE HARRY YOURE THE BEST DAD
The master manipulator and her stupid husband serialise their family feud. I thought all they wanted was privacy?
They wanted to title this thing:
Harry and Meghan, like a bad penny we will never go away....ever.
Looking forward to what lies they'll tell next that will be proven false soon afterwards!
Propaganda piece of them just whining about saying we need Censorship of free speech and media. It's proven they are obsessed with reading comments online about themselves. Gross. 
Meghan and Harry are obsessed with censoring any form of criticism of them. That's all they talk about and what this is about, too.
a 0 self esteem cuck and a shameless feminist. WoW! So not interested, wonder how much more money Netflix has to waste
I can't wait 👌👈👈👍👍👈👌👈👈👍👍👈❤❤❤❤
🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤑🤑🤑🤑🐍💩🗑
They make themselves unlikable with their constant competition. They can't stand not being the center of attention.
If only the BRF had read Margaret Beaufort biographies before racially preying on Meghan.  “What didn’t you do to bury me? But you forgot that I was a seed.”  And what a mighty oak that 
will transcend millennia she proves.
I don't get the hate they get. Let them live there lives
Let's not forget Meghan had to apologize to the COURT for LYING about not being involved in a book about "their story"? Turned out she/they WERE involved, so their story is already out 
there plus Oprah + Gale + Dax Shepard. WTF
Why would anyone want to watch bull lol everyone knows Megan's a compulsive liar let me guess racism is the headlines 🤣 these 2 clowns make alot of ppl giggle
"Tell your story, even if your voice shakes."



I look forward to watching this documentary from their point of view. There has been multiple books, articles and daily British shows relentlessly promoting negative stories about this 
couple. "Royal Experts" having very loud voices for the past years saying some of the most awful things, all "opinions" , no evidence or at best shady ones. They always used the former 
Queen as shield, "Oh the Queen is very upset", "How could they do this to the Queen", etc, etc. the "experts" would say. As a third party watching the Queens funeral, Harry and Meghan 
seemed most dignified and respectful.
  
It is very difficult when your family is under daily attack in the media. You do what the tabloid press demands, driving you to leave the UK, stop taking any tax payers money as a working 
Royal by stepping down. You move your family out of that environment, and still they persist. A day does not pass when Meghan (which gets 99.9% of negative media) is not in UK press.
 
The interesting thing to me is that neither Harry or Meghan have said anything bad about the Royal family. They complained about the "firm", the "institution", and the continuous, 
dangerous stories (lies) being published in the tabloids. Remind me, what is wrong with telling your story, the way you felt it and lived it. If the Royal House, disagrees they have access to 
the same resources to tell their side.
I need to renew back my Netflix account
The "Royal Family" has generations of sins to answer for. They define colonialism and racism. Look at Andrew. Look at Charles & Camilla's scandalous affair yet they want respect??  I 
believe the "Firm" led a campaign of hate against Meghan to drive her out because they feared she would outshine (and she does)  the insecure and talentless Kate.  Let H&M tell their 
story! The world awaits.
i agree, they held back a lot... of the truth,
That's coz they weren't paid. They're being paid millions this time.
Yap you don't insult a veteran and put his life in danger and his family. They wanted the palace they can keep it but you mess with an American treat her like trash and it's not ok. You put 
Meghan in a frog house with asbestos bring her son home their while you have empty houses allover. She has to spend Three million dollars to clean up the shit left there for her and 
Harry. Poor Diana she knew and William Judas let it happen.. Karma is bitch, God sees it all
Girl Bye, they don't play into or bow down to the racists
Quite right and not one of those biographies has mentioned the blackamoor brooch incident.
Aaah Meghan, the new Amber...
🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄
Here we go again. End the monarch just so we never have to hear from these perpetual victims.
Good material for The Crown. That being said, can't wait to watch this!!
They should have decided to leave long before they cost the UK public £32 million on their wedding.
What a waste; what a rip off!!
Two Narcissists. get ready for the WHINE , LIE FEST . Their story is "Some people on social media said mean things! POOR US"  BIG DEAL, everyone gets criticism it's called being famous. 
They should stop stalking private citizens on social media anyway and do their fkn job! They are such losers!
Netflix, bye
Omg I can’t wait! ❤
Horrible people. Malign narcissist!!
Ahhhhh! I cant wait! Love always wins!😍❤💖❤💖
I hope that Meghan explained how is it possible that royal family staff describes her as a monster. Maybe they lied. It's not easy to believe that Harry could fall in love with a bad woman... 
🙁
The desperation is so real ☠☠



What an entitled pair of moaning grifters. You told the world you want to make a difference!  When in fact you just want money by complaining what hard lives you’ve had! Get out into 
the real world and ask people who can’t afford to feed their kids what a hard life is about! You make me sick 😡
😴
Didn’t they want privacy? 🤡
When the stakes are this high .... 
oh so you, do   admitt you where , gambling .....
Absolute victim mentality.
Im so proud of them!
Making sure the trailer for your scandal comes out in the same year as your Grandmother passes away rolls eyes
This is not a documentary. It is a reality show.
🤢🤮
Against..?
 @Susi Varga  against you weirdo haters
 @Mel Star 💫  nah. You must be miserable.
 @Jamise Denari  Yeah that's right, of course you are right. I have no brain or rational, logical thought, I am simply beside myself with loneliness & heartbreak... 
😏
 @Mel Star 💫  never said lonliness and heartbreak but if the shoe fits
Another kiss ass pleb. Have you sent the fruit basket to Montecito yet? 😂
 @Jamise Denari  Lol, touché
I live in Toronto and know persons who worked with Meghan when she was on Suits and both parties in different industries say the same thing.  Meghan is the antithesis of what the 
British Tabloids and some truly, conceitedly unaware senior royals decided would be good sport.
Your stupid comment is desperate
No money and fame. They have to sell out and betray everyone in order to get it. The love of money and fame.....
 @Krsna Krsna  so well said 😅
No they wanted respect and not be treated unfairly by the racists Brits and Monarch
 @Krsna Krsna  King Jeoffrey and his side chick that is responsible for Princess Diana death, Prince Child molester, Prince Cheating William and Princess Jealousy, and a racist Monarch built 
on black blood, yep, I sell them too!
I am sure Angela Levin the most vile yenta on the planet will have an aneurysm.
Why? There's 2 sides to ever story buddy
It's a documentary about their love not the scandal
Didn’t even take three months..
Three days ago nobody could make me dislike Meghan and Harry, but after seeing the stunts they are trying to pull off. I think even if their PR people wanted the Invictus, Netflix and 
sudden picture of the unseen son, they could have asked for time. The prince had princess of Wales are leaving on Saturday, give them the time to promote a worthy cause. No I now see 
that you and Meghan are vindictive and very much attention seekers, while I am no fan of William and Kate, I loved Meghan because we are both mixed race. You have lost a fan because 
you have proven the masses right, they said you would do exactly what you did, William is your brother at least honor that.
Damn, where did you get an advance screener?
Scripted, catering for dummies? Yeah.
 @Susi Varga  Dose of arsenic for the haters. I love how it drive you people over the edge.



 @Lioness Cougar  
I commented on reality shows as a genre, mate. 
Btw your comment says a lot more about you than you probably wanted to reveal. Immature, limited comprehension skills, probably not much to offer outside of SM.  
Love from Montecito, kiss ass plebs 😁😉
Yeah, it made me laugh too when the interviewer said documentary.
No reality show is a documentary.
 @Susi Varga  The books alongside the Spare in the bargain basement 🤣
 @Lioness Cougar  The Sugers are still falling off the edge for there fake Kween 🤣
With an actress at the helm yeah right Tsk tsk
 @Lioness Cougar  They are sociopaths - enjoy the circus!! Most Americans can't stand the sight of those two grifters
 @WelshCelt  .99 is too much to pay for that cat mat
Yep...for sure - and a bit of a comedy too based on 'the tease'
It’s a Meghan’s narcissistic show.

OMG I’m such a victim
 @AskNExpert  You are the jealous 😈 wicked sociopath. Who no one on this thread can't stand. The people no can than are people who look like you and the British racist. OK!
You are an expert racist you dumb 
 @Will Richardson  I laughed when I saw your picture as well you hater. 🤣 😂. Why are here on this page anyway. 😳
 @Susi Varga  Hope it revealed  that you better step off cause you are fking with the wrong person. Now kiss 💋 @$$ too. You lowlife witch. Now get to stepping .
 @Lioness Cougar  Untreated mental problems are hard to live with. Must be sad, with all the guys running scared when you show up.
 @Lioness Cougar  I have a picture. I have a smile on my face. You’re an anonymous troll.
This is PR-propaganda
 @Natalia Natalia  We I  guess that interview with the security protection officer is a fairy-tale.The one that stated everything these two said in their previous interview was dead on point. 
The only thing H&M left out that some individuals have been arrested and now are in jail.
 Yeah propoganda my foot. More like the truth coming to bite some people in their little white @$$
 @Will Richardson  You wish dummy.  You are the troll on someone else's page commenting on some one you supposed to hate.
If I am a troll the you mummy is a troll. Now mediate on that you racist hater.
 @Susi Varga  You the one will mental issues. You on someone else's page following information at about someone you hate.  You are a sick puppy 🐶.  An obsessed chick up can't stand 
the fact that a Black woman got the princes and you are no longer the preferred woman. I know it must burn you behind up to know your type is no longer the idea woman. BLACK woman 
rule. BABY!  There's is nothing you can do about it. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
unless Meghan is raging on the staff and making them shake with fear and throwing things at Harry it's not real.
A totally scripted reality show… so staged reality.
His trashy fiction novel will be in the Bargain basement bin. .49 😂😂😂😂
Migraine Markle the fake wanna be royal is really the HIRED HELP 🤮🤮😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @AskNExpert  it should have been called "Unstable"
 @Lioness Cougar  you're a dope and a racist!!  hahahaha
 @AskNExpert  You are a scumbag and witch
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮



Can't wait too
They are jealous of William and Kate so much...jesus
Looking forward to this.
I am sooo glad they’re doing this.  Now, it will be really tough for the Firm or anyone else to rewrite their story.  We who lived the Diana years see how they are slowly and methodically 
contorting her story. Glad Harry & Meghan are taking steps to prevent that from happening to their story.
They doing this for money obviously 🙄 King Charles won’t be happy about this and William going to defend Charles and put more hatred on William and Megan. Might as well bring Jerry 
Springer involved for this trash 🗑
These two are transparent in their desperation for attention. Also, how many times do we have to hear her story? half of what she says has proven to be lies or stage. Pathetic!
No one sees what happens behind closed doors: cut to a shot of Meghan crying on a Hermes throw. Just so ridiculous.
ofcourse now....when  Princeand Princessof Wales are onUS tour :D:D  hah
More lies, manipulations and fake truth from the "victims". Spare us
Well the seed continues to grow. I am starting to tear up already.
So much for wanting a quiet life ! And wanting no publicity..
Behind closed doors they do nothing and have everything.
Meghan Markle give it a break already!  You are the one who distances yourself from your family, friends and co-workers.  And now you have made Harry do the same.  Your story is going 
to be nothing but"woe is us - everyone is mean to us".  LMFAO
These people so desperately wanted to have a private life for their family so they made a documentary all about their private lives for everyone to see😂. Money hungry attention seekers 
is what they are.
Fkg garbage people get a 100 million dollars deal….. the slap in the face is real.
It's like Kardashian but much worse.
Tell your story, make your money. It's certainly better than not having a job until you are 73 and living off of poor tax payers.
So much for a nice, quiet “private” life in California…
They sure do like that publicity they claim not to want. 🤣
🤡
Jealous? LOL
🤡
How tf would they be jealous when there a more popular couple then them?
Netflix released the trailer, they are being shady.
It's exactly the opposite
Lol i i'm not a fan of them nor this documentar, but why would they be jealous, the guy cheated on her with her friend and the girl basically master manipulated her way into the royal 
family, going as far as dropping a year for him lmao
 @Taliyah Deering  Last year Markle and her wife Harriet went on a "royal tour" in New York there was literally a handful of fans and more security than their fans🤣🤣🤣now compare 
the huge crowds for Kate and William's royal tour in the Caribbean and now Boston. Sweetie there's no competition. Harry and Meghan will always be far behind Will and Kate that's why 
they always release their vanity projects every time Will and Kate are having a major event🤡🤡🤡
 @MissLolitaLovedoll  What an odd thing to say. It’s well documented that he never wanted that role. We knew this even before M&H became a couple
 @d d  Watch Kate during the public meet with M&H after the queen passed. She was living her best life. Laughing and smiling with the crowd throughout. One step closer to queen I 
guess, and it showed in her behaviour. Imagine if Megan had done that.
Girl, no one is going to believe them anyways.. This is their side of the story. And they are known for being liars. 



Stories 😂😂😂😂😂
I was a child during the Diana years but I remember how they loved her and after she finally left Charles, the institution possibly created a new narrative and the public slowly started to 
switch to almost hatred of  Diana until she was murdered. Then they loved again. I remember it all being quite weird. 
I see the same thing happening with Meghan.
 @TheRobertaCookie  what did they lie about?
Exactly 😌
 @kungfumind⚡  I don't really see any comparison in Dianna's life and Harry's at all
Sweetheart, Diana was a beautiful, warm-hearted, unstable, not too intelligent woman, who was totally unsuitable for royal life and should have run the moment that idiot Charles turned 
up.
She was fooled and slept with everyone she could find to ease her suffering and loneliness.
Now M, that's a narcissistic  shrewd biatch if I ever saw one.
 @ruby slippers 2254  hmm maybe you could reread my comment. Try that please
  @Paulina  The reason why Archie couldn't have the "Prince" tle (only the great-grandchildren of the monarch that are in the direct line of succession can receive it), that she had her 
passport taken away (she and Harry took several trips, 13 I think, out of the country in their 18 months as working royals), that she was not offered any guidance on how to be a royal (the 
Queen herself offered to have someone to help her out), that she paid her college tuition all by herself (she attended Northwestern, one of the most expensive schools in the US, when in 
reality her father paid for it, this is backed up by her siblings), being rejected when she sought help when struggling with mental health (several of the royals, including Harry and Princess 
Diana, have/are seeing therapists/advisors, she and Harry are adults, they can seek help on their own), that the royal family refused security for them after moving to the US (they did not 
have the power to make that choice, as taxpayer dollars would've been used to pay for said security, meaning the British public would pretty much be paying for the protection of non-
working royals living halfway across the world), need I continue.
 @FAA  thank you.
Wow! Some of the replies to my message truly prove my point.
Stop hating and tell the Monarch give back their stolen goods.
@Hearthy McCarty Did you expect them to become hermits or live like monks?
Privacy doesn't pay. They have sell themselves to make money. Good money.
@lekis5975 false dichotomy.
Your comment is ignorant, they made a documentary on their life, how does that change how they are living.  They telling their side of the story that millions would like to know, even you, 
because you here commenting 🙄
 @truth2295  Well said! They'd much rather the Sussexes disappeared so that they can tell lies about them to their hearts content. I'm glad, much like Princess Diana, the Sussexes are 
telling their story, this way they will not be misconstrued by  haters, reporters and  historians with an agenda.
 @Pinky Almeroth  You wish they'd disappear so that haters like you and reporters with an agenda can continue to peddle and perpetuate lies about them. I say well done to them for 
borrowing a book out of Princess Diana's leaf, and telling their story so that the record standards. Stay stewing.
 @Dorothea Antonio  Are you not selling your skills for good money, or are you sitting on welfare?
 @Heather McCarty  False dichotomy as opposed to what?
 @Pinky Almeroth  You sound so processed and obssessed. Lol!
Can't wait. Sending loads of love to H & M and the kids
I can’t wait for this! I know a lot of people don’t like Meghan and they love to say she ruined Harry (🙄 😒as if he’s a child) but she was by bullied relentlessly but the media and people 
online. Harry did what was necessary to protect his family because the ones with the authority to put a stop to it, did nothing. 
I’ll always support and root for Harry and Meghan! ❤



Can’t wait
But weren´t they running away from media and exposure ?
These two are so in love with themselves.  Everybody is at fault and they are just innocent and sweet.  What stakes are this high?  THEY chose to leave their royal duties.  Why do they keep 
portraying Harry's family and (hers) as the ones who are obnoxious and hateful.
Since they have said repeatedly that they never wanted to leave the BRF and that they would return if their terms were met, I have a problem believing Harry when he catastrophizes 
about their life in the Firm. They wanted to be half in & half out. That’s what they have ALWAYS SAID, even to Oprah Winfrey. They told her they’d go back. So we have two completely 
different narratives here. I think they’re still mad they didn’t get the 50/50 deal they claimed in their January 2020 “announcement.”
Didn’t she say that this documentary was told from the eyes of the director and not how they would have told the history 🙄. She’s so dramatic and attention seeker 😂
Watching multimillionaires talking about how badly they have been treated is repulsive on so many levels.
I'm a royal fan but Meghan is so unsympathetic to me. They always twist something or lie. It may be that the royal family isn't perfect, but then you go your separate ways and don't cry 
around years later. She is assertive, but no one will remember her in a few years. And Harry has become a total disappointment, repeating everything after her. No backbone, she destroys 
his family and he applauds.
I'm looking forward to the LEGO version of this drama.  At least this represents the plastic media PR campaign.
Meghan & Harry are true forces for good. So glad that they are happily thriving, telling their own story,  and giving back to society. Amazing!!
I think if Meghan starts showing a les polished, more human side, then we might start connecting with her more. I hope this documentary doesn’t go into more drama with the royal 
family…and just focuses on them. Bashing your in-laws is never a good look
Just Wow!!! 🍀🌸🌺
How many times we're going to sit here and listen to their story before they move on? 
They're such a depressing couple. You've run away to be happy and free, why you still crying?
Can someone check on Piers Morgan? Is he fine? Has he combusted yet? We need a status report on how high his blood pressure is.
Can’t wait! ❤
Freeloaders
This made me love them even more ❤
Give me a break netflix. Urge to cancel due to lack of content.
and again they sell their story, that we’ve already heard
My sentiments exactly. .....

Meghan is the "eternal victim," which is far from being empowered and resilient. So, by making her always the victim of everyone, they are not really doing her a favor. All the Royals get 
bullied by the media, some more than others, but unfortunately, it comes with their job. However, she is the only one who took victimhood further and made it a commodity.
Hogwash!  Birds of a feather always flock together especially the devil’s cohorts and narcissists!  Join the ride to hell!!
I'm here for them 100% too
I really don’t get it. She was ‘bullied’ probably the least out of any royal member. If you want to see true bullying and threats against royalty, look up Charles, Camila, Diana, Kate and the 
Queen’s history in the media and how they were harassed (even wire-tapped and phone hacked hundreds of times), threatened (actual assassination attempts), relentlessly mocked on TV 
to the point there were shows and plays made about them (check out satire shows like The Windsors), celebrated against whenever a health scare or death in the family happened, 
publicly tweeted about how they need to die. Etc… I’m an anti-monarchist but I really don’t see how Meghan’s media scrutiny is on anywhere near as bad as any other royal or major 
celebrity. There’s in fact more discourse about how ‘negative’ the press is to her, rather than negative press itself.
everybody loved her at first. Me included, it was until her blatant lies and pettiness to grab any attention that make ppl turn against her. She was the bully, not the bullied.



@ZilchFan66 Stop acting brand new. Harry's family is obnoxious and hateful. Prince Charles said his parents were awful; his mother was cold and detached, his father was a bully. Diana 
then said, Prince Charles and his parents were awful...obviously Charles took masterclasses from his parents. Only a fool can't see that Meghan and Harry are speaking the truth.
No one should have to deal with racism. I’m proud of them for speaking out
Not to mention the £32 million the UK taxpayers spent on their wedding day!! Rip off!!

Don't forget Harry thinking it was a good idea to whine about having to dip into his trust fund. Meanwhile many people in the state they are living in can't even afford a studio apartment.
 @Dorothea Antonio  did you want a money back guarantee, that logic applies to Charles the cheating king would it not or is his behaviour ok because he is white
And hate IS as hate posts!

Anit-Black racism is the most invidious form of mental abuse - that the term racial predator is not recognised by both academia and medicine does not mean that it is not both real and 
devastating .  Meghan happens to be the most hated Black woman in history.  There are people who do not want to believe this is true... then again they believe in sky fairies et al.
So talking about the racist Monarch and media is repulsive, yet, the Monarch is living their best life from stealing, killing and slavery and Harry and Meghan have won their lawsuits against 
the racist media as well.
So talking about the racist Monarch and media is repulsive, yet, the Monarch is living their best life from stealing, killing and slavery and Harry and Meghan have won their lawsuits against 
the racist media as well.
Seriously. 😬🙄🤡
Lol
Please, bash away at King Jeoffrey and his side chick
Ah yes the most hated Black woman in human history must be a nice little so-and-so and know her place.  When the in-laws are using every means at their disposal to literally lynch you, 
yes indeed, go right ahead and lay there and take it.  Basta!
Hate-bot alert!
 @Sandra Williams  shut up, bot. Go fungirl about two grown-ups who can't help but cry and complain about the same shit over and over every 4 months.
Money. They're not doing this for free.
 @TheRobertaCookie  hate-bot IS as hate-bot posts.
😂😂😂
Alice in Borderland S2 trailer plz 😀❤👍
What a narcissist Meghan Markle is.  Everyone and everything is against her.  She portrays herself as a victim using the good old race card.  It is her and Harry who keep on this by 
interviews and a Netflix special.  The two of them are made for each other:  liars, manipulative and egotistical.
Thank you Netflix, can't wait for their documentary!
Sending so much love to them. Hoping their beautiful family thrives regardless of all the bs
Oh ye gods, that voice is going to ruin her every enemy.  Meghan 4.8.1981 Rooster 4.3.4 = 11 Those master numbers of 11 if allowed to be broken down become 2.  Meghan's got the 
magic touch 432Hz.  Indeed, Tungsten, “What didn’t you do to bury me? But you forgot that I was a seed.”  She is the most shrewd woman to have joined the BRF since Diana, Princess of 
Wales.  We are, all of us who love and support you, Harry, Meghan, Archie, Lilibet Diana & Doria, beyond proud and couldn't be happier.  To paraphrase the last song by the Kingdom Choir 
at the royal wedding, This mighty light of yours, you're gonna eclipse and devour them all.  I am so immensely happy... thank you Netflix!
Accept it girl you’re not going to make fetch happen. No one likes you, you’re toxic and need to accept you will never be Diana.
We love you Harry and Meghan ❤
So I have to hear about the sob story of these millionaires again?! Sorry, hard pass. These two are spoilt and privileged as hell.



The timing, the karma...it was aligned.
Can’t wait to hear if they so badly want to keep their titles and for their kids to have them 😂
Get ready for the whineathon
Sending lots of love to them ❤
For those of you who don't want the saga,WE INVITE YOU TO GO AWAY.William,Catherine,Charles and Camilla are waiting for your support and attention on their causes
There isn't a more petty, spiteful, nasty couple in the world of celebrity.  Shame on you Netflix.  William and Catherine trying to do some good in the world and you throw this woe-is-me BS 
at us.  Just naff off.
Harry has lost his mind entirely. As if having family dramas and emotions is such a trauma. There is no perfect family but to drag yours through the mud because they are royals and you 
can make money out it, is beyond me. I understand why Meghan doesn't care, she only wants the money, but Harry?  What a disappointment. They keep saying that they left to have 
privacy but they keep pushing their emotional instability on our faces. The world will go on and in the next decade the world will forget all this but William will be King and he has a duty to 
his people.
Perfect timing 😮how pathetic
Attention hore
Nobody CARES what's going on behind doors...

And the stakes aren't high.
Another: “poor me “ , my needs, what I need , what I want, me me me
Just to point out these two millionaires cried at a billionaire about being oppressed...
This is not a documentary. It is a reality show.
What are you talking about? They abandoned their beautiful family, and then bought two kids and some chickens and an oversized house with a big wall in a foreign country where they 
knew nobody but paparazzi. And then spend all their time complaining about how isolated and exposed they are. Get better heroes
 @cranberry noodle  if you’re racist just say that. Literally no reason to dislike them lol
 @Carly Castro  Racist? What is untrue in her comment?
 @Daisy 158  they abandoned their racist family lol and y’all are still mad at that? Goodbye ☺
Racist family??? OMG you're one of thoooose brownie crybabies 😂
 @Daisy 158  Everything’s racist to people who can’t think.
Speak for yourself!!!
Speak for yourself 🤮
No, we don't...
or planned 😄
Well one couple is out there trying to fix earth and funding great environmental projects and the other is being paid to whine about me me me despite whining for more than two years 
now. You can't compare real royalty and two D list celebrities still struggling to hustle their way to the top. There's no karma sweetie 🤣🤣🤣one couple represents vanity and the other 
represent dignity, class and grace
Yes and Thier reasons why
The kids have their titles.. Their grandfather is now king. It's automatic.
What? titles from those racists? Titles from that racist institution? I would never use those titles, said the Duchess of Sussex never.



 @Skyy Blu  Nice try, sugar booger, but no.  The letters patent of 1917 specifically state that grandchildren of a reigning Monarch must be born DURING the reign in order to get the Prince 
or Princess title.  That's why HMQ changed it to include William's kids ONLY because he is the heir. She did so WAY before the Harkles were an item. 

Both Harkle kids were great-grandchildren of HMQ when they were born and are not automatically titled now.  KC would need to issue new  Letters Patent and quite frankly, that's not 
happening.  They are Master Archie and Miss Lilibet on the royal website.  The end.
 @Skyy Blu  who told you that, an american on twitter?
 @C Latte  No it's documented. When Charles was crowned King it was stated.
 @Katniss1975  That's when the kids were born and Queen Elizabeth was alive but to prevent Archie from becoming a prince, the King would have to issue a Letters Patent amending 
Archie’s right to be a prince and Lili’s right to be a princess.
 @Skyy Blu  And you got that information where? Have you checked the palace website, or are you just repeating shite? (Rhetorical question...we all know the answer.)
 @Skyy Blu  No, dear.  Go back and read what I wrote.  The LP of 1917 talk about grandchildren of the reigning Monarch.  The Harkle kids were GREAT-granchildren and therefore not 
automatically eligible. There is a difference between Viscount Severn...a grandchild and Archie..a great granchild.

Again, that is why HMQ issued new LP to give titles to William's kids after George was born. Has zero to do with race and zero to do with the Harkles personally.  Read the law.
 @Katniss1975  who said anything about race.. lol. Bye.
 @Skyy Blu  You Psycho Squaddies always make everything about race.  I've seen that allegation pandered about in your circles.
Now THAT would have been an adequate title for the series.
He is doing the exact same thing his parents did - and creating trauma for the next generation of royals. Maybe in 20 years' time we'll be hearing from Prince Louis how Uncle Harry 
destroyed his childhood.
The world won't forget but the UK will  William will be king yes to the UK  commonwealth need to get rid of them as head of state William will be a weak king
Hate-bot alert!
Having a different opinion is hate? Grow up!
Yes exactly
But they only have 16 bathrooms!! How do you expect them to survive?
 @Richie Rich  they cried because someone has to clean those bathrooms!
Looks like I’m tuning in!
Can’t wait…
Stakes are surely high for Netflix who has willingly let their money go down the drain for these two grifters

Imagine your brother or sister in law making a documentary about a family feud with sentimental black and white photos of them and piano music and nicely lit talking heads shots.
I cant wait to not watch it!
No one wanted this
i love how M and H keep exposing them selves how evil and unconsidered  they are :) 
and to smear the firm that you milk, and still have a supporters is beyond me
Embarrassing. The timing of it all. They're truly shameless.



It's all planned
Maybe what they say is true but there's drama written all over it

Some girl Comes from the outside, sweeps off a royal, creates divide in family, brainwashes him to believe he's been mistreated and takes him out to milk money out of the controversy.

If they were so private & respectful, should've kept their family matters private and sorted out internally instead of flashing their dirty laundry and milking money out of it by doing shows 
& interviews.
The tabloids spoke for them for so many years. They have the right to tell their story.
This is gross. BRB while I cancel my subscription @netflix Enough of these wastrels already!
Welcome Brits! Come in, have a seat, and don't say anything...just like you tried to tell Meghan to do.
No one should be targeted, scrutinised, maligned and character assassinated and be expected to stay silent.. as a lamb led to the slaughter.
They are complete trash!!
i am not watching this woke crap sh*t
with all that's happened in the past, the queen died and this shows up... it may be a documentary but i thought they wanted a simple life....welp! too much drama...
Is this not available on Netflix India?? Not able to see it in coming soon
Yawn, rich peoples pathetic problems. Screw both sides of that family
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA... this is just so petty. trashing the only thing that made them special
Disgusting !!!
Including this propaganda piece of them just whining about saying we need Censorship of free speech and media. It's proven they are obsessed with reading comments online about 
themselves. Gross. Meghan and Harry are obsessed with censoring any form of criticism of them. That's all they talk about and what this is about, too.
Its not about a family fued. Get over it.
It’s not about their family it’s about the media abuse…
 @Jamise Denari  please, tell me what it is about then xDD
Imagine your brother throwing you and your wife under the bus so that the press wouldn't write about his pegging affair.
 @Nuca  its their love story. You havent been paying attention. Its about them not the royal family. Get over yourself.
  @Jamise Denari  then it is about an influencer ge ng a dumb prince - removing also him from his family - and milking the Royal status to the MAX. Beliving it is their personali es, and not 
the crown that keeps people interested.
it's called RHONJ
 @Jamise Denari  sure it is XD it's about their la la land, with their truth
 @superduper  yall are so weird and aggy. You think what you want. The truth is coming so keep reading those lying tabloids.
 @hmhmhmwell  keep believing orchestrated lies about them. Your ignorance is showing
 @Jamise Denari  it's about them, indeed. As always it's alllll about them. Gag.
 @Jamise Denari  so why are the “stakes” so high and Harry is saying he had to protect his family then? Their love story has been told at nauseam already. People will only watch for the tea 
and drama and if it’s not delivered the reviews will be sure to point that out. They dropped the trailer while the Prince and Princess of Wales are visiting the US for a reason. Drama, drama, 
drama
 @y2k survivor×²  Rent free in your head
 @Maria V  keep reading tabloid trash youll never get anywhere



 @Jamise Denari   your naivety is showing. sure, the whole world is in a conspiracy against them, they never said or did anything wrong, or lied. they are a ridiculous middle-aged couple 
acting like teenagers, throwing tantrums. she wanted world fame, and she got it. She doesn't have A-list talents, so all she got is a connection to royals and reality shows.
 @hmhmhmwell  oh stfu! You sound dumb. You only read tabloids. Those rag papers are never facts! Unless you have something constructive to say shut up. Meghan and harry are happy 
get over yourself!

 @Jamise Denari   typical, expected response, such a polite fan base she has. :))  court papers are also not facts? people stepping forward after some of their claims saying it's not true, also 
conspiracy I guess.    I am glad if they are happy (although Harry is doing a good job hiding his happiness the last few years), they should enjoy it, and leave his family out of it, just like she 
left hers. If it will really be just a lovely love story, hats down to them, but somehow I doubt that.  anyhow, enjoy the reality show. just take it with a pinch of salt :))
 @hmhmhmwell  typical??? If it was typical you wouldnt respond. But being that youre such a troll and the sussex's live in your head RENT FREE! Then their success shouldnt bother you as 
much. I mean its not like just the two of them can make so many turn against not only a family of symbolism but a whole country against it. So how about ask the royals if they can be more 
transparent.
 @Jamise Denari  ah yes, that sweet old tale about a talentless Hollywood hustler finding her mark in a emotionally stunted prince, but one with global appeal, oh and money.
 @Karenina44  foh. Yall say the same regurgitated thing. Get a new angle.
I would just request that they put nice pictures of me in their documentary 😂
 @Jamise Denari  how about this angle: a fake humanitarian who doesn’t actually do charity work. Madam Markle, whatever happened to the 40 women you helped with your vanity 
campaign, 40x40??? Everything these two do is performative and has no substance. FRAUDS. So is their “love story”
 @L N  actually if you followed up on the 40x40 you would know what happened. Everything isnt in the media. See how that works? Yall trolls are exhausting. Try a new angle
 @Dee Shan  learn to getfo my crotch. And im american. We dont speak "proper" english like they do in the uk. And we could care less.
 @Jamise Denari  Sorry I just can't make up truths willy nilly like our pal megaliar...her true shining talent.
 @Karenina44  lies where??? Where are thr lies that you didnt read from either a tabloid or a vlog or blog who thinks they know more?
 @Jamise Denari  I know a narcissist when I see  one.
 @superduper  define what a narcissist is?
 @Dee Shan  im very literate. But you believe gossip and trashy nobodys. But go off

 @Jamise Denari  for starters, the Oprah interview. 17 verifiable lies and countless baseless insinuations.  If you’re getting all your info from People magazine you’re sadly misinformed.
 @Karenina44  and you got all if that from tabloid trash. Try again.
 @Jamise Denari  so you didn’t watch the Oprah interview? let’s start with one, were they married three days before the ceremony at Windsor?
 @Karenina44  yes i watched it. And you obviously didnt understand what they meant. They took vows three days before not an actual wedding. The priest who said they lied said that 
because he misinterpreted what she said. See this is how i know yall dont pay attention.
 @Jamise Denari  Go to DR RAMINI here on YouTube. Here some quick sign: Entitled. Must control the narrative. Isolates the victims. Low empathy. Happy flawless  facade very important. 
Virtue singling. Either the hero or the victim. Needs admiration and validation. The list goes on, we all know someone..
 @superduper  you literally posted a youtuber and i said to name the definition. Smh. Please educate yourself outside of social media.

 @Jamise Denari  lol, you are 60+, not realising also smart educated people are using big media platforms... funny.. PS, Dr Ramini has written several books, if that feels better for you.
I also posted the definitions.
 @superduper  you idiot im in my 30s. Tf you get 60 from! My life isnt dictated through social media. Try again bozo🤡
 @Jamise Denari  you do realise you are calling people bozo in a chat on YouTube? 🥸
 @superduper  and?



😂👏👏👏👏👏
 @Jamise Denari  🥄🥄🥄 you thought a well known doctor with a hugely respected channel on YouTube was suspicious and not trustworthy . Meanwhile yourself going off in the 
comments calling people bozo. You still don’t see the irony?
 @superduper  yawn. And how dumb are you? I said give me something NOT on social media and yet here you are , bringing in someone from SOCIAL MEDIA! Yall clearly dont pay 
attention. And i also asked what does narcissist mean and yall clearly gave the name of someone instead of what i asked for , WHICH WAS A DEFINITION!! Im done talking to yall deranged 
idiots who would rather believe tabloid lies and so called royal insiders than look for actual facts. Goodnight
 @Jamise Denari  Obviously the difference between reality and fantasy elude you.  But all will be fine if they give up the titles they received from the "racist" royal institution.  Oh wait, then 
they're just a royal has been and D list actress. Their only relevance is their connection to the BRF.
 @Jamise Denari  rewind and you will find a definition - that I specifically wrote to you. And if you don’t trust social media, dr ramini has written several books.
😂😂😂😂😂
Stay mad & deranged!

I’m looking forward to this!  It looks amazing! 😂
Hate-bot alert!
 @Ludmilla  go to bed Meghan 😂
 @L N  😂😂
it’s people like you that made them leave and speak up. what a mug you are.
Um, no.  The Royal family should have stood up for them, protected them from all the lies & abuse from the British tabloids.  Instead they sacrificed Meghan in order to cover up the truth 
about Prince William’s affairs.
How many times?
This!! They were put through the ringer
They already did it. With a help from Oprah. Everything else looks like making money.
Obviously not for free! They want to be paid very well for it. Miliions in fact! If they really cared they'd tell their story for free.
 @TheRobertaCookie  as many times as needed. Their life is their right.
From my memory, she was the one who has been babbling nonstop
Meghan is free to say anything she wants.

And she often does. It's just a shame that none of it has any relationship to reality.

What about serial killers? Can we target, scrutinise, malign and character assassinate them?
They can speak, but H&M won't speak unless they are paid a lot of $$$£££ for it. 
If they really cared they tell their story for free, but this is all about money.
They're betraying their family and selling their souls for money like Judas Iscariot.
Can't Wait For The Crown Season 7
i cant wait people she abused start speaking out in names and surnames , including RF
This one's gonna be JUICY
Is this the private life they left the royal family for ?  doesn’t look that private to me 🐸☕
No one wants to know what happens behind the doors of any family. If you have guts face it if not don’t complain multiple times to the world.



Netflix, you should be ashamed to pay so much money for two proven liars. Two hypocrites and grifters who bullied their staff and members of their own family. Do you know what their 
paid fans and bots spread out on misinformation every day..They are two jealous spoiled brats that will do anything for attention and money. Scum.
Harry and Meghan, there are so many of your supporters all over the world😍 We love you guys💜
I am fu#*King dead as well Ann.🤣🤣🤣🤣
Will this be available to watch on UK Netflix next Thursday 8th?
Here we go....Poor me!
How mad are the royals rn that this will overshadow Kate and Wills trip to the USA? 🍿🍿🤣
Harry and Meghan can tell their story as many times as they *f**king want to if you are asking.
More whining from a pair of entitled whiners. Hard pass.
PRIVACY
Yup, they sure need money
I don't believe Meghan at all...
Wow, no words. It’s like the public battle of the covert narscissts vs. the grandiose narscissts - whoever will win?
Title should be lies of Meghan Markle 😂
the timing…. haha, you cant fool us. We love William and Kate, this is low class move
the last nail in their coffin hopefully. princess pinocchio and just call me harry can take their bow now.
It most definitely will go to Season 8.
But yet you are here to see...
🤡🤡
And many more who see the truth.
Well you can always get VPN and tune in to Netflix in these parts.
Hopefully mad enough to remove the Royal Titles from Harry and reduce these two grifters to the rank of plebs.
 @The Director's Chair Grifters??  They aren’t getting money from the public purse- unlike Wills & Kate! 😂
its not gonna overshadow if anything it will further expose the desperation of H and M and their low class characters 😂
It's Harry and Meghan who are mad, why would H&M even want to overshadow W&C? 
Obviously H&M are jealous of W&C and insecure about themselves. 
The Royal family aren't in the least bit bothered.

Its a battle of a racist Monarch that should have been abolished and a son of a Princess that was killed at the hands of this establishment.  Harry burned it down, says your mother!
not really...Netflix probably had the release date of this trailer set for today a while ago regardless of what is happening right now. especially since its coming out soon they needed to 
release the trailer eventually unfortunately it just had to be released after the lady sh shit
What country are they going to run to if they end up getting bad press in the US?

Everything that has happened in the last few days has set the stage for the documentary. Those racist people always tell on themselves.  We have no idea the horrors the Sussexes suffered.
LOL.... Yawn.
Good for them ~ Change takes courage ~ Proud to support such figures as The Duke and Duchess who have already proven that a life and legacy of living your dreams is a beautiful gift 💝 
Thanks for sharing this amazing presentation ❤
The wife is gonna watch that one for sure.



“Why?”
“$”
IM CRYING. I LOVE THEM SO MUCH IT HURTS. YES YES YES YES
Just cancelled my Netflix subscription. There is enough hatred in this world already.
I call BS
I love their love and I'm happy they chose it over everyone else. 💕
The timing is PR perfection!
Makes sense they drop this as William and Catherine are in the U.S. to actually promote a global cause GIVING a prize and not RECEIVING one for something that does not exist within the 
Royal Family itself.  One person's actions does not represent everyone else's.
More pointless crap from Netflix. I would rather be stuck in Traffic, listening to my wife tell me about her day, while I pretend to laugh at her awful attempts at 'being funny'.....than watch 
this crap
F. no.

If KC doesn’t take away their titles after this … What else does the King need ? Have them literally attempt to burn the palace down? These two have gone above and beyond to exploit 
their 1 year “family drama” for money its pathetic and shows their real lack of family values, no wonder neither M or H have any connections with their immediate family anymore SMH
This is one of those things that on paper it seems like maybe it would be a good idea but most everyone is sick of hearing about these two. Sr. is the love letter Netflix audiences want, not 
the most privileged couple on the planet.
WE WILL BE SEATED!!!! the chaos of it all 💀💀
Storm in a royal tea cup.
In the US, we have a thing called FREE SPEACH. If you don't understand that, stay the f*** out of their story that they have every right to tell.
Meghan is one strong lady. The amount of hate she gets is extreme.
Spaceship 🚀 them to Mars. Aren’t we not done with these 2 on earth 😂😅
 @Lakshmi   
Lol she probably  says in the movie she was the first woman of colour to go there, and the Martians are racist 🙄 😆 🤣
 @HappyLappy You’re the racist.  And too dumb to realise it.  Posting that kind of nonsense.
 @Ludmilla  why are you calling someone a racist when they didn't say anything racists. What's wrong with people seriously
even in Vietnam she got bad press and we have nothing to do with British Media. We just dont like her lol
Horrors that would put Auschwitz to shame...
Really 😂😂
The £32 million that UK taxpayers spent on Harry and Meghan wedding hurts!! Rip off!!
😹😹😹 BYE
Well done 👏
I cancelled my Netflix subscription after I finished watching Stranger Things S4💀 I'll only renew it when Bridgerton S3 and Stranger Things S5 come out, then I'll just cancel it again. Netflix 
was already flopping earlier this year, do they think something like this will get them the $50 billion they lost (within 1 day😂) back in April?
 @FAA  this will lose Netflix more money because of the amount they paid them and the subscriptions they lose because of it
 @Danny   The backlash they are bound to receive is one of the many reasons why I believe in Karma. Let the games begin!
 @FAA  😂👍



You’re a very sick person if you love this. The relationship between these two is very toxic and anyone who has ever experienced a narcissistic relationship and the damage it does to all 
even remotely near it and not just the ones in it, know exactly what I mean. If you think this is good, you probably need to reevaluate your own emotional health and understanding of 
what a healthy, stable and happy relationship looks like. This, where neither engage with their families and have lost all their friends, is not it.
 @Julia  You are the toxic & jealous one for hating on true love❤

 @Julia  Oh Julia cry long and hard about it, baby. These two are blessed and favored and it makes you angry that no amount of nasty racist bullying is going to take that from them.

Go touch grass.
not really...Netflix probably had the release of this trailer set for today a while ago regardless of what is going on right now
Not really, it’s just shows that they are obsessed with the Prince and Princess of Wales and are watching their every move. We all knew they were going to do that 😂
PR desperation.  If they were so sure of their pulling power they wouldn't piggy-back off William & Catherine.

 @Melanie Jousse  I don't believe it one bit. they had a contract with Netflix to make a documentary. they (Netflix) had to then figure out when to release it and when to release a trailer to 
"hype?" it up. they (Netflix) were still probably going to release this trailer today regardless of what is happening (if the lady sh thing didn't happen or if the wales weren't doing a US thing)
The whiny Brits have arrived. lol
 @b berkley  you do realize that sometimes they don't have control of when shit like this gets released right? Netflix was probably the one to release to since it will be premiering it soon so 
they had to release the trailer at some point
Crikey, your wife is married to a real winner…😏
 @Ludmilla  damn right she is, you haven't heard her jokes.
KC killed his mother so he needs to be quiet and deal with the racist monarch
 @truth2295 no there is no solid evidence of him killing Diana. They were divorced at the time. Why would he do that?
Did you just mention "family values" when speaking about the Royals? You don't history much do you?
 @David Henry   royal or not its a family.
 @M.A GalSal  I think you missed the point. That being that the Royal family has, historically, been a very bad illustration of what most people consider "traditional" family values. They've 
survived FAR more egregious offenses than whatever comes from this show.
Nope, speak for yourself. We will be watching and so will you.
 @L R  Lol I haven't even caught up on Arcane and you think imma waste my time on this?
 @L R  Wouldn't touch it with a ten foot barge pole!
 @Jon Loc  Yet, here you are...
You will watch it and bitch and moan about every commentary article from the Tabloid about this. Why else are you moaning about the Trailer?
 @Marva Smith  mostly to say what I said because I'm bored. Let's not act like commenting on a YT video is the same as watching a full documentary.
 @L R  I won’t be. These two are self-victimising narcissists who need to stop profiteering from the royal family they hate so much.
The Sussexes are global leaders. Of course there is global interest in their story, even the hate-mongers.
 @Jon Loc , no sweat.  For everyone of you who claim they won't be watching there will be ten who will.
Depends on who you mean by everyone. H&M have a worldwide audience and MOST people love them. 

The minority of haters have loud voices and presence, but "they're full of sound and fury, signifying nothing".



 @Jon Loc  really? How many people out of billions have taken the time to click, read, write and post on this article? A tiny fraction...right? And you're one of them.  You're invested. You 
will watch and you will comment.
Nope
 @Mindy T  I just bought a graphics card and Spider-Man: Miles Morales you are delusional if you think I'm the audience for this lol
Free speech doesn't mean you can make up lies about someone. Its called defamation and its illegal.
 @LongeyMusic  The only lies are the ones that the royal family told to cover up the racism that has always existed in the British royal family.
 @L R  What lies? The Royal Family made no comment except the Queen said 'Recollections were different'.

Meanwhile fact checkers confirmed that Meghan told 17 verifiable lies in the Oprah interview.
Free speech for free! Why do they need to be paid to tell their story. This is all about money. Not about telling a story which they could easily do for free. See the motive.
ask your self why… or are you too blind by your own choice?
And all of it fully deserved for being a full on lying, misogynist grifter who exhibits most of the traits of full blown psychopathy.
 @The Director's Chair 
“Misogynist”.   I do not think that word means what you think it means…
😂😂😂
Attention whores.
The children of the colonial states are waiting ☕
Nope it dont not help to hear it from you because everytime you come out with something it ends up being lies and because there is more important things going on like people not being 
able to afford to live or not find the next meal not that harry left a lavish lifestyle and pretends as if he is hard done by because of it protect your family and give it a rest so people can 
focus on more important things 

🙄 Because they need money and they sold their souls for it rather than do something innovative and life-changing with their lives.  They are both a solid pair of narcissistic people who 
just want to try and take down the Royal Family but this will only end in disappointment and as they slowly see themselves stripped off their titles and any real Royal connection.
No one sees what happens behind closed door for anyone! On almost every continent we have unrest, people fleeing from wars, losing family members and whole countries being 
destroyed but somehow we’re suppose to feel bad for two of the most privileged people in the world? Yes, life hasn’t been perfect for them, that’s because it isn’t for anyone. This pity 
party is truly exhausting and shameless.
I can’t wait till this comes out…
So their money from the Oprah interview ran out. What’s next?To fund their kids’ posh school tuition, they document the enrollment process? Poor meghan, she just can’t turn her back 
on showbiz but she can’t cavort around with handsome actors onscreen either so she’s gonna milk the waning interest in the royals for all it’s worth.
She's even worse than Amber Heard.
Oprah 2.0
Welcome to KARMA, royals and their supporters.
Their story? All lies. They’re despicable. Karma be swift and plentiful.
How desperate for attention they must be now that the Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston..... 🙄
How on earth can anyone believe in this so called love story of theirs when they are constantly lying about everything. What’s the point in all this when everything revolves around acting 
when Meghan’s involved. She can’t help herself. She’s so dishonest.
❤
I thought they wanted privacy though



Makes sense to hear someones story from then, but they are proven liars who want to play the victims, so why would anyone believe a word out of their mouths.
I love how they make people so triggered! Good on them! They should be exposing everyone
The prince and princess of disgrace is what those two are. He will go down in history for this but not in the way he thinks. A son who disgraced his entire family for love of a narcissist who 
disgraced her own family as well

Can't wait to see how many lies end up being debunked from this reality show! Was Oprah's lie-fest up to something like 17 provable lies? In any case, it's nice that they did their usual and 
waited to drop this while the future King and Queen are about to meet with the President to help save the planet. I'm just glad that poor, sweet Meghan is finally "getting paid for this."
Are they going to explain why they named their child after the queen of the racist institution?
So, don't watch. Why are you commenting if you aren't interested in their story? Hate watching watching?
 @Marva Smith  cause we don’t wanna be followed by these disgusting promo campaign all over internet AGAIN. They wanted their privacy — well, be our guests and go live you private 
life without cameras.
 @Marva Smith  oh, I definitely won’t be watching it. However this is out in the public forum, so I have every right to share opinion on it, it’s not just sycophants like you who are allowed to 
share their opinion.
 @M A  no he gets a stipend from his father.

 @M A  According to Harry he left with his inheritance from his mother and it’s believed the Queen mothers as well, which was no less that $40M. I wouldn’t call that nothing. 

My issue isn’t that they decided to leave or take Netflix and Spotify deals, it’s the constant and endless pity party they’ve been throwing since South Africa (where they were suppose to 
highlight causes), at the height of Covid they did it again while people across the world were losing their livelihoods and lives and 3 years later, we’re still being told the same story.
Oh look at you, what an oddity you are.... granted your flower is curious enough; however, a weed is still a damn weed.
 @M A  totally incorrect- he inherited millions from his mother and great grandmother
 @M A  He literally had a multimillion trust fund left to him from his mother. He was not left with nothing.
 @M A then at least he should have been tried hard to get a proper education and get a job like everyone else does. He didnt get enough grades to graduate high school. That shows that 
he was a spoiled kid and would not want to commit to anything.
 @M A  it is called investing wisely and learning how to budget. You know, the way normal people have to do with their money.
That would be the Karma of remaining the Monarchs of Britain for at least the next century, while these two losers continue to play on your sympathies in an attempt to grift your money, 
before dying abroad, alone and having achieved nothing of importance as their royal bloodline dilutes and dilutes until their Great Grandkids will be slumming it on the streets, wasted on 
crack.

I mean at least Bonnie Prince Charlie put his money where his mouth was, raised an army and declared war.
they never said that, stop that narrative, its old and annoying !
Ur thoughts are irrelevant
 @Anastasia Grecia they did say. Almost word for word.
 @Julia  can you send me the exact clip of when they said that word by word? cause I am here looking at what Meghan said when Oprah asked her, and its totally different of the narrative 
tabloids are giving
They need money.
yes this is the food for low class people who enjoy gossip. like you! 😂 
poor lost soul



 @TADEJA U   Thank you! <3 Looking forward to watching it
Can't wait to see that untransitioned spinster, Richard Eden, having a meltdown over this.   Here's hoping he gets a pegging starter kit for Christmas.
 @Arvin da Brgha  Oh, another megs compassion in action and human kindness ambassador!
Iove that Harry and meghan live in your head 24/7, keep it up they will eventually drive you crazy with your jealousy and stupidity,  kate and William are in Boston shouldn't you be 
concentrating on them?
☝ this.
Are they going to explain to the UK taxpayers why £32 million was squandered on their wedding?
EXACTLY
I love Harry, his mum would be so so proud of him.
Expose this family for what they truly are while they walk around acting self-righteous, wearing their stolen jewels.
They wanted more privacy and yet they can't stop seeking the press, it's ridiculous.
🤢🤢🤢
Traitors. You are embarrassing yourself, family comes forst
Goodness, these two! They're really going at it with the Prince and Princess of Wales, competing with them for all they're worth. Timing the release of these trailers and pictures to William 
and Catherine's visit to the states.
I'm ready to start listing the number of lies they'll tell. Just like the interview with Oprah, you just have to buy what they say with the FACTS. Just two LIARS. If it bothers you so much to be 
associated with the Monarchy, give up your titles 💵 💵 💵
The word story is apt. Not only do they tell stories….fairy stories, but they keep contradicting themselves over and over again. 

Anyone who supports this toxic duo truly need to get their heads examined as they cannot be sane. 

I hope this latest mess signals the end of their titles and inclusion to any public OR family events. 

The British Royal Family need to formally and privately completely separate themselves from The Markles once and for all and the security services and UK government need to treat them 
as foreign enemies to our country.
I hope we see harry's big fat ginger sausage in this
Oh god here comes the victim Megan
Good for them!
You told your story in Oprah.
What more will you now cry about that you were seated in the back row at the Jubilee or you always have to sit behind william and kate or that you are the spare and not the heir.
Barf - make them go away.
Their lovestory isn't as special as they think it is...
OMGG LOVE THE TRAILER WHAT MORE IF I WATCH THE WHOLE DOCUMENTARY <3
Harry and Meghan can tell their story and want privacy at the same time. What are the naysayers afraid of...more examples of racism in the royal family like the last 24 hours?
I'm crying everything they will say is true just look at how Williams godmother discriminated a black clarity boss YESTERDAY I BELIEVE EVERY WORD!!!!
How many times will they tell their lies ! Whoops sorry story!! 😢bore off
the ratio lol



I've been waiting for something like this. I wanted to hear more from Meghan and Harry. In this day and age of video I know were about to see just how bad the royal family treated this 
couple. I mean just yesterday Prince Williams's godmother Susan Hussey disrespected charity founder Ngozi Fulani by touching her hair and saying her people  'really came from'.
 @Krsna Krsna  True. I feel so sorry for William and Kate actually, I bet Harry is throwing them under the bus for this "documentary".
this is not how the industry works. The release date of this clip I am sure it was scheduled a long time ago. It is people like yourself you go around saying that there is a competition 
between H&M with W&K.!
Lord do you know how far in advance they plan to release these things? It's not on whims to compete with Harry's brother. 
There are whole media rollouts that take months of planning.
 @Anastasia Grecia  Riiiighht, and they waited until December 1st to release the trailer of a docu-series which is coming out on the 8th? The industry releases trailers a week before the full 
series/movie is shown?!?!? Thats how the industry works?!?!? 🙄🙄🙄🙄
 @Di Jed  yes as it is their own timeline , and what they have decided with Netflix.Also 1st of December, first day of the month seems really a good date right?
This was no more planned to compete with Earthshot than that old ass Lady Hussey's ill timed, ignorant questions.  Some things are just written in the stars.
What nobody cares about is William and Kate’s visit to the states. But this documentary has global interest, as Harry and Meghan are two important global leaders.
 @Di Jed  btw can you explain why Charles could not wait to have his coronation on another date but on Archies bday? I don't think you can! bye now
😂
Netflix is the one being shady but we are not going talk about King Jeoffrey being shady.

 @Anastasia Grecia  it was probably scheduled when William and Kate finally released the date for Earth shot. let's not act like this was a coincidence. They've been released everything 
they've got since William and Kate arrived the US. It's not coincidence the Invictus trailer was released yesterday after William landed in the US (when the games are only in September 
next year, it could have waited). And it's no coincidence this is being released today. Tomorrow, something else will be released, no doubt. It's really petty and getting obsessive.
 @Sandra Williams  it's sad we don't care about something that's important. Awarding climate change innovators money so they can keep investing in their sustainable solutions is 
somehow less important than watching two privileged people cry on tv for the third time about their in laws three years after parting ways with them. I personally want to learn about the 
Earth shot winners and their initiatives and I think that should be of global interest, as it's in our best interest.
 @joy  I didn’t know you had already seen it. And for the record, climate change is one of the focuses of their foundation. They are bringing global awareness to the challenges of climate 
change.
 @Sandra Williams  they haven't done much for climate change though and it doesn't seem to be their main concern at all. In fact they distract from a climate change initiative for their 
love story. That's how much they care for climate change issues I get.  I prefer the Earthshot awards which awards real people for innovative ideas.  Also, I don't have to watch this to know 
it's the same talking points as Oprah, The Me You Can't See and the other interviews given in between for the last 3 years. "I had to protect my family" "you don't know the real us" "you 
don't know how tough our lives are behind closed doors" "we are in love and have a fairytale romance" ...we have heard it for 3 years now.
 @joy  And yet here you are posting on a board about them. Why don’t you go post on the boards about Will and Kate if you’re so disinterested in the Sussexes?
 @Sandra Williams  can't one do both? I see Meghan fans commenting on will and Kate's side of life all the time too.
 @Sandra Williams  hahahahhahahhahahahaha
why are you triggered that they are going to say their story again? also Oprah was 2 years ago, and a 2h interview while during all this time there are numerous of tabloids and books and 
videos talking about them, when its not them
LOL!  You created a new YouTube channel today only to spout old ass, ineffective talking points.  Now that's funny!!!
yet here you are talking about them. I don't  like, care or waste my time on the other royals. take the hint!!!
Very ordinary indeed. But it’s very important to her to get some great shots circulating. Go and live your lives M and H rather than SHOWING your lives to the world. Christ if it’s a real love 
story it would be sacred to them and private from us..



 @Cynthia Tolbert  I watched a trailer just like I watch other trailers?
You'll go blind.
The naysayers aren't afraid of anything. We are crying with laughter at two lying narcissists doing lying narcissist things.
  @The Director's Chair  You people are pathe c in your quest to destroy Meghan. But karma, it's here. lol
no one's afraid of them. we're disgusted by princess pinocchio who wont visit her dad after a stroke, who pursued harry and lied about not knowing who he was, who invited the clooneys 
and oprah who she didnt know to her wedding but had no relatives there except for her mom. and on and on and on... and the only people buying her lies are angry black women blinded 
against the truth by their skin color and rage.
 @rose rose  her dad is an asshole who REPEATEDLY exploited her in cahoots with British tabloids.  I wouldn’t visit his sorry ass either.
They can tell their story for free. It costs nothing to tell a story. 
H&M are betraying their family and selling their souls for 💰 💰
How did she discriminate exactly?
 @The Director's Chair  go find out yourself.
Harry was photographed and filmed of racist evidence. It is even more solid than Ngozi Fulani' story. The Royal Family had to apologize for his racism in the past.
It makes absolute PERFECT sense to hear YOUR story from YOU! I will always believe you and always advocate for you Meghan and Harry.
Their dating pics 😭♥

Don't use the Prince and Princess of Wales image. Tell your story, yes. But leave others, that do not speak bad of you two, out. I will watch it but I hate what this will do to Harry's family.
Whatever truth might be u can't betray ur legacy due to which everyone knows u
Netflix is by far the best streaming service.. they dominate in documentaries.
WILL NEVER watch this BS from the disgusting narcissist and her little gutless simp husband! 🤢🤮 Netflix officially canceled! BYE!
This is a show I won’t watch! Not interested in their lying!
They had to drop it on the day the Prince and Princess of Wales were actually doing some good instead of preaching to the world about doing good? They were also okay with sharing 
sooooooooo many private photos? Will they ever stop? Don't go too far looking for your answer, I'll tell you. They won't
How many more times do we need to hear their story?
Shameless hussy
Two of the biggest "Look at me I need attention" people I have ever seen in my life. She is the worst and extremly fake. Please peps do your research!
I LOVE THEM!! They are perfect together!
She seems like a narcissist.
Your story , Your truth . Money 💰 💴 💵 rules the world but what about the family values? Bye Netflix 🎥
WTF? Again? 😐😐😐
I can't wait for this.
Lot of bots in the comment section....They are afraid  the truth will come out So let the nastyness come out to play...Thier truth will be told ...
And because of this, expect more seasons of The Crown. The family drama continues...
I can not wait,,....so excited
I 100% believe that Meghan received casual racism (AKA covert racism) from the royal family and the UK press.  But it almost 5 years now of talking about this. It's time to move on and talk 
about something else. They need to reshape their image in a more "half glass full" way, a more optimistic way. This "poor us" is getting really annoying now. I would be more supportive if 
they talked about more pressing matters like human trafficking of girls and women and the Kafala system in Arab countries that is used to turn Asian and African maids into slaves. This is 
what you should be talking about in your podcast Meghan 🙄



Dont waste your time, dont watch this trash "docu".
If they are talking about their love story how would this affect PH family?
 @Carol Amsterdam  You reckon they aren't going to trash the royals again & play their professional victim story? Come on.
 @Carol Amsterdam  Because their narrative is that his family treated MM bad and didn't defend her from the media. Of course they will mention the Royal Family.
You will watch it cause you are obsessed and you are a hater. I hope is  will make your toes curl up.
@catol Amsterdam 
Anyone who thinks this is a love story is just as delusional as Harry and Megan. Theirs is not a love story. And this show is anything but.
 @Lioness Cougar  Ah ah No, I will watch it cause I've always liked Harry and that will never change.
 @Cristiana Jardim  Guess you thought he should have married someone like you. Is that why you are hating?
 @Chien Po  Hater! Just because you have never experienced love is not a reason for you to hate others by trying to determine what is and what isn't love. At your disposition you probably 
never will experienced anything.
 @Lioness Cougar  The only person showing hate here, is you honey.
 @Cristiana Jardim  You got that right. There is no shame in my game. Yes. I hate freaking liars, thieves, and  jealous individuals like you and the rest of you lowlife scumbags that come to 
this page to disrespect H&M.  Don't have any problems with you and anyone else knowing. There is not one darn thing  you can do about. I hate haters with a deep passion. OK. Now get to
 stepping witch 

By the way I am not your hun so don't address me that way. As a matter fact the address me at all.
 @Lioness Cougar  Bye hun!
Stay mad 🤣😂😂
 @Ludmilla  And you stay stupid!
You are funny 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Harry and Meghan are all talk...
You never heard their story. Not from them. You heard their story from everyone else and that’s where it gets lost in translation 🙂
yeah, its been so annoying hearing about it in two or three interviews already, that were definitely mandatory for everyone to watch /s
THERE IS OBVIOUSLY MORE CLOWN
It's too much 😩
Even Diana moved on with her life at some point
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  I'm ready to start listing the number of lies they'll tell. Just like the interview with Oprah, you just have to buy what they say with the FACTS. Just two LIARS. If it 
bothers you so much to be associated with the Monarchy, give up your titles. Thats All!
 @Iam  she didn't get to live to tell her story only the last interview.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  so what was the Oprah interview then?
 @Tatiana M. Alonzo  oh and you know them and the royal family PERSONALLY that you call them liars??😂😂 what a joke
Until people believe them and not the so called royal experts
 @Lauren A'court  Oprah interview was 2 years ago, it was a 2h interview while during all this time, there are HUNDREDS of tabloid stories and books and documentaries about them. So 
basically its not equal, their story is not heard, smear campaign continues, so let them speak!
 @Ash love  She told her story through that book that was published by that man. You should watch the show The Crown and you will see how it all played out.
Plus Meghan and Harry have already told their side of the story from the Oprah interview, to the Meghan book released just after the wedding and now they have this Netflix doc and 
Harry has a book coming up in 2023. There both have told their story multiple times, enough is enough. It's getting annoying and repetitive now.



 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  we did hear their story from them via their 'friend' ScobieDoo!
 @Iam , no one is being forced to watch.  You can just among the few interested in this saga (and I know you are because you are here) that does not watch.
 @Lee Howard  you all are pathetic honestly
You don't have to listen or watch, Liliya. They can tell their story as many times as they wish and guess what a lot of us are going to enjoy it. 

Cry harder about it.
It's all they have. Sooner or later people will get tired of hearing the same thing
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido you seem to be very defensive of these two fools which makes me question both your sanity and your morals.
 @Diana when they stop lying people will start believing them
You have not heard anything. Now get ready for the real story.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  I never heard the royal family personally, did you? I always heard the royal experts.
 @Anastasia Grecia  let them speak? They’ve been the very ones saying they wanted privacy & to be left alone. The Oprah Interview exposed a number of lies MM was claiming as fact, you 
absolutely cannot be surprised people now no longer give a sh*t what they have to say &/or to take it as truth.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  Do you know them?
More and more lies
As long as they want to tell it, this is America, Bish, not racist Australia, not racist Britain, not the racist monarch or their media!
I can't get enough! I want to hear it all. I want to see the how the seed grew and flourished. That's not to say I won't pray for the haters that their hearts will heal and not implode.
 @Iam  how did that work out for her? Even decades later people are telling her story for her and often demonizing her and calling her crazy and difficult. One interview didn't fully tell her 
story.

 Harry will not make the same mistake. It's gonna be hard for H&M to have an accident without fingers pointing across the pond.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  They literally did the Oprah interview💀
 @FAA  yeah and who said those were lies they were telling? The people they were talking about yeah… funny how you eat up everything the royal family “experts” say about Meg and 
Harry but don’t even consider actually THINKING about what Meg and Harry are saying

 @Lydia  you must qualify the word people.  Which people will get tired of hearing their story? Racist people...troll people...hateful people...jealous people....in other words, yt people?
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  True, let’s hope they get what they need from this and then perhaps live a private life?
 @infoodwetrust  well the important thing is to own who you are. Too many people are in denial.  Now you can start working on your Ignorance to improve yourself.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  I can write a list of lies told by those 2 off the top of my head, do you want to hear them?
 @FAA  no you can keep them to yourself thank you
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  Great. I hope it encourages you to do your own research!
 @FAA  I have a degree in Fine Art and one of my majors were World History. The British Monarchy came up quite a lot (wasn’t really surprised at that) but hearing their history be 
academically picked apart and studied by educated (white and black) professors really helped me understand just what Meghan and Harry were talking about in that Oprah interview. I’ve 
done my research over 5 years in an academic setting and I’ve done some more personally since Meghan and Harry’s wedding. I suggest you do yours. I may not know them personally, but 
I find it so funny that people just assume everything they says are lies simply because they left a super toxic family dynamic worse than your typical. But then again this world is full of 
narcissists and you seem to be one of them.



 @Toy-yiebah Cupido H&M have been proven liars. People have investigate what H&M say and found certain things to be false.
Anyway, H&M don't care about telling lies they just want money and in order to get that they need to create drama that will sell. 
The documentary will be examined to look for facts vs lies, but H&M won't care; they've got the money.
 @Iam  A biography is not considered telling her side of the story. If Late Diana wrote her autobiography then it will be considered telling her own story without anyone twisting her story 
or experiences.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  I won't do the investigative work for you, you're lazy. 18 proven lies in the interview with OKrap. Pair of scammers. Tick   tock, ck tock, the stories are wearing out, 
increasingly repetitive. The next step is to strip for money.
 @Tatiana M. Alonzo  when did I ask you to do the investigative work for me?? Seems like you didn’t see that part where I literally stated that I’ve studied the history of the monarchy 
during my Degree in Fine Art. Maybe that explains why you’re so hellbent on Meg and Harry being liars, because you’re a selective idiot
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  6k Likes vs. 21k Dislikes. Cry more, Sugar 😂😂😂😂😂
 @Mindy T  so you wouldn't get tired of hearing the same thing over and over!! About how bad they were treated, and how horrible the royal family were, etc etc.  Don't make this a racial 
issue because that argument is getting tiring as well.
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  right back at YOU!
 @Toy-yiebah Cupido  what you mean i never heard their story? I remember watching the interview they've done with Oprah. And Meghan had a book, Harry's book is coming out next 
year. And now this documentary on Netflix.
A love story to rival that of Fred and Rosemary West.
Does Not Compute!
I thought the sixth season would be the last one?
 @Ella L.  it is the last season
nah, Megan and Harry will almost certainly demand involvement in any portrayals of them by Netflix, especially considering their lucrative Netflix deal.
 @Paulina  for now
Great point! I figured this would be full of lies, but I had not considered Netflix and their fictional crown series. This is them rewriting history and adding more spice and drama for their 
crown series.brilliant! Evil but brilliant.
It’s happening in real time. The Crown was better when it was the older generation. It’s finished.
lol
No need, these two already aired out their dirty laundry to the world.
the plot of the crown follows the queen's life though, anything concerning palace 2.0 probably won't make it
I guarantee Meghan has already asked to play herself
 @Ella L.  it will be!! don't listen to that person
 @jenna luhur  😂, love how u put that lol
 @Ella L.  they are currently shooting Season 7. Season 7 will be the last one...for now.
 @Paulina  Theyare currently shooting Season 7. Season 7 will be the last one...for now.
MEghan will request to play herself in the Crown...as for Harry, I suppose they could find some frog footage and somehow incorporate it? 😅
 @LeKis  I think you’re wrong. Season 6 is now being shot and it was announced it would be the last one. Producers originally wanted only 5 seasons but decided to add one more as there 
was a lot going on in that period and would be hard to fit it in only one season.
 @kenjoh81  frog? as in the animal
 @Kat so has other members of the royal family…. 🙄🙄
That’s not happening. The only thing I think Peter Morgan may do is focus on past Monarchy’s - like the Victorian era. The Elizabethan age ends with Elizabeth.



 @Ileana Betschner  Not as much as these two, how many times do they need to tell the same story?
What "stakes"?  How much more money H & M can squeeze out of trashing the RF?  Looks like it.
 @zack zeman  yup
 @Paulina You’re correct. Season 6 will be the final season.
I expect the end of times so all this s%it can be over.
 @kenjoh81  😂
 @Kat  And it was and continues to be boring.
 @Supre Macy  Begged. 

But she’s really interested in doing voiceovers!

So… if anybody needs any extra voiceover work…. she’s available!

….

Crickets
🙄 Y’all say anything. The season being shot now is the 6th and last. Loud and wrong in these comments.
 @kenjoh81  👋 loser 😆 lol
Nah The Crown's story will prob end with the jubilee. Stay tuned for 2 Fast Crown Furious. Vin Diesel says 'But it's about family' a hundred times but nobody listens.
hahaha The royals always provide! Honestly who needs Mexican soaps when you have the BRF. I get a feeling that this one is going to be explosive, and can't wait for his book to come out 
as well. They are all shit scared about it in the UK, and that can only mean one thing, it's going to be fire!
Really not the waity Katie crap William pulled
You got that right 😂 and I love the 👑 by the way
As it should.
 @Kat  Yep and you were all in for it. And now wagging your tongue for their doc. Trebled minded ppl.
 @Icy Hot  If the clowns wants to entertain me then I’m here for a good laugh.
As it should
 @Kat  Then grab your mirror & have at it.  Laughter is good for the soul.
Terrible.....i think that this could be the end of relationship between Harry and his family.

 @Icy Hot  Don’t need to tell me, I can actually laugh at my own self from time to time, cause bitch I’m hilarious, but I’m not a butthurt victim like these two specially Meghan, who acts like 
a victim when in reality this fake bitch associated herself with white people all her life and even married the most racist RF member, or you don’t know Harry has been accused of racial 
slurs and he even wore a swatska symbol, but now she’s a victim of racism. Get out of here with your bs. You need to look in the mirror and fix that weave girl.
 @maddalena erriu  that "family" is not a family. They have never been. Diana told us about the inner-workings and Charles, Camilla, Anne and Andrew....cheaters p@do-adjacent and 
p@do befrienders have proven that. The media is just propping them up. Bunch of over-glorified mascots
Yes, it is Harry and Meghan’s personal responsibility to end the reign of The Crown as well as the monarchy itself. (but in reality,  it's their story to tell so they should be able to have a voice 
in it)



 @Paulina  I must be mixing it up with another whatever the case, I do agree with you, that the current season is not the last one, there is another season  due out next year, which will 
cover events until 2002 or thereabouts. Anything that has happened in the last 20 years may be televised in another decade or so.
Damn I hope so
 @Project Gaia  I wanna see it, not gonna lie. Nothing against the royals...but I'm gonna see it.
😂😂
 @Project Gaia  Afraid of their show in the UK? More like "This show is going to be a pile of trash I'm afraid"
 @maddalena erriu  We don't know that. Ppl believe the Windsor family is different from our own. Family is family & don't need to stay stuck under each other especially when the kids 
marry & start their own families.
They are so envious of William and Catherine that they needed to release this precoisly while William and Catherine are here for the Earthshot. Harry and Meghan are really despicable. 
They are vomit inducing.
Whoa! Maybe Netflix is just playing the long game
 @Kat  When you linger in past BS you tend to become it BC  Harry is 2 children pass your going nowhere talk points +  Your ignorance is stellar seeing that Meg is biracial. Anyhoo bitch, F 
you!!!
 @Beatriz  Better get  your barf bag ready BC you're in for upchucking🤣
 @y2k survivor×²  I doubt they will have more seasons since it’s getting closer to present day
 @Supre Macy  surely not, they must be able to find a better actress for the part 😂
 @Icy Hot  Girl, you lost this battle some hours ago, learn to take a loss and not be such a bitter bitch. Bye Felicia 🖐

You should tell Harry and Meghan to let go of the past, they don’t seem to get a clue. Oh wait they can’t, cause living in the past is their actual paying jobs. Hahaha
Seasons 1 and 2 were excellent but it's been downhill ever since. I fast forwarded through Season 4 and I don't think I'll bother with 5 or 6.
Shoot I hope so too 😂
The money-making machine continues......
 @Paulina  spin off? House of…. ;)
 @Kat  Going back & forth sometimes we forget what the F the subject was😝. But to your thought I haven't lost a da** thing!!! trolling with you losers. Bye rainbow BUtch!!! 💯
Oh Meghan can finally get a proper acting role!
Clever! Yes I suppose they would!
Bah, they would take only 5 min to do, she wasnt in the RF long enough to make more seasons
Season 6 is the latest Season
nope. The Crown will end with Season 6, in the early 2000s according to creator Peter Morgan. the show will not be portraying present-day royal family drama. it’s too soon. it would 
utterly cheapen the show. it will not happen.
 @blkangelflame  😂
 @Icy Hot  LOL, wtf is a rainbow butch? Well I’m glad you get off trolling people online. It sure is a good way to not get punched in the face.
Cringe the royal family is evil stop promoting them
Oh shit! Can't wait.
drama of the century
I was going to watch only to see if they can redeem themselves in my eyes. But now my stomach is turning. I don't think I'll be able to fully go through with this. I couldn't even watch this 
teaser to the end 🤮
Use your voice, tell your story, and expose the racism in the British royal family. They are free and they can no longer be mistreated or censored.



Your story!?? Again ???? We have already heard that from Oprah show … lol
Waiting for the British royals fans to down vote this!!
I love them & CANT wait to watch!
How many times they will show what’s “behind doors”? I think there is nothing else to show after all
I love that they are taking control of their own narrative
Is Epstein island in the movie 🤣
How many times more do we have to hear their story..think we have all heard it by now..interesting how they zoom in on Katherine and William..feel sorry for them...with family members  
like this..who needs enemies..
I am soooo ready!!
“I have to protect my family” then why do you keep going to the media, you intellectually delayed ginger?? 😂
I can not wait. 😍😍😍
WELL TAILORED. JUDAS AND MEGALIAR
It just really bothers me that it seems like they're more interested in getting fame and money from telling their side than actually getting the truth out. That does bother me. The truth 
should be about the truth, not what you can get out of it by telling it.

After what we saw when Harry and 
Meghan attended  their last commonwealth service and at the Queen funeral only the royalists and haters  will bury their heads in the sand. It's their story they have the right to tell it.
Just cheap drama of the forty something royals
When you get married not only because you fall in love with each other but also you have the same passion and goals. I can't wait to watch the documentary! Their unseen photos are also 
great.
😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 I am on the floor.
 @Carol Amsterdam  yea me too... vomiting
What racism would that be?

How many white people have been allowed to marry into the Swazi Royal Family?
Why British. I am from US and I don't know anyone who likes this couple and what they stand for
Get a grip
 @Danny   lmaooo 💀 you get a grip & stop interacting with content you act like you dislike but are clearly a hidden fan of.
 @Monique  ok
You mean they are lying harder because the original lies didn't work?
Same! Nothing they do will make those people happy so I’m glad they’re finally doing what they want regardless.
Yes, but why not for free. 
Why do they want to be paid millions? Clearly it all about money and they don't care who they hurt in order to make millions!
they have been making control of their narrative since the beginning but majorly failed at doing so. Meghan has been lied so much in her "narrative" that there are videos and 
photographed evidences that show the contrary. She has a podcast, him an autobiography, what more do they need? If anything, it was Kate who didnt get a chance to speak up about the 
bullying allegations that make Meghan cry, because it was the rule. Meghan has way more freedom and
Who's forcing you to watch or listen?
Until your ears bleed, who is forcing you to watch.



Sure let everyone mother F tell their story for them from Palace racist haters  and from a brother who sent Jason Kanuf to court against his brother's wife, but you have a problem with 
them speaking for themselves. You are the problem.
B**CH, WHO DOESN'T WANT FAME SND MONEY? THEY HAVE 2 LIVE, RIGHT. THEY R NOT SELLING THEIR ASSES LIKE U 😒 😜😜😜😜
Harry was born famous and has always had money.
 @Plc F  they are not rich and famous in the way they were when they were actively a part of the royal family. People grow accustomed to certain lifestyles and it seems they're using their 
truth to get back to that level of wealth and fame as much as they can in whatever way they can. 
Also, this is my personal opinion. I'm not looking for senseless debates on the internet. 
 @Plc F  also you're still onlytalking about harry, completely disregarding that Megan did NOT grow up with the wealth and fame harry did so your point is pointless.
They haven’t shut up for 5 years. All they do is talk about their story 😂
They haven’t shut up for 5 years. All they do is talk about their story 😂
True
Fall in love? She spent her entire life fantasising about marrying into the Royal Family and then begged her agent to introduce her to Harry and then isolated him from his family, his royal 
duties and his homeland.

Fall in love like Kathy Bates in Misery fell in love.
 @The Director's Chair  how do you know for sure that begged her agent to introduce her to prince harry? Was her agent so well connected that they introduced her to prince harry for a 
date
When you get married don't ask a whole country to spend £32 million to pay for the wedding.
☕ sipping my tea waiting
Please tell it all.
What happened to privacy…these two should be ashamed of themselves…the hunt for money continues
Love you H&M ❤ 💯 ❤
It absolutely makes sense to hear their story from them.
I thought we heard your story from your Oprah interview…apparently that wasn’t enough, how’s that private life going by the way? 🙄
Theyre fading fast. Harry is not a royal anymore. They can milk this all they want but soon enough, people will not care anymore. Too desperate for attention and money. I guess thats the 
obly way for them to earn money. Lets all wait for the Oprah interview etc. so much for privacy.
She makes me nauseous
This will make all the racist old ladies come out of the woodwork😴😴😴. People think it's about money. So what...🙄🙄🙄..it's their story and their money to make. Too many 
"journalists" or  "royal experts" make money with Meghan and Harry's names. Who is paying Piers Morgan and the other rats...
The truth will be revealed... All you royalist need your head banging against a wall! Silly and no comman sense people 😴😄....
No it doesn’t make sense to hear a story from someone who forced the Bishop of England to have to defend himself on national TV because of a lie told by HER-TRUTH-MISINFORMATION-
MARKLE
who cares
The trailer looks great. But I hope this year is the last one of their story telling.
The best soap opera ever!
Thx Anne. I HAVE 2 SUBSCRIBE 3 NETFLIX 4 THIS. THIS IS F**KING POWERFUL 😛😛😛😛😛😛



You realize the power of a brand's image when that brand uses the unwanted family's presence in their own country to publicize their documentary/reality show of their private life. That 
private life you wanted to preserve by moving away from an unwanted family. As his close friend Elthon says in his song: "It's the cycle of life"... Interesting to see how life goes round...
Okay so we have sit down interviews with Oprah, a book deal, a podcast, documentaries - what happened to wanting privacy? It's funny cause didn't they cut off Thomas Markle for talking 
to the media? Yet here they are, doing the very same thing...
Wow❤❤❤❤❤❤
Ah of course they had to release it during Kate & William’s tour. This ginger & nut couldn’t resist 😂😂
When will this shit stop!  Why do the public entertain these 2? So over it
My thoughts exactly
like their 17 proven whoppers on Oprah. yes listen to princess pinocchio
That's the problem! They just keep telling their exaggerated stories over & over again via Scobie & Oprah.  Bottom line, this is all about how much money they can earn.  Hopefully this is 
the last time we have to hear their moaning as it's everywhere! Can't stand them!
 @Lee Howard  And they can tell their story as many times as they f**king want to, Karen. We don't censor people in the US.
 @Lee Howard  Yes, why can't they tell their story for free. Why do they need millions to tell it?
she has been on a podcast, him releasing his autobiography with all of the narrative of whats behind the close door, the real me, etc. If anything, Kate was the one who has been silenced 
since she cannot defend herself (or clarify) against Meghan's attack because it was the rule. Meghan has way more freedom than any of the royal family members and boy, did she put it in 
good use
 @L R  Well 'Karen' keep your bs US stories in the f.cking US as the rest of the world are sick of hearing it!
Unfortunately the palace and media continue to attack the sussexs,s, Harry's father Charles has given the people who attack harry,jobs in the palace....
STFU on what they can and cannot speak on when.
Dont watch, we wont miss you, who are you?, oh nobody
 @patricia nixon  right back at you!
No, Harry would release his autobiography soon so buckle up
 @cutie pie  yes include everything. This docuseries, book, movie, More interviews etc  everything for 2023.
The timing wasn't their choice. They tried to push back the time line. Netflix clearly thought the time was now.
Being lied about, harassed & racially abused is different than choosing when/where/how/whether to release documentaries, podcasts or other artistic works under one’s own terms.  Good 
for them.  
 @Ludmilla she was never lied about, harassed or racially abused. If you still buy that, then I have a mansion in the middle of the Atlantic i’d like to sell you…
Exactly. The only way they make money is to continue trashing his family. Grandiose narcissists the pair of them.
💯
The point is having privacy but showing what they want to share and controlling what they have known and shared. Just like in normal people’s lives.
Totally agree, they are clowns. And that Meghan, since day 1 was manipulative. Never liked her.
They wanted to be able to control what went out into the public about them. They wanted consent. They didn’t want people spreading their private information without their permission 
like every other celebrity & public figure in the world including the Royal Family. Why do you think so many celebrities & public figures are sueing the Daily Mail.
They can tell their story of racism in the royal family and want privacy at the same time.

 @Monique  I get that but don't you think it's very hypocritical of them to say they want consent about what information goes out into the public about them, yet they didn't offer Harry's 
family the same when they did the Oprah interview? I guess what I'm trying to say is, I wish they were more consistent with their ethics and morals. It's very "do as I say not as I do"



 @L R  well they need to make sure they both get their stories straight this time they tell it. Last time they refused to name the person & had contradicting timeliness of when the specific 
racist encounter happened. Harry said it happened at the very start before they were even married & Meghan said it was when she was pregnant with Archie.
Honestly, I believe they are very manipulative & used topics & buzzword to generate an emotional reaction from American viewers.
 @Giselle Knowles  the difference is they were talking about the racism that they faced in the family. If someone is affected by racism & are being told to be silent about it THATS wrong. 
It’s also not like Harry & Meghan didn’t reach out & ask for help. They said they’ve done so numerous times.
 @L R  exactly
 @Monique  no they weren't. If you watch back the interview they barely even mentioned it. Harry mostly spoke about his dad cutting him off financially, feeling let down by him, even 
spoke about how his dad & brother are trapped & how he feels sorry for them. Even if that were true, it wasn't his place to say that. He didn't get their consent and spread private 
information which is why i think he is a hypocrite. Meghan cut off her dad for less.
 @Giselle Knowles  it’s completely his place to talk about situations that affected him. His dad cutting him off financially affects him so he can speak on it,him feeling let down by his brother 
& father is something that affects him so he can speak on it. He talked about the firm & Institution that he was apart of that affected him. All the things he spoke on directly affected him + 
Meghan. He spoke about his personal life experiences. He has the right to do that. It’s not hypocritical at all. Meghan father’s side of the family are clearly money hungry & looking for 
attention that you all give them. Her half sister didn’t even change her last name back to Markle until Meghan started dating Harry & they hadn’t seen each other in a decade at that point. 
So idk how you all see anything they say as accurate.
 @Monique  then surely Thomas Markle talking about his own daughter & his relationship with her is his place also? I don't even like the Markles & agree that they are money hungry but 
every argument you make for H&M you can also make the same for Thomas Markle.
 @Giselle Knowles  he can speak all he wants about Meghan as long as he doesn’t blatant lie. My issue is the British tabloids giving him so much legitimacy when he was in & out of 
Meghan’s life all the time & only started bad mouthing her when she married into the Royal Family.
 @Monique  again, the same could be said of Meghan & Harry. They've lied... A lot.  You say Thomas only started bad mouthing Meghan when she married into the Royal Family, well isn't 
that funny? Harry only started bad mouthing his family when Meghan married into the Royal Family!
 @Giselle Knowles  Harry has said for a long time that he’s wanted to leave the family & live a more laidback life you all just haven’t been paying attention. Meghan & Harry also lied about 
what?? The racism in the royal family or the reasoning behind their security being taken away? Why is it so hard for y’all to believe that there are racist white people in a wealthy 1000 year 
old institution in England. A woman working in the royal court just got fired for her racism TWO DAYS AGO??? Harry & Meghan being denied security is wrong especially since it’s based on 
level of threats not JOB or Status! The former head of counter terrorism for the Met Police, Neil Basu, told Cathy Newmen on television recently about the "disgusting and very real" 
threats Prince Harry and Meghan Markle faced. They were literally white supremacist threats & THE ROYAL FAMILY DID NOTHING. I genuinely can not take you all serious when you talk 
about denying Harry & Meghan security but allow Prince Andrew (A MAN WHO WAS FRIENDS WITH JEFFERY EPSTEIN, WHO ALSO
STEPPED BACK FROM ROYAL DUTIES) security. Whether y’all like it or not Harry is a grown man who can make up his own mind & decisions & come to his own conclusions he’s not being 
manipulated by Meghan💀.
 @Giselle Knowles  also do you want me to bring up the amount of MPs that BACK UP HARRY & MEGHAN since you claim they’re lying.
 @Monique  it's not hard for me to believe there are racist wealthy white people in England because HARRY IS ONE OF THEM! There is photographic and video evidence of him being racist 
and yet you overlook that... just like Meghan
 @Giselle Knowles how is Meghan racist?? I’m defending Meghan Markle against the racism SHES faced from the Royal Family. I’m sure Harry has done racist things considering the family 
he was born into but he’s clearly changed especially if he’s willing to marry a biracial women & step back from his royal duties to protect her. But yet out of EVERYTHING I SAID that is what 
you’ve replied with. My fault for thinking I was going to have a discussion based on sustainable facts & not just opinions with you  💀. It’s about time for me to ignore you. I’m muting you 
💀.
 @Monique  I never said Meghan is racist I said she overlooked it by marrying a KNOWN racist. That tells me everything I need to know about her.
And you couldn't resist coming to watch the trailer and commenting, Karen.
No it DOES NOT MAKE MORE SENSE TO HEAR FROM YOU MEGHAN! This is disgusting. Oprah interview 2.0



maybe meghan crying will make internet bullies realise she's still a REAL person
The crown season 6
This came out Just when william and catherine started their tour in USA. Harry and Meghan, They never want a private life, they want spotlight so much, more than they need food in their 
life 😅😅😅
We all have a right to know what's happend. The simple fact Is the royals can't have any other race then the white one in there blood line.
The Royal Family has had bad members throughout centuries, these two will be the tiniest blips along the way. God Save The King!
Goosebumps
Oooh someone spill the ☕ 
I feel like the real drama will come out when this on~ 🍿
Can't wait 😍😍
Ooooooh Snap!!!!!!!!!!! Let's Burn it all down🔥🔥🔥never mind Harry's book😱😱
Attention seekers.
I thought he wanted to protect his family and so wanted privacy. ???
Cannot wait!!
This is looks awful I’m sorry & what stakes? They’re millionaires in California with royal connections & celebrity connections… it’s not exactly a hard life
Ginge and Cringe have done it again 🤡
I thought they wanted to keep their lives private 🤔
Despite the economic downturn, I'm so happy😊. I have been earning $ 60,200 returns from my $7,000 investment every 13days•❤
More lies.
What else to know.. oh my god.. they are exposing their lives, their secrets, why? Go live peacefully somewhere and move on with your lives.
Congratulations to Netflix for affiliating themselves with two of the most tacky, inelegant and corrupt pair of khunce I’ve ever seen.
She's an actress playing her biggest role.  She can cry on command
They won't. When it comes to some people they don't see her has human which is disgusting enough and no matter how many terrible things she will go through in  her life some will make 
it out to be her fought or tell her to suck it up.
The horror series? Yes I agree.
True
I also want to watch Netflix original content, I don't want a spoiled couple, complaining that they weren't allowed to do what they wanted. see 2 people complaining about their privileged 
life.
I think there is a difference though; you can be private but choose what to share. Privacy is the state of being alone, or the right to keep one's personal matters and relationships secret. In 
that sense, you can choose what not to share and what to share.
The PRIVACY narrative was created by the press,Harry and meghan never said they left for privicy, Infact they were clear in their statements about continuing to work in the media,and 
would continue to serve,Protecting your family doesn't mean not talking and going into hiding.
They wanted to be able to control what went out into the public about them. They wanted consent. They didn’t want people spreading their private information without their permission 
like every other celebrity & public figure in the world including the Royal Family. Why do you think so many celebrities & public figures are sueing the Daily Mail.
 @Chansa Mwenya  literally they’re so slow to not understand this. It’s the basic want of almost every celebrity & public figure
 @Chansa Mwenya  Then why does he talk about his family members publicly? Only this couple deserves privacy, but other members of the BRF don't? Why is there a picture of his brother 
in this "documentary" - did he agree to this? If you preach to others about privacy, you shouldn't publicly complain about your own family. It's hypocritical and that's why many people 
don't like the pair.



They need money.
 @Stop the nonsense!  His brother speak about him. People not liking them is not their concern.
They wanted to be able to control what went out into the public about them. They wanted consent. They didn’t want people spreading their private information without their permission 
like every other celebrity & public figure in the world including the Royal Family. Why do you think so many celebrities & public figures are sueing the Daily Mail.
This must be an investment with Michael Boron.
I got 80% of my total portfolio in CRYPTO and it has been great Returns
They helped me recover what I lost trying to trade myself
Don't sleep on it...this is a time to invest I recently just bought another property valued at over $15m. I wish knew the right investment firm to invest with earlier, better late than never 
thought.
That's amazing, I have been hearing about Michael Boron and their genius mind in the crypto market, please how did you earn such good amount?..
I started with just 4,000 dollars now earning upto 17,000 dollars WEEKLY
I think I'm blessed because if not I wouldn't have met someone who is as spectacular as Expert Michael I think he is the best broker I ever seen
Please how do I contact him, my income stream is in a mess...... please🥺
<<<He's active on TELEGRAM>>>>
@ExpertBoron
THANKS A LOT I HAVE CONTACTED HIM NOW AND HE RESPONDED I SEE THIS AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE MY FINANCIAL SITUATION😊
I'm from Los Angeles , I and two other of my friends tried him immediately we testified his performing wonders
After I got upto 300K trading with Mr Michael Boron.I bought a new House and I'm now able to send my kids to a better school in the states thanks to Mr Michael Boron. When someone is 
straight forward with what he or she is doing people will always speak up for them.
The crypto market is highly profitable with an expert broker just like Mr Michael. I got recommended to him and since then my financial life has been a success.
Just withdrew my profits a week ago, it was so shocking when I withdrew $32,450 knowing I invested $3,000. I wish I could reinvest but, too much bills 😩
Long term investment is the best now. I invested $6,500 in March last year with Mr Michael and I top up my trade with $500 every week. Now I'm having over $147,000 on my dashboard. 
Toping up your trade is really important
I’m so ready imma eat this ish up
Disgusting M
Oh wooow!!! Can't wait!
i didn't know i needed this
Who cares. They think they’re better than everyone and most of these celebrities or whatever have fake relationships 🙄 and use controversies and drama to capitalize off of it
🤮
Hmmmmmmm okay, let’s go
Here we go again with the victim narrative. BORING
What a great show for Americans in the middle of a huge economic downturn. Milk is almost as much as gas. Can't WAIT to have my girl beg me to watch this with her.
Blows my mind that the idiots watch this nonsense.
The face palmed with a Hermés blanket on the sofa…. Ummmm
As the wise Justin Bieber once said: No, immediately no.
Really running out of content Netflix. I mean yes they were mistreated by the Royal Family who equally appall me but there are shows that should've been renewed or given better 
marketing rather than making documentaries in figures who have not benefitted the world with their drama and supposed first-world problems. Do better and also stop trying to make 
password sharing paid you're just going to lose subscribers!



Money & Meghan
They're so much more of a real couple than any royal one coming from a typical arranged marriage.
who watches this crap
The timing of it all!!  
No one sees what's happening behind closed doors, All is said
Oprah sit downs, Podcasts, Books, Netflix Documentary…

Yes Meghan, we hear your story. We hear it too much. 

Clearly they are desperate for money to keep up with their Hollywood life while talking more than any member of the royal family for cash grabs. That’s the truth.
The Crown Season-7 and 8?
Haha
@Krsna Krsna  Exactly, this show is tone less.....but it is great for the brand they want. Because it's inevitable people are going to hate this. But then they can recycle it and call it racism and 
hate speech and start a "conversation". When it's really just about broke people being sick of watching overly rich and powerful people complain.
It’s always “the timing of this” 😂😂😂😂
What do you mean the timing? What has happened!?
 @Shoe89   Prince William’s Godmother is in a racism scandal. William has spoken out against her and she has stepped down from her job
Perfection!

 @Shoe89 every single thing H&M put out into the media they time it so it clashes with or overshadows other royal events. E.g. posting something on Kate’s or their children’s birthday, 
setting up pap shots, re-releasing images to counteract official royal family portraits, releasing statements on the day of a scheduled royal public engagement, etc. A lot of people - 
rightfully - predicted (even betted) that they would release the trailer to their reality show during Will & Kate’s planned visit to Boston for the Earthshot Prize Awards and that there’d be 
some planned controversy before/ during the event to put pressure onto Will & Kate (I.e. an ardent Meghan fan who publicly tweets about her hate of the royal family accepted her 
invitation to Buckingham Palace for some reason and miraculously out of the hundreds of other WOC there, was the only one to experience ‘racism’ 🧐). I don’t think it’s a secret anymore 
that H&M will do anything to cling off of the fame of the RF, hence why they only release things when there’s circulation of other royal news.
@Shoe89  they always do everything to clash with his brothers publicity i.e. william in Boston right now
@N_S N_S

Cry some more🤣🤣
Yep. As always. Tomorrow they will unleash something new again
 @Lissia A  I think you’d find it’s only Harry & Meghan crying lol. Turning those 😭 into 🤑
 @Dobermann Lover  
The others do what they want to do why can't Harry and Meghan?
It's good timing - the Queen is dead.
 @M  This, I guarantee is a set-up, and very upsetting that a long-serviced staff of the late Queen had to go because of the scandal.
It's perfect
 @Lissia A  I’m sure Friar Tuck is crying after todays Counsellor of state news lol
How much of this is staged for the camera?



This is gonna trigger all the meat heads. Love it
Why do u want to do this documentry ?? Becoz we need money we are jobless in us!
I'm so excited for this!
DISGUSTING COUPLE
Netflix have really gone to shit💀
I can’t wait to watch the doc 👀. I just hope they don’t really mention the royal family because of the overly dramatic backlash they’ll get from people in the press
As a Brit, I adore Harry & Meghan for their bravery in standing against the corrupt institution that is the royal family. The way they are treated (worse than Diana) and have been hounded 
my the UK press is evil. 

I look forward to this, it is their RIGHT to share their story against the power and vitriol form the monarchy and the royal family’s many friends in the UK press.
Who makes a documentary about themselves?  This is narcissism out of control.
Yes, it dose make sense  to hear their story from them
King Henry and Queen Meghan 🥰🥰
Euro and American trash.
OMG 😮I don’t know what’s gonna be better…. This or the book 😊☺ can’t wait ❤❤❤
I cannot wait.
Not the actions of people who want to be live privately. Both of them are too in love with the fame and attention they receive.
Ahhhhhhhh.... Can't wait.
Tea?☕
Netflix WHYYYY??? People please, I'm begging, let their 15 minutes end already! Stop putting cameras in their face
"Why did you want to make this documentary"

£££ MONEY!!! $$$
Great guy, never meddum
Ooh netflix you're so messy 😂😂 releasing this the day after William's godmother gets in trouble for being an old racist 😂
Get a life lemming. They don’t pay taxes.
They’re self-immolating
Please. Stop embarrassing our country. No one needs the press to spot the contradictions from their own mouths that prove their lies.
I think you are overlooking it is their own family that their are throwing under the bus and repeatedly backing over. Their family, as in father, brother etc.
Are you making a joke? 😂
They are doing this because they didn’t get their own way with their 6 months on and 6 months off as working royals.
That’s doesn’t say ‘mature, sensible adult’,
that screams that they are ‘bitter, vindictive brats’.
I don’t care how many black and white photos they use to try to manipulate peoples perception of them.
Well this is their obly way of staying relevant and earn a living. They both dont have jobs. Harry is no longer a Royal. Markle is a has been f-lister. What nore do they want. The royal familys 
best response should be not to respond. William and Kate are far more popular than this two non royals.
 @CASEY Andersen  A joke? Sorry I thought you know they are part of the monarchy (ie family) that you just described as vitriol. Harry is actually on the shortlist of successors to that 
monarchy, he didn't give it up or anything. He does actually want his kids to be princes and princesses.



Practically every celebrity.
People make documentaries about themselves ALL of the time.
 @L R who made a podcast, an autobiography, and a documentary all in the same year?
Both
Lemming
 @Navah King  Takes one to know one.
That's a really stupid comment.
Seems many people wants to see this and care about them. It’s simple economics, supply and demand buddy
Also Netflix have paid them a lot of money.
Please dont watch just turn you tv off its that simply love, close your eyes and ears, we need money to pay for security he was born into security now its him plus 3
fr tho
The poor old duck.  Everyone know an 83 year old was raised with a different vocabulary and won't get modern political correctness perfect.  You quietly explain to them how things are 
done now and move on.   Not humiliate them in front of the world.
"Why did you want to make this documentary?" 

"Hum...because money?"
what i cant understand is, this won't make a jot of difference and people will just end up disliking them more.
What a waste of money
The saga continues. Dun dun dunnnnnnn! And now the Prince and Princess of Wales is here and now they have to have this over their head. Never a dull moment with the royals. And I’m 
here for it. Whoop!
Ooh I see the trolls are already out. How much does it pay to be a troll I wonder? Ya'll hate these people so much but insist on consuming every piece of content about them. Go touch 
grass weirdos. I for one can't wait to see how this unfolds 😂
I pity the king, first he dealt with the marriage with the crazy Diana for a long time, and then the ungrateful, jealous bastard with his black woman.
After the revelations and incidents of the last couple of days, The Firm/ UK Media Establishment has a lot to answer!
Title of this "documentary" should be called "Woke Millennials"
R I P our Queen won't have to see this ...
Omg looking forward to this!
Why do I keep hearing about these two?
Why they made this reality-show series? To make millions off his cluelessness and her insatiable covert narcissism.
Whatever the truth and story might be, I think we all agree this is going to make some major waves in the world when it comes out.

Edit: Yes people, I know what kind of attention and reaction. But it's still attention, isn't it? Bad publicity is still publicity, right?
The OG Power Couple ❤
Oh they wait until the Queen dies NOW they’ll release this! Harry you snake!
We love you Harry and Meghan ❤
Cringefest
Man , I thought the archetypes podcast was terrible and now this 🤣 .
OMG YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASS!!!



Lmao...they want a private life...ppfffttttt..
Horrible people
DON'T THEY HAVE 2 LIVE AND FEED THEIR FAMILY? EVERYBODY ELSE IS TELLING AND WRITING BOIKS ABOUT 🙄🙄🙄, U DUMB ASSES 🤪🤪🤪🤪
There is always gonna be people who dislike them but what I love is that they are telling their own story, not what the press and tabloids feed us.
It doesn't matter. Haters are going to keep on hating.
I love them more already ❤
How did you come to this conclusion? Just don’t watch it. Judging by many comments looks like people are interested
They don't live in the real world though. Their world they view is through a lens pointed at them and narrated by sycophants.  All that matters is that Oprah thinks they are victims
this is what they deserve after what they did to Meghan and Harry ! and just yesterday a close friend of William and the family was accused of racism at Buckingam palace by a black 
woman who owns a charity organisation against domestic violence !
Yes its quite mean that H&M decided it was the best time to release their Netflix trailer. I feel sorry for Will and Kate
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  I feel the same. They are in the US for a good cause and they have nothing but drama over their heads.
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  WHAT ? its NETFLIX who decides of the release dates. NOT THEM. it was scheduled since MONTHS before the dates of William and kate. THEY are the one who 
decided to do the tour on this dates. your propaganda wont work anymore. im not feeling sorry for this two racists douchebags
I am here for it
YOU MEAN THE TWI LAZY BORING ONES OR THE ONES SUPPORTING 100 CHARITIES ABD EARNING THEIR MONEY?
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  WHY MEAN,? H&M HAVE A RIGHT TO DO WHAT IS BEST FOR THEM. REMEMBER THEY DON‘T DEPEND ON TAXPAYERS. THE ARE UNIVERSAL WORKERS AND WE 
LOVE THEM. THEY PAY THEIR TAXES. DON‘T GET LOST IN LIES.
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  Netflix 100% controls release dates. They almost definitely had no say whatsoever in this trailer coming out today
 @Connie Balmer  so, I guess it's ok to bash your own family to make money and knowing that they can't respond against the allegations? Got it. All that money and they can't deal with 
their "traumas" with professionals who can really help them and become decent people. Regular people struggle to get access to mental health but these two can but don't do it. If they 
did, they wouldn't be acting this petty. I guess money is more important.
 @Moss piglets  just like anyone they both have the right to say what actually happened in the family for as long it is true no matter how nasty. If one member gets crushed then he/she 
should learned from it and face the consequence if necessary.
 @Connie Balmer  Hi Connie. The dersngers are out!!
 @Connie Balmer  Yet they need to keep bashing their family to stay relevant. These two are like a broken record player.
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  Are you a silly person?  Netflix determines when to release and obviously they choose the weekend after Black Friday to do so. It is a bussiness. decision.  Do you 
really think that Americans are paying attention to William and Kate?   That is a BM fabrication.    Harry and  Meghan are globally far more popular than William and  Kate , a businness does 
not let the least popular override the more popular.   Both Spotify and Netflix received 30% increasie subscribers from  the announcement of their contracts.    Now that that Archetyoes 
Spotify season has ended, Netflix wants to pick up those Spontify subscribers that are not Netflix subscribers.   That is how  business operate.  It has nothing to do with William and Kate 
becasue they cannot boost Netflix subscriptions.
 @J Andro  Are sure that is the reason?  Is it to raise  American dollars for their Charities.   How many Americans know what Earthshot is?   Archewell is far more advanced than just 
awarding prizes  - They are actually changing things with collaboration with the majar CEOs across the globe  - that is where the real action is.

 @Moss piglets  When and how did Harry and Meghan bashed their family. Raising issues of abuses is not bashing one's family.   But putting the Markles and the Middletons on TV to  
repeatedly  bash Meghan and Harry  is  bashing one's family - Oh how wrongsided  jealosy, bigotry, hatred , ennvy make us - See Luke 6-45 and start storing love rather than hatred.
 @Jurate Grigaliunaite  it’s literally not up to them. it’s a week before the show comes out, it’s when Netflix usually posts.



Are you taking about that lady who publicly humiliated an 83 year old for attention.   We are all well aware that the very elderly do not always manage to navigate within the boundaries of 
modern political correctness. To do that to them was just nasty.
 @Jax r all the accuser has done is open herself up to be scrutinised for the things she does in her own life now. 
It’s a short term gain (in regards to attention) and will be a long term loss.
H&M need to answer for why they squandered £32 million of UK taxpayers money on their wedding.
lol Harry has been photographed and filmed of SOLID evidence of racism. Even the Royal Family had to apologize for his racist behaviour. He was not innocent!
The disappointment she would have felt, God rest her
What a lemming you are…Wake up
  @Mohammad Jibran Khan Her son was Jeffrey Epstein's good friend (yet she opted to be pictured with him the day a er Epstein killed himself as a show of solidarity), and her other son is 
still taking suitcases full of cash for honours. Her "disappointment" means nothing.
Prince Andrew and Jeffrey Epstein say "hi". Good thing she helped pay off Andrew's sex trafficking victim earlier this year!!!
Lol. She wasn't a perfect human. Its possible she didn't do right by them. They have a right to put her on blast if they wanted to.
Your queen can stay where she’s at
She was a colonizer, we have no sympathy for her here.
The queen was old & racist
The Queen loved Harry.  

She wouldn’t care.  The people around her would.

Her mistake was in repeatedly allowing the Firm to make decisions above her love of family.  

She was no more racist than anyone else of that generation, and probably less so.  

She had a kind heart.  😢😢
 @Jessica Davis  and you are a nobody
the Queen was old, racist and never protected them.
 @Mohammad Jibran Khan  OK that’s fine with me. Y’all worried about some old racist bitch
 @Ludmilla  oh, I didn’t know you knew her personally. Because she was a known racist
 @Jessica Davis  she wasnt racist, may God’s wrath be upon liars
 @Mohammad Jibran Khan  she was racist , did y’all forget what time period she was born. She owned concentration camps. Google is free
 @Anastasia Grecia  If she was racist Meghan would never have married Harry with his family's blessing.

Every time I ask someone why the Queen was so amazing all they can say is how long she was Queen. Ok great, what else did she do? She hated confrontation and ignored problems 
hoping they’d go away like an ostrich sticking its head in the sand. We all saw how wonderfully she handled Prince Andrew’s scandal (aka she didn’t handle it well at all).
 @Jessica Davis can you please evidence where she was a racist? Or any documentation etc where she even give a hint? I can evidence to you that she basically took on South African 
apartheid, learn your history. You’re clearly uneducated and are grasping to fit your narrative. Silly little girl.



 @Amelie Says Hola es was patron of over 600 charities, supported equality. Helped influence and stop Apartheid in SA. Connected and built the commonwealth of nations. Kept a nation 
and indeed the commonwealth together at great moments of sadness I.e covid. Was a woman in power in a man world. Served her nation in World War Two, was leader of the church, 
leader of 16 independent crowns, head of the commonwealth, the biggest organisation in the world. Transformed the worlds biggest empire in history, peacefully into an equal union. I 
could go on and on and on. You’re either ignorant or stupid, I believe it’s the latter.
 @Jonny C  You need to learn your history. You’re defending a racist, white woman I’m not surprised. Silly little racist
 @Jessica Davis  You’re clearly the racist “white woman”. I know my history. Do you know that currently the most enslaved population is black on black in Africa. Your logic is:- if your great, 
great grandparents stole something, then that makes you a thief. You’re clearly someone who likes to manipulate a narrative, don’t understand your history i.e. the British (via her 
relatives) stopped the slave trade globally and policed the seas. She was the total opposite to a racist, you on the other hand are a racist. You use “white” as derogatory term in a 
derogatory context. You are uneducated, obnoxious and quiet frankly out off your depth. Your opinion isn’t factual. I’m assuming you’re an American, all hot air no substance. Look in the 
mirror and ask yourself this “why am I so obsessed with labelling people as racists, when there is no evidence, in fact the evidence is the total opposite”. My guess would be, that you’re 
succeeding in life and looking for something or someone to blame”. I wish you all the best in life.
 @Jessica Davis  I’m not even going to justify your comment about me being racist, I’m the total opposite. Again you didn’t provide any answers to my question, only a bias unfounded 
claim. Shame on you.
 @Jonny C  I’m not reading that paragraph. It’s just funny how y’all try to justify her being racist.
 @Jessica Davis  but we aren’t, I mean how idiotic of you, not wanting to learn. Now do one you sad, horrible person.
 @Jonny C  I’m not sad or horrible. I’m realistic she was racist like how could you defend that ?
 @Jessica Davis  but she wasn’t. Just because you call her it, doesn’t make her racist. There is no evidence, you can’t give me an example either. You can’t call people racist because you feel 
like it. That’s toxic behaviour.
 @Jessica Davis  you also read and deleted one of your racist comments, I mean 😂😂. Calling people racists with substance and deleting your own when you’re called out for it.
 @Jonny C  I didn’t delete any of my comments. When I say something I stand on it, maybe YouTube deleted it but stop trying to justify your racism while defending a racist
 @Jessica Davis  I’m the least racist person. I respect and admire all people. I’ve never said anything racist or acted as such. You can’t go around calling people racist because you feel like it. 
You’re disgusting, your parents should be ashamed.
Also if YouTube deleted it, it’s because your comment was racist. You’re clearly not a nice person. Accusing a 96 year old who has done nothing but support, encourage and admire African 
and black communities. She went to war privately with her own prime minister over South Africa Apartheid. Nelson Mandela called her the greatest friend of the African people. You simply 
don’t have a clue or any concept of history or The Queens amazing work across the commonwealth of nations. You’re Insular, ignorant and make a mockery of all those people that 
unfortunately are racially abused or profiled.
 @Jonny C  very funny, how you say you’re the least racist person except you’re defending a the racist queen.
 @Jonny C   you should be ashamed of yourself as a white person do better
 @Jessica Davis  again name one moment where she was racist. I’m defending a person who is being accused of something that she was the total opposite of. You clearly have no 
substance. You can’t debate with stupid. Enjoy your miserable life.
 @Jessica Davis  she there you go again, as a white person. 😂😂. You’re the racist.
 @Jonny C  can’t be racist to white people 😂
 @Jonny C  I can’t be racist to white people but I see you’re racist
 @Jonny C  literally google is free did you not read about the concentration camps she had. She wasn’t even our “queen” and y’all defending her racism.
 @Jessica Davis  wtf!! Yes you can. You’re so obnoxious. Look up the definition of racism. You have an IQ of 70 😂
How sad your life must be..
 @Navah King  but you’re here, being a hater but still watching the trailer. Seems your life is sadder bozo
Because they’re fame hungry liars



Because you keep listening!
 @CASEY Andersen  No lies, CASEY, because TRUTH finally bubbles to the surface!
🎯🎯🎯
Nah 😏
not really
Doubt it. The interest in the British royals died with the queen.
Absolutely 💯👍
I've got my Fortnum & Mason Green Tea with Elderflower at the ready.
Major? Because? Regardless of whether some idiot asked about their baby's skin colour, can you tell me what major things they did in/with their lives exactly?
only in the gossip section  :))
The interview did. They already threw all their cards at the table. Now it’s yawn
Not really the Oprah interview did it for them it made wave which 98% of their truth ended up being lies I don't think many are interested in these two anymore. Their whinefest has 
become extremely boring and predictable 😴
I would rather have root canal. 😂
Omg what world, it's just a documentary. Nothing bombshell about them.
 @Avril Notelovitz  At this point I'd rather watch The Kardashians 🤣🤣
🤣😂🤣😂 The World 🤣😂🤣😂
 @TADEJA U   what not really
Major waves in the world are the war in Ukraine and Iran protests, not this self-important so-called former royal couple.
 @B.   move on.
ok Meghan
 @mel n   You are here with every  part of your body watching. . Seek help
 @Avril Notelovitz   No one is stopping.  Have it done to closed your mouth.
 @Jules Mail   Your ass is watching  have a 💊
Hahahha!  Definitely!! The major waves are that she is a lying grifter and he is a vindictive, jealous  dimwit
 @Susi Varga  
Life under that rock of yours must have been fun for the past few years.
 @Ms G  ooooh, a pseudo-witty comment. How... unique.
The Markles will fade like Simpson. Windsor has seen and survived worse than this.
LOL waves of ridicule. 🙄
 @Sandie Hollis  shhhhhh no one cares
Not really
Another wave of whining? Another pity party?
Yes it will. That's why the trolls have gathered.
And all the hateful comments by haters, have made a comment and will be watching with baited breath, Haters of the Sussex's are weird strange individuals' all say they wouldnt watch it 
but we know they will just to give their 2cents of hate opinions.🤣😂😂
 @Sandie Hollis  I think the ones who should seek help are the ones still mourning about the royal family three years after they left... probably to a therapist who's more private than 
mourning on Netflix in front of millions 🤡🤡💰



 @mel n   why Worry  be happy.
 @Susi Varga   What you done with yours.  Just mind other  people business.
 @mel n    You need love ❤
 @Jules Mail  move on
 @mel n   no one is stopping. You.
 @Sandie Hollis  Ass licker. Love from Montecito 😉
 @Avril Notelovitz   You care you click
 @mel n   No one ask you to watch  You read the daily fail.
Are you not embarrassed to be a weak lemming…How sad.
Really? Why?
It seems he always has been
No we don't.
No, we don’t.
🤮 🤮 🤮
Their pr team really hates them
Seems you're a fan.
I can't see Spotify renewing the podcast for a second season.
YUCK
You know them personally?
 @justmejenny  no...but I've seen enough from their interviews...
don’t judge it until you watch it.
more drama
🤍🤍🤍
Royal Family and their British media pupils will be whining so hard about this.
Omg, WE VE HEARD YOUR STORY ALREADY. Many times. When will it end?
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
This is gonna be a fun hot topic for 2k23
here we go again, please keep your issues to yourself.
Still clout chasing
Harry "No one sees what's happening behind closed doors".. Mmm because it is meant to be PRIVATE
My new future personality looks nice
I hope this doesn’t create some more problems in the royal world ✌
Cuck
More lies are coming 🙄
CRINGE!!!!!
❤
why ?? $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
QUEEN MEGHAN❤



The way they portray Kate and William in such a negative light 💅
You both are disgusting human beings. Go live in a war torn country and then you'll know about real suffering, or even the streets of LA outside your million dollar mansion. Ever since 
covid you two haven't stopped whining.
But I don't wanna watch. Just watching half that trailer was torment.  Really how is this in anyway entertainment.
Umm, I think we know all we need to know about them, especially manipulative Megan.
 @CASEY Andersen 👍
people who are in love, who are truly in love don’t need to broadcast their ‘love’ to the world to get a pay cheque of 100 million dollars.

There is nothing more uncomfortable than people who on social media post constant displays of their affection in a relationship, then when turns sour they do everything they can to wipe 
the other person from their posts. 
H and M will have to live with this doco for the rest of their lives, and M has already tried to distance herself from it by making passive aggressive remarks. If M doesn’t even want to 
associate with it, why should any of us? Even the people who will watch to critique it?
It will end when you exercise YOUR choice not to listen or watch anything related to him. Lol like someone is forcing you.
Well I for one will only want to end when the tabloids apologise for what they did to them, they tarnished her reputation and made her the bitter one and they knew exactly what they 
were doing
If the tabloids know how to ruin the reputation of a beautiful and amazing couple, that VERY couple have every right to fight back !!!
 @Muna B  it’s not MY choice to see these teasers all over YouTube. They wanted private life, why become royal kardashians all over “sudden”.
 @Muhammad Anwar  they have been telling their “truth” for over three years. Btw they themselves are making news about their mysteries now, they are not fighting BACK, they are just 
fighting.
I thought they wanted privacy. He ofted out of the royal family but here they are, working like the kardashians. And lastly, dont call him Pronce Harry. He is no longer a prince.
Take your own advice.
Royal family members should be killing one another behind closed doors, not having kids
🤣
You’re missing the point. The UK press had people within the institution who were leaking important private details about their lives (several of their home address, holiday destinations, 
licence plates etc.). 

Anybody has the RIGHT to share what they want to, the UK press took that from them. If this is there way of reclaiming that control over their “private” lives, good for them.
 @Alex Hodges  isn't that the reason they left the UK? to reclaim their private lives? the question is why do it now when they already reclaim their private lives. by doing this they just draw 
more attention to their private lives which they want to keep private.
The royal family makes problems for them selfs!
Most likely
I hope it does, as a Brit, the monarchy is a awful institution (it’s treated Diana horrifically, and now history has repeated itself with meghan)
We won’t know until we watch it.
That’s correct!
Oh you've seen it already? Must be from the future

خروووووووف
bruh
You can see the torture in his eyes



Meghan might be whatever kind of a person, but she is sooooo pretty.
10 minutes ago? man I'm early
Boooooo. Spoiled entitled brats.
Why just why
We all know that it wasn't easy with the Queen... This will be Interesting
I love how Harry looks at Megan everytime. You could see the love they have for each other. A power couple
Of course it's about meghan lmao
Gearing up to hate watch this.
So many negative attacks on these two - the way IC it, they living their lives. That's just the way it is. :hand-pink-waving::face-blue-smiling::hand-purple-blue-peace::hand-purple-blue-
peace::hand-purple-blue-peace::hand-purple-blue-peace::hand-purple-blue-peace::hand-purple-blue-peace:
😂😂😂😂😂😂
Eww…
Gag
People who will never watch this. 👇
GOYSLOP
ATTENTION SEEKING TWITS. VULGAR & VILE. WHAT A DISGRACE.
❤❤❤❤❤❤
Omg yes❤❤❤❤😢❤❤❤❤
He likes it
In nature, being pretty often means extremely poisonous.
No amount of makeup, plastic surgery & other enhancements can fix an ugly personality!  The way she treats her own family & Harry's family in order to make money out of her 
exaggerated claims is disgusting.
🤑🤑🤑🤑
Money.
Exactly 💜💜💜
When you find a guy already conditioned to follow orders just by visual cues...........
Or he's making sure that she's approving whatever he's saying
 @LordManhattan  or you can't just do without interfering in other people's business and Thier decisions
 @LordManhattan  he’s a GROWN man not a child. He is fully capable of making his own decisions & choices.
 @Jax r  he’s a GROWN man not a child. He is fully capable of making his own decisions & choices.
 @Monique  Yes he is, and it would seem he has decided to follow.     Btw did you cut and paste the same reply to us both or did you type it out twice? And what exactly is it about the 
word grown that makes you want to shout it?
 @Jax r  yet his family wants him back to do what? walk behind his brother, take orders and do what they conditioned him to do! If Harry is a puppet (which I assure you he is not)that's the 
only reason his family wants him back l. they want to be the ones that control him!!!
 @Cynthia Tolbert  Or maybe they want to have beers over a BBQ, have their kids all play backyard soccer together. Be able to have their immediate family in the limited circle of people 
they can trust. Maybe  grandparents want the grandkids close enough to watch them grow up and get to know them.  Just like other human beings. But I expect you know for sure, Charlie 
probably whispered all his plans of controlling Harry to you on your daily get togethers.



 @Jax r  It's in the history of the spare. He doesn't even acknowledge those grandkids. If anything, based on how he was with his own kids, he only wants to use them as pawns to control 
Harry rn take the heat off of himself.
 @Cynthia Tolbert  Have you been watching 'The Crown'. You know it's fiction.  You have no idea what kind a parent Charles is. They put a lot of effort into keeping that part of their life 
private.  Sure Harry is likely about to break that covenant but as sensible grownups still we know one side of a story is just that.  What I do know is my family would need to be positively 
freaking evil before I sold them out for Netflix money.
That's pretty stupid.
Why? That’s gives them exactly what they want - people paying attention to them.
ooh this gonna be so spicy
This documentary delves into the former Meghan Markle's first year of married life with Prince Harry, and the lead-up to their first child's birth.
These two are cute together.
They look so cute together ❤
Harry the MVP of the royal family no 🧢
Can't wait
"your a devorce bitch he is the prince "

Andrew Tate
Wtf is this loool. Harry wants to be a kardashian soo bad.
YUCK
YUCK


